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PREFACE

IT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS WORK to make a complete record of the status of North American horticulture as it exists at the close of the nineteenth century. The work discusses the cultivation of fruits, flowers and garden vegetables, describes all the species which are known to be in the horticultural trade, outlines the horticultural possibilities of the various states, territories and provinces, presents biographies of those persons not living who have contributed most to the horticultural progress of North America, and indicates the leading monographic works relating to the various subjects.

It has been the dream of years to close the century with a comprehensive index to American horticulture, and for a long period the Editor, therefore, has collected notes, books, plants and information for the furtherance of the work. Before the active preparation of the manuscript was begun, a year was expended in making indexes and references to plants and literature. Every prominent plant and seed catalogue published in the United States and Canada has been indexed, and the horticultural periodicals have been explored. A dozen artists have been employed in various horticultural centers to draw plants as they grow. Expert cultivators and botanists have contributed on their various specialties. All the important articles are signed, thus giving each author full credit for his work, and holding him responsible for it.

The work is made first-hand, from original sources of information. So far as possible, the botanical matter has been newly elaborated from the plants themselves; and in all cases it is specially prepared directly for this Cyclopedia, and is not the work of copyists nor of space-writers. In many of the most important subjects, two authors have contributed, one writing the culture and the other the botany; and in some cases the culture is presented from two points of view. When it has been necessary to compile in comparatively unfamiliar groups, the greatest pains has been taken to select authentic sources of information; and the proofs always have been submitted to recognized specialists. In fact,
proofs of every article in the work have been read by experts in that subject.

Every effort has been made to present a truthful picture of American horticulture, by describing those plants which are or lately have been in the trade, and by giving cultural directions founded upon American experience. Therefore the Old World cyclopedias, which represent other horticultural floras and other methods of cultivation, have not been followed. Species which are commonly cultivated in the Old World, or which are mentioned prominently in horticultural literature, but which are not known to be in North American commerce, are briefly recorded in smaller type in supplementary lists. The object has been to make the work essentially American and wholly alive.

Particular attention has been given to the tropical and sub-tropical plants which are now being introduced in southern Florida and southern California. These plants already represent the larger part of the cultivated tropical flora; and a knowledge of them will be of increasing interest and importance with the enlargement of our national sphere. The work is intended to cover the entire field from Key West and the Rio Grande to Quebec and Alaska.

North America is a land of outdoor horticulture, and the hardy fruits, trees, shrubs and herbs are given the prominence which they deserve. In most works of this character, the glasshouse and fanciers’ plants receive most emphatic attention.

Since it is hoped that the work will be of permanent value, descriptions of varieties are not included; for such descriptions would increase the bulk of the work enormously, and the information would be out of date with the lapse of a few months or years. If the work finds sufficient patronage, it is hoped that a small supplemental volume may be issued annually, to record the new species and varieties and the general progress of horticultural business and science.

The illustrations have been made under the personal supervision of the Editor so far as possible, and, with few exceptions, they are owned and controlled by the publishers. No trade cuts have been purchased. In various confused groups, copies have been made of old prints for the purpose of showing the original or native form of a plant, and thereby to illustrate the course of its evolution; but credit is given to the source of the illustration.

The point of view is the garden, not the herbarium. The herbarium
is the adjunct. In other words, the stress is laid upon the plants as domesticated and cultivated subjects. Special efforts have been made to portray the range of variation under domestication, and to suggest the course of the evolution of the greatly modified forms. Garden plants are worthy subjects of botanical study, notwithstanding the fact that they have been neglected by systematists. It is desired to represent the plants as living, growing, varying things, rather than as mere species or bibliographical formulas.

The Editor desires to say that he considers this book but a beginning. It is the first complete survey of our horticultural activities, and it is published not because it is intended to be complete, but that it may bring together the scattered data in order that further and better studies may be made. A first work is necessarily crude. We must ever improve. To the various articles in the work, the teacher of horticulture may assign his advanced students. The Editor hopes that every entry in this book will be worked over and improved within the next quarter century.

L. H. BAILEY.

Horticultural Department,
College of Agriculture of Cornell University,
Ithaca, New York, December 30, 1899.

NOTE TO THE SECOND EDITION

In the second edition several changes have been made for the purpose of reducing typographical errors and inconsistencies, a class of shortcomings which is to be found chiefly in the first volume. Perhaps a half-dozen changes have been made in statements of fact in the first volume. There has been no attempt at a revision, since it is the purpose of the Editor, as explained in the preface to Vol. IV of the original issue, to let the work stand as an expression of American horticulture at the time it was made. This expression is very imperfect, as the Editor is well aware, but it cannot be greatly improved by mere changes in the plates. Therefore, Crataegus and other subjects which recently have been much studied are left as they were understood by their authors in 1900.

In typographical matters the Editor desired to use such forms as he thought would help the reader in consulting the articles, without making
any strenuous effort at mere uniformity or so-called consistency in the various entries. For example, the entry-word or caption is usually capitalized in its own article, as Cabbage in the article *Cabbage*, Strawberry in the article *Strawberry*. This enables the reader readily to catch the word—and therefore the leading thought—wherever it occurs. In other articles in which the same word occurs, but when it is a minor note, it is not capitalized. In some instances of general-language terms which are used repeatedly, this rule is not followed (except, perhaps, at the beginning of the article), as it would be of no distinct service to the reader. The article *Bulbs* is an example. In general, generic names of plants, when used in a semi-technical or botanical sense, have been capitalized; when used in a general-language or incidental way they have not been capitalized. In all cases, mere rules have been considered to be of very secondary importance, and they have been broken whenever the interest of the reader seemed to demand it.

The Editor cannot hope that all the errors and shortcomings have been eliminated in this second edition. He will be glad to have readers advise him of needed corrections.

*L. H. BAILEY.*

*August 12, 1902.*
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EXPLANATIONS

HORTICULTURE is the art of raising fruits, vegetables, flowers and ornamental plants. The lines of demarcation between it and the art of agriculture on the one hand and the science of botany on the other, are purely arbitrary. In this work, the word horticulture has been interpreted liberally. Herein are included discussions of landscape gardening, and brief notes of such important agricultural subjects as Coffee, Cotton, Flax, and such economic subjects as Cinchona, India Rubber. Forage and medicinal plants are mentioned only incidentally.

WHAT IS MEANT BY "THE TRADE"

It is the design of the Cyclopedia to describe fully all those species of plants which are in the American trade,—that is, the species that are bought and sold. In order to determine what species are in the trade, catalogues of nurseriesmen, seedsmen and florists have been indexed, and other commercial literature has been consulted; in addition to this, specialists have been consulted freely for lists of plants. The work includes the plants offered by foreign dealers who have American agents, and who circulate in America catalogues printed in the English language; therefore, the work will be found to include many species offered by the bulb growers of Holland, and by most other large European concerns. The purpose is to make a live record of the real status of our horticulture, rather than a mere compilation from the other literature. However, important plants which are not in the American trade are mentioned, for they may be expected to appear at any time: but these plants are in supplementary lists in smaller type. Thus, the size of type indicates that Abobra viridisflora is in the trade, whereas Abroma augusta is not. It will no doubt be a surprise to the reader, as it has been to the Editor, to discover the great wealth of American horticulture in species of plants.

NOMENCLATURE

The Editor has desired to be conservative on the vexed question of nomenclature. This effort is particularly important in the discussion of cultivated plants, because names become established in the trade and are worth money. A plant sells under a familiar name, but it may be a commercial failure under a new or strange one. Since plants belong as much to the horticulturist as to the botanist, it is only fair that the horticulturist be consulted before wholesale changes are made in nomenclature.

It is well to bear in mind that changes in the names of plants proceed from two general causes,—(1) from new conceptions respecting the limits of genera, species, varieties, and (2) from new ideas in the merely arbitrary fashions or systems of nomenclature. Changes of the former kind are usually welcomed by horticulturists, because they elucidate our understanding of the plants, but changes of the latter kind are usually deplored. At the present moment, there is the greatest unrest in respect to systems of nomenclature. This unrest is, to be sure, in the interest of the fixity or permanency of names, but there is no guarantee—if, indeed, there is any hope—that the system which may be adopted to-day will be accepted by the next generation. In fact, the very difficulty of arriving at a common understanding on the question is itself the strongest evidence that the systems do not rest on fundamental or essential principles, but upon expediency and personal preference. There is no evidence that names which are making to-day will persist any longer than have those which they are supplanting.

So-called reforms in nomenclature are largely national or racial movements, often differing widely between different peoples: consequently it is impossible to bring together under one system of nomenclature the cultivated plants of the world without making wholesale changes in names. Therefore, the Editor has accepted the most tenable names which the plants bring, without inquiring into the system under which they are given. In general, however, he believes that the technical name of a plant is comprised of two words, and that the first combination of these two parts should be accepted as the name. Such double names as Catalpa Catalpa and Glaucom Glaucom are the results of carrying arbitrary rules to the utmost limit, but their ugliness and arbitrariness condemn them. It is to be expected that in the names of plants, as in everything else, the race will not long tolerate inflexibility.
In generic names, the system of Bentham and Hooker (Genera Plantarum) has been followed. This system makes fewer changes in accepted horticultural names than any other, and this is considered to be a distinct merit. The chief reason for adopting the British ideas of genera, however, is that Index Kewensis affords a complete finding-list of species under those genera. It would be impossible, in a work like the present, to follow the more recent system of Engler and Prantl (Die Natürlichen Pflanzenfamilien), because there is no index or finding-list for the species under those genera, and to make the proper combinations of generic and specific names for horticultural plants would necessitate a compilation practically equivalent to Index Kewensis. However, the various contributors have been at liberty to adopt their own ideas of generic limitations, so that the work will be found to occupy a somewhat middle ground between the British and German ideas of genera.

CHIEF LITERARY AIDS.

In the compilation of this work, the Editor has had access to most of the important world-floras, and to the leading geographical floras. In the systematic botany, the greatest help has been derived from the following great general works: Bentham and Hooker, Genera Plantarum (1862-1883); Hooker & Jackson, Index Kewensis (1893-1895); DeCandolle's Prodromus (1824-1873); DeCandolle's Monographie Phanerogamarum (1878-1896, and continuing); Engler and Prantl, Die Natürlichen Pflanzenfamilien (begun 1889); Botanical Magazine (1786 to the present, and continuing); Botanical Register (1815-1847); Revue Horticole, Paris (1829 to the present, and continuing); Gardeners' Chronicle, London (1841, and continuing); Garden, London (1871, and continuing); Loddiges's Botanical Cabinet, London (1817-1833); Flore des Serres, Ghent (1845-1880); L'Illustration Horticole, Ghent (1854-1896); Gartenflora, Berlin (1852, and continuing); Garden and Forest, New York (1888-1897); Nicholson's Illustrated Dictionary of Gardening, London (1884-1887); Mottet's translation of Nicholson, Paris (1892-1899); Siebert and Voss, Vilmarin's Blumengärtnertli (1896).

HOW TO USE THE KEYS

In order to facilitate the study of the plants, the species have been arranged systematically, under the genus, rather than alphabetically. However, in all genera which contain 15 or more species, an alphabetical index has been supplied for purposes of rapid reference. The grouping of the species is founded preferably on horticultural rather than on botanical characters, so that the arrangement does not always express botanical relationships. The grouping and the keys are arranged primarily to aid the gardener in making determinations of species. Every effort is made sharply to contrast the species rather than to describe them. A word of explanation will facilitate the use of the keys. The species are arranged in coordinate groups of various ranks, and groups of equal rank are marked by the same letter. Thus, group A is coordinate with AA and with AAA, and B with BB and BBB. Moreover, whenever possible, the coordinate keys begin with the same catchword: thus, if A begins "flowers," so do AA and AAA; and this catchword is not used for keys of other rank. As an example, refer to Acer, page 12. Look first at A, beginning "foliage;" then at AA (p. 15), also beginning "foliage." Under A are the coordinate divisions B and BB, each with "bloom" for the catchword. Under B there are no subdivisions, but under BB there are divisions C, CC and CCC, each with "fls." for a catchword. Under C there are no subdivisions, but CC has four coordinate divisions, D, DD, DDD, DDDD, each with "lvs." for a catchword, and so on. In other words, if the plant in hand does not fall under A, the inquirer goes at once to AA. If it falls under A, then he determines whether it belongs to B or to BB, and so on.

A diagrammatic display of a scheme would stand as follows:

A. Leaves, etc.
   B. Flowers, etc.
      c. Fruits, etc.
      c. Fruits, etc.
      BB. Flowers, etc.
AA. Leaves, etc.
   B. Roots, etc.
      c. Flowers, etc.
      d. Margins of leaves, etc.
      dd. Margins of leaves, etc.
      BB. Flowers, etc.
      CC. Flowers, etc.
      BBB. Roots, etc.
      BBB. Roots, etc.
      AAA. Leaves, etc.

PRONUNCIATION

Accent marks are used to aid the reader in pronouncing the name. The accent designates (1) stress, or the emphatic syllable, and (2) the length of the emphatic vowel. Following the American custom, as established by Gray and others, a grave accent (˚) is employed to designate a long vowel, and an acute accent (') a short vowel. Thus, officinale is pronounced offici-nay-lee; microcarpus is pronounced micro-car-pus. Ordinarily in diphthongs the mark is placed over the second letter. Thus, in aircera the au is meant to have its customary long sound, as in awce. Double vowels take their customary English sounds, as ee and

EXPLANATIONS
oo. Thus, the oo in *Huëckeri* is to be pronounced as in *hook*. In most cases, the letters *oi* (from the Greek, meaning *like to*) are to be pronounced separately: if the *i* is the penultimate syllable (next to the last), it is long, as in *yucool-des*; if the *i* is the antepenultimate syllable (third from the end) it is short, as in *rhombo-dea*. In *dioicus* and *monoicus*, however, the *oi* is a true diphthong, as in *moist*. It should be remembered that the final *e* terminates a separate syllable, as *commu-ne*, *vulgär-re*, *cran'-de*. This final *e* takes the short sound of *i*, as in *whip*.

These pronunciations follow, in general, the common English method of pronouncing Latin names. However, many of the Latinized forms of substantive and personal names are so unlike Latin in general construction that the pronunciation of them cannot follow the rule. As a matter of fact, biological nomenclature is a language of itself thrown into a Latin form, and it should not be a source of regret if it does not closely follow classical rules in its pronunciation. It has seemed best to make an exception to the literary rules in the case of personal commemorative names in the genitive: we retain, so far as possible, the pronunciation of the original name. Thus, a plant named for Carey is called *Cà-regi*, not *Caré-y-i*; for Sprenger, *Spréng-cri*, not *Sprengér-i*. The original spelling (as written by the author of the name) of the masculine genitive ending is usually retained, whether *i* or *ii*, but the syllable is usually pronounced as if the *i* were single. Whether one

---

**EXPLANATIONS**

*i* or two is used in the making of a masculine genitive, is largely a matter of euphony and personal preference.

It may be well to add what are understood to be the long and short sounds of the vowels:

- á as in cane.
- å as in can.
- è as in mete.
- ë as in met.
- í as in pine.
- ì as in pin.
- ñ is often used as a vowel instead of *i*.

**SPELLING**

The original spelling of generic and specific names is preferred. In some instances this original orthography does not conform to the etymology of the name, particularly if the name is made from that of a person. Such a case is *Diervilla*, named for Dierville. Ideally, the name should be spelled *Diervillea*, but Tournefort and Linnæus did not spell it so, and a name is a name, not primarily a monument to a man.

In accordance with the best authorities, the digraph *æ* is used in the words *cærulea*, *cærulescens*, *cæspitosa*, *cæsia*; *œ* is used in *cælestis* and *cælestimum*.

Digraphs *æ* and *œ* have been dropped from Latin-made names which have come into the vernacular. Thus, as a common or English name, *Spiræa* becomes *spirea*, *Peonia* becomes *peonia* or *peony*, *Bougainvillea* becomes *bougainvillea*. 
ABBREVIATIONS

I. OF GENERAL EXPRESSIONS

cult. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cultivated, etc.
diam. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . diameter
E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . east.
f. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . feet.
in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . inches.
N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . north.
S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . south.
trop. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . tropics, tropical.
W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . west.

II. OF BOTANICAL TERMS

fl. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . flower.
fls. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . flowers.
flrt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . flowered.
fr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . fruit.
k. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . height.
lf. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . leaf.
lft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . leaflet.
lvs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . leaves.
st. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . stem.
sts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . stems.
syn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . synonym.
var. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . variety.

III. OF BOOKS AND PERIODICALS

To aid the student in the verification of the work, and to introduce him to the literature of the various subjects, citations are made to the portraits of plants in the leading periodicals to which the American is most likely to have access. These references to pictures have been verified as far as possible, both in the MS. and in the proof. A uniform method of citation is much to be desired, but is extremely difficult, because periodicals rarely agree in methods. With great reluctance it was decided to omit the year in most cases, because of the pressure for space, but the student who lacks access to the original volumes may generally ascertain the year by consulting the bibliographical notes below.

An arbitrary and brief method of citation has been chosen. At the outset it seemed best to indicate whether the cited picture is colored or not. This accounts for the two ways of citing certain publications containing both kinds of pictures, as The Garden, Revue Horticole, and Gartenflora.

The figures given below explain the method of citation, and incidentally give some hints as to the number of volumes to date, and of the number of pages or plates in one of the latest volumes.

A few works of the greatest importance are mentioned elsewhere by way of acknowledgment (p. xvii). The standard works on the bibliography of botany are Pritzel’s Thesaurus and Jackson’s Guide to the Literature of Botany; also, Jackson’s Catalogue of the Library of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.


B. H. . . . La Belgique Horticole. Ghent. 35 vols. (1851-1885.)


B. R. . . . Botanical Register (1815-1847). Vols. 1-14 edited by Edwards; vols. 15-33 by Lindley. In vols. 1-23 the plates are numbered from 1-204. In vols. 24-33 they are numbered independently in each vol. There are 688 plates in vols. 24-33. “An Appendix to the First Twenty-three Volumes” (bound separately or with the 25th vol.), contains an index to the first 23 vols. An index to vols. 24-31 may be found in vol. 31. (33:70=vol. and col. plate.)

D. . . . . Dana. How to Know the Wild Flowers. New York. 1893. (298 = page.)


ABBREVIATIONS


J. H. . . . L'Illustration Horticole. Ghent. (1854-1896.) (43:72 = vol. and col. plate.) The volumes were numbered continuously, but there were 6 series. Series I. = 1854-55. Series II. = 1856-69. Series III. = 1867-84. Series IV. = 1871-81. Series V. = 1887-93. Series VI. = 1894-96. The plates were numbered continuously in the first 16 vols. from 1 to 614; in vols. 17-33 they run from 1 to 619; in series V. from 1 to 190; in Series VI. they began anew with each vol. Valuable indexes in vols. 10, 19, and 20. Series V. in 4to, the rest 8vo.


L. . . . In vol. I of this work, sometimes means Lindenia, sometimes Low's Beautiful Leaved Plants. See "Lind," and "Lowe."


R. H. . . . Revue Horticole. Dates from 1886, but is now considered to have been founded in 1829. (1899:596 = year and page opposite col. plate. 1899, p. 596 = year and page opposite black figure.)


S. M. . . . Semaine Horticole. Erroneously cited in this fashion a few times in first vol.


IV. OF AUTHORS OF PLANT NAMES

By common consent, the Latin name of a plant, in order to be considered by botanists, must first be regularly published by a reputable author in a reputable book or periodical. As an index to this name, the name of its author is published with it whenever an accurate account of the species is given. Thus, Abelia Chinensis, R. Br., means that this name was made by Robert Brown. This citation at once distinguishes Robert Brown's Abelia Chinensis from any other Abelia Chinensis; for it is possible that some other author may have given this name to some other plant,—in which case the older name must stand. Thus, the Abelia serrata of Siebold & Zuccarini is not the A. serrata of Nicholson. In some cases, the fact that there are two plants passing under one name is indicated in the citation: Abelia rupestris, Hort., not Lindl., means that the rupestris of horticulturists is not the rupestris of Lindley. "Hort." means that the particular name is one in use amongst horticulturists,—that it is a garden name.

The citation of authorities gives a clue to the time and place of publication of the species. It is
an index to the literature of the subject. It is no part of the idea merely to give credit or honor to the man who made the name. It is held by some that the authority is an integral part of the name, and should always go with it; but common usage dictates otherwise, for the authority is never pronounced with the Latin words in common speech. The authority is a matter of bibliography, not of language.

It remains to be said (as already explained under the discussion of Nomenclature, page xiv.) that the Editor holds that the name of a plant is of two coordinate words. Therefore, it is the habit of this work to cite the author who first made the combination of the two, not the one who first invented the specific name. Thus, Linnaeus called a certain plant Eupatorium coelestinum; De Candolle, however, prefers to put this plant in the genus Conoclinium, and calls it Conoclinium coelestinum. For the name in Eupatorium, Linnaeus is cited; for the name in Conoclinium, De Candolle is cited. Some writers would cite both authors under Conoclinium; thus: Conoclinium coelestinum, (Linn.) DC. The authority in parentheses is the one who invented the specific name itself; the other is the one who made the particular combination. This double citation is bungling, particularly for a horticultural work. Its merit is the fact that it suggests the history of the name; but it is not complete in this respect, for the name may have been used in other combinations, of which the citation gives no hint. The full history of a name can appear only in the synonymy.

All. Carlo Allioni, 1725-1804. Italy.
Andrews. Henry C. Andrews, botanical artist and engraver, conducted The Botanists’ Repository from 1799-1811, and illustrated books on heaths, geraniums and roses.
Andre. Edouard Andre, once editor of Illustration Horticole, now editor-in-chief of Revue Horticole.
Ball. H. Baillon, author of the great natural history of plants in French.
Beau. W. J. Bean, recent writer from Kew in Gard. Chron. on bamboos.
Benth. George Bentham, 1800-1884, one of England’s most distinguished botanists.
Bertr. Carlo Giuseppe Bertero, 1789-1831. Died between Tahiti and Chile.
Bieb. Friedrich August Marschall von Bieberstein, 1768-1826. German botanist; lived later in Russia.
Blume. Karl Ludwig Blume, b. 1796 at Braunschweig, d. 1862 at Leyden. Wrote much on Javan plants.
Burman. Johannes Burman, 1746-1797. Prof. at Amsterdam, wrote on plants of Ceylon and Malabar.
Cerv. Vicente Cervantes, 1759 (?)-1829. Mexico.
Cunningham. Richard Cunningham, 1793-1835, Colonial botanist in Australia.
Cunn. A. Allan Cunningham, b. 1791, Scotland, d. 1839, Sidney, Australia. Brother of Richard.
DC. Augustin Pyramus De Candolle, 1778-1841, projector of the Prodomus, and head of a distinguished family. Alphonse De Candolle, the son (1806-1883), and Casimir De Candolle, the grandson, are also quoted in this work.
DeVri. Willem Hendrik de Vriese, 1807-1882. Prof. of Botany at Leyden. Wrote on medical plants and plants of the Dutch East Indies.
Dicks. James Dickson, 1738-1822, Scotch writer on flowerless plants.
Dipp. Dr. L. Dippel, of Darmstadt, Germany. Denrologist; pub. Handbuch der Laubholzkunde.


Drude. Prof. O. Drude, of Dresden, Germany.


Dunal. Michel Felix Dunal, 1789-1856. France.

Dyer. W. T. Thistleton-Dyer, Director of Kew Gardens, present editor of the Flora of Tropical Africa, etc.


Eaton, D. C. Daniel Cady Eaton, Prof. at Yale College, and writer on ferns.

Ehrh. Friedrich Ehrhart, 1742-1795. Germany.


Endl. Stephan Ladislaus Endlicher, 1804-1849. Prof. at Vienna. Numerous works.


Fée. Antoine Laurent Apollinaire Fée, 1789-1874. France.


Forb. John Forbes, catalogued heaths, willows, conifers, and other plants at Woburn Abbey.

Forssk. Pehr Forsskal, 1736-1768, collected in Egypt and Arabia.

Forst. Johann Reinhold Forster, 1729-1798. Germany. (Also George Forster, the son.)

Fraser. John Fraser, 1759-1811, traveled in America 1785-96. Had a son of same name.


F. V. M. Ferdinand von Mueller, Royal botanist of Australia, author of many works on economic plants. See Meiss.


Gaw. See Ker.


Gray. Asa Gray, 1810-1888, Harvard University, Massachusetts. America's most noted botanist.

Greenm. J. M. Greenman, writes from Harvard University on Mexican plants.


Hayne. Friedrich Gottlob Hayne, 1763-1832, Prof. at Berlin. Medicinal plants; trees and shrubs.


Hems. W. Botting Hemsley, Keeper at Kew, has written many reviews of genera of horticultural value in Gard. Chron. and elsewhere.


HORT. Hortorum, literally of the gardens. Placed after names current among horticulturists, but not necessarily all horticulturists. Often used with less exactness than names of authors. Frequently indicates garden or unknown origin. Many of these plants have never been sufficiently described.


Jess. Antoine Laureat Jussieu, 1748-1836, the first to introduce the natural families of plants. France.

Karw. Wilhelm Karwinsky von Karwin, d. 1833, collector in Brazil.

Kauff. Georg Friedrich Kaulfuss, Prof. at Halle, d. 1830. He described the ferns collected by Chamisso.

Ker. John Bellenden Ker, 1765 (1)-1871, botanist, wit and man of fashion. First known as John Gawler. In 1793 was compelled to leave army because of sympathy with French Rev. His name was changed in 1804 to John Ker Bellenden, but he was known to his friends as Bellenden Ker. First editor of Edwards' Botanical Register. Ker-Gaw. See Ker.

Klatt. Friedrich Wilhelm Klatt, a contemporaneous botanist. Germany.


Kotschy. Theodor Kotschy, Asst. curator at Vienna, 1813-1866. Wrote on oriental plants.


Kunth. See HBK.

Lag. Mariano Lagasca, 1776-1839, one of Spain's most distinguished botanists.


Langs. Georg Heinrich von Langsdorf, 1774-1832, Russian consul-general in Brazil.

Lauff. Thomas Lauff, 1758-1836. Prof. of Anatomy at Strassburg, wrote a 40-page monograph on Acer in 1781.

Lecq. Henry Lecq, b. 1802, once Prof. at Clermont-Ferrand, wrote an elementary botany, a dictionary of botanical terms, a book on hybridization, etc.

LEDEB. Karl Friedrich von Ledebour, 1765-1831. Russia.

LEHM. Johann Georg Christian Lehmann, 1792-1860. Prof. at Hamburg, wrote several monographs, and described many new plants.

LEHM., F. C. F. C. Lehmann, living German collector in South America.

LEICHT. Max Leichtlin, horticulturist, Baden-Baden, Germany.


LIND. & ROD. L. Linden and E. Rodigas, once administrator and editor, respectively, of L'Illustration Horticole.

LINDEN. J. Linden, 1817-1898. Belgium. For many years director of L'Illustration Horticole.

LIND., L. Lucien Linden, associated with J. Linden for some years on L'Illustration Horticole.

LINDL. John Lindley, 1799-1865, one of the most illustrious of English horticulturists.

LINK. Heinrich Friedrich Link, 1767-1851. Germany.

LINN. Carolus Linnaeus (Carl von Linné), 1707-1778, the "Father of Botany," and author of binomial nomenclature. Sweden.

LINN. f. Carl von Linné, the son, 1741-1783. Sweden.

LODD. Conrad Loddiges, nurseryman near London, conducted Loddiges' Botanical Cabinet from 1817-33, 20 vols., 2,000 colored plates.

LOISEL. Jean Louis Auguste Leiselen-Leslongchamps, 1774-1849. France.

LOUD. John Claudius Loudon, 1783-1843, an extremely prolific English writer.

LOUR. Juan Loureiro, 1715-1796, missionary in China. Portugal.


MART. Karl Friedrich Philipp von Martius, 1794-1868. Prof. at Munich, monographer of palms, founder of the great Flora Brasilienensis, and author of many works.

MAST. Maxwell T. Masters, editor of The Gardeners' Chronicle, wherein he has described great numbers of new plants of garden value; author of Vegetable Teratology, etc.

MAX. or MAXIM. Karl Johann Maximowicz, 1827-1891, one of the most illustrious Russian systematic botanists; wrote much on Asian plants.

MEDIC. Friedrich Casimir Medicus, 1736-1808, director of the garden at Mannheim, wrote a book of 96 pages in German on North American plants in 1792.

MEISN. Karl Friedrich Meisner, 1800-1874. Switzerland.

METT. Georg Heinrich Mettenius, 1823-1866. Prof. at Leipzig, wrote on flowerless plants.


MEY., C. A. Carl Anton Meyer, 1795-1855, director botanic garden at St. Petersburgh, wrote on Russian botany.

MICHEX. André Michaux, 1746-1802. France, but for ten years a resident of North America.

MICHEX. f. François André Michaux, the son, 1770-1855. France.

MILL. Phillip Miller, 1691-1771, of Chelsea, England, author of a celebrated dictionary of gardening, which had many editions.


MITFORD. A. B. Freeman-Mitford, English amateur, author of The Bamboo Garden.

MOENCH. Konrad Moench, 1744-1805. Germany.

MONCH. See Moench.

MOORE. Thomas Moore, 1821-1887, curator of Chelsea Botanic Garden, author of Index Filiicum, and other well known works.

MOQU. Alfred Moquin-Tandon, 1804-1863. France.


MUELL. ARG. Jean Mueller, of Aargau, wrote for De Candolle's Prodromus, vol. 16.

MUELL. C. Carl Mueller, 1817-1870, who edited vols. 4-6 of Walpers' Annals.

MUELL. F. Ferdinand von Mueller, Royal botanist at Melbourne, has written much on Australian and economic botany.


MURR. Johann Andreas Murray, 1749-1791. Germany.


NAUD. Charles Naudin, 1815-1899, botanist, frequent contributor to Revue Horticole.

NAUD. See Naud.

N.E. BR. N. E. Brown describes many new plants in Gardeners' Chronicle.


NICHOLS. George Nicholson, Curator at Kew, author of The Dictionary of Gardening.

NUTT. Thomas Nuttall, 1786-1859. Massachusetts.

O'BRIEN. James O'Brien, current writer on orchids in Gardeners' Chronicle.

OLIV. Daniel Oliver, once Curator at Kew, and founder of the Flora of Tropical Africa.

OPH. Theodore Georg Orphanides, Prof. of Botany at Athens. D. 1886.

ORTEGA. ORT. Casimiro Gomez Ortega, 1740-1818. Spain.

OTTO. Friedrich Otto, 1782-1856. Germany.

PALI. Peter Simon Pallas, 1743-1811, professor and explorer in Russia. Germany.

PAX. Ferdinand Pax, German botanist. Breslau.


PERS. Christian Hendrik Persoon, 1755-1837. Germany.

PLANCH. Jules Émile Planchon, professor at Montpellier. France.

POHL. Johann Emmanuel Pohl, 1782-1834. Prof. at Vienna, wrote a large book on travels in Brazil.

POIR. Jean Louis Marie Poirier, 1755-1834. France.


PURSH. Frederick T. Pursh (or Pursh), 1774-1820. Siberia, but for 12 years in the United States.
RADDI. Giuseppe Raddi, 1770-1829. Italy.
REICH. Heinrich Gottlieb Ludwig Reichenbach, 1793-1879. Germany.
RICH. John Richardson, 1787-1865. Scotland. [France.
RICHARD. Louis Claude Marie Richard, 1754-1821.
RIDDELL. John Leonard Riddell, 1807-1863, Prof. of Chemistry in Cincinnati and New Orleans.
ROB. Dr. B. L. Robinson, Director Gray Herbarium of Harvard Univ., is editing The Synoptical Flora of North America.
ROB. Émile Rodigas, for some years connected with L'Illustration Horticole.
ROEM. Johann Jacob Roemer, 1763-1819. Switzerland.
Also M. J. Roemer.
Roth. Albrecht Wilhelm Roth, 1757-1834, Physician at Vegesack, near Bremen.
ROXB. William Roxburgh, 1750-1815. India.
ROYLE. John Forbes Royle, b. 1806 at Cawnpore, d. London, 1858. Prof. in London. Plants of India.
RUZ & PAY. Hipolito Ruiz Lopez, 1764-1815, and José Pavon, authors of a Flora of Peru and Chile. Spain.
RUFR. Franz J. Ruprecht, 1814-1870. Russia.
SALM-DYCK. Joseph, Prince and High Count Salms-Reifferscheidt-Dyck, b. at Dyck, 1773, d. 1861. Wrote on Aloe, Cactus, Mesembryanthemum.
SARG. Prof. Charles Sprague Sargent, Dir. Arnold Arboretum, author of Silva of North America.
SCHRÖDER. Michael Joseph Scheidewiller, 1799-1861, Prof. of Bot. and Hort. at Hort. Inst. of Ghent.
SCHLECHT. Friedrich Leonhard von Schlechten-dahl, 1794-1866. Prof. at Halle, wrote several memoirs in Latin and German.
SCHLOT. See Schlecht.
SCHOTT. Heinrich Wilhelm Schott, 1794-1865, wrote much on Aroids with Nyman and Kotschy.
SCHRAD. Heinrich Adolph Schrader, 1767-1836. Germany.
SCHWER. Graf Schwerin, German authority on Acer. Sco. Johann Anton Scopoli, 1723-1788. Italy.
SEEM. Berthold Seemann, Hanover, 1823-1872, wrote on palms, and botany of the voyage of the Herald.
SIEBERT. A. Siebert, Dir. of the Palm Gard. at Frankfurt, joint author of Vilmorin's Blumengärtnerei.
SIMS. John Sims, 1792-1838. England, for many years editor of Curtis' Botanical Magazine.
SPACH. Eduard Spach, b. Strassburg, 1801, d. 1879. Author of Histoires Naturelle des Vegetaux.
SPAETH. L. Spaeth, Berlin, nurseryman.
SPRENG. Kurt Sprengel, 1760-1833. Germany.
STED. Ernst Gottlieb Stendel, 1763-1856. Germany.
STEV. Christian Steven, 1781-1863. Russia.
SWEET. Robert Sweet, 1783-1835, author of many well known works, as Geraniaceae, British Flower Garden.
SWZ. See Swartz.
THORE. Jean Thore, 1756-1823, physician at Bax.
THUNB. Carl Peter Thunberg, 1743-1822. Sweden.
UNDERW. Prof. Lucien M. Underwood, Columbia Univ., New York, N. Y., has written much on ferns, etc.
VAN HOUTTE. Louis Van Houtte, 1810-1876, founder and publisher of Flore des Serres.
VENT. Etienne Pierre Ventenat, 1757-1808. France.
VERL. B. Verlot, contributor to Revue Horticole.
VERSCH. Ambrose Verschaffelt, 1825-1886, publisher and publisher of L'Illustration Horticole at Ghent, Belgium.
VILL. Dominique Villars, 1745-1814. France.
VOSS. A. Voss, author of botanical part of Vilmorin's Blumengärtnerei.
WALL. Nathanael Wallich, b. Copenhagen 1796, d. London 1854, wrote on plants of India and Asia.
WALP. Wilhelm Gerhard Walpers, 1810-1853.
WALT. Thomas Walter, about 1740-1788, author of Flora Caroliniana. South Carolina.
WANG. Friedrich Adam Julius von Wangenheim, 1747-1800. Germany.
WATS. Sereno Watson, 1826-1892. Harvard University.
WEDD. H. A. Weddell, wrote for De Candolle's Prodromus, vol. 16, etc.
WENDL. H. Hermann Wendland, Dir. Royal Bot. Garden at Herrenhausen, one of the chief writers on palms.
WOOD. Alphonso Wood, 1810-1881. Of his Class-Book of Botany, 100,000 copies have been sold in Amer.
ZUCC. Joseph Gerhard Zuccarini, 1797-1848. Prof. at Munich.
13. *Pinus*, Bois. *Spanish Fir*. Fig. 1. Tree 70-80 ft.; trunk 4-6 ft. in diam.: lvs. short, broad, rigid, sharp-pointed, bright green, spreading from all sides of the stiff branchlets; cones cylindrical, slender, gray-brown, 5½-6 in. long; bracts much longer than their cones. Mounts of central and southern Spain, often garden-plants. G. C. III. 21:407. —Not very hardy north of the Middle states.

AA. *Nobiles*. Leaves blue-green, often glaucous, stomaticares on both surfaces, flat or 3-sided on sterile branches; 3-sided, acute, incurved and covered on fertile branches.


Var. *Shastensis*, Lemm., of southern Oregon and northern California, forms somewhat smaller, with bracts as long or longer, than the above. S. S. 629.


C. S. Sargent.

**ABÖRA** (Brazilian name). *Cucubitastrum*. Greenhouse climber, cult. for its numerous small, showy fruits; grows rapidly, and may be planted out in summer. The tuberous roots are stored like dahlias. Prop. by seeds or rarely by soft cuttings.


**ABROMA** (from a, not, and *brama*, food). *Stereolidaeae*. Greenhouse evergreen trees. Prop. by seeds or by cuttings in spring from half-ripened wood under glass.


**ABRONIA** (from abros, delicate, referring to involucre). *Nyctaginaceae*. Trailing plants, with fragrant bell-like flowers suitable for baskets and rockeries; commonly treated as hardy annuals. Mostly tender perennials from Calif. Height 6-18 in. For early and continuous summer bloom, seeds may be sown in pots of sandy soil the previous autumn and wintered in a frame. Peel off the husk before sowing seed. Cf. *SeroWatson*, Bot. Calif. 2:3-5.

A. *Flowers yellow.*

*latifolia*, Esch. Fig. 3. Plant very viscid-pubescent: lvs. thick, broadly ovate or reniform, obtuse, on distinct petioles: root stout, fusiform. *A. arnoria*, Menzies, is probably the same, but is considered distinct by some. B. M. 6546. G. C. II. 16:365.

AA. *Flowers pink or rose.*


*villosa*, Watson. Smaller and slenderer than the last and covered with a glanular-villosus pubescent:

3. *Abronia latifolia* (x ½).

ABUTILON (name of obscure origin). Malvaceae. Flowering Maple. Attractive coolhouse shrubs and window plants. Lvs. long-stalked, often maple-like; fls. with naked 5-cleft calyx, 5 separate ovate petals, many stamens united in a column about the many-branched lower ones lobed to the middle, the upper ones shallow-3-lobed: fls. 1-3 at a place, orange with blood-red veins. Brazil. B.M. 5917. — Blooms in both winter and summer. Much hybridized with other species. A. grandiflorum and A. compactum are garden forms; also A. floribundum, Hort., R.H. 1881: 350.  

Corolla mostly longer and contracted at the mouth. 

striatum, Dicks. Fig. 4. Glabrous throughout; lvs. thin, deeply 5-lobed, the lobes long-pointed, rather closely serrate, sometimes small-spotted; fls. rather small and slender, hanging on peduncles 4-6 in. long, red or orange, with brown-red veins, the stamens scarcely or not at all exserted. Brazil. B.M. 3840. P.M. 7: 53. — One of the hardest species, blooming continuously. 

Thompsoni, Hort. Fig. 5. Graceful but strong-growing plant; lvs. vine-like, mostly 3-lobed, the middle lobe long-pointed, thin and usually glabrous, mottled with green and yellowish blotches: fls. medium size, yellow or orange with red veins, the column of stamens conspicuously exerted in the single forms. R.H. 1885: 324. G.W. 70: 133. — Blooms in summer and winter. An offshoot of A. striatum, or a hybrid with that species. In the double-flowered forms, the fls. are open-speding. Cions often convey the variegation to the stock. Common and valuable. 

venosum, Lemaire. Very strong grower; lvs. large, deeply palmate-lobed and strongly-toothed: fls. large, 3 in. long, on peduncles 10-12 in. long. Mex. B.M. 4463. — A showy species. 

A. Leaves not lobed, cordinate, but prominently toothed, sometimes angled. 

B. Corolla wide-spreading. 


Dárwiní, Hook. f. Strong pubescent shrub 3-5 ft.: lvs. velvety pubescent beneath, thickish, 5-9-ribbed, the style. Of very easy culture in conditions which are suitable for geraniums or fuchsias. Usually grown in pots, but sometimes bedded out in summer. Dwarf and compact varieties suitable for bedding are becoming popular. The tall varieties are adaptable to growing on rafter or pillars. A. striatum and A. Thompsoni are the commonest type forms. Prop. by greenwood cuttings at any season, preferably in late winter or early spring; also freely by seeds. Many horticultural varieties, some of them no doubt hybrids, are in common cultivation. Following are well known: Arthur Belsham, red, shaded gold. Boule de Neige, pure white, very free. Eclipse, foliage marbled green and yellow; fls. of fair size; sepals scarlet; petals orange-buff: suited for baskets and vases; a form of A. megapotamicum (another Eclipse is known). Erecta, pink orange-veined erect fls. Golden Bell, deep yellow, free-flowering. Golden Fleece, pure yellow, free-flowering. Mary Miller, deep rose-pendulous. Mrs. John Laing, purplish rose. Rosa-flora, pinkish rose. Royal Scarlet, rich, shining scarlet. Santana, deep red. Savitzi, dwarf, with white-edged foliage; useful for bedding. Snow Storm, semi-dwarf, pure white. Souvenir de Bonn, lvs. large, deep green, not mottled, but edged with a broad white margin; distinct and striking: a useful bedding plant. Splendens, bright red. 

A. Leaves prominently lobed, mostly maple-like or vine-like. 

B. Corolla long and narrow. 

megapotamicum, St. Hil. & Naud. (A. verilíbrium, Morren). Fig. 6. Drooping habit: lvs. rather small, lanceolate, acuminate, sharp-serrate: fls. 2-3 in. long, on short drooping stalks, the long calyx bright red, the protruding petals lemon-yellow, the column of stamens conspicuously branched. B.M. 5317. Gn. 37: 745. J. H. III. 18: 359. — A strikingly handsome species. Common in windows and baskets. There is a variegated-leaved variety. Generally misspelled megapotamicum. 

A.robérum, Sweet. Lvs. cordate-tomentose: fls. pale yellow. 

4. Abutilon striatum (illi.)
ABUTLON


6. Abutilon megapotamicum (X ¾).

A CACIA

A CACIA (ancient name). Leguminosa, tribe Minó- secs. Shrubs or trees: lvs. twice-pinnate, of many leaflets, or reduced to phyllody or leaf-like petioles, as in Figs. 8 and 9 (except the earlier lvs. of young seedlings, and occasionally those on robust shoots): fls. yellow or white, minute, in conspicuous globular heads or cylin- drical spikes, axillary, solitary or fasciculate, or diffusely paniculate at the ends of the branches; stamens very many, exerted. Australia (chiefly); a few in N. and S. America, N. and S. Africa and Asia. Ours Australian unless otherwise stated. Prop. by seeds sown under glass as soon as ripe, or by cuttings of half-ripened wood taken with a heel in, in summer; the seeds should first be placed in hot water and left to soak 24 hours. The bark of most of the Australian and of some other species (especially A. pupeana, A. volvissima, and A. decurrens) abounds in tannins, which may eventually make their cultivation profitable in the southwest. For outdoor planting in Calif. and the S., keep in pots until large enough to place in permanent quarters, for they do not transplant well. Several African species yield the gum arabic of commerce, especially A. Senegal. Monographed in part by Baron von Müller in his iconography of African Acacias, cited here as F. v. M. Icon.

Of several hundred known kinds, not more than 50 are in cultivation, and a dozen species will cover those desiring of greenhouse culture, but these few are gems. All of this most important section thrive in a winter temper- ature ranging from 40° to 50°; in fact, little above the freezing point is sufficient. They do not like heat, and consequently are not adapted for forcing. If wintered cool and allowed to come along naturally with the increasing heat and light of the spring, they will flower in March and April, a season when their graceful beauty is appreciated in the private conservatory or is valuable to the commercial florist. The prevailing color of all the Australian species is yellow, varying from pale lemon to deep orange. The tall-growing kinds, or rather those inclined to make long, straight shoots, make excellent subjects for planting permanently against a glass partition of a conservatory, or against a pillar. There is scarcely a more beautiful plant than A. pubescens, with its slightly drooping, yellow racemes. It deserves a favored place in every cool conservatory. The Acacias are of easy culture. If planted permanently in the border, provision for drainage should be made. A good, coarse, tarry loam, of not too heavy texture, is all they want, with the addition of a fifth part of leaf-mold or rotted spent hops. Few of our greenhouse pests trouble them. Water in abundance they like at all times, and in their growing season, which is in early summer months, a freely syringing is necessary. The Acacias are a bushy habit are very largely grown as pot-plants in Eu- rope, and are now largely imported and sold for the eastern trade. A. armata and A. Drummondii are good for this purpose. We believe in our hot sum- mers, the commercial man will do better to import than to attempt to grow them from cuttings. The Acacias need pruning, or they will soon grow straggling and un- shapely; more especially is this true of those grown in pots. After flowering, cut back the leading shoots rather severely. Shift into a larger pot if roots demand it, and encourage growth by a genial heat and syringing, giving at same time abundance of light and air. They should be plunged out-of-doors as soon as danger of frost is past, and removed to the greenhouse before any danger of early fall frosts. Cuttings root surely but not quickly. The best material is the side shoots from a main stem in the condition that do not have to separate from the main stem. The wood should be not green and succulent as for a verbena, nor as firm and hard as the wood of a hybrid perpetual rose in Nov. The wood or shoot will be in the right condition in June. No bottom heat is needed, but the shoots should be covered with a close frame and kept moderately moist and cool by shading. The following spring these young plants can be either planted out-of-doors, where there is a good chance to keep them in their permanent position in the greenhouse border. Of all the species best adapted for medium-sized, compact pot-plants, A. armata and A. Drummondii are the best. The former has small, simple, dark green lvs. and globular, pure yellow fls. A. Drummondii has drooping, cylindrical, pale lemon fls. As both these flowers in March without any forcing in our northern greenhouses, they are very val- uable acquisitions to our Easter plants. The Acacia has two distinctive charms: the foliage is either simple and graceful, or in A. armata, or much divided, graceful and fern-like, as in A. pubescens. All the Acacias are among the freest-flowering of our hard-wooded plants. Cult. by W. G. T."
Phyll. 3/4 to rarely 2 in. long, slender, often not broader than thick.

2. juncifolia, Benth. (A. pinifolia, Benth.). Tall, glabrous shrub: branches slender, quite terete; phyll. 3-6 in. long, often nearly tetragonal, linear-subulate, with a scarcely prominent nerve on each side; fl. hds. solitary or in pairs; peduncles short. F.v.m. Icon. 2 c. 8.

3. catalfoïa, Sweet. Broom WATTLE. Tall shrub 6-10 ft.: phyll. 3-4 in. long, linear-subulate, slightly flattened, with 1 nerve prominent or indistinct; point fine, recurved or simply oblique; fl. hds. 3 or 4, shortly racemose in the axis of the terminal phyll.: calyx shortly toothed or lobed. Feb. B. R. 839.

4. extensa, Lindl. (A. pentandra, Regel). Shrub: branches angular or sometimes winged; phyll. 3-4 or even 8 in. long, slender, linear-subulate, almost tetragonal, with a prominent nerve on each side; peduncles 1-headed or rarely irregularly racemose in the axils of the terminal phyll.: calyx triangular, truncate. Mar.

c. Phyll. vertically flattened.

d. Veins of phyll. 1, or very rarely 2.

e. Fl. heads solitary or in pairs or clusters

f. Length of phyll. 1 in. or less.

g. Stipules persistent as slender spines.

5. armata, R. Br. (A. undulata, Willd. A. paraadea, DC. Mimoso paraadea, Poir.). Kangaroo Thorn. Fig. 7. Spreading shrub, 6-10 ft. high: branches pubescent: phyll. 1 in. long, semi-ovate, undulate, obtuse, or with a short, oblique point; heads solitary; peduncles axillary, equaling the phyll., borne all along the branches: fls. fragrant. Feb. B. M. 1653. F. E. 9: 401, 431. — Good hedge shrub. Grown also for spring bloom.

aa. Stipules small, deciduous, or 0.

6. lineata, Cunn. Bushy shrub: branches pubescent, terete; phyll. 3/4-4 in. long, broadly linear; point small, hooked; peduncle solitary, axillary, very slender, equaling or exceeding the phyll., glabrous: fls. rich yellow. Mar. B. M. 3346.

7. acinacea, Lindl. (A. latrobi, Meissn.). Shrub: branches glabrous, angular; phyll. 3/4-8 in. long, about 3 lines wide, obliquely oblong or somewhat lanceolate, obtuse, with a small, recurved point; peduncles slender, about equaling the phyll. Mar. F. v. M. Icon. 4 c. 7.

8. obliqua, Cunn. (A. rotundifolia, Hook.). Shrub: branches glabrescent; phyll. 1/2 to nearly 3/4 in. long, obliquely obovate or oblong; mid-nerve terminating in a minute, recurved point; peduncles very slender, mostly exceeding the phyll. Mar. B. M. 4011.

9. Moissoneri, Lohm. Tall shrub: young branches glabrous, acutely angular; phyll. 3/4-4 in. long, 2-4 lines broad, obovate-oblong or obliquely cuneate, obtuse, or with a small, hooked point; peduncles shorter than the phyll.: fls. yellow. May.

ff. Length of phyll. 1 1/2-4 in.

10. dodonæifolia, Willd. Tall shrub, very resinous, shining: phyll. 2-4 lines wide, oblong-linear or lanceolate, mostly obtuse, 1-angled, lateral veins prominent and anastomosing; stipules 0: peduncles solitary or in pairs, about 3/4 in. long. Mar.

ee. Fl. heads in axillary racemes (rarely reduced to a solitary head).

f. Phyll. 2 in. or less long, broad.

11. junata, Sieb. (A. fiitulenta, Cunn.). Glabrous shrub: phyll. less than 1 in. long, obliquely-lanceolate or elliptical-cuneate, obtuse, or with a minute, obtuse or recurved point: fls. yellow: pods linear-elliptical, 3-4 lines broad; seeds placed close to the upper suture. Apr. B. R. 1522.

- Without the trace of this may easily be mistaken for A. linifolia var. prominens.

12. cuneiformis, Cunn. (A. cultulata, Ait.). Tall shrub, glaucescent with wax young: phyll. 1/2-3 in. long, falcate-ovate or almost triangular, mucronulate, with strongly curved margins and usually a more or less prominent angle on the convex side: fls. heads in axillary racemes much exceeding the phyll.: pods flat, about 3 lines broad; seeds placed close to the upper suture. Mar. R. H. 1836, pl. 503. J. H. 111. 34: 141.

13. pravissima, F. v. M. Tall shrub or small tree: glabrous: phyll. mostly 3-5 lines long, obliquely falcate-ovate, or almost trapezoid, recurved, imperfectly 2-veined; marginal gland much below the angle on the convex side; fls. heads in handsome axillary racemes much exceeding the phyll.: pods flat, about 3 lines broad; seeds placed along the center of the pod.

aa. Racemes not, or only slightly, exceeding the phyll.

14. linifolia, Willd. Tall shrub: phyll. 1-1 1/2 in. long, linear to linear-lanceolate, straight, rather thin; marginal gland prominent, distant from the base. B. M. 2522.

15. brachypodrya, Benth. Tall shrub: phyll. 1/2-1 in., rarely, in luxuriant specimens, 2 in. long, obliquely obovate or oblong, firm, rather broad, obtuse or mucronulate: fls. heads few, in short, axillary racemes, about equaling the phyll., or rarely reduced to 1 head: fls. 20-50 in a head: pods flat, linear to narrow-elliptical.

aa. Phyll. 1/2-1 in. long, obliquely obovate or oblong, firm, rather broad, obtuse or mucronulate: fls. heads few, in short, axillary racemes, about equaling the phyll., or rarely reduced to 1 head: fls. 20-50 in a head: pods flat, linear to narrow-elliptical.


Var. glucophylla, Benth. Glaucescent and more or less pubescent: phyll. mostly 1/4-3/4 in. long: fls. heads mostly 2-5, shortly racemose.

Var. acastira, Benth. Quite glabrous: phyll. small and narrow: fls. heads small.

16. myrtifolia, Willd. Shrub, rarely tall: phyll. 1-2 in. long, very variable, firm, usually acute or mucronate or somewhat narrowed at base, with thickened margins and a marginal gland below the middle: fls. heads several, in short, axillary racemes about equaling the phyll.: fls. 2-4 in a head, rather large: pods linear, thick, curved, with very thick margins, 2-3 lines broad. B. M. 302, as Mimoso myrtiflora.

Var. ecallstirifolia, Benth. (A. celastriflora, Benth.). Phyll. mostly 1/4-2 in. long and often 1 in. broad. B. M. 4306.

Var. normalis, Benth. Phyll. mostly 1-2 in. long and about 1/4 in. broad.

ff. Phyll. 2-6-12 in. long (sometimes only 1/4 in. in A. obtusata).

17. falcata, Willd. Tall shrub or small tree; glabrous: branches angular: phyll. 3 to 4 in. long, lanceolate-falcate, acuminate, much narrowed to the base; marginal gland close to the base or 0: sepals free, narrow: pods rather narrow; funicule encircling the seed.

18. penninervia, Sieb. Tree; glabrous; branches angular: phyll. 3 to 4 in. long, lanceolate-falcate, acuminate, much narrowed to the base; margins nerve-like; gland distant from the base or 0: pods broad; funicule encircling the seed. Mar. B. M. 3754.
ACACIA

Var. falciferus, Benth. (A. falciferus, DC.). Phyll. mostly larger and more falcate; young shoots and inflorescence minutely hoary or golden-pubescent; pod nearly 3 in. broad.

21. salicifolia, Lindl. Shrubs 5-6 ft.; branches angular; phyll. 4-6 in. long, falcate-lanceolate or oblanceolate, narrowed to the base, rather obtuse, glaucous and smooth, the lateral veins but little conspicuous; racemes short; peduncles short; fl. heads few, large. Mar.

22. cyanophylla, Lindl. Blue-leaved Wattle. Tall shrub 10 ft.; stoloniferous; branches drooping; lower phyll. about 12 in. long; upper 6 in. or less and narrower, linear-oblong to lanceolate-falcate, much narrowed toward the base, glabrous and often glaucous; peduncles 1½ in. long, fl. heads 3-5, large, golden yellow. Mar. Gn. 32, p. 99.

23. obtusa, Sieb. Tall, glabrous shrub: phyll. 1½-3 in. long, oblong-linear, or almost spatulate, usually almost straight, rather obtuse, point not curved, thick, rigid, with thickened, nerve-like margins; marginal gland 1, distant from the base, not prominent; racemes about 3¼ in. long, with densely packed heads; fls. 30 or more. Mar.

aa. The phyll. thick, usually with inconspicuous lateral veins (conspicuous in A. pyrascens).

24. nevilliana, Cunn. (A. retinodes, Schleich. A. retinodes, var. floribunda, Hort.). Fig. 8. Tall, handsome shrub or small tree: branches slender; phyll. 3-5 in. long, 2-5 lines wide, linear-lanceolate, falcate, much narrowed to the base; racemes 1-2½ in. long; peduncles about 2 lines long; fls. bright yellow. Mar. F. v. M. Icon. 5: 9. R. H. 1896, p. 505. A.F. 13: 880. Useful as a street tree in Calif.

25. pycnantha, Benth. Golden Wattle. Small tree: phyll. 3-6 in. long, lanceolate to oblanceolate, or, on vigorous shoots, even obacate-falcate, obtuse or acutish, distinctly pennivexed, with a conspicuous marginal gland near the base; fl. heads in axillary racemes, on short peduncles, large, fragrant; funicle scarcely folded. Feb. R. H. 1896, p. 501. —Very variable in shape and size of phyll.

26. salicina, Lindl. Small tree: branches drooping: foliage pale: phyll. 2½-5 in. long, 2½-6 lines wide, oblong-linear or lanceolate, narrowed at base, thick, rigid, with a curved point; midrib and marginal veins scarcely prominent; racemes short, often reduced to 2 or 3 heads, or even only 1: peduncles slender: fls. about 20 in the head; pods straight; funicle scarlet, folded under the seed.

27. rostellifera, Benth. Tall shrub, perhaps only a variety of A. salicina, but, according to Bentham, different in aspect and the nectar of the phyll, much more prominent: phyll. linear-lanceolate, with an oblique or recurved callos vein point.

28. saviolensa, Willd. Shrub 3-6 ft. high, glabrous: branches acutely angled: phyll. 3-6 in. long, 2-4 lines wide, narrowly lanceolate to linear: margins thickened: racemes about 3½ in. long before opening, inclosed in large, imbricate bracts: fls. 6-10 in a head. Apr.

29. Teus of phyll. several (rarely only 2), 10-15 lines.

30. impiexa, Benth. Glabrous tree: branches nearly terete: phyll. 3-6 in. long, 2½-5 lines wide, lanceolate and very falcate-acuminate, with a short, hooked point, rather thin; reticulate veins numerous and distinct; peduncles few, in a very short raceme, long and slender; fls. pale yellow or dirty white: pods rather narrow, bi-covex, curved or twisted, slightly constricted between the seeds; funicle yellow, folded at the end of the seed but not encircling it. F. v. M. Icon. 8: 2.

31. melanoxylon, R. Br. Australian Blackwood. Tall tree, usually pyramidal, glabrous: branches slightly angular: phyll. mostly 3 or 4 in. long, ½-1 in. wide, narrowly lanceolate to falcate-oblong, or even falcate-oblanclate, much narrowed to the base, very obtuse, thick and stiff; reticulate veins numerous: racemes occasionally reduced to 1 or 2 heads; peduncles short, stout: fls. pale yellow or dirty white; petals connate above the middle: pods flat, 3-4 lines broad, often curved in a circle; funicle bright red, doubly encircling the seed. Mar. B. M. 1628.

32. Cyclops, Cunn. Shrub 6-10 ft.; branches angular: phyll. 1½-3 in. long, nearly straight, narrow-oblong, obtuse, rigid: racemes short, occasionally reduced to 1 or 2 heads: fls. yellow; petals smooth, free: pods flat, 4-6 lines wide, curved or twisted; funicle richly colored, doubly encircling the seed. Apr. F. v. M. Icon. 8: 3.

33. oxyziedrus, Sieb. Tall, spreading shrub: phyll. ½-1 in. long, narrowly lanceolate, acuminate, scattered, very rigid, straight, with 3 or 4 prominent nerves on each side; stipules small, often spinescent: spikes often above 1 in. long. B. M. 2928.

34. verticillata, Willd. (Mimoso verticillata, L. Her.). Bushy, spreading shrub: phyll. ½-2½ in. long, linear-subulate to lanceolate or oblong, mostly whorled, rigid, with 1 prominent central nerve; stipules minute: spikes above 1 in. long, dense; fls. deep yellow. Apr. B. M. 110.

35. Ricinuas, Hensl. Tall shrub or small tree, handsome, dark green: phyll. ½-2½ in. long, linear or subulate, sometimes very narrow and 1½ in. long, scattered or whorled, 1-nerved; stipules minute: spikes interrupted, slender, often above 1 in. long; fls. pale yellow. Apr. N. 1: 7.
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cc. Phyll, broader, less rigid, not pungent-pointed, 1½-6 in. long.

36. longifolia, Wild. SYDNEY GOLDEN WATTLE. Fig. 9. Tall, handsome shrub; phyll. 4-6 in. long, oblond-lanceolate, acuminate; longitudinal veins several, prominent: spikes 1 in. long, loose, axillary, mostly in divergent pairs; fls. golden yellow. Mar. B.R. 362. B.M. 2166. R.H. 1896, p. 504. — Useful as a street tree in Calif.


38. aneura, F. v. M. Mulga. Shrubby; often hoary, with minute pubescence: phyll. 1½-3 in. long, 1½-2½ in. wide, narrowly linear, without prominent nerves but minutely striate, rigid; spikes short and dense on short peduncles; pods broad, flat, short. F. V. M. Icon. 10: 8.

39. glaucéns, Wild. (A. cineráceus, Sieb.). Glaucous tree 50 ft. or more high; phyll. 4-6 in. long, 5-12 ft. broad at the middle, linear-lanceolate, narrowed at both ends, falcate, striate, and with 3-5 more prominent nerves, all free from the lower margin: spikes in pairs, 1-2 in. long; pods narrow-linear, biconvex, irregularly twisted. Mar. B.M. 3174.

40. baloscrinia, Cunn. (A. leucophylla, Lindl.). Shrub or small tree 10-20 ft. high, white, silky; phyll. 4-6 in. long, 1-3½ in. broad, oblong-lanceolate, with 3 or 4 prominent nerves confluent with the lower margin at the base: spikes mostly in pairs, sessile, about 2 in. long. Mar.

aa. Les. all bipinnate.
bb. Fls. in globular heads.

c. Heads in terminal-axillary panicules or racemes: stipules small or 0.
d. Trees: pinna in 8-15 pairs, fl. heads pinnate.

41. decérrus, Willd. GREEN WATTLE. Branchlets with very prominent angles decurrent from the petioles; glabrous, or the young shoots slightly tomentose-pubescent. leaflets 1-2 lines long, narrow, rather distant; fls. white: yellow: pods mostly less than 4 lines wide, flat, more or less contracted between the seeds. Mar.-May.

Var. normalis, Benth. Leaflets 3-4 lines long.

42. mollissima, Willd. (A. decérrus var. mollis, Lindl.). BLACK WATTLE. Branchlets with deep distinct angles only slightly prominent: foliage and branchlets pubescent, the young shoots of a yellowish or golden tinge; leaflets 2-3 lines long, narrow, crowded: fls. fragrant: pods mostly less than 4 lines wide, flat, more or less contracted between the seeds. Dec.-Mar. B.R. 371. — The names of this and of the next species are often interchanged in gardens and even in herbaria.

43. dealbháta, Link, SILVER WATTLE. Branchlets with decurrent angles only slightly prominent: foliage and branchlets very glaucous or hoary, with a fine pubescence, the young shoots whithish; leaflets 2-3 lines long, narrow, crowded: pods mostly more than 4 lines wide, flat, hardly constricted between the seeds. Mar. A.F. 13: 880. R.H. 1896, p. 502.

dd. Shrubs or small trees: pinnae mostly in 2-8 pairs: fl. heads racemed.


cc. Heads on simple, solitary, or clustered peduncles: stipules often spinose.

46. pulchella, R. Br. Elegant shrub: branches slender, glabrous or hirsute, usually armed with subulate axillary spines: pinnae 1 pair; leaflets 4-7 pairs, 1½-2¼ lines long, obtuse: fl. heads solitary; fls. yellow. Apr.


Var. hispidissima, Hort. (A. hispidissima, DC.). Branches very hirsute, with long, spreading hairs; leaflets narrow: fls. white. B.M. 4598.


48. Casvénia, Bertero. Espino. CAVAN. Height 20 ft.: spines stout; leaflets scabrous, scabibrous-pubescent. Otherwise near to A. Farmesiana, of which it is sometimes considered a mere variety. Chile.—A good hedge plant.

49. Arábica, Willd. GUM ARABIC TREE. Fig. 10. Small tree, with spiny stipules; pinnae 3-6 pairs, each with 40 or less very narrow leaflets: fls. white, in globular, pedunculate heads, which are usually in 3’s. Arab. and Euseef. leaders.

50. filicina, Willd. Unarmed shrub; pinnae 2-15 pairs; leaflets 20-50 or more pairs (rarely 16-15), very small: fl. heads globular; pods linear, straight, flat, not pulpy. Tex. and Mex.

ii. Fls. in cylindrical spikes.

51. Gréggii, Gray. Small tree 10-20 ft., pubescent, often with scattered, short, stout, hooked prickles; pinnae 2-4 pairs, ¾-1 in. long; leaflets 3-5 pairs, 2 or 3 lines long, oblong or oblong-obovate, thick, and with 2 or 3 straight nerves; peduncles ½-1 in. long. Apr. Tex., S. Calif. and Mex.

52. Catechu, Willd. Tree: pinnae 8-10 pairs, each bearing 100 or less linear, pubescent leaflets: fls. yellow; spikes solitary or in 2’s or 3’s. E. Ind.—Yields Catechu, a valuable tannin.
33. **Drummondit, Benth.** Bush or small tree; pinnae 2-4 pairs, oblong to lanceolate, glabrous, with 4-10 leaflets; fls. pale lemon-yellow, in dense, solitary, drooping spikes 1½ in. long. *Australian. M.B. 5191.* -Handsome, and popular for spring bloom, as at Easter.

In the following supplementary list, the heights given are the heights of plants under favorable conditions in N. Europe. They are open in the south-west U.S., they often grow much taller, and sometimes flower 2 months earlier. Except when otherwise stated, the data are from recent collections. Those marked "sided most desirable. Those marked "stove" need hothouse treatment; the others can be grown in a hothouse, or in the open in California, etc., as follows:

---

**ACACIA**

9

10. **Acacia Arborescens.**
ACACIA, FALSE. See Robinia Pseudacacia.

ACACIA, ROSE. See Robinia hispida.

ACÉNA (from akaina, thorn). Rosaceae. Dwarf, hardy perennial sub-shrubs with inconspicuous green flowers, cultivated in rockeries for their showy crimson spines, which are borne on the calyx; 1-12 in. As ground work for dwarf, spring-flowering bulbs, as thistles, they are unsurpassed. Useful in protecting native orchids and bog plants. Prop. by cuttings, creeping rootlets, divisions and seeds. Monogr. by T. Citterne, in Revue des Sciences Naturelles de l’Ouest, 1871, Nos. 1, 2, 3.

microphylla. Hook. f. Lvs. evergreen, pale, pinnate, serrate; spines attractive all summer and autumn. N. Zealand. — Grows well in either wet or dry soils.

ovatifolia, Ruiz & Pav. Lvs. a little larger than the latter; leaflets oblong, subulate. Chile. Gn. 32, p. 46.


J. B. KELLER.

ACALYPHA (a name given by Hippeuaces to a nettle). Euphorbiaceae. Tender foliage plants much used for greenhouse ornament, and especially for bedding out. For the latter purpose it is desirable to have strong, well hardened plants in 5-in. pots, which should be set out the last week in May, and grown in a rich soil without check. Prop. by cuttings, chiefly in three ways: (1) in fall from outdoor bedded plants; (2) from plants lifted in fall, cut back, and kept for spring stock; (3) from stock plants in pots reserved from the previous season. The well ripened wood of these last is a great advantage, and gives cuttings that may be taken with a heel. A mature stem will furnish several beside the top one. This is the best method for general purposes. Cuttings are taken below joints, and require mild bottom heat. For greenhouse ornament in fall and winter, excellent specimens may be secured from cuttings made in summer from such stock plants.

Cult. by ROBERT SHORE.

11. Acalypha Wilkesiana, var. Macalaeana (x 3/2).

ACANTHOMINTHA


Godseffiana, Mast. Lvs. ovate or ovate-lanceolate, green, with creamy margin; fls. unknown. G. C. III. 1853. 10: 534. A. F. 1854. 1: 213.


W. M.

ACAME (named from the brittle nature of the flowers). Orchidaceae. greenhouse epiphyte.

A. longifolia, Lindl. (Vanda longifolia, Lindl.). E. Ind. A species of little decorative value, said to be sold by its synonym.

ACANTHEPHIPIUM (meaning unknown). Often spelled Acanthophilium. Orchidaceae. Terrestrial store orchids. Fls. rather large, racemose, few; sepals combined to form a broad pitcher. They do well in compost of loam and leaf-mold. Being natives of the hottest, moist, densely shaded jungles, they require much heat and moisture during the growing period. Good drainage is essential. Prop. by dividing the pseudobulbs as soon as growth begins.

Cult. by E. O. OBER.


ACANTHODIUM. See Biphoris.

ACANTHOLINON (alanthis, spine, and limon, sea lavender). Syn. Armeriustreum. Plumbaginaceae. Hardy evergreen perennials; dwarf, tufted, with sharp-pointed, rigid leaves; less common than Statice and Amaranth. An oriental genus of slow-growing and sun-loving plants for rockeries. Prop. by seeds (which germinate slowly) sown carefully on a warm bed, somewhere shaded, and when plants are large enough to handle; by cuttings made in late summer and wintered in a frame; by very carefully made divisions. Boissier describes 74 species in the Flora Orientalis. See A. Dunge, Die Gattung Acantholinon, S. Petersb. 1872.


ACANTHOMINTHA

Lobidora. THORNY MINT. Tender annual, with the habit of Lamium. Its chief interest is botanical, the nearest relative of the genus being the Brazilian genus Glechom. Only two species known. Prop. by seeds in spring under glass.
ACANTHOMINTHA

L. ix. 5 in.; Ivs. petiolar, ovate, bluntly toothed; fls. 3-5 in a whorl, chiefly purple, with yellow and white marks. Calif. B.M. 6750. Int. 1591. - Less desirable than Lamium, which see.

ACANTHOPANAX (a thorny Panax-like plant). Acanthopanax. Hardy ornamental trees and shrubs: Ivs. alternate, long-petioled, lobed or digitate, deciduous; fls. in-}

ACANTHUS


ACANTHOPHYLLUM. See Acanthophyllum.

ACANTHOPHÆNIX (aonanth, thorn, and phænix, a date palm). Palmaeæ, tribe Arceæ. Tall palms, spiny, with the stout trunk ringed: Ivs. terminal, equably pin- nate. The narrow segments-linear-lanceolate, acuminate, seamy below, covered with brownish papillae. The segments recurved at the base, rachis somewhat 3-sided, sheath long, smooth or spiny. Spadix twice branched, pendent, with a short, thick peduncle, glabrous or tomentose, smooth or spiny, the branches slender or thick and twisted: spathes 2, compressed, deciduous; fls. red or orange; fr. black, scarcely longer than a grain of wheat. Species 3 or 4. Madagascar.

They need a temperature of 70°-80°F.; never less than 60°. The rooting medium should be somewhat light, with a moisture of crushed charcoal. Drainage should be very carefully arranged, as they demand an abundance of moisture. Prop. only by seeds, which may remain two or three years in the seed-pan before germinating. For general cult., see Palmae and Arceæ.

acrina, H. Wendl. (Arceæ cristata, Bory). Trunk 50-60 ft.; Ivs. 7-13 ft. long; petiole densely tomentose, 4-8 in. long; leaf-sheath 2½-3½ ft. long, thickly covered with short brown bristles and spines; segments silvery white beneath. Mauritius. F.S. 16:1706. F.R. 2:201. — Young plants have pale, yellowish green Ivs.

rubra, H. Wendl. (Arceæ rubra, Bory). Trunk 60 ft.; Ivs. 6-12 ft. long; petiole glabrous, 2-4 in. long; leaf-sheath 2½-3½ ft. long, thickly covered with long brown-black spines; pinnae slightly glaucous beneath: fr. glabrous, ½-3 in. diam., with a prominent ridge extending from the stigma to the base. Mauritius and Isl. Bourbon.—Young plants have dark green Ivs., with red veins.

Jared G. Smith and G. W. Oliver.

ACANTHRIZA (aonanth, thorn, and rhiz, root). Palmaeæ, tribe Arceæ. Spinyless palm, with a rather robust caudex, densely clothed with the bases of the dead sheaths; roots spineous at the base: Ivs. terminal, the orbicular blade deeply cut into 3- to many-parted cuneiform segments, glaucous below, without any petiole; petiole flattened or convex above, smooth on the margins; sheath short, fibrous; spadix compressed: the short peduncle and spreading thickened branches white; bracts and sheaths elongated toward the base of the inflorescence, deciduous; bractlets bristle-like, deciduous. Species 2 or 3. Cent. Amer. About one-fourth of the soil given them should be vegetable mold. Prop. by seeds in bottom heat.


Chíco, Drude (Tarínax Chico, Mart.). St., smooth, about 30 ft. high, 9-10 in. diam., slender, flexuous: Ivs. orbicular, with a narrow sinus at the base. Petiole slender, 3-6 ft. long, smooth; blade 6 ft. in diam., divided to or beyond the middle; segments 15-20, lanceolate, acute, 1-2 in. wide, dark green above, paler and glaucous below. Brazil.

The following species are rarely seen outside of botanic gardens, and need store temperatures: A. Wallisi, H. Wendl. Hab. 1-4. W. Szechwan, H. Wendl. Panama.

Jared G. Smith and G. W. Oliver.

ACANTHUS

(Acanthus, thorn). Acanthaceæ. Bear’s Breech. Mostly hardy herbaceous or prostrate, vigorous growth and broad foliage, suitable for backgrounds of borders and subtropical effects. The acanthus leaf is one of the commonest of art forms. The ornamentation of the Corinthian column is said to have been suggested by A. spinosus. Height 3-4 ft.; spikes 1½-2½ ft. long;
fls. dull white to rose or purplish. Mostly southern Europe. *A. mollis* may have suggested the more conventionalized acanthus leaf of Roman architecture. Must be deeply mulched in winter. They need a rich, light, well-drained soil and much sunshine. Excessive moisture is fatal, especially in winter and spring. Foliage stock should always be protected for the winter by long (1889). The maples are among our most ornamental and valuable trees for park and street planting. Nearly all assume a splendid color in autumn, especially the species of N. Amer. and E. Asia, which surpass by far the European maples. Many of them are valuable timber trees, and some species, *A. saccharum*, produce sugar. For purposes of shade, the common sugar maple is best and most popular. The Norway maple makes a very dense and round head, and is excellent for lawns, but it is too low-hanging for the streets. The silver maple, *A. saccharinum* and its vars., is also popular where quick-growing trees are desired. The Japanese maples are among the most striking and showy exotic small trees, and are especially fine in flower, and for growth in pots. Prop. by seeds sown in autumn, or stratified and sown in spring. The early ripening species, like *A. saccharum* and *A. rubrum*, must be sown soon after maturing; the varieties and rare species may be budded in summer on the typical forms or allied common kinds; some shrubbery species, as *A. palatum*, also *A. eisiofolium* and *A. betum*, var. *rubrum*, may be propagated by layers or half-ripened greenwood cuttings in summer. Fancy maples are readily winter-grown by the veneer method, the stocks being grown in pots. The Japanese kinds are usually worked on imported stocks of *A. palatum*. Monograph of the various forms and varieties by Graf Schwerin in *Gt., 1893; see, also, G.C. II. 16:75. About 100 species.

The following species of maple are cult in this country: *A. carpinifolium*, var. 5-cleft, 13; *A. eisiofolium*, 30; *A. eurycarpum*, 1; *A. Floridum*, 24; *A. glutinum*, 14; *A. grandifoliatum*, 6; *A. Heliodrechi*, 29; *A. insignum*, 5; *A. Italum*, 7; *A. Japonicum*, 17; *A. lactum*, 12; *A. macrophyllum*, 18; *A. Monspessulanum*, 9; *A. nudum*, 31; *A. nicoense*, 4; *A. Palmatum* (poly- morphum), 16; *A. Pennsylvaniaicum*, 27; *A. pictum*, 11; *A. platanoides*, 13; *A. Platynandrum*, 19; *A. rubrum*, 2; *A. Rufinerve*, 26; *A. saccharum*, 1; *A. saccharinum*, 3; *A. sieboldii*, 23; *A. Trautvetteri*, 21; *A. truncatum*, 10.

**A. Foliage of simple, mostly palmate leaves. (occasionally opposite or alternate).**

**b. Rim appearing long before the lvs. in dense lateral clusters: lvs. 5-lobed: fr. ripening in May or June.**


12. acer, arb. muse. (a. tomentosum, desf. a. rubrum var. falconer. hort.). of moderate growth: lvs. 3-lobed, pubescent beneath; fls. bright red.

bb. bloom appearing with or after the lvs., distinctly stalked.

c. fls. on long, pendulous, mostly hairy pedicles, in almost sessile corymbs, appearing with the lvs., petalous; sepals connate.

3. saccharum, marsh. (a. saccharum, wangh., n. linn. a. barbatum, michx.). sugar or rock maple. fig. 17. large tree, 120 ft., with gray bark: lvs. 3-5-lobed, cordate, 3-6 in. long, with narrow and deep sinuses; lobes acuminate, sparingly dentate, usually glaucous and glabrous beneath; fr. mostly with spreading wings. e. n. amer. s. s. 2: 90. em. 558.—an excellent street and shade tree of upright, dense growth, turning bright yellow and scarlet in autumn. it does well in almost every soil. var. rugeli (a. rugelli, pax. a. saccharum, var. barbatum, trel.). lvs. 3-lobed, generally broader than long, 2-5 in. across, pale green or glaucous beneath, and at length mostly glabrous, coriaceous; lobes nearly entire. cent. states. s. s. 2: 91, as var. nigrum.

4. nigrum, michx. (a. saccharum, var. nigrum, torr. & gray. a. saccharum, var. nigrum, britt.). black maple. fig. 18. large tree, 120 ft., with black bark: lvs. cordate, with the sinuos mostly closed, generally 3-lobed, with broad sinuses, the sides of the blade mostly drooping, green and pubescent beneath; lobes acute, entire or obtusely toothed; fr. with variable wings. cent. states.—similar to a. saccharum, but of duller appearance and less dense habit. var. mon-umentale (a. saccharum var. monumentale, temple). of upright, columnar habit.

5. floridanum, champ. (a. barbatum, var. floridanum, sarg.). tree, rarely 50 ft.: lvs. mostly truncate at the base, 3-lobed, 1½-3 in. across, glaucous beneath and mostly tomentose; lobes obtuse, entire or slightly 3-lobed. gulf states. s. s. 2: 91. g. f. 4: 148.

6. grandidentatum, nutt. tree, 40 ft.: petioles comparatively short; lvs. slightly cordate, 3-5-lobed, with broad sinuses, 2-5 in. across, pubescent beneath, coriaceous; lobes acute or obtuse, entire or slightly 3-lobed: corymbs few-flowered, short-stalked. rocky mts. s. s. 2: 92.

15. acer saccharinum (or a. dasyacarpum).

cc. fls. in distinctly peduncled corymbs or short umbellate racemes, mostly erect, with petals and distinct sepals.

d. lvs. 3-5-lobed, with obtuse, entire or obtusely toothed lobes: corymbs short-stalked: ovary pubescent: winter buds with several outer scales.

7. italum, lauth. small tree, 30 ft.: lvs. 5-lobed, 3-5 in. long, glaucous beneath and at length glabrous; lobes obtusely dentate, the middle ones often 3-lobed: corymbs somewhat drooping: fr. with slightly spreading wings. s. eu. orient.—a variable species, similar to a small-leaved sycamore maple. var. hyracanum, pax. (a. hyracanum, f. & m. a. tauricum, hort. a. trilobatum, hort., not lam.). petioles very slender, red, 2-4 in. long; segments of the lvs. 3-lobed, with straight margins.

16. red maple.—acer rubrum.

b. stamineate flowers: a. c. pistillate flowers.

8. campéstre, linn. shrub or tree, occasionally 50 ft., with copper branches: lvs. 3-5-lobed, 1½-3 in. long, green and pubescent beneath or nearly glabrous; lobes entire or the middle ones slightly 3-lobed: corymbs erect, hairy: fr. with horizontally spreading wings. eu., w. asia.—shrub or tree of moderate, dense growth, with dull green foliage, valuable for planting as under-growth and on dry ground. many varieties and garden forms: var. argenteo-variegatum, hort. lvs. with large white blotches. var. pulverulentum, hort. lvs. sprinkled with white. var. austriacum, dc. usually a tree: lvs. 5-lobed, with acute, nearly entire lobes. var. tauricum, booth. shrub: lvs. 5-lobed; small, lobs 3-lobed. var. bebecarpum, dc. fr. and generally the lvs. beneath pubescent.

9. monspessulanum, linn. (a. trilobatum, lam.). shrub or small tree, 25 ft.: lvs. 3-lobed, coriaceous, 1-3 in. across, shining above, glaucous and glabrous beneath; lobes entire or with few obtuse teeth: corymbs erect: fr. with slightly spreading wings. eu., n. afr., w. asia.—shrub or small tree of slow growth, with a dense, rounded head and in temperate regions nearly evergreen foliage, thriving well in dry situations. var. ibéricum, koch. (a. ibéricum, lieb.). lvs. larger, the inner lobes usually slightly 3-lobed, obtuse.

dd. lvs. 5- or 7-lobed, green on both sides; lobs pointed, entire or with few pointed teeth; ovary glabrous: winter buds with several outer scales.

10. tricénatum, runge. tree: lvs. deeply 5-lobed and mostly truncate at the base, 2½-4 in. across, glabrous; lobes acuminate, sebessely pointed, sometimes the middle ones 3-lobed: fr. with short, diverging yellow wings. n. china.—hardy tree, with handsome, dense foliage.

11. pictum, thum. tree, 60 ft.: lvs. 5- or 7-lobed, 3-7 in. across, usually pubescent beneath when young; lobes entire, acuminate, sometimes very broad and short: fls. yellow: wings of the fr. upright, brown or brownish yellow, hardly twice as long as the nutlets. manchuria, japan. handsome tree, with bright green foliage. var. monó, maxim. lvs. more corolate: wings of the fr. reflexed.

12. leucom, c. a. mey. tree, 50 ft.: lvs. 5-7-lobed, mostly coriaceous, 3-6 in. across, glabrous; lobes entire, acuminate: fls. greenish yellow: wings 2-3 times as long as the nutlets. orient, himalayas.—much resembling a. pictum, but lvs. lighter green and of more membranous texture. var. rubrum, hort. (a. cölchicum, var. rubrum, hort.). lvs. dark blood-red when
unfolding. Var. tricolor, Hort. Lvs. dark blood-red, sprinkled with rosy pink when young. These two beautiful forms usually remain shrubby.

13. platanoides, Linn. NORWAY MAPLE. Fig. 19. Large tree, 100 ft.; Lvs. 5-lobed, cordate, 4-7 in. across, glabrous; lobes pointed, remotely serrate; fls. yellowish green; fr. with horizontally spreading wings. Eu., Caucasus.—Large, handsome tree, with round, spreading head, resembling somewhat A. saccharum. The lvs. turn pale yellow in autumn. Many garden forms, some of which are here arranged in two groups; the first being chiefly remarkable for the manner in which the lvs. are cut; the second being chiefly remarkable for air-colors.

(1) Var. cucullatum, Nichols. Lvs. irregularly and shortly lobed, crimped, light green. Var. dissécatum, Jacc. Similar to var. Lorbergii, but with darker foliage and of slower growth. Var. globosum, Hort. Forming a globose head. Var. lanceolatum, Ait. Lvs. irregularly divided, the divisions bending downwards; growth upright. Var. Lorbergii, Van Houtte. Lvs. divided nearly to the base, divisions deeply lobed.

(2) Var. albo-variegatum, Nichols. Lvs. with large white flecks, Van Houtte. Lvs. with yellow margin, somewhat irregularly lobed. Var. Rettenbachii, Nichols. Lvs. greenish red when unfolding, turning dark blood-red in late summer. Var. Schwedleri, Koch. Lvs. bright red when young, changing to dark green.

DDD. Lvs. 3-5-lobed or 3-foliolate, doubly serrate; winter-buds small, with 2 valvate scales.

14. glabrum, Torr. (A. Dogglasi, Hook.). Shrub or small tree, 25 ft., quite glabrous; petioles bright red; lvs. deeply 3-5-lobed or 3-parted, 1-5 in. across, dark green and shining above, pale or glaucous beneath; lobes doubly serrate. W. N. Amer. S. S. 2:89.—Handsome shrubby maple, with graceful, shining foliage, contrasting well with the red petioles and branches; fr. often rose-colored. Var. tripunctatum, Pax. (A. tripunctatum, Nutt.). Lvs. small, usually 3-foliolate.

DDDD. Lvs. 5-11-lobed, lobes serrate; corymb long, peduncled; winter-buds with 2 valvate scales.

15. cinéréum, Pursh. Small tree, rarely 40 ft.; petioles and peduncles glabrous; lvs. 7-9-lobed, 2-7 in. across, glabrous; lobes acute, doubly serrate; fls. in drooping corymbs, with purple sepals. W. N. Amer. S. S. 2:87.—Handsome, round-headed tree or shrub, beautiful with its delicate light green foliage, red fls., rose-colored fr., and its orange and scarlet fall coloring.

16. palmatum, Thunb. (A. polymorphum, S. & Z.). JAPAN MAPLE. Shrub or small tree, 20 ft.; petioles and peduncles glabrous; lvs. 5-9-lobed or divided, 2-4 in. across, glabrous, lobes oblong, acuminate, doubly serrate or incised; corymbs few-flowered, erect, with small purple fls. Japan. S. Z. 1:145, 146. A. F. 12:11.—This species and A. japonicum are known as Japanese maples. They are extremely handsome shrubs of dense though graceful habit, and with elegant foliage, beautiful especially in spring for its delicate shades of green and red again in autumn, when the lvs. assume the most striking tints. Some of the more vigorous-growing varieties, like atropurpureum, dissectum, ornatum, and the typical form, are hardy even in New England, while the most dwarfed form is tender. They grow best in partly shaded situations and in well drained, rich soil. There are many varieties, mostly introduced from Japanese gardens, of which the following are some of the best. They may be divided into 5 groups, representing various degrees of dissection of the leaves:

(1) A. palmatum, var. Thunbergii, Pax. (A. palmatum). Lvs. deeply 3-9-lobed, often bright red, long-paniculate, coarsely and doubly serrate or incised. Var. atropurpureum, Van Houtte. Fig. 20. c. Lvs. dark purple, coarsely doubly serrate. F. S. 12:1275. Var. sanguineum, Hort., is brighter, and var. nigrum, Hort., darker red than var. atropurpureum. Var. bicolor, Koch. (var. atropurpureum variegatum, Hort.). Lvs. dark purple, with large carmine blotches, the lobes half purple and half carmine. Var. aureum, Nichols. Lvs. yellow. Var. variegatum, Van Houtte. Lvs. 20 ft. long, with large white spots. F. S. 14:1498. Var. roseo-marginatum, Van Houtte. Lvs. small, deeply cut, with narrow pink margin. Var. crisum, André. Fig. 20. c. Lvs. small, with involute margins; of distinctly upright growth. I. H. 13:43.


(3) Var. lineatilobum, S. & Z. (var. seolopendiíorum, Hort.). Lvs. divided nearly to the base; lobes linear, remotely serrate or nearly entire. Var. atrotetràére, Schwer. (var. lineatilobum atropurpureum, Nichols., var. pinnatifólium atropurpureum, Hort.). Lvs. dark red.


(5) Var. sessilifólium, Maxim. Lvs. deeply cut, with very short petioles, G. C. II. 16. Of little decorative value.

17. Japonicum, Thunb. Fig. 20. b. Small tree or shrub; petioles and peduncles downy when young; lvs. 7-11-lobed, cordate, 3-6 in. across, light green, with silky hairs when unfolding; lobes ovate, doubly serrate; fls. large, purple. Japan. S. Z. 1:144. Var. macrophylhum, Van Houtte. Lvs. large, light green. Var. aureum, Hort. Lvs. yellow. Var. Parsonii, Veitch. (A. superflólium, Hort.). Lvs. large, divided nearly to the base in 9-11 pinnatisect segments.

c. Fls. in elongated, distinctly peduncled racemes or panicles.

v. Lvs. distinctly 5-lobed, large.

18. macrophyllum, Pursh. LARGE-LEAVED MAPLE. Tree, 100 feet high; lvs. cordate, deeply 3-5-lobed or cleft, pubescent when young, pale green beneath, 8-12 in. across, middle lobe mostly 3-lobed; racemes pendulous; fr. with yellow, bristly hairs, largely variegated form. N. Amer. S. S. 2:86, 87.—Handsome round-headed tree, remarkable for its large foliage; not hardy in the North.

20. Helicteris, Orph. Tree: lvs. 5-lobed, the middle incisions reaching nearly to the outer half way to the base, 3-5 in. across, glabrous, dark green and shining above, glaucous beneath; lobes coarsely and doubly serrate; panicle erect, long-stalked, ovate. S. E. Eu. Gt. 3:1185. G. C. H. 11:1614.

21. Trautvetteri, Medw. (A. velutinum, Hort., not Boiss.). Lvs. slightly cordate, deeply 5-lobed, 5-7 in. across, glaucous beneath and pubescent when young; lobes coarsely crenate-serrate; panicle erect, ovate. Caucasus. Gt. 46, pp. 246-246. B. M. 6087.—Similar to *A. insignis*, but harder and with smaller lvs.


D.D. Lvs. mostly 3-lobed or without lobes, green beneath.

23. Tatricum, Linn. Shrub or small tree, 20 ft.: lvs. roundish oval or oblong, cordate, sometimes slightly lobed, 2-4 in. long, doubly serrate, nearly glabrous; lvs. in long peduncled panicles, white. S. E. Eu., Orient.—Round-headed small tree, growing best in somewhat moist soil.

24. Ginnala, Max. (A. Tadricum, var. Ginnala, Hort.). Fig. 21. Shrub or small tree, 20 ft.; lvs. 3-lobed, 1½-3 in. long, glabrous, the terminal lobe elongated, doubly serrate: lvs. in long peduncled panicles, yellowish, fragrant. Manchuria, N. China. Japan. Gt. 1877:208.—Graceful shrub, with handsome foliage, turning bright red in autumn; may be used as a substitute for the Japanese maples where these are not hardy. Var. Semenovi, Pax. (A. Semendivi, Regel.). Shrub: lvs. smaller, deeply 3- or nearly 5-lobed. Turkestan.

25. spicatum, Lam. MOUNTAIN MAPLE. Shrub or small tree, rarely 30 ft.; lvs. 3- or slightly 5-lobed, coarsely serrate, pubescent beneath, 2½-4½ in. long: racemes rather dense, long, upright: fr. with diverging wings, bright red in summer. E. N. Am. S. S. 2:82, 83.—Valuable as undergrowth; lvs. turn yellow and scarlet in fall.


18. Black Sugar Maple.—*Acer nigrum*.

D.D. Lvs. not lobed, penni-nerved, doubly serrate, acuminate.


B. Petioles and young branches with a russet, villous tomentum; fls. in terminal few-flowered racemes: winter-buds with many scales.


BB. Petioles and branches smooth or velvety pubescent: fls. in long lateral racemes: winter-buds with 2 or 4 outer scales.

30. *cissifolium*, Koch. (Noguida cissifolium, S. & Z.). Small tree; lvs. of 3-5, long-stalked, ovate or elliptic, cuneate, coarsely serrate, ciliate, 2½-4 in. long: fls. in

19. *Acer platanoides*. 
—

'

ACER

16

long, upright racemes, with petals. Japan.— Hand
round-headed tree, with slender, spreading branches and

graceful bright green foliage, turning orange-yellow and
scarlet in autumn hardy.
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2:18.— Large, rapid-growing tree of spreading habit,
thriving best in moist and rich soil. Much prized in the
W., where it withstands cold and drj-ness. Largely used
for shelter belts and for planting timber-claims. See
picture, under Box Elder. Var. Califdmicmn, Sarg. (A.
Califdminim, Dietr. Ifegtindo Califdrnicnm, Torr. &
Gray). Branches pubescent when young: leaflets 3,
[A. Califdrnieum, Hort.). A vigorously growing form;
branches purplish with glaucous bloom or finely pubescent when young. Var. arg^nteo-varieg^tum, Hort. Lvs.
with broad white margin. Probably the most effective
auritum, Spiith. Lvs. yellow. Var. crispum, G. Don.
Leaflets i-urk-d. These horticultural varieties may be
grafted on common Box Elder seedlings. Box Elder
also grows from hardwood cuttings, like the grape.
A. acuminatum, Wall. (A. caudatum, Wall. A. l»vigatum.
Hort., not Wall.). Tree: lvs. 5-lobed. deeply douWv serrate.
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ACERANTHUS

ACERANTHUS (a flower without horns). Berberis- daceae. Slender, hardy, herbaceous perennial.


ACHANIA. See Malvaviscus.

ACHILLEA (its virtues said to have been discovered by Achilles). Compositae. Includes Parnica. Hardy herbaceous border and alpine plants of easy culture. Dwarf kinds make carpets in dry, sunny places. Large kinds suitable for wild gardens. Lvs. simple, compound or ternate; fl.-heads small, corymbose.—Prop. in spring by division, cuttings and seeds; chiefly by the first method.

A. Rays about 5, except in double forms, half as long as the orange-olive involucre; fls. white, red, or yellow.

b. Fls. white or red.


bB. Fls. yellow.


AA. Rays 8-20, as long as or longer than the round or campanulate involucre; fls. white.

b. Lvs. not divided.

Parnica, Linn. SWEETWORT. Height 1-2 ft.; lvs. serrate; fls. in loose corymbs; all summer. N. Temp.

Sibirica, Ledeb. (A. Mongolica, Fisch. A. ptarmi-coles, Maxim.). Denser than the last, more erect and rigid; height 1½-2 ft.: fls. larger and in more compact corymbs. July-Sept.

bB. Lvs. deeply divided.

ACHIMENES (Greek, cheima-nino, to suffer from cold). Gentianaceae. Greenhouse herbs, allied to gloxinias, native to tropical Amer. Fls. axillary; the 5 calyx lobes narrow and short; the corolla tube cylindrical and limb spreading; authors 4, connivent in the corolla tube, and a rudiment of a fifth stamen; style long, usually exerted, the stigma dilated or obscurely 2-lobed.

The rhizomes of Achimenes should be potted about the first of April, in soil which has been made loose and open by the addition of about one-third leaf-mold. Six or seven of these in a 5-inch pot, or nine or ten in a 6-inch one, make specimens of the most convenient size. The young growth appears in about eighteen days, and from that time onward great pains should be taken to keep the soil moist, for a single severe drying will ruin the plants. Liquid manure should be given twice

22. Achillea Parnica, var. The Pearl.


ACHIMENES (Greek, cheimainino, to suffer from cold). Gentianaceae. Greenhouse herbs, allied to gloxinias, native to tropical Amer. Fls. axillary; the 5 calyx lobes narrow and short; the corolla tube cylindrical and limb spreading; authors 4, connivent in the corolla tube, and a rudiment of a fifth stamen; style long, usually exerted, the stigma dilated or obscurely 2-lobed.

The rhizomes of Achimenes should be potted about the first of April, in soil which has been made loose and open by the addition of about one-third leaf-mold. Six or seven of these in a 5-inch pot, or nine or ten in a 6-inch one, make specimens of the most convenient size. The young growth appears in about eighteen days, and from that time onward great pains should be taken to keep the soil moist, for a single severe drying will ruin the plants. Liquid manure should be given twice

Reg.—Its full-double var., the Pearl, Fig. 22, is much used for cut-flowers and in cemeteries, and is one of the most popular of all hardy herbaceous plants. There are other varieties.

ACHIMENES

ACHIMENES

A week after flowering begins, i.e., toward the end of May. The plants are generally tied up to slender supports as growth advances, and the tubers, which are 4 or 5 inches high. As this produces a branching growth, a smaller number of rhizomes should be allowed to each pot. The flowers of Achimenes are produced for several months without cessation, i.e., until Oct., and sometimes still later if the small-flowered kinds are used. As soon as blossoming comes to an end, the plants should be cut off level with the tops of the pots, which should then be stored away, putting a reversed pot on the top of each one that stands on its base, for otherwise mice may destroy all the roots. Achimenes are propagated usually by means of the natural increase of the rhizomes, but all kinds may be grown from cuttings. Another way, which produces many though weak plants, is to rub off the scales and sow them as if they were seeds. The roots should be separated from the soil during the winter, and care should be taken that they do not decay from getting too wet in the moist air of greenhouse or cellar. Some of the best species are A. longiflora, purplish blue; A. longiflora var. alba maxima, the best white kind; A. pataensa var. major, a large flower of purplish rose; A. pedunculata, orange; A. phylla, tubular, a flirty orange at one end and blazing yellow at the other. Some of the best varieties are Ambrose Verscheffelt, white, with a network of violet lines; Chritia, deep, intense violet-blue, with white throat; Dazzle, small, vivid scarlet, and late-blooming; Lady Littleton, rich crimson; Masterpiece, rosy white with white throat; Mauve Queen, a very large and substantial variety of A. longiflora, pale purple; Rose Queen, rich, rosy lake; Nisida, lavender, shading to white; Treirana rosa, like Dazzle, except in color. For other points in the culture of Achimenes, see P. E., p. 77: 436, 477, 506; 518: 8: 16. In the grandiflora group the tubers or bulbs are clustered; in the longiflora group the tubers are pear-shaped bodies, growing on the ends of root-like rhizomes. The coccinea and hirsutula groups (Fig. 25) are late bloomers. Cult. by W. E. ENDICOTT. The garden Achimenes are much confused by hybridization, and it is doubtful if any of the pure species are in general cultivation in this country. Years ago, the small red-flowered types (of the coccinea section) were frequent, but modern evolution has proceeded from the broad-flowered purple species. The following first six species seem to have contributed most largely to the present garden forms.

A. Fls. colored, the tube usually not more than twice the length of the limb.
B. blossoms small, red or scarlet, ocellata, Hook. Roots small and tuberous: st. 1-2 ft.; lvs. rich green above and purple beneath, ovate, strongly serrate, with conspicuous purplish petioles: fls. small, 1 in. long, broad-tubed, spotted with black and yellow, the lobes short and ovate and well separated, drooping on reddish peduncles. Panama. B. M. 4359. — Fine for foliage.

Coccinea, Pers. Height, 1-2 ft.; st. reddish: lvs. 3-whorled or opposite, green, ovate-acuminated, serrate: fls. small, set the corolla longer than the erect lanceolate parted, calyx on short peduncles. Minute lvs. often borne in the axils. Blooms late. Jamaica. — One of the older types. See Fig. 23.

ACHIMENES

heterophylla, DC. (A. igneocans, Lem. A. Chièvbrethl, Hort.). Root throns: st. 1 ft. or less, dark purple, somewhat hairy; lvs. ovate-acuminated, stalked, serrate, the two of each pair usually unequal in size: fls. solitary, on peduncles somewhat longer than the leaf-stalks, long-tubular and slightly curved, with a narrow, nearly equal throat, rich scarlet, yellow within. Mex. B. M. 4871. — This species has tubers like those of the grandiflora section.

pedunculata, Benth. St. 1½-2 ft., hairy, reddish: lvs. opposite, small, ovate, slightly serrate, green, hairy, on short reddish stalks: fls. medium size, drooping and dilated upwards, yellow-red with dark markings and a yellow throat, the limb comparatively short; on long (4-5 in.) bracted stems. Guatemala. B. M. 4077. — Stem produces tubers.

B. Blossom large, with wide limb, blue, violet or purple.

longiflora, DC. Fig. 24. The root-like rhizomes producing pear-shaped tubers at their ends: st. 1-2 ft., hairy: lvs. opposite or 3-4-whorled, ovate-oblong, serrate, hairy, sometimes colored beneath: fls. solitary, the corolla salver-shaped, with a long and graceful tube; the limb very large and widely spreading, violet-blue and whitish beneath, the lowest segment sometimes divided. Guatemala. B. M. 3990. P. M. 9: 151. — A popular type.

grandiflora, DC. Lvs. mostly larger than in last, rusty below, often oblique at base: fls. very large, distinctly red-tinged. Mex. B. M. 4012. — Popular type.


AA. Fls. pure white, the tube 3-4 times the length of the limb.

tubiflora, Nicholson, Suppl. p. 483 (Gloxinia tubiflora, Hook. Dolichodéira tubiflora, Hesl.). St. short, with opposite oblong-acuminated, crenate, short-petoled lvs.; fls. in long, curved, gibbous at the base, the tube downy, the pedicels opposite and 2 in. long. Argentina. B. M. 3971. — Tubers solid, much like a potato.

ACLYS

ACLYS (the goddess of obscurity). Berberidaceae. Hardy herbaceous perennial. Fls. minute, numerous, spirally disposed, incastrate. triphylla. DC. Root-stock terminated by a strong, scaly winter-bud: lvs. 1 or 2: leaflets 3, fan-shaped, sinuate-dentate, 2½-3 in. long; scape 1 ft. long; spike 1 in. long. Spring. N. Amer.—An interesting and delicate plant. Int. 1881.

ACHRAS. See Sapodilla.

ACHRYNTHES. See Iresine.

ACIDANTHERA (pointed anthers). Irídaceae. Tender herbaceous perennials, intermediate between Gladiolus and Ixia. Lvs. many, linear ensiform, 1-2½ ft. long; spike 2-3 ft. long; fls. long-tubed, somewhat pendulous: corons roundish, flattened, covered with a matted fiber. - Prop. by seed or by the numerous corms. bicolor. Hochst. St. 15-18 in.; fls. creamy white, blotched chocolate brown within, fragrant; corons 2½-3 in. in diam. Abyssinia. G.F. II. 1867. 20; 393. Mn. 8. 11.—Requires a somewhat stiffer soil than the tender perennials of Gladiolus. May be grown in a tub outdoors during summer, and flowered during winter. Several corms in a large pot give good results. Corms should be dried as soon as lifted, to prevent rot.


Humboldtii, Lindl. Pseudobulbs ovate, about 3 in.: leaf-blades about 1 ft. long, lanceolate, acute: scape 1 ft. long; fls. 2-3, chocolate-brown, about 2 in. in diam. Ecuador, high elevations. Gn. 3: 11.


spectabilis, G. Don. (Toxicophea spectabilis, Soln. T. Thunbergii, Hort., not Harv.). Lvs. 3-5 in. long; showy, obovate-lanceolate, elliptic, acute or acuminate; fls. numerous, in dense, axillary, branched, short cymes, pure white, very sweet scented. Natal. B. M. 6599. R. H. 1879. 276; G. F. 6: 185; G. C. 1872: 363. — Poisonous. The plant gives the name said by trade catalogues to have pink or violet flowers.

venenata, G. Don. (Toxicophea eestroides, DC. T. Thunbergii, Harv., not Hort.). Fls. white or rose. Differs from the above in the well-marked venation of the leaf, its flowers a third smaller, its calyx not pubescent, and its corolla-limb less widely spreading.

ACONITE. WINTER. See Ranunculus.

ACONITUM. Ranunculaceae. Aconite. Monkshood. Wolfebane. A genus of hardly ornamental, perennial herbs, much used in gardens, etc. Many species are planted in European gardens, but only nine have been much used in America. The number of species varies from 18 to 80, with different botanists. Native in mountainous regions of Europe, Asia, and N. Amer. Root tuberos, turnip-shaped, or thick fibrous: st. tall or long, erect, ascending or trailing: lvs. palmately divided or entire and cut-lobed: fls. large, irregularly large: sepals 5; the large upper sepal in shape of a hood or helmet; petals 2-5, small; stamens numerous; carpels 3-5, sessile, many-ovuled, forming follicles when ripe. The following species do well in any garden soil, but rich preferably as they thrive in an open sun, but flowers last longer in shaded places. Aconites should never be planted in or too near the kitchen garden or the children's garden, as the roots and some of the flowers have a deadly poison. Prop. easily by division.


a. Roots globular-tuberos.

b. Lvs. deeply cut, but not to the base.

Fischeri, Reichb. (J. Columbianum, Nutt. A. Californiae, Hort.). St. slender, 3-5 ft., inclined to climb; lvs. thick, deeply cut into 3-5 cut-toothed lobes: fls. loosely panicked, but crowded at the apex; blue, pubescent, 1 inch broad; helmet erect, nearly as broad as long, obtusely conical: follicles 3. June-Sept. Low grounds of Penn. S. and W., Japan. Mn. 4: 81.—Much planted now.

bh. Lvs. divided to the base.

c. Cerpas usually 3.

Japonicum, Deane. St. erect, 3-5 ft., smooth; lvs. dark green, shining, petiolated; lobes 2-3 times cut, the parts blunt and deeply toothed: fls. large, deep blue or violet, tinged with red, on loose panicles with ascending branches; helmet conical; beak abruptly pointed: follicles 3. July-Sept. Japan. Int. 1889. R. H. 1851, p. 475. Var. carlineum, Hort. Fls. very abundant; panicles shortened.

bb. Cerpas 3 or 4.

Nepalus, Lindl. (A. Tufticum, Jacq. A. pyramidal, Mill. Tent. Monocoty. Orth.). Fig. 25. The best known and most poisonous species, and used in medicine. Sts. erect, 3-4 ft.: lvs. divided to the base, and cleft 2-3 times into linear lobes: fls. blue, in a raceme; peduncles erect, pubescent; helmet broad and low, gaping, smoothish: fr. 3-4-celled. June-July. Mn. 12, p. 362.—Very many varieties, differing in shape of flowers, often motiled or lined with white. Var. album is nearly white. Var. variegatum and var. variegatum in gardens for the large blue and white flowers. Reichenbach has divided this species into 20-30 species.

aaa. Roots in the form of a scaly, elongated bulb, or somewhat fibrous.

b. Sepals deciduous.

autumna, Reichb. AUTUMN ACONITE. Fig. 26. St. 3-5 ft.: lvs. pedately 5-lobed: fls. in a simple spike, be-
ACONITUM


ACROSTICHUM

Havanensis, Hort. A slow-growing, thorny plant, of which little is known. Trade name. JARED G. SMITH and G. W. OLIVER.

ACROPERA. See Gongora.

ACRYPHYLLUM (Greek, top and leaf). Saxifragaceae. One Australian evergreen shrub, A. venosum, Benth. (A. verticillatam, Hook), excellent for spring flowering in the coolhouse. Prop. by cuttings in early summer. Let the plant rest during summer. Do not expose to frost. It produces many pinkish fls. in dense spricate whorls near the top of the branches. Lvs. in 3's, sessile, dentate; fls. with 5 petals and 10 stamens. 4-6 ft. B.M. 4050.

ACROSTICHUM (derivation obscure). Polypondiaceae. Greenhouse ferns. Includes plants of great diversity of foliage, which are often referred to many genera. Sori spread in a layer over the entire under surface of the leaf or of certain of the upper pinnae, rarely over both surfaces. Foliage rather coarse, the leaves simple or pinnate, rarely forked. All the 140 species are plants of tropical regions, two species growing in S. Fla. Some kinds are adapted to covering walls, columns, trunks of tree ferns, etc. The kinds with long fronds are excellent for hanging baskets. As all kinds require an abundance of water at the roots, the compost should be very porous.


A mixture of two parts fibrous peat, one of chopped sphagnum, and one of coarse silver sand is recommended. For general culture, see FERNS.

The following species are cult. in Amer.: alienum, No. 15; auricul, 17; cervinum, 14; conformes, 7; crini-
ACROSTICHUM

15. *alíenum*, Swz. Sterile lvs. 1-2 ft. long, triangular, with the upper pinnæ decurrent, and the lower at least sinuate or even incised; fertile lvs. smaller, with narrow pinnae, the upper decurrent. Cuba and Mex. to Braz.

16. *niotianum*, Swz. Sterile lvs. with 3-7 pinnae which are 6-12 in. long and 2-3 in. wide, with nearly entire edges; fertile lvs. smaller, with 3-7 pinnae 3-4 in. long, 1 in. wide. W. Ind. to Braz.

17. *aireum*, Linn. Lvs. fertile only in the upper pinnae, 3-6 ft. long, with pinnae 6-10 in. long, short stalked, coriaceous. Fla. to Braz. and in the tropics of the old world. S. 1:187. -Strong-growing. One of the best. Should be treated as an aquatic.

18. *lomarioides*, Denman. Sterile and fertile lvs. distinct, the sterile shorter and spreading, the fertile taller and more erect in the center of the cluster; pinnae 9-14 in. long, almost sessile. Fla. to Braz.

19. *osmundaceum*, Hook. Rootstock wide, climbing, with long, linear scales: sterile lvs. 2-3 ft. long, the lower pinnae 8-10 in. long, with numerous slightly stalked segments; fertile lvs. tripinnate, with the lower pinnae 1-2 ft. long, 4-8 in. wide, with narrow, cylindrical segments ¾–¾ in. long. W. Ind. to Braz.—Probably the handsomest of the climbing kinds.

20. *peltátum*, Swz. Lvs. 1-2 in. each way on slender stems, repeatedly forked into very narrow divisions; fertile lvs. ¼–½ in. wide, circular, or somewhat 2-lobed. (Rhipidopteris) Mex. and W. Ind. to Braz.—A delicate and distinct plant, needing moisture all the year round.
especially in the air. Avoid unnecessary disturbances of roots. Use some partly decayed leaf-mold.


**ACTINÉA** (ancient name of the elder, transferred by Linnaeus). *Romancvulcaec*. Native hardly herbaceous perennials, with showy spikes of small lfs. and handsome clusters of berries in summer. Leaflets of the twice- or thrice-ternate lvs. ovate, sharply cleft, and cut-toothed. They like rich woods and shade. Useful for rockery and wild garden. Prop. by seeds and by root division in spring.

*Alba*, Mill. (A. *rubra*, Bigel.). *White Bananeray*. Height 1-1 ½ ft.; much like *A. spicata*, but the leaflets more cut, toothed and spotted larger; plant smoother; lfs. white, in an oblong raceme, and a week or two later, pedicels in fr. very thick, turning red; berries white, ovate-oblong, often purplish at the end. N. states. D. 53.

*spicata*, Linn. *Coish*. HERR-CHRISTOPHER. Plant 1-2 ft.; lvs. bi- or trinervate, serrated; lfs. white or bluish, in ovate racemes; berries purplish black, oblong. Apr.—June. Eu. Jap.—Less cult. than the red fruited var.


**ACTINELLA** (Greek, small-rayed). *Compósito*. Hardy perennials from W. N. Amer., for cult. in alpine gardens. Height 6-12 in.; lfs. yellow, summer. Of easy cult. in light soil. Prop. by division or by seeds.

*grandiflora*, Torr. & Gray. Plant densely woolly; lower lvs. pinnately or bipinnately parted, with margined petioles from broad, scarious bases; upper cuneate lvs. simple or sparingly divided; fls. 2-3 in. wide, summer. A pretty alpine plant.

*scaposa*, Nutt. Plant villous; lvs. radical, linear-spatulate, 2-3 in. long, punctate, entire; lfs. 1 in. wide; scapes single, leafless, 1-3 ft., 3-9 in. long.

*Al. lanata*, Pursh.— *Eriophyllum crepitosum*. J. B. KELLER and W. M.

**ACTINIDIA** (aktin, ray; referring to the radiate styles). *Tectrastremáceas*. Hardly climbing deciduous shrubs, strong-growing and excellent for covering arbors, bresses, trellises, walls and low buildings. Remarkably free from insects and fungi. Lvs. alternate, long-petioled, serrate: fls. axillary, single or in corymbs, polygamous, white, campanulated, ½-⅓ in. diam.; sepals and petals 5; stamens and stigmas numerous; berry many-seeded, about 1 in. long, edible. E. Asia, Himalayas. Prop. by seeds, by hardwood cuttings in summer, or by hardwood cuttings also by layers. Monograph by Maximowicz in *Dingui. Plant.* As. Nov. 6: 422.

a. lvs. dark green, shining, chartaceous.

*arguta*, Miq. (A. *polygama*, Hort., not Miq. *A. volubilis*, Hort., not Miq.). Fig. 29. Pedicels mostly setose: lvs. 4-5 in. long, broad-elliptic, cuneate to subcordate at the base, abruptly acuminate, smooth except the setose midrib beneath, setulose-appressed serrate; fls. 3 or more, greenish white; authors: dark purple; fr. greenish yellow, with finely shaggy. June. Japan, Saghalin, Manchuria. A. G. 1891: 112.

aa. lvs. bright green, dull, membranaceous, sometimes becoming in the summer hand-somely variegated above the middle; lfs. fragrant; not climbing high.

*polygama*, Miq. Lvs. 3-4 in. long, broad-ovate or ovate-oblong, cuneate to subcordate at the base, appressed-serrate, mostly setose at the nerves on both sides: fls. 1-3, ¼ in. in diam.; stigmas on a short, thick style; fr. yellow. July. Japan, Saghalin, Manchuria. B. M. 7497.

The plant attracts cats like valerian.


**ACTINOLEPIS** (Greek, a scale-like ray). *Compósito*. Hardy annuals from Calif.; freely branching, and mostly yellow-flowered.

**coronaria**, Gray (Shórdia Califónerica, Hort. *Berria coronaria*, Gray). Pizas. 30, 31. Lvs. opposite, except the upper ones, 2 in. or more long, deeply pinnatifid; lobes 5-7, distant, linear, entire. B. M. 3828, as *Huménzya Californica*. One of the prettiest of annual flowers, and deserving of greater popularity. Excellent for edging. An everlasting.


**ACTINOMERIS** (from Greek aktis, ray, and meris, part, alluding to the irregularity of the rays). *Compósito*. Native hardly herbaceous perennials suitable for wild gardens and shrubbery. Tall, branching. Cult. like Helianthus. Prop. by division.

**squarrosa**, Nutt. Height 4-5 ft.; lfs. lance-oblong, acuminate, subpetiolate, tapering to both ends; lfs. numerous, corymbose, yellow; rays 4-10, irregular. Autumn. *A. helianthódes*, Nutt. Lvs. silky-villous underneath: rays about 8, usually more than in *A. squarrosa*. Mu. 4: 129.—A. *procerá*, Steud. is only a taller form of *A. squarrosa*. J. B. KELLER.
**ACTINOPTERIS** ( Obtus, ray, and ptéris: the fronds radiately cut). Syn, *Actinopteris, Polypondée.* Greenhouse ferns from India, resembling miniature fan-palms. The sori are linear-elongate and submarginal, and covered with indusia. *A. radiata,* Link, is the only recognized species.

L. M. UNDERWOOD.

**ADA** (a complimentary name). Orchidaceae; tribe *Tentacle.* A genus of epiphytes containing two species. Petals and sepals slightly spreading from half their length; labellobium parallel with the column and united to its base. Found at high elevations on the Colombian Andes. Useful for the coolhouse, where they may be grown together with Odontoglossums, blooming in no definite season.

**aurantica.** Lindl. Fig. 32. Pseudobulbs 2-3 in., ovate to ovate-oblong, subcylindrical or slightly compressed, tapering toward the summits, bearing 1-3 narrow leaf-blades 6-12 in. long; petals and sepals narrow, pointed, channelled; labellobium half as long as the petals; scape drooping, bearing racemes of cinnabar-red flos.

Lehmanni, Rolfe. Leaves marbled with gray; labellobium white.—Not much in cultivation. A recent species.

**OAKES AXES.**

The Adas grow at the altitude of 8,500 ft. To grow them successfully, a house that can be kept very cool in summer is necessary, one having a northern exposure, such as is constructed for Odontoglossums being best, as the two plants are found growing together. Shading will be found necessary in summer during the hottest weather, preferably by roller shades, that can be rolled up in dull weather, as by this means a current of cool air is constantly passing over the glass. The temperature inside the structure can be kept below that outside in hot weather by careful airng and spraying. *A. aurantica* is the best known, and is much valued for its bright orange-colored spikes of bloom, which last a long time. *A. Lehmanni* is very rare in cultivation, and is distinguished, among other characteristics, by its white lip and being a summer-blooming plant, while its companion species flowers early in spring. The usual fern fiber and sphagnum moss compost will be found best suited for their cultivation, taking care that the plants are never dry at the roots, either in summer or winter.

E. O. ORPIT.

**ADAM-AND-EVE.** See Sempervirens tectorum, and Apectranum hypneum.

**ADAMIA.** See Dickróa.

**ADAMS APPLE.** See Citrus Limetta, Musa paradisiaca, and Tabernaemontana coronaria.

**ADAMS NEEDLE.** See Youca.

**ADANSONIA** (named after M. Adanson, French botanist), *Medicago.* The Baobab is said to have the thickest trunk of any tree in the world. Adansonia has few congeners familiar to the horticulturist: flos, large, pendulous; petals 3, white, obovate; stamens numerous; ovary 5-10-celled: fr. oblong, woody, indehiscent, filled with a mealy pulp in which are numerous seeds.

**digitata.** Linn. *Baobab Tree.* Height not more than 60 ft.; diam. said to be sometimes 30 ft. or more; lvs. palmate, with 3 leaflets in young plants, and 5-7 in older ones; flos, 6 in. across, with purplish anthers on long axillary, solitary peduncles. Africa. B. M. 2791.—Rarely cultivated in extreme S. Fla., where fr. is 9-12 in. long, and called *“Monkey’s Bread.”*

**ADDER’S TONGUE.** See Erythronium.

**ADDER’S TONGUE FERN.** See Ophioglossum.

**ADENANDRA** (from the glandular anthers). *Rutéacae.* Small summer-flowering, tender shrubs from the Cape of Good Hope. Lvs. alternate, small, leathery, subse-sile, entire, glandular-dotted: flos, white or rosy; petals obovate. Prop. by cuttings from the ripened wood.

**Adragans, Boern. & Schult. (Dichaea frutescens, Sims), Breath of Heaven.** Height 2-3 ft.; lvs. oblong, obtuse, dark green above, whitish beneath, with a glandular, dentate margin: flos, rosy. B. M. 1519.—A favorite in Calif.

**ADENOCARPUS**

**ADENANTHERA** (from the deciduous pedicellate gland). *Leguminóseae.* Tender, unarmed evergreen tree, cult. in greenhouses only for its economic interest, and also in Calif. in the open air. Prop. by seeds, which should be softened in hot water previous to sowing.

**Pavonia.** Linn. *Red Sandal-wood Tree.* Leaflets about 11; flos in an axillary spike. Trop. Asia, where it grows to a tree of great size.—The red lens-shaped *“Circassian Seeds* are curiousities with travelers, and are used for necklaces, etc.

**ADENOCALYMNA** (glandular covering; referring to leaves, etc.); *Bignoniéae.* Tender climbing shrub, closely allied to Bignonia. Grown in hot-houses, requiring considerable moisture. Prop. by cuttings in frames.

**comosum, DC.** St.rough, punctate: lvs. opposite, trifoliolate; petals thickened at junction with the blades: racemes so densely clothed at first with large bracts as to suggest the aments of the hop-vine; flos. 2 in. across, brilliant yellow, trumpet-shaped; upper lip of 2, and lower lip of 3 rounded, waved lobes. Brazil. B. M. 4210.

**ADENOCARUS** (from the glandular pod, which easily distinguishes it from allied genera). *Leguminóseae.* Shrubs, rarely small trees, more or less pubescent: lvs. alternate, trifoliolate, small: fls. papilionaceous, yellow, in terminal racemes; calyx 2-lipped: fr. a glandular pod, oblong or linear, compressed. About 14 species in S. En., Asia Minor, N. and W. Afr., Canary Isl. Low shrubs, rarely more than 3 ft., of spreading habit, with handsome fls. produced profusely in spring; very attractive when in full bloom. They require a sunny position and well drained soil. They are especially adapted for temperate regions, but do not bear transplanting well, and should be grown in pots until planted. They are also handsome greenhouse shrubs, and grow best in a sandy compost of peat and loam. Prop. by seeds and greenhouse cuttings in springs; sometimes also by layers and grafting.

**frankenoides, Choisy. (A. annagwra, Spreng.).** Branches pubescent: lvs. persistent, crowded; leaflets linear-oblong, compound: fls. crowded, in short racemes; calyx glandular, the lateral segments of the lower lip longer than the middle one, exceeding the upper lip. Tenerife.

**intermédia, DC.** Branches villous: lvs. deciduous, grouped; leaflets obvate or oblong-lanceolate; fls. in elongated racemes; calyx glandular, middle segment of
ADENOCARPUS

ADENOCARPUS. 1. racemes calyx calyx latus A. LeGrandi, lobes calyx racemes A. racemes A. Branches small the pyramidal tree, France, Spain. 6921.—Legu
de Branches small rarely Co. See

ADNÉPHORA (gland-bearing; referring to the cylin
drical nectary which surrounds the base of the style).
Campaunulaceae. A genus of hardy herbaceous peren
nials separated from Campanula only by minor charac
ters, as the trilocular ovary and cylindrical nectary.
For use, watch the pedicels, produced freely in the
midsummer in slender but stiff, erect panicles or loose
racemes. For culture, see Campanula. Prop. by seeds or
cuttings in spring. The plants do not take division to kind
or disturbance of the roots. Many other

ADNÉSTOMA (aden, gland, stoma, mouth; calyx
with 5 glands at the mouth), Rosaceae. Shrubs, rarely
small trees: lvs. linear, small: fls. white, about 1-5 in.
in the axils: petals 5, stamens many; fr. a small akene.
Two species in Calif. Heath-like ever

33. Fruiting pinules of Adiantum pedatum.

kept in a close atmosphere will in a short time grow into
close little plants. Temp. 65-70°F. The last three kinds are adapted for hanging baskets.

NICHOL N. BRUCKNER.
The following species are in the American trade, the
names in Italic being synonyms: [A. pedatum is an un
dermined horticultural name, possibly referable to A.

L. M. UNDERWOOD.
The genus Adiantum furnishes us some of the most
useful and popular species of commercial ferns. They
are easy of culture. They need a slightly shaded
position, moderately moist atmosphere, and a temp. of
60-65°F. The soil should be composed of rich loam and
leaf-mold in equal parts, and should be kept moderately
moist. Some of the most useful ones for general pur
poses (given under their trade names) are: A. austinum,
grows about 12-15 in. high, and has very graceful dark
green fronds; A. bellum, a dwarf, very compact species
6-8 in.; A. cuneatum, A. cuneatum var. grandis, with
long, heavily-crested, drooping fronds; A. cuneatum
var. variegatum makes a neat specimen; A. concin
num, gracefully drooping dark green fronds 15 in.
long, with overlapping pinnae; A. concinnum var. tute
num, of upright growth, is 24 in. high; A. decorum
is very useful, 12-15 in., and has young fronds of a
pleasing metallic tint; A. excisum var. multilatum;
A. formosum; A. Fergussoni; A. fragrantiissimum;
A. pubescens; A. tenerum and var. roseum; A. Wie
gnoli; A. LeGrand, very dwarf; A. nudatum, a very

3. Lamarcckii, Fisch. Lvs. ovate-lanceolate, sharply ser
cilate; fls. racemose; lobes of the calyx lanceolate; style
not exserted.

ADNÉSNIA (not bound; referring to the free stamens).
Leguminosae. Tender shrubs from Chili. A. batantiana, Berton, Lvs. 1½ in. long; leaflets 10-16 in
pairs: racemes 3-8 ft.; fls. § in., across, golden yellow. B.M. 6291.—Has the odor of balsam. Not in Amer. trade.

ADNÉTÔDA (native name). Acanthaceae. Tender
shrubs, distinguished from Justicia by the less spurred
anthers, and often by the habit and calyx. For culture,
see Justicia. See Justicia.


A. Váracs, Nees. Lvs. ovate-lanceolate, acuminate; fls. white, streaked red. Oeylon. B.M. 861 as Justicia Adhatoda.

ADNÉSTÔDA (native name). Acanthaceae. Tender
shrubs, distinguished from Justicia by the less spurred
anthers, and often by the habit and calyx. For culture,
see Justicia. See Justicia.
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ADIAN'TUM

rubulum): *adatum*, No. 28; *Adiantum*, No. 29; *Adiantum*, No. 28; *Africanum*, 24; *affine*, 9; *amabile*, 29; *assistile*, 24; *Bauhni*, 19; *bellum*, 27; *Capillus-Veneris*, 26; *cadatum*, 2; *Collisii*, 22; *concinnum*, 23; *conthestinum*, 28; *curvatum*, 16; *cyclocephalum*, 30; *decorum*, 30; *diaphanum*, 8; *digitatum*, 33; *dolabriforme*, 17; *Edgeworthii*, 12; *parallelum*, 2; *pubescens*, 9; *tunicale*, 30; *pedatum*, 15; *Petersianum*, 23; *polypodiium*, 17; *princeps*, 19; *pubescens*, 17; *purpurulentum*, 12; *rhodophyllum*, 19; *rhomboides*, 15; *rubellum*, 31; *Sanetia*, 4; *Siebrechtii*, 30; *spectabilis*, 25; *tenerum*, 19; *trapeziforme*, 6; *variegatum*, 28; *venustum*, 33; *Verso- lente*, 23; *Vietorin*, 19; *villosum*, 13; *Wagneri*, 30; *Wiegiandi*, 30; *Williamsii*, 21.

A. Fronds with a single row of small leaflets on either side, rooting at the apex.


AA. Fronds with usually a single row of large leaflets on either side, not rooting at the apex.

3. *Peruvianum*, Klotzsch. Fronds 1 ft. or more long, on polished stipes, with obliquely ovate pointed leaflets, 2 in. long by 1½ in. wide, on slender stipes; sori 4-10 on either side of the leaflet, twice as long as wide. Peru.

4. *macrophylum*, Swartz. Fronds 1 ft. long, on rather stout polished stipes, with 4-6 pairs of wedge-shaped sessile leaflets ½—2 in. long by ½—1 in. wide; indusia nearly continuous on either side of the leaflet. Trop. Amer.

5. *Kaulfussii*, Kunze. Fronds 6½-8½ in. high, on slender black stipes; leaflets 5½-11 in. long, ½—1 in. wide, with unequal base; indusia very long and narrow, forming an almost continuous marginal band on either side of the leaflets. Mex., W. Ind.

AAA. Fronds at least bipinnate, the segments dimidiate, i.e. with the rachis all springing from the lower side of the leaflet, which is twice as long as broad.

b. Fronds 1½—2 in. long.

6. *trapeziforme*, Linn. Fronds 18 in. or more high, with the terminal leaflet longer than the lateral; leaflets trapezoidal, with parallel sides, ½—3½ in. wide, lobed, and with numerous sori. *A. Siebrechtii* is a form with deeper lobes. Trop. Amer.

BB. Fronds with stipes shorter, an inch or less long.

c. Stalks polished, smooth.

7. *polypodiium*, Willd. Fronds often tripartite, with stout black stipes; pinnae 6—8, long, with closely set leaflets which are ½—1 in. long, the upper margin curved, with 4—6 circular or oblong indusia. S. Amer.

8. *diaphanum*, Blume. Fronds simply pinnate or usually with 1 or 2 pinnae at the base; leaflets ½—1 in. long, ½ in. wide, with numerous sori placed in the sinuses of the inner and outer edges. Asia to N. Zealand.

9. *affine*, Willd. Fronds bipinnate, with central pinna and several lateral ones on each side, leaflets 1 in. or more long, with interrupted sori on the upper and two-thirds of the outer margins. Trop. Amer.

cc. Stalks rough or hairy.

10. *imedium*, Swartz. Fronds 1 ft. or more long, with a terminal pinna and 1—5 lateral ones on each side; leaflets 1 in. or more long, with interrupted sori on the upper and two-thirds of the outer margins. Trop. Amer.

ccc. Stalks rough or hairy.

11. *formosum*, R. Br. Fronds 1½—2 ft. long, two-thirds as broad, mostly tripartite, with rough sebaceous stipes and rather small deeply lobed leaflets ½—3½ in. long, with rounded and toothed outer margins. Austral.

12. *purpurulentum*, Linn. Fronds often a foot long, with a large terminal pinna and several lateral ones, pinnate; leaflets purplish, hairy; as also are the rachises; leaflets ½—1 in. long, ½ in. wide, closely placed, the outer edge rounded or truncate. W. Ind.

13. *villosum*, Linn. (A. *rhomboideum*, Swartz). Fronds large, with a terminal and several lateral pinnae 6—12 in. long, on stout villous-hairy stipes; leaflets numerous, nearly 1 in. long, ½ in. wide, trapezoidal, with the inner side parallel to the rachis; indusia forming an almost continuous line along the upper and outer margins. W. Ind. and S. Amer.

14. *Niobe-Perucki*, Keys. Fronds 6—8 in. long and wide, somewhat pentagonal, once pinnate with one or two secondary pinnate pinnae on the lower side at base; leaflets attached to the rachises by a broad base, nearly 1 in. long, pointed, irregularly incised, bearing 1—4 rounded sori next to the base. New Caledonia.

AAAA. Fronds forked, the two branches bearing pinnae from the upper side.

b. Stalks polished, smooth.

15. *pedatum*, Linn. Fig. 33. Common Maidenhair of our northern states, with circular fronds on purplish stipes 1 ft. or more high. —Sometimes transplanted into gardens, requiring a shady, moist and protected place.

16. *curvatum*, Kaulf. Fronds forked and with the main divisions once or twice forked; leaflets 1½—5 in. long, nearly ½ in. wide, the upper margin rounded and lobed. Braz.

BB. Stalks sebaceous (or rough).

17. *hispidulatum*, Swartz (A. *pubescens*, Schk.). The two divisions branching into 1—3, with the largest pinnae 6—9 in. long, made up of numerous leaflets ½ in. or more long, two-thirds as broad, with numerous circular indusia on the upper and rounded outer margin. Old World.
AAA. Fronds at least bipinnate, often tripinnate or quadrupinnate, with numerous rather small fan-shaped or wedge-shaped leaflets with veins radiating from the base.

b. Leaflets an inch or less across.

c. Edges deeply cut into a series of narrow lobes.

18. Farleyense, Moore. Fig. 31. Fronds often reaching 15-24 in. in length, forming a rich profusion of closely overlapping pinnae, light green; leaflets more or less wedge-shaped at base, with curved sides and the outer margin rounded and deeply cut into 10-15 narrow lobes, which rarely bear sori. Barbados. I.H. 19:92. Said to be a garden variety of A. tenerum, but apparently a good species.

c. Edges not incisately cut.

19. tenerum, Swartz. Fronds deltoid, 12-15 in. long, two-thirds as wide as high; terminal leaflets equally, the lateral unequally wedge-shaped at base, all of them rhombic and decussate when dry, with 10 or less small sori on the outer and inner margins. A. Léthom., Victoria, A. rhodophylum, A. princeps, and A. Botulii are ornamental forms. Fla. and Trop. Amer.

20. Jordani, C. Mull. (A. emergundatum, D. C. Eaton, not Hook.). Fronds 1 ft. or more long, 6 in. wide, mostly twice pinnate, with nearly semicircular leaflets; sori elongate, the indusium almost continuous around the margin of the leaflet. Calif. and Ore.

21. Williamsii, Moore. Fronds triangular, nearly 1 ft. high; leaflets nearly semicircular, 3-4-lobed on the outer margin, bearing 1-8 sori covered with oblong indusium. Peru. - Similar in habit to the last, but smaller and with more numerous sori.

22. Collisi, Moore. Fronds 1 ft. or more long, very broad, the black Rachises apparently repeatedly forked; leaflets rhombic-ovate or cuneate, those towards the outer portions longer and larger than those nearer the base. - Of garden origin, possibly a hybrid.

c. Fronds mostly triangular or oblong, longer than broad.

d. Shape of leaflets rhombic, the indusia kidney-shaped or nearly circular.

23. concinnum, HBK. Fig. 35. Fronds 2-3-pinnate, 12-18 in. long, 6-9 in. wide, on rather stout black Rachises; leaflets rhombic-oblong, slightly lobed; sori 4-8 on each leaflet, usually set close together. Mex. to Braz.

dd. Shape of leaflets roundish with obtuse base, small or medium size.

24. Ethiopicum, Linn. (A. asissinum, Swartz). Fronds 1 ft. or more long on slender Rachises, 2-3-pinnate, rather narrow; leaflets roundish or obscurely 3-lobed, the margin finely serrulate; sori 2-3 to a leaflet, with oblong or kidney-shaped indusia. Afr. and Austral.

25. exstans, Kunze. Fronds 2-3-pinnate, 6-12 in. long, 3-4 in. wide; leaflets about ¾ in. wide, roundish, with the margin cut into small rounded lobes; sori large, 2-4 to each leaflet, kidney-shaped or circular. Chile.

d. Shape of leaflets distinctly cuneate at the base.

e. Indusia oblong or indistinctly lunate.

26. Capillus-Veneris, Linn. (A. Fergussoni, A. Mai-der, Moore). Fig. 36. Fronds 2-3-pinnate, 6-20 in. long, 3-8 in. wide; leaflets nearly ½ in. wide, more or less irregularly lobed at the outer margin; sori 1-3 to each leaflet, with oblong or more or less elongate narrow indusium. Native southward, and widely distributed throughout the Old World. - Exists in many varieties, some of them deeply lobed, like A. Farleyense; a compact incirrinated form is very effective.

27. bellum, Moore. Small, 3-8 in. high, bipinnate; leaflets with the outer margin crenate and often divided into 2-3 shallow lobes; sori 2-3 to each leaflet, rather long and broad or somewhat lunate. Bermuda.

e. Indusia nearly circular, with a narrow sinus.

28. cuneatum, Langs. & Fisch. (A. amplus, A. min- dulum, Moore. A. Versaillense, A. fragrantissimum, Hort.). Fronds 3-4-pinnate, deltoid, 6-15 in. long, 5-9 in. wide; leaflets numerous, obtuse or broadly wedge-shaped at base, the margin rounded and more or less crenately lobed; sori 3-5 to each segment, with rather small rounded indusia. Braz. - Runs into many forms, of which A. revolutum is one.

29. Moere, Baker (A. amplus, Moore, not Liebm.). Fronds 2-3-pinnate on long slender Rachises, 6-15 in. long; leaflets ¼-½ in. long, rhomboidal, with wedge-like base, erose lobed; sori of medium size, 4-6 to each leaflet. Peru.

30. Wagneri, Mett. (A. decorum, A. Wiegandi, A. elegans, A. Oreni, A. cyclosorum, Moore). Fronds 2-3-pinnate, 6-9 in. long, 4-6 in. wide; lateral leaflets rhomboid, the terminal cuneate, slightly lobed or incised; sori 4-6 to each leaflet, with very large membranous circular indusium. Peru. - A. Silberechti, Hort., "supposed to be a cross between A. decorum and A. Williamsii," has strong, graceful fronds thickly set with round pinnules of firm texture.

31. rubelhum, Moore. Fronds 4-6 in. long, deltoid, bipinnate; texture membranous, bright green, reddish when young; leaflets ¼ in. wide, deltoid or the lower rhomboid, the outer margin deeply lobed and the lobes finely toothed; sori round at the apices of the lobes. Bolivia.

32. monochlamys, D. C. Eaton. Fronds ovate-deltoid, 6-12 in. long, triquadrangular; leaflet at the base, the upper edge rounded, slightly toothed or rarely two toothed in a decided hollow at the upper edge. Jap.

33. venustum, Don. Fronds ovate-deltoid, tri-quadrangular, 6-12 in. long; leaflets cuneate at the base, ½ in. wide, with the upper edge irregularly rounded or with 3 indistinct lobes, finely toothed, bearing 1-3 sorus in distinct hollows. Ind.

BBB. Leaflets minute, innumerable; fronds 4-6-pinnate.

34. gracilimum, Hort. Fronds 1 ft. or more long, narrow as wide, 4-6-pinnate, with innumerable very small leaflets, which are ¼-½ in. wide and usually bear a single sorus or rarely two. - Dense, compact forms are in cult. under the name of A. Lebrunii.

AAA. A. St. climbing, several ft. long, 5-4-pinnate.

35. digitatum, Presl. (A. speciosum, Hook. A. pallescens, Moore). Fronds 2-3 ft. long on a stalk 18 in. or more long, with palmately lobed leaflets 1½ in. or more wide. S. Amer. L. M. Underwood.

ADLUM, JOHN. Plate II. Grape experimenter, and author of "Memorial on the Cultivation of the Grape," 1823 and 1826, the first separately published American grape book. Born in York Pa., Apr. 17, 1792. Died at Greenport, L. I., 1856. He was a soldier in the Revolution, major in the provisional army in the administration of the elder Adams, and later a brigadier-general in the militia of Pennsylvania. He was also a surveyor and civil engineer. He also held an associate judgeship in Lycoming county, Pennsylvania, having been appointed by Gov. Mifflin. He was a friend of Priestly, and endeavored to apply the scientific knowledge of his time to sculpture. He early became interested in the exploration of the native grapes, and established an experimental vineyard in the District of Columbia. He endeavored, but without success, to secure the use of certain public lands in Washington for the purposes of cultivating an experimental farm." He brought the Catawba grape to public notice. He was a pioneer in the awakening industrial activity of our new country. The botanist, Rafinesque, commemorated his name in the pretty genus Adlumia; but otherwise he has remained practically unknown until very recently. For further information, see Bailey, "Evolution of our Native Fruits."

L. H. B.

ADLUMIA (from John Adlum). Fumariaceae. A hardy biennial vine, which climbs over high bushes in our moist woods. Sow seed in spring in a damp, cool place. Transplant in fall, if possible, if transplanted at all. It flowers the first season.


ADonis (a favorite of Venus, after his death changed into a flower). Ranunculaceae. Hardy annual and perennial herbs with showy flowers. Six well known species, natives of temperate regions of Eu. and Asia. Fls. solitary, terminal; petals 5-6, yellow or red; carpels many: st. about 1 foot high, very leafy: lvs. alternate, cut into very narrow divisions; fr. an achen. Culture easy in any good soil, light, moist earth preferred. They thrive in full sun or partial shade; the perennial species well suited for rockwork, borders, etc. Annuals prop. by the seeds, which are slow-germinating, sown in autumn or earliest spring; perennials by seeds or root divisions.

Annuals: fls. crimson or scarlet.

B. St. simple except at top: center of fl. yellow.

estivalis, Linn. Pleasant's Eye. Stems erect, often branched at top: fls. crimson; petals flat, obtuse, half longer than calyx. June. Var. citrina, Hoffm., is a garden variety with citron-yellow fls.

BB. St. branched: center of fl. dark.

autumnalis, Linn. Flos Adonis, Fig. 39. St. branched: fls. small, crimson, with dark center, globose; petals 6-8, concave, slightly larger than calyx. May-July Gu 12, p. 131. - Sparsely naturalized.

AA. Perennials: fls. yellow.

vernalis, Linn. (A. Apennina, Jacq. A. Durandica, Reichb.). SPRING ADONIS. St. simple; lower lvs. scale

38. Flower of Adonius

Natural size.

BBB. St. branched.

Pyrenaica, DC. St. branched; petals 8-10, obtuse, smaller than in A. vernalis; lower lvs. with long branched petals; upper ones sessile, the numerous lobes always entire. July. G. 79, p. 208. A. Pyrenaica, DC., a form with some radical leaves; lobes dentate.

Volgénias, Stev. (A. Volgénias, Hort.). Much like A. vernalis, but st. branched; lvs. scale-like at base, petioled or sessile above: fls. like A. Pyrenaica, but petals subpennescent on under side. Apr. Volga region.


K. C. Davis.

ECHMEA (from aichme, point; referring to the rigid points on the calyx). Fumariaceae. The Echmeas are closely allied to the Billbergias, from which they are distinguished by smaller flowers, which are little exserted from the calyx and not widely expanding, short filaments and small anthers, sharp-pointed sepals and conspicuous sharp-pointed flower-bracts. They are epiphytic herbs, of about 60 species, natives of Trop. S. Amer. Flower-cluster arising from a cluster or rosette of long, hard leaves, which are usually serrate; petals 3, tongue-shaped, obtuse or pointed, 2-3 times the length of the spine-pointed calyx-lobes; stamens 6, shorter than the
ECHMEA

by Baker, Journ. Bot. 1879: 129, 161, 226. Includes Canistrum. Echinactochs, Hohenbergia, Hoplophyium, Lamprosceps, Pronoanua, Pothuara; and some of the species have been referred to Billbergia, Cryptanthus, Guzmania, Tillandsia, Chevaliera, etc. For culture, see Billbergia.

A. Fls. 2-ranked on the branches.

distichantha. Lamaire. Lvs. 2-3 ft. long, with a dilated base 4-5 in. long and half as wide, the blade rigid and channelled, edges pricky: scape 1½ ft.: fls. in a bipinnate panicle 4-7 in. long and half as wide, the petals tongue-shaped and red-purple, longer than the obtuse-cuspitate sepals: fl.-bract pocket-like, 3½ in. long. Braz. B.M. 5447.

AA. Fls. multiflorous,—in several or many rows on the spike or branches.

b. Inflorescence simple.

c. Sepals united in a tube.

Lindeni, Lind. & Rod. Large (3-4 ft.), with long and broad spine-edged lvs.; spike very dense, greenish white, from the color of the aggregated calicles, the fls. subtended by many deflexed, showy red, long-pointed, entire bract-lvs.; corolla not exserted. New Granada. I.H. 130: 442.—Striking.

Maria-Regina. Wendel. Smaller than the last in all its parts; petals blue-tipped when young, fading to crimson like the bracts, half as long again as the mealy cuspidate sepals; fl.-bracts entire, small, not showy: bract-lvs. toothed. Costa Rica. B.M. 6411. One of the best species.

Veltchii. Baker. Lvs. spotted, serrate: petals pale, a little longer than the sepals: fl.-bracts conspicuous, toothed, scarlet: bract-lvs. greenish, erect, serrate, not encompassing the inflorescence. S. Amer. B.M. 6329.—Referred to Annas by Bentham & Hooker.

cc. Sepals united at the base.

d. Head oblong.

Lindeni. Koch (Hoplophyium Lindeni, Morr.). Lvs. dilated and entire at base, the blade minutely toothed and 2-3 ft. long, the tip broad-rounded and short cuspitate; petals lemon-yellow, twice as long as sepals. Braz. B.M. 6365.

calyculata, Baker (Hoplophyium calyculatum, Morr.). Lvs. about 1 ft. long, with an oblong, dilated base, the blade minutely toothed and rounded at the tip, but terminated with a minute cusp: scape shorter than the lvs., with several deciduous lanceolate bract-lvs.; petals tongue-shaped, not half an inch long, bright yellow: fl.-bracts short, entire, reddish. Anh. 1: 1879.

tacitana. Baker (Billbergia fuscata, Lindl. B. rho
doeaeum, Lamine). Lvs. 1-2 ft. long, with an oblong entire clasping base, the blade strongly toothed and the back marbled with whitish cross-lines, the tip rounded and mucronate: scape 1 ft. high, floccose, the several bract-lvs. pale red and erect: petals ½ in. broad. Kock. Braz. B.M. 4883. B.R. 1130. F.S. 3: 297.—Inflorescence sometimes forked.

bb. Inflorescence branched or compound.

c. Calyx and ovary not longer than the fl.-bract.

glomerata, Hook. Lvs. strongly toothed, 1½ ft. long: fls. in dense, rounded spikes disposed in a narrow panicle 1 ft. long; petals blue or violet, longer than the calyx: fl.-bracts long, pointed, scarlet (in one variety white): B.R. 5663.

cc. Calyx prominently longer than the fl.-bract.

b. Panicle large, 3-pinulate; petals bright red.

spectabilis, Brongn. Lvs. 2-3½ ft. long, minutely serrate; fl.-bracts very small: petals twice as long as sepals. Guatemala. R.H. 1875: 310.

dd. Panicle 1- or 2-pinulate; petals blue or violet.

e. Fls. pedicellate.

carnulascens, Hort. Lvs. 1½ ft. long, with small prickles; panicle 4-5 in. long, 2-pinulate, with lax few-flowered crowded branches; petals bright red, longer than the fl.-bracts none or minute. S. Amer. Gt. 1571: 694.—Produces white berries.

ee. Fls. sessile.

cœleïs, Baker. Lvs. much as in the last: panicle deltoid, 3-5 in. long, 2-pinulate, floccose, the lower branches subtended by red-bract-bracts 1 in. long; petals nearly half an inch long, blue. S. Amer.

fulgens, Brongn. (E. discolor, Hort.). Lvs. broad, with small distant teeth, with a broad cuspitate end: panicle large, simple above, branched below, glabrous, bearing numerous fls.; petals blue-tipped, exceeding the rich red calyx: fl.-bracts minute or none: branch-bracts yellowish. S. Amer. B.M. 4293.


E. augusta, Baker. Allied to E. Marie-Regina. Plant large; fls. small; rose; petals short: fl主打.

AERIDES

AERIDES (Greek, aer, air; plant). Orchidaceous tribe by name.

Epiphytes: stems erect, roundish; lvs. distichous, ovate-shaped and spreading, coriaceous, deeply channelled at the base, obtuse; peduncle from the axils of the lvs.; fls. in loose or dense racemes; petals narrower than the sepals. A genus of remarkably beautiful plants, which develop well under cultivation. Species confined to the tropics of the Old World. The genus Aérides, though not in general cultivation, has many sterile qualities to recommend it. Some of the species produce dense racemes of great beauty, which emit a pleasing fragrance, and for decorative purposes have few if any rivals in the Orchid family. The genus offers no exceptional difficulties to the horticulturist. Oakes Ames.

All the species of Aérides are of easy culture in the warmest greenhouse—one that has a minimum temperature of 65° F. in winter being best. They should be kept constantly moist, well shaded, and warm, with fresh live sphagnum round the roots at the base of the stems. A. odoratum is perhaps the best known. Other favorites are A. Lawrencei and A. Fieldingii; the latter often has racemes 18 inches or more long, of a beautiful rose color.

Cult. by E. O. Oertel.

Following are in the American trade: A. affine, No. 11; Amesiánnum, 9; Augustianum, 8; Ballantineum, 4; Bermainicum, 1; crassifolium, 15; crispm, 14; cylindricum, 18; Dayanum, 2; Elissii, 2; expansum, 10; falcatus, 10; Fieldingii, 13; Godefreyanum, 11; Houelli-anum, 10; japonicum, 16; Larpentii, 10; Lawrencei, 9; Leeanum, 6; Leonei, 10; Lindleyanum, 14; Lobbi, 11; maculosum, 12; majus, 1; maximum = 1; nitratulum, 19; multiflorum, 11; odoratum, 1; pallidum = 1; purpurascens, 1; quinqueflorum, 12; radiosum, 17; Reichenbachii, 4; Rebelleni, 5; Rohanianum, 4; roseum, 11; Sanderianum, 9; Savageanum, 3; suavisissimum, 4; Thibautianum, 7; vanandarum, 18; virens, 2; Warneri, 14.

A. odoratum section: middle lobe of labelum narrow-oblong.

1. odoratum, Lour. Lvs. 6-8 in. long, 1½ in. wide, unequal at apices, deep green; peduncles not branched, pendulous; fls. numerous, crowded; racemes cylindrical, as long as or longer than the lvs.; lateral sepals ovate; petals obvate-lanceolate, white, with a carmine apical spot; labelum trilobed, midlobe magenta, side lobes white, dotted with magenta; spur recurved, greenish or white. Cochin China. B.M. 4139. (Gn. 49, p. 158. Gt. 8: 273. B.R. 18: 1485. Var. Bermainicum, Lobb. f. Fls. smaller than the apices of the petals with mauve lines and dashes instead of blotches. Var. purpurascens, Hort. Produces large racemes, sepals and petals tipped with pale amethyst. Var. majus, Hort. Fls. larger; racemes longer.

2. virens, Lindl. Peduncles 12-15 in. long, 15-20 fl.; spur dotted with magenta; petals and sepals tipped with magenta. Java. P.M. 14: 197. B.R. 30: 41. This species is very similar to A. odoratum, of which it is considered by some to be a geographical form. Var. Elisii, Hort. (A. Elisii, Hort.). Sepals and petals white, suffused with rose, tipped with amethyst-purple. Var. Dayanum, Hort. Racemes very long; fls. bright, large.

3. Savageanum, Hort. Sepals at base, dotted with purple, otherwise crimson-purple; petals similar, narrower; labelum crimson-purple, with a greenish, straight spur; midlobe dentilicate on the margin.

4. suavisissimum, Lindl. (A. Reichenbachii, Linden. A. Rohanianum, Rechb. f.). Plant robust, more lax in habit than type: fls. 20-30, ½ in. across; petals and sepals white, suffused with carmine at apices; labelum trilobed, yellowish dotted and suffused with carmine; apex of spur white. Strains of Malacea. Var. Billbergia. Racemes shorter; blooms earlier; sepals and petals tipped with amethyst-purple.

5. quinquenervum, Lindl. Racemes 1 ft. long; fls. crowded; dorsal sepals and petals equal, lateral sepals orbicular, all tipped with magenta; midlobe of labelum magenta. P.M. 8: 241. Var. Rebeckii (A. Rebeckii, Reichb. f.). Sepals and petals shading to green at bases, petals dentilicate; lobes of the labelum lacerated, midlobe rose-colored. Manila.

6. Leeanum, Reichb. f. Peduncles much longer than the lvs.; pedicels rose-color; sepals rose-purple, white at base; petals similarly colored; labelum small; midlobe deep purple; spur green tipped. India.

7. Thibautianum, Reichb. f. Racemes pendulous, longer than the lvs.; sepals and petals rose-color; labelum amethyst-purple; midlobe narrow, acute. Malay.


A. Multiflorum section: apical lobe of labelium hasteate.

b. Peduncles not ascending.

11. multilorum, Roxb. (A. affinis, Wall. A. roseum, Lodd.). Plant compact, dwarf: lvs. stout, leathery, 6-10 in. long, dotted with brown ( ! ); scapes 15-20 in. long, often branching: lvs. small and crowded; petals and dorsal sepal ovate, equal in length, rose-colored shading to white at the base, dotted and spotted with crimson, inferior sepal pale, less spotted; labelium coriaceous-rhomboid at right angles; with other segments scarcely trilobed, deep rose; spur compressed, very short. India. B.M. 4094. Gt. 8: 267. Var. Lobul. (A. Lobuli, Hort.). Lvs. crowded: peduncles more branching; fls. more densely colored a very distinct, 1 15: 559. B. Godfreyanum, Hort. (A. Godfreyanum, Reichb. f.). Fls. larger than in type and more brilliant in color. R.B. 17: 169. This is the most widely distributed of the East Indian species, if we except A. odorum. 12. maculeolus, Lindl. St. rigid: lvs. spotted; umbels pendant, sometimes branching; sepalis and petals rose, dotted with purple; anterior lobe rose-purple, white at base. India.

13. Fieldingii, Lindl. Fox-Brush Orchid. Tall: lvs. glossy, 7-10 in. long; peduncles pendulous, branched near the base. Fls. small, crowded, petals and sepalis white, suffused and dotted with rose; whilst scarcely trilobed, white suffused with rose. Sikkim, Assam.


17. radicans, Reichb. Lvs. 8 in. long, 1 in. wide: petals ascending, convex, sometimes branched near the base; fls. 3 4 in. across, purplish; sepals and petals pale rose, verging on crimson; column winged. India.

AAA. Vandura section; lip linear: lvs. terete.

18. Vandarum, Reichb. Lvs. 8 in. long, 1 in. wide: petals ascending, convex, sometimes branched near the base; fls. 3 4 in. across, purplish; sepals and petals pale rose, verging on crimson; column winged. India.

**ÆCHYNANTHUS**

**Lobiana, Hook.** The commonest species in cult. in this country: differs from *Æ. pulchra* in narrower and nearly entire lvs., corolla downy and projecting only twice or less than the length of the purple downy calyx. Jaya. B.M. 4260, 4261.


**ÆSCULUS** (ancient name of some oak, or mast-bearing tree). *Sapindaceae.* Horse-chestnut. Buckeye. Deciduous trees and shrubs: lvs. opposite, long-petioled, digitate; lvs. 5-7, large, serrate; fls. symmetrical in terminal, showy panicles; petals 4-5, stamens 5-9: fr. a large trilocular capsule with 1-6 seeds. N. Amer., E. Asia, Himal., N. Greece. Ornamental trees and shrubs with handsome lvs.; hardly except the Californian and Himalayan species, growing best in moist and loamy soil. The larger-growing species are excellent shade trees, and the fls. are showy and interesting. The fr. is not edible. Prop. by seeds, to be sown in the full or estratified, or by budding and budding on common species, and the shrubby forms also by layers. *Æ. parviflora* prop. also by root-cuttings.

a. **Winter-buds not resinous:** claws of the petals not longer than the calyx; stamens exerted.

b. **Petals 4-5:** calyx compoundate, 5-lobe: stamens 5-8: fr. globular. (Hippocastanum.)

**Hippocastanum, Lindl.** Common Horse-chestnut. Fig. 43. Large tree, 60-80 ft.; lvs. 5-7, sessile, cuneate-obovate, acuminate, obtusely serrate, nearly glabrous; petals 8-12 in. long, very showy: fls. white, tinged with red; fr. chelate. May. From Himalayas to N. Greece.—Many garden forms, as var. *floré pleno,* with double fls.; bears no fr. 1.H. 2:29. Var. *pumila,* Dipp. Dwarf form. Var. *umbrellifera,* Hort., with compact, roundish top. Var. *jacquemontii,* Dipp. (var. *dissecta,* Hort., var. *heterophylla,* Hort.), leaves incisate. Var. *Menningeri,* Hort., leaves dotted with white. Some other variegated forms. The horse-chestnut is one of the most popular of shade trees on the continent of Europe, and is also much planted along roads and in parks and private grounds in this country. It is particularly adaptable for bowers and places where seats are desired, that the top stands heading-in and makes a very dense shade. Hardy in the N. states.

**turbinata, Blume (Æ. Sinadrise, Hort., not Punge.).** Tree, 30-40 ft.; petals pubescent; lvs. 5-7, nearly sessile, cuneate-ovate, crenate-serrate, pubescent beneath when young: panicles 6-10 in. long, dense and rather narrow; fls. yellowish white, smaller than those of *Æ. Hippocastanum:* fr. rugose. June. N. China. G.C. Ill. 5:717.


EE. **Petals 4, white or pale rose-colored; calyx 2-lipped; stamens 7-9: fr. pear-shaped, smooth. (Calythrys.)**


AA. **Winter-buds not resinous:** claws mostly longer than the 5-toothed calyx.

b. **Petals 4, yellow to scarlet; stamens included or somewhat exerted; lvs. petiolate. (Pavia.)**

versicolor, Dipp. (E. octandra x Pavia. Pavia híbrida, Spach. E. or P. Ljóni, Hort.). Intermediate between A. octandra and A. Pavia. Lvs. pubescent beneath: fls. yellow, tinged with red or nearly red.

Pavia, Linn. (Pavia rubra, Poir. P. Michelzi, Spach.). Shrub or small tree, 4-20 ft.; leaflets oblong or elliptical, acute at both ends, finally serrate, smooth or pubescent beneath; panicles 4-7 in. long, loose; fls. purplish to dark red; petals very dissimilar; stamens mostly 8, nearly as long as the petals: fr. smooth, May-June. N. Amer. B. R. 993. L.B.C. 1237. Var. hímilis (A. hímilis, Lodd.). Low shrub, 2-4 ft.: leaflets coarsely and unequally serrate, tomentose beneath; panicles 8-16 in. long, narrow: fr. smooth. July-Aug. S. states. B. M. 2118. Gng. 7:31. —One of the handsomest plants for a lawn clump.


ALFRED RERDER.

STHIONEMA, ailko, search, and nema, filament; probably referring to appearance of stamens. Crucifere. Dwarf shrubs for the hardy herbaceous border or rockery. Less common than Iberis. The genus differs from Iberis in having all its petals equal, and from Lepidium, in having its four stamens longer, winged, and toothed. Fls. various shades of pink and purple. W. B. Hemsley, in Gn. 9, pp. 108, 109.

They dislike a moist or stiff soil or shady places; but in light, sandy loam, on dry and sunny slopes, they are compact and branching, and when once fairly established will last for many successive years without replanting or renewal, while under the opposite conditions the plants grow feebly and lanky, and may die after a year or two. They keep fully as well as the Candytufts in water, and can be cut with longer and straighter stems. Prop. by seeds in spring or by cuttings in summer; annual and biennial kinds by seeds.

J. B. KELKER.

coridifolium, DC. (Iberis jucunda, Schott & Kotschy). Branches numerous, thick, 4-6 in. high: lvs. crowded, short, nerveless, linear or linear-oblong, acute or obtuse: fls. smaller and later than in the next, in dense, short, rounded racemes. Chalky summits of Lebanon and Taurus. B. M. 5552. —Good for edging. A. pulchellum was sold under this name for many years.

grandiflorum, Bollis & Hohen. Branches 1-1/2 ft.: lvs. usually longer than in A. coridifolium, more linear and more acute: fls. as large as those of Arabis alpína, in slender, elongated racemes; petals 4 times as long as the sepals. Persia. Gn. 9:5.


pulchellum, Bollis & Huet. Similar to A. coridifolium, but more diffuse and trailing. Fls. smaller and brighter-colored; petals 2½ times as long as the sepals. Persia. Gn. 25:146.

AGALMYLA (agaleza, ornament, and kule, wood; an ornament to the woods in which they grow wild). Geskizath. Tenner scramblers from Java: which may be grown in a basket like Zéscheyanthus.

A. longistyla, Carr., is considered a synonym of the next. R. H. 1873:270. —A. staminata, Blume. St. rooting from the lower surface of the leaf, vs. alternate, with an article opposite the base of each; petals 4-8 in. long, blade long, ovate, serrate: fls. in large axillary sessile fasicles of 12-14; stamens exerted. B. M. 3547. P. S. 15:73. P. S. 4:358.

4A. Agapanthus umbelatus.
AGAPHANTHUS

and white-ld.), with scape 4 ft. high; double-ld.; variety; variegated-ld., varieties, as var. acrem and var. varie-
gatus; var. Leichtlinii, a compact-trussed blue form; and others.

AGARICUS. A genus of fleshy fungi, considered under Mushroom.

AGATHÈA. See Felicia.

AGATHIS (agathis, glome; the ifs. in clusters). Tender
Australian conifers, allied to Araucaria, yielding Dam-
mar resin. Cones axillary, globose, or short. Hook. (Dimma repòsta, C. Moore),
Branches somewhat verticillate, horizontal; lvs. broad,
Ival-lanceolate, obtuse; tree reaching 130 feet in Australi.
—Cult. in Calif.

AGAVE

(Apes, agauas, admirable), Amaryllidaceae.

Important decorative and economic plants from the
American deserts, the most familiar of which is A. Amer-
ica, the AMERICAN CENTURY PLANT. St. short
or wanting; lvs. mostly in a close rosette, mostly
and more or less fleshy, persisting from year to year,
the margins mostly armed with teeth and the apex tipped
with a more or less pungent spine; lvs. in spikes or
panicles; perianth 6-parted, more or less funnel-shaped;
stamens 6, mostly long-exserted; style 1; ovary infe-
rior, 3-celled; seeds numerous, flat, thin, triangular,
black. Some species flower but once and die, othersoccas-
ionally, while others flower from year to year. The
number of species is about 18, although more than 225
have been described. One of the largest collections is
at Kew, where there are 85 named species. The largest
collections in the United States are at the Botanical
Garden of Washington and the Missouri Botanical Gar-
den, where there are about 75 species each. Amateurs
often cultivate a greater number of species than are de-
scribed in this account. Agaves are essentially fanciers' or
amateurs' plants. This noble group of plants has
never received the attention it deserves, and yet no ge-
nus of plants in America furnishes so many suitable
decorative plants. Sir Joseph Hooker places it next to
the palm and aloe, but the former is a great family of
1,100 species. While in the United States we think of
the Agaves only as decorative plants, yet in Mexico,
their native home, they are the most useful of plants.
Many species furnish fiber, others soap, while still
other species furnish the two great Mexican drinks, Pulque
and Mescal. Pulque, which is a fermented drink, is ob-
tained from several species, especially A. atrovirens.
Mescal, which is a distilled drink, is usually not ob-
tained from the same species as Pulque, although we think
there is a general belief to the contrary. The species from
which is made most of the Mescal used in Mexico is
unknown. The species vary so much in size and form
that they can be used in a great many ways. Some of
the smaller species are suitable for the house, and even
some of the larger species are so used. The larger spe-
cies are well adapted for vases in large gardens and
grounds, along walk, terraces, etc. These plants, com-
ing, as they do, from arid or desert regions, where
they have a hard struggle to exist, can be grown with
little or no care, but the flower bud very quickly to good
treatment. The species are propagated in various ways;
some produce suckers at the base or even underground
shoots; others give off buds from the stem, which fall
off and take root, or may be detached and planted;
while not a few produce basal inflorescences, and
sometimes in great abundance, while all may be
produced from seed. But as most of the species flower
only after a long interval, and many have not yet been
known to flower in cultivation, the latter means of
propagation cannot be relied upon. In cultivation,
fruit is set very sparingly or not at all without artificial
pollination, although this can be accomplished with
very little trouble. Monograph by J. G. Baker, Ana-
rylidaeae, 1888.

J. N. Rose.

None of the Agaves are as difficult to grow. The
soil should be principally loam and sand, and if any vege-
table soil be given it should be in small quantities. Good
drainage and firm potting are necessary. To grow small
plants of the large-leaved kinds into good-sized specimens
quickly, they should be plunged out in a sunny spot in
spring, taking care that the pots are large enough so that
they will not require potting in the fall. Nearly all of
these large-growing kinds are perennials, which, when the
plants are grown in a pot-bound condition, are produced very
readily. They should only be taken off from the parent plant when furnished with suf-
ficient roots to give them a start. Some kinds are raised only
from seeds, which, when freshly gathered, germinate in a few weeks.

Cult. by G. W. Oliver.

The classification of the Agaves is a very difficult one. This is partially owing to the great number of species,
to the difficulty of preserving study material, and to the
influence of flowering in many species. In fact, many species have never
been known to flower. The most
useful characters for classification
are to be found in the leaves, and,
although such an arrangement is
more or less artificial, it is certainly
the most satisfactory in naming a
collection. From a botanical point of
view, however, the inflorescence
shows the true relationship of the
species. In this way the genus is
usually divided into three groups or
subgenera. These are; First, the
Epipogeae, having a paniculate in-
florescence, with candelabrum-like
branches. Second, the Littoae, hav-
ing a dense spike of flowers. (This section Littoae has been considered
by some a good genus, but it seems
to connect with the first section through certain species. The third
section, Mertarea, is very different
from the above, and is considered by
the writer as a distinct generic type,
although treated here in accordance
with general usage. Mertareas are
all herbaceous, appearing each year
from a bulbous base, the lvs.
are soft and weak, dying down annually, while the leafy covering is a slender open spike,
with solitary lvs. from the axils of bracts.

The following Agaves are here described: Albicans, No.
30; Americana, 1; Americana, 27; angustirola, 3; ap-
planata, 7; atrovirens, 19; Beauernicai, 28;
Botteri, 29; brachystachys, 40; Candebroclorum, 3; Ceils;
Galactaea, 5; coccineus, 6; dasylirion, 2; densi-
flora, 22; Deserti, 10; echinocoma, 3; Ele mtana, 20;
formosuns, 34; filfera, 13; gaminifora, 16; Gilbeyi,
26; glaucacens, 19; hateracantha, 23; horrida, 26;
ilioides, 3; Kereborei, 28; Kochii, 27; latistata, 5;
Lecchugilla, 23; Lehmanni, 5; macraeana, 5; macu-

45. Agave Americana, as commonly grown in greenhouses.

46. Agave Americana in flower.
I. Scólymus, Karw. Lvs. 20-40, 9-18 in. long, 3-6 in. wide, glaucous; the margin indented between the teeth; fl. 2-5 in. long, yellowish, Mex. Gn. 12, p. 397. Int. about 1880.—Said to be common, with several varieties. A. potatorum, Zucc., may be only a form of the above.

12. Utahénsis, Engelm. Stemless: lvs. sword-like, 1 ft. or less long, thick and rigid, the sharp tip spine an inch long, the margin with triangular teeth, glaucous: d. an inch long. Utah and Ariz.

bb. Inflorescence a dense, cylindrical spike; lvs. usually borne in twos. (Liá.)

c. Margin of lvs. not toothed.

13. filífera, Salm-Dyck. Plant small, compact, about 1 ft. in diam.: lvs. about 100, linear, stiff, 9 or 10 in. in diam., light green in color, with a very pungent tip; fl. 2 in. long, brownish: stalk 5-8 ft. long. Mex. G.C. III. 21: 167. I.H. 7: 264.—Several species are often found in collections under this name.

14. sclídigeræ, Lém. Very similar to the above, but with somewhat broader lvs. and the margin splitting off into white ribbons. Mex. B.M. 5641.—Frequently flowers in cult.
19. *attenuata*, Salm-Dyck (*A. glaucescens*, Hook.). Figs. 47-49. St. 4-5 ft., crowned by a great mass of lvs., sometimes 6 ft. in diam.: lvs. about 20, 2-3 ft. long, 6-8 in. broad at the widest point, very glaucous on both sides; fl. spike 6 ft. long; fl. 2 in. long, greenish yellow, G.P. 10:93; G. C. II. 3:218, 222. G. C. III. 17:433, 457; B. M. 3333. Gn. 51 p. 467.—This is one of the most majestic of the Agaves. It has flowered only twice in the United States,—in the Washington Botanical Garden, in 1897 and 1898.


**cc. Margins of lvs. more or less toothed.**

**d. Border of lvs. horny throughout.**


25. *Nissou*, Baker. A small species usually growing in clumps; especially desirable for large vases. Lvs. 7½-in. long, with a pale band down the center. Mex.—Not known to have flowered.


27. *xylonacantha*, Salm-Dyck. Stout-stemmed: lvs. 20 or less, sword-like, 3 ft. or less long, with a sharp brown point, slightly glaucous green, with a few darker green lines on the back, the margin with a few large teeth; fls. 1½ in. or less long, greenish yellow. Mex. B. M. 5690. G. C. II. 7:523. *A. americana* and *A. Kochii*, Jacob. are forms of this species.


**dd. Border of lvs. not horny.**

**e. Lvs. oblong, with small teeth.**


30. *Albicran*, Jacob. Stemless: lvs. about 30, in a dense cluster, 15 in. or so long, 3½-in. wide, tapering to a weak spine, glaucous on both sides, the margin lined with small black teeth: spile of fls. about 15 in. long; fls. yellowish. Mex. B. M. 7207. G. C. I. 8:717.—This is one of the smaller Agaves. It does not die down after flowering. A form with variegated lvs.

31. *Celsii*, Hook. (*A. Celsiia*, Jacob). Stemless: lvs. 20-30, oblong-spatalate, 2 ft. or less long, not strongly spine-tipped, the marginal lanceolate spine unequal, glaucous; fls. 2 in. or less long, purplish green, the tube very short. Mex. B. M. 4934.

32. *densiflora*, Hook. Stemless: lvs. 30-40, oblanco-olate-spatalate, 3 ft. or less long, glaucous when young but becoming green, the end-spine of in. long, the marginal deltoid prickles 1 in. or less long: fls. 2 in. or less long, greenish brown. Mex. B. M. 5066.

33. *mitia*, Salm-Dyck. Short-stemmed: lvs. 30, oblanco-late, 15 in. or less long, 3 in. at broadest part, tip spine-weak, the teeth very small and green or only obscurely brown-tipped, green: fls. 2 in. long. Mex.—*A. microwhita*, Salm-Dyck, is very similar.


**A.** Foliage weak and soft, dying down annually: inflorescence a slender open raceme or spike; st. arising from true bulb. (*Montevid.)

37. *Virginica*, Linn. Lvs. few, green, 6-20 in. long, spreading, lanceolate; pale green or brown mottled, with a narrow white and nearly entire margin; stalk 3-6 ft. high; fls. greenish. S. states. B. M. 1157.

Var. *tigrina*, Engelm., a form from South Carolina and Missouri, has spotted lvs.

38. *macula*, Hook. Fig. 50. Basal lvs. 6-10, blotched with brown or green, soft and fleshy, somewhat recurved, the margin serrate: st. 15-25 in. high, bearing a few scattered lvs. or leaf-like bracts: fls. 10-25, nearly sessile, 2 in. long, purplish; stamina a little longer than the segments of the fl. S. Tex. B. M. 5122.—Generally labeled *A. macula.*

**49. Cross-sections of leaf of Agave attenuata.**

39. *maculata*, Regel. A name commonly used for the above, but a very uncertain species. It is probably *A. protuberans*, Engelm. 

40. *brachystachys*, Cav. Lvs. lanceolate, green with a pale nearly entire edge: fls. reddish. B. R. 23:55.—Rare in collections, but a very important plant in Mexico, furnishing much of the *smoke* of the natives.
AGLÁIA (Greek, splendid; from the order and general appearance). Medicago. Tender tree from China, with purplish, yellowish, or white flowers, said to be used in perfuming certain teas. Prop. by cuttings.

odorata, Lour. Lvs. alternate, 5-7 pinnate: lvs. in axillary, branching panicles. Cult. sparingly in Calif.

AGLONÉMA (Greek, bright thread). Aroidae. About 15 species, of trop. Asia and Africa, allied to Arum, Alocasia and Dieffenbachia, and requiring essentially the same treatment as those genera. Evergreen, often beautifully variegated. A. A. may be divided, or cuttings may be taken from plants that become too tall and weak. In either case, new shoots and divisions should be put into the sand-bed previous to potting, to develop new roots contantus along the midrib:spatha white or whitish, 1½-in. long. Sumatra. I. H. 29: 445.

nebulosum, N. E. Brown. Somewhat larger: lvs. nearly round (5-8 in. long, 1½in. or less wide), more acuminate, the markings rather more broken and not so contantus along the midrib. I. H. 1857: 24. A. G. 16: 361, and F. E. 7: 961, as A. pictum.—This and A. pictum are confused in the trade. Both species deserve more attention, yellow lvs., produced through summer. Lvs. aromatic, astringent. Sometimes cult. in shrubbery and wild gardens.

costatum, Veitch. Very dwarf and compact: lvs. heart-shaped, thick, 3 in. wide, one-third longer than wide, seldom exceeding 5 in. long, dark, shining green, with midrib ivory-white and scattering blotches of white. Holds its tufted lvs. through the winter. Moluccas.

A. commutatum, Schott.—Seinapous Cusenaria.—A. Rohani, Hort., is a fine decorative plant, with thick, leathery foliage (Mand.)—A. vermicularis, Hort., is probably a form of either A. pictum or A. nebulosum.

L. H. B.

AGRIMONIA (old name of obscure meaning). Rosáceae. Agrimony. Hardy native herbs, with interruptedly pinnate lvs. and small fragrant, yellow lvs., produced through summer. Lvs. aromatic, astringent. Sometimes cult. in shrubbery and wild gardens.

Eupatorium, Linn. (A. officinális, Linn.). Common Agrimony. Fig. 52. Petals twice as long as calyx, latter making a small, lightly adhering bar. Cult. in herb gardens to make a taller, also in wild borders. Common in woods; also native to Eu. Grows 2-3 ft. high, in little clumps, from a short rootstock.
odorata, Mill. Lfts, narrower than in A. Emporioria; leaflets pubescent; lobes more deeply crenate-dentate; petals more than twice as long as the calyx. Italy. Occasionally cult. in Am.

J. B. Keller and W. M.

51. Ageratum conyzoides.

AGROSTIS (agros, field; the place of growth). Grasses. A genus containing many useful grasses for lawns, pastures and bouquets. Panicles variable, usually spreading; spikelets very small, awnless or occasionally a short awn present. Species about 100, distributed over the entire globe; about 9 useful in cult. Some species are much confused with AIRA. In AGROSTIS the spikelets are 1-fld.; in AIRA 2- to several-flld.

AGROSTEMA. See Lychnis.

AGROSTYRUM (Greek for field and wheat), Grasses. Perennials or annuals, with leaf-blades flat or convolute: spike terminal, usually stiff; spikelets large, 3-8 fld., compressed, sessile at each joint of the simple spike, the side of the spikelet placed next the axis. Species about 30. Temperate regions of Amer. and Eu.

repens, Beauv. Quack Grass. couch Grass. Quick Grass. Quitch Grass. A smooth, pale green or glaucescent perennial, very variable, with the internodes of the rootstock long. In many places it has become one of the worst weeds, spreading invertebly by its underground stems. Fig. 53. It may be destroyed by constant and thorough tillage. Often valuable to hold loose lands. Considered by some stock raisers as a valuable hay grass.

AGROSTIS. See Lycnis.

AGROSTEMA. See Lychnis.

A. Spikelets about 1 fl. long; panicle-branches short. Perennial lawn and pasture grasses.

b. Awnless spikelets.

ala, Linna. Creeping Bent Grass. A well known perennial, creeping or stoloniferous, 1-3 ft.; sheath smooth; leaf-blade linear or narrowly lanceolate, 4-8 in. long, scabrous: panicle open, 4-10 in. long, the branches sometimes widely spreading; spikelets about 1 line long; ligule 1-4 lines long.—Suitable for meadows, pasture mixtures, or exclusively for lawn-making.

Var. vulgaria, Thurb. (A. vulgaria, With.). Red-Top. Fine Bent Grass. Distinguished from the type by the smaller ligule, which is truncate, and less than 1 line long.—Commoner in cult. than the type.

Var. stolonifera, Linna. (A. stolonifera, Linn.). Panicle contracted linear; culms extensively creeping or stoloniferous; ligule 1-4 lines long.

bb. Awned spikelets.

canina, Linna. Brown or Dog's Bent Grass. Rhode Island Bent Grass. Slender, creeping, 1-2 ft.; panicle pyramidal, 4-6 in. long: spikelets near the ends of the branches, very small, 1-9 of an in. long; small bent awn on back of flowering glume. Int. from Eu.—Makes a close sod.

a. Spikelets about ½ line long; panicle-branches long and hair-like. Annual ornamental grasses.

b. Culms, lvs. and panicle-branches smooth.

nebulosa, Boiss. & Reut. (A. capillaris, Hort.) Cloud Grass. Fig. 54. A low grass, with extremely delicate, feathery-like panicle and small spikelets; lvs. few and very small. Spain.—Very useful for vases and bouquets.

minutiflora, Hort. Very similar to A. nebulosa, but smaller, with fewer lvs. and shorter panicles.—Useful for vases and bouquets.

bb. Culms, lvs. and panicle-branches scabrous.

scabra, Willd. Rough-Bent. Tickle Grass. Flyaway Grass. Hair Grass. Silk Grass. Hair-like, delicate, with widely spreading, capillary panicles, which at maturity break away from the culm and fly about in the wind: spikelets very small, clustered at the ends of the branches.—Before panicle expands it is often sold in the vicinity of large towns for dry bouquets.

A. elegans, Hort., not Thore, and A. pulchella, Hort. These names are applied by florists to AIRA elegans and AIRA caryophyllae, which see.

P. B. Kennedy.

AGUACATE, ALLIGATOR PEAR, AVOCADO. See Persea.

AILÁNTHUS (from its native name Alilantus, meaning Tree of Heaven). Siuvaruboccer. Large trees or shrubs; lvs. alternate, large, pinnate, deciduous; lvs. small, in large terminal panicles, polygamous; petals 5; stamens 10; fr. consisting of 3-5 distinct samaras. Five species in Cent. and S. Asia and N. Austral.—Large, ornamental trees of loose and somewhat spreading habit, with elegant, feathery foliage. Very rapid growers. Good for smoky cities. Suckers from the roots. Prop. by seeds and root cuttings.

glandulosa, Desf. (A. Japonica, Hort.). Tree of Heaven. Tree, 60 ft.; lvs. odd-pinnate, 1½-2 ft. long; leaflets 1-25, petiolulate, ovate-lanceolate, nearly glabrous near the base, with 2-4 coarse teeth, each with a large gland beneath; lvs. greenish; samaras ½ in. long. June. China, cult. in Japan.—Valuable tree for street planting, much used in the temperate regions and naturalized in some localities; somewhat tender north in
AILANTHUS

AIR-PLANT. In common speech, any plant which grows on the trunk or in the top of another plant is called an air-plant. The proper term is epiphyte (that is, growing on a plant). In horticulture, the term air-plant is usually applied to epiphytal orchids, tillandsias, and the like. Most of these grow upon old bark, perhaps deriving some of their nourishment from the bark, but most of it from the air and rain. They are not parasites, — do not derive their support from the juices of the host.

AJUGA (not snap; the calyx not bilabiate). Labiate. Brute. Wiry. Hardy herbaceous European perennials, creeping by stolons. Height 6-12 in.: fls. numerous, in whorls, normally blue or purple, with rosy or white varieties. Prop. by division or seeds.

Genevénia. Linn. (A. rugosa, Hort. A. alpina, Hort.). St. erect; cauline lvs. oblong-elliptic or obovate, narrowed at the base; lower ones petiolate; floral lvs. ovate or wedge-shaped, coarsely toothed, sparsely hairy: upper fls. whorls spicate; lower whorls distant.


ALFRED REIDER.

AIRÁ (an ancient Greek name for Darnel). Gramínée. Hair Grass. A genus containing delicate annual grasses, with slender, loose panicle-branches; spikelets very small, of two perfect contiguous flowers: flowering glume acutely 2-lobed at the apex, bearing a slender twisted awn below the middle. Eu., N. Afr. — This genus is much confused with Agrostis by florists. Nat. from Eu. and cult. for dry bouquets.

caryophylléa, Linn. (Agrostis elegans, Hort., not Guss.). A slender, erect and elegant tufted annual, 10-20 in. high, bearing a very diffuse panicle of purplish and at length silvery searid spikelets.

elegans, Gaud. (Agrostis elegans, Hort., not Guss.). A slender, erect and very pretty annual, from a few inches to a foot high, with widely spreading capillary panicles of many small spikelets.


P. B. KENNEDY.
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and peat. In Japan the fr., which is very showy, but with us rarely produced, is eaten, and the stems are much used for wicker-work. Prop. by seeds, by green-wood or hardwood cuttings, and also by root division and layers.

quinata, Decaisne. Figs. 56, 57. Climbing 12 ft. or more; leaflets 3, ovate or oblong-obovate, entire, emarginate, 1-2 in. long: fls. fragrant, the pistillate purplish brown, about 1 in. broad, the staminate smaller, rosy purple in early spring; berry oblong, 3-5 in. long, dark purple with glaucous bloom, seeds black.—Hardy, handsome, not attacked by insects or fungus except Graceful and desirable. China, Japan. B.R. 33: 28. B.M. 4861. G.F. 4:135. A.G. March, 1891. Figs. 5, 7, and plate. R.H. 1853:111. S.Z. 77.


ALFRED REHDER.

ALABAMA. HORTICULTURE. Fig. 58. Commercial horticulture has not assumed the proportions in Alabama that it has in the neighboring southern states. This must be largely due to accidental causes, since in soils, climate and transportation facilities the state presents conditions fully equal to any of the others. At present the most important horticultural centers are at the extreme northern and southern ends of the state. Mobile has long been known as one of the chief sources of supply for early vegetables for the northern and western markets, and the truck business is gradually extending from Mobile county to the adjoining counties of Baldwin and Washington. Early cabbage and Irish potatoes are the most important crops, though snap beans, peas, radishes, and many other vegetables are grown in considerable quantities. The tomato, so important a market crop in many southern localities, is very little grown here, owing largely to the prevalence of bacteria, often called southern tomato blight.

Huntsville, in northern Alabama, has a large and flourishing nursery business. Several large wholesale establishments are located there, and the fertile Tennessee River Valley lands prove to be admirably adapted to the growth of a good quality of nursery stock. Over 1,300 acres are now devoted to this business in this neighborhood, the annual shipments fill 150 cars, including 1,500,000 fruit trees, besides roses and other ornamentals; and the sum of $10,000 is paid out annually for labor.

57. Akebia vine.

Beginnings have been made in fruit and vegetable growing at various other points in the state, particularly at Cullman, Montgomery, and Evergreen, on the Mobile and Columbus railroad and at Fruitland, in north-eastern Alabama, on the Southern railway. No data have been secured as to the total shipment from these various points, but the combined amount is very small, as compared with those from the Mobile region. One road, the Mobile and Ohio, towarded 313 cars of home-grown fruits and vegetables from the Mobile depot during 1897. These figures do not include the shipments from other stations on this line, nor those carried by the Louisville and Nashville.

Such, in brief, is the present status of commercial horticulture in Alabama. In attempting to outline the possibilities of its future development, it will be necessary to glance at some of the more prominent topographical features of the state. For our purpose, it may be roughly divided into four regions. First, at the north is the Tennessee River region, or, as it is often called, the grain belt (Fig. 58, A). Its strong clay soils produce abundant crops of corn, wheat, clover and timothy, and were originally covered by a heavy growth of hardwood timber. Next comes the mineral belt (B), including the mountain region of northeast Alabama, and extending in an irregular way nearly across the state to its western border. This is a large region, containing a great variety of soils, ranging from rich creek and river bottoms, and the fertile red soils characteristic of the Piedmont region of Georgia, to barren sands and sterile, rocky hillsides. The surface is very much broken, and great areas are still covered with the original forests of mixed pine and hard woods. Below the mountain country, and forming an irregular belt or girdle across the middle of the state, is the prairie region (Fig. 58, C). This is narrow at the east, where the mountains press farthest southward, but broadens out toward the western border. The soil varies, in some places being light and sandy, but for the most part it is a dark, retentive loam, resembling that of the northern prairies. While cotton is a staple crop in all parts of the state, this is precociously the cotton belt. Below the prairie comes the timber belt (D), covering the southern third of the state, and extending to the Gulf. Before the advent of the lumberman this extensive re-
some parts very hilly. The soil is a light, sandy loam, usually underlaid with red or yellow clay. It is naturally poor, being deficient in phosphoric acid, yields only scanty crops without fertilizers. It can, however, be made very productive by judicious manuring, and it builds up rapidly under intelligent intensive farming. The rainfall, both by day and night, to the production of early vegetables, and it seems probable that the business of truck-farming will ultimately spread widely from its present center at Seattle. Portents most promising for this region are grapes, oriental pears, figs, Japanese persimmons and strawberries. Satsuma oranges on hardy trifoliate stocks can be safely planted at the extreme south, and perhaps Japanese plums in the more northerly portion. Peasums thrive admirably, and the better kinds should be widely planted.

The soils of the prairie region, being mostly rather cold and wet in the spring, are not well adapted to early vegetables. Their fruit-growing capacity has not been fully tested, cotton claiming almost universal attention. Peaches and plums will thrive on some of the lighter soils, though the trees are usually short-lived. Apple trees grow well on the heavier prairie soils, and it seems probable that with a proper selection of varieties and due attention to spraying, their cultivation would prove profitable.

The mineral or mountain region presents so great a variety of soils and conditions that it is hard to characterize it as a whole. Some portions present almost ideal conditions for peaches, plums and grapes, and in the interior, heavier lands apples thrive and yield abundantly. If the people of Alabama ever interest themselves in fruit-growing as their neighbors in Georgia do at the present day, then these choice mountain locations will certainly be covered with orchards and vineyards, and this mountain region will advance to the first place in the magnitude of its horticultural interests.

The northern region already has its well established nursery business, which seems destined to increase. Owing to late spring frosts, peaches and plum crops are too uncertain here to make commercial plantings advisable. It is, however, a promising apple country, and strawberries, raspberries and blackberries succeed well. An undeveloped but promising industry for this region would seem to be the growing of late crops of cabbage and Irish potatoes for the southern market. The alluvial soils found here seem well adapted for this purpose, and all the southern towns and cities of the near and ready market.

**ALANGium** (from the Malabar name). *Cornecbox.* A few species of shrubs or small trees of the Old World tropics, with alternate entire evergreen leaves, and small, perfect purple fls., in axillary clusters. Rarely cult. in Old World stores, but probably not in the Amer. trade.

**ALASKA, HORTICULTURE IN.** Fig. 59. When considered from a horticultural or agricultural point of view, Alaska may be very conveniently divided into two divisions, the southern coast region and the interior. These two regions differ very materially in their climate, and may be ultimately found as unlike in their possibilities. The climate of the coast region, which extends from Dixon's Entrance on the southeast to Unalaska on the southwest, is characterized by a heavy rainfall, a great preponderance of cloudy weather, and a rather low summer temperature, with little or no diurnal variation in the readings of the thermometer. The winter temperature is not excessively cold, zero weather being seldom experienced, while in the summer it is seldom high. The average rainfall, as shown by data from the Government Weather Service, varies from 55.9 inches at Killisnoo to 92.1 at Unalaska, about one-third of the precipitation falling during the growing period, from May to September. The data concerning the interior portion of the country are many for the Yukon basin, but being the grand thoroughfare of the region. Here the rainfall is slight, and during summer clear skies are the rule. The intense cold of winter is followed by comparatively warm temperatures, with very little or no diurnal variation, in the readings of the thermometer. The summer months, although occasional frosts have been reported from the upper part of the valley during the summer months.

The soils of the two regions are very similar, being largely of vegetable origin overlying rock or glacial deposits. In the coast region arable areas are confined to rather narrow valleys and fjords where the slopes are steep. In the interior are reported more extensive areas of comparatively level land. Of the coast region, the most extensively area of land adapted to cultivation is that on the Kenai Peninsula, and, extending across Cook Inlet, is continued up the Susitna River. This region, on account of its position relative to ocean currents, partakes more of the climatic characteristics of the interior, although still somewhat modified.

The accompanying map shows regions where some attempts have been made in gardening, from which definite reports have been secured. From the data at hand it seems probable that the local supplies of hardy vegetables might be produced nearer at hand than the Puget Sound. This is undoubtedly true of the southeastern portion of the country, where the production need be limited only by the demand for such supplies and the ability to secure arable lands at a cost that will permit the producer to compete with the Sound country. For some time certain economic features will enter into the subject of extensive horticulture. Among these are the high price of labor, the standard being at present determined by the wage paid for gold mining, the operation of transportation, and the rather limited markets.

As it exists at the present time, horticulture in Alaska is of a very primitive type. A few gardens here and there, with perhaps a row of berries along the side and an occasional fruit tree, represents nearly all that is done along this line. Near Juneau and at Killisnoo are market-gardens of considerable importance, but elsewhere only small areas are cultivated.

It has been said that during the Russian occupancy of the country many attempts were made to cultivate gardens and fields, but the data are often so meager and contradictory as to throw doubt upon the sincerity of the endeavor. In the accompanying account, it is desired to place on record some of the horticultural achievements as gathered from reports from gardeners in many places, as well as the personal observations of the writer during two seasons in the country.

**FRUITS.—** The great abundance both in kind and quantity of native fruits, especially berries, has doubtless contributed to the delay in the attempted introduction and cultivation of other sorts. Some effort has been made in this line, as is shown by the presence at Sitka of a number of old apple trees, remnants of the Russian days, which bear a very inferior fruit. A few young bearing trees of unknown variety are grown at the same place. At Wrangell there are apple trees of what are thought to be the Red June variety in bearing, and young thriving trees are known to be at Juneau and Metlakatla. Plum and cherry trees have been recently planted in several places, but so far have not fruited. The mountain ash (Sorbus sambucifolia) is grown as an ornamental tree in a number of places. Currents flourish wherever planted, and gooseberries have been seen, but they were usually

![59. Sketch map of Alaska.](image-url)
badly wired. Cuthbert raspberries do exceedingly well at Wrangell and Sitka, the fruit being of fine size and quality. The same is true of strawberries at the several places where they are cultivated. Attempts have been made at a number of places to cultivate some of the indigenous fruits, and the cherry or "knesheeka" (Rubus stellatus), wild currants (Ribes rubrum and R. bracteosum), and the strawberry (Fragaria Chiloensis) have all been domesticated, and their fruit is for the most part not unproductive.

**VEGETABLES.**—More attempts have been made to grow vegetables than fruits, and some definite data have been obtained, showing what varieties are known to be adapted to Alaska especially. Many of the vegetables grown at Sitka and Wrangell, in the southeastern part of the country, and from the Holy Cross Mission, near Koserefski, on the lower Yukon. A recent report from the latter places states that potatoes of fine quality, weighing 1½ pounds, and turnips weighing 3½ pounds, were grown during the summer of 1898. In addition, notes were given of some of the varieties of vegetables adapted to the region, as follows: Cabbage—Early Jersey Wakefield, Flat Dutch, and Early Snowball; Early Dwarf Erfurt; turnips—Early Flat Dutch, Yellow Globe, and Early Early Milan; rutabagas—Improved American; radishes—French Breakfast and Early White; Onions—Early White Danvers; lettuce—Golden Heart; peas—American Wonder and Early Alaska; beets—Eclipse and Edmond's Blood Turnip; carrots—Osxheart; parsley—Early Dakota; celery—White Plume, Giant Pascale; rhubarb—Victoria.

The same varieties, with numerous additions, have succeeded in the coast region. Snap beans, Challenge Black Wk, and Golden Wk, have done fairly well a distance from some experiments conducted by the United States Department of Agriculture during 1898, and the English Windsor is quite in its element. At this place the Philadelphia Butter and San Francisco Market lettuce made the heads of a most superior quality. Spinach and carrots grow well, and salify and spinach were successfully grown at Sitka for perhaps the first time. Peas were grown to yield well, and in addition to the varieties above given, some of the dwarfs and the Norwegian Sugar peas continued to produce their crop until cut off by the frost. The blood beets, Extra Blood Turnip and Early Egyptian, grew well at Sitka, but in many places beets are a failure on account of their tendency to run to seed. This undesirable trait on the part of biennial plants is shared by other vegetables, principally turnips, although cabbage and cauliflower have been regarded as doing better. It is believed by some growers that the flat type of turnip is more subject to run to seed than the globe type. Celery of exceedingly fine quality has been grown at a number of places, although at Kadiak specimens were seen in which the center axis was greatly elongated. The leafstalks were also lengthened in about the same proportion, and this trait was not considered undesirable. Potatoes are more extensively grown than any other crop, and the quality varies with the variety, locality, season, and culture. Usually little choice is exercised in the matter of varieties, but Polaris, Beauty of Hebron, and Early Reece appear well adapted to the conditions existing in this region. The last two are the most extensively known varieties, and very favorable reports have been received from a few trials of the Polaris. Season and method of planting undoubtedly exert a strong influence on the crop. If the soil, which usually contains a high proportion of organic matter and moisture, is well drained or thrown up into beds, as is the custom in many places, good potatoes can be grown in the average season. In some parts of the country, especially from Cook Inlet westward, the natives cultivate a small round potato, called the Russian, that seems to be well suited to the country. It is said to have been brought from Siberia fifty or more years ago. Close planting of potatoes, as well as almost every other vegetable, is the rule, and often to this fact alone may be attributed many failures. The object seems to be to grow a large crop by planting an abundance of seed. The result is a large growth of tops that completely shade the ground, thinning being seldom or never practiced. Along the coast, where cloudy weather is the rule, it is safe to say that the sun's rays never strike the ground after the growing season has become well advanced. Under such conditions it is not an uncommon sight to see a crop of small potatoes borne in the axils of the leaves above ground, with tubers being formed below the surface.

In general, considerable judgment is shown in the choice of garden sites. A southwestern slope is always preferred, and if well drained the garden is usually a thrifty one. In many places the earth is thrown up into beds 4 or 5 feet wide and the crop planted crosswise the beds. Where it can be easily obtained, sand is added to warm and to lighten the soil. Kelp is extensively employed as a fertilizer in some places, but its value when added to a soil already largely composed of vegetable debris is questionable. Gardens have been successfully maintained at Dawson, Circle City, and other of the great mining centers of the upper Yukon, and the dirt roof of the miner's cabin is frequently utilized for early gardens, the heat from within supplying the necessary warmth required for growing early radishes, onions, lettuce, turnips, etc.

**WILD BERRIES.**—The abundance of native fruits, especially of berries, has already been mentioned, and an enumeration of some of them would seem out of place. Of widest distribution are the salmonberries (Rubus spectabilis, P. 60), two kinds of salmonberries (Rubus pubescens and Vaccinium Vitis-Idaea), currants (Ribes rubrum, R. bracteosum, and R. latifolium), crowberries (Empetrum nigrum), buckberrys (Vaccinium uliginosum and the var. macrocarpum), blackberries (V. ovolittium), red buckberrys (V. perrivilorum), the mokka or baked-apple berry (Rubus Chamaniae) improperly called salmonberry in the interior, and raspberries (Rubus strigosus) for less general distribution, yet very abundant in places, may be mentioned strawberries (Fragaria Chiloensis), dewberries (Rubus stellatus), thimble berries (R. perrvilorum), salal (Gaultheria Shallow), bog cranberries (Vaccinium macrocarpum), and other currants (Arctostaphylos alpina), etc.

65. Salmonberry, one of the wild fruits of Alaska.

**FLORICULTURE.**—This branch of horticulture is not wholly neglected in Alaska, although but few data are available. Many of the hardier plants of the old-fashioned flower garden are to be seen. Pansies of great size and brilliant color are common, and they remain in flower all summer. In some parts of the country sweet peas do well, and poppies, nasturtiums, mignonette,
sweet alyssum, chrysanthemums, stock, candytuft, verbenas, and marigolds are not uncommon where any attempt is made to grow flowers. Window gardens and boxes add many sorts to the list already given. A single season's experimentation at Sitka, under the direction of the Office of Experiment Stations, United States Department of Agriculture, has shown that much can be accomplished in horticulture if rational methods of culture and a proper selection of varieties and seed be followed.  

WALTER H. EVANS.

For further information, consult Yearbook of Dept. of Agric. for 1897, and Bulletin 48, Office Exp. Sta., Dept. Agric.

ALBERTA (from Albertus Grotus, commonly known as Albertus Magnus). Rubidoc. Tender evergreen shrub from Natal, suitable for greenhouse. Little known in commerce in this country.

magnus, E. Mey. Bark pale: lvs. 4-5 in. long, obovate-oblong, obtuse, entire, narrowed into a short, stout petiole; midrib stout; pale; compound terminal, erect, 6 in. high and nearly as broad at the base; corolla tube 1 in. long, swelling slightly in upper part; lobes 5, small, triangular, recurved. B.M. 7454. G.C. III. 22: 416. Gn. 53:1171.

ALBIZIA (after Albizzi, an Italian naturalist). Leguminosae. Trees or shrubs, unarmed: lvs. alternate, bipinnate; leaflets small, oblique: lvs. in axillary, peduncled spikes or globular heads; calyx and corolla tubular; rachis 5-10, leaflets 4-10, linear: fr. a large strap-shaped pod. Twenty-five species in trop. and subtrop. regions of Asia, Afr. and Austr. Ornamental trees and shrubs with graceful, feathery foliage and yellowish, white or red fls. in summer. For cult., see Acacia.

A. Fls. in cylindrical axillary spikes: lvs. semi-persistent.

lophantha, Benth. (Acacia lophantha, Willd.). Shrub or small tree, 6-20 ft.; lvs. with 14-24 pinnae, each with 40-60 leaflets, lined long, linear: lobes mostly 2, about 1 in. long, yellowish. W. S. Australia. B. M. 2108. B. R. 5: 361. L.B.C. 8: 716. —Sometimes cult. as greenhouse shrub and flowering in spring, and in the open in the S. Often known as Acacia speciosa. There is a variety in the trade.

AA. Fls. in globular heads: lvs. deciduous.

B. Stamens united only at the base.

C. Leaflets ovate or oblong, obtuse.

Lébbek, Benth. (Acacia Lébbek, Willd. A. speciosa, Willd.). Tall tree: lvs. with 4-8 pinnae, each with 10-18 leaflets, obliquely oblong or oval, 1-1.5 in. long, nearly sessile: lvs. greenish yellow, in short-peduncled, axillary heads and 5-8 ft. long. Willd., Asia, N. Australia.


odoratissima, Benth. (Acacia odoratissima, Willd.). Tall tree: lvs. with downy rachis; pinnae 6-14, each with 16-50 leaflets, obliquely oblong, 2-4 in. long, glaucous beneath: heads few-fl., numerous, greenish white, forming large, terminal panicles. E. Ind.

precocia, Benth. (Acacia précocia, Willd.). Tall tree: lvs. with nearly glabrous rachis; pinnae 6-10, each with 12-16 leaflets, oblique-oblong, 1-1.5 in. long, glabrous: heads few-fl., greenish white, forming large, terminal panicles. Trop. Asia, Austral.

Moluccana, Miq. Tree: rachis of the lvs. with many glands; pinnae 1, each with 12-40 leaflets, obliquely elliptic-oblong, glaucous and pubescent beneath. Moluccas.

cc. Leaflets falcate, with the midrib close to the upper edge, acute.

Julibrissin, Durazz. (Acacia Julibrissin, Willd. A. Nému, Willd. Albizia rosea, Carr.). Tree. 30-40 ft.: racemes of the lvs. with a small gland at the base: pinnae 8-24, with numerous leaflets, falcate-oblong, 3-4 in. long; heads pink, crowded on the upper end of the branches.


stipulata, Bois. (Acacia stipulata, DC.). Tall tree: young branches with large, persistent stipules; racemes of the lvs. with many glands, pubescent: pinnae 12-40, with numerous leaflets, oblong-linear, 1/2-2 in. long, pubescent beneath: heads in axillary simple or terminal compound racemes. Trop. Asia.

BB. Stamens connate into a long, narrow tube.


ALBUCA (whitish; the color of the first-described species). Liliaceae. Tender bulbs from the Cape of Good Hope allied to Ornithogalum, and treated in the same way. Prop. by offsets or seeds.

aurea, Jacq. Bulbs yellow: fls. 10-36, pale yellow, upright.


ALCHEMILLA (from an Arabic name). Rosaceae. Hardy herbaceous perennials with corymbose, inconspicuous fls., suitable for rockeries and front rows of borders. Of easiest culture. Height 6-8 in. Prop. by division or seeds. Native in Eu., and A. arvensis is sparingly naturalized in this country. There are also tropical species.

alpina, Bieb. Lvs. digitate, 5-7 cut; leaflets usually 7, lanceolate-cuneate, obtuse, serrate at apex, silky hairy beneath, shiny. Eu.

sericea, Willd. Lvs. larger than in A. alpina, 5-7 nervèd, digitate; leaflets 7, lanceolate, acute, deeply serrate from the middle to apex, downy beneath. Cau-casus.

vulgaria, Linn. (A. montana, Schmidt). Lady's Mantle. Lvs. 7-9 nervèd, 7-9 cut; reniform, plicate-concave. N. Temp. Zone. J. B. KELLEY.

ALDER. See Alnus.

ALETRIS (Greek word for female slave who ground corn; alluding to apparent meanness of the fls.). Hon-chordeae. Hardy perennial, smooth, stemless, bitter herbs. Lvs. thin, flat, lanceolate, grass-like, in a spreading cluster: fls. small, in a spiked raceme, terminating a slender scape 2-3 ft. high; perianth not woolly, but waxy and pale; ovary with 3-lobed, pistil set with short set points which give a mealy appearance. July-Aug. They like a moist but sunny situation. Prop. slowly by division or seeds.


farinosa, Linn. Fls. longer and more tubular than in A. aurea, white; lobes lanceolate-oblong. N. Amer. L. B. C. 12: 1161.

Japonica, Hort. Fls. reddish or deep purple, in long spikes. J. B. KELLEY.

ALEURITES (Greek; farinose or floury). Euphorbiaceae. Half dozen or less tropical species of evergreen trees, with small monocious white fls. in terminal, lax eymes and alternate, entire or 3-lobed lvs. with 2 glands at the top of the petiole.

tribola, Forst. Candlenut, or Candleberry Tree. Small tree, with 3-5-lobed pubescent lvs., originally from the eastern tropics, but now widely distributed: cult. for its edible nut, which is spheroidal, nearly 2 in. in diam., 2-seeded, each compartment containing a walnut-like seed. The dried kernels are burned for illumination by natives. The nuts yield oil which is used in food or as a dryer in paint. The oil is variously known as Indian Walnut Oil, Koyane Oil, Kukui Oil. Sparingly cult. in S. Calif. and S. Fla. Fruits in S. Calif.

ALISMA (derivation doubtful). Alismaceae. Hardy aquatics, with small white or pale rose fls. on seapaces with whorled, pinnate branches. Perennial by a stout proliferous corm. Useful in ponds. Prop. by division of corms.

Plantago, Linn. Water Plantain. Lvs. variable, but usually broadly cordate-ovate: thinner and narrower when growing under water. Panicle 1-2 ft. long. Common in swales and still waters in U. S.; also in Eu. A. natans, Linn., is now referred to the potamagetric genus Elisma (E. natans, Buch.). It is native to Eu., and is offered in foreign catalogues. Fl. white, single, on a long peduncle: floating lvs. elliptic and obtuse.

ALKANAO, ALKANET. See Achenna.

ALKKEKENGI. See Physalis.

ALLAMANDA (Dr. Allamand, Leyden). Apocynaceae. Greenhouse shrubs, mostly climbers. Lvs. entire, whorled: fls. terminal, large and funnel-shaped, with a flat-spreading or reflexed limb, the tube inflated below the throat: ovary 1-loculed: stamens 5, the filaments very short. Allamandas are of easy culture. They are usually grown in the ground or in large tubs, and trained on the rafters. For best results, they should have plenty of sun. The bushy kinds, as A. nerifolia, A. grandiflora and A. Williamsi, may be grown as specimen plants in pots. The strong, as A. Schottii, are sometimes used as stocks upon which to graft the weaker ones, particularly if root plants are desired. Prop. by cuttings of growing wood in a bottom heat of 75°; also by layers. The species are much confused.

A. Fls. purple.

Blanchetii, DC. (A. violacea, Gardn.). Lvs. in 4's, hairy on both sides: fls. in terminal clusters, 3 in. across; salmon-purle; habit of A. cathartica. Brazil. B.M. 7122. Int. into U. S. in 1833.

AA. Fls. yellow or orange.

b. Corolla with a swollen or bulb-like base.

nerifolia, Hook. A stocky, bushy grower, useful for pots, although it usually needs to be staked or grown against a support if allowed to take its full course: lvs. in 3's or 5's, glabrous, oblong or elliptic, acuminate: corolla smaller than A. Schottii or A. Hendersonii, deeper yellow, streaked with orange. S. Amer. B.M. 4594. —Early and profuse bloomer.

BB. Corolla tube long, slender and stem-like.

c. Lvs. and calyces more or less hairy.

nobilis, Moore. A strong, tall climber, with purple twigs: lvs. in 3's or 4's, large, acuminate, very short-stalked: fls. very large (4-5 in. across), nearly circular in outline of limb, bright, clear yellow, with magnolia-like odor. Finest fls. in the genus. Braz. B.M. 5764.

c. Lvs. and calyx glabrous (except perhaps in A. Williamsii).

Plant tall-climbing.

cathartica, Linn. Lvs. rather small, obovate, usually in 4's, and more or less wavy-margined, thin, acuminate: fls. golden yellow, white-marked in the throat, the lobes acuminate on one angle, 3 in. or less across, the tube gibbous or curved. S. Amer. B.M. 338. P.M. 8:77. —The species first described, but now rarely seen in cultivation.

Schottii, Pohl. Strong-growing, suitable for rafters: young shoots and petals slightly pubescent, the older stems warty: lvs. in 3's or 4's, broadly lanceolate and acuminate: corolla large, rich yellow, the throat darker and beautifully striped. Braz. B.M. 4351, but this portrait is considered by Index Kwensia to belong to A. cathartica. A. magnifica, introduced into the U. S. in 1883, is probably a form of this species.

Hendersonii, Bull. (A. Wardleyhusa, Lep.). Fig. 61. Tall and vigorous, free-flowering, excellent for roofs:

61. Allamanda Hendersonii (X 1/8).
ALLAMANDA

Do. Plant erect-bushy.


Williamsi, Hort. Very dwarf; lvs. and young growth generally somewhat pubescent, the lvs. long and narrow, acuminate usually in 4’s: fls. in continuous clusters, rather smaller than those of A. Hendersoni and of better substance, fragrant. Gn. 40: 832. — Certified in Eng. in 1891 by B. S. Williams & Son, and int. in U. S. in 1893. Supposed to be a hybrid. Promising for pots. L. H. B.

ALL-HEAL. See Bruna le vulgaris.

ALLIGATOR PEAR, AGUACATE, AVOCADO. See Persea.

ALLIUM (ancient Latin name). Liliaceae. Bulbous plants, mostly cult. in the open; but a few, of which A. Neapolitanum is an example, are often grown indoors. Fls. in a simple umbel, from a 1–2-lvd. usually searous spathe; stamens and perianth segments 6; style slender, the stigma either entire or parted. Alliums are of the easiest cult., for which consult BULBS. For the vegetable-garden members of the genus, see CHIVES, GARLIC, LEEK, ONION, SORREL. Allium vineale, a bad weed in parts of the northeastern states, has a slender scape sheathed below with hollow thread-like lvs., and greenish rose-colored fls. (or bulblets in the place of lfs.).

The following species are known to be in the Amer. trade: a. acuminatum, No. 4; a. cepa, 26; a. tenellum, 21; Bidwellii, 23; Balander, 17; cernum, 9; Cusickii, 16; falsefolium, 25; Limbatum, 24; Geyeri, 13; hæmatochiton, 11; Hermitii, 3; maddum, 15; Moly, 1; Nea-

ALLIUM (ancient Latin name). Liliaceae. Bulbous plants, mostly cult. in the open; but a few, of which A. Neapolitanum is an example, are often grown indoors. Fls. in a simple umbel, from a 1–2-lvd. usually searous spathe; stamens and perianth segments 6; style slender, the stigma either entire or parted. Alliums are of the easiest cult., for which consult BULBS. For the vegetable-garden members of the genus, see CHIVES, GARLIC, LEEK, ONION, SHALLOT. Allium vineale, a bad weed in parts of the northeastern states, has a slender scape sheathed below with hollow thread-like lvs., and greenish rose-colored fls. (or bulblets in the place of lfs.).

The following species are known to be in the Amer. trade: a. acuminatum, No. 4; a. cepa, 26; a. tenellum, 21; Bidwellii, 23; Balander, 17; cernum, 9; Cusickii, 16; falsefolium, 25; limbatum, 24; Geyeri, 13; hæmatochiton, 11; Hermitii, 3; maddum, 15; Moly, 1; Nea-

ALLIUM (ancient Latin name). Liliaceae. Bulbous plants, mostly cult. in the open; but a few, of which A. Neapolitanum is an example, are often grown indoors. Fls. in a simple umbel, from a 1–2-lvd. usually searous spathe; stamens and perianth segments 6; style slender, the stigma either entire or parted. Alliums are of the easiest cult., for which consult BULBS. For the vegetable-garden members of the genus, see CHIVES, GARLIC, LEEK, ONION, SHALLOT. Allium vineale, a bad weed in parts of the northeastern states, has a slender scape sheathed below with hollow thread-like lvs., and greenish rose-colored fls. (or bulblets in the place of lfs.).

The following species are known to be in the Amer. trade: a. acuminatum, No. 4; a. cepa, 26; a. tenellum, 21; Bidwellii, 23; Balander, 17; cernum, 9; Cusickii, 16; falsefolium, 25; limbatum, 24; Geyeri, 13; hæmatochiton, 11; Hermitii, 3; maddum, 15; Moly, 1; Nea-
Almond

17. Bolanderi, Wats. Fls. rose, few, the segments scarlet: sepal 4-6 in. Calif.

18. uniflorum, Kellogg. Lvs. several, narrow and flat: seape stout, 1-2 ft.; fls. rose, 10-30, the segments ovate-lanceolate, exceeding stamens and style. Calif.

ed. Ovary distinctly 6-crested: fls. usually rose-colored.


21. attenuifolium, Kellogg. Lvs. channelled: seape slender, 6-15 in., leafy below; umbel dense; fls. nearly white. W. Amer.

ed. Scap usually less than 6 in. high (in the wild).

22. serratum, Wats. Lvs. very narrow; filaments broadened at the base. W. Amer.


cv. Lf. solitary, linear or filiform: seape 2–3 in. high: capsule 6-crested.


AA. Bulbs mostly solitary: seape stout, Swinged.

B. Stamens not exerted.

25. falcatum, Hook. & Arn. Fls. rose, the segments minutely glandular-serrate and twice longer than stamens; seape 2-3 in. W. Amer.

26. aeneus, Kellogg. Fls. white, with purplish veins, the segments little longer than stamens. Calif., Or.

B. Amens exerted.


L. H. B.

Alloplectus (diversely planted; referring to appearance of the calyx). Gesneraceae. Tender tropical evergreen shrubby plants, with tubular yellowish axillary fls., borne singly, to be grown in hothouses and given the treatment required by Gesnera.

A. trispis, Hook. Trailing by means of roots thrown out between the pairs of lvs.: lvs. ovate, coarsely serrate, hairy or smooth; calyx paler, this idea is evident; petioles yellow, tinged with purple; corolla yellow, tinged with red, gaping; tube swelled at the base; limb of four spreading segments, the uppermost being twice the length of the lower ones. Hook. B.M. 4250.

A. longipedunculatus, B. Jack. V. stem-chief, acute; petiole and nerves beneath very red: calyx of 5 parts or of triangular dark blue or purple sepals, forming a striking contrast to the yellow color of the corolla; limb of corolla of 5 equal segments. Braz. B.M. 4216, erroneously as A. dubrueilii.

Allspice. The dry berry of the Pimento (Pimenta officinalis, Linn.), an evergreen tree of the Myrtaceae. The tree grows in the W. Indies. Jamaica yields much of the product. The fresh berry is about the size of a pea. It is borne in clusters. The word allspice is also applied to various plants with aromatic fragrance, as Calycanthus.

Almond. A name given to the tree and fruit of Prunus Amygdalus, Balbi. (Amygdalus communis, Linn.), of the Rosaceae. It is also applied to certain dwarf ornamental trees or bushes, as Flowering Almond (see Prunus). The Almond has been cultivated from time immemorial. It is thought to be native to the Mediterranean basin. Some enquirers have supposed it to be the original of the peach, but this idea is evidently untenable. The flowers are peach-like and handsome (Fig. 63). The Almond nut of commerce is the pit or stone of a peach-like fruit (Fig. 64). The fleshy part, which is so thick and full, is the Almond. The bitter kernel, which is used in the manufacture of flavoring extracts and prussic acid. It is grown mostly in Mediterranean countries. Of the sweet or edible Almonds, there are two classes,—the hard-shell and the soft-shell. The former is of little value, and is not grown to any extent. The soft-shell type produces the edible Almonds of commerce. Some of the thinnest-shelled forms are known as Paper-shells. It was once thought that almond-growing could be successfully practiced in the peach-growing sections of the East, but vayages of late spring frosts, and other difficulties, have caused the effort to be abandoned commercially. Individual Almond trees are occasionally seen, and they frequently bear profusely. The Almonds are nearly as hardy as the peach. The commercial cultivation of the Almond is confined to California, and the remainder of this account is, therefore, written from the Californian standpoint. L. H. B.

Almond-growing in California has received the attention of horticulturists for nearly half a century, and during the whole of its course the industry has been marked by vicissitudes which, if not admitted, are not yet ended. Two chief sources of difficulty are now clearly discerned to have attended the effort from its beginning, and present knowledge may enable planters to avoid, in the future, errors which have led to much disappointment and loss—the vestiges of which still encumber the ground, though clearing is proceeding rapidly. Thus far the Almond tree has yielded more firewood than any single fruit tree which has been largely planted in California, and yet planting has continued, in the hope of better results, until in 1897 there were about 1,500,000 trees included in the reports of the county assessors, of which number about two-thirds had attained bearing age at that date. The product of 1897 was 218 carloads, and the competition in the eastern markets with imported Almonds was so grievous that prices fell below what is considered a profitable return. In 1899, because of untimely frosts, the product fell to 25 carloads, which is counted about equal to the local consumption of the Pacific coast. At the present time, 1899, planting has practically ceased, and a considerable acreage of thrifty trees of bearing age is being kept for other purposes, because growers in certain places are out of patience with the Almond. In spite of these facts, the Almond will remain an important California product, through the satisfactory performance of trees enjoying favorable environment.

The two chief sources of failure with the Almond are the sterility of many varieties without cross-pollination, and the extreme propensities of the tree for galling, with the consequent destruction of the bloom or the young fruit by temperature very little below the freezing point. These two evils have been singularly associated historically, and only lately have they been shown to be independent factors and both of them demanding the closest attention from planters. At first it was thought that the wide planting of self-sterile varieties by themselves was the cause of disappointment, because, after years of cropping-out or grafting-over old, unproductive trees to the Prune d'Agen, for which it is an excellent stock, it was observed, by chance, that the Laguedoea variety adjacent to Drucker's seedling, which had been laden with nuts when it was sterile without such association. Attention was then directed to the growth of seedlings, and a large lot of seedlings of the bitter Almond, grown by A. T. Hatch, exhibited such satisfactory bearing habits, with no striking variation toward new types of the soft-shell sweet Almond that the growth of new, selected California seedlings was seized upon as a panacea for the previously experienced troubles with the Almond. These new varieties were conceived to be not only self-fertile but hardy, and large plantations were made without due regard to the frosty character of the locations. Low valley lands of great area, and some extreme of high plateau, were used. Fine, large trees grew only to lose their crops year after year by frosts.
from February to April, until the growers east the trees upon the wood-pile. As a deduction of the experience of several decades, there have arrived at what seems now to be the proper conception of the situation of the Almond in California, which is, that the most prolific varieties must be chosen, must be associated for purposes of cross-pollination, and must be planted in places of least liability to frost. There is a factor of some moment in the late-blooming habit of some varieties, which will be considered presently.

The soil best suited to the Almond is a light, well-drained loam. The tree makes a strong and rapid root-growth, and is more tolerant of drought than any other of our leading deciduous fruit trees. For this reason, as well as to avoid frost, it is often desirable to place the Almond on the higher and drier lands of the valley—providing the soil is not heavy and too retentive of surplus water in the rainy season. The root is most intolerant of standing water, and will quickly die if exposed to it. Because of its drift in light, dry soils the Almond root is used rather largely as a stock for the Prune d’Agen, and to some extent for the peach in the dry valleys.

Almond trees are grown by budding into seedlings grown from either the sweet or the bitter hard-shell Almonds, the bud being set during the first summer’s growth of the seedling, and then either planted out as a dormant tree in the fall, or used as a rootstock upon the nursery root. They grow so rapidly, both in root and top, that only yearling trees are used.

When the bark is scaling, the young trees are cut back so as to form a low head with only about a foot of clear trunk. They are allowed to make free growth during the following summer, and in the following winter are cut back so as to encourage branching on the main branches one foot of their attachment to the trunk. At the same time the branches are reduced to 4 or 5 in number, symmetrically arranged around the stem and at a good distance from each other, so that they shall not unduly crowd each other as they enlarge. Another full growth during the following summer and another cutting back the following winter give the trees the vase-form on the outside, with enough interior branches to fill the inside of the vase without the needling. Thus the tree is systematically pruned after each of its first two years’ growth in the orchard. After that, shortening in of the branches usually ceases, and the third summer’s growth is allowed to stand for fruit-bearing, with only thinning-out of growth to follow. This thinning-out, as it has to be done from time to time in later years, otherwise the tree becomes too thick, and interior branches dwindle for lack of light. The amount of thinning varies in the different climates of the state, the greater the heat, the denser the tree for its own protection. With the proper adjustment of heat and light, fresh bearing wood may be encouraged in the lower part of the tree, otherwise it becomes umbrella-shaped, with the fruit wood at the top and bare poles below.

The Almond is the oldest bloomer of our common fruits. It puts forth flowers sometimes as early as January.

64. Almond nuts (X 5).

King and Marie Duprey, March 11; IXL, March 12; Languedoc, March 13; Nonpareil, March 20; Rountier Twelfth, March 24; Pistache, March 25; Drake Seedling, April 2. Obviously the late bloomers have greater chance of escaping frost, and there is at present some disposition to make this a consideration in selecting varieties for planting. The dates just given show an extreme variation in time of blooming. Some years the intervals are much shorter, but the relation seems to be constant. The crop ripens from August 15 to October 1, according to locality. Those that do not follow early blooming—that is, as with other fruits, the first to bloom are not necessarily the first to ripen.

Not less than 25 varieties of Almonds have been grown to get in greater use. Some of these original fruits have not long become known in this country, for they are from foreign origin, and some of these a very few constitute the main crop at present. These are named in the order of their acreage, as follows: IXL, Nonpareil, Ne Plus Ultra, Drake, Paper-shell, Languedoc. Of these, the IXL and Nonpareil occupy not less than three-fourths of the acreage.

In handling the crop, the local climate modifies methods somewhat, and the growth-habit is also involved. In regions very free from atmospheric humidity in the summer, the hull opens readily and discloses a clear, bright nut, which can be marketed without treatment. Where this is not the case and the hulls are not easily discolored, bleaching in the fumes of sulfur has to be practiced. The nut must be dry before sulfuring, or the fumes will penetrate and injure the flavor of the kernel. Sulfured nuts also lose their natural color in storage and in handling. The practice is to gather the nuts, dry for a few days in the sun, then spray with water very lightly, so that only the surface of the shell is moistened, and then use the fumes with little light, cautiously, so that the hulls are not be secured without penetration of the fumes. The nuts can usually be gathered from the ground as they naturally fall, or can be brought down by shaking or the use of light poles. Some varieties are more easily harvested than others, and a few varieties are gathered readily in some localities than in others. A greater or less percentage, according also to variety and locality, will have adhering hulls, and for clearing them locally-invented machines, called almond hullers, are used. Early rains in some localities are apt to stain the nuts. Such stains cannot be removed by sulfuring, and the nuts have to be crushed and the product marketed as kernels for the use of confectioners. Machinery is also used for this operation, and a considerable fraction of the product reaches the market in this form.

The standard of excellence in the Almond, from a commercial point of view, as learned by the experience of California producers, is that the kernels are uniform, smooth, symmetrical and plump as possible. The thinning of kernels, welcome as it may be to searchers for philopenas, results in misshapen kernels, which are very objectionable to the confectioners, who are very large users of Almonds. Constancy to single kernels therefore is a good point in a variety.

Large proportion of kernel to shell by weight is also, obviously, an important point to almond buyers. At the same time, the shell may be reduced in strength as to break badly in shipping in sacks and in subsequent handling. Incomplete covering also exposes the kernel to the sulfur and to loss. The current degree of thinness of shell as can be had with complete covering of the kernel and durability in handling.

Careful comparison of the proportion of kernel weight to gross weight of the popular California varieties, as compared with a leading imported variety, was made by a committee of the California Horticultural Society, with the following result: From one pound of each of the following varieties the net weight of kernels in ounces was:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Net Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>El Supremo</td>
<td>75 oz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drake</td>
<td>83 oz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IXL</td>
<td>91 oz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>95 oz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Prima</td>
<td>95 oz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Princess</td>
<td>95 oz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ne Plus Ultra</td>
<td>10 oz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King</td>
<td>10 oz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper-shell</td>
<td>11 oz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonpareil</td>
<td>13 oz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EDWARD J. WICKSON.

ALMOND, DEMERARA. See Terminalia Catappa.

ALMOND, FLOWERING. See Prunus.
ALNUS (the ancient Latin name). *Capillifera*, subfamily *Betulaceae*. Alder. Trees or shrubs: lvs. alternate, shortly petiolate, deciduous; fls. actinomorphic, monocious in catkins, staminate ones elongated and pendulous, pistillate ones erect, short, developing into an ovoid, ligneous cone with persistent scales: fr. a small nutlet. Twenty species in the northern hemisphere, in America south to Peru. Hardy ornamental trees and shrubs, suitable for planting on damp soil, where they grow very rapidly, but *A. cordata*, firma, *Japonica*, and also *A. tientoria* prefer somewhat drier soil. The profuse male catkins are pleasing in early spring. The wood is valuable for its durability in water. Usually prop. by seeds gathered in the fall and well dried: sow in spring with but slight covering, and kept moist and shady, they germinate soon; a slight covering with moss, taken off when the seedlings appear, will be useful. At the end of the same year or the following spring the seedlings are transplanted, usually into rows 1–2 ft. apart and 6 in. from each other. After two years they can be planted where they are to stand. The shrubby species, also *A. glutinosa*, grow from hardwood cuttings placed in moist and sandy soil, also from layers, and *A. incana* from suckers. Rarer kinds are grafted on common potted stock in early spring in the propagating house; grafting out-of-doors is rarely successful.

**Index:** aurea, No. 10; cordata, 5; cordifolia, 5, dentata, 10; firma, Sieb. & Zucc., 2 and 4; glauca, 6; glutinosa, 10; imperialis, 10; incana, 6; incisa, 10; Japonica, 4; lacinata, 6 and 10; maritima, 3; multinervis, 2; oblongata, 10; pyrolea, 8; pyriformis, 5; rubra, 8; rubrineria, 10; rugosa, 9; serrulata, 9; Sibirica, 1; tiliae, 5; tilaefolia, 5; tinctoria, 7; viridis, 1.

A. *Fls. opening in the spring with the lvs.: pinnate leaves enclosed in buds during the winter: fr. with broad membranous wings. Alnus*.


Var. *multinervis*, Regel. Lvs. with 14–24 pairs of veins, thicker. —Handsome tree with dark green lvs., growing on dry and rocky soil; quite hardy.

AA. *Fls. opening in the fall from catkins of the same year, or perhaps the most beautiful of all Alders.*


AAA. *Fls. opening in early spring before the lvs.: from catkins formed the previous year and remaining with the lvs. throughout the winter.*

B. *Lvs. not plicate in the bud, green beneath, veins arachnoid, ending mostly in the incisions: female catkins usually solitary in the axils.*


Var. *pinatifida*, Spach. (var. *lacinata*, Hort.). Lvs. pinnately lobed or cleft, with dentate lobes.


CO. *Under side of lvs. green or brownish green; usually bearded.*


ALNUS

S. Eu. Var. *imperialis*, Desf. Fig. 66. Lvs. deeply pinnately lobed with lanceolate or nearly linear lobes. Var. *rubrostapula*. Lvs. small, deeply incised, like those of *Crataegus oxyacantha*. Var. *laciniata*, Willd. Lvs. pinnately lobed; lobes oblong.

**ALNUS glutinosa**, var. *imperialis* (< 5%)

Var. *rubrinervia*, Dipp. Lvs. large and shining, with red nerves and petioles; pyramidal tree of vigorous growth, very handsome.

from the midrib and vanishing near the margin; petioles nearly white. New Guinea. I.H. 3: 693.—Bunched lvs. emit a strong odour similar to that of the Java.

cc. Veins and midrib white or silvery.

longiloba, Miq. (A. gigantea, Hort.). Petioles 2 ft., greenish white, mottled purple; blade sagittate, 18 in. long, the basal lobes very long and erect, the upper surface green, with silvery or gray bands along veins and midrib, the undersurface light purple.

Putzeyi, N. E. Brown. Much like A. longiloba: lvs. broader (oval-sagittate), dark metallic green, prominently veined and bordered white, the petioles pale red-purple, under surface dark purple. Sumatra. I.H. 29: 429.—More brilliant than A. longiloba, and has wider spaces between the veins.

Thibautiana, Mast. Petioles 3 ft., greenish; blade 2 ft. long and 18–29 in. broad, ovate-cordate, the basal lobes broad and rounded, olive-green, with broad silvery veins and rib, the under surface deep purple. Borneo. G.C.III. 17: 485. I.H. 28: 419.

Lowii, Hook. Petioles 2–3 ft., rose-color; blade narrow-ovate, 18 in. long and a third as wide, long-pointed, the basal lobes long-acute, upper surface olive-green, with very distinct silvery bands, under surface rich purple. Borneo. B. M. 5576. A. F. 1895: 559 as var. grandis. Var. picta, Hook. (B. M. 5497), has surface covered with small white reticulations. This var. is A. Pictich., Schott. (var. Pictichi, Engler).

cc. Veins white and leaf blotched and mottled.

macrophiza, Schott. Large, reaching 10 or 15 ft.; leaf-blades 3 ft. long, long-sagittate and pointed, the lobes short and obtuse, margin often somewhat wavy, the midrib very broad and conspicuous, the blotches or patches of green and white (in the var. variegata, which is the common form) very striking. Ceylon. I. H. 8: 303.—One of the commonest species. Lvs. sometimes almost white.

cc. Veins dark or purple, or the leaf dark-colored.

cuprea, Koch (A. metallicca, Schott.). Petioles 2 ft. or less long, green; blade ovate and peltate, 18 by 12 in., notched at the base and cuspidate at the point, dark metallic green with darker rib and veins, the under side rich purple. Borneo. B. M. 5190. I. H. 8: 283. Lowe. 60. Gn. 50: 336.—One of the best, and common.

ALOE

ALOES

like Villeneuvei; intermedia, hybrid by Veitch 25 years ago; La Salliana; Licinia, ThibautianaXPutzeyi, with lvs. dark green veins and roundish lobes, with purple beneath (I. H. 44: 27); Mortelontania, LoewiXSannderiana; Pucciana, PutzeyiXThibautiana; Sedent, cupreaXLowii, with ovate-peltate lvs. purple beneath and white veined above (I. H. 24: 292); V. Hoaldii.

The following names are also in our trade: A. iluibreXColocasia antiquorum; JumagiciaXColocasia af- finis; Johnstoni=Cyrtosperma Johnstoni; Marchillii =Colocasia Marchallii; violacea=Colocasia antiquorum.

The following may be expected to appear in the American trade: A. Augustauniana, Lind. & Rod. Lvs. peltate and wavy, green above and below, with pale green bands, the petioles spotted; allied to A. zebrian. I.H. 33: 365. New Guinea.—A. Curtisi, N. E. Brown. Petioles 3 ft. or less, purple-barred: Rblade 30 in. or less, and half as wide, shining green and gray-ribboned above, deep purple beneath. Penang.—A. eminens, N. E. Brown. Lvs. peltate, the blade 2 ft. or less long and nearly half as broad, purple beneath, green and light veined above; petioles 5 ft. or less, barred, E. Ind.—A. grandis, N. E. Brown. Large: lvs. 2 ft. or less long, ovate-sagittate, half as broad, bright-green below, bright-green above; petioles 4 ft. or less, dark. B. Ind.—A. guttata, N.E. Brown, var. imperialis, N. E. Brown. Lvs. sagittate, acute, 1½ ft. or less long and half as broad, purple beneath, brown-green and dark-blotched above. Borneo. I. H. 31: 541.—A. Indica, Schott. 8½ ft. or more, stout and fleshy; lvs. very large (often 3 ft. across), ovate-sagittate, bright-green on both sides. B. Ind.—A. jervisiana, Peti- lote, Lind. & Rod. Lvs. slightly peltate, wavy, shining green with blackish margin, the veins and brownish purple beneath. New Guinea. I. H. 33: 611.—A. marjorib, Said to have come from B raz. Lvs. 2½ ft. or less long and very broad, slightly wavy, rounded and short-pointed, pale green with brownish purple beneath; petiole spotted with purple; petals purple-marked. A. j. penmea, Hort. =grandis.—A. reveris, N. E. Brown. Dwarf and compact, the lvs. 6 in., long; blade less than 1 ft. long, bright green, with rib and nerves olive-green. B. M. 7406. Filipppines.—A. Kollmanniana, Andr. ThibautianaXRegina.—A. Sanderiana, var. Gandavereia, Rod. Lvs. very-margined, purple and blotched beneath. I. H. 43: 55.—A. scabrosa, N. E. Brown. Lvs. spreading, not sagittate, and not peltate, shining green above and paler beneath. Borneo.—A. Pustiliana, Schott. Lvs. sagittate and sinuate, dark green beneath with light green above, and whitish yellow beneath. Filipppines.—A. Watsouiana, Hort. =Putzeyi.—A. Warumia, Mast. Lvs. erect, toothed, not sagittate, lanceolate and long-pointed, dark green; petals purple-spotted, winged. G.C. III. 23: 245. E. E. 10: 386. Gn. 55: 153. Celebes. L. H. B.

ALOEX (Arabic name). Litlaxeex, tribe Alboine. Auca- leust or various cauloseulent succulents: lvs. often large, usually crowded in the axils of the long ribs of the fles. red or yellow, often paler-striped, straight, tubular, with short, straight limb, equal or surpassed by the stamens. Aft., especially in the Cape region, one species among the Mediterraneans and externally similar to all warmer parts of the world, and one in China. Plants of the coolhouse, best planted out in a well-drained place in summer, when they flower prettily. Prop. by seed, which usually is not true to name, and by suckers or cuttings well dried-off. Branching for this purpose may be induced by searing the crown of old plants. Hybrids are said to be produced with cactus (A. Einghamii = A. aristata X G. biptonii; = A. reginae X G. vernicosa; = A. lapiscati X G. maculata; A. Lynchii= A. striata X G. vernicosa, and A. Nootkayi = A. arista X ), and with Lomatophyllum (A. yogeri = A. serrata X S.). J. G. Baker, in Journ. Linn. Soc. Bot. 18, pp. 132–162. William Thelease.

Old plants of Aloe will keep healthy for several years in the same pots without a renewal of soil, and flower freely at the same time. The soil most suited to their needs is sandy loam three parts, lime rubble and broken brick one part, with a little decayed manure to strengthen the mixture. Very firm potting is necessary. The largest vase is more important item than soil, and must be perfectly arranged to enable the surplus water to run freely from the soil. Broken bricks are preferable to pieces of pots, large pieces for the bottom of the pot, and smaller pieces above, till the tub and layer is quite fine. Some of the species need fair rooting conditions than others. A. ciliaris will grow from 5–7 ft. in a season. A. Abyssinica is of robust growth, and differs from most others in the color of the flowers, which are pure
yellow, most of the others being orange and orange-scarlet. A. picaitis makes an ornamental tub plant when 4 or 5 ft. high. Except during the period in which the species are in active growth, they need very little water, the principal idea being to keep the soil sweet and porous even when in growth. At all times the air of the house should be as dry as possible, full sunshine not hurting them. Prop. by seeds, suckers and cuttings. The arborescent kinds should be rooted after they have completed growth. Dust over the cut part of the cutting with powdered charcoal and dry in sunshine before putting it in to root. Insert singly in as small pots as they will go into, and plunge in a sand bed. Very little moisture is necessary while rooting.

G. W. OLIVER.

The generic or scientific name Aloe is a Latinized form of an Arabic name. As an English word it is pronounced in two syllables, thus, A'loe. Popularly this word is loosely used, the common American Aloe being Agave Americana, the commonest "Century Plant." The "bitter aloe" of commerce is a resinous juice much used as a laxative. The best quality is called "Necotrine or Zanzibar Aloes," a product of A. Neri, which was known by the Greeks of the Fourth century B.C. to come from the island of Socotra. The "Barbadoes Aloe" is the product of A. vera, a species much planted in the West Indies. General ailed to Aloe are Apiera, Gasteria, Haworthia, Pachydipldon, and Phylloma. The group is an extremely difficult one for the botanist, there being few authentic specimens in the herbaria, because of the large size of the plants, the infrequent flowering, and the difficulty of suitably drying them.

Aloes are much cultivated as decorative plants, being amongst the most popular of desert and succulent plants for their stiff, harsh and rugged habit. They are often grouped about large public buildings, where they emphasize certain architectural features. Large collections are to be seen only in botanic gardens and in the collections of a few fanciers. The largest dealer has nearly a hundred kinds, but grows only five or six kinds in quantity. For index to the following species, see supplementary list, p. 51.

W. M.

A. Arrangement of lvs. spiral (except in seedlings).
B. Form of lvs. broadly lanceolate, acute: size of lvs. moderately large.
C. Border of lvs. thin, hairy: margin entire or denticulate.
D. Color of lvs. greyish: shape of lvs. flattened.


Var. rodocinceta (A. rodocincta, Hort. A. hamuriana, Naud.). Lvs. purple, very glaucous, with entire reddish border.

2. serrulata, Haw. Fig. 68. Lvs. less striate, ob-scurously mottled, the white border denticulate: inflorescence less cymose. Cape. B.M. 1415.

DD. Color of lvs. clearer green: shape of lvs. more concave: teeth small and cut nearly through the border.

3. macrocarpa, Tod. Lvs. interruptedly green-lined, more evidently mottled: inflorescence branched with elongated racemes. Abyssinia.

4. Schimperi, Tod. Lvs. coarsely green-lined, scarcely mottled: racemes short and cymose. Abyssinia (China)

69. Aloe heterocantana.


Var. hoteo-strata, Haw. Lvs. concave, coarsely pale-lined.

6. latifolia, Haw. (A. saponaria, var. latititata, Hort.). Lvs. apple-green, thick and broad, concave, the conspicuous pale blotches irregularly transversely confluent; teeth large, mostly curved, rather remote: racemes short and dense. Cape. B.M. 1346.

7. commutata, Tod. Lvs. rather thinner: racemes several, somewhat elongated. Abyss.


9. grandidentata, Salm. Lvs. and racemes still more elongated. Cape.


10. glauca, Mill. (A. rhodocincta, DC.). Caulescent: lvs. not mottled, very glaucous, the irregular red or brown teeth subconfluent: fls. simple, densely racemose; fls. red, scarcely constricted above the ovary. Cape. B.M. 1278. A hybrid with A. cumilis, var. ineuea, is A. crypea.

Var. muriata, Sch. Lvs. glaucous, with large teeth, those on the keel or apex more developed.

11. heterocantana, Bak. (A. inermis, Hort., not Forsk.). Flg. 69. Nearly stemless, often densely cespitose: lvs. dark green, sometimes with a few obscure yellowish green spots, slightly striate at base, entire or with a few small teeth. Cape! B.M. 6643.

BB. Form of lvs. ovate-lanceolate, acute, thick, mostly tuberculate on the back: size of lvs. large.


BBB. Form of lvs. elongated, gradually tapering; size of lvs. large: border absent; teeth usually coarse.

14. Bainesii, Dyer. (A. Börber, Dyer.) A very large forking tree, in cultivation becoming tall, though at first slender: lvs. very small, slender tree; lvs. broader, less channeled, pale gray-green, coarsely dentate, not sheathing; fls. yellow. Suckers, freely produced in cultivation, have clear apple-green mottled linear lvs. Mediterraneo region, and naturalized through the warmer parts of the world.—The oldest known and probably the commonest species.


17. arborisca, Mill. (A. fruticosa, Lam.) Low, slender tree, with old dark green, distinctly dentate, coarsely green-dentate to hooked serrate when separated, with whitish sheathing bases; fls. red. Cape. B.M. 1306.

Var. frutecens, Salm. (A. frutecens, Salm.) Smaller, suckering freely; lvs. blue-glaucous, the sheathing bases coarsely green-dentate.

BBB. Form of lvs. lanceolate, acute, flat; size of lvs. small; border absent; teeth ciliate; mottling absent; lvs. sheathing, with plicate margin.

18. ciliaris, Haw. St. elongated, very slender, branched; lvs. dark green, the slender white teeth longer about the base: infor. axillary, somewhat elongated, loosely few-fid; fls. red. Cape.

BBB. Form of lvs. various, thick, plano-concave; size of lvs. small; border absent; mostly toothed on the back; mottling absent; lvs. crowded.

19. brevifolia, Mill. (A. proflora, Haw.) Short-stemmed; lvs. spreading, broadly lanceolate, acute, shortly and pungently white-toothed; a few similar teeth occasionally on both surfaces. Cape. B.M. 1306.

20. humilis, Mill. (A. echinata, Willd. A. suberecta, Haw. A. subthorowæa, Haw.) Acaulescent: lvs. ascending, lanceolate, gradually attenuate, loosely soft-serrate, both surfaces coarsely tuberculate or echinate; raceme somewhat elongated, loosely few-fid; fls. red. Cape.—An extremely variable species, of the habit of certain Haworthias.


21. aristata, Haw. (A. longiaristata, Schult.) Lvs. ascending, attenuate into a long bristle. Cape.

AA. Arrangement of lvs. 3-ranked; lvs. rather small.

22. variegata, Linn. Short-stemmed; lvs. erect, wavy-shaped, acute, with finely warty hornly white margin and keel, mottled, the pale blotches variously transversely confluent; raceme short, rather loose; fls. reddish. Cape. B.M. 513. F.E. 8:98.—Common.

AAA. Arrangement of lvs. 2-ranked; lvs. elongated.

23. Cooperi, Bak. (A. Schmidtiiana, Regel.) Acaulescent: lvs. suberect, linear-oblong, sharply-grooved and keeled, mottled, finely striate, the small white teeth subconfluent; lvs. suberect, lvs. reddish or brownish, tumid below. Cape. B.M. 6377. Gt. 970.

24. picaticiliis, Mill. (Rhipidobedron picaticiliis, Haw.) Becoming tall and stout, branching; lvs. glaucous, flat, lingulate, obtuse, serrulate and bordered at least near the apex: infor. shortly racemose: fls. reddish, the petals nearly free within the tube. Cape. B.M. 457.

WILLIAM THELEASE.

In the following alphabetic list are included (1) the more important species which are numbered, and have been fully described previously, (2) synonyms of the above (which are followed by the sign of equality and a number), (3) the less important species (which are briefly described in the present list, but not previously). Those marked with an asterisk (*) are advertised in the catalogues: A. Abydosiana, Lam. var. Persoonii, Bak. Lvs. 20-38 in a dense sessile rosette, 1/2 ft. long, 3-6 in. broad at base, glaucous green, not mottled, the margins with close, spreading, deltoid spines, with hornly red-brown tips: infor. as long as the lvs., the 6-8-branched panicle. B.M. 6860.—A. Africana, Mill. St. stout, marked with scars of fallen lvs.; lvs. alternate, st.-embracing, concave; teeth conical, reddish orange at tip; scapes bearing a dense many-old, spike of long cylindrical fls. B.M. 237.—A. agavefolia, Tod. Allied to A. tricolor. St. short; lvs. dense, coarsely white-spotted, lanceolate; teeth large; lvs. racemose, red. Trop. Afr.—A. albicinata—1.—A. arboriscens, 17.—A. aristata, 21.—A. Barbadosiana—15.—A. Bainesii, 14.—A. Börber—14.—A. brevifolius, Bak. Allied to A. Abyssinica. St. long, slender; lvs. eusiform, in a dense rosette at the top of the st., all drooping, except the youngest, 1 1/2 ft. long, 2 in. broad above the dilated base, bright green, not mottled; marginal prickles deltoid, not brown; peduncle flexose; raceme dense; bracts with 5-7 distinct brown stripes. Zanzibar. B.M. 749.—A. brevifolia, 19.—A. Chiaerophyllum, Bak. Allied to A. Abyssinica. Lvs. 15-20 in a sessile rosette, 1 1/4 ft. long, 1/2 in. wide at base, deeply channelled in upper part, pale green; scape simple, 1/2 ft. long; bracts few, distant, small, deltoid. B.M. 6303. Hab. 1—*A. ciliaris. Lvs.—A. Commelina—13.—A. communis, 7.—A. Cooperi, 23.—A. cuenca—10.—A. dichotoma, Linn. Allied to A. Bainesii. Acaulescent: st. tall, much branched; lvs. in dense rosettes at the tops of branches, lanceolate, 8-12 in. long. Namaqualand. C.G. 1738-733, f. 1571.1574-5671, G. 115, 121.—A. dita, Haw. (A. mistut, Mill.) St. 8 or more ft. high; lvs. ovate-acute, concave, scattered along the st., with a few white spots on the back; teeth short; distant; fls. red, tipped green. S.Afr. B.M. 1392.—A. disticha—5.—A. echinata—20.—A. elegans, Tod. Little

70. Aloe mitiformis.

Known. Not mentioned by Baker. Hab._1—A. forsyth, 12.—A. frutecens, Salm._17.—A. frutecens—17.—A. glauca, 10.—A. grandidentata, Bak. Allied to A. frutecens. Lvs. 10-16 in long, 3 in. wide at the base, eusiform, acuminate, not lined or spotted; prickles minute, spreading, tipped brown; lvs. yellow, tubular, slender, with a very short, toothed or grandidentata. 9.—A. groenii, Bak., in the Pietie group, is readily distinguished by the elongated racemes and the strong
Aloe

ALONSO

ALPINE GARDENS. In the successful culture of alpine plants, the most important point is to give them as near their natural alpine conditions as possible. So far as soil is concerned, this is not difficult, but when it comes to moisture with small enough vessels, and to a little attention to atmospheric conditions, especially in the dryer atmosphere of some of our western states, we have a more difficult task. In their natural homes, many of the alpine plants are found growing in crevices of rocks, or on our bog plants, and the two classes, for the most part, may be brought together in cultivation. Of course, the mountain Primula might never withstand the stagnation which to the roots of the water Arum (Peltandra Vir. ginica) penetrate in the wet bog, nor should we expect the Peltandra to survive the wintry blasts to which the Primula is exposed, but the two may be grown together with very good results in a moist, springy situation, in the same bed and soil. Any light, sandy soil, well drained, but through which water is constantly passing in and out, so that there is no stagnation and always a good moisture on the surface due to the evaporation, will answer for most of the bog plants and the majority of the alpines also. There should be a natural slope to the surface of the ground with conditions, so that the surface is undulating, so as to make some parts drier than the others, which require the most moisture can go into the wettest places. Alpines like a deep soil, into which their roots can penetrate. Leaf-mold should be used in place of any manure, and if the soil is a very fine one a mixture of gravel should be introduced. Shade and sun are rather necessary, as some of the alpines would hardly stand the full scouring sun of our hottest days in summer, even though the soil is kept moist. But others require full sun. Alpines have been successfully grown in sphagnum moss. This is done with best results in the rockery, where the various pockets are filled with the fresh moss and the plants set in it. Water should be supplied often enough to keep the moss always moist. The evaporation from the wet moss creates a cool atmosphere around the plants, thus giving them a condition somewhat like that which they have in alpine regions, surrounded by mountain fogs, or in the moist bog. Many alpine-garden plants are not confined to alpine situations. They will grow in places in much higher altitudes as well as in cultures of low altitude. Euphrasia, Parmassia Caroliniana, and Smilacina stellata may be mentioned among these. Most of the alpines, when set in the fresh, damp sphagnum, do nicely in full sun, but for the alpine ferns shade should be given. Those which grow in dry places, like the primrose, may be put in the American trade.

Cult. by Robert Cameron.

ALPOLIA

ALPS


L. H. B.

vittāta, Hook. (Abdomium vittatum, Hort.). Lower: lvs. in tufts, lanceolate, with whitish bars or stripes between the nerves; ffs. red, in axillary spikes. South Sea Islands. A.F. 8:787. (G. p. 25.

älbo-lineāta, Hort. A plant 3-4 ft. high, with broad bands of white and pale green on the elliptic-lanceolate lvs. Probably a form of some other species.

Other species are A. Alliagas, Roseae, ffs. in terminal panicles, white and rose; A. magnifica, Roseae—Amomum; A. japonica, Miq. once int. into U. S. by Pitcher & Manda; A. Jütkei, Roxbg. ffs. white and yellow, with crimson veins, in spike racemes. L. H. B.

Alsēūdōmia (a lūs, grove, and euosme, fragrance). Caprifoliaceae. Tender greenhouse shrub from New Zealand. A. macrophylla, A. Conn. Lvs. 3-6 in. long, elliptic or oblanceolate, acute, serrate; ffs. in small axillary clusters, drooping, 1½ in. long, creamy with dull red streaks; corolla lobes fimbriate. B.M. 693.

Alsike. See Clover and Trillium.

ALSOPHILA (Greek, grove-loving). Cyathaceae. A genus of tropical tree ferns, with simple or forked free veins, round sori, and no indusia. Numerous species are found in the tropical regions of both hemispheres.

Of the different species of Alsophila, only one is in general commercial use. A. australis is a very graceful and rapidly growing tree fern, with finely divided fronds of a pleasing shade of light green, with the stipes thickly covered with light brown, hairy scales. It is grown from spores, which can only be obtained from old and large specimens, and which, like the spores of most commercial ferns, will germinate very freely if sown on a compost consisting of finely screened soil, leaf-mold and sand in equal parts. To develop a good crown of fronds in old specimens which may look starved, the stem may be covered to the thickness of a 60° F., and the soil should never be allowed to become very dry.

Cult. by Nichol N. Bruckner.

A. Lvs. bipinnate; rachises merely fibrillose.

Rebecce, F. Muell. Lvs. ample, from a caudex 8 in. or so high; pinnas 12-15 in. long, with 20-30 pinnules on each side, which are 2-3 in. long and serrate or crenate throughout. Australia.

aa. Lvs. tripinnatifid or tripinnate; rachises armed with spines.

b. Segments long, strongly curved; pinnules tapering to a slender point.

excēsia, R. Br. Lvs. coriaceous, with more or less woolly rachises; pinnas 6-10 in. wide, with crowded pin- 

nules, which are provided with about 20 pairs of seg-

ments, which are strongly curved and more or less

enlarged at the ends. Norfolk Is. — Said to have a trunk 60-80 ft. high.

Cooperi, Hook. Smaller than the last; rachises with pale brown scales; pinnas spear-shaped, with linear pinnules 4-5 in. long. Queensland.

ALSTREMERIA

lunulata, R. Br. Lvs. rather thick herbaceous, from smooth rachises; pinnules close, 5-6 in. long, with 20-30 pairs of segments, which are finely serrate throughout.

aa. Segments ½ in. or less long.

australia, R. Br. Fig. 71. Rachises straw-colored; lvs. ample, with primary pinnas 18 in. long, 6-10 in. wide; pinnules deeply pinnatifid, with segments broadest at the base, ovate-oblong and sharply serrate. Tasmania and Australia.

férox, Prest. (A. acuiflora, J. Sm.). Rachises brown-

ish; pinnas 12-18 in. long; pinnules narrow, 3-4 in. long, 

7-8 in. wide, with 15-18 pairs of segments, which are 

narrow and slightly serrate. Trop. Amer.

aa. Lvs. quadripinnatifid.

oligocērpa, Fec. Fig. 72. Rachises smooth, grayish 

straw-colored; pinnas 1½-2 ft. long, the segments 

ligulate, deeply pinnatifid, with blunt lobes; sori median, 

4-6 on the lower lobes. Columbia. L. M. Underwood.

ALSTONIA (Dr. Alston, once professor of botany at 

Edinburgh), Apocynaceae. Between 30 and 40 species of trees or shrubs of F. Ind. and Australia, with small white ffs. in terminal cymes, and simple entire lvs. in whorls or opposite. A. skoëlæs, R. Br., is the Devil-

tree or Pali-mara of India, the bark of which is medi-

nial. Trees yield caoutchouc.

macrophylla, Wall. A tall tree, with milky juice, spar-

ingly cult. in S. Fla., and perhaps in S. Calif.

ALSTREMIÈRE (Baron Alstremer, friend of Lin-

neus), Amaryllidaceae. Coolhouse and stove plants, with tuberous roots, treated as bulbs. Ffs. small (2 in. or less long), comparatively narrow, with 6 segments, parted nearly or quite to the ovary, often irregular; stamens mostly declined; stigma 3-cleft; st. slender and leafy, weak, or even disposed to climb. Monog. by Baker, Handbook of the Amaryllideae.

Some of the Alstremerias have survived the winters in Washington of late years only when a heavy mulch has been given, as A. aurantiaca and its form A. aurea,
ALSTROEMERIA

tion, and at all times during their growth the roots must have an abundance of water. In fact, there is little use in attempting their cultivation out-of-doors where these conditions cannot be given. In colder climates, the Alstroemerias can be grown very successfully by planting-out in spring, and, as soon as they die down, lift, and keep over winter in a place from which frost is excluded. An annual root is produced, when grown in pots, an annual shanking-out, should be given, because they increase to such an extent that the younger and smaller crowns are apt to take the nourishment from the large, flowering crowns. The larger ones ought to be separated from the smaller ones, and either grown in pots or planted outside when the proper time arrives. In this way the genus will become much more popular than it now is, either for cutting or for the decoration of the border. The soil best suited to their requirements is largely composed of vegetable humus; when this is not to be had, old, well-decayed cow or stable manure should be incorporated with the soil. When they are planted outside, the tubers should be put deep in the ground, and the soil should be well worked for at least 15 inches. The tubers are slightly egg-shaped, attached to a common stem; the roots are made from the ends of the tubers, and also from near the growing points of the crowns.

One of the best for greenhouse work is A. Peruvianum, var. alba. Other kinds which may be considered tender north of Washington are A. hamantana, A. versicolor (or Peruvianum) and its forms, A. Hookeri and A. violacea. Some of the Van Houtte hybrids, raised from Hookeri and hamantana, are extremely pretty, but, with the others, they are rather unsuitable for pot-culture, owing to the peculiar formation of the roots.

The species are easily raised from seeds, which should be sown rather thinly in deep pans, and allowed to remain without pricking off or shifting for the first season.

Cult. by G. W. Oliver.

A. Les of fl. stem (or scope) broad, oblong or oblong-spatulate.

pulchella, Linn. f. (A. psittacina, Lhem.). Sterile st. a foot or less long, with aggregated petioled ivy-like flowering st. 2-3 ft., with scattered ivys; fls. in a simple umbel, on pedicels 1-1½ in. long, long-funnel-shaped, the segments unequal, dark red and tipped with green and spotted inside with brown; stamens nearly as long as limb. Brazil. Fig. 73 is a copy of the A. psittacina, B.M. 3033. -An old garden plant.

Chilensis, Cree. Stout. 2-4 ft.; ivys. scattered, obvolute or spatulate, or the upper becoming lanceolate, twisted at the base, fringed, somewhat glaucous: fls. large, rose or red (or varying to whitish), the two lower segments longer and straighter: inner with 5 or 6 red-lobed pedicels. Chile.

AA. Les of fl. at lanceolate (at least the lower ones).

b. Fls. purplish or red.

Pelegrina, Linn. Fl. st. stout, a foot or less high; ivys. about 30, thin, ascending, 2 in. or less long and ½ in. or less wide: fl. 2 in. or less long, liliac, the outer segments broad and cuspidate, the inner ones spotted red-purple: umbel few-rayed, normally simple, but becoming compound in cult. Also a pure white var. Chile. B.M. 139. Gn. 46, p. 472. L.B.C. 13: 1295.

hamantana, Ruiz & Pav. (A. Simii, Spreng.). Fl. st. 2-3 ft.; ivys. crowded and thin, somewhat stalked, 3-4 in. long and ¾ in. or less long, the upper becoming linear, glistening beneath; fls. 2 in. or less long, bright red tipped green, the inner ones with red-purple spots on a red-yellow ground: umbel very compound, the branches 4-6 in. long. A white-fl. variety is cult. Chile. B.M. 2353, as A. pulchella.

BB. Fls. yellow or yellowish.

aurantiaca, Don. Fl. st. 2-4 ft. high; ivys. nearly 50, thin, somewhat petiolate, slightly glaucous below, 3-4 ft. long and ¾ in. wide: fls. 10-30, in a compound umbel, the perianth bright yellow, outer segments tipped green and inner ones spotted brown. There is a form with pale, unpotted fls. Chile. B.M. 3350, as A. auricul. Gn. 26: 472.

Brasiliennia, Spreng. St. 3-4 ft.; ivys. remote, thickish, oblong-lanceolate, 2 in. long; fls. 1½ in. long, in a 5-rayed umbel (each ray bearing 1-3 fls.), the segments oblong-spatulate and reddish yellow, the inner ones spotted brown; stamina shorter than segments. Brazil.

AAA. Les of flower stem linear.

versicolor, Ruiz & Pav. (A. Peruvianam, Van Houtte. A. sulphurea and A. ignina, Hort.). Fl. st. short (1 ft. or less high): ivys. many, the lower ones about 1 in. long; fls. 1 in. long, in a nearly simple umbel, yellow or spotted purple, the segments all oblong-acuminate and acute. A marginate var. Chile.

Ligta, Linn. Fl. st. 1½-2 ft.: ivys. 20-30, thin, the lowest becoming lanceolate, 2-3 in. long: fls. 1½ in. long, in a nearly or quite simple umbel, whitish, lilac or pale red, streaked purple, the inner segments often obsolete. Var. pulchra, Baker (A. pulchra, Sims. B.M. 2421. A. Flôsa-Martini, Ker.), has narrower and longer ivys., and all the segments acute or cuspidate. Chile. Common and variable in cult. A. Hookeri, Lod., is a form of A. Ligta.

The A. Ligta of B.M. 125 is A. caryophyllea, Jacq., with long-clawed, very unequal segments in two sets or lips, red and red-striped. Brazil.

violacea, Phil. St. 1-2 ft.; ivys. scattered and spreading, 1 in. or less long, those on sterile shoots larger, ovate-oblong and 5-nerved; fls. on forked pedicels in a 5-rayed umbel, 1½-2 in. long, bright lilac, the outer segments obovate, truncate and with a short cusp, the inner oblong-acuminate, spotted. Chile.

L. H. B.

ALTERNANTHERA. See Telanthera.

ALTHAEA (Greek, to care). Malvâceae.

Tail biennial or perennial herbs, of the warm-temperate regions of the Old World, of about a dozen species. Fls. axillary, solitary, or racemose in the axils or at the summit of the stem, with 6-9 bracts below the calyx. A. frûce and A. cattéla, Hort., are Hibiscus Syriacus.

officinalis, Linn. Marsh Mallow. Downy: ivys. ovate, often heart-shaped or 3-lobed, frequently undivided, toothed, with a terminal or 2 lateral teeth; fls. 1 in. across, green or brown to black, clustered in the axil of the ivy. Perennial. Alum Root, used for mucilage and for other purposes; also medicinal. The root of commerce has its brown outer covering removed. Rarely cult., but occasionally escaped in marshes near the coast.

Fosse, Cav. Hollyhock, which see for culture. St. strict and spike-like, hairy: ivys. large and rough, rounded-heart-shaped, wavy-angled or lobed; fls. large and nearly sessile, in a long wand-like raceme or spike, in many forms and colors. Biennial. China. B.M. 3188.

chifolia, Cav. Biennial, 5-8 ft.: ivys. 7-lobed, toothed, fl. yellow or orange, large, in terminal spikes, showy. Eu. Int. by Franceschi, Cal., as A. siderifolia.

L. H. B.

ALUM ROOT. See Heuchera.
ALYSSUM (classical name). Cruciata. Low plants, mostly perennial and used for rockwork. The Sweet Alyssum is one of the commonest annuals, grown both in the open and forced in greenhouses, beds or pots. It is of the easiest culture, either indoors or out. The compact var. is most prized for pot-culture. Under glass, requires temperature of a carrot-house. It will stand considerable frost in the open, and may be sown early; it blooms all summer, and until killed by winter. Useful for window gardens and baskets. For winter bloom sow seeds late in Aug. or in Sept. When blooms begin to fail, cut back the plant, and it will bloom again. The perennial species are usually prop. by dividing the roots; also by cuttings and seeds.

A. Fls. white.

maritimum, Lam. (A. odoratum, Hort.). Sweet Alyssum. Fig. 74. A low, spreading, light green annual, with lanceolate leaves entire lvs., and tapering to the base, and small honey-scented fls. in terminal clusters, which become long racemes. En. Many cult. var.: Benthami or compactum, a dwarf and compact form, not over 6 in. high: var. stipitatum, with pale white-edged lvs., gigan-teum, robust, broad-levd.; procumbens, of spreading habit; and various horticultural forms with trade names.

spinosum, Linn. A woody-stemmed little perennial, with lanceolate acute silvery lvs., spiny fl. branches, and very small numerous fls. En: Rockwork: 3-6 in.

AA. Fls. yellow: perennial.

b. Lvs. ½ in. or less long.

serpyllum, Linn. Desf. (A. alpestre, Linn.) Dwarf (3-4 in. high), somewhat woolly at the base, with rough-hoary lvs., and pale yellow fls. in racemes. En. Int. 1892.

BB. Lvs. 1 in. or more long.


—Common in rockwork, making a spreading mat, blooming in early spring. There is a dwarf var. (compactum), and a pretty variegated variety sold as A. variegatum.

Geoménse, Linn. Less hairy than the last: lvs. lanceolate, velvety: fls. lemon-yellow: st. usually more woody at base.

rostratum, Stev. (A. Wierebickii, Heuff.). About 20 in.: lvs. 2 in. long, broad-oblanceolate, pointed, hairy: fls. deep yellow, in dense heads, in summer. Asia Minor.

argétemum, Vilm. Dwarf and dense grower, 15 in. or less: lvs. oblong-spatulate, silvery beneath: fls. yellow in clustered heads, all summer. En.

A. MANITA. See Mushtroom.

AMARÁBOYA (native name). Melastomataceae. A genus of only three species of tender shrubs from New Grenada, which are showy both in foliage and flower. Lvs. large, opposite, sessile, with three prominent nerves, brownish red beneath: fls. large, camose; petals usually 6; stamens 12-15. For cult., see Pteroma. Not known to be in American trade.

A. annulata, Linden. Fls. white, margined carmine; stamens white; style red, exerted. I.H. 34:9.—A. princeps, Linden. Fls. carmine; stamens white; style white. I.H. 34:4.—A. splendens, Lindl. Fls. ½ in. across; petals narrower at the base than in the other species; stamens yellow; style red, exerted. I.H. 34:34.

AMARANTUS (Greek, unblushing). Amaranthaceae. Amaranth Coarse annual plants, grown for foliage and the showy fl.-clusters. Related to the Cockscomb. The Amaranths are usually very troublesome. They thrive best in a hot and sunny situation. In very rich soil the lvs. become very large but usually lack in bright coloring. Seeds may be sown in the open or in frames. The dwarf bright crimson var., which often have beautifully variegated foliage, may be grown in pots or used for bedding. Give plenty of room.

A. Lvs. linear-lanceolate, long and drooping.


AA. Lvs. broad, mostly ovate

b. Spikes drooping.

caudatus, Linn. LOVE-LIES-BLEEDING. Fig. 75. Tall and diffuse (3-5 ft.); lvs. ovate to ovate-oblong, stalked, green; spikes red, long and slender, naked, in a long and drooping panicle, the terminal one forming a long, cord-like tail. All vars. with yellowish and whitish panicles. India. G.W. 6:709. —Common, and an old favorite.

atropurpuréus, Hort. Foliage blood-red. Probably a form of A. caudatus. Perhaps the same as Roxburgh’s A. atropurpuréus from India.

BB. Spikes erect.

hypochondriacus, Linn. Prince’s Feather. Tall and glabrous: lvs. oblong-lanceolate, acute: spikes blunted, aggregated into a thick, lumpy terminal panicle, of which the central part is elongated: bracts long-awned.—An old garden plant, with the heavy heads variously colored, but mostly purple. Lvs. mostly purple or purple-green. Probably Asian. Cult. also as A. cyanus and A. atropurpuréus. Sometimes a weed in cult. grounds.

paniculatus, Linn. St. usually pubescent: lvs. usually broader than in the last, and spikes acute or acutish, and in an open, more graceful terminal panicle: bracts awn-pointed. —Common, and sometimes a weed. Lvs. usually green, but often blotched or bright purple. A showy form is A. speciosus, Sims, B.M. 2227. Cult. also as A. sanctigenus. Probably originally Asian.

Gangeticus, Linn. (A. walsenbergii, Linn.). Usually a lower plant, 3 ft. or vars. and often only 1 ft. with thin, ovate-pointed lvs., and fls. in short, glomerate, interrupted spikes, both terminal and axillary. —Very variable. Cult. by Amer. Chinese (Fig. 76) as a pot-herb under the name of Hon-tol-mol, with green lvs. (Bailey, Bull. 67, Cornell Exp. Sta.). A form used for bedding, with foliage red, yellow and green, is Joseph’s Coat, or A. tricolor (G.W. 6:709). A form with fiery red lvs. is known as A. bicolor. Various dwarf and compact bedding forms. Used more for foliage than for fl. panicles. Asian.

Other garden Amaranthuses are A. Abyssinicus, dark red; A. gibbosus, Hort., a form of A. paniculatus; A. Hendleri, probably a hybrid with A. salicifolius, or a var. of it, with long-drooping, crown lvs., and tall, pyramidal stature; A. Gerdoni, or Sunrise, with bronze banded lvs. and brilliant scarlet lvs. on top; A. supérbus, int. 1893. Other Amaranthuses are common weeds: A.
AMARYLLIS (classical name). Amaryllidaceae. Bulbous plants from Cape of Good Hope, flowering late summer or in fall, the lvs. appearing later. Perianth with a short ribbed tube, the divisions oblong or lanceolate, the filaments distinct and no scales between them, 6s, 5-12, in an umbel, on a tall scape. Monogr. by Herbert, Amaryllidaceae, 1857.; and by Baker, Handbook of the Amaryllideae.

In dealing with the culture of Amaryllis, it is customary to speak of the genus in its horticultural sense, to include Hippeastrum and related things. Such is the understanding in the following cultural directions. There are two widely differing methods of cultivating the Amaryllis to produce showy flowers in the spring months, the border method and the pot method. Any one trying both of these methods will soon come to the conclusion that they differ not only in method, but in flower-producing results. The first method is to plant the bulbs out in a prepared border after they are done flowering, say about the middle of May. The border selected should have perfect drainage, and, if convenient, be situated on the south side of a house or wall, fully exposed to the sun during the greater part of the day. The bulbs are set out in rows, necessarily with a little disturbance of the roots as possible, because if they are bulbs which have undergone similar treatment the previous year, by the middle of May they have made a considerable number of new roots; besides, the foliage also has gained some headway, and may be considered in the midst of actual growth. In planting, carefully firm the soil around the old balls, give one watering, and the succeeding day, after the surface of the soil has been raked over, cover to the depth of 2 inches with half-decayed cow-manure. With frequent waterings during the summer and the removal of weeds, they will need no more attention until the approach of cool weather, when they should be lifted, sized, and potted; however, at this season, if wet weather has predominated, some of the bulbs will be in a semi-dormant state, while the majority will yet be in active growth. Here is the drawback to this method: the roots are large and fleshy, they take up considerable room in a 6- or 7-inch pot, and the soil cannot be evenly distributed amongst them, neither can it be made as firm as it should be. The result is the partial decay of the roots and leaves, and in the spring, when the flower scapes appear, they are developed at the expense of the bulb, through having insufficient roots to take up nourishment from the soil. The flowers which are produced are small, few in number, and do not show what the Amaryllis is capable of. To partly ameliorate these conditions, the bulbs in active growth at lifting time may be heeled in on a greenhouse bench until they gradually ripen, taking care that some of the soil is retained on the roots; otherwise the ripening process is altogether too rapid, so that the roots and leaves suddenly lose their robust nature, become flabby, and eventually die. For this method, it can be said that a larger number of bulbs can be grown with less trouble than by the pot method, but neither bulbs nor flowers compare in size with those kept in pots the year round. For the purpose of increasing stock, the outdoor method is to be preferred. Most of the kinds are naturally evergreen; potting under those conditions is best done either after the plants have made their growth in the fall or after they have finished flowering in April. When done in the fall they are allowed to remain rather dry during the winter; this will keep the soil of the original ball in a sweet condition until the time arrives to start them into growth, which will be in May, and when the weather is getting warmer. The outdoor method is better because the plants are kept growing all the winter.

Belladonna, Linn. Belladonna Llily. Fig. 77. Scapo 2-4 ft., with 2-lvd. dry spathe or involucre just beneath the umbel: lvs., lily-like, short-tubed, and flaring, with pointed segments and style, and 6 stamens deflexed, on short pedicels, fragrant, usually rose-color: scape solid: lvs. strap-shaped, canaliculate and acute. B.M. 755. Gm. 53: 614, 47, p. 46, 49, p. 276, 54: 414. G.C. III. 24: 315. An old favorite. There are varieties ranging from white to red, and varying in height, some being very low and some very tall. A. belladona, Gawl. (B.M. 1505), is a large form, with white lvs., fading to blush. A. Bellii, Hort., said to be from N. China, and reported as hardy in New England, is apparently a Lycoris, or one very near perfect. See L. Rediviva, L. spectabilis, L. tricolor. See Brunsvigia for A. gigantea and orientalis; Crinum for A. longifolia and ornata; Hippeastrum for A. alicia, equestris, fiegi, floribunda, Johansoni, knappii, verticillata, Rhoekroos, flore Pleno, reticulata, variola; Lycoris for A. aurea; NERICA for A. NERICA; Sprekelia for A. formosissima; Sternbergia for A. latipes; Valboa for A. purpurea; Zephyrane for A. atovosaic. The following trade names probably belong to other genera, most likely to Hippeastrum: A. crocea, Gracavera, macraotha, rufolucens. A. rubescens, of Horsford's Cat., 1899 (by mistake printed crubescens), is Zephyranthes esbraces, Cants. It is not now offered.

L. H. B.
AMASONIA (after Thomas Amason, early American traveler), *Ferareae*. Greenhouse shrub from Trinidad, with long, tubular, hairy yellow fls. and bright red bracts, which remain attractive two or three months at a time.

calyx, Hook. f. (A. punctata, Hort. non Vahl.) Lvs. 6-12 in. long. elliptic, acuminate, coarsely irregularly toothed or sinuate, glabrous, except the floral ones: fls. 1 1/2 in. long, drooping; calyx nearly 1 in. long, red. B.M. 6915. Gn. 27: 470. B.B. 20: 13.

**AMBROSIA** (Giacinti Ambrosini, an Italian), *Atriplex*. A dwarf, perennial, tuberous herb of Italy and Algeria. Half-hardy; planted in the open or in pots, and blooms in the fall. A single species.

Bassii, Linn. Three or 4 inches: Lvs. 2 or 3, overtopping the spathe, the leaf-blade ovate or ovate-elliptic, obtuse, often recurved; spathe 2/4 in. long, tipped with a brown tail, divided lengthwise, the authors being in one compartment (which has a hole to admit insects), and the solitary ovary in the other, thus preventing automatic close pollination. B.M. 6360. — Prop. by seeds started inside or in frames, or by division in spring. There is a narrow-leaved form (var. angustifolia, Guss.), a spotted-leaved form (var. maculata, Engler), and a form with pale green reticulations (var. reticulata, Engler).

L. H. B.

**AMELANCHIER** (Savoy name). *Rosaceae*. Shrubs or small trees of Eu., Asia and Amer.: Lvs. alternate, simple, usually serrate: fls. white, in racemes, rarely solitary; calyx tube campanulate, 5-lobed, lobes narrow, reflexed, persistent; petals 5; ovary 2-5-celled, each subdivided and containing 2 ovules: berry round or oblong, with prominent cavity, red or dark purple, sweet, juicy. Temperate regions around the globe. Species few and closely related. Desirable for ornament, the dwarf varieties also valuable as fruit-bearing plants.

Bloom very early in spring, often before lvs. appear. They thrive upon a variety of soils and over a wide range, succeeding well in dry climates. Prop. by seeds or cuttings. *A. caroliniana* and *A. alpina* of horticulturists, sometimes purporting to come from Europe, are our native *Pyrus nigra*, which see. See Juneberry.

A. Lvs. acute or acuminate, finely serrate.

B. Petals narrow, lanceolate, oblanceolate or spatulate.

**Canadensis**, Med. COMM. SHAD-BUSH. Tree, 25-40 ft., upright, narrow, oblong, round-topped: trunk tall, straight; branches small, spreading; lvs. oval or ovate, acute or acuminate, round or rounded at base, sharply and finely serrate, soon becoming glabrous; fruit globose. Early summer. Newfoundland to Fla., west to Ark. and Minn. S.S. 4: 194.

**Botrygium**, DC. (A. Canadensis, var. oblongobinca, Torr. & Gray). COMMON DWARF JUNE-BERRY. Bush or small tree: Lvs. and flower-stalks whitish woolly when young, often nearly or quite glabrous when old; lvs. oblong, broadly elliptid, seldom cordate, often pointed at base; racemes dense, shorter than in *A. Canadensis*; fls. smaller: fr. juicy, of good flavor. New Brunswick to Fla., west to Mo. and Minn. B.M. 7619. G.C. III. 21: 333. S.S. 4: 193, as *A. Canadensis* var. oblongobinca, Sarg.


**spicata**, Dec. Small bush, 1-3 ft.: Lvs. elliptic or oval, rounded at both ends or somewhat cordate at base; fls. in numerous 4-10-fld. racemes: plant woolly on young growths, but becoming glabrous. Dry, rocky places. Pa. and N. J.

**vulgara**, Münch. SERICE-BERRY. Dwarf shrub: Lvs. roundish, coarsely serrate, woolly beneath when young; racemes short; petals long-narrowly oblanceolate: fr. blue-black. Cent. Eu. — Cult. for ornament; also for fr. under the name of European Juneberry.

FRED W. CARD.

**AMES, FREDERICK LOTHRIP** (June 8, 1855–Sept. 15, 1895), of the fourth generation of a family distinguished in the history of Massachusetts agriculture and commerce, was born in North Easton, in that state. He was graduated from Harvard College in the class of 1854, and devoted his life to the management of great commercial and industrial interests. Business did not occupy all his attention; he was a Fellow of Harvard College, a trustee of the Massachusetts Society for Promoting Agriculture, and of the Museum of Fine Arts; and an active and faithful director and benefactor of educational institutions. A manifold patron of arts and sciences, he was successful in stimulating the increase of knowledge in many fields of human research. Devoted through his whole life to horticulture, he gained distinction for his wide and accurate knowledge of tropical orchids and their cultivation, and his collection of these plants at his country place in his native town was the most complete
in the New World. His important services to botany and horticulture are commemorated in Latin American Lat. x. var. Ameriana, Phalaris Gr. L. A. Ames, Cypripedium Ameriana, Cypripedium insignis var. Amerianum, Vanda Ameriana, Stanhopea Ameriana, Marsdenia americana, Odontoglossum Rossia var. Ameriana, and Catleya Hardyan var. Ameriana.

C. S. Sargent.

AMHERSTIA (Countess Amherst and her daughter, Lady Amherst, promoters of botany in India). Leguminosae. One of the noblest of flowering trees, native to India, where it reaches a height of 40 ft. and more. Gandy red fls. in long, with wide-spreading petals, the upper ones gold-tipped, and colored petal-like bracts, in long, hanging racemes: lvs. pinnate, nearly 3 ft. long. The tree first flowered in Eng. in 1849. It requires hot-house treatment. The fls. last only 2 or 3 days. Demands rich, loamy soil, and abundant moisture during the growing season, after which the wood must be ripened firm.


AMIANTHEUM. See Zygadenus.

AMMOURB (Greek, living in sand). Composite. Hardy herb, cult., as an everlasting or immortelle. Flores petalae, yaat, surrounded by a dry, spiny involucre, and subtended by chaffy scales; pappus of 2 bristles and 2 teeth. Commonly treated as an annual, but seeds are sometimes sown in Sept., and the plant treated as an biennial until it flowers as a distinct culture, the seeds being sown where the plants are to grow. In the N., sow seeds in spring. Cut the fls. before they are fully expanded, and hang in a dry, shady place. They will then remain white.

alatum, R. Br. Three fls. or less high, erect and branched, white-cottony, the branches broadly winged: early root-lvs. ovate at the ends and long-tapering below (javelin-shaped); st.-lvs. linear or linear-lanceolate, entire or nearly so: heads 1-2 in. across, the involucre becoming greenish white. Australia. A large-headed form is var. grandiflorum.

L. H. B.


falcata, Herb. Bulb ovoid, sometimes 6-9 in. in diam., with brown tunics: lvs. 1-2 ft. long, 1 in. wide, strap-shaped, spreading, produced before the lvs.: fls. 20-40, in an umbel, bright red, fragrant, Winter. Probably the fruit figured in B. M. 1441 is that of a Brachyseris, mismatched with the flowers.

Ammocaris falcata requires rich, loamy soil. It starts to grow in the spring. Give plenty of water during growth, and moderately in summer. It can be cultivated out-of-doors. When perfected and finished in autumn, the bulb can be put under the greenhouse bench; keep moderately dry in sand or earth; can be potted in January, after which it will soon throw out its fine, fragrant blooms.

Cult. by H. A. Siebold.

AMMONIACAL CARBONATE OF COPPER. See Fungicide.

AMMOPHILA (Greek, sand-loving). Gramineae. A coarse perennial, with long, hard rootstocks. Spikelets 1-fl., in large, spike-like panicles, jointed above the entire glumes, surrounded by a dry, spiny sheath at the base, by a tuft of hairs: axis of spikelet terminating in a small bristle-like rudiment. Species one. Eu. and N. Amer.


P. B. Kennedy.

AMMOURBA (Greek-made name). Scitaminae. Hot-house ginger-like herbs, with narrow entire lvs., and fls. in a loose, saucer-head in summer. It can be cultivated out-of-doors. For binding drifting sands of coasts.

Cult. by Edward J. Canning.

AMORPHOPHALLUS (Greek-made name). Aroides. Giant avoids, from the eastern tropics, grown as curiosities in hothouses. Spathe (or "flower") springing from the great bulb-like tuber in advance of the lvs., the latter usually pedately compound; differs from Arum and related genera by technical characters. Monog., by Engler in De Candolle's Monographie Phanerogamarum, vol. 2, 1879.

Amorphophalluses are propagated by offsets of the tubers. Towards the end of March the plants should be taken from their winter quarters and placed on the stages of a moderately warm greenhouse and kept moist, where, if the tubers are strong enough, they will soon flower. The leaves begin to grow immediately after the flowering season. Towards the end of May they should be planted out in the open ground, or they may be used in sub tropical bedding. Plants should be lifted in the fall, before frost, and put in any good, rich soil, and placed in a warm, sunny situation near the walls of the house, which they may be stored away under the greenhouse stages, or any convenient place where the temperature does not fall below 50°, giving just sufficient moisture to keep the tubers from shriveling.

Cult. by Edward J. Canning.
AMORPHOPHALLUS

A. tendril mostly disk-bearing: berries dark purple with blue bloom, pea-sized. (Parthenocissus.)

quinquelolia, Michx. (A. hederacea, DC. (Flis quinquel-
olion, Lam.), VIRGINIA Creeper, Fig. 80, High-climbing: 
Ivs. digitate; its, usually 5, elliptic or oblong-obovate, 
coarsely serrate. N. Amer. Em. 2: 555. Var. radiantis-
risa, Rehd. Young branches and its, beneath pubes-
cent; tendrils with many ramifications and well de-
veloped disks. Var. murrum, Rehd. (A. hederacea, var. 
murrum, Poec. A. murorum and murus, Hort.) In-
florescence and tendrils like the former; its, glaucous 
and glabrous beneath. Var. Engelmannii, Hort. Similar 
to the last, with smaller and more dense foliage. Var. 
talipotia, Dipp. (A. Regel, Hort.). Of vigorous growth: 
Ivs. very large, shining, Var. Gräbneri, Rehd. Pubes-
cent, intense scarlet in fall. Gt. 48: 1962. Var. vitace-
a, Knerr. Aerial roots thin, and the tendrils scarcely dis-
bearing; berries large and early. Mich. to Kansas. Does 
not cling to walls.—A very valuable climber of vigorous 
growth, coloring bright scarlet in autumn; the varieties 
radicans, and murrum well adapted for covering 
walls, clinging firmly, growing more straight upward 
than the following species.

tricuspida, Sieb. & Zucc. (A. Viti, Hort. A. 
Rödtl, Hort. Vitis inconstans, Miq.). JAPANESE IVY. 
Boston Ivy. Figs. 81, 82. High-climbing, with short 
and disciferous tendrils; Ivs. 3-lobed or 3-foliolate, 
coarsely and remotely dentate, shining and glabrous on 
both sides; racemes short-stalked. China. Jap. R.B. 
1677: 11. Gt. 3: 355, 1: 353.—A hardy and very useful 
climber, clinging firmly and covering walls densely; 
the glossy foliage stands dust and smoke well, and turns 
to a brilliant orange and scarlet in fall. Probably the 
favorite of all hardy vines in cities.

AA. Tendrils without disks: not climbing very high.

B. Ivs. not lobed or rarely tricuspisata.
AMPELOPSIS. See Prunus.

AMYGDALUS (Greek-made name, referring to the furrowed pit). Rosaceae. A name given to the peaches, apricots and their kin, but here treated as a section of the genus Prunus, which see.

ANACAMPSEUS (Greek-made name). Portulacaceae. Succulent herbs, of a dozen species, from the Cape of Good Hope, but not grown in this country except in botanic gardens. They are greenhouse plants, with ovate fleshy leaves, flowers expanding in the sun; prop. by seeds or by cuttings of stems or leaves.

ANACARDIUM (name refers to the heart-shaped character of the nut). Anacardiaceae. Eight or ten species native to the Amer. tropics, of which one is widely cult.: occidentale, Linn. Cashew. A large, spreading tree, very impatient of frost, and therefore adaptable only to extreme southern Fla. in the U. S.; lvs. oval, rounded, or even emarginate at the top; fls. rosy tinted, fragrant, in panicules terminating the young branches; nut kidney-shaped or heart-shaped, the size of a large bean, the kernel edible. This nut is borne on a fleshy receptacle (the cashew apple) which varies from the size of a cherry to that of a pear, from white to yellow or red, and is acid and edible. Gn. 11, p. 211.—A vinos red liquid is made from the apple. The kernel of the nut yields oil, and is edible when roasted; the shell of the nut is exceedingly acid, even the fumes from the
roasting being highly irritating. The tree yields a gum which is the basis of a varnish, used to protect books and woodwork from the ravages of white ants and other insects. The tree grows 20-40 ft. high. L. H. B.

**ANAGALLIS** (Greek, meaning delightful). Primulaceae. Pimpernel. Annual, biennial or perennial herbs cult. in the open. In Amer. only the annual species are generally known. Fls. axillary: lvs. in pairs or 3’s. These are easily grown in a warm soil, the seed usually being sown where the plants are to grow. The perennials are drop. by division and are grown in glass houses, or well protected if grown in the open.

**Anemone**, Lindl. Poor Man’s Weather-Glass. Spreading and low: lvs. ovate, pale, shorter than peduncles: fls. small, red to white, the petals fringed with glandular teeth. Annual. Eu. Often runs wild. Fls. said to close on the approach of rain.

**Var. carnea, Neill.** (A. carolina, Lam.). Blue fls. Supposed to be more tender.

**linifolia**, Lindl. More upright, a foot high: lvs. linear or lanceolate: fls. 3-5, in diam., blue. Many named varieties, in various colors and habits. Biennial or perennial, but most of the annual Anagallis of gardens are supposed to be hybrids of it, as A. grandiflora, Andrews (blue annual); A. collina, Schousb. (vermilion, greenhouse); A. azurea, Lindl. (blue, greenhouse); A. Wilmoreana, Hook (purple). S. Eu. and N. Afr. B.M. 319, 831 (as A. fruticosa), 3380.—The biennial forms often cult. in cool greenhouses. L. H. B.

**ANANAS** (modified from aboriginal S. Amer. name). Written also Ananas. Bromeliaceae. Stove herbs, allied to the Billbergias, and demanding the same general treatment. As ornamental subjects, grown mostly for the rosette of rigid lvs. and the strange often colored head of fleshy fls., which are 6-ecc., with 6 stamens and one style. The ripe head is composed of the thickened raceme, in which the fleshy berry is imbedded, and the fleshy persistent bracts; in the pineapple, the fls. are abortive. Prop. by the leafy crown or topknot, by strong suckers, or by small offsets from the base; these are treated as cuttings, being rooted in sand with bottom heat, or in the S. set directly in the field. Monogr. by Mez, DC., Monogr. Phaner. 9.

**sativus**, Schw. f. Pineapple, which see for field culture. Fig. 83. Plant producing a single shaft 2-4 ft. high. Pds. of small, old bearing a head of pineapple, on the top of which is a rosette of stiff lvs.: lvs. long and sword-shaped, stiff, more or less rough-edged. The same stalk does not bear a second time, but a new shoot may arise from the same point after another. Better results are usually secured by severing the sucker or crown, and growing a new plant. Amer. tropics. B.M. 1554. B. K. 1081.—There is a common cult. form var. cariopitica cristatisflora, with striped lvs. G. N. 51, p. 57. A. Porteviana, Koch, is a form of A. sativus, with olive-green, sharp-spined lvs. with a yellow central band. A. Cockinichinensis, Hort., is another form (introduced by Pitcher & Manda, 1891).

A. bracteatus, Schult. f., is a showy species with red heads, all the bracts being elongated, spiny and prominent. Braz. B.M. 9025. Regarded by Mez as a form of A. sativus. A. macrorhizae, E. Merr., like a Bromelia, has large toothed bracts. Braz.—A. Morellii, Hort., a form of A. sativus probably, has variegated spineless lvs.

L. H. B.

**ANAPHALIS** (Greek name of a plant). Compositae. Everlasting. Much like Antennaria, but differs in the pappus-bristles of the staminate fls. not being thickened (those are thickened upwards in that genus) and the st. leafy, hardy border plant; useful for immortelles. magartitacca, Benth. & Hook. A foot or two high, with many corymbous heads, white: lvs. sessile, linear-lanceolate, long-pointed: involucre partly white, hence the value of the plant as an everlasting. N. states.


**ANASTATICA**. See Resurrection Plants.

**ANCHUSA** (anchousa, a paint for the skin). Boraginaceae. Acanet. Hardy plants, with fls. blue or purple, in pinned scorpionoid racemes, the corolla trumpet-shaped and the throat closed by scales. Of easy cult. in sunny position. Prop. by seed generally.

**38. Ananas sativus (pineapple).**

A. Fls. small, like forget-me-nots.

**Barrelieri**, Vil. Perennial: height 2 ft.: lvs. ovate-lanceolate, smaller and shorter than in A. italic; fls. with a white tube and pink throat. May. Eu. and Asia Minor. B.M. 2349.—Valued for its earliness, and for cut fls. The least common of the three species.

**Capénais**, Thunb. Biennial: height ½ ft.: lvs. narrowly lanceolate and less hispid than in A. italic; fls. red-margined, with a white throat; buds red; calyx indistinctly banded after the fl. has withered; divisions short, obtuse. June-Sept. Cape of Good Hope. B.M. 1822.—Fine for cut fls. Often winter-killed, but seeds itself freely.

**AA. Fls. large.**

**Italiana**, Retz. Perennial: height 3-5 ft.: lvs. largest of the three species here contrasted, ovate-lanceolate, rough, shining; radical ones sometimes 2 ft. long. Mediterranean. B.M. 2197, L.B.C. 14: 1383.—Not if allowed to go to seed, will bloom continuously from June to Sept. Commonest and perhaps best species.


**ANDIRA** (Brazilian name). Leguminosae. Nearly 30 species of tropical Amer. trees, with conspicuous fls. in racemes. Two or three species are sometimes cult. in hothouses in the Old World.

**ANDROMEDA** (Greek mythological name). Ericaceae. Low shrub, quite glabrous: lvs. small, evergreen, entire; short-petioled; fls. pedicelled, in terminal umbels; corolla globose-ovoid, with 10 included stamens: capsule splitting into 4 carpels, with numerous very small seeds. One species through the northern hemisphere; in America from Penn. northward, and Alaska. Low,
evergreen shrub, with delicate fLs., growing best in peaty or sandy soil. Prop. by seeds, sown thinly soon after maturity, in pots or pans of sandy peat soil, placed in a coolframe. They germinate easily if sown in cut sphagnum and stored in boxes as soon as the seed be handled. Cuttings from mature wood, placed in sand under glass in fall, and kept in a cool greenhouse during the winter, will root easily; also increased by layers. See also Beale, Charles, Chamaedaphne, and Zauschneria.

polifolia, Linn. (A. vossianarifolia, Pursh). One-half to 2 ft.: lvs. oblong-lanceolate or linear, 3-13½ in. long, whitish-glaucous beneath, with strongly revolute margins: fLs. nodding, white or pink. June. L.B.C. 6: 546, 16: 152. 1874. There are a number of forms, differing in the color and size of the fLs. and shape of the lvs.


ALFRED REHDER.

ANDROPÖGNÖ (Greek-made name, referring to the bearded flowers), Gramineae. A polymorphous genus, spread over various parts of the world in the tropics and temperate zones. The species prefer dry places, especially plains. Lvs. usually long and narrow; spikes terminal and axillary; spikelets in pairs at each node of the jointed hairy branches, one sessile and perfect; the other with a spikelet and either staminate, emasculated, or reduced to a single scale: a straight or twisted awn present. Species, about 180. Includes many species of useful pasture grasses. Two or three species are grown occasionally for ornament. They are of easiest culture, either from seeds or division of clumps.

argenteus, DC. Silver Beard-Grass. A stout, tall grass, 2-4 ft. high, with a distinct ring of white hairs at the nodes; panicles narrow, silver-bearded: fl.-blades long, pointed, covered with long, white hairs at the base: awn 1 in. long.—A handsome ornamental grass. Probably a form of A. saccharoides, Schartz, of Trop. Amer.

Halépensis, Bro. Johnson Grass. A stout perennial, with smooth, erect culms, 3-6 ft. high, and strong, creeping rootstocks: panicles variable, more or less drooping, exerted, rays mostly in whorls of 4, rarely 2-6; sessile spikelets variable; pedicellate spikelets staminate or neuter, much narrower than the sessile ones. S. Eu. S. Amer. Australia. Gn. 15, p. 305. Abundantly grown in the southern states for hay, where it makes a very rapid growth. When once it has become established it is exceedingly difficult to eradicate, and hence it has become one of the worst weeds in some parts, where it is admired in Eu. as an ornamental grass, and sometimes cultivated in the N. for that purpose.

Schonanthus, Linn. (A. derneanor, A. citratus, Hort.). Lemon Grass. A very handsome tropical grass, growing in clusters or tufts 6-8 ft. high; effective for borders and as single lawn specimen. S. Asia, Japan, and Trop. Africa. Gn. 10, p. 605; 12, p. 495. — Cult. in India and Ceylon. Yields a fragrant oil, called both oil of verbenana and lemon-grass oil. Used medicinally, and for its antispasmodic for the ralgia and rheumatism, and also in the adulteration of attar of roses.

A. Várnam, Linn. Citronnel Grass. Cult. in Ceylon. Yields the citronella oil, which is used for sweating soap and perfumery. For the annual oil, distillation annually from the wild, is carried on in S. Asia and N. Australia. Gn. 22, p. 485. — A. Sorgi.м. Bro. (Sorghum vulgare, Linn.). Includes all the varieties of cultivated Sorghum; of great economic values for sugar, brooms, brushes, fodder, alcoholic drinks. Seed prized for poultry. E. Ind. — A. squarrosum, Linn. Rhizomes fragrant. Used in India for thatching, weaving into mats, fans, brushes. Roots said to keep neighbours free from intestinal complaints, under the name of Radix anathre. Introduced into Louisiana. W. Ind. Is., and Brazil. P. B. KENNEDY.

ANDROSÁCE (Greek-made name), Primulaceae. Rock Jasmine. Small tufted plants cult. in the alpine garden, those known in Amer. being perennials. Fls. constricted at the throat, primula-like, in umbels, on short leafless scapes. Fl. in very early spring. Many species are known in European gardens, but alpine gardening is little known in this country, and only those species which have been found to succeed, and are in the trade, need to be mentioned.

A well-drained soil, partial shade, free circulation of air, frequent waterings during our dry summer months, and protection from heavy fall and spring rains, will lead to success with these charming alpines. A heavy shading of evergreen boughs in winter will be found of great benefit. Close covering is not to be recommended, because it smoothers the plants. Many of these alpine species have been tried in this country, with variable and not very encouraging results, but in a few instances, with extra care, plants have done well. The northern aspect of the rockery seems to be the most favorable position for them. Prop. by division of the bulbs. Plants should be kept in pots until thoroughly established.

Cult. by J. B. KELLER.

lanuginosa, Wall. Lvs. scattered, oblong-obovate, acute, 1 in. long, silky-haired; fls. rose-purple with yellow, the mouth contracted with a crenated ring, in a dense umbel: plant 6-10 in. high, with many trailing shoots, making a good drapery for rocks. Himal. B.M. 4065. Gn. 49, 287.

saramentosa, Wall. Lvs. oblong-rounded or spatulate, silky-haired on the nerves, in rosettes, plant producing many pink runners, which root freely: fls. in umbels of 10-20, with pink or white eye. Himal. B.M. 6210. Gn. 54, p. 128.

carnos, Linn. Lvs. very narrow and pointed: fls. a half croze, fLs. rose-purple, with yellow eyes,疏散. Var. eximia, Hook. Lvs. less rigid, strongly recurved: fls. larger (½ in. across). Swiss. B.M. 5906. L.H.B.

ANDROSTÉPHIUM (Greek-made name, referring to the coronal), Litticaceae. Small genus of S. W. United States. With funnel-shaped, spreading-limbed, 6-lipped perianth, 6 stamens, 3-angled ovary, and a corona or crown at the mouth: lvs. linear, radical: scape simple, leafy at edges. Known as rock plants, or for cultivated borders in sandy soil, placing the bulbs 4-6 ft deep; protect in winter. Prop. by division of the bulbs and by seeds.

violaceum, Torr. Slender, 6-10 in.: fl. blue, 1 in. long, 3-6 in loose umbel. Blooms in spring: pretty.

ANELEMA (Greek; no involuere). Commelinaeae. Sixty tropical perennials, of which A. biflorum, R. Br., and A. Nineitlua, Lindl., are sometimes cult. in Old World hothouses. These species are blue-dii., diffuse or trailing plants.

ANEMLA (Greek, naked): the panicles devoid of sporangia). Schizarcheae. A genus of tropical ferns, with the lower pair of pinnae elongate and bearing the sporangia in panicles at their extremities. Of the 4 species, two are found in the southern states, and a few are occasionally in cult.

L. M. UNDERWOOD.

Anemias are dwarf, compact ferns, suited for shelves, or for growing near the glass in warm pots or low houses. They prefer being grown in small pots to being planted out in the fernery. Their growth is too slow to make them popular decorative ferns for general purposes. Prop. by spores, which are disseminated by water or by birds. The black type is produced by crosses, under the known as division by Mar. 15 and Apr. 30. — Schnei.

A. Leaf 2-3-3-pinnate, with narrow divisions.

adiantioila, Swz. Leaf 6-9 in. long on a stalk often twice as long, the ultimate divisions oblong or linear-elliptic, with the outer margin toothed. S. Fls. and tropics.
ANEMIA

AA. Leaf only once pinnate with broad pinnae.

b. Veins free.

Mexicana, Klotzsch. Leaf 6-in. long, with 4-6 pinnae on either side, which are distinctly stalked, ovate-lanceolate and rounded on both sides at the base: pinacles 3-4 in. long, dense. Tex. and Mex.

collina, Radde. Plants a foot high, on hairy stalks; lvs. with about 10 leaflets on each side, which are rounded at the outer ends and truncate at the upper side at the base: pinacles about 1½ in. long, dense. Braz. S. 1: 384.

66. Veins anastomosing (running together).

Phyllitis, Swz. (A. lanceolata, Loddi. A. longifolia, Link. A. amplexicaulis, Wild.). Leaf 4-12 in. long, with 4-12 pairs of sessile pinnae, with a crenulate margin or a rounded or unequal base; veins forming long, narrow arcule: pinacle 3-9 in. long, dense. Cuba and Mex. to Braz. S. 1: 380. L. M. Underwood.

ANEMIDICTYON. See Anemia.

ANEMONE (Greek, wild). REMNANTELLA, ANEMONE, OR ANEMONY. WINDFLOWER. A genus of about 85 species, with many handsome garden forms; all hard perennials; chiefly native of the north temperate and mountainous regions. Stamens usually erect, with marked variation in height. Basal leaves lobed, divided or dissected, those of the stem forming an involucre near to, or remote from, the flower. Sepals few or many, petal-like; no true petals. Stamens many, shorter than sepals. Carpels numerous; fruit a 1-seeded achen.

The plants thrive best in a fresh, rather rich, sandy loam, well drained; but most of the species will do well in any good garden soil. The tuberous species are suitable for hardy borders, while most of the others prefer a place in a rockery, and some are partial to shady places. A. hortensis, coronaria, fulgens and others will well repay the little indoor or greenhouse care they require for producing winter blossoms. They require especially the same handling as tulips and hyacinths, and are usually classed with bulbous plants. Tubers placed in pots in Sept. or Oct. bring forth a beautiful show of bloom by Jan. or March. For this purpose they should be well drained, and not kept very wet or too warm before the growth is well started; they prefer more moisture at flowering time. Nearly all the species can be readily propagated by both root division and seed. The season for both out and indoor planting will directly influence the flowering season. Good seasons for outdoor planting are Sept., Oct., Nov., Dec., Feb. and March. As a rule, the tuberous Anemones will blossom at any time desired, being influenced by the time they are kept out of the ground. The bulbs may be ripened after flowering time by being taken from the ground to dry, or by covering the head and keeping out rain. A. Japonica is one of the finest of all fall-blooming herbs. Pritzl., Revision of Anemone, in Linn. 15: 498 (1841). Britton, N. Amer. Anemone, in Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci. 6: 217 (1891-92).

Alphabetical list of species described below (synonyms in italics): A. acutilepta, Hort., 6; acutilepta, Schl., 4; alpina, Linn., 6; alpina, Hort., 5; apennina, 15; blanda, 14; Camendensis, 25; Carolina, 11; coronaria, 7; darqueht, 11; delfoida, 17; dichotomy, 2; fulgens, 8; Gravi, 19; Halleri, 2; hortensis, Linn., 9; hortensis, Thore., 8; Japonica, 21; multifida, 22; marlicita, 24; nemorosa, 15; nemorosa var. quinquefolia, 16; occidentalis, 5; Oregonia, 19; palatina, 10; patens, 3; Paroniana, 8; Pascifraga, 23; Pulsatilla, 1; quinquefolia, 16; ramuloseidues, 16; rubra, 4; sulphurea, 1; sylvestris, 12; umbellata, 24; vernalis, 1; Virginiæa, 20. See supplementary list.

ANEMONE (63)

85. Tubers of Anemone coronaria.

A. Akenes with long styles, which may become feather like on ripening: lvs. solitary. — Pulsatilla see below.

b. Involucel bell-shaped, dissected into numerous linear equal lobes.


2. Halleti, All. Villous, 6 in. or less in height: simple; lvs. pinately divided with segments 3-4 parted; the lesser divisions lanceolate-linear; involucel of long narrow segments, sessile: lvs. large, erect, whitish purple; sepals 6; anthers yellow. Apr. Sunny places. Switzerland. 1889. L. B. C. 10: 949.

3. patens, Linn. Much like the first variety below, which is more common in Amer., but differs in its broader and shorter leaf segments and smaller lvs. Eu. Var. Nutillianai, Gray (Pulsatilla intermissa, Brit.). Wild Patens. AMERICAN PARKE FLOWERS. Fig. 84. Villous, with long, silky hairs, 4-9 in. high; radical lvs. petioled, others sessile, all much divided into narrow, linear, acute lvs. petiolate; lvs. appearing before the root-lvs., bluish white or bluish purple, erect, seldom nodding; achenes: silky: styles plumose, becoming 2 in. long; peduncle elongates several inches after flowering. Apr. Low ground. N. central states and Siberia.


85. Tubers of Anemone coronaria.

b. Involucel leave 2, or short petioles, shooing the stem.

6. alpina, Linn. (A. acutilipala, Hort.). Closely allied to the above. Stem ¾-1½ ft. high, from thick, strong roots; lvs. large, finely divided, cut and serrated, smooth or hairy; lvs. of involucre similar; fls. few, in an umbel or solitary, 2-3 in. in diam., creamy white inside, purple outside, but varying much; anthers yellow. Mountain sides. Eu. May- June. L.B.C. 17:4167. B.M. 2007 (var. major), Var. sulphurea, Hort. Fls. a delicate sulfur yellow, larger, downy beneath; lvs. larger. Moist, rich soil. 1882. Gn. 35:62.

AA. Akenes woolly or smoothish, with short styles. (Anemone proper.)

B. Peduncle 1 (rarely 2); involucre mostly 3-leaved. c. Head of fr. cylindrical; akenes woolly.

D. Roots tuberous; involucre usually sessile.

7. coronaria, Linn. POPPY-FLOWEDED.A. Figs. 85, 86, 87. One-half to 1 ft. high, from tuberous roots; lvs. cut into many fine lobes and lobules; involucre lvs. sessile, 3-4-parted, deeply cut; fls. 1½-2½ in. across, poppy-like, of many colors and mixtures of red, blue, white, etc.; stamens blue. Early in spring to June. Meadows Mediterranean region. VlT. Aug. 11:257. B.M. 841. Gn. 50:1073; 16, p. 111. R.H.

AA. Akenes woolly or smoothish, with short styles. (Anemone proper.)

B. Peduncle 1 (rarely 2); involucre mostly 3-leaved. c. Head of fr. cylindrical; akenes woolly.

D. Roots tuberous; involucre usually sessile.


1893:222. Caen, Scarlet, The Bride, St. Brigid, Victoria Giant, etc., are some of the trade names given to the single forms. Var. flore-pleno, Hort. Fls. double, as shown in Fig. 67, by the pistils becoming petal-like, the stamens mostly remaining perfect; many colors, scarlet being the most common at present. F.S. 16:1678. Var. chrysanthemiflorus, Hort. A seedling variety produced in 1848, and introduced many years later. Fls. more completely doubled than the above variety, by the stamens all becoming petal-like. A dozen forms, beautiful, self-colored, as deep red, sky-blue and even pure white, have been fixed and named. Useful as cut fls. Gn. 40:364. R.H. 1877:30; 1897, pp. 418-19. R.B. 21:280-1. 8. fulgens, Gay. (A. Passiflora, var. fulgens, DC. A. hortensis, Thore.). Fig. 88. One ft. high. simple; basal lvs. 3-5-lobed, with rounded outline, followed later by deep cut lvs.; sessile involucres several inches below the solitary fl.; fls. vivid scarlet, 2 in. across; stamens black. May and June. France. Sometimes called a variety of A. hortensis, Linn., from which it may have descended. Several garden forms, as annuata-grandiflora, multipetala, and Southern Star. Gn. 11:65. Gn. 27:66. R.B. 21:262-3. R.H. 1877:270.

9. hortensis, Linn. (A. stellata, Linn.). BROAD-LeAVED GARDEN A. Fig. 89. St. simple, erect, 10 in.


11. Caroliniana, Walt. (A. decipitula, Amer. authors, not Ard.). St. simple, slender, ¾-1 ft. high, arising from a large tuber; lvs. of involucre sessile, with 3 wedge-shaped clfts.; basal lvs. thrice divided, and much lobed and parted, slender-petioled; solitary fl. erect, 1½-1¾ in. across, creamy white or purple; sepals often numerous; akenes densely woolly. April-May. Open places. U.S.


A. Head of fruit hemispherical; akenes silky-pubescent.

B. Roots tuberous.

13. Apennina, Linn. St. simple, slender, 4-9 in.; lvs. twice-divided and lobed, much toothed; fls. sky-blue, 1½ in. across; sepals 10-12, elongated, obtuse; anthers white. Mar.-Apr. Woods, Italy. Gn. 48:976. —This and a form with whitish fls., both well suited for shady nooks in clumps of shrubbery, etc.

14. biandra, Schott & Kotschy. St. 4-6 in. high, from a cylindrical rootstock; lvs. like A. apennina, but hardier and smoother, and principal divisions sessile; fls. intense sky-blue, differing from above species in being larger, more finely rayed, styles black-pointed, and sepals smooth on the outside; opens in earliest spring or mild winter weather. From Taurus Mts. and Greece. Rocky places. Int.1898. Gn. 14:143; 46, p. 152.

16. quinquifolia. Linn. (A. nemerosa, var. quinquefolia, Gray). This American species differs from A. nemerosa in having smaller fls., involucral lvs. less lobed, foliage paler, and much more slender st. and petioles. The common Windflower or Spring Anemone, formerly called A. nemerosa.

17. deltoidea, Doug. St. Simple, slender, 6-12 in. high, from a slender rootstock: lvs. trifoliate, basal ones petioled; others nearly sessile, coarsely crenate, often incised; lvs. solitary, white, rather large; akenes several, densely pubescent; style very short. Spring. Pacific slope.

D.D. Rootstock horizontal, fleshy or somewhat tuberous.


19. Grayi, Behr. (A. Oregon, Gray). St, slender, 3-12 in. high, from a fleshy, brittle rootstock; basal lvs. slender-petioled, 3-parted, coarsely serrate; involucral lvs. petiolate, divided into 3-lobed, much toothed, sepals blue or purplish; akenes pubescent, in a globose head. Moist, shady slopes. Oregon and Wash. In gardens west of the Rockies. Int. 1892.


22. multiflora, Poir. Plant silky-hairy, somewhat branched, 2½-3½ ft. high, from a branched, upright rootstock: main involucre 2-3-livd., others 2-livd. or naked, short pedioles, similar to the root lvs., 2-3 times 3-parted and cleft, divisions linear: fls. ½-1 in. across, red, varying to white or yellow; akenes very woolly. Early summer. Rocks and uplands. Middle states to Hudson Bay.

cc. Fruits (akenes) glabrous at first; fls. white, somewhat umbellate.

23. Canadensis, Linn. (A. Pennsylvanica, Linn. A. dichotoma, Am. Auth. & Michx., not Linn.). Hairy, stout, 1-2 ft. high, branching at or above the involucre: the 3 lvs. of main involucral sessile, 3-leaf; upper involucral each 2-livd.; basal lvs. broader than long, much divided, cleft and toothed; petioles long; fls. white, 1-2 in. across; akenes wing-margined, naked, becoming pubescent, grouped into a spherical head. Summer. In shaded woods and open meadows. N. Amer. Gn. 2: 21.


90. Anemone Japonica.
much incised, similar to Actaea: sepals many (often only 9), regular, petal-like, deciduous; petals many (often 2), large, sessile, with nectariferous impression at the base; carpels few (3–4), forming many-seeded follicles. In general appearance similar to the Japanese Anemones, but smaller in all its parts, and with numerous drooping fls., about 1½ in. across, of pale purplish. Thrives well in rich, deep loam, in well-drained situations in partial shade. Prop. by division or seed, in late fall or early spring.

**macrophylla**, Schb. & Zucc. (A. Calíllórea, Hort.). The only known species. The petals, instead of spreading, form a half closed bud-like cone within the sepals.

**ANEMOPECMA**. Consult Bignonia.

**ANETHUM**. See **Dill** and **Pénudum**: also **Fennel**.

**ANGIOLICA** (supposed to have angelic healing virtues). **Umbellifera**. A large genus in temperate regions, widely distributed. A number of them are native to N. Amer. See also **Archangelica**.


**ANGELONIA** (South American name). **Scrophula-ríceae**. Perennial herbs or sub-shrubs, with pretty, irregular 2-lobed axillary fls., in a long, leafy terminal raceme: lvs., opposite, long; branches 4-sided. Known as pot plants in warm green-house, and prop. by seeds or softwood cuttings.


**Gardneri**, Hook. Lvs., linear-lanceolate, more strongly toothed throughout their length: fl. purple, white-centered, handsome; plant pubescent-glandular and aromatic. S. Amer. B.M. 3754. —The plant sold in this country as A. grandiflora probably belongs here. The A. grandiflora introduced by Bcncary in 1897 (as a good annual) and now represented as an entire-lvd. pot plant: see the picture in Gt. 46, p. 612; G.C. III. 22:367; Gn. 32, p. 461; R.R. 23:273.

**ANGIÖTERIS** (Greek, vesel-lfern). **Marattiastrum**. An Old World genus of coarse green-house ferns, with two- or three-pinnate lvs., and the sorangia arranged in boat-shaped marginal concepacies. In cultivation, requires plenty of room and abundant drainage. The only recognized species is

**evecta**, Hoffm. Growing from an erect caudex, 2–4 ft. high: lvs. 6–15 ft. long, mostly bipinnate, with swollen raches; leaflets 4–12 in. long, ½–1 in. wide, the margin entire or slightly toothed. India and Jap., to Madagascar and Queensland. S. 1:399. Known under various names in cultivation, as A. longifolia, etc. The trade names, which appear to indicate species, may be regarded as varieties.

**L. M. Underwood**.

Angioteris grows wild in swampy places, and is of much habit. The pots may stand 2 or 3 in. of water. Although spores are freely produced, no seedlings are on record. Easily prop. by the fibro-veiny scales at the base of each frond. Each scale contains at least two dormant buds, and should not be divided. They may be laid in sand, covered with sphagnum, and kept in a close case for 3–5 months. They start quicker in early spring. —Schneider, Book of Choice Ferns.

**ANGOPHORA** (vessel-bearing: Greek, in allusion to shape of fruit). **Myrtáceae**. Five or six Australian trees or shrubs, sometimes cult. in glass houses in the Old World, but not known to the trade in this country.

**ANGRECEUM** (Malayan name). **Orchidaceae**, tribe **Vandáceae**. Epiphytes. Lvs. variably distichous, coriaceous; racemes nodding, arising from the axils of the lvs.: labellum exserted into a conspicuous spur, sometimes many inches long. Trop. and S. Afr., Madagascar and Jap. With exception of A. luteum, the species of this genus require high tempera- The Thrives in subtropical situations in order to develop satisfactorily. For culture, see **Orchids**. Prop. by removing upper portion and planting separately. It should include a few roots.

Angraecum are valued for their winter-flowering and lasting qualities. The compost found most suitable is fresh-growing sphagnum moss, no earthy matter being desirable, as most of the roots are seen striking out into the atmosphere for their needs, and do not take kindly to confinement in pots. Moisture is essential at all times, as Angraecums do not have bulbs to fall back on for their sustenance during rest or blooming, in which respect they resemble the Aérides, Vandas and Saccotia. The moss must not be allowed to become decayed, but kept living by renewal when seen to be necessary, usually in springtime. Some of the favorite species are A. Ellisi, superbus, sesquipetalo, Humbloti, and falcatum. Cult. by E. O. ORPT.

Alphabetical list of American favorites: A. articulatum, 9; citratum, 9; 12; Ellisi, 7; falcatum, 3; Humbloti, 1; A. Lionel, 9; modestum, 8; pertusum, 11; Sanderianum, 8; Scotiánun, 5; sesquipetalo, 2; superbus, 12; virius, 12.

1. A. Humbloti, Rechb. f. (A. Lionel, Hort. Aéridathus Lebias, Rechb. f.). Lvs., sword-shaped, equitant, about 8 in. long; fls. few, white; spur longer than winged pedicel; petals and sepals lanceolate; labellum rotund. Comoro Isls.

AA. Pecidels not winged.

b. Fls. rarely more than 6.


4. distichum, Lindl. Plants rarely exceeding 5 in. in height: fls. short, those below clasping those above at base; fls. inconspicuous, white, borne singly. Sierra Leone. —Not worth cultivating.

5. Scotiánun, Rechb. f. Lvs. terete; peduncle slender; fls. inverted, pale yellow. Comoro Isls.

BB. Fls. numeros.

c. Color white or yellowish.


7. Ellisi, Reichb. f. St. stout: lvs. oblong; peduncle pendulous; fls. white, Madagascar. Often confused with A. articulatum, but distinguished from it by its orange-colored spurs. L. 92.


10. pertusum, Lindl. Lvs. ligulate; peduncles about 6 in. long; fls. small, white. Bourbon. B. M. 478.

CC. Color of fls. green.

12. superbus, Thouars (A. ébrunum, Lindl.). Lvs. coriaceous, striated, 2 in. wide, over 1 ft. long, strap-shaped, light green, unequal at the summit: peduncle
from near the base of the st.; fls. large, green and white, placed alternately back to back; sepal and petals spreading, green, labellum whitish, round, thickish; spur green. Valuable; grows to enormous proportions. Madagascar. B. M. 4701. B. K. 1525. L. 236. Var. vires, Hort. (Lindl.). Fls. smaller; labellum tinged with green. B. M. 5170. Oakes Ames.

**ANGLÓLÁ** (dedicated to Don Francisco de Angulo). Orchid. Pseudobulbs rather tall (when old), spinose at the summits with the remains of leaf veins; leaf-blades 1-2 ft. long, prominently nerved, as in Acinetia, Stanhopea and Lyceaste; fls. large, subglobular, on a short inflorescence, being a member of the same sub-trube. The Angulosa grow under shade of trees in leaf-mold. Some growers find that they do well when placed under vines. They are coolhouse orchids, but require a moderate rise in temperature during the growing season. Oakes Ames.

Angulosa is a very interesting genus of cool orchids that thrive well in an ordinary greenhouse temperature, in which a minimum of 50° can be maintained. They are natives of the Andes of Colombia and Peru. The popular naming of them as Anguloas pseudo-bulbs is somewhat similar to Lyceaste, which is a member of the same sub-trube. The angulosa grow under shade of trees in leaf-mold. Some growers find that they do well when placed under vines. They are coolhouse orchids, but require a moderate rise in temperature during the growing season. Oakes Ames.

**ANISSÁNTHUS** (Greek, expanded-flower). Hymenóderos. Eight or 10 species of Australian greenhouse or half-hardy perennials, with greenish, yellow or purple fls. and sword-like lvs., cult. in Europe, but unknown to the Amer. trade.

**ANISACÁNTHUS** (Greek, unequal acanthus). Acanthus. A genus of six species of Mexican and American shrubs, with mostly lanceolate, entire, petiolated lvs., and loosely spicate or scattered red fls., an inch or more long; corolla lobes 4; stamens 2, equaling or exceeding the corolla lobes.

**ANISÉ**. Umbellifer. An aromatic condimental and medicinal herb (Pimpinella Anisum, Linn.) of the Orient. It is an annual, and is easily grown from seeds in any warm and mellow soil. The seeds are commonly sown where the plants are to stand. The seeds are used in medicine and in cookery, and for flavoring liquors. They yield a highly perfumed essential oil. They are mostly grown in Mediterranean countries. The leaves are also used as seasoning and garnishing. The plant reaches a height of 2 ft., bears twice-pinnate lvs. and small yellowish white fls. in large, loose umbels. The seeds are oblong and curved, ribbed on the convex side, grayish.

**ANGÉLÈM**. Umbellifer. A genus of 4 or 5 species, with a broad and deep wool-bearing longitudinal groove, which widens below. A. Upper surface of tubercle with a broad and deep wool-bearing longitudinal groove, which widens below. Engelmann, Lem. (A. Rassurátum, Engel.) Living Rock. The flat tubercle-covered top 2-5 in. across, tapering below into a thick root; tubercles imbricated and appressed, triangular in outline, ½-1 in. long and about as wide at base, the upper surface variously fissured, even to the edges, presenting an irregular warty appearance: fls. central, about 1 in. long and broad, shuding from whitish to rose. On limestone hills in the "Great Bend" region of the Rio Grande in Texas, and extending into Mexico. I. H. 10, p. 78, and fig.
the size of caraway seed. In common with all umbeliferous seed, Anise seed does not retain its viability long, the normal longevity being 1 to 3 years.

**ANNUALS.** Plants which, in cultivation, are preferably grown from seeds each year are commonly classed as Annuals. More strictly, Annuals are plants which normally live but a single season. Among Annuals are found a number of the most showy flowers. As a rule, they are easily grown, producing quick results and affording a variety of brilliant colors. The class is, therefore, one of the greatest value. Some of the Annuals last only a few weeks in bloom, others continue throughout the summer. There are trailers and climbers, dwarfs and tall growers. By a judicious selection and arrangement of kinds, the handsomest effects may be produced. Many of the showy kinds are adapted to mass effects, while the dwarf growing sorts make fine flowering edgings for beds or walks. With the latter, handsome ribbon-beds are possible, but this requires care in the selection of kinds, and as the use of the trimming shears is almost precluded it is best to limit oneself to simple designs. Annuals are well adapted to the covering of bare spots of ground in the border. Annuals, like other flowers, show off best when seen against a background of foliage. See Figs. 91, 92. The tall and leafy kinds make excellent covers for unsightly objects; see *Seneces.* For climbing and twining kinds, see *Vines.* See, also, *Everlastings and Grasse.*

In the ease of others than the continuous bloomers, a succession of sowings or plantings is desirable to provide for a continuous display; then as a kind begins to fall its place may be filled with young plants of the same or other species. The usual method of securing succession is to sow the seeds in flats, or beds, and transplant the seedlings first to pots. The potted plants may be set out at any time, but with little check to growth. Most Annuals prefer an open, sunny situation, but sunnies, forget-me-nots, and some others, thrive where they get the full sunshine for only half the day. In all cases the best results are obtained only when the soil is well enriched and thoroughly prepared previous to sowing or planting; and it is far better to make this preparation a fortnight or more in advance. A considerable proportion of humus in the soil is desirable, rendering it less subject to baking and drying out. Cow-manure, stable-manure or leaf mold, worked in liberally, will supply this. Beds should be spaded thoroughly and at least a foot deep. If the surface is then again worked over to half this depth, better results will be obtainable. The soil should not be disturbed, however, unless it pulverizes readily. For the reception of seeds, the surface should be mellow and smooth. The seeds are sown in drills or concentric circles, according to the method of planting decided upon. Taller growing kinds are sown toward the center or back of the bed. Only the best seeds should be purchased, and it is generally best to get the colors in separate packets. In the open ground, seeds may be covered to a depth of four or five times their own thickness, but when sown indoors in trays or pots, the rule is to cover them to about their own thickness. The position of the kind should be varied, so that when seeds and flowers spring up there will be no trouble in separating the sheep from the goats. After covering, the soil should be pressed firmly over the seed with a board or hoe, or the feet. In pots which incline to being small or fine, half or more of the surface after sowing will remedy this evil. Evergreen boughs placed over the beds until the seedlings have appeared will afford useful shelter from beating rains. It is desirable to sow the seeds thickly. When up, the plants may be thinned to their proper distances. Particular care should be given to this matter, and to keeping down weeds, or the plants may become weak, spindling and valueless. No seed pods should be allowed to form, else the vitality of the plants will be exhausted. The flowers may be freely gathered with advantage to the flowering.

It is customary to divide Annuals into three classes: (1) Hardy Annuals are those which are sown directly in the open ground where they are to grow. They are vitally strong, developing without artificial heat, and may be sown from February to May, according to the season and latitude. Some of the best Annuals, as sweet peas, larkspurs, may be sown even in the fall. For this class, a well prepared border on the south side of a fence or wall, or other sheltered place, is usually preferred for early sowings. From here the seedlings are transplanted later to the open ground to grow. Some sorts, however, do not bear transplanting well, consequently must be sown in the places they are to occupy. Among such are poppies, eschscholziacs, bartsia, *Venus*' looking glass, lapine, malope, and the early convolvuluses. (2) Half-hardy Annuals are usually sown in February or March in the window or a warm frame. The season is usually not long enough to enable them to reach full development in the open. In the early stages of growth, they need protection and warmth. Such kinds are sometimes sown in the fall and wintered over in a coldframe. When once established, they are hardy with slight protection. Pansies and some other kinds are grown to their greatest perfection only in this way. (3) Tender Annuals require still more warmth, and are started from January to May in the greenhouse or other suitable place. They commonly need a temperature of from 60° to 70°. Those that grow slowly, especially those started in the window, is crowding and want of light. As soon as crowding begins, the plants should be thinned out or transplanted to other trays, or into pots, and reset from time to time, as they need frequent transplanting in and out. The last transplanting is preferably into small pots, as then the seedlings may be readily set out in the open ground at the proper time, with little or no check to growth.

Some of the staple or general-purpose types of Annuals in the North are the following: *Petunias, phloxes, pink, or dianthus, larkspurs or delphiniums, calliopsis or coreopas, pot marigolds or calendulas, bachelor's buttons or *Centaura cyanus,* cierkias, zinnias, marigolds or tagetes, collusions, glias, California poppies or eschscholziacs, verbenas, poppies, China masters, sweet peas, nemophila, portulasacs, silenes, cuntaryfuses or ireis, aliums, stocks or matthiolas, morning-glories, nasturtiums or tropaeolums. Other species are mostly of special or particular use, except general-use types. In the South, and occasionally at the North, some of the Annuals come up voluntarily year after year from self-sown seeds. *Petunias, phloxes and morning-glories are examples.

For further suggestions, see *Seedage.* For an annotated list of Annuals suited for northern climates, see *Bull. 161,* Cornell Exp. Sta.

*Ernest Walker.*
ANECTOCILUS (Greek, open lip). Orchidaceae, tribe Neottieae. A genus cultivated for the beautifully reticulated lvs., which are oval or ovate, membraneaceous and borne colorless. Pls. small, subterranean. The known species belong to India and the Malay Archipelago. Although many methods have been adopted for the successful cultivation of the best species and varieties, failure has been the general rule, so that at the present time few Amer. collections contain even a single specimen. "For a time—it may be two, or even five years—they will grow and remain in health, and then suddenly they go wrong, the plants perishing one after the other, in spite of all one can do."—W. Watson.

Bülleni, Low. Lvs. about 2 in. long, bronze-green, with 3 longitudinal bands of copper-red. Borneo.

regalis, Blume. One of the most attractive species of the group: lvs. oval, large, bronze-green netted, veined with gold, the surface of the lvs. like velvet. Java. B.M. 4123. P. S. 21:79 as A. setacea. Several good varieties exist.

Réxburghii, Lindl. Lvs. ovate, median line of pale green, reticulated and veined with gold. Java and Ind.

Many species are described and figured in foreign publications, but they are all tanciers' plants. Other names which appear in the Amer. trade are: A. Dayana—A. Davanii (Dayana).—Hemaria—A. Linei, Hort.—Dossinia.—A. Petiolaris, Hort.—Macorea.—A. Yetichiana, Hort.—Macorea.

OAKES AMES.

ANOMATHÈCA. See Lapierrosia.

ANÔNA (aboriginal name). Annonaceae, Custard-Apple. Tropical trees and shrubs, cult. for their large, fleshy fruits, and for ornament. Pls. perfect, solitary, terminal or opposite the lvs.; petals typically 6, but half of them sometimes reduced to small scales or even wanting; pistils many, each with one erect ovule, united into a dry fruit-like body or syncarpium. Small trees or shrubs, over 50 in number, of Tropical America, and a few in Africa and Asia. Some of the species have been introduced into southern Florida, but they are generally imperfectly known, both to horticulturists and botanists. Aside from the species described below, various other Anonas have been introduced into southern Florida, but their botanical status is unknown and some of them are probably forms of old species. Amongst these names are A. Mexicana, which was a catalogue name used by Loddiges, the species never having been fully described; A. Africana, a very obscure species founded by Linnaeus upon an American specimen, with lanceolate pubescent lvs.; A. frutifera is undoubtedly A. inicrifolia; A. excentricia, A. minima, A. triumfettiana, and A. spiralis are either horticultural names, or belong to other genera; the Berberis, introduced by Reasoner Proos., from Brazil, is evidently a Rollinia, possibly R. orthoptera, for A. longifolia, see Duguetia, and for A. muscosa, see Rollinia. Some of the species are imperfectly evergreen. See Arbutus.

Anonas are of easy culture, requiring no special treatment in frostless countries. They propagate readily by seeds, and are usually thus grown; also, by ripened cuttings under glass. In the U.S. they are sometimes grown under glass as ornamental subjects. They should then be kept fairly dry in winter, for at that time they assume a semi-dormant condition. They thrive best in heavy loam.

a. Petals coriaceous or obovate, the inner ones conspicuous.

b. Exterior petals plainly acute, inner ones obtuse.

c. Fruit bearing weak spines.

muricata, Linn. (A. Asidíca, Linn.). Sour-Sop. GÉNÈDRA, Corrésol, Sibaaks, Susakka. Small tree, the size of a peach tree, evergreen, the young growth somewhat pubescent; exterior petals nearly exceeding the interior ones, 1-2 in. long, and yellowish or greenish, the inner ones yellow or red: lvs. elliptic and pointed, varnished above and rusty beneath, but becoming glabrous; fr. very large (size in longer lvs. in gardens, 1-5 lbs.), oblong or conical and blunt, dark green, the skin rough and spiny; pulp soft, white and juicy, subacid, with a tart-aromatic flavor, West Indies, where it is a popular fruit. It is grown with especial excellence in Porto Rico, and is common in the markets of Key West, whither it is shipped from the islands to the southward. A favorite drink is made from the juice. It is one of the finest trees of the tropical regions. It is used in southern Florida and California. Introduced in the Old World.

c. Fruit nearly or quite smooth (or in A. pyriformis undescribed).

glabra, Linn. (A. laurifolia, Dunal). Pond-Apple. MAMON. Fig. 93. Small nearly evergreen tree, with smooth growth; exterior petals somewhat exceeding the interior ones, greenish; lvs. oblong-ovate or long-ovate, pointed, green on both sides and glossy above; fr. the size and shape of a Bellflower apple or an ox’s heart, yellow or brownish yellow, smooth, the stem pulling out of the fruit at maturity and leaving a very deep cavity; pulp cream-colored and very fragrant, fair in quality. Native in swamps, both salt and fresh, in southern Florida, and on the Indian River; also, in the West Indies. B. R. F. 282. SS. 1:17, 18. The fruit, although acceptable to many people, is not generally prized.

pyriformis, Bojer. Climbing, glabrous: petals of the two series nearly equal, oblong-lanceolate or obovate (about 2 in. long), flat, the outer ones bossed or cucullate at the top; sepals joined half their length: lvs. nearly oblong (3-4 in. long), obtuse or acute, thick and rigid, somewhat shining and glaucous. Mauritius.— Said to have been introduced into southern Florida recently, but it is imperfectly known.

BB. Exterior petals obtuse or nearly so.

palustris, Linn. Alligator-Apple. Cork-Wood. Monkey-Apple. BUNYA. Tree, 10-15 ft. high, the young growth smooth: exterior petals ovate, exceeding the oblong inner ones, a half-inch or more long, and yellow, with a red spot at the base within, the interior red inside: lvs. ovate-elliptic or ovate, with a short, narrow point (or occasionally bluntish), smooth on both sides, rather thick, and more or less evergreen: fr. 2 in. in diam., yellow, and somewhat roughened or scaly. Cuba to Rio Janeiro; also, in Africa. B. M. 4226. —Introduced in southern Florida, but imperfectly known in cultivation. Unless improved by cultivation, the fruit is probably unworthy of cultivation.

BBB. Exterior and interior petals all acute.

paludosa, Aubs. Shrub, with rusty-villous branches: outer petals acute, twice longer than the canescent inner ones: lvs. oblong-acute, rounded at the base, sparingly pubescent above and tomentose beneath; fr. ovate and tuberculate, pubescent when young. Guiana.—Introduced into southern Florida, where it is yet very little known.
AA. Petals (exterior) linear or oblong, the inner ones minute (or conspicuous in A. muscosa).

b. Fruit smooth or very nearly so (in A. amplexicaulis undescribed).

c. Lvs. velvety beneath.

Cherimolla, Miller (A. tripetala, Alston). Cherimover, or Cherrimoya. Jamaica Apple. Tree, 25-20 ft. high, with young growth scurfy-pubescent: ft.; opposite the lvs., greenish, and fragrant, the exterior petals oblong-linear and keeled on the inside, velvety; lvs., ovate or oblong (about 3 in. long), obtuse or scarcely acute, dark green, and sparsely hairy above and velvety beneath: fr. very large (from the size of a large apple to 8 in. or more in diam.), spherical or slightly flattened at the ends, nearly smooth, brownish yellow, sometimes with a red cheek, the flesh soft and rich. Peru and adjacent regions northward, but naturalized in Central America and Mexico, the West Indies and parts of the Old World. B.M. 1911. — It is a well-known fruit of the tropics, and it thrives upon the Florida keys and the adjacent coasts. It is also grown to a limited extent in southern California. Fruit will stand transportation if picked green. Possibly the plants sold as A. macrolepis and A. squarrosa are forms of the Cherimoya. See Cherimoya.

cc. Lvs. not velvety.

retilculata, Linn. Custard-Apple. Bullock's Heart. Fruta de Conde. A tree. 15-25 ft. high, with growth smooth or nearly so; ft.; with the exterior petals oblong-linear and keeled on the inside, acute, greenish, with purple spots at the base; lvs., lanceolate or oblong and pointed, glabrous above and rough beneath, but becoming smooth: fr. 3-5 in. in diam., smooth, with small depres- sions, in various shades of yellow or even russet, with a soft yellow cream-like pulp next the skin, and a white pulp at the middle, sweet and excellent. West Indies, where it is a very popular fruit. It thrives in southern Florida, where it has lately been introduced. B.M. 2001, 2912.

ANTENNARIA

A. Pupae of sterile ft.; not thickened at the tip, minutely roughened.

dimorpha, Torr. & Gray. Tufted with spatiulate lvs. and a sparsely-leaved fl. st. an inch or less high, from a stout, much-branched caudex. Neb. west.

AA. Pupae of sterile ft.; thickened at the top.

Geyori, Gray. Stout, thick-wolly, from a woody base; fl. st. 3 in. or more high, very leafy to the top; pistilate heads narrow; involucres with rose-purple or ivory-white tips to the inner scales. Cal. N.

BB. Spreading by stolons.

c. Heads solitary or in a cymose cluster.

dioica, Linn. Basal lvs. 1½ in. or less long, 1-nerved or only indistinctly 3-nerved; st. 2-12 in.; involucral bracts all light green or light brown, with white or purplish tips. N. states and Eu. — The plant in the trade as A. tenuifolium is probably a form of this species. Also in cult. under the proper name, A. dioica.


plantaginifolia, Rich. Basal lvs. 1½ in. or more long, distinctly 3-nerved; st. 6-18 in. high. Stoloniferous, making broad patches. Common in fields and old pastures. Perhaps not in cult.

c. Heads loosely panicled.

racemosa, Hook. Light-wolly, 6-20 in. high, the sts. sparsely leafy, the heads mostly on slender peduncles: involucre brownish. Rocky Mts.

L. H. B.
ANTHEMIS (Greek name of the chamomile). Com- 
pall. Chamomile. Pyrethrum-like heavy- 
planted, annual, biennial or perennial, 
members of a large, Old World temperate-
region genus. Heads many-
flowered, the disk yellow, the rays white and 
and (the common cult. species) plat- 
the receptacle conical and chaffy, the 
ches terete or ribbed, and 
either naked or bearing a minute 
; Ivs. pinnately 
. Dissected. Two or three of the 
pecies are weeds. Good 
excellent border plants. The true cham-
omile is a medicinal plant. The hardy perennial species, 
which alone are grown in this country, are 
easily handled in the border, where they bloom from midsum-
ner to fall. They grow in almost any soil, but need 
full exposure to sun. Prop. by seeds or division of 
the clumps, usually the latter.

A. Rays normally yellow.

Anticoria, Linn. Golden Marguerite. Of 
ushed habit, 2-3 ft., with angular st. and 
pinnately divided, and again pinnatifid or cut-toothed 
and, large, daisy-
like, golden yellow fls. (1-2 in. across). A. Kilveyi, 
Hort. (or var. Kilveyi, Hort.), has finer-cut foliage and 
deeper yellow fls. There is also a pale-rayed var. On. 
52: 1,118.—An excellent hardy border plant, and useful at 
the same time for cut fls.

b. Periuns: cultivated;
nobilis, Linn. Chamomile. Half-spreading and much-
harmed, downy, the Ivs. very finely dissected: pappus 
white, chaff of the receptacle blanf. —A pleasant-
scented herb, sometimes escaped from cult. It yields 
the medicinal chamomile fls. of commerce. For medicinal 
uses, the heads (the single preferred) are cut as 
soon as fully expanded, and dried. Cult. also as a hardy 
border plant: often double.

Bb. Biennial or annual; weeds.

Arvensis, Linn. Pubescent, notill-scented; Ivs. rather 
coarsely 1-2 pinnately parted: pappus a minute border: 
heads 1 in. or more across: rays platillat. —Not common.

Cotula, DC. Mat-weed. A common weed along roads-
sides, ill-scented, growing a foot or two high, with finely 
dissevted Ivs., neutral rays, and many aster-like fls. 1 in. 
across.

A. Alouen, Griseb = Achillea ageratifolia. —A. Arubien, Linn. 
=Acanthus. —A. coronarius, Hort. = Chrysanthemum coro-
narum. 

L. H. B.

ANTHER. See Flower.

ANTHERICUM (Greek, flower hedge). Includes Pha-
ianium, Lilithian. Herbs, with tuber-like rhizomes, 
and racemes of rather small, white, deep-cut fls.: peri-
thium rotate; anthers attached between their basal lobes, 
and the locules many-ovuled —in these characters differ-
ing from Paradisea. Grown in borders, where the roots 
should have a cover of leaves or litter in winter; also 
in pots and under benches in coolhouses. Useful for 
lawn vases. Prop. naturally by stolons; increased also 
by division and seeds. Of easiest culture. Give plenty 
of water when in bloom. A. Liliifolium, St. Bruno’s 
Lily, will be found under Paradisea. A. picturatum. 
variegatum and vittatum will be found under Chlorophy-
utum. A. Callonerum is one of the older names of some 
catalogues perhaps be-
longs to Chlorophyllum.

Liliano. Linn. St. Bernard’s Lily. Fig. 95. Stem 
simple, 2-3 ft. high, bearing an open raceme of open-
spreading fls. 1 in. or less across, the segments linear-
Var. major, Sima, is larger in all its parts. B. M. 1835.

Ranuncul. Linn. (A. grandifolium, Hort.) Stem 

L. H. B.

ANTHOLYZA (name from the Greek, of no par-
African cormous plants, with linear or sword-shaped 
fls. and 2-3-lobed Ivs. Periuns long, 
tubular, curved, dilated above, the uppermost segments 
least: stamens 3; style branched: ovary 3-located. 
Cult. the same as gladioli, being taken up in the fall. 
The tubers are oftener started in a frame or in the house 
before planting in the open. See Baker, Iridace.

ANTHURIUM (Greek, tail-flowers). A roide. 
Tropical herbs, of 200 or more species, cult. mostly 
in stoves, grown for the showy spathes and spat-
ces or for foliage. Spathes 
usually spreading or even 
reflexed, only rarely par-
tially enclosing the spadix. 
Differs from Alocasia and 
alied genera in technical 
characters. Monogr. by 
Engler in DeCandolle’s 
Monographie Phanero-
gamarum, Vol. 2 (1879).

Propagation is effected by suckers or cuttings of 
the rhizome inserted in small pots containing a mixture of 
peat fiber, chopped sphagnum moss and silver sand in 

95. Stolon of Anthurium Lilago.

Günedia, Linn. Corm small: st. simple, 1-1 1/2 ft.: 
Ivs. about 1 ft. linear, 1 ft. or less long: fls. 4-6, in 
axi spike, bright red, an inch long, the stamens reaching 

Caffra, Banks. Corm large: st. 2 ft. or less: Ivs. nar-
row linear, 1 ft.: fls. 12-20, in a spike, bright red, 1-1 1/2 
in. long, stamens not quite reaching tip of upper segment. 
Cape. Has been hybridized with gloriosus.

AA. Perianth red and yellow, segments less unequal.

Ethiopica, Linn. Corm large: st. branched, 3-4 ft. 
Ivs. several, sword-shaped, 1 in. broad and 1-1 1/2 ft. long; 
spike 6-9 in. long, rather dense: fls. 15-20 in. long, red 
and yellow; stamens reaching to the tip of the upper 
segment. Cape. B. M. 561.

narrow: fls. red at top, pale yellow below.

Var. vittigera, Baker (var. vinges, Nicho1s). Tall 
as the type: fls. bright yellow, striped red. B. M. 1172.

Var. immarginata, Baker. Fls. red, with dull yellow.

L. H. B.

ANTHOXANTHUM (yellow-flower, from the Greek). 
Gramineae. A. odoratum, Linn., of the temperate parts 
of the Old World, is the Sweet Vernal Grass. It is 
a perennial, of low growth, 
very early bloom, and 
sweet odor when mown. 
It is used in mixtures of 
pasture grasses, and is also 
sown in the E. states in pastures, mead-
ows, and along roads. A. 
Puelli, Lee, & Lamotte. 
is an annual species, of 
smaller size, sometimes 
used in forage mixtures.

L. H. B.
equal proportions, and plunged in a propagating box in a temperature of 75° to 80°, with bottom heat. About the 1st of January is the most suitable time to take the cuttings. Anthuriums may also be propagated by seeds sown in a mixture of very fine fibrous peat and chopped sphagnum moss in 4-inch pots. The seeds should be lightly covered with sphagnum and the pots placed either in a propagating case or under bell glasses, where a temperature of 80° can be maintained. A constant humid atmosphere is very necessary to induce the seeds to germinate. The compost in which Anthuriums thrive best is a mixture of one-third fern root, or the fiber of peat with the dust shaken out, one-third sphagnum moss and one-third broken crocks and charcoal. The pots must be well drained, and the plants should be coned up 2 or 3 inches above the rim of the pots, and finished off with a surfacing of live sphagnum moss.

Established plants will only need repotting once in 2 or 3 years, but should have a fresh top-dressing every year; the best time to overhaul them is about the end of January, or before active growth commences. They should be given a shaded position, free from draughts of cold air, and ordinary room temperature.

Like most evergreen aroids, they require a copious supply of water at the roots and a humid atmosphere during the spring and summer months, and at no season of the year the plants allowed to become dry. Care must also be taken not to mar the leaves by hard spraying. The temperature during winter should not fall below 55°.

**Cult. by Edward J. Canning.**

Anthuriums such as *A. andraeanum, A. ornatum,* and their numerous hybrid progeny, require at all times a high and humid atmosphere. Under those conditions and in a good rooting medium, they ought to be continually in flower. A bloom is produced from the axil of each leaf, and immediately beneath this leaf a new root is produced, thick and succulent at first, becoming tough with age, and, if not allowed to bury itself among the compost in which the plant grows, it eventually hardens and is of no help in the sustenance of the plant. Therefore, the growing point of the specimens should not be allowed to get too high, or the flowers will be few and poor.

When the plant forms stems above the pot, the compost should either be built up around the stem, to catch the roots, or the plant may be cut over, rooted fresh in sand, and given a new start in a pot. The two ornamental-leaved species, *A. veitchii* and *A. Warocquedn,* should be treated in the same manner. When cut down, we may look for the old stocks to send out small growths, which in course of time may be taken off and put in small pots. All of the above are such free-farming kinds that they may, with the addition of some rotted manure, be grown in sphagnum moss. A good mixture is as follows: Sphagnum, chopped not too fine, one part; fern or kalmia roots, chopped up and the fine sand, one part; another part to be made up equally of sand and rotted manure. With well-drained pots, this forms an admirable rooting substance. Most of the other species and their forms, including *A. Scherzerianum* and *A. crystallinum,* will thrive better in material mainly composed of rough, fibrous loam and peat with the fine material sifted from it. This rough, fibrous material should be mixed with a small quantity each of sphagnum, charcoal and sand. Good drainage, and less water than is needed for the Andreanum section, will be necessary. *A. Scherzerianum,* although thriving well in the hottest house, will succeed in an intermediate house. Seeds are obtained by pollinating the flowers, the stigma of which become mature long before the anthers. The seeds should be sown on the surface of a pan of chopped moss and sand covered with glass; they sometimes show signs of germinating almost before being gathered, so that it is dangerous to keep them any length of time before sowing. To prevent damping, the seedlings should be pricked off round the edge of a 3-inch pot as soon as the first leaf is large enough to handle. Seeds of such kinds as crystallinum and regale will germinate well on the moss of nepenthes baskets.

**Cult. by G. W. Oliver.**

A. *Lvs. plain green; grown mostly for the showy "flowers."*

**Scherzerianum,** Schott. Fig. 96. A foot or two high, evergreen; *Lvs.* long-lanceolate (the blade 1 ft. or more long and petiole of nearly equal length), thick, usually somewhat revolute, with a strong vein parallel with each edge and close to it, and many cross-veins; seapo long and slender (1–2 ft.), red: spathe ovate-oblong, 3–4 in. long, spreading or deflexed, intense red (sometimes double, I.H. 37: 67); spadix slender, often curled, yellow, Central Amer. B. M. 5319. R. B. 22: 121. A. F. 6: 569 (in variety).—An old favorite. Runs into many forms: Spathe white, var. album, album magnificum, blotatum, maleatum album, Williamsii, Veracronum; spathae par-ti-colored, var. Andreanum (scarlet on the back, white and scarlet spotted above), mutabile (white-hon-dered), nebulosum (double, white spotted rose), Roth-schildianum (scarlet mottled white, Gm. 30: 579), Wa-rocquedn (not A. Warocquedn) (white spotted red); spathe very large, var. gigantium, maximum, Wadellii, Woodbridgei. Very dwarf is var. pygmaum: rose-salmon spathe and orange spadix is var. Parisi-tuse; sharp-pointed lvs. and spathes is var. Bennettii.
Spathiphyllum, N. E. Brown. Two ft. or less, stemless or nearly so; leaf-blade 2 ft. or less, narrow-lanceolate, attenuate in a straight line from the middle to the base, acuminate above and grayish beneath, with prominent midrib; spathe 2 in. or less long and a half or more as wide, erect, boat-shaped, pale green or whitish; spadix 1 in. long and very blunt, pale yellow. Trop. Amer.


**AA. Lvs. prominently marked with white or colors, or with deep bands of green: cult. mostly for foliage.**

b. Markings green or greenish.

**Veitchii.** Mast. Fig. 98. Tall and robust species (st. 2-3 ft.): leaf-blades pendent, like a fine Alocasia, often 2-4 ft. long, cordate or curred at base, metallic green, but marked by deep-sunk nerves, which arch off the midrib: spathe 1 ft. long, horizontal, green; spadix 6-8 in. long, straw-color. Colombia. G.C. II. 6: 773. B.M. 6968.

**AA. Lvs. prominently marked with white or colors, or with deep bands of green: cult. mostly for foliage.**

b. Markings green or greenish.

**Veitchii.** Mast. Fig. 98. Tall and robust species (st. 2-3 ft.): leaf-blades pendent, like a fine Alocasia, often 2-4 ft. long, cordate or curred at base, metallic green, but marked by deep-sunk nerves, which arch off the midrib: spathe 1 ft. long, horizontal, green; spadix 6-8 in. long, straw-color. Colombia. G.C. II. 6: 773. B.M. 6968.

**Warocqueanum,** Moore. Fig. 99. Very vigorous: lvs. oblong-lanceolate, long-tapering, hanging, 2-4 ft. long, deep velvety green, with rib and principal veins of a prominently lighter shade, making handsome contrasts. Colombia.—A handsome and striking foliage plant.

**Magnificum,** Lind. Leaf-blade deep cordate, oval, 2 ft. long, upper surface olive-green with white nerves; petiole 4-angled: spathe small, oblong, green; spadix green, cylindrical. Colombia.

**Crystalinum, Lind. & André.** Like A. magnificum: differences in petiole teretes or only very imperfectly angled, sinus of blade smaller, veins wide-banded and white and very regular: leaf-blade ovate-cordate, short, deep, velvety green, with the midrib and the two consecutive bands of crystal white: spadix linear-oblong, acuminate, green. Peru. I.H. 20: 128. G.C. III. 24: 417 (var. illute).

**Regale, Lind.** Leaf-blade cordate-oblong, long-cuspidate, 3 ft. or less, at first tinged rose, but becoming dull green and marked with white veins; petiole nearly terete: spathe broad-lanceolate, greenish. Peru.

**Warocqueanum.** Various horticultural forms and hybrids are in cult. in this country: **A. madidum.** Lvs. soft rose; crystallinum x magnificum.—A. corymb, a hybrid of Andraeanum and ornatum.—A. Chunetri, Lind. Lvs. triangular, with wide-spreading basal lobes: spathe ivory-white, erose: nymphopholium x subspatulatum.—A. Chrysantheme, Lind. Lvs. large and broad: spathe resembling that of Andraeanum but salmon-rose.—A. Ferrierienne, Lind. Lvs. large, cordate: spathe cordate, brilliant red: ornatum x Andraeanum.—A. Horsfieldi, Lind. and André—Spathiphyllum floribundum.—A. Fraxellii. Lvs. large and cordate: spathe deep carmine: Andraeanum x ornatum.—A. grandid.—magnificum.—A. hybrydum. Lvs. large, lobed at base, obtuse green.—A. muscosum.—A. ornatum. Lvs. ovate long-oblong, spathe linear-oblong, white, purple-tinted.—A. Reynoldsii, various forms: Ferrierienne x Andraeanum 1—A. Siebrechti, Lind. Lvs. much as in magnificum, rich, velvety green, with thick margins: spathe light green shading to cream: spadix large, crimson.—A. Triphylminus. Lvs. long-heart-shaped, bright green with lighter veins: spathe narrow, green: spadix greenish white.

**A. Cheiro, N. E. Brown.** Lvs. 8-10 in. long, triangular and long-acuminate, green; spathe reflexed, green; spadix deep green. Brazil.—A. Alimondii: Andraeanum x Gramioni. A. Berti, Hook. Lvs. oblong or linear, green; spathe small, reflexed, green; spadix 5 in. long, yellowish green, becoming longer and red and drooping in fruit—the chief merit of the plant. Costa Rica. B.M. 6203.—A. Bogotanum, Schw. Lvs. with a very broad halberd-shaped base and a long-acuminate middle lobe, dark green. Gt. 46. p. 325.—A. brevifolium, N. E. Brown. Lvs. ovate-acuminate, cordate, 8-in., paper-like, green: spathe lanceolate, purplish: spadix purplish brown.

**ANTHILLIS** (Greek, meaning down flowers). Kinney Vetich. Leguminosa. Perennial herbs, or some-what shrubby, prized for their spikes or heads of small, purple or white fls. and usually silky pinnate foliage; also for forage. In the Old World, prized mostly for rockwork. The cult. is the easiest, as the plants thrive even in poor soil. Prop. by seeds or division, or, rarely, by soft cuttings. Not generally known in U.S.

**Vulneraria, Linm. Sand clover. Woundwort.** A foot high: Hts. 5 or more: fls. normally yellow, but there are red and white varieties. Eu.—A deep-rooted, clover-like, hardy plant, excellent for sandy and light lands. Useful for forage, and, for that purpose, occasionally grown in this country. Requires 20 lbs. of seed to the acre.
ANTHYLLIS

moutana, Linn. A foot or less high, silky-hairy; fls. numerous; fls. purple. Herbaceous. Eu. L.B.C. 6: 578.

Barba-Jovis, Linn. Jupiter's Beard. Glasshouse silky evergreen, 3-8, or even 12 ft. high, with several to many pairs of narrow, pointed fls.: fls. straw-colored or white, in clover-like heads. S. En. P.M. 1927. - In frostless countries, endures winds and salt spray. L. H. B.

ANTIRIAS toxicaria, Lesch. Urticaeae. Upas Tree of Java. The juice and gum are virulently poisonous, and it was once supposed that no life could exist in the neighborhood of the tree, but this is false. The tree has been grown in botanic gardens. See Hooker, in Companion to Botanical Magazine. Gs. 12, p. 407.

ANTIDESMA (Greek, for and bend, the bark of A. Buna being used for cordage). Euphorbiaceae. Tropical trees or shrubs, with simple, entire lvs. and inconspicuous unisexual fls., in spikes: fr. 1-seeded little drupe.

Bunius, Spreng. A tree with dark green foliage and small, round berries of a subacid taste, much used for preserves: the bark yields a fiber. Adapted to S. Calif. and S. Fla. Malay. - Cult. in S. Calif.

ANTIGONON (name from the Greek). Polygonacea. Tropical tendril-climbers: sepals 5, colored and petal-like, the 2 interior ones narrower; stamens 8; styles 3, and ovary 3-angled: lvs. alternate and entire: fls. in racemes, which end in branching tendrilis.

leptopus, Hook. & Arn. MOUNTAIN ROSE. ROSA de MONTANA, San Miguelito. Probably only the species cult. in this country. Stem slender and tall, glabrous, or nearly so: lvs. cordate and acuminate, or hastate-ovate, 3-5 in. long: fls. 6-15 in the raceme, handsome rose-pink. Mex. B.M. 5816, G.C. III. 17: 779. - One of the handsome summer blooming greenhouse climbers, requiring abundance of light: usually grown from seeds, but also from cuttings. In the S. it blooms freely in the open, preferring sunny and hot places; protect the root well in winter, or plant deep. It is tuberous-rooted. Give plenty of water when in fl., but keep dry when at rest.


L. H. B.

ANTIRRHINUM (Greek, snout-flowcr). Scrophulariaceae. SNAPDRAGON. Over 60 species of herbs, natives to the Old and New World, in warm temperate regions. Lvs. usually opposite and generally entire. Never compound: corolla saucete or gibbous at base, but not spurred, personate or closed at the throat: stamens 4. Closely allied to Linaria, from which it differs in the spurless fls.

Snapdragons are flowered either in the open or under glass. The common varieties are forms of A. majus, and are perennial, although the first crop of bloom is usually the only one which is desired. Most of the varieties of this species are hardy in the N, if well covered during winter. Seeds sown very early in the spring, especially under frames, and transplanted, produce blooming plants the same season. It is only in early bloom is desired, to sow the seeds in Aug. or Sept., and cover

the plants with a mulch on the approach of cold weather. These full-sown plants may be transplanted into pots (or grown in them from the start) and flowered in the house. For forcing in this way, Snapdragons are very satisfactory. The temperature and treatment required for geraniums and carnations suit them well. Dwarf vars. are used for edgings.

A. Common Snapdragons, strictly erect.

majus, Linn. COMMON or LARGE SNAPDRAGON. Fig. 100. Perennial, or practically a biennial under cult.: 1-3 ft., not downy except in the fl.-cluster: lvs. oblong or lanceolate, entire, sometimes variegated: fls. large, long-tubular, with spreading, very irregular lobes, in an elongated terminal spike or raceme. In many colors and varieties (ranging from red and purple to white), in forms both tall and dwarf. Mediterranean region; sometimes running wild about gardens. A. P. 9: 909; 13: 949; L.H. 41: 22. A.G. 17: 373. F.B. 7: 771. - There are double forms. Some of the varietal names used by horticulturists are: album, bicolor, cocinea, variegatum.

Orontium, Linn. SMALL SNAPDRAGON. A low, slender annual, with linear lvs. and small fls. purple or white (½ in. long) in the axil. An occasional weed in cult. grounds, 6 in. or less high; not cult.

AA. Native species, producing tendril-like branches in the inflorescence.

Orocuttianum, Gray. Slender, 2-4 ft., glabrous: corolla ½ in. long, white or violet, lower lip not much larger than the upper; lower lvs. spatulate-lanceolate, the upper linear. Annual. Lower and S. Calif. Int. by Orocutt in 1891.

AAA. Climbing vine.

maurandioideae, Gray (Maurandia antirrhiniflora, Willd.). Fig. 101. Climbing 2-5 ft. by means of the clinging petioles and peduncles: lvs. 3-lobed, halberd-shape: fls. axillary, 1 in. or more long, violet or purple, handsome. Tex. to Calif. B.M. 1643. - Attractive plant for the window, cool greenhouse or conservatory. Suitable for baskets.

L. H. B.

ANTROPHYUM (Greek, growing in caverns). Poly- podiaceae. A genus of inconspicuous, small ferns rarely found in cultivation. Requires a high temp.

APÉRA (Greek, undivided.). Graminaceae. One or two European and Asian grasses of the tribe Agrostid, A. arundinacea, Hook., is a tender grass from New Zealand, of erect habit and exceedingly long, pendulous panicles, grown under glass; but it really belongs to the genus Stipa, G.C. III. 22: 283. Likely to come into American trade.

APHANANTHE (Greek, aphanes, inconspicuous, and anthos, flower). Urticaceae. Trees or shrubs: lvs. alternate, petiolate, serrate: fls. monoeious, inconspicuous; staminate in corymb; pistillate single, axillary:

101. Antirrhinum maurandioideae, in bud (X ¾).
fr. a drupe. Three species in Jap. and Austral. Prop. by seeds or perhaps in the same way as Celtis, and also by grafting on Celtis.

APIOS (pear, from the Greek, alluding to the shape of the tubers). Leguminosae. Perhaps half a dozen species in N. Amer. and Asia, of twining, tuberous-rooted phan- nate-leaved herbs. Fls. in dense, short racemes; pod linear and flat, several-seeded. A light soil and sunny place are essential to free growth. Under these conditions, the plant covers a trellis or other support in a comparatively short time.

tuberösa, Mönch. GROUNDNUT. WILD BEAN. Four to 8 ft., climbing over bushes; root bearing strings of edible tubers, 1–2 in. long; leaflets 5–7, oval-lanceolate; fragrant, chocolate-brown, the standard very broad and turned back, the keel long, incurved and of seythe-shape. July–Aug. (J. W. F. 44.—Common in low grounds. The fruit often fails to mature. Prop. by the tubers, 2 to 4 of which should be planted together at a depth of 3 or 4 inches; also, by seeds. Grows well in the wild border, in any loose, rich soil. Likely to become a weed in rockeries.

A. muricata, Maxim., is occasionally cult. in Japan for its small, oval, edible tubers. A. G. 1862, 77.—A. Priceliana, Robin- son, native to Kentucky, may be expected to appear in the trade. The root is a single large tuber, becoming 6 or 7 in. in diameter, greenish white, tinged with rose-purplish or magenta. A vigorous climber, first described in 1868 (Bot. Gaz. 25: 45), with illustration.)

J. B. KLÉLLER and L. H. B.
APPLE

APPLE. See Celery.

APLIUM. See Celery.

APLÉCTRUM (Greek, with no spur). Orchidaceous. A small orchid, with smallish dull-colored fls., in a raceme, on a leafless scape, which springs from a large corn-like tuber. Single species, in woods in the N. states.

hyemál, Nutt. POTT. ROOT. ADAM-AND-EVE. Fig. 106. Sends up a pointed green H. 2-6 in. long, which lasts through the winter, and in spring a stalk about a foot high, bearing a raceme of rather large greenish brown fls., which are succeeded by hanging, oblong-pointed pods (Fig. 106). Hardy. May be grown in rich, loamy borders. Interesting, but not showy.

APLOPAPPUS (Greek, simple pappus). SYN. Haplopappus. Composite. About 115 species, mostly from California and Chili. Fls. yellow, in summer and autumn. The only species known to be in American trade is


A. crioides. Hook. & Arn. SHRUB. 2-5 ft. high; lvs. very numerous, filiform, those of the dense fascicles 2 or 3 lines long; fls. very numerous. G.C. III. 20: 381.

APOCYNUM (Greek for dog-bane). Apocynaceae. DOG-BANE. INDIAN HEMP. Tough perennial herbs, chiefly of N. Temperate zone, with oathing or ovate opposite lvs., milkweed-like fls. in small cymes, and slender follicles or pods. About 25 species, 3 or 4 native to N. Amer.

androseméfólium, Linn. Three ft. or less high, usually glabrous, the branches spreading: lobs of corolla revolute and tube of corolla longer than the calyx; lvs. oval or ovate, short-petioled: cymes loose: fls. bell-like, white or pink. N. states; common. B.M. 290. D. 189. Sold by dealers in native plants. Useful for the hardy border.

cannabinum, Linn. Branches erect or nearly so; lobs of corolla nearly erect, the tube not longer than calyx; lvs. ovate to lance-oblong, short-petioled; cymes dense: fls. greenish white. N. states: common. Not known to be in the trade, but apt to be confounded with the above.

APONÉGÉTON (Greek name, referring to its habitat in the water). Natadaceae. About 20 tropical or sub-tropical water plants. Fls. in twin terminal spikes, wholly naked, but subtended by a double row of petal-like bracts.

distáchyum, Thunb. CAPE POND-WHEED. WATER HAWTHORN (from the fragrance). Forked spikes 4-8 in. long, with several pairs of pure white bracts, borne on the emersed ends of long scape: fls. very fragrant, with purple anthers: lvs. with very long petioles, the blade floating, oblong-lanceolate, round-based, parallel-reined, 3-6 in. long. Cape of Good Hope. B.M. 1294. F.R. 1: 463. P.G. 4: 106. — A charming and interesting plant. In a protected pool, especially if it can be covered in winter, the plant is hardy in the N., blooming nearly all summer. Removed to tubs in the fall, blooms nearly all winter; or it can be grown permanently in tubs or deep pans in the house. Requires about 2 ft. of water, or out-of-doors it may have twice that depth. Prop. chiefly by seeds, but fls. should be pollinated and kept above water at least 24 hours afterwards, and seeds not be allowed to become dry. Var. Lagrangei, Hort. (A. Lagrangei, Hort.), is a rare and beautiful variety, with violet bracts and lvs. violet beneath. It props. slowly. K.H. 1895: 339.

L. H. B.

APPLE. Rosaceae. The Apple is native to southwestern Asia and adjacent Europe. It has been cultivated from time immemorial. Charred remains of the fruit are found in the prehistoric lake dwellings of Switzerland. Now widely cultivated and immensely variable, it is grown in every temperate climate, and is the most important commercial pomological fruit.

The Apple has come from two original stems. All the common Apples are modifications of Pyrus Malus (see Pyrus), a low round-headed tree, with thick and fuzzy, irregularly dentate, short-stemmed leaves and fairly compact clusters of woolly-stemmed flowers. The crab-apples are derived from Pyrus baccata, commonly known as the Siberian crab. This species is probably of more northern or eastern origin than the other. It is of smoother and more waxy growth, with narrower and thinner essentially glabrous long-stemmed leaves, and more open clusters of glabrous-stemmed flowers. The fruit is small and hard, and the calyx lobes fall at maturity, leaving the eye or basin of the fruit smooth and plain. Hybrids between these species have given the race of large-fruited crab-apples, of which the Transcendent and Hyslop are examples. This race is known to botanists as Pyrus prunifolia. Certain Apples are native to North America. Two species, Pyrus Ioensis and P. coronaria, are of interest to the pomologist. The former is the prairie-states crab, and is the more promising. In characters of growth, leaves and flowers, it bears a striking resemblance to forms of Pyrus Malus. The fruit is spherical or spherical-oblong, short-stemmed, very hard, and remains green-colored. The fruit of the eastern-states crab, Pyrus coronaria, is distinctly flattened endwise, and is long-stemmed. The leaves are deep-cut and often three-lobed. There are no improved varieties of this eastern species, and no authentic hybrids between it and the common Apples. The fruit is sometimes used by settlers, but it has little comestible value. Pyrus Ioensis has produced a number of promising hybrids with the common Apple, and this mongrel race is known as Pyrus Soulardi. The Soulard crab is the best known of these. Its value lies only in its extreme hardiness. The pomological value of the native crabs is prospective. For a complete account of the native Apples, see Bailey “Evolution of our Native Fruits.”

The most perfect Apple region of this country—considering its fruitfulness, quality, long-keeping attributes, cheapness of fruit—is that which begins with Nova Scotia and extends to the west and southwest to Lake Michigan. Other important regions are the Piedmont country of Virginia and the highlands of adjacent states, the Plains regions, the Ozark and Arkansas region, and the Pacific.
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region, the last comprising the foothills in California and the country to the northward. All parts of the United States north of Florida and the Gulf borders, and excluding the warm-temperate parts of the Southwest and the Pacific coast, are adapted to the Apple in greater or lesser degree. North America is the leading Apple-growing country of the world. A full crop for the United States and Canada, of all kinds and grades, is probably not less than 100,000,000 barrels. The Apple is a cosmopolitan fruit; and since it thrives almost anywhere, it is commonly neglected. The plants which are most difficult to cultivate are the ones which are best cultivated.

The Apple was early introduced into this country. In the early days it was prized chiefly for cider. It is an ancient and common notion that any Apple is good enough for cider; and this is one reason for the neglect in which the Apple plantation is commonly allowed to stand. The best results in Apple-growing are to be expected when the land is tilled. The reasons for tilling the orchard are those which apply to other crops, — to make plant-food available, to extend the area in which the roots can grow, to conserve moisture. It is especially important, in our hot and sunny country, that the roots extend deep enough to escape the disastrous effects of drought. The ideal treatment of orchard land is to fit the ground deep before the trees are planted, to plow deep for a year or two or three in order to force the roots down and to thoroughly ameliorate the soil, and to practice shallow tillage in order to conserve moisture. (See Tillage.) Since trees make most of their growth early in the season, the tillage should be begun as soon as the land is fit in spring; and it may be discontinued by midsummer or harvest. This covers the growing season, and the tillage allows of the growing of some cover crop or catch crop (see Cover-crops) late in the season, in order to secure humus and to improve the physical texture of the soil. If the land is well handled in the first few years, it will not be necessary to turn a furrow in the orchard thereafter, but merely to loosen the surface in the spring with a spading harrow, spring tooth harrow, or other tool, in order to retain the surface mulch. The only reasons for turning a furrow will occur when the land is so hard that the surface tools cannot mellow the surface, or when it is desirable to turn under a green-manure crop. Even hard lands may be got in such condition, by means of tillage and green-manures, that they may be worked up with harrow tools when the orchard comes into bearing. Plowing the orchard, therefore, has two legitimate objects: to mellow and ameliorate the land to a considerable depth, so that the roots may forage deep; to turn under a cover crop. The former purpose should not be necessary after the first few plowings. An incidental object of plowing is to facilitate the making of the annual surface mulch; and this mulch is to save the moisture.

The Apple thrives in a variety of soils, but it is most productive and longest-lived on land which has a considerable orginal admixture of clay; that is, in a clay loam. Lands which yield good crops of wheat and corn may be expected to be good Apple lands, if other conditions are right. Rolling, inclined, or somewhat elevated lands are generally considered to be most desirable. Their value lies in the better drainage of water and air. The trees may be set in either fall or spring. Forty feet apart each way is the standard distance for Apple trees; but some varieties are planted closer. In the South and on the Plains, trees may be set closer, as they do not require as much water as the Apples, as filters. The more diverse the kinds of trees, which are to be planted together, the more difficult it is to give the proper care to each. Some of the shorter-lived varieties of Apples make excellent fillers in the Apple orchard; and in special cases dwarf Apples may be used.

It should be the general purpose to till the Apple orchard throughout its life; but whenever the trees seem to be growing too rapidly, the plantation may be seeded down for a time. That is, tillage is the general practice; seeding down is the special practice. For the first few years, annual crops may be grown in the Apple orchard; but every year a more generous open space should be left about the trees. Till as often as the land becomes eroded or baked. On strong soils which are well handled, it is rarely necessary to apply concentrated fertilizers until the trees are old enough to bear. What fertilizers are then needed, and how much to apply, are to be determined by the behavior of the trees. If the trees are making insufficient growth, and the foliage lacks color, one or all of three things may be the trouble: the trees may need water; they may be suffering from insects or disease; they may lack nitrogen. If it is thought that they lack nitrogen, this material may be supplied in the form of nitrate of soda, sulfate of ammonia, or the unburned animal substances, as blood and tankage. Two or three hundred pounds to the acre of the nitrate of soda or sulfate of ammonia are liberal applications on well-drained lands. If the trees are making vigorous growth, the probability is that they are not in need of more nitrogen. Potash and phosphoric acid may then be applied. Three hundred pounds of muriate of potash, or other concentrated material, should be sufficient for an acre under ordinary conditions. As a rule, all orchards in full bearing should have a liberal annual application of fertilizing materials. In the East, Apple trees should be in profitable crops at 10 years of planting, and should continue in that condition for 30 years.

The two staple enemies of the Apple are the codling-moth, and the apple-seab (Fig. 106). These are readily held in check by spraying, — with arsenical poisons for the worm, and with Bordeaux mixture for the scab. (See Spraying.) Spraying for the worm should be performed as soon as the last petals fall; for the scab as soon as the buds are well burst (Fig. 107). In badly infected regions and on very susceptible varieties, it may be necessary to spray first for the seab before the buds swell. Since there are insects (as canker-worms, case-bearers, bud-moth) which appear

105. A good New York Apple orchard at 25 years.

106. Apple badly attacked by the scab.

107. Ready for the first general spraying.
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before the flowers open, it is advisable to add Paris green or other arsenical poison to the Bordeaux mixture at the early spraying. The number of times to spray depends

up on the thoroughness of the work, the pests to be combated, and the season; but it is a good rule to expect to spray with the combined Bordeaux and Paris green mixture when the buds burst, and again when the petals have fallen. In the Plains country, less spraying may be necessary for the fungous diseases.

The apple commonly bears on spurs. The fruit-bud is distinguished by its greater size (usually somewhat thicker than its branch), its greater width in proportion to its length, and more conspicuous pubescence. It is also distinguished by its position. A fruit-bud is shown in Fig. 108. A fruit-ear is shown near the base of the branch. If this fruit was borne in 1898, the side branch grew in 1899, from a bud which came into existence in 1898. If we go back to the spring of 1898, the matter can be made plain. A cluster of flowers appeared. One flower set a fruit (Fig. 109). This Apple is at the end of the branchet or spur. The spar cannot increase in length in the same axis. Therefore, a bud appears on the side (Fig. 110). The fruit absorbs the energies of the spur. There is little nourishment left for the bud. The bud awaits its opportunity; the following year it grows into a branchet and makes a fruit-bud at its end (Fig. 108); and thereby there arises an alternation in fruit-bearing.

The apple is budded or root-grafted upon common apple seedlings. These seedlings are usually grown from

seeds obtained from cider mills. In the East, budded trees are preferred. In the West, root-grafted trees are preferred, largely because own-rooted trees of known

hardiness can be secured. (See Grantage.) In Russia, seedlings of Pyrus baccata are used as stocks. They prevent root-killing, and give earlier fruit-bearing. Apples are dwarfed by working them on various kinds of Paradise and Doncin stocks. These stocks are merely naturally dwarf forms of the common apple, and which, in some remote time, have originated from seeds. Dwarf apples are much grown in Europe, where small-arc cultivation and wall-training are common, but they are little known in America. Apple trees are usually planted when two or three years old.

The varieties of apple trees actually on sale in North America in any year are not far from 1,000 kinds. Each great geographical area has varieties which are particularly adapted to it. In the northern Mississippi Valley, there are few of the eastern states apples which thrive. Varieties have been introduced from Russia with the expectation that they will be adapted to the region; but more is to be expected of their progeny than of themselves. Varieties of local origin, coming from various stem types, are now providing that country with satisfactory apples. In the selection of varieties, one should be guided by this adaptation to the region, and by the purpose for which the fruit is designed to be grown. Consult the recommended lists of the state horticultural societies; ask persons who have had experience in the given region; write to the experiment station; enquire at the markets.

The leading commercial varieties in North America are Allemarle Pippin, American Golden Russet, As- trachan, Baldwin, Ben Davis, Blue Pearlman, Duchess of Oldenburg, Fainmuse, Gilliflower, Gravenstein, Janet, King, Lawyer, Maiden’s Blush, Missouri Pippin, Newtontown Pippin, Northern Spy, Pech’s Pleasant, Pennock, Rhode Island Greening, Rome Beauty, Shaddock, Twenty Ounce, Wealthy, Willow Twix, Wolf River, York Imperial. See Plate I. Baldwin and Ben Davis, the former of inferior quality and the latter of worse, hold the supremacy in American market apples. The apples of the eastern and central country tend toward flattened or oblate shape (Fig. 111). The typical form of the so-called long or conical American apple may be seen in Fig. 110. The apples of Europe are often distinctly attenuated and ribbed at the apex (Fig. 112); and this form is also accented in the regions beyond the Rockies.

Three books devoted wholly to the apple have appeared in North America: Warde, Apples, 1867 (the best); Todd, Apple Culturist, 1871; Bailey, Field Notes on Apple Culture, 1886. Consult also, Vol. 25, Nebraska State Horticultural Society, 1894; The Apple, a report of the Kansas State Horticultural Society, 1896. Nearly all the fruit manuals devote space to the apple.

L. H. B.

APPLESEED, JOHNNY. An interesting and eccentric character, who sowed apple seeds in the wilds of Ohio and Indiana between 1801 and 1847. His real name was Jonathan Chapman. He was born in Boston in 1775, and died in 1847. For 46 years he walked barefoot through the wilderness, and was never harmed by snakes, wild animals, or Indians. He was often clad in a coffee-sack, in which he made holes for the arms and head. He would never kill any creature, and considered pruning and grafting wicked. Swedenborg and the
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Rosaceae. The Apricot is a fruit somewhat intermediate between the peach and the plum. The tree is a round-headed, somewhat dark, somewhat peach-like bark, and very broad or almost circular leaves. The fruit, which generally ripens in advance of both the peach and plum, is peach-like in shape and color with a smooth skin, rich, yellow flesh and large, flat, smooth stone. The flesh is commonly less juicy than that of the peach, and, as a rule, perhaps, of higher quality. The Apricots are of three species, all probably native of China or Japan. The common Apricot of Europe and America is Prunus armeniaca; several varieties, but smooth at maturity, red or yellow, the sweet and firm flesh free, or very nearly so, from the large, smooth, flat stone, are described under that name, as well as a round, spreading top, and a reddish, cherry-like or peach-like bark: Ivs. (Fig. 113, right) ovate or round-ovate, with a short point and, sometimes a heart-shaped base, thin and bright green, smooth, or very nearly so below, as are the gland-bearing stalks, the margins rather obtuse and mostly finely serrate; fls. large and borne singly, sessile or very nearly so, with a small, thin, green ovary, and glandless if (with stalks). Only recently introduced into this country, chiefly under the name of Bungoume plum. The third species is the purple or black Apricot, Prunus daigasycarpa, which is little cultivated: fr. globular and somewhat plum-like, with a distinct stem or fuzzy even-tomentum, dull dark purple, the sourish, soft flesh clinging to the plum-like fuzzy stone: tree round-headed, with much the habit of the common Apricot, with Ivs. ovate and more or less tapering at both ends, thin, dull green, on slender and pubescent mostly glandless stalks, finely appressed-serrate, and hairy on the veins below: fls. large and plum-like, blush, solitary or in 2's, on pubescent stalks a half-inch or more long, and appearing in advance of the leaves. See Prunus for related species.

The Apricot-plum, Prunus Simoni, is discussed under Plum.

The Apricot is as hardy as the peach, and it thrives in the same localities and under the same general cultivation and treatment, but demands rather strong soil. It is grown commercially in New York and other eastern states. There are three chief reasons why the Apricot has not been grown more extensively in this country: ignorance of the fruit; loss of crop by spring frosts, because of the very early season of blooming of the Apricot; the foodness of the curculio for the fruit. To these may be added the fact that we have not yet arrived at an understanding of the best stocks upon which to bud the Apricot; but this difficulty may be expected to disappear as soon as greater attention is given to the fruit and our nurserymen begin to propagate it extensively. Aside from the above difficulties, there are probably no reasons why Apricots should not be grown in the East as easily as plums or peaches. The varieties of Apricots which are chiefly prized in the eastern states are Harris, Early Moorpark, and St. Ambroise for early; Turkish or Konian (Fig. 114), Montgomery, Royal and Moorpark for mid-season and late. Of the Russian race, the best known are Alexander, Gibb, Budd, Alexis, Nicholas, and Catharine.

The soil for the Apricot seems to be one which is deep and dry, and of a loamy or gravelly character. The rolling loamy lands which are well adapted to apples seem to be well suited to the Apricot, if the exposure and location are right. The Apricot seems to be particularly impatient of wet feet, and many of the failures are due to retentive subsoils. Particular attention should be given to the location and exposure of the Apricot orchard. In the East, the best results are obtained if the plantation stands upon elevated land near a large body of water, for there the spring frosts are not so serious as elsewhere. Generally, a somewhat backward exposure, if it can be obtained, is desirable, in order to retard blooming. Apricots will be sure to fail in frosty localities. The Apricot should always be given clean culture. For the first two or three years some hoed crop may be grown between the trees, but after that the trees should be allowed the entire land, particularly if set less than 20 feet apart. Cultivation should be stopped late in summer or early in the fall, in order to allow the wood to mature thoroughly. The trees are pruned in essentially the same way as plums. The fruit-buds are borne both upon spurs (two are shown in Fig. 118), and also on the wood of the last season’s growth, on either side of the leaf-bud, as shown in the twin and triplet buds above a in Fig. 118. Each bud contains a single naked flower (Fig. 116). As the fruit begins to swell, the calyx-ring is forced off over the top (Fig. 117); and the injury from curculio may then be expected.

When grown under the best conditions, the Apricot may be considered to be nearly or quite as productive as the peach. Like other fruit trees, it bears in alternate years, unless the crops are very heavily thinned; but it can never be recommended for general or indiscriminate planting. Only the best fruit-growers can succeed with it. Apricots are to be considered as a dessert or fancy fruit, and, therefore, should be neatly packed in small and tasty packages. The most serious enemy of the Apricot is the curculio, the same insect which attacks the plum and peach. It seems to have a particular fondness for the Apricot, and as the fruit sets very early the crop may be expected to be destroyed unless the most vigilant means be used for its protection. Spraying with arsenical poisons is uncertain. The insect must be caught by jarring the trees, in the same manner as on plums and peaches, but the work must be even more thoroughly done than upon those fruits. The jarring should begin as soon as the blossoms fall, and continue as long as the insects are numerous enough to do serious damage. It will usually be

New Testament he read aloud in many frontier log cabins. He had many peculiarities, but was always welcomed and respected everywhere. In the war of 1812 he saved many lives by warning the settlers of Hull’s surrender and the approach of the Indians. He lived to see trees bearing fruit over a territory of 100,000. The story of this self-sacrificing and useful man is told by W. D. Haley in Harper’s, 43: 830–836 (1871).

W. M.
necessary to catch the insects for three to six weeks, two or three times a week, or, perhaps, even every day. The work must be done early in the morning, while the curculio is indisposed to fly. The operation consists in knocking the insects from the tree by a quick jar or shake, catching them upon a white sheet or a canvas hopper. The catcher most commonly used in western New York is a strong cloth hopper mounted upon a wagon, or two wheels, and running upon a strong frame, and running upon two wheels. The hopper converges into a tin box, into which the curculios roll as they fall upon the sheet. One man wheels the device, by barrow-like frame, catching them upon a white sheet or a canvas hopper. Sometimes two men go with a machine, one wheeling it and the other jarring the trees. This device is used extensively by practical fruit-growers for catching the curculio on the various stone fruits.

It is not yet certain what are the best stocks for Apricots in the East, in commercial orchards. It is probable that no one stock is best under all circumstances. The Apricot root itself seems to be impatient of our cold and wet soils, which are drenched by the drainage of winter. It needs dry and sandy soil, but it is doubtful if it is safe for the East. The common plum (not myrobalan) is an excellent stock for plum soil, and the Apricot does well either on either of both soils, and the trees are very apt to be snapped off at the joining, even though they may attain bearing age before the mi-hap occurs. The Apricot root itself is a favorite morsel with rodents, and is a tree that requires largely for nailed stumps of the Apricot, then, is the peach root, and the soils which this root enjoys in localities sufficiently frost-free are, therefore, to a great extent the measure of our Apricot area. Apricot trees are produced by budding on peach or Apricot seedlings during the fall of the year's growth in the nursery row, from pits planted when the ground is moist and warm, at any time during the preceding winter. When there is a great demand for trees, planting in orchard is often done with the east or south, or the early-forced flowers may be caught by frost. An overhanging cornice will aid greatly in protecting from frost.

L. H. B.

THE APRICOT IN CALIFORNIA.

The Apricot is one of the leading fruits of California. It was introduced by the Mission Fathers, for Vancouver found it at the Santa Clara Mission in 1792. The Mission Fathers had only the best American planters, shortly before the gold discovery, introduced the best French and English varieties, and were delighted to find that these sorts, usually given some protection in the Old World, grew with surprising thrift of tree and size of fruit in valley situations in California in the open air. Upon these facts the Apricot rose to wide popularity. The acreage has steadily increased during the last fifty years, and with particularly swift rate during the last twenty years, until the number of trees at the present date (1899) is about three millions, occupying upwards of forty thousand acres of land. This notable increase, and the present prospect of much greater extension, is based upon the demand which has arisen for the fruit in its fresh, canned, dried and crystallized forms, in all the regions of the United States, in England and on the Continent, where, by reason of its superior size and flavor, it has achieved notable popularity. The year 1897 was the greatest thus far in amount of dried product realized, viz.: 30,000,000 pounds. The year 1895 was greatest in amount of canned product, while the peak of 360,000 cases, each containing two dozen 2½-pound cans. The shipment of fresh Apricots out of California during the summer of 1897 was 177 carloads.

The chief part of the Apricot crop of California is grown in the interior valleys. In the low places in these valleys, however, the fruit is apt to be injured and sometimes almost wholly destroyed by spring frost, although the trees make excellent growth. In foothill situations adjacent to these valleys, there is also serious danger of frost above an elevation of about fifteen hundred feet above sea-level, and the tree is rarely planted for commercial purposes. In southern California the Apricot succeeds both in the coast and interior valleys. But along the coast northward, excepting the very important product of Alameda and Santa Clara valleys, eastward and southward from the Bay of San Francisco, the Apricot is but little grown owing to frost troubles. In respect to these, the Apricot is somewhat less susceptible than the almond, but it is less hardy than the peach. There is, therefore, a much narrower range of adaptation. The average date of the blooming of Apricot varieties is about two weeks later than that of the almonds. The Apricot is adapted to a wide range of soils, because to the rather heavy, moist loams which its own root tolerates, it adds the lighter textures of the peach root, upon which it is very largely propagated. However, attempts to carry the Apricot upon heavier, moist soils have not been very successful, owing to the dwarfing of the tree; and the movement toward the light, dry loams, by working upon the almond root, has failed because the attainment of size and the trees are very apt to be snapped off at the joining, even though they may attain bearing age before the mi-hap occurs. The Apricot root itself is a favorite morsel with rodents, and is a tree that requires largely for nailed stumps of the Apricot, then, is the peach root, and the soils which this root enjoys in localities sufficiently frost-free are, therefore, to a great extent the measure of our Apricot area. Apricot trees are produced by budding on peach or Apricot seedlings during the fall of the year's growth in the nursery row, from pits planted when the ground is moist and warm, at any time during the preceding winter. When there is a great demand for trees, planting in orchard is often done with the east or south, or the early-forced flowers may be caught by frost. An overhanging cornice will aid greatly in protecting from frost.
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satisfactory to shippers or canners, and to reach the highest grades, if drying is practiced. California Apricots are grown in all crops, with clean cultivation, for the main purpose of moisture conservation. In regions of good rainfall and sufficiently retentive loams no irrigation is required; good tillage will suffice for the production of large fruit and perfection of fruit-buds for the following year. As the trees are becoming older and bearing larger crops the demand for moisture increases, and the use of irrigation water is growing. In most places, however, one irrigation is sufficient, and that is given after fruit gathering, to carry the tree through the last half of its season's work. In the regularly irrigated regions of the state, water is periodically applied through the growing season, in such amount and at such intervals as the local climate and soils require.

Though probably all the good varieties of the Apricot in the world have been introduced into California during the last half century, and scores of selected seedlings of local origin have been widely tested, the varieties which have survived the tests and are now widely grown are comparatively few in number. Most of the rejected varieties met this fate because of shy bearing, and those which now constitute the bulk of the crop are very similar and full bearers under rational treatment. A local seedling, the Pringle, was for many years chiefly grown for the earliest ripening, but this has recently been largely superseded by another local seedling, the Hugh castle, which is of superior size and about as early. The European varieties, Large Early and Early Golden, are fine in a few localities where they bear well, and do better in southern California than elsewhere. The universal favorite is the Royal; probably three-fourths of all the trees in the state are of this variety, though recently the area of the Blenheim has been increasing largely. The Hemskirk stands next to the Blenheim in popularity. The Peach is largely grown in the Sacramento valley. The best Apricot grown in California is the Moorpark; in size and lusciousness, when well ripened, it heads the list. It is, however, rather shy in bearing, and is forsaken for this fault in most regions. It shows the best behavior in the Santa Clara valley, and is there retained, in spite of frequent lapses, because of the high prices which it commands at the canneries.

About a dozen other varieties are grown in any quantity, in another state, the nurserymen to meet limited local demands.

Apricots for canning and drying are graded according to size: Extra, not less than 2 inches in diameter; No. 1, not less than 1 1/2 inches; No. 2, not less than 1 inch; No. 3 must be sound, clean and free from blemish, and No. 3 must be of good merchantable quality. The shippers and canners require well-colored but only firm-ripe fruit, because both the long rail transportation and the canning process require it; soft-ripe fruit will neither can nor carry. For drying, riper fruit is used, and yet over-ripeness has to be guarded against to avoid too dark color. For canning, the fruit must be carefully hand-picked; for drying, rough is shaken from the trees. The drying process consists in cutting the fruit in halves longitudinally, dropping out the pits and placing the halves cavity uppermost upon light wooden trays. Breaking or tearing the fruit open will not do; it must show clean-cut edges. When the trays are covered they are placed in a tight compartment, usually called a "sulfur box," though it may be of considerable size, and the fruit is exposed to the fumes of slowly burning sulfur, to ensure its drying to the light golden color which is most acceptable to the trade. The production of the right color is the end in view, and different dryers regulate the amount of sulfur and the length of exposure according to the condition of their fruit and their judgment of what it needs. The exposure varies from half an hour to two or three hours, according to circumstances. After sulfuring, the trays are taken to open ground, and the fruit is cured in the sun. Only a very small fraction of the California product of evaporated Apricots is cured in an evaporator. It requires about six pounds of fresh Apricots to make one pound of cured fruit.

A moderate estimate of the yield of Apricots might be placed at seven and one-half tons to the acre: extreme yields are far away from this both ways.

The Apricot is, as a rule, a very healthy tree in California. It is, however, subject to injury by scale insects of the lecanium group in some parts of the state. During recent years there has been increasing injury by a shot-hole fungus, which perforates the leaves and makes ugly pustules upon the fruit. Such fruit is unfit for canning except the fruit be peeled, which is little done as yet. It also makes low-grade dried product. This fungus can be repressed by fungicides of the copper class.

EDWARD J. WICKSON.

AQUARIUM. An Aquarium, to be in a healthy condition, should contain living plants—oxygenators—which are as necessary as food, as fish cannot live on food only. The Aquarium must be kept clean. The sediment should be removed from the bottom with a dip tube twice a week, and the inner side of the glass cleaned with a wiper once a week. Encourage the growth of the plants at all seasons; admit plenty of light, but no direct sunshine. There should also be a few tadpoles and snails in the Aquarium. These are very essential, as they are scavengers, and devour the confervoid growth that frequently accumulates on the plants. In fall, give a thorough cleaning and rearrangement of the Aquarium, so that all are in the best condition possible before winter sets in. In March it should be carefully looked over, and undesirable plants removed or transplanted. Additions may be made, or any change if necessary. Following are some of the best plants to place in the Aquarium, all of which can be easily and cheaply procured from dealers who make a specialty of aquatics: Cabomba viriditola (C. Caroliniana), the Fanwort (sometimes called Washington Fish Grass, being found in quantities in D.C. and southward), is

117. Young Apricots shedding the ring.

118. A museum-bar Aquarium.

More animal life would make a better equilibrium.

AQUARIUM.

119. A rectangular glass Aquarium.
a most beautiful and interesting plant of a light green color. The leaf is fan-shaped, composed of filaments or ribs, much like a skeletonized leaf. *Ludwigia Mertertii* is also a beautiful plant, as well as a valuable oxygenator, having dark green, glossy foliage, the under side of the leaf bright red.

120. Permanent Aquarium made of wood and glass.

which is very desirable. *Myriophyllum verticillatum*: lvs. pinnately parted into capillary divisions; foliage and stem of a bronzy green color. This, with *M. heterophyllum*, as well as Cabomba, are sold by dealers in bunches, but established plants are preferable for stocking the Aquarium. The above plants are wholly submerged, growing under the surface of the water, and are of the most importance in the Aquarium. Another submerged plant that does not require planting, and is sometimes used, is *Stratiotes aloides*, the water soldier or water aloe. The young plants are very pretty, but the large plants are stiff and the edges of the lvs. are dangerous, being armed with spines. Numerous floating plants are adapted to the Aquarium, but too many must not be in evidence, or the fish may become suffocated. The Azolla are very pretty, and the fish will occasionally eat the plants. The Salvinia is another small plant often seen in the aquarium, but under favorable conditions it grows very rapidly, and forms a complete mat, which must be removed. The European and American frog’s-bits (Limnobium Spongia, Hydrocharis Morsus-ranae) are very attractive plants, their long, silky roots reaching down in the water. The water hyacinth, *Eichhornia crassipes*, var. major, in a small state is a curious and pretty plant, but does not continue long in a good condition, generally resulting from too much shade and unnatural conditions of atmosphere. This plant is of benefit to the Aquarium in the breeding season, as the roots are receptive for fish spawn. The water lettuce (*Pistia Stratiotes*) is another very attractive plant, but it should be avoided except where the water is kept warm.

**William Tricker.**

Aquariums are rapidly increasing in popularity for home use, and are of great service in nature study. The following points, together with the illustrative, are taken from *Life in an Aquarium*, Teachers’ Leader No. 11, published by the College of Agriculture, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.: A permanent Aquarium need not be an expensive affair. The rectangular ones are best if large fishes are to be kept, but they are not essential. A simple home-made Aquarium of glass and wood is described in Jackman’s Nature Study, as follows (the dimensions being slightly altered); Use an inch board 11½ inches wide and 12 inches long for the bottom, and two boards of the same thickness and length. 10½ inches high,

AQUAFLS.

for the ends. Three-eighths of an inch from the edge on either side, with a saw, make a groove ½ inch deep and wide enough to receive loosely double-strength glass. Groove the end boards and fasten them to the bottom with screws, so that the grooves will exactly match. Partially fill the grooves with soft putty, or, better, Aquarium cement, and press into each side a pane of glass. By making the bottom board 11½ inches long, an ordinary 30 x 12 window pane will be the proper size. When the glass is pressed to the bottom of the groove, draw the two ends in at the top until the glass is held firmly and then fasten them in place by narrow strips of wood, one on each side of the tank, placed on top of the glass and screwed to the end pieces. These strips also protect the hands from injury while working with the specimens in the Aquarium. Before filling with water, the inner surface of the bottom and ends should be well rubbed with oil or paraffine and the grooves inside the glass well packed with putty." After the box is made it would be well to let it stand in water for a day or two. The wooden sides will swell and tighten the joints, and leakage will be less probable.

**AQUATICS.** America is the most highly favored country in the world for the cultivation of Aquatic plants. Collections can easily be made to furnish a display of flowers from April to October in the open without artificial heat.

All Aquatics require a rich soil, and this without limit, a depth of water from 1 to 3 feet, and ample space to spread their succulent leaves. In a natural pond, where there is an accumulation of humus overlaying a clayey subsoil, nothing more is wanted, but on a sandy or gravelly bottom it is necessary to place a layer of rich soil 12 to 18 inches deep. In artificial ponds, built of masonry (Fig. 122), a layer of rich soil is necessary if the plants are to be planted out, as it is best for Nelmbras. The soil best suited for Aquatics is a turfy loam, inclining to heavy, and thoroughly rotted cow-manure, two parts of the former to one of the latter, and, where possible, it should be composted some time before using, and turned over two or three times to thoroughly incorporate the manure. When cow-manure can not be obtained, other thoroughly rotted manure may be used. The next best fertilizer is pulverized sheep manure, but, this being less bulky and stronger in proportion, should not be used as freely as other manures; one part sheep manure to
nine of soil is sufficient. Chemical manures, ground bone, horn shavings, etc., should not be used unless in extreme cases, and then very cautiously.

**Depth of Water.**—In natural ponds, water-lilies are found growing in water from a few inches to 4 and 6 feet deep. In artificial ponds a depth of 12 to 18 inches will be found sufficient for most Nymphæas, and 18 to 24 inches is a good depth for Victorias. In constructing an artificial pond, a depth of 2 to 2½ feet is ample. Water to a depth of 12 inches above the crowns of the plants is sufficient, and a box containing the soil may be 12 inches deep. Thus a pond 2 feet in depth is deep enough, and will allow a man, with hip boots on, to walk between the plants. In a 2-foot deep pond, less than 12 feet over, a plank laid across will suffice for all operations.

**Protection.**—Where severe frosts are prevalent in winter, and ice 12 to 18 inches in thickness is found, there will be danger of the roots freezing. In such cases an additional depth of 6 inches will be a great advantage, and a protection of bracken, salt hay, green manure, leaves, or any other non-conducting materials should be used to protect the nursery, in severe weather, against expansion and breakage.

**Planting.**—All hardy Nymphæas may be planted any time between the 1st of April and the 1st of September. Those planted early, other things being equal, will give good results the same season, while those planted late will get well established before winter, and will be in excellent condition to start at nature’s summons early the following spring. The hardy Nymphæas differ considerably as to rootstocks. Those of the native varieties are long and of a spongy, soft texture, and rambling in growth, while the European species have a much larger and very firm rootstock, and grow more compact. In planting, all that is necessary is to press the rootstock firmly into the soil, and if there is any danger of the root rising to the surface, place a brick or any weight upon it, to keep it in position until anchored by its own roots. With Nymphæa alba should not be planted until the latter end of May or beginning of June, according to location. They should not be planted out before Coleus, Alternanthera, and other tender bedding plants. They require a sunny position. They are grown in pots, which are much handier to plant than roots of the hardy varieties, and can be planted under the water with ease and facility. Nenumbium should not be planted until about the 1st of May. Southward the season is earlier. The existing conditions should be such that tubers shall start at once into active growth. They should be already “started” before setting out. The tubers should be laid horizontally in a slightly excavated trench and covered with 2 or 3 inches of soil, using a weight if necessary, to keep the tubers in position. Plants, established in pots or pans, are very convenient for planting, and may be purchased when tubers cannot be obtained, and can be planted a month later in the season with good results.

The *Victoria Regia* has always been an aristocrat among water-lilies, and few cultivators could indulge in such a horticultural luxury. To grow it satisfactorily, a large surface space with a greater depth of water is necessary than for other aquatics, and a higher temperature is needed at the early stages. It can be cultivated in the open air, but artificial heat must usually be applied and protection afforded, so as to maintain a temperature of 65° F. This applies more particularly to the varieties *V. regia* and *V. Randii*. In 1889 the introducer of *V. regia* brought the *Victoria* within easy reach and culture of all lovers of aquatic plants. *V. Trickeyi* is entirely distinct from other known varieties, and can be grown in the open alongside of *Nymphae a Zanzibarica* and *N. Devoniensis*, and under precisely the same conditions. When planted out about the middle of June, the plants grow rapidly, and will develop their gigantic foliage and magnificent flowers in August, and continue to do so until destroyed by frost.

**Enemies.**—Aquatics, like other plants, have their enemies in the line of insect pests, though in a less degree than most plants. Aphides are sometimes troublesome, or at least very unsightly. These, however, have their enemies, especially the cocophilina (lady-bird), insectivorous birds, etc. Where these do not keep them down, a weak application of kerosene emulsion will make a clearance. Another method of getting rid of these pests, especially in a small artificial pond, where an overflow is (or should be) provided, is to take the hose with a spray, using a little force, and drive the insects off the plants, and, as they readily float on the water, the action with the hose will drive them out at the overflow pipe. Recently an insect pest that has its home in Florida has migrated northward, causing some annoyance. The larva of the moth, *Hydropsyca propria*, lays the last, and also cuts out pieces of the same, which it uses for protection, thereby greatly disfiguring the plant, and at the same time making it difficult to get at the enemy. The best remedy for this and the *Nelumbium* moth, which is very much like it, is a lamp trap. Any ordinary lamp placed near the plants at night, and standing in a shallow vessel containing kerosene, will attract the insects, which, on striking the lamp, fall into the kerosene and are no further trouble. Muskrats are more or less troublesome, especially where *Nelumbium* are grown. They will eat the tubers in winter and early spring, and will make sad havoc with banks. They will also eat the roots of some *Nymp haeanae*, but those spared for those of the steel trap. A sporadic disease has also made its appearance. The leaves are affected with spots, which, under a damp, warm atmosphere, spread rapidly. Such climatic conditions, followed by bright sunshine, cause the affected leaves to shrivel up. This greatly weakens and checks the plants. This disease yields readily to a weak solution of Bordeaux mixture. The same remedy is also very valuable in ridding the pond of all coniferous growth.

**Turb Culture** should be resorted to only from lack of space, or when no other method can be adopted (Fig. 123). For this system of culture, *Nymphæas* should be selected that are moderate growers, yet free-flowering, and other miscellaneous aquatic plants. The tubs should hold from 4 to 12 cubic feet of soil for *Nymphæas*, according
AQUILEGIA (from aquilegus, water-drawer, not from aquila, eagle). Ranunculaceae. Columbine. Hardy perennial herbs of the northern hemisphere; mostly with paniculate branches, terminated by showy flowers, and 1-3 ternately-compound leaves, commonly glaucous; the leaves roundish and obtusely lobed: fls. large, showy, usually in spring or early summer; sepal 5, regular, petaloid; petals concave, produced backward between the sepals, forming a hollow spur; stamens numerous; fr. of about 5 many-seeded follicles. About 20 distinct species. The Columbines are among the most beautiful and popular of all hardy plants. Seeds sown in pans, in coldframes in March, or open air in April, occasionally bloom the first season, but generally the second. The different species should be some distance apart, if possible, if pure seed is desired, as the most diverse species hybridize directly. They may be propagated by division, but better by seeds. Absolutely pure seed is hard to obtain, except from the plants in the wild state; and some of the mixed forms are quite inferior to the true species from which they have come. A. carnea, glandulosa, and vulgaris are likely to flower only two or three years, and should be treated as biennials; but A. vulgaris may be kept active for a longer period by transplanting. A. airoides, Syn. Floras, Vol. I, Part 1, Fasc. 1, pp. 42-45. J. G. Baker, A Synopsis of the Aquilegia, in Gard. Chron. 11. 10:19, 76, 111, 265 (1878).

K. C. Davis

A light, sandy soil, moist, with good drainage, sheltered, but exposed to sun, is what they prefer. Some of the stronger species, when of nearly full-flowering size, may be transplanted into heavier garden soil and heavy clay, and made to succeed; but for the rearing of young seedlings, a light, sandy loam is essential. The seed of most Columbines is rather slow in germinating, and it is practically necessary to keep the top of the soil moist until the young plants are up. A coldframe, with medium heavy cotton covering, is a good place to grow the plants. The cotton retains sufficient moisture to keep the soil moist on top, and still admits sufficient circulation of air to prevent damping-off of the young seedlings. When large enough, the seedlings may be pricked out into another frame for a time, or by shading for a few days until they get a start, they may be set in the permanent border, or wherever they are to be placed.

F. H. Horsford

The following is an alphabetical list of the species described below: A. alpina, 16; atrata, 9; atropurpurea, Miq., 6; atropurpurea, Wild., 4; bicolor, 10; blanda, 9; floribunda, var. aurea, 13; Californica, 11; Cannadensis, 5; Cannadensis, var. aurea, 13; Cannadensis, var. formosa, 11; caryophylloides, 19; chrysanth, 13; labilata, 7; flavescens, 5; lactiflora, 5; formosa, 11; Garseniana, 10; glandulosa, 17; Jonesi, 1; lactiflora, 3; leptoceas, Fisch. & Mey., 8; leptoceas, Nutt., 15; leptoceas, var. chrysanth, 13; longissima, 14; macroantha, 15; Olympica, 9; oxysepala, 2; Sibirica, 19; Skinneri, 12; Skirri, var. hybrida, 13; spectosa, 10; stellata, 9; Sturti, 18; truncata, 11; viridiflora, 4; vulgaris, 9; Wittmannaiana, 9.

A. Nepals not more than 1/2 or 3/4 in. long: expanded fls. 1 or 1 1/2 in. diam.

b. Limb of petal shorter than the sepal.

1. Jonesii, Perry. True st. very short or almost wanting, soft pubescent: tufted root-1vs. 1-2 in. high from the stout, ascending branches of the root-stock, biennially divided; partial-petioles very short or none; leaflets very crowded: fls. blue; sepal oblong-obtuse, equaling the spurs and twice the length of the petal limbs and head of stamens; follicles glabrous, larger than 1 in. long; styles half as long; peduncles lengthening to about 3 in. fr. July. Wyom. and Mont. G. F. 9:365.

2. oxysepala, Traut. & Mey. Plant 2 1/2 ft., slightly pubescent above: radial lvs. long-petioled, secondary divisions sessile: sepalas blue, ovate-lanceolate, much exceeding in length the petal limbs, which are 6 lines long, white, rounded-truncate; stamens not protruding beyond the petal limb: spur knobbed, bent inward, shorter than petal limb: follicles pubescent, with styles their own length. June. Siberia. —In 1898 F. H. Horsford said: "The first to bloom with me, and one of the most attractive in the list. It is one of the most dwarfed; fls. large, blue, yellow and white: it comes so much before the others that its capsules, as a rule, are before any of the other species come into flower." Only recently introduced.

3. lactiflora, Kar. & Kir. St. 1 1/2 ft. high, glabrous in the lower part: partial-petioles of root-lvs. 1-2 in. long; lfts. sessile or short-stalked, 1 in. long, many lobes reaching half way down; st.-lvs. petioled and compound; fls. about 3 to a st.: sepalas nearly white or tinged with blue, over 3/4 in. long, narrow; petal limb half as long as sepal; spur 1 in., slender, nearly straight, not knobbed, at tip, with 3 stamens equal in length to the limb. June. Alfac Mts., Siberia. —A desirable species, but not much used.

b. Limb of petal about equal to sepal.

4. viridiflora, Pallas. St. 1-1 1/2 ft., finely pubescent throughout, several-fld.; the partial-petioles of root-lvs. 1-2 in. long; lfts. sessile or the end one shortly stalked,
lobes rather narrow and deep; lower st.-lvs. petioloed, binate; sepal a yellowish, obtuse, assuming, greenish, equaling the broad, greenish-petal limb, but not reaching the head of stamens; spur straight, slender, 3⁄4 in. long, not knobbed: pubescent follicles as short as their styles. Summer. E. Siberia.—Not so much used as the following variety.

**Var. atropurpurea**, Vilm. (A. atropurpurea, Willd.). Limbs of the petals deep blue or lilac-purple, and the sepals and spur somewhat tinged with the same hue. B.R. 922.

5. **Canadensis**, Linn. COMMON COHUMINUM OF AMERICA. Fig. 124. Height 1–2 ft. primary divisions of petioles of root-lvs. 1–2 in., having 3 divisions; 2 or 3 of the st.-lvs. petioloed, binate: lvs. several to a st.; sepal yellowish or tinted on the back washy red, about 1⁄4 in. long, not reflexed; limb of petals a little shorter, yellowish, truncate; spur 3⁄4 in. long, nearly straight, knobbed at the end, bright red throughout; stamens much protruding: follicles 3⁄4 in. long, with styles half as long. May-July. Stony banks, etc., east of Rocky Mts. Int. 1896. B.M. 246. L.B.C. 9: 888. Mn. 5: 21. R.H. 1896, p. 169. G.W.F. I. There are some beautiful hybrids of this and the blue species. Var. nana, Hort. Plant 1 ft. high or less, and of much plant-like the type.

**Var. flavescens**, Hook. A pale-lvd, yellow-flpd variety. Very pretty. Int. 1889. This has often been called A. flavescens, Wats.; A. carvala, var. flavescens, Lawson; and A. flavilobus, Tenney; A. Canadensis, var. flaviloba, Britton. B.R. 6523 B.

6. **Buergeriana**, Sieb. & Zucc. (A. atropurpurea, Miq.). More slender than A. vulgaris; 1 ft. high, finely pubescent toward the top; branched to form several heads, bearing 2–3-petioled, binate lvs.; partial-petioles of basal lvs. 5–1 in. long, with 3 sessile divisions: lvs. yellow, tinted with purple, 1–1½ in. in diam.; sepal 3⁄4 in. long, acute, spreading; spur erect, nearly straight, as long as the limb of petals, and equaling the petal limb in length; follicles pubescent, 3⁄4 in. long, style half as long. Early. —Brought from St. Petersburg, 1892.

AA. Sex about 1 in. long: expanded fl., about 2 in. in diameter.

BB. Spur shorter than the petal limb, and incurved.


BBB. Spur at least as long as petal limb.

B. Stamens short, not much protruding.

8. **leptoceras**, Fisch. & Mey. Stem several-flled., about 1 ft. high: partial-petioles of root-lvs. over 1 in., lfts. sessile; st.-lvs. petioloed, binate; fl. violet, with the tips of the sepals greenish, and tips of the short petal-limb yellow; spur slender, slightly curved, 3⁄4 in. long, not knobbed; stamens protruding a little beyond the limbs of petals; follicles slender, glabrous, nearly 1 in. long. Summer. E. Siberia. B.R. 3: 34. F.S. 3: 296.——Little used in America.


13. **chrysantha**, Gray (A. leptoceras, var. chrysantha, Hook.). Fig. 125. Height 3–4 ft.; root-lvs. with twice 3-branched petals, lfts. binate; st.-lvs., several-petioled: fls. many on the plant; 2–3 in. long, with yellow horizontally; petal-limb deep yellow, shorter than the sepals, and nearly as long as the head of stamens; spur rather straight, very slender, divergent, about 2 in. long, descending. Sepals large, blue. B.R. 1221. Stems with 3–4 in. long, style half as long. May-Aug. N. Mex. and Ariz. Gt. 16: 198. E.M.
AQUILEGIA


14. longissima, Gray. Tall, somewhat pubescent with silky hairs or smooth; root-lvs. biternate, even in the petioles; flts. deeply lobed and cut, green above, glaucous beneath; st.-lvs. similar, petioled; fls. pale yellow, sepals lanceolate, broadly spreading, 1 in. or more, the spatulate petals a little shorter, about equaling the head of stamens; spur with a narrow orifice, 4 in. long or more, always hanging. Distinguished from A. chrysantha by its longer spur with contracted orifice, by the narrow petals, and by the late season of flowering. Late July to Oct. 1. Ravines S.W. Texas into Mex. G.F. 1:31. - The seed must be obtained from wild plants, as those cult, usually fail to produce seed; hence not much used.

AAA. Sepals 1 1/4- 1 3/4 in. or even 2 in. long: expanded fls. 2 1/2-3 in. in diam.; stamens not protruding.

b. Spurs long and not incurved.


16. alpina, Linn. (incl. var. superba, Hort.). Fig. 126. Stem nearly 1 ft. high, finely pubescent upwards, 2-5-fl., bearing petioled, biternate lvs.; partial-petioles of basal-lvs. 1-2 in. long, with 3 nearly sessile divisions, deeply lobed: expanded fl. 1 1/2-2 in. across, blue, rarely pale or white; sepals 1 1/4 in. long, half as broad, acute; petal-limb half as long as sepals, often white; spur stout, incurved, same length as the limb; head of stamens not protruding: follicles pubescent, 3 in. long; style much shorter. May–June. Switzerland. L.B.C. 7:657. Gn. 9:17.

17. glandulosa, Fisch. Fig. 127. Stem 1-1 1/2 ft. high, glandular pubescent in the upper half, 1-2-fl.: partial-petioles of root-lvs. 1-2 in. long, each with 3 distinct divisions; flts. segments narrow and deep; st.-lvs. few, bract-like; fls. large, nodding; sepals bright blue-blue, ovate, acute, about 1 1/2 in. long and half as broad; petal-limb same color, but tipped and bordered with creamy white, less than half the length of the sepals, very broad; spur very short, 1/4 in., stout, much incurved; stamens not protruding; follicles 1 in. long, 6-10 in number, densely hairy, with short, falcate style. Allied to A. alpina, but a taller plant, with shorter spurs, larger fls., and a greater number of follicles. May–June. Altai Mts. of Siberia. B. & L. 219. F.W. 1871:553. Gn. 15:174: 45, p. 193. Gn. 289 f. 1. - One of the handsomest.

Var. juccunda, Fisch. & Lall. Fls. rather smaller than in the type: petal-limb white, more truncate at the tip; stamens as long as limb. B.B. 33:19. F.S. 5:535. - A fine variety, with some tendency to double.


19. caryophylloides is a garden name given to some very mixed forms, with a great variety of colors. Special characters seem not to be well fixed.

K. C. Davis.
ARABIS (Arabia). Cruceira. Rock-cress. Small perennial or annual herbs, with white or purple fls., growing in rock crevices. Fls. mostly in terminal racemes, or racemose, but often many, or appearing for a considerable period of time: silicles long, linear, flat: stigma 2-lobed. In temperate regions, several new species have been added, usually long, narrow base, prominently and distantly blunt-toothed, sparsely pubescent. Spring and summer. Italy. B. M. 2346.

AA. Fls. white.

serpyllifolia, Vill. (A. nivalis, Guss.). Tufted, 2-6 in.: radical lvs. entire or few-toothed, the st. lvs. small and sessile, not clasping: fls. in a short cluster, the calyx as long as the peduncle, the limb of the petals linear-oblong and erect. En.

albidus, Stev. (A. Caucasia, Willd.). A few inches high, very pubescent: lower lvs. narrow at the base, the upper auriculate-clasping, all angle-toothed near the top; fls. in a loose raceme, the calyx shorter than the pedicle, the petal-like and obtuse. En. B. M. 2016. Also a variegated var. (Gt. 45: 108).—Blooms early, is fragrant, and is well adapted for rockwork and edgings, and for covering steep banks.

alpina, Linn. Fls. smaller than in the last plant, only slightly pubescent and hairy: lvs. somewhat clasping but not auriculate, small-toothed nearly or quite the entire length, the cauline ones point. En. B. M. 226. — Blooms very early, and is one of the best rock plants. It is a dwarf form of Anna compacta, (Gt. 44: 203) also a variegated variety.


L. H. B.

ARACEE. See Aroidae.

ARACHIS (Greek, without a rackie). Leguminosae. PEANUT. GOOBER. Sometimes grown in the economic house of botanical gardens. The genus has seven species, of which six are Brazilian. Fls. 3-7, yellow, in a dense, axillary, sessile spike. As a hothouse annual, the seeds of the Goober may be sown in heat, and the plants potted in sandy loam. For outdoor culture, see Peanut, by which name the plant is commonly known.

hypogea, Linn. One ft. or less high: lvs. abruptly pinnate, with two pairs of leaflets and no tendril. Mn. 7:105. Procumbent.

ARALIA, including Dimorphanthus (derivation obscure). Aralidaceae. Perennial herbs or shrubs: lvs. alternate, deciduous, large, decompound: lvs. small, white-tipped in young, usually forming large, pubescent petals and stamens 5; berry, or rather drupe, 2-3-seeded, black or dark purple, globular, small. Some of the Araliae are hardy outdoor deciduous herbs and bushes; others are fine indoor plants, botanically unfruitful, but truly Aralas as defined above. ALFRED RHEEDER.

There are about 55 kinds of tender Aralas in cult. Some of them are of robust growth, and make handsome specimens for greenhouse and house decoration when grown to a height of 10 or 12 ft.; others of more delicate and slender growth, such as A. Chabrieri (really an Elaeodendron), A. concinna (see Delarbreus), A. eleganissima and A. Veitchii, var. gracilissima, are most beautiful as smaller plants, say 1-3 ft. in height. These small plants are very beautiful as table pieces, and are not surpassed in delicate grace and symmetry by any plants; A. Veitchii, var. gracilissima, is one of the very finest of lvs. slender-growing kind. The more robust sorts are usually prop. by cuttings, in the usual manner, or by root cuttings, as Bouvardias are. The more delicate varieties, as A. Chabrieri, eleganissima, etc., do best when grated on stronger-growing varieties, like A. Guilloyae, A. reticulata (which is an Oreopanx), etc. The slender-growing sorts require light, rich soil, made of equal parts of sandy loam and peat or loam. The growth is very plenty of water and a moist atmosphere. They are much subject to attacks of scale, which may be removed or prevented by frequent careful spraying with a weak solution of soap-oil soap, fir-tree oil, or other like insecticide.

Cult. by ROBERT CRAIG.

The glasshouse species are much confused, largely because some kinds receive trade and provisional names before the fls. and frs. are known. See Arcahotpanax for A. Mariniouisetii, pentaphylia, and vicenlis; Delarbreus for A. concinna and A. specidella; Elaeodendron for A. Guilloyae, A. reticulata, A. pinnata, papyrifer and, Niobodii, Oreopanx for A. reticulata; Polyseca for A. tattolica; Sciadophyllum for A. Ambieicera. Other related genera are Heptapleurum, Monopanax, Oreopanx, Panax, Pseudopanx.

a. Tender evergreen Aralas, grown only under glass. (By some regarded as belonging to other genera.)

b. Lvs. digitate.

Kerchovaana, Hort. Lvs. the shape of a Ricinus, the 7-11 leaflets elliptic-lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, with undulate: and serrate margins and a pale midrib. S. Sea Islands. Certificated in Eng. in 1881 (Gn. 19, p. 437), R. H. 1891, p. 225.—Slender-stemmed, of beautiful habit.

Veitchii, Hort. Leaflets 9-11, very narrow or almost filiform, undulate, shining green above and red beneath. New Caledonia.—One of the best and handsomest species. Var. gracilisima, Hort. (A. gracilisima, Linden, R. H. 1887, p. 38). Leaflets still narrower, with a white rib. R. H. 1891, p. 226, Gm. 39, p. 565. Very desirable. Originally described as A. gracilisima (thin-lined), which name has been mistaken for gracilisima (very graceful).


leptophylla, Hort. Slender plant; leaflets filiform and drooping, broadened at the extremities, deep green. Australasia.


bb. Lvs. pinnate.

Guilloyae, Cogn. & March. Fk. 128. Leaflets 3-7 (digitate-like), ovate or lanceolate, irregularly cut on the edges or obscurely lobed, white-margined and sometimes gray-splashed; st. spotted, erect. New Hebrides.—Rapid grower, showy, and good for pots.


tilicifolia, Moore. Stem erect, purplish, white-spotted; lvs. fern-like (whence the name); leaflets 3-7 pairs, lance-oblong and acuminate, long, deeply toothed.

AA. Hardly or true Araucias.

b. Prickly shrubs or rarely low trees; lvs. bipinnate, 2-3 ft. long; umbels numerous, in a large, broad, compound panicle; styles distinct.

spinosa, Linn. Angelica Tree. Hercules' Club. Devil's Walking-stick. Stems very prickly, 40 ft. high; lvs. 1½-2½ ft. long; usually prickly above; lfts. ovate, serrate, 2-3½ in. long, glaucous and nearly glabrous beneath, mostly distinctly pitted; veins curving upward before the margin. Aug. S. states north to Tenn. S. S. 5: 211. Gm. 50, p. 126.—The stout, armed stems, the large lvs., and the enormous clusters of ils, give this species a very distinct sub-tropical appearance. Not quite hardy north.

Chinensis, Linn. (A. Japanica, Hort. A. Mandshurica, Hort.). Chinese Angelica Tree. Stems less prickly, 40 ft.; lvs. 2-4 ft. long, usually without prickles; lfts. ovate or broad ovate, coarsely serrate or dentate, usually pubescent beneath, nearly sessile, 3½-6 in. long; veins dividing before the margin and ending in the points of the teeth. Aug. Sept. China, Japan.—In general appearance very much like the former species, but hardier. Nearly hardy north. Grows well also in somewhat dry, rocky or clayey soil. Var. elata, Dipp. (Dinopholanthus elatus, Mio.). St. with few prickles: lfts. pubescent beneath. The hardest and most common form in cult. Var. canescens, Dipp. (A. canescens, Sieb. & Zucc.). Lvs. often prickly above; lfts. glabrous beneath, except on the veins, dark green above. More tender. Var. Mandshurica, Rehder (Dimorphanthus

thys Mantellianus, Maxim.). St. prickly: lfts. pubescent only on the veins beneath, more sharply and densely serrate than the foregoing var., and harder. There is also a form with variegated lvs. (I. H. 33: 689).

nn. Unarmed herbs: styles united at the base.

c. Umbels numerous, in elongated puberulous panicles; 3-10 ft. high.

racemosa, Linn. Spikenard. Height 3-6 ft.; glabrous, or slightly pubescent; lvs. quinately or ternately decumbent; leaflets cordate, roundish ovate, doubly and sharply serrate, acuminate, usually glabrous beneath, 2-6 in. long; ils. greenish white. July, Aug. E. N. Amer. west to Minn. and Mo. B. B. 2: 560.

California, Wats. Height 8-10 ft.; resembles the preceding: lfts. cordate, ovate or oblong-ovate, somewhat acuminate, simply or doubly serrate; panicle loose; umbels fewer, larger, and with more numerous rays. Calif.


Cachemirica, Decne. (A. Coschmeriana, Hort. Saul 1891. A moorphylla, Lindl.). Height 5-8 ft.; lvs. quinately compound, pinnately divided, the leaflets usually rounded at the base, oblong-ovate, doubly serrate, glabrous or bristly on the veins beneath, 4-8 in. long. Himalayas.

c. Umbels several or few on slender peduncles; pedicels glabrous: 1-5 ft. high.

lispida, Vent. Bristly Sarsaparilla. Wild Elder. Height 1-3 ft., usually with short, stellate, bristly pubescent, lvs. bipinnate; lfts. ovate or oval, rounded or narrowed at the base, acute, sharply and irregularly serrate, 1-3 in. long; umbels 3 or more in a loose corymb; ils. white. June, July. From Newfoundland to N. Carolina, west to Minn. and Ind. B. M. 1085. L. B. C. 14: 1306.

nudicaulis, Linn. Wild Sarsaparilla. SMALL SPIKENARD. Stemless or nearly so; usually 1 leaf, 1 ft. high, with 3 quinately pinnate divisions; ils. oval or ovate, rounded or narrowed at the base, acuminate, finely serrate, 2-3 in. long; umbels 2 or 3; ils. greenish. May, June, Newfoundland to N. Carolina, west to Mo. B. B. 2: 506.

A. quinquaphylla, Decne. & Planch. —Panax quinquaphyllum.—A. triflora, Decne. & Planch. —Panax trifolium. (See also Ginang.)

Alfred Rehder.

ARACURIA (Chilian name). Conifera, tribe Araucarian. About 15 spe-
cies of S. Amer. and the Australian region, growing for their striking symmetrical habit and interesting ever green foliage. In the S. some species will thrive in the open, where the climate is not too dry, but in the N. all are grown under glass only. Lvs. stiff, sharp-pointed, crowded: cones globular or oblong, terminal, barb and woody, of some species several inches in diameter. Most of the species become gigantic forest trees in their native haunts. As here treated, the genus includes Co-
lumbian and Euhelact. L. H. B.

There are some 15 Araucarias in cultivation. Most of these, however, are grown in limited numbers in private and botanical collections. The kinds most popular in this country are A. excelsa and its varieties glauca and robusta compacta. Of A. excelsa, probably 250,000 plants in 5-inch and 6-inch pots are annually sold in the U.S. These are nearly all imported in a young state from Ghent, Belgium, where the propagation and grow-
ing of them is made the leading specialty at many nur-

129. Unsymmetrical Araucaria grown from a side shoot.
series, of which there are over 700 in that one city. The trade of the world has been supplied for many years from Ghent. Some of the large English growers have begun to grow them in considerable quantities in the past five years, but it is likely that Ghent will be the main source of supply for many years to come. A few are now propagated in this country, and as they grow easily here, it is likely that the number will be largely increased in the near future, the high price of labor being the greatest drawback. The Araucaria is the most elegant and symmetrical evergreen in cultivation, and for this reason is very popular as an ornamental plant for home decoration. It is particularly popular at Christmas time, and is then sold in great quantities. Araucarias are propagated from seed and from cuttings; the latter make the most compact and handsome specimens. To make symmetrical specimens, take cuttings from the leading shoots (see Fig. 129). If used as house plants, they thrive best in a cool room, where the temperature is not over 60° at night, and they should be placed near the light. In summer they grow best if protected by a shading of light laths, placed about an inch apart, which will admit air and at the same time break the force of the sun's rays. They do well in any good potting compost, and should be shifted about once a year (in the spring) into larger pots. The cuttings should be planted in light compost or sand in the fall or during the winter in a cool greenhouse, with moderate bottom heat, and will root in about 8 or 10 weeks, after which they may be potted into small pots. In addition to A. excelsa and its variations, the following attractive species are grown in small quantities: A. Bidrigti, which, being of a tough and hardy nature, does remarkably well as a room plant, and it is hardy in Florida and many of the most southern states; A. Goldiana, a very distinct and handsome form, and rather scarce at present; A. elegans (a form of A. Brasiliana), an elegant form of dwarf and exceedingly graceful habit, and a most beautiful table plant. 

Cult. by Robert Craig.

A. excelsa, R. Br. Norfolk Island Pine. Figs. 130, 131, 132. Plant light green; branches frondose, the lvs. curved and sharp-pointed, rather soft, and densely placed on the horizontal or drooping branchlets. Norfolk Isl. F.R. 2: 411. - The commonest species in this country, being much grown as small pot specimens. A blue-green form is cult. as A. glauca. There is also a strong-growing, large variety, with very deep green fo-

130. Good specimen of Araucaria excelsa.

A. A. lvs. broader, usually plane and imbricated.

Rulci, Muell. Leafy branchlets very long: lvs. oval-elliptic, imbricated, plane or slightly concave, arched towards the branch, nearly or quite obtuse, with a prominent dorsal nerve. Variable at different ages. Young, the branches are often drooping and the lvs. compressed and obscurely 4-angled and nearly or quite subulate (var. polymorpha. R.H. 1866, p. 359. There is a var. compacta). New Caledonia. Reaching 50 ft. in height. R.H. 1866, p. 252, and plate. J.H. 22: 294. The figure in G.C. 1861: 686, is A. Muelleri, Brongn. & Gris., a broader-leaved species.

Goldiana, Hort. Like A. Rulci, and perhaps a form of it: lvs. in whorls, dark green, variable: branches drooping.

Bidwillii, Hook. Fig. 133. Rather narrow in growth, especially with age, the branches simple: lvs. in two rows, lance-ovate and very sharp-pointed, thick, firm and shining. Austral., where it attains a height of

131. Araucaria excelsa.
Araucaria

150 ft., and is known as Bunga-bunga. R.H. 1897, p. 500. G.C. III. 15: 165, showing the pineapple-like cone.

One of the best and handsomest species for pots.

Braziliana, A. Rich. Branches verticillate, somewhat inclined, raised at the ends, tending to disapper below as the plant grows; leaves 5's to 8's alternate, oblanceolate to oblong-lanceolate, somewhat decurrent, much attenuated and very sharp-pointed, dark green, closely imbricated; cone large and nearly globular. S. Braz., reaching a height of 100 ft. F.S. 21: 2292. A. elegans, Hort., is a form with very numerous branches and more crowded and often glaucous lvs. Var. Riddifordii, Gord., is a more robust form, larger with longer lvs.

imbricata, Pat. MONKEY PUZZLE. Branches generally in 5's, at first horizontal, then upward-curving (sometimes downward-curving) tips, but finally becoming much deflexed, the 5-shin-gled branchlets in opposite pairs; lvs. imbricated and persisting, even on the trunk, ovate-lanceolate, very stiff and leathery and sharp-pointed, an inch long and half as wide, bright green on both sides; cone 6-8 in. in diam. on the branch, reaching a height of 100 ft. F.S. 15: 1577-80. R.H. 1893, p. 153; 1897, pp. 271, 319. G.C. III. 21: 288; 24: 154. —Hardy in the S. This is the species which is grown in the open in England and Ireland.

Araujia is treated under Physanthus.

ÁRBOLCULTURE. The culture of trees. It is a generic term, covering the whole subject of the planting and care of trees. More specific terms are sylviculturé, the planting of woods; orchard-culture, the planting of orchards or fruit trees.

Arbutus (ancient Latin name). Éricéece. Trees or shrubs; branches smooth and usually red; lvs. evergreen, alternate, petiolar; fls. small, white, globular, white to red, about 3½ in. long, in terminal panicles; fr. a globose, many-seeded berry, granulose outside, mostly edible. About 10 species in W. N. Amer., Mediterranean reg., W. Eu., Canay 1st. Ornamental trees, with usually smooth red bark and lustrous ever green foliage, of great decorative value for parks and gardens in warm-temperate regions; especially beautiful when adorned with the clusters of white fls. or bright red berries. They grow best in well-drained soil in somewhat sheltered positions not exposed to dry winds. Very handsome greenhouse shrubs, thriving well in a sandy compost of peat and leaf soil or light loam. Prop. by seeds sown in early spring or in fall, or by cutting from mature wood in fall, placed in sandy peat soil under glass; they root but slowly. Increased also by budding or grafting, usually veneer-grafting, if seedlings of one of the species can be had for stock. Layers usually take two years to root.

A. Panicles short, nodding: lvs. usually serrate.


(Arabia, p. 329), have red fls.—Very beautiful in autumn, when the tree bears its large, scarlet fruits and at the same time its white or rosy fls.

AA. Panicles erect: lvs. usually entire.

Menziesii, Pursh. MADRONA. Occasionally 100 ft. high; trunk with dark reddish brown bark; lvs. rounded or slightly conicate, oblong, or oblong-lanceolate, 5½-6 in. long, glabrous, glaucous beneath; fls. white, in 5-6 in. long panicles; fr. bright orange-red, ½ in. long. Spring. W. N. Amer. B.R. 2: 1753, as A. procer. Doug. S.S. 5: 233. P.M. 2: 147. G.F. 3: 315; 5: 151. Mn. 3: 85. The hardest and most handsome of the genus; it stands many degrees of frost.

Arizónica, Sarg. (A. Xalapénésis, var. Arizónica, Gray). Tree, 40-50 ft.: trunk with light gray or nearly white bark; lvs. usually cuneate at the base, oblong-lanceolate, 1½-3 in. long, glabrous, pale beneath; fls. white, in loose, broad panicles 3-6 in. long; fr. globose or oblong, dark orange-red. Spring. Ariz. G.F. 4: 318. S.S. 5: 233. The contrast between the white bark of the trunk, the red branches, and the pale green foliage makes a very pleasant effect; fr. and fls. are also very decorative.


Alfred Rehder.

Arbutus, Trailig. See Epigaea.

ARCHANGÉLICA (Greek, chief angel, from faned medicinal virtues). Umbelliferae. A few strong-smelling, coarse herbs closely allied to Angélique, differing in technical characters associated with the oil-tubes in the fruit.

 officinális, Hoffm. A European and Asian biennial or perennal, known also as Angelica Archangélicas. Stout herb, with teretately decumbent and large and numerous fls. of small fls. The stems and ribs of the lvs. were once blanched and eaten, after the manner of celery, and they are still used in the making of sweetsmeat. Little known in this country, although it is offered by American dealers. Its chief value to us is its large foliage. Seeds may be sown in the fall as soon as ripe, or the following spring.

ARCHONTOPHÉNIX (Greek, majestic phoenix); Pal- mâce, tribe Aréce. Tall, spineless palms, with stout, solitary, ringed canes; lvs. terminal, equally pin- natisect; segments linear-lanceolate, acuminate or bi dentate at the apex, the margins recurved at the base, sparsely scaly beneath, the midribres rather promi nent, nerves slender; rachis convex on the back, the upper surface strongly keeled; petioles channelled above, sparsely tomentose; sheath long, cylindrical, densely fissured; spadix short, peduncled, with slender, flexible, glabrous, pendent branches and branchlets; spathes 2, entire, long, compressed, deciduous; bracts crescent-shaped, adnate to the spadix; bractlets persistent; fls. white, in long, dense, cylindrical spike, to 9 ft., at the top of the stem; seeds small, ovoid. Species 2. Austrial. They are beautiful palms, requiring a temperate house. Prop. by seeds. The Seinthalia elegans of gardeners belong here. For cult., see Palms.
ARGENTOPHENV

A. Leaf segments whitish underneath.

Alexandre, H. Wendel, & Drude (Psychéphora Alexandr., F. Mull.). Trunk 70-80 ft.: lvs. several ft. long; racemes mostly broad and thick, glabrous or slightly secriful; segments numerous, the longer ones 1½ ft. long, ½-1 in. broad, acuminate and entire or slightly notched, green above, ashly glaucous beneath. Queensland. F.S. 18:1916.

AA. Leaf segments green on both sides.

Cunningham, H. Wendel, & Drude (Psychéphora Cunninghamii, H. Wendel.). Trunk and general habit like the preceding, but the segments acuminate and entire or scarcely notched. Queensland and N. S. W. B. M. 461 as Scyathdris elegans.

JARED G. SMITH.

ARCTIUM (from Greek word for bear, probably alluding to the shaggy bur). Compositae. Burdock. A few coarse perennials or biennials of temperate Eu. and As., some of them widely distributed as weeds. Involucres globose and large, with hooked scales, becoming a bur; receptacles densely setose; pappus deciduous, of bristles; lvs. large and soft, whitish beneath; plant not prickly: fls. pinkish, in summer.

Láppa, Linn. (Láppa major, Gaertn.). Common Burdock. The Burdock is a common and despised weed in this country, although it is capable of making an excellent foliar mass and serum. In Japan it is much cult. for its root, which has been greatly thickened and ameliorated, affording a popular vegetable. It is there known as Gobo (see Georgeson, A. G. 13, p. 210).

ARCTOSTAPHYLOS (Greek, bear and grape). Ericaceae. Manzanita. Shrubs or small trees; lvs. alternate, evergreen, usually entire, rarely deciduous: fls. small, urceolate, mostly white, tinged red, in terminal, often paniced racemes, in spring: fr. usually smooth, a red berry or purple drupe, with 1-10 seeded, separate coriaceous cells. About 30 species in N. and Cent. Amer., 2 species also in N. Eu. and N. Asia. Handsome evergreen shrubs, though generally with less conspicuous flowers, than those of the similar genus Arbutus. Some Csp. Amer. species, however, as A. arbutoides, arguta and polifolia are beautiful in flower, and well worth a place in the greenhouse or in the garden in temperate regions; of the American species, A. Pringlei, sieroides and bicolor are some of the handsomest. Only the trailing species are hardy north. For culture, see Arbutus. Includes Comarostaphylis.

a. Trailing or creeping: lvs. ½-1½ in. long: fls. in short and rather few-fld. clusters.

Úvs-Úrsi, Spreng. Bearberry. Lvs. obvate-oblong, tapering into the petiole, retuse or obtuse at the apex; fls. small, about ⅛ in. long, white tinged with red. Northern Hemisphere, in N. Amer. south to Mex. Em. 2: 431.–Hardy trailing evergreen shrub, like the following valuable for covering rocky slopes and sandy banks. Cuttings from mature wood taken late in summer root readily under glass.

Nevadensis, Gray. Lvs. obvate or obovate-lanceolate, abruptly petioled, acute or mucronate at the apex: fls. in short-stalked clusters, white or tinged with red. Calif., in the higher mountains.

AA. Erect shrubs: lvs. usually 1-2 in. long: fls. in mostly many-flld. paniced racemes.

b. Lvs. glabrous, rarely minutely pubescent.

c. Pedicels glabrous.


Manzanita, Parry (A. pungens, Authors). Fig. 131. Shrub or small tree, to 30 ft.: lvs. ovate, usually obtuse and mucronulate at the apex, glabrous, dull green; fls. in prolonged paniced racemes: fr. glabrous, ¼-½ in. broad. W. N. Amer., from Ore. south. G. F. 4: 517.

ARDISIA (pointed, alluding to the stamens or corolla lobes). Myrsinaceae. Large genus of tropical trees and shrubs, with 5-parted (sometimes 4- or 6-parted) rotate corolla, 5 stamens attached to the throat of the corolla, with very large anthers and a 1-seeded drupe the size of

glaucà, Lindl. From 8-25 ft.: lvs. oblong or oblincular, obvate and mucronulate at the apex, glaucous or pale green; fls. in prolonged paniced racemes; pedicels glabrous; fr. minutely glabrous. Calif. Int. 1891.

viscidà, Parry. From 5-15 ft.: lvs. broad ovate or elliptic, abruptly mucronulate, acute or rounded at the base, glaucous: fls. in slender and spreading, paniced racemes; pedicels viscid; corolla light pink: fr. depressed, about ¼ in. broad, smooth. Ore. to Calif.

131. Manzanita.—Arctostaphylos Manzanita.

b. Lvs. more or less pubescent; branches mostly bristly-hairy.


bicolor, Gray. From 3-4 ft.: lvs. oblong-ovate, acute at both ends, revolute at the margin, glabrous and bright green above, white-tomentose beneath: fls. in nodding, rather dense racemes; pedicels and calyx tomentose; corolla ½ in. long, rose-colored: fr. smooth. Calif.


ALFRED REHEUR.

ARCTOTIS (Greek for bear's ear, alluding to the skene). Compositae. Herbs with long-peduncled heads and more or less white-woolly herbage, of 30 or more African species: akene grooved, with scale-like pappus; involucre with numerous imbricated scales: receptacle prismatic. One species, treated as an annual, is sold in this country.

brevicápà, Thunb. (A. lepòtheca, var. brevicápà, DC.). Stemless or nearly so (6 in. high), half-hardy, readily prop, from seeds, and to be grown in a warm, sunny place. Lvs. usually longer than the scape, incised-dentate: scape hisrate, bearing one large ft. with dark center and orange rays.

ARDISIA (pointed, alluding to the stamens or corolla lobes). Myrsinaceae. Large genus of tropical trees and shrubs, with 5-parted (sometimes 4- or 6-parted) rotate corolla, 5 stamens attached to the throat of the corolla, with very large anthers and a 1-seeded drupe the size of
ARDISIA

A pea. Lvs. entire, dentate or crenate, thick and evergreen; fls. white or rose, usually in cymes. Ardisia are grown in both houses or conservatories, and bloom most of the year.

There are about a dozen Ardisia in cultivation; only two, however, are grown in quantity in America.—A. crenulata (red-berried) and A. Japonica (white-berried). The former is the more beautiful and valuable. It is one of the handsomest berry-bearing plants, and is very popular, particularly at Christmas time. The A. Japonica is not nearly so showy nor handsome as A. crenulata, and for this reason is not so generally grown. Ardisia are readily grown from seed, which should be sown in the spring; the seedlings will bloom the following spring, and the berries will be well colored by the next Christmas. They will thrive in almost any good potting compost and in a winter night temperature of about 50°. They are most beautiful when about 2 feet high, after which they generally lose their bottom foliage, and present a naked or "leggy" appearance. When they get in this state it is well to root the tops over again, which may best be done without removing them from the plant, by making an incision in the stem and covering the wounded part with moss, which should be tightly wrapped with string and kept damp; the moss will be filled with roots in about a month, when the tops may be cut off and potted, thus obtaining most beautiful young plants, covered with foliage to the bottom. This process will not interrupt the blooming at all; they frequently set an abundance of buds while undergoing this operation. The crop of berries on an Ardisia will remain on the plant for more than a year, if the plant be grown in a cool temperature, say not exceeding 50° at night in winter. Two full crops of ripe berries at one time are not unusual. Ardisia may be propagated also from cuttings of half-ripened wood; early spring is the best time to strike them. The greatest insect enemy of the Ardisia is the large brown scale; frequent sponging of the stems and lvs. with strong tobacco water is the best preventive.

A. Fls. red or rose-colored.

crenulata, Lodd. (A. crenulata, Sims. A. crista, Hort.). Fig. 135. As cult., a compact and neat shrub, with lance-obleng, wavy-margincd, alternate lvs. and drooping clusters of small coral-red frs. Sweet-scented. Prob.

ARECA

ABLY native to E. Ind. or China. B.M. 1850. L.B.C. 1:2. Mn. 1:58. A.F. 13:558.—The commonest species. It thrives in a conservatory temperature (not lower than 45°). Best plants are obtained from seeds. The young plants should be given bottom heat and kept growing rapidly. If they become stunted, it is very difficult to make them into satisfactory plants. Well-grown plants should bear fruit in a year from the seed. The seed may be sown whenever ripe. The fruits often hang on for a year and more. Hardy in the South.


Oliveri, Mast. Lvs. nearly sessile, recurved, ob lanceolate and acuminate, 6-8 in. long, entire: frs. pink, in large, dense heads, like an Ixora, the limb rotate, ½ in. across. Costa Rica. C.C. 11, s. 681.—Elegant stave plant.

AA. Fls. white.

Japonica, Blume. Lvs. short-obleng or somewhat cuneate, whorld, serrate: frs. on red pedicels in drooping racemes: berries white. Dwarf Jap. Probably hardy in this arch.

polycephala, Wall. Lvs. bright green, red or wine-colored when young, opposite: fr. black. E. Ind.

AAA. Fls. black-dotted.

Pickeringia, Torr. & Gray. Glabrous, 5-9 ft.: lvs. ovate to lance-oblong, entire, narrowed to a petiole; ovate many-fl.; corolla lobes oval and becoming reflexed: fr. as large as peas. E. Fls. int. 1859.

A. umbellata is offered in this country as coming from India. The A. umbellata, Baker (of the botanists), is a Madagascal plant, and it is doubtful if it is cult. in this country. Species with white frs. are A. acuminate, Willd. B.M. 7; A. Borsuk, Gray; mamillata, Hance; punctata, Roxb.: villana, Wall. Species with red or reddish frs. are A. macrocarpa, Wall., B.M. 857; punctata, Roxb.: saccata, Wall.: Walkt., DC.

L. H. B.

ARECA (from a native name in Malabar). Palmaeae, tribe Areceae. Spineless palms, with trunks solitary or cespitose in a ring: lvs. terminal, equally pinnatisect, the segments lanceolate, acuminate, plicate, with the margins curving at the base, the upper ones confluent and bluish or truncate and many-parted; racemes 3-sided, convex on the back, the upper face acute, the base and petiole concave: sheath elongated; spadix broad or narrow, the spreading branches at length pendent: spathes 3 or many, papery, the lowest complete, the upper ones bract-like; frs. white: fr. medium or large, red or orange. Species. 24. Trop. Asia, Malay Arch., Trop. Austral. and New Guinea. The name Areca is one of the most familiar of all palm genera, but most of the well-known species are now referred to other genera. A. tutescens, the most popular kind, is Chrysalidocarpus tutescens. A. Catechu and A. triandra are both very quick in germinating. They form very ornamental plants for a moderate-sized greenhouse. For A. aurea, see Dietyposperma. For A. Madagascariensis, see Dypsis.

Alicia, W. Hill. Sts. several from the same rhizome, 9 ft. or more high, slender: lvs. 3-6 ft. long: segments acute, several confluent, especially at apex. Queensland.

Catechu, Linn. Betel Nut. St. solitary, 40-100 ft.: lvs. 4-6 ft.; leaflets numerous, 1-2 ft., upper confluent, quite glabrous: fr. 1½-2 in. ovoid, smooth, orange or scarlet. Asia and Malayan Islands.


triandra, Roxb. Trunk 40-50 ft. high, 1 ft. thick, cylindrical: fronds 8 ft. long; segments with 6 primary nerves about 1 line apart; petiole about 1 ft. long. India.


JARED G. SMIZE
ARENARIA

ARENARIA (arena, sand, where many of the species grow). Caryophyllaceae. Low herbs, mostly with white \( f l s \), usually forming mats, and suitable for rockwork or alpine gardens. Only the perennial species are commonly cult. Of easiest culture in almost any soil. Prop. by division; also by seeds, and rare species sometimes by cuttings. The species inhabit temperate and cold regions. The stamens are usually 10; styles 3 or 4; petals 5 as a rule, entire or emarginate. Nearly 200 recognized species. Monogr. by F. N. Williams, Journ. Linn. Soc. 23: 226 (1887-8).

A. \( f l s \), ovate or lanceolate.

**Balearia.** Linn. Very low (3 in. high), with small ovate glossy \( f l s \). Balearia Linn., Corsica. — Not hardy in latitude of New York City.

**macrophylla.** Hook. Sts. decumbent and angled, pubescent: \( f l s \), lanceolate or elliptic, mostly acute; peduncles slender, 1-5 ft. Lake Superior to the Pacific. Int. 1881.

AA. \( f l s \), linear or oval-like.

b. **Sepals obtuse.**

_Grunulandica._ Spreng. Annual: very low, forming mats, the decumbent or erectish sts, bearing 1-5 \( f l s \); \( lvs \), linear and obtuse, 3½ in. or less long: sepal and petals blunt, the latter sometimes notched. High altitudes and latitudes, but coming to the sea coast in parts of N. Eng., and ranging down the mountains to N. Car. Int. 1884. — A neat little alpine.

_graminifolia._ Schrad. A foot or less high: \( lvs \), long and filiform, rough-margined: \( f l s \), in 3-forked loose pubescent panicles. Eu.

BB. **Sepals pointed or even awned.**

**grandiflora.** Linn. Variable: 6 in. or less high: \( lvs \), flat-awl-shaped, 3-nerved and ciliate: \( f l s \), solitary or in 2's or 3's, long-stalked. Eu.

_montana._ Linn. Smaller; \( lvs \), linear or nearly so: \( lvs \), large, solitary, very long-stalked. S. W. Eu.


_aculeata._ Wats. Sts. 4-6 in. high: \( lvs \), stiff and sharp, glaucous, fasciated, white, but often purple. W. Amer. Int. 1889.

_Franklinii._ Doug. Sts. 3-5 in. high, nearly or quite glabrous: \( lvs \), in 3-6 pairs, narrow-subulate, sharp-pointed: \( f l s \), in dense cyms at the top of the st. W. Amer. Int. 1881.

L. H. B.

**ARENGA** (derivation doubtful). _Palmacea._ tribe _Areceae._ Spineless palms, with the thick canden clothed above with dead, fibrous leaf-sheaths, at length bearing vigorous shoots. \( lvs \), terminal, elongated, unequally pinnatisect, the linear or cuneate somewhat peltate segments premorse or obliquely divided at the apex; midveins prominent; nerves parallel; margins irregularly toothed above the middle, recurved at the base and one or the other of them auricled, pale below; petiole plano-convex, with the margin spiny; sheaths short, reticulate-fibrous, the margin crenate; spadix large, with short reflexed peduncle and elongated, slender, pendulous branches; spathes numerous, attached to the peduncle, membranaceous, deciduous: bracts and bractlets broad: \( f l s \), brown or brownish green or purplish: fr. yellow, fleshy. Species 5. Trop. Asia, Malay Archipelago, New Guinea, and Trop. Austral.

JARED G. SMITH.

_Arenga saccharifera._ In a young state, is surpassed in beauty by many palms. Species age eight to ten years old, however, show their characteristics well, and from that period till they begin to flower (which they do from the top of the stem downwards in the axils of the leaves), they are among the most striking subjects for high and rocky conservatories. The temperature should not be allowed to fall below 55°F. during the coldest weather.

G. W. OLIVER.

arenum saccharifera, in a young state, is surpassed in beauty by many palms. Species age eight to ten years old, however, show their characteristics well, and from that period till they begin to flower (which they do from the top of the stem downwards in the axils of the leaves), they are among the most striking subjects for high and rocky conservatories. The temperature should not be allowed to fall below 55°F. during the coldest weather.

G. W. OLIVER.

**ARTEMISA** (the nymphi Artemisia). _Orchidaceae._ A few species of handsome terrestrial orchids. Fl. gaping, the sepals and petals lanceolate and nearly alike, arching over the column.

**bulbosa._ Linn.** A very pretty hardy orchid, 8-10 in., with one linear, nerveIf, and a bright rose-pink fl. on an erect scape, the lip recurved and bearded. Bogs, N. Car., N. and W.; not common. May, June. Mn. 5: 141. G. W. F. 17. — Requires a moist and shady, cool situation and open, porous soil. A shaly nook on north slope of rockery, where it can be watered in dry weather, is an ideal place. Prop. by the solid bulbs.

J. B. KELLER.

**AREGEMONE** (fanciful name). _Papaveraceae._ Arege- mony. A few American plants, mostly herbs, with prickly sepals and pods, 3-6-lobed stigma, coarse often white-spotted foliage, and yellow juice. Annuals, or cult, as annuals. Easy to manage from seeds sown where the plants are to stand, or transplanted from pots. They need a light soil and full sunny exposure. Monogr. by Prain, Journ. Bot. 33: 207 et seq.

A. **Fls. yellow or yellowish.**

**Mexicana.** Linn. ( _A. speciosa._ Hort.). PUCKLY POPPY. Fig. 136. A moderately prickly-stemmed herb, 1-2 ft. high, sprawling, glaucous: \( lvs \), coarsely simuate-pin-
ARGEMONE

AA. Fls. white (rarely purple).

grandiflora, Sweet. Glabrous and glaucous, 1-3 ft. high, almost destitute of prickles: lvs. sinuate-pinnatifid, the lobes only weakly spineous; bracts scattered along the fl. branches; capsule valves scarcely crested. S. W. Mex. B.R. 1264. B.C. 16:1546. B.M. 2673.

platycebras, Link & Otto. Robust, 1½-4 ft., very spiny, the lvs. glaucous: lvs. sinuate-pinnatifid, spiny: fl. bracts aggregated below the fls.: petals large (rarely purple): capsule valves crested or spiny. Mex. to Colo.


ARGYREIA (silvery, referring to the under side of the lvs.). Convolvulaceae. Tender climbers from the Orient, allied to Ipomoea. Lvs. usually large, silvery, tomentose or villous beneath: cymes usually few-fl.; they require too much room before flowering to be popular here. A. convolvulacea is one of the most floriferous kinds. Light, rich soil. Prop. by cuttings or seeds.

tiliasoia, Wight. Lvs. heart-shaped: fls. white and violet. Prop. from seeds. E. Ind.—Int. 1890 by Peter Henderson & Co.

ARIA. See Sorbus.

ARISÉMA (Greek-made name, of no particular significance). Arisóderas. About 60 widely distributed herbs, with tuberous roots, and a spathe rolled in or convolute about the spadix below, and often arched over it: fls. unisexual, the pistillate on the lower part of the spadix, and each consisting of a 1-loculed ovary, and generally ripening into a showy berry. Some species are native, and several of them are hardy in the open; others are cult. under cover, as recommended for Arum (which see). Monogr. by Engler in De Candolle's Monographie Phanerogamarum, Vol. 2, 1889.

A. Leaflets 7-11.

Dracéntium, Schott. Dragon-root. Sending up a solitary leaf 1-2 ft. high, pedately divided into obovate pointed lfts.: spadix long-pointed and projecting beyond the greenish spathe: scape much shorter than the leaf. Low grounds in E. Amer.—Occasionally grown in borders and rockwork.

ARISÁRUM (old Greek name). Arisóderas. Three or four variable species of Arum-like plants of the Mediterranean region. Differs from Ariséma, its nearest ally, in having the margins of the spathe connate rather than convolute, and in other technical characters. For culture, see Ariséma and Arum.


Ferns in a moist, shady place, the lvs. remain until fall; but in exposed places they die down early in summer. This and the last are very interesting native plants of easy culture, propagated by tubers and by seeds.

Echinium, Masters. Fringed Calla. Leaf solitary, the petiole a ft. or less high, sheathed below; lfts. broad-ovate and acuminate, short-stalked: scape as long as the petiole, bearing a large, purple-limbed, white-streaked, long-pointed spathe: spadix ending in a long and gracefully drooping, feather-like appendage. E. Ind. G.C. II. 22:689; III. 15:763. B.M. 7250. Mn. 8:59.

A handsome and striking pot-plant, blooming in summer. Grow in rich soil. Dry off the tuber when the lvs. turn yellow after flowering, and keep dry in sand or earth until spring.


L. H. B.
ARISARUM vulgare, Targ. (Arum Arisarum, Linn.). A foot high; lvs. cordate or somewhat hastate, long-stalked; spathe purple, incurved at the top. —Has many forms and many names. Can be grown in the open with protection.

ARISTOLOCHIA (named for supposed medicinal virtues). Aristolochiaceae. Bornmorth. Many species of tropical and temperate regions, remarkable for the very odd-shaped lvs. The corolla is wanting, but the calyx is corolla-like, tubular, variously bent, and commonly tufted above the ovary; stamens commonly 6, short and adnate to the style (Fig. 139). Mostly woody twiners, the greater part of them known to cult, only in warm glass-houses. Many species are evergreen. The tender species are evergreen. For the strikingly irregular and grotesque lvs. Monogr. by Duchartre in De Candolle's Prodromus, Vol. 15, Part 1 (1864).

AA. Woody, twining.
BB. Cultivated in the open.

* Aristolochia macrophylla, Lam. (A. Siphô, L'Her). Dutchman's Pipe. Figs. 138, 139, 140. Very tall, twining, glabrous: lvs. very large, broadly reniform or rounded, becoming glabrous: lvs. solitary or 2 or 3 together in the axils, U-shaped, enlarged above the ovary, with a 3-lobed, spreading limb, purplish. E. states. — Occasionally cult. Roots used in medicine. Reputed remedy for snake bites.

Clematita, Linn. Two ft. or less tall, glabrous: lvs. reniform-pointed, ciliate on the margins: lvs. axillary and clustered, straight, greenish. Eu. — Rarely cult., and occasionally escaped.

A. Herbs, not climbing.


139. Flower of Dutchman's Pipe, Aristolochia macrophylla. Showing the ovary at a, and the swelling of the calyx-tube at b. Natural size.

The best known representative of this genus is Aristolochia macrophylla (or A. Siphô), the "Dutchman's Pipe," than which there is no better hardy climbing vine for shade or screen purposes. No insects or other troubles seem to mar its deep green foliage, for which it is most valued, as the lvs. are small, siphon-shaped, and inconspicuous, in early spring soon after the lvs. are formed. There are many tropical Aristolochias, the lvs. of some of them being of extraordinary size, structure, and odor, but they are rarely seen on account of the last characteristic, the odor being so suggestive of putridity as to make its proximity apparent to all, and even to deceive the flies as to its origin. One of the most gigantic varieties is A. grandiflora, var. Sturtianum. Another fine species is A. Goldieana; but the best of the tropical kinds for general culture in glass structures is A. elegans, as it is very easily raised from home-grown seeds, flowers the first year, is very decorative as a climber, and has no odor. We find it very easy of culture in rich soil, and it is evergreen, as, indeed, are most of the tropical kinds. The Aristolochias are of easy culture, requiring only good loam and careful attention to keep them thrifty and free of insects. They can be trained on trellises, pillars, or rafters. Most of them require a rather warm temperature, but in pots they may be flowered in the conservatory. The large-growing species require much room, and do not bloom, as a rule, until they are several feet high. Prop. readily by cuttings in a frame. Except as oddities, most of the Aristolochias are of little value. 

Cult. by E. O. Orpét.

B. Cultivated in the open.

140. Longitudinal section of flower of Dutchman's Pipe. Showing the ovary, and short column of stamens at q.
ARISTOLOCHIA

shaped (whence the name, from cymba, a boat) usually 2-lobed projection: fl. creamy white, marked and blotched with maroon. Brazil. B. M. 2545. P. M. 6: 53 as A. brasiliensis

Brasiliensis, Mart. & Zucc. (A. ornithocephala, Hook.). Glabrous: lvs. cordate-reiniform, obtuse, with deep sinuses at base; peduncle 8–10 in. long, 1-fl.: fl. very large, dingy yellow, with marks and reticulations of purple, the limb strongly 2-lipped; upper lip 5 in. long, lanceolate-acuminate, projecting from the inflated head-like tube like the long beak of a bird, hairy within; lower lip on a stalk 2 in. long, then expanding into a flattened, very prominently marked limb 4–6 in. across. Brazil. B. M. 4120. Gn. 45, p. 289. — A most odd and interesting species, not infrequent in fine establishments.

grandiflora, Swartz (A. gigas, Lindl.). Pelican-flower. Goose-flower. Fig. 141. Downy climbing shrub: lvs. cordate-acuminate; peduncles opposite a leaf, striate, exceeding the petiole, 1-fl.; the fl.-bud is fringed with a siphon in the tube, so as to resemble the base and neck of a bird, while the limb, in that state, resembles the head and beak thrown back upon the body, as a pelican when that bird is at rest, whence the name" (Hook. in B. M. vol. 71): the great expanded coriaceous ovate limb several inches across, wavy-margined, purplish-blotched and veined, terminating in a long and slender-cordate tail; all stiff, hispid and strongly scented. W. Ind., Cent. and S. Amer. B. M. 4368-9. B. R. 28:69. F. S. 4:331-2. G. F. 3: 397-9. A. F. 10:15. G. C. III. 19: 73. Gn. 3: 23. Gn. 50: 378. Var. Sturtevantii, W. Watson, is the form chiefly known in cult., being very large-fld., and with a tail 3 ft. long. Var. Hookeri, Duecharte (A. gigantea, Hook.), is glabrous, indolous, with a short-tailed tube. B. M. 4291.

Goldiæna, Hook. Glabrous: lvs. ovate-cordate or triangular-cordate, acuminate, the base deeply cleft: fls. very large, greenish outside but brown-veined and blotched inside, the lower part of the tube straightish and 8 in. long, the upper part sharply bent over and a foot long, with a funnel-shaped, spreading limb a foot or more across, and distinctly 3-lobed, each lobe terminated by a short tail: stamens 24. W. Afr. B. M. 5672. G. C. III. 7: 521; 21: 307. G. M. 1890: 256.

elegans, Masters. Slender, glabrous, the fls. borne on the pendulous young wood; lvs. long-stalked, reniform-cordate, 2–3 in. across, with wide sinuses and rounded basal lobes, the tip entire; lvs. hairy, long-stalked, the tube yellow-green, 1½ in. long, the limb cordate-elliptic, 3 in. across, purple and white blotched, white on the exterior, the eye yellow: not strong-smelling. Braz. G. C. II. 24: 281; III. 22: 123. B. M. 6908. — A small-fld. and graceful species.


ARISTOTELIA (after the Greek philosopher Aristotle). Tiildeæ. Trees and shrubs from the southern hemisphere, allied to Elaeocarpus. Lvs. nearly or quite opposite, entire or toothed, rarely polygamous; sepals 4–5, valvate; petals of the same number: berries small, edible.


ARIZONA. In no part of Arizona, with the exception of occasional areas of a few acres in extent on the high mountains, is there sufficient rainfall to grow horticultural plants without irrigation. The rivers of Arizona are large, and the extended scale are confined to the southern half of the territory. All of northern Arizona is drained by the Colorado River and its tributaries, but here the river lies at the bottom of a deep canyon, and is of secondary value only in its application to horticulture. All of this region has very limited possibilities from a horticultural standpoint, the flow of the few available streams being small and very uncertain. On the many mountain ranges of Arizona, at an elevation varying from five thousand to eight thousand feet, are isolated areas of limited extent where crops of great variety are grown without irrigation. Although these areas are utilized largely for fruits and hardy vegetables, some of the best flavored and choicest apples, peaches and small fruit grown in the territory are from these mountain “garden patches.” The mountains at every side temper the climate, offering protection from winds, and make them almost ideal localities for the growing of a great variety of deciduous and small fruits, as well as many sorts of vegetables. Although these isolated, restricted horticultural areas thus far developed on consideration, it is only in the valleys of southern Arizona having rivers of considerable size and regularity in their flow that large areas of land are available for cultivation. The shaded areas on the map (Fig. 142) show the leading horticultural areas thus far developed.

One cannot get an adequate conception of the problems confronting the horticulturist in this region without first carefully considering the meteorological conditions of this, the most remote and the least developed part of the United States. At Phoenix and Yuma, two repre
sentative localities of southern Arizona, having the greatest horticultural possibilities, the average yearly rainfall is only 7 inches for the former and 3 for the latter. In general, the precipitation is during two distinct seasons. The heaviest, or summer rains, begin about the first of July and increase in frequency until August, the month of greatest precipitation during the year. The winter rains are at their maximum in December. With the exception of infrequent intervals during the rainy season, dews are unknown and frosts are of rare occurrence. On the other hand, from experiments conducted at Tucson, the evaporation is about 37 inches per year, reaching the maximum of 11 to nearly 13 inches during the month of June.

At Phoenix the mean temperature may range from 32.2° to 66°F in Jan. It steadily increases until June, when it may range from 72° to 107°. It then steadily declines until the next Jan. The corresponding ranges at Yuma are 42°-65° for Jan., and 77° to 106° for July. The variation in temperature from day to night is frequently, in summer, from 25° to 40°F, while in winter it is even greater. The annual range, however, is not so great as it is in the northern states.

The intense heat and dryness of the atmosphere, with continuous sunshine and frequent searching winds, not only draw the moisture in wonderful rapidity from irrigated fields, but the foliage of cultivated plants, save those with firm leaves, protected by thick epidermis, are overtaxed at times, and not infrequently the leaves wither and burn, even when the roots of the plants are well supplied with water. In some instances the difference of a few days in time of irrigating makes or loses the crop. At times, flooding at midday is disastrous, destroying the plants as effectually as if swept by fire. The temperature of water in irrigating ditches in midsummer often ranges from 85° to 92°F.

The rivers of Arizona draw their moisture from the wooded mountains, but as these mountains are snow-covered only during winter and early spring, as the summer advances their supply gradually becomes less and less, until the beginning of the rainy season. Consequently the cultivation of all crops must lead toward great economy in the use of water during the months of May and June. All crops sown broadcast or in narrow drills are irrigated by flooding, while orchards, vineyards, and crops grown in rows are usually irrigated by running the water through furrows. In either system it is imperative that the land be graded and thoroughly worked, in order to retain the best rains in the furrows. The desert lands of Arizona, in their virgin state, are seldom suited for orchards, vineyards, gardening, etc. It is expedient to grow alfalfa for a few years before attempting to produce horticulturally useful crops. The virgin soil is deficient in humus and nitrogen, constituents which are most economically supplied by growing alfalfa. Many orchards and vineyards have failed in Arizona on account of this defective soil condition.

Market-gardening in Arizona is largely in the hands of the Chinese, who practice high culture, and keep their lands in a continual succession of crops. Cabbage and turnip grow well, as do beans and potatoes. In irrigating, the water is run between the ridges, so that it reaches the hills or drills without covering them, and is allowed to run for a greater or less length of time, depending upon the ability of the soil to absorb the water. Many of the heavier adobe soils it is necessary, when planting melon and many other seeds, to cover them with sand. If the adobe soil of the field is used as a cover, it leaves so hard that the germinating seeds are unable to make their way to the surface. Beets, and occasionally other vegetables, when planted on an extended scale, are sown in drills without ridging the soil. After planting, furrows are made between the rows in which to run the water, it being imperative that the water be not allowed to break through the furrows and flood the crop.

In fruit-culture, the important principle is practically the same for all fruit, it being essential to fill the ground with water during the winter season, when the ditches are running full, and by thorough tillage during spring and early summer to retain the moisture, to fortify the plants against the lack of water in May and June. Orchards and vineyards may be flooded several times during the winter, or the same or better results may be obtained by making furrows at a distance of every 4 to 6 feet throughout the orchard, and running a subsoil plow in the furrows to loosen and aerate the soil to considerable depth. When so prepared, the soil will take water with great avidity, and if the process be repeated two or three times during the winter, water required for subsequent culture will be much lessened.

In orchards and vineyards, frequent irrigation with little water is expensive and results are unsatisfactory. The ground should be thoroughly wet throughout, even between the rows, and as soon as practicable after irrigating, tilled and latered by using a fine-toothed harrow. This process will leave a mulch of loose earth a few inches in thickness over the moist soil, and assist greatly in retention of moisture. When necessary, to improve the condition of the soil by adding plant food, it is most economically and satisfactorily accomplished by green-manuring, growing the crop during the fall and winter and turning it under in the spring.

Great variations in temperature in February and March are very disastrous to successful fruit and nut culture in southern Arizona. Almonds begin to bloom in February, and are followed in succession by apricots and peaches, all of which are likely to be injured by spring frosts.

In humid regions, methods of pruning tend toward thinning out the center of the tree, so that the sun may reach the fruit spurs within. In desert areas, the fruit spurs are usually headed low, in order that the trunk be shaded. Deciduous trees are usually cut back annually, throwing the fruit spurs toward the center of the tree, that as much as possible of the developing fruit be shaded by
the foliage. Citrous, olive and fig trees are rarely if ever pruned, and grapes are usually cut back to two or three buds. Among small fruits, strawberries, although producing the larger part of their crop during April or May, remain fruitful every year of the year.

The following is a brief list of the best and most profitable commercial varieties of the more important fruits and nuts grown in the irrigated regions. The list is compiled from the shipping returns to a circular letter sent to 60 of the largest fruit-growers in southern Arizona:

**Almonds.**—Ne Plus Ultra, IXL.

**Apples.**—Early, Early Harvest, Early Strawberry, Red Astachan.

**Apricots.**—Early, Bennet’s Early, New Castle, Peach, Pringle.

**Blackberries.**—Lawton’s Early, Crandall’s Early, Early Harvest.

**Dates.**—May’s.

**Grapes.**—Thompson’s Seedless, Sultana Seedless, Rose of Peru, Salem, Mission, Roger’s No. 9.

**Peaches.**—Triumph, Walter, Bowin.

**Pears.**—Villa Franca, Sicily.

**Olives.**—Manzanillo, Nevadillo Blanco, Mission.

**Oranges.**—Ruby Blood, Jaffa, Parson’s Brown, Mediterranean, Sweet, Bahan (Washington Naval).

**Peaches.**—Early, Early Crawford, Parson’s Early, Triumph, Sweet, Strawberry.

**Plums.**—Widder, Brandywine, Bartlett.

**Pomegranates.**—Ruby, Sweet, Red Papershall (1), Golden.

**Quinces.**—Champion, Portugal, Orange.

**Strawberries.**—Arizona Everbearing.

J. W. Touney.
ARGENTINA. See under Peruvian.

ARROEDE. See Aureostrum.

ARGENTINIA. See under American.

ARNATTO. See Bixa.

ARGÉNIA (Arabic name). Boraginaceae. Annual or perennial herb, of nearly 29 species in Africa and Asia. Lvs. alternate: fls. yellow or violet, in racemes or cyne, the color changing with the age of the blossom; corolla slender-tubed, with 5 oblate lobes.

echioides, DC. (Macrodiplotis echidna, Boiss.). Propri-
y-t Flowers. Hardly perennial, 3-12 in. high, short,
hairy, with spreading, ovate-oblong lvs.: fls. in a
scorpioid raceme or spike, yellow, with purple spots,
fading to pure yellow. Caucasus, Armenia, etc. B.M.
1409. G.C. II. 11: 689. — Blooms in spring. In full sun or
in rather dry ground, it is difficult to keep this charm-
ing plant in a healthy condition; partial shade is essen-
tial to its welfare. One can grow luxuriant specimens
on the northern slope of a rockery or close to a build-
ing on the east or north side. Prop. by seeds, division,
or by root-cuttings.

cornuta, Fisch. & Meyer. Arian Primrose. An-
nual, 2ft., bushy: lvs. lanceolate or oblong-oblong,
pointed: fls. 1/4 in. across, yellow and black-spotted,
changing to maroon and then to yellow. Orient. G.C.
(1890). — An attractive and not very common annual,
easily grown in the open.

A. Griffithii, Boiss. Annual: lvs. narrow-oblong, obtuse, cili-
te: fls. long-tubed, with a black spot in each sinus: 9-12 in.
India. B.M. 3266. — Not known to be in the American trade.

ARNICA (ancient name). Compositae. Small genus of perennials, with clustered root-lvs. and large, long-peduncled yellow heads. Native to Eu., Asia, and N. Amer.—TNature of the European A. montana is used
in medicine. Grown mostly as alpines or in rockwork;
some species also grow fairly well in the common bor-
der. Prop. by division, and rarely by seeds.

a. Radical lvs. cordinate, with slender or winged petioles.

cordifolia, Hook. Two ft. or less high, hairy; heads few or even solitary, with inch-long rays; involucre 1/4 in. high, pubescent. Rocky Mts. and W.

cordifolia, Bong. Grown as a very nearly so, the stem-
lvs. not cordinate or petioted: heads smaller than in pre-
ceding. Rocky Mts. and W.

AA. Radical lvs. not cordinate, but petioted.

ampelixa, Boiss. Glabrous or nearly so: lvs. ovate to lance-oblong, acute, those on the stem clasping and
dentate: stem leafy to the top. Oregon and N.
folia, Nutt. Pubescent: lvs. lanceolate, strongly
nerved, small-toothed, the upper ones somewhat clasping:
heads sometimes solitary, short-peduncled: stem leafy,
and W.

montana, Linn. Mountain Tobacco. Mountain
Snuff. A foot high, the stem sparsely hairy: radical lvs.
oolong-lanceolate, glabrous and entire: heads 3-4,
large. Eu. B. M. 1749. J. H. III. 34: 441.—The best
known species in cult.; but none of the Arnicas are
common in American gardens.

L. H. B.

ARPHEPHYLLUM (Cimiciflua and lact.). Orchideae. Tribe Epipendracea. Epiphytes: racemes dense, cylindrical, erect; lvs. strap-shaped or linear, on jointed, terete stems: fls. small, inverted; segments concave.
- Orchids of minor importance. Consult Epipedium.

giganteum, Lindl. Plants robust; sts. about 10 in. high; lvs. coriaceous, strap-shaped; peduncle stout; raceme several in long; lvs. numerous, pink-purple. Mex. - Give plenty of light.

spiratae, Llave et Lex. Smaller than the above: lvs. linear; fls. paler. B.M. 6022.

ARROW-ROOT. An edible starch, obtained from the rhizomes of various seitanima-eous plants, as Manihot, Careuna, Tacca. Canna. The West Indian Arrow-root is mostly from Manihot arundinacea, Linn. The Brazilian is from Manihot utilissima, Pohl. The East Indian is chiefly from Careuna augustifolia, Roig. Piatto and maize starches are also a source of Arrow-root. Arrow-root is also obtained from Manihot.

ARTABOTrys (arase grapes, alluding to the hanging frui). Anthocerece. About 25 tropical climbing shrubs, with 3-sepaled and 6-petaled solitary or fasciculate fls., and shining evergreen foliage.

doraissimous, R. Br. Lvs. oblong or lanceolate, pointed, thick, dark glossy green; fls. brownish, very fragrant. Epiphytes. E. Ind. B.R. 423. - Hardy in S. Fla. and Cal., and somewhat cult. The ylang-ylang perfume is made from the fls. The lvs. are used in native medicine.

ARTEMISIA (Artemisia, wife of M announce). Compositae. A large genus of aromatic herbs and small shrubs, mostly in the northern hemisphere, and most abundant in arid regions. Lvs. alternate, often dissected; heads small and mostly inconspicuous, numerous, and generally nodding, with yellow or white florets. In the West, many of the species, particularly A. tridentata, are known as Sage Brush. Grown for their medicinal properties or for foliage effects. The cut, dried leaves are often used in the peduncle or stem, B.R. 423. - Hardy in S. Fla. and Cal., and somewhat cult. The ylang-ylang perfume is made from the fls. The lvs. are used in native medicine.

ARTICHOKE (Cynara Scolymus, Linn.). Compositae. A coarse and robust perennial, cult. for the edible fl-buds and lvs. The fl-buds are 3-5 in. across just before they open, and at this stage they are cut for the table. The fleshy outer scales and the "bottom" of the head (this is the receptacle) are golden yellow; the little florets being removed, the edible part of the flower is eaten raw or cooked. When the blue florets begin to show, the head is too old for eating. Fig. 144 shows edible heads. For pickling, the heads are often taken when only half grown. The young sts. and lvs. are sometimes blanched and eaten, after the manner of cardoons; and these parts comprise the "Artichoke salad" of the markets. They are a score or more varieties in European gardens, but the most common is the Cynara Cardunculus of Italy, which has a hard rind, and is not so popular as the soft-leaved, red-flowered variety that is grown in most European gardens. The Artichoke is a good border plant, and is hardy in most of the northern United States. It is a hardy perennial, and the leaves and buds are used in salads and soups. The flowers are eaten raw and cooked.


ABSENTHUM, Linn. Wormwood. Almost shrubby, 2-4 ft. high, spreading and branching, white-ilmk; lvs. 2-3-parted or oblong, obtuse lobes: heads small and numerous, in leafy panicles. - Wormwood is native to Eu., but it occasionally escapes from gardens. It is a common garden herb, being used in domestic medicine, especially as a vermifuge. Wormwood tea is an odorous memory with every person who was reared in the country.

ARGENTEA, L. Her. Lvs. white-silky, 2-pinnate, the lobes linear or lanceolate: heads globular, tomentose, nodding, in raceome panicles; 1-2 ft. Madeira. - Useful for rockwork.

cc. Receptacle not hairy.

ABRANTANUM, Linn. SOUTHERNWOOD. Old Man. Shrubby, 3-5 ft., green and glabrous, the st. rather stiff; lvs. 1-3-pinnately divided, the divisions filiform: panicle loose, with yellowish white heads. En. - Southernwood is grown for its pleasant-scented foliage; and it sometimes escapes into waste places.

BONTICA, Linn. ROMAN WORMWOOD. Shrubby, erect, 1-4 ft.; lvs. canestente below, linear-pinnate, the lvs. linear: panicle open and long, with small, globular, nodding, whitish yellow heads. En. - Roman wormwood is used for the same purposes as A. Absinthium, and is more agreeable. Chief source of absinthe. 

vulgarius, Linn. MUGWORT. Herb, erect, pinnately branched; lvs. white-silky, often green above, 2-pinnately cleft, with lanceolate lobes; upper lvs. sometimes linear, heads many, oblong, yellowish. En. and northern N. Amer., and naturalized in E. states. - Mugwort is grown for the ornament of its foliage. It shows various-leaved and golden-leaved varieties. It was once a domestic remedy. Variable.

STELLIERA, Bess. OLD WOMAN. Herb, 2 ft., from a woody creeping base, densely white tomentose; lvs. pinnatifid, with obtuse lobes; heads large, the lobes linear or lanceolate, at the summit, in a racemose-glomerate inflorescence. N. E. Asia and on the coast of Mass. - Attractive from its whiteness. Useful for borders.

LUDOVICIANA, Nutt. Herb, 2-3 ft., white-tomentose or lvs. becoming greenish above; lvs. linear to oblanceolate, the lower ones toothed or parted, the upper ones entire: heads small, bell-shaped, paniculate. Plains and banks, W. Int. 1891.

AA. Heads with perfect fls, throughout: receptacle not hairy.

arbiscula, Nutt. SAGE BRUSH. Shrubby, a foot or less high; lvs. short, white-silky, 2-3 lobed, ovate or oblong, often 2 lobed, canescent; panicle simple and strict, often spike-like, the 5-9-fl. heads erect. Plains, W.

tridentata, Nutt. SAGE BRUSH. Shrubby; reaching height of 12 ft., although often only a foot high, branches 3-5 toothed, lvs. wedge-shaped, 3-7 toothed or lobed, truncate at the summit, the uppermost ones narrower: heads 5-8-fl. Plains, W. Int. 1884.

L. H. B.

ARTICHOKE (Cynara Scolymus, Linn.), Compositae. A coarse and robust perennial, cult. for the edible fl-buds and lvs. The fl-buds are 3-5 in. across just before they open, and at this stage they are cut for the table. The fleshy outer scales and the "bottom" of the head (this is the receptacle) are golden yellow; the little florets being removed, the edible part of the flower is eaten raw or cooked. When the blue florets begin to show, the head is too old for eating. Fig. 144 shows edible heads. For pickling, the heads are often taken when only half grown. The young sts. and lvs. are sometimes blanched and eaten, after the manner of cardoons; and these parts comprise the "Artichoke salad" of the markets. There are a score or more varieties in European gardens, but the Ghibli is the one generally sold here.

Although the Artichoke is perennial, the plant declines in vigor after it has borne two or three crops. In the N. the plants should be protected in winter with a liberal mulch. Artichokes are of easeful culture on rich soil. As they grow 3-5 ft. high and branch freely, and make lvs. 3 ft. long, they should not be set nearer than 2 or 3
ARTICHOKE

ft in the rows, and the rows should be 4 or 5 ft. apart. In this country, the plant is propagated mostly by seeds. These are sown early in the spring. Seedlings rarely give many heads before the second year. A quicker and better method of propagation is to use the suckers, which are freely produced about the crown. The suckers reproduce the variety. The Artichoke is little known in America, but is worthy greater attention. The habit of propagating by seed is, perhaps, one reason why the Artichoke has not obtained greater prominence in this country. The great woolly, pinnatifid lvs. and strong habit make the plant an attractive ornamental subject. See Carolon. L. H. B.

ARTICHOKE, JERUSALEM (Helianthus tuberosus, Linn.). Common. While the Globe Artichoke is seldom seen in American gardens or on American tables, and surely not appreciated by our people, the Jerusalem Artichoke is so common as to be despised as a weed. The Jerusalem Artichoke is the tuber of a perennial sunflower-like plant. (Fig. 145.) It thrives on almost any drained land, without much attention as to manuring, and without coddling. The tubers may be cut into single eyes and planted like common potatoes. The cultivation is about the same as that usually given to corn or potatoes. Any time in the fall after frost has killed the tops, or the latter have matured, the crop can be gathered. Pull up the whole plant by the roots, or dig the tubers with a potato hook or prong hoe. Or, swine may be turned into the field and allowed to root up and feed on the tubers. All kinds of farm animals seem to be fond of them. They may be ground and fed, mixed with ground grains, to poultry with good results. As a succulent food for cattle, sheep, swine, and perhaps other farm stock, this tuber seems to deserve more general attention on the part of the American farmer than it has usually received. It is far ahead of the potato in productiveness, and much more cheaply grown. Raw or boiled and served with vinegar, the tuber also makes a very good winter or spring salad, and for this purpose it may find a limited sale in our markets. The chief demand for it will be for seed purposes. The easiest way of keeping the crop over winter is by leaving the tubers in the ground where they grew, as they are not hurt by frost when covered with soil. Tubers already gathered can be pitted like beets or turnips, but will need even less covering of soil. The Mammoth White French is said by some propagators to be an improved strain of the ordinary or Jerusalem Artichoke. The plant often becomes a weed; but hogs will root it out. The plant is native to upper Canada and middle parts of the U.S. It was cult. by the Indians. See Helianthus. T. GREENER.

ARTOCARPUS (aratus, bread, and carpos, fruit). Arti-
coccar. Bread Fruit. Tropical fruit plants, originally from the East Indies, sometimes son their difficulty, sometimes cult. with difficulty in northern botanical gardens for their great economic inter-
est. They need a hot, moist atmosphere, much water, and perfect drainage. Prop. slowly by cuttings of young lateral growth. Monog. (Fig. 146.) The fruits do not bear shipment to the N. incisa, Linn. f. Bread Fruit. Tree, 30-40 ft., with a viscid, milky juice: branches fragrant: lvs. 1-3 ft. long, leathery, ovate, cuneate and entire at base, upper part 3-9-lobed: male fls. in a dense club-shaped yellow catkin, 10-16 in. long; female fls. in a subglobular cymulate head, having a spongy receptacle: fr. as large as a melon, typically incised, but in the best cult. varieties reticulated only, and seedless. Gt. 39, p. 273. Gng. 5: 238, and B. M. 1906-71, where the romantic story of its transfer to the West Indies is told. Sparingly cult. in S. Fla.

Intrigofilia, Linn. f. Jack Fruit. Tree, 30 ft., with milky juice: lvs. 4-6 in. long, very various; those of fer-	ile branches nearly obovate, entire; those of higher branches more obovate and obtuse; those from young shoots from the root very narrow, or 2-3-lobed: fr. attaining a weight of 60-70 lbs. Less palatable than the bread fruit. The oily seeds when roasted are said to resemble chestnuts. G. C. III. 20:717. B. M. 2835-4. Gt. 39, p. 273. Gt. 35: 453.

Cannonii, Bull. Lvs. varying from cordate to deeply 3-lobed, 1 ft. long, red beneath, bronze crimson and pur-

ARUM (ancient name). Arūdēr. Tuber-bearing low herbes, of few species, in Eu. and W. Asia. Lvs. simple, the petiole sheathed at the base: spathe convolute, var-
iously colored, mostly including the short spadix: pis-
tillate fls. at the base. Grown usually as odities, mostly under the general name of Callas. Some of the species are hardy; others, as A. Palatium, are tender, and require glasshouse treatment. The tender kinds are man-
aged in essentially the same way as the fancy-leaved Caladiums. Plant the tubers sufficiently deep that roots may form from near the top. Give rich soil, and water freely when growing. The tubers should be well mulched in late fall. They thrive best in partially shaded places and in rich soil. Prop. by natural offsets; also by seeds or berries, which some spe-
cies produce freely. Some of the species are poisonous. Monog. by Engler in De Candolle's Monographia Phanerogamae, vol. 2.

The following names are in the American trade: aphispathum, Nos. 5, 7; alpinum, 6; Arisarum: Arisarum, vulgare; Bycanthium, 1; Cardiophyllum, 7; corrugatum, 7; corona, 7; Cirsicum, 1; crinitum = Helicoledoceris crinitus; cylindraceum, 7; Cyperum, 2; denticulatum, 3; Discocirrus, 2; Dracunculus = Drac-
unculus vulgaris; eboracum, 3; episcoporum = Pila-
gratissima, 3; flavum, 1; cardinatum, 6; intermedium, 6; Hieracium, 7; miscellaneum, 6; Malyi, 6; maritimum, 7; nigrum, 5; Nodocentrum, 5; orientale, 5; Palatium, 4; pectinatum, 1; sanctum, 4; spectabile, 2; teretilobatum = Pachysandra; vario-
tum, 5; vulgare, 6; Zelboras, 6.

1. pictum, Linn. f. (J. Cursicum, Lois.). Lvs. ap-
pearing in spring, long-petioled, light green: spadix bright violet, swollen at the base: spadix purple-black, exceeding the spadix. Copsis, Balsamites, etc.—Hardy.

2. Discocirrus, Slith & Smith (A. spectabile, Regel. A. Syriacum, Blume. A. Cypris, Schott.). Leaf-
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3. detruncatum, Meyer. Lvs. more or less truncate at the base, the blade shorter than in the last; yellowish green and purple-spotted, large (10-15 in. long) and short-stalked, the limb acuminate. Persia.—Hardy.

4. Palestiniun, Boiss. (A. z. xictum, Hort.), BLACK CALLA. SOLOMON'S LILY. Lvs. cordate-hastate, 6 in. broad across the base and about equal in length, the middle lobe broad-ovate and nearly blunt; spathe about the length of the leaf, with a short green tube, and an elongated lance-oblung-tapering limb, which is greenish on the outside and continuous black-purple within, the tip sometimes recurving; spadix shorter than the spathe, the upper part dark colored. Palestine. B.M. 5369. (Gn. 43. p. 31).—Perhaps the most popular Arum at present, being grown in pots as an oddity.

5. orientale, Bieb. A foot high; lvs. brownish, broadly hastate-sagitate, the front lobe obtuse-acute; spathe tube oblong-ovoid and white within, the limb ovate to oblong and intense black-purple (rarely pale), resembling A. maculatum.—A hardy species from Asia Minor, running into many forms. Some of the plants referred here are A. nigrum, variolatum, Nordmanni, gracilis, Schott.; A. elongatum and A. albispium, Steven (not A. albispium, Hort., which is A. Ital-

icun).

6. maculatum, Linn. (A. ralghre. Linn.). LORDS-AND-LADIES. COQUEO PINT. WAKE ROBIN (in England). About a foot high; lvs. usually black-spotted, hastate or sagitate, the front lobe triangular ovate, about as high as the spathe; the spathe swollen at its base, the margins of the lance-ovate limb becoming invloled, spotted with purple: spadix shorter than the spathe, purple. Eu.—A hardy species, of many forms. A form with spotless lvs. and a whitish tube with a mediul pur-

ple zone, is A. immaculatum and Zelebori, Schott.

Var. angustatum, Engler, has a narrow light-purple spathe (A. intermedium, Schur. A. Milby, Schott.). Var. alpinum, Engler (A. alpinum, Schott. & Kotschy) has pedunules longer, and an ovate-lanceolate spathe.

7. Italicum, Miller (A. cylindricaum, Gasp.). Fig. 146. Larger than the last; lvs. hastate, nearly truncate below, light-veined; spathe scarcely swollen below the limb erect and not expanding and including the short spadix (tip sometimes deflexed after flowering). Yellowish or white and faintly striate. Eu. B.M. 2432.—Very rare species; also grown in pots. In the open, the lvs. appear in the fall. A very variable species. Var. Canariense, Engler (A. Canariense, Webb. & Berth.), has narrow leaf-lobes and spathe. Var. concinnum, Engler (A. concinnum L. macrorhizum, Schott. has broad gray-spotted lvs. Var. Byzantinum, Engler, (A. Byzantinum, Schott.), has spathe tube oblong, white inside and purple at the mouth, and an acuminate purple or green limb. Var. albispium, Hort., has a white spathe.

L. H. B.

ARUNDO (old name).i, Rosadco. Tall perennial herbs, often referred to the genus Spirea, with numerous small dioecious white fls., in panicled spikes: stamens many: pistils commonly 3. Two species, American and Japanese.


astilboideae, Maxim. (Spirea Arun. var. astilboideae, Maxim. N. astilboideae, Hort. Astilbe astilboideae, Le-noize, Gn. 69, p. 355-6). Dwarfier and more graceful than the above (2 ft.): pedicels erect in fr. Japan.—Neater than the American species. See Astilbe for illustration.

ARUNDINARIA. See Bamboo.

ARUNDO (Latinn. weed). Gramineae. Tall leafy perennial grasses resembling bamboos, 5-15 ft. high, or even 30 ft. in favorable locations. Lvs. broad and gracefully arching: sts. leafy to near the top, terminating in an immense plume 1-2 ft. long: spikelets long and pointed.

Donax, Linn. GIANT REED. Figs. 147, 148. Towering straight stems 8-30 ft. high, which grow very rapidly, clothed with broad, pointed leaves at regular intervals. Grown for lawn decoration and to conceal unsightly objects. In some countries used for laths, woven work and thatching, and the roots as a diuretic. The tall, showy plumes are reddish at first and last a long time. Mediterranean, Orient. Gn. 111. p. 391; 3, p. 493; 8, p. 199; 17, p. 407. P.G. 5:2. Var. variegata, Hort. (var. versicolor, Hort.). Much dwarfer and less hardy than the type, usually 4-7 or even 12 ft. high, with elegant longitudinal stripes of creamy white and green. Gn. 39, p. 47; F.S. 14:1425. Var. macrophylla, Hort., has large, very glaucous lvs.

conspeciosa, Forst. f. A rare and handsome species, bearing silky white fls., which are beautiful for months. Less hardy than A. Donax, and with narrower lvs. Lvs. 2-4 ft. long, very slender, involute, coriaceous, deeply channelled; upper surface, margins, and long, slender point recurved. N. Zean. B.M. 6232. Gn. 18, p. 478; 49, p. 229.

P. B. KENNEDY
ARUNDO

Arundo Donax is one of the most popular of all grasses
or hardy foliage plants, especially wherever the Pampas
Grass is not hardy. Although it succeeds almost any-
where in borders, beds, and on lawns, it is really at home
in moist soils and near the water. It is, therefore, one
of the standard plants for striking aquatic effects. Prop.
claidy by division, as follows: The ripe
seeds can be lain on damp moss during
winter, and in a few
months nearly every joint will sprout and
form a small rooted plant. The canes
may then be cut up and the young plants
potted off singly, to be
planted out the following spring.

J. B. KELLY.

ASARUM (obscure
name). Aristolochi-
aceous. L. Low, nearly
stemless herbs of a few
species, but widely disseminated
in the temperate zone, with odd purplish or
brown fls. on the surface of the ground
(or nearly so), underneath the heart-like
or kidney-like lvs.: corolla wanting, but
calyx corolla-like; staminidia 12: ovary
inferior. The Asa-
rums inhabit rich
shady woods, spreading
on the ground, and the fls. are un-
seen except by the
ear observer. They are of easy culture if
transplanted to rich, moist places. They
make attractive car-
pets in borders and
groves. The species
described below are sold by dealers in
native plants. Some of the species are reported to have medicinal
properties.

A. Plant markedly pubescent.

Lvs. about 2 to a plant, thin, kidney-shaped, pointed,
with a deep and open sinus, not mottled: fl. slender
stalked, with lance-acuminate calyx-lobes an inch or
more across at the expanded mouth, chocolate-brown;
style 6-lobed. Frequent in woods. B. M. 1279. A. G.

large and thick, cordate, with rounded basal lobes,
mostly acute at the apex, margin ciliate, glabrous and
mottled above; fl. stout-stalked, the lobes often
and long-pointed, the ovary inferior: styles 6. Sierra
Nevadas, 4,000-7,000 ft. alt.

Europaeum, Linn. Lvs. kidney-shaped, evergreen,
dark green, the petiole 3-5 in.: fls. greenish purple,
¾ in., with incurved lobes: styles 6, and grooved or 2-
parted, recurved. Eu.

AA. Plant slightly or not at all pubescent.

caudatum, Lindl. Rather slender, with long root
stocks, sparingly pubescent: lvs. coriaceous-kidney-shaped,
and more or less cupped or succulent, acute: fls. slem-
der-stalked, the calyx-lobes oblong and attenuate:
stylace well united. Pacific coast.

 Lemma, Watson. Like the last, but lvs. plane or
flat, rounded at apex, less pubescent, calyx lobes short.
Sierra Nevada.

Virginicum, Linn. Lvs. broad-ovate or orbicular,
rounded at the top, the sinus narrow: fl. short-stalked,
purple, the calyx-lobes broad and rounded: styles 6,
2-lobed; anthers not pointed. Va., S.

asphodelinum, Michx. Lvs. thickish and usually mottled,
orbicular to hastate, obtuse: fl. stout-stalked, urn-
shaped and much contracted at the throat: styles 6, 2-
lobed; anthers pointed. Va., S.
L. H. B.

ASCLEPIAS (ancient Greek and Latinized name).
Asclepiadaceae. Milkweed. Silkweed. Many herbs,
mostly North American, generally with opposite or
whorled lvs., milky juice, and umbels of odd fls. The
fls. are gamopetalous, the corolla segments generally
strongly reflexed; stamens 5, attached to the corolla,
the anthers more or less united about the stigmas:
between the corolla and the stamens is a crown of five
corneous-like appendages; pollen cohering into a waxy
mass (pollinium), which is removed bodily by insects
which visit the fl. The pollination of an Asclepias fl. is
shown in Fig. 149. The pollen-masses are usually twin
(as at b), and the handle or caudicle lies in a cleft on
the back side of the stigma, and is attached to the legs or
mouth parts of the insect, and are thereby transferred
to another fl. The Milkweeds are common in waste places in N. Amer.,
and are widely cultivated. Several species below have been
int. by dealers in native plants. The Butterfly-weed and
some others are very showy and worthy of more general
attention. The large-leaved kinds are desirable when heavy
foliage effects are wanted. They are all perennials of the
castingest culture. Prop. by division, rarely by seeds.
See Gray, Syn. Fl. N. Amer. 2., pt. 1 (which is here
followed).

A. Fls. (corolla and crown) orange.

Tuberosa, Linn. BUTTERFLY-WEED. PLEURISY Root.
Hairy, 2-3 ft. high, from long, horizontal roots, with
more or less alternate, lance-ovate or lance-linear fls.;
umbels several, short-pedunculed; pods pubescent, erect.
Dry banks and fields; widespread, and not infrequent.
B. R. 76. D. 228.—A handsome plant.

AA. Fls. in shades of red or purple.

Curassavica, Linn. Plant glabrous, 2 ft. or less: lvs.
opposite and short-petioled, thin, oblong-lanceolate;
corolla scarlet: pods glabrous, erect. Fl. and L. B. R.
81

Incarnata. Linn. Glabrous or nearly so, leafy and
branching, 3 ft.: lvs. opposite, oblong-lanceolate; cor-
olla rose-purple to flesh color, with oblong lobes; pods
glabrous, erect. B. R. 256. Var. pulchra, Pers. Hirsute,
and lvs. broader. Swamps.—Common.

AA. Fls. greenish, yellowish or white (sometimes pur-
ple-tinged, especially in A. quadrifolia). 

B. Pods tomentose and soft-spiny.

Speciosa, Torr. (A. Douglasii, Hook.). Stem stout
and simple, or 3 ft. or less, fine-tomentose or becoming
glabrous: lvs. large and broad, ovate, transversely
veined, short-petioled: fls. purple and large, the ped-
uncle of the umbel shorter than the lvs. Neb. W. and
S. B. M. 4113.

Cornut, Decne. (A. Syracusa, Linn.). Differs from last
in having obtuse and short hoods to the crown, taller,
less pubescent: lvs. oblong or oval: fls. dull purple,
in large, more or less nodding umbels, Mn. 7:221.
The common milkweed of the E. states.

BB. Pods glabrous and unarmed.

Amplexicaulis, Michx. Plant glabrous and glaucous:
st. decumbent. 1-2 ft. long: lvs. numerous, coriace-
ous-ovate and clasping, obtuse, succulent: corolla green-
purple. Barrens. N. Car. and S.
Phytolacoides, Parsh (A. nivea, Sims.). Plant glabrous and green, 3-4 ft. erect: lvs. thin, oval to lance-oval, acuminate and short-petioled; fls. greenish, in large, loose umbels. Moist ground; frequent. B.M. 1181.

149. Milkweed flower, showing polination.

variegata, Linn. Two ft. or less high; lvs. 3-7 pairs, ovate or oblong, thinnish, green and glabrous above and pale beneath; lvs. white and pink, in 1-3 umbels. Dry, shady places. Cent. and S. states. B.M. 1582.

eriocarpa, Benth. Densely woolly all over; lvs. alternate in 2's, long-oblong or lanceolate, short-petioled; fls. dull white, in few or several umbels. Calif.

cc. Fruiting pedicels erect, and the pods erect.

quadrifolia, Linn. About 2 ft., not branched, with lvs. towards the top of the st. in whorls of 4: lvs. ovate or lance-ovate, acuminate, thin, nearly or quite glabrous; fls. pink to white in 2-4 loose umbels. Dry soil; frequent. L.B.C. 15: 1258.

verticillata, Linn. About 2 ft., slender, very leafy; lvs. in whorls of 3-6, very narrow-linear and revolute; fls. greenish white, in many small umbels. Dry soil; frequent. L.B.C. 11: 1067.

Var. pambil, Gray. A few in. high, from a fasicled root; lvs. filiform, crowded. Plains, W.

Mexicana, Cav. Height, 5 ft. or less; lvs. in whorls of 3-6, or sometimes opposite or fasicled, linear or narrow-lanceolate; fls. greenish white or purplish in dense, many-fl. umbels. Ore. W. and S.

L. H. B.

Ascyrum (Greek, not hard or rough). Hypericaceae. Low herbs or subshrubs, with bright yellow fls., 2 small sepals and 2 large ones, 4 petals, and many stamens. Dry, sandy soils in E. states (also one or two West Indian and one Himalayan species), sometimes grown in borders. Of easiest culture, but should be covered in winter in the N. Prop. by division; also, by seeds.


Stans, Michx. St. Peter’s-wort. Taller, more branched; lvs. broad-oblong or oval and clasping: styles 3-4.

L. H. B.

Asimina. See Fraxinus.

Asimina (from Assiminae, a French-and-Indian name). Anonaceae. Papaw (the papaw of literature is Carica, which see). Small trees or shrubs: lvs. alternate, entire, usually deciduous; fls. purple or whitish, campanulate, solitary or few axillary; sepals 3; petals 6, the inner ones smaller; stamens numerous: fr. consisting of one or a few large berries. Eight species in E. N. Amer. Ornamental trees or shrubs, with large fls. in early spring, and handsome foliage. Only 2 species are cultivated, of which the arborescent one is the hardier and the hand- some one in foliage, while the more tender A. grandiflora has larger and showier fls. They grow best in rich and moist soil. They transplant with difficulty. Prop. by seeds sown in autumn, or stratified and sown in spring, or by layers in autumn; also, by root-cuttings. In the North, the seeds should be sown in pots or pans. Description of all species is given in Gray, Syn. Fl. N. Amer. 1, pt. 1, pp. 62 and 464.

Triloba, Dunn. (Anaba triloba, Linn.). Fig. 150. Small tree, 10-12 ft.; lvs. cuneate, obovate-oblong, acute, 1/2-1 ft. long, glabrous; fls. with the lvs. from branches of the previous year, green when expanding, changing to purplish red, with yellow in the middle, 2 in. broad: fr. oblong, 2-6 in. long, dark brown. S. states, north to N. York, west to Mich. and Kansas. S.S. 1:35, 16. Gn. 35, p. 221. G.F. 8: 485. A.f. 44: 173. This is the only arborescent species of the genus. It is well worth a place in the garden, for its large foliage is very handsome and the fls., appearing in the early spring, are attractive. The large fr. is edible, and may be still improved by cultivation and careful selection of the best varieties. Many people do not relish the highly aromatic flavor; and the large seeds are a disadvantage. The tree has proved hardy in Mass. and Ontario. One or two named forms have been offered.

grandiflora, Dunn. Shrub, 2-6 ft.; lvs. cuneate, obovate or oblong, obtuse, 2-4 in. long, rufous-pubescent when young, at length glabrous and chartaceous; frs. large, appearing with the lvs.; outer petals cream-colored, over 2 in. long, much larger than the inner ones; the large fr. is said to be very delicious. S. Georgia, Fla.

Alfred Rehder.

Asparagus, Esculent. [Asparagus officinalis, Linn.]. Liliaceae. A perennial herb, cult. for the succulent young shoots which arise from the roots in spring. The plant is native to Eu. and Asia, and has been cult. for 2,000 years and more. It was known to the Greeks and Romans. The so-called lvs. of asparagus are really leaf-like branches. The lvs. are the scales, which are well shown on the shoot at the left in Fig. 151. From

150. Asimina triloba (X 3/4).
ASPARAGUS

The Asparagus market, however, are those an inch or more in diameter and deliciously succulent, which one can grow only on good plants set far enough apart on well-drained, well-manured and well-dug soil. To secure
earliness of crop, the land selected for an Asparagus patch should be a warm loam, preferably exposed to
southeast. Manures of any kind may be used with
greatest liberality, as nothing being almost out of question.
Unless the soil is already well supplied with
vegetable matter, and for that reason very loose and
mellow, bulky manures, such as fairly-well rotted
stable manure or rich compost, are almost indispensable as
a start. A heavy dressing is to be plowed under.
Aftewards concentrated manures, rich in nitrogen and
potash, will do very well for loose soils, and may be
used broadcast on top, as the crop seems to need them
from year to year. Much depends on good plants.
These are easily grown. To grow one’s own supply for
starting a plantation is ordinarily a safer plan than to
depend on purchased plants. Use strong 1-year plants
in preference to older ones. The male, or pollen-bearing
plants, are more vigorous, therefore more productive of
good stalks and more profitable than the female or seed-
bearing plants; but it is not an always a task to
distinguish the one from the other at an early age unless
they bloom. To raise the plants, sow seed in early
spring thinly in drills, in a well-prepared seed-bed.
Have the drills a foot apart; cover the seed half an inch
to an inch deep, and thin the plants early to stand 3
inches apart. With the same attention as that directed
by other close-planted garden vegetables, strong plants
will then be the sure outcome. Get the land ready for
sowing the plants by deep and careful plowing and
thorough harrowing.
Then plow out furrows 5 or even 6 feet apart. If the demand is for the green stalks
(those grown above ground), popular in some markets,
the furrows may be made 6 or 7 inches deep. If the
seeded shoots are wanted (and they are of superior
flavor and tenderness, provided they are grown in
mellow soil and under high and skillful culture), they
have to be grown below ground; hence the furrows are to be
made a few inches deeper than for plants to be green
stalks. Set the plants in the furrows not less than 2
feet apart, each on a small mound of soil, spreading the
roots in the same way as they grew in the seed bed.
Cover with mellow soil to the depth of a few inches, and
afterwards, in the course of some weeks and by means
of suitable tools (smoothing harrow, cultivator, etc.),
gradually fill the furrows even with the ground level.
A still better plan with the latter can be had, to
fill the furrows with fine old compost, as the compost
above the crowns of the plants can not be made too
loose. It is advisable, and will insure closer attention
in cultivation, to grow some hoed crop, like beets, tur-
nip, cabbage, beets, etc., between the rows of Asparagus the first year. In the fall, and every
fall thereafter, cut the Asparagus stalks close to the
ground and remove them from the patch, to avoid the
scattering of the seed.
In early spring the second year, the surface of the
ground is to be loosened by shallow plowing or deep
cultivating; and when the first sprouts appear, the rows
may be hilled up to some extent, especially if blanched
stalks are to be grown. The wisdom of cutting that
season more than a very few, if any, of the shoots for
the table or sale may well be doubted. Plants left intact
until the third year will grow with stronger and be
more productive afterward. In the absence of a spec-
cially devised Asparagus knife, any ordinary table or
pocket knife may be used for cutting the shoots, or in
mellow soil the shoots may be broken off at the base with
the hand. In cutting the shoots be very careful to avoid injury to
later shoots or to the crown of the plant. The third
season and every year thereafter loosen up the ground as
directed for the second season. The shoots are now to
be blanched. When mumified and chilled soil is a
secure of the green-pen season. After that, allow them to grow
undisturbed, but continue cultivation, to keep the ground
surface mellow and free from weed growth. For market,
mark the freshly-cut stalks and tie them in neat bunches
of the size demanded by the particular market, using some bright-colored ribbon, or perhaps rubber bands. If to be shipped, especially for a longer
distance, pack the bunches in moist moss or other ma-
terial that will prevent the stalks from wilting. Vari-
tions in the Asparagus plant are due more to differences
in culture and environment than to those
characteristic of the variety. American seedsmen
offer the following as distinct
varieties: Colossal (Conover’s), Palmetto,
Mammoth (Barr’s), Columbian (Mammoth
Columbian White). The last named is
perhaps the only one having an undisputed

claim to varietal distinction, on account
of the white color of its young shoots.
To save the seed, strip the scarlet berries
off the ripe stalks by hand, or thresh them
off with a flail, put them in a sound barrel
or tank, and mash them with a wooden
pounder, to separate the hard, black seeds from the
pulp. Clean them by washing in plenty of water, pouring
off the pulp and skins; dry and store.
In the Atlantic coast states, north of Virginia, the
Asparagus rust (Puccinia Asparagi) has often done con-
siderable damage. Outside of that region this fungous
disease is hardly known. Burning the infected stalks
is recommended. According to the Massachusetts Ex-
periment Station, “the best means of controlling the
rust is by thorough cultivation in order to secure vig-
orous plants, and in seasons of extreme dryness plants
growing on very dry soil with little water-retaining
properties should, if possible, receive irrigation.”

Asparagus anthracnose has appeared in a few instances.
Of insect enemies, only two have thus far attacked Aspar-
agus plants in America, namely, the common Aspara-
gus beetle (Criocerus Asparagi, Linn.), and the 12-
spotted Asparagus beetle (C. E-punctata, Linn.).

The following remedies are recommended: Chickens and
ducks; close cutting of the young shoots in the early
season, and the free use of fresh, air-slaked lime or
arsenites dusted on the dew-wet plants after the cut-
ing period. Even with all kinds of vegetables in abun-
dant supply and much cheaper than ever, there is hardly
any danger that a superior article of Asparagus will go
begging for customers in any of our markets; or that the
grower of such product could not get several hundred
dollars per acre for his crop.

There are no books of American origin devoted wholly
or chiefly to Asparagus; but all the vegetable-garden-
ing manuals discuss it.

T. GREINER.
ASPARAGUS, ORNAMENTAL. Liliaceae. The genus Asparagus comprises about 150 species, which are widely distributed in warm or tropical regions, but particularly abundant in S. Afr. The species are of very various habit. Some are climbers, some drooping or trailing, and some erect-busby. Many of them are highly prized for their very graceful and fine foliage. Some species even surpass the most delicate ferns in elegance of habit and delicacy of spray. The foliage is really composed of leaf-like branches (cladophylla) rather than of true lvs. (see Fig. 151, and the discussion of it). Although all are perennial, the strs. of some kinds annually die down or cast their lvs. With the exception of A. verticillatus, the following species must be grown under glass, except in S. Fla. and S. Calif. They are of easy culture. Best when propagated by seeds (which are usually freely produced), but are also multiplied by division and cuttings. Roots generally tuberous. Mongr. by Baker, Journ. Linn. Soc. 14 (1875); account of cult. species by Watson, G. C. III. 29. 122, 147. 178.

A. Foliage erect, bannered. medeoloides, Thumb. (Myriphillium asparagoides, Wildl.). Smilax of florists. Fig. 152. Tall, slender, glabrous twiner; cladophylla 1 in. or more long, thick, glossy green on both sides, strong-nerved, standing edgewise to the branch; lvs. small, single, fragrant; berries dark green; blooms late. B.M. 594. - Much grown by florists for use in decorations (see cultural notes below).

AA. Foliage narrow, but distinctly flat and plain.

Sprengeri, Regel. Figs. 153, 154. Tubers fleshy, white; branches long and slender, branched, drooping; lvs. 1 in. long, glossy green; fls. small and whitish, in short racemes, fragrant; berry small, coral-red. Natal. Gn. 54, p. 88. A. G. 18: 86, 88; 19: 101. Gmg. 4: 167. F. E. 9: sup. Ma. 8: 151. - One of the most popular basket and decorative plants, of easy cult. Prop. by division, but most efficiently by seeds, which can be purchased. At a night temp. of 65° they germinate in 4-5 weeks. Int. to horticulture by Dummans & Co., Italy, in 1890, and named for their collector, Herr Sprenger. There is a white-1vd. variety. lucidus, Lindl. Climber; tubers 1½ in. long; sts. 4-6 ft., spiny, branching; lvs. narrow and curved, 2 in. or less long; 2-6 in a cluster, more or less deciduous; fls. small, white, axillary; berries pink or white, ¾ in. in diam. China and Japan, where the tubers are eaten (A.G. 13: 78). - Needs warm treatment.

AAA. Foliage filliform or thread-like.

plumosus, Baker. Fig. 155. Tall-climbing, with spiny tendrils; stems (10-15 ft.); branches flatish and spreading horizontally in elegant sprays; lvs. short, bright green, in clusters; fls. white, commonly solitary; berry black, nearly globular, 1-seeded. S. Afr. G. C. III. 23: 146. - One of the most popular of decorative plants, the cut branches holding their shape and color for weeks (see note on culture below). It is propagated by seeds, division, and cuttings. Several garden forms. Var. gratusus. plant or seeds being the only methods that answer for it. A.F. 11: 1178. Var. tenuissimus. Hort. (A. tenuissimus, Hort.). Fig. 156. Only partially climbing, very light green; sprays more open and delicate than those of the type, because of the fewer and longer lvs. Var. declinatus. Hort., has drooping sprays. Var. cristatus. Hort., has forking-tasseled sprays.


crispus, Lam. (A. decumbens, Jacq., and Hort.). Tubers many, oblong; climbing (4–5 ft.), the sts. fine or almost hair-like and annual, the branches zigzag; lvs. numerous, usually in close pairs, very short (¾ in.), glaucous-green; fls. white, with orange anthers; berry large (⅓ in. long), oval, soft, brown, about 6-seeded. S. Afr. A. dixilus. Hort., is probably a form of this species.

verticillatus, Lindl. Tall-climbing (10–15 ft.) hardy plant; rootstock woody; sts. stout (¼ in. in diam.), said to be edible when young, but becoming woody, spiny; lvs. in tufts, hair-like, 2 in. or less long; fls. small; berries red. Persia, Siberia.

retrorufus, Lindl. (A. retractus arboreus, Hort.). Sts. slender (4-8 ft.), becoming woody and gray, scarcely climbing, zigzag, spiny, the branches wiry; lvs. in close clusters, green, hair-like, 1-2 in. long; fls. white, small, umbellate; berry small, nearly globular, 1-seeded. S. Afr.

virgatus, Baker. A bushy, branchy plant 3-6 ft., the branches arching; lvs. in 3’s, dark green, 1 in. or less long; fls. small; berries red, 1-seeded. S. Afr.

A. acutiformis. Lindl. Hardy, rigid, 5 ft.; lvs. tufted, hair-like; fls. yellow; berry red. Eu. - A. Äthiopicus. Lindl. Suggests A.

L. H. B.

CULTURE OF Smilax (Asparagus setaceus)
—Commercially, Smilax is grown in solid beds under glass, and the tall growth is tied to strings. These strings are cut for sale. Some growers do not renew their beds of Smilax for 3 or 4 years. It is, doubtless, the most profitable to replant with young stock every year. Smilax, like all its family, is a heavy feeder. A heavy loam with one-fifth half-rotted cow-manure is the best compost for the bed. A light house is not essential. The middle of an equal-span house running north and south is an ideal place for it, if there is height sufficient to run up the strings 7 or 8 feet. Plant as early as possible in July. Many florists who grow a few hundred strings of Smilax make the mistake of putting them in a coolhouse. It will grow in temperatures of 50°, but not properly above 60° at night, and even 65° is the right temperature. The plants should be 8 in. apart in the rows and 10 in. between rows. If not syringed frequently, red spider attacks the Smilax; but there is no excuse for that, as a daily syringing is a sure preventive. When cutting the strings, avoid picking out one here and there. Begin to

should also be taken in cutting, for many times there will be several young growths a foot or so high that can be saved for a future string, and they may be worse than useless if cut. Smilax for planting in July should be raised from seed sown in February. When 2 or 3 in. high, and showing its character-leaves, it should be potted in 2-in. pots. In May, they should go into 3-in. pots. It is very important that the first growth, which is always weak, should be made in these 3-in. pots; then, when planted out, the first growth in the beds is strong enough to make saleable strings. Never neglect tying up Smilax as soon as the preceding crop is cut. Contrary to what is the case with many plants, the hotter Smilax is grown the hardier and more durable the leaves, providing it is not cut prematurely.

WILLIAM SCOTT.


155. Asparagus plumosus, var. nanus (X ¼).

side of an iron trellis about 8 inches apart and at the top an equal distance apart, in order that the strings may be as nearly straight as possible.

The early growth of Asparagus plumosus, var. hudsoniæ, is very slow; but as soon as it is transplanted and well rooted in a rich soil, the growth is more rapid, the tender shoots developing into a vine which will be ready to cut for the market in about a year. There is great difficulty in obtaining the seed of the nanus. In a whole house, there may be only a few seed-bearing strings. After being picked, the berries are allowed to dry for a month, and are then ready for planting. A good, rich soil, covered with a thin film of sand, serves very well to start them. The temperature should be about 65°, and as nearly constant as possible. When the plant is well rooted, it is removed to a deeper soil or potted in 3- or 4-inch pots and placed on a bench. Here it remains a year, and is then placed in the bed.

Up to this time a small amount of labor suffices to keep the plant growing in a healthy condition; but from now on great care must be taken and much labor expended to produce the best crop. The bed into which the young plant is set should be carefully laid with rocks at the bottom, so the water can escape freely. Over this place two or three feet of soil, manure, and dead leaves. It is but a short time now that the roots have room to expand before the shoots appear above the trellis, and the stringing begins. Strong linen thread is used for strings.

The first crop will not be ready to cut before the end of the second year; that is, from the time the plant is transplanted. As soon as this crop is exhausted, new strings are put in place of the old, and another crop is started. This goes on year after year. Now that the plant has gotten its growth, it is more hardy, and is constantly
sending up new shoots. If the bed is well made in the beginning, the Asparagus need not be disturbed for eight or ten years. However, at the end of that time it is well to replant the plants up and fill the beds with fresh soil and manure.

In the spring, when the sun gets high, the Asparagus houses are shaded with a light coating of white lead, which keeps the soil warm and encourages growth. This is absolutely necessary, as the summer sun would in a very short time burn the tops of the vine. The vine flowers in the fall, and only on strings that have been matured six months or more. Most of the vine alone is not the only source of profit. When the plant is a year old, a few of the most nearly perfect sprays may be taken without injuring its growth. These are very desirable in the market. There is, of course, some waste in working up the Asparagus to be shipped, but, on the whole, it is very slight. The different forms in which it is sold utilize by far the greater part of it.

Insects destroy the shoots and sprays. This is prevented to a great extent by insect powder. The cutworms do the most damage. About the only way to get rid of them is to pick them off the strings during the night, as they generally seek shelter under the thick clusters of the plant at daylights. There are many drawers in growing Asparagus, among which are expensive houses, the slow growth of the plants (which makes it necessary to wait at least two years before receiving any return from the expenditure), injury from insects, and the great amount of labor involved in looking after the houses.

WILLIAM H. ELLIOTT.

ASPASIA (Greek personal name, of little significance here). Orchidaceae. tribe, Lycidas. Psuedobulbous, sub-coriaceous; racemes radical; perianth spreading: lateral sepals free, the upper one conuate at the base of the petals: labellum concave: column semi-terete: pollinia 2. Eight or 10 Trop. Amer. species. The genus is closely allied to Odontoglossum.

epidendroides, Lindl. Lvs. linear-lanceolate: racemes, with about 4 fts.; erect: sepals and petals streaked with brown; labellum white, dotted with violet-purple. Panama and Colombia.

OAKES Ames. ASPEN. See Populus.


Hystrich, Humb. BOTTLE-BRUSH GRASS. Spikelets stand out at right angles, suggesting brushes used for cleaning bottles. A native grass, growing in woodlands and on the borders of thickets; sometimes used for lawn decoration.

P. B. KENNEDY.

ASPERULA (roughish; referring to lvs.). Rubiaceae. Mostly dwarf, hardy herbs, for borders, rockeries and shady places, with square stems, whorled lvs. (some of the lvs. are really stipules), and many small, 4-paired ft. produced freely from May to July. The commonest species is A. odorata, the Waldmeister of the Germans, which is used in their Maitrank, or May wine, and in summer drinks. The dried lvs. have a hay-like fragrance, lasting for years, and are often kept with clothes. The plant occasionally escapes from gardens. A. hexaphylla, with its delicate, misty spray, is used with sweet peas and other cut flowers that are inclined to look lumpy. Other plants for this purpose are Gypsophila paniculata, Stactis latifolia, and several Galiums, all of which have small, abundant fts. in very loose panicles on long, slender stems. In half-shaded and moist soil, Asperulas grow very luxuriously until late fall. In dry and sunny places they soon become stunted, and die down before the season is over. Prop. by division and by seeds.

a. Plants perennial; lvs. white.
   b. Corolla 4-lobed.

odorata, Linn. SWEET WOODRUFF. Fig. 157. Habit erect or ascending: height 6-8 in.; lvs. usually in whorls of 5, lanceolate, finely toothed or roughish at the margin: corollas campanulate: seeds rough. Eu. and Orient.-Increases rapidly, and is used for carpeting shady places, and for cuttings.

aphylia, All. Plant stem glabrous: habit ascending, slender: height 1-2 ft.; lvs. in whorls of 6, linear, acute, rough: corollas tubular-funnel shaped: panicles very loose: fts. larger than the bracts: seeds smooth. Italy, Hungary, Pyrenees on high passes and dry mt. sides.-Well grown specimens may be 3 ft. and nearly as high.

BB. Corollas often 3-lobed.

tineoria, Linn. DRY WOODRUFF. Habit procumbent unless supported; height 1-2 ft.; lvs. linear, lower ones in 6's, middle ones in 4's, uppermost ones in 2's: bracts ovate; fts. reddish on outside: roots large, creeping widely, reddish. Dry Hills and rocks of Eu.

AA. Plants annual; lvs. blue.


J. B. KELLER AND W. M.

ASPHODEL. See Asphodeline and Asphodelus.

ASPHODELUS (name modified from Asphodelus). Liliaceae. Hardy herbaceous plants, distinguished from Asphodelus by the erect and dry stts. They have long racemes of yellow or white fts. in June and July. All the older species were described under Asphodelus. In 1830, Reichenbach made the new genus Asphodeline for A. lutea and others. The only species described in America is A. luteus, but all those described below are likely to be in cult. Monog. by J. G. Baker in Journ. Linn. Soc. 15:273-278 (1857).

W. M.

The culture of Asphodeline lutea is simple. Any soil will suit. Partial shade is allowable, but ft. are often better in the sun. Prop. readily by division.

A. Stems leafy up to the raceme.
   b. Fts. yellow.

lutea, Reichh. (Asphodelus luteus, Linn.). True ASPHODEL of the ancients, or KING'S SPEAR. Height 2-4 ft.; roots thick, fleshy, stoloniferous; lvs. 3-12 in. long: margins rough: racemes 6-18 in. long, 3 in. wide; bracts large, membranaceous, persistent. Italy, Mauritania and Algeria to Tauria and Arabia. B. M. t. 7. L. B. T. 12:1102 as A. Tauricus.—The best species.

BB. Fls. white.

Taurica, Kuhnth. Height 1-2 ft.; roots slender; lvs. 3-9 in. long; margins membranaceous; raceme 6-12 in. long; Fts. 2-5 in. wide; bracts 9-12 in. long. Caucasus, Tauria, Syria, Asia Minor, Greece. G. C. III. 21:175.

AA. Stems leafy only a third or half the way to the raceme.
   b. Fls. white; raceme dense.

glabrous, J. Gay. Height 2-3 ft.; capsule globose Cappadocia.
BB. Fls. yellow: raceme lax.

cc. Bracts large, 6-12 lines long, long-cuspidate.

tenior, Ledeb. Height 1 ft. Caucasus, Armenia, N. Persia. B.M. 2326.—Smaller than A. lutescens, with finer lvs. and smaller, fewer and paler fls. Especially distinguished by the stalk being naked at the upper part, below the rosette of lvs. and the bracts as short as or shorter than the peduncle.

cc. Bracts small, 1½-2½ lines long, short-cuspidate.


brevicaulis, J. Gay (A. Cretica, Boiss., not Vis.). St. often flexuose, that of all the others here described being erect and strict. Asia Minor, Syria, Palestine, Egypt.

AAA. Stems leafy only at the base: fls. white: racemes simple usually simple.

c. Stems having leaf-scales: height 8 ft.


cc. Stems not having leaf-scales: height 1½-2½ ft.

Damascena, Baker. Height 1½-2 ft.: bracts membranaceous, lanceolate, the lowest 9-12 lines long. Mt. Lebanon.


BB. Racemes much panicled.


ASPHODELUS (Greek name of unknown origin). Liliaceae. Hardy herbaceous stemless plants, with white, lily-like flowers in long racemes, flaky, fascicled roots, and firm, linear, radical, tufted leaves. Perianth funnel-shaped; segments 6, oblong-ligulate, obtuse, equal, with a distinct nerve on the back, and always ascending. The Asphodel of the ancients, or King’s Spear, is Asphodeline lutea, which see. Homer mentions the Asphodel meadows of the dead, where the shades of heroes congregated in Hades. The Asphodel in Greek mythology was the peculiar flower of the dead. It has always been a common weed in Greece, and its pellid yellow flowers are associated with desert places and tombs. The word daffodil is a corruption of Asphodel. The Asphodel of the early English and French poets is Narcissus Pseudo-narcissus. J. G. Baker, in his revision of the genus in Jour. Linn. Soc. 15: 268-272 (1877), refers 40 species of other botanists to A. ramosa, the dominant type, of which he makes three subspecies. These subspecies are here kept distinct, for horticultural purposes, as good species. They are the ones first described below. A. ramosa and A. albus are the only current trade names in America. Culture simple: see Asphodeline.

A. Plant perennial; lvs. 3-angled.

b. Scape long.

c. Racemes simple or sparingly branched.

albus, Millor, not Wild. BRANCHING ASPHODEL. Bracts buff colored when young: filaments delabrid at the base: capsules medium-sized, 5-6 lines long, sub-globular or ellipsoid. Southern Eu.

cerasifera, J. Gay. Bracts pale yellow: filaments wedge-shaped at the base, but rapidly becoming awl-shaped: capsule large, 8-10 lines thick, flattish globular, umbilicate. Western Mediterranean region.

cc. Racemes much branched or panicled.

microcarpus, Vis. (A. aestivus, Brodt.). Bracts pale yellow at first: filaments 4-angled at the base: capsule small, 3-4 lines long, obovoid-globose. Mediterranean, Canaries.

BB. Scape short, almost wanting.

acaulis. Desf. Lvs. 6-20, in a dense rosette, 3-4 in. long, minutely pubescent: fls. 6-20, in a crowded corymb: segments of perianth 2-3 lines wide. Algiers. B.M. 7094.

AA. Plant annual; leaves cylindrical, hollow.

fistulosus, Linn. Height 16-20 in.; lvs. 12-30, in a dense rosette, 6-12 in. long, striate,awl-like, glabrous: segments of perianth 1-2 lines wide, lined with pink: fls. pink. France and Portugal to Syria, Arabia and Afghanistan. B.M. 984. L.B.C. 12:1124.—Needs protection under glass in winter. If removed early in autumn to a greenhouse, it may be induced to seed freely.

A. Cretica.—Asphodeline Libanica.—A. lutescens—Asphodeline lutea.—A. Villarii.—Verl. is a form of A. ramosa, from F. France, with long, dense racemes and dark brown bracts. N. 11:125.

ASPIDISTRA (Greek, a small, round shield; referring, probably, to the shape of the stigma). Liliaceae. A popular florists’ plant, grown for its stiff, shining, beautiful foliage, and still more interesting for its remarkable fls., which are inconspicuous because borne close to the ground. The casual observer never suspects that Aspidistra is a liliaceous plant. The parts of the fl. in monocotyledons are typically in 3’s. The genus Aspidistra is considered abnormal, as usually having its parts in 3’s. This tetratorial state (which is here considered the normal one, and described below) is pictured in B.M. 2399, but the species was first described upon a trimerous state, and pictured in B.R. 628. In A. lurida the trimerous state must be regarded as an exceptional reversion; in A. typica, B.M. 7484, the trimerous state is thought to be constant. Of all plants that

158. Aspidistra lurida.
ASPIDISTRA

blade narrowed into a channeled petiole a third of its length; fls. lurid purple, on short l-ft. scapes; perianth segments 5; stamens 8; stigma broadly shield-shaped, like a small mushroom. China.—The variegated form is more common, the alternation of the green and white stripes being singularly beautiful. No two lvs. are exactly alike. E. O. ORFET and W. M.

ASPIDIUM. See Dryopteris and Polystichum.

ASPLENÉDRIUM. See Thamnopteris.

ASPLÉNIUM (greek, not the spleen; referring to supposed medicinal properties), Poly podiaceae. A large, widely distributed genus of ferns, containing some 200 species. Easily distinguished by the free veins, and by the elongated sori covered by an indusium, which normally is attached to one side of a vein.

Aspleniums enjoy an abundance of moisture at the roots, but they will turn brown in the winter months in an excessively moist atmosphere. They should be kept in a very lightly shaded position. A good potting material consists of equal parts of rich soil and leaf-mold or peat. The following are some of the most useful commercial kinds: A. Belangeri, height 2½ ft.; A. bulbiferum, 2 ft.; A. laxum, which grows quickly into a handsome specimen about 20 in. high, and seems to stand the hot, dry American summers better than other species; A. saulii folium; and A. virgatum, which is dwarf, compact, with lace-like fronds, and easily propagated. For hanging baskets, A. flaccidum is best. The foregoing species and others of like habit develop small plantlets on the surface and edge of the plant. As soon as these are sufficiently strong, they may be detached, with a small piece of old pinna, and pricked into shallow pans, the older part being placed below ground to hold the young plant firmly in position until roots have formed. The soil for this purpose is composed of equal parts of fresh garden soil, leaf-mold or fine peat, and sand. Plant very firmly, and place in a shady, moderately moist and cool position, where they in 10 to 15 days will make roots. The foregoing ones do best in a temperature of 50° F. A. circutarium is easily grown from spores, and is very useful for fern dishes.

NICHOL N. BRUCKNER.

Alphabetical list of species described below: A. Adiantum-nigrum, 14; affine, 13; angustifolium, 10; Baptistil, 12; Belangeri, 23; buliferum, 18; ciratulum, 20; echinatum, 15; echinatum, 8; echinoides, 4; Felix-cumina, 25; feniculaceum, 16; fontanum, 17; formosum, 9; fragrans, 16; Hemionitiss, 2; laxum, 18; myriophillum, 19; nobilis, 24; obtusilobum, 21; patumatum, 2; parvulum, 7; pinnalesculum, 3; platyneuron, 8; rhizophyllum, 19; rufolatum, 22; rufolum, 1; serratulum, 3; spinosum, 27; thyeloides, 26; Trichomanes, 6; viride; viviparum, 24. The following are native and hardy: Nos. 3, 5, 6, 7, 19, 25, 26.

A. Sori linear or oblong, straight, borne on the back of the l.
B. Lf. simple, with a serrate margin.
1. serratum, Linn. Lf. 1-3 ft. long, on a very short stipe, 2-4 in. wide, gradually narrowed below: lor 1 in. or more long. Fl. to Brazil.

BN. Lf. lobed or pinnaatifid.

2. Hemionitiss, Linn. (A. paltatum, Lam.) Lf. 4-6 in. each way, hastate, with a triangular terminal lobe and two lateral ones, and a large, rounded sinus at the base: sori often over 1 in. in length. Spain, Canary Islands. S. 1: 590.

3. pinnatifidum, Nutt. Lvs. clustered, from a short rootstock, 4-8 in. long, with mostly rounded lobes at the base and terminating in a slender point; texture thick, herbaceous; occasionally rooting at the tip. Pa. to Ala. S. 1: 629.

4. ecbenoides, R. R. Scott. Texture thin: lvs. 5-10 in. long, with a few irregular divisions near the base, and a long, slender, much-incised apical portion, occasionally rooting at the apex. A very rare native species.

ASPLENIUM

BBB. Lvs. once pinnate.
C. Pinna less than ¼ in. long, blunt.
D. Rachises greenish.
5. viride, Huds. Lvs. 3-8 in. long, scarcely more than ¼ in. wide, with numerous rather distant lfts., which are ovate and deeply crenate: sori abundant, oblique. A subalpine species of N. Eu. and N. Amer. S. 1: 661.

DD. Rachises purplish or blackish.
6. Trichomanes, Linn. Lvs. densely clustered, 3-8 in. long, ½ in. wide, with densely crowded ovate leaflets, which are slightly crenate on the upper side and suddenly narrowed at the base. Northern hemisphere generally. A. G. 1892: 653. S. 1: 653.

7. parvulum, Mart. & Galeotti. Leaf 5-9 in. long, with 20-30 pairs of mostly opposite lfts., which are ¼-½ in. long, rounded at the outer margin and squarely truncate at the base. South ern states and Mex.

cc. Pinna ½-1 in. long, with a strong auricle at the upper side of the base, or deeply incised on the upper margin.
8. platyneuron, Oakes. (A. eburnum, Alt.) Lvs. 6-15 in. long, with 30-35 pairs of lfts. which have an enlarged auricle at the upper side of the base, the lower lfts. reduced to mere triangular auricles: sori, when mature, covering the entire surface. Canada to S. Amer. A. G. 1892: 654. S. 1: 653.

9. formosum, Wild. Lvs. 12-16 in. long, with numerous rather narrow pinnae which are mostly deflexed, with the upper margin deeply incised and the lower margin toothed: sori 3-5 to each lft. Trop. Amer. S. 1: 676.

ccc. Pinna 2-6 in. long, linear or lanceolate.
10. angustifolium, Michx. Lvs. 18-24 in. long on stout stalks, 4-6 in. wide, with 20-30 pairs of nearly sessile pinnae, which are truncate at the base and extend to a tapering point: fertile pinna narrower and more distant. Moist woods northward. S. 1: 496.

11. salicifolium, Linn. Lvs. 12-18 in. long, with about 20 distinctly stalked horizontal pinnae, which are wedge-shaped at the base, and curve upward to a long point: sori strongly oblique to the midrib, wide apart, not reaching either margin or midrib. W. Ind. to Braz.

BBB. Lvs. 2-4 pinnate.
C. Ultimate divisions linear or cuneate: variation somewhat fan-shaped: texture thick.
12. Baptistil, Moore. Leaf bipinnate, with broadly ovate pinna 5 in. or more long, each with about 4 stipitate linear toothed pinnales; sori nearly parallel with the midrib and close to it; rachises seamy, with pur plish lined scales. South Sea Islands.

13. affine, Swz. Leaf 9-18 in. long, with numerous pinna on either side, the lower ovate deltoid, the upper lanceolate; pinnales incised: sori linear. Mauritius and Ceylon to E. Ind.

14. adiantum-nigrum, Linn. Stalks brownish, lvs. 3-pinnatid from winged rachises, triangular, 5-9 in. long; ultimate divisions ovate, sharply incised and serrate on both sides. Old World generally. S. 1: 486.
15. cuneatum, Lam. Lvs. 12-16 in. long, 4-6 in. wide, tripinnate below, the ultimate divisions broadly obtuse above and strongly cuneate below; sori linear, usually long for the size of the segments. Trop. regions generally.

16. fragrans, Swartz (A. tenellulatum, Kunth.). Lvs. 2-3-pinnate; ultimate segments lanceolate, sharply serrate above; veins simple or the lowest forked; sori oblong, extending from midrib to near base of the lobes; petiole brownish, rachis flattened. W. Ind. S. 1:577.

cc. Ultimate division rhombic, sharply spinulose: texture herbaceous.

17. fontanum, Bernh. Growing in dense clusters: lvs. 3-4 in. long, 1 in. or more wide, 2-pinnate; segments with 2-5 spinulose teeth which are widely divergent; sori at maturity covering nearly the entire surface of the segments. Eng. and Spain to the Himalayas. S. 1:574.

ccc. Ultimate divisions longer, not spinulose: texture membranous or herbaceous.

18. bulbiferum, Forst. (A. idzum, Hort.). Lvs. 1-1½ ft. long, 6-8 in. wide, 3-pinnatifid; pinnae tapering to a slender toothed point: often bearing bulbs from which new plants originate while still attached to the leaf. Afr. and Australia. S. 1:508.

19. rhizophyllum, Kunze (A. myriophyllum, Presl.). Fig. 159. Growing in extensive tufts, with grayish brown stalks and racemes; lvs. 6-15 in. long, 3-pinnate or 4-pinnatifid, the ultimate segments frequently deeply 2-lobed with a single sorus to each division. Fla. to S. Amer.

20. cicutarium, Swz. Lvs. 3-pinnatifid with a winged rachis, 8-18 in. long; pinnae ovate, with 5-7 narrow divisions, each bearing a single sorus; texture thin, membranous. Trop. Amer., rarely in Fla.

AA. Sori linear, marginal or submarginal, on narrow, linear, ultimate divisions of the leaf. (Dreara.)

B. Lvs. bipinnatifid, less than a foot long.

21. obtusilobum, Hook. Lvs. 4-7 in. long, 2 in. or less, with about 10 pinnae, which are made up of 5-7 narrow segments bearing occasional sori on the outer margin of the segments. New Hebrides and Fiji Isls. S. 1:624.

BB. Lvs. 2-pinnate or 3-pinnatifid, over a foot long.

cc. Pinna short, with close segments.

22. rutafolium, Kunze. Lvs. 13-15 in. long, with 12-20 pinnae on each side, each with 7-11 narrow segments, 2 or 3 of the lower ones 2-flld. or rarely 3-flld. S. Afr., Ind. and Jap.

23. Belangeri, Kunze. Fig. 160. Lvs. 15-18 in. long, 3 in. wide, with numerous horizontal pinnae on each side, cut into about 12 segments on either side, which are set nearly at right angles to the rachis; the lower basal segment often forked. E. Ind.

160. Asplenium Belangeri.

cc. Pinna longer, with scattered narrowly linear segments.

24. viviparum, Presl. Lvs. 15-24 in. long, 6-8 in. wide, on rather short stalks with pinnatifid pinnales and ultimate segments, which are narrowly linear and often forked; plant often bulb-bearing, like A. bulbiferum. Mauritius and Bourbon. Cult. under various names. S. 1:662. A. nobilis, Hort., is a garden variety.

AAA. Sori more or less cured, sometimes horseshoe-shaped: lvs. simple, 2-pinnate.

25. Flix-femina, Bernh. Lvs. 18 in. to 3 ft., broadly ovate-oblong, pinnatipartite; pinnae 4-6 in. long, lanceolate, with numerous more or less pinnately incised or serrate segments. Eu. and N. Amer.—Very variable, especially in cult. Schneider describes 36 varieties.

26. Thelypteris, Michx. Lvs. 1-2 ft. long, on long, straw-colored stalks: 6-12 in. wide, 2-pinnatifid, with linear-lanceolate pinnae; segments crowded, oblong, minutely toothed; sori 10-12 to each segment. Rich in the eastern U. S. S. 1:651.

cc. spinulatum, Baker. Lvs. 6-12 in. each way, delto-3-4-pinnatifid, with 9-12-pinnate on either side, the lowest much the largest; segments short and sharp toothed. China and Jap.

Supplementary list of less common trade names: A. aculeatum, Hort. Hab. 1—A. arborescens. See Dialium. —A. bicornatum, A. lineatum.—A. decussatum. See Callipteris. —A. ellipticum, Hort, a trade name.—A. lucidum. Forst. Coolhouse bastard fern from Australia. Tasmania and N. Z. Fronds 2-3 ft. long, 4-6 in. broad; stipes stout, flexible, greenish, naked; pinnae numerous, close or distant, lanceolate, leathery, 4-8 in. long, 3½-4 in. broad. Very variable. Gorydium var. pictum, Mettenius. (Athyrimum Goringianum, var. pictum, Hort.). Distinguished from all other members of the genus by the bright color of its entire fronds, which are 10-15 in. long, spear-shaped, and pendulous. Possibly the only hardly variegated form. It, however, needs glass protection for best results. Stalks purpureo-claret-colored; lvs. green with a central band of gray; lfts. divided into sharply toothed pinnales on which the oblong or kidney-shaped sori are arranged in two rows parallel to the midrib. –4. aracenicum, See Dialium.—A. lineatum. Swz. Warmhouse species from Mauritius and Bourbon, is very variable, running into forms with lfts. again pinnate, which have either small, linear pinnales or these again twice cut: lvs. 1-2 ft. long, 4-6 in. wide; stalks erect, 6-9 in. long, more or less wavy.—A. alpinus, Lam. The best of all the genus for large baskets. Lvs. 2-3 ft. long, 4-6 in. broad; stalks blackish, 3-12 in. long; lfts. sessile, auricled. E. Eng. S. 1:602.—A. macrobotrys, Swz. Coolhouse species from Polynesia, Malay, China, and Himalayas. Lvs. 6-18 in. long, 6-12 in. wide; stalks brownish; lfts. 6-12 pairs, stalked, 3-6 in. long, 1-3 in wide, sharp-pointed, serrate.—A. Nidus, or A. Nidus-Avis. See Thamnochortis.—A. Shepherdii, Streng. See Dialium.

L. M. UNDERWOOD.

ASPERELLA. See Asperella.

ASTER (a star). Compóbit. Aster. Starwort. MICHELAS DAISY. A large temperate-zone genus of attractive but botanically-confusing herbs, particularly abundant in N. Amer. The genus is characterized by numerous flattish rays (white, blue, red, or purple) arising from a central head, the appendages, compressed several-nerved akenes, and an involucre with unequal bracts in few or several rows, the pappus simple, soft, and abundant (Fig. 161). Leafy-stemmed, mostly blooming in the autumn. Some of the species are annual, but those in cult. are perennial (or rarely biennial), with easy of cultivation in ordinary soil and exposures, and are among the best plants for the hardy border or for naturalizing in the parts of the grounds. They grow readily from seeds, but are generally prop. by division of the clumps. Callimeris and Linosyris c, stamens; d, styles. are kept distinct in this book.

a. Old World Asters, some of them old garden plants, and somewhat modified by cult.

b. Stems simple and scale-like, bearing a single fl.

alpinus, Linn. Lvs. entire and spatulate, forming a cluster on the ground, those on the stem small and linear: st. 3-10 in., bearing a large violet-rayed, handsome head. B. M. 159.—In its wild state, the plant also
occurs in the Rocky Mts. Valuable alpine or rockwork plant, with fls. varying to pink and white. Var. speciosus, Hort., is taller and stronger, with heads 3-4 in. across. Var. superbus, Hort. (Gn. 34:1193), is a large and showy form.

Himalāicus, C. B. Clarke (A. Himalayanus, Hort.). Similar to A. alpinus, but dwarfer; rays lilac-blue, slightly recurved at the tip; stts. 4-12 in., slightly villous: lvs. oblong or elliptic, nearly entire. Himalayas, 13,000-15,000 ft. - Little known in America.

diplostepholides, Bentii. Two to 3 ft., soft-pubescent or hairy, the st. simple and solitary: lvs. obovate or ob lanceolate, entire but ciliate: solitary head large, inclined, 2-3 in. across, blue or pale purple, very showy. Himalayas. B.M.


6718. J. H. III. 33:262. - In the Amer. trade has been mis-spelled A. Deplostaphiles.

Amelius, Linn. St. simple or nearly so, few-fl. or sometimes only 1-fl.: lvs. oblong-lanceolate, acute, somewhat serrate, more or less 3-nerved, roughish-pubescent: involucre scales oblanceolate, obtuse or nearly so, spreading, in 4-5 rows; heads large, purple. Eu. and Asia. Gn. 35:689. - Variable, and several well-marked garden forms.


Var. Cassubicus, Hort. (A. Cassiardicus, Maund!). Fls. larger than in the type, the rays regular and deflexed, the disk bright golden and broad.

Sibiricus, Linn. A foot or less high, somewhat pubescent, each branch terminating in a single head: lvs. oblong-spatulate to broad-lanceolate, serrate: heads violet or lilac. Arctic Eu. and Amer., and Rocky Mts. - Excellent rockwork plant.


Tataricus, Linn. St. erect and strigate, hispid, corymbose at the summit, often 7 ft. high: lvs. large (the radical 2 ft. long), lanceolate or oval lanceolate, attenuate at base, entire; involucres scales purplish at tip; heads blue or purple, late. Siberia. G.F. 4:197. - Excellent for the hardy border, particularly for its very late blooming.

AA. NATIVE ASTERS. These plants are one of the charms of the Amer. autumn, and are amongst the best of all hardy border plants. They generally improve greatly in habit, when transferred to cultivated grounds. Any of these wild Astras are likely to come into cultivation at any time. The number of kinds is large. The student will find them all described in Gray's 'Synoptical Flora of North America,' 1, pt. 2. Those of the northeastern states and adjacent Canada will be found in Britton and Brown's 'ILL.'; Flora of the U. S., and Gray's Manunal. Those of the S. are described in Chapman's 'Flora of the S. states. The following list comprises those known to be in cult. Of these, only A. Novae-angliae is well known in domestication. The species are much confused:

A. acuminatus, Michx.; amethystinus, Nutt. (G.F. 5:578); Andersoni, Gray; Bigelowii, Gray (B.M. 6439); Careuliana; Cardi, nutans; Wats.; Chamissonis, Gray; Chápmannii, Torr. & Gray; coniitatus, Gray; ciclorcolor, Linn.; conspiciousus, Lindl.; cordifolius, Linn. (Fig. 162); corymbosus, Alit.; Cusickii, Gray; diffusus, Alit., and var. horizontalis; Douglasi, Lindl.; Dránumontii, Lindl.; dumasus, Linn.; ericoides, Linn.; falcatas, Lindl.; Fédleri, Gray; foliaceus, Lindl.; Frémontii, Gray; grandiflórus, Linn.; Halii, Gray; Härrejii, Gray (G.F. 2:473); integrifólius, Nutt.; levis, Linn.; linariifólius, Linn.; Lindleyanus, Torr. & Gray (G.F. 2:449); longifolius, Linn. (G.F. 9:567, W.F. 10); macrophyllus, Linn. (G.F. 4:89); Menziesii, Lindl.; multilíbrus, Alit.; nemoralis, Alit.; Novae-angliae, Linn. (Fig. 163. A.F. 9:283), and var. rosáns; Nóvi-Belgii, Linn.; oblongifólius; Nutt.; paniculátus, Lam.; pöntens, Alit., and var. Méchonii; polyphyllus, Willd.; Pottori, Gray; præunálculos, Muhl.; pramieroides, Torr. & Gray (G.F. 3:153); pulchellus, Eaton; puniceus, Linn. (Fig. 189); purpuratus, Linn.; and var. incisičus; radulians, Gray; sagittifolius, Willd.; salicifolius, Alit.; sericeus, Vent. (G.F. 5:473); Nhsåtti, Hook. (G.F. 4:473); spectabilis, Alit. (Mn. 5:41); surculosus, Michx. (G.F. 5:521); tenuifolius, HBK.; Treadescantii, Linn.; turbinellus, Lindl.; var. turbinellus, Lindl. (G.F. 6:17); undulátus, Linn. (G.F. 4:3); versicolor, Willd.

In the following list, those marked * are offered by Amer. dealers; *A. coccineus Nevadensis = A. Datischi = A. S. S. brodiei nánus = "Rose color, only 6 in. high." - A. lancofolius Californicus = A. Nevadensis = A.
The native Asters are amongst the very best plants for borders and roadsides. They should be better known. *A. acuminatus* grows well in shade in ordinary soil, not necessarily moist; increases in vigor under cultivation. *A. cotyledon* prefers open or partial shade; improves much under cultivation with good soil. *A. corymbosus* prefers at least partial shade, and will grow even in very deep shade; seeds very freely; does well on dry ledges and in small crevices in rock; very tenacious of life. *A. dumosus* prefers full sunlight and dry situation. *A. ericoides* wants full sunlight and dry situation; will grow in very poor or shallow soil, but does best where roots can penetrate deep. *A. levis* grows in either full sunlight or partial shade and good soil. *A. Novo-Anglus* will not endure much shade; prefers moist soil, but grows well in ordinary garden situations. Full-sown seedlings of *A. Novo-Anglus*, var. roseus, comes practically true to varietal name, though varying in shade of color, and these seedlings bloom later than older plants and at a height of 18 inches, making the plant of value as a late bedding plant treated as an annual. *A. Novi-Belgii* prefers moist soil; will not endure heavy shade. *A. paniculatus* prefers moist soil, but will do well in rather dry situations; will endure more shade than either of the two above species. *A. patens* wants open or half-shaded places, and good soil; one of the weaker species, often proving short-lived. *A. paniculatus* will not endure shade; prefers moist places, but will grow in good soil not over moist; in dry situations it loses its vigor; spreads rapidly in favored locations. *A. spectabilis* prefers open or partly shaded places; one of the weaker species in wild state; rather short-lived. *A. nudifolius* and the latter half shade; late-flowering, handsome plant, forming large bushes where allowed to develop. *A. vimineus*, although not in the trade, is a fine plant in cultivation.

F. W. BARCLAY.

ASTER. CHINA. *Callistephus hortensis*, Cass. (*Callistephus Chinensis*, Nees. *Callistephus hortensis*, Cass. *Aster Sinensis*, Hort.). *Composite*. The genus *Callistephus* is older than *Callistephus*, but it is too like *Callistemon* to stand. B. M. 7616. Gn. 53: 1193. — One of the most popular of all garden annuals, being particularly valuable for its fall blooming. The evolution of the China Aster suggests that of the chrysanthemum at almost every point, and it is, therefore, a history of remarkable variations. The plant is native to China. It was introduced into Europe about 1731 by R. P. d'Incarville, a Jesuit missionary in China, for whom the genus *Callistephus* of the Bignonia family was named. At that time it was a single flower; that is, the rays or ligulate florets were of only 2-4 rows. These rays were blue, violet or white. The center of the flower (or head) was comprised of very numerous tubular, yellowish florets. Philip Miller, the famous gardener-botanist of Chelsea, Eng., received seeds of the single white and red *Aster* in 1731, evidently from China; and he received the single blue in 1736. In 1752 he obtained seeds of the double red and blue, and in 1753 of the double white. At that time there appears to have been no dwarf forms, for Miller says that the plants grew 18 in. or 2 ft. high. Martyn, in 1807, says that in addition to these varieties mentioned by Miller, there had then appeared a "variegated blue and white" variety. The species was well known to American gardeners at the opening of this century. In 1806 M'Mahon, of Philadelphia, mentioned the "China Aster (in sorts)" as one of the desirable garden annuals. Bridgemeir, a New York seedsmen, offered in 1837 "in numerous and splendid varieties," specifying varieties "alba, rubra, cerulea, striga purpurea, etc." In 1845, Eley said that "China and German Asters "are very numerous" in New England. This name German Aster records the fact that the first great advances in the evolution of the plant were made in Germany, and the seed which we now use comes largely from that country. The first marked departure from the type appears to have been the production of the central florets of the head, and the production of the "quilled" flower. This type of Aster was very popular 40 and 50 years ago. Breen, in the first edition of his *Flower Garden*, in 1831, speaks of the great improvement of the Aster within a few years" "by the German florists, and others," and adds that "the full-quilled varieties are the most highly esteemed, having a hemispherical shape, either a pure white, clear blue, purple, rose, or deep red; or beautifully mottled, striped, or edged with those colors, or having a red or blue center." About 50 years ago the habit of the plant had begun to vary considerably, and the progenitors of our modern dwarf races began to attract attention. The quilled, high-centered flower of a generation or more ago is too stiff to satisfy the tastes of these later days, and the many flat-rayed, loose and fluffy races are now most in demand, and their popularity is usually greater the nearer they approach the form of the unquilled chrysanthemum. The China Aster had long since varied into a wide range of colors.
of the cyanic series—shades of blue, red, pink and purple. The modern evolution of the plant is in the direction of habit, and form of flower. Some type varies—generally rather suddenly and without apparent cause—into some novel form, still retaining its accustomed color. The florist fixes the variation by breeding from the best and most stable plants, and soon other colors appear, until he finally obtains the entire range of color in the species. So it happens that there are various well marked races or types, each of which has its full and independent range of colors. The Comet type (with very flat rays), now one of the most deserving of the China Asters, illustrates these statements admirably. The Comet form—the loose, open flower with long, strap-like rays—appeared upon the market about 1886 or 1887, with a flower of a dull white overlaid with pink. The pink tended to fade out after the flower opened, leaving the color an unwashed white. The rose-colored Comet next appeared, and the blue was introduced in 1890. The first clear white was introduced in America in 1892, coming from Vilmorin, of Paris, and the China Aster had reached its greatest artistic perfection.

It is impossible to construct a satisfactory classification of the China Asters. It is no longer practicable to classify the varieties by color. Neither is it feasible to classify them upon habit or stature of plant, for several of the best marked types run into both tall and dwarf forms. Vilmorin, however, still divides the varieties into two groups, the pyramidal growers, and the non-pyramidal growers. The most elaborate classification that is proposed by Barron, from a study of extensive tests made at Chiswick, Eng. Barron has 17 sections, but they are not coordinate, and they are really little more than an enumeration of the various types or classes. After considerable study of the varieties in the field and herbarium, the following scheme seems to be serviceable:

A. Flat-rayed Asters, in which all, or at least more than 5 or 6 rows of rays, are more or less prominently flat and the florets open.
B. incurved or ball-shaped.

BB. Spreading or reflexed.

AA. Tubular or quilled Asters, in which all, or all but the 2 or 3 outer rows of florets, have prominently tubular corollas.
B. Inner florets short, outer ones longer and flat. Represented by the German Quilled.

BB. All the florets elongated and quilled.

In 1895, 250 varieties of Asters were offered by Amer. seedsmen. For growing in borders, perhaps the best type is the Comet, in various colors. Other excellent races are the Branching (Vick's Branching is shown in Fig. 163), Truffaut (Fig. 166), known also as Perfection and Peony-flowered; Chrysanthemum-flowered; Washington; Victoria; Mignon; and Queen of the Market. The last is commended for earliness and gracefulness, open habit, and it is one of the best for cut-flowers. Many other types are valuable for special purposes. The Crown or Cocardeau is odd and attractive. Amongst the quilled Asters, the various strains of German Quilled (Fig. 167), Victoria Needle (Fig. 168), and Lilliput are excellent. The very dwarf tufted Asters are well represented in Dwarf Bouquet or Dwarf German, and Shakespeare. All these are easily grown in any good garden soil. For early bloom, seeds may be started under glass; but good fall bloom may be had, even in the North, by sowing seeds in the open as late as the 1st of June. Asters make very showy bedding plants when grown in large masses, and are also valuable for filling up vacancies in the mixed herbaceous border, where they ought to be planted in clumps, the dwarf kinds put in front and the taller behind.

There are two or three insects which prey upon the China Aster, but they do not appear to be wide-spread. The most serious difficulty with them is the rust, a fungus (Colesporium Nauchi-arvensis) which attacks the under side of the leaf and raises an orange-colored pustule. Timely sprays with the copper fungicides will keep this disorder in check. The Bordeaux mixture discolors the plants, and it is, therefore, better to use the ammonial carbonate of copper. Spray it upon the plants before the fungus appears, and repeat every week or ten days. Use a cyclone nozzle and spray upwards, so as to strike the under sides of the leaves.

In recent years, the Branching Asters have come to be prominent, and they are bound to increase in popularity as their merits become known. The long stem, large size, and soft shades of pink and lavender have made this the most useful to the florist of all the Asters. The Comet has been rather short-stemmed for a commercial cut-flower. As to culture, it does not seem to be generally understood, even by florists, that the young Aster plants will stand more frost than cabbage. If started under glass about the middle of February, in New York state, they will be ready to plant out the latter part of April or first of May. They will then come in about the same time they would if grown entirely under glass, although not so long-stemmed. For fall flowers, we sow out-of-doors with seed drill and cultivate with wheel hoe. Plants have been ruined by being planted near squashes. The late brood of striped beetles fed on the Aster flowers.

GEORGE ARNOLD, JR.
The first requisite to the growing of China Asters is to have good, plump seed. As soon as the ground is in good or fair condition in spring, spade up a seed-bed where the ground is rich, and rake it fine. Then make shallow drills about an inch deep; whiten the drills with air-slaked lime, to keep worms and insects from eating the young roots. Sow the seed in the drills, covering about \( \frac{1}{2} \) in. deep with fine dirt run through a sieve of \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. mesh. When plants are about an inch high, draw good, fine dirt to the roots, so that the seed-bed is nearly level and all the weeds are covered. The plants are harder and better when grown in the open ground than when started under glass. For the permanent quarters, plow ground that has been well and heavily manured with cow-manure the previous season; then harrow thoroughly. Scatter 20 to 30 bushels of common lime to the acre, if thought necessary, then plow again and harrow well. With a one-horse plow make furrows the length of the field about 3 or 4 inches deep and \( \frac{7}{8} \) feet apart. In these furrows one man drops the plants in two rows about 12 or 16 in. apart, for two men to plant. Do not furrow much ahead of the planters, so that they have fresh dirt to put to the roots of the plants. By this method the plants seldom wilt. If a dry spell follows in three or four days, level the furrow with a hoe; if wet, let stand for about two weeks, then scatter 100 pounds of guano or other fertilizer to the acre, and work the land with a spike-tooth cultivator, with no shovels, so that no dirt is thrown on the small plants. Hand-hoe between the plants, running horse and cultivator twice in each row. The cultivator loosens the ground as deep as it was plowed. Cultivate and hoe every two weeks, especially after it has rained, until buds appear; then keep clean by hand. When blooms begin to appear, mulch liberally with tobacco stems, to keep down weeds and to kill sphis at the roots. When the flowers begin to open, keep a strict watch for the black beetle. When it makes its appearance, put about a pint of water and a gill of benzine in an old can and hold it under the bugs; they drop into it. These pests last from six to nine days. Have them looked after three times a day.

JAMES SEMPLE.

ASTILBE (Greek name, of no particular significance). Saxifragaceae. Includes *Hedelia*. Tall perennial herbs, of 7 or 8 species in eastern N. Amer. and Asia. They look much like Aruncus (which see), and are often called Spiraea. Arunens and Spiraea are rosaceous genera, and are characterized by many stamens and usually by several to many separate pistils, whereas Astilbe has 8 or 10 stamens (twice the number, or of the same number, as the petals), and a 2-3-lobed pistil (which finally separates into more or less distinct follicles). Astilbe and Arunens are so much alike that they are constantly confused by horticulturists and even by botanists. They probably inter-cross. It is probable that they should be placed in the same family, despite the technical botanical differences. The Astilbes are hardy plants of great merit. They are easily grown in any well-drained soil. They give conspicuous masses of bloom in summer. Prop. mostly by division.

L. H. B.

FORCING OF ASTILBE. Few herbaceous plants force with greater ease than *Astilbe Japonica* and its var. *compacta*; but three weeks longer time should be given the latter to fully develop its feathery spikes. Astilbes are so easily and cheaply imported that for the commercial florist it is cheaper to buy than to divide and grow his own plants. When first received, the clumps of roots should be stored, with a little earth or moss between the roots and a little soil over the crown, until the florist is ready to put them. No amount of freezing does them the slightest harm; but the boxes or flats in which they are stored are best covered with a little straw or litter, and should have the full benefit of rain or snow to keep the roots from drying. From potting or burying into the greenhouse, it requires from ten to fourteen weeks to bring them into flower, according to the earliness of the season at which they are wanted in flower. The quality of soil is of no consequence, provided it is light and easily handled. They need water in great abundance. Temperature is also of little consequence. Anything above 50° at night will do; but it is best not to flower them in higher temperature than 60°, or they will quickly wilt when cut or used for decorations. From the time the sprays begin to show white color until they are fully developed, every Astilbe should stand in a saucer in which there should be constantly an inch of liquid manure. When sold for window plants or for decoration, Astilbes are often disappointing. It is merely want of water. Before the full development of the shoots and Ivs. they are easily hurt by tobacco smoke, and should be covered with paper or well wetted.
decántra, Don.(A. biformis, Britt.). Somewhat pubescent. 3-6 ft.; lvs. 2-ternate, the lifts, ovate and cordate or oblong, tapering at base, sharp-serrate; fls. yellowish white, in a large (10-12 in. long) racemose panicle; stamens 10. Woods, Va. and S.—Often confused with 
Aruncus sylvestre.


169. Astilbe Japonica.

Fig. 169. Erect, 1-3 ft.; hairy on the petioles and nodes; lvs. 3-2-ternate, petiole reddish; lifts, ovate-acute, tapering to the base, serrate; fls. white, in a pubescent racemose panicle; stamens 10. Japan. B.M. 3821. Gn. 48, p. 366. Mn. 5:174.—Commonly known as a spring glasshouse plant in this country, but hardly in the open. There are various cult. forms, as var. grandiflora, Hort., with larger and denser panicle; var. compacta, Hort., the panicle more compact; var. multilflora, Hort.; var. variegata, Hort., with variegated lvs.; var. purpurea, Hort., with purple-shaded foliage. Astilbe Japonica is often confused with Aruncus astilboides; Figs. 169 and 170 will aid in distinguishing them.


rivuláris, Hamilt. Rhizome creeping; st. 3-5 ft.; lvs. 2-ternate, the lifts, ovate, dentate, the petioles tawny-hairy; fls. yellowish white, changing to reddish, in large spikes, which are disposed in panicles; stamens 8 or 10, pure white. Nepal. Gn. 38, p. 355.—Attract, chaste-leaved species, blooming late. Probably needs protection.

Thunbergii, Miq. Silky-hairy, 1-2 ft.; lvs. pinnate, the lfts. oval, serrate, yellowish green; fls. white, on reddish stalks, changing to pink, in clusters on the fl. branches. Japan. R.H. 1890, p. 568.—A graceful plant. Forces well.

AA. Fls. opening pink or red.

Chinénica, Franch. & Sav. Plant 1½-2 ft., graceful; lvs. 3-ternate, the lfts. serrate; fls. in a branchy, rather compact panicle, with purplish or pink reflection, but the petals whitish. China.—Possibly a form of the preceding. Yet rare in Amer.

rubra, Hook. & Thom. St. simple, 4-6 ft., long-hairy; lvs. 2-termate; lfts. oblique-ovate, more or less cordate, sharp-serrate; fls. numerous, rose-red, in compact, robust panicles; stamens 10, shorter than petals. India. B.M. 1899.—Needs protection. Little known in Amer.

L. H. B.

ASTRÁGALUS (ancient Greek name of some shrub).

Leguminósae. MILK VETCH.

A genus of over 1,000 species of hardy herbs or subshrubs. Lvs. mostly odd-pinnate: fls. in spikes or racemes, yellow, purple or white. They prefer a light, porous soil and no shade. The dwarf kinds may be placed in the front of the border or in the rockery. Prop. chiefly by seeds, which germinate slowly, or slowly by careful division in early spring. Many kinds are likely to die if divided or transplanted. Many kinds are cultivated in the Old World, but the four described below are the only kinds commonly sold in America. Of the many native kinds, mostly known as rattle-weeds, the following are advertised at present: A. Canadensis = A. Carolinianus, A. caryocarpus, A. Drummondii, A. flavus, A. Lanmanii, A. Purpusii, A. racemosus, A. Robinsii, A. Shortianus. The Loco-weed of the prairies, which is said to poison cattle, is A. mollissimus. For these and many others the student is referred to Britton and Brown's Illustrated Flora, and Coulter's Manual of Rocky Mountain Botany.

AA. Fls. yellow.


Yellow, MONSPÉSULANUS, Linn. St. trailing; height 9 in.: fls. purple, purplish or white, in smaller and looser heads than the above. Eu. B.M. 375.

hygroántis, Linn. Height 3-24 in.; lfts. 17-25; fls. violet-purple, 6-10 lines long, in 1-2-5 lines long, 2-celled, densely villous, with white hairs. Eu., Asia, and from Kansas W. to Nev. and N. to Alaska. Also a white var., excellent for pots.

alpinus, Linn. Height 6-15 in.; lfts. 13-25; fls. violet, keel darker; pods 1-celled, black-pubescent. Northern and Arctic regions round the world.

J. B. KELLER and W. M.

ASTROCARYUM (Greek, astron, star, and karyon, nut; referring to star-like arrangement of the fruits).

Palmáceas, tribe Cocoeáceae. Spiny palms, stemless or with a short caudex, or with a tall, ringed, spiny can
ASTHOCARYUM

bella, Benth. & Hook. (Mackayella bella, Harvey). Glabrous, upright subshrub: lvs. ovate-oblong, acuminate, spreading, short-stalked, sinuate-toothed: fls. linear, 2 in. long, with a long tube below the flaring throat; the spreading segments ovate-obtuse, disposed on one side of a raceme 5-8 in. long. S. Afr. B.M. 5737.—A beautiful plant, rarely seen, and thought to be difficult to manage; best suited to flower readily in full in our climate, if rested during the previous winter and brought on in the summer. Prop. by cuttings of firm wood in spring or summer. Young plants in small pots often bloom wide blossoms.


L. H. B.

ATAMÁSCO LILY. See Zephyranthes.

ATHANASIA. See Cymbitis.

ATÉRHÍUM. See Asphodeline.

ATRAGÉNE. See Clematis.

ATRAPHÁSIS (ancient Greek name). Polygonum. Low shrubs: lvs. alternate or fasciculate, deciduous: fls. small, apetalous, in few-fl. axillary clusters, forming terminal racemes: sepal 4-5: stamens 6-8: fr. a small, oblong, enclosed in the upper sepal. Summer. About 18 species in central and western Asia, Greece, and N. Afr. Low shrubs of spreading habit, with usually small lvs., attractive with their numerous racemes of white or rose-colored flowers. A. herbastrum, a spreading and drought-resistant species, remains evergreen for a long time, owing to the persistent calyx. They grow best in well-drained soil and sunny situations, but do not stand transplanting well when older. Prop. by seeds sown in spring: the seedlings are liable to rot if kept too moist, or in damp air. Increased, also, by greenwood cuttings under glass in early summer, and by layers.


ALFRED REIDER.

ATRIPLEX (derivation disputed). Chenopodiaceae. A large genus containing many succulent weeds of desert regions. A. hortensis is a garden vegetable used like spinach; for culture, see Orch. A. leptocarpa and A. semibaccata are two plants lately introduced as supplementary forage plants for arid regions. See Circular No. 3, Div. of Agronomy, U. S. Dept. Agric.

A. Garden vegetable (with ornamental,led, variety). horténsea, Linn. ORACH. Sea Purslane. Annual: stem herbaceous, erect: lvs. hastate, cordate, or triangular-oblong, acute, 4-5 in. long, 2½-3 in. wide: petals 12-18 lines long: fruiting bracts 4-8 lines long, short-peduncled. Var. áro-sanguinea, Hort., is a crimson-lobed and ornamental about 4 ft. high, not the climbing grown with amaranthus-like plants.

AA. Ornamental shrubs.


W. M.
ATROPA

(atropos, that of one of the Fates who cut the thread of life). Solanaceae. Belladonna. Calyx with 5 ovate leafy divisions, enlarging in fruit; corolla bell-shaped or funnel form. The purple berries are poisonous. The plant is used in medicine.

Plants: 1-2 ft., low-growing; lvs. ovate, entire, pointed; fls. single or in pairs, nodding on lateral pedicels; corolla dull purple. Eu. to India.

ATTALEA (Attalus, magnificent), Palmaeae, tribe Cocosae. Stems with a single, thick, ringed or scoured cadox: lvs. arising almost perpendicular and the upper part arched, pinnately cut, linear-lanceolate, acuminate, with the margins recurved posteriorly. Petiole prominent; fls. white, fragrant, fr. rather large. Species 20. Trop. Amer. The leaflets on the lower side of the rachis hang straight down, and those on the upper side point upright slightly. The Attaleas are unprofitable to grow as commercial decorative plants, because they take too long to make good sized plants from the seedling state. Perfect drainage, and a soil having a mixture of leaf mold or peat, with a temperature ranging from 60° to 80° F. will be found to suit them. The seeds and young shoots are often sunk in a box in a warm border, or in pots in a glasshouse, covered with a mulch of moss, and water frequently.

A. Trunks becoming tall.

excelsa, Mart. St. 90-100 ft. high in the wild, 16-20 in. in diam.: lvs. erect-spreading; pistillate fls. solitary on the branches of the spadix: drupe ovate. Braz.

rufa, Mart. St. 18-30 ft., 8-13 in. diam., smooth: lvs. as long as the cadox; petioles with very long hanging fibers; segments broadly linear-acuminate, in clusters of 3-5, divaricate: drupe 4 in. long. Braz.

Cohune. Mart. St. 40-50 ft.; lvs. erect, pinnate, the dark green pinnae 30-50 and 18 in. or less long; petioles above and rounded below, drupe broadly oval, nearly 3 in. long, with a very short beak. Honduras.

The fruit used for soap-making, and exported from Cent. Amer. for that purpose. Used for thatching.

AA. Without trunks.

spectabilis, Mart. Stemless, or with a very short cadox: lvs. 18-21 ft. long, the lower segments 3-4 ft., the upper 12-16 in. ½ in. wide, linear-acuminate. Braz.

smyrdalina, H.B.K. (A. smyrnifera, Karst.). Stemless; lvs., 5-6 ft. long, crowded, pinnate-sect; segments 90-100 on each side, eniform, glabrous above, with hairs along the upper margins beneath, 2½-2½ ft. long, about 1½ in. wide; petiole with rusty scales beneath. Braz.

A. Guickier is a trade name. "extremely long-leaved."—A. Maripa, Mart. (A. Mariposa, Hort.) See Maximilian.

JARED G. SMITH and G. W. OLIVER.


grandiflora, Benth. St. villous, glandular, 1-3 ft. high; lvs. densely covered with hairs, 3 in. long, coarse; bracts crowded, conspicuous; fls. 1½ in. long, red or crimson-purple, in dense, showy glomes or clusters.—Prized for bees.

AURICULA (Primula Auricula, Linn.). Fig. 171. A European perennial, sending up short scapes, bearing fls. of many colors. It is one of the most famous of florists' flowers, but it has never received the attention in this country that it has in Europe, and is generally too hot for it. In this country generally treated as a greenhouse plant; but it is hardy, and in the Old World is grown largely in frames. See Primula.

Auriculas may be propagated by seed for general purposes and for the production of new varieties, but to perpetuate very choice varieties, it is necessary to propagate either by offsets or division of the plants. Seed should be sown in shallow pans or 4-inch pots early in March, so that the seedlings will be ready for transplanting before very warm weather sets in. The soil used in the seed pans should be very light and sandy, the surface should be made smooth, and the seeds then pressed lightly into the soil, after which a light covering of sand should be given, and the pans placed in a temp. of 60° until they have germinated, which usually takes from three to four weeks; they should then be removed to a light position, shaded from the sun, kept damp, and then allowed to mature, to induce a stocky growth. As soon as the seedlings are large enough to handle conveniently, they should be pricked off into other pans or shallow boxes containing a mixture of three parts leaf-mold and one part sifted peat or old manure. They are then removed to larger pots, fully attended to, and everything done to promote active growth, so that, if possible, the plants may be large enough to require a second shift into other boxes, similarly prepared, by the end of June. Auricula seedlings

AURICULAE are grown in coolhouses—those adapted to azaleas are excellent—and they are kept evergreen by keeping them in a pit during winter, or by holding them cool and partially dry in the house. They will stand 5 or 6 degrees of frost in a pit. From cuttings of half-ripened wood, good stock may be obtained. From cuttings of fully ripened wood, Fruiting plants, with their numerous bright scarlet berries, are exceedingly attractive, but as the plant is poisonous, there must be male plants with the female ones. If grown in pots and under glass, the plant must be fertilized by shaking the flowering male plant over the female, or by applying the pollen with a camel's hair pencil. If the male plant flowers earlier, the pollen may be collected and kept until used in the female plant in flower; it remains effective for some weeks. In the open, Auricula grows well in any good, somewhat moist though well-drained soil, in a half-shaded position. In pots, it will thrive in a sandy loam with sufficient drainage, and requires plenty of water during its growing period. Fruiting plants should not have too large pots. Prop, very easily by half-ripened greenwood cuttings at nearly any time of the year, under glass, and by seeds sown soon after maturity; the var. brycei are sometimes grafted on the common form in early spring, under glass.

A. Japonica. Thund. Shrub, 4-15 ft.; lvs. usually ovate, 3½ in. long, remotely and coarsely dentate, acuminate, shining: berries scarlet, rarely white or yellow, usually oblong. From HIMAL. to JAP. Var. Himalalica. Dipp. (A. Himalalica, Hook. & Thom.). Lvs. ovate-lanceolate, more dentate: pinacles more pilose: fr. orange to scarlet. HIMAL. F.M. 12-1271. I H. 6:3. There are many fine garden forms of this species, variegated lvs., which are more cultivated than the green forms. Handsome variegated varieties are: albo-variegata, alba, aurea-maculata (Flor. Mag. 105. 327. Flor. World 1876. 234). bicolor, latimaculata, limbata, medio-variegata, picturata, punctata, variegata (B.M. 1197. F. M. 5:277). The following forms have green lvs.: angustifolia, dentata, macrophylla, ovata, salicifolia, pumila, variegata, and aurea-maculata. Among these, the aurea-maculata, boarded in the East, is probably a form of A. Japonica.

ALFRED REIDER.
AURICULA

go through the hottest months much better in boxes than in pots, as they can be kept more evenly moist. For their summer quarters, a wooden frame placed on sifted coal ashes on the north side of a building or wall, or almost any position where they will be sheltered from the sun and still receive plenty of light, should be given them. The frame should be provided with sash, which should be kept over the plants most of the time, giving air in abundance in favorable weather, and during the warmest weather the whole frame should be raised by placing a brick under each corner, so as to allow a good circulation of air among the plants. About the second week in September the young plants should be potted, using a compost of two parts good, fibrous loam, one part leaf mold, and one part well decayed cow or sheep manure, with a little sand added. The frame should be kept a little close for a few days after potting, and from this time care must be taken not to wet the foliage in watering. The plants may remain in the frame until danger of freezing, when they should be transferred to a cool greenhouse for the winter. All decaying leaves should be carefully removed, and but little water will be required during the dull winter months.

Towards the end of February the plants will show signs of flowering, when they should be given a top-dressing of pulverized sheep manure and placed in a light, airy position, in a temp. of 55°. The flowering season lasts about two months, after which the plants should receive their annual potting. All diseased or decayed roots should be cut away, and most of the old soil carefully removed. The propagation of very choice varieties by offsets or division is best done at this time. The pots used in potting should be well drained, and no larger than will just accommodate the plants. The soil best suited is the same as before recommended. After potting they may be placed in their summer quarters. Offsets should be inserted round the edge of 4-inch pots, using very sandy soil, and kept in a close, warm position until rooted. By annually repotting and giving a little extra care during the summer months, a batch of Auriculas will return very satisfactory results, and may be kept in a good, healthy condition for several years.

EDWARD J. CANNING.

AVENA (classical name), Ory Available. Oats. A genus of annuals or perennials well known from the cultivated oat. Panicles wide open, and loosely flowered, bearing large 2-6-flowered spikelets. A long, twisted, genulate awn present, except in the cultivated oat. Species about 50. Widely spread in the temperate regions of the Old and New World.

fâtua, Linn. Wild-oats. Sand-oats. Resembles the cultivated oat; can be distinguished by the larger spikelets and longer, brown hairs on the flowering glume. Awn an inch in length.

sterilis, Linn. Animated Oats. Much larger than the cultivated oat; spikelets large, in a drooping panicle; awn very long and genulate. Manner of propagation in A. nativa and E. Occasionally cult. for the odd behavior of the "seeds." It is the twisting and untwisting of this awn, when exposed to moisture and dryness, that has given to the grass the name Animated Oats. The untwisting of the awn causes the spikelet to tumble in various directions, suggestive of independent motion.

AVERBIO ((after Averrhoes, the Arabian physicist), Grewiaea). Tropical fruit trees, cult. in India and China, and sometimes grown under glass for ornament. Lvs. alternate, odd-pinnate; Hts. alternate, ovate-acuminate, entire, stalked, sensitive; fls. borne on the naked stems and branches, minute, fragrant, rose-colored to reddish purple, racemose; calyx red; corolla campanulate; petals 5.

Carambola, Linn. Carambola. Height 15-20 ft.; Hts. 4-5 pairs; fls. rosy purple; fr. varying in size from a bean egg to a large orange, oval or square, 3-angled, yellow, fragrant, the pulp acid. The half-grapes or pickles; the ripe fr. for preserves. Said to produce 3 crops a year. P. M. 15:231. Cult. sparingly in S. Calif. A. Bilimbif, Linn. Carambola Tree. Bilimbi. Height 8-15 ft.; Hts. 3-10 pairs; fls. red, in longer racemes than the above; fr. smaller than the Carambola, cucumber-shaped, smooth, green rind, and acid pulp. Extensively cult. in S. Amer. P. M. 15:251.

AVOCADO, ALLIGATOR PEAR. See Persica.

AZALÈA (from Greek azaile, dry; Linnaeus believed them to grow in dry locations). Ericaceae. Shrubs; lvs. deciduous or persistent, alternate, more or less hairy and ciliate, rarely glabrous and never lepidote or scurfy; fls. Hts. average, rarely lateral; corolla 5-lobed, funnel-form, campanulate or rotate; stamens 3-10; ovary 5-celled, hairy or se- tose, with or without glands: fr. a loculicidal capsule (Fig. 172), with numerous minute spines. The genus is often united with Rhododendron, which is easier to distinguish by its lvs. and general habit than by its fls. In Rhododendron, the lvs. are coriaceous, generally persistent, and usually in several rows. Germannmentos beneath, often lepidote, not ciliate, or ciliate and lepidote; stamens usually 10; ovary glabrous, glandular, lepidote or tomentose, never setose, sometimes more than 5-celled. The glabrous species of Azalea have 5 stamens and deciduous lvs. There are 35 species in Asia (especially E. Asia) and N. Amer. Consult Maximowicz, Rhododendraceae Orientalis, St. Petersburg, 1876. The Azaleas belong to our most ornamental and beautiful flowering shrubs, and are often completely covered with large showy fls. of brilliant and various colors. They grow best in peaty or sandy soil containing no lime, and prefer somewhat moist and shaded situations. In regard to the culture, they may be divided into two groups: Hardy deciduous Azaleas, and Indian Azaleas.

HARDY DECIDUOUS AZALEAS. These include the species of the sections Eriogonum and Rhododendron, commonly known as Gent Azaleas. They are hardy, but in the N. and in exposed situations a protection with brush, hay or mats should be given during the winter, to prevent the flower-buds from sudden changes of temperature. They are usually increased by seeds sown in early spring in frames or pans, in sandy peat, without covering, and kept moist and shady. When the seedlings appear they should have air and a daily syringing. In autumn they are transplanted into boxes or frames, in sandy, peaty soil. The seeds germinate very readily sown in cut sphagnum, but ought to be pricked into boxes as soon as they can be handled. The second year the seedlings should be planted out in beds, sufficiently wide apart to allow a growth of two years. Long upright branches should be shortened, to secure well-branched plants. The named varieties are gathered on any of the common species, usually before the petals fall, in juncs, in the greenhouse, on potted stock. They may also be increased by cuttings of mature wood 2-3 in. long, taken with a heel late in summer, and placed in sand under glass. Layers usually taken, may be cut off when they are made in spring, and the buried part enclosed in moss. Azaleas are easy to transplant, either in early spring or in early autumn, when the year's growth has ripened. If desired, they may be planted in various directions, in beds, without injuring the abundance or brilliancy of the flower, and after-
wards removed to give space for other decorative plants, and planted carefully in nursery beds, where they remain till the following spring; and on so moving from one to another, the hybrids and varieties of A. mollis are often and easily forced for winter-flowering. If intended for early forcing, they should be grown in pots, and taken care to allow them to finish their growth as early as possible; for if allowed to finish their growing period during the Christmas holidays, they may be pruned to the ground or left to fall, or even just before bringing them into the forcing-house. With a temperature of 50–55° at night, they will bloom in about 6 weeks. The Ghent Azaleas are grown in various countries, and the Lord Crewe Azalea is generally sold for export to America; it is usually more profitable to buy this stock each fall than to attempt to raise it here, where labor is high-priced and the climate dry and hot.

In the foregoing period the early Azaleas tend from April to July. First comes A. Canadensis, A. rhombica, and A. Vasseyi; then A. nudiflora and A. mollis, followed by A. Pontica and A. calendulacea, and nearly at the same time A. Schlippenbachii and A. Abbrechtii; somewhat later, A. occidentalis, and last, A. arboriscana and A. viscosa. One of the most beautiful is the American A. calendulacea, which is hardly surpassed in the brilliancy and abundance of its flowers by any of the Ghent hybrids. Some good hybrids, or Ghent Azaleas, are the following:

**Single-fld. varieties:** Albicans, white with yellow blotch, fragrant; Admiral de Ruyter, deep red scarlet; Alba, white; Bellerophon, white, spotted yellow, fragrant, B. R. 28: 27; Anthony Foster, orange-yellow; Comte de Gome, bright rose, spotted orange, R. B. 1: 97; Daviesii, nearly pure white, fragrant, 61. 42: 1200; Dinandtii, white, wavy, fragrant, A. S. 1: 100; Geant des Batailles, deep crimson; Hilda, red-orange; Louis Hellebuyck, carmine, blotched orange, F. S. 19: 1909; Marie Verschaffelt, pink, blotched yellow; Morteri, rose-pink with yellow blotch, B. F. G. H. 1: 10; Princesse d'Ombre, salmon-pink; Samurine, deep crimson; Tsarine, bright pink, R. B. 20: 277; Van Dyck, blood-red; Viscosa florumunda, pure white, fragrant.


**Indian Azaleas.**—This group contains A. indica and other species from the Deccan and the hybrids of them. They are well known evergreen shrubs, in the north requiring cultivation in the greenhouse during the winter, but some varieties, as A. indica, var. Kromperi and var. ammona, are hardly even near New York. A. rosea and A. indicomutata, or A. indicageanina, will stand many degrees of frost in somewhat sheltered positions. They are rarely increased by seeds, which may be sown in the greenhouse in the same way as with the former group. Usually they are propagated by cuttings or grafting.

The cuttings root best when made in August from half-ripened wood, and placed in sand under a frame, with gentle bottom heat. Choker varieties are usually increased by vencil or tongue-grafting, either in winter or in July and August. On vigorous-growing varieties raised mostly from cuttings. Grafting on Rhododendron is now used in some German nurseries with very good result. The best soil for healthy growth in pots, is a sandy compost of half peat and half leaf-rot, with an addition of good fibrous loam. It is essential to plant them firmly, and to give very good drainage. The base of the stem should be just above the surface. The best time for repotting is after flowering, when the new growth commences. During the summer, they should be kept in a coldframe or in the open in a sheltered spot, with the pots plunged in the soil, or planted out in prepared beds, where they make a very vigorous and healthy growth. In Sept. they should be repotted and transferred to the greenhouse. They must have plenty of water and free syringing during the hot months. The best time for syringing is during the day; and in the greenhouse, Azaleas may be had in flower from Nov. till June. Against the red spider and thrips, from which the Azaleas are liable to suffer if the air is too dry, free syringing with water is the best remedy. Most of the plants used for forcing in this country are imported from Holland and Belgium; and it is cheaper to buy them than to attempt to raise them here. F. M. 10: 32; Fielder's White, pure white, early, A. F. 13: 1109; Flambeau, rich, glowing crimson, G. 16: 214; 4; P. G. 20: 212; 11; Parker & Co.'s White, pure white, R. B. 1: 7; 21, Ic. Az. 1: 11; Jean Vervaine, salmon, striped, bordered white, R. B. 2: 145, Ic. Az. 11; John Gould Veitch, lilac rose, bordered and netted white, striped crimson, F. S. 20: 2071–72; La Victoire, reddish, white towards the edges, spotted maroon crimson; Louise von Baden, pure white, sometimes speckled pink; F. S. 17: 1706, F. M. 3: 158; Madame Charles Van Eckhaute, pure white, with crisp edges; Madame Van Houtte, scarlet rose, bordered white, F. S. 23: 2383, Ic. Az. 5; Marguerite de Lorraine, brilliant scarlet, very fine; Miss E. Jarret, pure white, with crisp edges, R. B. 14: 218; Mrs. Turner, bright pink, bordered white, spotted crimson, F. S. 8: 451; Mons. Thibaut, orange-red; President Victor Van den Hecke, white striped and speckled crimson, with yellow center, F. S. 15: 1587–88; Princess Alice, pure white, one of the best; Princesse Clementine, white, spotted greenish yellow; Reine des Pays-Bas, rich violet-pink, bordered white, I. H. 13: 479; Roi de Hollande, deep blood-red, spotted black; Sigismund Rucker, rich rose, bordered white, blotched crimson, very showy, F. S. 19: 2010–11, Ic. Az. 31; Stella, orange-scarlet, tinged violet; Wilson Saunders, pure white, striped crimson, Ic. Az. 15: 153.

**Double-fld.**—Borsig, pure white; Alice, deep rose, blotted vermillion, I. H. 23: 234; Baron M. de Rothschild, rich violet-purple, large, F. S. 23: 2477–78; Bernard André, dré, dark violet-purple, large; Bernard André, white, I. H. 17: 15, Ic. Az. 19; Charles Leirn, dark salmon, blotched dark purple, good form and substance, F. S. 19: 1972; Charles Fynsart, salmon, bordered white, R. B. 10: 25; Chicago, dark purplish red, large; Comtesse Eugenie de Kerehove, white, flaked red-carmine; Deutsche Perle, pure white, early, R. H. 1886.
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516. G. N. 33: 649, I. Z. 23; Dominique Vermeire, bright orange; Dr. Moore, deep rose, shaded white and violet, very fine; B. R. 11: 61; Empereur du Brésil, I. Z. 15; Madame Van der Cruyssen, pink, fine form; A. F. 12000; Madeleine, white, large, semi-double; Niobe, white, fine form; Paraphila Ma-

Halic, white, spotted cherry-red; B. R. 13: 143; President Oswald de Kerchove, pink, bordered white, blotted carmine; Raphael, white; Sakuntala, white, very free-flowering; Souv. du Prince Albert, rich rose-peach, broadly margined white, very free-flowering; F. M. 4: 201, I. Z. 24; Theodore Reimers, lilac, large; Vermeireana, rose, bordered white, sometimes striped salmon.

The following Azaleas are described below: A. alba, No. 15; albiflora, 16; Albiretta, 12; amaura, 14; arbo-

rescens, 2; balsamiorflora, 14; calendulae, 5; Cali-

fornia, 1; calyciflora, 14; Canadensis, 9; canescens, 4; crispaflora, 4; corona, 5; Danielliana, 14; flammea, 5; gigantea, 7; glaucescens, 3; Ic. 172, 5: 414. B.R. 1832-36. G. W. F. 14: 1323. As. 1: 401.

A. Fls. in terminal 1-many-flowered clusters.

B. Ives and fls. from different buds; winter-buds with many scales; Ivs. deciduous.

C. Corolla with rather long tube and usually acute segments; pubescent or hairy outside; stamens 5: Ivs. ciliate. (Ewasalata.)

D. Stamens as long as or longer than the limb; tube long and narrow, outside glandular.

E. Color white, pink or rose.

1. occidentalis, Torr. & Gray (Rhododendron occiden-

talis, Gray, A. California, Hort.). Height 2-6 ft.; branches glabrous or pubescent; Ivs. obovate-oblong, finely ciliate, slightly pubescent beneath when young; corolla 2-2 1/2 in. long, white or slightly tinged rose, with yellow limb on the upper lobe; fragrant. May, June. Calif. B. M. 5065. F. S. 14: 1323. G. N. 31: 673.

2. arborrescens, Pursh (Rhododendron arborrescens, Torr.). From 8-20 ft.; branches nearly glabrous; Ivs. obovate or obovate-oblong, acute, ciliate, glabrous, green or glan-

seous; stamens 5: Ivs. white or tinged rose, 2 in. long, fragrant; style and stamens red. June, July. Allegh. Mts. G. F. 1: 401. L. B. C. 17: 1622, as A. verti-
cillata.

3. viscosa, Linn. (Rhododendron viscosum, Torr.). From 4-8 ft.; winter-buds glabrous; branches with stiff hairs; Ivs. obovate-oblong, obtuse or mucronulate, ciliate, bristly hairy on the veins beneath; fls. white or tinged rose, 1 1/2 in. long, wide, outside, fragrant; style red. June, July. E. N. Amer. Em. 2: 438. Var. nitida, Nicholls. From 1-3 ft.; Ivs. oblong-lanceolate, bright green on both sides; corolla tinged red. B. R. 5: 314. Var. glauca, Linn. Ivs. grayish bluish-green beneath, dull and glaucous above. L. B. C. 16: 453. Var. hispida, Britt. (A. hispida, Pursh). Pedicels bristly hispid; fls. usu-

ally pink; Ivs. glaucous beneath. L. B. C. 5: 411.

4. nudiflora, Linn. (A. lutea, Linn. R. nudiflorum, Torr.). Figs. 172, 173. Height 2-6 ft.; winter-buds more or less pubescent; branches pubescent and often with stiff hairs; Ivs. obovate or obovate, hairy on the midrib or pubescent beneath; fls. pink to nearly white, before or with the Ivs., about 1 1/2 in. broad, pubescent outside. July. E. N. Amer. B. R. 129. L. B. C. 1: 31. G. W. F. 36. M. n. 2: 17. Var. canescens, Rehder (A. canescens, Michx.). Ivs. tomentose or pubescent beneath, usually elliptic; fls. glandular outside.

EE. Color yellow to flame-red.

5. calendulae, Michx. (R. calendulae, Torr.). From 4-10 ft.; branches glabrous or with stiff hairs; Ivs. obovate-oblong, usually pubescent beneath, serrata-

ciliate; fls. orange-yellow or flame-red, often 2 in. broad, with the Ivs., nearly scentless; tube usually shorter than the limb; stamens thickened at the middle. May, June. E. N. Amer. Var. Flammans, Michx. (A. speciosa, Wild.). Fls. flame-or orange-red. B. R. 145. L. B. C. 7: 624. B. M. 189. Var. crecens, Michx. Fls. yel-

low or orange-yellow. B. M. 1721. L. B. C. 14: 1324.—One of the most showy species.

6. Pontica, Linn. (R. filium, Don). Plant 2-6 ft.; branches hairy; pedicels and petals glandular; Ivs. cuneate, oblong, usually hairy on both sides when young, 2-4 in. long; fls. yellow, 2-2 1/2 in. broad, very fragrant; stamens as long as the limb. May, Orient, Caucasus. B. M. 433; E. S. 23 (var. albitoris). A very fragrant and free-flowering species, not common in cult. Nearly all varieties referred to this species in nursery catalogues are hybrids, for which the collective name A. Gandaves-

Sis may be used.

7. Gandavensis, Hort. GENTAZALEAS, Fig. 174. These are hybrids between A. Pontica, and the American

species, and A. Sipenis, now more in cult. than the typical species. Of a number of them the parents are easily recognized, but many are hybrids of the second degree or more, and it is impossible to be sure about their parentage. They vary in all shades of white, yellow, orange, pink, carmine, and red, with single and double fls., and also in the time of flowering, from May to July. A short selection of some good varieties has already been given.


174. Ghent azalea—A. Gandavensis (×p)
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Gt. 16:556. Gng. 4:279.—A valuable species, with large but scentless fls. A large number of varieties and hybrids has been raised, which are well adapted for forcing purposes and also for groups in the open, being as hardy as the American species. See Rhododendron for picture.

d. Coronata with very short tube, rotate-campanulate or two-lipped, glabrous outside: stamens oblong; (Rhododendron.)

9. Canadensis, O. Ktze. (Rhodora Canadensis, Lindl. Rhododendron Rhodora, Don.) From 1—3 ft.: fls. oval, obtuse and mucronulate, glaucous and slightly pubescent beneath: fls. 5—7, on very short pedicels 1—1½ in. broad, rose-purple; segments narrow, the lower ones revolute; stamens 10. Apr., May. E.S. Amer.: Newfoundland to Pa. Em. 2:441. B.M. 474.


dd. Limb of corolla rotate-campanulate, or slightly two-lipped, divided usually till below the middle: upper lobes spotted.


12. Albreti, O. Ktze. (Rhododendron Albretii, Maxim.). From 2—5 ft.: branches glandular-pilose: fls. obvolute or elliptic, acute, 2—5 in. long, appressed pilose above, pubescent along the veins beneath: fls. purple, with the lvs. 2 in. broad; stamens 10. Japan.


nn. Lvs. and fls. from the same terminal bud: winter buds with 2—4 scales of nearly equal length: corolla glabrous outside: lvs. usually persistent. (Tunisia.)


(1) Lvs. lanceolate or elliptic, acute, 2—3 in. long, dull above and rufously striose: shrubs, 2—8 ft. high, somewhat loosely branched.

Var. Kämpferi, Rehder. Lvs. deciduous, only a few small ones below the fl.-buds persisting till spring, elliptic, bright green: fls. 2—3, with or before the lvs.; calyx-lobes ovate, rounded; corolla 1—2 in. broad, pink or orange-red; stamens 5, with yellow anthers. Apr., May. Jap.—This is the hardest variety; hardy even in New Eng.


(2) Lvs. ovate or obovate-lanceolate, obtuse, rarely acute; ½—3 in. long, less striose, and usually shining above; low, much-branched shrubs.

Var. macrantha, Rehff. (A. macrantha, Bunge. A. Danielsiana, Paxt.). Lvs. coriaceous, dark green, shining, obovate or oval: fls. usually single, 2—5 in. broad, pink or purplish pink; stamens 2—10, usually enclosed. May, June. China. P.M. 1:829. S.B.F. II. 3:261.—From this variety nearly all of the beautiful garden forms of the Indian Azaleas have originated by cross-breeding with other varieties and forms of A. Indica introduced from Japanese and Chinese gardens, and by hybridizing, especially with A. rosarinifolium. To this variety may be referred the following remarkable forms: Var. crisipflora, Van Houtte. Fls. large, rose-colored, with distinctly crisped segments. F.S. 9:847. B.M. 1726. Var. lateritia, Lindl. Lvs. oblong-lanceolate: fls. salmon or brick-red. B.R. 1700.


to New York. There are some forms and crosses of this variety, of which the following may be recommended: Caldwelli, with larger purple fls., Geert, IC.Az. 18; Marvel, Illae-carminum, double. Flor. Mag. 11; 14; Princess Maud, rosy magenta, R.H. 1880; Sib; Mrs. Carmichael, crimson-magenta; Princess Beatrice, bright mauve; Prime Minister, soft pink; Miss Buist, pure white.


AA. Fls. from lateral 1-fld. buds toward the end of the branches: corolla rotate campaunnate, glabrous. (Azaleastrum.)

16. albilora, O. Ktze. (Rhododenroon albilorum, Hook.). About 2-3 ft.: branches stiff and glandular when young: lvs. oblong, pale green, appressed-stri- gose above and at the midrib beneath, slightly ciliate: fls. nodding, on short pedicels; corolla white, 5-leaf, about 1 in broad; calyx glandular; stems 10. Rocky Mts. B.R. 3670.

BABIANA (said to come from Dutch for baboon, because those animals eat the bulbs). *Iridaceae*. About 30 cormous plants of S. Afr. Fls. showy, red or purplish, in a short spike like cluster or raceme, tubular at the base, the segments with claws or narrow bases, and the limb erect-spread; ovary 3-loculed: lvs. narrow, hairy, plaited, standing edgewise to the stem. Low plants, of easy culture if treated like freesias or hyacinths. Three or 4 corms in a 4-in. pot give attractive bloom in March or later. Grown only indoors or under frames in the N. They are showy and useful plants. Monogr. by Baker in Handboook of the Irideae, 1892.

a. *Perianth limb regular or nearly so, and wide-spread.*

*b. stricta*, Ker. (*B. villosa*, and *B. purpurea*, Ker.). Fig. 177. A foot or less high: lvs. broad, oblong-lanceolate or sword-shaped, barely reaching the spikes: fls. scattered, showy, usually red or purple, with a prominent tube, the segments oblong-lanceolate. B.M. 621. —Babianas are not sold under species-names in this country, but as mixed varieties. These varieties are chiefly, if not wholly, of this species. Many forms and colors. Var. *angustifolia*, Sweet. Lvs. linear. B.M. 637. Var. *rubro-cynæa*, Ker. Limb lilac, throat red. B.M. 410. Var. * sulphurea*, Ker. Yellow or whitish. B.M. 1053. Two other long-cultivated types are described below.

177. Babiana stricta (X 3/4).

AA. *Perianth limb distinctly ringent or gaping.*

b. *plicata*, Ker. Low: lvs. lanceolate, hairy, usually overtopping the spikes: fls. lilac or red, long-tubed, the segments oblong and unequal. B.M. 576.

d. *disticha*, Ker. Differs from the last in having the perianth-tube distinctly exerted from the spathe.

BABY'S BREATH. See *Gypsophila*.

BACCHARIS (*bakcharis*, an ancient Greek name). *Compositae*. GROUNDSEL TREE. Shrubs or herbs: lvs. alternate, usually serrate, deciduous or persistent; heads of fls. small, white or yellowish, discoid: involucre with many imbricate scales; akenes with pappus. About 250 species in America, mostly in tropical regions. A few species are cultivated particularly for the snow-white pappus, which gives the fruiting plant a very showy appearance. They grow in almost any well drained soil in a sunny position, and are well adapted for dry and rocky slopes, and valuable for seaside planting. Prop. by seeds or by cuttings under glass.

*halimiophila*, Linn. Shrub, 3-12 ft.; branches angular: lvs. cuneate, oblong or obovate, coarsely toothed, the uppermost entire, globose, 1-2 in. long: fls. in large panicules; pappus white, about 1/2 in. long. Sept. Sea-coast, from N. Eng. southward. Gnp. 7: 113. —The hardest species; in fruit resembling a shrub with abundant snow-white fls.


ALFRED REEDER.

BACHELOR'S BUTTONS. See *Centaura Cyanus*, *Gomphrena globosa* and *Ranunculus acris*.

BACTRIS (Greek, baktron, cane; the young stems used for walking-sticks). *Palmaceae*. COCOINE. Usually low palms, very rarely entirely spineless, with solitary fasciculate ringed, spiny or smooth caudices, sprouting from the roots: lvs. terminal or scattering, equally or unequally pinnatisect, glabrous or pubescent; segments sparsely or aggregated, or more or less imperfectly connate, forming a bifold blade, acute or rarely obtuse at the apex, the eiliate margins recurved at the base; petiole short or long; sheath long, spiny; spadices sessile or pedunculate, perforating the leaf-sheaths; spadix 2, the lower short, open at the apex, the upper coriaceous or woody, exceeding the spadix, or fusiform, ventrically dehiscent, smooth, or spinose or spiny; bracts persistent: fls. small or medium, pale yellow or greenish: fr. small, green, ovoid or globose. Species, about 100. Tropical America. Ornamental, but little grown on account of the spines. See Palms.

a. Spines yellow, tipped black.

*b. pallidiosperma*, Mart. (*M. Harrisii*, Hort.). St. 10-18 ft. high, 1-2 in. in diam., the internodes spiny: lvs. showy, 6-9 ft. long, equally interruptedly pinnatisect; petiole 4-6 ft., brown-scaly, thickly covered with very long (2'/2-2'/2 in.), black-tipped yellow spines, either solitary or in groups of 2-4; segments linear-lanceolate, ciliate-sepuminate, prickly on the margins, the basal ones 2-8 in. long, 1'/2 in. wide, the upper, 12 in. by 1'/2 in. Brazil.

AA. *Spines black.*

b. *L. segments acute at both ends.*

*majus*, Jacq. St. 9-15 ft. high, 1-1'/2 in. in diam., armed with rows of black spines, 2 in. long: petiole armed with very long black, terete spines; lvs. 4-6 ft. long, equally pinnatisect nearly to the rachis; sheath and rachis spiny and white or brown tomentose; segments linear, acute at both ends, 25-35 on each side, 1-nerved, 8-12 in. long, 1'/2 in. wide, glabrous on both sides, densely setose, with black hairs along the margin. Brazil.
late-compressed black spines, 1 in. long; the rings about as far apart as the diam. of the st. : lvs. 6 ft. long, curving; segments dark green above, pale green below, very numerous, approximate. 1 1/2 ft. long, 1/3 in. wide, linear-lanceolate, long-acuminate, bristly or minutely prickly along the margins. Lower Amazon.

horrída, Oerst. Caspitose stems 6-8 ft. high, 8-9 in. diam., very spiny, sheathed for most of its length with bases of dead lvs.; spines 3-4 in. long, 4-sided, whitish tomentose, at length glabrous: lvs. 2 1/2-3 ft. long; sheath 8 in., brown-tomentose; petiole 1 1/2 ft., densely spiny, subtetrangular, densely brown-tomentose beneath; segments 7 in. long, 1/2 in. wide, lanceolate, rigid, glaucous. Nicaragua.

Jared G. Smith.

BACULÁRIA (Latin, baculum, a small walking-stick). *Pseudocarphe, tribe Arécce.* Low spineless palms, with annular reed-like single or fasciculate stts: lvs. terminal, unequally pinnatisect; segments membranous, broad or narrow, split or toothed at the apex, the broader ones many-nerved, the narrow ones 1-nerved, the terminal confluent; midrib and nerves without scales below; margins not thickened, recurved at the base; petiole and rachis sparsely scurfy, convex on the back, flat above or concave toward the base; sheath short, open; spadices numerous, longer than the lvs., spreading, recurved: peduncle very slender, scurfy, compressed at the base; spathes 2, remote, the lower one at the base of the peduncle tubular, the upper membranaceous, linear, ensiform: fls. green; fr. small, elongate-ovoid, subacute, green. 1/4-1/2 in. long. Species 2. Temperate and tropical Australia. See *Palmis*.

monostáchya, F. Muell. (Areca monostáchya, Mart. Kéntia monostáchya, F. Muell.). Trunk 6-12 ft. high: lvs. 1 1/2-4 ft. long; the sheath broad, coriaceous, about 6 in. long, produced into 2 stipular lobes; segments very irregular, acuminate, very variable in breadth and distance, adnate to the rachis, or tapering at the base, the longest about 1 ft. long. Queensland, N. S. W. B. M. 6644.

Jared G. Smith.

BAÉRIA (after the Russian zoologist, Karl Ernst von Baer). *Compositae.* Californian annuals (or one perennial species), with numerous showy, inch-wide yellow fls. in early summer.

grácilia, Gray (Barrelia gracilis, DC.). Easily distinguished from *Actinolepis coronaria* by its hairy sts. and foliage and undivided lvs.; plant much branched: height 4-12 in.: lvs. opposite, connate, linear-lanceolate; fls. solitary, on slender terminal peduncles; involucre leafier than in *Actinolepis coronaria*, the scales longer, downy, in 2 series: rays 8-12. B. M. 3758. — This is likely to be cult. as *Lasthenia Californiae*, which, however, is not hairy and has much longer lvs.

B. chrysostoma, Fisch. & May. Lvs. narrowly linear, 1 line or less wide: fls. larger than in *B. gracilis*; habit more erect. — *B. coronaria* = *Actinolepis coronaria*.

BALÁKA (the Fijian vernacular name). *Palmácce, tribe Arécce.* Differs from *Ptychospernum* in having the seed not sceleate, and in the half-rhomboid segments of the lvs.; and from *Drynophous* in the form of the leaf and the caduceous spathes. Species 2. Fiji Islands.

Scémanni, Becc. (*Ptychospernum Scémanni, H. Wendl.*). Fig. 178. Candus slender, 8-12 ft. high, straight, ringed, about 1 in. in diam.: lvs. pinnatisect, 4 ft. long; segments eros-cordate at the apex, alternate, 9 on each side, semi-rhomboid, obliquely truncate, the upper margin longer, cuspidate at the apex, the terminal one deeply biled. Growing as underwood in dense forests. Fiji. — Stems used for spears by natives, because of their strength and straightness. Fig. 178 is adapted from Seemann's Flora Vitiensins.

Jared G. Smith.

BALLOON VINE. See Cardiospernum.

BALM (Mellisso officinalis, Linn.). *Labiate.* Sweet herb, the lvs. being used for seasoning, particularly in liquors. It has a lemon-like flavor. It is a hardy perennial from southern Eu. The plant grows 1-2 ft. high, somewhat hairy, loosely branched, with ovate-crenate lvs. and yellowish or whitish fls. in loose axillary clusters. Thrives in any warm position, and is easy to grow. Prop. by seeds; also by division.

Jared G. Smith.

BALSAM. *Impatiens Balsámina, Linn. (Balásmíná Hort. *Impatiens Hort.* Impatiens esculenta, Sims. B. M. 1256). Géraniáceae. An erect, much-branched, half succulent annual, long ago introduced from India, and now widely cult. for its showy
fls. It has varied immensely in the doubling, size and color of its fls. and in the stature of the plant. It was known to Gerarde in 1596. The plant has lanceolate, toothed lvs., the lower ones being mostly in pairs. The fls. are clustered in the axils of the lvs., on very short stalks; sepals and petals similarly colored and not easily distinguished, one of the sepals (of which there seem to be 3) long-sporred; petals apparently 3, but two of them probably represent two united petals, thus making 5; stamens 5. The pod, shown in Figs. 179 and 180, is explosive. It has 5 carpels and very thin partitions, and seeds borne on axle placenta. When the capsules are ripe, a pinch or concussion will cause the valves to separate and contract, the seeds being thrown with considerable force.

The full-double Balsams are known as the Camellia-flowered varieties (Fig. 181). In well selected stock, the greater part of the flowers from any batch of seedlings should come very double. The colors range from white to dark blood-red, yellowish and spotted. Balsams are of very easy culture. They are tender, and should be started in thumb-pots or boxes indoors, or in the open when danger of frost is past. The seeds are large, and germinate quickly. The plants prefer a rich, sandy loam, and must not suffer for moisture. Transplanting, and pinching-in the strong shoots, tend to make the plants dwarf and compact. It is well to remove the first flower-buds, especially if the plants are not thoroughly established. Better results are obtained when only a few main branches are allowed to grow, all the secondary and weak ones being pinched out. The lower lvs. may be removed if they obscure the fls. Well grown plants should stand 2 ft. apart each way, and the tall kinds will reach a height of 2-2½ ft. Seed of the finest double strains is expensive, but inferior or common seed gives little satisfaction. Plants started early in May should give fls. in July, and should bloom until frost. A full grown plant is shown in Fig. 182. At the present time, Balsams are grown chiefly for their value as flower-garden plants; but some years ago the fls. were constantly used as "ground fires" in florists' designs in particular the double white varieties. The flowers were wired to toothpicks, and were then thrust into the moss which formed the body of the design.

L. H. B.

**BALSAMORRHIZA** (Greek, balsam root). *Composita*. Low perennials with thick, deep, resinous roots, tufts of radical lvs., and large, yellow fls. Cent. and W. N. Amer.

**Hookeri**, Nutt. Height 4-12 in.: lvs. lanceolate, 1-3 pinnately parted: fls. solitary, on naked scapes. Int. 1881 by E. Gillett, but scarcely known to horticulturists.

**BAMBOO.** Various giant perennial grasses consisting of the genera and species of the tribe *Bambuseae*, order *Gramineae*. Usually large and often tree-like, woody, rarely herbaceous or climbing, of wide geographical range. The species are irregularly distributed throughout the tropical zones, a few occurring in sub-tropical and temperate zones, and reaching their maximum development in the monsoon regions of Asia. About 23 genera, only 2 being common to both hemispheres. Something more than 200 species are recognized, of which upwards of 160 occur in Asia, about 70 in America, and 6 in Africa. They extend from sea-level to altitudes of more than 10,000 ft. in the Himalayas and 15,000 ft. in the Andes, and under the most favorable conditions some species may attain a height of 100-120 ft., with a diameter of 8-12 inches.

An attempt to portray the many economic uses of the giant-grasses would greatly overreach the scope of this article; but as objects of grace and beauty in the garden, conservatory, and especially conditions of landscape, the Bamboos are invaluable. Not only are they available to planters where the climatic conditions are very favorable, but it is possible to re-establish species where the cold of winter may reach zero Fahrenheit, or even occasional depressions of greater severity.

Bamboos delight in a deep, rich loam, and generously respond to good treatment. A warm, slightly shady nook, protected from the prevailing winds of winter, and where moist but well-drained soil is plentiful, is an ideal location for these beautiful grasses. A top-dressing of manure and leaves is usually beneficial in winter, for preventing the frost from penetrating the ground too deeply, but it also preserves the moisture that is so essential to the welfare of the plants during the growing season. Some species produce rampant suckering shoots, and spread rapidly when once established. It is best to plant each group of but one species, and to restrict the rapidly-spreading sorts to isolated positions. The most effective results to be obtained by planting Bamboos are secured on gentle banks above clear water and against a strong background of the deepest green. In such situations the gracefully arched stems, the dainty branches, bending with their wealth of soft green lvs., and the careless lines of symmetry of each individual, lend a bold contrast of the richest beauty. It will require a few years to thoroughly establish a clump of Bamboos in the open air, and until this is effected the vigor, hardiness and beauty that characterize some of the sorts are lacking. During the early life of the groups, some protection should be given where the winters are trying, and even with this precaution it is likely the plants will suffer to some extent at first during cold weather. Planted out in conservatories or confined in tubs or large pots, the Bamboos present many admirable qualities. As decorative plants in tubs or pots, either alone or associated with palms and other stock, several species offer many inducements to their cultivation, especially as they may be grown in summer and wintered in a coolhouse. Propagation is best effected by careful division of the clumps before the annual growth has started. The difficulty of procuring seeds in suitable circumstances is very great; indeed, the fruiting of a number of species has never been observed. Some species flower annually, but the majority reach this stage only at intervals of indefinite and frequently widely separated periods. In some species the fls. appear on leafy branches:
in others the lvs. fall from the culms before the fls. appear, or the inflorescence is produced on leafless, radical stems. Fructification does not exhaust the vitality of the parent, for other fls. are produced, even to the portions underground, leaving their places to be filled by their seedling offspring. Owing largely to the difficulty in obtaining flowering specimens, the systematic arrangement or nomenclature of the Bamboos cannot be said definite. As it is sometimes even impossible to accurately determine the genus without fls., the correct positions of some forms are not known.

Four subtribes of Bambuseae are regarded by Hackel, notably: Arundinaria. — Stamens 3; palea 2-keeled: fr. with the seed grown fast to the seed-wall. To this belongs Arundinaria. *Eulabambeae. — Stamens 6; fr. with the seed fused to a delicate seed-wall. Bambusa is the only true genus. *Dendrocalamaceae. — Stamens 6 rarely more): palea 2-keeled: fr. a nut or berry. Here belongs Dendrocalamus. *Melocanna. — Characters of last, but palea not keeled. Melocanna is an example.

The genera Arundinaria, Bambusa and Phyllostachys contain the most important species in cultivation, some of which are briefly described below. Roughly, the species of Arundinaria may be separated from Phyllostachys by the persistent sheaths and cylindrical stems. In Phyllostachys the sheaths are early deciduous, and the internodes, at least those above the base, are flattened on one side. Arundinaria and Bambusa cannot be separated by horticultural characters. It is probable that many of the forms now classed as species of Bambusa will eventually be found to belong to Arundinaria. Extended information regarding the Bambuseae may be found in the following publications: Munro’s Monograph, *Trans. of the Linn. Soc., v. 26 (1868); Hackel, in Die Natürlichen Pflanzenfamilien, vol. 3, part 2, p. 89 (1857); English Translation by Lawson-Schimper & Southworth, as The True Grasses, N. Y., 1890; papers by Bean in Gardeners’ Chronicle III., 15: 167, et seq. (1894); Freeman. Mitford, The Bamboo Garden, 1896, N. Y., Macmillan, p. 224; A. and C. Rivière, Les Bambous, Paris, 1879. The first two are systematic; the others contain popular and cultural notes. The following species are considered as being among the hardiest: Phyllostachys *Hamiltonii; P. nigra; P. viridis-glaucescens, *Arundinaria Japonica; P. nitida; A. macrospicma, Bambusa palma, T. tesselata and P. pygmaea. C. D. Beadle.

The illustrations in the present article are adapted from Mitford’s Bamboo Garden. Mitford’s work cannot be praised too highly. It has done much to create a popular appreciation of Bamboos, and to clear up the complete confusion into which the trade names have fallen. Mitford’s book has a literary quality that is very rare in horticultural writing, and represents a type that deserves the warmest appreciation in America; viz., the discriminating enthusiasm of the expert amateur.

Arundinaria is derived from Latin *arundo, a reed; Bambusa from a Malay name; Phyllostachys from Greek *phyllon, leaf, and *stachys, spike. W. M.

The following alphabetical list contains all the kinds of Bamboos known to be cult. in Amer. A. = Arundinaria; B. = Bambusa; D. = Dendrocalamus; P. = Phyllostachys; T. = Thamnochortus, which is here considered a subgenus of Arundinaria. No Japanese native names are given below, although many Bamboos are still advertised under such names. The prevailing tendency is to discard Japanese native names in every branch of horticulture, as they breed hopeless confusion.

B. angustifolia, 15; B. arundinacea, 11; B. aurea, 25; P. aurea, 28; A. auricoma, 16; P. bambusoides, 32; P. Castillonis, 26; A. echynantha, 17; B. echynantha, 17; B. disticha, 18; B. erecta, 19; A. falcata, 9; A. Falconeri, 8; T. Falconeri, 8; A. Fortunei, 14; A. Fortunei, var. aurea, 16; A. Fortunei, var. viridiss, 23; B. Fortunei, 14; B. Fortunei, var. aurea, 16; B. gracilis; A. Hindski, 10; A. humilis, 22; A. Japanica, 6; P. Kumasaka, 33; P. Kumasasa, 33; A. macrosporica, 4; A. macrosporica, var. sativa, 20; B. Maximowiczii, 7; B. Mazzanti, 29; B. Metacca, 6; B. nitida, 29; P. nitida, 27; P. milis, 2; B. nana, 18; A. Nivario, 7; B. Nivario, 7; B. nigra, 24; P. nigra, 23; A. nitida; B. palmata, 19; B. plicata, 7; A. pumila, 2; B. pumila, 2; P. pygmaea, 21; B. quadranularis, 12; B. Quilloi, 29; P. Quilloi, 29; B. Rango- morchii, 20; B. ruscifolia, 33; P. ruscifolia, 33; A. Simoni, 7; B. Simoni, 7; A. teeta, 5; B. tesselata, 20; A. Veitchii, 1; B. Veitchii, 1; B. Villemountii, 15; B. viminalis, 33; B. violascens, 24; P. violascens, 24; B. viridis-strata, 7; B. viridis-glaucescens, 31; P. viridiglaucescens, 31; B. vulgaris, 13.

SECTION I. — Intermediate not flattened: sheaths persistent. (The genera *Arundinaria and *Bambusa.)
A. Color of stems purple, or purplish.

b. Height 3 ft.

1. A. Veitchii, N. E. Brown (Bambusa Veitchii, Carr.). *Fig. 183. Height about 2 ft. stems purple, white-waxy below the nodes: lvs. 5-7 in. long, about 2 in. wide, bright green above, pale and minutely pubescent beneath. Jap. M. 67, but not G. C. III. 15: 169; or R. B. 23, p. 270.

183. Arundinaria Veitchii.

which are pictures of B. palma, as explained in G. C. III. 15: 299.—This is also liable to confusion with B. tesselata, No. 20. The edges of the lvs. wither in late autumn, giving a variegated but shabby appearance.

2. A. pumila, Mitford (B. pumila, Hort.). Height 12-20 in.: stems very slender, purplish, white-waxy below the nodes: lvs. 4-5 in. long, 7 in. or less wide, minutely pubescent, bright green. Much rarer than No. 1, dwarfer, the stems merely purplish, the lvs. shorter and narrower. The lvs. are a darker green than in A. humilis, shorter, narrower, and tapering less gradually: nodes less well defined and less downy, but having a waxy bloom; internodes about 2-3 in. long.

m. Height 6-8 ft. or more.

3. A. nitida, Mitford. *Fig. 184. Stems slender, about the size of a goose-quill: lvs. 2-3 in. long, 1/2 in. wide, shining green above, pale beneath: sheaths purplish, pubescent. China. M. 73, G. C. III. 18: 179; 19: 24. B. 57, p. 388.—Considered by Mitford the daintiest and most attractive of all species of *Arundinaria, and exceptionally hardy. Some shade is needed, as the lvs. curl up in full sunlight. Easily distinguished from Nos. 1 and 2 by the deeper color of the stems, which are almost black, and from A. Falconeri, which, in habit, the branches of both occurring in dense clusters.

AA. Color of stems green.

b. Height more than 6 ft.

C. Species native to the w. s.

4. A. macrosporica, Michx. *Large Cane. Height 10-20 ft., branches numerous, short, divergent: lvs. 4-6 in.
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long, ¾–2 in. broad, smoothish or pubescent; sheaths very persistent: stems arborecent, rigid, simple the first year, branching the second, afterwards fruiting at indefinite periods, and soon after decaying. Banks of the larger rivers N. C. to Fla., forming cane-brakes. — This and the next are the only two species of Bamboos native to the U. S. They are rarely cult. in Calif. and Eu. as ornamentals.


cc. Species not native to the U. S.

d. Plants very tender in the axils.

6. A. Japonica, Sieb. & Zucc. (B. Metóke, Sieb.). Height 6–10 ft.; lvs. 6–12 in. long, 1–2 in. wide, above smooth and shining, below whitened and finely pubescent: sheaths conspicuous. Jap. M. I. G. C. III. 15:239; 18:183.—The commonest of all hardy Bamboos, and readily distinguished from all other tall kinds by the broader and larger lvs. and by the broad, persistent sheaths which almost cover the sts. It is especially distinguished from A. Simoni by the bud being a simple flattened scale instead of a complex sealy one, and also by the less amount of waxy bloom on the st. Particularly recommended for cities.

EE. Branches borne in dense, semi-verticillate clusters (which easily distinguishes the Himalayan species from Phyllostachys).

f. Plants sometimes variegated.

7. A. Simoni, A. and C. Rivière (B. Simoni, Carr. B. viridi- striáta, Hort. A. and B. Northró, Hort.). Height 10–20 ft.: lvs. 8–12 in. long, about 1 in. wide, pale beneath, very minutely pubescent, tapering to a long, fine point; mid-vein glaucous on one side toward the apex, green on the other. Himal. and China. G. C. III. 15:301; 18:181.—A silver variegated form is sometimes known as B. Mazzinòvácií, Hort., and B. pleóta, Hort. B. M. 7146. This is the tallest of the genus, and next to P. mítis, the tallest of all hardy Bamboos. The plant is very late in beginning growth, and many of the culms should be removed in order to let the strong ones ripen, as weak shoots are unfitted. It flowers occasionally, but does not die thereafter. It has a shabby appearance until midsummer, and may take several years to become established, meanwhile sending up dwarf, slender shoots and narrow foliage, but Mitford urges patience, as the plant is hardy, and ultimately very vigorous and handsome.

FF. Plants never variegated.

8. A. Falcóneri, Mitford (T. Falcóneri, Hook. f. B. grédítis, Hort., not Wall.). Height 10–15 ft.: stems slender, bright green, the internodes white-waxy: lvs. thin, 3–4 in. long, about ½ in. wide. Himal. — Not very vigorous. The leaf-sheaths are smooth, eart short at the top, without a fringe, and with an elongated ligula; while A. talcáta, No. 9, has very downy leaf-sheaths, fringed with long hairs at the intersection with the leaf. The serrations of the leaf edges are more pronounced in A. Falcóneri, especially on one side. Venation of lvs. on upper surface is striate, not tesselated.

9. A. falcáta, Nees (B. falcáta, Hort.). Height 6–10 ft.: lvs. 3–5 in. long, about ½ in. wide, light green; stems annual (perennial under glass), slender, tufted. Himal. — The great majority of the plants cult. under this name are really A. Falcóneri, which has larger lvs. In a small state, A. falcáta can be distinguished from No. 8 only by the glabrous leaf-sheaths of the latter. The flower-bearing and leaf-bearing sts. of A. falcáta are distinct, the former flowering and seeding each year.

10. A. Hindási, Muuro (B. éréa, Hort.). Height sometimes 7 ft., branches quasi-verticillate; lvs. upright at first, of various lengths up to 9 in., and about ¾ in. wide; veins conspicuously tesselated; internodes 3–7 in. long, waxy-white; leaf-sheaths with a few hairs. Jap. — The erect habit of growth is very marked. A rare and excellent species of doubtful hardiness. Adv. by Dr. Franceschi, who considers it one of the hardiest.

dd. Plants relatively tender (Nos. 11, 12, 18).

E. Branches spiny.

11. A. arundináceá, Retz. A majestic species, often attaining a height of more than 40–60 ft. The stems, which are produced in dense clumps, are green and shining, with more or less spiny branches: lvs. 4–8 in. long, ½ in. or a little more wide, nearly glabrous; sheaths persistent: lvs. are produced at long intervals, and after perfecting seeds, the plants die. India.—Nos. 11 and 12 are greenhouse plants, not recommended by Mitford for outdoors.

EE. Branches not spiny.

12. B. quadrángulàris, Fenzl. Stems square, especially in older plants, 20 ft. or more high: lvs. deep green, serrate, 6–7 in. long, about 1 in. wide. Jap.—Franceschi says it is as hardy as any Phyllostachys. See No. 11.

B. vulgáris, Schrad. Height 20–80 ft.: stems hollow, 4 in. in diam. or more; branches numerous, striate; internodes 1½–2 ft. long: lvs. usually 6–10 in. long, 8–15 lines wide, sometimes 1 ft. long, 2 in. wide, rough on and near the margins and beneath. India. G. C. III. 25:390.—Sold south, but not recommended by Mitford. This and B. giganteus are the only two Bamboos extensively cult. in the Orient, though others are more useful. It is also naturalized and cult. in the W. Ind., Mex. and Braz., but there is no evidence of an Amer. origin.
BB. Height less than 6 ft.

c. Variegation white.

14. A. Fortunei, A. and C. Rivière (B. Fortunei, Van Houtte, and var. variegata, Hort.). Height 3-4 ft.: lvs. 4–5 in. long, half as wide or a little more, striped with white. Jap. F.S. 15: 1535. — Loses its lvs. in winter, but quickly recovers in spring. More popular than the next two species. The internodes are rarely more than 1 in. apart, while in A. aurea they are 3-5 in. apart. Var. aurea, Hort., with yellow variegation, is in A. auricoma. Var. viridis, Hort.—A. humilis. This is an old favorite, and far more common than the next 4 species. Rhizomes are more active than the next, and demand more room.

15. B. angustiolia, Mitford (B. Vilinormini, Hort.). Height about 1 ft.: sts. slender, purplish or light green: lvs. 2–4 in. long, about ½ in. wide, serrate, frequently variegated with white. Jap.

c. Variegation yellow.


17. A. chrysantha, Mitford (B. chrysanthuta, Hort.). Height 3-5 ft.: lvs. 5–7 in. long, 1 in. or less wide, nearly smooth, sometimes variegated with yellow, but not so brightly as in A. auricoma. Jap. Also distinguished from A. auricoma by the lower surface of the leaf being markedly ribbed, and lacking the soft, velvety down. "Being neither frankly green nor frankly variegated, it is rather a disappointing plant."—Mitford.

c. Variegation absent.

D. Arrangement of lvs. distichous.

18. B. disticha, Mitford (B. Kama, Hort., not Roeb.). Height 2-3 ft.: branches numerous: lvs. 2-2½ in. long, ½ in. wide or less, serrate, green, produced in two vertical ranks. Origin uncertain. A recent and rare species of great interest, the distichous arrangement of its being quite unique among Bamboos, and giving a very distinct habit.

DD. Arrangement of lvs. not distichous.

ev. Lvs. long, 10–18 in.

19. B. palmata, Burbridge. Fig. 185. Height 2-3 ft.: lvs. 10-15 in. long, 2-3½ in. wide, bright green, sharply serrate, smooth and shining above, below pale and minutely pubescent; longitudinal veins very prominent. Jap. M. 79. Gu. 49, p. 59, shows a clump 36 ft. in circumference.

20. B. tessellata, Munro (B. Rogamoeschii, Hort.). Height 2-3 ft.: lvs. 12-18 in. long, 3-4 in. wide, smooth and shining above, whitened beneath, sharply serrate; midrib prominent, and bearing a tomentose line on one side. China and Jap. G.C. III. 15: 167; 18: 189. R.B. 23, p. 269. — Produces the largest lvs. of any hardy Bambusa in cult., which is especially remarkable on account of its dwarf habit. Much confused in gardens, but unnecessarily, with A. Veitchii, as the tomentose line on one side of the midrib is unique in B. tessellata. The lvs. are used by the Chinese for wrapping tea.

EE. Lvs. shorter, 3-6 in. (Here might be sought A. pumila, No. 2.)

21. B. pygmaea, Miq. Height ½-1 ft.: stems very slender, much branched: lvs. 3–4 in. long, about ¾ in. wide, serrate, pubescent, bright green above, glaucous and pubescent beneath. Jap.—The smallest of Bamboos, and remarkably hardy. It is especially valuable for making a thick carpet in wild places, but its rampant growth makes it a nuisance in a border. The sts. are purple: the nodes prominent, and furnished with a waxy, glaucous band round the base.

22. A. humilis, Mitford (A. Fortunei, var. viridis, Hort.). Height 2-3 ft.: branches in 2’s and 3’s, long in proportion to sts.: lvs. 4-6 in. long, the largest about ¾ in. wide: internodes 2-5 in. apart. Dies down in a hardy winter. A rare species, liable to confusion with A. pumila, No. 3.

SECTION II. — Internodes flattened, at least on one side: sheaths early deciduous. (The genus Phyllostachys.)

A. Color of stems black.

23. P. nigra, Munro (B. nigra, Lodd.). Black Bamboo. Fig. 186. Height 10–20 ft.: stems green at first, but changing to black the second year: lvs. very thin, 2-6 in. long, 6-10 lines broad. China and Japan. M. 142, and frontis. G.C. III. 15: 369; 18: 183. R.B. 23, p. 268. — One of the most popular of all Bamboos, and very distinct by reason of its black stems. Var. punctata, Hort. Franceschi, has yellowish stems spotted with black.

24. P. vioidescens, A. and C. Rivière (B. violaceum, Carr.). Height sometimes 13 ft.: stems violet, almost black the first months, changing the second year to a dingy yellow or brown: lvs. very variable in size, 2-7 ft. long, ±2 in. wide, the larger lvs. borne on young shoots or on the ends of the lower branches near the ground. The lvs. are sharply serrated and have a well-defined purplish petiole. Franceschi says it is hardy, and that P. bambusoides is often sold under this name.

AA. Color of stems yellowish, or striped yellow.

25. P. mitis, A. and C. Rivière (B. mitis, Hort., not Polr.). Height 15-20 or more ft.: stems arched, yellowish; internodes at the base not short: leaf characters identical with P. aurea, with which it is closely allied. Japan. Gu. 17, p. 44.—The tallest of all Bamboos, but, unfortunately, not one of the hardest.

26. P. Castillónis, Hort. (B. Castillónis, Hort.). Unique in the genus for having both sts. and lvs. variegated. Height 6-20 ft.: sts. 1 in. or more thick, much zigzagged, bright yellow, with a double groove of green: lvs. sparingly striped yellowish white, 7 in. long, 1½ in. wide, serrated on both margins: leaf-sheath topped by a whorl of dark brown or purple hairs. Jap.—Cult. by Dr. Franceschi, Santa Barbara, Calif.

27. B. striata, Lodd. Height 4-5 ft.: stems striped yellow and green, as thick as the thumb; internodes 4-6 in. long: lvs. 6-8 in. long, ¾–1 in. broad. China.
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B.M. 6079, which shows a flowering specimen with conspicuous anthers, red-purple at first and fading to lilac. Not described by Mitford. Sold S. and by Yokohama Nursery Co.

The name is not distinctive, as others of the Phyllostachys group have yellowish stems. Hardier and easier of cult. than *P. mitis*.

AAA. Color of stems green, often yellowish when ripe.

BB. Height 6-13 ft.

Cc. Lvs. spotted with brown.

29. *P. Quiloi*, A. and C. Rivière (*B. Quiloi*, Hort. *B. Mazéli*, Hort.). Height sometimes 18 ft.; habit looser than in *P. mitis* or *P. aurea*; stems arched: lvs. much larger and especially broader than in any other Phyllostachys, the largest 8 in. long, 1 1/4 in. wide, the serration of one edge conspicuous; lvs. dark green, often spotted brown, very glaucous beneath; leaf-sheaths a peculiar feature, being pinkish brown, deeply mottled with purple spots. Cult. S. and Calif.—Rare.

Cc. Lvs. not spotted with brown.

Dd. Habit slightly zigzag.

30. *P. Henonis*, Millford (*B. Henonis*, Hort.). Height 6-15 ft.; stems arched: lvs. 2-3 in. long, a little under 3/4 in. broad, narrowed below the middle to the base and long attenuate at the apex; bright green; sheaths deciduous, yellowish, inclined to purplish; internodes 5-6 in. long near the base and middle of the stem, distinctly grooved with a double furrow. Japan.—This is Millford’s favorite Bamboo.

Dd. Habit strongly zigzag.

31. *P. viridi-glaucescens*, A. and C. Rivière (*B. viridi-glaucescens*, Carr.). Height 10-18 ft.; stems slender, zigzag, arched, bright green at first, fading as they ripen to a dingy yellow: lvs. 5-4 in. long, about 3/4 in. wide or little more, bright green above, whitened below. China. Gn. 7, p. 279. G.C. III. 15:433; 18:183.—The name is unfortunate because not distinctive, as all Bamboos have green lvs. with more or less whitened lower surfaces. Very hardy and common.

32. *P. bambusoides*, Sieb. & Zucc. Height about 5 ft. in the second year; stems zigzag, green at first, ripening to yellow, the branch-bearing side flattened rather than grooved, as in other species of Phyllostachys; internodes long in proportion to length of stem, sometimes 8 in.: branches in 3’s, the longest at the middle of the st., and only about 9 in.: lvs. of various sizes, the largest 6 in. long, 1 1/4 in. wide, edges serrate, sharply on one side. Jap.—Cult. by Dr. Franceschi, Santa Barbara, Calif.
increased by the above process, but as these species usually produce seeds freely, seedlings can be more quickly grown, and with less trouble. The seeds of Bananas should be sown as fresh as possible, treating them the same as recommended for root-cuttings. As soon as the seedlings show their first leaves, they should be transplanted into well-prepared beds of rich, moist soil, exposed to the sun and plunged into slight bottlenecks as the needs of the grower or his location may demand. Both seedlings and root-cuttings should have proper transplanting, sufficient room and rich soil, as a rapid, unchecked growth gives the best and quickest results.

The cultivation of Bananas for fruit is carried on very extensively in all tropical countries. In the West Indies, Central America and Mexico, they are raised for export to the United States and Canada. The site selected is usually a level plain in the lowlands, near the coast, or in valleys among the hills, where the rainfall or artificial moisture is sufficient. The variety most commonly grown at present is the Martinique, having large bunches, with long, yellow fruit. The Baraça (or Red Jamaica) is more sparingly grown now than formerly, and its dark red fruits, of largest size, are not commonly exported. For distant shipping, bunches of fruit are cut with "machetes" or knives, after they reach their full size and are almost mature, but quite green in color. Ripening is effected during shipment in warm weather, and by storing in dark, artificially-heated rooms during cold weather. Bananas prepared among the plantations in the tropics. It is nutritious, and has an increasing demand and use as human food. A recently invented process of drying ripe Bananas has been found very successful, and the industry promises to be of vast importance as the marketable article finds ready sale. In the United States there is little commercial cultivation of Bananas, since the frostless zone is narrow and the fruit can be grown so much more cheaply in Central America and the West Indies. Small Banana plantations are common in southern Florida, however, and even as far north as Jacksonville. They are also grown in extreme southern Louisiana, and southwestward to the Pacific coast. The plants will endure a slight frost without injury. A frost of 5 or 6 degrees will kill the leaves, but if the plants are nearly full grown at the time, new foliage may appear and fruit may form. If the entire top is killed, new suckers will spring up and bear fruit the following year. A stalk, or trunk, bears but once; but the new sprouts which arise from the roots of the same plant continue the fruit-bearing. A strong sprout should bear when 12-18 months old (from 2-3 years in bathrooms). The plantation will, therefore, continue to bear for many years. A bearing stalk, as grown in southern California, is shown in Fig. 187.

188. Tip of flower-cluster of Banana.

The peculiar flower-bearing of the Banana is shown in Fig. 188, which illustrates the tip of a flower-cluster. This cluster may be likened to a giant elongating bud, with large, tightly overlapping scales or bracts. Three of these bracts are shown at a a a, in different stages of the flowering. As they rise or open, the flowers below them expand. The bracts soon fall. The flowers soon shed their envelopes, but the styles, b, persist for a time. The ovaries soon swell into Bananas, c. The bracts are royal purple and showy.

E. N. REASONER.

BANCROFT, GEORGE. The famous American historian (1809-1891) deserves remembrance among horticulturists for his splendid collection of roses at his summer home in Newport, R. I., an account of which may be found in the American Garden, 1891. For a portrait and sketch, see Appleton's Annual Cyclopedia for 1889. In Mr. Bancroft's garden, George Field found a rose without a name, which is now known to be the French variety Mme. Ferdinand Jamain. It was introduced by Field & Bro. as the American Beauty. Though little known abroad, it is, probably, the most famous of all roses cult. in America.

BANEBERRY. See Actaea.


BANYAN TREE. See Ficus Indica.

BAOBAB. See Adansonia.

BAPTISIA (Greek, to dye, alluding to the coloring matter in some species). Syn., Podalyria. Leguminosæ. Small genus of perennial herbs of eastern N. Amer. Corolla papilionaceous, the standard not larger than the wings: calyx campanulate, the 5 teeth separate and equal or the 2 upper ones united: stamens 10, distinct: pod stalked in the calyx.—Plants usually turn black in drying. Baptisas are suitable for borders. They thrive in any ordinary soil and under common treatment, preferring free exposure to sun. Prop. by division or seeds.
BAPTISIA

A. *Lvs. simple; fls. yellow.

simpleflora. Croom. Branchy, 2-3 ft.; lvs. 2-4 in. long, sessile, broadly ovate and obtuse; fls. in numerous terminal racemes. Fla.—Int. 1891.

perfoliata, R. Br., of S. Carol. and Ga., with small axillary fls. and broad perfoliate lvs., is occasionally planted, and is hardly as far N. as Washington, but is evidently not in the trade. B.M. 3212.

AA. *Lvs. compound, 3-foliolate.

B. *Fls. yellow.


lanceolata, Ell. About 2 ft., pubescent when young, barb., thick, lanceolate to oblong and obtuse; fls. large, axillary and solitary. Bark barrens, N. Carol. S.

bb. *Fls. blue.


BB. *Fls. white or whitish.


leucaítha, Torr. & Gray. Branched, more or less succulent, 2-4 ft., glabrous; lvs. stalked; lfts. oblongate to oblongate-lanceolate, very obtuse, drying black; fls. white, nearly an in. long, in loose-fl., lateral racemes. E. states.


L. H. B.

BARRACÉNIA (Barbaeuma, a Brazilian governor). *Anacylidaeseae. About 20 Brazilian plants, with scape bearing a single large purple flower. Mostly grown in baskets, after the manner of many orchids. *B. purpurea. Hook., is occasionally seen in fine collections, but does not appear to be in the Amer. trade. Grown in a warm, moist house. It has many scapes and long, grass-like, toothed lvs. B. M. 2777.


BARRERÁ (from the old name, Herb of Saint Barrer.) *Crucióletas. Hardy biennials, with yellow fls.; allied to water cress and horseradish.

vulgaris, R. Br. *Common Winter Cress. *Upland Cress. Yellow Rocket. Height 10-18 in.; lower lvs. lyrate, the terminal lobe rounded, the lateral usually 1-4 pairs; upper lvs. oblate, cut-toothed at the base. Eu. & Asia.—Cult. for salad. Var. *variegata, Hort., lvs. splashed and mottled with yellow, is cult. as a border plant, and grows freely in rich soil. If the fls. are picked off, stems and all, before they open, the plant will be practically perennial. A common native.


BARDE DE CAPUCIN. See *Chicory.

BARBERY. See *Berberia.

BARBIERIA (after J. B. G. Barbier, French physician). *Leymusinos. A genus of only two species, one from Porto Rico and one from Peru. Its nearest allies familiar to the horticulturist are Indigophora and *Te-
that of a pioneer. He must be considered in the front rank of pomological authors, with the Downings, Warder, and Thomas, whose combined weight gave a great impulse towards establishing orcharding on a large scale in America. For a fuller account, with portrait, see "Annals of Horticulture," 1890, 287-290.

W. M.

BARTONIA. See Mentzelia.

BARTRAM, JOHN. Called by Linnaeus the greatest natural botanist in the world. Was born at Marple, near Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, March 25, 1699. He was a Quaker farmer, who became interested in botany after the age of twenty-four. In 1728, at Kingessing, on the Schuylkill River, he established the first botanic garden in America, which, together with his house, built in 1731, of stone hewn by his own hands, is happily preserved to-day as part of the park system of Philadelphia. He traveled much in America, and was for many years the chief medium of exchange between Europe and America of plants of all kinds, especially new and important species, as Rhododendron maximum and Cypripedium acaule. His correspondence with Peter Collinson lasted nearly half a century. The letters, preserved to us in Darlington's "Memorials of John Bartram and Humphrey Marshall," are rich in botanical, historical, and general interest. "Observations on the Inhabitants," made by John Bartram from Pennsylvania to Oswego, Oswego, and the Lake Ontario * * * London, 1751," is similarly readable, and a document of great value in the study of aboriginal races.

At the age of seventy he undertook, with his son William, an expedition to Florida, which is recorded in the "Journal Kept upon a Journey from St. Augustine up the River St. Johns." Bartram was probably the first American to perform successful experiments in hybridization. His son, John and William, continued his garden. For many years it was the largest and best collection of trees and shrubs in America, and the services of the garden to early American horticulture were very great. His garden, known as Bartramia, a genus of mosses, and in "Bartram's Oak," for the literature of which, see L. C. Martin's "Notes on the Bartram Oak, Quercus heterophylla, Mich.," published at Camden, N. J., 1850. Bartram's garden is a unique garden in America. Many of the trees have attained great age, size and beauty. The garden also contains many quaint and picturesque relics which have associations of great interest. On the whole, John Bartram is one of the most picturesque and the most picturesque, of the early botanists and horticulturists of America, and his simple, wholesome, powerful personality presents a picture that is altogether amiable. New editions of the works of Bartram must be desired, and offer a promising field to critical labors. John Bartram's son William is well known to students of American history for his "Observations on the Creek and Cherokee Indians, 1789." It is very much to be regretted that no authentic portrait of John Bartram is known. For an excellent illustrated account of Bartram and his garden, see the article by Miss M. L. Dock in Garden and Forest, 9:121-124 (1886). See also Harper's Mag. 60: 321-326 (1886).

W. N.

BASÉLLA (native Malabar name). Chenopodiaceae. Melothria. A genus containing only one species, which is, however, remarkably variable. Annual or biennial herbs, cult. in the tropics as a pot-herb, like spinach. Rarely cult. N. as an ornamental warm-herb. It may also be started indoors, and set out in May for use as a garden vegetable, to follow spinach. Prop. by seeds.

rubra, Linn. Lvs. succulent, alternate, rarely opposite, almost entire, of various forms; fls. not pedicelled, in simple spikes or racemes; spikes short or long, lax, fragrant. The following species are more considered only forms of the above: abla, a white-fl. form rarely cult. as a trailer from roofs of warm-houses, or as a basket plant; canthifolia; cordifolia, with heart-shaped lvs. A. acuta, a low, slender, vase-shaped plant; A. laticlava, from India; nigra, a Chinese form; ramosa and volubilis. Under the name of Sweet Malabar Vine, A. Blanc advertises a form with tiny yellow and red fls., and lvs. variegated with white, pink, and green. He says, "with age it assumes a drooping habit. When cut keeps fresh for weeks."

BASIL. Species of Ocimum, of the Labiatae. They are Indian annuals, and are cult. as pot-herbs, the clove-flavored foliage being used as seasoning in soups, meats, and salads. They are of easiest culture, the seed being sown in the open as soon as the weather is settled. Common Basil is O. basilium, Linn., a ft. high, branch- ing, with ovate leaves, and white or bluish white fls. in leafy terminal racemes or spikes. O. minimum, Linn., the Dwarf Basil, is lower, and smaller in all its parts; rarely seen. When Basil is in bloom, it can be cut and dried for winter use.

BASKET PLANTS. Fig. 189. Under this term are included all those plants which, from their habit of growth and blooming, have been found especially suitable for use in hanging baskets. Most of these are dwarf plants of indeterminate growth, of gracefully drooping or vine-like habit, and are valued either for their grace, or for freedom and daintiness of bloom. Some of the plants used in baskets are in a slow habit of growth. The suitability of these erect-growing plants for the purpose is determined, beside their freedom or their stems, by their freedom of bloom, beauty of foliage, striking form, or grace of habit. Such plants are used principally for filling the central part of the basket, whereas, plants of trailing form are inserted near the sides—some to drop, others to twine upwards on the cords or handle by which the basket is suspended. In addition to the long drooping or climbing plants, there are a number of half-erect habit, like the lobelia, the sweet alyssum and russellia. These may droop somewhat, but are not of a truly vine-like habit. Some plants are more suitable than others for shady places; the scaphigynas, for instance. Others thrive only with several hours of direct sunshine each day.

The following list of common trade names embraces a number of the most important basket plants, arranged according to their habit of growth and blooming. The list is not given as a complete one. Any list would need amending from year to year to suit individual taste and experience. Plants which will bear considerable shade are marked with an asterisk (*); those which bear more are marked with two asterisks (**).

1. PLANTS OF VINE-LIKE HABIT.

a. Long-ascending sorts.


Note.—The Ampelopsis is deciduous, and not suitable for winter baskets.
BASKET PLANTS

BAUHINIA

Seeds may be sown, or the cuttings started in the basket, but it is so long before they fill the basket that there is no advantage in it.

A common murena in arranging baskets is crowding, or filling them too full. Fewer plants will appear more graceful, growth will be more vigorous, and the basket will retain its grace and beauty for a longer time. Exercise vigilance and care in watering. After the roots have well filled the basket, be careful not to dip the basket in a tub or barrel of water, and allowing it to remain until it is well saturated. Dipping the basket in weak liquid manure once or twice a month will greatly promote growth of the plants when the plants have been long in the basket. These remarks also apply in a general way to vases and rustic stands.

ERNST WALKER.

BASSWOOD. See Tilia.

BAST. The soft part of the fibro-vascular bundles in plants, abundant in the inner bark. It increases in thickness simultaneously with the wood, but much less rapidly. The fibrous elements in the bast of Basswood have been used in making cordage; also in making strong paper.

W. W. ROWLEY.

BATATAS. See Ipomoea.

BATEMANNIA (in honor of James Bateman, the distinguished collector and cultivator, and author of important works on Orchids). Orchidaceae, tribe Vanideae. Pseudobulbs short; leaf-blades coriaceous; fls. large, 2½-3 in. in diam., single or in pairs. Cult. like Cattleya. During the growing period they should be well supplied with water and kept from strong sunlight.

Colley, Lindl. Petals and sepals purplish or umber-brown, shading to yellowish green at the base. Demerara. B.K. 1714. B.M. 3818.

Meleagris, Reichb. f. Petals and sepals pale yellow, sometimes toward the summit, broad at the base; labellum white at the base. Brazil. B. Birtili, Endr. & Reichb. f., with 1-fld. peduncles.—Zygopetalum.

OAKES AXES.

BAUHINIA (after John and Caspar Bauhin, sixteenth century herbalists; the twin leaflets suggesting two brothers). Leguminosae, but there is nothing to suggest the legume family to the northern horticulturist except the pod. MOUNTAIN EBONY. A genus of over 200 species, allied to Cercis. Tropical trees, shrubs, or vines, with showy fls. ranging from white to purple, and lvs. varying in form and color. The pods are of considerable interest. The seeds are much in Europe, S. Fla. and S. Calif. in sandy soils. Prop. by seeds; rarely by cuttings of half-ripened wood.

B. variegata and B. purpurea are two of the commonest and showiest small trees of India, and, although frequently introduced into northern greenhouses, have rarely succeeded permanently. B. variegata is much cult. in India, and, when covered with blossoms, resembles a gigantic Pterogonium. The astrantoid bark is used in tanning and dyeing, and the lvs. and fl.-buds as a vegetable, the latter being pickled. "The reason for these plants being so little grown in our hothouses," says J. D. Hooker, "is, no doubt, that they must attain a size before they can be put to their best use, and that they require a dry season to ripen their wood, the giving of which, without killing the plant by drought, is the standing crux of all establishments." Great numbers of species of Bauhinia are likely to be introduced from time to time because of their gorgeous appearance in the tropics. In the experience of Old World gardeners, the most reliable species under glass are B. variegata, B. corymbosa, and B. Nativitatis. These can be planted outside here in summer, and kept over winter as oleanders are.

A. Lvs. divided not into the middle.

b. Fls. usually colored.

variegata. Limn. Tree, 6-20 ft.; lvs. 3-4 in. across, orbicular, 9-11 nerved, lobes rounded; pedicel 1-2 in. long; fls. about 7, in a short raceme, 1 in. across; calyx
spathe-like; petals 5, clawed, obovate-oblong, veined, rose-colored, the lowest one larger, broader above the middle, strongly marked with crimson; pod 1-2 ft. long. India. B. M. 6818.—The coloring of the ffs. varies.


purpurea, Linn. Height 6 ft.: ffs. coriaceous, rufous-tomentose beneath when young; ffs. broadly ovate-oblong, claw, lanceolate, acute; fertile stamens 3, very long, the rest sterile or abortive: pod 1 ft. long. India, Burma, China.—Without doubt one of the finest flowering small trees in S. Fla. Flowers are borne in the greatest profusion, 3 to 5 inches across, varying in color from almost white to a shade of rich purple, and marked and shaded with many tones. The plant is very robust and hardy here, growing to a height of 15 feet in less than 2 years, and blooms all winter and spring.

Gaipini, N. E. Brown. Half-climbing shrub, 5-10 ft.: lvs. 1-3 in. long, 2-lobed from one-fifth to one-half their length, 7-nerved; petiole about ¾ in. long; racemes 6-10-fld.; petals 5, all alike, 1½ in. long; claw as long as the limb; limb orbicular, cuspidate, brick-red; fertile stamens 3: pod 3-5 in. long; seeds dark brown. S. and Trop. Afr. B. M. 7494.—Discovered 1891. Fls. borne continuously from spring to late autumn.

B. Fls. pure white.

acuminata, Linn. Height 5-6 ft.: lfts. ovate, acuminate, parallel, 4-nerved, closing at night: ffs. 2-3 in. across; fertile stamens long and nearly free, the other 9 short, connected, and sterile. India, Malaya, China.—One of the most satisfactory of all, either for open ground or greenhouse culture, as it will bloom the first summer, when but a few months old and but a foot or two high, and in succeeding summers blooms continuously from May to September.

AA. Lvs. divided beyond the middle.

B. Leaflets not entirely free: ffs. colored.

corymbosa, Roxb. Woody climber, branching from the ground: branches grooved; tendrils opposite, revolute; lvs. 1½-2 in. long, outer edges slightly rounded, inner edges straight and parallel; nerves 2-4: ffs. numerous, corymbose, 1 in. across, rosy, 1½ ft. flowered petals, and characteristic venation; stamens 3, bright red, 3 very long, the rest abortive. China. B. M. 6621.

BB. Leaflets entirely free: ffs. white.

Natalensis, Oliver. Small shrub: lvs. numerous; leaflets each 1 in. long, with a midrib and a few nerves, dark green; petals ½-¾ in. long; ffs. single or in 2's, ½ in. across, white, the midvein of the upper petals reddish; petals erect or spreading, the 2 lower ones larger; stamens 10, 5 long and 5 short: pod 3 in. long. S. Afr. B. M. 6966.—Not advertised at present.

B. Hooker, F. Mull. from Austral. and R. Richardson, Hort., Framessch., are also advertised at present.

E. N. REASONER and W. M.

BAY TREE. See Laurus.

BEAN. A name applied to various plants of the Leguminosae. The Beans chiefly known to agriculture are of five types: (1) The Broad Bean (Vicia Faba), or the Bean of history, an erect-growing plant, producing very large and usually flat, orbicular or angular seeds. Probably native to W. Asia (Figs. 190, 191, a). See The Evolution of Beans are extensively grown in Europe, mostly for feeding animals. They are either grown to full maturity and a meal made from the Bean, or the plant is cut when nearly full grown and used as forage or made into ensilage. The Broad Bean seeds a cool climate and long season. In the U. S. the summers are too hot and dry for its successful cultivation on a large scale, and the plant is practically unknown there. In Canada, the plant is used in connection with corn to make ensilage: and this combination is known as the "Robertson mixture."

(2) Kidney Bean (Phaseolus vulgaris, which see; Figs. 191, b, 192). This is the plant which is everywhere known as Bean in North America, comprising all the common field, garden, snap and string Beans, both bush and climbing. By the French it is known as Haricot, and this word is often found in our literature. Its nativity is unknown, but it is probably of tropical American origin. For inquiries into the nativity of the Bean, see DeCanolle, Origin of Cultivated Plants; Gray & Trumbull, Amer. Jour. Sci. 26:130; Sturtevant, Amer. Nat. 1887:332; Wittmack, Ber. der Deutschen Bot. Gesellschaft, 32:238 (1888). (3) Lima or Sugar Beans (Phaseolus lunatus, which see). Long-season, normally tall-climbing plants, producing large, flat seeds (Figs. 191, c, 193). Native to S. Amer. See Bailey, Bull. 87, Cornell Exp. Sta. (4) Various species of Dolichos (as P. secuipilatus). Vines which produce very long, slender pods and small, narrow Beans (Figs. 191, d, 194). Native to trop. Amer. See Dolichos. (5) Soy or Soja, Bean (Glycine hispida, which see). A bushy, erect, hairy plant, producing small pods in clusters, and pea-like seeds (Figs. 191, e, 195). In this country comparatively little known, and used mostly for forage. Native to China and Japan, where it is much grown. Aside from these types, there are others of less economic importance. The Scarlet Runner type is a perennial Phaseolus (P. multiflorus), grown in this country mostly for ornament (Fig. 196). Various other species of Phaseolus are also cult., of various parts of the world under the name of Beans. P. radiatus is prized in Japan, and has been intro. into the U. S. as Azuki Bean (see Georgeon, Bull. 32, Kaus. Exp. Sta.). Vigna Sinensis, known in N. Amer. as Cowpea (which see), is sometimes called a Bean. The Velvet Bean of the South is a Mucuna (which see). The Jack Bean is a Canavalca (Fig. 197). The Sea Beans of the Florida coast are seeds of various tropical leguminous plants, and are transported by ocean currents (see Coo., in G. F. 7:503.)

L. H. B.

CULTURE OF THE BEAN. — The practical grower usually divides the many varieties of Beans into two groups—the bush and the pole Beans. The one includes all those
grown as "field Beans" for the dry-shelled seeds, as also both the green-podded and the yellow-podded garden, string, or snap Beans. The pole or running sorts are usually grown for garden purposes, and rarely for the dry-shelled Bean. The ordinary bush Beans make no great demands for soil fertility. They do well on ordinarily good, warm farm loam. If the soil contains a fair proportion of humus, the plants will secure much of their nitrogen from the air; and if additional fertilizers are needed, they may be given in potash and phosphoric acid alone. Plant only after danger from late frosts is past. The work may be done by hand, or with any of the various tools devised for the purpose. The rows are to be from 2-3 feet apart, with plants standing singly every 3-6 in., or in bunches of 3 or 4 every 12-15 in. A quart of seed will plant about 150 ft. of row. Keep the soil between the rows well stirred with a fine-toothed, narrow cultivator. Hand-hoe when needed. The pods of the garden Beans are picked and used as snap or string Beans as soon as well formed, and must be picked clean if the plant is wanted to remain long in bearing. Pods left to ripen seed stop the growth and development of others. In growing field Beans, early and even ripening is desirable above almost everything else. For husk pod, which snaps off completely when broken, leaving no string along the back. Fig. 198 shows ideal pods. Pole or running varieties of Beans require fertile soil; and for that king of table Beans, the Lima of all forms, too much can hardly be done in the way of enriching the ground. Warm soil is one of the first essentials of success in growing pole Beans. When poles are to be used for support, they should be set not less than 4 ft. apart each way, before the Beans are planted. Four or five Beans are to be placed around each pole, 1 to 1½ in. deep. While it is a safe rule to put the seed eye downward, it is not a necessary condition of prompt and uniform germination. In case of absence or scarcity of poles, a serviceable, cheap and ornamental trellis may be constructed by setting posts firmly at proper distances along the row, connecting them with two wires, one a few inches and the other 3 or 4 ft. from the ground, and finally winding cheap twine zigzag fashion around the two wires. Cultivate and hoe frequently. A top-dressing of good fertilizer, or of old poultry or sheep manure, heaped in around the plants, may be of great help in keeping up the productiveness of the plants to the end of the season. To have a continuous supply during the entire season, the pods, when large enough, must be gathered frequently and clean. Among the varieties used both for string and shell Beans, we have the Green-podded Creaseback, several wax varieties, Golden Cluster, and the popular Horticultural or Speckled Cranberry Bean, besides any number of others. A very fine Bean is the Dutch Runner (Fig. 196), which approaches the Lima in quality and resembles it in habit of growth. The seed is of largest size and clear white in color. Highly ornamental is the closely related Scarlet Runner, with its abundance of showy scarlet blossoms. This Bean is grown in Europe for eating, but is rarely used for that purpose here.
Of all pole Beans, the Limas have undoubtedly the greatest economic value. They enjoy a deserved popularity, and are usually grown with profit by the market-gardener. The varieties might be classed in three types,—that of the Large Lima, the Dreer Lima, and the Small Lima or Sieva. Each of them has a number of sub-varieties or strains, and appears in both pole and bush form. The old Large Lima (Fig. 193) is a very large, flat Bean, and yet largely grown for main crop. To the same type belong extra-early Jersey, King of the Garden, and others. The pods of these are very large, and the Beans in them somewhat flattened. The dwarf form of this type is known as Burpee's Bush Lima. The Dreer Lima of both forms is appreciated especially for its high quality. The seeds are more roundish and crowded close together in the pods, the latter being much smaller than those of the Large Lima. The seeds of these two types are light colored, with a greenish tinge, but the Large Lima is also represented by red and speckled (red-and-white) sports. The Small Lima, or Sieva, with its dwarf form, Henderson's Bush Lima, seems to be harder and earlier than the two larger types, but pod and Bean are quite small. The color of this Bean is nearly clear white, but there is also a speckled sub-variety of it. Wherever there is a place for the Sieva, its bush form will be appreciated. The bush forms of the two larger types, however, are not uniformly productive enough to take the place of the pole forms entirely. The latter will often be found preferable where a long season of continuous bearing is desired. For further notes on Lima Beans, dwarf and pole, see Bailey, Bulls. 87 and 115, Cornell Exp. Sta.

Beans are easily forced under glass, in a temperature suitable for tomatoes. They may be grown either in pots or beds. The bush varieties, as Sion House, are preferred. Keep them growing, and look out for red spider. See Bailey, Forcing-Book; and for the forcing of pole Beans, see Rane, Bull. 62, N. H. Exp. Sta. See Forcing.

Three other members of the Bean tribe might be mentioned in this connection; namely, the Black Bean or Cow-pea of the South, the Japanese Soy Bean, and the Broad Bean. The Cow-pea takes in some measure the same place in the southern states that red clover takes at the North, being used both as stock food and as a green-manure crop. There are many varieties of it, early and late, some of strictly bush habit and some producing long runners. (See Cow-pea.) Of greater value for the same purposes, north of New Jersey, seems to be the Japanese Soy Bean, which is early enough to come to maturity almost anywhere in the United States. Its foliage is rather thin or open, however, which impairs its value for green-manuring. The dry Bean constitutes one of the richest vegetable foods known, and its flavor seems unobjectionable to all kinds of salt. Look out for it. Similarly to this in value is the English Broad Bean, several varieties of which, as the Broad Windsor, the Horse Bean, etc., are grown by people in England much in the same way that we use Lima Beans; but the latter are so much better that in the United States we have no need of planting the former as a table vegetable. T. Greiner.

BEARBERY. See Arctostaphylos.

BEAR’S BREECH. See Arctotis.

BEACARNEA. See Nolina.

BEAMON'TIA (after Mrs. Beaumont, of Bretton Hall, Yorkshire, Eng.). Apoenaecae. A genus of three East Indian trees or tall climbers, with very large, white, fragrant, bell-shaped fls. in terminal cymes. The genus is more nearly allied to the familiar greenhouse shrub Trachelospermum Jasminoides than to the splendid tropical climbers in Allamanda and Dipladenia. B. grandiflora has been neglected of late, presumably because it needs so much room. It should be planted out in the strong, fibrous, loamy soil of a warm house, as it rarely succeeds in pots. It is best trained to the roof, as full light is necessary for flowering, if not for growth. The shoots may be thinned if the large fls., cast too much shade on the plants beneath. The wood should be well ripened to produce an abundance of winter bloom. The fls. are produced on the growth of the previous season. After flowering; the plant should be severely pruned to produce lateral shoots for the next season’s bloom. In its native country, this vine climbs over very tall trees.

BEDDING, or BEDDING-OUT. The temporary use of plants that are massed for showy and striking effects. There are four main types: spring, summer, subtropical, and carpet bedding.

Spring Bedding is the most temporary of all, and is usually followed by summer bedding in the same area.

It is the only kind that largely employs hardy plants, as crocuses, narcissi, daffodils, tulips, hyacinths, and other Dutch bulbs. All four types of bedding are commonly seen in public parks, but spring bedding is the most appropriate for amateur and home use, as the bulbs flower at a dreary time of the year, when their brave colors are most cheering, and also because they are much more familiar than the subtropical and foliage plants of summer. Then, too, hardy bulbs are more easily cultivated than any other class of plants, and they are cheap. The main principle is to plant them early enough to secure a strong root development. Hence they should be ordered early, and planted in the latter part of October or first of November. The bulbs may be massed or mixed according to taste, the terms massed and mixed bedding referring to unity or variety of effect, and being applicable in each of the four main types mentioned above. Opposed to this style of bedding is the naturalizing of bulbs in the lawn. Crocuses and squills are particularly charming when they appear singly, or in twos or threes, at unexpected places in the lawn. Daffodils are usually naturalized in large masses where the grass is not moved. Pansies are the only other plants that are used extensively for spring bedding. English double daisies and catchflies are largely used for edgings. Pansies are set out between April 1 and 15. In large operations pansy seed is sown in August of the preceding year, and the young plants are transplanted once and wintered in a coldframe. After flowering, the plants are thrown away. The other method is to sow the seed in a greenhouse in January. The August-sown pansies give larger and earlier blooms, but the January-sown pansies will last longer, and in partially shaded places will give scattering bloom all summer, especially if protected from drought.

Summer Bedding often follows spring bedding in the same space of ground, and employs chiefly geraniums, coleus, begonias, ageratum, salvia, vincia, alyssum, petunia, verbena, heliotrope, grasses, eucalyptus, and agave plants, the culture and varieties of which may be sought elsewhere in this work. As to tenderness, these fall into two groups, the first of which may be set out about May 15 in New York, and the second about June 1. Geraniums are the most important of the first group, and coleus is an example of the tenderest material, which is set out simultaneously with subtropical plants when all danger of frost is past. As to hardiness for sun, light, there are again two groups, but the only bedding plants of importance that prefer shade are tuberous begonias and fuchsias. The wonderful popularity lately achieved by the former in Europe will probably never be duplicated in America. The secret of their culture is shade, shelter, and moisture at the roots. Hence a clay bottom is desirable for a bed of tuberous begonias, as being more retentive of moisture than a sandy or porous soil. They enjoy cool air and as much indirect light as possible, but not the direct rays of the sun. Hence the north side of a building is better for them than a station under trees, as the trees usually give too dense a shade, and their roots interfere. On the other hand, coleus is much more highly colored in full sun than in shade. The only fibrous-rooted begonias largely used for bedding are varieties of the semperflorens type, of which Vernon and Erfordii are extremely popular at present. In the manipulation of tender perennials, there are really two methods of propagation, either of which may be better, according to the ideal in view. As a matter of general tendency, propagation by cuttings gives bloom that is earlier but not as continuous or profuse as by seeds. Salvias and verbenas are pronounced examples. On the contrary, cuttings must be depended on, as a rule, to keep the choicest varieties true to type, as the mission of seeds in nature seems to be to produce more variation than can be attained by non-sexual methods of propagation, as by bulbs or cuttings. Salvias are also an example of plants that are particularly effective when seen at a great distance, and also of plants that are generally massed for unity of effect, and not mixed with others. Verbenas are commonly grown by themselves, but this is because they demand much room by reason of their trailing habit.

Subtropical Bedding is a department of summer bedding which employs chiefly canna, musas, castor-oil plants, izotons, palms, ferns of courser habit, screw-pines, draceanas, araucarias, elephant-ear caladiums, and to a lesser extent, abby, acalyphas, antherium, Curica Papaya, sanchezia, and others. Canas are by far the most popular at the present time, especially for mass-work. Sometimes the tall, purple-leaved, old-fashioned, small-flowered types are used in the center or at the back of the bed, and the dwarf,
modern, large-flowered types around the edges or in front. Frequently, massing with a single variety of canna is practiced. Next to cannas in popularity probably come the crotons or codenemas,—the broad-leaved types, as Queen Victoria, being better for this purpose

\[\text{Typical Snap, or String Beans (\(X \frac{1}{3}\). (See Bean, p. 136.)}\]

\[\text{Canavalia ensiformis (X \(\frac{1}{3}\)). (See Bean, p. 135.)}\]

than the narrower-leaved or simply curious kinds, as Codium intermedium and C. rotatum, which belong to fanciers’ collections. For carpeting the ground in a croton bed, two variegated trailers can be used with good effect, the wandering jew or tradescantia and Opisthomenus Burmanni, which is familiar to gardeners as Panicium variegatum. The large leaves of bananas give a very rich tropical effect, especially if they can be so sheltered that the wind will not split them. One of the very best plants for eucalypting a public fountain is the huge-leaved elephant ear caladium. For interesting points concerning its culture, see Colocasia.

Among the first half-dozen favorites for subtropical bedding is the easter-egg plant, or ricinus. Its marvellous growth from seed in a single season makes it one of the very best of all plants for rapidly filling up large areas temporarily. Grasses furnish an exception to the general rule that bedding plants are tender. There are many kinds of bamboos that are perfectly hardy in the northern states, and these are bound to increase in popularity. A favorite combination of grasses for bedding is Arundo Donax, the giant reed, surrounded by eulalias. Grasses and their kind are particularly effective in aquatic groups. No well kept establishment is complete without a pond or body of water in which aquatic plants are naturalized. For a more extended account of this attractive subject, see the article Aquatics. There is a large class of tender material—as palms, screw-pines, the easter-egg fern, and many others—comprising foliage plants which really does better outdoors during summer in a shady and sheltered position than indoors all the year round. In the more formal styles of ornamental gardening, such plants often form the margins of a subtropical bed, the large tubs of the palms being hidden by lower-growing plants, as begonias, or whatever may be left over from the spring operations. In less formal gardening, the tubs may be hidden by planting them half-way into the ground and grading the soil, which has been previously broken, in such a manner as to conceal the tubs entirely. The plants are arranged in a freer and more natural manner, and the outer fringe of begonias and the like may be dispensed with. The chief dangers to such plants are from the sun and wind. Palm once scorched or wind-whipped are ruined. Hence, a sheltered position on the north side of a building, or under the shade of trees, is usually the best spot for their summer vacation.

Carpet bedding is the most formal and most expensive of all kinds of bedding, and employs plants that stand pinchining and shearing, as coleus, achrysanthes, alternanthera, lobelia, one of the dusty millers (Centaurea gymnocarpa,—C. candidissima will not bear the shears), certain succulents of the ham-and-chickens type (as echeverias), and many others, may be found in a classified and convenient form at pp. 242 of Bailey’s Garden-Making. The terms "geometrical bedding" and "fancy bedding" are somewhat synonymous. Here belong the imitations of buildings and the portraits of men, the lettered greetings to conventions, the calendars, floral clocks, and similar ingenuities. A single example is pictured in Fig. 199. A ground plan for a fancy carpet bed is shown in Fig. 295. For designs and for extended cultural information, the reader is referred to the numerous German books on the subject, to Mottet’s La Mosaiculture, and to a book published by Geo. A. Solly & Son, Springfield, Mass. This style of bedding requires the highest degree of technical skill, and is especially enjoyed by the Germans, whose gardeners excel in it.

The position of a bed is far more important than the sort of bedding or the kinds of plants that are used. The natural school of landscape gardening, as opposed to the various schools of ornamental gardening, makes no objection to beds in themselves, but dislikes their usual position. They are commonly given the most conspicuous places, where they must be seen, whether people like them or not. They should be in a place by themselves where they do not interfere with the quieter and larger pictures of the whole place. Sunken areas,
from the larger picture, and because the lawn is the canvas upon which the landscape gardener makes his picture. The chief merit of beds is their attractiveness and brightness, which accounts for their presence in parks and public places. On the other hand, they are expensive, and they are at their best only two or three months in the year, while a mud-hole in a lawn for nine months of the year is an unsightly object. Formal beds, especially of foliage plants, with their gaudy colors and unchanging monotony, are considered by some the most unsatisfactory and least artistic style of gardening. Nevertheless, they require a high degree of technical skill, which deserves appreciation.

A few practical suggestions may be given for making a bed. The soil should be rich and full of vegetable matter. If a foot or 18 in. of the surface soil is so poor that it must be removed, it may be replaced by two parts of fibrous loam and one of well-rotted manure, with some upturned broken sods in the bottom for drainage. The fall is the proper time to apply manure, and if the bed be thoroughly spaded over and left rough during the winter, the alternate freezing and thawing will fine both the soil and the fiber of the manure. Beginners nearly always fail to supply perfect conditions for wa-

tering. A midsummer mulch of half-rotted manure enables the plants to take all the moisture they need during the drought and to keep it. The soil should be in ideal condition before the plants are set into it,—mellow, rich, full of fiber, and of firm and uniform texture. Begin in the middle and work toward the edges. When the bed is finished, give it one thorough soaking, to settle the soil at the roots.

BECH. See Fagus.

BEECH, HENRY WARD (1813-1887). The celebrated American clergyman and orator deserves especial remembrance for his work as editor of the Western Farmer and Gardener in pioneer days of western horticulture. A selection of his contributions was printed in 1859 as a book of 420 pp., entitled "Plain and Pleasant Talk About Fruits, Flowers and Farming." A second edition was published in 1874 as "Plain and Pleasant Talk, etc.," a book of 492 pp., containing also articles written for the New York Ledger. These papers have a higher literary quality than is usual in horticultural writings, and are still entertaining and suggestive. They did much to spread the taste for country life and gardening.

BEETS. There are 4 or 5 species of the genus Beta, which are sometimes cultivated under the name of Beet, but Beta vulgaris Linn., is the only one of practical importance. From it all our common garden varieties are derived. According to DeCandolle, the aborigi-
roots, the latter frequently rising some distance out of the ground: rather coarse-grained. Extensively grown for stock-feeding.

3. Sugar Beets. Sometimes said to belong to another species, but doubtless to be classified here. Rather small-growing varieties, with medium tops: roots small to medium, usually fusiform, smooth, nearly always yellowish or whitish.

4. Chard, or Swiss Chard. Varieties with comparatively large tops, broad leaf-blades and very large, succulent leaf-stems, which are cooked and eaten somewhat like asparagus. The thrifty, tender young lvs. make a very excellent pot-herb. Chard has sometimes been referred to a separate species, Beta cicla, but should be included with B. vulgaris. See Chard.

5. Foliage Beets. A race which has been developed to produce luxuriant foliage of many colors and varied markings. Of such varieties are the Brazilian, Chillin, Victoria, and Dracena-leaved. The ribs of the lvs. are usually beautifully colored. Where the leaf-blufft fungus is not serious, this foliage Beets make excellent borders where strong and heavy effects are desired, and they are excellent for bedding. Raised from seeds, other Beets are; roots may be kept over winter. The Beets is not often damaged by insects. It is sometimes attacked by rust, rot, spot-diseases, and scab, of which the last is the worst. The scab is the same disease which attacks the potato, and one of the chief precautions is, therefore, to avoid following potatoes with Beets. For the most part, clean culture and proper rotations will forestall serious injury from plant diseases. Spraying with Bordeaux mixture may be expected to prevent the leaf diseases. F. A. WAGH.

BEGONIA (named after M. Begon). Begonidææææ, Elephant’s Ear, Beefsteak (Geranium). A large genus of very popular and useful plants for the house, conservatory and garden. Succulent herbs or under-shrubs, having the stem in some cases reduced to a thick rhizome, in others to a distinct small tuber, while a few others possess a semi-tuber, in which there are a number of closely set scales or compressed lvs., resembling bulbs: lvs. variable, alternate, more or less unequilateral, entire, or lobed, or toothed, ovate-acuminate, orbicular or peltate; fls. usually in axillary cymes, monoeccious, large; males usually with 4 petals, females with 5 (rarely 2), pink, white, rose, scarlet, yellow, and all shades of these, being represented; stamens numerous; filaments free or united at the base; styles 2 or 4, free, sometimes connate; stigmas branched or twisted like a corkscrew; fr. usually a 3-ordinated capsule, which is often colored; ovary inferior; seeds numerous, very minute. The first Begonia was introduced into England in 1777. Since then, out of the 500 species known, about 150 have been introduced to the horticulturist. Few other plants have been improved so rapidly, there being thousands of varieties now in cult., displaying the most gorgeous colors in their fls. and beauty and coloring in their lvs. Their geographical distribution is very dis-junctive and localized. They are indigenous to Mex., Cent. and S. Amer., Asia, and S. Afr. They seem to have no genetic relationship with other plants now living. For literature, see Dryander, The Genus Begonia, Trans. of the Linn. Soc., Vol. 1, 1789; Klotzsch, Begonioideae-Gattungen und Arten, 12 plates, 1853; De Candolle’s Prodromus, 1879. In Begonia Culture for Amateurs, 1894; Wyone, Tuberous Begonias.

The Begonias now in cult. may be roughly divided into four sections or groups:


II. Semi-tuberous, or Socotrana. Nos. 72-76.

III. Tuberous, or Summer-flowering. Nos. 77-99.

IV. Rex, or Ornamental-leaved. Nos. 100-103.

In the following account, the dates refer to introduction into cultivation, not into American trade. They are European dates. P. B. KENNEDY.

There are four sections of the Begonia family, and as each requires somewhat different directions for their cultivation, it is desirable to treat them separately. The first section, the Fibrous-rooted, comprises such varieties as B. nitida, sempervirens, var. gigantea rosea, albo-picta, Haageana, and Duchartrei. Cuttings taken from clean, healthy stems will strike readily in ordinary propagating box or bench, and if potted up, as they require root-room, will make fine plants for late winter- and spring-flowering. As soon as one neglects good treatment, especially in regard to light, fresh air and fresh soil, the red spider and the dreaded nematodes, will soon attack them and give them a sickly and stunted appearance. They require a temperature of from 55-60° at night and 65-70° in the day-time. The plants should be kept close to the glass during the early stages of their growth, on account of the tendency of many of the varieties to send out rather long shoots. A compost of 3 parts good loam, 1 part well-rotted manure, and 1 part sand, will be found very suitable for their growth. While Begonias in general are injured by too strong sunshine during summer, they are benefited by all the sunshine they can get during the winter and early spring months. Strong sunshine, however, pouring through imperfect glass upon wet foliage, is apt to blister the leaves of any Begonia. Such varieties as B. Drepei and Welflowers, which produce at their base a thickened, rather fleshy stem like a potato, and divided by leaf-stem into triangular, or by cuttings. Nearly all the varieties belonging to this section can be grown by amateurs, and make excellent house plants, especially B. manicata, rubra, speculata, argyrogynia, var. picta, rivicaciatia, heracleifolia.

The second section, the Semi-tuberous, comprises such Begonias as B. Socotrana and Giroe de Sceaux. They require greater care, and should be grown in a soil with considerably more leaf-mold and a temperature of 65-70° in the daytime and 60° at night. Of Giroe de Sceaux and other hybrids, plants 2 years old will be found best for decorative purposes. The third section, the Tuberous Begonias, are grown in pots, boxes or baskets, under glass, or as bedding plants in a shaded border. If the plants are intended for pot culture in the garden, it is best to use the tubers. For early flowering, start the tubers in February or March, either in small pots or shallow boxes. The soil may be composed of loam, sharp sand and leaf-mold, and the temperature about 60°-65°. When the plants are ready for potting, well-fertilized loam may be added, and when the roots have taken a fresh hold a cooler temperature may be maintained. For bedding purposes, seedling plants, as well as tubers, may be used, providing they are of a first-class strain. Tubers should be sown if early flowering plants are desired. They bloom more abundantly in the early part of the season, as the strength of the already formed tubers. Plant in the mid-
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made coarser with each potting until, in the final shift, an unsifted compost of 2 parts loam, 1 part leaf-mold, 1 part well-rotted manure, and 1 part sand, is used, adding a sprinkling of lime. While watering, avoid wetting the leaves as much as possible, as even large, well-developed plants in a shaded house, with plenty of ventilation day and night during the summer.

ROBERT SHORE.

The Begonia is exacting in its requirements; yet these requirements are simple. It responds readily to intelligent culture; most of the varieties are extremely rapid in growth, and a year's time will produce an excellent specimen from a rooted cutting. For horticultural purposes, Begonias are usually divided into three general classes: the Tuberous-rooted, Rex, and Shrubby or Flowering sections. Tuberous-rooted Begonias attained a short-lived popularity in this country some 12 or 15 years ago, when they were imported in large quantities from France and England and used as bedding plants. It was hoped that they might share patronage with the Geranium, but our burning summers and long-continued droughts wrought such havoc with them that they speedily fell into disfavor, and very few growers now handle them. This is a pity, for they are gorgeous flowers, and careful selection has produced blooms of enormous size and wonderful form, in the most vivid shades of red, white, yellow and pink.

The Rex division has been a great favorite for many years. In no other class of plants are the rich metallic shades of various colors found so satisfactorily blended as here, while the form and size of the leaves are of the greatest variety; those of the old Rex and of Mrs. Gache, have been adopted, for they are more decorative than the average Rex, and they make symmetrical specimens with less trouble. Some of the principal American varieties of this section are Anna Dorner, Elsie Coles, Bertha McGregor, flora Hill, Mrs. Shepherd, and Richmond Beauty. Rex Begonia culture is simple. Soil should be a mixture of loam, woods earth, sharp sand, and well-rotted cow-manure. It must be light and porous. Temperature required is a warm house for growing purposes only, and hardened to a much lower temperature. They enjoy a moist atmosphere, and must be shaded from hot sunshine. They have few insect enemies. Of later years, they have been subject to the attack of a very destructive fungous-like disease, but careful attention to handling and propagation will keep it in check. The propagation of Rex Begonias is very simple, a leaf, or portion of leaf with a strong midrib, rooting very readily in the propagating bench with bottom heat.

The Shrubby or Flowering Begonias comprise a number of ornamental sorts with inconspicuous flowers, and also varieties that are huge bouquets of bloom. Among the former are Albo-picta, Diadema, Nigricans, Mme.  

203. Young plants starting from the incisions on a Begonia leaf.

204. Plant arising from the base (or tip) of a triangular leaf-cutting.

205. Upright leaf-cutting of Begonia.
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Lionnet and Metallicia, all forming beautiful specimens of foliage. Of the flowering sorts, two of the most widely cultivated are the old favorites, Rubro and Wal- toniensis. Vernon and Erfordii are valuable weeds for growth and are covered with bloom. Paul Brunat is one of the freest bloomers of the group, the plant being covered with its, while the ils are large, dark, colored, Mastodontole and Obelisique. The Shrubby section thrives in much the same soil as Rex, or a trifle heavier, requiring less heat and moisture. Cuttings can be struck as easily as those of the geranium.

E. G. HILL

Index to the Begonias here described: Abel Carrière, No. 104; Abundance, 39; A. Dahlíi, 105; Admiration, 99A; Adonis, 74; Adrienne Schmitt, 166; abla bimbiatra, 99A; Albatross, 20; albo-coceinea, 19; allo-piata, 15; Alice Manning, 99A; attheliola, 99A; Amelie, 40; angularis, 41; argenteo-guttata, 38; arystegiana, 28; Asseifolia, 42; atropurpurea compacta, 26; Autumn Rose, 76; Autume, 12; Baron A. Vriese, 16; Bon lampion, 86; Bertha de Chateaucreux, 43; Berth de Mac- Gregor, 105; Bexley White, 99A; bicolor, 87; Bignon, 76; Bijou de Gand, 44; Bismarki, 55; Bolyviensis, 81; Blatt, 44; Cænium's Gem, 45; Caroliniana, 46; Carrière, 47; Charles Balfet, 99A; Chelsión, 83; cinnaibarina, 89; Charley, 84; Clementina, 105; cocinea, 29; Comité de Laffite, 18; corallina, 29; Corbeille de Fleu, 48; coronata, 26; Count Erdody, 1937; Countess Louise Erdobi, 107; Countess of Craven, 99A; Credener, sub 3; Crimson Gem, 29; erina, 90; cyclophe, 91; deivalea, 32; Dandy, 99A; Davisi, 77; Dewdrop, 47; Diadem, 20; diaphana, 43; digitata, 50; Dipladenia, 85; diverticulata, 99A; Domin, 107; Dr. Masters, 99A; Dr. Nachtlag, 23; Dreegl, 24; Duchartre, 2; Duchesse de Brabant, 108; Duchess of Edinburgh, 20; Duchess of York, 20; Duchess of Leuchster, 99A; Duke of York, 99A; Duke Zeppelin, 99A; D. Wettstein, 105; echeoserpula, 51; Edward B. Kennedy, 194; Ed. Fynichert, 104; elegantissima, 20; elliptica, 16; Erdody, 107, 108; Erfordii, 52; Evan- stia, 45; Fairy Queen, 29; flaming, 18; F. E. Lang, 99A; foliosa, 14; Fosseul, 78; Fosseul vernalis, 78; fuchsioides, 13; geraniol, 92; geran- niodes, 80; Gibson, 4; glicaphylla, 18; Glode de Lorraine, 75; Glode de Seaen, 67; Glory of Stanstead, 99A; Gougeonl, 39; Goliath, 20; graniad, 78; gra- cialis, var. Martiana, 87; Gramoviathan, 19; grandifolia; 91; grandi, 85, 107; Griffith, 100; gumcerrefolia, 9; Haageana, 3; Housforti, 5; Hecla, 99A; Henri Dor- sey, 105; Henri Vilnevis, 104; Henslow Russell, 99A; heracleifolia, 33; hernandiiol, 63; hybrida multil- lata, 55; hydrcotylifolia, 8; Illustration, 20; imperi- als, 4; imperials, var. seminatata, 4; Incarnata, 12; Ingram, 56; Insignia, 12; John Heila, 74; Julia, 74; Knowlesiana, 57; Kuthiana, 58; lacinata, 101; Lady Balfour of Burleigh, 99A; Lady Grinthorpe, 99A; La France, 20; leoparbus, 107; Leopoldii, 107; Lesoudi, 105; Linne, 105; Lothair, 99A; Louise Clson, 105; Louise Clrien, 105; Lubbers, 59; Laciata, 60; Lucy Clson, 108; lucida, 16; Lyncheana, 61; maculata, 28; maculata, var. corallina, 29; Mad. d'Uamagyi, 105; Madame de Lapep, 62; Mad. Treve, 104; Mad. Feneck, 104; Mad. F. Alcibrique, 104; Mad. Georgi, 105; Mad. Chas. Weber, 104; Mad. G. Van Heerbeeck, 104; Mad. Jos. Moens, 104; Mad. Luliet, 104; Mad. Isabelle Benoist, 185; Mad. D. Wettstein, 105; Mad. Wagem, 107; manica, 17; marina, 17; Martisia, 17; Marquis de Peralta, 108; Mar- tianna, 12; Mastodon, 20; Margarita, 99A; Matilda, 108; M. Crousse, 105; metallica, 16; minor, 23; Miranda, 107; Miss Edmundson, 99A, Miss Falmour, 99A, Miss B. de Rochoile, 99A; Moonlight, 99A; Mrs. Brasse, 99A; Mrs. J. Thorpe, 99A; Mrs. Regina, 99A; Natalenvis, 93; neumibifolia, 33; niglicans, 68; nitida, 23; nitida, var. odorata alba, 23; Obelisique, 20; oblique, 23; Octavie, 99A; octopetala, 94; Oliba, 36; Otto Forster, 107; Packe, 99A, palmata, 50; Papilion, 105; pastifolia, 24; Paul Brunat, 64; Pearsale, 88, pet- tata, 5; phylloianamica, 22; Picotee, 99A; pica, 100; Pictavens, sub 3; platanifolia, 9; polypetala, 95; Pres. Belle, 104; Pres. Carrot, 65; Pres. de Bonenreilles, 68; Pres. de la Dessalyse, 104; Prince Troubetskoi, 107; Princess May, 99A; Queen of Whites, 99A; Reading Snowlake, 20; Rex, 103; Rex diadema hybrids, 103; Rex-discolor hybrids, 103; ricinifolia, 11; Rozeli, 61; Rosellia, 79; Roxy Mora, 99A; rubella, 31; rubriceaulis, 96; Sandersonia, 66; sanginiol, 31; Samil, 53; scandens, 16; Scarlet Gem, 99A; sceptra, 49; Schart, 3; Schartiniana, 1; Schmids, 7; Scoboni, 9; Schoenii, 99A; sempervirens, 20; sem- perflorens gigantea rosea, 21; Siehliana, 21; Sir Jo- seph Hooker, 104; Sooctora, 72; Souv. de Mad. la Baronne de Biechebrod, 104; Sovereign, 99A; specia- 23; speculata, 35; Stansteads, 99A; stigmosea, 67; stringiflora, 32; subapetala negricans, 68; Sunderbruchii, 69; Sutherlandi, 98; tenera, 99; Teuscher, 37; Theodore Schmitt, 105; Thurstons, 70; Thucat, 99; Torrey Lang, 99A; Triompha, 99A; Tripode, 104; Triomphe de Loume, 73; Triomphe de Nante, 73; Vedch, 82; Vernon, 20; Verschaffelti, 27; Verschaffeltiana, 27; Ve- suvius, 99A; Washingtonia, 9; Weltoniensis, 25; Wettsteini, 71; Wilhelm Pützer, 165; Wintertem, 74; xanthina, 102; xerina, 41.

1. FIBROUS-ROOTED OR WINTER-FLOWERING.

A. Les. hairy, velvety, or downy on the upper surface.

B. Shape of ils. obliquely ovate-acute, orbicular- acute, or petale.

C. Size of ils large, more than 2 in. wide.

D. Fls. with red hairs on under surface of petals, large.

1. Scharftiana. Regcl. Fig. 206. A robust herbaceous perennial, 1½ ft. high; ils. large, thick, fleshy, hairy, olive-green above, crimson below: ils. very large and prominent: ils. wax, white. Braz.—This Begonia requires warmth and care to succeed well. When well- grown, it is an excellent bracket plant.

2. Duchartrei, Hort., hybrid (B. echeoserpula x Scharftiana): st. 2½ ft. high, branched profusely, hairy, pur- ple: ils. ovate-lanceolate acuminate, green above, hairy, red below: ils. large, waxly white, a few red hairs on the under surface of petals. Int. by Brunat in 1892.

3. Haageana, Watson (B. Schardtii, Hook). Fig. 207. Tall-shrubby, whole plant hairy: ils. ovate-acuminate, crimson, wavy, red-nerved above: ils. rose-pink, with a cyme 8-12 in. in diam., males with 2 round and 2 nar- row petals, females with 5 equal petals. Brazil. G.C.
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BEGONIA III. 16: 633 (1894). B. M. 7028, as B. Schafrii. — One of the most beautiful plants of the genus. Has been distributed as B. Schafriana by mistake.

B. Credneri, Hort. (B. Schaffriana × metallìca). Int. by Haage & Schmidt, 1890. There is another plant named B. Crederi, which was raised by Lemoine in 1891 from the same parents. Bruant also used these two plants in 1891, and called his plant B. Pictaviensis. All three plants are identical, and can only be distinguished from B. Haageana by their smaller flowers and the peduncles standing erect and not gracefully bending over, as in Haageana. There is another plant spelled B. Pictaviensis, raised by Bruant in 1881, a cross of B. Schaffriana × Haageana. It has also been called B. Bruanti. (See R.H. 1882. p. 377; 1883. pp. 8-52.)

DD. Fls. white or greenish white, small.

4. imperialis. Lem. St. short, herbaceous, green; lvs. 4-6 in. wide, very hairy, brownish green, with irregular bands of bright green along the nerves; fls. insignificant, white. I.H. 8: 224. Var. maculata, Hort., has brown lvs. with green blotches. Var. armaragdina, Hort., has wholly bright green lvs. I.H. 7: 262.

5. petalàta, Hask. (B. Æskarl, Zoll.). St. perennial: lvs. petalate, ovate-acuminate, thick and succulent, covered with a whitish tomentum, 0-9 in. long; lvs. small, white, on long peduncles. B. — It is the only Begonia in cult. with thick, felted, petalate, silvery lvs.

CC. Size of lvs. small, less than 2 in. wide.


BB. Shape of leaves incised, or parted.

9. platàfolia, Graham. St. 5-6 ft. high, erect, robust, smooth, green, joints annulated: lvs. 8-10 in. in diam., reniform, lobed, hirsut on both sides, dark green, lobes acute, toothed, ciliated: lvs. in axillary dichotomous cymes, large, white, tinted rose. Braz. B. M. 3591. — B.
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gunnertolia, Lind. (B. Washingtoniìana, Hort.), once offered by Saul, is very similar to this, but its lvs. are not so deeply lobed and the fls. are very insignificant. I.H. 22: 212.

CC. Fls. pink.

10. métallìca, G. Smith. Sts. perennial, succulent, hairy, 4 ft. high, branched: lvs. obliquely cordate, lobed and serrated, 3-6 in. long, upper surface green, shaded with a dark metallic color: fls. bluish-white, under side of petals clothed with red bristly hairs. There are a number of varieties; e. g., var. variegata, var. velutina, var. cyprea, but they do not differ much from the original. Bahia. R. H. 1844: 218. G.C. 11. 5: 597. — A very attractive plant, both in foliage and flower.

11. ricinfolia, Hort. (B. heracleifolià × peponìfolia). St. a short, thick rootstock: lvs. large, bronzy green, lobed, resembling castor-oil plant: fls. numerous, on long, erect peduncles, rose pink.

AA. Lvs. glabrous, or only a few scattered hairs on the upper surface or on the margins.

b. Under surface of lvs. green.

c. Margin entire or toothed.

D. Width of lvs. less than 1 in.

E. Fls. pink, scarlet, or carmine.
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13. fuchsioleae, Hook. Fig. 206. Rootstock woody; sts. tall and succulent: lvs. ovate, \( \frac{1}{2} \) in. long, tinged with red when young: fls. drooping like a fuchsia, rich scarlet, males with 4 petals, females with 5 petals. New Granada. B.M. 4281. Var. miniata, Linden (B. cinabarina, Hort.), differs only in having flesh-colored fls. R.H. 1855:221. F.S. 8:787.

EE. Fls. white or whitish, small.


DD. Width of lvs. more than 1 in.

E. Stem rhizomatous, creeping, or climbing.


17. manicata, Brongn. A short-stemmed, succulent plant: lvs. ovate, obliquely cordate, thick, fleshy, smooth, shiny green, 6-8 in. long: petioles covered with fleshy, scale-like hairs; peduncles a foot or more long, bearing loose panicles of pink dipetalous fls. Mex. Var. aureomaculata, Hort., has large blotches of yellowish white on the lvs. F.E. 8:1159. F.R. 2:435.


EE. Stem erect.

20. semperflorens, Link & Otto (B. Sellowii, Kl.). Fig. 206. St. herbaceous, smooth, green or reddish, 6-18 in. high: lvs. ovate, rotundate, obtuse at the base, toothed and ciliolate along the margin, pale glossy green, tinged with red on the midrib and petiole: peduncles axillary, few-flowered: fls. white or rose-colored; males with 4 petals, females with 5 petals: capsule green, wings tinged with red. Braz. L.B.C. 15:1349. R.H. 1897, p.46. B.M. 2920. — This is an exceedingly variable species. An endless number of garden forms has been produced from it. Some of the most important are as follows: Var. atropurpurea compacta, Gt. 44, p. 570 (Vernon), an excellent bedder, deep red; Fairy Queen, bright rosy carmine, bedding; Duchess of York, crimson, bedding; Crimson Gem, foliage crimson-bronze, fls. elegant carmine; Duchess of Edinburgh, lvs. large, white, easily grown from seed; Reading Snooake, white; Diasem, dark rose; Illustration, carmine; Albatross, elegansiana, Mastodonte, Goliath, La France, Obelisque, etc.

21. Var. gigantea rosea (B. semperflorens x Lychna). Very distinct: rootstock woody; sts. succulent, about 3 ft. high; lvs. on short petioles, ovate or reniform, toothed at the margins, about 7 in. across, bright green, with a red spot at base of sinus; peduncles axillary, stout, 4-8 in. long, bearing large panicles of large rosy red fls., of which the males have 2 ovate petals, the females 2-4 smaller petals. A.F. 13:586. A.G. 16:41. — One

of the best Begonias for winter decoration in the greenhouse. Int. by Lemoine in 1888. Var. Sieberiana, int. by Lemoine, is shown in Fig. 210 (from the French).
22. **Begonia phylomanica**, Mart. Fig. 211. St. perennial: lvs. obliquely cordate, attenuate, 4-6 in. long, slightly laciniate and fringed: fls. pale pink. B.M. 3234. Brazil.—This species is peculiar in that it produces from the stem, petioles and lvs. innumerable Hts. or small growths. It is one of the most interesting of plants, though not of much decorative value.

23. **nitida**, Dryander (B. minor, Jacq. B. speciosa, Hort. B. obliqua, L’Her.), St. 3-4 ft. high, perennial, fleshy, woody at the base when old: lvs. obliquely ovate, wavy, 4-6 in. across, glossy dark green: fls. on long, axillary peduncles, pale pink, with a silvery blush; males 1½ in. across, with 2 broad and 2 narrow petals; females smaller, with 5 equal petals. Jamaica. B.M. 1046. —A very useful plant in the greenhouse, flowering all winter. Also interesting on account of being the first Begonia introduced into Europe (1777). Var. **odorata alba** is a very handsome variety of this species, which has smaller fls. of the purest white and sweet-scented. Dr. Nachtigal, hybrid (B. nitida, Dry., var. odorata alba x Lychnochusa), is similar in general form to the above, but has fls. of a delicate rose-pink, especially on the inner surface of petals.

**cc. Margins incised, lobed or parted.**

D. Width of lvs. less than 2 in.


**dd. Width of lvs. more than 2 in.**

26. **crownata**, Hort., hybrid (B. caroliniiifolia x polydentata). St. shrubby, coarse, 2-3 ft. high, covered with numerous withered stipules: lvs. large, lobed, on long petioles: fls. pale pink, with large, somewhat drooping cymes.

27. **Verschaffeltiana**, Regel. (B. Verschaffelti, Hort. B. caroliniatae-excaroliniiifolia). St. a thick rhizome: lvs. large, ovate, acuminate, lobed: fls. rose-colored, pendent on long peduncles. 1.H. 2: 68. —Tall, coarse and unsightly as an old specimen, but when well grown from year to year from cuttings makes a splendid plant.

28. **maculata**, Raddi (B. argyrostigma, Fisch.). St. erect, branching, woody when old: lvs. cordate, lanceolate, wavy, 4-6 in. long, upper surface sometimes with large white, roundish spots: fls. pale rose or white, males with 2 ovate and 2 narrow petals, females with 5 equal petals. It includes several forms. Braz. B.R. 666. Var. **argyrotsigma picta**, Hort., is a common form, with very large white spots on the lvs.

29. **coccineus**, Hook. (B. rubra, Hort. B. maculata, var. corallina, Hort.). Tall, succulent sts.: lvs. on short petioles, obliquely oblong, angular, with very red margins, 4-6 in. long: fls. deep coral-red; males ½ in. across, with 4 unequal petals; females more attractive, owing to the length and rich color of the ovary, which has 3 small subequal wings. Braz. B.M. 3990. —The fls. are very persistent and exceedingly ornamental, especially when planted out. Choice.


32. **dudalea**, Linn. (B. atrigillosa, Dietr.). St. a short, thick rootstock: lvs. large, green, ovate-acuminate, cordate, margins slightly serrate, pubescent with long reddish hairs, surface covered with a peculiar network of russet-brown: peduncles spotted and slightly hairy; fls. white, tinged with pink. Mex. 1.H. 8: 268. —A handsome foliage plant, not very widely known.

**cc. Margins incised, lobed or parted.**

D. St. creeping; a short, thick rhizome.


35. **speculata**, Hort., hybrid? St. a short, thick rhizome: lvs. broadly ovate, acuminate, cordate, on long, hairy petioles, dull green, rough, spotted with grey, hairy, reddish on the under side, veins very prominent, light green, profusely branched: fls. on long, hairy peduncles, pink-white, males and females both with 2 petals: capsule green, with small red spots. —Origin not known, though quite common in cultivation. A hardy and useful Begonia.
36. **Olbia**, Kerchove. St. leathery, 2-3 ft. high; lvs. lobed, hairy and olive-green above, smooth and red beneath, margins reddish, petioles grooved, smooth, veins prominent as dark lines; fls. concealed by lvs., in small clusters directly on the st. without peduncles, large, white, male and female in same cluster. Braz.

37. **Teuscheri**, Lindl. St. 2-3 ft. high, erect, strong grower; lvs. large, acutely lobed, ovate-lanceolate, margins serrate, bright green above, with greyish blotches, red-veined below; fls. in axillary clusters, bright red, large. Malaya. I.H. 26: 358.

38. *argenteo-guttata*, Hort. (*B. albo-picta* × *Olbia*). Profusely branching; lvs. shining green, ovate-acute, slightly lobed, smooth, 2½ in. wide, 3-5 in. long, thickly dotted with white spots; fls. in clusters, variable; petals white, tinged with pink; capsule rose-pink. —Int. by Lemoine, 1889.

**SUPPLEMENTARY LIST—PIRROUS-ROOTED.**

39. **Abundance** (*B. fuchsiiodea* × *semperflora*). Plant, 2 ft. high; st. reddish; lvs. glossy green, ovate, 2 in. long, dentate; fls. rose-pink. —Int. by Lemoine in 1891.

40. *Amelie* (*B. Brunoni* × *Rozellii*). Plant, 2 ft. high; lvs. green, broadly ovate, smooth; fls. rose-colored. —Int. by Brunot in 1886.


42. *Asecasidina*, Webb. Lvs. ovate, 2 in. long, smooth, brown, margin green, dentate; fls. on peduncles 4 in. long, bright red.


44. *Risio de Guad*, Hort. Canescens: fls. rose, in clusters. Very similar to Teuscheri (which see).


**Califia**, Moison. See B. Dregel.

46. *carolinaefolia*, Regel. St. erect, thick, fleshy; lvs. palmate, lobes deeply divided into 6 or 8; fls. pink, on long peduncles. Mexico.

47. *Carrerei*, Hort. (*B. semperflora* × *Schmidtii*). DEW DROP. BREUNI. Plant, about 1 ft. high; lvs. like *semperflora*; fls. white. —Excellent bedding Begonia. Int. by Brunot in 1883.

48. *Corbeille de Feu* (*B. semperflora* × *fuchsiiodea*). Fls. bright coral-red. —Int. by Lemoine in 1891.
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62. Madura de Lesseps. Fig. 212. Strong, erect grower; Ivs. acutely lobed, large, margins serrate, green above, red and strongly veined below: Ivs. large, white, in axillary clusters, males insignificant.

63. Retambluia. Cham. & Schl. (B. bernardiafolia, Hort.). St. a short, thick rhizome: Ivs. large, 12-18 in. long, 8-12 in. wide, peltate, hairy on the under side: Ivs. small, white or rose-colored. Mex.

Rozili, Regel. See B. Lynebeana, No. 61.

64. B. Paulinii (B. manicaea X (?)). St. short thick: Ivs. large, olive-green tinged with red, deeply lobed: petioles large, long striped with red; a ring of fine hairs at the junction of petiole and leaf: Ivs. abundant, pale pink, large, on long pedicules. R.H. 1886 p. 541.—Int. by B. Rouant in 1892.

65. President Carnot. Fig. 213. Plant. 2-6 ft. high, leggy: Ivs. ovate-lanceolate, acute, oblong lobes, on the under side red: Ivs. in a large cluster: males small, insignificant; females large, bright red, carmine, 2 in. long, including capsule.—Stirking.


67. stirmolos, Lindl. S. a short, creeping rhizome: Ivs. large, cordate-acute, irregularly toothed, smooth above, hairy beneath, green, with purple-brown blotches: Ivs. insignificant, white, in cymose panicles. Mex.

68. subpelata nigriana, Hort. (B. nigriana, Hort.). Plant. 2-3 ft. high: Ivs. ovate-acuminate, blood-red below, silvery and slightly hairy above, 4-8 in. long, 2-4 in. across: Ivs. rose-pink, profuse: capsule wings equal, pink.—Very useful for decoration.

Var. Prés de Bournelues, Hort., has Ivs. of a much richer color, and more profusely studded with red hairs: fls. of a deeper pink.

69. Sandrebruchii, Hort. An American form of B. heracleifolia, long-petioled: Ivs. bronze-green, slender hands along the nerves, purple underneath.

70. Thurstoni, Hort. (B. metallae X anguinea). St. 2 ft. high: Ivs. orbicular-acuminate, shining, smooth, rich purple, red on the under side, veins prominent: Ivs. small, insignificant, small, rosy white, on slender pedicules. A.F. 7: 728.—Excellent. retiaian. See B. metallela, No. 19.

II. SEMI-TUBEREOUS OR SOOCRAN SECTION.

72. Socotra, Hook. Fig. 215. St. annual, stout and succulent, forming at the base a number of closely set scaly or suppressed leafy stems, 2 ft. high, bright green, orbicular, peltate, 4-7 in. across, center depressed, margin recurved, emerald; fls. in terminal few-fld. cymes, bright rose. B.M. 6355. Gm. 21: 327. Gm. 49: 1069.

G. C. H. II. 15: 88.—Semi-tuberous were brought from the burned hot, sandy island of Socotra by Dr. R. B. Balfour, and given to Kew in 1880.

The plant was discovered by Alexander Scott, the gardener accompanying the expedition of the Geog. Soc. of London. Semi-tubers should rest during summer and be planted in heat in winter.

The following are Socotran derivatives:

73. Triomphe de Lemeoine (B. Socotra X Rozili). Stem herbaceous, spreading, then erect and branching in numerous flowering branches: Ivs. large, coriaceous, orbicular, somewhat oblique, margins slightly crenate, 6 in. diam. fls. in dichotomous cymes from axis of Ivs. rose-carmine, female fls. exceedingly rare, males very profuse, plant resembling a large bouquet when in full bloom. G.F. 2: 597.—Int. by Le moine in 1897. Retains its fls. after they are over; a rare occurrence in Begonias. Another hybrid from the same parent is Triomphe de Nancy, with Ivs. rich yellow in the center, double, and the outer petals of a paler hue.

74. John Heal (B. Socotra X Viscount Demille). A tuberous variety. Plant intermediate between parents, 9 in. high, branching naturally and freely. Ivs. ovate-acuminate, obtuse, clasping, with ovate-acuminate oval flowers, rose-carmine. Blooms from Sept. to Jan. Gm. 53: 601.—No female fls. have been produced from this hybrid, so that seedlings have been impossible. Pron. by cutting. John Heal was discovered by John Heal in 1885. Adonis (John Heal X tuberous variety). Plant more robust: fls. twice as large as John Heal, 3 in. diam., all male, soft rose, color on graceful, arching peduncles, of John Heal. Winter Gem (B. Socotra X crimson tuberous variety). Habit like B. Socotra, but more compact: fls. large, deep carmine. It contains in its hybrids, the brilliant scarlet, and semi-tuberous sections. Int. by John Heal. Julia (Socotra X tuberous variety). The plant is very similar to a double summer-flowering tuberous Begonia. It has Ivs. of a salmon-pink shade.

75. Gloire de Loraine (B. Socotra X Dregel). Ivs. small, nearly regular, pure green; fls. almost exclusively 4-petalled, large, borne in broad panicles, covering the whole superior part of the plant, rose-colored, not deciduous. Gt. 42 p. 111. A.F. 12: 424. G.F. 5: 247.—Although B. Socotra is semi-tuberous and B. Dregel has a thickened rhizome, the hybrid forms show neither but the base of the stem throws out many shoots, which can be separated and made the multiplication of the plant. Int. by Le moine in 1892.—Excellent.

76. Gloire de Vœux (B. Socotra X subpetalata). Fig. 216. Plant stout, half shrubby, erect, vigorous, compact, 2 ft. high, 1-1½ ft. across: Ivs. dark metallic green, black, large, 7-8 in. long, veins red above, sub-ornamental, slightly oblique: Ivs. profuse, beautiful rose-pink, shining, females rose. Fls. February till May. R.H. 1884: 516. G.F. 1: 185.—Interesting as connecting the fibrous-rooted and semi-tuberous sections. Int. by Thibaut and Keteleer in 1885. Autumn Rose (B. Socotra X insignis). Ivs. intermediate between parents, but larger than either, oblique; fls. intermediate, clear, deep rose. Fls. all winter.—Interesting as connecting the fibrous-rooted and semi-tuberous sections. Int. by John Heal, of Veitch & Sons, 1882. Bijou is another hybrid from the same parents, with large green Ivs. and red-carmine Ivs.: males and females present.

III. TUBEROUS OR SUMMER-FLOWERING SECTION (Figs. 217, 218, 219).

A. Stemsless, Ivs. springing directly from tuber.

B. Color of fls. bright red or brilliant scarlet.


78. Frebell, A. D. Stemless: Ivs. numerous, cordate, acuminate, green, covered with fleshy, pubilsh hairs: fls. tall, lax, drooping, bright carmine, in numerous large clusters, erect, large. Winter. Ecuador. Gm. 12, p. 376.—Beautiful flowering plant, useful for conservatory work in winter. B. Frebeli varnalis, Hort., hybrid (Frebell x Dregel), similar to type. Int. by DeCnil in 1880.
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BB. Color of fls. rose-red or white.

79. roseflora, Hook. Stemless: petioles, scapes, bracts, and stipules bright red: lvs. green, 2-4 in. wide.

82. Veitchii, Hook. St. very short, thick, fleshy, green: lvs. orbiculate, cordate, lobed and incised, margins ciliated, green, principal veins radiating from a bright carmine spot near the center, under side pale green; petiole thick, terete, pilose; fls. 2½ in. diam., cinnamon-red; capsule smooth, unequal wings. Peru. B.M. 5663. F.S. 22: 2326.—One of the progenitors of the Tuberous race. Int. 1867.


84. Clarkei, Hook. St. purplish, fleshy, stout: lvs. obliquely-cordate, serrate: fls. in pendulous racemes, abundant, large, bright red. Bolivia. B.M. 5675.—Resembles B. Veitchii. It was the seed parent of Venius and Emperor, two important and useful varieties for bedding out.

BB. Color of fls. rose-red or pink.


86. Baumannii, Lemoine. Tubers as large as ostrich eggs: lvs. large, orbicular, with short, thick petioles; peduncles 18 in. high, bearing pedaniles of 4-6 fls., which are rose-red, 4-petalled, from 3-4 in. across, and fragrant as roses. Bolivia. Cit. 40: 1438: 12, p. 25. A.F. 7: 561. G.F. 5: 77.—It is described as plentiful in the moister valleys of the Cordilleras, where it is eaten by cattle. Sweet-scented. Distributed by Lemoine in 1890.


88. Páacei, Hook. St. 1 ft. high, succulent, branching: lvs. lanceolate, cordate, acuminate, toothed, glabrous above, tomentose beneath, pale red on under surface: fls. in loose, axillary panicles, large, bright yellow. Bolivia. B.M. 5545.—It has been the chief factor in the production of the hundreds of yellow, buff and orange-colored garden forms. Int. in 1865.

SUPPLEMENTARY LIST—TUBEROUS-ROOTED.

(A) The following tuberous-rooted species are not known to be in the Amer. trade, but they are in cultivation in greater or less purity:

89. chinnabrina, Hook. St. annual, short, green, zigzag, slightly downy: lvs. on short petioles, obliquely ovate, lobed


on stout, hairy petioles, 2-6 in. long, orbicular, reniform, concave, margins lobed, red, toothed: fls. 2 in. across, rose-red. Peru. B.M. 5680.—Light colored seedlings of this species gave rise to Queen of Whites, put into commerce in 1878, and destined to be a most important factor in subsequent garden forms of the same color. Int. in 1867.

80. geranoides, Hook. Stemless, rootstock fleshy: lvs. radical, reniform, 6 in. across, lobed and toothed, green, hairy, petioles 8 in. long; peduncles erect, 6-12 in. long, reddish, hairy, bearing a lax panicle of fls., each 1½ in. across, pure white, with a button-like cluster of yellow anthers. Natal. B.M. 5583.—Planted in a border in a sunny greenhouse, this is a fine Begonia, flowering profusely during Oct. and Nov. Int. to Kew in 1866.

AA. St. present.

B. Color of fls. cinnabar-red, orange-red, bright red or scarlet.

81. Boliviana, A. DC. St. herbaceous, succulent, 2 ft. high, branching: lvs. lanceolate, acuminate, serrate, 3-5 in. long; fls. in drooping panicles, cinnabar-scarlet, fuchsia-like; males twice as large as females. Bolivia. B.M. 5657.—The first Tuberous Begonia introduced into England, 1864.

216. Begonia Gloire de Scéeaux (×½). No. 76.
and serrated; peduncles 9-12 in. long, red; fls. cinnabar-red, 2 in. across. Bolivia. B.M. 4883. P.M. 16: 223.—Int. by Henderson in 1849.

90. crinita, Oliver. Sts. red, hairy, 1 ft. high; lvs. ovate-cordate, irregularly toothed, tinged with red on the under side; peduncles erect, red, producing 3 pale rose-colored fls. B. M. 5807.—Int. by Veitch in 1866.

91. cyclomphila, Hook. Stemless; lvs. orbicular, 6 in. across, green, with limbed margin; peduncles erect, 6 in. long; fls. rose-colored, with the fragrance of roses. China. B. M. 6926.—Int. to Kew in 1868.

92. grandiflora, Hook. St. 1 ft. high, erect, greenish; lvs. cordate, lobe, serrated, green, margins red, white plant smooth; fls. 2 or 3 on terminal peduncles, outer petals orbicular, red; the two inner obovate, white. Lima. B. M. 5587.—Int. 1833.


95. polyptetala, A. Dc. St. short, fleshy, annual; lvs. ovate-cordate, toothed, hairy, with raised veins, 10 in. by 8 in.; fls. with 9 or 10 ovate-oblong petals an inch long, red; ovary hairy, with one long wing. Perm. Gen. 14. p. 331.—Int. by Frebel in 1878.

96. rubricrassula, Hook Lvs. 4-6 in. long, ovate, wavy, ciliate along the margins, deep green; fls. large, males 1 1/4 in. across, 5-petaled; females smaller, 5-petaled, reddish. Country unknown. B. M. 4301.—Int. to Birmingham Bot. Gar. in 1834.

97. Sidero, Hort., hybrid (B. Boliviensis X Veitchii?). Lvs. long, pale green; fls. solitary, brilliant red; females of 4 petals; males of 5 petals. B. M. 1872. 90.—Int. by Thibault and Ketleer in 1872.

98. Sutherlandii, Hook. St. annual, herbaceous, 1-2 ft. high, bright red; lvs. 4-6 in. long, lanceolate, lobed and serrated, green, with red veins and margins; petioles slender, red; fls. numerous, copper or salmon-red. Natal. B. M. 5688.—Int. by Backhouse in 1877.

99. tiera, Dry. (B. Thwaitesii, Hook.). Lvs. radical, cordate, 5 in. long, coppery green, mixed with purple and blotched with gray, under surface crimson; fls. white, tinged pink. Ceylon. B. M. 4062.—Chiefly as a variegated plant. Int. to Kew in 1832.

(AA) The following list comprises some of the best and most distinct of the innumerable garden forms and hybrids now existing, which have almost all been produced from six species; viz., B. Boliviensis, B. Pearcei, B. Veitchii, B. sofiafiora, B. Davisi, and B. Clarkii, by crossing and re-crossing:

(1) SINGLE-FLOWERED VARIETIES.

a. Crimsons and Scarlets.—Adoration, fls. vivid orange-scarlet, of dwarf, compact habit, free flowering; Charles Bullet, rich, velvety vermilion; Dr. Mauters, fls. large, with immense spikes, deep red-crimson; F. E. Lawing, deep, velvety crimson, full and free; Mrs. Brasey, deep, glowing crimson; Lothair, dark scarlet-carmine; Scarlet Gem, very dark scarlet, dwarf, and very floriferous; Vesuvius, bright orange-scarlet, compact and free; one of the finest bidets.

b. Rose-colored.—Lady Guineathorpe, rose color, extra-large and fine; Marguerite, large, round fls., white, with a margin of bright pink; Paako, soft, rosy red, shaded light rose; Stanstead Surprise, deep rose, very large.

c. Whites.—Alba Triumphans, a fine, large, pure white flower, with fringed petals; Beulah White, an immense flower of the purest white; Mrs. J. Thorpe, white, the petals edged with reddish lake; Queen of Whites, large, erect, pure white fls. of great substance; Moonlight, pure white, very free.

d. Orange and Yellows.—Duchess of Leinster, orange-buff, large, erect fls.; Miss A. de Rothschild, pure yellow; Sower-
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BELLADONNA LILY

very bright. Lucy Crosson is very similar, but more vigorous, with the blotches more numerous and better distributed. *Marquis de Peralta*. Lvs. small, margins hairy, numerous silvery spots on surface. Compact, dense grower. *Duchesse de


103. *Rex*, Putz. Fig. 220. St. a short, fleshy rhizome, from which spring the long-stalked, large, ovate, wavy lvs., which are hairy and colored a rich metallic green, with a zone of silvery grey: peduncle erect; lfts. large, rose-tinted, males 2 in. across, with 4 unequal petals; females smaller, with 5 nearly equal petals: ovary 3-angular, with 2 short and 1 long wing. Assam. F.S. 12: 1224-1225. B.M. 5101. - *This magnificent species is the principal parent in the production of the numerous ornamentally-foliaged Begonias. It has been crossed with a few species in the first place, and then hybrid seedlings have been raised again and again from the parent*. Fig. 220 is a copy of a part of the original figure in *Flore des Serres* (1857), and is given here for the purpose of showing what this species was like when first known to horticulturists.

Following are some of the derivative types of *Rex* Begonias:


106. *Rex* × *Soeustrana*. A plant has been produced which combines the characters of the two parents in a pleasing manner: lvs. like *B. Rex*, but with shorter petioles, and crowded on the stem: prettily colored: lfts. in erect, sturdy racemes, which stand well above the plant; like *R. Soeustrana* in color, but paler. Plant said to be evergreen. - *Interesting as a connecting link between the Rex and semi-tuberous sections. Int. by Sandercr & Co. in 1857.*


108. Other *Rex* varieties of unknown or uncertain origin: *Lester Crosson*. Lvs. acuminate, lobed, veins deep pur-ple, surface blotched with deep purplish bronze, metallic luster.

EBLEMÇANDA (East Indian name) *Fritillae, BLACKBERRY LILY, LEOPARD FLOWER*. A monoetypic genus, containing an interesting hardy, herbaceous perennial plant, which is an old garden favorite. The first of the popular names comes from the clusters of shining, black, roundish seeds, and the second from the flower, which is orange, spotted red. It is more commonly sold as a *Pardanthus*, which also means Leopard Flower. Perianth segments oblong, the 3 inner slightly shorter and spirally twisting as they fade. Prop. by seeds or by division. Of easy culture in rich, sandy loam and in a sunny place. Commonly spelled Belemcanda.

BELLENOÇANDA, Lema, *Bellenconda panickla*, Moench. *Ixia Chinchinensis, Limn. Ferdinandi Chinchinensis, Ker- Gawl. P. Sinuus, Van Houtte*). Fig. 222. Height 2-3 ft.; rootstock a short, stoloniferous rhizome: lfts. about 6, in a lax tuft, equitant, striate, 1-1½ ft. long, 1 in. broad; outer spathe valves ½-1 in. long; pedicels 1-2 in. long; capsule 1½-2½ in. long; valves reflexing, persistent. China and Jap. B.M. 161. F.S. 16: 1632. L.R.C. 19: 1814. - The seed-stalks are sometimes used with dried grasses for decoration. It is said that the birds sometimes mistake the seeds for blackberries.

BELLEFLOWER. See *Campanula*.

BELLADONNA. See *Atropa*.

BELLADONNA LILY. See *Amaryllis*.
**BELLIS** (Latin, *bellus*, pretty). *Compositae*. English Daisy. The Daisy, as it grows wild in England, has a yellow center, surrounded by numerous rays in a single row, but the favorite cultivated forms are double, the rays rising in tier upon tier, and frequently crowding out every trace of a yellow center. The English Daisy is essentially a pink or pinkish fl. in its general effect, the tips of the rays sometimes and the under surfaces usually being pink or red. There are 27 species in the genus, only one of which is American. *B. integrifolia* is found in moist soil from Ky. and Tenn. to Ark. and Tex., but is too rare and sectional to become a general favorite. The plant that is most commonly called Daisy in America is *Chrysanthemum Leucanthemum*. For an illustrated account of the various plants known as Daisies in America, see *Daisy*.

Daisies are favorite border plants, and are much used in spring bedding, especially for edging. They thrive in a cool soil and moist atmosphere, and are, therefore, much better adapted to English than American gardens. A light mulch is desirable for winter protection. In home gardening, the plants, after flowering, are divided into single crowns. These are planted about 6 in. apart in good, rich garden soil. Each crown soon sends out side growths, which, in time, form new crowns. Before winter sets in the young clumps can be moved readily to any place in the garden where they are wanted to bloom. Daisies are also forced by florists for winter bloom. When Daisies are desired for edging and are placed 3 in. apart in a narrow trench. These edgings must be renewed each year, as the plants, if they grow well, spread too wide, or irregularly. In dry summers many roots will fail, and if they remain in the same spot year after year, the fls. will degenerate to the single condition.

The simplest way of propagating and growing English Daisies for spring bedding in this country is to sow the seed in shallow boxes about August 10. As soon as large enough to handle, transplant 5 inches apart into coldframes, and when the winter sets in put in the sash, giving sir whenever the weather may be mild. Transplant to the flower beds as early as possible in the spring, where in a very short time they will be a mass of bloom, and will continue to bloom till the beginning of June, when they should be thrown out, and the summer bedding plants planted. Longfellow and Snowball are the two best varieties for this purpose. *Mysostis alpestris* and *Silene pendula* may be grown the same way, using the Daisies as edging when in the beds, and the others as center pieces.

The Daisy is propagated by seeds (which are sown early), and by divisions, the choicest varieties being maintained by the latter method. The main types grown from seed are the white, rose, quilled, and white with red center, all of which are double. A dark red is less common. Of kinds prop. by seed, Longfellow is now the best rose-colored, and Snowball the best white variety, the latter being especially prized by florists for cut-flowers, as it has long, stiff stems. Other varieties are *Maxima*, *Snowflake*, and *Rob Roy*, which is perhaps the best red.

**PERANIA, Latin. True or English Daisy.** Hardy herbaceous perennial, 3-6 in. high; 1 fls., clustered at the root. Spatulate or obovate: fls. 1-2 in. across, solitary, on hairy stems. Apr.–June. W. Eu.; naturalized in Calif.; rarely runs wild in the eastern states. B.M. 228. F. S. 6:584, which shows 11 well marked types.—An interesting but not permanent form, which is a result of overfeeding, is the "Hen-and-Chickens Daisy," in which a number of small fls. are borne on short stalks springing out of the main fl. head. Cockcomb forms, in which several sepaes unite to produce a monstrous flower, are sometimes seen, but cannot be perpetuated. The rays are sometimes wholly incurved, or reflexed, or quilled. Other English names of the Daisy are Herb Margaret, Ewe- or May-gowan, Childing Daisy, Bone- or Bruisewort, Bone Flower, March Daisy, Barm-wort.

J. B. KELLER, E. J. CANNING, AND W. M.

**BELLWORT.** In England, any member of the *Campanulaceae*. In America, *Uvularia*.

**BELVIDERE, or Summer Cypress.** See *Kochia*.

**BENE.** See *Sesamum*. 
BERBERIDOPSIS (from Berberis and Greek opsis, likeness). Berberidodeae. Climbing evergreen shrub: lvs. alternate, petioled, dentate; fls. on long pedicles in terminal racemes; bracts, sepals and petals gradually passing into one another; 9-15, the inner ones concave; stamens 8-9: fr. is berry. One species in Chile. Ornamental low-climbing shrub, with deep green foliage and crimson fls. in drooping racemes, for temperate regions or the cool greenhouse, growing in almost any soil. Prop., by seeds sown in spring, by hardwood cuttings in spring, or by layers in autumn.


ALFRED REHDER.

BERBERIS (Arabic name). Berberidaceae. Berberis. Shrubs, with yellow inner bark and wood, often spiny: lvs. alternate, often fasciculate, usually glabrous, simple or pinnate, deciduous or persistent, mostly spinulose-dentate: fls. in racemes, rarely umbellate or solitary; sepals, petals and stamens 6: fr. a 1-celled berry with one or several oblong seeds. Nearly 100 species in America from Brit. Col. to Patagonia, Asia, Eu., and N. Afr. Low ornamental shrubs, of which a large number is cultivated. Most of the deciduous species are quite hardy, while the evergreen ones are to be recommended for more temperate regions, except B. Aquilolium and B. repens, which may be cultivated even north in some what sheltered positions. Both evergreen and deciduous kinds are very attractive in spring, with their bright or orange-yellow fls. and in fall with their red, dark blue or nearly black fruits. Some, as B. Amurensis and B. Thunbergii, while amongst the handsomest in fr., assume a splendid fall coloring. They grow in almost any soil, but prefer drier situations; the evergreen species thrive best in a sandy compost of peat and loam. Prop., by seeds sown soon after maturity, or stratified and sown in spring; even B. vulgaris var. atropurpureae, may be increased in this way, as a large percentage comes true. The evergreen species grow from cuttings in Sept., placed in sand under glass. Most of the deciduous species can be grown from cuttings, hardwood cuttings, taken from forced plants in spring and put under glass with a slight bottom heat. Layers put down in autumn usually remain 2 years, when they can be separated. Some species may be propagated by suckers. Rarer kinds and varieties are sometimes grafted on B. vulgaris or Thunbergii, in August or September, under glass, or in early spring in the greenhouse. The root and the inner bark are sometimes used for dying yellow. Some species have medicinal properties. In wheat-growing districts, planting of Berberis should be avoided, as it is the host of the Ecdidum-stage of Puccinia graminis, a fungus which causes the wheat-rust. Destroying the Berberis, however, will not check the propagation of the fungus, as it is able to grow and to spread for years without forming the Ecdidum-stage. Monog. of spe-

BENI, JAPANESE. See Caryopteris Mustacanthus.

BENINCASA (name of an Italian nobleman). Cucurbitaceae. One species from E. Ind. Annual, running, squash-like herbes, with solitary yellow monoeccious fls., the staminate long-peduncled, solitary; corolla deeply lobed; tendrils 2-3-branched.

cerifera, Savi. Fig. 223. Wax Gourd. Zit-kwa. Chinese Preserving Melon. Chinese Watermelon. Vine long, like a muskmelon, hairy, with coriaceous lobed lvs.: fr. mostly oblong, 10-16 in. long, hairy, white-

waxy, with solid white flesh and small, cucumber-like seeds. Cult. the same as muskmelon or cucumber. R.H. 1887:540.—Recently int. into the U. S. (Bull. 67, Cornell Exp. Sta.), and used for making preserves and sweet pickles; said to be eaten raw in warm countries.

L. H. B.

BENJAMIN BUSH. Benzois odoriferum.

BENT GRASS. See Agrostis.

BENTHÁMIA. Referred to Coriaria.

BÉNZOIN (of Arabic or Semitic origin, meaning a gum or perfume). Syn. Lindera, Lauraceae. Trees or shrubs, aromatic: lvs. alternate, usually deciduous, entire or sometimes 3-lobed: fls. polygamous-dioecious, apetalous, small, in axillary, umbel-like clusters; calyx 6-parted; stamine fls. with 9 stamens: fr. a berry. About 60 species in trop. and E. Asia and N. Amer. Some E. Asiatic species yield an odorous oil, used in perfumery. Only a few deciduous species are cult. They are attractive on account of their handsome foliage, which turns bright yellow in fall, and their black or scarlet fr. The hardest species is B. odoriferum, though B. aquilolium and B. klapwijkianum may also be grown north in sheltered positions. They thrive best in peaty and sandy soil. Prop., usually by seeds sown after maturity; also by layers, which root best in peaty soil; of Greenwood cuttings under glass, one-half may be expected to root. The Benzoin of the druggists is a balsamic resin obtained from Styloz Benzoin.

doniférum, Nees (Lindera Bénouzoin, Blume). Spice Bush. Benjamin Bush. Wild Allspice. Fever Bush. Fig. 224. Shrub, 6-15 ft., nearly glabrous: lvs. oblong-ovate, finely ciliate, bright green, pale beneath, 3-5 in. long; lvs. yellow, before the lvs.; berry red, oblong, spiny. N. Eng. southward and west to Kas. Em. 366. —The bark is aromatic, stimulant, tonic, astringent.


ALFRED REHDER.

224. Benzoin odoriferum (x ¾).
223. Berberis vulgaris, in fruit.

Nepalensis, 20: nervosa, 22; Neuberti, 14; pinnata, 18; pluriflora, 8; repens, 23; Siebold, 2, and suppl. list, 25; stomaphylla, 10; Thunbergii, 8; vulgaris, 1; Wallisiana, 18.

A. Lvs. simple, usually fascicled in the axils of spines, deciduous or persistent.
B. Foliage deciduous; lvs. membranaceous or chartaceous.
C. Fls. in racemes.
D. Branches gray, except those of the purplish-leaved form.

1. vulgaris, Linn. Common Barberry. Fig. 225, 226. From 4-8 ft., rarely 15; branches grooved, upright or arching: lvs. oblong-spathulate or obovate, seclusodentate, membranaceous, 1-2 in. long: racemes pendulous, many-fl.; fls. bright yellow: fr. oblong, usually purple. May, June. Eu. to E. Asia; escaped from culture and naturalized in E. N. Amer. Gn. 35: 693. - Handsome in spring, with its golden yellow fls. and light green foliage; and in fall, with its bright scarlet fruits, remaining through the whole winter. A very variable species. There are also the following species included by some botanists as varieties. Of the many garden forms, the most effective is var. atropurpurea, Linn., with purple colored lvs. Ot. 9: 278. There are also varieties with variegated lvs. and purplish black, whitish or yellow berries, as var. alba, white-fruited; var. asperma, seedless; var. dulcis, less acid; var. lutea; yellow-fruited; var. mitis, less thorny; var. nigra, black-fruited; var. violacea or fructu-violaceo, violet-fruited. The spines of the Barberry are, morphologically, lvs., and the lvs. are borne on short branches in their axils (Fig. 226). The stamens are sensitive, the flowers being united by a pin when the fls. are first open, and the stamens fly forward upon the pistil.


3. emarginata, Wildl. One to 3 ft., in culture usually higher; spines simple to 5-parted, sometimes longer than the lvs.: lvs. cuneate, obovate or obovate-oblong, seclusodentate, 4-5 in. long: racemes short, upright: petals usually emarginate. S. Eu. to Himal. - Low spiny shrub with handsome fall-coloring.

D. Branches reddish brown or brown; lvs. usually sparsely dentate, sometimes entire.

4. Canadensis, Mill. (B. Caroliniana, Loud.). One to 3 ft.: spines small, 3-parted; lvs. cuneate-oblong, re- motely spinulose-dentate, rarely entire, 1-2 in. long; racemes few-fl., nodding, about as long as the lvs.; petals reflex or emarginate; fr. short-oval or nearly globular, coral-red. Alleghanies. - The plant sold under this name is usually B. vulgaris.

3. Sinensis, Desf. From 4-6 ft., with slender, often arching branches and small, 3-5-parted spines; lvs. cuneate, oblong or obovate-lanceolate, coarsely seclusodentate, sometimes entire, green or glaucous beneath, 1-2 in. long: racemes pendulous, slender-peduncled; bright or pale yellow; berries oval or oblong, blood-red. From Caucasus to Himal. and China. B. M. 6576. - A hardy, graceful species, very handsome in fruit.

6. heteropoda, Schrenk. Three to 6 ft.; branches stout, spreading, with few short spines; lvs. broadly obovate, entire or remotely serrate, pale bluish green, 1½-2 in. long, some short and some slender-petioled; fls. in long-stalked, few-fl. racemes, orange-yellow, fragrant: fr. oblong, dark blue with glaucous bloom. May. Turkestan, Songaria. G. F. 81: 455. - Handsome and very distinct species.

7. integerrima, Bunge. In habit and appearance very like No. 6, and difficult to distinguish without fl. clusters; stems terete and brown; lvs. broad-obovate, remotely dentate or entire, dark bluish green above; racemes dense and upright. Persia, Turkestan, Songoria. cc. Fls. usually solitary, rarely in few-fl. umbels; lvs. entire.


226. Berberis vulgaris, in fruit.

Natural size, showing the spines and foliage.

BB. Foliage evergreen or half-evergreen.

C. Lvs. entire, or rarely with few spiny teeth.

9. buxifolia, Poir. (B. dàlicis, Sweet). One to 3 ft.; branches brown, grooved; spines usually 3-parted, short: lvs. cuneate, obovate or elliptic, ½-1 in. long; fls. solitary, on long pediels, orange yellow: fr. nearly...
BERBERIS

globe, blackish purple. May. Chile to Strait of Magellan. B.M. 6305. S.B.F.G. II. 1: 190. P.M. 10: 171. - A very graceful, flower-bearing shrub; one of the hardiest of the evergreen species; will stand the winter even north if somewhat protected.


cc. Lvs. coarsely spiny dentate.

d. Fls. in simple racemes or clusters.


12. Dáwuni, Hook. Height 1-3 ft.; branches brown, pubescent when young; lvs. sessile, cuneate, obovate, usually 3-fl at the apex, glossy dark green above, ½-1 in. long; racemes short, many-fl., pendulous; fls. orange-yellow, often reddish outside; style longer than the ovary; fr. dark purple. Chile to Patagonia. B.M. 4500. F.S. 7: 763. P.F.G. 2: 46.

13. Wallitchána, DC. (B. Jámesoni, Hort., not Lindl.). Shrub, to 10 ft., with grayish brown branches; spines 3-parted, nearly an inch long; lvs. sessile, oblong-elliptic or lanceolate, remotely spiny serrate, shining on both sides, 1-2 in. long; fls. long-pedicelled, nodding, 3-6 in a cluster. Himalayas. B.M. 4536. P.F.G. 1: 79.

14. Neúberti, Lem. (B. ilicifólia, Hort., not Forst. B. Aquifólium x vulgaris). Branches grayish brown, without spines, upright; lvs. simple, oval or ovate, sometimes with 1 or 2 smaller lateral lfts., spiny or setulose-dentate, dark grayish green above; ½-3 in. long; fls. in racemes. Of garden origin. I.H. 1: 111. G.C. III. 9: 73, 75. - Hardy north, but lvs. not persistent.


229. Berberis Aquifólium (x ¼).

pedicels slender; fr. at least ½ in. in diam., red, inflated, and rather dry. W. Texas to Utah and Mex. G.F. 1: 497. - Remarkable for its pale, glaucous foliage and large berries. Not hardy north.

cc. Racemes many-fl., dense.


20. Nepáleána, Spreng. (B. Japónica, Hort.). Tall, 4-6 ft.; lfts. 5-25, rigid, obovate-oblong, repand-toothed, with few spiny teeth on each edge. India to Japan. N. 1: 182. A.G. 18: 585.

BB. Petioles prominent or elongated.

c. Lfts. truncate or rounded at the base.


cc. Lfts. cuneate at base, narrow-lanceolate.


B. actinaemulíca, Mart. One to 3 ft., evergreen: spines 5-parted; lvs. small, spiny: fls. in sessile clusters. Chile. B.R.
BERBERIS

BERGAMOT. Name applied to various aromatic plants, particularly to members of the Labiatae, as Menthas and Monardas. The Bergamot essence of commerce is made from a citrus fruit. See Citrus.

BERRIA (after Dr. Andrew Berry, a Madras botanist). Syn., Herrya, DC., not Klein. Tiliaceae. A genus of one or two species, with no familiar allies.

Ammonilla, Roxb. High tree: lvs. entire, heart-shaped, long-petiolate, smooth, 5-nerved, alternate: fls. in racemes, small, white, very numerous: fr. a 3-celled capsule with 6 wings, the 3-12 seeds with stiff hairs, which readily penetrate the skin and produce a painful itching. Growing abundantly in the Philippines and Ceylon, where it is one of the largest and most beautiful of the timber trees. The wood, being light and strong, is used for building, for oil casks, and for boats. It is exported as "Trincomalee wood." Cult. by Dr. Franceschi, Santa Barbara, Calif.

G. T. HASTINGS.

BERTHOLLETIA (after Louis Claude Berthollet, French chemist). Myrtaceae. BRAZIL NUT. PARA NUT. CREAM NUT. NIGGER TOE. Large trees: lvs. alternate, bright green, leathery, about 2 ft. long, 6 in. broad: fls. cream colored; only parts united and bearing into 2 parts when the flower opens; petals 6, stamens many, united into a hood-shaped mass, the upper one sterile: fr. round, about 6 in. in diam., with a hard shell containing 18-24 3-sided nuts. Fig. 230. Species procumbent stems, 2, both of which furnish Brazil nuts. Curiously enough, the common trade name of the Brazil nut is Castanea, which is properly the name of the genus that includes the chestnuts.

cressia, Humb. & Bonpl. Fig. 230. A tree, 100-150 ft.; with a smooth trunk 3-4 ft. in diam.; branches near the top. It forms large forests on the banks of the Amazon and Rio Negro. The natives gather the nuts in large quantities, chopping the fruit open. They are exported in large quantities, chiefly from Para. An oil is expressed from the kernels, and the bark is used at Para for canning ships. The tree is of little use for decorative purposes, and, according to the Bulletin on Nut Culture of the Division of Pomology, U.S. Dept. of Agr., is too tender for growth anywhere in the United States.—Cult. at Santa Barbara, Calif.

G. T. HASTINGS.

BERTOLONIA (after A. Bertolini, Italian botanist). Melastomaceae. Splendid warm-weather foliage plants from Brazil, always dwarf, and sometimes creeping; the garden forms with much-branched stems, 5-nerved leaves 5-8 in. long, and purple beneath: fls. rose-colored, 5-petalled, in scarpioid racemes or spikes. Within the restricted definition of the latest monographer of the Melastomaceae (A. Colqueaes, in DC, Mem. Phan, vol. 7), there are only five good species, but some earlier botanists do not separate certain allied genera which usually cannot be distinguished by habit alone. The surest character is the inflated and 3-angled or 3-winged calyx of Bertolonia. In Bertolonia, flower-parts are in 5's, or 5s.
BERTOLONIA

the ovary is 3-celled. Graviesia has a 5-celled ovary, and Soninila is trimerous. In Bertolonia the connective of the authors has no appendage; in Saipingsa there is a spur below and behind the connective; in Monolema there is the calyx is not hairy. Bertolonias are essentially fancies' plants. It is somewhat difficult to bring out their true characteristics under ordinary stove treatment, as they require a more humid and warm atmosphere than can usually be maintained in a small house. The additional shelter of a small frame should be provided, where the atmospheric conditions will be more easily regulated. A plentiful supply of water in the roots is necessary; syringing or sprinkling overhead is not advisable. The most convenient method of propagation is by cuttings, which strike readily, in a moderately close propagating case filled with sharp sand or sand. The pots should be thoroughly clean and drained, and the compost open and porous. Thrive in dense shade. Old plants are not so brilliant as young ones.

Bertolonias and their allies furnish an excellent example of Van Hoult's triumphs in hybridization. The two species described below have probably been important factors in the plant-breeding, and Graviesia guttata even more so. Graviesia is a Malagaskar plant, and has, perhaps, crossed with the Brazilian Bertolonias. Unfortunately, the pictures in the Flore des Serres show no flowers, and the pedigree is not given. The Bertonerillas figured and described in I.I. 43, pp. 188 and 190, are very colored plants that are hybrids between Bertolonia and Soninila. Excepting C. maculata and C. marmorata, the following are hybrids.

A. Veins not lined on both sides with a colored band.

marmorata, Naudin. Stem less densely hairy than the above; Ivs. more narrowly ovate, or ovate-oblong, acute, sparsely hairy, streaked with white along the veins; calyx sparsely hairy, not glandular; petals somewhat blunter, dilute purple, R.H. 1814: 381, as Erioecena marmorata, Naudin. F.S. 7: 750, as B. maculata, var. marmorata, Planchon. Coignieux recognizes two varieties, var. genuina, with Ivs. green above, and banded with white along the veins; var. ened, as Erioecena marmorata, and B. apala, Naudin), with Ivs. dark green with a coppery cast, but not spotted or only slightly so.

Mirandæ, Van Hoult. Spots red on the lower Ivs. and white on the upper or younger ones: Ivs. purple beneath. F.S. 21: 2235 (1874).

A. Veins lined on both sides with a white or colored band.

b. Bands and spots magenta or purple.

maculata, DC. Stem short, decumbent, rooting at the base, densely clothed with rusty hairs: Ivs. long-petioled, cordate, broadly ovate, obtuse, hispid above and at margins, dark velvety green above, often spotted: calyx glabrous, clothed with black hairs at the petals obovate, somewhat acute, rose-colored. B.M. 4531.

Houtteana, Van Hoult (B. Van Hoüte, Hort.). Ivs. purple beneath. This was the sensational plant of 1874, and Van Hoult refused $2,000 for his stock of it. It was originated by his propagator, Marchand. F.S. 20: 2120.

BB. Bands and spots silvery white.

c. Spots very distinct.

Hrubynæa, Van Hoult. This has bars of white connecting the veins. The underside of the Ivs. seems to be green instead of purple, at least toward the tip. F.S. 24: 2351.

Rodeckiana, Van Hoult. Distinguished from the above and all others of this group by the abundance of dark red color in the upper surface of the Ivs. Veins of the under side prominent and green. F.S. 25: 2382.

cc. Spots very faint.

Legrelleæa, Van Hoult (B. Legrelle, Hort.). There are few long hairs and the calyx is not connected to the veins. Referred to Graviesia guttata by Coignieux. F.S. 23: 2407.


G. W. Oliver and W. M.
BESLERIA

after Basil Besler, Nuremberg apothecary, and reputed author of the superb Hortus Eystettensis, 1613. It is a monotypic genus allied to Androstropeum. Perianth cup-shaped, the tube shorter than the oblong-lanceolate segments; stamens 6. Culture simple. Bulbs planted out, and lifted when ripe. Belongs to Liliaceae.

elegans. Schult. f. Bulb globular, 1 in. thick, tunicle: lvs. 2-3, about 10-12 in., or even 2 ft. long; scape 1-2 ft. long, hollow, fragile; umbels 4-10-fl.; pedicels 1-1½ in. long; perianth 9-10 lines long, keeled on the back, variously marked with white within, but usually with perianth margins and center-band: fls. borne through 2 months of late summer and early autumn. G.F. 4:125. Gr. B. R. 23:34. B.R. 1546, as Pharium fistulosum. F.S. 1:424, as Megacarpum tunica. Bulbs sometimes throw up 6-10 scapes, with 12-20 umbels.

W. M.

BÉTA (Latin name). Chenopodiaceae. Perhaps a dozen or 15 species of herbs, ranging from the Canary Islands to eastern India. One polymorphous species yields the cultivated Beet. This is B. vulgaris, Moq., the original form of which is perennial, and grows on the coasts of the Mediterranean Sea, as well as on the borders of the Netherlands and Dover. Moquin (DC. Prodr. 13, pt. 2:56) divides the derivatives of this species into three groups: (1) The slender- and hard-rooted, essentially wild forms, including species of Laminaria; (2) Leaf Beet (B. Creta), comprising the various kinds of Chard or Spinach Beet (see Chard); (3) the common garden Beets, or Beet-root. The ornamental Beets, grown for their handsome colored lvs., are akin to the Chards. All these races have been developed in comparatively modern times, probably from one original form. Cf. Sturtivant, Amer. Nat. 1887:433. See Beet.

L. H. B.

BETEL, or BETLE. The leaf of Piper Betel, a kind of pepper used in wrapping the pellets of betel-nut and lime which are commonly chewed in the Orient. The pellets are hot, acid, aromatic, astrigent. They redden the cheeks and the tongue, and the numbness of the协同 makes them. The betel-nut is the fruit of Areca Catechu, a palm.

BETÓNICA and BETONY. See Stachys.

BETULA (ancient Latin name). Betulaceae, a tribe of Capsuliferae. Birches. Trees or shrubs, with the bark usually separating into thin, papery plates; lvs. alternate, deciduous, pelted, serrate: fls. monocious, apetalous, in catkins, opening in spring with the lvs.; staminate catkins usually long and pendulous, formed in the axils of stipules naked during the winter, and when in scale bearing 3 fls., each with 2 stamens divided at the apex; pistillate catkins oblong or cylindrical, bearing in the axil of every scale 3 naked ovaries: fr. a minute nut, often erroneously called seed, with membranaceous wings, dropping at maturity with the bracts from the slender racicot. About 35 species in N. America, Europe, and Asia, especially in the northern regions. No tree grows farther north than the Birch; in N. America B. pensylvanica, and in Europe B. r. goes to the North Cape, and is still a forest tree at 70°. The hard and tough wood is often used in the manufacture of furniture and of many small articles, in making brushes from the bark, bone, horn, and teeth, and many small articles are made; also coccine from that of the B. papyrifera; in Russia and Siberia it is used in tanning leather. The sap of some species is used as a beverage. The Birches are very ornamental park trees, hardy, except 2 or 3 Himalayan species, and especially valuable for colder climates. Their foliage is rarely affected by insects, except from late frosts to bright or orange-yellow in fall. Their graceful habit, the slender, often pendulous branches, and the picturesque trunks make them conspicuous features of the landscape. Especially remarkable are those with white- or gray-colored bark, as B. papyrifera, B. populifolia, alba, Ermanii, and also B. Maximowiczii with yellow bark. Most Birches prefer moist, sandy and loamy soil; but some, as B. alba and B. populifolia, grow as satisfactorily in dry loams to a bright or orange-yellow, in swamps and bogs, and they are especially valuable in replanting deserted grounds as nursery for other trees; both are comparatively short-lived trees. Prop. readily from seeds, gathered every year, and commonly kept in the greenhouse, is the best method. Budding in summer is also sometimes practiced. Shrubby forms may also be increased by layers, and B. nana by greenwood cuttings or by seeds.

A. Veins of lvs. more than 7 pairs, usually impressed above.

B. Lvs. large, 6-in. long, deeply cordate: cones cylindrical, racemose, 2-4.

1. Maximowiczii, Regel. Tree. Tree, 80-90 ft., with smooth, orange-colored trunk and dark reddish brown branches: lvs. long-petioled, broadly ovate, coarsely and doubly serrate, membranaceous, pubescent on younger branches, nearly glabrous on older ones; fls. in clusters, long, slender, nodding; fr. with very broad wings. Jap.—This is probably the most beautiful of all Birches, perfectly hardy north and of rapid growth; its large size, beauty of form and the utility of the trunk render it a highly ornamental and conspicuous park tree.

Bb. Lvs. 2-5 in. long: cones solitaire, erect: wings narrower than the fruit.

C. Shape of lvs. ovate or oblong-ovate, rounded and often cordate at the base, broadest about the middle; veins distinctly impressed above, comparatively short-petioled.

2. utilis, Don (B. Boisjardia, Wall.). Tree. 40-60 ft.; trunk with reddish brown bark: lvs. ovate, rounded at the base, acuminate, densely irregularly serrate, pubescent when young, 2-3 in. long, with 5-12 pairs of veins; cones peduncled, cylindrical, 1-2 in. long; bracts with ovate-oblong lobes, the middle one much longer. Himal.—Not quite hardy N.

3. lentis, Linn. Cherry, Sweet, or Black Birch. Tree, 60-70 ft.; trunk dark reddish brown, young bark aromatic, of agreeable flavor: lvs. oblong-ovate, usuallycordate at the base, ovate-oblong, and doubly serrate, hairy beneath when young, nearly glabrous at length, 2-5 in. long: cones ovoid-oblong, 1½-2 in. long: bracts with broad lobes, the middle one slightly longer. From Newfoundland to Florida, west to the Rocky Mountains. S.S. 9: 448. Em. 223.—Very handsome tree, round-headed, and with pendulous branches when older; attractive in spring, with its long catkin stamens.

4. Iutea, Michx. (B. cecilia, Pursh, not Ait.). Yellow Birch. Fig. 251. Tree, sometimes 100 ft.; bark...
silvery gray or light orange, on old trunks reddish brown; young bark aromatic, but somewhat bitter: branchlets usually plisse: lvs. ovate or oblong-ovate, usually rounded at the base, acuminate, sharply and doubly serrate, usually hairy along the veins beneath: cones like the last, but thicker, and bracts larger, pubescent outside. From Newfoundland south to N. Carolina and Tenn., west to Minn. S.S. 9:449. Em. 235.—One of the most valuable forest trees in the northern states, much resembling the former in habit. Var. persicifolia, Dipp., has larger and longer lvs., often ovate-lanceolate.

cc. Shape of lvs. ovate, broad and usually truncate, sometimes cordate at the base; veins not impressed above: long-petioled.

5. Ermanii, Cham. Tree. 60 ft.: trunk white; branches orange-colored; branchlets usually glandular and pubescent when young: lvs. broadly triangular-ovate, acuminate, irregularly coarsely serrate, 2-4 in. long, hairy when unfolding, with 7-10 pairs of veins; cones oblong; bracts pubescent, with linear-oblong lobes, middle one somewhat longer. N. E. Asia. Japan.—Handsome round-headed tree, with slender branches.

6. cistata, Trautv. Tree. 50 ft.: bark yellowish brown; branches not or slightly glandular: lvs. ovate, rarely oblong-ovate, irregularly doubly serrate, with 9-12 pairs of veins, long acuminate, 2-3½ in. long, glabrous: cones elliptic; bracts glabrous, with short, rhombic or obovate lateral lobes. Japan. Manchuria.

ccc. Shape of lvs. rhombic-ovate, cuticate at the base; veins slightly impressed above: petioles rather short: cones erect, pedunculated, cylindrical.

7. nigra, Linn. (B. ribes, Michx.). RED OR RIVER Birch. Tree, 50-90 ft.: bark reddish brown, or silvery gray on younger branches, separating into numerous thin, papery flakes; branchlets pubescent: lvs. rhombic-ovate, acute, doubly serrate, pubescent when young, at length only on the veins beneath, pale or glaucous-beneath, 2-3½ in. long: cones 1½ in. long, cylindrical, ripening in May or June; bracts pubescent, with erect, linear-oblong, nearly equal lobes. From Mass. south to Fla., and west to Kans. and Minn. S.S. 9:432.—A moisture-loving, graceful tree, with slender, very numerous branches, and remarkable for its torn and ragged bark.

231. Cone of Betula lutea. Natural size.

AA. Veins of lvs. 7 or less, not impressed pairs.
B. Wings usually broader than the nut.
c. Trunk with white bark. Trees; rarely shrubs.

8. papyrifera, Marsh. (B. papyracea, Ait.). PAPER OR CANOE Birch. Fig. 232. Tree, 60-90, exceptionally 130 ft.: branchlets glandular, hairy when young: lvs. ovate, narrowed to coriace at the base, acuminate, coarsely and usually doubly serrate, pubescent on the veins beneath or nearly glabrous, 1½-2½ in. long: cones peduncled, 1-2 in. long: bracts with short and broad divergent lateral lobes. N. states from the Atlantic to Pacific coast. S.S. 9:431. Em. 238. G.E. 3:221.—Ornamental tree, with very white trunk and a loose, graceful head when older. Var. cordifolia, Regel. (B. papyrifera and platanaphila, Hort.) Lvs. broadly ovate, usually coriace, large. Var. minor, Tuckern. Low, bushy tree with smaller lvs. and frs. Mtts. of N. Eng. and N. York.

9. populifolia, Ait. (B. dula, var. populifolia, Spach.). WHITE Birch. Small tree, exceptionally 40 ft., with smooth white bark; branchlets with numerous resinous glands: lvs. slender, petioled, triangular or deltoid, long acuminate, coarsely doubly serrate, glinuous when young, glabrous at length and shining: cones slender, stalked, cylindrical, about 1 in. long: bracts pubescent, the lateral lobes divergent, about as long as the middle one. From N. Brunswick to Delaware, west to Ontario. S.S. 9:450. Em. 1:242.—A small, graceful, but short-lived tree, yet thriving in dry and poor soil. Var. laciniate, Hort. Lvs. inesised-laciniate. Var. pendula, Hort. Branches distinctly pendulous. Var. purpurea, Hort. Lvs. purple when young, green at length. B. populifolia × papyrifera is shown in G.F. v. 356.

10. alba, Linn. EUROPEAN WHITE Birch. Fig. 233. Tree, sometimes 80 ft., with white bark: lvs. slender, petioled, ovate or rhombic-ovate, acute or acuminate, doubly serrate: cones erect or pendulous, cylindrical: bracts with horizontally spreading lateral lobes about as long as the middle one. From Eu. to Jap.—This very variable species may be divided into 2 subspecies:

(1) pendula, Roth (B. verrucosa, Ehrh.). Branches more pendulous, glabrous, usually glandular: lvs. rhombic-ovate, glinuous when young: cones all pendulous. The following varieties belong here: Var.

232. Staminate catkin (natural size) and flowers (enlarged) of Betula papyrifera.

atropurpurea, Hort. Lvs. dark purple. Var. Dalecarlica, Linn. (B. laciniata, Hort.) Fig. 234. Lvs. more or less deeply lobed with incised-serrate lobes. Var. fastigiata, Hort. Of straight, upright, columnar growth. Var. Japonica, Miq. (B. alba, var. Taikachi,
Regel). Lvs. broad-ovate, usually truncate at the base. Var. pendula, Hort. Branches slender, distinctly pendulous; cult. in several different forms, as var. pendula laciniata, Hort., with lacinate lvs.; a very graceful form (Fig. 234); var. pendula elegans; var. pendula Youngi, and others.

(2) pubescent, Ehrh. (B. odorata, Beobst.). Less pendulous or upright, sometimes shrubby; branchlets usually pubescent, not glandular; lvs. ovate, pubescent beneath, at least when young: cones pendulous or erect. The first grows more in dry situations, while the latter is found growing in moist places, often in swamps. To this subspecies belong the following varieties: Var. excelsa, Regel. (B. excelsa, Ait.). Tree: lvs. ovate, short petioled, pubescent beneath. Var. pubescens, Regel. Branches and lvs. pubescent, at least when young: lvs. ovate, acute. Var. uraltefolia, Spach. Lvs. small, deep green, irregularly incised-serrate, unequal at the base. Var. Carpathica, Regel, Pontica, Dipp., and tortuosa, Regel, are small trees, without any horticultural value.

cc. Trunk with dark bronze-colored bark.

11. occidentalis, Hook. Small tree, occasionally 40 ft.; branchlets slender, glandular: lvs. broadly ovate or nearly orbicular, acute or obtuse, sharply serrate, short-petioled, glabrous or sparsely pubescent at the veins beneath, 1-2 in. long: cones 1-1 1/4 in. long; bracts with erect, oval lobes, the middle one usually longer. Northwest Amer., east to Dakota and Nebraska. S.S. 9: 433.

BB. Wings smaller than the nut; shrubs 1-15 ft.: lvs. small, short-petioled: cones erect.

c. Branchlets glandular, not pubescent.

12. clandestina, Michx. Only 1-4 ft.: lvs. short-petioled, rounded or cuneate at the base, orbicular or broadly obovate, obtuse, deurate, glabrous, 1/2-1 1/2 in. long: cones peduncled, 3/4-2 in. long; lobes of bracts nearly equal, slightly spreading. Newfoundalnd to Alaska, south to Michigan, and in the Rocky Mountains to Colorado. B.B. 1: 310.

cc. Branchlets pubescent or nearly glabrous, not glandular.

13. pumila, Linn. Usually 2-8 ft., rarely 15: branchlets tomentose or pubescent, at least when young: lvs. orbicular or oval, acute or obtuse, coarsely dentate, pale and glabrous or pubescent beneath, 3/4-2 in. long: cones peduncled, 1 1/2-3 in. long; lateral lobes of the pubescent bracts spreading, shorter than the middle one. Newfoundalnd to Minn., south to Ohio. B.B. 1: 511. Var. fastigiata, Hort. (B. humilis fastigiata, Hort.). Of distinct upright growth. B. pumila x tente is shown in G.F. 8: 245.

14. nana, Linn. Low, spreading, rarely 4 ft.: lvs. orbicular or cuneate-ovate, crenate, rounded at apex, glabrous, 3/4-2 in. long: cones nearly sessile, 3/4-2 in. long; the upper bracts usually entire, the lower ones 3-lobed. Arctic N. E. Amer., N. Eu., Siberia. B.B. 1: 511.

-A low, graceful shrub for rockeries and rocky slopes.


BIARUM (old and obscure name). Aroidae. Dwarf, tuberous perennials of the same tribe with our native jack-in-the-pulpit. They are hardy in England, but probably are suitable only for pot culture in the northern U. S. They have a spathe which is tubular at the base, mostly with a long limb, and usually a long tail-like spadix. They grow a few inches high. Odd. Little known in America.

tenuifolium, Schott (Arum tenuifolium, Linn.). Lvs. linear-lanceolate or spatulate, appearing after the flowers, decay; spathe long acuminate, at length recurved and twisted spirally, about 10 in. long, outside green, streaked purple; inside dull purple, spotted; margins wavy; spadix 15 in. long. Spain. B.M. 2282.

Pyramide. Eng. (Ischaemum Pyramis, Schott). Lvs. oblong above the middle, narrowing abruptly to a very long petiole, resembling
BIANUM

Cola palustris: spate green outside, shining, velvety purple within, shorter and broader than in B. tubiflorum; at length revolute; tube narrowly oblong, conuate only at the vena base; spadix thicker and shorter. Syria. B.M. 5324.

Bovei, Blume. Lvs. similar to B. Pyrami: spate tube conuate a fourth of its length; blade of spathe long and narrow, lightly hairy, green outside, dark purple within. Syria, Asia Minor.

BIDENS (Latin, twice-toothed, referring to the seed). Compositae. Bur Marigold. Mostly American hardy annual and perennial herbs, allied to Dahlia and Coreopsis, and distinguished by the barbed awns of the seed, which, in B. frondosa, our common B. Tood-Tight, or Devil's B. Bootjack, are very troublesome by clinging to the clothing. B. grandifiora, Balb., from S. Amer., is a yellow-fld. hardy annual, growing 2 ft. high, bearing glabrous pinnatisect lvs.; occasionally cult. For B. atrousohy, Hort., see Cosmes diversifolius.

BIENNIAL. A plant living two years; particularly one which does not bear flowers and fruit until the second year from the seed. Plants vary greatly in their duration, depending upon the climate in which they grow and the treatment which they receive. Comparatively few plants are true biennials. The common mullein and bull thistle (Cirsium) are examples. Cultivated biennials become annuals if grown in a warm or long-season climate, as turnips, celery, cabbage, onion. If the plants are crowded, or not allowed to attain their full development, they tend to run to seed and complete their growth the first year. Common parents are familiar with this fact in celery, carrots and beets. Plants which are practically annuals under such conditions, but which have the power of carrying themselves over winter by means of bulbs, corms, tubers, and other food-storage parts, have been called pseud-annuals. De Candolle estimates that true or natural biennials comprise 1 or 2 per cent of the total number of species of seed-bearing plants.

L. H. B.

BIFRENARIA (Latin for twice and strip, referring to the connective of the pollinia). Orchidaceae. tribe Pseudanthera. Very like Maxillaria, and distinguished by technical characters of the pollinia. About 25 trop. Amer. species, of which the following are best known to the horticulturist. These species do well at the cool end of the Flats-ya house, and, in their duration, should be treated like Maxillaria and Lycaste.

aurantiaca, Lindl. Pseudobulbs ovate or ovoid, monopodial; leaf-blades about 6 in. long, oval or nearly so: fls. about 1 in. across, yellow, dotted with deeper yellow. Brasil.

villina, Lindl. Fls. deeper yellow than in the above, with a brown spot on the labelium. Brazil.

Oakes Ames.

BIGELOVIA (after Dr. Jacob Bigelow, author of Florula Bostoniensis, Medical Botany of U. S., &c.). Compositae. The only species in cult. is the original one, which resembles a goldener. Prop. by cuttings and by seed. Culture simple.

grævolens, Gny (Bigelovia dracunculoides, DC.). Low shrub, 1-6 ft. high, densely white-toothed-much branched, very leafy, males only in dry v. linear. 1-2 in. long: fls, yellow, 5-8 lines high, very numerous, crowded, in terminal corymbose cymes, rayless. Alkaline soils. Dak. to B. C. and S. to Calif. and Ariz. Var. abricullis is more permanently and densely woolly, dwarf, and recommended by A. M. Andrews, Boulder, Colo., for low hedges and edgings.

BIGELOW, JACOB. Botanist, physician, educator, and founder of Mt. Auburn Cemetery, the prototype of all garden and landscape cemeteries, was born at Sudbury, Mass., February 27, 1817, and died at Boston, Jan. 10, 1879. He was graduated from Harvard in 1806, and began the practice of medicine in 1818. His Florula Bostoniensis, 1814 (2d ed. 1824), was the first American local flora of importance, and served for many years as the only popular manual of New England botany. He was Professor of Materia Medica in Harvard from 1815 to 1855, and for twenty years Physician to the Massachusetts General Hospital. His History of American Botany, 1817-20, was the first work of its kind. Each of the three volumes contained descriptions of 20 species, with a colored plate of each produced by the aqua-tinting process, a method invented by Dr. Bigelow, for which he was liberal. His essay on "Self-Limited Diseases, an attack on heroic remedies and a plea for the recuperative processes of nature, marked an epoch in medical reform. Dr. O. W. Holmes said that it probably had more influence on medical practice in America than any work ever published in this country. He also did much to introduce science into colleges which were too exclusively classical. The genus Bigelovia, named after him by De Candolle, was founded on some plant reputed goldenrod. He was the one man without whom Mt. Auburn Cemetery would never have existed. This cemetery has been one of the most important factors in the development of landscape gardening in America, and without the revives derived from it the Massachusetts Horticultural Society could never have played so important a part in American horticulture. Dr. Bigelow was one of the most versatile, useful and interesting men of his day. The popular use of the word "technology" dates from his "Elements of Technology," 1827. For a fuller account, see the sketch by L. H. Bailey, in Botanical Gazette, 8: 217 (1882), and Scientific Papers of A. Mer. Bot. Soc., 2, 1887. See also, Dr. Bigelow's book on the history of Mt. Auburn.

W. M.

BIGNONIA (The Abbe Bignon, librarian to Louis XIV.). Bignoniaceae. Climbing American shrubs, mostly tropical, of more than 100 species. Fls. mostly large and showy, long-tubular; usually 3-merous, or -toothed, 2-lipped limb; perfect stamens 4: seeds winged, in a linear, compressed capsule.

Bignonias are strong and rapid-growing evergreen greenhouse climbers, requiring considerable space for their best development, such as the roof of a large conservatory, or the back wall of a lean-to greenhouse. If convenient, they should be planted out under the plant stage of the greenhouse, or otherwise in boxes placed on the stage. A box 5 ft. x 1½ ft. and 2 ft. deep is considered a convenient size for them. As with most greenhouse climbing plants, the roots like considerable freedom; but with Bignonias the roots must be somewhat restricted (though not to the limitations of a flower-pot), otherwise an immense growth and few flowers will be the result. They are not very fastidious as to soil. A good, fibrous loam, to which one-third well decomposed cow or sheep manure has been added, suits them admirably. A winter temperature of 45° to 50°, with a gradual rise as the days lengthen, should be given them, admitting air freely whenever the weather is favorable. They like plenty of moisture at the root, and 6 in. from the door of the winter house (though the growing season)—but perfect drainage should be ensured, as the soil at no time must become saturated or sour. Except when in flower, a good syringing on all fine days will be very beneficial. They should also be sprayed once or twice a week with a moderately strong solution of kerosene emulsion, or kerosene and water, to keep them free from mealy bug, as they are very subject to this pest. The vines should be trained so as to allow the circulation of air around the branches for the purpose of ripening the wood, as upon this depends the assurance of flowers. All superfluous branches and weak shoots should be removed, if possible, before the growing season begins. The branches should be shortened from 1 to 3 feet, according to their strength; this will throw the energy of the plant into the lateral buds, which will produce the flowering branches, providing the wood has been properly ripened the previous season.

Propagation is effected by cuttings taken in late spring and inserted in sand under a bell glass, or in a propagating box, in a warm temperature. Of the possible, short-joined lateral growths for the purpose. They must be carefully watered until rooted, which usually takes from 6 to 10 weeks.

Cult. by EDWARD J. CANNING.

1. Lvs. simple, opposite.

magnifica, Bull. Free-growing and floriferous, needing warm treatment, lvs. ovate-elliptic, stalked, entire;
fls., panicled, large (3½ in. across), ranging from mauve to purple-red, the throat primrose, limb wide-spread. Colombia. G.C. II. 12:75.


tropical, short-stalked, purple when young, but becoming magnificently veined and blotched with white: fls. purple. S. Amer. I. H. 13:469.


agryeo-viicascens, Hort. Lvs. ovate, cordate at base, short-stalked, purple when young, but becoming magnificently veined and blotched with white: fls. purple. S. Amer. I. H. 13:469.

aa. Lvs. pinnately compound, the 2 lower lfts. usually foliaceous and the others represented by tendrils.

b. Fls. normally from the axils of the lvs.

c. Pedicels 1-flld.

capreélià, Lindl. TRUMPET-FLOWER. CROSS-VINE. QUARTER-VINE. Climbing to great heights (often 50 ft. or more), glabrous, evergreen: lfts. stalked, oblong-acuminate, cordate, entire: fls. in many 2-5-flld. short-peduncled cymes, yellow-red and lighter within, tubular (2 in. long), with a stout limb. Native from Md. S. and W., and often a pest in orchards, climbing on the trees. B. M. 564. G. N. 1:370, 371. — Handsome vine for outdoor use. Good for covering walls. Sometimes grown in conservatories. A cross-section of the stem presents a cross-form appearance, whence one of the common names.


Tweediana, Lindl. Leaflets lanceolate and pointed, cordate, 3 in. or less long: fls. trumpet-shaped, 2 in. long, orange-yellow, the limb of rounded, spreading lobes and from 2-4 in. across. Argentina. B.R. 26:45. G. N. 49:812. — Will stand a little frost if grown in the open in the South.

cc. Pedicels 2-flld.

Linleyi, DC. Glabrous: lfts. oblong or ovate-oblong, cordate, acute, somewhat wavy-margined: fls. pale purple, with spots and stripes, the tube oblong-cylindrical (2 in. long), the limb short and the lobes obovate-rounded and undulate. Argentina. — Bloom when young.

spectosa, R. Grai. Glabrous: leaflets 3 in. long, elliptical and more or less acuminate, shining, the midrib prominent: fls. 3 in. long, with compressed tube, which is furrowed or plated below and yellowish with Hisc leaves, the limb 2½ in. across, purple and streaked, the lobes spreading reflexed, obtuse and wavy. Argentina. B. M. 5888. — Needs warm or intermediate temp.; blooms in spring and early summer. When grown in the open in the S., will stand a little frost.

bb. Fls. in clusters terminating the branchlets.

c. Branches prominently 4-angled.

aquinoctialis, Linn. Glabrous: Leaflets ovate to oval-lanceolate, obtuse or acuminate, shining above: fls., in both terminal and axillary panicles; corolla glabrous, trumpet-shaped, 2½ in. long, purple, with dark rose stripes (but said in garden books to be yellow); fls., sometimes only in 2's. W. Ind. and S. Amer. — Perhaps not the plant known under this name in the trade.

Chamberlaynii, Sims. Glabrous: leaflets ovate-acuminate, glabrous, shining above, paler beneath, more or less tapering at base: fls. tubular, contracted in the throat (3½-4 in. long), the limb comparatively short and spreading, bright yellow; cluster many-flld. Bras. B. M. 2148.

— Perhaps a form of the last. This species and B. spectosa are referred to the genus Achemopagma by some.

venusta, Ker-Gawl. Fig. 235. Stts. striate or somewhat angular, the young ones pubescent: leaflets usually 3, glabrous, ovate-acuminate, more or less tapering at base: fls. in corymbose, mostly drooping racemes, the corolla slender and long-tubular, contracted in the lower half (2½-3 in. long), with 2-lipped limb and oblong-obtuse, reflexing lobes, crimson-orange. Braz. B. M. 2506. A. F. 11:1025. — Requires a rather warm house. Profuse bloomer; early winter. One of the best rafter plants.


BILLBERGIA

See AVERROEA.

BILLARDIERA (after J. J. Labillardière, French botanist and traveler.) Pittosporaceae. Tender Australian climbers, with terminal, solitary, pendulous, tubular, stalked fls., generally yellow, and edible fr. B. longiflora and B. scadens are cult. abroad as greenhouse climbers. B. eugenia, cult. out of doors at Santa Barbara, Calif., is Salvia heterophylla.

BILLBERGIA (for the Swedish botanist, J. G. Billberg), Bromeliaceae. About 40 tropical American evergreen epiphytal herbs, now much cult. by amateurs and in fancy collections. A few kinds are well known to forrests. A closely allied genus is Xechma, which see for botanical differences. The fls. are in a spike or spike panicle, which rises from the center of the rosette of long, spiny edged, and usually stiff, pineapple-like lvs.; fls. showy, with 3-parted calyx and 1 long petal, 4 sejunct stamens, thread-like style, and berry-like fr. The colored bracts of the fl.-clusters are usually very showy. Cf. Charles Mez, the latest monographer, in DC. Planter Monogr. 9. Species confused; but the artificial arrangement given below may aid the gardener.

Billbergias can be cultivated best in greenhouses, planted in pans, pots, wooden cribs, or wire baskets, with loose, light material about their roots, such as pieces of charcoal, roots of very fibrous plants, or fern roots and sphennum moss, and such material. They require little water at the roots in winter, and nothing but light sprinkling over the foliage is required to keep them alive during that season. When the heat is great and they are making their growth, they
can withstand an abundance of moisture, at the roots as well as at the top, most of the time holding water in the funnel-like center or body of the plant. They generally bring their conspicuous, showy flowers in the spring, when most other Bromeliads should be withheld in order to prolong the beauty of the flowers. They require at night a temperature of from 50°-75°, but, of course, can stand any amount of heat in summer. Billbergias, Echeumias, and the like, are native to South America, and they will thrive exceedingly well in a living-room temperature. They love plenty of light and sun. All first-class private garden establishments should have at least a few of this class of plants. They are propagated best from suckers or sprouts, which arise from the base of the old plant, generally after it has bloomed and performed its functions. The old plant then gradually deteriorates, sending out from two young plants from its base. These can be taken off as soon as they are hardy and substantial enough, and can be mounted or potted into the same kind of material. Then, suspended in the greenhouse, conservatory, or window for an exhibition, they thrive best. Besides their beautiful and attractive flowers, they have very handsome foliage, which is of a tough and leathery texture. Billbergias, Echeumias, and the like, are native to South America, and they will thrive exceedingly well in a living-room temperature. Echeumias are usually larger than Billbergias and Tillandias.

Cult. by H. A. Sieberich

A. Fls. greenish or yellowish, often tipped with blue.
B. Petals curling spirally after fl. expands. (Helicédia.)

zebrina, Lindl. (Bromélia zebrina, Herb. _Echium zebrina_, Hort.). St. very short, or none: lvs. sheathing, deep green, with blotches and zones of gray-white, strongly spine-margined; fl. cluster loose, long and drooping: fls. green or yellow-green, the stamens becoming long-exserted; bracts salmon or rose, long-lanceolate. S. Amer. L.B.C. 20:1912. B.M. 2686.

decora, Poepp. & Endl. (Helicédia Baraquindiana, Lem.). Lvs. from the last from in having longer petal, drooping spike and longer bracts: lvs. 8-10, from 1-2 ft. long, mealy, white-blotched and banded. Brazil. I.H. 11:421. B.M. 6301.

bb. Petals not spirally twisting.

speciosa, Thunb. (R. amável, Lindl. R. pálida, Ker-Gawl.). Lvs. strap-shaped, connivent, and forming a tube at the base, 1-2 ft. long, somewhat spine-margined, green above and lepidote and somewhat striped on the back; fl. cluster large and loose, erect or drooping; bracts rose: fls. pale green or whistish, tipped with blue. Brazil. B.R. 1068.—An old and well known species.


AA. Fls. markedly red or purple.

b. Essentially red.

thysoides, Mart. Lvs. 1-2 ft., broad-ligulate, spine-margined, connave on upper surface, green above and paler beneath, abruptly acuminated: fl. cluster shorter than leaves; densely clustered, dr. fls. independent, bright red, petals reflexing. Brazil. B.M. 4756.—Showy. Runs into several varieties, some of them with purple-tipped fls. (as var. _splendidissima_ and festuca, André. R.H. 1833:300). _B. splendens_, Hort., is evidently one of the forms. Species too near the next.

pyramidalis, Lindl. (Bromélia pyramidátilis, Sims. _B. Croyiana_, De Jonghe). A foot high; differs from the last in having last in gradually acuminating lvs., which are more strongly and distinctly toothed and whistish, or even banded on the back: fl. cluster less farinaceous, broader and looser, the fls. less numerous. Peru. B.M. 1732.

BB. Essentially purple.

Morelli, Bronn. (B. Morelliana, Hort. B. Withrellii, Hook.). Lvs. short (1-1½ ft.), with few weak spines, wide, glabrous and green: fl. cluster exerted and drooping, with showy, pointed red bracts, the rachis woolly: fls. with red sepals and purple-limbed petals. Brazil. B.M. 4835.—Very showy.

vexillaria, André. Fig. 236. Hybrid of _B. thyso- ides_ and _B. Morelli_. Fls. purple: lower bracts long-pointed and red; spikes erect, exceeding the lvs. R.H. 1889:468.

vittata, Bronn. (B. Léopoldi, Hort., not Morr.). Vigorous, 2-3 ft.: lvs. long and large, concave above, recurved at the summit, obtuse or abruptly pointed, red-spined, cross-banded on the back: fl. cluster loose and nodding, shorter than the lvs., red-bractted: fls. deep blue, with recurving limbs. Brazil. Gn. 32:608. R.H. 1889, p. 87.


Quesneliana, Bronn. (Quesnelia Cypérnensis, Baker). Lvs. numerous, arising from a trunk or stem, rigid and spreading or recurved, connate above, very sharp-pointed, more or less white-marked on the back, long-acuminate: fl. cluster a dense, erect spike, with red and white-blotched obtuse bracts: fls. deep purple. Guiana. F.S. 10: 1028.

In the American trade the following names have been used: _B. cernua longifolia_, once offered by Fitcher & Manda, is probably _Echium bromeliifolia_. _B. fasciata_ = _Echium fasciata_. _B. maxima_ = 1-1½ ft. _orata_ = 1-2 ft. _rhodocyanea_ = _Echium fauceta_. _B. stricta_ = 1-2 ft.


BB. BILSTED. See Liquidambar.

BIRDWOOD. Name applied to various twining, weedy plants, particularly to various kinds of Convolvulus.

BIOTA. See Thuya.

BIRCH. See Betula.

BIRD-OF-PARADISE FLOWER. See Strelitzia.

BIRD'S-NEST FERN. See Thamnopteris.

BIRD'S-TONGUE FLOWER. See Strelitzia.

BIRTHWORT. See Aristolochia; also Trillium.
BISMARCKIA (in honor of Prince Bismarck). *Bal-

naceae, tribe Borsedce.* A genus nearly related to La-

tania and Borassus, distinguished by fruit characters.

Forms a tree 200 ft. high, with a gigantic crown of pal-

mate lvs., with white-streaked petioles and blades 16 ft.

in diam.: fr. borne in large, drooping clusters, dark

brown, plum-like, 1½ in. in diam., with a thin outer

shell and a fibrous inner one enclosing a rounded, 

wrinkled seed 1 in. in diam., reticulated like a walnut

and ruminated, as in the nutmeg. Cult. as for Latania.

nobilis, Hildeb. & Wendl. Young plants: petiole con-

vex on the back, channelled above, finely serrate on the

ridges above, thinly clothed with tufts of fibrous scales,

half as long as the blade; blade blue-green, rigid, 3 ft.

in diam.; segments 20, 2 in. wide, 1 ft. long, apex blunt

obtuse, with a long curved filament from the base of 


Jared G. Smith.

BITTER-SWEET. See Celastrus and Solanum.

BIXA (South American name). *Bixaceae.* A genus of two species of tropical trees with large, entire lvs.

and showy lvs. terminal pinacées. *B. Orelliana* is cult.

in the E. and W. Indies for the Annatto dye which is 

prepared from the orange-red pulp that covers the seeds.

It is the coloring matter chiefly used in butter and 

cheese. It is also used in dying silks, and preparing 

chocolate.

Orelliana, Linn. Height 30 ft.; lvs. cordate: ffs. pink-

ish. B.M. 1436. — It is rarely grown in northern green-

houses as an ornamental. Cuttings taken from a flower-

ing plant will produce flowering plants of a convenient 

size. Plants from seed usually flower less freely, and 

must attain a greater size before flowering.

BLACKBERRY. A name applied to various species of Rubus, of which the receptacle remains with the 

drupelets when fruit is picked. As a commercial fruit, 

it is known only in America. Although a well-known 

wild fruit from the earliest times, the Blackberry has 

only recently made its appearance among the more 

orderly and promising garden fruits. The type species is 

*Rubus nigrobacces,* although it has long been known 

under the name *Rubus hiemalis* (see Dewberry). A 

most variable species, and the number of forms which 

may be recognized depends only upon the judgment 

of the botanist who is reviewing them. There are several 

fruit types or groups of the Blackberry, the Cluster 

Blackberries, *Rubus nigrobacces.* The plants 

grow tall and upright, the leaflets are long-stalked, rather 

finely serrate and taper pointed. The flower cluster is 

long, leafless and open, with the individual flowers stand-

ing almost at right angles to the central stem. The pericarp 

is normally oblong or thimble-shaped, sweet, rather dull 

in color, with drupelets small and closely packed. The 

Taylor is one of the best representatives of this class.

(2) The White Blackberry, *R. nigrobacces, var. albus.* 

Similar to the above, but with nearly round, yellowish 

green calyxes and pinkish cream-or amber-colored fruit. 

Many varieties of this type have been introduced, but 

none have attained prominence. (3) The Short-Cluster 

Blackberries, *R. nigrobacces, var. sativus.* This is the 

commonest form of cultivated Blackberry, and includes 

such varieties as the Snyder, Lawton and Agawam (Fig.

239). In this type the clusters are shorter, less 

coarsely serrated, the pedicels more oblique, the flowers shorter and rounder, 

glossy black, the drupelets large and irregularly set. 

The leaflets are broader, coarsely and unevenly serrate, 

undelined and less fragrant than the Cluster Blackberries, *R. arynus.* This is a lower and more 

busby form, with narrow, coarsely toothed, light-

colored leaflets and short cluster, having simple leaves 

intermingled with the flowers. Its best common repre-

sentative is the Early Harvest. (5) The Loose-Cluster 

Blackberries, *R. nigrobacces xellosum.* This is a group 

of hybrid origin, being intermediate between the Black-

berry and dewberry (see Dewberry). The plants have 

a low, spreading habit, of growth, large, broad 

jaegged, notched leaves, shallow dewberry-like clusters, 

with large, roundish fruits, made up of very large, 

loosely set drupe-

lets. The Early Wilson and Wilson Junior are its best 

known representatives (Fig. 238). (6) The Black-

berry, *R. uncinolus.* (Fig. 239). A sturdy little shrub, 

armed with vicious recurved thorns, with thickish, 

wedge-shaped leaflets, whitened woolly beneath. The 

calyces are few-lobed, opening from the center 

ward, the fruit roundish, loose-grained, very black 

and good. Known in cultivation only as the Topsy, or 

Tree Blackberry. (7) There is still another type of 

Blackberry, known as the Thornless or Mountain Blackberry 

(*Rubus tridentatus*), but it is not in cultivation. It is 

characterized by smooth, unarmed canes, narrow, sharp-

pointed leaflets, the upper ones borne on long, slender 

leaf-stalks, an open flower-cluster, a short, roundish, 

glossy black fruit, with large, dry drupelets, rather 

less than the common Blackberry, and is not so good in 

quality. For further account of the Blackberry tribes, 

see Bailey, Evolution of Our Native Fruits.

The first Blackberry introduced into cultivation was 

the Dorchester, which was exhibited before the Massa-

chusetts Horticultural Society in 1814. This was 

followed by the Lawton a few years later, which became 

much more prominent. The Kittatinny soon divided hon-

or with this, and both now largely have given up to the 

Snyder, which is undoubtedly the most widely 

grown variety of the present day. This, like many com-

mercial fruits, is a variety of poor quality, but extremely 

hardy and productive. The rapid strides made by the 

Blackberry in cultivation prove that a place was ready 

and waiting for it in the pomological world, a place 

which it has proved itself eminently fitted to fill, owing 

both to its desirable qualities in general and to its ability 

to rapidly vary and develop new types. At the present 

time it is one of the most important, most generally 

liked and most profitable bush-fruits grown.

The Blackberry thrives on almost all soils, but to reach 

its production demands a strong loan, retentive of mois-

ture and tending toward clay rather than sand. Soil must 

be well drained at all times. If too rich in humus and 

nitrogen, a tendency toward a rank growth of plant, 

with diminished fruitfulness, appears, while a light, 

sandy soil will fail to carry the fruit through periods of 

237. Agawam Blackberry.
drought, which is usually the greatest obstacle to success with this fruit. For this reason a cool northern exposure is always desirable, and in the region of the Plains, a good windbreak on the south and west is very beneficial. Fertilizers containing a liberal proportion of potash are most suitable. Too much stable manure, or nitrogen in other forms, will induce a rank growth of canes at the expense of fruit.

Plants are propagated either by root-cuttings, or by means of the suckers which naturally spring up about the parent plants. The latter are most commonly used in commercial work. Root-cuttings may be made in the fall and carried over winter in sand, or started under glass toward spring, or the cuttings can be made in spring and sowed in furrows, like peas. Planting is best done in spring, as a rule. If set in the fall, each plant should be covered with a mulch of earth or strawy manure, which should be removed in spring. The rows should be about 8 feet apart, and the plants may be set from 2 to 4 feet apart in the row. At the latter distance, cultivation may be given in both directions for the first year or two. With high culture, good results may be obtained by planting in hills, 7 or 8 feet apart each way.

Pruning the Blackberry is not difficult, yet upon its proper performance depends much of the success of the crop. The old canes should be removed yearly, preferably in summer, as soon as they have borne their crop of fruit. They then no longer interfere with the symmetrical development of the young canes, and if gathered and burned at once, much is gained in keeping the field clear of certain fungi and insects. The young canes should be clipped off when they reach a height of 1 or 2 feet, in order to induce early branching and a stocky bush with well developed laterals, capable of producing and holding up a heavy crop of fruit. It is very important that the shoots be not allowed to get higher than 2 feet before this clipping is done. They will then elongate and make the bush high enough. If neglected, and later cut back to 2 feet, the buds will be weak, the growth poor, the bush low, and the crop small. The laterals are usually cut back to about 18 inches in length the following spring, but varieties differ in their habit of bearing fruit-buds, and it is not safe to cut by measure. It should be remembered that this spring pruning is the method of thinning the Blackberry, and judgment must always enter into the question of thinning fruit. In the region of the Plains, where moisture is likely to be deficient, both in soil and atmosphere, it is frequently found better not to cut back the growing shoots in summer, but to let them develop one straight cane, which is cut back to 2½ or 3 feet in spring. This will generally develop all the fruit which the plant can carry to maturity under such conditions. A few growers in other parts of the country train to wires, and in that case the shoots are also allowed to grow at will, but are left much longer in spring and tied to the wires for support. Close-pruned, stocky bushes may be covered with straw as a protection against late spring frosts. The best of cultivation is always demanded. In a crop in which so much depends upon an abundant supply of moisture in the soil, none should be allowed to go to waste. Hence, the cultivation should be frequent and

![Wild hybrid of Blackberry and Dewberry.](image)

238. Wild hybrid of Blackberry and Dewberry.

Constant, but always shallow, for deep cultivation disturbs the roots and induces increased suckering. In small garden patches mulching may be substituted. Growers in the middle West have found mulching with green clover in the row, and cultivating between, very beneficial.

In many parts of the country winter protection is absolutely essential to success, and often adds greatly to the yield in other regions, where not considered a necessity. This protection is by no means always called for by reason of extreme cold. The winters of Nebraska and Kansas are nearly always milder than those of central New York; yet during one of the mildest of these, when the mercury reached zero but once, and was then only five degrees below, Taylor Blackberries were killed to the ground, while the succeeding winter, which was decidedly colder, they came through unharmed. It may be as much a matter of moisture as of temperature. The needed protection is best given by loosening the earth on both sides of the plant, carefully turning it down and covering the tips with soil, laying the next plant upon the roots of this, and so on. In mild climates, covering the tips is sufficient; in especially unfavorable ones the whole plant must be covered. The cost of this need not exceed $5 to $8 an acre.

The fruit of the Blackberry should be left upon the
plants as long as possible before picking, for it is not ripe when it first turns black. It should never be exposed to the sun after it is removed from the bushes. The Blackberry generally outyields all the other members of this family, and is usually one of the most profit-

able to grow when properly managed, provided the climate and other general conditions are favorable.

There are several formidable enemies of the Blackberry, but they are generally easily mastered by the alert and energetic grower. Cutting out the bearing canes as soon as they are through fruitching will circumvent the vermin which sometimes works in the canes, and will aid in preventing the spread of anthracnose and leaf rusts. The orange rust must be fought by digging up and burning infected bushes as soon as detected, for there is no cure. But this trouble is seldom serious.

FRED W. CARD.

BLACKBERRY LILY. See Belamcanda.

BLACKWOOD. See Acacia.

BLADDER NUT. See Staphylea.

BLANDFORDIA. See Utricularia.

BLANDFORDIA (after George, Marquis of Blandford). Liliacea. Tender bulbous plants from Australia and Tasmania, placed by J. G. Baker (Journ. Linn. Soc. 11:364) between Kniphofia and Finkia, but very different in general appearance from Funkia. Roots tuberous fibers: lvs. in two vertical ranks, narrowly linear, hard, persistent; fls. large, 1½-3 in. long, showy, nodding, in short racemes, usually orange red to crimson, with yellow tips.

Being tenderer than the poker plant, and of more difficult culture, Blandfordias are rarely grown in America. B. flavomurta, var. princeps, is the best kind. In New South Wales they grow in peat bogs and on shady mountain sides. During the growing season they must be shaded from bright sunshine, and during the resting season they may be placed in a light pit, where they are not crowded or shaded by taller plants. They prefer moist, but not water-logged soil, and a moist atmosphere, but not draughts. The chief element of the potting soil should be peat; if the pot is heavy, use sand freely; if light, use some loam, and pack firmly; if spongy, add some charcoal. Pot after flowering, in early spring, being careful not to overcrowd, and plan to leave roots undisturbed for two years at least. A top-dressing each year and liquid manure during growing season, is necessary to produce a good flowering. Prop. by seeds sown in sandy peat with mild bottom heat, or usually by careful and not too frequent divisions of the root, made in early spring, after flowering, at the time of potting, and preferably when strong offsets are formed.

A. Margin of lvs. not roughish.


This has lately been held to be synonymous with B. grandiflora, but it is horticulturally distinct, and the pedicels are shorter.

AA. Margin of lvs. roughish.

B. Fls. golden yellow, without any red.

C. aurea, Hook. t. Lvs. 8-12 in. long, ⅓-2½ lines wide; fls. 3-6, the only ones in the genus but notched with red. Perianth wide-spatulate, sometimes nearly as wide as long, more bell-shaped than any other species. N.S. Wales. B.M. 5809.

BB. Fls. red-tubed and yellow-tipped.


Var. princeps, Baker (B. princeps, W. t. Smith), has larger and brighter colored fls., and is the best of the genus. The perianth is longer and less spreading than in the type, and swells very gradually from the base, instead of being constricted near the base. B.M. 6299. F.M. 1875:176. F.S. 22:5314. Gn. 47:1013.

cc. Tube short, scarcely twice as long as wide.

grandiflora, R. Br. Lvs. 12-15 in. long, 3-4½ lines wide; fls. 10-30. Distinguished from all others by having the filaments inserted above instead of at the middle, but in var. intermedius, Baker, which connects B. grandiflora and nobilis, the lvs. are inserted at the middle of the tube, the lvs. are narrower, and the lvs. smaller. Tasmania. B.R. 924. The name grandiflora is now a misnomer, as the fls. are smaller than in any other species except B. nobilis. The rarest species. W. M.

BLANKET FLOWER. See Gaillardia.

BLAZING STAR. See Liatris.

BLECHNUM (Greek name for some fern). Polypodiaceae. Rather coarse greenhouse Ferns, with pinnatifid or palmate lvs., and rows of almost continuous sorus parallel to the midvein and close to it, covered with a membranous indusium. Blechnums will thrive in almost any compost, but their lvs. quickly turn brown and then black if watered overhead. Prop. by spores. In Blechnum we have a singular knot in nomenclature. Linnaeus described two species in 1733, and to the West Indian one he gave the name B. orientale, citing figures, but to show that it was the plant that recent authors call B. occidentale. His East Indian plant he similarly called B. occidentale. The normal or ordinary usage has been followed below, the name B. orientale being given to the eastern plant.

Blechnums are very useful for florists for jardinières, and for specimen Ferns. To attain best results, it is necessary to maintain an abundance of moisture at the
roots, with a drier atmosphere than most other Ferns require, to prevent fronds from turning brown during winter months. Average temp. 60-65° F. Soil, equal parts of rich loam and leaf-mold or peat. The spores of most Blechnums germinate very freely if sown on a compost of loam and leaf-mold or peat in equal parts, and placed in a moderately moist and shady position in a temp. of 60-65° F. Some of the species send out creeping rhizomes, which develop young plants at the ends. When sufficient size these may be detached and potted, and in a short time they will develop into good specimens. Some very attractive species are found among the hardy British Blechnums.

Cult. by N. N. Bruckner.

A. Pinna strongly decurrent at the base, joining with the one next below.

Brasiliacæa, Desv. Growing from a stout, slightly arborescent trunk 1 ft. or more long: lvs. 2-3 ft. long, 1 ft. or more wide, with the pinnae set at a acute angle with the rachis, the lower much shorter and more distant. Braz. S. 2: 4.


Corcovadonæ, Raddi. Pinnae not cut to the rachis, much crowded and shorter than the last; longest pinnae less than 6 in. long, attenuate at the tips; lvs. crinose when young, and gradually turning to a metallic hue before becoming permanently green. By some considered a variety of B. Brasiliacæa. Braz. Var. crispatum, Hort., with wavy edges, may be commoner in cult. than the type.

occidentale, Linn. Lvs. from an erect caudex, which is covered with brownish scales: lvs. 9-18 in. long, 4-6 in. wide, with the pinna truncate or even coriaceous at the base and slightly falcate. Mex. and W. Ind. to Braz. See Fig. 210.

serrulatum, Rich. Growing from an ascending nearly naked rootstock: lvs. 1-2 ft. long, 6-15 in. wide, with numerous narrow pinnae, which are contracted at the base and of nearly uniform width throughout; margins finely serrulate; texture coriaceous. Fla. to Braz. R. orientale, Linn. is a large East Indian and Polynesian Fern, with lvs. often 3 ft. long; well worthy of culture. L. M. Underwood.

BLEEDING HEART. See Dicentra.

BLÉPHARIS (Greek, eyelash; referring to fringed bracts). Acanthææ. An unimportant genus of dwarf, often spiny shrubs and herbs, allied to Acanthus, and of similar culture.

carduifolia, T. Anders. (Acanthus carduifolius, Linn. Acanthodium carduifolius, Nees). Plant villous; lvs. lanceolate, sinuate-dentate, spiny; spike terminal, cylindrical; bracts roundish, pinnately 5-lobed at the apex.

BLÉTIA (Louis Blel, Spanish botanist). Orchidææ, tribe Epidendrææ. Terrestrial or epiphytal herbs, widely distributed: lvs. plicate, membranaceous, sheathing the st., erect. This genus lends itself readily to cultivation, but is not showy enough to be popular. They need a long season of rest. The commonly cult. kinds are terrestrial, and thrive in ordinary orchid loam.

hyscinitus, R. Br. Lvs. about 1 ft. long; lvs. looking down, in various shades of purple, on a scape about 1 ft. high. China. B. M. 1492, as Cymbidium hyscinitus. — Stands some frost.

verescundum, R. Br. The first exotic Orchid introduced (1731). Racemes showy and branching, 2-3 ft.: lvs. purplish. W. Ind.; also in Middle and E. Fla.

Sépherdii, Hook. Very like the last, and perhaps a form of it: lvs. deep purple; center of labellum yellow. B. M. 3319.

Sharratiana, Bateman. Lf.-blades pointed at both ends: lvs. dark, more showy than in the above, brilliant lilac or rose color; labellum purple, with 3 golden yellow lines. New Grenada. B. M. 5646.

patula, Hook. Lfs. deep pink lilac, numerous and large (2 in. across). B. M. 3518. — Requires culture given Cattleyas.


R. akhilla, Nutt., is a native species growing as far N. as N. Carolina. — R. Tinkersville, R. Br., is a Plantas. Oakes Ames.

BLIGHT. An indefinite term, popularly used to designate any sudden and incalculable death of plants. The term is now restricted by botanists to parasitic diseases. These diseases are of two classes, — those due to bacteria or microbes, and those due to parasitic fungi. For an account of these troubles, see Diseases.

BLITE. See Chenopodium.

BLOODROOT. See Sanguinaria.

BLOOMERIA (named for Dr. H. G. Bloomer). Liliíaceæ. A genus of two species, natives of southern California. They are closely allied to Brodiaeæ, but differ in having the perianth parted nearly to the base. Bloomerias have a flattert form, much like Crocus, covered with fiber, and not often producing offsets. The lvs. are radical, slender, and grass-like; scape slender but stiff, 6 to 18 in. high, naked, except for short bracts beneath the many-rayed umbel; pedicels slender, jointed; lfs. nearly rotate, less than an inch across, orange. Bloomerias prefer a sandy, warm and well-drained soil. In northern California, with a minimum temperature of 12° above zero, they are perfectly hardy. In a colder climate, a covering of straw or leaves or a position in the cold frame would be a judicious precaution. Plant early, and see that the soil is light and sweet. They like the sun, and are good for forcing. The light soil and warmth of a pot more nearly approximates natural conditions than the open ground does in cooler climates. After ripening, it is best to dig and replant in fall. The seeds grow readily, and the plants flower in 3 to 5 years.

auræa, Kellogg. Fig. 241. Scapes roughish, 6-18 in.; lfs. ¼- ⅔ in. broad; fls. numerous, bright orange, in a
BLOOMERIA  
pedicels  
perianth  

BLUEBELL. See Campanula.

BLUEBERRY. Species of Vaccinium.

BLUE FLAG. See Iris.

BLUETS. See Houstonia.

BLUMENTHIA (after Dr. J. F. Blumenbach,  
professor at Göttingen). Loasaceae. A genus of S. American  
plants allied to Loasa and Mentzelia (Mexican prickly  
poppy), notcult, in Amer. because of their covering of  
slining hairs. The fls. are odd and pretty. The gar- 
den forms are mostly treated as tender annuals.

B. Chiquitensis, Hook. f. Lvs. 8-10 in. long; fls. 1½-2 in.  
long. brick red, tipped yellow without, and yellow within;  
petals 5-10, heart-shaped. Perennial. B.M. 6145. — B. grandi-
téra, G. Don (B. contorta, Hook. f. B.M. 6134). Lvs. 4-6 in.  
long; fls. 1½-2 in. long, wholly red; scales ½ in. long, cup-  
shaped; green calyces in 5 bundles, with long flaments.  
Perennial. — B. insignis, Schrad. Stem climbing, 4-sided; petals  
white, unguiculate. B.M. 2965.

BOCCONIA (after Dr. Paulo Boccioni, Sicilian botanist  
and author). Papaveraceae. PLume Poppy. A genus of 5  /species, of which B. cordata is the only one worthy of  
cultivation. The large, handsome, glaucous lvs. remind  
one, by their texture and lobing, of bloodroot and stylo-
phorum, which belong to allied genera. The fls. are  
very unlike our common poppies, being small and with-
out petals, but they are borne in great feathery or pluny  
massees, in terminal panicles raised high above the  
heavy foliage, making the plant unique in its pictureque  
general appearance. Hence, it is much used for isolated  
lawn specimens, or for very bold and striking  
effects, being especially adapted to be viewed at  
long distances. It is also placed in shruberies, wilds  
gardens, and at the back of wide borders, as it spreads  
rapidly by suckers, any one of which, if detached, will  
make a strong plant in a single season. The Plume Poppy  
seems to be much harder in America than in the Old World.  
It was popular early in the century, but was neglected,  
probably because it spread so rapidly.

Lately it has become popular again. It deserves to be  
permanently naturalized in the American landscape.  
To produce the largest specimens, it is well to plant in  
very rich soil, give the old clumps liquid manure in  
spring, and cut off the suckers. Prop. chiefly by suckers.

cordata, Wild. (B. Japonica, Hort.), Fig. 242. Hardy  
herbaceous perennial: height 5-8 ft.; lvs. large, glau-
cous, heart-shaped, much-loved, deeply veined; petals,  
pinkish; stamens about 30. China, Japan. B.M. 1905.  
Gn. 51, p. 279. Gng. 5: 342. J. B. Keller and W. M.

BOEHMÉRIA (G. K. Bohmer, a German botanist).  
Urticaceae. Many widely distributed species. B. nivea,  
Gaud., of trop. Asia, is cult. in some countries as a fiber  
plant, and has been introduced into this country for that  
purpose. It is a strong-growing, large-ivd. perennial,  
well suited to the border as an ornamental subjeet.  
B. argentea, Lind., a store plant, is useful for subtropical  
bedding; but it is not in the Amer. trade.

BOLANDRA (H. N. Bolander, Californian botanist).  
Resedaceae. Two species of small west American  
herbs, with purplish fls., in lax corymbs; petals 5, in-
serted on the throat of the 5-lobed calyx; stamens 5,  
alternate with petals. Delicate herbs, suitable for rock- 
work.

Oregana, Wats. A foot or two high, pubescent and  
glandular; lvs. inacutely toothed and lobed; fls., deep  
purple; tube of the calyx equaling the teeth and a little  
shorter than the petals; pedicels reflexed in front.  
Oregon.—Int. by Gillett in i88i.

The first-described species, B. californica, Gray,  
seems not to have been offered in the trade. It is a  
smaller species, less pubescent, with smaller fls., the  
lower lvs. round-reniform and 5-lobed; plant 3-12 in.  
high, the stems weak and slender.

BOLDÁ FRÁGRANS, cult. in S. Calif. See Penmis.

BÖLÉUS. Consult Mushrooms.

BÖLLEA. See Cyclopetalum.

BOLTONIA (James Bolton, English botanist).  
Compositae. FALSE CHAMOMILE. Four or 5 species of aster-
like glabrous, often glaucous herbs of the United States  
and eastern Asia. They are tall and leafy plants, bloom-
ing profusely in late summer and autumn, and excellent  
for the hardy border. Differ from aster in having a  
convex receptacle, short pappus bristles and awns, and  
other technical characters. Boltonias are of easy cul-
ture. They take care of themselves when once estab-
lished. Prop. by division. Should be better known to  
gardeners. They stand without staking.

asteroides, L’Her. (B. glaucoflosa, L’Her.), Srs. 2-5 ft.,  
simple below and branching at the top; lvs. broadly  
lanceolate or the upper narrower; flower-head  
numerous, the rays varying from white to violet and  
purple; involucral bracts lanceolate and acute, greenish;  
scapes of the pappus numerous and conspicuous, the  
two awns sometimes missing. Pa. to Ill. and S.  

latissquama, Gray. A handsom plant, with larger  
and more showy heads with blue-violet rays: involu-
cre bracts oblong or obovate and obtuse (often bear-
ing a minute point); pappus scales small, the awns  
Perennial.

B. Contollénis, Franch. & Sav., is native to Japan,  
where the young plants are used for greens. See george-
son, A.G. 13, p. 8, fig. 4. It is annual. Has not yet ap-
peared in the Amer. trade. Gray restricts Boltonia to the  
U. S., and regards this species as of another genus.

BOMAREA (derivation doubtful). Amaryllidaceae.  
Tender South American plants allied to Alstroemeria,  
and with similar fls. but a twining habit. Lvs. parallel-
veined, usually borne on short, twisted pedioes: fls. in  
pendulous umbels, variously colored and spotted, borne  
in early spring and summer: perianth funnel-shaped:  
tube none. See Baker, Amaryllidaceae.

Bomareas delight in rich, fibrous soil, and require  
plenty of water during the growing season, which com-
Plate III. A hardy border

A permanent plantation of woody and herbaceous plants, well grown and well placed. John Sloane estate, Lenox, Mass.
BOMAREA

of air in summer. Prop. by fresh seeds, which germinate readily if sown in shallow pans in a warm propagating house. Also, and more rapidly, by careful division of the rhizome, to which some of the roots should be attached.

Cult. By N. J. Rose.

**A. Perianth segments equal.**

**B. Umbel simple;** *fls. medium-sized.*

**oligónta**, Baker. *Lvs. 3-4 in. long, oblong, acute, lax, thin, densely pubescent beneath; *fls. 6-8 in an umbel; bracts large, leaf-like; segments 1-1½ in. long, outer dull red, inner bright yellow with reddish brown spots. Peruvian Andes.

**Bb. Umbel compound.**

**C. Fls. small.**

**Salsilla, Herb.** (B. oculata, M. Roem. Alstrænemâ a oculata, Loddd.). *Fig. 243. Lvs. 2-4 in. long, ½ in. broad, lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, moderately firm, glabrous beneath; umbel 4-16-rayed; rays 1-3 in. long, 1-3-fl.; bracts small: fls. pink or red, marked with blue and dark purple within. Chilli. L.B.C. 19: 1851. B.M. 3344.

**cc. Fls. large.**

**Carderi, Mast.** *Lvs. 4-6 in. long, 1½-2 in. broad, oblong, acute: umbel 1 ft. long, 6-9-rayed; rays 1-4-fl.: bracts large, leafy; perianth-segments 2 in. long, outer pale pink, spotted brown near the top, inner greenish white, much spotted. P.M. 1876: 229. G.C. II. p. 753.

**Shuttleworthia, Mast.** *Lvs. 5-6 in. long, oblong, acute, glabrous: umbel 1 ft. long, 5-10-rayed; rays usually 3-fl.; perianth-segments 2 in. long, outer reddish, inner greenish yellow. Colombian Andes. G.C. II. 17: 77 and 85. The curious egg-shaped tubers terminate unbranched roots, which spring from a rhizome about 1 in. wide. Having no eyes or buds, they cannot be used for propagating.

**AA. Perianth segments not equal, the inner longer than the outer.**

**B. Umbel simple.**

**Pastracensis, Herb.** (B. contura, Bentham.) Stems purple-tinted, pubescent; *lvs. 5-6 in. long, oblong-lanceolate, pubescent beneath; *fls. 20-30; outer segments 1½ in. long, bright red, inner ones 2½ in. long, bright red, yellow-keeled, with a few spots. Andes of Equador and Colombia. G.C. II. 17: 1871. B.M. 6692. —When well-grown, the umbel is very dense and many-flb.

**Bb. Umbel compound.**

**vitellina, Mast.** *Lvs. 3-4 in. long, ovate-oblong: umbel about 12-rayed; perianth segments bright yellow, outer 1½ in. long, inner 2 in. long: bracts large, leafy. Peruvian Andes. G.C. II. 17: 151.

**W. M.**

**BOMBAX** (a Greek name for *vas silk; alluding to the cottony contents of the pods). *Malvaceæ. Silk Cotton Tree* Ten or 12 tropical trees, with digitate 5-9-foliolate

lvs., 1-fl. axillary or clustered peduncles, and usually large white or scarlet *fls.* Specimens are rarely seen in cult. in fine glass-houses, and none of the species appear to be in the Amer. trade. The bark of some species produces commercial fiber.

**BONESET.** *Eupatorium perfoliatum.*

**BORAGOE** (Borago officinalis, Linn.). *Boraginaceæ.* A coarse annual plant grown for culinary use in some parts of Eu., as in Germany. Used as a pot-herb and sometimes with salads. Only the young lvs. are palatable. Mostly known in this country as a bee-plant and for its handsome blue or purplish racem. *fls.* It is a hairy plant, ½-2 ft. high, with oval or oblong lvs. Eu., North Africa.

**BORASSUS.** *Palmaeae.* Tall palms, with large palmately flabelliform plicate lvs.: sheath short; petiole spiny; ligule short, rigid; fl. large, subglobose, brown. Species 1. Trop. Africa.

**flabelliformis, Linn. Fig. 244. St. 30-100 ft. high; lvs. 8-10 ft. long; *fls.* segments bífid at the apex. — Widely cultivated. One of the most useful palms of India. The fruits are very large. Many parts of the plant are utilized by the natives as food and in the arts. Wood black, very hard. This plant requires rich soil and strong heat for its best development, and is rather slow-growing under cultivation, especially while young. The illustration (Fig. 244) is adapted from Martius' Natural History of Palms.

**JARED G. SMITH and W. H. TAPLIN.**

**BORDER.** A narrow planting, particularly if it is alongside a walk, drive, fence, or other boundary. Plate III. Figs. 245, 246. The term border may be taken to have meant originally a line of plants set out to mark the edge or dividing line, or termination of a part of the grounds, in many instances still to be seen in the most ancient gardens of castles and other residences. These are formed on the terrace, where no other form of floral decoration would be possible. In these places are often herbs, shrubs and trees that are grand old specimens of very rare or tender subjects, that would not thrive in any other location.

There are three distinct types of border: (1) the shrubbery border, in which various forms of garden plants of 林 mascot habit are blended so as to make a harmonious whole. (2) Another form of border, now happily almost obsolete, is the "ribbon border," in which plants of dwarf habit and bright coloring are used to produce geometrical designs on the greensward. This form of gardening was very common in parks and public spaces until recent years, but public taste has been educated to see and to like the old-fashioned border, or (3) the border proper,—the one that was used when gardening had to be done without the aid of glass structures, all the occupants being hardly by nature, whether of annual, biennial or perennial duration. It may be said that we are in the Renaissance of the flower border; but much has been added to it, and
the greater possibilities we have are due largely to our greater wealth in plants.

To have a good flower border is by no means an expensive undertaking if a few essentials are regarded.

The first and most important requisite is a good depth of soil; it matters little what the kind of soil, if good, but it is better, if possible, to vary the texture and be able to control the quantity of moisture. Lilies are among the most beautiful of border flowers, but they like a soil that is light, cool and moist; hence decayed humus, as leaf-mold, is valuable. Many other subjects, as annuals from warmer climates, like a soil that absorbs heat rapidly and retains it, such as a soil of a sandy texture. In this will thrive all bulbs that die down early in summer, such as tulips and narcissuses. It enables the bulbs to mature well and remain dry in winter, and to make an early start in spring. The great majority of plants, however, require a retentive compost, that will not dry out readily in hot weather, and it must be made rich enough to grow vegetable crops. One cannot starve the plant and expect a good harvest of bloom. If the natural soil be not really good or suitable, make it so. If it is not possible to do it all at once, begin well, and add to it as time goes on and the plants need the space, for it will be found that in a mixed border of plants which practically take care of themselves, there will always be plenty for one’s own use, and a quantity of roots to spare.

The location of such a border is an important consideration, so far as general effect and efficiency are concerned. Along the line of a fence or boundary, near the margin of a walk, drive, or avenue, or next the house, are good locations. The front line may be straight, curved or irregular in outline, according to the situation or fancy of the owner. The plants will lend themselves kindly to one or all forms, oftentimes forming a line of their own by outgrowing their allotted space. The number of subjects suitable for this kind of work are many. Begin with the old-fashioned flowers, such as peonies, dicentras, larkspurs, perennial poppies, pyrethrum, iris, hemerocallis, and a host of others. Hollyhocks are most excellent, but in the East the disease or rust must be kept off by thorough spraying. The perennial garden phlox must be added, but see to it that it does not seed the bed and produce a tiresome crop of poor, weedy sorts. The same may be said of the larkspur. In fact, unless some specially marked flowers are wanted for seeds, it is best not to allow border plants to seed in the soil, for they speedily make trouble. Sweet-smelling plants are very desirable, such as bergamot, monarda, the perennial fennel, with its graceful foliage for blending with cut-flowers, a little bush of rue, one of marjoram, a plant of the lemon-scented verbena or aloysia (which may be wintered over indoors), the scented geraniums, southernwood, and many others that have old associations, and help to recall the memory of self and friends. Spring flowers must not be neglected, as they "come before the swallow dares." Narcissuses in many kinds are hardy and permanent; so, also, are the Darwin tulips, even though unlike the florists’ ideal. This recent race of tulips and those of the Gesseriana type live year after year and grow better, besides giving fine blooms for cutting. Crocuses may be placed near the margins in warm corners, planting over them or sowing a few seeds of annuals to cover the soil that hides them in summer. Stocks, zinnias, asters and mignonette are all admirable and most suitable, with a chump or row of sweet peas near the back at intervals. Gladioluses are excellent. The lilies ought to be planted in a group, to do them justice, and the bulbs can then be covered in full with a coat of dry leaves or pine needles to protect them. The regal Japan iris needs much water, and may be given a special bed, where it can be supplied freely, other semi-aquatic plants being placed with them, provided the one border does not give the desired variety of soils; but the whole of the above-named plants may be made to grow in a mixed border if it be properly prepared.

One of the best uses of a border is to make it a repository or catch-all for hardy plants. Here plant wild asters and goldenrods, wild lilies and buttercups, and whatever else is needed; or place a bush of Viburnum, or a clump of sassafras or box, or a row of bay or holly; or a few wild cherry trees, or a clump of fern. Here also are suitable iris for the pool, for the pond, and for the walls. The massed stand of attractively colored plants in the natural manner will soon become a feature of the garden. The border reflects the personality of its maker.

One caution must be given,—never spade up or fork over such a border. Let all enrichment be given as a top-dressing in fall, allowing the plants to come up through it as they will. The best time to plant is early in fall, before the soil loses its stored-up warmth, as the plants then get well established before spring; but if division and replanting are necessary, wait until things have made a visible start in spring, so that nearby plants are not injured by the

245. Border on the side of a lawn, the body of the plantation being made of shrubbery.

246. An informal border along the fence.
BORDER

The Hardy Border may be made a most attractive feature of any planting. A good model to follow may often be found along a country road which has not been "cleaned up" into formality and monotony. The charm of the hardy border lies as much in its happy faculty of change as in its beauty; every day of the growing season, and every week of the year, there appear new points of interest. It is apparently nature's workshop, and the changing habits of plants are of vital interest. It is a place where the shy beauty found on a ramble takes its place promptly among the older friends. With a little care and previous observation, and reasonable preparation of the soil, the hardy border can be made to reflect the preferences and personality of the planter. The available material is so rich and plentiful that there need never be duplication. Nor is the best hardy border an expensive luxury; it requires no rare exotics, and its chief members may well be the common plants of the neighborhood, brought together under conditions which give each a chance for development.

A border is recalled which shows as its chief glory in September an enormous boneyet; visitors who exclaim at its beauty do not recognize the roadside weed. This particular border is most catholic in its hospitality to all American plants — no foreigners are allowed admission. In early spring the great fluted-heads of the ever-blooming cinnamon ferns dominate the trilliums, and the moss-pink carpets the edge, alternating with the spring beauty and bluet. The cumbines hang their bells against a rocky point, which later is a glory of wild roses. Shady corners have the laurels and the rhododendrons, and the warmth of early summer brings out the yarrow and the rubbeckia, just before the happy succession of asters and goldenrods start on their procession toward winter. No two days show the same blooms; often a visit in the afternoon gives a totally different impression from the morning view.

Artistically treated, and with care to keep out any of the formal and contrived artifice of the formal border plants (geranium, coleus, verbena, and the like), the hardy border may be a source of much enjoyment and edification, whether it be in a city back yard or a great park. Often an existing cluster of shrubs or bed of lilacs in the home grounds may serve as a starting for the border; and some fine examples are remembered as incidental adjuncts to the farm vegetable patch, while one which has a most distinct individuality of beauty unobtrusively blends with the historic garden.

To create an individual hardy border, the planter must divest himself of prejudice, and cheerfully start a burdock where its richness of foliage is needed, backed up by a skunk cabbage or greater breadseed or some other herb, if need be. He should estimate plants for their beauty, their individuality and their season of bloom, as members of his general plan. He should be prepared to consider any plant a prise in the border if it fits, and any plant a weed if it is inharmonious.

J. Horace McFarland.

BORONIA. See Kate.

BORONIA (after Francis Borone, an Italian who lost his life at Athens in the service of Dr. Shihorop), Rubiaceae. A genus of shrubs with numerous small fleshy, having a rue-like fragrance: lvs., opposite, odd-pinnate, or simple. B. megastigma and its allies, B. clove, and B. heterophylla, are remarkable for their very large stigmas (which is 4-lobed at the base), and their curious stamens, 4 of which are small, yellow, pollen-bearing, and hidden under the stigma, while the 4 large, conspicuous ones are dark purple or black, and bear no pollen.

The flowers of Boronia are delightful in fragrance. A small specimen will perfume a whole house for two or three weeks. Boronias are cultivated like Cape heaths in a cool greenhouse. After flowering they should be cut back to 2-3" of the old wood, in order to make compact, but full specimens. The leading shoots may be frequently pinched, to prevent a straggling growth. As most of them are natives of barren, sandy places, not bogs, good drainage is necessary. Sour soil is very disastrous to them. The English florists set their young plants in the open ground during summer, being careful to shade them with leaf frames. Plants that have flowered two seasons are thrown away and replaced by younger specimens. Robert Cameron propagates them by cuttings from half-ripened wood inserted in 4-inch pots, which are filled to within an inch of the top with a compost of finely sifted loam, peat and sand, over which is spread a layer of sharp sand. After a thorough watering, they may be placed under a bell-glass in a greenhouse where the temperature ranges from 45-50° F., and shaded from bright sunshine. Seeds germinate readily in the same temperature, and make good flowering plants in one season. Seeds can be obtained from German or Australian dealers, large quantities being collected in the wild. Boronias belong to a large class of hard-wooded Australian plants that were popular along with the Cape heaths in the early part of the 19th century. These were largely replaced by quicker-growing, soft-wooded plants. The renewed interest in Boronias is largely due to the more recently introduced species, of which the first three described below are the best. American florists have lately grown them somewhat for Easter, especially B. heterophylla. Many species are likely to be introduced, as these shrubs are very brilliant in Australia, blooming when very young, and remaining attractive for two or three months.

A. Stigmas large.
B. Lvs. less than 1 in. long; leaflets in 1 or 2 pairs, plus an odd one.
C. Fits borne singly

megastigma, Nees. Fig. 247. Height about 2 ft.; lvs. very sparse, ½-⅔ in. long, sessile, the upper with one pair, the lower with two pairs of lfts. beside the end one; lfts. narrowly linear: fls. maroon-purple outside, yellow within, borne less densely than in B. clavata. At times some fls. are chiefly brown, others chiefly purple. B.M. 6946. — The best species.

Cc. Fits borne in whorls of 4 or 6.

heterophylla, F. Muell. Height 5-6 ft. in Australia; lvs. 1-1½ in. long, sometimes simple, usually with 1 pair, rarely 2 pairs of lfts.; fls. bright scarlet, but usually pictured as purplish crimson. Differs from B. clavata and B. megastigma in its larger leaves, fewer lfts., more brilliant fls. and longer filaments. Cult. only in its var. brevipes, Hook. f., which differs merely in the shorter peduncles. B.M. 6845. Gn. 32: 622. — Of late years it has been grown for Easter by florists to a considerable extent.

247. Boronia megastigma (× ½).
BORONIA

B. Lvs. more than 1 in. long: leaflets in 2-6 pairs, plus an odd one.

elatior, Bartl. Height about 4 ft.; pubescence variable: lvs. close-set, 1-2 in. long, \( \frac{1}{2} \)-\( \frac{3}{4} \) in. broad, petiolated, with lfts. in 2-6 pairs: lfts. broader and shorter-seminate than in B. megastigma: lfts. dark red-purple, sometimes showing purplish colors on the same branch, and borne so densely as to hide one side of the branch. B.M. 6286. (F.E. 10:39. F.E. 9:491.

AA. Stigmas small.

pinata, Smith. Lfts. in 2-4 pairs, very smooth, acute. 3 in. to 2 ft. high, diclinous, 5-7-fl.: stamens 8. B.M. 1763. L.B.C. 5:473.


W. M.

BOSTON FERN. See Nephrolepis.

BOTANY. The science which treats of plants: plant-knowledge. In its widest sense, and properly, it includes much that, by common consent, is usually included in horticulture,—asamelioration of plants by domestication, hybridizing, and the like.

BOTRYCHIUM (Greek, in allusion to the grape-like sporangia. Ophioglossaceae). Native Ferns of woods and pastures, with fleshy roots, broad ternate lvs., and sporangia borne in a panicle, which branches from the common st. Grown in the hardy border, or against a building on the shady side. They require no special treatment, and are little cultivated.

A. Lf. ample, sessile near the middle of the stem.

Virginianum, Swz. Moonwort. Six in. to 2 ft. high, with a broad, triangular leaf, with 3 main tri-quadril-pinnaed divisions: sporophyll long-stalked. Eastern U.S. — the only species which is large enough to make a display.

AA. Lf. stalked from near the base of the common stem.

obliquum, Muhl. Fig. 248. Plant, 6-15 in. high, with a ternate lf. 2-6 in. wide: segments obliquely ovate or oblong, \( \frac{1}{2} \)-\( \frac{3}{4} \) in. long: sporophyll long-stalked. (B. tetrapterum, Authors, not Swz. in which is a very different Japanese species.) Eastern U.S.

dissectum, Spreng. Plant, 6-18 in. high, with a ternate, finely dissected lf., 3-8 in. wide, the ultimate divisions to in. or less wide. Eastern U.S.—Evergreen; delicate and graceful. Grows in woods. L. M. UNDERWOOD.

BOTTLE-BRUSH. See Metrosideros.

BOTTOM HEAT. Said of soil temperature which is higher than that of the superincumbent air. Most tender plants require to have the roots warmer than the tops, particularly when grown under glass.

BOUGAINVILLA

BOUGAINVILLA (De Bougainville, 1729-1811, a French navigator, Nyctaginaceae). A half dozen or more species of S. American shrubs, with alternate petiolate entire lvs. The lfts. are small and inconspicuous, tubular, the margin 5-6-lobed; stamens 7-8, on unequal capillary filaments; ovary stipitate. Lfts. in 3's, each one subtended by a very large colored bract. These bracts are very gaudy, and constitute the decorative value of the plants. Two more or less scendant species are chiefly known in cultivation. Bougainvillas are just now receiving much attention in this country.


spectabilis, Willd. (B. speciosa, Lindl. B. splendens, Hort.). Taller and stricler, with larger and thicker lfts., hairy: lfts. in large panicles; bracts larger, deep rose color, but varying to purple and greenish. Brazil. B.M. 4:10. 4:111. P.M. 12:31. I.H. 42:30.—Variable; known also as B. Brasiliensis, B. bracteata and B. Peruviana. Var. lateritia, Lem. (B. lateritia, Hort.) has brick-red bracts. I.H. 14:466. More showy than the last when in full bloom, but more difficult to grow, and, therefore, not so desirable. Int. to cult. earlier than B. glabra.

refugens, Bull. Lvs. pubescent: racemes long and drooping, and bracts purple. Brazil.—Perhaps a form of B. spectabilis.

L. H. B.

There is much confusion in species and varieties of Bougainvillas in the trade. They seem to vary considerably. B. spectabilis and its varieties seem to be un-promising. Our experience with thousands of plants of B. glabra and var. Sanderiana leads us to say that we cannot think of any class of plants so readily handled.

248. Botrychium obliquum. (X \( \frac{1}{2} \)).

249. Bougainvillaea glabra (X \( \frac{1}{2} \)).

They are easily propagated, are not particular as to soil or treatment, their growth is strong and rapid, they can be flowered with ease and certainty, and they are by little subject to insect attacks. Their flowering character is so persistent that a small stock of plants will afford
cutting material for almost six months. The bloom-
lets are extremely durable. They harmonize well with
some of the popular orchids, and also go well with Amer-
ican Beauty roses. Entire heads of plants produce very
decorative results, and are very satisfactory on account
of their durability.

Bougainvilleas are propagated easily in April, May
and June. Secure half-ripened or old-wood cuttings—no wood is too old or too hard
and cut into 6-12-in. lengths, if more attention is given to them. Place the
lower part 2-4 in. deep in sand in an airy
situation, fully exposed to the sun during
April, with some bottom heat for this month.
In May and June give no bottom heat, but
slight shade should be given during the
brighter hours of the day. The sand should be
kept moist, not wet, and cuttings be
syringed several times every day in bright
weather. The foliage will drop mainly at the end
of their first week; after the second week, roots
may be seen. The time of rooting varies from 12
to 30 days, according to conditions. In propa-
gating in quantity, it is advis-
able to grade the wood
according to ripeness,
ensuring the removal of the
same from sand with less
trouble and loss of
material. For first potting,
use a light, sandy loam, with pots to suit the
roots; place in a sunny situation, keep them
on the dry side for a week or so, giving light
syringing daily, and shade during midday
hours. In four or five weeks they can be
shifted to larger pots, and water may be given
more freely; after this they can be shifted
almost monthly. From the time they are in
1-in. pots they should have careful drainage,
as they will want daily syringing and a free
supply of water. They should be grown with
full sun exposure under glass, and plenty of
air, and in July and August may receive al-
most daily drenchings of water. All growths
should be exposed to the sun by occasional
turning of plants; this secures a ripened
condition of wood, which is essential to best
results. So grown, every shoot will flower
freely. If crowded or shaded, satisfactory
results are risked. The aim should be to secure
strong, well-ripened growths by the last of
October. For earliest bloom, plants may be
held drier from this time on, but in the case of
B. glabra not enough to yellow the foliage,
unless in very strong plants. With a little
experience, the earliest rooted plants can be
flowered for Christmas, and others can be
brought in successively. The new growths
will afford cut-flower material until midsum-
mer. In June, the flowering plants should be
held as cool and airy as possible, but not
shaded or only slightly so. If held too warm
or dry, the bracts drop in a short time. After
the flowering season is all completed, the
plants may be held dry for a week or ten
days; then all old soil should be removed,
the roots and tops pruned to suit, and the plants
repotted to small, less accessible pots, with perfect
drainage. Then treat exactly as for a rooted
cutting. As an excess of water is injurious at
this stage, shade for a few days and syringe
frequently. Keep on the dry side until the
foliage indicates that water may be given more freely.
Hundreds of eyes will push from strong plants; and
the plants will soon make rapid growth, when they may be
propagated in the usual manner. A yellowish dianthus
is evidence of too much water, but this will hardly occur
with plants thoroughly drained and exposed to the full
sun. Growths may be pinched according to the end in
view.

Strong, well-ripened shoots of B. glabra, tied hori-
zontally, produce numerous laterals, whose color
is very distinct in character from the earlier bloom,
clusters of intense mauve bracts crowding the shoots,
offset by the dark green, glossy foliage. The arrange-
ment or disposition of the bracts on the shoots is a
different character from the more familiar form. B. glabra is gener-
ally spoken of as a climbing plant, which may
apply in a large state or when the plant is
unrestricted. In pots up to
12-15 in. we have frequently seen shoots which are
long, but these always prove mainly self-
supporting. Both B. glabra and its variety
make distinct and extremely showy subjects
for the lawn. In a partially sheltered situ-
ation they could be held in fair condition
for at least a month.

B. glabra, var. Sanderiana, has proved valuable as a decorative plant,
particularly for Easter, as it can be
flowered unerringly, and possesses the merit of being durable for weeks.—It
decided advantage over most subjects
grown for that season. B. glabra also
may be grown into showy specimens,
but, being less compact than Sanderi-
anu, requires more attention to secure
shapely plants. It should be noted that
B. glabra,—on account of the larger
size of the bracts (fully three times as
large as those of Sanderiana) and their
arrangement on the branches, offset by
luxuriant glossy foliage,—appears to
be the most desirable variety for cut-
flower material; while Sanderiana,
from its elegant, compact habit, affords
a splendid subject for pots.

Theo. F. Beckert.

BOUSSINGAULTIA (J. B. Boussing-
gault, born in 1802, a famous agricul-
small, perfect, with a 5-parted, short-
termed perianth, 5 stamens, and 5-
divided style, in long racemes. Lvs.
alternate, thick, entire.

baselloides, HBK. Madeira Vine.
M. baselloides, Vine. Fig. 250. Peren-
nial, root tuberous; stems smooth and
trailing, reaching 10-20 ft. in a season, and
in late summer or fall bearing profusely of the
flowers (which become nearly black with age),
and producing little tubercles, by means
which of the plant is propagated. Equador. B. M. 3029.—A com-
mmon vine, prized for porches and ar-
bors. The roots are stored in the
winter, and planted out after dan-
ger of frost is past. The plant
will not endure frost. Sometimes
grown in the conservatory and window garden.
I. H. B.

BOUVARDIA (Dr. Charles Bou-
vard, physician to Louis XIII.,
and superintendent of the Jardin des
Plantes in Paris). Rubiaceae.
Between 20 and 30 American (chiefly Mexican) shrubs or per-
ennial herbs. Mostly evergreen,
but some of them range as far N. as
Texas. They have entire and mostly sessile, opposite
or verticillate lvs, with small stipules interposed, and
terminal eymes of long-tubular fls, with a 2- or 3-limb
lobe (these become more numerous in cult.), 4 stamens,
and 1 style with a slightly 2-lobed stigma.
Bouvardias are very useful late fall or early winter-
flowering greenhouse plants. Though they may be propa-
gated by cuttings inserted in sand in a propagating
frame with bottom heat, yet a better and more expedi-
tions way is to cut up the largest roots of a healthy
plant into pieces about 1 inch in length, placing
them thickly in pans of light, peaty soil and covering
them to the depth of 1 inch with the same mixture. If
the pans are then placed in a warm temperature with
bottom heat, every piece will quickly develop one or
more buds and grow into a young plant. March is per-
haps the best time for propagating. As soon as the
young plants are well rooted they should be potted
 singly into small pots and grown along in a tempera-
ture of about 60°. By the end of May the plants may be
planted out, either in spent hotbeds or frames prepared
with a goodly proportion of leaf-mold mixed with the
soil, if fine pot plants is the ultimate aim; or if grown
for cut-flowers only, they may be planted out in the
greenhouse benches about 15 inches apart, giving all
the air possible and a plentiful supply of moisture. In
both cases, the plants must be kept well pinched back
to induce a bushy habit, and also to insure a greater
profusion of flowers. Towards the end of September
those intended for pot plants should be lifted and potted
and placed in a close frame for a week or ten days,
keeping them moist and well shaded until they have re-
covered from lifting. Before the approach of frost they
should be removed to the greenhouse and given a tem-
perature of 50°. They are very subject to the attacks of
mealy bug and green fly. They therefore should be
sprayed once a week with an insecticide, with a vapor-
izer spray, choosing fine mornings for the operation.
After flowering, the plants should be rested by keeping
them almost dry. Towards the end of April they should
be well pruned back, and in May again planted out for
the summer. The same plants may be grown in this
way for several years, when in 4 or 5 years' time they
will make very fine specimens.

Cult. by Edward J. Canning.

The Bouvardias of florists do not represent any of the
type species. They are sports, hybrids, and other types
of variations. The Latin-form names in American
trade catalogues nearly all belong to these garden forms.
The species which are of most import to the horticultu-inarist are mentioned below:

A. Fls. in shades of red.
B. Lvs. normally in sets (except, perhaps, on the
branchlets).

triphylla, Salisb. (B. Jaspicr, HBK.). Small pub-
esculent shrub, 2-6 ft. high; lvs. in 3's or 4's (or oppo-

dite less long-pointed lvs.) with the early pictures of
B. trip'hylla.

leisntha, Benth. Much like B. trip'hylla; more bushy
and better growers; stems hairy; Fls. hairy above; fls.
glabrous. Mex. R.H. 1851: 81.—Perhaps only a form of
the preceding.

Other red-fl. 3-lvd. species are: B. angusti'toba, HBK.
Fls. lanceolate, revolute, glabrous above and fine-pu-
bescent below; branches nearly glabrous. Mex. B. hil-
tella, HBK. Very similar: lvs. pubescent on both sur-
faces. Mex. B. scabra, Hook. & Arn. Lvs. ovate,
short-stalked: fls. large, in dense clusters, pink; stem
hairy. Mex.

b. Lvs. opposite.

Cavanillesii, DC. (B. multiflora, Schult.). Hairy:
Lvs. ovate-acuminate, broad at base, short-stalked, edges
hairy: lfs. 1½ in. long, very slender, glabrous. Mex.

A. Fls. yellow.

flava, Decne. Lvs. opposite, ovate-lanceolate or lance-
eliptic, very short-stalked, eiliate: fls. very long,
drooping, in 3-5-fld. racemes, bright yellow. Mexico.
P.S. 1: 43.

AA. Fls. white.

longiflora, HBK. Glabrous, branching shrub; lvs.
opposite, ovate-acuminate, stalked; fls. ½-2 in. long,
with a very slender tube and a wide-spreadig, large
limb, 2 or 3 together and aggregated into a terminal
(Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts and Sci. iv. p. 314) that this
species belongs to the genus Houstonia. Not known to
be in the American trade.

Humboldtii, Hort. Lvs. opposite, ovate-acuminate:
fls. very large, fragrant, in a large, terminal cluster.
G.C. 1873: 717. —This is a choice conservatory plant,
and is in the Amer. trade. It is usually catalogued as B.
Humboldtii corymbillosa. Blooms from summer to
winter. Probably a derivative of B. longiflora. B. can-
didissima, Hort., white-fl., is said to be a hybrid, with
B. Humboldtii as one of its parents.

jasminiflora, Hort. Compact and dwarf, very florif-
erous, the fls. in close, terminal clusters. G.C. 1872: 215.
—Probably a derivative of B. longiflora.

L. H. B.

BOWIEA (after J. Bowie, collector for Kew). Lilii'dee.
A monotypic genus containing one of the most curious
plants in the vegetable kingdom. A round, green bulb
4-5 in. thick throws up yearly a very slender, twining
flower-stem 6-8 ft. high, with many compound, forked,
curving branches below, and numerous small green fls.
above. The st. is somewhat asparagus-like. There are

251. Common garden form of Bouvardia.

Terminal truss.


BOWIEA
no lvs. except two small, linear, erect scales at the apex of the bulb, which quickly vanish. The lvs. show its relation to Drimia and Seilla.

**volubilis**, Harv. Fig. 253. Perianth 6-lobed to the base; segments incurved at the tips. S. Afr. B.M. 5619.—Sold by Reasoner Bros., Oneo, Fla., and cult. in botanic gardens with cactus-like Euphorbias and other curiosities.

**Bowiea volubilis** is a useful plant for twining on the supports of a moderately warm greenhouse, and is of the easiest possible culture. Propagation is effected by seeds, or occasionally by the natural division of the bulbs. The season of growth usually begins about the first of October, when the bulbs should be repotted in any light, rich soil, and kept well watered until the stems begin to mature, which usually occurs in May, when water should be gradually withheld, and the plants stored away in some shaded part of the greenhouse and kept quite dry until the season of growth begins again.

**Edward J. Canning.**

**BOX.** See *Baxus.*

**BOX ELDER** (*Acer Negundo*, which see). Fig. 254. A very popular small native tree for planting on the prairies and in trying climates. It propagates most readily from seeds. It is an excellent nurse tree for other species. The wood is of inferior quality. It grows with great rapidity for a few years.

**BRACHYCHÆTA** (*Greek, short bristle*). *Compòsita.* One species, growing in open woods from Ky. to N. C. and Ga. Closely allied to Solidago, from which it differs in the very short pappus (the bristles shorter than the akene), and the lower lvs. cordate. **B. cordàta**, Torr. & Gray, which has been int. by dealers in native plants, is 2-3 ft. high, soft-pubescent, with thin, serrate lvs.; fls. golden yellow, in small heads, which are borne on racemelike second branchlets. Recommended for the native border.

**BRACHYCOME** (short hair, from the Greek, alluding to the pappus). *Compòsita.* Australian herbs, with membranaceous involucral bracts, naked receptacle, very short pappus bristles, and diffuse leafy growth. One species in cult: **iberidifolia**, Benth. Swan River Daisy. Figs. 255, 256. A very graceful little annual (6-12 in. high) from Austral., suited to borders, and also attractive in pots; seeds may be sown in the open or under glass. Fls. blue or white, an inch across; lvs. small, pinnate, with very narrow divisions; glabrous. **L. H. B.**

**BRAHEA** (*Greek, the astronomer*). *Palmáceae,* tribe *Coriáceae.* Spineless palms, with medium caudices, ringed below, and clothed above with the bases of the fibrous sheaths. Leaves terminal, orbicular, somewhat peltate, flabellate-plicate, split down the middle, the lobes bend, infolded, filamentous on the margins; rachis short, narrow; ligule sub triangular; pètiolées flattened, dentate along the margins; sheaths fibrous; spadices long, pendulous, paniculately much branched, the ultimate long vermiciform obtuse branchies rigid, spreading, very densely velvety tomentose; spathes many, long-linear, firm, coriaceous, split, glabrous; bracts and bractlets minute; fls. smaller than the diameter of the branchies, hidden in the tomentum; frs. ½ in. long; obliquely elliptoidal, minutely pubescent, laterally keeled, pale when dry. Species 4. Mex. to the Andes. Of simple culture in a fibrous compost, with an admixture of sand. Prop. by seeds.

**B. dulcis**, Mart. PALMA DULCE. Stem 10-20 ft., 6-8 in. thick, cylindrical; lvs. 4-5 ft. long; petiole plano-convex, green, with pale margins; ligule short, subtriangular.
lar, green, the scarios villous margin at length deciduous; fr. edible, Mex.

B. filamentoa., Hort.—Washingtonian filifera.—B. filifera, Hort.—W. filifera.—B. glauca, Hort.—Washingtonian filifera.—B. robusta, Hort.—Washingtonia.—B. Roebii, Lindl. (B. glauca, Hort.)—Washingtonian filifera.

JARED G. SMITH.

BRAKE. A name applied to various coarse ferns, particularly to Pteris aquilina.

BRAMBLE. Thorny plants of the genus Rubus,—raspberries, blackberries, dewberries.

BRASENIA (meaning unexplained). Nymphaeaceae. Water Shield. One species of aquatic plant widely distributed in N. Amer., Asia, Afr., Austral.). Lvs. oval and entire, floating, centrally peltate: fls. axillar near the summit of the stem, small purple; sepals 3 or 4; petals 3 or 4, linear; stamens 12-18, on filiform filaments; pistils 4-18, forming indehiscent follicles. B. pettia, Pursh, is not a showy plant, but is interesting for ponds. It is catalogued by dealers in native plants. Grows in 1-6 ft. of water.

L. H. B.

BRASSAVOLA (A. M. Brassavola, Venetian botanist). Orchidaceae, tribe Epidendreae. About 20 Trop. Amer. epiphytes, closely allied to Lelia, and demanding similar treatment. Suspend on blocks. The fls. are large, solitary or racemose, the sepals and petals narrow and greenish, the lip white: lvs. thick, solitary. For the cultivator, the treatment of Brassavola is identical with that of the Mexican Ladias. Plenty of sun to mature the young growths, and water when growing, with a somewhat drier atmosphere when resting, will be found to suit them. B. Digbyana, Lindl., is Laelia Digbyana; B. glauca, Lindl., is Laelia glauca.

A. Flower solitary.

cucullata, R. Br. (B. cuspidata, Hook.). Leaf terete and subulate, grooved above: scape very short but bearing a very long-tubed fl., so that the blossom seems to be elevated on a stem; sepals cream-colored, tinged red; petals white; lip 3-lobed, filoniate, the middle lobe beak-like. S. Amer. B. M. 543, 3722.

AA. Fls. in racemes or corymba.

acaulis, Lindl. & Paxt. Low: lvs. very narrow; fls. large, greenish white; lip cordate; tube red-spotted at base. Cent. Amer.

cordata, Lindl. Lvs. linear, rigid, recurved; fls. corymbosse; sepals and petals lance-linear, acuminate, pale green; lip roundish-cordate, cuspidate, entire, scarcely as long as the claw. Jamaica, Braz. B. M. 3782.

nodosa, Lindl. (B. grandiflora, Lindl.). Lvs. lanceolate, acuminate, channelled above: fls. few and large, corymbosse; sepals and petals linear-acuminate; lip round-ovate, long-cuspidate, entire, longer than the claw. Jamaica, Mex., S. B. M. 3229, of this name, is B. subuliflora.

L. H. B.

BRASSIA (William Brass, botanical collector of last century). Orchidaceae, tribe Lianae. About 30 Trop. Amer. plants, closely allied to Oncidium. Distinguish from that genus by the very long and pointed sepals and the wingless column. The fls. are old and spider-like in form, and are cultivated chiefly for that reason. They can be grown with Cattleyas. They bloom in summer, and during that time should have liberal supplies of water. Keep them quite in winter, but do not dry them off completely. Grow in pots with thorough drainage, in a soil of fibrous peat and sand. Prop. by division.

The Brassias succeed well in the Orchid house devoted to Cattleyas, one that is not too warm in winter and furnishes plenty of air during the warm months. They have not been popular in gardens, as their flowers lack brilliant coloring, but their shape is weird, and to the collector they have charms that are almost as alluring as the Odontoglossums. Pot culture is best, as the plants make fine specimens, and are vigorous root-producers. B. Evergreen, and its variety longissima, with B. verrucosa, are the best known in gardens, and are most desirable from a cultivator's standpoint.

Cult. by E. O. OFET.

a. Sepals and petals whitish or greenish.

verrucosa, Batem. Fig. 237. Strong; foliage deep green; fls. many and large, the greenish white petals and sepals blotched with dark purple, the lip white and warty. Guatemala. Var. grandiflora, Hort., has fls. twice larger than in the type.

AA. Sepals and petals greenish yellow.

maculata, R. Br. Sepals and petals pale or greenish yellow, short for the genus, marked with large, irregu-
AA. Sepals and petals clear yellow.

caudata, Lindl. Spike drooping, 12-18 in.; sepals and petals very long (4-6 in.), barred with brown; lip yellow and broad spotted. W. Ind. A.F. 6:699.

Lancea, Lindl. Robust, with 2 dark green leaves from each pseudobulb; ls. large and numerous, very fragrant, lasting 2 or 3 weeks; sepals and petals bright yellow, long and tapering, blotched with brown or red, the lip yellow and wavy, spotted at the base. S. Amer. B.M. 577.—A handsome species. There are two or three varieties.

Lawrencea, Lindl. Sepals and petals bright yellow, spotted with brown and green; lip yellow tinged with green; otherwise much like the last. B. M. 575.

Var. longissima, Rechb., f., has a spike 18-30 in long, and very slender sepals, which are 6 or 7 in. long, the lip purple-spotted near the base. Costa Rica. B. M. 5718.—A remarkable plant.

Gireoudiana, Rechb. f. & Warsc. Large, with many-flowered scape; ls. larger than in B. lancea, the sepals and petals very long, they and the lip bright yellow, blotched with deep red. Costa Rica.

L. H. B.

BRASSICA (old classical name). Crucifera. Probably 100 species of annual, biennial and perennial herbs, natives of temperate regions of Europe, Africa, and Asia. Petals and stamens 4; pod long, beaked; seeds not winged (Figs. 258, 259). Includes all the mustards, cabbages, turnips, and the like; and to these plants the reader should refer for other information.

In common with nearly all cultivated plants, especially those which are perplexing, the Brassicas have received too little attention from botanists. The inevitable outcome of such neglect or of any superficial study is a reduction of species, and in this direction Brassica has suffered greatly. It is usually confusing to reduce types. The most perplexing species in our manuals are those which contain the greatest number of old types or synonymous names. It is true that this is supposed to

be primarily due to the variation of the species or groups, but it is often to be charged to superficial study or insufficient material. Our manuals contain too few rather than too many species of Brassica; at all events, the miscellaneous dumping of rutabagas, turnips, rape and other plants into Brassica campestris is unnatural, and, therefore, unfortunate. One of the best presentations of the true origin is lost, and perspicuity demands that they be kept distinct in a horticultural treatise.

The confusion into which our Brassicas have fallen is in some measure due to the different vernacular names which they bear in different countries. The French use the word chou generically to include all forms of B. oleracea and the rutabaga—that is, all the blue, thick-leaved Brassicas—while in England the rutabaga is called the Swedish Turnip. A tabular view of the different vernaculars may be useful:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>French</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>American</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chou Cabas,</td>
<td>Cabbage,</td>
<td>Cabbage,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chou de Milan,</td>
<td>Savoy,</td>
<td>Savoy Cabbage,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chou de Bruxelles,</td>
<td>Brussels Sprouts,</td>
<td>Brussels Sprouts,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choux-verts,</td>
<td>Borecole or Kale,</td>
<td>Borecole or Kale,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chou-rave,</td>
<td>Turnip Cabbage</td>
<td>Turnip or Kohlribi,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chou-navel,</td>
<td>Turnip-rooted</td>
<td>Turnip-rooted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chou-fleur,</td>
<td>Cabbage or</td>
<td>Swedish Turnip,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navet (or Chou-navel),</td>
<td>Turnip,</td>
<td>Turnip,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Whole plant glaucous-blue when in flower; lvs. of the flower-stems clasping; lvs. various. (Brassica proper.)

B. Lvs. from the first more or less fleshy throughout, and glaucous-blue even when young; lvs. large and creamy yellow, the petals conspicuously long-clawed, and the sepals usually erect.

oleracea, Linn. Cabbage, Cauliflower, Brussels Sprouts, Kail. Fig. 260. Lvs. smooth from the first, and the root never tuberous. Sea shores of the Old World, and naturally perennial. See Cabbage.

Napus, Linn. Rape. Lvs. smooth from the first; differing from B. oleracea chiefly in habit and more deeply scalloped lvs. The botanical position of the Rapes is open to doubt.

campastris, Linn. Rutabaga. Fig. 261. First lvs. hairy, the root usually tuberous.
C. Plant potentially biennial (that is, the root hard and thickened, often distinctly tuberous); foliage firm in texture.

D. Foliage distinctly hairy.

**Rapa, Linn.** Common Turnip. Lvs. prominently lyrate or interrupted below the root tuberous.—Whatever the origin of the Rutabaga and Turnip may be, the two plants show good botanical characters. The tubers of the two are different in season, texture and flavor. In the Rutabaga, the small leaves immediately following the seed-leaves are sparingly hairy, but all subsequent leaves are entirely smooth, densely glaucous-blue, thick and cabbage-like, with a flabby petiole and midrib. In the Turnip, the radical leaves are always more or less hairy, and they are green and radish-like, thin, with slender petiole, and the leaves are much more lyrate, with interrupted leaflets on the petiole; the small leaves following the seed-leaves are also thinner and narrower and more deeply scalloped. In the Rutabaga, the flowers are large and more cabbage-like, whereas in the Turnip they are small, yellow and mustard-like, with shorter claws and more spreading calyx. The Turnips vary in fineness, but the cone of expanding leaves, or the "heart-leaves," always shows the hairs distinctly, while the heart-leaves of the Rutabagas are entirely gla-

261. Flowers of Rutabaga—Brassica campestris (X 5/4).

262. Pak-Choi—Brassica Chinensis.

brous, flabby, and remind one of the young shoots of sea-kale. The Turnip usually produces seed freely if the bottoms are left in the ground over winter; and thereby the plant spreads, becoming a true annual and a bad weed, with a slender, hard root.

DD. Foliage not hairy.

**Chinensis, Linn.** Pak-Choi Cabbage. Figs. 262, 263. Radical lvs. wavy and ample, glossy green, obovate or round-obovate in general outline, either entire or oblong or oval; or even crenate, tapering to a distinct and thick, strong petiole, which is generally not prominently margined; pod large and tapering into a beak half an inch long; root sometimes tuberous.—This plant is grown by the American Chinese, and is occasionally seen in other gardens (see Bailey, Bull. 67, Cornell Exp. Sta.). It is impossible to determine if this particular plant is the one which Linnaeus meant to distinguish by his Brassica Chinensis, but it best answers the description in his Amoenitates (vol. 1). In Linnaeus’ herbarium is a Brassica marked "Chinensis" in his own handwriting, but it is purple-fl. and has lyrate-obovate lvs., whereas Linnaeus described his plant as having yellow lfs., and Cynoglossum-like lvs.

**napiformis, Bailey (Sinapis japonica, var. napiformis, Paull. & Bois). Tuberous-rooted Chinese Mustard.** Fig. 264. Radical lvs. comparatively few, the blade thin and oval in outline, and on long and slender, slightly

feathered petioles, sharply and irregularly toothed, with a thin bloom; beak of the pod more abrupt; root distinctly hard and tuberous.—This vegetable appeared in France in 1882 from seeds sent by Dr. Brestschneider, of the Russian legation, Pekin. It was offered by Amer. seedsmen as early as 1889. The plant is a biennial, with thin, bluish foliage, and a small tuberos root like a conical turnip. These roots reach a diameter of 3 or 4 inches, and are scarcely distinguishable from white turnips in appearance, texture and flavor. In China the tubers are used as a winter vegetable, the seeds being sown in summer. The plant is native to China. It does not appear to have been brought to the attention of botanists until Brestschneider published an account of it in a French journal in 1881. Paulieux and Bois (Le Potager d’un Curieux) regard it as a variety of Brassica juncea, to which the Chinese mustard belongs, but it is very different from that plant. It is nearly related to Pak-Choi, and it may have sprung from the same species; but it is clearly distinguishable by its sharply toothed lvs., one of which is shown in Fig. 264.

cc. Plant truly annual; foliage profuse, loose and soft.

**Pet-sai, Bailey.** Pet-sai Cabbage. Fig. 265. Numerous radical lvs., large and light green, oblong or ovate-oblong, crinkled and very velvety, and the margins wavy, contracted into a flat and ribbed petiole 1-3
AA. Whole plant green or but slightly glaucous when in flower; lvs. on the fl.-stems not prominently clasping; fls. small and yellow. Annuals. (Sinapis or Mustard.)

b. Pod terete or nearly so.

junccea, Coss. (Sinapis junccea, Linn.). Chinese Mustard. Figs. 259, 265. Rank and coarse grower, in the common forms making great tufts of root-lvs. if sown early; radical lvs. generally abundant and often very large, oval or oboval in outline, the blade angled or toothed, tapering into a narrow petiole, which generally bears leafy appendages; lower stem-lvs. more or less toothed and petiolate, the upper ones oblong or oblong-lanceolate, entire and usually sessile or clasping; flowering stems and lvs. more or less glabrously: fls. bright yellow; pod slender, of medium size, tapering into a short beak. Asia.—This much abused species is held by Hooker and Thomson (Journ. Linn. Soc. v. 170 to include a great variety of forms, as Sinapis beigingata, Linn.; S. integrifolia, Wild.; S. rumosa, rugosa, patens, cuneifolia, Roxb.; S. lanceolate, DC., and others. There are two types of it in cultivation in our gardens, one with the radical lvs. sharply toothed and nearly smooth below (sometimes grown as B. alba [or Sinapis] rugosa), the other with root-lvs. obtusely toothed and spinosecent on the veins below (comprising Chinese Mustard, Chinese Broad-leaved Mustard, and Brown Mustard). Linnéus founded his Sinapis junccea upon a figure in Hermann's Parasitus (Hermann, Paradisus Batavus, t. 230, 1705), which represents a plant very like the former type mentioned above, and which Hermann described as "lattuce-leaved."

b. alba, Boiss. Wild Mustard. Tall: lvs. pinnatifid and rough-hairy; pods spreading, hairy, the lower part thick and few-seeded; seeds pale brown, large. Weed, from Europe.

Sinapis alba, Boiss. Charlock. Tall: lvs. strongly toothed, or sometimes nearly lyrate; pods knotty, glabrous or hairy, the upper third indescent and 2-edged, usually 1-seeded. Weed, from Europe.

b. Pod distinctly 4-angled.

nigra, Koch. Black Mustard. Fig. 268. Widely spreading and loose grower: lvs. pinnatifid, somewhat hairy; pods short and erect, glabrous; seeds small and dark brown, pungent, supplying the mustard of commerce. Cult. in Eu., but a weed in this country.—Commercial mustard is the flour of the seeds of this species chiefly, but the seeds of B. alba and probably of B. junccea are sometimes used.

L. H. B.

BRAZIL NUT. See Bertholletia.

BREAD FRUIT. See Arocarpus.

BREAD NUT is Brosimum Alicastrum.


264. Lower stem-leaf of Tuberous-rooted Mustard—
Brassica napiformis.

the flowers are not as showy as the common tuberose, yet the genus should be found in every choice bulb collection. Only one species has been cultivated to any extent, and even this species is not well known. As the species often grow in the high mountains of Mexico, they ought to be hardy in the southern stretches of the temperate zone.

geminióflora, Liev. & Lex. Mexican Twin Flower. Stems 1-2 ft. high: bulbs small, 1-1½ in. long, the outer scales cut into fine fibers at the top: basal lvs. linear, erect, 6 lines or less broad, smooth; fls. in a slender raceme, redish or orange-colored; lobes minute, rounded. B. M. 4741. Handsome, and worthy of more attention.

B. Bubumia, Baker. Basal lvs. described as lanceolate, 1-½ in. broad; fls. in 5 or 6 pairs, white. Seemingly too near the little known Polianthes Mexicana. Not in cult. — B. semeníflora, B. densíflora, and B. singulióflora are rare species, only known from herbarium specimens. The latter two, however, should probably be excluded from this group.

J. N. Rose.

265. Pe-Tsai Cabbage—Brassica Pe-Tsai.
as the "New Book of Flowers." This was preceded, in 1833, by "The Young Florist." In 1822, he founded the seed business now conducted at 51 North Market St., under the name of Joseph Breck & Sons. He was one of the original members of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, and its president from 1839-1862. He edited the old New England Farmer for many years, but discontinued it in 1846, when he turned over his list of subscribers to Luther Tucker, of Albany, N.Y., at the time of the founding of The Horticulturist, which was edited by the illustrious A.J. Downing. He also edited The Horticultural Register from 1838-1838, in company with Thomas Fessenden. The revision of his book in 1866 was undertaken when the author was 70 years old. It was a popular book in its day. A portrait of Joseph Breck is seen in the catalogues of the present firm.

BRICKELLIA (Dr. John Brickell, an early American naturalist). *Compositae.* About 40 species of herbaceous plants are found in the warmer parts of the U.S. and Mex., one of which seems to be in the trade. Somewhat allied to *Eupatorium.* Lvs. veiny, either opposite or alternate; fls. white, cream-colored or flesh-colored, small, with pappus either scale-like or somewhat plumose: akenes striate.

BRIDGES, THOMAS. Plate II. Gardener, florist, seedsmen and author; was born in Berkshire, Eng., came to America in 1824, and established the business which is now conducted under the name of his son, Alfred Bridgeman, at 37 E. 18th St., New York. An historical account of this business may be found in the catalogue of the present firm. In 1839, Thomas Bridgeman published "The Young Gardener's Assistant," which was many times reprinted and eventually enlarged to five times its original bulk. It was copyrighted in 1847, when it appeared as a large-sized work in three parts, covering fruit, vegetable, and ornamental gardening. Two of these parts were published separately in the same year as "The Kitchen Gardener's Instructor," and "The Florist's Guide." The first-named work was revised by Sereno Edwards Todd, and reprinted in 1866 by Alfred Bridgeman. Thomas Bridgeman died in 1850. W. M.

BRICKLE, WILLIAM DRAPER. Plate II. Physician and amateur pomologist, was born in Delaware, began the practice of medicine at Wilmington in 1820, moved to Philadelphia in 1825, where he passed most of his life as a busy physician, and died at Groveville, N.J., in 1863, at the age of sixty-four. In a room of his Philadelphia home he hybridized strawberries, and had fruit at every season of the year. He also had a little garden about the size of a parlor. He produced the Cushing strawberry, the Wilder, President Cope, Cushing, and Orange raspberries, and the Washington and Catherine Gardette pears. Unfortunately, most of his work with raspberries was done with *Rubus idaeus*, the Old World species, which is not hardy in America, but his yellow-fruited variety of raspberry is still regarded by many as

256. *Brassica japonica.*

the scene of quality. He was for many years vice-president of the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, and was regarded as a leader of American pomology. He was the first to raise pear seedlings, he was the first to graft and regraft annually, after the second or third year from seed. He thus produced new fruits in half the time required by Van Mons, many of whose novelties did not fruit within twenty years from seed. Dr. Brincklé gave away thousands of grafts to amateurs and tradesmen everywhere, and always prepaid the carriage. In 1869 he edited "Hoffer's North American Pomologist," a high-class periodical with colored plates, which, unfortunately, did not survive. Some sprightly anecdotes of Dr. Brincklé are reprinted from the Gardener's Monthly for 1869, in Bailey's "Evolution of Our Native Fruits." W. M.

BRITISH COLUMBIA. See Canada.

BRIZA (Greek name of a grain). Gramineae. *Quaking Grass*. A genus of grasses cultivated for the graceful panicules, which tremble in the slightest breeze. Lvs. flat or convolute; panicles loosely flowered and open; spikelets many-flowered, triangular or heart-shaped, nodding; glumes membranaceous and rounded on the back; awnsless. Species, 12 in Eu., N. Afr., S. Amer. About 5 are considered to be ornamental and useful for dry bouquets.

*geniculata*, Thumb. Fig. 269. Plant 12-18 in. high: culms geniculate at the base: lvs. 3-5 in. long, smooth above, slightly rough below; spikelets oblong, oblong-cordate, ½ in. long, 9-12-fld., with a striking ribbed appearance.


*minor*, Linn. (B. gracilis, Hort. B. minima, Hort.). Plant 4-15 in. high: lvs. 1-5 in. long; panicle with hairy branches; spikelets triangular, 3-6-fld.; empty glumes longer than the flowering glumes, Eu.—An exceedingly pretty little ornamental grass.

P. B. KENNEDY.

BRIZOPHYRUM. See Desmazeria.

BROCCOLI. See Cauliflower.

BRODIEA (J. J. Brodie, a Scotch botanist). Liliaceae. West American cormous plants of low growth, some of which are now becoming popular in cult. The lvs. are several on a scape, the perianth mostly funnel-form, and either saccate or non-saccate, ranging from purple to red, white and yellow; stamens 6, 3 of them sometimes reduced to staminodia. In Bot. of Calif., Watson includes under Brodiea a number of genera erected by previous authors. Baker, in his latest revision of Brodlea, still further enlarges the genus by including some species of South American bulbs heretofore separated under Milla and Triteleia. Brodlea, as thus outlined, includes Hookera, Triteleia, Milla, Callicipora and Hesperoscomum. For horticultural purposes, it is better and more convenient to merge all into Brodlea. In this broad sense Brodlea includes about 39 species, which must be divided into several groups. The species differ so widely in every way that cultural directions must follow the group. For *B. volubilis*, see Stropholirion; for *B. cocinea*, see Brevoortia. Monogr. by Baker, in G.C. III. 26, pp. 213, 258, 489, 687: also Watson, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts and Sci. 14: 236.

Index to the species: Bridgesii, 4; Californica, 11; candida, 2; congesta, 19; Douglasii, 22; erecta, 6; silifolia, 16; gracilis, 9; grandiflora, 10; Hendersonii, 5; Howellii, 25; lyacenicitha, 7; ixioides, 6; lactea, 8; laza, 1; iliacina, 270. *Brodlea*. At top, *B. candida*; at bottom, *B. ixioides*, var. splendens; at left, *B. Bridgesii*.

8, 23, and supplementary list; major, 8; minor, 5, 12; multiflora, 20; Oreutii, 15; parviflora, 20; peduncularis, 3; Purdyi, 18; rosea, 17; splendens, 6; stellaris, 14; terrestrial, 13.

**Group 1.**

In this group, which contains some of the best species in cultivation, the plants have a fibrous-coated flattened corm, resembling that of the crocus; not usually bulbiferous. The lvs. are few, all radical and grass-like; the scapes are slender but stiffly erect, naked except for bracts below the many-fld. umbel; the fls. are often broadly tubular, borne on slender pedicels, and are in purples, white and yellow. All are hardy, but a protection of straw or leaves is advisable in the colder regions. A light, loose, well-drained, sandy or loamy soil best meets their needs, and an excess of moisture and very rich soils are to be avoided.

1. *laza*, Wats. Strong, with many broadly tubular purple fls.; tube very narrow, and equaling or exceeding the segments; filaments very slender; stamens in 2 rows. N. Calif. G.C. III. 29: 241.—Showy, and one of the best. There are many variations.

2. *candida*, Baker. Fig. 270. Much like *B. laza* in characters of bloom, but segments white or bluish with a green vein, and the fls. set at an angle on the pedicel, so that they all face one way: further distinguished by early flowering and the very broad and glossy, scarcely carinate lvs. Calif.

3. *peduncularis*, Wats. Still stouter (1-2 ft.), with smaller and fewer white fls. on pedicels a few inches to a foot long; filaments short or none. N. Calif. G.C. III. 29: 243.—This species grows in wet, heavy ground close to water, and is very bulbiferous.

4. *Bridgesii*, Wats. Fig. 270. Similar to *B. laza*, but stamens in one row, corolla with a spreading limb, and color reddish purple; filaments deltoid. Cent. Calif. G.F.P. 1: 129.—Grows a foot or more high.


8. *lacatia*, Wats. In the type, has the habit of *B. laza*, but the fls. have a short tube with a rotate corolla, and are white, with green midvein; filaments deltoid. Calif. to Brit. Columbia, in many forms. *B. B. 1639* (as *Hesperocodium lactea* and *H. hyacinthina*). G. C. III. 20: 456. —Var. *ilicinca*, Wats., is much stronger, very bulbiferous, grows in wet, heavy soils, and has a larger fl., which is usually lilac-colored. Var. *major*, Purdy. Like var. *ilicinca*, but fls. white.


**Group 2.**

In this group the cori is not flattened, and bears many strong offsets; the coating is hairy and reddish. The Lvs. are linear and grassy; the seapes stiff, few-fl.; the fls. of a very waxy texture, funnel-form (except *B. Purdyi*), very lasting, usually purple. These Brodieae are native to a heavy soil, in rather moist situations, and are hardy. They will thrive under conditions recommended for Group 1. (*Hostera*)


13. *teretis*, Kellogg. Scap. short or practically none, the earth; Lvs. nearly terete: anthers winged behind: staminodia white, longer than the stamens, euspidate. Central Calif., along the coast.


16. *filifolia*, Wats. (*Hookeria filifolia*, Greene). From 6-12 in.: Lvs. slightly flattened: fls. 3-6, ¼ in. or less long, dark colored; staminodia triangular, twice shorter than the anthers. S. Calif.


**Group 3.**

In these pretty Brodieae the cori is long and bulbiferous. Lvs. grassy; the scape tall, slender and flexuous; the fls. in a close, head-like umbel, the separate fls. waxy and narrowly tubular. They like a loose, perfectly drained, loamy soil, with some humus. The species are not readily distinguishable. All are from Cent. Calif. to Wash. Known as "California Hyacinths."

19. *congesta*, Smith. Tall (2-3 ft.), with a globular head of purple fls.: Lvs. somewhat terete: fls. 6-12, sessile or nearly so, ½ in. long; filaments 0; staminodia purple, 2-toothed. *N. Calif.* Brit. Columbia, Ore.

20. *multiflora*, Benth. Similar to *B. congesta*: fls. 6-20, sessile or short-stalked, umbellate, ¾ in. long, blue; staminodia lanceolate, entire. Calif., Ore., Utah.

21. *capitata*, Benth. Lower (1-2 ft.): Lvs. narrow-linear; fls. many, in a capitulate umbel, ½ in. or less long, Lilac (a var. alba); three inner anthers yellowed. *Utah, N. Mex.* B. M. 5912. G. C. III. 20: 238. —Early blooming.


**Group 4.**

Bulb as in Group 1: fls. many, in a dense umbel, the tube about as long as the segments.


**BRONEMILIA** (Bronem, a Swedish botanist). *Bromellae*. About two dozen species of tropical Amer. herbs, with stiff, pineaple-like lvs., and in panicles; corolla 3-parted: calyx of 3 ovate-oblong scales. *D. Americana* is in technical characters, particularly in the deeper-cut calyx. Less popular as stove plants than *Echeveria* and *Billbergia*, *B. brazequa* and *B. macrocalour* of trade lists belong to *Amanusa*. Culture as for *Billbergia*. Monkey, by Mex., in De Candolle's Monogr. Phaner. 9.

*Pinguin*, Linn. *Pinguin* of Jamaica. *Wild Pine*. Three or 4 ft. high: Lvs. broad-toothed and spiny, bright green, but becoming pink and red with age: fls. red, pulsatellus, in a dense panicle, with a many rachis, the sepals acute: fr. as large as plums, acid. W. Ind. —Makes a good hedge in tropical countries, and the fr. yields a cooling juice.


**BRONMOTHER STOCK.** See Matthiola.

**BRÖMZOS** (Greek, food). *Graminew*. *Brome Grass*. Annual or perennial grasses, with large spikelets, usually over 1 in. long. Lvs. flat, the sheaths often closed: panicle branched, somewhat spreading; spikelets several-fl., erect or drooping, awned, rarely awnless; empty glumes 2, unequal, acute; flowering glumes usually rounded on the back (except *B. unioloides*). Species about 40, most abundant in the North Temperate Zone, some also in temperate S. Amer.; a few on the mountains of the tropics. A number of kinds used as forage grasses. The common Chase is *B. secalinus*.

A. *Spikelets 10-flowered or more.

b. *brizaeformis*, Fisch. & Mey. (B. squarrosum, var. *militis*, C. A. Mey.). An elegant biennial grass with drop-
BROMUS

ing panicles of spikelets about as large as those of *Brisa maxima*; 1 vs. 5-7-fld., soft-pubescent, blades 2-3 in. long: spikelets 10-15-fl., nodding, awn short. Int. from Eu. — Very useful in the mixed border, and for drying for winter decoration.

**macrostachys**, L. *fr.*. (B. lancelolatus, Roth. *R.* divaricata, Roth. *B.* Bieb.). An erect, smooth annual; lvs. soft, covered with hairs; sheaths slit: panicles erect, narrow, the branches very short or the lower ones somewhat long; spikelets large, lanceolate, 10-16-fld. Mediterranean, Siberia.

AA. Spikelets from 1-10-flowered.

**Madritensis**, Linn. (B. polytrichus, DC.). Long-awned Brome Grass. Fig. 271. A soft, erect, slender annual, geniculate at the base; sheaths longer than the internodes; blades 2½-3 in. long; spikelets dull green, 7-10-fld.: flowering glume linear-lanceolate, about ½ in. long, including the two slender points: awn about 1 in. long. — Pretty ornamental grass. Int. from Eu. —

unioloides. H. B. K. (B. Schröderi, Kunth). Rescue Grass. A stout, erect annual, 2-3 ft. high: sheaths shorter than the internodes; blades flat, smooth on the lower side, scabrous on the upper; panicle variable, about 8 in. long; rays stout, bearing 1 to 6 flowered spikelets on the upper part. N. Amer.

*Bio. inermis*, Leyss. (B. giganteus, Hort.). An erect perennial 2-5 ft. high. In Europe classed among the best forage plants; from Eu. — *B. rupestri*, Linn. An erect annual 1-3 ft. high. Resembles *B. acelminum*, from which it differs by its more erect panicle and hairy stems. *B. acelminum*, Linn. CHEAT. A well-known weedy annual grass, with spreading and more or less drooping panicles. As it very often occurs in wheat fields, it is erroneously regarded as degenerated wheat. Int. from Eu.

**BROOM.** See Cytisus and Genista.

**BROOM CORN.** Brooms are made of the rays or pen-duncles of the flower-cluster of *Andropogon Sorghum* (Sorghum cutile), the species which in other forms is known as Sorghum, Kafr Corn, and Guinea Corn. Broom Corn is grown in various parts of the U. S.

**BROSIMUM** (Greek, edible). *Urticées*. A few large trees of Trop. Amer., yielding edible fr. *B. Allstrum*, Swz. Is the Bread-nut of Jamaica, but it is not grown within the U. S. It bears round yellow fr., about an inch in diameter, containing a single large, edible seed. The tree has shining lance-elliptic lvs.

**BROUGHTONIA** (Arthur Broughton, English botanist). *Orchidiiées*, tribe *Epipédées*. Two or three W. Indian Orchids much like Lelia and Cattleya. Several species have been referred to this genus are now distributed in Epipedium, Maxillaria, Phaius, etc. Plant producing pseudo-bulbs, and sending up a bracted sheave bearing several or many showy lvs.: calyx of 3 equal lanceolate sepals: two lateral petals rounded and somewhat cordate, the labellum round-cordate and somewhat 2-lobed, crenate, with a spur at the base ad- nate to the ovary. Require warmhouse treatment. Culture like that for Lelia. Do not dry off enough to shrivel. Reproduce by division.


**BROUSSETIA** (after T. N. V. Brunssonet, a French naturalist). *Urticées*. A few species alternate, petioled, large: fr. diocious, inconspicuous, apetalous, the staminate in cylindrical, nodding catkins, with 4-parted calyx and 4 stamens, the pistillate in globular theca; the calyx 4-lobed, consisting of small fleshy nutlets. Three species in E. Asia, and there often cultivated, the bark being used for paper-making. Ornamental trees with broad, round heads, but under culture often shrubby, of vigorous growth when young, and large, with deeply lobed foliage, not hardy north or only in very sheltered positions. They thrive best in rich, somewhat moist soil and sheltered positions. Prop. by seeds, sown after maturity or in spring, by greenhouse cuttings under glass, or by cuttings of ripened wood, kept in colder elimates during the winter in the greenhouse; also by root-cuttings and layers. Budding in summer or grafting in early spring in the greenhouse is sometimes practised. Known as Paper Mulberries.


**Kazinoki**, Sieb. (B. Kämpferi, Hort.). Branches slender, glabrous at length: lvs. short-petioled, ovate or obovate, nearly somewhat more or less nerve, entire or 2-3-lobed, 2-8 in. long: fr.-head less than ½ in. in diam. China, Jap. — This species is more tender than the former, which is also cultivated sometimes as B. Kämpferi, while the true B. Kämpferi, Sieb., with the lvs. resembling in shape those of B. Kazinoki, but much smaller and pubescent, and with very small fr.-heads, seems not to be cultivated. —

**BROWALLIA** (after John Brownall, Bishop of Abo, Sweden). *Soland.ées*. A genus of about 10 South American annuals, with abundant thin or broad flowers. The seeds can be sown in the open border, but for the sake of the earlier bloom it is better to start them indoors in early spring and transplant into the open about May 15, where they will bloom profusely all through our hot, dry summers, and until frost. They can be grown in poorer soil than most half-hardy an-nuals, and make excellent bedding plants. They are also used for winter decoration, the seeds being sown in midsummer, earlier or later according to the size of the specimens desired. They should be placed near the glass and frequently stopped, in order to produce compact plants. Large specimens are excellent for cutting, and small potted plants should be grown more commonly by florists for home decoration at Christmas. It is even possible to lift flowering plants from the open before the first frost of autumn and pot them for conservatory decoration, through the flowers will then become successively smaller. Blue flowers are rare in winter, and Browallias are especially desirable for their profuse bloom all through winter and early spring. The flowers are, however, likely to fade, especially the purple ones. In the names of the early species Linnaeus commemorated the course of his acquaintance with Brownall: *clava*, reflecting the exalted character of their early infancy; *demissa*, its rupture; and *alienata*, the permanent estrangement of the two men.

*Corolla segmenta longa, acuminate: lvs. large.*

speciosa, Hook. Lvs. sometimes opposite, sometimes alternate: lvs. thrice as large as in *B. grandiflora*, all slender, axillary: pedicels shorter than lvs. with tubular-thrice as long as the calyx, and abruptly swelled at the top into a globular form: limb of 5 ovate,
striated, dark purple segments, pale lilac beneath. Colombia. B.M. 4339. P.M. 16: 290.—There are blue, violet and white-flowered varieties. Var. major, Hort., has violet fls. 2 in. across. R.B. 20: 240. **B. gigantea**, Hort., is a florist’s variety, with very deep blue fls. and long-blooming habit. Int. into Amer. trade in 1899.

**AA.** Corolla-segments short, 2-lobed or notched: fls. smaller.

**grandiflora**, Graham (B. Roëzli, Hort.). Stem and lvs. glabrous, or in the upper part of the plant minutely clammy-puberulent: lvs. ovate, the lower petioled; calyx-teeth oblong, somewhat obtuse, equal, scarcely shorter than the tube, spreading; corolla white or pale blue, the limb wider than in **B. demissa**. Peru. B.M. 3069. In **B. Roëzli**, from Rocky Mts., some fls. are white, some pale blue. No dark blue or violet colored forms are known.

**B.** Upper lvs. not stalked: fls. all in loose racemes; calyx not hairy.

**demissa**, Linn. (B. elata, Linn.). Fig. 272. Stem and lvs. pubescent or glabrous: lvs. ovate, with longer stalks than in **B. grandiflora**; calyx-teeth acute, unequal, much shorter than the corolla-tube. The lvs. are variable, cuneate, rounder, or rarely cordate. S. Amer. B.M. 113 and 1131. The following are now referred to the above: **B. Americana**, elata, elongata, nervosa. This species is the commonest, and is usually known as **B. elata**. Blue, white, violet and dwarf forms are cult.

**c. Calyx sticky or clammy.**

**viscosa**, H.B.K. (B. pulchella and B. Czerniakowskiana, Hort.). Plant viscosous-pubescent: lvs. short-petioled, ovate, rough-hairy on both sides; pedicels a little shorter than the calyx; calyx teeth very clammy, oblong, shorter than the corolla tube. The lvs. are similar to

**BRUNFELSIA**

**B. demissa**, but the habit is stiffer and the fls. more numerous. The calyx teeth spread less than in **B. grandiflora**. So. Amer.

**B. Americana**, Linn., is considered by some a separate species from the above, but in Germany, where most seeds of annual flowers are grown, it is used by Siebert and Voss (in Wetten’s Blumen-richter) to include **B. demissa**, **B. elata**, and other forms.—**B. Janessoni**, Benth. = Streptosolen jamessoni.—**B. pulchella**, Hort., is likely to be either **B. grandiflora** or **B. viscose**.

W. M.


Alfred Rehder.

**BRUGMANSIA**. Consult *Dut.ura*.

**BRUNELLA** (probably from old German *braunt* or *braune*, quince, which it was thought to cure). Often written *Prunella*, *Labiatae*. Low-growing, hardy, herbaceous perennials, with fls. usually violet or purple, produced all summer on heads an inch or more high. They are best suited for the rockery and slightly shaded parts of the border, succeeding in almost any soil that is not excessively dry.

**vulgaris**, Linn. *Self-Heal*. *Heal-All*. Lvs. ovate-oblong, entire or toothed, usually pubescent: corolla violet or purple, rarely white, ½-3½ in. long, not twice as long as the purplish calyx. Amer., Eu., Asia. D. 255.—One of the most cosmopolitan of all plants, being very common in the wild to be cult. A form with variegated lvs. is rarely found wild.

**grandiflora**, Jacq. (*B. Pyrenaeica*, Phillege). Lvs. often toothed, especially at the base: corolla over 1 in. long, more than twice as long as the calyx. Eu. B.M. 337.—The best of the garden kinds.

**Weibhänna**, Hort. Lvs. shorter than in **B. grandiflora** and not so pointed: fls. very freely produced, more than twice as large as the calyx, bright purple. June—September.

J. B. Keller and W. M.

**BRUNFELSIA** (Otto Brunfels, physician and botanist of the 16th century). *Syn., Francescaea, Solanacea*. More than 20 trees and shrubs of tropical America, a few of which are grown in warm glasshouses. Lvs. entire, oblong, often shining: fls. in terminal cymes or clusters, or solitary, large and showy, fragrant, corolla with 5 rounded and nearly equal spreading lobes (or two of them a little more united); stamens 4, in the throat of the corolla, the anthers all alike: fr. berry-like. Brunfelsias are usually winter-fruiting plants. The wood must be well ripened before flowering begins. Grow in a rather sandy compost. Of easy culture. Require a night temperature of 50°. They bloom best when pot-bound. Prop. by cuttings from the new growth in spring.

**Hopacnna**, Benth. (*Franceseca Hopacnna*, Hook. *F. uniflora*, Pohl.). Compact and dwarf: lvs. lance-oblong, alternate, pale beneath: fls. solitary or in 2’s, with a whitish tube and a bluish violet or purple limb. Brazil. B.M. 2620.—Grows 12-18 in. high. One of the least worthy species.

**pauciflora**, Benth. (*F. calycina*, Hook.). Branches terete and glabrous, with abundant evergreen foliage: fls. in large trusses, purple, with a lighter ring about

the mouth of the tube; calyx large, as long as the corolla, greenish, in terminal corymbs. B. macrophylla.—B. grandiflora. Den. Fis. large, 2 in. across, greenish, in terminal corymbs.—B. Lindeniana. Nicholson. Fis. 3 in. across, violet-purple.—B. macrophylla, Benth. Fis. 2-2½ in. across, deep purple: lvs. longer and broader than those of F. caceiana.—B. ramosissima, Benth. Fis. large, in crowded corymbs, deep violet-purple: foliage luxuriant. One of the best; may be grown cooler in winter than the other species.

L. H. B.

BRUNSFIGIA (after the Duke of Brunswick). Amaranthaceae. Tender flowering bulbs from S. Afr., with umbels of large, numerous, brick-red fls. The bulbs must be thoroughly rested from the time the lvs. fade until the scape appears, or from May to Aug. Brunsfigias are hard to flower. They require rich, sandy soil, plenty of heat and sunlight. When growing, give water and liquid manure freely. They propagate by offsets. J. G. Baker, Handbook of the Amaryllidaceae, p. 96.

A. Lvs. strap-shaped.

Josephinae, Ker-Gawl. Bulb 5-6 in. thick: lvs. 8-10, strap-shaped, glaucous or greenish, thick, closely ribbed, 2-3 ft. long, 1½-2 in. broad: scape 1 in. thick, 1½ ft. long: fls. 20-30, rarely 50-60, in an umbel: pedicels ½-1 ft. long: capsules smaller than in B. gigantea, less comical and less strongly angled. B. M. 2575. F. S. 4:322.

—Named after the Empress Josephine, who purchased the original bulb after it flowered at Malmaison.

AA. Lvs. tongue-shaped.

gigaseta, Heist. (Amarystis gigaseta, Van Marum. A. orientalis, Ecklon). Bulb very large: lvs. about 4, tongue-shaped, closely ribbed, 3-5 in. broad, usually under 1 ft. long: scape red or green, a finger's thickness: fls. 20-40 in an umbel, paler than in B. gigantea, and less numerous; pedicels stout, strongly ribbed, 4-6 in. long. B. M. 1819 as B. multilora.

B. falata, Ker-Gawl.—Ammocharis falata.

H. A. SIEBRECHT and W. M.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS. Fig. 273. Although this vegetable is popular in England and on the Continent, and is extensively grown there, it is infrequent in American home gardens; it is also but little grown as a market-garden crop. The edible part of the plant consists of the little "sprouts" or diminutive heads which form along the stalk in the axils of the lvs. These small heads may be boiled like cabbage, or cooked in cream or cauliflower. This is considered by many to be one of the most delicately flavored vegetables of the whole cabbage family. The requirements of the crop and its general treatment differ but little from those of cabbages and cauliflowers. Any soil which will produce good crops of these vegetables is well adapted to the growing of Brussels Sprouts—a good, rich, well-drained soil being the best.

For early fall use, the seeds should be sown in April (in the North), in a mild hotbed, or if the weather is sufficiently warm the open ground will suffice. As soon as the first true leaves have developed, the seedlings should be transplanted to a coldframe or some protected place, being set 2-3 in. apart each way. These plants will be ready to transfer to the field or garden in June. June-set plants should be ready for use in September.

For field-culture, the plants should be set in rows about 3 ft. apart and 18 in. to 2 ft. asunder in the rows. Ordinarily good cultivation should be given during the growing season. As soon as the sprouts become large enough, so that they crowd at all, the leaves should be cut or broken off as close to the stalk as possible, in order to give the sprouts more room to develop. A tuft or rosette of leaves only should be left at the top of the stalk. These early-set plants will continue to develop sprouts for some weeks. The crop for late fall and winter use requires the same general treatment, up to the time of severe freezing; as the earlier crop does, except that the seeds should be sown in June. The plants will be ready for setting out in August. These plants will make much of their growth in the cool fall days, and by the time of freezing weather they will be in condition for storing. The late crop is usually less troubled by aphids, and more profitable. Where the climate is not too severe the plants may be left in the field undisturbed, and the sprouts gathered from them during the winter as they are desired. This method is followed by some of the Long Island growers. But where the climate is too rigorous, the plants may be dug, with considerable soil remaining on the roots, and packed as closely together as they will stand in some sheltered place, as in a vacant coldframe or some similar place where they can be sufficiently well protected, to prevent repeated freezing and thawing. The essentials for good storage are the same as for cabbages. Frosts improve the quality of the sprouts. They are harder than cabbages.

In marketing, the sprouts are cut from the stalk and shipped in crates. They are usually sold by the quart. To bring the best prices, much care must be taken in preparing the sprouts. All discolored leaves should be removed, and it is also well to have them as uniform in size as possible.

Although a dozen or more sorts are catalogued by the seedsmen, there is but little difference between those of the same type or form, they being little more than different strains of the same thing. There are two forms,—the tall and the dwarf. The former grows to a height of 2½ ft. or more, and the sprouts are smaller and less closely packed along the stalk than the dwarf ones are. The latter seldom exceed 18 or 20 in. in height.

For the botany of Brussels Sprouts, see Cabbage.

H. P. GOULD.

BRYANTHUS (Greek, bryon, moss, and anthos, flower; growing among mosses). Low everlasting shrubs: lvs. small, linear, alternate, crowded: fls. in terminal umbels or short racemes, nodding, on slender pedicels; corolla undulate or rotate-campanulate, 5-lobed; stamens 8 or 19: fr. a many-seeded capsule. Eight species in arctic regions.
of N. Eu. and N. Asia, in N. Amer. in the Rocky Mts. southward to California. Heath-like prostrate shrubs, quite hardy, with handsome, delicate fls., but rarely cultivated. They thrive best in peaty and sandy soil, and can only be grown successfully in localities where the air is moist and cool, but B. cretus is less particular. Prop. by seeds, sown in spring in peaty soil or cut sphagnum and kept moist and shady, by cuttings in August under glass, and by layers.

**empetriiformis**, Gray. Five to 8 in.; lvs. 1/2–1 1/2 in. long, finely serrate; fls. campanulate, 6 or more on slender, glandular pedicels, in short racemes; corolla rose purple, about 1/2 in. broad. Brit. Columbia to Calif. B.M. 3176 (as *Manzisia empetriiformis*).


**BRYONIA** (Greek, to sprout, referring to the annual growth from the tuber). *Cucurbittaceae*. A genus of 7 species of perennial cucurbits, natives of Europe and W. Asia. They are herbaceous perennial climbers, with the staminate fls. in racemes, while Bryonopsis is an annual plant, with the staminate fls. in fascicles. All species of Bryonia are dioecious except *B. alba*. Bryonopsis is monoeocious. See Cogniaux, in DC. Mon. Phan. 2:469.

A. Fls. dioecious; stigmas rough; fruits red.


AA. Fls. monoeocious; stigmas smooth; fruits black.

**alba**, Linn. Height 6–12 ft.; roots thick, tuberculate, yellowish outside, white within; lvs. long-petioled; pistillate fls. in long-peduncled racemose corymbas. Eu., Caucasus, Persia.

B. *laciniosa*, Linn. = *Bryonopsis laciniosa*. W. M.

**BRYONOPSIS** (Greek, Bryony-like). *Cucurbittaceae*. A genus of two species of annual climbers. Consult *Bryonia* for generic differences.

**laciniosa**, Naud. (Bryonia laciniosa, Linn.). Lvs. deeply 3-lobed, rough, light green above, paler beneath; segments oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, serrate; fls. monoeocious, fasiculate; fr. about the size of a cherry, spherical, green, with pretty white markings. Asia, Afr., Austral. F.S.12:1202.


**BRYOPHYLLUM** (Greek, sprouting leaf). *Crassulaceae*. A small genus of succulent plants in the same order with stomecrops, houseleeks and Cotyledon. The only species in cult. is a rapid-growing window-plant, and, like the Begonias, a familiar example of plants that are propagated by leaf-cuttings. It is hardly a decorative plant, but is very odd and interesting. It is only necessary to lay the leaves on moist sand or moss, and at the indentations new plants will appear after a time (see Fig. 274). It is even possible to pin leaves on the wall, and without water new plants will come. Useful in botanical demonstrations.

**calycinum**, Salisb. Fig. 275. Height 2–4 ft.; stem reddish, with raised, oblong, whitish spots; lvs. opposite, thick, tough, with broad, pointed teeth. The plant is grown in the warmhouse, and may be trained to the rafters. It thrives well in the sun, but is not hardy. Good for boundary planting.

274. Sprouting leaf of Bryophyllum.

275. Flowers of Bryophyllum (× 1/2).

276. Flowers of Buckwheat. Natural size.
with 4 slightly curving tips (Fig. 275). Mex. B. M. 1409.
LBC. 377. — It is said that the lvs. are sour in the morning,
tasteless at noon, and somewhat bitter towards evening. This
can has been attributed to the absorption of oxygen at night and its disengagement in daylight.

W. M.  

BUCKEYE. Consult Esculus. 

BUCKTHORN. Rhamnus, particularly R. catharticus.

281. Apple twig, showing an expanding flower-bud.

BUCKWHEAT (Fagopyrum esculentum, Moench). Polygonaceae. A tender annual grain plant, flour being
made of the large 3-cornered fruit. It is much grown in
the northern U. S., usually being sown about the first
of July. It is also a favorite for bee forage. Buckwheat is
native to central Siberia and Manchuria, and is now
widely cult., although it is a grain of secondary impor-
tance. The flower-cluster is shown in Fig. 256. The
Tartarian Buckwheat (F. Tatricum, Gartn.) is occasi-
onally seen. It has smaller and yellowish lvs., and a
smaller, roughish, wavy-angled fruit. 

BUD. The undeveloped or embryo state of a branch.
As commonly known to the horticulturist, the bud is a
more or less dormant organ; that is, the horticulturist
does not recognize the bud until it has attained sufficient
size to be obvious or to suggest some practice in the
treatment of the plant. In this state the bud usually
represents a resting stage of the plant. The bud-covering
protects the growing point in the cold or dry season.
The bud is a shortened axis or very condensed branch.

277. Apple buds—fruit-
buds on the left, leaf-
buds on the right. 

278. Pear twigs—fruit-
buds on the left, leaf-
buds on the right. 

The dormant or resting bud (as the winter bud of all
trees) is covered with protective scales which are modi-

died leaves; and the core of it is the nascent or embryo
branch or flower-cluster, with rudimentary leaves. Since
the bud is an embryo branch, it follows that disbudding
is a most efficient means of pruning. A bud is a form
of bud; and a dense rosette of leaves (as in the common
house-leek) is intermediate in structure between a bulb
and a normal branch. A cabbage head is essentially a
gigantic bud.

Horticulturists speak of buds as leaf-buds and flower-
buds, according as they give rise to barren, leafy branches
or to flower branches (for flower branches are true modified
branches). True flower-buds or fruit-buds are those
which produce only flowers, as those of the apricot
(Fig. 110) and the peach. Mixed flower-buds or fruit-
buds are those which contain both flowers and leaves, as
those of the apple (Fig. 281) and pear. On dormant
plants, leaf-buds and flower-buds are distinguished by
position, size and shape. The position of the flower-bud
varies with the kind of plant, but is commonly terminal,
either on a branch of common length or on a very
abbreviated branch or spur. The flower-bud is com-
monly larger and thicker than the leaf-bud, because it
contains the embryo flower. Illustrations of flower-
buds and leaf-buds are shown in Figs. 277-280. With
Fig. 278 compare Fig. 288, showing a section of cabbage
head. The reader is referred to The Pruning-Book for
detailed discussion of the subject. 

Of all the buds which form, very many do not grow,
being crowded out in the struggle for existence. These
buds often remain alive and dormant for several years,
each succeeding year decreasing their chances of grow-
ing even if favorable conditions occur. It is a common
opinion that these dormant buds become covered by the
thickening bark, and grow when large limbs are re-
moved; but this is an error. The shoots which arise
from a wound on an old limb are true adventitious
buds, or those which are newly formed for the occasion
in the cambium. Buds are normally formed in close
proximity to leaves, usually in their axils; but adventi-
tious buds form under stress of circumstances, without
reference to leaves. 

L. H. B. 

BUDDING. See Graftage.

BUDDLEIA (after Adam Buddle, an English bota-
nist). Syn., Buddlea. Loganiaceae. Shrubs or trees,
with usually quadrangular branches; lvs. opposite, short-
petioled, deciduous or semi-persistent, usually tomen-
tose when unfolding, entire or serrate; lvs. in racemes, panicles or clusters; cor-
olla tubular or campanulate, 4-lobed; stamens included, 4: fr. a 2-celled cap-
sule, with numerous minute seeds. About

70 species in tropical and temperate regions of
America, Asia and S. Africa, of which only a small number of hardier species is
cultivated. Ornamental shrubs, flowering
freely in summer; not quite hardy north;
the hardiest seems to be B. Japonica,
which may be grown in sheltered positions
north, but also many of the others, as B.
globosa, variegata, Lindleyana, Cotsilea,
will stand many degrees of frost, and, when
killed to the ground, they freely push forth

young shoots, which will flower mostly the same season, especially B. Japonica, Lind-
leyana and intermedia. The handsomest
flower is B. Cotileti, variegata, globosa, and Lindleyana. They grow cotileti,
a light, well-drained soil, in a sunny position. Prop.
readily by seeds sown in spring in gentle bottom heat,
BUDDLEIA

by greenwood-cuttings under glass, or by hardwood cuttings taken off in fall and kept during the winter in a frost-proof room.

A. Fls. in panicles.

b. Corolla small, with long, narrow tube, 1/2-3/4 in. long.

c. Color violet or lilac.


variableis, Hems. Three to 8 ft.: lvs. nearly sessile, ovate-lanceolate or lanceolate, acuminate, coarsely serrate, whitish-tomentose beneath, 4-10 in. long; fls. in dense, terminal, erect panicles, 4-6 in. long; corolla lilac with orange-yellow mouth, glabrous outside. China. B. M. 7609. R. H. 1890: 132. G. C. III, 24: 119.—A newly introduced, very handsome species, with showy and fragrant fls.

c. Color yellow.

Madagascarensis, Lam. Shrub, 6-12 ft., with densely tomentose branches; lvs. ovate-oblong, rounded or slightly cordate at the base, acuminate, entire, dark green above, light green below, 2-4 in. long; fls. white, in slender, arching or pendulous racemes, 10-20 in. long; corolla white, slightly pubescent outside. China. B. R. 1878: 369.

Câvillei, Hook. & Thoms. Shrub, occasionally tree, to 30 ft.: lvs. elliptic-lanceolate or lanceolate, serrate, pubescent, and pale or grayish green beneath, 5-7 in. long; panicles broad, pendulous, 12-18 in. long; corolla purple or crimson, with white mouth. B. M. 7449. R. H. 1893: 220. I. H. 11: 10. F. S. 14:1487. J. H. III, 31: 85.—The most beautiful of all Buddleias, and a very desirable shrub for warmer temperate regions; only older plants flower freely.

AA. Fls. in globular heads.

globosa, Lam. Three to 10 ft., with the branches and lvs. beneath yellowish-tomentose: lvs. ovate or ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, crenate, rugose above, 3-7 in. long; fls. orange-yellow, in dense, long-peduncled, axillary heads at the ends of the branches; fragrant. Chile. B. M. 174.—A graceful and very distinct shrub, standing some degrees of frost.


ALFRED REIDEBERG.

BUDDLEIA

BUEL, JESSE. American agriculturist and editor, was born at Coventry, Conn., Jan. 4, 1778, and died at Danbury, Conn., Oct. 6, 1839. He lived at Atharly from 1813 until 1821, when he retired to his farm near by. He was one of the founders, in 1814, of The Cultivator, a monthly, "to improve the soil and the mind," the subscription price of which was fifty cents a year. In 1856, The Cultivator was merged with The Country Gentleman, a weekly founded in 1838, and The Cultivator and Country Gentleman is, therefore, the oldest surviving American agricultural paper.

BUFFALO BERRY

BUFFALO BERRY

Fig. 282. Shepherdia argentea, Nutt. (Lepargyra argentea, Greene). Elagnaceae. The


Buffalo Berry has been long before the public, but it is only within the last few years that it has attained any prominence as a fruit plant. In Hovey's Magazine of Horticulture for 1841, page 251, it is mentioned as frequently cultivated, indicating that it found its way into our gardens earlier than the blackberry. Its position today bears evidence that no such place was awaiting it as stood ready for the blackberry, or that if there were, it has lamentably failed in attempting to fill it. The plant did not find its place as a cultivated shrub until the settlement of the West created a demand for hardy and drought-resisting fruits. The plant belongs to the Oleaster family, and now bears the name of Lepargyra argentea (Nutt.), though more commonly known as Shepherdia argentea. It occurs commonly throughout the Rocky Mountain region and the dry plains to the eastward, from Saskatchewan to Colorado, and even New Mexico. Its fruit is frequently used for jelly, and is sprightly and agreeable, but small, with a single large seed, and borne among numerous thorns, so that it is far less promising than most of our other garden fruits. Apparently its chief value lies in its adaptability to regions where more desirable bush-fruits can not be grown. Where the currant thrives, there is little need for the Buffalo Berry, except as a novelty or for ornament. It possesses ornamental qualities of value, and may well be planted for that purpose. It is often recommended as a hedge plant for the Northwest. There are two forms, one bearing bright red and the other yellow fruit. The plant propagates readily, either by seeds or cuttings, and also by the suckers which sometimes spring up about the base of the plants. It is diocious, and both staminate and pistillate plants must be grown together, or no fruit will result. These may be distinguished by the buds in winter, those of the pistillate
BUFFALO BERRY

plant being more slender, less numerous, and arranged in less compact clusters, those of the staminate plants being rounded, and borne in dense clusters.

FRED W. CARD.

BUGBANE is Clematis.

BUIST, ROBERT. Florist, seedsman, and author, was born at Cupar Fife, near Edinburgh, Scotland, Nov. 14, 1865, and died in Philadelphia, July 13, 1880. He was trained at the Edinburgh Botanic Gardens, came to America in August, 1828, and was employed for a time by Henry Pratt. In 1839 he became the partner of Hibbert, who had established the first notable florist's business in Philadelphia. He became noted for his successes with roses, which were at that time second in popular favor to the camellia with the Philadelphians. The great improvement of the verbena was largely due to him, and was immediately followed by the introduction into America of a distinct class of bedding plants. He introduced Poinsettia pulcherrima to the trade, and his sale of the double form is said to have been the first transaction of the kind accomplished by ocean telegraph. He was the author of The American Flower-Garden Directory, in 1832, The Rose Manual, 1844, and The Family Kitchen-Gardener (copyrighted, 1847), all of which were frequently reissued, and enjoyed a considerable sale for many years. An excellent account of his life may be found in The Gardner's Monthly 22:372 (1888). The frontispiece of the bound volume for the year is his portrait.

W. N. J.

BULB, BULBS. A bulb is a thickened, fleshy, and usually subterranean bud, generally emitting roots from its under side. The function of the bulb is to carry the plant over an unpropitious season, as over winter or a dry period. True Bulbs are either tunicated, formed in rings or layers, like those of hyacinths and onions (Fig. 283); or scaly, like those of Liliums (Fig. 284); but as popularly understood and in commercial parlance, the term Bulbs applies to a large class of flowering and ornamental bulbous-like plants in their dormant condition, during which period they are collected, dug, stored, shipped, sold and planted, like so many potatoes. This class includes, in addition to the true bulbs, many that are botanically known as corms, which are solid, as crocus and gladiolus (Fig. 285); tubers which are succulent and have the buds or eyes near the surface, as the dahlia and potato (Fig. 286); rhizomes, fleshy, creeping underground stems like cer-

286. Potato—Example of a tuber.

tain iris, ginger, and many wild plants (Fig. 287); also, Fig. 53, p. 37); pips, the flowering crowns of lily-of-the-valley; and certain other dormant fasciculated fleshy roots like those of peonies, ranunculus, etc. A variety of bulbs is shown in Fig. 288. The true or feeding roots grow generally from the base of the bulb, the stems, flowers and foliage from the crown of the bulb, or the eyes. There is an exception to this in certain lilies, which throw out roots above the bulb also (Fig. 289). The bulb is a storehouse for the plant, wherein is formed, after flowering, new stems, leaves and flowers. In fact, the bulb contains a new plant, which is protected and sustained within the bulb by the reserve food and energy collected therein during one season for the plant's successor. After the flowering period, the plant above the bulb and the roots beneath it ripen off and die away. The bulb is then in a dormant condition. It is during this state of rest, lasting approximately from three to six months, that bulbs are taken out of the ground and transported easily and safely from continent to continent, if required; after which the incontinent roots, stems, foliage and flowers develop with as much luxuriance and perfection—conditions being congenial—as if the bulb had remained in its original environment.

Bulbous flowering plants (bulbs) are very popular with flower-loving people. There is a particular charm and interest in growing them. As a rule, they produce flowers of remarkable beauty, unsurpassed by any other class of plants, and many of them are deliciously fragrant. They comprise an endless variety in habit, form, size and color, are adaptable for many purposes, and many of them flower equally well under either garden or house culture. Soon after their beauty fades they hide away, or may be removed; and in the interval, their places may be occupied by other seasonal flowering plants. Not the least among the merits of bulbs is their ease of culture, and the great certainty and perfection with which their flowers are produced, under suitable conditions.

Among bulbous plants are many that are sufficiently hardy to withstand the severity of our northern winters. The kinds that are suitable are nearly all dormant in the fall, which is the proper time for planting them, and they will flower the coming season. In March or earlier, spring is ushered in with the blooming of snowdrops, chionodoxas, anenomes, scillas, crocus, winter aconites, bulbocodiums, etc., followed in April with brilliant hyacinths, tulips, narcissus and hosts of others. In April appear the unapproachable late tulips, poet's daffodils, dicentras, etc., followed in succession until frost, notably with peonies, irises, hemerocallis, lilies, montbretias, tritomas, etc. All these are useful for gardens, lawns, and parks.

Gardeners usually think of bulbs as divided into two classes,—hardy and tender, or those which stand freezing and those which do not. There is a class from South Africa known as Cape bulbs, which usually bloom in the fall. There are now so many improved hybrids and breeds that are crowding out the types, that the term
"Cape bulb" has lost its significance in this country. In the present article, bulbs are treated under the following general heads: hardy bulbs in the herbaceous garden, mixed flower border or lawn; summer- and autumn-flowering tender bulbs for spring planting; bulbs for flowering in the house and greenhouse; keeping dormant bulbs, tubers, etc.; hints on buying and selecting bulbs; catalogue of bulbs.

**Hardy Spring-Flowering Bulbs for Design Bedding.**—The only bulbs adapted for geometrical beds are Dutch hyacinths and tulips. It is not best to use both in the same bed for really fine effects. While there are hundreds of varieties in both hyacinths and tulips with colors, gradations and variegations innumerable, yet for this style of bedding only solid, bright, contrasting colors should be used. This limits the selection in hyacinths to dark crimson, rose-red, pink, purple, blue, lavender, white and yellow (the latter is seldom satisfactory), and in tulips to dark blood red, scarlet, rose, bluish-pink, yellow, white, and a bluish, chartreuse, which last is seldom used. In ordering the bulbs for this style of bedding, it is important to select kinds that bloom at the same time and are of uniform height. The bulb catalogues give this information; or, deal with a reliable firm and leave the selection to them. In planting bulbs in "design beds," it pays for the extra trouble to first remove the soil to a depth of 6 inches, spade up the lower soil, using well-rotted manure and plenty of bone dust worked in. Then level off, smooth, and cover with an inch of sand. This prevents the manure from touching the bulbs, allows the water to drain away from immediate contact with them, thus removing causes which may lead to their decay. Bulbs set in this manner on the sand may be placed in their exact position, after which the top soil is carefully replaced. It is a difficult matter to set bulbs just 4 inches deep and 4 to 6 inches apart with an ordinary trowel. The planter is almost sure occasionally to chop off a piece of a neighboring bulb or displace it. Bulbs planted in the manner advised, being of an even depth, will flower uniformly; often, when planted with a trowel, some bulbs will be an inch too high and some an inch too low, which in early spring makes considerable difference in the time of blooming. Besides, when bulbs are planted with a trowel or dibble, there is danger of "hanging" a bulb occasionally, where it may perish on account of not touching bottom.

**Hardy Bulbs in the Herbaceous Garden, Mixed Flower Border, or Lawn.**—The mixed border is a favorite place for most hardy bulbs. They should be planted in little colonies here and there among the hardy plants and shrubs; and it is here that bulbs seem to thrive and give the most pleasure. As spring approaches, the sombre winter brown and dull greens of the deciduous and evergreen plants are suddenly transformed into an unrivaled setting, studded with brilliantly colored and fragrant flowers, the contrasts being exceedingly effective and cheery; and besides, from the border one does not hesitate to cut a few flowers for the house for fear of spoiling the effect, as would be the case in formal bedding. Furthermore, bulbs seem to do better and last longer in a border because the flowers are cut freely in bud or when just approaching their prime, which is the best possible time for the benefit of the bulb, for the efforts of any bulb to form seeds weakens the bulb. A hyacinth bulb that matures seed is virtually destroyed. Then, again, in an herbaceous border the bulbs are not disturbed. The foliage remains unjured until ripe, and then fulfilling its function of recharging the bulb with new energy for the next season's display.

Bold clumps of the taller bulbous plants are very effective on the lawn, where beds of one kind should be isolated, and be given a position not too prominent nor too near. The object desired is a mass of one color, which at a little distance is more striking compared to an abundant display of flower color and surrounding green grass and trees. Among the best hardy bulbs for this purpose are: hemerocallis, such lilies as candidum, tigrinum, speciosum and auratum; also dianthus, crown imperials, montbretias, tritomata, peonies, Kempteri and Germanica irises, etc.

Bulbs planted right in the sod on the lawn make a very pleasing picture when in bloom in the early spring. Make patches here and there of golden, white and purple crocus, the little chionodoxas, snowdrops, Selinia amina, winter aconite, snowflakes, bulbocodium and triteleia. These grow, increase, bloom and ripen the foliage before it is necessary to use the lawn mower, so that the surface of the lawn in summer is not marred. The bulbs may be dibbled in when the ground is moist and soft during the fall rains, but it is better to cut and turn back the sod here and there, plant the bulbs under it, then press the sod back again.

For parks, groves and wild outlying grounds beyond the closely clipped lawn, a very happy style of "naturalizing" bulbs and other plants is coming much into vogue. Such bulbs should be used as can be planted in quantity, twenty-five to a hundred or more of a kind in a patch, and only those should be used which are hardy, and will flower and thrive and increase under neglect. Fortunately, there are many bulbous plants that succeed even better in such rough places than in the prim garden. Among them are hardy anemones, camassia, convallaria, dicentra, erythroniums, fankias, certain irises, liliums, poet's narcissus, Von Sion narcissus, trilliums, and numerous others.

In regard to the preparation of beds for hardy bulbs, planting and treatment, we can only generalize. Detai lled directions suited to the different species, and also varieties where treatment varies, will be found under their respective headings in this Cyclopedia. As a rule, well-rotted manure (mind that it is well rotted, not fresh

---

287. Example of a rhizome—Smilacina racemosa.

288. Various types of bulbs and tubers.


and heating) should be liberally applied and dug into the ground deeply. It must be where the long, feeding roots can get at it far enough out of the contrast with the too near their base. This is easily accomplished by removing a few inches of the top soil first, as described under "Design Bedding," above. If it is impracticable to
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do this, then it is not advisable to use manure at all, for the bulbs are liable to come in contact with it and become diseased. Bone meal alone is then the safest fertilizer to use, and it should be applied lavishly. Most bulbs like rich food if properly applied. Although the embryo flowers were formed within the bulb the season

plants, many of which cannot be enjoyed in the average monotonous garden.

The sooner bulbs can be put in the ground after they are ripe the better for the bulbs; for no matter how long they will keep, they do not improve when out of the ground, but tend to dry out and lose vitality. There are, however, many reasons why bulbs cannot be planted as soon as ripe; and when they are to be kept for certain purposes, they should be stored as advocated below. Hardy spring-flowering bulbs should be planted in the open ground in the fall, not earlier than six weeks before regular frosty and freezing nights are expected. Planting as much later as is necessary, providing that the bulbs are keeping sound, but it is not advisable to plant them earlier. Cool weather is necessary to deter top growth, which is very liable to start after four to six weeks of rising temperatures; and you must be vigilant to keep the shoots from being injured by the succeeding freezing. In Maine, Ontario, Wisconsin, and other northern parts (about 45 degrees north latitude), such hardy bulbs as hyacinths, tulips, narcissus, etc., may be planted in September. In New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, etc. (about 40 degrees), plant about the middle of October. In the latitude of Richmond, Louisville, St. Louis, etc., the middle of November is early enough. In the latitude of Raleigh, Nashville, and south, do not plant until middle of December, and for the latter section let the selection of bulbs run to late-flowering varieties, such as Bizarre, Darwin and late double tulips, late hyacinths, late narcissus, for they are not so likely to be caught by the occasional freezing weather in January and February. In this southern latitude, however, very early-flowering bulbs, such as Roman hyacinths, Due van Tiel tulips, Paper Whites, narcissus, etc., if planted in September, are usually through blooming before freezing weather begins. South of the freezing belt, hardy spring-flowering bulbs are not very successful, as a rule, there being no sufficiently cool weather to deter top growth and force the root action first, without which the flowers and foliage will not develop beyond such sustenance as the bulb can supply; and this sustenance is usually exhausted by the time the flower-spikes are fully formed. But there are many half-hardy and tender bulbs that are more easily grown and flowered in the South than in the North.

The treatment of bulbs after flowering is important when the bulbs are to be used again, for it must never be forgotten that the flowers and resources for the next season are garnered within the bulb after blooming, through the agency of the roots and foliage. Imperfectly developed and mature foliage this year means poor flowers or none at all next year; so at year's end remove the bulbs alone until the leaves have died down. When summer bedding plants are to be substituted, it is sometimes necessary to remove bulbs before ripen. In such cases, the bulbs should be carefully lifted with a spade. Disturb the roots as little as possible, and do not cut or crush the leaves. Heel-in the plants in a shallow trench in some half-shady out-of-the-way place until ripe.

SUMMER- AND AUTUMN-FLOWERING GARDEN BULBS FOR SPRING PLANTING.—This class (Tender) includes some of our showiest garden flowers, which are almost indispensable. They are of the easiest possible culture. Planted in the spring, after danger from frost is over, in a sunny position in rich, loamy soil, they will flower with great certainty the same season. After flowering and ripening of the foliage, they should be taken up and stored for the winter as advised below, under “Keeping Dormant Bulbs,” until wanted the next spring. Among the more important species of this class of bulbs are the foregoing and the following:

— Azapanthus (F.), a stroemeria (F.), amorphophallus, amanthea (F.), anthemalyza (F.), tuberosa begonia, bessera, colocasia (caladium), cooperia, crinum, cypella, cyrtanthus, dichtous, gattonia: Hyacinthus oldi, imperata tia (madeira vine), montebretia, nemastylis, border oxalis, ornithogalum (F.), pancratium, richardia (calla), schizostylis (F.), sprekelia, tigrina, tuberosum, watsonia, xanthorrhoea.

BULBS FOR FLOWERING IN THE HOUSE AND GREENHOUSE.—There is no class of plants that gives more satisfaction for this purpose, with so little skill, than

289. The Easter lily throws out feeding roots both below and above the bulb.

Before, yet their size, luxuriance and brilliancy this season depend largely upon the nutrition the roots receive. Liberal applications of manure water, when the bulbs are in bud, often produce excellent results.

The proper depth to plant bulbs varies according to the kinds. It is a common fault to plant them too near the surface. Some kinds, notably the Californian Humboldtii and Washingtonianum lilies, do best when 10 to 12 inches deep; hyacinths, tulips, narcissus, and similar large bulbs from 4 to 6 inches deep; smaller bulbs somewhat shallower. Hardy bulbs root during the fall and early winter, and if planted too near the surface the freezing, thawing and heaving of the upper crust of soil in mild winters often causes the bulbs to break from their roots, and, in consequence, only inferior flowers are produced. When, good cold weather has set in and a light crust has been frozen on the soil, then cover the bed with leaves, straw, marsh hay or reeds to a depth of from 4 to 6 inches. This protects not only from severe freezing, but from equally injurious unreasonable thaw. Do not put the covering too early, for it might warm the soil so that the balls would commence to grow and afterward be injured from freezing. Gradually remove the covering in the spring.

The general run of bulbous plants thrive in a loamy soil, inclining to sand. This soil attracts moisture, allows free drainage, and admits air. If the soil is cold and stiff, a liberal admixture of leaf-mold and sand, with the addition of manure applied as above described, will be beneficial. The texture of the soil should be such that stagnant water will not remain around the bulbs, as it tends to rot them, particularly when dormant. An excess of humus is, therefore, to be guarded against for most bulbs. While the majority of bulbous plants thrive under the soil conditions advised above, yet there are many notable exceptions. Happy should be the man on whose grounds can be found a variety of soils and exposures, shade and sun. A small wooded valley or ravine, with a brook flowing through it into an open, moist meadow, affords conditions suitable for growing to perfection the greatest variety of bulbous and other
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The various bulbs. Perhaps the most important class of all bulbs for winter-flowering and forcing are certain hardy and half hardy kinds. They are the most easily managed of all, and need occupy no space in the window, or greenhouse, excepting when in bud and bloom. Under suitable treatment, they flower with great certainty, and their flowering period may be hastened (forced) or retarded (dormant) at will, by putting them in forcing cases, or giving a continuous succession of bloom.

There is a great variety of kinds of bulbs to select from for this purpose (see list of species at end of this article). Yet the demand, at this writing, has called forth the following leaders, especially for forcing purposes: Allium Neapolitanum, A. Hirtum Budenii, Narcissus, Convallaria Lily of the Valley), Freesia, Scilla, the gladiolus "The Bride," early spring-flowering Dutch Hyacinths and Romans, Campionelle Jonquilla, Lilium candidum, L. Harrisii and L. longiflorum. Several narcissi are in demand, notably among the large trumpet varieties: Emperor, Empress, Golden Star, Erechtlium, Maximus and Trumpet major; among the medium and small trumpets: Sir Watkins, Barripous and Poeticus ornatus; of the doubles are Von Sion and Orange Phoenix; of the Polyantlia, narcissus, Paper White grandiflora (Tutus albus), and Double Roman (Constantinople). Of other species of bulbs, Ornithogalum Arabicum, Spirea astilbes floribunda (Arumus), and single and double tulips, are the most varieties of culture for hardy bulbs for winter flowering are the same, whether only a few are grown in pots for the window garden, or whether they are to be forced by the use of the florist's or greenhouse potting methods. For all you can do your best to secure the strongest bulbs. Remember that the flowers were formed within the bulbs the previous season. If you buy bulbs of narcissi containing only one flower, or hyacinths with only ten bulbs on a spike, the best culture you can give cannot make good culture will develop such flowers larger and better. The next most important essential—we might say the secret of success in flowering bulbs in the house or greenhouse—is proper root development before the tops begin to grow. To aid the uninstructed in this important matter, we will illustrate: When hardy bulbs are planted in the open ground in the northern states in the fall, the weather above them is cool and cold, the ground beneath them is warmer, and the conditions are congenial for root action but deterrent to top growth. This results in the perfect development of such flowers as the bulbs contain; on the other hand, with narcissus, and most other hardy spring-flowering bulbs are planted in fall in our extreme southern states, they usually prove disappointing, because the weather is warm, causing the flowers and foliage to begin to grow before the roots are developed as some bulbs could supply has been exhausted, the plant stops growing and dwindles. When we grow bulbs under artificial conditions, we must make them produce roots first. Failure to do this is responsible for the disappointment failures.

When hardy bulbs are to be grown in pots for winter blooming in the house or conservatory, the bulbs should be potted as soon as they are procurable, between August and November. Some writers recommend that bulbs be planted in succession lots to give later and continuous flowers, but we think such advice is at fault, as the weather is not dry out and the bulbs dry too long. It is no trouble to retard the flowering of hardy bulbs in winter, as hereafter described, without keeping them out of the ground.

But be rich soil. Fresh manure cannot be used. Of course, if the soil be manure, some may be pulverized and worked into the soil, but it is safer to use pure bone meal, one part to fifty of soil. If the soil is stiff and heavy, mix it with sand and leaf-mold or peat moss, in the proportions of 2 to 1. A 3-inch pot is best for a first-sized hyacinth, or large bulbous narcissi, particularly the Polyanthus type. Tulips, small narcissi, and bulbs of a similar size, will grow in a 2-inch pot, so that when put three or more of one variety together in a larger pot, as the soil retains a more even temperature and moisture; and for this reason some prefer earthen bulb-pans, which come in various sizes, from 8 to 18 inches in diameter. In potting, place a little broken pottery or lumps of charcoal in the bottom for drainage, then fill the pot with soil and shake it down, but do not pack it. Neither must the bulb be pressed or screwed into the soil, else the soil will be packed under it so that when the roots start they should be raised the bulb of the pot. Plant the bulb just deep enough for it to will not show. Large and soft bulbs, which are liable to rot, may be set in a cushion of sand, and other bulbs, half in soft soil until it has taken root and become established (Fig. 230). When forming a mixed bulb in the same pot, pan or box, care should be used in selecting different varieties that will flower at the same time.

290. Bulb with a cushion of sand beneath it to prevent decay.

An early-flowering Dutch van Thol and a double tournesol bulb would flower a month apart under the same treatment. Some varieties of hyacinths, of narcissi, and of most species of bulbs vary greatly in time of blooming, which, of course, affects the time of forcing. When florists force bulbs in quantity for cut flowers, they seldom use pots, but shallow boxes, or flats, of a size to economize bench room. Usually these boxes are from 8 to 10 inches in length, and 5 or 6 inches in width. The bulbs are planted closely in these from 1 inch to 2 inches apart, according to the kind. The tops of the bulbs (excepting lilies) are kept about even with the top of the soil. Do not water them unless the soil is very dry, for bulbs in a deep pot produce more leaves than can excess of moisture. After the pots are potted, or boxed, as described, they should be placed in a coldframe or cold-pit to root. This is the most important detail in forcing bulbs under artificial conditions. Soak the pots, boxes or pans with inches of sand, ashes, rotted leaves, tubak or similar substance, and do not put the sashes on until freezing weather, and even then remove the sash on pleasant days. When no coldframes or pits are available, the pots may be covered as advised in a cold cellar. It is preferable, however, to sink them in the open ground. The writer never had finer flowers on hardy bulbs than when treated in this way. A trench a foot deep is dug in the garden where water will not settle on it, and it is protected from the north and west cold. Three inches of coal ashes is first placed in the trench, to allow drainage and keep the worms out. The ashes are then subjected to a second dressing of ashes about the pots, boxes or pans with inches of sand, ashes, rotted leaves, tubak or similar substance, and do not put the sashes on until freezing weather, and even then remove the sash on pleasant days. When the weather gets cold enough to freeze a crust on the soil, an additional covering of about 4 inches of rough stable manure, leaves or straw, is put over. Some early bulbs, such as Roman hyacinth, Paper White narcissus, van Thol tulips, etc., will root sufficiently in five or six weeks to be taken up for first flowers, which should be out by Christmas or earlier, but it is safer to allow all bulbs to grow for about six weeks after the first removal of pots, or as needed, further relays of rooted bulbs may be taken out for a continuous display of bloom. When the pots of hardy bulbs have been taken up, place them in a cool greenhouse or cool, light store room, or on the entrance steps of a warm window, or wherever they are wanted to flower. Bulbs treated in this manner will produce perfect spikes of flowers. A good rule to keep in mind in forcing hardy bulbs is: Temperature, 60° for best growth and stems. 60° for best flowers, 70° for quick development. 80° to rush bloom with loss of substance and risk of "going blind" (producing no flowers).
The exceptions to the above advice are liliums and lily-of-the-valley. *Lilium Harrisi* and *Lilium longiflorum* bulbs particularly, in addition to throwing away the roots from the base of the bulbs, usually form roots from the new stem just above the bulb, and the plants and flowers derive much strength from these top roots. So in leaving the top bulblets, it is best to cut down so deep that there will be sufficient soil above the bulbs to entice and sustain the stem roots. In other respects treat the bulbs after potting as just advised. Winter-flowering bulbs of the valley forms, too, are developing. They flower just as well in sand or moss, or anything that retains an even moisture and temperature, as they do in soil, but lily-of-the-valley for flowering in the house or greenhouse requires freez- ing-brought into flower. Without freezing, many pips will "come blind," or produce malformed spikes. It is so just as well for amateurs to plant their pips an inch or two apart in pots or bulbs pans, and remove them in the green, as recommended for other hardy bulbs. Florists generally freeze their pips in refrigerators, or have them placed, just as they arrive from Germany, 2,500 pips in a case, in cold storage of the same nature of freezing-b. After being forced or frozen in the greenhouse or window, hardy bulbs are of little value, for most bulbs suitable for the purpose have attained their maximum size and, consequently, are ready to break up. Florists usually throw these bulbs away. Still, if space can be spared for the bulbs to complete their growth after flowering and ripening, many of them can be utilized for forcing purposes. Run in a refrigerator or single thaw, and remain, where some of them will eventually recuperate and flower.

Half-hardy bulbs for winter-flowering and forcing should be treated in a similar manner. As soon as possible after putting them they should be placed for rooting where they will not freeze. Yet they can go pretty close to it and be all the better for it. In northern states, a coldframe or pit or cold greenhouse to root them in is, therefore, all that can be succeeded for. Half-hardy winter and summer-flowering greenhouse bulbs, the culture varies with almost every species, and as no general instructions would suit all kinds, the reader may refer to their respective headings in this Cyclopaedia. (See list of species at the end of this page.)

The flowering of bulbs in glasses, bowls, unique pots, etc., is the most successful and interesting are hyacinth bulbs in glasses of water. Use early-flowering single varieties only. The seedsmen and dealers in bulbs supply special hyacinth glasses for this purpose, of which some are inlaid with glass, and decorations, and vary in price from 20 cts. to $1.50 each. These are simply filled with fresh, pure water. A lump of charcoal thrown in absorbs impurities, but it is not absolutely necessary. The bulb rests in a cup-shaped receptacle on top of the glass. In filling, the water should not quite touch the bottom of the bulb. Put in a cool, dark, airy place in the glass, where the temperature of the place is 60°, in order to yet the buds to open. The temperature averages about 58°, until the stems and foliage have developed; then remove to a warm, sunny window for flowers to open. There are other kinds that do equally well in the same conditions of temperature, but the hyacinth is the hardest.

Among them are spredelia (Jacobean lily), Trumpet narcissus, Horsfieldii and Golden Spur, polyanthus narcissus Grand Monarque and Gloriae, large bunches of Rose amaryllis or single tulips, and Mammoth Yellow crocuses, etc. We have flowered hyacinths on a piece of virgin cork floating in an aquarium, a hole being cut through the cork for the roots to reach the water. The so-called "Chinese Sacred Lily," a variety of Polyanthus narcissus, grows and flowers luxuriantly in bowls of water, provided they are not placed in a dry, furnace-heated room, which will cause the buds to blight before opening. Sufficient pebbles or shells should surround the bulbs to prevent them from floating over.

Crocus, Roman hyacinths and lily-of-the-valley pips are very pretty when nicely flowered in column or hearth-hog or beehive-shaped hollow pots with holes for the reception of the bulbs. A bulb is placed in front of each hole from the inside, with the crown of the bulb looking outward. The pot then filled with soil through the large opening in the bottom, moss being pressed in last to hold the contents in place, after which the pots are put outside for the bulbs to root, as explained for other hardy bulbs for similar purpose.

**KEEPING DORMANT BULBS, TUBERS, ETC.**—Bulbs and tubers of the various species, as well as their varieties, vary greatly in size. Some, like oxalis, snowdrops, chionodoxas, etc., often do not exceed half an inch in diameter, while other bulbs, such as so-called *Scilla racemosa*, certain arums, crinums, etc., attain great size, frequently weighing several pounds each. Such solid bulbs as those of tulips, hyacinths, narcissus, etc., will remain out of the ground and stored away in a safe place, for three or four months. The larger the bulb the longer it will keep, as a rule. Large crinum bulbs have been kept for fifteen months. Still, it is always better to plant them as soon as possible, for, although they keep, they do not improve, and their tendency is always towards drying out and loss of vitality.

In a very cold room, bulbs packed up air-tight. They are apt to generate heat or mold or rot, or to start. When solid bulbs are to be kept dormant for any length of time, they should be stored away from bright light in hot-houses, shallows, and cold rooms, or a cellar where there is a circulation of fresh air and the temperature is as cool as possible. Forty degrees is the desideratum for all excepting tender bulbs. Scale-like bulbs, as lilliums, excepting hyacinth, etc., can be kept in a box kept at 50°, or even to the air for any length of time; therefore, they are best kept in open boxes packed with some substance that will retain a slight and even moisture, such as sphagnum moss, rotted leaf-mold, escombrant fiber refuse, or moss sand, but they must be kept out of any heat; otherwise, they are likely to rot. For this reason, "cold-storage bulbs" cannot be safely shipped any distance in warm weather, this often being the cause of the country florists' disappointment in respect to developing bulbs. Such bulbs may be kept in a warm, dry atmosphere, or placed in the greenhouses. In winter, the temperature of the place should be not below 50°. The cause of tubers not flowering is often that the bulbs have been kept too long in dry sand or soil. This is especially true of such as *Sagittaria calomelanos*, which are kept for months until wanted for forcing. When they are removed from this arctic chamber, they must be thawed out gradually and as soon as possible, and if allowed to defrost in the open, and then stored, they will not grow in any heat; otherwise, they are likely to rot. For this reason, "cold-storage bulbs" cannot be safely shipped any distance in warm weather, this often being the cause of the country florists' disappointment in respect to developing bulbs.

**TENDER DORMANT BULBS, ETC.**—As already said, tubers can develop only the flowers which were formed within them before they were ripened. A bulb must be of very large size or full of yellow pips to keep in the pot, because grown in impovorized soil or under ungenial conditions, or because it may not have been matured when dug; or it may have been injured from heating, sweating, freezing or mildew in storage or transit, caused by improper curing or packing, or it may be dried out from having been out of the ground too long. In the majority of cases in which poor bulbs are planted, however, it is the buyer's fault in procuring cheap bulbs, which in many cases are second grades, lacking age and
proper size. The commoner varieties of a species usually propagate the fastest, and it is generally these less savory varieties and inferior seedlings and cuttings from the named bulbs that go to make up most "mixed color" "mixed varieties." Therefore, for best results, it is advisable to expend a given amount of money for the first size named varieties, rather than for a larger quantity of cheaper secondaries and mixtures, unless, of course, the bulbs are wanted for large permanent plantings, as in promiscuous borders for naturalizing, etc., where best flowers the first season are of secondary consideration.

The best named hyacinths—"top roots," as they are called in Holland—require from four to six years to attain full size and give best flowers. Such bulbs, according to the variety, should measure from 20 to 24 centimeters (8 to 9 inches) in circumference. The natural cost more to grow than the younger second or "bedding" grade of bulbs, measuring from 18 to 20 centimeters (6 to 8 inches). There is a third size, ranging from 16 to 18 centimeters (4 to 6 inches), that goes in mixtures, and a fourth size (12 to 14 centimeters) that goes out as "Dutch Romans," "Pan Hyacinths," "Miniatures," etc. Some growers even scale their sizes a centimeter or two less than mentioned, to enable them to quote lower prices, and then, tulips and many other bulbs are also sorted into sizes, enabling the grower to catch all classes of buyers.

A first-size crocus bulb should measure 10 centimeters (4 inches) in circumference, and may produce 6 to 12 flowers each. A small, cheap bulb produces only two or three flowers. A narcissus bulb of maximum size will produce from 3 to 5 flowers (some times more), and an intermediate size bulb a single flower. A White Roman hyacinth bulb 14 to 16 centimeters (5-6 in. circumference) will produce 3 and often 4 spikes of firsts and secondaries, while an 11- to 12-centimeter size will average only one first grade spike and a couple of seconds, or perhaps nothing but seconds. The best lily-of-the-valley pips bear from 12 to 16 bulbs on a spike, usually all firsts. Cheaper inferior grades of pips hardly seem more than 7 to 10 bulbs. If the florist or planter wants the best bulbs, he must pay more for them, but they are cheapest in the end, for second-grade stock takes up just as much room and requires as much care, fire, and other expenses. It is the grade of flowers called firsts that sells and pays a profit. The surplus of seconds is often so abundant that the market price for them does not pay the cost of the bulbs.

Calendar of Bulbs.—To aid in the selection of bulbs for particulars, we append a list of the flowering species that are procurable for winter bloom (between the months specified) from seedsmen and bulb dealers, and we affix a sign to each to indicate the purpose for which the different varieties are adapted. Some kinds are useful for more than one purpose, and each have a corresponding number of signs. For example: if a selection of bulbs is to be made for winter-flowering in the house, make a note of those to which an asterisk (*) is affixed, then turn to their respective headings in this Cyclopedia, where will be found full selection in the varieties as well as species—and cultural instructions—which will enable any one to make an intelligent selection.

For winter-flowering bulbs for greenhouses and window, select from species marked .

For summer and fall-flowering bulbs for pots for greenhouse and other decoration, select from species marked .

For spring-flowering hardy bulbs for gardens, lawns, etc., select from species marked .

For summer and fall-flowering hardy bulbs for gardens, lawns, etc., select from species marked .

For climbing bulbous plants, select from species marked .

*For flowering bulbs (not hardy) in pots, tubs, or beds.

GENERAL, ETC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GENERA, ETC.</th>
<th>HARRIETY</th>
<th>DORMANT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amperomene</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aminophyllum</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antholyza</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>H &amp; H</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Oct. to Apr.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BULBS

291. Bulbocodium vernalum.

They thrive on blocks or trunks of ferns. B. Risneri, Reeleb. f., is one of the largest of orchids, its rhizomes twining about trees, and its fls. emitting the violecent conceivible odor; see G.C. II. 11: 41, and 14: 326, 523; B.M. 64.

LOBBI, Lindl. Leaf solitary, broadly lance-elliptic; scape 1-fl., arising from the side of the pseudobulb, shorter than the fl.; fls. large and spreading (2 in. across); sepals lanceolate and acuminate, yellow, more or less marked with purple; petals smaller, streaked purple, lip-ecordate-ovate, yellow and orange-dotted, not bearded.

JAVA. B.M. 4532.—Flowers in early summer. Once catalogued by Pitcher & Manda.

BULK, EPRAIM W. The introducer of the Concord grape lived a long, quiet, and useful life in Concord,
BUPHTHALMUM

BUPHTHALMUM (Greek for ox-eye), Composita. A few European and W. Asian perennial herbs, sometimes grown in the hardy border. Heads large, with long yellow rays; lvs. alternate, entire or dentate; pappus bristles, often connate into a crown; achenes glabrous. Showy plants of easy culture.

speciosissimum, Ard. Lvs. cordate and clasping, the upper ones oval and acuminate; heads solitary on the ends of the stems: 2-5 ft., flowering in July and later.

salicifolium, Linn. (B. grandifolium, Linn.). Lvs. oblong-cordate, sometimes 3-lobed, somewhat pale beneath and slightly serrate: fls. solitary and terminal, large: lower than the last.

speciosum, Schreb. (B. cordifolium, Waldst. & Kit.). Lvs. very large, cordate, coarse-serrate; fls. very large and showy, on an upward-thickened peduncle: 3-4 ft., blooming in June and later. B. M. 3466, as Telélia speciosa.

L. H. B.

BUPLEURUM (Greek, ox and rib: of no obvious application), Umbellifera. Weedy plants of the Old World, of which one (B. rotundifolium, Linn.), is naturalized in the Eastern United States, and another (B. falcatum, Linn.), is cult. in Japan for greens (A.T. 13:9).

BURBIDGEA (after F. W. Burbidge, who discovered it in Borneo), Belamcanda. A monocotyledon genus allied to Hedychium, but with no lateral perianth segments and the lip reduced to a small blade. The showy orange-scarlet fls. rival cannas in brilliancy. For culture, see Alpinia and Hedychium.

nita, Hook. f. Tender herbaceous perennial: height 2-3 ft.; root-stock creeping, matted: stems tufted, slender: leaf-blades glossy, 4-6 in. long, eared at junction with the sheath: panicle terminal, 4-6 in. long, many-fl.; inner perianth tube 1-1/2 in. long; orange-scarlet, the dorsal one shorter and more roundish than the 2 lateral ones. B. M. 6403. Sold by Siebricht & Son.

BURLCHĖLLA (W. Burlchell, botanical traveler), Rubiaceae. One species from S. Afr., an evergreen shrub, with opposite short-petioled lvs. and dense terminal clusters of sessile scarlet fls.; corolla tubular, bell shaped; stamens 5, inserted in the tube; fr. a 2-celled, many seeded berry. B. Capensis, R. Br., is in the Amer. trade, being cult. for its rich, dark foliage and brilliant fls. It is very variable, and has received several names, from 3-10 ft. Prop. by cuttings. Grown under glass. B. M. 2339, R. H. Iss. 420. J. H. III. 34:81.

BURDOCK. See Arctium.

BURLINGTONIA. See Rodriguesia.

BURNET (Potentium Saugusirea, Linn.), A Hardy roseaceous perennial, the piquant lvs. of which are sometimes used in flavoring soups and salads. The dried roots are occasionally used as a family remedy. Burdett is little known in this country as a perennial herb. It is worthy a place in the hardy border for the ornamental character of its odd-pinnate lvs. and its little heads of fls. with drooping stamens. The leaves are very dark green, ovate and notched. Stems 1-2 ft. high, bearing oblong or globular smooth heads. Of easiest culture, either from seeds or by division of the clumps. Native of Europe.

L. H. B.

BURNT-BUSH. See Euonymus.

BURRIELA. See Bacopa.

BURSARIA (Burra, a pouch, alluding to the shape of the pods), Pittosporaceae. Two species of shrubs with white fls., in clusters; sepals, petals and stamens equal 5; r. 2-loculed capsule, in shape like that of the Shepherd's Purse.

spinosa, Cav. An elegant spiny shrub or small tree, with drooping branches and pretty white fls., produced in summer; lvs. small, oblong-cuneate, alternate and nearly sessile, small, slender, lateral, sessile, terminal. Australia, Tasmania. B. M. 1767,—Cult. in S. California.

BURSERA (Joachim Burser, a disciple of Caspar Baublin). Burseraceae. Generally tall trees, with simple or pinnately compound lvs.: fls. small, in clusters, 4-5 parted, with twice 5 glands as petals or sepalas, and a 3-parted oval containing 6 ovules: fr. a 3-parted drupe with usually only 1 seed. About 40 species of trees in tropical America. For B. servia, see Protium.

SIMARUBA, Sarg. (B. gummufera, Jacq.), Lvs. odd-pinnate, with 3-5 pairs of lfts.; lfts. ovate, acute, acuminate, smooth on both sides, entire, the netted veins prominent on the under side: fls. in a very knotty raceme, 4-6 parted: fr. a drupe, with a 3-valved succulent seed and 3-5 nuts. A tall tree with a straight trunk and spreading head, found in Florida, Mexico, and Central America and the West Indies,—It yields a sweet, aromatic balsam, which is used in tropical America as a medicine for internal and external application; dried, it is known in the trade as Chibou, or Cachibou resin, or Gomart resin. It is a hardly greenhouse plant, and thrives in a compost of loam and peat. Prop. by cuttings under glass, with bottom heat. G. T. Hastings.

BUSH-FRUIT. A term used to designate those small fruits which grow on woody bushes. It includes all small-fruits—as that term is used in America—except strawberries and cranberries. Bush-fruits is an English term, but it has been adopted late in this country, notably in Card's book on "Bush-Fruits." The common bush-fruits are currants, gooseberries, raspberries, blackberries, and dewberries.

BÜTEA (Earl of Bute). Leguminosae. Three or four species of trees or woody vines of India and China, with deep scarlet-papilionaceous fls., in racemes and pinnate lvs. In the Old World rarely grown in stoves. In this country, one is cult. in S. Calif.

frondosa, Roxbg. A leafy tree, yielding gum or lac; lfts. 3, roundish, pubescent beneath, the lateral ones unsymmetrical: fls. 2 in. long, orange-crimson, very showy; stamens 9 together and 1 free. India.—Reaches a height of 50 ft.

BUTOMUS (Greek, bous, ox, and tenos, to cut: the leaves too sharp for the mouths of cattle), Alismaceae. Hardy perennial aquatic of easy culture on margins of ponds. Prop. by division. All the species are referred by D.C., in Mon. Phan., vol. 3, to B. umbellatus, or to the Australian Butomopsis, which is also a monotongous genus, Umbelllātus, Linn. Flowering Rush. Rhizome thick: lvs. 2-3 ft. long, iris-like, sheathing at the base, 3-corned: fls. rose-colored, 25-30 in an umbel, on a long scape; sepals 3; petals 3. Summer. Eu., Asia.

BUTTERCUP. Species of Ranunculus.

BUTTERFLY WEED. Asclepias tuberosa.

BUTTERNUT. See Juglans.

BUTTON-BUSH is Cephalanthus.

BUTTONWOOD. Consult Platanus.

BUTTONWORT. See Pinguicula.

BUXUS (ancient Latin name). Euorophorhizaceae. Box Tree. Evergreen shrubs or small trees: lvs. opposite, short-petioled, entire, almost glabrous, coriaceous and rather small: fls. monochas, in axillary or terminal clusters, consisting usually of one terminal pistillate flower, with 6 sepals, and several lateral staminate fls. with 4 sepals and 4 stamens: fr. an obovate or nearly globose 3-pointed capsule, separating into 3 valves, each containing 2 shining black seeds. About 20 species in the mountains of Cent. and E. Asia, N. Afr., and S. Eur., also in W. India and C. Amer. Ornamental evergreen shrubs of dense but rather slow growth, with shining, small foliage and inconspicuous fls. and fr. The common box tree and B. microphylla may be grown in sheltered positions even north, while B. Wallichiana and B. Balfouria, two very distinct and hand-
some species, grow in the warmer temperate regions only. *B. sempervirens* stands pruning very well, and in the old formal gardens of Europe was formerly much used for hedges, and sometimes trimmed into the most fantastical shapes; the dwarf variety is still often planted for bordering flower beds. The very hard and close-grained wood is in great demand for engraving and finer turnery work. The Box Tree thrives in almost any well-drained soil, and best in a partially shaded position. Prop. by cuttings from mature wood early in fall, kept during the winter in the cool greenhouse or under handlighits in the open; in more temperate regions they may be inserted in a shady place in the open air; 4-6 in. is the best size for outdoor cuttings. Layers will also make good plants. The dwarf variety is usually propagated by division. In planting borders, it is essential to insert the divided plants deeply and as firmly as possible, and to give plenty of water the first time.

Seeds are sown soon after maturity, but it takes a long time to raise plants of good size from them.

*B. sempervirens*, Linn. COMMON BOX TREE. Fig. 292. Shrubs or small tree, to 25 ft.; branches quadrangular, sparingly pubescent; lvs. oval-oblong or oval, rarely roundish oval or lanceolate, usually obtuse, ½-1½ in. long; fls. in axillary clusters; staminate fls. sessile, with a gland half as long as the calyx in the center. S. Eur., N. Afr., Orient, China. Very variable in size, color and shape of the lvs.; some of the most cultivated forms are the following: Var. *angustifolia*, Loud. (var. *longifolia*, Hort.; var. *sativa*, Hort.). Lvs. narrow, oblong-lanceolate, usually shrubby. Var. *arborescens*, Linn. Tall shrub or small tree; lvs. usually oval. Var. *argenteo-marginata*, Hort. Lvs. edged white. Var. *aurea*, Hort. Lvs. yellow. Var. *aureo-marginata*, Hort, Lvs. edged yellow. Var. *fuscifolia*, Linn. (var. *nana*, Hort.). Dwarf: lvs. small, oval or obovate: flowering clusters usually only terminal.

**Japónica**, Muell. Arg. (B. *oblongata*, Hort. *B. Fortunei*, Hort.). Shrubs, 6 ft.; lvs. cuneate, obovate or roundish obovate, obtuse or emarginate at the apex, ¾-1¼ in. long, with usually pubescent petioles; clusters axillary; staminate fls. sessile, with a central gland as long as the calyx. China, Japan.—Nearly as hardy as the former. There are also some variegated forms.

**microphylla**, Sieb. & Zucc. (B. *Japónica*, var. *microphylla*, Muell. Arg.). Dwarf; often prostrate shrub, quite glabrous: lvs. obovate or obovate-lanceolate, ½-1 in. long; clusters mostly terminal; stamine fls. sessile, with a central gland, like the former. Japan.

**Baleárica**, Willd. Shrubs, 6-15 ft.; lvs. elliptic or oblong, acute or obtuse at the apex, 1-2 in. long, light green; clusters axillary; stamine fls. pedicellate. S. Spain, Balear. Handsome shrub, but less hardy than the former.


ALFRED REHDER.
CABBAGE. *Brassica oleracea*, Linn., is a cruciferous plant which grows wild on the sea-cliffs of western and southern Europe. Figs. 293 and 294, from nature, show the common form as it grows on the chalk cliffs of the English Channel. It is a perennial plant, or perhaps sometimes a biennial, with a very tough and woody root, a diffuse habit, and large, thick, deep-lobed leaves in various shades of green and reddish, and more or less glaucous. The leaves of this plant were probably eaten by the barbarous or half-civilized tribes; and when history begins, the plant had been transferred to cultivated grounds and had begun to produce dense rosettes or heads of leaves. It appears to have been in general use before the Aryan migrations to the westward. There were several distinct types or races of the Cabbage in cultivation in Pliny's time.

From the one original stock have sprung all the forms of Cabbages, Cauliflowers, Brussels Sprouts and Kales. For this family or group of plants the English language has no generic name. The French include them all under the term *Chou*, and the Germans treat them under *Kohl*. These various tribes may be classified as follows (cf. De Candolle, *Trans. Hort. Soc. London*, 5, 1-43; *Prodr.* 1, 213):

Var. *acéphala*, DC. The various headless Cabbages. It comprises the Kales, in many types and varieties, as the tall or tree Kales, Curled or Scotch Kales, and Collards. The Georgia Collards, grown in the south and shipped to northern markets, is shown in Fig. 295. Its likeness may be found wild on the cliffs of the southeastern coast of England to-day. A Curled Kale is shown in Fig. 296. The thick, tender leaves of the Kales are used as "greens." See *Collards* and *Kale*.

Var. *gemmifera*, Hort. The bud-bearing Cabbage, or Brussels Sprouts (see Fig. 273). In this group, the main stem or axis is tall and erect, and the axillary buds are developed into little heads.

Var. *capitata*, DC. The head-bearing, or true Cabbages. In this tribe, the main axis is short and thick, and the leaves are densely packed into a gigantic bud or head (Figs. 297, 298). The varieties of Cabbage are very numerous and various. A serviceable classification of them might follow this order:

A. Lvs. plain (not blistered).
B. Head oblong or conical (Fig. 299).
C. Green.
D. Head oblate or flattened (Fig. 299), including c and cc. as above.

AA. Lvs. blistered or pucked. The Savoy Cabbages. Fig. 300 (*B. oleracea*, var. *bulla*, DC.), to be further divided, as in A.

Var. *botrytis*, DC. Cauliflower and Broccoli, in which the head is formed of the condensed and thickened flower-cluster. See *Cauliflower*.

The Chinese Cabbage is a wholly different species from the common Cabbages (see *Brassica*). It does not form a compact and rounded head, but a more or less open and soft mass of leaves, after the manner of *Cos* Lettuce. It is of easy culture, but must be grown in the cool season, for it runs quickly to seed in hot and dry weather.

L. H. B.

CULTURE OF CABBAGE.—The Cabbage is a gross feeder. It endures much abuse. We may cover its leaves with dust, dose it with all sorts of substances, mutilate its leaves or roots as we choose, plant it in heavy clay, black muck or pure sand, and it will do fairly well in spite of all conditions if we but supply an abundance of easily secured food and the right quantity of water to enable the plant to take it in and make it available. Next to plenty of food, its great requisite is a proper supply of water, and, though its native home seems to be near the ocean, it is by no means an aquatic, and suffers as much from an over-supply of water as from any untoward condition. Cabbages cannot endure hot sunshine and dry air, and do best at all stages of growth in a cool, moist atmosphere, and while young plants do fairly well in a higher one, provided there is plenty of light and air, the older ones cannot be made to form perfect heads in such weather as prevails in most parts of the United States during the summer months. They are quite hardy, and will endure a too low temperature better than one which is too high, their hardiness in this respect depending largely upon the condition of the plant. The leaves of one rapidly grown in a greenhouse will be killed by 2° or 3° of frost, while it will take 20° to 25°, continued for some time, to kill one grown slowly out of doors. It is clear that if the plant is to be grown successfully in our southern states, it must be during the cooler winter and spring months; and at the north seed-sowing must be so timed as to avoid bringing the plants to a heading condition during hot weather. Cabbages can be grown without protection at the south

wherever a minimum temperature of about 15° above zero is the coldest that may be expected, and at the north well-grown and hardened plants for early crop may be set out as soon as danger of a temperature below about 20° above zero is passed. The earliest maturing
CAF

varieties, when grown without check, will come into heading condition in about ninety days from the seed, and the time necessary for the different sorts to perfect heads varies from that to some 200 days for the latest. In about sixty days from the seed the plant will be as large as can be profitably transplanted, so that when plants can be safely set out-of-doors early in March the seed should be sown in February, the time necessary for the different sorts to perfect heads varying from that to some 200 days for the latest. We plant the seed in drills, about 2 inches deep, dropping about ten seeds to the inch. The seedlings need abundant light and air, and the great danger to be guarded against is their becoming soft and spindling through too high temperature and the want of light. They should be fully exposed whenever the weather will permit. In from fifteen to twenty days after sowing the seed the plants should be "pricked out," setting them about 2 inches apart, in a rich and somewhat heavier soil than was used in the seed boxes, and as soon as well established they should be given all the light and air possible. A few degrees of frost for a night will be an advantage rather than an injury. It was formerly the custom to follow each successful grower, to sow the seed in the open ground in September, transplanting into coldframes in late October or November, and carry the plants through the winter growing in the open ground. Such plants, being very hardy, can be set out early, and, if all goes well, will mature somewhat earlier than spring-grown plants, but this method is now generally thought should be very expensive. Few profitable and of sowing than spring planting. For the later or general crop at the north, and for those parts of the south where no protection is necessary, seed is sown in beds out-of-doors. For this purpose, select a well-drained, level spot, of rich, friable soil, as near the field where the crop is to be grown as practicable, and get into the best possible condition as to tilth and moisture by repeated cultivation. In the latitude of New York, the latter part of May or the first of June is considered the best time for sowing seed for the general crop, but fine yields are often obtained there from seed sown as late as the middle of July, and many of the most successful growers wisely manage several sowings, one as early as May 10, and one or one two later, so as to be sure to have plants in the best condition for transplanting at the time when the condition of the field and weather is favorable. The seed should be sown in drills, about a foot apart, at the rate of about fifty to the foot, or, if thicker, the plants should be thinned to about one-fourth inch apart, as soon as fairly up. Some growers sow the seed and leave the plants much thicker, but we think it pays to give them plenty of room. The seed should be lightly covered, and the soil pressed firmly over it with the hoe, a small roller, or, best of all, the foot; this firming of the soil is often quite essential to success. It is sometimes the case that, in spite of all our efforts, the seed-bed becomes so dry that seed will not germinate. In such cases one can often get a good stand by watering the ground before planting, filling the drills two or three times with water, and when it has settled away sow the seed and cover with dry earth, well pressed down. In most cases an attempt to wet the bed by sprinkling, either before or after the seed is planted, will do more harm than good. As soon as the starting seed breaks ground the surface should be carefully stirred with a rake, and this should be repeated at least as often as four times a week until the plants are taken to the field. A full stand of healthy, well-established plants is of great importance, and does much towards assuring a profitable crop. So important is it, that many growers wait for damp weather before setting, regardless of the season. We think they often make a mistake in doing so, and, while a cloudy or damp day is desirable, it is of far greater importance that our plants are set at the proper time, and the moisture of the soil conserved by cultivation before and stirring of the surface immediately after setting. Careful attention should be given to so arrange the work that the young plants should be taken up so as to save all the root possible, protected from the sun, and set as soon as practicable. Just how this can be best done will depend upon each planter's circumstances and the help he has at his command. There is one point in transplanting which is of especial importance with Cabbage plants, that is that the plants are not doubted back upon themselves. This is often done by careless men, and some of the transplanting machines are worthless: because of this fault. A Cabbage plant so set never does well, and seems to suffer much more than if the root had been cut off instead of folded back.

The Cabbage is very dependent upon a proper supply of water, and suffers more from the want of it than most of our garden vegetables. Its roots, though abundant and of quick growth, are comparatively short, and less capable of gathering moisture from a dry soil than those of such plants as the bean. On the other hand, it is quickly and seriously injured by an over-supply of water at the root. Want of consideration of these characteristics is a frequent cause of failure. Men seem to think that, because the plant is a rank feeder, all that is necessary is an abundant supply of food, and set them on rich, black soils, made up chiefly of vegetable matter, but so open that they quickly dry out during summer droughts and the plants die or fail to do well, or on lands so poorly drained that in a wet time the ground is flooded and the plants drowned out. Not only should we select ground where the natural water supply is good, but one where the physical conditions are such that we can conserve the soil moisture by frequent and thorough cultivation, both before and after setting the plants.

For the highest possible development, the evenness of

distribution and the degree to which the plant-food has become immediately available is of equal or greater importance than the quantity. Land can be put into the best condition for raising a maximum crop by a heavy dressing of stable manure, thoroughly worked into a well-drained, loamy soil, and repeating the process yearly for several seasons. A much heavier dressing of manure can be profitably applied to a soil which has been well fertilized in previous years than to one which has received little or none. The most successful growers use large quantities of manure, often as high as one hundred tons to the acre. When stable manure cannot be readily obtained, it may be supplemented by commercial fertilizers, so made up as to contain about seven parts of nitrogen to eight of available phosphate acid and about six of potash. If we depend entirely upon fertilizers, we should use from 2,000 to 3,000 pounds to the acre, and we should not forget that upon all ordinary soils the yield and profitability of a crop of Cabbage is largely dependent upon the amount of available and evenly distributed plant-food and the degree to which the soil is kept always moist, and more with conditions which can only be secured by frequent and thorough cultivation.

DISEASES and SOME of the Most Common Insect Pests.—Club-Root. — This is the effect of a fungus (Plasmidiotheca Brassicae), which develops within the cells of the root, causing them to become distorted and the plant to develop imperfectly or die. On the death of the plant, the spores of the fungus become mixed with the soil, where they lie dormant until roots of some other host-plant come in contact with them, and the conditions are favorable for their development. They develop within several of our common weeds, and we believe that the spores are to be found in most of our cultivated fields, and need only favorable conditions to develop. We have found that the disease is seldom troublesome except where the cultural conditions, particularly as to moisture, are unfavorable to the Cabbage, and that the best preventive is careful attention to the health and vigor of the plant. We know of no practical remedy where a plant or field is badly affected.

Flea Beetle.—A small, quick-moving black insect (Phyllostreta vititata), which sometimes destroys the seedlings before they have formed true leaves. By attending to them promptly, we have always succeeded in protecting our plants by dusting them with tobacco dust, used liberally and as often as necessary, which may be twice a day. A great deal depends upon using the tobacco as soon as the first beetles appear. It is a great deal easier to keep them off than to dislodge them after they are once there.

Root Maggots (Phorbia brassicae).—This is the larva of a fly very much like the common house fly, though a little smaller. They appear in the latitude

of Detroit early in May, and the female deposits her eggs in the ground at or close to the plant, usually putting her abdomen into the opening in the soil formed by the movement of the plant by the wind. The eggs hatch in a few days, and the maggots feed upon the roots and soon destroy them. An effective but costly

preventive, only practicable for use on early plants of high prospective value, is to surround the plants with shields formed of octagon pieces of tared paper about three inches across, and having a small hole in the center, from which there is a slit to one edge, by means of

which the guard can be slipped around the plant and pressed down on the ground, so that the fly is prevented from laying her eggs in the earth, and, laid on the surface, they will perish for want of moisture. We have also done much to prevent injury by scattering among the plants bits of sticky fly-paper, by means of which a great many of the flies are caught and killed. It is important that the paper should be put out early, so as to catch as many as possible before they have laid their eggs. In the seed-bed, the maggot can be destroyed by injecting bisulfide of carbon about the roots from a spray, or pouring it into a hole and quickly closing the hole (cf. Slingerland, Bull. 78, Cornell Exp. Sta.).

The Green Cabbage Worm (Pieris Rapae).—We have succeeded best in protecting our young plants from worms by spraying with Paris green and water in about the proportions used for potato bugs. As the plants become larger, and the use of the poison objectionable, we dust the plants with pyrethrum powder, which, if pure, will be very effective.

Harvesting, Storing and Marketing.—Nearly all of a well-grown crop of Cabbage of a good stock will mature at about the same time, and, while the earlier sorts remain in prime condition but a few days, the later ones remain so for two or three weeks, and can be stored so as to be salable for several months. Often the maturing of the crop can be delayed to advantage by partially pulling the plants and pressing them over to the north. The southern crop is usually marketed from the field as soon as it is fit, being sent forward in open crates containing from two to ten dozen heads. The early fall market is usually supplied by local growers, who deliver direct to retailers. The late fall crop is often shipped long distances in open or well ventilated cars. At the north they may be stored till spring. We have tried more than a score of highly praised methods of storing, and found that each, under certain conditions, had advantages, but we have found that generally the best and most certainly successful plan, at least for the latitude of Detroit, is to store in trenches, as follows: Plow and replow several times a strip of well-drained sandy land, where there is no danger from surface water, and open a trench some 10 inches deep and about 20 inches wide. Then pull the Cabbages, remove a few of the outer leaves, stand them on their heads for

297. A modern Cabbage head—Early Flat Dutch.
a few hours, that any water at the base of the leaves may escape, and set them in the trench, heads up and as com-
 pactly as possible, throwing a little earth over the roots
as we do so. We have found it profitable to build a roof
of four rough boards over them, but this is not essen-
tial, and they may be slightly covered with corn-stalks
or other coarse litter, or even the refuse leaves of the

299. Jersey Wakefield Cabbage.

Cabbage may be used. As soon as there is danger of
frost, cover with earth, to protect them from it and the
rain. If the boards are used, they should be covered
with earth in the same way, and in both cases the cov-
ering should be increased as the weather grows colder,
and if it should be very cold, a covering of straw or
coarse manure is desirable. The aim is to protect the
heads from rain, but to keep them moist and at an even
temperature—one of about 2° is best, and one some-
what lower is less objectionable than one much higher.
The cost of growing an acre of general crop or late
Cabbage on good ground, not including ground rent, is
about as follows: Fertilizer, $20 to $40; preparation of
the ground, $10; growing and setting out about 8,000
plants, $13; cultivating and hoeing, $10; harvesting and
marketing, $10. The yield should be about 7,500 heads,
making the cost of growing about one cent a head.

Varieties.—The Cabbage has been made more valu-
able to man by the development of a tendency to form
more and larger leaves, and thickening them with thick-
walled cells deposited both in the blade and the ribs.
There has also been a shortening of the stem, particu-
larly at the top, until the upper leaves are crowded and
folded over each other and form a bud or head, the inner
portion of which becomes blanched, tender and sweet,
and, through the loss of much of the naturally strong
taste, well-flavored. The thicker the leaves and the more
solid the head, the sweeter, more tender and better fla-
vored the Cabbage. If the leaves are long and narrow,
with large midrib and little blade at the base, the upper
part of the head may be solid; but the lower part, being made up chiefly of the
thickened midribs, will be open and coarse.
If the leaves are broad and proportionately too short, they will not lap well over each
other, and the head will be soft and even open at the center. Many varieties have been
developed, differing in season of maturity, shape of head, etc., and adapted to different
cultural or market conditions. Many of them,
though differing in some point, are essentially
identical, and, as the list is an ever-increasing
and constantly changing one, we would refer our
readers to the various seedsmen’s cata-
logs for descriptions, only speaking of a
few representative sorts of the different types,
between which there are many intermediate
forms.

Jersey Wakefield (Fig. 299), Express, New
York.—These are small-growing, early-mat-
turing and small-headed sorts. Under favor-
able conditions they become fit for use in
from 90 to 110 days from seed, and continue in
edible condition but a comparatively short
time. The plants are compact and erect-growing, with
very thick, smooth and smooth-edged leaves, and are
very hardy. The hearts are small, as compared with the
later sorts, more or less conical in shape, quite solid,
and of good quality. Owing to the hardiness and com-
pact habit of the plants, they are the best sorts for forc-
ing under glass and early spring planting at the north,
and for winter culture at the south.

Winnipegadt is in some respects much like the above,
but is larger in plants and head, would ripen later, and
is a much better keeper. The heads are sharply conical, with
the leaves convolute rather than overlapping at the top,
and very hard; of good quality, and remain a long time
in condition for use. The type is very hardy and
hardy, and will form good heads under circumstances
where most others would fail.

Henderson’s Early Summer, Early Flat Dutch (Fig.
297). All-Head, are strong-growing, vigorous sorts, be-
coming fit for use in from 100 to 140 days, and continuing
in condition much longer than the Wakefield type. The
plants are large, spreading, with large, broad, smooth,
thick leaves, and form a more or less flattened, oval head
of good size; solid, and of good quality. They are best
adapted to early full use.

Late Flat Dutch, Stone Mason, Late Drumhead.—
Strong-growing, spreading plants, forming very large,
solid heads in from 120 to 180 days, and remaining a long
time in usable condition. They are the best type for
general crop, will give the largest yield, and keep well
through the winter.

Hollanders, Lutzemg.—A type of Danish origin,
which has become quite popular of late years, particu-
larly for shipping long distances. The plants are strong-
growing and the hardest of all, enduring with but little
injury from frosts which would ruin other sorts.
They come to maturity slowly, and form a comparatively
small but very hard round head of good quality, which
keeps well and which, because of its shape and solidity,
can be handled in shipping better than most sorts.

Savoy (Fig. 300).—A class of Cabbage in which the
leaves of both the plant and head are crumpled or sa-
voyed instead of smooth, as in the preceding. There are
varieties of all the sorts found in smooth-leaved sorts,
though generally they are less certain to form good
heads, and the heads are smaller. As a class they are
very hardy, particularly as to cold. They are extensively
grown in Europe, where they are esteemed to be much
more tender and delicate in flavor than the smooth-
leaved sorts.

Red Cabbage.—A class of which there are many varie-
ties, and in which the leaves of the plant are dark pur-
ple and those of the head bright red. The heads are

300. Savoy Cabbage.

small, but usually very solid, and are especially esteemed
for use as "cold salads."

Seed-Growing.—It is only through the constant 
exercise of the utmost care and skill in the growing of the
seed that this or any other vegetable can be improved, or even its present good qualities maintained. It would seem to be an easy matter to save and use only the seed of a few of the most perfect Cabbages, for the plant is capable of enormous seed production. We have known a single plant to yield 35 ounces of seed, enough, if every seed grew, to furnish the plants for 50 acres; but it is not quite so easy as this showing would make it seem, as the amount yielded would be much less than expected from one, and, secondly, because it is very seldom that an isolated plant yields a crop of seed. The flower of the Cabbage is sexually perfect, and I think there is no disputed reason why individual plants are self-impo-
tent, but we have never succeeded in getting more than a very few seeds from an isolated plant, either in the open air or when enclosed in an insect-tight struc-
ture, in which a single flower of which the seeds were isolated. Again, we have repeatedly isolated the best plant of an hundred, setting the rest in a block, and the few seeds obtained from the isolated one produced plants showing more variation, and quite inferior in evenness and type, than those from the block. At least one of our popular varieties is made up of the descendants of a single isolated plant, but it is a curious fact that in the second and subsequent generations the stock was very different in type from that of the selected plant from which it was descended. The originator of one of our best varieties maintains that it is essential to the produc-
tion of the best seed of that sort that seed-plants of very different in type from that of the selected plant should be set together, and by the seeds they will produce and give plants of the desired type. In spite of those facts, we believe that the general rule and practice which give the best results with other plants are applicable to the Cabbage, and that in the case of Cabbage, and that in the case of some other plants, we should first form a distinct and exact conception of the plant we wish to produce, and then raise seed from the one which comes nearest to that idea we have. It is also certain that the necessity of a distinct and well-defined ideal of exactly what we want to produce would be self-evident, but some seed-growers have a very vague idea of the exact type wanted. Some years ago we visited the originator of one of our best varieties, for the purpose of learning what he considered the type of the variety. He was an intelligent man, a good cultiv-
ator, and had been growing this strain for over twenty years. He took us into a field of as handsome Cabbages and as near uniform as could well be wished. At first, we asked him to select an ideal plant of his strain, and care-
fully noted its every characteristic. Going to another part of the field, he asked him to select another, and he picked out one which in color, shape, and general charac-
ter of the crop, was very different from the first. Both were fine market Cabbages, but so different that if either were taken as the true type of the variety, the other should be thrown out of a seed crop as being a different sort. Third and fourth selections were intermediate between the first two, and the fifth very nearly like the first. This man had been growing this strain for twenty years, and was intent upon developing a strain of super-
ior quality for marketing, and in his selection and breeding had looked solely to the selling quality of the heads. His course was as unwise as it would be for a breeder of Jersey cattle to breed from black, red, white, big or little cows, regardless of anything but the qual-
ity of their milk. Having formed a carefully considered ideal, we should select from 10 to 100 of the plants which come nearest to it, and from these make and extra selection of about one-tenth of the best. We would set the whole lot in a nearly square block, with the extra selections in the center. We would save and plant seed from each extra select plant by itself, and, by very careful examination, ascertain which lot adhered most closely to our ideal. We would select our plants for next year’s seeding from it, rather than use the best individual plants found in all the lots. Experience has satisfied us that by this method we gain gradually and improve our stocks, and grow seed much better than that usually produced.

In commercial seed-growing, they aim to so time the planting that the crop will be just coming to maturity at the time of storing for winter mixtures and the younger

**CABALIA** (ancient Greek name). *C. aequitans*, Perennial herbs, of which 9 or 10 are native to the U.S. Florets all hemisperidiate, with white or flesh-colored corollas, each of the 5 lobes with a midnerv: achenes

plants will go through the winter and seed better than those which are fully ripe when put away for the winter. The plants are usually wintered in the manner described for storing for market use, except that the trench is usually narrower. The plants are set out for seed-bearing as early as possible in the spring. It is usually necessary to carefully open the head by two cross-cuts with a knife in order to let the tender seed-stalk break through. The plants are given double or triple the space which they required the first year. It is generally true that the more developed and better the stock, the smaller the yield of seed.

William Tricker.

**CABOMBA** (aboriginal name). *Nymphoides*. Half a dozen aquatics of the western hemisphere, with small flowers having persistent sepals and petals, each 2 or 3, and stamens few; carpels 2-3, free and distinct, and submerged lvs. finely dissected and mostly opposite.

**Caroliniana**, Gray (of *C. aquatica*, DC., not Aubl. *C. viridifolia*, Hort.). Floating lvs. green, oblong-linear; fls. white, with 2 yellow spots at base of each petal; stamens 6. *N. Car., S. and W. A.G. 15:157.—*C. rose-

The true *C. aquatica*, Aubl., of trop. Amer., with yellow fls. and nearly orbicular floating lvs., is shown in B.M. 7990.

L. H. B.

**Cebaboa Carolina** is very largely used by growers of aquatics. It is one of the indispensable plants for the aquarium. It is grown largely in North Carolina, District of Columbia and Maryland, where it can be ob-
tained in quantities during the year for persons to the large eastern cities, where it is commonly called Fish Grass, Washington Grass, etc. It is tied in bunches with a metallic fastening, which acts as a weight, thus retain-
ing the same in a natural position in water. In a moderate temperature it soon emits roots and grows freely. It is a submerged plant, except in midsummer, when the flowers are borne above the water, accompa-
nied by a few floating leaves. It is one of the best plants for domestic fish. It also grows in New Jersey, where it is quite hardy. *C. rosatalis* is tender, does not retain its delightful carmine color under confinement, and is not so often met, except in Florida.

**391. Cactus forms**
glaabrous: lvs. petioled. None of the species are known to be in the Amer. trade, but some of the native kinds may be expected to appear in commerce. For an account of the N. Amer. species, see Gray, Syn. Fl., vol. 1, p. 2, pp. 391-4.

**Cacalia**

of the florists. See *Emilia*.

Cacalia 

Cacalispis (Cacalia-like), *Cacopisita*. One species, with disoid, very many-fl.d. heads of perfect yellow flowers, and palmate lvs.

Nardosmia, Gray. Strong perennial, 1-2 ft. high, loose, woolly, but becoming nearly glabrous: lvs. nearly all radical, long-stalked, 5-9-eleft or parted, the lobes dentate or cut: heads an inch high, in a loose cluster at the summit of the nearly naked stem, fragrant. Pine-woods, Calif. to Wash.—Int. by Gillett in 1881 as a border plant.

Cacao, *Cocoa*. See *Theobroma*.

**Cactus, Cacti**. The peculiar forms included under this name constitute the family *Cactaceae*. They are especially characteristic of the warm and dry regions of America, their display being greatest in Mexico, although extending from the plains of North America and eastward southward through the West Indies and Mexico to southern South America. Aside from certain African species of *Rhipsalis*, this great family, containing about 1,000 known species, is absolutely restricted to America. The common prickly pear (Opuntia Ficus-Indica) has long been naturalized throughout the Mediterranean region, and its pulpy fruit is eaten under the name of "Indian fig." The chief display of *Cacti* in the United States is in the Mexican border states, representing the northern edge of the still more extensive Mexican display.

The peculiar habit of the family seems to be the result of perennial drought conditions, to which they have become remarkably adapted. The two-fold problem presented by such conditions is the storage of water and the regulation of its loss. As a result of water storage, the plant bodies are characteristically succulent. Loss of water by transpiration is reduced to a minimum by heavy epidermal walls and cuticle, and other anatomical devices, but perhaps still more by reducing the surface exposure of the body in comparison with its mass (Figs. 301, 302, 303). For the most part, foliage leaves have been abandoned entirely, and their peculiar work has been assumed by the superficial tissues of the stem. The stem itself is flat or columnar or globular, the last form representing the least exposure of surface in proportion to the mass. The laterally developed leaves and branches common to ordinary stems are generally replaced by various ephemeral or abortive structures, the most notable of which are the bristles and remarkably varied spines. The real nature of Cactus spines is a disputed question, and not a very important one. When rudimentary leaves appear, as in *Opuntia*, they are found subtending the cushion or area in connection with which the spines are developed. This area is clearly an aborted branch, and the spines represent lateral members upon it; and most probably these lateral members represent leaves. The Cactus forms are not always leafless or compact, for the species of *Pereskia* are climbing, woody forms, with well-developed petiolate leaves (Fig. 309); and even the well-known prickly pears (*Opuntia*) are more or less expanded, and have very evident ephemeral leaves.

The flowers are usually conspicuous, in many cases remarkably large and brilliantly colored. The sepals and petals are numerous, arranged in several imbricating series; the stamens are indefinite in number and inserted at the base of the corolla; the style is prominent, with spreading, stigmatic lobes (Fig. 305). The inferior ovary contains numerous seeds, ripening into a smooth or bristly or spiny fleshy fruit, often edible (Figs. 304, 306).

The largest forms are species of *Cereus*, with huge, columnar and fluted, spiny bodies, bearing a few clumsy ascending branches, said to sometimes attain a height of 50 or 60 feet. These arboretaceous forms are especially developed in the drainage basin of the Gulf of California. On the western slopes of Mexico proper, and on the eastern slopes of Lower California, these Cactus trees occur in extensive forests, forming the so-called "cardon forests."

In Bentham and Hooker's *Genera Plantarum*, 13 genera of *Cactaceae* are recognized, while Engler and Prantl's *Pflanzenfamilien*, recently published, Schumann recognizes 20 genera. Of these 20 genera, 15 are included in trade catalogues, and five of them are represented in the United States. Generic and specific names among the *Cactaceae* are very indistinct, and the greatest diversity of opinion in reference to them exists. The group seems to be a very modern one geologically, and unusually plastic, responding readily to varying conditions, so that forms that have been described as distinct species will undoubtedly prove to be but different phases of a single species. The confusion has been further intensified by the description of numerous garden forms. As a result, many catalogue names are very uncertain, being applied differently in

---

302. Showing the remarkable condensation of the plant body in a cactus—*Mammillaria micromeris*.

303. Extreme condensation of the plant body—*Ficus esculenta*.
different garden collections. In addition to forms which appear normal, various so-called "monstrosities" are apt to arise, both in nature and in cultivation. These abnormal forms are of two general types: one, in which the body takes the form of a fan or contorted ridge, is designated by the varietal name cristas and its gender equivalents; the other, in which there is an irregular bunching of branches, is designated in the same way as var. monstrosus.

A brief synopsis of the 15 genera announced in trade catalogues is as follows:

a. Calyx tube produced beyond the ovary; stems with tubercles or tuberculate ribs.

b. Stems short; fls. in axils of tubercles or ribs.

1. Melocactus. Nearly globose, strongly ribbed and spiny, easily recognized by the distinct flower-bearing crown. About 30 species, found chiefly in W. India and Brazil.

2. Mammillaria. Fig. 302. Globular to short cylindrical, not ribbed, but with prominent tubercles bearing terminal clusters of spines, and fls. usually in zones. The largest genus, nearly 300 species being recognized, ranging from northern U. S. into S. Amer.

3. Pelecyphora. Fig. 303. Like the last, but the spirally arranged tubercles are flattened, and bear two rows of flat, overlapping, horny scales instead of spines. A single Mexican species.

4. Anhalonium. Low, flat-topped forms, the tubercles spineless and resembling thick, inarticulate scales. About 5 species, all Mexican, one of which is found in the U. S. The proper name of this genus is Ariocarpus. By many it is considered as belonging to Echinocactus.

304. Fruit of Cereus Martinii.

BBB. Stems flattened or winged, jointed.

11. Phyllocactus. Figs. 305, 306. Mostly epiphytic, the joints flat, becoming thin and leaf-like upon cylindrical stems. About 12 species are recognized in Cent. and S. Amer.

12. Epiphyllum. An epiphyte, with numerous hanging, many-jointed stems. A single S. American species, the other species usually referred to this genus belonging to Phyllocactus.

AA. Calyx tube not produced beyond the ovary; stems branching and jointed.

13. Rhipsalis. Small, epiphytic forms, with joints ribbed, cylindrical or flat, with or without bristles. A genus of 50 species, chiefly developed in Cent. and S. America.

14. Opuntia. Figs. 307, 308. Branching, jointed forms, the joints flat or cylindrical, usually bristly and spiny. A large genus of 150 species, ranging from central N. Amer. to Chile. The cylindrical forms belong to the more desert regions, while the flat-jointed forms, or "prickly pears," as a rule occupy conditions not so extremely dry.

15. Pereskia. Fig. 309. Climbing, woody forms, with perfectly developed fvs. About 15 species are known, ranging from Mexico to Argentina. The name is ordinarly written Pereski.

The complete monograph of Cacti, with descriptions of species, is Schummann's Gesammtdberschreibung der Kakteen, Berlin, 1899.

John M. Coulter.
CULTURE OF CACTI.—To enable one to hope to be fairly successful in the cultivation of a collection of Cacti, it may be well to observe the following suggestions: Always endeavor to secure plants in May or early June, as at that time any wounds caused by packing or in transportation become quickly healed, and a perfect callus is formed, which generally prevents further decay. Again, always be sure that the plant is in perfect condition before it is potted. Plants collected from their native habitats are usually received without roots; or, if they have roots, they will be found, in most cases, to be so injured that, for the safety of the plant, they would better be taken off close to the plant with a sharp knife. This done, proceed to closely examine the plant, and be sure that every part of it is perfectly free from all signs of sickness or rot. Plants which have been on the road only a few days may arrive with a certain percentage dead. Such plants undoubtedly looked good while being packed, but a careful examination would have shown them to be unfit for sale. If, on examination, any sign of sickness or decay should be found, let the bad parts be at once taken out until healthy tissue is reached, after which place the plant in full exposure to sun and wind, allowing them to so remain until every atom of the treated part has become covered with a dry and perfect callus. It may sometimes be found necessary to use a hot iron where the decay is doing very rapid work. When the plant received is very large and old, or the bottom has become hard, dry and woody, or the roots injured, then at once cut off the woody bottom up to living tissue, and plant only after the wound has been dried thoroughly. Treated thus, the plant will produce, in most cases, an abundant supply of new roots in a very short time, and thus give a virtually young plant; but if any old, woody part is left on, the chances will be against the forming of new roots. Never take the hard trunk of a plant for propagating purposes, but choose the active, growing part, in which the cells are full of life.

In preparing soil for Cacti, it will be found advisable to use one-half good, fibrous loam and one-half very old lime rubbish, secured from some old, torn down brick building, taking care to sift from it the fine, dusty particles to ensure material of perfect drainage. To this may be added good, clean sand. In potting Cacti, it is generally supposed that a pot as large as the body of the plant is sufficient; but it is better to select pots of a rather larger size, for during the season of growth the plant must be supplied with water and when the roots are too small this cannot be done. In such case the plant has to depend upon its own resources. In the process of potting, fill the pot one-third with rough lumps of cekke or other such material, on the top of which place a liberal supply of finely broken crockery. Now add the soil, taking care to put the coarsest soil directly on top of the crocks, and then the finer, on which to place the cuttings or plants. Take care to plant very little below the surface. Be sure that the soil is fairly dry, and carefully abstain from watering for some time; but if the weather is very warm and bright, a very light syringing may be given once each day. If cuttings are plunged in open ground, this light daily syringing will be sufficient until the plant shows signs of growth.

It is a mistake to repot Cacti very often, unless the roots have become infested with mealy bug or other pest. Should this occur, the plant must be turned out of the pot, roots thoroughly washed, and planted in a new pot and in new soil. The condition of the soil in each pot should be constantly and carefully examined, and if the slightest sign of imperfect drainage is manifest, the case should receive prompt attention.

In the summer season, some persons turn their plants out of pots into the open borders. They may do well during the season, but, as there is more or less danger of bruising or injuring them in taking them up from open ground and repotting, the practice is unwise. Avoid inflicting any injury on the plants in the late fall or winter. It will be found a much safer practice to plunge the plants, in their pots, in late spring or as soon as the cold spring rains are over. Any warm, well-drained bed or border may be selected for this purpose, where they may receive sunlight and perfect ventilation.

For winter protection, select a naturally damp house, one with floor sunken two feet or more. It should not be made wet by constant syringing or by a leaky roof, but by keeping the floor of the house damp, thus rendering it unnecessary to be constantly watering the plants. Let the temperature of the house be kept as close as possible to 50, constantly ventilating when the heat begins to increase. Avoid all severe changes. Use as mild a fire heat as possible to be safe from cold.

Cacti may be propagated from seed, by division of large clumps, and by cuttings or offsets. The most interesting, instructive and permanently successful method is from seed. Plants grown in this way will furnish the grower, in two or three years, with a fine stock of thriving plants which will be a permanent source of satisfaction. Raising seedlings is better than importing the plants from their native habitats if one desires to secure a fine collection of Cacti. There would be many more amateur collections of Cacti if persons would start by raising plants from seed. The most
desirable Cacti to be raised from seed are Pelecyphora,\nMamillaria, Cerus, Echinopsis and Echinocereus. When\nraised from seed, any of these may be successfully\ngrown as window plants, with little danger of loss.\nPerhaps the most easily grown of the Cactus family\nare Opuntias, but these are not to be recommended for\nwindow culture, on account of their full equipment of\nbarbed spines. Cerus lagelliformis, Rhipsalis, and\nEpiphyllums on their own roots, flourish well and are\nexceedingly attractive. But the best of all are the Phylo-
ecacti; these are without spines, grow vigorously, and\nproduce an abundance of blooms if they are given a\nsunny window and the necessary amount of water.\nCactuses generally are subject to insects and\nfungous troubles. One of the most common pests is a scale\ninsect. The safest way to rid the plants of these is to\nclean them off with a small brush which has bristles of\nonly moderate stiffness. The mealy bug may be easily\ndispersed by by disposing of by dissolving 5 grams castile soap in hot\nwater, and adding ½ quarts of alcohol; then add 100\ngrams of fusel oil; apply with a very fine spray.

JAMES GÜRSY.

CADIA (Arabic name, Kadī). Leguminosae, tribe\nSapóroce. About 3 species of small evergreen trees of\nArabia and Africa, remarkable for their regular mallow-
like fls.: lvs. pinnate: fls. axillary, mostly solitary,\ndrooping; stamens 10, free.

purpuréa, Porák. (C. purp. L’Hér.). Lfts. 20-49 pairs,\nvery narrow; lvs. bell-shaped, pedunculate, rose-red,\npretty; not spiny. Arabia.—Cult. in S. Calif.

C. Ellisiana, Baker, has few large lfts. and rose-colored fls.
Mudag. B.M. 6865.—C. pubescens, Bojer. Lfts. 8-10 pairs,\nbroader, blngg. Mudag.

CESALPINIA [Andreas Cesalpinus, 1519-1603, Italian\nbotanist]. Leguminosae. Brasiletos. Shrubs or trees,\nwith bipinnate lvs. and racemes or panicles of\nred or yellow fls., with obovate more or less clawed pet-
als, 10 stamens, and a very long style. The fls. are not\npapilionaceous. The species, all tropical, are nearly 50.\nThe genus yields tanning materials and dye stuffs; and\nmost of the species are very showy in flower and are\nfavorites in tropical and semi-tropical countries. They\nare grown rarely in warm glass houses. The botanical\nstatus is confused.

L. H. B.

In Cesalpinia, propagation is readily effected by seeds, which should be well soaked in warm water for\nsome hours before sowing. A sandy soil should be\nchosen for the seed-bed, and lightly shaded. After the\nplants show the first true leaf, they should be potted\noff into small pots of ordinary garden soil, not too rich,\nmade light by the addition of sand if of a clayey nature.\nThe plants grow very rapidly, and should be shifted into\nlarger pots as their size requires for greenhouse\nculture, but in tropical climates may be transplanted into\npermanent positions outdoors after they reach a fair\nsize in pots. The dwarf species are elegant subjects for\nsubtropical gardening during the summer months in\ntemperate climates, provided a sunny location is given\nthem, as they revel in rather dry, very warm soil, and\ndo not require artificial watering after being established.\nA rocky, sunny situation may be given C. pulcherrima\nand its variety flava, where they will bloom during\nmany weeks of summer, until frost checks them, if\nstrong plants about a foot high are selected in early\nspring. Care should be taken to gradually harden\noff plants in the house, so that they may not be chilled\nwhen transplanted outdoors. While they will do well in\nan open soil, an application of manure or chemical\n fertilizer may be given them to advantage, causing them\nto make a more vigorous growth and give better and\nlarger heads of flowers. In the tropics, and also in sub-
tropical climates, these shrubs and trees are always\nadmired and are commonly planted as hedge shrubs. The\nRoyal Poinciana (C. Regia, but properly Poiniciana\nRegia, which see), and also the Dwarf Poinciana, or\nFlower-fence (C. pulcherrima), will thrive in close\nproximity to the sea, and are valuable for planting in\nexposed coast situations.

F. N. REASONER.

A. Stamen long-exserted: fls. very showy; trees,\nunarmed or nearly so.

Gilliesii, Wall. Shrub or small tree, with very many\nsmall, elliptic pinnules: fls. light yellow, with brilliant\nred stamens protruding 2-3 in., in terminal racemes;\nsepals hairy-fringed. S. Amer. B.M. 1906, as Poinic-

pulcherrima, Swtz. Barbadoes Pride. Barbadoes\nFlower-fence. Dwarf Poinciana. Shrub, with delic-
ate, evergreen, mimosa-like lvs., few scattered prickles,\nand very gaudy red and yellow crisped fls., on the ends\nof the new growth; stamens and sepals long-exserted.\nGenerally distributed in the tropics. B.M. 995.—One of the most popular shrubs in warm climates, as\nS. Fla. and S. Calif. There is a var. flava, with yel-
low fls.

AA. Stamen not much exceeding the petals, or\nshorter.

B. Lfts. small, ½-2 in. long, very obtuse.

cc. Shrubs, unarmed.

pannosa, Brandege. Shrub, 2-4 ft., with slender\nbranches clothed with white, deciduous bark: lvs. de-
compound; pinnae 2-4, each with 4-6 oblong and retuse\nlfts.: fls. yellow, showy; pod glandular, 1-2-seeded.\nLower Calif.—A rapid-growing species, recently\ndiscovered and introduced to the trade.

cc. Shrubs or trees, prickly.

DD. Pod smooth: shrubs.

sepia, Roxbg. Pinnules about 10 pairs, oblong,\nrounded on both ends; fls. yellow. India.—Furnishes\ndye wood; also used as a hedge plant.

Japonica, Sieb. & Zucc. Loose, spreading shrub, armed\nwith stout, recurved prickles; pinnae 7-9 pairs, ob-
long, very obtuse: fls. in large, panicle-like clusters,\nvery-yellow, the stamens and sepals hairy. Japan. Gn.\n40: 537. J. H. III, 34: 531.—Endures the winters in some\nparts of England. The hardest species of the genus,\nprobably hardy as far north as Washington, D. C.

DD. Pod prickly: tree.

echinata, Lam. Tree, with prickly branches, blunt,\neliptic, shining, alternate lfts., yellow fls., and spiny\npods; stamens shorter than the petals. Brazil.—Yields\ndye wood.
CALENDIUM (origin of name obscure). Aridóide. Herbaceous perennials, arising from large rhizomes or tubers, which are long, slender, and densely covered with small, pale brown scales. They are native to the tropical regions of the world, especially the Americas.

Propagation: Caladiums are propagated by division of the tubers at the beginning of the growing season, which is about the first of March. The soil must be well-drained and rich in organic matter. Caladiums prefer a temperature of about 70°F (21°C) and a humidity of 70-80%. They require plenty of light but should be protected from strong sunlight. The plants should be planted in well-drained soil and watered regularly. The leaves should be kept free from pests and diseases.

Fairy-leaves: Fairy-leaves, or Caladium, are cultivated for their attractive foliage. They are grown for their ornamental value and are often used in flower arrangements. They are easy to grow and require little care.

Uses: Caladiums are used as decorative plants in gardens, parks, and public places. They are also used in floristry and as houseplants. They are also used in herbal medicine for their anti-inflammatory and antipyretic properties.

Caution: Caladiums are toxic to pets and should be kept out of their reach. They should also be kept away from children and pets.

References:
- E. J. Canning.
- G. W. Olver.
- Various gardening and horticultural journals.

Further reading:
CALADIUM

2. Var. marmoreum, Engl. Blade dull green, with brownish red nerves, bordered with yellow.


4. Var. pictum, Engl. With white or red spots between the red veins. S. Amer.

2. (2) Veins silvery or green.


6. Var. subrotundum, Engl. (C. subrotundum, Lem.). Leaf-blade rounded at the base, or shortly cordate, with white or red spots. Brazil.

AA. Blade distinctly peltate.

b. Leal sagittate-oblong-ovate.

7. marmoratum, Mathiæn (Alboæia Raizlii, Bull. C. thrípedéstum, Lem.). Petiole cylindrical, 12-16 in. long, twice as long as the blade, variegated; blade dark green, with irregular gray, yellowish green and snow-white spots, glaucous beneath; leaf-blade sagittate-oblung-ovate, the upper lobe semi-ovate, slightly cuspated, the basal ones unequal, ½ or ⅔ as long as the upper, connate ⅔-⅔ their length. Equador. I.H. 5, p. 59.

310. Caladium bicolor, var. Chantini. (No. 17.)

bb. Leaf ovate-triangular, or ovate-sagittate.

8. bicolor, Vent. (Arum bicolor, Alt.). Fig. 310. Petiole smooth, 3-7 times as long as the blade, pruinose toward the apex; blade ovate-sagittate, or ovate-triangular, variegated above, glaucous beneath; upper lobe semi-ovate, narrowing gradually to a cuspitate point, the basal ones ½ to little shorter than the upper, oblong-ovate, obtuse, connate 1-5-½ their length. S. Amer. Introduced into cult. in 1773. B. M. 820.—Very common in cult., furnishing many of the fancy-leaved Caladiums. The marked varieties are as follows:

(1) Leaf-blade and veins of one color.


(2) Leaf-blade more or less variegated.

(a) With a colored disc.

(b) Disc transparent.


11. Var. rubicundum, Engl. (C. bicolor, Kuntii). Petiole green, or variegated green and violet; blade green, with a red, transparent, central disc, and a very narrow red line between the disc and the margin.

(b) Disc opaque.

(c) Purple disc.


13. Var. Ketteleri, Engl. (C. Ketteleri, Hort.). Petiole crimson, variegated toward the base; blade with purple disc, midrib and primary veins, sparsely marked between the veins with many small, rosy spots.

(ce) Red disc.

14. Var. splendens, Engl. (C. roseum, Hort. C. splendens, Hort.). Petiole green below, red above; blade with a red disc at the middle; midveins and primary veins red-purple; green between the nerves and along the margin. L. 4.


16. Var. albomaculatum, Engl. (C. Alfred Blau). Petiole green; blade green, with red disc, midrib and primary veins, and marked clear to the margin with many large, white spots between the nerves.

(ce) Rose disc.


(cece) Light green disc.

18. Var. Houlletii, Engl. (C. Houlletii, Lem. C. Mooreænum, Hort.). Petiole green, the sheath and a little of the base violet-variegated; basal lobes of the blade somewhat intorse, rounded, connate ⅔; blade obscurely green toward the margin, the midrib and primary veins slightly reddish, and with a pale disc marked with many irregular white spots.

(aa) Without a colored disc.

(b) Margins colored throughout.

(c) Red margin.


(ce) Yellow margin.


(cece) Solid and white margin.


(cece) Spotted margin.


24. Var. Hendersoni, Engl. (C. Hendersoni, Hort.). Petiole variegated violet and green, reddish toward the apex; blade mostly green, reddish next the lower parts of the nerves; midrib and primary veins red-purple spotted; small red spots along the margin.

25. Var. Sieboldi, Engl. (C. Sieboldii, Hort.). Petiole violet and green, reddish toward the apex; basal lobes of the leaf somewhat intorse, connate ⅔ their
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length, dark green; midrib and primary veins beautifully red-purple spotted, and a very narrow white border, marked with small, purple-red spots. A.F. 8:127.

(cccc) Purple margin.

26. Var. Houbyanum, Engl. (C. Houbyanum, Hort.). Petiole dirty green; the lower surface, bright and green; blade bright green, with large pale spots, and small red-purple ones between the midrib and primary veins; a red-purple spot above the insertion of the petiole, and a pale purple line along the margin.

27. Var. pellucidum, Engl. (C. pellucidum, DC.). Petiole reddish, variegated with violet; blade broadly red-purple spotted along the midrib and primary veins, and more or less marked with transparent, red-purple spots between the primary veins; a continuous purple line along the outer margin.

(bb) Only the margin of the basal sinus colored.


30. Var. pocile, Engl. (C. pocile, Schott. C. pellidio- nateinum, Hort.). Petiole reddish brown, or closely red streaked-variegated; blade dark green; midrib and primary veins paler, often whitish; a red-purple spot where the petiole joins the blade, narrowly purple-margined in the sinuses. Brasil.


(bbb) No colored disc or colored margin.

(c) Variegated green blade.

32. Var. Bronniartii, Engl. (C. Bronniartii, Lem.). Very large; petiole variegated violet and green, reddish toward the apex; blade green, except along the nerves below, where it is colored reddish, paler green between the primary nerves, deep green toward the margin; veins and nerves red-purple. Brazil-Para, 1832. F.S. 13:138, 1349. I.H. 5, p. 58.


(ccc) Blue-green blade.

34. Var. pictum, Kunth (C. pictum, DC.). Petiole greenish, variegated beneath; basal lobes connate 1-5 their length; blade thin, blue-green, marked with large, irregular, usually confluent, pale yellow semi-transparent spots. L. 43.

(ccc) Colorless blade.

35. Var. Duchartrei, Engl. (C. Duchartrei, Hort.). The long petiole green above, variegated below the middle with violet-black; blade colorless, except the midrib and all the veins, or here and there pale rosy or red spotted, or even more or less dirty green. A.F. 8:129.

(ccc) Solid green blade.

(d) Dark green.

36. Var. argyrosphium, Engl. (C. argyrosphium, Lem.). Petiole greyish red, sparsely and finely streaked; blade a most beautiful green, with a crimson spot at the middle, and with many small white spots between the primary veins. Para. F.S. 13:1346,1347.

37. Var. Curvaddii, Engl. (C. Curvaddii, Hort.). Petiole greyish red, slightly violet-blackened toward the base; blade reddish purple along the midrib and primary veins, marked between the veins with large white spots, otherwise dark green.


(dd) Light green.

(ee) Not spotted.


42. Var. rubrovenium, Engl. (C. rubrovenium, Hort. C. rubrornium, Hort.). Petiole variegated green and violet; blade small, oblong-ovoid, the basal lobes somewhat intense, obtuse, connate almost to the middle, pale caulescent or red-green along the midrib and primary veins; veins red or scarlet. Para. 1862.

(ce) Spotted.

(ff) With white spots.


(fff) With purple and white spots.

44. Var. Wightii, Engl. (C. Wightii, Hort.). Petiole pale green; blade very beautiful green, marked between the primary veins with large, red-purple and small white spots. French Guiana.

311. Caladium picturatnum, var. Bell eyemi. (No. 49.)

(fff) With red or crimson spots.


BBB. Blade lanceolate-sagittate.

48. picturatnum, C. Koch. Petioles usually green, variegated below, elongated; blade lanceolate-sagittate, cuspidate and submucronate at the apex, the upper lobe nearly triangular, oblong or ovate-lanceolate, basal lobes over half as long, lanceolate subacute, connate 1-6-7/4 their length, separated by a triangular sinus; primary
lateral veins 4–7, erect-spreading or spreading. Brazil.—Variable, furnishing many of the fancy-leaved Caladiums.

(1) Transp. erect white blade.

49. Var. Bellamyi, Engled. (C. Bellamyi, Hort.). Fig. 311. Petiole greenish above, variegated violet beneath; blade slenderly hastate-sagittate, white, translucent ex.

312. Caladium Humboldtii. (No. 57.)

cept the green veins and nerves, with small green spots along the margin; basal lobes 1-5, or rarely ¼ or ½ connate. Para. 1.H:7: 232. A.F. 8: 127.

(2) Pale green blade.

(a) With transparent blotches.

50. Var. hastatum, Engled. (C. hastatum, Lem.). Petiole long, stout, white, violet-spotted; blade hastate-sagittate, slightly contracted above the lobes; dull, pale green, very irregularly marked with transparent blotches; basal lobe ¼ connate, crimson margined in the sinus. Para.

(aa) Opaque.

51. Var. albostriatum, Engled. Blade greenish white along the midrib and veins, white-striped and dotted between the nerves.

52. Var. Oxyanum, C. Koch. Blade white along the midrib and primary veins, with purple spots between the veins.


(3) Dark green blade.

54. Var. elegans, Engled. Petiole rosy, greenish below, variegated; blade narrowly hastate-sagittate, slightly contracted above the lobes, dark green above, broadly red or purple next the midrib and primary lateral veins; basal lobes 1-5 connate.


56. Var. Troubeshkoi, Engled. (C. Troubeshkoi, Chant. C. Approductum, Hort.). Petiole red, variegated; blade very narrowly hastate-sagittate, slightly contracted above the lobes, dark green above, broadly marked with pale red along the midrib and primary veins, and with scattered, transparent, small white or rose spots. F.S. 13: 1579.

CALAMOVILFA

BRRB. Blade oblong-ovate, or oblong: plant small.

57. Humboldtii, Schott (C. argyrites, Lem.). Fig. 312. Petiole slender, variegated, 2-3 times longer than the blade; sheath slender, narrow; blade oblong-ovate, or oblong, green along the margin, with many large and small transparent spots between; shortly and very acutely acuminate, the apical lobe oblong-ovate, twice as long as the oblong or ovate-triangular, obtuse basal ones; basal lobes ¼, separate by an obtuse triangular sinus, the 3-4 primary veins of the apical lobe unifying in a collective nerve remote from the margin. Brazil. 1.H:5:185. F.S.14:1345. Gnr:3: 279. A.P. 19: 17.


JARED G. SMITH.

CALAMAGROSTIS (Greek for reed grass). Gramineae. Reed-Bent-grass. A genus of perennial grasses with running rootstocks. Very similar to Agrostis, but spikelets usually larger. Can be distinguished from it by the tuft of long hairs at the base of the fl.-glume, and the flowering axis continued beyond the pale. Spikelets 1-flowered rarely an aborted or second flower present. Glumes 3, the first two nearly equal and empty, the third, or fl.-glume, awned on the back, usually below the middle. Species about 120, very widely distributed over the world in temperate and arctic zones and on the high mountains of the tropics. For C. brevipilis, see Calamovilfa.

Canadensis, Beauv. Blue-joint Grass. Very common in the northern and northwestern states, usually growing in moist meadows and swales. Under such conditions it yields a large amount of indifferent hay, which is used in some places. It is not used for horticultural purposes. This species grows 3-5 ft., and has flat, glaucescent-blue lvs.; panicle oblong, becoming open; upper glume weak-awned near the middle.

stricta, Beauv. (C. nigleata, Gaertn.). Pony Grass. A rather slender, erect perennial, with narrow leaves and a contracted, densely-flowered panicle, 3-6 in. long; fl.-glume about ¾ as long as the second empty glume, and nearly twice the length of the basal hairs; awn bent, exceeding the glume. Northern U.S.—A variegated form has been brought into cultivation for ornamental purposes.

P. B. KENNEDY.

CALAMINTHA (Old Greek name, meaning beautiful mint). Labiatae. Various species of herbs or very small shrubs, 2 or 3 of them occasionally grown in borders for their lls, and aromatic fragrance. Calyx 2-4 lobed, oblong or tubular; corolla white or yellow, and generally exceeding the calyx, the throat commonly enlarged; stamens parallel under the upper lip: lls. in whorls, which are usually arranged in a long interrupted spike. Plants mostly of temperate regions, and of easy culture. The cult. kinds are perennial, more or less hairy, mint-like herbs, 1-3 ft. high.

grandiflora, Muench. Lvs. ovate, serrated: stems decumbent, branching from the base: fls. in axillary whorls, quite large, 1½ in. long, with a straight tube; upper lip flattened; purple: June–July; h. 9-12 in Europe; this and C. alpina, Lem., which is smaller in all its parts, are the two best species for garden use. C. officinalis, Muench, the common Calamint of Eu., is sometimes seen in gardens, being an old domestic medicinal plant. It has long, ascending branches, ovate-crenate-serrate lvs., and few-fl. cymes; 1-3 ft.

J. B. KELLEY.

CALAMOVILFA (Calamos, reed, and Filipa, a kind of grass). Gramineae. A genus recently described from Calamagrostis. Distinguished from it only in that the flowering axis is not produced beyond the flower. Tall grasses, with stout, horizontal lvs. and paniculate inflorescence. Spikelets 1-flowered, with a ring of hairs at the base of fl-glume. Thrives in the cold state, and is naturalized in parts of the temperate and subtropical regions of South America.

brevipilis, Hack. (Calamagrostis brevipilis, Gray). Purple Bent-grass. Culms hard, wiry, 2-4 ft. high: lvs. flat, with an open, purplish panicle.—A rare grass,
CALAMUS (Greek for reed). *Pandurar. stem Lepidocémar. Slender, cespitose or climbing palms, with pinnate leafy; its, with reduplicate sides, acuminate, entire, with parallel nerves; frs. of many carpels, clothed with a reflexed, shining, closely imbricated appressed scales; spathes tubular, persistent, flowering annually. Species about 150. Tropical Asia.


Calamus is an easily grown group of palms, very ornamental, even in a young state. Some of the species have stems several hundred feet long, which enable them to unfold their leaves at the tops of the tallest trees. The leaves are peculiarly well adapted to assist the plant in climbing, having numerous hook-like processes arranged on a long continuation of the midrib of the leaf. Where accommodations can be given these plants should be selected, as their growth is rapid, and they are capable of furnishing a large conservatory quickly. Numerous suckers are produced, so that when the main stem ascends the lower part is clothed in foliage. *Calamus veinüs (or C. Regel'sus) and C. Rotang furnish the rattan canes. Malacca canes are furnished by C. Rotang. Young plants thrive best in a rooting medium containing a considerable quantity of leaf-mold. Older plants need soil of a more lasting nature; a quantity of ground bone and charcoal in the soil may be used to advantage. Old, well-furnished plants need enormous quantities of water. All of them require store temperature.

G. W. OLIVER.

CALAMUS or SWEET FLAG. See *Acorus Calamus.

CALANCHÔI. See Kalanchoe.

CALANDRINIA (J. L. Calandrini, Genevan botanist of last century). *Portulacceae. Fleshy, spreading, or nearly trailing plants, with mostly alternate lvs. and red fls. of short duration. Petals 3-7; stamens 3-5-12. A number of species in N. and S. America and Austral. Sometimes used in borders and rockeries, or used for edgings in sunny places. Prop. from seeds, and usually treated as annuals (which some of them are).

umbellitâ, DC. Four to 6 in.: lvs. linear and hairy: fls. in a corymb, or umbel-like terminal cluster, bright crimson. Peru. R.H. 1853: 5. - This species is hardy in many parts of the U. S., in our northern climate, it should be planted in a well-sheltered position, or provided with ample protection in winter; sometimes it acts like a biennial, but, as seeds are produced very freely, young seedlings spring up constantly between the old plants, and one does not miss the few which may decay during the second year; the plant forms a very neat, slightly spreading tuft; flowers are produced in many-flowered umbels, terminal, numerous, and large, glowing crimson-magenta, saucer shaped, very showy. June to November. Full exposure to sun, and light sandy soil, are needed to bring out the rare beauty of these plants. They close up when evening comes, like the annual portulacas, but they reopen on the following day. In the sunny, sloping part of a rockery, even when quite dry, or among other low plants in a bed or border, they are highly satisfactory. This is a hardy species which we have found to be tolerably hardy with us in the north as a perennial; it may also be treated like the annuals, as it flowers the first summer just as freely as afterwards. Can be prop. by cuttings.

CALANTEHVeitchii. (X ¼).

313.

discolor, Schrad, (C. elegans, Hort.). One to 2 ft.; lvs. fleshly and ovate, purple beneath: fls. bright rose, with yellow stamens. Chile. B.M. 3357.

caulécens, HBK. var. Menziezii, Gray (C. speciosum, Lindl.). Three to 12 in. high, with green herbage, glabrous, or nearly so: lvs. linear, or spatulate-oblanceolate: fls. rose-red or purple, rather large and long-peduncled (petals ¾ in. long). Calif. N. B. R. 1230. - Variable. There is a white-flld. var. advertised.

J. B. KELLER and L. H. B.

CALANTEH (Greek for beautiful flower). *Orchidáceae, tribe Vándae. A genus of sub-epiphytal or terrestrial orchids found in the eastern hemisphere, and sparingly in the western hemisphere. Scapes erect, many-flowered: lvs. broad, plaited: fls. white or rose-colored, rarely yellow: pseudobulbs angular, with greyish green sheaths in the Vanda section, but absent in the *Veratrifolias section. Many species are known to orchid fanciers.

vestita, Lindl. (C. oculata, Hort.). Lvs. broadly lanceolate, nearly 2 ft. long, from greyish green pseudobulbs: fls. nearly 3 in. across, numerous, in racemes; petals and sepals whitish, all more or less overlapping, the former oval-oblong, the latter obvate-oblong; labellum flat, large, three-lobed, the middle lobe a yellow or crimson blotch in front of the short column; scapes from 2-3 ft. high, hairy. Blooms in winter. Malay. B.M. 4671. F. E. 9: 325. A. F. 6: 655. F. S.
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s: 816. - A most popular orchid. There are many forms, of which the following are the most important:


veratrifolias, R. Br. Lvs. oblong-lanceolate, about 2 ft. long, from a creeping rhizome: fls. white, in dense
corymbose racemes; petals obovate-spatulate, sepals obovate-oblong; lamellae 4-parted, the anterior lobes usually to the petiole of the posterior or basal lobes. Blooms from May to July. Malaya. B. M. 2615.

Veitchii, Lindl. Fig. 313. A hybrid between C. rosea and C. vestita; fts. rose-colored; labellum with white spot near the base. Winter flowering. There is also a white, in a close, very fine netted form. This flower was raised by Veitch, in 1856. B. M. 5575. Forms of this are var. bella, Hort., with pink fts.; var. Sandhurstiana, Hort., with crimson fts.; var. Sedoni, Hort., with deep rose fts. C. Eyerianusii, Hort. (G. F. 4: 17), is a hybrid of C. Veitchii and C. vestita. Var. superba, Hort., has richer color.

Masaccia, Lindl. Scapes 2 ft. long, with large, many-rilled, dark Ivs.; fts. 1 in. across, the segments overlapping; deep violet, fading to lilac, the lip deep violet-purplish. Summer and autumn. N. India. B. M. 5414. Var. grandiflora, Hort., is of greater size than C. ducolor, Lindl., and C. Japovica, Blume, both of Japan, have been offered by dealers in Japanese plants; but they are unknown to general cultivation.

OAKES AMES.

CALATHEA (Greek for basket, the application not agreed upon). Selainiunae. Perennial foliage plants with handsome, long-stalked, oval or lanceolate leaves, and of the genus differs chiefly in technical characters. In Maranta the fls. are 3-seeded, in Calathea usually 1-seeded; in the former the fls. are clustered on or near the stem. Of Calathea there are 70 or 80 species, mostly of trop. Afr., but a few of trop. Afr. The fts., for which the plant is grown, are variously marked with shades of green, red, brown, yellow, and white. The Ivs. spring freely from the crowns, or the short, thick midrib, and shortly afterwards the silver, to which may be added a few nodules of charcoal to keep the mixture sweet. In repotting, the old soil should be shaken from the roots, and the plants planted in the new mixture, using clean, well-drained pots, or for the creeping and shallow-rooting species, pans are preferable. All matured leaves should be removed at this time, and after repotting they should be kept out of the sun, warm, moist, and shaded, to induce active root growth. As the leaves develop they require an abundant supply of water at the roots, frequent spraying with a fine spray, and to be well shaded from direct sunlight. These conditions should be reduced on the approach of winter, but at no season must the plants be allowed to become dry. The temperature during winter should not fall below 60°. Strong-growing species, as C. zebra, do best planted out in a place free from pines. The shade of low-growing or creeping species are excellent subjects for inside rockeries, where a warm, humid atmosphere can be maintained. Cult. by EDWARD J. CANNING.

There are many species of Calathea in fancy collections, but the following list includes those which are known to be in the Amer. trade. Since the plants are often named and described before the flowers are known, it is not always possible to determine the proper genus. Consult Maranta, Phrygianum, and Stromanthe. Each of the following species, though having the characteristics cannot be used in classification of the species; the following scheme, therefore, is based on evident leaf characters.

Index: C. albo-lineata, 3; Bachemiana, 9; Chimborea, 7; Lagrelliana, 19; Lietzera, 11; Lindeniana, 12; majestica, 3; Makoyana, 13; Marcelli, 25; medio-picta, 22; micales, 23; nitens, 14; olivaris, 13; ornata, 3; Prim.

CALATHEA 3.

corps, 15; pulchella, 2; regalis, 3; rosea-lineata, 6; rosea-picta, 6; smaragdina, 5; tubispatha, 5; Vandenhedki, 24; Veitchiana, 16; virginalis, 25; Wagneri, 6; Warcewiczi, 17; Wiatrani, 18; zonata, 11.

A. Lvs. marked only by transverse bars.


2. pulchella, Korn. Weaker grower than C. zebra, the lvs. lighter colored, with two series (large and short) of broad green bars. Braz. – By some considered to be a form of C. zebra.

3. ornata, Korn. (Maranta regalis, Hort.). Dwarf: Ivs. oblong-acuminate, the stalks 1 ft. long and blades usually shorter, red beneath, green above and marked with two bars between each of the transverse veins. Colombia. – The transverse markings are usually bright red, and this form is taken as the type of the species (I. H. 2: 74, L. 20). In var. albo-lineata, Hort. (Calathea lineata, Hort.), the lines are white (F. S. 4: 413. L. 55). Var. majestica, Hort. (M. majestica, Lindl.), attains a height of 4-5 ft. It has red-striped Ivs. I. H. 41: 1.

4. fasciata, Regel & Kern. Dwarf: Ivs. long-acordate, the blade 10-12 in. long, pale green and purple-tinted below, green above, with white bands running off the margin. Braz. G. N. 2. p. 3. L. 23.

5. smaragdina, Lindl. & André. Two ft.: Ivs. widespread, oblong-lanceolate and acuminate, silvery green below, dark green above, with prominent bands of different shades of green, the midrib prominent. S. Amer. I. H. 17: 16.

AA. Ivs. variously marked and blotched, often margined, or only the midrib colored.

b. Markings red, parallel with the margin.

6. rosa-picta, Regel (C. rosa-lineata, Hort.? M. Wagneri, Hort.,). Dwarf: Ivs. near orbicular, purple beneath, the upper side dark green, the midrib red, and an irregular red zone (sometimes two zones) two-thirds of the distance from the midrib towards the margin. Amazon F. S. 10: 1675-76. G. N. 2. p. 3.

bb. Markings in shades of brown or orange.

7. Lageriana, Hort. Ivs. large, dark red beneath, the prominent veins rich bronze.

8. tubispatha, Hook. f. Two feet or less high: Ivs. obovate-elliptic, short-acuminate or cuspidate, thin, greenish beneath, lividly green above, and marked midway between the rib and the margin with lighter green and squarrose markings of brown. W. Afr. B. M. 3521. L. I. – Markings in shades of yellow and green.

9. Bachemiana, Morr. Lvs. unequalipetal, cordate at the base, long, smooth, finely striate, with parallel greenish or whitish markings along the primary nerves, purplish beneath. Brazil.


11. Lietzera, Morr. Lvs. oval-lanceolate, truncate or shallow-acordate at base, undulate, purple beneath, deep green and shining above, with feather-like blotches of deeper green. Brazil.

12. Lindeniana, Wallis (C. Lindeni, Wallis & André). Lvs. elliptic-oblong, short-acuminate (12 in. or less), the midrib green above and green beneath; the outer side of the midrib, and beyond which is a darker zone of green, the under side counterfeiting the upper side, but with purplish zones. Peru. I. H. 18: 82. – By some considered to be a form of C. ornata.

13. Makoyana, Morr. (Maranta olivaris, Hort.). One to 4 ft.: Ivs. broad-oblong, obtuse or somewhat short-pointed, the stalks red, the leaf olive-green or cream-colored above but marked against the midrib.
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14. nitens, Hort. Dwarf: lvs. oblong, glossy green, on each side of the rib marked with oblong-pointed greenish bars, which alternate with dark green lines.

15. princeps, Regel. Leaf elongated or elliptical-lanceolate, 7–10 in. long, 3–6½ in. broad, light green above, with broad black-green, flaming, broken band along the middle nerve, violet-purple below. Amazon.

CALCEOLARIA

and 8–10 in. high, bearing distichous yellow-fld. spikes. Guatemala.—Offered in Fls.

21. eximia, Kœrn. (Phrynium eximium, Koch). Petiole grooved, greenish, closely covered with soft hair and naked only on the somewhat thickened end. Leaf sur- face, longitudinally ribbed, somewhat long-elliptic, pointed; in full-grown cvrs. 8–10 in. long and 4½–5 in. broad, lightly shining blue-green, and marked with broad white cross bands; the under side of the lvs. covered with short, velvety hair, and of a brownish purple color. S. Amer. Gt. G. 69. 1876.

22. medio-picta, Makoy. Lvs. oval-lanceolate and tapering to both ends, dark green, with the rib feathered with white from base to summit. Brazil.

23. micans, Kœrn. Very small: lvs. 2–3 in. long, oblong-lanceolate, somewhat acuminate, green and shining above, the rib in a feathered white stripe. Brazil. L. 49.

24. Vandenbœckii, Regel. Lvs. dark green, shining, red-purple beneath, the upper surface marked with two concentric zones of white, and the rib margined with white. Brazil!

25. virginális, Lind. Lvs. soft-hairy below, broad-oval, rather blunt, 7–9 in. long, 4½–6 in. broad, upper sur- face light green, and below, in the common form, whitish green and lighter zones shown, as on the upper surface, —or in another form, which has been distributed in gar- dens as C. (Marrania) Marcelli, under side shaded a light violet and without zones. Brazil. A.P. 7: 611.

C. arqueótea, Kœrn. Has been offered in the American trade.

— C. arrecta, Lind. and André. Tall: lvs. oblong, red beneath, green above, with the nerves all prominent. Equalizer. I.H. 18:77.


CALCEOLÁRIA (Latin calceulus, a slipper, alluding to the seate fl.). Scrophulariáceae. Many species of herbs and shrubs, chiefly natives of S. Amer., but some in Mexico and New Zealand. Corolla 2-parted nearly to the base, the lower part or lind exedece a petal-like, the upper lip smaller and ascending, but usually saccate; stamens 2 or rarely 3, and no rudiments (A, Fig. 315): fruit a many-seeded capsule: lvs. usually hairy and rugose, mostly opposite. Calceolarias are grown for the variously colored and usually spotted lady’s-slipper-like fls. The colors are often very rich and intense. The genus falls into two horticultural sections, the herbaceous kinds, and the shrubby kinds. The former and also the only one generally known in this country, are grown from seeds. They are often known as the hybrid Calceolarias (C. híbrida, Hort.), since the common varieties are evidently the products of inter-crossing and plant-breeding.

L. H. B.

Of the hybrid section, seeds are best sown the end of June or beginning of July, in pans. Care should be taken to have the pans thoroughly clean. Good drainage is essential. A good soil is one composed of equal parts of sand, leaf-mold and sod soil. This should be finely sifted. After filling the pans, thoroughly dampen, and allow to drain before sowing. It is unnecessary to cover the seeds with soil, but a close-fitting pane of glass should be placed over the pan until the little plants are well started, when the glass should be gradually removed. In the early stages, watering is best done by immersion, but it is not advisable to keep the pans standing in water.
Prick off, when large enough to handle, into pans or shallow flats one inch apart. Same compost as for seeds will suit. When plants begin to crowd, pot into thumb-pots. This time the compost should have the addition of a sixth part of finely sifted dried cow-manure. Subsequent shifts should be given as required, the last being into 7-inch pots. Shade is necessary all along, but should not be so heavy as to induce the plants to become drawn. A house or frame with a northern window is most suitable for their culture, keeping the temperature as low as possible during the warmer months. Later on, provide a night temperature of 40° and a day temperature of 50° to 55°. Water carefully, avoiding extremes, and when the flower spikes begin to show, weak liquid manure may be frequently used with advantage. Greenfly is the only really troublesome insect enemy. This can be kept in check by the free distribution of tobacco stems around the benches where the plants are set. If it gets thoroughly established, evaporate tobacco extract in the house.

The shrubby Calceolarias are grown extensively in Europe, especially Britain, as a bedding plant, but the heat of an American summer proves too much for them. Propagation is effected chiefly by cuttings, which are taken there the end of August, struck, and wintered over in cold frames protected from frost.

W. E. Scott, of Tarrytown.

The herbaceous garden forms of Calceolarias cannot often be referred to botanical species. In the following account, the important stem species are described. Rodigas considers the garden hybrids to be off-shoots chiefly of C. arachnoidea and crenataflora, and he has called this race C. arachnoidea-crenataflora (see I.H. 31: 528, 536; 35:54). Fig. 315. C. crenataflora seems to have left its impress most distinctly on the greenhouse forms.

C. arachnoidea, Ruiz & Pav. One-2 ft., the stem 4-angled: radical lvs. ovate and sometimes cordate, obtuse or nearly so, doubly crenate, rugose and hairy, whitish beneath: stem-lvs. smaller and narrower, somewhat clasping, opposite: fls. small (about half as large as in C. creataflora), in a broad, somewhat loose umbel, in the slipper somewhat short-oblong, clear yellow outside and marked with red lines inside. Chile. B.M. 2418.

corymbosa, Ruiz & Pav. One-2 ft., the stem 4-angled: radical lvs. ovate and sometimes cordate, obtuse or nearly so, doubly crenate, rugose and hairy, whitish beneath: stem-lvs. smaller and narrower, somewhat clasping, opposite: fls. small (about half as large as in C. creataflora), in a broad, somewhat loose umbel, the slipper somewhat short-oblong, clear yellow outside and marked with red lines inside. Chile. B.M. 2418.

amplexicaulis, HBK. A ft. or two high: lvs. cordate-ovate to ovate-lanceolate, long-acuminate, pubescent, yellow beneath and deep-rugose above, clasping: fls. small, in an upright corymb, pale yellow and spotless, the slipper hoof-shaped. Equador, etc. B.M. 4300.

cc. Fls. purple.

purpurea, Grab. Stems erect, pubescent, 1-2 ft.: radical lvs. spatulate and scutellate, with a strong midrib, sparsely hairy, rugose, dentate; stem-lvs. broad-cordate and clasping, less toothed, pubescent, small, pubescent or reddish violet, the slipper somewhat short-oblong, clear yellow beneath and marked with red lines inside. Peru. B.M. 2775. — Supposed to have entered largely into purple-flowered varieties.

arachnoidea, Grab. Stem a foot or two high, terete, branchy, woolly, with appressed hairs: lvs. oblong or lanceolate, narrowing into long winged petioles, clasping, not obscurely toothed, rugose, woolly on both sides: peduncles in pairs, flowering: fls. small, dull purple, the slipper nearly globular and furrowed. Chile. B.M. 2674.

b. Lvs. compound, or essentially so.

scabiosaflora, Sims. Often 2 ft., the stem terete, hairy and leafy: lvs. opposite, with clasping petioles, cut nearly or completely to the midrib: lfts. varying from lanceolate to broad-oval, acuminate, ciliate, dentate: fls. very small, in small hairy corymbs, pale yellow, the slipper nearly orbicular in outline. Peru. B.M. 2405. — In essentially pure form, this is sold by seedsmen as an annual and bedding plant.

pinnata, Linn. Often reaches 3 ft. or more: lvs. pinnatifid or completely compound, the divisions short and nearly entire, obtuse or nearly so: fls. small, sulfur-yellow. — Peru. B.M. 41. — The first known garden species, still sold as an annual.

AA. Shrubby Calceolarias.

integriflora, Murr. (C. rugosa, Ruiz and Pav. C. salteinfloa, Pers.). Two ft. or less high, branchy and bushy: lvs. glabrous, oval-lanceolate, crisped and dentate, the short petioles winged: fls. in terminal clusters, small, yellow. Chile. B.M. 2523.

Varialde. Probably the chief source of shrubby Calceolarias.


CALCEOARIA

and spotted on the up-curved slipper. Peru, Bolivia. B.M. 6269. 

CALENDULA (Latin, calendae or calendis; flowering throughout the months). Compositae. Herbs of temperate regions, of 20 or more species. Annuals or perennials, with alternate simple leafs, mostly large heads with yellow or orange rays, glabrous incurved achenes, plane naked receptacle, pappus none, and involucre broad, with scales in one or two series.

officinalis, Linn. Pot MARIGOLD. Fig. 316. Annual: 1-2 ft. high, more or less hairy; leafs oblong or more or less clasping, entire, thickish; heads solitary, on stout stalks, large with flat spreading rays, showy, closing at night. S. Eu. B.M. 3294. One of the most universal garden fls., running into many vars., distinguished by size, color, and degree of doubling. The color varies from white-yellow to deep orange. This is the Marygold of Shakespeare's time. The fl-heads are sometimes used in cookery, to flavor soups and stews. The Calendula is of the easiest culture in any warm, loose soil. The seeds are usually sown where the plants are to stand, but they may be sown indoors or in a frame and the plants transplanted. The achenes are large and germinate quickly. The plant blooms the whole season, particularly if the fls. are picked. It is a hardy annual, and in the southern states will bloom most of the year.

sulfuritiosa, Vahl. More diffuse, annual; leafs sessile, lanceolate, somewhat dentate; heads bright yellow, not doubled, very numerous, on long peduncles, W. Mediterranean region. Seeds are sold by American dealers.

C. Pongei, Hort., and C. plurialis, Linn, will be found under Dimorphotheca.

CALIFORNIA, HORTICULTURE IN. California occupies the mountain slopes and plain-like valleys of a vast area, much of which is peculiarly well-fitted to horticultural uses. New York, Ohio, Maine, New Jersey, Vermont, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Connecticut, Delaware, and Rhode Island, united, have a less area than California. The range of products grown successfully in California is nearly or quite as great as that of all the rest of the United States; the humid sealevel islands of Florida are adapted to many plants, such as Cassava, which do but poorly in California, but on the sheltered uplands of California many species which entirely fail in Florida are perfectly at home. Here, as every tourist can see in a single summer, one finds, and often — if an enormous scale, the vines, walnuts and prunes of France; the olives, oranges, lemons, chestnuts, figs and pomegranates of Italy and Spain; the Acajas, Eucalypts, Casuarinas, and salt-bushes of Australia; the melons of Turkestan; the cotton and tobacco of the south; the hemp, flax, rye, Russian mulberries, and other products of the extreme north, the cereals of the great west, the bulbs of Holland, the costly seed-crops of European gardens, and, in brief, examples of the greater part of useful horticultural productions of the temperate zones.

While the American pioneers of Kentucky were fighting Indians, and struggling to obtain the right to navigate the Mississippi, the Spanish pioneers of California were planting pear, orange and olive trees, date palms, and European grapes, about the early Missions. After the American conquest, and the gold discovery of 1848, horticulture gained a foothold in the mountain lands below the Sierra peaks. Every village and town had its gardens and its beginnings of orchards. Soon the thoughts of men turned to the broad, fertile, untilled valleys, and in a few years the wheat farmer became the typical Californian. Lastly, the state entered upon a magnificent era, still continuing period of horticultural development, which well deserves to be written down in history as one of the most important facts of modern material progress.

Not so long ago almost 160,000 square miles of California were considered "nearly all waste." Now,
of Coast Range and Sierra, hardly as yet one-tenth occupied, comprise fully 25,000,000 acres; in timber and fine grazing lands, capable of perpetual renewals, are 12,000,000 acres; high beauteous mountains cover some 13,000,000 acres; arid lands, often yielding enormously under irrigation, or slowly conquered by neutralizing their superabundant alkali, occupy about 10,000,000 acres. Over these great areas every wind current, every mountain spur, every alteration in slope or altitude, helps to make a local climate. The complicated geological development of California has produced soils almost as varied as its local climates. Still, the state can be conveniently divided into five characteristic climate-zones: in the high Sierras the mean annual temperature is from 30° to 42°; in the lower Sierras it is from 42° to 52°; near the Pacific ocean it is from 52° to 67°; in the central valleys of Sacramento and San Joaquin it is from 60° to 68°, and in the southern counties from 68° to 72°. But every part of California shows very sharp horticultural contrasts upon farms not a mile apart. Local climate is the key-note of California life. Placeer county, for instance, extends from the center of the Sacramento valley east to the summit of the Sierras. It has upland Canadian valleys, pines and snow-blockades at one end, groves of oranges and lemons in the Sierra foothills, and rich alfalfa fields along the "bottoms" of the Sacramento valley rivers. See Fig. 317.

Statistics are apt to be dull reading, but the horticulture of California can be shown only by some of its results in recent years. Let us glance at a few of the records. Take the well-known industry of raisin-making. In 1873, 120,000 pounds were produced in California. By 1894 this crop had grown to 103,000,000 pounds. The interstate shipments of fresh fruits, beginning late in the seventies, rose by 1894 to nearly 180,000,000 pounds. The interstate shipments of dried fruits rose between 1884 and 1897, from about 2,000,000 pounds to 150,000,000 pounds. During the same period of only 13 years, the product of beet-sugar increased from about 2,000,000 to over 70,000,000 pounds. Oranges, for many years a noted California product, rose between 1884 and 1898, from 850,000 boxes to 4,448,000 boxes. Turning to some other separate industries, in 1897 the dried apricot crop was over 30,000,000 pounds, the prune crop was over 97,000,000 pounds, the dried peach crop was over 27,000,000 pounds. The wine-production of the state in 1887 was 34,900,000 gallons. The pack of canned fruit in 1898 was 2,000,000 cases. In 1893, in a very careful tabulation of the area planted to fruit-trees and vines, made by me for the Popular Science Monthly, I estimated as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kind</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Citrus and semi-tropical</td>
<td>95,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nut-bearing trees</td>
<td>25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grapes</td>
<td>194,983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small fruits</td>
<td>2,981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>517,084</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the usual distances of planting, this would give about 317,000 fruit trees and about 240,000,000 grape-vines. Since 1893 nearly six years have passed, and yet the acreage has not greatly gained. Some vineyards and walnut orchards have been destroyed. The area in small fruits has nearly doubled. The citrus and semi-tropical fruits have somewhat increased in area. There have been seasons of heavy frosts and of light rainfall. The industry has been less generally profitable during recent years. A multitude of lesser horticultural occupations have attracted attention.

Among these new horticultural industries of the last decade or so are the extensive growth of tree flower and vegetable seeds, of cut-flowers, of vegetables and of decorative plants. California has always had important nurseries and large market-gardens, but there is now a tendency to specialize more than ever before, and to supply, in many departments, the markets of America and Europe. Portuguese, Italian, Chinese and Japanese peasants have settled in large numbers in the richer districts of California, introducing their special horticultural industries. Large farms and orchards are still profitable, but every year the small, well-tilled plots increase in number and relative importance.

CHARLES H. SHINN.

CALIFORNIA POPPY is Eschscholtzia.

CALIFORNIA YELLOW BELL is Eumenantha penduliflora.

CALLIOPSIS (Greek; beautiful arrangement). Compositae. A few Asian herbs, often united with Aster, but horticulturally distinct, and differing from that genus in the hemispherical involucre of few, nearly equal, scarious-margined bracts, and broad, convex receptacle. Akeene dast and hairy. Hardy perennials of low growth, suited to the border in front of stronger plants. C. Tatarica is described in the genus Heteropappus.

inula, DC. (Aster inulaeus, Fisch.). One to 2 ft, erect, corymbose at the summit: lvs. lanceolate, remotely incised-dentate; scales of involucre red-margined: fls. large, purple-rayed or almost white, and yellow-centered. Of easy culture in any good soil, making a display throughout July and Aug. The commonest species.

Altaica, Nees (Aster Alticnus, Wild.). Lower, pubescent or hispid; lvs. linear-lanceolate and entire; scales of involucre pubescent and white-margined: rays narrow, blue.

L. H. B.

CALIFORNIA. See Calliphoruis.

CÁLLA (ancient name, of obscure meaning). Arábeas. A monotypic genus, containing a native bog-plant with a white spathe. Herbs, with creeping rhizomes and 2-ranked lvs. Differs from Orontium in the parallel secondary and tertiary veins of the leaf-blade. See Richar^ia for C. Ethipica, abomaculata, Elliotiiima, and nana. The Calía of Boristes, or Calía Lily, is Richardsia.

paustris, Linn. Fig. 318. Rhizome bearing many dichotious lvs. one year, the next only 2 lvs. and the peduncle: petioles cylindrical, long-sheathed; blade cor- date: spathe elliptical, or ovate-lanceolate, white. Eu, N. Asia, and E. N. Amer. R. 1853. An interesting little perennial plant, useful for outdoor ponds.

JARED G. SMITH.

CALLIANDRA (Greek, beautiful stamens). Legu- minosae. Tropical American shrubs, distinguished from Acacia by the presence of a thickened margin on the pod. Lvs. bipinnate; lvs. numerous; fls. in scapes in globose heads; corolla small, obscured by the numerous, long, silky, purple or white stamens. Cult. in S. Calif., and prop. by cuttings.
CALLIANDRA

Lambertiánea, Benth. (Accídia Lambertiánea, D. Don). Unarmed; branches terete; lvs. puberulous-villous; pinnae 3-5-yoked: lfts. 9-12-yoked, oval-oblong, obtuse at both ends; petiole not glandular; peduncles 3-5, racemose; heads roundish; stamens 20-25, exerted. Mexico. B.R. 721

318. Calla palustris.

tetragona, Benth. (Accídia tetragona, Willd.). Unarmed, glabrous; branches tetragonal; pinnae 5-6-yoked: lfts. 16-25-yoked, linear, acute, the outer larger; heads pedunculate, axillary; lvs. white; pod linear-obtuse, thickened at the margin.

Portoricensis, Benth. (Accídia Pororicénsis, Willd.). Unarmed shrub, 10 ft. high; pinnae 5-yoked: lfts. 15-25-yoked, linear, obtuse; petioles not glandular; branchlets pubescent; heads globose, pedunculate, axillary; calyx eilate on the margin; filaments long, white; stamens 20-25; pod straight, linear, tapering at the base. West Indies.

CALLICARPA (Greek, beauty and fruit). Verbénáceae. Shrubs or trees, mostly with rough, stellate hairs; lvs. opposite, usually dentate and deciduous; lfs. small, perfect, in axillary cymes; corolla with short tube, 4-lobed; stamens 4; fr. a small, berry-like drupe, red, lilac or violet, with 2-4 seeds. About 30 species in trop. and subtrop. regions of Asia, Australia, N. and C. Amer. Some species are cult. chiefly for their decorative fr., profusely produced in fall; the hardiest are C. purpurea and C. japonica, and they may be grown even north in sheltered positions, if somewhat protected during the winter. If killed to the ground, young shoots spring up vigorously, and will produce lfs. and fr. in the same season. If grown in the greenhouse, they require a sandy compost of loam and peat, and plenty of light and air. Prop. readily by greenwood cuttings in spring or summer under glass, also by hardwood cuttings, layers and seeds.

CALLIRHOÉ

A. Lvs. tomentose beneath.


purpúrea, Juss. (C. grácilis, Sieb. & Zucc.). Shrub, 1-4 ft.: lvs. cuneate, elliptic or oblate, coarsely serrate above the middle, entire toward the base, 1½-3 in. long; cymes peduncled, few or many-flhd.; lfts. pink; fr. lilac-violet. August. Japan. China. Gn. 23: 392. — Closely allied to the former, but smaller in every part.


ALFRED RENDZER.

CALLIÓPSIS. Consult Coreopsis.

CALLIPHRURIA (Greek, beautiful prison; referring to the spathe enclosing the flowers). Written also Calliphruría. Teucrium laronidáceae. Tender herbs, from Granada, distinguished from Eucharis by the stamens, the filaments being petalid, with three large linear teeth on top, the middle one bearing the anther. The lfs. appear with the lvs. Prop. by offsets. J. G. Baker. Amárrilláceae, p. 112.

Hartwegìa, Herb. Bulb ovid, 1 in. thick, stoloniferous, with brown membranous tunics: lvs. bright green, firmer and more closely veined than in Eucharis, with an oblong acute blade 4-5 in. long, 2 in. broad, narrowed into a petiole, which is flat above, and round beneath: scape slender, 1 ft. long; lfts. 6-8, in an umbel, white; perianth 1 in. long and wide. Andes of Bogota. B.M. 6259. Int. in 1880 by Reasoner, who has never flowered it.


CALLIPRÓRA is included in Brodiaea.

CALLÍPTERIS (Greek, beautiful form). Polygádáceae. A genus of ferns allied to Asplenium, with elongate sori formed on both sides of the veins, and the veins uniting to form meshes or aréoles. Some fifteen species are known from the warmer parts of both hemispheres. The following is the only one in cultivation. Culture of tropical Aspleniums.

prolícea, Bory (Aspléniurn deconsúlum, Swz.). Lvs. 2-4 ft. long besides the stalks, which are 1-2 ft. long, with numerous pinnae 6-12 in. long, 1-2 in. wide, with deeply crenate margins and frequently with bulblets in the axils; veins pinnate, with the branches of contiguous veins uniting. Polynesia and Malaya. L. M. Underwood.

CALLIRHÓÉ (Greek mythological name). Malváceae. Poppy-Mallow. Seven native species of hardy, showy herbs of the easiest culture and deserving much greater popularity. The two kinds mentioned are chiefly prop. by seeds, but the perennial species may also be prop. by cuttings. The name is also written Callirróé.

A. Annual: involucrum absent.

pedátá, Gray, Fig. 319. Height 1-3 ft.; stem erect, leafy; radical, and lower lvs. round-cordate, palmately or pedately 5-7 lobed or parted, the lobes coarsely toothed or incised, upper 3-5-cleft or parted, usually into narrow divisions: lfs. red-purple, cherry red, varying to lilac. Common in Texas. R.H. 1857, p. 490.
CALLIRHOE

AA. Perennial: involucrata present.

Involucrata, Gray. Height 9-12 in., plant hirsute or even hispid: root large, napiform: stems procumbent: lvs. of rounded outline, palmately or pedately 5-7-parted or -cleft, the divisions mostly wedge-shaped, incised, the lobes oblong to lanceolate: fls. crimson-purple, cherry red or paler. All summer. Minn. to Tex. G.W.P. 26. R.H. 1862:171, as C. verticillata.

Var. lineariola, Gray. Less hirsute than the type: stems ascending: lvs. smaller, 1-2 in. across, the upper or all dissected into linear lobes. An excellent trailer, especially for rockeries. Thrives even in very dry soils, the root penetrating to a great depth. A sunny position is preferable.

J. B. Keller and W. M.

CALLISTÉMMA, CALLISTEPHUS. See Aster, China.

CALLISTÉMON (Greek, kallos, beauty; stemon, a stamen; in most of the species the stamens are a beautiful scarlet color). Myrtaceae. BOTTLE-BRUSH. Australian shrubs: lvs. evergreen, short: fls. in dense, cylindrical spikes, at first terminal, but the axis growing out into leafy shoots; anthers versatile, with parallel cells opening longitudinally; fr. persisting several years. Prop. by ripened cuttings in sand under a handglass, which flower when small; or by seeds, but the seedlings are slow in reaching the flowering stage. Rapid growers; very ornamental; greenhouse in the north; hardy in California, thriving in any soil and without irrigation.

A. Lvs. flat, penniveined.

Speciosus, DC. Lvs. thick, narrow-lanceolate, pubescent when young: spikes dense, large: fls. scarlet, the calyx and corolla pubescent; stamens obscurely or very shortly 5-adelphous. March-April. West Australia. B.M. 1761, as Metrosideros speciosa. Height 10 ft.

Lanceolatus, Sweet. Fig. 326. Height 6-10 ft.: lvs. crowded, thick, lanceolate, unlobed, reddish when young; spike rather loose, of reddish fls. N.S.Wales. 6 ft.

Rigidus, R. Br. Lvs. linear or narrowly linear-lanceolate, rigid, almost pungent-pointed: spikes dense: fls. red; anthers dark. New South Wales. 4 ft.

A. Lvs. channelled above, linear, nerveless or flowered.

Lineaaria, DC. Height 4 to 6 ft.: fls. dark or pale scarlet: fr. more globular and more contracted at the mouth than in C. rigidus. June. N. S. Wales.

J. BURT TAVY.

CALLITRIS (from the Greek for beautiful). Cistaceae. About 15 trees or shrubs, growing in Africa and the Australian region, allied to Thuja. The small cones have 4-6 separating woody scales: lvs. small and scale-like, persistent. Of very attractive habit. The only species in the Amer. trade is robusta, R. Br. CYPRESS PINE. Somewhat resembles our native red cedar, but is conical in form and very dense. It is a fine tree for tall hedges and windbreaks. Young trees planted out in S. Fla. make fine specimena, branching from the ground. In five years the plants reach 10-12 ft. high. Little known in this country.

L. H. B.

CALLUNA (Greek, to sweep; the branches are sometimes used for making brooms). Ericaceae. HEATHER. Low evergreen shrubs with imbricated, scale-like lvs. in four rows, the branchlets therefore quadrangular: fls. in terminal racemes; corolla campanulate, 4-lobed, shorter than the 4-parted colored calyx; stamens 8: fr. capsular. One species in W. and N. Eu., also in Asia Minor; in E. N. Amer. in some localities naturalized. For culture, see Erica.

Vulgaris, Salish. (Erica vulgaris, Linn.). From ½-3 ft.: lvs. oblong-linear, obtuse, sagittate at the base, gibrans or pubescent: fls. small, in long, erect, rather dense racemes, rosy pink, sometimes white. Aug.-Sept.—Cultivated in many varieties: Var. alba (and var. alba Hammondi), with white fls.; var. Alperti, of more vigorous growth, with rosy carmine fls.; var. carnea, with flesh-colored fls.; var. flore-pleno, with double rose-colored fls.; var. pygmea, forming low, moss-like tufts; var. tomentosa, the branchlets and lvs. with grayish tomentum. The Heather is a very handsome

320. Callistemon lanceolatus.
small shrub, well adapted for borders of evergreen shrubbery, or lor day-scloro and sandy banks, and shady positions; it is also found growing well in swamps and in partly shaded situations. Cut branches keep their life-like appearance for many months.

ALFRED REDEKER

**CALOCHORTUS (Greek for beautiful and grass).** Lililacea, tribe Tulipeae. West American ornornous plants (Star Tulips). The occidental representatives of Tulipes, St. usually branched, and from a coated corn, more or less leafy; perianth of unequal segments, the outer ones the smaller and more or less sepal-like, the 3 inner ones larger and showy and glands and hairs; glumes 3, sessile and recurved; stamens 6; fls. showy, shallow-cupped on the inner segments, arching. Nearly all the species are in cult. Monogr. by J. G. Baker, Journ. Linn. Soc. 14: 302-310 (1875); and by S. Watson, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts and Sci. 14: 262-268 (1879). See also Colocci in the Sierra Nevada, by George Hansen, Erythea, 7: 13-15; A. Davidson, Erythea, 2: 1-2, 27-30.

L. H. B.

Calochortuses are natives of western North America. One or two extend into British America, and a few, belonging to a peculiar group, are found in Mexico; the remainder are natives of the United States, from Nebraska to the Pacific Ocean. While the generic characteristics are unmistakable, the species and even varieties have the most variable tastes as to soil, exposure and climate. The Colorado desert and the summits of the Sierra Nevada, the heavy clay lands of California, the volcanic soils of the foothills and the meadows of the Northwest, each has its own representatives of this beautiful tribe. The character of the genus can be treated better under the various groups. Nearly every known species is in cultivation to some extent. Some are readily grown, others present considerable cultural difficulties; but while there are some which will probably always be difficult to cultivate, there are many species—and the number includes the very best—which can be successfully grown by any one who is willing to give a little special care to their culture; and there are a few which grow so easily and have such vigor and habit as to be adapted to extensive cultivation. All Calochortuses are hardy in the sense of withstanding extreme cold, but they will not withstand alternate thawing and freezing nearly so well; and thus we have the paradox of their going safely through severe eastern or European winters and suffering the loss of foliage in mild ones. They should be planted in the fall, and it is better to plant late, so that leaf growth is delayed until spring. Diverse as are the natural habitats, one soil will answer the needs of all. In my own experience, a light loam, made lighter with sand or sawdust, powdered charcoal, or spent tan-bark, is best. My very best results have been with a mixture of equal parts of a good light loam and spent tan-bark, with a little broken charcoal. Wallace, one of the most successful English growers, recommends making a bed sloping to the south, composed of leaf-mold and stone grit in equal parts, with a smaller proportion of sharp sand. The idea is a light, porous, not too stimulating soil, with perfect drainage. Wallace recommends covering the beds with reeds to throw off the heavy rains. I accomplish the same end by a thorough drainage that the rains pass through quickly. It is better to lift the bulbs as soon as they ripen, and replant in the fall. Water sparingly during the rainy times. They take well to pot culture with similar soils and treatment. While not to be forced rapidly, they considerably anticipate their out-door season. The same treatment can be used in cold-frame culture, but do not coddle them too much. Under suitable conditions they are very hardy and tenacious of life, but excessive moisture, either in air or ground, is not to their liking after the flowering season arrives. Theoretically, all Calochortuses of Section A (Star Tulips) should have shade, and all Mariposas (AA) sunshine; but I find that the light shade of the lath-house suits all alike, giving much finer bloom in the Mariposas. The flowering season extends over three months, according to species.

**CALOCHORTUS**

- **albus,** Doug. Fig. 321. Strong, 1 ft. high; fls. globular, pendant. 1 in. across, of a satiny texture, delicately fringed with hairs. Calif. B.R. 1661. F.S. 11: 1171. - Chaste and delicate.

- **var. paniculatus,** Baker. Lower: fvs. narrower, fvs. smaller.

- **var. amenus,** Hort. Like C. albus, but rose colored. Cent. Calif.

- **2. pulchellus,** Doug. Similar, but fls. flatter, of pure yellow, the edges of petals with a line of stiff hairs: very handsome. Northwest Calif. B.R. 1662.

- **3. ewaeanus,** Leichtl. Plant low (4-10 in.), usually branched: fvs. white, purplish at the base, filled with silky hairs, the gland covered by a broad semi-circular scale: capsule long-elliptic. Calif. N. B.M. 175 as C. oovtlana. Var. inornata, Hort. Fig. 322. Twice as large in all its parts. Var. roseus, Hort. Fis. tinged rose.


**INDEX:**
- albus, No. 1
- amenus, 1, 6
- apiculatus, 8
- atradoiaceus, 25
- aureus, 22
- Benthami, 4
- coryleus, 5
- Catalinae, 28
- citrinus, 17, 21
- clavatus, 23
- concolor, 21
- crenulatus, 14
- Gunnisoni, 31
- Howellii, 16
- Kennedyii, 20
- Leitchlinii, 30
- Liliaceus, 10
- Lobii, 6
- longebartus, 13
- lateus, 21
- Lyallii, 6
- macrocarpus, 32
- Maweanus, 3
- nanus, 6
- nitidus, 13
- nudus, 12
- Nutallii, 29
- obsipens, 19
- oculatus, 21
- Palmerii, 27
- paniculatus, 1
- pictus, 24
- Plummerae, 18
- pulchellus, 22
- Purdylly, 9
- purpurascens, 24
- rosesi, 3, 24
- ruber, 25
- sanguineus, 24
- splendens, 25
- sulphureus, 24
- Talleys, 7
- uniflorus, 11
- venustus, 24
- Vesta, 24
- Woellii, 17.

5. *caruleus*, Wats. Similar to *C. Macrocarpus*, but lined and dotted with blue; low, 2-5-fld., the podicles very slender; perianth ciliate inside: capsule nearly or quite orbicular. Calif., in the Sierra.

6. *elegans*, Pursh. Similar to the last: petals greenish white and purplish at base, bearded, little or not at all ciliate; gland covered by a deeply fringed scale. Oregon, Idaho.


7. *Tolmiensis*, Hook. & Arn. Stout, a ft. high, generally branching, petals often more than an inch long, tinged lilac, with purple and white hairs; gland without a scale: capsule broad-elliptic, acutish. Mt. Shasta, N.—Remains a long time in bloom.


BBB. Fls. bell-shaped; the petals naked or hairy only at the base: low; leaf solitary. Meadow Tulips.—These Calochortuses are natives of wet meadows. *C. lithuanicus* and *C. Vesta* grow well in all soils as long as well drained, and as garden plants thrive everywhere. In habit they are low, flexuous and leafy. The cups are open, erect and numerous, an inch or so in diameter.

10. *ilex*, Kellogg (C. *umbellatus*, Wood). A handsome species, with large, clear lilac fls., hairy only at base: fls. 4–10, on long, slender scapes; capsule elliptic, obtuse. Grows naturally in wet meadows, and makes offsets freely. N. Calif. and Ore. B.M. 5504 as *C. uniliferus*. Perhaps the same as the next.

11. *uniflorus*, Hook. & Arn. St. very short, bearing buls at base, 1–2-fld.: petals lilac, with purple claw and hairy on the lower half. Coast ranges, Calif.

12. *nudus*, Wats. Low, delicate; leaf solitary: fls. 1–6, umbellate, small, white or pale lilac, not hairy, dentilicate. Calif., in the Sierras.

AA. MARIPosas TULIPS.—Blossoms on stout, erect pedic., the stems stout and strict: fls. open-bell-shaped. Excepting in B, the Mariposa or Butterfly Tulips have slender, grassy, radical lvs., stiff, erect stems bearing cup-shaped fls., and sparingly leafy and with an erect capsule. Bulbs small.

B. Capsule acute-angular or winged: fls. lilac or white. These are hardy species, growing in the meadows from Oregon to Montana, where they endure much cold. They form a connecting link between the Giant Star Tulips and the true Mariposas. Their lvs. are like those of the Star Tulips—long, broad and glossy. Like the Star Tulips, too, the seedpod is handsome, 3-cornered and winged. The stems are stiffly erect: the fls. cup-shaped, not so brilliant as the true Mariposas, but very delicate: the plants are hardy, healthy and vigorous, and are to be highly recommended for cold climates.


15. *longifolius*, Wats. Slender, about 1 ft. high, bulb-bearing near the base, with 1 or 2 narrow radical lvs., 2-branched and usually 2-fld.: fls. erect or nearly so, lilac with yellow at base, scarcely hairy except the long-bearded gland. Washington.

16. *Hewelli*, Wats. St. erect, 1 ft. or more, 1–2-fld.: lvs. very narrow; sepals ovate, short-accumulate; petals yellowish white, 1 in. long, dentilicate, slightly ciliate near the base, brown-hairy inside, the gland yellow hairy. Ore.

BB. Capsule obtuse-angle.

C. Color yellow or orange or orange-red, more or less marked with brown and purple (except in forms of *C. luteus*): in cult. forms running into other colors.


19. *Oebesonia*, Lemm. Tall and slender, branching, very florificous; petals yellow, verging to red at the tip and less than half the length of the orange-brown sepals. Calif. G.F. 2: 161.—Ovoid and bizarre.

20. *Kenndyi*, Porter. Bulb small and ovoid: st. slender, 18 in., sometimes branches: lvs. linear, tufted from the branching of the spot; petals st.: fls. 2–5; sepals broad with a purple spot; petals red-orange to vermilion, not callochortus or prominently hairy, purple-spotted at the center. Desert species of S. Calif. B.M. 7264.—Brilliant and desirable, but difficult to grow.

21. *lateus*, Doug. St. 1–16-fl., bulb-bearing near the base: lvs. very narrow: sepals narrow-lanceolate, with a brown spot; petals 2 in. or less long, yellow or orange, brown-lined, slightly hairy below the middle, the gland densely hairy. Calif. B.R. 1567.—Variable. Some of the forms are sold as *C. venustus*.


Var. *oculatus*, Wats. (C. *venustus*, var. *oculatus*, Hort.). Petals pale or white, liliac or yellowish, with a dark spot.

22. aureus, Wats. Very low; petals white, not hairy, the hairy gland purple-bordered. S. Utah.

23. clavatus, Wats. Petals yellow lined with brown, the lower part bearing club-shaped (or clavate) hairs, the gland deep and circular; anthers purple, Calif.—In this group we have the largest-flowered and stoutest-stemmed of all Mariposas. The bulb is very large, the single bare leaf 1 or 2 ft. long; the st. is heavy, stout and zigzag. The fls. are shaped like a beaker, and sometimes in ovary, across. The color is a deep, rich yellow, and the lower half is covered thickly with stiff yellow hairs, each tipped with a round translucent knob, and in the light like tiny icicles. There are various strains. E. Utah, the largest, the stoutest; S. Utah, very stout, deep yellow; Odsp, like the last, but the upper half of the back of each petal is olive brown, which shows through the deep yellow of the inside, giving changeable shades.

24. venustus, Bent. Butterfly Tulip. Stout, 6-36 in.; petals white or pale lilac, with a reddish spot at top, a brown-yellow center, and brown base; gland large and oblong, usually densely hairy; capsule 1-2½ in. long. F. S. 2:164. C. E. 46, p. 385. Very variable. 'Feb yellow forms (as var. sulphureus, Hort.) are often treated as forms of C. intexus. To this group of Calochortuses is properly applied the Spanish name 'vals,' for their brilliant color, and 'altes,' with eye-like spots on each petal and sepal, and other delicate markings with dots, lines, and hair, which are strongly suggestive of the wings of a brilliantly colored butterfly. Botanists have variously divided this great group of allied forms between C. intexus and C. venustus. Botanically all can be considered as either strains of one variable species or as a number of closely allied species.


Var. purpurascens, Wats. Petals deep lilac or purplish, darker at center, the fl. fully 3 in. across. Strong grower. C. E. 46: 986.

Var. roseus, Hort. (C. roseus, Hort.). Creamy white or lilac, with an eye midway and a rose-colored blotch at apex. C. E. 46: 986.

Var. sanguineus, Hort. Fls. deep red, with very dark eye, and without the rose blotch at the apex. Perhaps a form of C. intexus.


25. splendens, Doug. Strong and tall, 1-2 ft.; fls. 2-3 in. across; petals large, pale, clear lilac, paler below, with a darker claw and scattered long, white hairs below the middle. S. Calif. B. R. 1876.

Var. atrovilacea, Hort. Tall and slender: fls. 1-1½ in. across, of a deep purple color, with a dark spot on the claw, and short hairs on the lower third.

Var. ruber, Hort. As large as the type but deep, reddish purple, with a white purplish base of claw.

26. duxiuous, Wats. Related to C. splendens, but with sts. so weak as to almost be said to creep. The ds. are large and very brilliant, a dazzling purple, with a dark purple eye, and yellow hairs below. S. Utah. —Int by Purdy in 1897.

27. Palmeri, Wats. St. 1-2 ft., very slender and duxiuous, 1-7½ fls., bulb-bearing near the base: sepal with long, narrow, recurved tips, spotted; petals 1 in. or less long, white (or yellowish below), with a brownish claw and scattered hairs on the gland: capsule very narrow, S. Calif.—The C. Palmeri of dealers is not always this species.

28. Catalinae, Wats. Habit of C. venustus; st. 2 ft., branching; fls. white to lilac, or deep lilac, very large and handsome, a large purplish black spot at base of each petal.—A lovely species between C. splendens and C. venustus. Remarkable for blooming with the Star Tulip section, fully a month before other Mariposas. Native to Santa Catalina Isl., off S. Calif.; also to Calif. coast.

29. Nuttalii, Torr. & Gray. Sego Lily. St. slender, bulb-bearing at base, usually with only 1 cauline leaf, 1-3 fls.: sepal ovate-lanceolate, often dark-spotted; petals 1-2 in., white tinged with greenish yellow or lilac, with a purplish spot or band above the yellow base and hairy about the gland; anthers oblong. Dak. to Calif. and S. Mex.—There are no more exquisite beautiful fls. than these Sego Lilies (the Mormon name) of the Great Basin. Most of them are plants of the sagebrush deserts. The lvs. are an ash gray, the foliage scant, but the great fls. are wonder- ful in tints. There are shades in blue, pink, lilac, and yellowish; also white.

30. Leichtlinii, Hook. f. Slender alpine species (5-6 in. high), by some regarded as a form of C. Nuttalii; fls. smoky white, banded with green and marked with dark brown. Sierra Nevada. B. M. 5802. F. S. 29: 2116.

31. Gunningi, Wats. Fl. 323. Much like C. Nuttalii; anthers acuminate; stamens 10; anthers most white, delicate yellowish green below the middle, purple-banded at the base, and bearing a band of green hairs across each petal. Rocky Mts., Wyo. to New Mexico.

32. macrocarpus, Doug. St. stiff, the caudine lvs. 3-5; fls. 1 or 2; sepal acuminate, sometimes spotted; petals 2 in, or less, acute, lilac with a greenish midvein, somewhat hairy. B. R. 1152. N. Calif. to Wash. and Idaho.—This fine species forms a group by itself. It has a very large bulb, a stout almost leafless stem, and a large flower of an exquisite pale lavender, banded down the back with green. Petals long, narrow and pointed.

C. B. Purdy and L. H. B.

CALODENDRUM (Greek, beautiful tree). Rutaceae. One of the handsomest deciduous trees at the Cape of Good Hope. Cult. in northern greenhouses, and outdoors in S. Calif. and S. Fla. Its great panicles of white or ash-colored fls. are sometimes 7 in. across and 6 ft. deep. A monotypic genus. It is a symmetrical tree, with attractive, evergreen foliage, and many interesting features. Called "Wild Chestnut" in Africa. Prop. by cuttings of half-ripened wood under glass in heat.

Capensis, Thumb. C. A. C. H. Height in Africa, 70 ft.; branches opposite, or in 3's: lvs. simple, decussate, ovate, obtuse, retuse or acute, parallel-nerved, 4-5 in. long, studded with oil cysts, which look like translucent spots when held to the light; peduncles terminal; peduncle usually triothomous: calyx decidual: petals 5, linear-oblong, 1½ in. long, 2 lines wide, sprinkled with purple glands; stamens 10, alternate, sterile, and petaloid: seeds 2 in, 1 larger than a hazelnut. Black and shining. (G. C. 19: 217.)

CALOPHACA (Greek, kalos, beautiful, and phaka, lentil). Leguminosae. Deciduous shrubs or herbs, with alternate, odd-pinnate, pinnatifid, and often glandular lvs.: fls. papilionaceous, solitary or in racemes: pod pubescent and glandular, cylindrical. About 10 species from S. Russia to E. India. The two cultivated species are low, prostrate shrubs, with grayish green foliage, and rather large yellow fls. in erect racemes, followed by decorative, reddish pods. They prefer a well-drained soil and sunny position, and are well adapted for bor- der lines, rock gardens, and sandy or rocky slopes. Prop. by seeds, sown in spring; the young seedlings should have plenty of light and air, as they are very liable to

CALOPHACA

damp-off if kept too moist and shady. Sometimes grafted high on Caragana or Laburnum, forming a very attractive, small standard tree.

*Wolgaria*, Fisch. Two-3 ft.; pubescent and glandular; lfts. 11-17, roundish-ovate or oval, 3/4-5/6 in. long; racemes long-peduncled, with 4-7 fls.; corolla over ¾ in. long. June-July. S. Russia, Turkestan. — *C. grandiflora*, Regel, is similar, but lfts. 17-25; racemes 10-16-fld.; corolla 1 in. long. S. Russia. Gt. 35: 1231.

ALFRED REHDER.

**CALOPHYLLUM** (Greek, beautiful-leaved). *Cattleyceae*. Tropical trees, with shining, leathery, evergreen, pinnate or palmate lvs. and panicled fls. The following is cult. outdoors in S. Fla. and S. Calif., and possibly in northern greenhouses. Prop. by cuttings.

*Inophyllum*, Linn. Branches terete; lvs. obovate, usually marginal; fls. white, fragrant, in loose, axillary racemes; peduncles 1-flld., usually opposite; sepals 4: glandish, as large as a walnut. *E. Tropic*-p. Int. by Reasoner, 1893. Also in S. Calif. A tall tree, with beautiful glossy lvs. and white fls. Oil is extracted from the seeds. Has medicinal properties.

**CALOPOGON** (Greek, beautiful beard). *Orchidaceae*. One of our daintiest native orchids, with pink fls. an inch across, grass-like lvs., and a small bulb. The lip is on the upper side of the flower, spreading, distant from the column, set on a nectariferous base. One of the choicest hardy bog plants. A moist and shaded position and very porous soil are most suitable for this pretty plant, though I have seen it do admirably well on a rocky only slightly shaded at midday, but here the plants were watered very freely every day during hot or dry weather. Prop. by offsets, separated from the old tubers, but the old established plants should not be disturbed very often. Collected clumps of all our native orchids are offered at very reasonable figures, and they give immediate satisfactory results, while the small offsets would not be strong enough to flower for several years, and require much attention during the first year, or perhaps longer.


J. B. KELLER and W. M.

**CALOTHAMNUS** (Greek, beautiful bush). *Myrtaceae*. Australian shrubs somewhat similar to *Callistemon* but more graceful in habit: lvs. long, alternate; fls. showy, usually red, in lateral clusters; stamens united in bundles opposite the petals; anthers erect, attached by the base, oblong or linear; cells parallel, turned inwards, opening by longitudinal slits. Ornamental greenhouse shrubs. Hardy out of doors in California. For cult., see *Callistemon*.

*quadrifidus*, R. Br. Height 2-4 ft.; lvs. narrow, terete or slightly flattened, heart-like, glandular-dotted; fls. rich crimson, 4-merous; calyx 2-lobed in fruit; staminal bundles nearly equal, of 15 to 20 or more filaments. W. Austral. B. M. 1506.

J. BURT DAY.

CALPURNIA (after Calpurnius, an imitator of Virgil, because these plants are allied to *Virgilia*). *Lepiniaceae*. Trees and shrubs from tropical and southern Afr. cult. out of doors in S. Calif. Lvs. odd-pinnate; racemes long; axillary and terminal; fls. yellow.

*sylvatica*, E. Mey. Shrub, 6-10 ft. high; lvs. 2-6 in. long; lfts. in 3-10 pairs, membranous, obovate-elliptical, retruse or obtuse; fls. ⅓ in. long; ovary glabrous. Caffaria.—Also rarely cult. north as a greenhouse shrub.

*lasioigne*, E. Mey. (C. akrea, Bentl.). A taller shrub, with larger lvs. and fls., more obovate, more pubescent, and exactly elliptical or obovate leaves. The silky ovary at once distinguishes it. Natal.

CALTHA (Latin name of the Marigold). *Ranunculaceae*. A genus of beautiful marsh plants, about 10 species, of temperate and frigid regions. Succulent, perennial herbs, glabrous, with a fascicle of strong, fibrous roots: lvs. simple, rather rounded-cordate at base: fls. yellow, white or pink; sepals large, deciduous, petal-like; petals none; stamens numerous, carpels sessile, becoming follicles, with two rows of seeds. They flourish best in wet places near running water. Though naturally bog plants, they succeed admirably well in an ordinary border in rather rich soil. They should be introduced more liberally into the flower garden, where they flower very freely year after year, and generally mature a second quite abundant crop of bloom in the fall. The flowers last a long time in water, and sell readily in the cut-flower market. Monogr. by G. Beck, in Kaiserlich-Königliche Zool.-Bot. Gesellschafi (Vienna, 1886), 96: 347-363; E. Huth, Monogr. in Helios 9: 69-74.

*biflora*, DC. No true stem; scape slender, usually 2-flld.; lvs. as in *C. palustris*; sepals 6-9, nearly white or sometimes bluish: follicles at maturity distinctly stalked. Spring. Calif. to Alaska. Int. 1881.

*leptosepala*, DC. Stout scape, 8-12 in.; lvs. all basal or barely one on stem; nerves at base nearly parallel, otherwise like those of *C. biflora*; sepals 7-10, oblong, becoming narrower, white; fls. solitary: follicles scarcely stalked. May-June. Alaska to Wash. and Colo. Gt. 30: 563.

*palustris*, Linn. Marsh Marigold. Stem hollow, 1-2 ft., branching, several-flld.: lvs. cordate or reniform, den-
K. C. Davis and J. B. Keller.

CALTROP. Trapa.

CALYCANTHEUS (Kalyx and anthes, flower; the calyx is large and conspicuous). Calycanthaceae. Carolina Allspice. Sweet-scented shrub. Deciduous shrubs of aromatic fragrance; lvs. opposite, petioled, entire, usually rough above: fls. terminal or axillary, solitary, rather large, with numerous sepals and no distinct petals; stamens 5–23: fr. capsule-like, but not dehiscence, like the rose-hip, formed by the calyx tube and containing numerous akenes. Six species in N. America and E. Asia. Ornamental shrubs, with rather large, handsome foliage and mostly sweet-scented fls.; they are almost hardy north, except C. occidentalis and C. procox. They grow in almost any well drained and somewhat rich soil, and succeed as well in shady as in sunny positions. Prop. by seeds sown in spring; also, increased by layers put down in summer, and by suckers or division of older plants.

A. Winter-buds without scales, very small; fls. brown, in summer.
B. Lvs. densely pubescent beneath.

florus, Linn. Fig. 324. Three-6 ft.: lvs. oval or broad-ovate, acuminate, dark green above, pale or grayish green beneath, 1½–3 in. long: fls. dark reddish brown, fragrant, about 2 in. broad. Va. to Fla. B. M. 563. — This species is the most cultivated for its very fragrant fls.

ferrillis, Walt. (C. ferox, Michx. C. levigatus, Willd.). Three-6 ft.: lvs. usually elliptic or oblong, acute or acuminate, green beneath, 2–3½ in. long: fls. reddish or yellowish brown, 1½ in. broad. Alleghenies. B. R. 6: 461.

florus, Willd. Fig. 325. Four-6 ft.: lvs. usually ovate or oblong-ovate, acuminate, glaucous beneath, 2–4¼ in. long: fls. red or yellowish brown, 1¼ in. broad. Va. to Ga. B. R. 5: 404. — Var. oblongifolius, Nutt., with oblong-lanceolate lvs.


AA. Winter-buds with scales: fls. before the lvs., axillary, with 5 fertile stamens. (Chimonandrus.)


CALYCOCTOME (Kalyx, and tome, a section or cut; calyx looks as if cut off). Leguminosae. Low, spiny, divaricate shrubs; lvs.3-foliate, deciduous: fls. papilionaceous, yellow, fasciolated or in short racemes; calyx truncate, obscurely denticulate. Four species in the Mediterranean region, of which two are sometimes cultivated; not hardy north. They prefer a sunny position and well drained soil. For prop., see Cytisus.

villosa, Link. Two-4 ft.: branchlets grayish tomentose; leaflets ovate, densely silky beneath, under ¾ in. long: fls. ¼ in. long, 3 or more, fasciolated; pod villous. May, June. — It is excellent for dense, low hedges.

spinosa, Link. Closely allied, but somewhat larger in every part, and with glabrous branchlets and pods: fls. solitary or few. B. R. 32: 35. ALFRED REHDER.

CALYPSO (from the Greek goddess, whose name signifies concealment; referring to its rarity and beauty). Orchidaceae. One of our rarest and most prized native orchids, a delicate bog-plant, 3–4 in. high, with a small bulb, one roundish or ovate, striated leaf, and one pink flower with a spotted sepal. A monotypic genus. For culture, see Calopogon; but more difficult to grow than that plant.

borealis, Salisb. Fig. 326. Leaf an inch wide and long: scape 3–4 in. high, with about 3 sheaths; sepals and petals similar, ascending, lanceolate, acuminate, pink: lip larger than the rest of the fl., with brow spots in lines and purple and yellow markings, woolly-hairy within: column petal-like, ovate, bearing the lid-like anther just below the apex. Maine to Minn. and N.; also En. Abundant in parts of Oregon and Washington. B. M. 2763.

CALYPTROGYN~ (Greek-made name). Palmacea. tribe Arceae. Spineless stoloniferous palms, with short or long caudices, ringed below: lvs. terminal, unequally pinnatisect: segments a few joined together, narrow or broad, falcate, very long-acuminate, plicate; margin

326. Calypso borealis.

7:617. G. C. III. 11: 213. Desirable for temperate regions for its very early, sweet-scented fls. The newly introduced C. nitens, Oliv., from China, allied to C. procox, has the lvs. coriaceous, long-acuminate, shining and smooth above. ALFRED REHDER.
The Camassias are bulbous plants, found only in the temperate regions of N. America, and closely allied to *Scilla*. Bulb, as in *Scilla*; the many lance-shaped lvs. sheathing at base: st. erect, many-fl., branched below each flower, and flowering in long succession from the base. The genus has not been carefully studied, and many forms are confused under the same names. Monogr. by J. G. Baker, Jour. Linn. Soc. 13: 156; S. Watson, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts and Sci. 14: 240. On questions of nomenclature, eunusit Coville, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash. 11: 61.

Camassias are natives of rich meadows, very wet in winter and spring but dry in summer. They do well in any good loam, avoiding too rank manures. They are perfectly Hardy. Bulbs should be set in early fall, at a depth of 4-6 inches, and left undisturbed. As cut-flowers, they open in long succession. The bulbs produce offsets very sparingly. Seeds grow readily, and seedlings bloom in three to four years.

**A. Plant** 2 ft. or more high, robust: lvs. very many (30 or more).


One of the best of the genus. Differ from *C. esculenta* in its larger bulb, more numerous lvs. and stouter and more clustered habit. Grows on drier land. Hardy in New Eng., and grows well in good garden soil.

**esculenta**, Lindl. Camass. Fig. 327. Not very stout, 1-2 ft.: lvs. 3½ in. or less broad: fls. 10–40, dark blue or purple, the perianth irregular (5 segments on one side and 1 on the other, and deflexed); segments 3-5-nerved and a little longer than the stamens, narrow and channelled at the base; pedicel not exceeding the fls.; capsule ovate to oblong, obtuse, transversely veined. Calif. to Utah and N. B. R. L. M. F. S. 3: 237. Ill. 406. 239, 983. Bulb cooked and eaten by the Indians. The fls. vary to white.

**Leichtlinii**, Wats. Stout, often 3 ft. high: fls. cream-colored, ranging to white, nearly regular, the stamens and style ascending; segments broad and flattened at the base, usually 5-7-nerved: capsule oblong-ovate, emarginate, obliquely veined. Mts., Calif., N. B. M. 8287, as *C. esculenta*, var. Leichtlinii. Baker. —Purple-fl. Camassias are sometimes referred to this species, but it is doubtful if they belong with it.

**Howellii**, Wats. Bulb rather small: lvs. few, 1 ft. long and less than 3½ in. wide: st. often 2 ft. high, many-fl., with spreading pedicels twice or more longer than the linear bracts: fls. pale purple, opening in the afternoon, the segments ½ in. long, 3-5-nerved: capsule small, broadly triangular-ovate and very obtuse. Ore. —Int. 1892 by Pilkington & Co.


Var. angusta, Torr. (C. angusta, Hort.). Very slender, and lvs. narrower (3½ in. wide): fls. smaller, ½ or 3½ in. long. La. and Ark. to Tex.

**L. H. B. and Carl Perdy.**

**CAMBIUM** is a nascent layer of tissue between the wood and bark of trees and shrubs. From it is developed secondary wood and bast. The thickening of stems and roots is mainly due to activity of the cambium; it is most evident in June and July, when tissues are rapidly forming. Woodsmen take advantage of this to peel bark. Boys also take advantage of the readiness with which bark and wood separate at the cambium to make whistles of basswood or willow. Trees are more easily bruised at this time in the year than at any other. The cambium plays an important part in the healing of wounds upon stems. It is the union of the cambium layers of eion and stock that makes grafting possible. W. W. Rowlee.

**CALYPTROGYNE.** See Convulvulus.

**CALYSTÉGIA.** See Convulvulus.

**CALYX.** The outer floral envelope. See Flower.
CAMELLA

CAMELLIA (after George Joseph Kamel or Camellus, a Moravian Jesuit, who traveled in Asia in the seventeenth century.) Evergreen trees or shrubs; lvs. alternate, short-petioled, serrate: fls. large, axillary or terminal, usually solitary, white or red; sepals and petals 5 or more; stamens numerous, connate at the base: fr. a 3-5-celled, dehiscent capsule. Species of Eu.


322. Camellia Japonica — Lucida.


331. Camellia Japonica — President Clark.

Camellia, especially C. Japonica, are popular decorative shrubs, with very showy lvs. About 50 years ago one of the most appreciated greenhouse shrubs, and several hundred varieties were cultivated. Of the second subgenus, C. Thea is cultivated in nearly all subtropical countries and in the mountainous regions of the tropics for its leaves, which yield the well-known tea, and are an article of great commercial importance. There is a monograph of this genus by Seemann in Trans. Linn. Soc. XXII. p. 337-352. Illustrated monographs of the horticultural varieties are: Curtis, Monogr. of the genus Camellia (1849); Baumann, Bollewey Camellien-sammlung (1828); Chandler, Camelliae (1831); Berlese, Monogr. de genre Camellia a (1839); Verschaffelt, Nouvelle Monographie de Camellia (1846-60) — the last with 576 and the foregoing with 300 colored plates.

A. Fls. sessile, erect, terminal and axillary; calyx-lobes deciduous. Camellia proper.

Camellia, Linn. Figs. 328-331. Shrub or tree, sometimes to 40 ft. high, glabrous: lvs. very shining and dark green above, ovate or elliptic, acuminate, sharply serrate, 2-4 in. long; fls. red in the type, 2-3 in. across; petals 5-7, rounded. China, Japan. B.M. 12. S.Z. 82. F.S. 20: 2121.—

Var. alba, Lodd. Fls. white. L.B.C. 7: 636. Gen. 54, p. 243. Var. alba plena, Lodd. Fls. white, double. L.B.C. 3: 260. Var. anemomflora, Curtis. Fls. red, with 5-8 large petals, the stamens changed into numerous smaller and narrow petals; the whole fl. resembling that of a double Anemone. L.B.C. 537. B.M. 1654. For the numerous other garden forms, see the above mentioned monographs; also, Flore des Serres, L’Illustration Horticole, and other older horticultural publications contain a large number of varieties with illustrations.

camellia, Lindl. Large shrub, glabrous: lvs. dull green, not shining above, reticulate, flat, elliptic-oblong, acuminate, serrate, 3-5 in. long; fls. 5-7 in. across, purplish rose; petals 15-20, ovate, loosely arranged. China. B.R. 12: 1078. B.M. 2784. P.M. 2: 101.—


AA. Fls. pedicelled, nodding, mostly axillary: calyx-lobes deciduous.

2784. Théa, Link. (C. théleri, Griff. Théa Sinensis, Linn.). Tea. Shrub, sometimes tree, to 30 ft. lvs. elliptic-lanceolate or obovate-lanceolate, acuminate, serrate, glabrous, sometimes pubescent beneath: fl. white, fragrant, 1½-1½ in. broad; petals 5. China, India. Usually two varieties are distinguished: Var. Bohea (Théa Bohea, Linn.). Lvs. elliptic, dark green, to 3 in. long; branches erect. B.M. 998. L.B.C. 3: 226. Var. viridis (Théa viridis, Linn.). Lvs. pale green, lanceolate, to 5 in. long; branches spreading. B.M. 3148. L.B.C. 3: 227 and 19: 1828. The black tea, however, and green tea of commerce do not come from certain varieties, but are the result of different treatment of the leaves after gathering.


Camellias are not hard to grow, either the well known C. Japonica or the less common C. Sasanqua, and C. Thea, the Tea Plant. They require a coolhouse, not too dry an atmosphere, and must never suffer from dryness at the roots; a somewhat shady position is helpful, and good ventilation is essential. A night temperature of 45°-50° F. is best for them while at rest; this is also the time of blooming, but it may be increased during the period of growth; the day temperature should be from 60°-70° F. The soil for established plants should be made mainly of well-rotted sods, to which peat is well mixed. President Thorn’s leaf-mold, rolled cow-manure, and enough sand to insure good drainage; sod and leaf-mold should be unsifted. For young plants, the Dutch growers use a rather fine soil of peat, leaf-mold and sand; the Japanese gardeners use...
CAMELLIA

Best propagated by seeds, if these can be obtained fresh. They should be sown in early spring, in 4-inch pots, containing a mixture of peat, leaf-mold and sand, in cool propagating pots, in a warm atmosphere. After a year, they will usually germinate in from 4 to 6 weeks. If propagated by cuttings, the half-ripened wood should be chosen, and the cuttings immersed around the eyes in a sandy, peaty mixture, pressed very firm. The cuttings should be placed in a shaded, close position, where an even temperature of about 60° can be maintained. The pots should be kept on a raised bed, and be given a light shade from the beginning of the flowering season. The cuttings should be watered and covered with a light shade. The pots should be watered and shaded. The flowering season should have an abundance of light and air. If allowed to become dry, the flower buds will fall off. They also require to be shaded from direct sunlight during the summer months. It is essential to provide a lean-to greenhouse, with a north aspect, in which to grow Camellias. In such a house they might be planted out, providing an abundance of air could be given during the winter months. The flowering season is usually from the beginning of February to the middle of April. In the case of larger plants and flower more freely when planted out than when grown in pots or tubs. The flowering season is usually from the beginning of February to the middle of April. In the case of larger plants and flower more freely when planted out than when grown in pots or tubs. The flowering season is usually from the beginning of February to the middle of April. In the case of larger plants and flower more freely when planted out than when grown in pots or tubs. The flowering season is usually from the beginning of February to the middle of April. In the case of larger plants and flower more freely when planted out than when grown in pots or tubs. The flowering season is usually from the beginning of February to the middle of April. In the case of larger plants and flower more freely when planted out than when grown in pots or tubs.

CAMEL'S THORN. See Althagi.

CAMPANULA

A genus of about 300 species, confined to the northern hemisphere, and containing some of the most popular garden plants, especially of hardy herbaceous perennials. The root-lvs. are usually longer than the stem-lvs., and often of different shape, and more or less transitory. Fls. blue, violet or white; calyx 5-fld.; corolla 5-lobed or 5-fld.; stamens 5, free; filaments wide at the base, membranaceous; stigmas 3 or 5, free; calyx-tube 3-5 valers; seeds ovate, comolate, or ovoid. Allied genera of garden value are Adenophora, Canarina, Jasione, Lichotia, Pheuena, Platycodon, Specularia, Symphyandra, Trachelium, etc. The greater number of C. species is a genus of many species originally described as Campanulas may be sought. Of these, perhaps the two best known cases are Platycodon grandiflorus, the "Balloon Flower," with its characteristic inflated buds, dark green, glossy leathery lvs., and Specularia Specularia (C. Specularia), "Venus' Looking-glass," a pretty annual, which grows in the garden fields of E. Europe, and is cult. for its violet fls. with a white eye. The calyx-tube of Specularia is much longer, proportionately, than in any Campanula. Botanically, Campanulas are divided into two important groups, based on the presence or absence of calyx appendages. The subgenus Medium has the appendages, and Eucodon lacks them. In straightening out one's garden labels, the calyx appendages are one of the first things to be looked for, and they are often minute and disregarded. In cultivation, Campanulas tend to become taller and more robust, less hairy, more branched, and more floriferous. A very few have white or yellowish fls., with no blue or violet forms. Any blue or violet-flowered forms are far the best, and double and semi-double forms are common in 3 or 4 of the most popular species. All flowers tend to become larger and more numerous on a stem. In cultivation, the 3-flowered varieties are likely to have 5 stigmas instead of 3, and 5-celled capsules, often with normally constructed fls. on the same plant. The height-
The genus Campanula is a very important one, and contains many showy and useful plants. Their cultivation is a sinecure for those who enjoy growing in any rich, well-drained garden soil, while the dwarf kinds can be grown in the rockery, and many of them in the front row of the mixed border. Propagation is done either by division, cuttings or seeds. The genus can easily be divided into three groups: annuals, biennials, and perennials.

The annuals can be raised in the border by sowing the seeds late in April or May, or raised in the greenhouse and then transplanted to the border. The best of the annuals are C. ramosissima and var. alba, C. drabifolia, C. Erinus, C. macrostyla, and C. Americana.

Of the biennials, many will flower the first season if the seeds are sown early in spring in the greenhouse and the plants put out-of-doors when the weather is favorable. One of the most important is C. Medium (Canterbury Bells), and its numerous varieties. Its variety calycanthorum is so named because the calyx has broadened out into a saucer-shaped secondary flower, which is very showy and interesting. Canterbury Bells are generally raised from seeds, which can be sown in April or May, or in pots, boxes or beds, and can then be transferred into some sheltered place where they can be slightly protected during the winter, and then transplanted in spring to their permanent places into good, rich soil, where they will make a great show if they have obtained the right treatment. The best biennials are C. primulatofolia, C. Sibirica, C. scapa, and C. thyrsoides.

Of the perennial species, the best border plants are the following: C. Carpathica and var. alba and turniflora; C. glomerata, especially var. Dakoviens; C. lactiflora and var. laifolia, especially var. ericarpa and macrantha; C. nobilis (about 2 ft. in height); C. periclymenum and its numerous var., especially the white kind; C. punctata (about 1½ ft.); C. pyramidalis, a very showy plant when well grown, but not quite reliable for the eastern states as to hardiness; makes a good pot-plant for the cool greenhouse; C. rapunculoides, which spreads rapidly and must be so placed that it will not crowd out the other plants that are near it: C. rotundifolia; C. Trachelium; C. Van Houttei, a hybrid, and one of the best bell flowers.

The following are the best low-growing kinds for the rockery: C. Carpathica and its varieties, C. Cavescica, C. fragilis (which needs protection, but makes a good pot-plant), C. pulla in sheltered position, C. Portenschlagiana, C. rotundifolia, and C. P. van Houttie, all of the larger-growing kinds are also good for the rock garden.

R. Cameron.
tube hidden by the bladdery appendages, small, broader than long: lvs. solitary, on stout peduncles, 2-2½ in. broad; corolla very broad and open, pale purple without, dull purple within marked with violet and bairy toward the bottom; lobes very broad, short and acute.

Mt. Taurus in Anatolia. Grc. ed. B.M. 6594.—Easily told from all other species by the very long exerted style, which is brown and spindleshaped before spreading open. Self-seed sows themselves with a wait a year before sprouting.

**Dd.** Style not excessively long.

2. **Medulul,** Linn. CANTERBURY Bells. Figg. 332. Biennial, 1-4 ft. high; plant pilose: st. erect; lvs. sessile, ovate-lanceolate or lanceolate, crenate-dentate; petioles not marginal: racemose, to about 15 in. 2-fld., calyx lobes ovate-acuminate, the appendages half as long as the ample, ovate, obtuse lobes; corolla very large, bell-shaped, inflated. S. Eu. Much less cult. than var. *calycanthema,* Hort. *C. PAND SACCER.* Base in Hose. Has the calyx colored like the corolla. A fair per cent come true from seed. G. C. III. 24: 65. R. H. 1897, p. 235. R. H. 1896:361. (Eng. 5: 88. Gh. 48, p. 353. F. S. 19, p. 132. — Canterbury Bells are probably the oldest and most popular of all Campanulas. They are most commonly treated as hardy biennials, the seed being sown in the open border, but they do not flower the first year. They can also be treated as tender annuals, the seed being sown indoors in early spring and the plants set out May 1-15. They will then flower well the first season, but always better the second year. Double forms are very popular and interesting; 1-4 perfect bells being formed one within another. The name *Medulul* has no reference to size of plant or flower, but was the name of an old genus, now a subgenus of Campanula.

cc. Capsule 3-celled: stigmas 3.

dd. Corolla with a curious projection at the base of each sinus.

3. **aliariastella,** Willd. (C. lamustella, Bieb. C. macropetala, Sm.) Figg. 332. Height 1½-2 ft.: stem erect, striate, woody, branched only at the top: root-lvs. large, heart-shaped, crenate, tonentose, stem-lvs. on petioles which gradually shorten upwards, the highest being sessile: lvs. white, nodding, on short stalks, borne singly in the axis of the floral lvs. as in C. *Sarathea,* but the floral lvs. larger and broader: calyx a third or a fourth shorter than the corolla with a margin which rolls back, and appendages less minute than in C. *Sarathea* : corolla always white, 3 in. long, ciliated at the margin, and with characteristic tooth-like processes at the base of each sinus, which are especially interesting in the bud. Caucasus, Asia Minor. B. M. 912.—Int. into England about 1805 by Loddiges. No blue-fld. form seems to be known. Prop. by seed.

4. **Sarathea,** Ker - Gawl. Height 1-2½ ft.: stem simple, striate, pubescent: lvs. remarkable for their gray color, hards, latent, wrinkled, petiolate, obovate-cordate, crenate, the lower long-petioled, the upper sessile: calyx with minute reflexed appendages, and a short, downy hairy tuft: lvs. about 6 on a stem, nodding; corolla about 1 in. long, and ½ in. across, marked with 5 hairy lines. Caucasus, subalpine portions. B. M. 1919. L. B. C. 6: 381.

5. **Großekii,** Heuff. Has the habit and inflorescence of *C. Trachelium,* but the calyx is appended. Height 2½ ft., branching from the base, angled, pilose: lvs. hispid, the lower corolla unequally petiolate, doubly crenate-serrate, the uppermost ovate-acute, narrowed into a petiole: calyx setose-ciliate, lobes lanceolate, spreading, reflexed at the apex, appendages lanceolate, a third shorter than the lip-lorcorlla hispid, 2 or 3 times longer than the calyx lobes: lvs. large, bell-shaped, violet, in a long raceme. Hungary. Gt. 35, p. 477, f. 55.—A rare plant.

6. **mirabilis,** Correvon. Height 1 ft. or more. The leaves forming the rose-like rosette and flabby, the lower ones spreading out to a diameter of about 9 or 12 inches, the succeeding leaves smaller and arranged in an overlapping manner. Upper lvs. ovate-serrate: lvs. pale blue, 2 in. across, bell-shaped, sometimes strongly angled: raceme lax or dense. Caucasus. G. C. III. 24: 33. Gt. 47: 192. Gn. 54, p. 454.—Int. in Europe in 1896 by Leichtlin. Very rare and interesting. Probably a biennial rock plant. Slow from seed.

bb. Calyx without an appendage at the base of each sinus.

c. Fls. rotate or wheel shaped.

7. **Americana,** Linn. Annual and biennial: height 3-6 ft.: st. erect, simple: lvs. thin, serrate, somewhat pilose, root-lvs. ovate-acute, subcordate, petiolate; stem-lvs. ovate-lanceolate, acuminate at both ends: calyx tube long, obconical, the teeth linear, entire, spreading shorter than the 5-fld, wheel-shaped corolla: lfs. light blue, I in. broad, in long spikes, solitary or in 3's; corolla shallow, lobes pilose outside and at the apex, the petals with some slightly drooping, inwardly curved: capsule cylindrical, grooved. Shaded low ground western N. Y. to Iowa, south to Ga. and Ark. Rarely cult. It is possible that *Phyteuma canescens* is still cult. as C. *Americana.*

c. Fls. saucer-shaped or broadly bell-shaped, i. e., the tube shallower and the limbs more widely spreading than the bell-shaped.

d. Stem-lvs. linear-lanceolate, crenulate.

8. **persicifolia,** Linn. Figg. 334. Height 2-3 ft.: stem erect: lvs. glabrous, rigid, crenulate: root-lvs. lanceolate-obovate: stem-lvs. linear-lanceolate or spatulate, often 3 in. long: calyx lobes acuminate, wide at the base, entire, half as long as the broadly bell-shaped corolla: lvs. blue or white, pedicellate, solitary, terminal and axillary, ovate or ovate-oblong, 1½ in. long, 2 in. broad: capsule ovoid, 3-grooved. Eu. B. M. 39. Var. macrantha is a large-flld. form with lfs. all along the stem. Gt. 44, p. 148 (Eng. 18: 306. A. F. 9: 393. S. H. 13: 131. Var. alba grandiflora and var. Hookeriana are annuals with the same flowers. There are double and semi-double forms in blue and white. The double white is useful for cutting. The var. alba grandiflora is F. W. Meyer's favorite of all *Campanulas.* This species occasionally runs wild, especially in England. The lfs. are very characteristic, and, once seen, are never forgotten. Var. coronata, Hort., is a semi-double white form. F. S. 7: 699. The pictures in B. M. and F. S. show distinctly saucer-shaped flowers.

dd. Stem-lvs. wider and coarsely toothed.

9. **latiloba,** DC. (C. grandis, Fisch. & Mey. Height 1-1½ ft.: glabrous: stem erect, simple, terete: stem-lvs. 3-5 in. long, 4-6 in. wide, lanceolate, narrowed at both ends, crenate-serrate: calyx lobes ovate-acute, broad, entire, erect, one-half shorter than the broadly bell-shaped corolla: lvs. blue, with a white form, often 2 in. wide, sessile, solitary or somewhat clustered, sometimes equaling the ovate-acute, dentate bracts. Mt. Olympus. P. M. 10: 51.—Fls. like C. *persicifolia,* quickly forms a dense carpet. Int. into Eng. about 1842 from St. Petersburg.

ccc. Fls. bell-shaped or tubular, not saucer-shaped.

d. Inflorescence a dense roundish head.

10. **glomeratula,** Linn. One of the most variable: *De Candolle makes 8 botanical varieties. Height 1-2 ft.: typically pubescent: stem erect, simple, terete: lvs. serrulate, lower ones rough, with very short, stiff
hairs, 1½-3 in. long, 1-2 in. wide, with a cordate, ovato-oblong blade shorter than the petiole; upper ones sessile, ovate, acute: fls. in dense heads or glomae, 15-20 in the terminal heads, fewer in the axillary ones. in Armenia, Persia, Siberia. B.M. 2649 is var. speciosa, which has the largest fls. L.B.C. 6:565 is var. spinosa, with terminal smaller clusters. This is one of the earliest flowering and easiest of cultivation. Fls. typically dark purple, with no recorded white varieties. Var. Dahurica, Hort., is probably the commonest form. Terminal clusters in, or more thick; a very characteristic inflorescence. The fl. has a longer tube than C. lactiflora and thyroides.

DD. Inflorescence a spike or raceme, dense or loose.
E. Color of fls. normally white or yellowish.
F. Corolla small, short-tubed.

11. lactiflora, Bieb. Height 2½-5 ft.; stem crept, branching: lvs. sessile, ovate-lanceolate, acutely serrate; calyx lobes very broad, acute, serrulate, one-half shorter than the broadly bell-shaped corolla; fls. in a loose or dense panicule, which may be 3½ in. long and thick; corolla white or pale blue, 1 in. long, nearly 1½ in. broad; capsule ovoid, erect. Caucasus, Siberia. B.M. 1973.—Not advertised in Amer. at present. C. celtidifolia, Boiss., referred to the above, may be a strongly marked variety. A plant once cultivated at Harvard Botanic Gardens has very characteristic, perfectly elliptical lvs., blue fls., and more open inflorescence.

12. thyroides, Linn. Biennial; height 1-1½ ft.; stem grooved; lvs. all covered with long hairs at the margin; root-lvs. sessile, spatulate or obtuse lanceolate, 2½ in. long, ¾ in. wide, in a dense rosette, lying on the ground; upper lvs. more narrow and acute; fls. 40-50, sulfur or creamy yellow, in a dense thyrsoid-like spike, which may be 6 in. long and 2½ in. broad; bracts in clusters, attached high in the spike with lvs., which are longer than the fls., which is not true of C. lactiflora. Should not be confused with C. thyroides, Lapeyr., which = C. speciosa. No blue or purple forms are known. The picture in B.M. shows a characteristic red-tipped calyx.

FF. Corolla large, long-tubed.


EE. Color of fls. normally blue or purple, with white varieties.

V. Size of fls. large.

a. Raceme pyramidal, usually dense.


Var. compacta, Hort. S.M. 2:97. Gn. 47, p. 86 (with very full cultural notes). The tallest of Campanulas and one of the oldest. Much grown in pots for exhibition. The compact variety is very floriferous and convenient for conservatory, but lacks the characteristic tall, pyramidal habit.

60. Raceme not pyramidal, usually looser.

15. latifolia, Linn. Height 3-4 ft.: lvs. large, doubly serrate; root-lvs. sometimes 6 in. long, petiolate, corolate, covered with soft hairs; stem-lvs. sessile, more acuminate; peltucne 1-fl.: calyx lobes long acuminate, one-third shorter than the corolla; fls. 6-15 in a loose spike or raceme about 8 in. long, erect, very large, 2½ in. long, purple or dark blue, hairy. Eu., Persia. Var. macrantha, Sims (C. macrantha, Fischer), is commoner in cult. than the type, a little hairier, with a glabrous calyx and very large fls. B.M. 2533 and 3347. R.H. 1897, p. 239. Var. eriocarpa, DC., has the stem and lvs. pilose and more pallid, and a hispid calyx tube. There is a white-fl. form. It is native to England, and is easily naturalized in their wild gardens. The stem-lvs. are probably the largest of any of the garden kinds, often 3½ in. long and 2 in. wide.

FF. Size of fls. small, less than 1 in. long.

16. Bononiensis, Linn. Height 2-2½ ft.: searous; stem simple: lvs. serrulate, ovate-acuminate, pallid beneath; root-lvs. cordate-petiolate; upper lvs. clasping; calyx lobes acuminate, one-fourth shorter than the funnel-shaped corolla: fls. normally purplish, in a long loose, pyramidal spike, which may be 2 ft. long, with 60-100 small fls.; corolla ¼ in. long and broad. E. Eu., W. Siberia, and Caucasus. Var. Rubenii (C. ruben- thenicus, Bieb.) has lvs. wider and tomentose beneath. Caucasus and Tauria. B. M. 2653. There is a white-fl. form. The fls. are much smaller than in C. latifolia, and the raceme is much larger.

334. Campanula persicifolia. (There are forms with more broadly bell-shaped flowers.)

335. Pot plant of Campanula pyramidalis.


17. rhomboidalis, Linn. Height 1 ft., sometimes 2 ft.: stem simple, erect: lvs. sessile, ovate-acute, serrate; calyx lobes awl-shaped, one-half shorter than the bell-shaped corolla; fls. 8-10 in an almost corymbose raceme, the lower pedicels of which may be 3 in. long, the
uppermost 1 in. or less; corolla purplish blue, with a white variety, 1 in. long and a little wider. Mts. of Eu. B.M. 551, as C. azuere. It flowers in July and August, after which the stems and lvs. die down quickly.

18. Trachelium, Linn. Fig. 397. Height 2-3 ft.; stem angular, covered with dense, short-stalked calyx-teeth, acuminated, coarsely crenate-dentate; root-lvs. cordate, ovate, short-stalked: calyx lobes erect, triangular-acuminate, one-third shorter than the bell-shaped corolla; peduncle 1-3 ft.; fls. erect at first, at length tending to droop, in a loose raceme, which may be 12-18 in. long; capsule nodding. Eu., Caucasus, Siberia, Japan. K.H. 1807, p. 293. There is a double-fl. form. — One of the commonest and hardiest of the border perennials, often running out the other Campanulas, and hence passing under many names, especially C. articifolia.

19. rapunculoides, Linn. Height 2-4 ft.; stem a little rougher than in C. Trachelium; lvs. rough, ovate-acuminate; root-lvs. petiolate, cordate, acuminate; stem-lvs. serrulate: calyx a little rougher than in C. Trachelium; lvs. linear-lanceolate, at length reflexed, one-fourth shorter than the funnel-shaped corolla: fls. solitary, nodding, in long, racemose spikes. Eu., Caucasus, Siberia.


DDD. Inflorescence an open, compound panicle.

21. divaricata, Michx. Glabrous; height 1-3 ft.; stem erect, slender, paniculate above: branches slender, divergent; lvs. sparse, sub-sessile, ovate-lanceolate, acuminate at both ends, coarsely serrate: calyx-lobes awl-shaped, one-half shorter than the tubular, bell-shaped corolla: fls. small, nodding, blue, in a very open and compound panicle; style straight-exserted. Alleghanies, from Va. to Ga. — Rare in gardens.

A. Low-growing or rock-garden Campanulas, mostly less than a foot high

B. Calyx with an appendage at the base of each sinus, often minute or disguised in form.

c. Throat of corolla spotted violet.

22. punctata, Linn. (C. nobilis, Lindl.). Named from the spotted corolla, the purplish spots being inside and showing through faintly in the fresh fl. but more plainly in the dried specimen. Height 1 ft.; stem with longer and looser hairs than in C. alliarifolia: upper lvs. nearly sessile, and more sharply toothed than the lower: calyx-lobes one-third as long as the corolla, longer, looser and hairier than in C. alliarifolia, and the wargins much more recurved: peduncle 1-4 ft.; fls. nodding: corolla cylindrical, 2½ in. long, white, spotted within, strongly ribbed. Siberia, Japan. C. nobilis has been considered distinct. In F. S. 3:247 the corolla is dark violet without, the limb hairy, while in B. M. 1723 (C. punctata) the corolla is white outside and not bearded. In F. S. 6:563 (C. nobilis, var. alba) the limb is not bearded and the stem is red, and not hairy. The three pictures show great differences in foliage, pubescence and appendages. This is one of the most interesting of all Campanulas, and is unfortunately not usually considered more ornamental than beautiful. Cannot be used for cutting. The spotted throat readily separates it from all Campanulas. See supplementary list for C. Van Houttei, a supposed hybrid.

c. Throat of corolla not spotted.

23. Allioni, Villars. Height 3-5 in.; rootstock slender, creeping underground, sending up stems at intervals of ½-1 in.: fls. few, about 1 on a stem, 1-2 in. long, linear-lanceolate, sessile, slightly hairy, entire, midrib distinct, lower ones in a whorl of about 5, upper ones similar but more erect: calyx-lobes lanceolate, half as long as the corolla, the appendages ovate, reflexed, one-third the length of the calyx-lobes: fls. purple, with a rare white variety, only one on a stem, inclined or nodding, 1½ in. long, and as broad across the mouth, the largest for the size of the plant of any Campanula. A very local species, found only in the Alps of Piedmont and Savoy. B. M. 688. — No white-fl. form is known. Int. into Eng. about 1879 by G. Maw. "It is an excellent rock plant, and, though requiring plenty of moisture, it should have a well-drained position, and is therefore best grown in a narrow crevice filled with sandy loam and an abundance of small stones and grit." — F. W. Meyer.

24. barbata, Linn. Height 6-9 in.; stem plosse: lvs. villous, entire or nearly so: root-lvs. tufted, lanceolate; stem-lvs. oblong, obtuse, with long-stalked appendages, pale blue; calyx appendage ovate, obtuse, half as long as the lobs; corolla bell-shaped, shorter than in C. Allioni, and with a bearded mouth. Alps. L.B.C. 1858, p. 297. — There is a white-fl. form, but apparently no purple. Readily told from C. Allioni by the different colored, bearded and smaller fls., which are rarely borne singly, and by the dense, soft hairs of the stem. Commonest species in the Alps. "In the rock varieties it should be grown in poor, stony soil, as it is apt to become somewhat coarse when grown in rich soil." — F. W. Meyer.

25. mollis, Linn. Perennial; velvety gray; height 6-8 in.; stems procumbent, about 2 ft.; root-lvs. tufted, obtuse or spatulate; stem-lvs. oblong, obtuse, with long stalked appendages, pale blue; calyx-lobes lanceolate, erect, half shorter than the glabrous, bell-shaped corolla: appendages minute, shorter than the calyx tube; corolla erect, dark purplish blue or lavender, with a white throat, the tube long, segments short, broad, spreading, acute. Spain, Crete. B. M. 404. — Rock or border plant; not adv. in America.

F. Fls. nodding.

26. alpina, Jacq. Height 5-8 in.; stem furrowed: lvs. smaller than in C. barbata, more narrowly lanceolate, entire, hairy: fls. typically deep blue, bell-shaped, with broader and shorter segments than in C. barbata: calyx-lobes proportionately very long, surpassing the fl., and nearly as long as the fl., but wider, spreading. Swiss and Austrian Alps. B. M. 957. J.H. III. 29: 5. — There is a white-fl. var. Int. into England about 1865 by Loddiges. The plant has a characteristic shaggy appearance from the hairy lvs. Easy of cult.

27. Sibirica, Linn. (C. helenaeckeri, Fisch.) Setae-plume: stem erect, simple, panicked above: lvs. crenulate; root-lvs. petiolate, obovate, obtuse; stem-lvs. lanceolate-acuminate: calyx hairy, the lobes long-acuminate, a third shorter than the corolla: calyx appendages like the lobes but half shorter and reflexed: fls. 25 or more, violet, with a longer and narrower tube than in C. alpina, and longer divisions of the limb. N. Asia, Caucasus, W. Eu. B. M. 699. R.H. 1861: 431. — The type is rare, but var. eximia, Horn., is somewhat

**b. Calyx without appendages.**

c. Fls. very wide-spreading, i.e., rotate, wheel-shaped, almost flat.

**d. Blossoms all erect.**

28. Waldsteiniana, Roem. & Schult. Perennial: height 4-6 in.; stems rigid, glabrous; lvs. fleshy, sessile, gray-green, lanceolate, slightly serrate-dentate, the lower oblong to the upper long-paniculate; calyx lobes awl-shaped, spreading or recurved, one-fourth shorter than the corolla: fls. 5-9 in a corymbose raceme 1½ in. long, ¾ in. wide, pale purplish blue; corolla rotate, almost starlike, with a dark spot in the throat: pistil large, white, twice the length of the corolla, with a yellow stigma. Hungary. Gn. 8, p. 173.—Not advertised in America at present.

**dd. Blossoms not all erect.**

**e. Habit trailing or pendulous.**

29. fragilis, Cyrill. Perennial: height 4-6 in.; stems diffuse, trailing; root-lvs. long-petioled, roundish-cordate, obtuse, or crenately lobed; stem-lvs. smaller, scattered, the uppermost ovate-lanceolate: calyx pale purplish blue with a white center, ½ in. wide, in loose corymb; calyx lobes linear-lanceolate, acuminate, erect, almost equaling the corolla; style exserted; capsule ovoid. Italy. B.M. 6:564. P.M. II. 25. Gn. 8, p. 174, and 47, p. 278. Var. hisruta, DC., is a hairier form. This is the best species for hanging baskets, window and veranda boxes, and for covering large stones in the rockery. Prop. by cuttings in spring, the roots being too fragile to divide well. Not so hardy as *C. Garganica*. 30. Garganica, Tenore. Height 3-6 in.; stem diffuse; lower lvs. reniform-cordate, crenate-dentate; upper lvs. ovate-acuminate: raceme lax: peduncles 1-2-flld.: calyx tube spheroid, the lobes spreading, a third or fourth shorter than the glabrous corolla. Mt. Gargano in Italy. B.R. 21:1768. Gn. 48, p. 296, and 43, p. 25. Var. hisruta, Hort., is a hairier form. Gn. 46, p. 253, and 48, p. 297.—*Owing to the pendent character of its flowering branches, its proper place is against a rocky ledge, over which its masses of flowers may hang.*—J. C. Niven. Half-shaded position. Prop. by cuttings or by division.

**ee. Habit not trailing or pendulous.**

31. Elatines, Linn. Perennial, more or less subsecent: height 5-6 in.: lvs. cordate, coarsely and acutely dentate, lower roundish, others ovate-acuminate: raceme lax: calyx tube the lobes spreading. Linear-lanceolate, somewhat unequal, a half shorter than the rotate corolla: style exserted. Piedmont. —Rare rock plant for light, stony soil.

32. Portenschlagiana, Roem. & Schult. (C. murdalis, Port.). Height 6-9 in.; stems somewhat erect; lvs. all alike petiolate, cordate, roundish, acutely angular dentate: calyx tube spheroid, lobes erect, acuminate, a third shorter than the infundibuliform corolla: fls. racemose. Dalmatia.—All of the above varieties of *C. Garganica*, but the corolla not so deeply cut. Little known. For conflicting descriptions, see Gn. 8, p. 173, and 48, p. 297.

**cc. Fls. broadly bell-shaped, less widely spreading than in *C.*, wider than in *CC*.**

**d. Height 2-3 in.**

33. Rainerii, Perpenti. Height 2-3 in.: stems suberect, branching: branches 1-3-flld.; lvs. subsessile, ovate, distinctly serrate, the lower smaller and obovate: calyx tube obovate, the lobes long-acute, lobed, half shorter than the broadly infundibuliform corolla: fls. large, solid, erect, dark purplish blue; style short, not exserted; capsule obovate. Mts. near Lake Como. F.S. 18:1908. One of the choicest rock plants, but usually rare. Several forms of the hybrid *Campanula G. F. Wilson* are often cult. under this name, but their lvs. are lighter green and less toothed than *C. Reuteri*. Enjoys a well drained, sunny position.

**dd. Height more than 2-3 in.**

34. Tenori. Moretti. Height 8-12 in., glabrous: stem ascending or prostrate; lvs. leathery; root-lvs. long-petioled, ovoid, subcordate, irregularly serrate; stem-lvs. petiolate, ovate-acuminate, coarsely serrate: calyx lobes linear-lanceolate, spreading, half as long as the broadly bell-shaped corolla: fls. racemose: capsule spherical. Naples.—This is now referred to the Grecian species *C. vernicolor*, which is typically taller. In the garden, *C. Tenori* resembles *C. pyramidalis* in foliage and flower, but is shorter.

**e. Style not exserted.**

35. Carpatica, Jacq. Fig. 338. Height 9-18 in., glabrous: stem branching; lower lvs. thin, long-petioled, ovate-rotund, cordate, evidently dentate, undulate; upper ones shorter petiolated, ovate-acuminate; peduncles long, terminal and axillary, 1-flld.; fls. large, often 1½ in. wide, deep blue or white: calyx tube obovate, the lobes acute, wide at the base, subacute, erect, a third or half as long as the broadly bell-shaped corolla: style not exserted: capsule ovoid-cylindrical. *Carpatica* Mts. of Austria. B.M. 117. Gn. 48, p. 297. Var. turbina, Hort. (*C. turbinata* Schott.), is dwarfer, more compact, with fls. more bell-shaped or top-shaped, and often 2 in. across, purplish blue. It also has larger lvs. and more decumbent habit. Gn. 45, p. 171. A form with pallid fls. is rarer. Var. *E. W. Wilsonii*, Hort., is a hybrid of var. *turbina* and *C. pullica* with the large fls. of the former and the handsome dark foliage of the latter. It is compact, dwarf and small, ovate, very hairy lvs., with crenate-serrate margin. *C. Hayagundiana*, Hort., is a garden hybrid, probably between *C. Carpatica* and *C. carpitosa*. Raised by Anderson Henry, Hay Lodge, Edinburgh. Height 6-9 in.: root-lvs. tufted, roundish cordate, slightly dentate; stem-lvs. light green, ovate-cordate, conspicuously toothed: fls. bright blue, bell-shaped, few, at the ends of stems. Var. pelviformis, Hort., from Crete, has very large, pale lilac, almost water- bell-shaped fls. R.H. 1882. p. 599. Var. Henadersoni, Hort., generally referred to var. *turbina*, but is more robust. Lvs. ovate and ovate-cordate, 1½ in. long, 3¼ in. broad, slightly hairy on both sides, folded upwards, serrate; petioles 1½-2 in. wide, in short, 6-flld. racemes. —This species is among the first dozen in popularity, and is very variable in height and in shape of flowers.

**ee. Style exserted.**

36. isophylla, Moretti (*C. floribunda*, Viv.). Stem suberect: lvs. all alike, petiolate, roundish cordate, crenate-dentate: calyx lobes acuminate, half shorter than the broadly bell-shaped corolla: fls. pale blue, 1 in. or more wide, corymbose: style exserted: capsule ovoid. Italy. B.M. 5745. Gn. 49, p. 483; 48, p. 297.—An excellent basket or rock plant in sun or half shade. The white variety seems to be more popular. Fls. may be saucer-shaped.

**cc. Fls. bell-shaped.**

**d. Style exserted.**

37. Scouleri, Hook. Height 8-12 in.: stem simple or branched: lvs. acutely serrate, somewhat hirsute; lower ones ovate-acuminate, petiolate; middle ones ovate-lanceo-
late; upper linear-lanceolate, sessile; calyx lobes awl-shaped, erect, one-third shorter than the corolla; fls. racemose, or more or less panicked; style exerted; capsule ovoid. Columbia river.—The capsular valves are a little above the middle, while in C. Carpatica and C. perse telefon they are near the apex. A rare western American species.

38. pulia, Linn. Height 3-5 ft.; stem normally 1-fl.; lvs. glabrous, crenate-dentate; lower ones short-petioled, ovate-rotund; upper sessile, ovate-acute; calyx lobes long-acuminate, erect, a half shorter than the bell-shaped, nodding corolla. MtS. of Austria. In B.M. 2492 the calyx lobes are short acuminate, as sixth as long as the corolla. L.B.C. 6:554. —Darkest flowered of all Campanulas.

39. rotundifolia, Linn. Hairbell. Hardbell. Blue Bells of Scotland. Fig. 338. Height 6-12 in. Root-lvs. petiolate, cordate, crenate-dentate; stem-lvs. linear or lanceolate, usually entire; calyx lobes awl-shaped, erect, a third shorter than the bell-shaped corolla; fl. buds erect. Eeu., Siberia, W. N. Amer. Gn. 53:1153. —This is one of the most cosmopolitan of all Campanulas, and the true hairbell or bluebell of literature. In the wild it is slenderer and taller than in the garden. In shady woods it often grows 2 ft. high. The type has a white-fl. variety which is much less popular, but G.C. 1861:698 shows an excellent per plant of it. Var. Hostii, Hort. (C. Hostii, Baumg.), has larger lvs. than the type and stouter stems. The lower stem-lvs. are lanceolate, remotely dentate, the upper linear entire; calyx lobes longer than in the type, a half shorter than the corolla. The white-fl. form is not as vigorous. The most pronounced form is var. soldanellaflora, Hort. (C. soldanella, Hort.). Fig. 340. With semi-double blue fls. sp. to the base into about 25 divisions. F.S. 18:1880. —This curious variation is unique in the genus. The alpine soldanellas are famous among travelers for melting their way through the ice. They have fringed blue fls. The name of this species seems singularly inappropriate until we have sought the root-lvs. in early spring.

40. Scheuchzeri, Vill. (C. Davidii, var. Scheuchzeri) Height 4-12 in.; stem 1-4-fl., usually 1-fl.; root-lvs. roundish, ovate, or crenate; stem-lvs. linear, or nearly so, in a low spiral, sessile or nearly so, obovate, or short-petioled, ovate-acuminate, shining; calyx lobes linear, erect, a third shorter than the bell-shaped corolla; fls. nodding, pale blue or white; pollen violet-colored. B.M. 512. Gn. 45:892. Gn. 48, p. 297. —Dwarfer than C. rotundiflora, with denser, shorter, and constricted at the apex, wider at the base, sharply angled. Austrian Alps. Gn. 8, p. 173. G.C. III. 20:183. —A rare and abnormal species. "Fls. large in proportion to the size of the plant, azure blue, * * * terminal before expansion by a pretty stellate process, arising from the infolding of the segments of the corolla after expansion. These seem to be densely bearded, forming a mass of hairs surrounding the large capitula stigma."—J. C. Niven.

33. "Blue Bells of Scotland"—Campanula rotundiflora.

41. cspitosa, Scop. (C. pumila, Curt. C. pusilla, Hort.) Height 1-6 in. Root-lvs. tufted, short-petioled, ovate, glandular-dentate, shining; calyx lobes linear, erect, a third shorter than the bell-shaped corolla; fls. nodding, pale blue or white; pollen violet-colored. B.M. 512. Gn. 45:892. Gn. 48, p. 297. —Dwarfer than C. rotundiflora, with denser, shorter, and constricted at the apex, wider at the base, sharply angled. Austrian Alps. Gn. 8, p. 173. G.C. III. 20:183. —A rare and abnormal species. "Fls. large in proportion to the size of the plant, azure blue, * * * terminal before expansion by a pretty stellate process, arising from the infolding of the segments of the corolla after expansion. These seem to be densely bearded, forming a mass of hairs surrounding the large capitula stigma."—J. C. Niven.

42. excisa, Schleich. Perennial, glabrous; height 5-8 in.; stems tufted, 1-fl.; root-lvs. spatulate; upper lvs. linear; calyx lobes bristly, spreading, at length reflexed, a third shorter than the bell-shaped corolla; fls. pale blue, divided to about half their depth, with a round hole at the base of each sinus, which easily distinguishes it from C. pulia and all other Campanulas. Rare in Alps. B.M. 7358. L.B.C. 6:561. —A rare rock plant. Likes cool, moist air, and not too full exposure to sun. Not advertised in America.

43. Zoysii, Wolf. Height 3-4 in.; plant tufted, glabrous; stems few-fl.; root-lvs. entire, crowded, petiole, ovate-obovate, obtuse; stem-lvs. ovate-lanceolate and linear; peduncles 1-fl., terminal, rarely axillary; calyx lobes linear, or ovate, spreading, a fourth shorter than the corolla; corolla long-cylindrical, al., convolute at the apex, wider at the base, sharply angled. Austrian Alps. Gn. 8, p. 173. G.C. III. 20:183. —A rare and abnormal species. "Fls. large in proportion to the size of the plant, azure blue, * * * terminal before expansion by a pretty stellate process, arising from the infolding of the segments of the corolla after expansion. These seem to be densely bearded, forming a mass of hairs surrounding the large capitula stigma."—J. C. Niven.

44. Rapunzhenus, Linn. Rampion. Biennial; height 2-3 ft.; root spindle- or long-radish-shaped, ¾ in. thick, white; stem erect, sulcate; lower lvs. ovate, short-petioled, somewhat crenate; stem-lvs. linear-lanceolate, entire; fls. line, in a spike or raceme; calyx tube obovate, lobes glabrous or bristly, erect, awl-shaped, a half shorter than or nearly equal to the funnel-shaped corolla. Eu., Orient, N. Asia, N. Afr.—The roots and lvs. are eaten as a salad. The seeds, which are the smallest of any kitchen garden vegetable, are sown in the open ground in early May either broadcast or in drills. A little sand mixed with the seed gives an evener sowing. Press firmly, and water carefully. Thin out the seedlings if necessary. Water freely in hot weather. A fresh sowing may be made in June, as early sown plants may run to seed. Roots are gathered in October, and may be stored in sand for winter use. Rapnunclus means a little turpentine.

C. abifera, Grim. Rare, tufted, rockery plant, with slender, wiry stems 9-15 in. high; fls. light blue in loose, branching spikes. July-Aug. E. Eu.—C. calyctethaema, Hort.—C. Medina, var. calyctethaema.—C. Centaia, Linn. A rare rock plant from Mt. Cenis and other mts. of the Alps, is a rare tufted rock plant with solitary deep blue fls. on stems 1 in. high. Root-lvs. ovate, obtuse; stem-lvs. sessile-entire; calyx hirsute, the lobes linear-lanceolate, a half shorter than the deeply 5-cut spreading corolla.—C. Dukarsow.
Hort. Plants sold under this name are likely to be C. glomerata var. speciosa. Annual: plant hispid, height 3-9 in.; lvs. small, glossy, 1/4-1/2 in. broad, coriaceous, deeply cut, the pointed lobes conspicuous; fls. sessile, pale blue with a yellow center (or star shaped); 1/2 in. broad, with acute narrow lobes; style long, conspicuous, colored like corolla; rneses long, semi-prostrate, 10-20 ft. Mediterranean. For shrubs in the hedge plant. Also for edging and pots.-

C. grandiflora, Jacq.—Platyodon grandiflorus—C. Lamarki. II.— Diet. Being (1804) Lamarkii. C. umbilica, Ait.—C. planiflora—C. plataniformis, Lam. (C. umbilica, Ait.). Glabrescent; height 3-9 in.; stem simple; lvs. sessile, leathery, shining; root-1vs. covered with dense rossette, ovate or obvate-obtuse, crenulate 1/14 in. long; stem lvs. linear-lanceolate, acute, nearly entire; fls. blue or white, with double varieties, in spicate rneses; corolla tube 3 in. broad, erect, a third shorter than the broadly bell-shaped or saucer-shaped corolla. Not American, though commonly so stated. Habitat unknown. J.H. III., 33:333. Platyodon umbilica, Linn.—Specularia umbilica.—C. umbilica. This name is now abandoned. Plants are likely to be C. Trachelium.—C. Van Houttei. Carr. Height 2 ft.; root-lvs. long-petioled, roundish coriaceous, more or less lobed; stem lvs. sessile, oval-lanceolate, irregularly or dissected, 2-3 in. long, more or less vilous, strongly nervèd; fls. usually solitary, nodding at the end of a small branchlet, 2 in. long, half as broad, indigo blue, or violet; calyx lobes linear, spreading, 1 in. long. A garden hybrid resembling C. punctata. Int. into France by D'Hautefeuille and Keteler. R.H. 1872, p. 424. Var. pallida has pale lavender lvs.

W. M.

CAMEPHA (from camphor, made from its juice). Laurence. The Camphor Tree (Camphora officinalis, Steud.) is native to China and Japan, but it is now introduced into both. Both lvs. and barks are allied to the cinnamon, and is often referred to that genus (as Cinnaomonum Camphora), but it differs in its scaly buds, membranaceous calyx, and leaf characters. Camphora officinalis attains a height of 40 ft., and delicious litchi, fructus. It has alternate, ovate-obtuse, entire, thick lvs., and axillary panicles of small, yellow fls. The whole plant contains camphor. The gum is obtained from the extracted juice.

CAMPION. See Silene.

CAMPISDIIUM. See Tecoma.

CAMPTOSORUS (Greek, bent sori, alluding to the irregular arrangement). Polyposidex. A small genus of hardy ferns, with simple, pointed lvs., which take root at the apex, and are hence known as "Walking-leaf Ferns." A single species is native mostly on lime-bearing rocks, and is a very special one, known from Japan and N. Asia.

rhizopillus. Fig. 341.
Lvs. simple, tapering from a heart-shaped base, 4-12 in. long; veins forming pinnules near the midrib; sori irregularly scattered. Canada to Alabama. — Sometimes grown in rockeries and wild gardens.

L. M. Underwood.

CAMPYOLOBRTYS. See Hoffmannia.

CANADA. Figs. 342-4. The most important fruit regions of Canada are those of southern Ontario and Quebec, wholly or in part by bodies of salt or fresh water. In the extreme west of the Pacific ocean, with its gulf stream, tempers the climate of British Columbia and gives sufficient atmospheric moisture, so that all but tropical and citrus fruits may be grown in the most favored localities. It is interesting to note that while on the eastern Atlantic coast apples are successfully grown as far north as the 47th parallel north latitude, and in British Columbia as far north as the 53rd degree north latitude, yet in the interior of Ontario and Quebec they have not succeeded north of the 40th parallel.

The fruits of Canada of to-day are attributable to 5 main sources: 1. Seeds, brought by the first French missionaries and English colonists. 2. Seeds and plants obtained from Virginia and New England. 3. Plants and seeds brought in by Union Syrup. 4. Seedling production. 5. Recent importation from Europe, and systematic plant-breeding. In order to obtain an idea of the character of fruits cultivated in the Dominion, it will be necessary to consider the provinces separately:

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.—Latitude, 46 degrees to 47 degrees north, area about one and a quarter million acres. The surface is undulating, the whole Island eminently agricultural and pastoral. Soil, a reddish loam, sometimes sandy and occasionally clayish. The climate is sufficiently mild to admit of the cultivation of pears and of plums of the Prunus domestica type. The winters are long and tedious, with heavy rains may be grown in the fogs and sleety rains. The first fruits introduced were apples, by French colonists. Later, the English and Scotch settlers brought other apples and pears, in addition to Kentish pears. The Acadian French, who were the very first to introduce these early fruits, were introduced by the Acadian French. We still find on the island a few the old French orchards of apples and cherries. Cherries have been cultivated—in fact the latter have taken care of themselves—with success since the time of their first introduction. They belong to the Kentish type, and ripen in that locality a month later than do the same varieties grown in eastern Ontario. A black knot has lately appeared, but is being attended to. Apple-growing is on the increase.

The better practices in fruit-growing are being introduced; a few large orchards are already established and are bearing satisfactorily. The climate has an important effect upon the keeping properties of apples and pears. Such late-maturing varieties as Ben Davis, Stark, and Missouri Pippin do not, as a rule, attain full size and perfection. The autumn and early winter apples of the west are as far superior in quality. Of these are Ribston, Blenheim Pippin, Hubbardston and Gren's Golden. The same is true of pears. The early and midseason varieties do best. Chappellet, Howell, and Adirondack are doing well. Small-fruits are grown extensively in all parts of the island. The most important of these is the cranberry. The area devoted to this fruit is extending rapidly. The product is shipped to England. There is undoubtedly a future for fruit-growing on this island, with its natural under-drainage in many parts, its equable climate, and its proximity to the European market.

NOVA SCOTIA and CACLE BRETON.—The Dominion owes very much to this province for the good pioneer work done in advertising the fruit-growing capabilities of Canada in the European markets. The best advertisement that could be given by any country was afforded by the magnificent display of fruit made by the Province of Nova Scotia through its representatives at the Indian and Intercolonial exhibition in London in 1886. As early as the middle of the last century, the Acadian French, who then peopled Kings and Annapolis counties, cultivated apples and pears. The French farmers, when these lands fell into the hands of Connecticut and English immigrants in 1760, old pear and apple trees were found in many places; some of the latter exist at the present day. It must not be imagined that the apple growing of Nova Scotia is restricted to the Annapolis valley. This valley is only one of several, and the contiguous fertile valleys of the Cornwallis and Gaspepeaux rivers are equally well adapted and equally productive. The prevention afforded in this, the best fruit section of
The province, by the low parallel lines of hills, known as the north and south mountain ranges, is important and valuable as a brake on the northerly winds. The annual inlets assist in equalizing temperatures, and exercise a marked influence upon the longevity of the apple tree in this region. The soil consists of sand, sandy loam and clay, overlying sandstone or limestone. The entrance of the falls and fall of the tides have produced extensive deposits constituting the present marsh and dyked lands. These marsh lands serve the purpose of supplying an abundant annual supply of heritage, in addition to yielding an inexhaustible store of cheap, natural fertilizer, used by fruit-growers with great advantage upon the upland orchard areas. Figs. 342, 343.

- Fruit.- Kentville, Wolfville, and Berwick are important fruit producing centers. Here are found many of the old English types of apples, such as Golden Pippin and Devonshire Quarrenden. Good apples are grown in nearly all parts of the province, but the valleys already mentioned contain the major portion of the bearing orchards. The total orchard area is estimated at 80,000 acres, and is rapidly increasing. Pears have long been cultivated, but the industry has not grown like the apple. Plums are widely cultivated. Domestic and Japanese do well; Moore’s Arctic is the favorite of the former class and Burbank of the latter.

The export of apples to Britain began in 1875, and has been increasing since that time. The exportable crop of apples in 1886 amounted to 500,000 barrels, nearly all exported to Britain. The characteristic apple of the province is Gravenstein. This, with Ribston Pippin, is imported from England by Hon. Charles Ramage Prescott, between 1836 and 1835. Col. John Burbidge introduced the Nomperei Russet. Doctor Inglis, the first bishop of Nova Scotia, introduced Yellow Bellefont to the Annapolis valley, where it is now known by the name of Bishop’s Pippin.

The cranberry industry is developing rapidly. In 1890 the output from the cultivated bogs amounted to 400 barrels; in 1886 it had nearly reached 4,000 barrels. The varieties cultivated are selected from the wild marshes.

The fruit-growers of the province are intelligent and energetic. The Provincial Fruit-growers’ Association, the oldest in the Dominion, assists in maintaining a horizon- tial school, which was established at Wolfville and is affiliated with Acadia College.

The fruit-growing industry in Cape Breton is yet in its infancy. The climate and soil resemble that of Prince Edward Island, and practically the same class of fruits are being tested.

- New Brunswick.—The climate of this province favors a mixed husbandry. Wild raspberries, strawberry, gooseberries, and cranberries grow in wild profusion, and have to some extent hindered the growing of cultivated forms. Apples may be grown successfully for home use in nearly all parts. Commercial orchards are now

342. Ontario, Quebec and Nova Scotia.

1. peach; 2. apple; 3. grape; 4. mixed fruit; 5. general agriculture, and apples. Nova Scotia: 1. plums, pears, apples; 2. apples.

being planted in the valley of the St. John river, at and about Woodstock. Damson and Moore’s Arctic pluming grafted to a considerable extent. A few growers have found it profitable to protect their plum trees in winter by planting them in such a manner as admits of the trees being reclined on the ground in the autumn.

The snowfall is heavy, and is a sufficient protection. Thomas A. Sharpe, of Woodstock, is a pioneer in this work. Of apples, the following varieties have been most successful in the St. John river valley: Duquesne, Wealthy, Fancause, Pewaukee, Longfield, and Scott’s Winter. The small fruit harvest is a week later than in Nova Scotia, whereas in British Columbia they are at the best of the season.

The small fruit harvest is a week later than in Nova Scotia, whereas in British Columbia they are at the best of the season. They were waited to place their berries upon the Boston market at a time when competition from other quarters is light in these classes of fruits. Native raspberries and wild cranberries (Vaccinium vitis-idaea) are gathered and shipped in large quantities to Boston.

1. Vitis-idaea is commonly known in New Brunswick as Wolfberry or Low-bush Cranberry. In the past, lumbering, fishing and hunting have absorbed much attention in New Brunswick, but fruit culture is constantly receiving increased attention. Bright minds are at work in the province. What to grow, and how to grow it, are questions receiving earnest attention.

- Quebec.—The climate conditions in eastern Quebec approach quite closely those obtaining in many parts of New Brunswick. We find the principal fruit areas lying south of that great artery of commerce, the St. Lawrence river. Here and there, not on the low clay flats, but on the higher middle elevations with gravelly subsoil affording natural drainage, we find orchards made up of "La Belle Famine," Pomme Gris, and St. Laurent, truly Canadian and truly delicious apples. In the lower St. Lawrence region, especially on the south side, the keeping season of apples is very much extended—or rather the ripening season is very much retarded. At Chicoutimi, on the Saguenay, Red Astraehan ripens about the end of September and Wealthy is late winter.

In L’Islet county, about 70 miles northeast of the city of Quebec, plum-growing has become a somewhat specialized industry during its evolution, which covers a period of a century and a quarter. Varieties of Reine Claude and of Orleans plums have originated, and are now peculiar to that district. Reine Claude de Montmorency is a fine flavored strain of the parent group. All plums grow in stone form, with various branches, and are very productive. The trees are grown in sod, with little pruning and fertilizing. The marketing season extends from September 15 to October 15. Hardy forms of Kentish cherries have also been developed. The season is a month later than at Ottawa, Ont. Between Quebec and Montreal, along the St. Lawrence river, plums and apples are grown to a limited extent only. The fruit growers in the region between the Richelieu and St. Lawrence rivers is unsuited to the cultivation of fruits. A wild fruit which is being grown by the French habitant of the Richelieu and its tributaries of P. mica, or P. ginniana, Linn. The fruit is eaten raw, but is also made into jellies and conserves. A yellow variety is common to gardens in the vicinity of St. Hyacinth, Que. The Island of Montreal is undoubtedly the cradle of the fruit industry of the province. Here is a truly intensive style of fruit-growing prevails. Apples, plums and pears are staples. Strawberries, gooseberries, and other small fruits are largely cultivated. Convent families, both at home and abroad, assist the fruit-grower. The harder types of Prunus domestica, such as Damson and Orleans plums, except in seasons of unusual severity, when their fruit buds fail. Japan plums have not yet been sufficiently tested on the island, with the exception of Burbank, which fruits uncertainly. So far as can be ascertained, the failed of peignatiers have been of the Famine and St. Lawrence, and possibly Pomme Gris. About the foothills of those curious outcroppings of the Vermont mountains that we find in the Richelieu valley and in the eastern coastal section peoples by U. E. Loyalists—fruit-growing is a leading branch of rural labor. Beloeil, Rougemont and Abbotsford are well known to Quebec fruit growers.
as leading fruit-growing centers of the province. The
standard commercial apples of Ontario and New York,
as Greening, Baldwin and Spy, do not succeed, Fameuse,
Wealthy and Duchess, with Canada Baldwin and Win-
ter St. Lawrence, do well, the latter two being natives of
the Province, and much appreciated. The fruit area
along the New York boundary line is rapidly extending.
Apples and plums are staples, while pears and grapes are grown for use.
The earlier varieties of
grapes only are grown. Con-
cord does not ripe with
certainty every year. Dela-
ware, Lady and Moore’s Early are generally reliable
in this western region.
Gibbland Farm, once the
home of Charles Gibb (de-
ceased 1890), a prominent
amateur fruit-grower and
philanthropist, is located at
Abitibi, Quebec, and con-
tains a large collection of
Russian fruits. These fruits
were widely distributed in
Quebec through the efforts
of Mr. Gibb. A few of the
summer varieties have sur-
passed older kinds. The
only winter Russian apple
which has become at all
well known in Quebec is
Arabka of Ellwanger & Barry. Longfield is also suc-
ceeding in Quebec, where it keeps till midwinter.
Unless carefully managed, this variety soon deteriorates
by overbearing.
Montreal is the chief apple shipping port during Sep-
tember and October. Later, in the year Ontario and
Quebec go to Europe via Halifax, Portland or
Boston. For a number of years past fruit-growers in
the vicinity of Montreal have shipped Duchess and
Alexander apples to Liverpool and Glasgow. The unsa-
factory feature about the commercial side of fruit-
growing in Quebec is the scarcity of good winter export
apples. The old standards are not reliable and des-
sirable substitutes have not been found. Canada Bald-
win, Scott Winter and Persimome are generally rec-
commended.
Ontario.—From the standpoint of a fruit-grower, the
province may be divided as follows
1. An apple-growing region in the extreme east, on
the north of the St. Lawrence.
2. A pear, plum and apple-growing region between
Toronto and Kingston, along the shore of Lake Ontario.
3. An extended and distinctively apple-growing area
between Toronto on the south, Owen Sound on the
north, Halliburton on the northeast, and Lake Huron
on the west. (In the vicinity of Owen Sound, on the south
shore of Georgian Bay, plums of P. domestica class are
extensively cultivated.)
4. A peach, grape, pear, plum and small-fruited region
in the Niagara peninsula, between the overlapping ends
of Lakes Erie and Ontario. 1, Fig. 312
5. A peninsula in the west, between Lakes St. Clair
and Saganaga, where fruits similar to those noted in
the last are cultivated. Pelee Island, in Lake Erie,
might be included in this fruit zone. 1, Fig. 342.
Historical.—Along the banks of the Detroit river, in
the extreme southwest, are gigantic pear trees. These
are from seed planted probably by French missionaries.
One of the oldest trees is said to date from 1705.
These trees are productive, but the fruit is not valuable.
The platting of apple orchards began in this region about
the year 1784. The planting of vineyards, for which the
region is noted, dates back about 40 years. The
Niagara Peninsula was settled somewhat later than the Essex
region. In 1787-88, the United Empire Loyalists received
grants of land from King George, and
planted seeds of apples brought from their homes in
the United States. Here we are told that John Smith,
in the early part of this century, offered to sell his claim
to 200 acres of land for a cow, but found no buyer. This
land is now valued at from $300 to $500 per acre. The
improvement of native fruits began in 1830 by the in-
duction of foreign varieties, and by the establishment of
home nurseries.
Commercial and statistical.—The peach industry of
the Leamington district, in the west (5), is growing
rapidly. Though not more than 20 years has elapsed
since its inauguration, the present annual output is
very large. In 1894, 35,000 baskets of peaches were
shipped from Leamington station, Essex county; in 1895
more than double that quantity was sent out. In 1896,
more than half a million peach trees were planted in
that region. In the Niagara district the output of
peaches is much larger, and the fruit industry is more
uniformly diversified. The Niagara fruit-grower is
strictly up-to-date. Electric cars run every half hour
past the doors of the fruit-growers residing between
Hamilton and Beamsville; telephones connect their
homes, and bring daily market reports. During the
shipping season, a fruit train leaving Niagara Falls
daily and, running to Hamilton, carries away such
peaches, plums, cherries, grapes, pears and berries as
are not shipped by boat from St. Catharines, Port Dal-
housie, or Niagara on the Lake.
The standard varieties of apples of the province are
Spy, Greening and Baldwin. Ben Davis, York Imperial
and Ontario are being widely planted—the latter a native
of the province. It is a cross between Northern Spy and
Wagner, produced by the late Chas. Arnold, of Paris.
Princess Louise and McIntosh Red, supposed seedlings
of Fameuse, are becoming well known in the eastern
parts of the province. Among other fruits produced in
the province are the Moyer and Jessica grapes, the Fitz-
gerald and Longhurst peaches.
C. C. James, Deputy Minister of Agriculture for
Ontario, gives the following estimated statistics regard-
ing fruits and fruit areas in the province in 1895. Area
in orchard, garden and vineyard, 320,122 acres; number
of apple trees of bearing age, 5,913,900; young trees not
bearing, 3,548,653. In 1896, the yield of apples in the
province was estimated to amount to 20,000,000 barrels.
The Provincial Fruit-growers’ Association has a mem-
bership of 5,900, and publishes a monthly Journal of
Horticulture. Secretary and editor, Linus Woolverton,
grimsby, Ont.
A series of fourteen fruit experiment stations has re-
cently been established, so located as to cover the va-
rious climatic divisions of the province. The object is
to test and report upon all fruits, old and new. These
are under the joint control of the Ontario Agricultural
College and the Ontario Fruit-growers’ Association,
with L. Woolverton as executive officer, whose duty
it is to make an annual report of the whole to the Min-
ister of Agriculture.

MANITOBA AND THE NORTHWEST TERRITORIES.—As far as the tree fruits are concerned, those which can be grown successfully in these regions without extraordinary care have yet to be produced. A few Russian apples and Siberian crabs have survived and have produced some fruit in southeastern Manitoba. *Pyrus betulaefolia* (the Sierra crab, which grows only as a hardy at the Brandon Experiment Stations at Brandon, Man., and Indian Head, N. W. T. This has been crossed with the hardest Russian apples in the hope that the resultant seedlings, of which there are now many thousands, will prove hardy in tree, and produce fruit of edible size.

With the protection afforded by belts of timber, small fruits of nearly all kinds—grapes, however, being a notable exception—are grown with a moderate degree of success. The natural obstacles are appreciably less in Manitoba than in the Provinces of Assiniboia, Alberta and Saskatchewan, where late spring frosts, high winds and periods of summer drought and severe winter cold make the cultivation of the hardest fruits, such as gooseberries and currants, difficult and precarious. Native types of these fruits are cultivated. Junecberries are much appreciated. Without doubt the rancher and wheat grower of these northwestern provinces will be dependent for his fruit supply upon Ontario and British Columbia for many years to come. The chief sources of horticultural information in this region are the Dominion experiment stations already referred to.

344. British Columbia. The fruit regions are between the parallel series of dotted lines.

BRITISH COLUMBIA. — Fig. 344. I am indebted to J. K. Anderson, Deputy Minister of Agriculture for the province, for much of the following data. British Columbia is wonderfully diversified, and has great fruit-growing possibilities in its deltas, its coast line, its valleys, its benches, its irrigated lands. Great climatic variation means a corresponding widening of the possibilities of fruit-culture, and there is here undoubtedly a more extended range of temperature and atmospheric moisture than is found in any other province of the Dominion.

Historical.—Regarding the early history of fruit-growing and some of its later developments, Mr. Anderson writes as follows:

"It was soon discovered by the early settlers in and about the old Hudson’s Bay Company’s forts of Victoria and Langley, that apple trees would mature and bear fruit. They were, however, a deep-rooted belief that the greater part of the country would not produce fruit, or, indeed, for that matter, crops of any kind. However, gradually trials were made by adventurous spirits, miners, packeters, and others (probably never very practical farmers or fruit-growers), and it gradually dawned upon the sparse population that apples and field crops would grow in most parts of the coast line of the province, and of that part known as the dry belt lying between the Coast Range and the Rocky mountains. Then it appeared to occur to the residents that other fruits might do, and thereupon trees and plants were procured from California, and in most cases all were found to be successful. Up to this time (between 1855 and 1860), most of the fruit trees were the ordinary native kinds, the off-spring of seeds procured from other countries, which being acclimatized, with a good climate, fruitful of insect pests and diseases, produced wonderful crops without the trouble of cultivating, pruning and spraying. Now, however, fruit trees of a variety hitherto unknown in the province began to be imported, and for some time there was a connection equally as that of the hithermed origin, but by and by, for some unaccountable reason, the trees did not bear as well as formerly, nor was the fruit of such a fine large as it used to be, and old-timers wondered what was the matter, and so things went on from bad to worse, until people of a new generation began to settle in the province, who soon ascertained that the trouble which has been due to the importation with the trees, from the neighboring states and provinces, of pests and diseases hitherto unknown in the province. It was then that the legislature enacted the Horticultural Board Act, which provides for the appointment of a "Board," whose duties are, inter alia, to inspect all fruit and fruit trees entering the province, and to make such recommendations as to the interest of fruit-growers as they may deem necessary. It has followed, as a matter of course, that in consequence of the stringent regulations, a better class of nursery stock is now imported into the province, and although it is quite impossible, even with the strictest inspection, to detect all infestations, and although people have been slow in adopting even those measures best calculated for their benefit which have been recommended by the Board of Horticulture, there is a marked improvement in the state of the orchards of the province, and of the fruit produced.

The young orchards planted out since the inauguration of the newer and more intelligent methods, are likewise coming into bearing. The production of fruit is now more, in many lines, in excess of local demands, and hence, in view of the line of action pursued by the Board of Horticulture, which now prevents this province from being the dumping ground for the refuse fruit of the neighboring states, it may reasonably be concluded that the imports of fruit will be restricted in the future to those early fruits which mature in the south, or to the production of the antipodes at a time when those of this country are not in season.

Fruits.—"The principal fruits produced in the province are apples, pears, cherries, plums, prunes, and all the small fruits. Other fruits, such as peaches and grapes, have not been produced in sufficient quantities to meet the demand, those like the first named having been at first considered unsuitable to the country, but are now found to do excellently in many parts. Fruit Sections.—Some of the best fruit districts are to be found along the mountains and foothills on either side of the numerous valleys of the province. This is particularly true of the region along the Fraser river between Chilliwack and Hope. The region near the Fraser river from Agassiz to the coast is one abundantly supplied with water and now producing large quantities of plums, apples and berries. Some of the interior valleys are eminently adapted to the requirements of the tenderest tree fruits, Fougant are being successfully cultivated here and there on the lower bench lands. The accompanying map shows the principal fruit-producing areas of the province. At Vernon, in the Okanagan valley, the Earl of Aberdeen, the governor-general of Canada, has an extensive orchard of 200 acres. Here an irrigation plant, while not deemed absolutely essential to fruit-growing, is thought to be a
desirable adjunct. This valley is producing apples, pears and plums of good quality. 

Markets.—The exportation of fresh fruit to the Northwest Territory and Manitoba, which is the natural market of the province, is assuming large proportions, more especially in plums, for which British Columbia is specially noted. The markets of the Orient and Australia will in the near future also be outlets for the surplus fruits of the country. Canneries and fruit-preserving establishments of various kinds also afford means of disposing of some of the surplus fruits which are not in a condition to be exported. The high price of labor, and the competition which has to be met, in the matter of the cheap jams and other products, adulterated with foreign substances and glucose, which come from the east and California, are, however, very serious factors which militate against the success of such establishments."

Flats.—Most of the pests which have caused such serious loss to the orchardists of other countries have made their appearance in the province, but, thanks to the efforts made for their suppression, the codlin moth and currulo are notable exceptions. 

Climate.—The climate of the coast is most equable. The temperature seldom falls to zero nor rises above 75° or 80°. In the interior the variations are naturally greater, but even there, in the coldest part of the winter, the temperature does not long remain at or below zero. On the coast, the precipitation is almost entirely in the form of rain, which is sufficient for the most part for agricultural purposes, the objection being that little or none falls during the summer months. In the interior, where the precipitation is mostly in the shape of snow, it is so light that irrigation has to be resorted to, John Craig. 

Canaigre. See Rumex hymenosepalus.

Canarina (from the Canary Islands). Campanula. Three species of tropical herbs closely allied to Campanula, but with the tubules of the calyx and corolla grown together, and the floral parts in 6's. C. campanulata. Linna., is a tender plant from the Canaries, with drooping, inflated buds and solitary, bell-shaped fls., more than 1 in. long and 1½ in. wide, dull yellow, flushed and veined with dull purplish brown. Lvs. hastate. B. M. 444.—Not in the Amer. trade.

Canary Bird Flower is a Tropaeolum. 

Canary Grass is a Phalaris.

Canavalia (an aboriginal name). Leguminosae. Trailling or twining herbs: fls. in axillary racemes, with bell-shaped, 2-lipped calyx, papilionaceous corolla, 9 stamens united and 1 free for most of its length; pods large and ribbed on edges. Several species, widely distributed in warm countries.

Canenfornis, DC. (C. gladiata, DC.). Jack Bean. Chickensaw Lima. Figs. 197, 345. Grown in the southern states for stock, but the pods make passable snap beans when not more than 4 or 6 in. long. In warm countries it is a hasty plant, with little tendency to climb. The pods reach a length of 10-14 in., the walls being very hard and dense when ripe. The halves of the pod, when split apart, roll up spirally, often into an almost perfect cylinder. The large white, turgid beans, bearing a very prominent brown sead-scar, are packed crosswise the pod, imbedded in a very thin white, papery lining. The flowers are small and light purple, resembling those of the Cow-pea (though larger) and of various species of Dolichos. The leaflets are 3, large and broad (5-8 in. long and half or three-fifths as broad), strongly veined and dull, dark green, abruptly pointed and smooth. Tropics. A. G. 14: 84. B. M. 4027.—Beans said to be used as a coffee substitute. L. H. B.

Candleberry, Candenut. See Aleurites.

Candytuft. Species of Iberis. 

Cane-brake. Species of Arundinaria (treated under Bamboo). 

Canistrum. See Arum.
in a terminal raceme or panicle, very irregular: capsule S-shaped and several-many-seeded (p. Fig. 346); sepals, s. 3 and small and usually green; petals 3, 5, mostly narrow and pointed, green or colored; style single and long, st.; the stamens are represented by petal-like, oblanceolate bodies or staminodia, acaule, 3 or 3 of which are usually much produced and broadened, and one is deflexed and narrower and forms the lip of the flower, b: the pollen is borne in a single-loculed anther, b, borne on the side of a narrow and more or less coiled staminodium.

A generation ago, Cannas were grown for their foliage or mass-effect. They were tall and long-jointed, with small and late flowers (Fig. 347). The parent of the old-time garden Canna was C. A. An- nante, raised by M. Annette, of France, from seeds of C. Nep- paten, sown in 1848. The flowers from which the seeds were taken probably had been pollinated by some other species, most likely with C. alba. In 1863, a new race appeared, as the result of the union of C. iridiflora with C. W. araracsensis. This hybrid was known as C. E. E. E. (and C. iridiflora hybridum). This was of intermediate stature, with showy foliage and better drooping flowers. Under this name plants are still sold, but they may not be identical with the original C. E. E. E. This race has been variously crossed with other species and forms, and from innumerable seedlings there have been selected the dwarf and large-flowered Cannas (Figs. 348, 349), which have now practically driven out the old, tall, small-flowered forms. These dwarf Cannas are often known as French Cannas, from the country of their origin; also, they are the Canna from the most renowned breeder of them. Within recent years, another race of Cannas has arisen from the amalgamation of our native Canna raddiata with the garden forms and with C. iridiflora. These have come mostly from Italy and are known as Italian Cannas; also, as orchid-flowered Cannas. The flowers are characterized by soft and flowing iris-like outlines, but they are short-lived. Of this class are the varieties of Cannas (Anatra, Bavaria, Burgundy, America, Pandora, Burbank and others. For a sketch of the evolution of the garden Cannas, see J. G. Baker, Journ. Roy. Hort. Soc., Jan., 1894; also, Bullett, Breeding of Cannas, 1892, also, particularly for the history of the Italian race, Revue Horticole, 1895, 516, and Gardeners' Chronicle, Dec. 14, 1895.

The culture of Cannas is simple and easy. They demand a warm, friable, rich and moist soil. They are injured by frost, and therefore should not be planted out until the weather is thoroughly settled. For mass effects, set the plants not more than 1 foot apart each way; but if it is desired to show individual plants and their flowers at the best, give three times that amount of room to a single plant. Pick the flowers as soon as they will, to prevent the formation of seed (which causes the plant to lessen flowering), and keep the plants in a tidy condition. If the best plants are desired, give the soil and treatment which produce the best results with Indian corn.

New varieties are raised from seeds. The seeds usually germinate slowly, and sometimes not at all, unless the hard integument is cut or filed, or is soaked in water. When the seeds are taken, they germinate quickly. Sow late in winter, in rather strong bottom heat, either in flats or pots. Prick out, and give plenty of room as they grow. Commonly, Cynamodon, and especially Cynamodon, is used as a rootstock. This rootstock is a branching mass, with many large buds. If stock is not abundant, as many plants may be made from a rootstock as there are buds, although the weak buds produce weak plants. Leave as much tissue as possible with each bud. These 1-bud parts usually give best re-
Havscens, Baker (C. havscens, Link). Upper staminodia and the lip entirely yellow.—With C. orientalis probably belong C. densicorpus, Ehrenbergii, exiguus, humilis and pulchra of Bouc'h.

6. cocinea, Miller (C. ribra, Willd.). Stem slender, green, 4-6 ft.; lvs. longer than those of C. India, oblong and acute; racemes simple and lax, with small, green, orbiculate bracts: sepals lanceolate, 1/2 in. or less long, tinged with red; petals lanceolate, 1/2 in. long, tinged with red; staminodia 2 in. long and narrow, often emarginate; lip red-yellow; capsule globose and small. Trop. Amer. To this species Baker would refer C. cinnabarina, fomosa, latiglada, Portoricensis and Surinamensis of Bouc'h.


7. latifolia, Miller (C. gigantea, DC. C. macrophilia, Bouc'h.). Stem stout and pubescent, 10-16 ft.; lvs. oblong and acute, green, the lower ones often 3-4 ft. long: sls. in several racemes forming a panicle, the bracts oblong or the lower ones becoming several inches long; sepals oblong, 1/2 in. long; petals lanceolate, 2 in. long, tinged with red; staminodia 3 in. or less long, entire or emarginate, bright red; lip bright red; capsule large. S. Amer. B.M. 2316.

8. pedunculata, Sims. Stem slender, green and glaucous, 4-5 ft; lvs. oblong and glabrous, green and glaucous, 1-2 ft. long and 3-4 in. broad: sls. in a many-flowered raceme, a hairy racchis and long-spreading pedicels, the bracts small, oblong and obtuse; sepals oblong and green; petals lanceolate, green, reflexed, 1 in. long; staminodia emarginate, about 1 in. long, pale yellow; lip oblongate, plain yellow; capsule globose, small. S. Brazil. B.M. 2323. — Probably not in cult.

9. edulis, Ker. (C. esculentta, Lodd.). Rootstock thick and edible; stem stout, 8-12 ft., purple: lvs. oblong, green or bronze, 1-2 ft. long; raceme lax, forked or simple; capsule large. Trop. Amer. — Possibly a hybrid of C. glauca and C. India. C. Schlechtederhóh, Bouc'h, is similar, but has the staminodia spotted red.

DD. Lip emarginate.

4. patens, Roseoe. Stem slender, green and glaucous, 3-4 ft.; lvs. oblong and acute, green, the lower 1 ft. long; raceme few-flowered, simple and lax, the bracts green and oblong; sepals oblong, 1/2 in., green; petals lanceolate, pale green, 1/3 in.; staminodia obtuse and entire, 2-3 in., yellow; lip oblongate, yellow, mottled red; capsule large. Trop. Amer. —Possibly a hybrid of C. glauca and C. India. C. Schlechtederhóh, Bouc'h, is similar, but has the staminodia spotted red.

Var. limbata, Baker (C. limbata, Roseoe, C. aereoccultate, Lodd.). Upper staminodia bright red with a border of bright yellow.—To C. patens Baker would refer the following: C. floribunda, beta, recurvata, satureja-rubra, Sellaovv, spectabilis, Tezenns, variegata and variooculata. C. occidentalis, Roseoe, has only 2 staminodia, petal-like.

5. orientalis, Roseoe. Stem slender, glabrous, 3-4 ft.; lvs. oblong-lanceolate, a foot or more long: racemes simple, or forked, the bracts oblong; sepals oblong-lanceolate, green, 1/2 in. or less long; petals lanceolate, greenish, 1 1/2 in.; upper staminodia 2 1/2 in. or less long, bright red, often emarginate; lip red-yellow: capsule globose and very small. Old World tropics.
or forked, the bracts obtuse, small and green: sepal lanceolate, green, \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. or less long; petals lanceolate, 1\( \frac{1}{4} \) in. long, tinged with red; staminodia entire, red or red-yellow; lip the same color, oblanceolate and emarginate. Brazil.

**C. compacta**, Rose. Stem stout and slender; lvs. broad, oblong and acute; raceme simple and many-fl., dense: sepal lanceolate, \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. long; petals unequal, lanceolate, 1\( \frac{1}{2} \) in. long, red-yellow; staminodia slightly emarginate, 1\( \frac{1}{2} \)-2 in. long, bright crimson; lip emarginate, red-yellow. Trop. Amer.

**C. glabrescens**, DC. Leaves green.

13. **C. compacta**, Rose. Stem stout and green; lvs. broad, oblong and acute; raceme simple and slender, the small green bracts oblong and obtuse; sepal greenish, oblong, \( \frac{3}{4} \) in.; petals lanceolate, pale green, 1\( \frac{1}{4} \) in. long; staminodia pale yellow, often emarginate, 1\( \frac{1}{2} \)-2 in. long; lip linear, pale yellow, emarginate. Trop. Amer.

**C. glabrescens** var. **palida**, Rose. Staminodia and lip pale yellow, spotted red.

**C. glabrescens** var. **aurantia**, Rose (C. Timei, Todaro). Petals tinged red; staminodia red-yellow; lip red-yellow and red-spotted. — To C. lutea are to be referred C. commutata, lancerosa, Moritzianna, and Roseana, of Bouché; C. crocea, Link; C. Lagrunensis, Lindl.; C. maculata, Link; C. macrocarpa, sulphurea and reticulata, of Horaninow.

15. **C. variabilis**, Wild. (C. caryea, Rose). Stem green, 3-4 ft.; lvs. oblong and acute; raceme simple and lax, the small bracts oblong and obtuse; sepal lanceolate, green, \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. long; petals lanceolate, 1\( \frac{1}{2} \) in. long, pale green; staminodia pale red, entire; lip linear and entire. Brazil.

16. **C. speciosa**, Rose (C. leptochila and polymorpha, Bouché). Stem green, 5-6 ft.; lvs. broad-oblong, acute; fls. in a deeply forked, long-branched panicle; sepal lanceolate, \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. long, pale red; petals lanceolate, 2 in. long, pale red; staminodia 3 in. long, emarginate, bright red; lip emarginate, bright red-yellow. Himalayas.

17. **C. polycalyx**, Willd. Lvs. bronze or brown, at least on the margins.

18. **C. Warszewiczii**, Dietr. Stem claret-purple and glaucous, 3-4 ft.; lvs. oblong and acute, more or less claret- or bronze-tinged; raceme simple and rather dense, with ovate, brown, glaucous bracts; sepal lanceolate, \( \frac{3}{4} \) in.; lanceolate, 1\( \frac{1}{2} \) in. long, reddish and glaucous; staminodia (sometimes 3) entire or nearly so, 2\( \frac{1}{2} \)-3 in. long, bright scarlet; lip oblong-olate, emarginate, bright scarlet. Costa Rica. B. M. 49.

19. **C. discolus**, Lindl. Stem stout, 6-10 ft., purple and glaucous; lvs. broad-oblong, acute, brown-tinted, the lower ones sometimes 3 ft. long; fls. in a deeply forked panicle of lax racemes, the bracts small and orbicular; sepal lanceolate, \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. long; petals lanceolate, 1\( \frac{1}{2} \) in. long, pale green; staminodia entire, \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. long, bright red; lip lanceolate and emarginate, brick-red. Trop. Amer.

**AA. Distemon.** — Corolla tube short; upper staminodia suppressed.

20. **C. paniculata**, Ruiz & Pav. (C. urucuifructa, Rose. C. excelsa, Lodd. C. divaricata, Klotzsch). Stem tall and slender, glabrous; lvs. oblong and acute, green and glabrous; racemes lax, disposed in a large panicle; sepal lanceolate, \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. long; petals lanceolate, yellow-green, 2-3 in. long; lip rather longer than the petals, crimson. S. Brazil.

**AAA. Eurystyles.** — Corolla tube 2-2\( \frac{1}{2} \) in. long; 3 staminodia produced, clawed; lip orbicular.

21. **C. bicolor**, Salisb. (C. Reevesii, Lindl.). Stem green and glabrous, 4-5 ft., very leafy; lvs. oblong-lanceolate, green; raceme simple, lax and few-fl., the bracts very small; sepal lanceolate, 1 in. long, green; corolla lobes lanceolate and reflexed, nearly as long as the tube; 3 upper staminodia obovate, sulpher-yellow, 2 in. long by 1 in. broad; lip large, yellow. Warscewicz, S. Car. to Fl., near the coast. L.B.C. 6:562.— Useful for its good habit and iris-like fls.

**AAA. Achimia.** — Tube of corolla and staminodia as long as the blade; fls. large and pendant.

22. **C. urucuifructa**, Ruiz & Pav. Stem green, 6-10 ft.; lvs. oblong, bright green, slightly pubescent beneath; raceimes paniculate, drooping; sepal lanceolate, 1 in. long, green; corolla lobes lanceolate, 2-3 in. long, red; lip oblong, emarginate, \( \frac{1}{2} \) in.; 3 upper staminodia somewhat longer than the corolla lobes, obovate, nearly or quite 1 in. broad, red-crimson; lip narrow, deeply emarginate, rose-crimson. Andes de Peru. J. B. C. M. 1161.

23. **C. lilliiflora**, Warscew. Stem robust, green, 8-10 ft.; lvs. many, oblong, green, 3-4 ft. long, spreading from the stem at a right angle; fls. in a corymbose panicle; sepal linear, as long as the tube of the corolla; corolla lobes lanceolate, 2-3 ft. long, pink, with a shorter, equal length; 3 upper staminodia white, united into a tube for half their length, the blade oblong and spreading; lip oblongate, as long as the staminodia. Colombia. R. H. 1884:123. F. S. 10:1655-6.— A fine species. The white fls. finally become tinged with brown; lacinia-scented.

L. H. B.

**CANNABIS** (the ancient Greek name). *Urticaea*. Hemp. A single species, probably native to central Asia, and now widely cult. as a fiber plant. Hemp is also grown occasionally as an ornamental plant, being grown from seeds and treated as a half-hardy annual. It makes excellent sereens in remote places. It thrives best in a rich rather moist soil. *C. sativa*, Linn., is the only species, but various forms have received specific names. In gardens, the form known as *C. gigantea* is commonest; this reaches a height of 10 ft. and more. The seeds are usually sown where the plants are to stand and mature effects are wanted, they may be started indoors in pots or boxes. Hemp is dioecious. The staminate fls. are in axillary panicles, and have 5 sepals and 3 drooping stamens. The pistillate fls. are in short spikes, with 1 sepal folding over the ovary. Lvs. digitate, with 5-7 nearly linear, coarse-toothed leaflets. The plant is annual, roughish and strong-smelling.

L. H. B.

**CANTABURY BELL.** See Campanula Medium.
CANTUA (from Cantu, Peruvian name). *Polemoniaceae.* Ten species of South American flowering shrubs with very variable foliage and showy, tubular flowers of various colors. *C. baxioides* is cult. out of doors in S. Calif., and is recommended in Europe as a coolhouse shrub. Probably no tenderer than *C. fasciculatum.* Prop. by cuttings.

*baxioides,* Lam. (*C. depudens,* Pers.). Much branched shrub, about 4 ft. high; branches more or less downy: lvs. very variable, generally obovate-obacute, acute, tapering at the base, entire or serrate, downy or glabrous; fls. 3-5, drooping vertically, in a kind of leafy, conical corymb; calyx pale, membranous, green-streaked, 5-toothed, a fourth shorter than the corolla tube; corolla long-funnel-shaped, the tube 2½ in. long, red, usually streaked; limb of fringed, obcordate, crimson lobes; stamens included. Per. B.M. 4582. F.S. 7: 650. R.H. 1838, p. 294. —One of the choicest of European greenhouse plants. Very liable to red spider in our climate.

*C. bicolor,* Lam. Distinguished from the above by the entire lvs., which are shorter, about 1 in. long, and the solitary fls., with a short, yellow tube, the limb not fringed. The fls. droop, but not vertically, Per. B.M. 4723. F.S. 4: 349. Probably less desirable than the above. — *C. patula,* Pers. Lvs. generally broader and more toothed than in *C. bicolor;* fls. as many as 17, in an erect, terminal, compound corymb, calyx more tipped, nearly half as long as the yellow corolla tube; corolla and 1½ in. long, with a white limb; stamens long, exerted. Per. B.M. 4386. F.S. 4: 393.

**CAPE BULBS.** Treated under *Bulbs.*

**CAPE CHESTNUT** is *Colobospermum Capensis.*

**CAPE GOOSEBERRY** is a *Physalis.*

**CAPE JESSAMINE.** See *Gardenia.*

**CAPE FONDEED.** See *Aponogoton.*

**CAPER.** See *Capparis.* For Caper-spurge, see *Euphorbia Lobithra.*

**CAPPARIS** (Greek, caper). *Caper-bush,* or *Caper Tree.* *Capparidaceae.* Capers are pickles made by preserving the flower buds of *C. spinosa,* a straggling shrub which grows out of old walls, rocks, and rubbish in Mediterranean regions and India. Also rarely cult. as a greenhouse flowering shrub. The genus is large and polymorphic, and none of its relatives are familiar north. Prop. by cuttings in greenhouses, and by seeds south.

**spinosa,** Linn. Spiny shrub, 3 ft. high; lvs. roundish or ovate, deciduous; fls. borne singly, alternately, and fading before noon; sepals 4; petals 4, oblong, clawed, wavy, white, 1½ in. long; stamens 40-50; filaments purple above, perhaps the chief beauty of the plant. B.M. 291. —What seems to be the long style with a short, unopened stigma, is really the elongated peduncle or torus topped by the pistil, which has no style and a minute stigma.

**CAPRIFOLIUM.** See *Lonicera.*

**CAPRIOLA** (the wild goat, which feeds upon this grass). *Gramineae.* Low, creeping perennials, with short, flat leaves and slender spikes, which spread out at the apex into finger-like branches. Spikelets 1-fld., awnless, sessile, in two rows along one side of a slender, continuing axis, the first 2 narrower, keeled, usually acute, empty; the third or floral glume broader and usually a little longer than the empty ones. Species 4. One distributed throughout the tropical and warmer temperate regions of the Old World.

**Dactylion, Kuntze (Cyanoou DactyIon, Pers.).** *Bermuda Grass.* Fig. 352. A widely dispersed grass, with a creeping habit of growth, extending rapidly over the surface of the ground and rooting at the joints. Used extensively in lawn-making, where Kentucky blue grass and the bent grasses cannot be successfully grown. Except in the far south, however, it is not a desirable lawn grass, as it quickly turns brown upon the approach of cold weather, and is rather late in becoming green in the spring. A variety known as St. Lucie Grass is regarded as a more desirable form for lawns than the species. Experiments made in central Michigan by Beal seem to show that Bermuda Grass is valuable to mix with Junegrass for a lawn where the soil is rather thin, the June grass occupying the soil from early spring until hot, dry weather, when the Bermuda covers the ground. In the cool autumn, June grass appears again at the surface.

**CAPSICUM** (name of uncertain origin, perhaps from *kapto,* to bite, on account of the pungency of the seed or pericarp; or from *capsa,* a chest, having reference to the form of fruit). *Solanaceae.* Red Pepper. CAYENNE PEPPER. Herbs or shrubs, originally from trop. Amer., but escaped from cultivation in Old World tropics, where it was once supposed to be indigenous. Stem branching, 1-6 ft. high, glabrous or nearly so; lvs. ovate or suborbicular, entire, acuminate; fls. white or greenish white, rarely violetaceous, solitary or sometimes in 2's or 3's; corolla rotate, usually 5-lobed; stamens 5, rarely 6 or 7, with bluish anthers. Dehiscing longitudinally; ovary originally 2-3-loculed: fr. a juiceless berry or pod, extremely variable in form and size, and many-sided, with more or less pungency about the seeds and pericarp. Fig. 353. The fruit becomes many-lobed and monstrous in cultivation. About 90 species have been named, most of which are now considered forms of one or two species. Monogr. by Irish, 9th Ann. Rep. Mo. Bot. Gard. For culture, see Pepper.

353. Normal 2-loculed fruit of *Capsicum,* in cross section.

**A. Annual or biennial.**

**annuum,** Linn. Herbaceous or suffrutescent, grown as annuals in temperate climates, but in warmer latitudes often treated as biennials. All of the leading commercial varieties in the United States readily find cultivation within the types or botanical varieties. The species has never been found wild.

**b. Fruit oblong-linear.**

c. *Calyx* usually embracing base of fruit.

**Var. conoides, Irish (C. conoides, Miller).** Suffrutescent: lvs. numerous, rather small, 2-3 in. long, ⅔-2 in. wide; peduncles slender, straight, erect; fls. small; calyx obconical or cup-shaped, usually embracing base of fruit; corolla greenish white, spreading, ⅔-2 in.; fr. erect, subconical or oblong cylindrical, about 1½ in. long or less, usually shorter than the peduncles and mostly borne above the lvs., very acid. This is the Red Cluster Pepper.
Capsicum

Var. acuminatum, Fingerh. (C. Chilense, Hort.) Herbageous, very branchy, about 2½ ft. high, bearing a dense mass of foliage: fr. medium size, spread ½-¾ in.: fr. larger than the preceding, either erect or pendent. Chilo Long Cayenne.

Cc. Calyx not usually embracing base of fruit. Var. longum, Sendt. (C. annuum, Linn. C. longum, DC.). Plants herbaceous, about 2½ ft. high, with comparatively few branches: fr. very large, often 1 in. long by 2½ in. wide: fr. large; corolla spreading, ½-1¼ in., dingy white; calyx usually pateriform or funnel-formed, rarely embracing base of fruit: fr. often a foot long by 2 in. diam. at base; flesh thick and in some varieties very mild. Black Nubian, County Fair, Elephant’s Trunk, Ivory Turk.

bb. Fruit of various shapes, but not oblong-linear.

Var. grossum, Sendt. (C. grossum, Linn.). Fig. 354. Herbaceous, about 2 ft. high, with few branches: fr. very large, often 3 by 5 in., sometimes corinose, lower ones usually pendent; petals deeply channelled; peduncle stout, about 1 in. long; corolla large, spreading, ½-1¼ in.; fr. large, oblate, oblong, or truncated, ¾-1½ in. wide: fr. abundant, usually with basal depression, more or less sulcate and rugose; flesh thick, firm, and of a mild flavor. Emperor, Monstrous, Bell, Sweet Mountain, Golden Dawn.

Ruby King, Golden King, Brazilian Upright, Golden Upright, Squash.

Var. abbreviatum, Fingerh. (C. umbilicatum, Vell. C. luteum, Lam.). Sulfrutescent: frs. broadly ovate, 2½ in. long: peduncle slender, straight or curved, as long or longer than the berry; fr. about 2 in. long or less, varying much in the different horticultural varieties, in general ovate, quite rugose, except in one variety, sometimes turbinate. While this variety is used to some extent for pickling, it is noted more as an ornamental plant. Celestial, Etna, Kaleidoscope, Red Wrikled, Yellow Wrikled.

Var. cerasiforme, Irish (C. cerasiforme, Miller). Fig. 355. Sulfrutescent: frs. medium size, ovate or oblong acuminated, about 1½-3½ in.; calyx seated on base of fruit; corolla large, spreading, ½-1½ in.; fr. spherical, subcordate, oblate, or occasionally obscurely pointed or slightly elongated, smooth or rarely minutely rugose or sulcate; flesh firm, one-twelfth-⅓ in. thick, extremely pungent. Cherry, Yellow Cherry, Oxheart.

aa. Perennial.

frutescens, Linn. Fig. 356. Shrubby, perennial, 3-6 ft. high, with prominently angled or somewhat channelled stem and branches; branches loosely spreading or trailing: frs. broadly ovate acuminated, 3½ in. long, 2½ in. wide; peduncles slender, 1-2 in. long, often in pairs, usually longer than the fruit; calyx cup-shaped, embracing base of fruit; corolla often with ochrous markings in the throat; fr. red, obtuse or oblong-acuminated, ½-1½ in. long, ¾-1¼ in. in diam., very acrid.—Cultivated only in the south, as the season in temperate latitudes are not long enough to mature the fruit.

Var. baccatum, Irish (C. baccatum, Linn.). Plants not more tall, but the form and color of the fr. is the same as the former; the fr. are much larger, both fruits and flowers: fr. green, spreading, about ½ in.: fr. ovate or sub-ovate, about ¾ in. in diam.

H. C. Irish.

Caragana (Caragana, its Mongolian name). Leguminosae. Pea Trees. Shrubs or small trees: frs. small, numerous, abruptly pinnate, often with spiny-pointed and persistent rachis; frs. small, entire, mucronulate; stipules deciduous or spiny and persistent: frs. papillate, axillary, solitary or fascicled, usually yellow: fr. a linear pod. About 20 species from S. Russia to China. Ornamental shrubs, with handsome yellow frs., appearing late in spring or early in summer; quite hardy, except a few Himalayan species. They grow in almost any soil, but best in a sandy soil and sunny position, and are well adapted for shrubberies. C. arborescens is the only one which grows into a small tree, and is of upright habit, like C. frutescens, which is about half as high and more graceful; all the other species are low shrubs, of usually spreading habit. Prop. by seeds sown in fall or in spring; if kept dry during the winter, soaking in tepid water for 2 or 3 days before sowing will be of advantage; also, increased by root-cuttings and layers, or by grafting on seedling stock of C. arborescens in spring.

a. Frs. 8-12: rachis of the frs. deciduous.

arborescens, Lam. Shrub or small tree, to 20 ft.: frs. 8-12, obovate or oblong, sparsely pubescent beneath or glabrous at length, ½-1 in. long: fr. yellow, ⅜ in. long; pedicel usually longer than the frs. May, June. Siber., Manchuria.—There are some varieties, of which var. pendula, Hort., with pendulous branches, is the most remarkable; it should be grafted high.

microphylla, Lam. (C. Altai- gine, Poir.). From 4-6 ft.: frs. 12-18, obovate, pubescent when young, one-sixth-⅓ in. long: frs. 1 or 2, yellow, ⅜ in. long; pedicel about as long as the fr. Siber., China. L. B. C. 11: 1064. — Under this name a dwarf form of the former is often cultivated.

aa. Leaflets 2-4.

b. Rachis of the frs. deciduous: pedicels as long as or longer than the frs.

frutescens, DC. (C. frutescens, Koch). Fig. 357. From 6-10 ft.: frs. 3 and 4, approximate, nearly digitated, cuneate, obviate or oblong, rounded or emarginate at the apex, glabrous, ½-1 in. long: frs. solitary, ¾-1 in. long, yellow. May. S. Russia to China. (ft. 19: 248. S. R. F. G. 3: 227.—Var. grandiflora, Hort. Fls. somewhat larger; frs. usually large and broad.

354. Foliage and flowers of Capsicum annuum, var. grossum.

355. Capsicum annuum, var. cerasiforme (x ½).

356. Capsicum frutescens (x ⅓).
CARAGANA

BB. Rorhis persistenmt, spiny: pedicels shorter than the fls.

Chânlagu. Lam. Shrub, 2-4 ft.; spines long: lfts. 4, in 2 somewhat remote pairs, chartaceous, obvate, emarginate or rounded at the apex, glabrous, 1½-3 in. long: lfts. solitary, reddish yellow, 1½ in. long. May, N. China.

pygmaea, DC. One to 3 ft.; spines short, ½ in.: lfts. nearly sessile; lfts. 4, approximate and almost digitate, cuneate, linear-elliptic or linear-lanceolate, glabrous. ½-1½ in. long: fls. solitary, ¼ in. long, golden yellow. Canes to Siber. and Thibet. B. R. 12: 1621.

—Crafted high on C. arboreascens, it forms a graceful, standard tree, with pendulous branches.

grandifolia, DC. Similar to the former. Lfts. cuneate-oblong; fls. ¼ in.; calyx gibbous at the base. Canes. —Under this name mostly a variety of C. frutescens is cultivated.


Alfred Rehder.

CARAGUTA. By the latest monograph referred to Guzmania, which sec.

CARAMBOLA. See Averrhoa.

CARAWAY (Carum Carvi, Linn.). Umbelliferae. A biennial or annual herb grown for its seeds, which are used in flavoring bread, cakes and cheese; also occasionally for the young shoots and leaves, which are eaten. It grows a foot or two high, has finely-cut, pinately compound foliage, and small white flowers in umbels. It is of the easiest culture. The seed is usually sown in spring and the crop of seed taken the following year. It thrives in any garden soil. The plant occasionally runs wild. See Carum.

CARBENIA (name of doubtful meaning). Compositae. Blessed Thistle. A monotypic genus allied to Centaurea, and distinguished from it botanically by involucres, achenes, pappus and anthers. Its habit in the garden is very different from the Bachelor's Buttons, being thistle-like, and more interesting than ornamental. A hardy annual, low-growing herb, rough, branching and pilose. Once thought to counteract poison. Culture easy. Fit for wild gardens and rockeries.

benedicta, Adams. (Cárdus benedictus, Authors. —Cárum benedictus, Linn. Centaurea benedicta, Linn.). Fig. 338. Height 2 ft.: lvs. alternate, simple-pinnatifid, the lobes and teeth spiny; fls. terminal, yellow, 1 in. wide. Mediterranean regions and Caucasus. Sometimes cult.; also rarely seen in waste places of southern Atlantic states and Calif. as a weed adventive from Eu.

CARDAMON (Greek name of a cress). Cruciferae. Small perennials growing in low, rich land, blooming in spring or early summer. Petals obovate or spatulate; pods linear and straight, the wingless seeds in 1 row.

pratensis, Linn. Cuckoo Flower. Plant slender and usually glabrous, 12-20 in., somewhat branched: lvs. pinnately divided; lfts. of root lvs. small and rounded (½ in. or less across), those of the upper stem-lvs. oblong or even linear and entire or somewhat toothed: fls. ½ in. long; in a corymb, white or rose-color, pretty. Eu. and Amer., in the northern parts. —In the gardens it is chiefly known in the double-flowered, which probably has been obtained from European rather than American sources. There are other forms of it. It is an excellent little plant to grow in moist places, particularly along creeks and about springs. It is also useful in drier places, as in rockeries.

angulata, Hook. Erect, 1-2 ft. high; lvs. 3-5-foliate, the lfts. ovate or oblong and the middle one usually toothed: flowers usually white. Siber. —In the gardens it is chiefly known in the double-flowered, which probably has been obtained from European rather than American sources. There are other forms of it. It is an excellent little plant to grow in moist places, particularly along creeks and about springs. It is also useful in drier places, as in rockeries.

CARDIANDRA. See Anomum and Elettaria.

CAROLINA. See Averrhoa.

CARDIANDRA (Greek, heart; and man or stamen; alluding to the shape of the anthers). Saxifragacea. Low deciduous shrub, allied to Hydrangea, with alternate, rather large lvs.: fls. in terminal, loose corymbs. small, those of the margin large, radiant and sterile. One species in S. Japan and China. Tender and subfruticose, thriving in any good garden soil; best in a partly shaded position. Prop. by greenwood cuttings under glass.

alternifolia, Sieb. & Zucc. 1-3 ft.: lvs. broadly elliptic to elliptic-lanceolate, tapering into a very short

357. Caraganaf. frutescens. (3%)

358. Caragana benedicta.

CARINA. See Caramar.
petiole, coarsely serrate, sparsely pilose, membranaceous, 3-7 in. long; fls. white, tinged red. Summer.
S Z. 66, 67.

ALFRED REIDER.

CARDINAL FLOWER. Lobelia cardinalis.

CARDIOSPERUM (Greek, heart-seed, from the white heart-shaped spot on the round black seed; hence the plant was thought a cure for heart diseases). Sapium. Thirty tropical American species of climbing herbs, with alternate, alternate lvs., coarsely serrate lfts., and small white fls., in axillary racemes or corymb. The most popular is the interesting Balloon Vine, which is a rapid-growing, tender annual, curious for its inflated seed-vessels.

Halicacabum. Linn. Fig. 359. Height, 10 ft.; stem and branches grooved; balloons an inch or more thick. E. and W. Indies. B. M. 1049. — A general favorite, especially with children.

W. M.

CARDIOON (Cynara Cardunculus, Linn.). A thistle-like plant of southern Europe, cult. for the thick leaf-stalk and midrib. It is thought to be of the same species as the artichoke, and to have been developed from it by long cultivation and selection. The plant has been introduced into North America, and has run wild extensively on the pampas. Darwin writes that "no cultivated plant has run wild on so enormous a scale as the Cardoon." From the artichoke it differs in taller and more prickly growth and smaller heads. The Cardoon is perennial, but it is not hardy, and is treated as an annual. Seeds are sown in spring, either in pots under glass or in the open where the plants are to stand. The later sowing is usually preferred. The plants are given rich soil and should have abundant moisture supply, for they must make continuous and strong growth. When the leaves are nearly full grown, they are tied together near the top, straw is piled around the head, and earth is banked against it. This is to blanch the plant, for it is inedible unless so treated. From two to four weeks is required for the blanching. The procedure is not very unlike that adopted for the blanching of celery or endive. If the plants are late, they may be dug just before frost and blanched in a storage pit. The plants are usually grown from 2-3 ft. apart in rows which are 4 ft. apart. They are sometimes grown in trenches, after the old manner of growing celery. Cardoon is almost unknown in America, except amongst foreigners.

I. H. B.

CARDUUS. For C. benedictus, see Carbonea.

CAREX (name of obscure origin). Cyperaceae. Sedge. Hundreds of grass-like plants in temperate climates. Fls. unisexual, in spikes, the staminate naked and subtended by a bract or scale, the pistillate comprising a single pistil enclosed in a thin sac or perigynium. The two sexes may be in the same or separate spikes; and rarely they are on different plants (plant dioecious). Curies are very abundant in cool temperate regions, both in species and in individual plants. Many of them grow on dry land, but the largest species grow in low grounds and swales, and often form much of the bulk of low hay (Fig. 360). The species are very difficult to distinguish because they are very similar, and the study of them is usually left to specialists. Some of our broad-leaved native species make excellent borders and interesting clumps in corners about buildings and along walls. Many of the lowland species are excellent adjuncts to the pond of hardy aquatics. Others have very graceful forms, with drooping spikes and slender culms (Fig. 361). The following native species have been offered by collectors: aurea, ebenea, flavo, Grayi, hystrichia, lupulina and its var. pleucancula, luwida, Magellanica, Pennsylvanica, plantaginea, Pseudo-Cypria, retorta, Richardsoni, riparia, Tuckeri, ustulata, vulpinoides. The following species are in the Amer. trade:

Lvs. stiff and evergreen, long-pointed, in the common garden form with a white band near either margin: culm 1 ft., with a terminal staminate spike and two or three slender pistillate spikes (1 in. long) from sheaths: perigynium small and firm, somewhat excurved, 2-toothed, glabrous. Jap. G.C. III. 13:173. R.B. 20, p. 9. — A very handsome plant, suited for pots or the border. The stiff, clean, white-edged foliage keeps in condition for months, making the plant useful for decorations in which pot-plants are used. It is perfectly hardy in central New York, holding its foliage all winter. A useful florists' plant.


**Gauchichaudiana**, Kunth (C. vulgaris, Fries, var. Gauchichaudiana, Beett). Culms erect, 1-2 ft.; lvs. long and grass-like; staminate fls. in terminal spikes; pistillate fls. in 2-3 cylindrical, sessile or subsessile spikes; perigynium lenticular, small, very short beaked, obscurely 2-toothed, finely nerv'd, longer than the narrow scale. Jap., Austral., N. Z. — Useful for bog planting.

**Fraseri**, Andrews. Lvs. 1 in. or more broad, stiff, but with no mid-nerve, flat and thick, evergreen; culm 16 in. or less high, bearing at its summit a single white spike which is staminate at top: perigynium ovoid, thin and inflated. Rich mountain woods, Va. B.M. 1391 as C. Fraseriana. — Rare, and a very remarkable plant.

L. H. B.

**Carica** (a geographical name). Passifloraceae. Papaw. Small trees, mostly with unbranched trunks, the juice milky. Lvs. near the top of the trunk, alternate, large and variously lobed, soft, long-stalked: plant usually dioecious: fls. in racemes from the leaf-axils, the staminate funnel-shaped and bearing 10 anthers on the throat, the pistillate larger and with 5 distinct petals and 1 pistil with 5-rayed stigma. There are about 20 species, in tropical Amer. They have somewhat the aspect of palms. Under glass in frosty countries, the common C. Pupapa is frequent, and is grown for its foliage and interesting habit (Fig. 363). In frostless countries, this species is grown for its fruit (Fig. 364), which is oblong or egg-shaped, a foot or so long, orange-yellow when ripe, thick-skinned, with many small black seeds. The young fruit is cooked and eaten, and the ripe fruit is eaten by natives.

L. H. B.

The soil most suited for Caricas is a rich loam, having perfect drainage. As the stem is succulent and tender, great care is necessary to avoid bruising; hence pot-grown plants are much to be preferred to seedlings from the open ground. Seeds should be selected from the best and largest fruits and sown in a well-worked bed under a slight shade. If seeds are quite dry or old, they should be soaked in warm water before sowing. The seedling plants are delicate, and require close watching at first to avoid damping-off. Soon as plants are well up remove the shading, and after the third leaf appears they may be pricked out into a larger bed, or better, potted off in fairly rich soil. After plants are a few weeks old, and have been shifted once into larger pots, they may be set permanently outdoors in the tropics. Caricas seldom branch, but usually grow upright like a palm, hence cuttings are not often available. Sometimes small branches form, and these may be cut off and as readily rooted as most tropical decorative plants, provided the cutting is not too young and tender. In temperate climates, Caricas have been
found to be good decorative plants for both conserva-
tory and summer bedding, the deeply cut, palmate leaves
forming a striking contrast to ordinary vegetation. In
bedding out, select open, sunny exposure, with perfect
drainage, and make the soil rich and friable. Constant
cultivation with a light hoe will cause a luxuriant growth
under these conditions, and the planter will be amply re-
paid for his trouble by beautiful, showy specimens as
unique and tropical-appearing as palms.
Cult. by E. N. Reasener.
Papaya, Linn. Papaw. Melon PAPAYA. Melon Za-
Pote. Figs. 363, 364. Trunk reaching 20 ft.: lvs. often 2 ft.
across, palmately 7-lobed: fr. 6-12 in. long and half as
thick, hanging from the lower axils of the pistillate plant.
Trop. Amer., but widely natu-
ralized. Grows spontaneously in the wild in S. Fla.
B.M. 2898—9. A. G. 18: 137.— The
plant seems sometimes to be polygamons (to bear
both kinds of flowers). The fruit is used as a
vermifuge and a cosmetic. The fruit is used as a
vermifuge and a cosmetic. The
juice of the fruit or the macerated
leaves, if rubbed on animal
flesh, make it very tender. It is best to roll the meat
and leaves together for a few hours. The fruits are
made into souces or conserves, and are sometimes
eaten raw. The Papaw is variable. C. pyriflorus,
Hort., has pear-shaped fr. C. atrovialaeae, Hort.,
with purple fr., is evidently only a form of it.
gracilis, Hort. Larger than C. Papaya, with
finely cut palmate lvs. with pink veins. A form of C. Papaya?
Candamarcescens, Hook. f. (C. Cundamarcescens, Lindl.). Lvs. numerous, dark green above and pale
beneath, pubescent below, circular-cordate in out-
line (1 1/2 ft. across), 5-lobed to the middle, the lobe
more or less pinnatifid: frs. green and pubescent: fr.
small, obovoid and pointed, contracted at the base,
5-angled, golden yellow, 5-loculed. Equador. B.M.
6196.— "Probably the most hardy of all Papaws:
makes rapidly a bold foliage plant, the sweet-seented
yellowish flowers being produced here all the year."
— Franchetti, S. Calif.
querécólla, Benth. & Hook. (Vasconellc querci-
folia, St. Hil.). Lvs. shaped like those of the Eng-
lish oak, palmately cordate, ovate or ovate-lan-
colate and sometimes obscurely cordate, the margin
undulate or inequally few-lobed, the lobes
obtuse or the lower ones acute. S. Braz. and S. — "A quick-growing, hardy kind,
with small fruits, but its large halberd-
shaped leaves contain a higher percentage of papain,
now much used in medicine in preference to pepsin."
— Franchetti.
L. H. B.
CARISSA (aboriginal name). Apocyná-
ceae. About 20 very branchy spiny shrubs of
the tropics of Africa, Asia and Australia, cult. for
ornament or for the edible berry-like fr. Frs. white,
solitary or in eymes; lvs. of calyx and corolla 5, the
stamens free and included in the throat, the ovary 2
located: lvs. opposite and thick, simple. In the Old
World sometimes cult. in warmhouses, but in this
country known only in the extreme S. Prop. by seeds
and cuttings of ripe wood.
Carúndas, Linn. CARACAUNDA, CHIST'S THORN. Ever-
green shrub or small tree, with dark green ovate or
elliptic mucronate entire lvs., strong axillary spines
(which are often forked) and fragrant white fls., in clus-
tures of 2-3, the corolla twisted to the left in the bud;
fr. the size of cherry (1 in. diam.), reddish, pleasant-
tasted. India. L.B.C. 7: 663.— Reaches 20 ft. Half
hardy in central Fla. The fruits are eaten from the hand
when ripe, and picked when green. Might serve for
hedges.

Arduina, Linn. AMATUNGULA, MARITZGULA. Spines
strong, often 2 in. long: lvs. ovate and subcordate,
mucronate, glabrous and entire: fls. white, the corolla
twisted to the right in the bud. S. Afr.— A choice ever-
green shrub, rather hardy, with thick camellia-like lvs.,
very glossy: fls. large, fragrant, white, and borne pro-
fusely: fr. dark red, 1-1/2 in. long, resembling in fla-
vor red raspberries, and having a papery skin and
few small seeds. A fine pot shrub. Well worth ex-
tensive planting in S. Fla. and Calif. The fruit is said
to be unsurpassed for jam making.
acuminata, DC. Spines
weak: lvs. smaller, ovate-
acute, subcordate, macron-
ate; peduncles short,
forked, axillary: fls. with
lance-acuminate calyx
lobes, the corolla twisted
to the right in the bud. S. Af-
rica. grandiflora, DC. NATAL PLUM. Spiny shrub:
frs. ovate-acute, tapering to the base: lvs. large, white, fragrant, solitary and terminal, twisted to the
right: fr. red, size of a cherry, good. S. Afr.
B.M. 6307. E. N. Reasener and L. H. B.
CARLINA (said to have cured the army of Charle-
maine (Carolina) of the plague), Composita. Some 15
or 20 species in the Mediterranean region. Low,
rather coarse annuals, biennials or perennials, with
thistle-like foliage, large white or purplish heads, a
feathery pappus, and chaffy receptacles.
acaula, Linn. A small and very dwarf thinly plant-
height 3-6 in.: lvs. glossy, pinnatifid, divided, with
spiny ends; fl. arising barely above the foliage, soli-
tary, very interesting, the scales surrounding the
flower-head being long and narrow and ray- or petal-
like, silky, shiny: head 6 in. across when expanded.
June, July and late fall. G.C. II. 13:729, 721.— Cult.: an
open, sunny place and ordinary garden soil are all
they require. They are capital for the sunny part of a
rockery. Prop. by cuttings or seeds.
— J. B. KELLER.
CARLUDOVICA (Charles IV.; and his Queen
Louisa, of Spain), Cylanthaceae. Palm-like plants
of Trop. Amer., allied on the one hand to screw
pines and on the other to aroids. The plants are
monocious, the two sexes being on the same spadix,
which is enclosed in a 4-leaved spathe. Staminates fls., with many stamens and many-
lobed calyx, 4 of them surrounding a pis-
tillate fl.—the latter have a 4-sided ovary, 4 barren sta-
mens, and 4-lobed calyx: fr. 4-sidet, many-seeded berry. The Carludovicas are usually regarded and treated as
palms by gardeners. They are useful for decoration.
The family Cylanthaceae is exclusively American. of
35–40 species and 4 genera (Stelestylis, Carludovica, Ludoria, Cyhanthera); it is often united with the Pandanaceae or screw pine family.

Carludovica palmata is the species most frequently met with under cultivation. Under favorable conditions it grows to a height of about 8 feet. All of the kinds need store treatment during the winter months; in summer they may be used for subtropical bedding with good results. They have a certain palm-like appearance, but the leaves are of a softer texture than any of the palms. They may be propagated by division, choosing the early spring for the operation. C. palmata seeds freely. The fruit, when ripe, has an ornamental appearance for a short time after bursting open. The seeds are very small, and should be carefully washed free from the pulp, and sown on the surface of a pan of finely chopped sphagnum moss. Germination takes place in two weeks from sowing if kept in a brisk, moist heat. The seeds are not particular as to soil, but the drainage must be perfect, as the plants require an abundance of water when growing.

G. W. Oliver.

AA. 

Blades very deeply 2-lobed and very deep, rich green (whence the name, dark green), glabrous. Colombia.

hömilis, Poepp. & Endl. Dwarf; blades angular, 2-lobed at the summit, the segments more or less jagged but not divided, a foot or less broad. Colombia. R.H. 1869, p. 327.—One of the best.

Flamerii, Kunth (C. palmatiloba, Sweet). Caudex erect; blades with 2 lanceolate and plicate divisions in bright green above and pale beneath; spadices pendulous. Martinique.

imperialis, Lind. & André. Caudex short and prostrate; blades with 2 ovate-lanceolate entire segments, with very prominent veins, the lobes about 5 inches wide and shining green; petiole purplish, canaliculate, tumid at the base. Equador. I.H. 21:166 (by error 165).

L. H. B.

CARNATION (Dianthus Caryophyllus, Linn.), Caryophyllaceae. Figs. 366, 367. Half-hardy perennial, herbaceous, suffrutescens at base; height 2 ft.; stem branching, with tunid joints; lvs. linear, glaucous-opposite: fls. terminal, solitary; petals 5, flesh-colored, very broad, beardless margins toothed; calyx cylindrical, with sealy bracts at base. June—August. Native of southern Eu.; occasionally met with in wild state in England, where it was introduced through cultivation.

Theophrastus, who lived about 300 years B.C., gave the name Dianthus (Greek Dion, divine; anthos, flower) to the genus, probably suggested by the delightful fragrance. The specific name Caryophyllus (Greek, Caryon, nut; and phyton, leaf) has been applied to the clove tree (Caryophyllus aromaticus), and because of the clove-like fragrance of the Carnation, this name was applied to the species; otherwise it would have no significance. The name Carnation (Latin, carnatio, from caro, carnis, flesh) has reference to the flesh-color of the flowers of the original type. This plant has been in cultivation more than 2,000 years, for Theophrastus (History of Plants, 300 B.C.) says: "The Greeks cultivate roses, gillyflowers, violets, barrelis, and irises," gillyflower being the old English name for the Carnation. It was not, however, until the beginning of the sixteenth century that the development of the Carnation into numerous varieties made an impression upon its history. The original flesh-color of its flowers was already broken up into its component colors, red and white. The gardeners of Italy, France, Germany, Holland and England, with their respective ideals of beauty in the flower, contributed so many varieties that in 1597 Gerard wrote that "to describe each new variety of carnation were to roll Sisyphus' stone or number the sands."

There were many attempts at classification, but most of them, like the varieties they served, have disappeared. Two of them are as follows: The French scheme arranged all varieties into three classes, thus:—

Carnations, flowers of medium size, either single or double, petals fringed, and of but one color; Flammards, including those with large flowers, round and double, rising in the center to form a convex surface, petals entire, either unicolored or striped with two or more colors; Fanettes, including those with colors arranged in bands on light grounds, the petals toothed or not. The English classification of these varieties makes four categories: Nefts, or those possessing only one color in the petals; flakes, or those having a pure ground of white or yellow and flaked or striped with one color, as scarlet, purple or rose; Bizzare, or those having a pure ground marked and the flakes, but with two or three colors; and Picotees, or those having a pure ground of white or yellow, and each petal bordered with a band of color at the margin. This last class has been regarded with the distinction of a race.

In the early part of the nineteenth century English gardeners exercised very great care, in the growing of Carnations, to mature only perfect flowers. Imperfect and superfluous petals were extracted with forceps; petals appearing out of place were arranged in a per-
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366. Section of Carnation flower.

c, d, bracts; b, calyx; a, style.

The preceding details seem to have brought the downfall of this sweet flower about the middle of the nineteenth century.

The following may refer to the types of Carnations which are but little known or grown in America at the present day. The varieties so common in Europe are usually kept in coldframes or coolhouses during the winter, and as spring approaches the plants are brought into their blooming quarters, for no flower is expected to appear until the month of July, when there is a great profusion of blossoms, but for a short season. Therefore, they can all be classed as a summer race. They are also grown permanently in the open.

PERPETUAL-FLOWERING CARNATION (Remontant, Monthly, or Tree).—The Carnations so common in America, and grown so extensively under glass for winter cut-flowers, originated about 1840 as a distinct race of Perpetual-flowering Carnations. A French gardener, M. Dalmais, according to M. Jean Sisley, of Lyons, obtained the first real constant-blooming Carnation, which was called Atin, and sent out in 1844. It was the result of artificially crossing Oeillet de Mahon, or St. Martin, because it was regularly bloomed in November, with pollen from Oeillet Bichon. The first gain was crossed with Flemish Carnation with repetition. In 1846 he obtained a great number of varieties of all colors. M. Schmitt, a distinguished horticulturist of Lyons, followed in the work, and obtained several fine varieties, like Arc-en-ciel and Etoile Polaire, which were cultivated for several years. The next enthusiast who aided materially in the development of this new race of Carnations was M. Alphonse Alegatier, who, by careful crossing, obtained varieties with stiff stems. About 1866 the number of such varieties was increased, and as a class they received the name of Tree Carnations, but in America they were more generally termed the Monthly Carnations. The earliest importation of this race of varieties into America seems to have been made in 1868, and included such varieties as Edwardsii, President Degraw, La Purite and Variegated La Purite, and for a period of ten years were grown as pot plants for summer or winter blooming. About 1875 bench culture was introduced in coolhouses, and was attended with such marked success that soon entire greenhouses were devoted to the cultivation of the Carnation, and there arose the carnation specialist, or carnationist, the latter title being used first, in 1892, with such men as Starr, Swayne, Tufley, and Dorner. There are now 500 distinct varieties in this country, all of American origin.

The winter forcing of Carnations is now more highly developed in America than anywhere else in the world. For sketches of the evolution of the Carnation, particularly of the American cut-flower race, see Bailey, "Survival of the Unlike."

Propagation.—The perpetual-flowering Carnations are propagated by cuttings (Fig. 369). The best "wood" for this purpose is found in the lateral shoots at the base of thrifty branches; shoots appearing high on the flowering stem are not desirable. No cuttings should be taken from stems bearing small, sickly, or poorly colored flowers. Diseased plants, and plants which have been greatly stimulated and forced in a high temperature, should also be avoided in propagation. The material for cuttings is pulled from the plants by a lateral movement, and in this condition.—that is, without further cutting or trimming.—is considered by many propagators as ready for the sand-bench; others remove a portion of the leaves or the tips of the long ones. Cuttings are successfully made from December 1 to May 1. Growers choose different portions of this period for the best results. February is, perhaps, most frequently chosen. The cuttings are usually planted in sand-benches to be rooted, either in a separate propagating house or upon a portion of benches prepared for the purpose in the regular Carnation house. For a limited number of cuttings, "flats" may be used and placed where they will receive proper treatment. The temperature in which cuttings are best rooted is 50° F., for the first few days, then increased to 55° or 60° F. During sunshine the young cuttings are shaded, and at all times moisture is carefully regulated, to avoid the "damping off" fungus and the flagging of the cuttings. In about four weeks a good bunch of roots will be formed, and the cuttings are transplanted into small pots or flats. They are then kept in coolhouses (45 to 50° F.) until it is possible to plant them in the field. Propagation by lay-

367. Showing the anthers becoming leaves,—a stage in the doubling of the Carnation.
Summer Treatment.—The young plants are carefully hardened in the spring, to enable them to be planted in the open field in May. Various soils have given good results. A sandy soil yields fine plants if a drought does not prevail; a clay soil will make short, stiff plants, which are slow to yield flowers in the fall; a sandy loam is the best soil.

The field soil is well prepared by applying a liberal quantity of well-rotted manure or an equivalent in commercial fertilizer, plowing deeply and harrowing thoroughly. The plants are then set, as soon as danger from heavy frosts is past, putting them 10 inches apart, in rows 12 inches apart if to be worked entirely by hand, and 3 feet apart if to be worked with horse and cultivator. Throughout the summer the plants are kept free from weeds and frequently cultivated. No blossoming by plants intended for winter flowering is permitted. All rising shoots are cut back to 2-4 inches as fast as they appear. Such pruning ceases about August 1 to 10. In the month of September the plants are lifted and planted upon the benches. Some growers transplant with "balls" of ground, others without any soil clinging to the roots.

Winter Treatment.—The Carnation house usually stands east and west, and is provided with both raised and solid benches. Much experience and a long controversy have resulted in the conclusion that some varieties of Carnations should be planted on raised benches and others on solid benches. The soil is prepared some time previous to its use, with three-fourths loam and one-fourth well-rotted manure, turning several times to thoroughly mix the elements. About September 1 it is placed on the benches, enough to be 4 or 5 inches deep when settled. The plants are set 8 to 12 inches apart each way, watered thoroughly, and syringed frequently until established. Staking is necessary to keep the branches off the ground and the flowers above the foliage. Various arrangements of wires and strings are devised. The use of plant-stakes has been universally abandoned.

The thermometer of the Carnation house is maintained at 50 to 55°F. at night and about 10°F. warmer in the daytime, during the whole winter. The proper use of water maintains a healthy growth, ensures substantial flowers, and prevents red spider. On bright days the houses are freely syringed. Fertilizers are used with great liberality on the plants in the benches, and with good results. Liquid manures from horse, cow, sheep or hen droppings, diluted to the color of weak tea, are applied about lion cutting. once a week, beginning about January 1, or a mulch of well-rotted cow manure is put over the ground after the plants become well set. Disbudding is practiced to produce large flowers on stiff stems.

Carnations are not very seriously annoyed by insects or fungous diseases. The red spider is usually kept under control by syringing judiciously with water, and the greenfly by fumigation with rose-leaf extract or the use of tobacco stems on the floor of the house. Three fungous diseases have recently become annoying: viz., rust (Uromyces caryophyllinus, Schr.), anthracnose (Volutella sp.), and spot or blight (Septoria Panicanth, Debn. The best planters and destroy diseased plants and to spray the rest with Bordeaux mixture.

Varieties are constantly changing. The following represent the common range of variation:

- White—Lizzie McIver (Fig. 372), Ivory, Alaska, Uncle John, Floria Hill, White Cloud.
- Pink—Wm. Scott Daybreak (Fig. 374), Albertina, Bridesmaid, Della Fox, Triumph, Victor.
- Scarlet—Bector, Portia, Dazzle, Jubilee (Fig. 373), Variegated—H. M. Brand, Armazinday.
- Yellow—Elmerado, Buttercup, Mayor Pingree, Gold Nugget.
- Crimson—Meteor, Tidal Wave, Cartledge.

Carnations in Pots.—For pot culture, the Carnation is propagated and treated as previously described in field culture up to the time of lifting the plants, when they are taken up and planted singly in pots. 4-, 5-, 6-, or 7-inch sizes, suit them to the size of the plants. If the heading-back was not continued too late in the field, many plants may be in bud in October and be excellent specimens for fall sales. The bulk of the potted plants, however, are intended for spring sales, and are carried over the winter in well-built coldframes, left uncovered as long as fine weather will permit; frosts and even light freezes will not hurt the plants.

At the approach of severe weather, sashes are covered over the plants, but on mild days liberal ventilation is given, and during extreme winter cold additional covering is placed over the frames. About the first of March these plants are brought into a coolhouse, and one month later they are grazed with a profusion of buds and blossoms; with proper care they will continue to flower throughout the summer. The varieties preferred for pots are those of dwarf habit, with stems stiff enough to hold up the flowers without staking. In color, the varieties known as "fancies" are usually more saleable than those with single colors. Varieties recommended for pot culture are Portia, Mrs. Fisher, Grace Wilder, Buttercup, American Flag, Robert Craig, E. G. Hill.

Other Carnations.—Aside from the forcing Carnations, the following groups receive attention in this country:

Carnation, Malmaison.—This is a group of varieties grown in Europe. It is said (Revue Horticole, 1888) that the original variety of the group was taken from La Malmaison in the time of Napoleon I. It was pure white in color, but now all the shades of red are in the group. The flowers are very large, even 6 inches in diameter with good culture. The plants are dwarf, very florifer-
ous, but not constant bloomers, never seeding. The stems are strong and straight. Usually propagated by cuttings or layers.

Carnation, Victoria. — A group of varieties under this name originated with M. Benary of Erfurt, Germany, in 1829 (Revue Horticole 1830), probably descendants from Souvenir de la Mairie, which it closely resembles, but of greater merit because of its firmer calyx.

The colors of Carnations are represented; petals are large, finely fringed. The plant is dwarf, not repentant. Propagated by layers or cuttings. The members of this group, as of the preceding, have not received much attention in this country.

Carnation, Marguerite (Fig. 371). — A comparatively new class of Carnations. Origin not definitely known; supposed to have been in somewhat obscure cultivation in Italy and Algeria a very long time. The plants are generally raised from seed, and blossom in about four months. A very large majority of flowers come double or semi-double, strongly clove-scented, deeply fringed; color red, pink or white. The plant is dwarf, 10-15 inches high, compact, erect, branching. It is a constant bloomer, but in quality the flowers are far inferior to the perpetual-flowering Carnation. The Marguerites are preferred for massing in summer beds, and are treated as annuals.

COMMERCIAL CARNATION CULTURE. — Carnation culture can be divided into three parts or periods — propagation of the young plants during the winter and early spring months; the summer culture, generally carried on in the field or garden, for the growing of the young plants to a stage of maturity suitable for the transfer to the houses in the fall; and the winter or house culture, which is often prolonged through the following summer, depending on the condition of plants and variety. Of late, experiments have been made with summer culture under glass, a subject which is treated below.

To make the mode of cultivation more comprehensible, it will be well to speak first of the habit of the Carnation in general, for there is a great difference in growth and blooming of the different varieties, without making one variety or the other less profitable. Although the same treatment may be applied, a slight deviation from general rules may often be practical and more fitting to certain varieties. We find among our present varieties some with a more spreading, straggling growth, as Daybreak, while others grow more compact, as Jubilee. We find early and late bloomers; some that are continuous bloomers, as Mrs. Geo. M. Bradt, and others that show a tendency to "crop," while with some varieties the coming off crop and the new coming in are so linked together that it will only be noticed by a less quantity and smaller flowers, as in White Cloud; with others it is so marked that often an interval of from four to six weeks will separate new growth from the old, which will take place, as in Bridesmaid. In the aggregate, the continuous bloomer and the cropper may furnish the same number of flowers through the season, and, under circumstances, one may be as profitable as the other.

Propagation can be carried on from January to May. Early propagation is preferable, as often in April warm weather will interfere with good results. When the plants are expected to commence to bloom early in fall and furnish a good quality of blooms, early propagation is a necessity. Late-blooming varieties, when propagated early, advance their time for blooming considerably. Late-propagated plants may have to be transferred from the propagating bed to the field at a time when the hot weather will prove very severe on the little plants; they are deprived of the advancing spring growth, and consequently make little headway through the hot summer months, but will make plants for late blooming, or, when not allowed to bloom, will furnish excellent cuttings for early propagation.

Any young shoots not advanced into bud formation, but seeming to be capable of producing good growth, will, as a cutting, make a good plant. If the bud has commenced to form, even only to half the size of a pinhead, it is bound to develop; it retards root formation, and when eventually grown, the nourishment taken up is used to mature that bud. Such cuttings, doubtful at their taking, but which will in time develop a flower-bud, are not to be necessarily classed as bad cuttings if, at the first symptoms, the bud is removed; when left to develop it may still make a plant after a lapse of two or three months, but time is lost. In general, the strongest and best cuttings are found at the base of the flower-stem; those that appear upon the flower-stem are of inferior quality, and if at all they show symptoms of degeneration; the same will be the case when taken from exhausted blooming plants. For this reason the late-propagated plants, whose growth has been made the previous fall, will be more satisfactory, as the flower stems are removed as fast as they appear, and the whole strength thrown into the young shoots appearing below the break, will furnish the best cuttings. The plant is in quiescence a different stage of growth, when producing new shoots, and when young shoots — cuttings — are produced only in connection with the maturing of flowers. This will lead to the conclusion that to produce the best cuttings, a separation of the culture for flowers and the culture for cuttings is necessary.

A cutting should have an average length of 4 inches, with at least 1-inch clean stem. When taken off close from the branch or stem out of the axil of a leaf, no further trimming of the heel is necessary except an occasional removing of some wood fibers that may adhere from the break. When the shoot is too long and demands a cut with the knife, the cut should be made at or right above a joint, so that the two leaves will be peeled off and leave a clean heel. If cut too high above a joint, the stem gets too hard: if below, the bark will be peeled off with the leaves, and gives occasion to rot. Leaves should be removed as far as the cutting is inserted in the sand, and the top of the leaf-stalk shortened, so as not to give too much surface to evaporation.

The propagating bed should be filled with 3 inches of clean, sharp sand, not too coarse, and well packed. When to be inserted, the cutting is drawn with a knife to the required depth of about 1 inch, the cutting inserted and the sand pressed on. The bottom in the propagating bed is much superior to a common wooden bottom; it assures better drainage and less danger of fungus. The utmost cleanliness should be observed in a propagating house, and no decaying matter be allowed to lie around. Water is needed every two or three days when the bench has good drainage. The house should be shaded either from the outside with a whitewash of white lead and coal oil, or on the inside with a light white muslin. Ventilation is advisable whenever the temperature comes near to 60°; general temperature 55°, and all available means should be employed to keep it at that point. Day temperature may be two or three degrees above, and night temperature as much below.

Average time to root Carnation cuttings is four weeks, and depends much on the variety. Mary Wood may root in two weeks, while it may take six weeks to root Santina. In a higher temperature, cuttings will root more quickly, but it is not advisable, as it increases the danger of cutting-bench fungus and softens the young plants. As soon as rooted, transplant into a light soil enriched with well decomposed manure — none
other should be used—in a light, well-ventilated house, either on benches, in flats or small pots, the latter preferable, as early-rooted plants can be shifted into larger pots, and the later-rooted be just in good shape for the transfer to the field. Temperature the same as in the propagating house, but when the young plants become well established may be kept 5° lower.

The ground for the field or summer culture should be well prepared, and any working in it be avoided when too wet; planting to be done as soon as the weather will permit. A good spring growth is of the greatest advantage, especially if good plants are wanted for early fall blooming. Late spring frosts will not injure the plants, and a cool atmosphere is more congenial to a good growth than the hot summer weather, when growth is comparatively slow; plants to stand at least 15-18 inches apart each way, or at any greater distance, as through a drought than when resort is had to watering. Watering, unless it can be done thoroughly and kept up, should not be resorted to, and only as a last measure in a severe drought.

When the plants attain the height of 5-6 inches, topping should be commenced and be kept up as long as the plants remain in the field. This operation is for the purpose of removing the top shoots where buds are forming, or


373. Carnation, Jubilee.

374. Carnation, Daybreak.

the mode of cultivating the soil to be adopted may require. From the time of planting, as soon as a crust forms after a rain it should be broken and the surface of the soil kept in a mellow condition to a depth of 2 inches throughout the summer; any deeper cultivating is injurious rather than beneficial to the plants. A thorough cultivating will not only destroy weeds, but will keep the soil in condition in which it retains moisture the longest, and will carry the plants much better where a part of the plant grows out of proportion to the other, to force the plant to grow into a symmetrical, bushy form. At the same time, care must be taken not to cut any more than the purpose of topping calls for, for the plant is just as dependent on all its leaves as on its roots. Any bloom is at the expense of the fall and winter crop, for it retards the growth of the plant and uses up energy that is wanted at a more desired time.

The transfer from the field to the house for the following winter culture is an ordeal to the plants and much anxiety to the grower. If early flowers are wanted, an early transfer has to be made—as early as the latter part of August and beginning of September. Late-rooted plants, that had not the chance of any spring growth, should be given the benefit of a fall growth and be transferred later.
The preparation of the soil for the benches in the houses should be commenced the year before. If possible, select a piece of soil—but other ground will answer—give it a good coat of stable manure and plow under. In the spring, add more manure or any fertilizer that the soil may mostly require, especially bone, woodashes and lime. If not already in the soil, plow again, and repeat the plowing two or three times during the summer. As to the texture of the soil, a loam that contains some clay without making it too heavy, is preferable. It requires a rich soil and, therefore, the preparation has to be commenced in time, so that the manures become decomposed and well incorporated, ready for assimilation.

Light, roomy houses, with good ventilation, are required to insure a bountiful crop. Whether solid or raised benches, especially for the latter, fresh soil is required every season. Good drainage and an even filling and packing of the soil insures an even, healthy growth. Strong-growing varieties should be planted 12-15 inches each way, less strong ones closer; any crowding, when not diminishing the quantity of flowers to the square foot, will certainly degrade the quality of the same. Transplanting is an ordeal for the plants, and has to be done with the greatest care and dispatch, especially as the ordeal is often aggravated by hot weather during early transplanting. Points to be observed are, in the first place, when the ground is sandy and loose, the ground may be shaken off, but when hard and baked, so there is danger of breaking the roots, it is better to leave a ball. In setting, plants should be cleaned of all decaying leaves, and buds removed. Place the plants in a mound formed in the excavation made for the plant, and press the ground on firmly. Any deeper planting than the plants have stood in the fields invites stem-rot. Water well after transplanting, after that more sparingly, as a too wet, claygy soil will retard root-formation. Other precautions to facilitate the establishing of the plants are shading of the house, and reduction of ventilation to a minimum. A moist, cool air, even if close, that otherwise would be injurious, has to be employed to prevent a too strong evaporation from the leaves—in other words, to prevent wilting. An occasional syringing two or three times a day will give enough moisture to the soil after the first watering, and keeps a moist atmosphere. When plants showing signs of having formed new roots become established, any of the precautions employed to gain this end become injurious. The shading is to be gradually removed, ventilation increased, syringing reduced, and a normal treatment of growing plants assumed. House culture may be summed up as follows: Average night temperature 55°, day temperature on cloudy days 60° to 65°. When over 60°, ventilation should be given, and increased when necessary to retain the desired point. Fresh air is a necessity, and ventilators should be opened whenever it is practicable to do so. All syringing is to be avoided and the water applied to the soil below the plants. Water should be given freely when needed, and care be taken to make the watering thorough, reaching the bottom of the bench. Glass roof should be kept clean, so the plants will derive the benefit of every moment's sunshine. Cultivating the soil, with the exception of a mere scratching, is of more injury than benefit, as it will destroy the white roots coming near the surface in quest of food.

The principles of support are to hold the body of the plant off from the soil for a free circulation of air underneath, and to support the flower stems in a way so as not to impair the plant in its freedom of growth, and leave free access to cut the blooms with any desired length of stem.

The Carnation is rather a heavy feeder, and quantity and quality of blooms depend largely on the manure supplied. The necessity for feeding depends on the richness of the soil, and to avoid a disastrous overfeeding, food has to be applied judiciously—rather weak and often than too strong at a time. Feeding can be done with a much of well decomposed manure, or brick dust, with prepared liquid manure. If it can be arranged so a part of the liquid manure could be given with each or every other watering, best results will follow and danger of overfeeding be avoided. In the preparation of liquid manure, it is best to take fresh cow-manure as a base and add any other ingredients desirable, as chicken manure, bone meal, sulfate of potash: but avoid anything that contains lime, as lime will set free the valuable ammonia.

Summer culture under glass has been experimented with in late years, but with no generally satisfactory results. The hot, close, greenhouse air is against it; the plants grow, as greenhouse plants do, soft and drawn, not to be compared with the sturdy, short-jointed, hardier outdoor growth, so productive of a good crop. Indoor-grown plants lack the foundation gained in the field. True, the plants will not have the set-back of a transplanting, but better results have to be shown before this mode of summer culture will become general.

Every year new varieties are produced and introduced, superseding older ones. A list of the varieties at present may be useless in three or four years, so we mention only the best grown now. Among the whites, Lizzie McGowan [Fig. 372] has been a standby, but White Cloud and now stands as the best. Maceo is the best red or maroon yet produced; a very free and continuous bloomer. In the scarlets, Jubilee (Fig. 373) wants first place, but indications are that it will be superseded.
Plate IV. Carnations

Types of the American winter-flowering Carnation. Half size
by G. H. Crane. Among the light pinks, Daybreak (Fig. 374) is still a standby, but there are some among the new ones that will, to all appearance, push it into the background. In dark pinks, Scott yet claims the honors, but Mrs. Francis Joost, as the newer variety, may succeed to its place. In yellow, Gold Nugget is conceded the best. Mayor Pingree is a good large flower, and dorset of a pale color, and a shy bloomer. The Carnation par excellence is Mrs. Geo. M. Bradt, white striped scarlet—an even, continuous bloomer throughout the whole season; a fine, large flower, admired wherever grown.

Fred Dornet.

CAROB. See Ceratonia.

CARPEL. One of the separable or component parts of a compound pistil. See Flower.

CARPENTERIA (after Professor Carpenter, of Louisiana). Sastriumdecax. Evergreen shrub, with rather large opposite lvs.; lvs. large, in terminal, loose corollas; calyx 5-parted; petals 5; stamens numerous; ovary almost superior, 5-6-celled; fr. a many-seeded dehiscent capsule. One species in Calif. A highly ornamental evergreen, with white and fragrant flowers, but not hardy north. It requires a well-drained, light and sandy soil, and sunny, somewhat sheltered position; it especially dislikes moisture during the winter, and its perishing is often more due to an excess of moisture, thrusting greenwood cuttings under glass in summer, and by suckers, which it produces freely; also, by seeds, sown in spring.


CARPET BEDDING. See Bedding.

CARPINUS (ancient Latin name). Capulihtre (or Betulae). HORNBEAM. Tree, of medium size, sometimes shrubby; lvs. deciduous, petiolate, alternate, serate; stipules deciduous; fls. in catkins, appearing with the lvs.; staminate catkins pendulous, each scale bearing 3-13 stamens, 2-forked at the apex; pistillate catkins terminal, slender, each scale bearing two ovaries, the branches and branches of which develop into a large, leafy, more or less 3-lobed bract, embracing the small, nut-like fruit at the base. About 8 species in C. and E. Asia, 2 in Europe, and 1 in N. and C. America. Hardy, ornamental tree, usually with dense, round head, and of somewhat slow growth. The wood is very hard and close-grained, and much used in making tools and other small articles. The handsome foliage is rarely attacked by insects, and assumes a yellow or scarlet color in fall. The most beautiful are C. cordata, with large lvs., and C. Japonica, of graceful habit and with elegant foliage. The Hornbeam bears severe pruning well, and is very valuable for high hedges, and the European species was formerly much used in the old formal gardens for this purpose; the latter makes, also, an excellent game cover, as it retains its withered foliage almost throughout the whole winter. They grow in almost any soil, and even in dry, rocky situations. Prop. by seeds, sown usually in fall, germinating very irregularly; if they do not spring up the first spring, the seed bed should be covered until the following spring with moss or leaf mold, to keep the soil moist. If intended for hedges, the seedlings should be transplanted after the first year, and allow sufficient space to prevent them from growing into slender, tall plants, unfit for hedges. The varieties of rarer species are grafted in spring under glass, or in the open air on seedlings of one of the common species.

Caroliniana. Watt. (C. Americana, Michx.). AMERICAN Hornbeam. Stout, hardy, rarely 40 ft.; lvs., ovate-oblong, usually rounded at the base, acuminate, sharply and doubly serrate, glabrous at length, except in the axils of the veins beneath, 2-4 in.

376. Carpinus Caroliniana (X 3/4).

slender and often somewhat pendulous branches, and dark bluish green foliage, changing to scarlet or orange-yellow in fall.

Betulus, Linn. EUROPEAN HORNBEAM. Tree, to 60 or 70 ft.; lvs. similar to those of the former, cordate or rounded at the base, ovate or oblong-obovate, of somewhat thicker texture, and the veins more impressed above; fruit-clusters 3-5 in. long; bracts over 1½ in. long, with ovate, lateral lobes, and much longer oblong-lanceolate middle lobe, the margins almost entire or remotely dentate. Europe to Persia.—The most remarkable of the garden forms are the following: Var. incisa, Ait. (var. quercitola, Desf.). Lvs. incised or lobed, smaller. Var. fastigiatas, Hort. Of upright growth. Var. purpurea, Hort. Lvs. purplish when young, green at length. It grows into a taller tree than the American species, though the former is of more vigorous growth when young; the foliage turns yellow in fall, and remains on the tree throughout the winter.


CARRIEDIA (after E. A. Carrière, prominent French horticulturist and botanist, died 1896). Bizáceae. De ciduous trees, with alternate, long-petioled, glabrous lvs., resembling in appearance the genus Ilex. Two species, recently discovered in China, of which one, C. calycinna, Franch., has been introduced. It is a tree to 50 ft. high, with rather large, oval or obovate lvs. and apetalous fls., with 5 large sepals in few-fid. terminal racemes. It will be probably of the same hardiness and culture as Ilexia. R.H. 1896, p. 498.

Alfred Redider.
CARROT (Daucus Carota, Linn.). Umbelliferae. A native of the British Isles, and one of the best introduced weeds of eastern North America (Fig. 377). The improved succulent-rooted garden varieties are believed to be descended from the same stock, though this has been denied. It seems probable that the horticultural improvement of the species was begun in Holland, and it is said that the cultivated forms were introduced thence into the gardens of England during the reign of Queen Elizabeth. The Carrot is now very generally, though not extensively, cultivated everywhere, both for culinary purposes and for stock-feeding. It is sometimes forced under glass, but to no great extent. Carrots are most useful in culinary practice for soups, stews, and salads, and as this class of cookery has never been reasonably popular in America, this vegetable has not received the attention it deserves.

The Carrot requires a loose, friable, warm soil, in the very best mechanical condition, and especially for the early crop of tender spring roots, this needs to be liberally fertilized with well-rotted stable manure and some rapidly available potash fertilizer. Seed for the first crop of Carrots should be sown as soon as the ground is warm and dry enough, in rows 1-3 feet apart. As they germinate slowly, the land should be free of weeds. When they are large enough to be thinned, the plants are decimated to stand 2-3 inches apart in the rows. Careful, clean cultivation is requisite, and droughts are to be especially avoided, even at the cost of any practicable irrigation. Later crops, and Carrots grown for stock feed, may be sown in May or early June, and treated like the early sowing. When the young roots are ready for market they are pulled and tied in bunches of six or ten or a dozen (Fig. 378). In the early spring, when a considerable appetite for green stuff can be depended on, a great many young Carrots are shipped north from southern gardens. Well-ripened roots of the fall crop may be stored in pits or in the root-cellar. The Carrot has no enemies of importance.

The varieties of Carrots differ chiefly in respect to size and grain, with differences in earliness closely correlated. The following are favorite varieties:

**French Forcing** (Earliest Short Horn).—One of the smallest and earliest; root small, almost globular, orange-red.

**Daucers.**—Cylindrical stump-rooted, medium large, dark orange, fine-grained; the favorite all-purpose variety.

**Oxheart.**—Medium size, oval, rather light colored, fine grain and flavor; recently introduced from France, and quite successful.

378. A bunch of Carrots.

---

**CARYOPTERIS** (Arabic name, alluding to the color). Compositae. Hardy annuals 2-3 ft. high, with spiny lvs. Involucre with spreading and leafy outer scales and the inner ones more or less spiny; receptacle chaffy; achenes glabrous, mostly 4-ribbed, the pappus none or scale-like. Of easiest culture, from seed.
CARYOPTERIS

one segment larger and fringed; stamens 4, exerted; fr. separating into 4 somewhat winged nutlets. About 6 species in E. Asia. Free-flowering, small shrubs, very valuable for their late blooming season; not hardy north; even if well protected they will be killed almost to the ground, but the young shoots, springing up freely, will flower profusely the same season. They require well-drained and sandy soil and sunny position; if grown in pots, a sandy compost of peat and leaf soil or loam will suit them, and they will flower in the greenhouse until midwinter. Prop. readily by cuttings of half ripened wood in summer or fall under glass, and by seeds sown in spring.


ALFRED REHDER.

CARYOTA (old Greek name). Palmacea, tribe Arecæ.

FISH-TAIL PALM. Spineless, monoeocal palms, with tall, stout, ringed halms, at length bearing suckers. Lvs. distributed in an elongated terminal amplitude, or pinnately divided; segments diamillus-oblanceolate, or cuneate, entire, or split, irregularly dentate, plicate, folded back in the bud: midveins and primary nerves flabellate; petioles stout below: sheath keeled on the back, fibrules along the margins: ligule short: spadices usually alternate male and female: peduncle short, thick; branches long, pendent: spathes 3–5, not entire, tubular; bractlets broad; fls. rather large, green or purple: fr. the size of a cherry, globular, purple. Species, 12. Malay, New Guinea, Australia.

Remarkable for the delta-shaped or fish-tail-shaped leaflets, which make the graceful, spreading fronds very attractive. They are excellent house plants, palms, very useful for decoration, particularly when young. They are frequently planted out in protected places for the summer. Prop. by seeds and suckers. For culture, see Palms.

There being so many different genera to choose from in selecting plants for moderate-sized conservatories, the members of this genus are not very popular for providing small specimens. In a high, rocky situation, however, they are among the most ornamental of the tribe. They are quick-growing, with large, broad leaves, finely cut up, the small divisions resembling the tail of a fish; hence the name "Fish-tail Palm." After reaching maturity the plant begins flowering at the top, and continues downwards until the vitality of the stem is exhausted. Suckers are freely produced by some species, but these, as a rule, do not become so robust as the parent stem, owing probably to the soil becoming exhausted. Seeds are offered by most dealers. The young plants should be grown in a warm, moist atmosphere, the soil consisting of loam with about one-third of its bulk leaf-mold and sand in equal parts. They sometimes lose their roots if kept too cool and wet in winter.


Rumphiana, Mart. Lvs. 2-pinnate, several feet long, the pinnules thick, sessile, 6 in. long or nearly so, oblong. Malay.—Var. Albertii, Hort. (C. Albertii, Muell.),

is in the trade. It is large and free-growing, the lvs. being 16–18 ft. long and two-thirds as broad; if-segments fan-shaped and oblique, toothed.

C. Blanchoi, Hort., from the Philippines, is in the Amer. trade. It is probably a form of C. arenis.

JARED G. SMITH and G. W. OLIVER.

CASHEW is Anacardium occidentale.

CASIMIROA (named in honor of Cardinal Casimiro Gomez, Rota). Evergreen trees: lvs. alternate, long-petioled, digitate, 3–7-foliolate; lfts. petiolulate, lanceolate, entire or slightly serrate, smooth or pubescent beneath: fls. regular, polygamo-dioecious: calyx 5-parted, small; petals 5, oblong, valvate, apex incurved; disc inconspicuous, circular; stamens 5, free; filaments subulate; anthers cordate; ovary sessile, on disc, globose, 5–or occasionally 6–8-lobed, 5-celled; stigma sessile, 5-lobed; ovules solitary in the cells, axillary: fr. a drupe, large, depressed-globose; pulp agreeable to taste, edible; seeds oblong, compressed, exalbuminose. Mexico. Two species, of which the following only is in cultivation:

C. Müllis, L. H. White. SAPOTA. Cochin SAPOTA. Large tree: trunk is greenish, with very excescences; lvs. dark green, glossy: fls. greenish yellow, small: fr. greenish yellow when ripe, with strong, thick epicarp, 1/4 in. thick, about the size of an orange: seeds nearly 1 in. long and half as wide. Mex. Cultivated to a limited extent in Calif. The fruit of this species is said to have a delicious flavor, similar to that of a peach. They are used in Mexico as an aid in inducing sleep, and the leaves are used as a remedy for diarrhea. Trees grown at Santa Barbara, Calif., are said to have reached an age of over 80 years and to have borne fruit regu-

larly, though entirely neglected. The tree would probably succeed well in southern Texas, Louisiana and Florida. It grows on the coast of Mexico to an altitude of about 7,000 feet. It does not root well from cuttings, but may be raised from seeds.

H. J. WEBBER.
CASSABANANA. See Senna.

CASSANDRA. See Chamaedaphne.

CASSAVA. Consult Manihot utilissima.

CASSEBEERA (from a German botanist). Polyopodiaceae. A small genus of small Brazilian ferns allied to the maidenhair, but rarely seen in cultivation.

CASSIA (ancient Greek name). *Leguminosae*. *Senna*. Several hundred herbs, shrubs or trees in many parts of the world, of which a very few are in cult. in Amer., mostly as border plants. Lvs. even-pinnate: fls. nearly regular (not papilionaceous), with the nearly equal calyx-teeth mostly longer than the tube; corolla of 5 spreading, nearly equal clavated petals; stamens 5 or 10, frequently unequal, and some of the anthers abortive: fr. a staked pod which is either flat or terete, containing numerous seeds. The Cassias delight in a sunny exposure. Most of those which are cultivated here are herbs or herb-like shrubs, attractive for the finely cut foliage and the showy fls. Some of them are cultivated only in the extreme south. Prop. mostly by divisions and seeds,—the annual species always by seeds.

*Senna* leaves, used in medicine as a cathartic, are derived from various species, chiefly from *C. aequalis* of Egypt, and *C. angustifolia* of India and other Old World tropics. The "Cassia lignea" of drug stores is made from a *Cinnamomum*.

a. Hardy border plants: leaffets 6 or more pairs.

Marylandica, Linn. Wild *Senna*. Perennial, glabrous or nearly so, stems nearly simple: lfts. 6-10 pairs, oblong or lance-oblong and entire, short-acuminate or nearly obtuse; fls. in axillary racemes near the tops of the stems and often appearing as if panicled, bright yellow, wide open. New Eng. to Mich. and south, mostly in wet soil.—Grows 3-4 ft. high, and has attractive light green foliage.

Chamaecrista, Linn. *Partridge Pea*. Annual, erect or ascending: 2 ft. or less high: lfts. 10-15 pairs, small, narrow-oblong, mucronate, sensitive to the touch; fls. large, 2-5 together in the axils, canary-yellow and 2 of the petals purple-spotted.—Dry soil, Maine S. and W.

AA. Tender plants, grown far south, or under glass: lfts. mostly fewer.

b. Tree, with very long, woody, indehiscent pods.

Fistula, Linn. *Pudding Pipe Tree*. Lvs. large, the lfts. 4-6 pairs, and ovate-acuminate: fls. in long lax racemes, yellow: pods cylindrical, black, 3-furrowed, 1-2 ft. long, containing 1-seeded compartments. India, but introduced in W. Ind. and other tropical countries. Sparsely cult. in S. Fla.—Furnishes the Cassia pods of commerce.

BB. Shrubs or herbs, with shorter and more or less dehiscent pods.

Sophora, Linn. ( *C. schizophylla*, DC.). Shrub, 6-10 ft.: lfts. 6-10 pairs, lanceolate-acute: fls. yellow on many-fl. axillary and terminal peduncles, which are shorter than the lvs.: pod thin, tardily dehisc. Oriental tropics. Int. in S. Calif.

tomentosa, Linn. *f*. Shrub, 4-8 ft.: lfts. 6-8 pairs, oval-oblong and obtuse, white-tomentose beneath: fls. yellow. Mex.—said to be a good winter bloomer in S. Calif.

corymbosa, Lam. Shrub, half-hardy in middle states, 4-10 ft.: lfts. 3 pairs, oblong-lanceolate and somewhat falcate, obtuse or nearly so: fls. yellow, in long-stalked, small axillary and terminal corymbs. Argentina. B.M. 633. Gn. 50, p. 139.—The best known stave species.

artemesioides, Gand. Tree-like shrub, soft-canescent and gray all over: lfts. 3-4 pairs, very narrow-linear: axillary, 5-8-fl., the fls. deep-yellow. Austral. —Int. in S. Calif. Withstands drought.

biflora, Linn. *f*. Shrub, 4-8 ft.: lfts. 6-8 pairs, broad-oblung, very obtuse; lvs. large, yellow, on 2-4-fl. peduncles, which are shorter than the lvs. *S. Americana*. B.M. 638.—Sparingly cult. in greenhouses.

G. Schaefferi, "yellow, dark spotted fls. in racemes, 2-3 ft." is offered, but its systematic position is doubtful. L. H. B.

CASSIOPE (Greek mythological name). *Ericaceae*. Low, procumbent, evergreen, heath-like shrubs: lvs. small, usually imbricated and opposite: fls. solitary, nodding; corolla campanulate, 5-lobed; stamens 10, included: fr. capsule. Ten species in arctic regions and high mountains of N. Amer., S. Eu., S. Asia and Himal. Graceful, delicate plants, adapted for rockeries, flowering in summer. They are of somewhat difficult culture, and require peaty and sandy, moist but well-drained soil and partly shaded situation, though *C. hypnoides* grows best in full sun, creeping among growing moss. Drought, as well as dry and hot air, is fatal to them. Prop. readily by cuttings from mature wood in August under glass; also by layers, and by seeds treated like those of *Erica*. Formerly included under Andromeda.


ALFRED REIDER.

CASTANEA (ancient Latin name). *Cupulifera* (or *Fagus*). CHESTNUT. Deciduous trees or shrubs, with alternate serrate lvs.: fls. monocous, the staminate ones with 6-parted calyx and 10-20 stamens, in long, erect, cylindrical catkins; the pistillate ones on the lower part of the upper catkins, usually 3 together in a pricky involucre: fr. a large brown nut, 1-7 together in a pricky involucre or bur. Five species in the temperate re-

360. *Castanea Americana*. (X 3/4)

361. *Castanea sativa*. (X 3/4)
gions of N. E. Amer., Eu., N. Afr. and Asia. Hardy ornamental trees or shrubs with handsome foliage, which generally is not injured by insects or fungi; very attractive when in bloom. C. Americana and C. sativa are large-sized trees, while C. pumila and C. crenata usually remain shrubby. The coarse-grained wood is much used for furniture, railway ties and fence-posts, as it is very durable in the soil. The Chestnut is extensively cultivated in Europe and E. Asia for its edible fruit. It grows best in well-drained soil on sunny slopes, and even in rather dry and rocky situations, but dislikes limestone soil. Prop. by seeds, sown in fall where there is no danger of them being eaten by mice or squirrels; otherwise they should be stratified in boxes and buried 1 or 2 feet deep in a warm soil until early spring, when they are sown in rows about 3 inches deep. If growing well they can be transplanted the following fall or spring 2 or 3 feet apart from each other, and planted where they are to stand after three or four years. They are also increased by layers in moist soil. Varieties are usually worked on seedling stock or on sprouts by whip-grafting above the ground when the stock is just beginning to push into leaf. Crown-grafting, root-grafting and budding are also sometimes practiced, but no method gives wholly satisfactory results, and usually only one-half take well. See Chestnut.

a. 

**American.** Raf. (C. dentata, Borkh.). Fig. 386. Tree, occasionally 50 ft.; Ivs. pinnate, oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, coarsely serrate, slightly pubescent to glabrous beneath. Flowers mostly in clusters which are flushed with bright color when not in bloom; petals white. Fruit a large nut which when mature is depressed-globular or oblong, the husk readily split along the suture. May-June. From S. Eu. to the Atlantic coast. S. S. 9: 139-41. -Usually grown for its foliage, which is showy and remains attractive into autumn in some varieties, long after the flowers have fallen. The nuts are eaten or used for flour. **A. Lodd., var. variegata.** Nutts., in large-sized trees, grows only a few feet high, and has larger Ivs. and fr.

ALFRED REHDER.

**CASTANEA.** (Chestnut of commerce. The nuts of Bertholletia.)

**CASTANOPHIS (C. americana and opisia, chestnut-like).** Cupullera (or Pagaccea). Evergreen trees or shrubs, closely allied to *C. Americana* and in some degree also to *C. Sativa*, with sometimes entire Ivs. and flowers or tuberculate involucre. About 25 species, chiefly in the tropic and subtrop. mountains of Asia, and 1 in W. N. Amer., which is the hardest, and is sometimes cultivated. For propagation, see *C. Americana*.


ALFRED REHDER.

**CASTANOPERUM (Chestnut seed, because of the taste of the seeds).** Loguminosae. One tall Australian tree, with ovoid-pinnate Ivs., the Ifts. broad, thick, entire; fls. large, orange-colored, in lateral racemes; petals 4; stamens free: ovary long-stipitate, many-ovuled; seeds larger than Italian chestnuts, globular. C. australis, Cunn. & Fraser, is the species known locally as "Moreton Bay Chestnut." The seeds are roasted and eaten. 1 in. S. Calif.

**CASTILLEIA** (a Spanish botanist, P. Castilla). Scrophulariaceae. Painted Cup. Herbs, with small, solitary fls. in terminal, gaudy-bracted spikes, mostly N. Amer.: corolla tubular, sometimes flattened laterally, 2-lipped; lower lip smaller, more or less 3-toothed: stamens 4: Ivs. alternate, entire or cut. C. coccinea, Spr., the common Painted Cup of the E. states, has been offered by collectors. It has showy lanceate bracts. Castilleias are little known in gardens. They are of simple culture.

**Indivisa.** Engelm. Annual, 1-2 ft.: Ivs. lance-linear and entire (or sometimes 2-3-lobed): bracts not lanceate, bright red and showy. Texas.—Blooms early in spring.

**Affinis.** Hook. & Arn. Perennial, 1-2 ft.: Ivs. narrow-lanceolate, entire or the edges frayed at apex: fl-bracts becoming short and broad, red: spike lax below. Calif., in moist soils.—Int. 1891 by Orcutt.

**Foliosa.** Hook. & Arn. Wooly perennial, 1-2 ft., the base woody: Ivs. spall (1 in. or less long), narrow-linear, crowded or fascicled: bracts 3-paired: spike dense. Calif., in dry soils.—Int. 1891 by Orcutt.

L. H. B.

**CASTOR BEANS** are discussed under Ricinus.

**CASUARINA.** said to be derived from *Casuarium*, the Casowary, from resemblance of the branches to the feathers. *Casuarineae*. Beeewood. She Oak. A

382. Japanese Chestnut—*Castanea crenata.*

precius.
sore or more of trees and shrubs in the Australian region and the Indies, being the only plants of the family. They are usually classified near the walnut and hickory tribes, although very unlike them—or other known plants—in botanical characters. They are jointed and leafless plants, somewhat suggesting Equisetums in gross appearance of branches. The fls. are unisexual. The staminate are in cylindrical terminal spikes, each fl. consisting of a stamen inclosed in 4 scales, 2 of the scales being attached to the filament. The pistillate fls. are in dense heads borne in the axils, and this head ripens into a globular or oblong cone; they are composed of f-ovuled ovaries subtended by bracts. The fruit is a winged nutlet. The branches are long and slender. Beefwood is planted in the extreme south for its very odd habit, and also to hold sands of the sea coast. The wood burns quickly, and is very hard and durable. The redness of the wood has given the popular name, Beefwood. Remarkable for rapid growth. They grow well in brackish and alkaline soils. Prop. by seeds and cuttings.

**equisetifolia**, Linn. Tree, becoming 150 ft. high in favorable climates, and a most rapid grower. Branches drooping, pale green, simple, 6-8-angled or terete, the internodes very short (less than ½ in.); sheath-teeth 7 (6-8) lanceolate and appressed: staminate cone nearly terete; pistillate cone short-peduncled, ellipsoidal, about 12-sided. Widely distributed in Old World tropics, and the best known species in this country (S. Fla. and Calif.).—The wood is valuable for many purposes.

**stricta**, Dryand. Becoming 20-30 ft. high: branches erect, simple, 6-7-angled, scarcely green, internodes short, as in the latter: sheath-teeth usually 7, ovate-lanceolate and appressed: staminate cone slender; pistillate cone nearly sessile, oblong (sometimes staminate above), about 14-sided. Austral.


**CATALPA** (the Indian name of *C. bignonioides*). *Bignoniaceae*. Deciduous trees with opposite or whorled, long-petioled, large and simple lvs.; fls. in large, showy panicles; corolla tubular-campanulate, 2-lipped, with 2 smaller upper and 3 larger lower lobes; calyx 2-lipped; fertile stamens 2: fr. a very long, cylindrical capsule, separating into 2 valves, with numerous small, oblong, compressed seeds bearing a tuft of white hairs on each end. Eight species in N. Amer., W. India and E. Asia, of which 4 are hardy in the colder temperate regions. Highly ornamental trees with large, bright green foliage and beautiful white or yellowish fls. in large, showy panicles. The coarse-grained and soft wood is very durable in the soil, and, therefore, much valued for fence-posts and railway ties. They grow in almost any somewhat moist soil, and are hardy as far north as New England. Prop. by seeds sown in spring, in the north, best with slight bottom heat, or by cuttings from ripe wood, the varieties often by softwood cuttings in early summer or by grafting on seedlings or on roots under glass in spring; also increased sometimes by layers and root cuttings.


**speciosa**, Warder. Fig. 383, 384. Tree, to 100 ft.: lvs. cordate-ovate, long-acuminate, pubescent beneath, 8-12 in. long; panicles usually few-flld.; fls. about 2½ in. in diam., inconspicuously spotted inside; pod ½-¾ in. thick. June. From eastern Illinois and Indiana to Louisiana and Mississippi. S.S. 6:299-91. R.H. 1895:136.—A very desirable ornamental tree, closely allied to the former, but taller and hardier.
Epiphytes; petal appendages; petals; lip; leaf-blades; tribe; lip; leaf-blades; Catasetum; white; pollen-masses; or; &; bristle). Larger species; stems; sepals; Stems; sepals; scapes. Stems; sepals; Catasetum; white; pollen-masses. Originated; China, Japan, B.M. 7158. This is a valuable tree, 12-14 ft.; leafy, attractively grooved, olive-green spotted outside, ivory white within, fringed above. A.F. 6: 609.


Oakes Ames.

CATCHFLY. Consult Silene.

CATCHEU. See Acaea Catechu.

CATERPILLARS. The worm-like pods of Scorpiphus vermiculata, Linn., S. subellisosa, Linn., and others (Leguminosae), are sometimes used as surprises in salads and soups; and for that purpose they are cult. in parts of Europe, and seeds are sold in this country. They are sometimes catalogued as Worms. They are annuals of the easiest culture. The pods of Medicago scutellaria, Mill., and others are edible. The pods are not edible. European plants. A.G. 13: 681.

CATMINT or CATNIP. See Nepeta.

CAT-TAIL. Typha.

CATTLEYA (William Cattley, an early English naturalist). Orchidaceae, tribe Epidendreae. Epiphytes of tropical America. Pseudobulbs, leaf-blades 1-3, verticilaceous; fls. terminal, large, fleshy or membranaceous; petals and sepals nearly equal, or the former much broader: labellum eulicate, usually trilobed, pseudobulb part including the flasky, clavate column, except in C. Actinodaxis and C. bicolor: pollen masses 4 (2 pairs), with short appendages. A genus generally cultivated for its large, showy flowers, which for intensity of color have few, if any, equals in the family of orchids. Most of the species do satisfactorily under artificial conditions, although there is an opinion prevalent that they degenerate or "run out." Naturally, some kinds are difficult to grow, but it is not well enough informed concerning their requirements, but there is no reason why the majority of the species should degenerate if properly treated. The genus Cattleya was described by Lindley in 1824. As a genus, it is very closely allied to Lelia, being distinguished by having two poliina (4 pollen masses), whereas that genus has four (or 8 pollen masses.)

Oakes Ames.
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The Cattleyas are indigenous to the western hemisphere only, Central and S. America being the regions where they prevail. There are at least 16 genera in the latter, from the different countries of which large quantities are imported yearly. During the last few years the collecting and importing of Cattleyas into the U. S. has assumed large proportions, owing to the constantly increasing demand, not only by amateurs but also by the trade in general. There are two particular reasons for this increased demand: First, the exquisitely beautiful flowers are accompanied with size and marvelous colors, and adapted for decorations at all sorts of functions, they being never out of place; second, their easy culture. Florists and amateurs alike are beginning to realize that, after all, growing only plants, and if only treated in a common sense way the plants are far easier to grow than many of the great many plants, and especially so the Cattleyas, provided some attention is paid to their requirements.

Cattleyas in general delight in a guial, moist atmosphere and a temperature ranging all the way from 55° to 70°. They all require an abundant supply of water, accompanied by a liberal supply of air and light, during their respective growing seasons. A Cattleya house should, if possible, have bottom and top ventilators, which when open produce a current of fresh air impossible to obtain or imitate in any other way, and in which these plants delight. The glass should be shaded with a thin coating of naphtha and white lead, enough to prevent the sun from burning the plants. For, while we enjoy all the light possible, the full sun in our climate is too strong for them, and they are liable to dry and shrivel unless protected in their natural luxuriance. The shading, however, may be removed entirely during the coldest and dullest winter months. Cattleyas will grow equally well in baskets, pots, or on boards; the former are preferable however, the limited quantities are grown in as much as they are easy to manage and may be hung up or taken down or moved from one place to another with the greatest ease. The large blocks or boards are to be recommended where large quantities of plants are grown for the market, and for commercial use in every sense of the word. When boards are used, the width of which not to be less than 10 inches, as the plants would very soon grow over the sides of the boards; the length may be increased entirely during the years, but should not exceed 5 feet — anything larger is liable to be too clumsy to handle conveniently.

The best potting material is soft, fibrous peat, with a sprinkling of sphagnum intermixed. Too much water stress cannot be laid upon the peat, as frequently coarse material is used, resembling a mass of wire, with the result that the water benefits the plants but very little, and root-action is slow, if taking place at all. One of the greatest difficulties of the cultivation of Cattleyas, in whatever receptacles they are grown they must be kept firm, without going to the extreme of ramming in the stuff too hard. A plant lying loose in a basket or a pot will never grow well, but will gradually dwindle away to nothing. Where boards or large blocks are used, the plants are fastened on by means of galvanized staples, inserting a piece of peat between the staple and the rhizome, so as to keep the staple from burning while new. In this way fresh import Cattleyas may be fastened on to clean boards or blocks, and by liberal overseed syringing the roots soon appear, when a mixture of chopped peat and sphagnum may be shaken in between the plants to cover the roots. In using hale for potting material, it is advisable to use them shallow and less material, the compost thus keeping fresh and sweet for a considerable period of time. Cattleyas, as previously mentioned, enjoy a copious supply during their respective growing seasons. In our climate, a general luxuriance, is grown to, although the roots are kept quite dry. It is well to keep down vermin, such as scales, etc. Under the settled resting season of Cattleyas is generally understood after the plants have finished the flowering bulb, and until they have grown to their full size. During this time, when they are, in a sense, dormant, the quantity of water should be diminished, which causes the new eyes to slow down and break

strong. As soon, however, as the new breaks are fairly under way they should be encouraged in the way of moisture, when the new roots will soon appear and the plants go ahead with vigor. If the plants are in baskets, suspended under the roof, they should be taken down at intervals and dipped thoroughly. Hand-in-hand with a copious waterings must go a liberal supply of light and air, at all times. In order to obtain the best results, the plants should be under a sufficient amount of light as possible, from 1-3 feet from the glass, according to kinds and to the space available in the house. Kinds such as C. Triumiae, C. labiata, C. Mendelii, C. Massioi and C. Harrisoniana, ought to be grown and flowered in any part or position of the house, provided they have plenty of light and air, but 3 feet of the maximum distance from the glass at which any of the Cattleyas should be placed, is to be successfully grown. A capital illustration of the above is, for instance, C. gigas, which does admirably suspended under the ridge of the roof, where it receives the full benefit of air and light, in which position it flowers profusely, if grown on a bench or stage it rarely flowers.


With a number of plants of each of the above kinds, it will be seen that it is possible to have a succession of flowers from one end of the year to the other.

JOHN E. LAGER.

Index:
Acdantra, 18; amethystina, 21; amethystoglossa, 25; aerea, 2; autumnalis, 16; bicolor, 19; Bluetel, 6; bogotensis, 1; Boweringiana, 16; bulbosa, 30; candida, 23; Caro tubiflora, 9; chrysotoxa, 2; eitra, 17; Donesi, 5; dolosa, 23; Dowiana, 2; Eldorado, 3; Erinsetz. 1; Forbesi, 22; Gaskelliana, 4; gigas, 12; gloriosa, 1; granulosa, 26; guttata, 24; Harrisonior, 23; Harrisoniana, 23; folio- tor, 30; imperialis, 1; intermedii, 21; Keteleeri, 25; labiata, 1; Lawrenceana, 15; Leeana, 1; Lenemonia, 1; Leopoldii, 24; Lodgesii, 23; Luddemanniana, 5; luteola, 20; Masangge, 1; maxima, 13; Mendelli, 6; Morgania, 1; mossia, 7; nobile, 1; palitria, 1; Parthenia, 21; Pectelii, 1; Persivaliana, 8; Peronii, 1; Prinzii, 23; punctatissima, 21; quadrirr, 9; Reineckiana, 5; Roziti, 1; Rolllis- siana 1; Sanderaiana, 1; Schoefieldiana, 27; Schroederiana, 9; Skinneri, 15; Spirotopsima, 5; speciosi- sina, 5; splendens, 29; superba, 29; Triuniae, 9; Victoria-Ringa, 29; violacea, 29; virginalis, 1; Wash- ington, 7; Walkeriana, 3; Warneri, 10; Waroeckmea, 1; Wairwezecuea, 1.

The following Amer, trade names belong to Laelia: crispa, labata, marginata, pumila. See also, the list of hybrids at the close of Cattleya. For C. aurantiaca, see Epidendrum.

Of several of the following species, there are named vars. in the Amer. trade, varying in stature, habit, and particularly in the color of the flowers.

a. Blossoms from a large pseudobulb.

1. Labiata, Lind. Pseudobulbs 4-8 in. high, compressed, with creeping leaf-blades broadly ovate or oblong, about 6 in. in length, ranging in color from rosy mauve to white; petals 3½ in. long, 2½ in. wide, ovate-oblong, several times broader than the tube, labellum 2½-3½ in. long, expanded portion 2 in. across, blotched with crimson or magenta-purple, the margin crisped and paler; the posterior part stained with yellow and veined with crimson-purple. Blooms in autumn. B.M. 3398. P.M. 4:121. Gn. 51:1190. G.J. 235. A.G. 17:65; 19:811. F.R. 1:8. 2:531. Gag. 2:275. F.E. 9:327. A.F. 6:697.—Int. in 1818 from the Organ moun-
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tains of South America. It was lost for many years and became exceedingly rare, but recently its rediscovery has made it a common orchid, and many beautiful varieties are in cultivation. Some of the varieties have here-tofore been regarded as species, but as the points of distinction are too slight to be specified, it has seemed best to put such forms as C. Warneri, C. Trinieri and C. Mossiae in their proper place under the original species. C. labiata is probably the most useful species of orchid. Immensely variable; some of the leading varieties are described below. These forms are regarded variously as species, varieties or sub-varieties, by different authors. Besides the names given below, the following are to be referred to C. labiata: C. Bogotensis, Lindl.; C. Corrierei, Houli.; C. Krusei, Hort.; C. gloriosa, Carr.; C. imperialis, O'Brien; C. Lecuna, Hort.; C. Lemoniana, Lindl.; C. Massangena, Reichb. f.; C. M. Warthei, Reichb.; C. pellita, Lindl. & Paxt.; C. Poirieri, Andr.; C. Piretuini, Endl. (not Lindl.); C. Rozelli, Reichb. f.; C. Rolfssonii, Moore & C. virginalis, Lindl. & André; C. Warqequada. More than 100 other specifically named names are referred to this species. There are white-bd. forms of nearly all the vars.

2. Var. Dowiana, Veitch (C. Dowiana, Batem.). Fls. nankeen-yellow, except for the disproportionately large labellum; petals about twice as wide as the sepals, about the same length as the labellum, wavy margined as obtuse; sepals lanceolate, acute; labellum amply expanded, margin crisped, surface velvety, dark purple, beautifully and finely veined with golden yellow lines, which radiate from the median line. Strong plants produce 3 or more fls. on each peduncle. B.M. 5618. R.H. 1869:30.— Discovered in Costa Rica by Warscewicz. Little was known about it until 1864, when Mr. Aree found plants and sent them to England, where they flowered in the autumn of 1865. There are now several geographical varieties of this orchid, the one called aurea or chryzotox (I. H. 30:493. J. H. 11:31:253. R.H. 1869:492. A.F. 6:563; 12:10. P. R. 1:70), being more easily to grow. This variety is recognized by having deeper yellow petals and sepals, and more copious veining on the labellum. The fragrance of this orchid suggests vanilla, and renders it readily distinguishable from other varieties.

3. Var. Eldorado, Veitch (C. Eldorado, Linden.). Fls. pale rosy lilac, except for the more or less tubular labellum, which bears at its distal end a border of crimson-magenta, which shades into an orange-yellow disk; petals narrowly ovate; sepals lanceolate. Int. in 1865 from Bráz, S. America. The fragrance of this orchid is very characteristic, while its fls., which are much smaller than in the type, are produced in July and August. There are several recognized forms. Sub-var. crocata is a more slender form and petals the same. Sub-var. Wallisii is a white form (A. Wallisii, Hort.).


5. Var. Luddemanniana, Hort. (C. Luddemanniana, Reichb. f. C. Dusonwii, Warner. C. speciosissima, Hort.). Petals and sepals delicate rose color or pink-lilac, petals much broader than the sepals; labellum wavy or crisped at the margin, compressed dorsiventrally, apex deeply divided, front lobe deep crimson-purple, the color carried back into the throat in streaks, front part of the lateral lobes nearly white, margined with blush-rose; throat yellowish, Venezuela.

6. Var. Mendelii, Backhouse (C. Ménardii, Hort.). Fls. light purple, and sepals pale rose; petal maroon to white; labellum blotched with crimson-purple, throat yellowish. Blooms in May and June or earlier. Of this variety there are many beautiful forms. Eastern Cordilleræ, New Granada. S. H. 2:413.— C. Rilute, Hort., is a pure white form with a beautifully fringed lip.

7. Var. Móssia, Hook. (C. Móssia, Parker). Habit as in type, or very similar; petals broadly ovate; labellum broad in expanded part, crisped at the usually whitish margin; throat yellow lined with purple, expanded portion motiled with crimson; frequently much intermingled with orange-yellow. La Guayra. B.M. 3669. R.H. 1857, p. 322. S. H. 1:149. A.G. 14:76. A.F. 6:563. — C. Wangeri, Hort., is a white form of this Cattleya. C. Rédeiækiana, Reichb. f., is the most beautiful form. It has white sepals and petals and a richly colored labellum.


9. Var. Trianaei, Veitch (C. Trianaei, Lindl. & Reichb. f. C. quadrantior, Lindl.), Fig. 388. Foliage more robust, perhaps, than in the type species, though, of course, cultivation has much to do with this; petals broader than in the type species, ovate-rhomboid; exceedingly variable in color; expanded portion (not usually so wide or spreading as in C. labiata) crimson-magenta, the margin less wavy than in the other varieties. New Grenada. B.M. 5604. R.H. 1860, p. 496-7. A.G. 17:177. Gng. 3:131. A.F. 6:407; 13:715. F.E. 9:325. F.R. 1:653. S. H. 1:31, 27; 2:465, 485. — The fls. are produced 3-5 on the stout peduncles. Sub-var. albà. White fls., yellow blotch in throat. Sub-var. Chococe»s, Hort. Very similar to the above, but the fls. have the appearance of not wholly purple. Colombia. I. H. 20:130. A.F. 6:563. Sub-var. Schroederiana, Hort. (C. Schroederiana, Reichb. f.). Fragrant; petals and sepals vary from white to pale rose mauve; labellum has more orange-yellow than usual. Blooms at about the same time with the above, and on account of its pale fls. is a valuable variety. G.C. III. 20:73. A.G. 15:211. F.E. 9:331.— C. Trianaei is probably the most popular single garden orchid.


11. Var. Warscewiczii, Reichb. f. Fls. large; labellum yellow in the throat, streaked with magenta-red, the infolding portion similar in color to the expanded portion, which is uniformly crimson-purple. New Granada. G.C. III. 22:163.— At the entrance to the throat there are usually two yellow blotches, or "eyes."
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13. máxima, Lindl. Plants about 1 ft. high; sepals and petals pink-lilac; labellum oval-oblong, obscurely 3-lobed, richly veined with crimson, expanded part crisped at the margin, a yellow median band on the disk. Equador. P.M. 4902. F.S. 20:1236. F. E. 1: 298.


cc. Number of fls. usually more than 6: pseudobulb 5-3-leaved.


16. Bowringiana, Veitch (C. autumnalis, Hort.). Pseudobulbs about 13 in. tall, 6 in. in diam., subcylindrical, jointed at 6, base swollen, 2-1vld.; fls. 5-20, on stout peduncles 1 ft. long, double-sheathed; petals 1½ in. long, deep rose-mauve; labellum magenta-purple at distal end, deeper colored toward sulfurous yellow throat. Blooms in autumn. Honduras. R.B. 21:37. R. H. 1890:300.—Undoubtedly a variety of the preceding.

nn. Fls. not membranaceous, fleshy, thick: usually z-3-leaved.

17. citrina, Lindl. Pseudobulbs ovoid, erect, with membranaceous whitish sheaths; H. blades glaucous, about 6 in. long; fls.

never-fully expanding; sepals and petals very thick, lemon-yellow; labellum yellow, anterior margin crisped and white. Mex., at high elevations. B.M. 3742. J.H. III. 26:299. — Not an especially easy orchid to grow. Fragrant.

18. Aeländia, Lindl. Dwarf: fls. slender, 4 in. tall: lvs. elliptic: peduncle 1-2-flld.; fls. about 4 in. across; sepals and petals nearly equal, oblong, yellowish verging on green, spotted and blotched with dark purple (less distinct on dorsal surface), with small lateral lobes that do not include the column, pale purple, with dark veins and a yellow line under the fleshy column. Brazil. B.M. 5033.

19. bicolor, Lindl. Sts. nearly 3 ft. high, 2-1vld.; lvs. oblong-lanceolate, about 6 in. long; peduncle 2-5-flld., sometimes more: fls. 4 in. across; petals and sepals greenish brown, sometimes spotted with brown; labellum tongue-shaped, crimson or deep rose-mauve, margins recurved; lateral lobes do not cover the column. Brazil. B.M. 4909.

dd. Lateral lobes of labellum inclining column.

20. Victoria-Bregia, O'Brien. Pseudobulbs slightly clavate: lvs. elliptical-oblong; peduncle short. 3-b or more flld.: sepals oblong-lanceolate, obtuse, inferior ones tinged with yellow at the base, otherwise pink-lilac; petals undulate, similar to sepals in color: labellum 3-lobed, lateral lobes whitish, with purple-violet blotch near summit, midlobe rounded on distal margin, crimson; disk yellow, striated with crimson. Pernambuco, 1891.—A hybrid between C. labiata and C. Leopoldii, var. granadina, Río de Janeiro. B.M. 3837. P.M. 1:141.—Var. punctatissima. Sander, is similar to the type, but the petals and sepals are peppered unevenly with crimson spots of various sizes. Var. Parthenia, Reichb. f., is white throughout. Brazil, 1886.

21. intermedia, Graham (C. amethystina, Morr.). Pseudobulbs 18 in. high, jointed, rarely 3-flld.; lvs. narrowly ovate, serrulate on basal margins: fls. white, suffused with pale rose-lilac; labellum distinctly 3-lobed; throat whitish streaked with crimson-magenta, midlobe redder narrow, crimson-magenta. Rio de Janeiro. B.M. 2853. P.M. 1:151.—Var. punctatissima. Sander, is similar to the type, but the petals and sepals are peppered unevenly with crimson spots of various sizes. Var. Parthenia, Reichb. f., is white throughout. Brazil, 1886.

22. Förbessii, Lindl. Fls. about 5; sepals oblong, obtuse, pale greenish yellow; petals oblong-lanceolate, undulate, same color: labellum trilobed, lateral lobes pale yellow without, brighter yellow within; the midlobe rather dentate, pale yellow; the disk brighter yellow, spotted with reddish purple toward the base. Braz. B.M. 3265.

23. Loddigesi, Lindl. (C. cindulda, Williams). Pseudobulbs about 1 ft. high: H. blades ovate, 5 in. long; fls. 2-4, pale pink-lilac; petals oblong; petals very similar; labellum 3-lobed, throat and inner surface of lateral lobes whitish, colored on the outside like the petals, the midlobe colored like the petals, spreading, base yellowish: column closely pressed to the labellum. Brazil.—This Cattleya was formerly called Epidendrum violaceum, and as an horticultural species is much older than C. labiata, which is often considered the oldest species in the group. Var. Harrisoniana, Hort. (C. Harrisoniana, Hort. C. Harrisoniana, Batem. C. Harrisoniana, Paxt.). Surface of the labellum more corrugated. Really too like the preceding even to be a variety. P.M. 1:247. G.D. 48:1049.

24. guttata, indl. Pseudobulbs fusiform, 2-3-flld.; H. blades elliptic-oblong peduncle short, bearing several large fls.; sepals oblong-lanceolate; petals rather broader, all yellowish green (metallic), spotted with brown-purple; labellum 3-lobed, lateral lobes pink-lilac, midlobe large; column fleshy, colored purple. de Janeiro. B.M. Leopoldii, Hort. (C. Leopoldii, Versch. & Lem.). has smaller and more numerous fls. F. H. 2:69.

25. amethystoglossa, Linden & Reichb. f. (C. guttata, var. Prinzi, Reichb. f. C. Prinzi, Hort. C. australis,
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var. Ketelbergii, Houtt.: Lvs. oblong-lanceolate; racemes many-fl.; petals and sepals about equal, the former ovate, the latter narrower, all suffused with rose and spotted with deep crimson; labellum 3-lobed, lateral lobes white outside, the reflexed spicose crimson, midlobe broad, deep crimson, disk corrugated and papilllose. Bahia. Brazil. B.M. 5683. R.H. 1869:210.

26. granulosa, Lindl. Foliage very similar to that of the preceding species: peduncles stout, bearing several large fls.; sepals oblong, olive-green, spotted with red; petals ovate-oblong, undulate, margined, otherwise like sepals; labellum 3-lobed, lateral lobes yellow inside, whitish outside, midlobe attenuated toward the disk, expanded part subreniform, white, covered with numerous purple papillae. Guatemala.

27. Schofieldiana, Reichb. f. Lvs. 2, dark green, 6 in. long and 2 in. wide; sepals and petals light greenish yellow, the petals very narrow at the base and very broad and blunt at the top; lip much like that of C. granulosa, the side lacinia white, the middle lacinia purple-amethyst. Brazil. G.C. Iii. 21:252.—Fls. larger than in C. granulosa, and the lip is granulated.

28. superba, Lindl. (C. violacea, Hort.). Sts. clavate, about 1 ft. high; lvs. ovate-oblong, very thick. Fls. about 6, 5 in. across; sepals, petals and labellum lanceolate, about equal, deep rose color, pale at the base; labellum 3-lobed, lateral lobes deep, rich crimson outside; midlobe broadly margined with same color, passing abruptly into yellow, veined with crimson British Guiana. R.M. 4053. P.M. 9:265. J.H. III. 31:221. A.F. 11:1351.—This plant is reputed difficult to grow. There is a form called var. splendidissima, Hort. It is paler in color than the type.

29. Schilleriana, Reichb. f. Sts. 5 or 6 in. high, redish brown, 2-lvd.; lvs. elliptical, dark above, brownish purple beneath; peduncles usually 2-fl.; fls. several in. across; petals and sepals equal, oblong lanceolate, purple-brown, spotted with deeper brown; labellum 3-lobed, lateral lobes infolding the column, whitish without, yellow veined with purple within; midlobe reniform, deep rose-mauve with whitish veins, throat yellow. Brazil. B.M. 5684. P.S. 22:2286. A.F. 6:563.

30. luteola, Lindl. (C. Houttend, Hort.). Fls. 5 in. short and broad (3 in. long), the pseudobulb compressed: peduncle short, 5-6- or more-fl.; fls. very small, yellow, the sepals and petals uniform and 1-2 in. long and oblong; lip about as long as petals; labellum spreading, anterior end deeper rose-mauve; posterior end yellowish, striated with rose-mauve. Brazil. A.G. 11:159.—This Cattleya is distinct from all others in producing its fls. from a leafless shoot.

Var. dolosa, Veitch (C. dolosa, Reichb. f.). Peduncles produced from between two lvs. This variety, together with several others, must be regarded as perpetuated anomalies of C. Walkeriana.

Var. nobilior, Veitch (C. nobilior, Reichb. f.). Large and hand-some; front lobe of lip spotted with creamy white. I.H. 30:485.

Some of the hybrid Cattleyas are the following: C. Alberto =intermedia × superba; C. Ballantiana =Trianaei × Warscewiczii; C. Bracteata =Loddigesii × Aclandii; C. Brackii, Reichb. f. =supposed natural hybrid of superba × Eldorado; C. Caudatruncus =Loddigesii × Lelia elegans; C. Chamberlainiana =Lepoldii × Dowiana; C. Dornemii =Leaelia × Cattleya bicolor; C. Exoniasis, Veitch (Lelia Exoniasis) =supposed natural hybrid of C. Mossio × Lelia purpurata; C. veal =Loddigesii × Exoniasis; C. Hardiana, Reichb. =supposed parentage, probably =Dowiana × gigas (F.R. 1:78); C. Harrisi =Lepoldii × Mendellii; C. Hayberda =guttata × intermedia; C. Krameriana, Reichb. f. =supposed natural hybrid of intermedia × Forbesii; C. Loweryana =intermedia × Forbesii; C. Manoletii =Loddemanni × Loddigesii; C. Mardelii =Loddemanni × Lelia elegans; C. Morganiana =Loddigesii × Schilleriana; C. Mearsiana =Aclandii × Walkeriana; C. vittatina, Reichb. f. =probably a hybrid with bicolor and some other species (gt. 41:138); C. Cuspidata, Reichb. =a supposed natural hybrid of labiata × Schilleriana; C. Zedcki =Loddigesii × Lelia elegans.

OAKES AMES.

CAULIFLOWER (Brassica oleracea, Lind., var. botrytis, DC.). One of the cabbage tribe, of which the head is composed of the metamorphosed flowers and flower-cluster (Fig. 389). (See Cabbage.) The Cauliflower is one of those crops of which the unskilled amateur is liable to stumble upon success, and the more experienced professional to meet with failure. One can undertake to grow this crop intelligently and with some assurance of a favorable outcome only when he thoroughly understands the particular requirements of this fastidious vegetable. These requirements mean especially a high degree of soil fertility, perpetual moisture with proper drainage, and protection from an excess of direct sun heat. In the heat of mid-season, Cauliflowers seldom head well, except in more than ordinarily favorable locations or seasons. For this reason, the early crop is usually expected to head before midsummer, while the late crop is planted with the expectation to have it come to a head after the hottest summer weather is over. In all cases, try to select the richest land for Cauliflower, giving the rich pasture or cow-crop, and keeping the soil rich and plenteous, neither too clayey nor too sandy, is best. Plenty of good manure, horse manure being considered best, must be well incorporated with the soil, and the land be brought into the finest state possible.

For the early crop, start the plants from best seed obtainable, under glass, as early as the early cabbage plants are started. This can be done in a greenhouse or a hotbed. The possessor of the greenhouse has the advantage that he is sure to be in position to plant, and that no postponement will be necessary on account of the weather. The aim is to have the seed-
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plants are set, are often of material help; and an ounce or two of nitrate of soda scattered around each plant soon after setting seldom fails to show marked or even remarkable results. Salt, lime, kainit, or muriate of potash frequently tend to aid the plants in making increased growth. No application, however, can be more necessary or more useful than that of cultivator and hoe. The soil at all times should be kept loose and mellow.

The best demand for Cauliflower is usually during the picking season. In September and October, Plants can be started from seed and transplanted to the field at the same time that we start and set late cabbage plants, or a little later. In a general way, the crop is handled similarly to the early crop. It is not always an easy task, however, to get the plantation started during the hot and dry weather of July. A favorite method of raising late Cauliflower is to sow a few seeds right in the hill where the plants are wanted to grow. Put the soil in perfect tilth previously, then mark out rows 3 feet apart, drop the little pinches of seed about 2 or 2½ feet apart in these shallow marks, and lightly cover with the foot, firming well by stepping on each hill. Later on the plants are thinned to one in the hill. The soil must be kept stirred frequently, unless—and this is a much better plan, and one which we always try to practice—the soil is kept well covered with a mulch of fresh manure, thick enough to keep down all weed growth. In dry weather, water may be poured upon this layer of manure, and will furnish both food and drink for the plants.

Of the enemies of the crop, none is more formidable than the cabbage root maggot. This seems to have a special liking for the Cauliflower. The protective measures which are used for early cabbages are all the more necessary for early Cauliflower. Among such measures, that of covering each plant with a tight fitting collar of tarred felt, and the other of injecting about a teaspoonful of bisulphide of carbon into the soil under the roots of each plant, are probably the best and most surely effective. Plant lice are another serious pest of this crop. Effective remedies are dusting with fine tobacco dust, or spraying with strong tobacco tea or kerosene emulsion. At times we have had fair success by dashing hot soap-suds upon the plants.

VARIETIES.—There are no typical or very marked differences between any of our most popular varieties. Most of them are selected strains of the Early or Earliest Dwarf Erfurt. Among these are Alabaster, Best Early, Gilt Edge, Ideal, Lackawanna, La Crosse Fa-

voryte, Long Island Beauty, Sea Foam, Snowball, Snowstorm, and others. All these may be planted for early as well as the later crops. A large form of the Early Erfurt (and a little later) seems to be slightly better adapted to growing in warm weather. Early Paris and Half-early Paris are varieties well suited to summer conditions. Autumn Giant or Giant Naples is a rather late sort, which gives good satisfaction in some of our coast states.

The hot summers of the United States are not favorable for the production of Cauliflower seed, so that, until quite recently, almost everything grown here was imported from Europe. Now, however, a considerable portion of it is being grown on the Pacific coast (Puget sound), and seems superior to the imported in plumness and size. In a list of thirty-six species in N. America, chiefly Pacific coast region. Ornamental, free-flowering shrubs, some especially valuable for their late flowering period. Many of them are only hardy in the warmer temperate regions, but C. americana, C. pratensis and C. fendleri are hardy north, while the numerous hybrids of C. americana are only half hardy, and even if protected they are killed to the ground in the north, but the young shoots will usually flower the same season. The safest way, however, to have good, free-flowering plants of these beautiful hybrids will be, in the north, to dig them up in fall, store them away in a frost-proof pit or cellar, and to plant them out again in spring. Pruning of the late flowering species will be of advantage; above one-half of last year’s growth may be taken away. They grow in almost any soil, but best in a light and well drained one, and most of the Californian species prefer a sunny position. Prop. by seeds sown in spring and by cuttings of mature wood in autumn, inserted in a coldframe or greenhouse; softwood cuttings also grow readily if taken in early spring from forced plants. Sometimes increased by layers, and the varieties and hybrids by grafting on roots of C. americana. Under climate in early spring; the clones must be fresh and with leaves, taken from plants kept in the greenhouse during the winter.

A. fls. alternate.

b. Margin of fls. serrate or crenate.

c. Fls. white.

d. Foliage deciduous.

Ceanothus (ancient Greek name). New Jersey Tea. Rhamnaceae. Shrubs or rarely small trees, sometimes spiny; lvs. alternate, sometimes opposite, or whorled, or in clusters, or even 3-nerved at the base; fls. perfect, 5-merous, white, blue or purplish, small, but in showy, often paniced clusters; fr. a 3-celled drupe, dry at length and separating into 3 stones. Thirty-six species in N. America, chiefly Pacific coast region. Ornamental, free-flowering shrubs, some especially valuable for their late flowering period. Many of them are only hardy in the warmer temperate regions, but C. americana, C. pratensis and C. fendleri are hardy north, while the numerous hybrids of C. americana are only half hardy, and even if protected they are killed to the ground in the north, but the young shoots will usually flower the same season. The safest way, however, to have good, free-flowering plants of these beautiful hybrids will be, in the north, to dig them up in fall, store them away in a frost-proof pit or cellar, and to plant them out again in spring. Pruning of the late flowering species will be of advantage; above one-half of last year’s growth may be taken away. They grow in almost any soil, but best in a light and well drained one, and most of the Californian species prefer a sunny position. Prop. by seeds sown in spring and by cuttings of mature wood in autumn, inserted in a coldframe or greenhouse; softwood cuttings also grow readily if taken in early spring from forced plants. Sometimes increased by layers, and the varieties and hybrids by grafting on roots of C. americana. Under climate in early spring; the clones must be fresh and with leaves, taken from plants kept in the greenhouse during the winter.

A. fls. alternate.

b. Margin of fls. serrate or crenate.

c. Fls. white.

d. Foliage deciduous.

Ceanothus (ancient Greek name). New Jersey Tea. Rhamnaceae. Shrubs or rarely small trees, sometimes spiny; lvs. alternate, sometimes opposite, or whorled, or in clusters, or even 3-nerved at the base; fls. perfect, 5-merous, white, blue or purplish, small, but in showy, often paniced clusters; fr. a 3-celled drupe, dry at length and separating into 3 stones. Thirty-six species in N. America, chiefly Pacific coast region. Ornamental, free-flowering shrubs, some especially valuable for their late flowering period. Many of them are only hardy in the warmer temperate regions, but C. americana, C. pratensis and C. fendleri are hardy north, while the numerous hybrids of C. americana are only half hardy, and even if protected they are killed to the ground in the north, but the young shoots will usually flower the same season. The safest way, however, to have good, free-flowering plants of these beautiful hybrids will be, in the north, to dig them up in fall, store them away in a frost-proof pit or cellar, and to plant them out again in spring. Pruning of the late flowering species will be of advantage; above one-half of last year’s growth may be taken away. They grow in almost any soil, but best in a light and well drained one, and most of the Californian species prefer a sunny position. Prop. by seeds sown in spring and by cuttings of mature wood in autumn, inserted in a coldframe or greenhouse; softwood cuttings also grow readily if taken in early spring from forced plants. Sometimes increased by layers, and the varieties and hybrids by grafting on roots of C. americana. Under climate in early spring; the clones must be fresh and with leaves, taken from plants kept in the greenhouse during the winter.

A. fls. alternate.

b. Margin of fls. serrate or crenate.
sanguineus, Pursh (C. Oreogyna, Nutt.). Tall shrub, with purple or reddish glabrous branches: Ivs. orbicular to ovate or obovate, obtuse, serrate, nearly glabrous, 1-3 in. long: fls., in rather long, narrow panicles, on stout, leafless peduncles, axillary, from branches of the previous year. May, June. Brit. Columbia to Calif. B.M. 5177.

DD. Foliation persistent, shining above, caescent beneath.


cc. Fls. blue, purplish or pink: Ivs. half evergreen.

hirsutus, Nutt. Shrub or small tree, with villous branches: Ivs. broadly elliptic or ovate, rounded or cordate at the base, obtuse or acute, with glandular teeth, villous and usually green beneath, ½-2 in. long: fls. deep blue to purplish, in narrow panicles, ½-2 in. long. April, May. Calif. — Var. Orectius, Tre. (C. Orectius, Torrey). Fls. blue, paler: fr. loosely villous.


390. Ceanothus Americanus (X 1%)

hybridos, Hort. Hybrids of garden origin, chiefly between C. Americanus or C. ovatus and C. Thyrsiflorus or C. sanguineus, mostly raised in French nurseries. Some of the best known are: Adoxa-nana, with double white Ivs.; Atocorovulis purpureus, fls. blue, foliage purple when young; Arnoldi, fls. sky-blue, in large panicles; Glorie de Versailles, with bright blue, large panicles; Glorie de Plantagenet, fls. dark blue, large panicles; Marie Simon, fls. flesh-colored; Etoileux, fls. pink. R. H. 1875: 30.

391. CEDRELUS

BB. Margins of Ivs. entire or nearly so: half evergreen.

Fendleri, Gray. Low, prostrate and spiny shrub: Ivs. oval, rounded or nearly acute at both ends, entire, rarely finely serrulate, grayish green, minutely tomentose beneath, ½-1 in. long: fls. white, in short racemes, terminal on short, lateral branchlets, June, July. From S. Dakota to New Mexico and Arizona. A very delicate and free-flowering shrub of almost creeping habit, well adapted for covering dry, sandy banks; half evergreen and hardly north.

lagerrimus, Hook. & Arn. Tall, erect shrub, with glabrous branchlets: Ivs. broadly elliptic or ovate, sparingly hairy or glabrous, bright green beneath, 1-3 in. long: fls. blue, sometimes white, fragrant, in 3-6 in. long, narrow panicles. April-June. Washington to Calif. aus. E. Arizona.

divariatus, Nutt. Tall, erect shrub, with usually glaucous branches and often spiny: Ivs. ovate, obtuse or nearly acute, usually glaucescent and grayish or grayish tomentose, ½-1 in. long: fls. pale blue, sometimes whitish, in 2-3 in. long, narrow panicles. April-June. Calif.

AA. Lvs. opposite, persistent.


prostratus, Bent. Prostrate shrub: Ivs. cuneate, obovate or spatulate, coarsely and pungently toothed, sometimes only 3-pointed at the apex, often minutely silky when young, ½-1 in. long: fls. blue, in clusters, terminal on short branchlets. Spring. Washington to Cal.


Alfred Rehder

391. CEDRELUS (from Cedrus, the wood resembling that of Cedrus). Melitaea. Tall trees, with alternate, usually abruptly pinnate Ivs., without stipules; lfts. petiolated, entire or slightly serrate; fls. inconspicuous, white, unusually perfect, 3-merous, in large, pendulous, axillary panicles; the 5 petals forming a tube with spreading limb: fr. a capsule, dehiscent, with 5 teeth, with many flat, winged seeds. Eight species in trop. Amer. and S., forming the subgenus Toddalia, which is introduced. Tall ornamental trees, and well adapted for avenues: only hardy in S. Calif. and in the Gulf states, except C. sinuensis. The wood of some species is known as cedar wood, and much valued for making furniture and boxes. They thrive best in rich sandy loam, or by cuttings of mature wood, and, also, by rootcuttings, all with bottom heat.
CEDRUS

A. Lfts. 10-25, quite glabrous.

Sinensis, Juss. Fig. 391. Tree, to 50 ft.; lfts. long-petioled, 10-20 in. long; lfts. 10-22, oblong or oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, slightly and remotely serrate, 4-8 in. long; fls. white, in very long, pendulous racemes: fr. oblong or obovate, about 1 in. long, June.


Ornamental tree, with large, feathery foliage; very valuable for avenues; similar to Ailanthus, and nearly of the same hardiness, but of more regular and dense growth, and without the disagreeable odor when flowering. Ailanthus can be easily distinguished by the few coarse teeth near the base of the lfts., each bearing a large gland beneath (Fig. 291).


This is probably the hardest of the tropical species.

odorata, Linn. Tree, to 80 ft.; lvs. 10-20 in. long; lfts. 12-20, ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, nearly entire, 4-6 in. long: panicles shorter than the lvs.: fr. oblong, almost 1½ in. long. W. India.

The cedar wood comes mostly from this species.

AA. Lfts. 6-10, finely ciliate.

Dugesi, Wats. Tree: lvs. 10-15 in. long; lfts. cuneate, ovate-lanceolate, long and slender acuminate, nearly entire, shining above, 4-6 in. long: panicles rather compact, much shorter than the lvs. Mexico.

ALFRED REHDER.

CEDRONÉLLA (a little Cedar, from the odor of C. triplala, a species from the Canary Islands, sometimes called "Ruina of Gilead"). Lobliata. Eight species of herbs or shrubs, allied to Dracopephalum. The two native kinds described below are compact, free-flowering border peripherals, with aromatic lvs. and numerous showy, purplish pink fls. with blue stamens, arid borne in dense whorls on long racemes or spikes. They are not quite hardy north, and should have a sheltered, sunny position, or some winter protection.

cina, Hook. Height 2½-3 ft.; stems hard, square, subshrubby; branches numerous, especially at the base, opposite, hoary with a minute pubescence; upper lvs. small, ½-1½ in. long, entire, hoary, numerous near the fls., ovate; lower lvs. larger, cordate-ovate, dentate; serrate: spikes numerous; whors dense, 15 or more fls.; corolla 1 in. long, limb 5-cleft, the lowest lobe largest, orenate, revolute. June-Oct. Mex. and N. Mex.

Mexicana, Benth. (Garboquyaboteicoides, Lindl.). Height 1-3 ft.; root creeping: lvs. 1½-2½ in. long, ovate-lanceolate (the lower ones cordate), crenate-dentate, becoming purplish in age; fls. white, ovate-acuminate, 4-5 cleft, the lowest lobe larger, crenate, revolute. June-Oct. Mex. and N. Mex.

Rarer in cult. than above. Lvs. larger, longer and fewer.

triplala, Moench (Dracopephalum Canariense, Linn.). Balm of Gilead. Shrubby; leaflets 3, oblong or lanceolate: fls. purple or white, in loose spire-like whors. Aromatic plant from Canary Is. Three to 4 ft.

J. B. KELLER and W. M.

CEDRUS (Kedros, ancient Greek name). Conífera. Cedar. Large evergreen trees, with quadrangular, stiff, fasciculate lvs.: fls. monoecious, forming cylindrical catkins: cones ovate, 3-5 in. long, with broad, closely imbricate bracts, attaining maturity in two or three years; seeds winged. Three closely allied species in N. Africa, Asia Minor and Himalayas. Large ornamental Conifers, with wide-spreading branches, very distinct in habit from most other Conifers; not hardy north, but the hardiest, C. Atlántica, may be grown as far north as New York in sheltered positions, while C. Deodara can only be grown safely in Calif. and S. states. The very durable and fragrant wood of all species is highly valued. The Cedars prefer well-drained, leamy soil, and will also grow in sandy clay, if there is no stagnant moisture. Prop. by seeds, sown in spring; the varieties by veneer grafting, in late summer or in fall, on seedlings of C. Atlántica; or, in warmer regions, on C. Deodara: they grow also from cuttings, if the small shoots are selected which spring occasionally from the old wood. Plants of this genus are the true Cedars; but trees of other genera are often called Cedar. See Chamaecyparis, Juniperus, and Thuya; also Cedrela.

AA. Branches stiff, not drooping; cones truncate, and often concave at the apex.


CEDRUS


CEIBA. See Eriodendron.

CELERDINE. See Chelidonium.

CELERASTUS (Kelastros, ancient Greek name). Celast- 
tràceæ. Shrubs, usually climbing, with alternate, peti- 
ed, usually deciduous and serrate glabrous lvs.; fls. 
polygamous, 5-merous, inconspicuous, greenish white, 
in axillary or terminal panicles or racemes; fr. a cap- 
ule, dehiscent into 3 valves, each containing 1 or 2 
seeds, enclosed in a fleshy capsule. About 6 species 
in S. and E. Asia, Australia and America. Hardy 
ornamental shrubs, very effective by their bright-colored 
fruit remaining usually throughout the winter; they 
are very valuable for covering trellis-work, trees or 
rocks and walls. They grow in almost any soil and 
situation, and as well in shaded as in sunny positions. 
Prop. by seeds, sown in fall or stratified, and by root- 
cuttings or layers; suckers are freely produced, and 
become sometimes a nuisance in nurseries; they can be 
also increased by cuttings of mature and of soft wood. 
The species with perfect fls. in axillary cymes and with 
evergreen lvs., being rigid and often spiny shrubs, are 
now included under Gymnopus, which see.

scandens, Linn. FALSE BITTER SWEET. Fig. 393. 
High, climbing to 20 ft.; lvs. cuneate, ovate to ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, crenate-serrate, glabrous, 2-4 in. 
long: fls. in terminal, many-fld. panicles or racemes; 
fr. about 1/2 in. diam., orange-yellow, with crimson 
seeds. Canada to S. Dakota and N. Mexico. Em. 235. 

oribículáus, Thunbg. (C. articulátus, Thunbg.). High 
climbing shrub: lvs. cuneate, suboblong to oblong or 
obovate, acute or acuminate, crenate-serrate, 2-3 in. 
long: fr. globular, orange-yellow, with crimson seeds. 
punctátus, Thunbg.). A less vigorous grower, with 
smaller, elliptic lvs. C. oribículáus is of more vigorous 
growth than the former species, and fruits very pro- 
fusely, but the fruits are hidden by the foliage, and 
are not very conspicuous until the lvs. have fallen, while C. 
scandens bears its fruits above the lvs.

paniculátus, Wildl. (C. depéndens, Wall.). Branches 
with white lenticels, pendulous: lvs. ovate-oblong or 
obovate; fls. in terminal pendulous panicles. Himalayas. 
Not hardy N.

C. nitánum, Hort. Reasoner, not Roxbg.—Quisqualis Indica. — 
C. oríza, Sieb. & Zucc.—Oriza japonica. 

CELERIAC (Apium gráviolens, Linn., var. rápi- 
coleum, D.C.). Umbelliferæ. Fig. 394. An offset of the 
celery species, producing an edible root instead of 
edible leaves. Just low long variety, or Turnip-rooted 
Celery, has been in cultivation is unknown. Its history 
as a garden vegetable can be traced definitely as far 
back as the middle of the seventeenth century, although 
writers for a century or more previous to this time made 
references which would seem to relate to this vegetable, 
but the identity is obscure. Its origin was probably 
the same as that of the common garden celery, of which it 

is doubtless a state wherein the root has become en- 
larged and edible. This form is supposed to be the one 
most remotely removed from the wild state. 
Celeriac is very little grown in this country, and to 
Americans is almost unknown, but it is much prized in 
Europe. It is cultivated chiefly where there is a Ger- 
man population. Fifteen or 20 varieties are mentioned 
in the seed catalogues, but there is very little difference 
in the various sorts, some seedsmen even making no 
distinction between varieties, but catalogue the plant 
simply as Celeriac.

In general, the culture is the same as for celery, ex- 
cept that no blanching is required, since it is the enlarged 
root which constitutes the edible portion. Now the seed 
during the spring in a well-prepared seed-bed, prefera- 
bly in a more or less shaded location. A coldframe or a 
spent hotbed is a good place. The seed is slow to 
germinate, and must be kept well watered. When the 
plants are 2 or 3 inches tall, they ought to be trans- 
planted; about 3 inches apart each way is a good dis- 
tance to place them at this handling. Later, again 
transplant them to the open ground, in rows about 2 
feet apart and 6 or 8 inches distant in the row. The 
soil should be a rich, light loam well supplied with 
moisture.

The seed may be sown where the plants are to remain, 
and thinned to the required distance, but stronger, 
more stocky plants are obtained by transplanting as 
above directed.

Plants thus treated will be ready for fall and winter 
use. If they are desired for earlier use, the seeds may 
be sown in a mild hotbed and transplanted to the open 
as soon as the ground is in good condition in the spring. 
Aside from frequent tillage, Celeriac requires but little 
attention during growth. It is a frequent practice 
among growers to remove a little of the earth from 
about the plants after the root has become well enlarged, 
and to cut off the lateral roots. This tends to make the 
main root grow larger, smoother and more symmetrical 
in shape.

For winter use, the plants may be protected with 
earth and straw sufficient to keep out frost, or packed 
in moist sand and placed in a cool cellar.

The principal use of Celeriac is for the flavoring of 
soups and stews, but it is also served in several other
ways. It may be boiled and eaten with a white sauce, like cauliflower; as a salad, either first being cooked as beets or turnips, or else cut up into small pieces and used raw; was rarely digested and served with oil and vinegar, it forms the dish known as "celery salad." An extract may be obtained from it which is said to have certain medicinal properties.

H. P. G O U L D.

CELERIAC

Annual or biennial plants: leaf-stalks 6–15 in. long, bearing 3 pairs and a terminal leaflet, all of which are variegated and more or less alternately lobed or divided: flower stalk 2–3 ft. high, branched and leafy, bearing numerous rather small compound umbels of inconspicuous flowers; fruit small, flattened on the sides, broader than long. An ounce contains between 60,000 and 70,000 seeds.

Celery is known in America only as a garden vegetable, and is cultivated mainly for the leaf-stalks, which are blanched and eaten raw with salt, made into salads, or boiled and served like asparagus. Celery roots, leaves and seeds are also used in flavoring soups, meats, etc. The garden form resembles wild celery, which grows over a wide range in Europe and Asia, but the plants are larger and the leaf-stalks are much larger and more meaty and solid. Ancient writers left little definite information about this plant, and it is doubtful if its cultivation as a staple garden vegetable really began until after the Middle Ages. Previous to that time it does not appear to have been clearly distinguished from parsley, which was mainly used at funeral ceremonies, and not at all as a salad plant. It is supposed that the Selinum mentioned by Homer in the Odyssey was wild celery, and it has also been stated that Dioscorides distinguished between the wild and the cultivated forms of this plant, but later writers were singularly silent about garden celery until the seventeenth century. In 1629 Parkinson wrote that "sellery" was a rarity in England. It seems to have been introduced there from Italy, where its cultivation as a garden vegetable probably began. In 1899 John Evelyn wrote of "sellery" as Apium Italicum, and described it as a hot and more generous form of Macedonian parsley or smallage, which, he stated, for its high and grateful taste was ever placed in the middle of the Grand Sallet at the great men's tables and Pr兑现s' Feasts as the grandest on the whole board. During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries celery was frequently called smallage in England and ache in France, but now these names have fallen into disuse. Until about 1830 celery was grown in trenches, later level culture was gradually adopted. For 20 or 25 years following 1850 celery was used almost entirely as a winter vegetable. The plants were only partially blanched in the field, then lifted and placed in trenches or celery pits, where they remained until the blanching process was completed, being taken out from time to time during the winter. It is reported as naturalized on the coast of southern California, and as escaped from cultivation in southeastern Virginia.

CELEY

The demand for earlier celery increased after 1875 or 1880. The introduction of two new kinds of celery a few years later, namely the White Plume and the Paris Golden, both with distinct self-blanching tendencies, gave a fresh impetus to the cultivation and the consumption of early celery. These new kinds were more attractive as table decorations, and were also more easily grown and blanched than any varieties previously cultivated. Soon after their introduction boards began to be used in the place of earth in blanching early celery. This proved a decided advantage to growers because the rows could be from 2½ to 3 feet apart instead of 4 or 5 feet, as was necessary before, and also less labor was required in caring for the crop and preparing it for market. The new varieties and improved methods of blanching, early celery began to be grown on a large scale after 1885, and now large markets are supplied with Celery throughout the entire year.

The seeds germinate slowly, and the seedlings require about three months after the seed is planted to mature sufficiently to be set in the field. Sowings for the early crop begin in January, and those for the late crop about the middle of March in the northern states. The seed is sown broadcast, and when the plants are large enough to handle they are transplanted into other frames, being set 2 or 3 inches apart each way. The soil in these frames, and also where the seed is sown, is made very fertile, to insure a strong growth of both roots and foliage. After being transplanted the plants are allowed to remain in the frames only long enough to send out a new set of roots and leaves. If for any reason the plants remain in the frames too long, they often go to seed prematurely when set in the field. This is much more likely to occur with the early than with the late crops.

FIELD CULTURE.—Moist, peaty soil is preferred, but celery is successfully grown on clayey and even sandy soils, where these are highly fertilized and irrigated. Level culture is now generally practiced, the old method, in which plants were set in single or double rows in trenches (Fig. 397) being nearly obsolete. The plants are about 6 inches to a foot apart in the rows, and the rows from 2½ to 3½ feet apart. Early and late varieties are often set in alternate rows. Boards are used to blanch the plants that mature first, and when these are out of the way there is room to bank the remaining rows with earth (Fig. 396).

Celery plants are also set 7 or 8 inches apart each way in beds. This method requires intensive culture. The plants must be frequently fertilized and copiously watered during their growth. In this case the crowding of the leaves is sufficient to blanch the stalks of the
Celery

Paris Golden, which is the variety generally grown in this way, and boards are used only around the outside of the beds (Fig. 395). This method is known as the "New Celery Culture," or Niven’s method.

Blanching.—When the weather is warm in summer, celery often blanches in two weeks after boards are set up beside the rows, but later in the fall it takes three or four weeks, and the winter varieties are often blanked with earth considerably longer than this and then placed in celery pits, where the blanking process continues. Hemlock boards an inch thick, a foot wide and 12 feet long, are largely used for blanking summer celery. These are placed on edge beside the rows and drawn near together at the top, where they are held by small wooden cleats. When thus placed the boards enclose the entire plants, with the exception of ends of scattering leaves, which project above them. In market gardens these boards are moved from one field to another after the crops mature, and kept in constant use from the middle of June until late in November. When freezing weather is expected, the remaining plants of the early varieties are lifted and set in beds in the field, where they are enclosed on the sides and covered as closely as circumstances may require with the boards.

Late celery is blanked mainly by banking with earth, the earth being thrown up against the plants at two or three different times; first, the base of the bank is thrown up about one foot high, the leaves being held together during the operation to prevent the soil from filling in between the stalks. The top of this bank is left broad and dishing so that the plants can be watered. Two or three weeks later the bank is raised 8 inches or a foot higher, and often it is again raised, the top of the highest banks being about 3 feet above the ditches between the rows. A 1 plow is used in loosening the soil, but the banking is mainly done by hand. The old method of growing celery in trenches (Fig. 397) in order to blanket it is now entirely obsolete in this country. A well-hilled field is shown in Fig. 396.

Celery is sometimes blanked by wrapping the plants in thick paper (Fig. 398), or by placing large pieces of drain tile over them.

Preparation for Market.—After pulling, the celery is trimmed, then taken to the packing room, where it is washed and tied in bunches, the bunches being from 3 to 4 inches in diameter and containing from 2 to 6 "heads" or plants. The root is cut to a point, as shown in Fig. 399. After blanking, it is packed in cases of various patterns, which hold from 2 to 5 dozen bunches each. A common style of celery crate, for the marketing of trimmed plants, is shown in Fig. 400. Sometimes celery, especially the early crop and for nearby markets, is not trimmed at the roots; but the roots are left intact, the plant washed and stripped of its dead and broken leaves and then shipped in a tray which holds water. Fig. 401 shows Niven’s tray, used for this purpose. This tray or crate will hold 24-50 roots. The sides, A, are 20x10 in.; B, 14x10 in.; top pieces, C, 15 in. wide by 1\(\frac{3}{4}\) in. thick; posts, D, 1x1x12 in. The joints are mitered and painted before nailing. The inside of the tray is painted white.

Varieties.—Not less than 50 kinds of celery, which are more or less distinct, are catalogued by American seedmen. The plants vary in size from the Paris Red Ribbed, which is scarcely a foot high, to the Giant Paschal, which is fully three times as tall; and in color of the foliage from the deep green of the Boston Market to the golden yellow of the Paris Golden and the almost pure white of the White Plume. Some kinds are turnip-rooted (see Celeriac), others have red leaf stalks, and still others are very bitter and pungent; yet all these variations seem to have resulted from high cultivation and in some cases, crossings of the different kinds. A half dozen leading types may be described.

Paris Golden or Golden Self-blanching.—This variety was raised by M. Chemin in his market-gardens near Paris, France, and it was introduced into the United States about 1888. It was entirely distinct from all other varieties, and it gained favor among growers rapidly. Since 1899 or 1893 it has been the leading summer kind, and more generally planted in market-gardens than any other. The plants are stocky, they can be planted closely, conveniently blanked with boards, packed in small space when bunched, the bunches keep remarkably well, are exceptionally attractive when exposed for sale in the market, and the stalks are never disagreeably bitter. Leaf stalks below the lower pair of leaflets 6 to 8 inches long and from 1\(\frac{3}{4}\) to 2\(\frac{1}{4}\) inches in circumference, generally with 9 distinct ridges and 13 rather small fibrovascular bundles, the latter not embedded in green cells, the ridges flattened and the furrows between them shallow; leaf-bearing part of the stalk 12 to 14 inches long, with a decided constriction where the lower pair of leaflets unite with it; leaflets thick, sharply serrate, usually wedge shaped at the base and with characteristic yellow specks, which increase in numbers as the plants mature until the entire foliage appears to be of a light golden hue.

The Paris Red Ribbed celery is a very dwarf variety, having thick leaflets with yellow specks in them like the Paris Golden, but the plants are smaller, not so full in the centers and the leaf stalks are shaded with red. Another variety of recent introduction, known as the Broad Ribbed celery, is evidently nearly related to the preceding kinds. The foliage shows the yellow specks, the leaf stalks are large and rounded on the edges, and the plants mature early, but they are open in the center. Some strains of this variety have reddish leaf stalks.

White Plume.—Introduced by Peter Henderson in 1841. For several years this variety was more generally grown than any other kind. The plants are distinctly
self-blanching and beautiful, and it has been claimed that this variety surpasses all others as a table decoration. Leaf-stalk below the lower pair of leaflets 8 to 10 inches long, 1 to 2 inches in circumference, light green, becoming pure white when blanched, ridges 9, fibrovascular bundles 13 imbedded in green cells; leaflets large, borne on slender divisions of the main stalk, turning light colored and sometimes nearly pure white when the plants approach maturity. This variety often requires artificial ripening to reduce the strong flavor, in addition to what is necessary to whiten the stalks.

The Pink Plume is a nearly related variety, having reddish stalks but is hardly equal to the preceding kind.

Boston Market.—An old variety, that has been grown in the vicinity of Boston since about 1850. Plants low and spreading, very dark green and glossy, forming numerous secondary crowns, leaf-stalks short and stout, ridges 9 or 11, with shallow furrows between them, fibrovascular bundles 13 or 15, imbedded in green cells; leaflets thick, rounded in outline, deeply cleft, serrations shallow, each terminating in a whitish point. There is a constriiction where the lower pair of leaflets unite with the stalk, and the stalk is lighter colored here than elsewhere; above this point the central stalk tapers rapidly to the end.

The Early Arlington celery is a sub-variety of the Boston Market.

Golden Heart.—A popular kind before the introduction of the self-blanching varieties, but now placed in the background with the Golden Half Dwarf, White Solid, Schumacher, Perle le Grande, and Alpha.

Rose.—A tall, red variety, better known than any other kind of this class. It was introduced in 1886 by Peter Henderson, but it never has been extensively grown for market. Leaf-stalk red or purplish, 10 to 15 inches long, 1½ to 2 inches in circumference, ridges 9, fibrovascular bundles 13; leaflets dull green, thin, and the edges inclined to turn upward; the whole plant tall, slender and rather hard to blanch. The young stalks retain the red color when blanched, and are exceptionally attractive in appearance, crisp, and have the nutty flavor that is so highly prized in choice celery. It was formerly supposed that the red varieties of celery kept better than the others, but the supposition does not seem to be well founded.

Other varieties of this class are the Crimson Bouquet, Pink Aromatic, and Convent Garden Rose.

Giant Pascal.—This variety is peculiarly adapted to the production of a large amount of edible matter. The stalks are of the largest size, tender, and never pungent, even before they are blanched; grown both in private gardens and for market. Leaf-stalks very large, long and thick, generally with 12 flattened ridges, and 6 fibrovascular bundles; leaflets dark green, thick, deeply cleft and coarsely serrate. Plants with full centers and usually without secondary crowns.

Although the variety is much, the value and appearance of the plant depend much upon the growing. There are different ideals in different parts of the country. In the west, a plant of the type of Fig. 402 is wanted. About Boston, a broad-based and thick-set plant (obtained by much transplanting and less crowding) is demanded (Fig. 403).

Fertilizers.—Celery rarely makes satisfactory growth on land of ordinary fertility; it is a crop that must have liberal treatment to yield good returns. Organic fertilizers rich in nitrogen are mainly used, although generally in market-gardens these are supplemented with potash and other salts. It is customary to apply the organic fertilizers in a decomposed condition and plow them in before the plants are set. Later, when the plants are about half grown, some commercial fertilizer is scattered along the rows before each hoeing. It is important that the fertilizers used should not make the land too porous. They should increase its capacity for holding moisture, and not hasten evaporation. When coarse, light manures must be used for this crop, it is better to place them on the surface as a mulch than to plow them in.

Diseases.—Of diseases, there are two or three serious blights or rusts, but there are no widespread and serious insect depredators. (See Duggar, Bull. 132, Cornell Exp. Sta., and reports from stations in Conn., N. Y. (state), N. J., Dept. Agric., etc.). The best general treatment is to start with healthy seed on land which has not bred the disease, and then spray early and frequently with Bordeaux mixture, or other fungiclude. The treatment should all be done early in the life of the crop.

Storing.—If celery is to be kept for winter use, it must be cool and moist. It is usually set out again, so that the roots take sufficient hold upon the earth to prevent the plant from wilting. For home use, the plants may be set in an old shoe case, in which there are a few inches of earth in the bottom, the top of the box being left uncovered. If the box is as deep as the height of the Celery, holes should be made in the side of the box to admit of ventilation. The box may now be kept in a cool cellar. Taking similar precautions, Celery may be stored in barrels in the cellar. For market, Celery may be set in trenches, as shown in Fig. 397. Two boards are then leaned over the plants, to form a gable roof; and as cold weather approaches, straw is thrown on top. In large celery areas, however, the crop is now stored in sheds or cellars made for the purpose. In these sheds, the celery is planted out, and the temperature is kept above hard frost. Full discussion of this method will be found under Storing.

For further information, see Gruner’s "Celery for Farmers," Vaughan’s "Celery Manual"; Van Boehey’s "Kalamazoo Celery"; Hollister’s "Livingston’s Celery Book."

L. F. Kinney.

COMMERCIAL CELERY CULTURE.—The increasing demand for this delicious vegetable has interested both the gardener and farmer in studying its needs. They have
succeeded so well that the quality has been improved and the length of the market season increased to such an extent that instead of finding it for sale only during the fall and winter months, we now have it the greater part of the year. The greater part of the crop is prepared for shipping by trimming off the outer stalks and roots, washing and tying in bunches of one dozen roots, and packing in boxes containing from 1 to 6 dozen, according to the size of the roots. The California and some of the Michigan and New York growers ship the roots on unwashed, and load in refrigerator cars, with two decks put in and the bunches placed on the decks. A car contains by this process from 1,200 to 1,500 dozen, while a car loaded with the boxed product contains from 1,500 to 2,000 dozens.

The seeds are very small and slow to germinate. The first leaves are small and digest food slowly, which makes it necessary to have plant-food available at all times during the growth of the plant, so that nature may be assisted in her work of building it up and giving to it a constitution strong enough to resist disease, which sometimes comes in the shape of a fungus which attacks the leaves, and, with the plant in its weak condition, absorbs the sap and destroys the digesting surface of the leaf to such an extent that the outer stalks, and sometimes the inner ones as well, dry up, and the crop is a total loss. Fortunately, the climatic conditions for the development of the fungi do not remain more than 3 or 4 days at a time, and, with means for irrigation and with food containing the different materials that the plant desires, this difficulty is successfully met. In Colorado and other parts of the west, they expect to demonstrate that the disease cannot exist, on account of irrigation keeping the plant well supplied with food, the large amount of lime the soil contains, the bright sunlight, and cool nights, as all these are to the advantage of the plant and against the development of fungi.

The soils best adapted to the plant are cranberry bogs and low marshes, filled with a deposit of decayed vegetable matter from 2 to 15 feet deep, which, when drained by open and tile drainage, cleared of trees and roots, the surface cut with disk-harrow, smoothed and pulverized with common harrow and roller, are then ready for a crop of corn or millet the first season. The following the surface is treated with a ton of air-slaked lime to the acre, which is turned under to hasten the decay of the vegetable matter and correct the accum-ulated acidity which abounds from the decay of such large quantities of vegetables. The lime also destroys the fungus growth and tends to strengthen the constitution of the plant. The surface is then dressed with a fertilizer composed of 1 ton of fine raw bone, 40 bushels of wood ashes, and 500 pounds of salt to the acre. Where harnyard manure can be had, the raw bone is reduced 1,000 pounds, and 20 loads of manure are applied. In Florida the amount of bone is increased to 3,000 pounds, and 200 pounds of high-grade potash added and the ashes omitted. In Colorado, where the soil contains 10 per cent of lime, it is not necessary to use lime. With fertilizers containing 16 per cent of potash, 4 per cent of nitrogen, and 10 per cent phosphoric acid, applied at the rate of 1 ton to the acre, and with the physical conditions of the land improved by turning under green crops, such as corn or alfalfa, success is anticipated. Celery is also raised on sandy loam, but unless 50 loads of coarse manure is piled under, and water plentifully supplied during growth, either by rains or irrigation, the crop is poor in quality and light in quantity.

In the north and middle states, the early plants are started on hotbeds March 1, and transplanted in cold frames March 10-12, then into the open field after May 10. For the late or main crop, the seed is sown in the open ground April 1, and by June 1 the plants are large enough to cut back to the heart leaves. This makes them stocky and increases the root growth, and by June 10 they are large enough to be removed to the field, where they are cultivated frequently by both horse and hand cultivators. In Florida, plants are all started under a half shade in August, and transplanted under another half shade made by setting posts in the ground, 5 feet high and 12 feet apart, on the tops of which a board is nailed, forming a rest or frame, and 3-inch slats nailed on 3 inches apart, thus protecting the beds from the bright sun in day time and cold at night. The plants are removed to the open field after September, and planting is continued until about February 1. In Colorado the early plants cannot be grown successfully with glass close to the plants. The bright sun penetrates the soil and takes up the moisture so fast that germination is retarded and takes place very unevenly. By covering the boxes with plant cloth, tacked on the inside, the light is subdued and success attained. For the month of April, beds covered with plant cloth alone do very well. It is not practical to sow late plants in the open ground without the

401. Water-holding Celery crate.

402. A good Celery plant of the middle and western states.
plant; the production against the bright sunlight and temperature that prevail during April and May in this latitude. Close watching and spraying twice each day will bring the seed up, and, after the fourth leaf is well started, the cloth is removed for a few hours toward night each day until the plants are 2 inches high; then the cloth is removed during the night after May 10, and the plants are hardened. From 20,000 to 30,000 plants are set on an acre. In sixty days plants are large enough to blanch for the early market. Buds 1 inch thick, 1 inch long, 6 feet long, dressed on both sides, are placed against the celery on both sides of the plants, and are held in an upright position by a piece of wire bent at each end so as to form a stock. The lumber, the dummy, is drawn, the lumber, inducing the heart of the plant to grow rapidly and blanch at the same time, and in 15 to 18 days after the lumber is put up, the celery is ready to market. Lumber induces a taller growth, but the flavor is not quite as fine as that blanched with earth. The lumber is safer for early blanching for the reason that the disease commonly called rust is liable to attack the celery if earth is used before September 10. Earthing up becomes a necessity after September 20, as fierce purple leaves appear any night after this date and damage the crop where the lumber is used, while that with the earth up to it is protected. The process of earthing up with a spade or fork being done now by hand because there are no plows with attachments that push the leaves into an upright position and turn the earth up at the same time, one horse handling the plow very easily.

The harvesting crop, leading growers have washing machinery to clean and cool the stalks, which adds to its keeping qualities during transit and delivery from market to the consumer. Great pains is taken to sort and grade the different sized roots, bind them into bunches, and pack them into neat new packages made for the purpose. Large quantities are marketed from September 20 to October 20, to save the expense of storing in the winter months, as the loss in those is liable to be great from evaporation, desiccation and consequent decay. California and Florida shipments come in November, and all through the winter months the leading markets are supplied with this appetizing vegetable. The popular varieties are: First, the White Plum, which is early and makes a very fine appearance, quality medium; and next the Dwarf Golden Heart, which is a little later but much harder than the former, also possessing much better flavor. The best for winter use are the old reliable Boston Market and its half brother, the Giant Pascal. These two, when grown to perfection, are good keepers and of excellent quality.

E. J. HOLLISTER

CELOSIA (Greek, kělos, burned; referring to the burned look of the fls. in some species. Cockscob. The genus containing the common Cockscob of old-fashioned gardens has about 42 species, all tropical and mostly annual herbs, with alternate, entire fls., arranged in a petiole, various in form, and with fls. borne in dense spikes. There are two main types of Celosias, the crested form and the feathered or plummy ones. The crested Cockscob is very stiff, formal and curious, while the feathered sorts are less so, and are used to some extent in dried bouquets. The plummy sorts are grown abroad for winter decoration, especially under the name of C. pyramidalis, but to a small extent in America. The crested Cockscob is less used as a summer border plant than formerly, but it is also commonly exhibited in pots at small fairs, the object being to produce the largest possible crest on the smallest plant. For garden use, the seeds are sown indoors in early spring, and the plants ready to transplant May 1-15. If the roots dry out the lsts., are sure to drop off. The Cockscob is a moisture-loving plant, and may be syringed often, especially for the red spider, which is its greatest enemy. A light, rich soil is needed.

criBata, Linn. Cockscob. Height 9 in. or more; stem very glabrous; fls., petiolate, ovate or somewhat cordate-ovate, acute, glabrous, 2-3 in. long, 1 in. wide; spikes crested, subasile, often as wide as the plant is high; seeds small, black, shining, lens-shaped. Tropics.

Gn. 13, p. 231. R.H. 1894, p. 58. — There are or 9 or well marked colors in either tall or dwarf forms, the chief ones being red, purple, violet, crimson, amaranth, and yellow. The forms with variegated lsts. often have less dense crests. A. japonica, Mart., little known to botanists, is said to be a distinct garden plant with branching, pyramidal habit, each branch bearing a ruffled comb.

aa. Spikes plummy, feathery, or cylindrical.

argentea, Linn. Taller than the above; fls. shorter-stalked, narrower, 2-2 1/2 in. long, 1-6 lines wide, linear-lanceolate, acute: spikes violet tinged, of medium length, and long-peduncled, pyramidal, or cylindrical. India. — This species is considered by Voss (in Vilhoinin's Blumen-gartnered), to be the original one from which the crested forms are derived. He makes 9 varieties, to one of which he refers C. cristata. The range of color is even greater in the feathered type than in the crested type, as one form has whitish fls. The spikes are very various in form and habit. Various forms are shown in Gn. 6, p. 513; 9, p. 149; 17, p. 331. R.H. 1857, p. 78 and 1890, p. 532.

Huttoni, Mart. Height 1-2 ft.; habitt bushy, pyramidal; fls., subulate-striate; fls., reddish or crimson, lower ones lanceolate, subasile: spikes red, cylin-dri-oblong, 1/2-1 in. long; (not lanceolate, as in C. argentea). Java. G.C. 1:32:214.—A foliage plant, and less common than the two species above.

W. M.

CELRIA (Olaus Celsius, 1670-1756, a Swedish orientalist). Sercopliariae. Herbs, with yellow fls. in terminal racemes or spikes, closely allied to Verbasum, but longer 4-5 or 6-8 stamens, and of different species. Several species only. C. Cretica, Linn., is known in Amer., and that very sparingly. It is a hardy or hardly hardy biennial, with alternate lsts., of which the lower are pinnate and the upper toothed and clasping: fls. large and rotate (nearly 2 in. across), yellowish, with dark markings in the center and conspicuous deflexed stamens. Stout, hairy plant, 3-6 ft. high, from Crete. B.M. 904.

CELRIA (ancient Latin name). Urtecaceae. Nettle Tree. Trees or shrubs: lsts., alternate, petiolate, stipulate, deciduous or persistent, usually obovoid in the base and 3-4-nerved: fls., polygamous-monoeccious, inconspicuous, apetalous, 4-5-merous, staminate in small clusters, pistillate axillary and solitary: fr. a 1-seeded, small drupe, edible in some species. Sixty species in the temperate and tropical regions of the northern hemisphere, of which few hardy ornamental species are cultivated; they are valuable as shade trees or as single specimens on the lawn, mostly with wide spreading head and light green foliage, &c. They are of great size, and are grown for the manufacture of small articles and for furniture; that of C. australis is valued for carving. Prop. by seeds, sown after maturity; also by layers and cuttings of mature wood in fall; rarer kinds are sometimes grafted on C. occidentalis.

a. Lvs. entire, or rarely with few teeth, thin, at length glabrous.


aa. Lvs. serrate.

b. Foliate scabrous above, membranaceous, more or less pubescent.

occidentalis, Linn. Large tree, occasionally 120 ft.; lsts. oblique and rounded at the base, ovate, acuminate, pubescent when young, light green, 2-4 in. long: fr.
CELTIS

orange-red, ½ in. long, on slender pedicel, longer than the petiole. S.S. 7: 317. G.F. 3: 40, 43. Em. 304. Mn. 7: 231, 233. —Very variable species. Var. crassifolia, C. Koch, has firm, very rough and large Ivs., to 6 in. long, usually cordate at base, Michx. Hist. Arch. 3: 228. Var. pumila, Gray, is a dwarf form with smaller Ivs.

australis, Linn. Tree. to 60 ft.: Ivs. oblique, cordate or rounded at the base, broadly ovate to oblong ovate, acuminate, saccate-dentate, pubescent when young, pale or glaucescent and prominently pectinate, 2-4 in. long; fr. dull orange-red; pedicels rather stout, not much longer than the petals. Mexico to Texas. —Not hardy north; often the following is cultivated under this name.

Bungeana, Blume (C. Davidiana, Carr.). Tree. Ivs. narrowly or rounded at the base, ovate or narrow elliptic, acuminate, crenate-serrate, nearly glabrous when young, green and shining on both sides, 2-4 in.: fr. purplish black, small; pedicels 2-3 times longer than the petals. N. China. —Hardy, and a very distinct species, with dark green and glossy foliage.

Kraussiana, Bernh. Tree. Ivs. oblong ovate, usually rounded at the base, acuminate, crenate-serrate, pubescent on the veins beneath, semipersistent; ovary tomentose: fr. mostly pubescent, slender pedicelled. S. Africa to Abyssinia. —Hardy only south.

CEMETERY. See Landscape Gardening.

CÉNCHRUS (ancient Greek name). Gramineae. Annual or perennial grasses, with spreading or erect culms bearing an inflorescence of globular, spiny bars. Spikelets 1-8. 1-4 together, with an ovul or globular involucre of rigid, more or less comose bristles, forming spiny bars, which fall off at maturity. Glumes as in Panicum, awnless. Species about 12, in the tropical and warmer temperate regions of both hemispheres.

triboloides, Linn. SAND-GRASS. Culms ascending, branching, 1-2 ft. long, with spikes composed of 10-15 coarsely spiny bars, which readily attach themselves to passing objects. It is one of the worst of annual weeds wherever it becomes abundant. It is distributed more or less throughout the United States in sandy districts, and said to be perennial in the southern states.

P. B. KENNEDY.

CENIA (Greek for empty, in allusion to the hollow receptacle). Composite. Low herbs from South Africa, with the aspect of Mayweed. Head small and rayed, the ray fls. pistillate, the disc fls. compressed and 4-toothed, the receptacle gradually enlarged from the top of the peduncle, and hollow. C. turbinata, Pers., is a common weed in Cape Colony, and it is occasionally seen in American gardens. It is annual, diffusely branched, and a foot or two high, with finely matted, soft, downy foliage, and long-peduncled, small, yellow heads. Of easy culture.

L. H. B.

CENTAUREA (a Century, famous for healing). Composite. CENTAURY. DUSTY MILLER. BACHELOR'S BUTTON. CORN FLOWER. KNAPWEED. Annual or half-hardy perennials; fine for bedding, vases, hedges and pots, and for borders and edgings. Differs from Celosia in having the schemes obliquely attached on one side of the base or more laterally. Species about 400, much confused, mostly in Eu., Asia and N. Afr., 1 in N. Amer., 3 or 4 in Chile. The involucre is ovoid or globose, stiff and hard, sometimes prickly. Receptacle bristly. The marginal florets are usually sterile and elongated, making the head look as if rayed. Several Old World species have become weeds in this country.

The following species of Centaureas are here described, the synonyms being in italics: Americana, 7; argentea, 2; atripurpurea, 13; Babylonica, 14; Benedicita = Carbenia benedicta; calceoliflora, 13; candidissima, 1; Cineraria, 1; Clementei, 3; Cyanus, 4; dealbata, 12; declinata, 10; flore-pleno, 4; gymnocarpa, 2; imperialis, 5; leucophylla, 10; macrocephala, 8; Margaritae, 6; Margarita, 5; montana, 11; moschata, 3; nigra, 9; odorata, 3; plumosa, 2; splendidus, 6; suculenta, 5; variegata, 9; Victoria, 4.

A. DUSTY MILLER. —White-tomentose low plants, used for bedding or for the sake of their foliage.

1. Cineraria, Linn. (C. candidissima, Lam.). Fig. 404. Perennial: st. erect, 3 ft., branched, the entire plant white-tomentose: Ivs. almost all bipinnate (except the earliest), the lower pedioted, all the lobes linear-lanceolate, obtuse; scales of the ovate involucre appressed, with a membranous black margin, long-ciliolate, the apical bristle thicker than the others: fls. purple. S. Italy, Sicily, etc. —Much used as a bedding plant, not being allowed to bloom. The first Ivs. of seedlings are nearly entire (as shown in Fig. 404), but the subsequent ones become more and more cut. Grown both from seeds and cuttings. Seedlings are very apt to damp off unless care is taken in watering.

404. Lower leaf from a young plant of Centaurea Cineraria (X 1/2).

405. Radical leaf of Centaurea gymnocarpa. (X 2/3.)

2. gymnocarpa. Moris & De Not (C. argentea, Hort. C. plumosa, Hort.). Fig. 405. Perennial: entire plant covered with velvety white pubescence: st. 1½-2 ft. high, erect: Ivs. bipinnatisect; segments linear, entire, acute: fl.-heads small, in a close panicle, mostly hidden by the Ivs.; fls. rose-violet or purple. Cap. —Very ornamental on account of its velvety finely cut Ivs. Much used, like the last for low foliage bedding; Ivs. more compound, and usually not so white.


AA. CORN FLOWER, OR BACHELOR'S BUTTON. —Tall-growing annuals, with very narrow Ivs., grown for the showy fls.

4. Cyanus, Linn. BLUEBOTTLE. BLUE. BACHELOR'S BUTTON (see also Comphos). CORN FLOWER RAGGED SAILOR. Fig. 406. Annual, slender, branching, 1-2 ft.
high, woolly-white when young: lvs., linear, entire, or the lower toothed, sometimes pinnatifid: fls., blue, purple or white, the heads on long, naked stems: involucre bracts rather narrow, fringed with short, scarious teeth. S. E. Eu. Gt. 38, p. 641; 39, p. 537. — One of the most popular of garden fls., running into many varieties. It is perfectly hardy, blooming until frost and coming up in the spring from self-sown seed. The following are

varieties of this: Pure White: Victoria, a dwarf, for pots and edgings; Emperor William, fine dark blue; Flore pleno, with the outer disc fls. converted into ray fls.; nana compacta, dwarf.

AAA. SWEET SULTANS. — Straight-growing, smooth annuus or perennials, with dentate lvs., grown for the large fragrant heads.

5. moschata. Linn. (C. suaveolens. Linn. C. odorata, Hort. C. Amberboa, Mill. Amberboa moschata, Less.) Sweet Sultan. Fig. 407. Annual: sts. 2 ft. high, branching below, erect: whole plant smooth, bright green: lvs., pinnatifid, the lobes dentate: fl.-heads long-peduncled; invol. round or ovate, smooth; only the innermost of the invol. scales with scarious margins: fls. white, yellow or purple, fragrant. Orient. Mn. 4:149. Gn. 54:1195. I.H. 42, p. 106. Gngn. 4:147.

Var. alba. Hort. (C. Margarita, Hort.). Fls. white. Gn. 19, p. 337: 54:1195. A.G. 13:607. This form, known as C. Margarita, is pure white and very fragrant. It was int. by an Italian firm in 1891.

Var. rubra, Hort. Fls. red. Gn. 54:1195. — A popular, old-time garden flower, with long-stalked heads; of easy culture. It does not bear transplanting well.

C. imperialis, Hort., is the offspring of C. moschata and C. Margarita, int. into the American trade in 1892. Plants are said to inherit the vigorous, free growth of C. moschata, being of the same easy culture and forming clumps 3-4 ft. high. The fls. resemble C. Margarita, but are twice as large and abundantly borne on long stems from July until frost. They range through white, rose, lilac and purple, are fragrant, and if cut when first open will keep 10 days. C. Maris, Hort., int. 1899, resembles C. imperialis, but the fls. open sulfur-yellow, become lighter, and are tipped with rose.

AAA. OTHER CENTAUREA OF VARIOUS KINDS, OCCASIONALLY GROWN, IN HARDY BORDERS FOR THEIR FLS., OR IMPOSING STATURE.

5. splendens. Linn. (C. margaritacea, Ten.) Perennial: sts. erect, branched: lvs. smooth, the lowest bipinnate, the upper pinnate, all with very narrow, linear, entire, acute lobes: fl.-heads subglobose; scales of the involucre with a rounded, almost entire, rather lax tip; fls. purple. Spain, Italy.

Var. Lvs., entire or dentate, not pinnatisect.

6. americana, Nutt. (Plectocephalus Americanus, Don.) Basket Flower. Fig. 408. Hardy annual, nearly smooth: sts. stout, simple, 2-3 ft. thickened under the naked head: lvs. mostly entire, oblong-lance-shaped: involucres ½-1½ in. in diam.; its bracts all with fringed, scarious appendages; fls. rose or flesh-colored; disc 1-3 in. diam.; narrow lobes of the ray flowers often 1 in. long. Ark. to Ariz. F. S. 4:327. S. H. 2:223. — Very attractive.

7. macrocephala, Puschk. Perennial: stems simple, erect, swollen below, the flower-head, leafy, 2½-3 ft. high: lvs. ovate-lanceolate, slightly decurrent, scarious, acute, somewhat serrate, gradually diminishing upwards to the base of the single terminal head; head subglobose, larger than a hen’s egg, often 3-4 in. in diam.; involucre of 8-12 rows of apressed, scarious-margined, rusty, fringed scales; fls. yellow, the marginal and disc alike. Armenia. B. M. 1248. J. H. III, 33:331. — Often grown from seeds.

8. nigrare, Linn. Knapweed. Hard Heads. Perennial, 1-2 ft. high: sts. branching, rough pubescent: lvs. lance-shaped and entire or lower sparingly toothed; involucral bracts with pectic-ciliate-fringed black appendages; fls. all alike, the disc and marginal ones of the same size. Europe.

Var. variegata, Hort. Lvs. edged with creamy white, tufted. A very striking border plant.

BB. Foliage white or tomentose, at least beneath (often green above).

9. leucophylla, Bieb. C. decidua, Bieb.) Perennial: stems short, decumbent, with very few lvs. Root-lvs. petiolate, tomentose-woolly on both sides, pinnate, the ovate lobes undulate, sparsely cut-lobed or sinuate-toothed: fl.-head 6½ ft. Few bracts, solitary, terminal; scales of the ovate involucre lanceolate, acuminate, brown, long-ciliate; fls. purple. Caucasus.
CENTAUREA

11. montana, Linn. MOUNTAIN BLUET. Perennial; stl. low, stoloniferous, unbranched, 12-16 or rarely 20 in. high: lvs. decurrent, the lower ones slily white, ovate-lance-shaped; involucre of 4 or 5 rows of scales, black-ciliate along the margins; fls. blue, the marginal ones 1 in. long, disc-fls. with short-stalked, terminal bracteoles.


cc. Stems erect, simple or branched.

12. dealbata, Willd. Perennial; stl. sub-erect, 8-21 in. high: lvs. white-villus beneath, glabrous above, petiole long, petioled, pinnate, the ovate lobes coarsely cut-toothed or auricled at the base; stem-lvs. sessile, pinnate, with oblong-lance lobes: fl. head solitary, just above the uppermost leaf: fls. red, those of the disc rosy or white; outer scales of the involucre with lanceolate tips, the middle rounded, deeply ciliate. Asia Minor, Persia.


11. Babylonica, Linn. Silvery white perennial; stl. simple or branched, about 12 in. high: lvs. long-petioled, strongly decurrent on the stem, the radical lyrate, the lower stem-lvs. oval or oblong-acute, entire or undulate, the upper lanceolate-acet; fls. yellow, the globular heads almost sessile in the axils of narrow bract-like lvs.; 4/5 of the stem flower-bearing; involucral-scales with a short, recurved tip. Asia Minor, Syria. Gm. 2, p. 73; R. H. 1859, pp. 540-1. Tall, stout and striking plant.

Jared G. Smith and L. H. B.

CENTAURIDII. See Xanthium.

CENTRADENAE (Greek for toothed gland, alluding to the anther glands). Melastomaceae. Four species in Mexico and Central Amer., grown in flowerhouses for their showy-colored lvs. and pretty fls. They are herbs or shrubs, with alternate, very short, becoming purple, opposite lanceolate or ovate-rounded, rough lvs. and fls. with 4-lobed calyx, 4 petals, 8 stamens, and a 4-located ovary. The blossoms are pink or white, in axillary or terminal clusters. Prop. by cuttings. Very showy and desirable plants. Stems often colored. Centradenae like rich leaf-mold with sharp sand, and brisk heat. Give a light but shady position. Strong plants are much benefited by liquid manure, and such applications give better colors in both flowers and fruit. Monogr. by Cogniaux, DC., Monographie Phanerogamarum, 7: 116.

grandifolia, Endl. Branches 4-winged: lvs. ovate-lanceolate, strongly 3-nerved, brilliant red beneath, longpointed and curving at the end; cymes many-fl.-sh., shorter than the lvs., the fls. light rose, rotative, the petals very obtuse, the stamens unequal. B.M. 5228. — The plant grows 2 ft. high, and blooms in winter. Very showy. The cut branches hold their color a long time, making the plant useful for decorations.


L. H. B. and H. A. Sieberth.

CENTRANTHUS (Greek, spurred flower). Valerianaceae. A few annual and perennial herbs of the Mediterranean region, with dense clusters of small red or white fls. terminating the branches, and opposite entire or palmatifid lvs.; calyx cut into 5-15 narrow divisions, enlarging after flowering; corolla slender-tubed, 3-parted, spurred at the base; stamens 1; fls. with a pappus-like crest. Of easiest culture.

rubra, DC. RED VALERIAN. Jupiter's Beard. Perennial, 1-3 ft. smooth and glaucescent, forming a compact and floriferous, bushy plant: lvs. ovate to lanceolate, some of them toothed at base: fls. very numerous, deep crimson. — A very handsome old garden plant, too much neglected. It blooms all summer. Excellent for cutting. Increased by cuttings, or also by seeds. There is a white-flld. form (var. albiflorus) and dwarf (var. minuta) forms. Excellent for rockeries and borders; also good for lawn vases.

L. H. B.

CENTROPÓGON (Greek kenton, spur, and pogon, beard, referring to the fringed stigma). Campanulaceae. About 30 tropical Amer. succulent, slender shrubs, often scented, with alternate, mostly dentate, mostly long and tubular fls. which are violet, purple, red, or orange, and usually borne singly on long peduncles: bracteoles very small or wanting. Warmhouse perennial, prop. by cuttings.

Lucyannus, Houllet. Height 1-2 ft.; stem somewhat woody: lvs. short-petioled, finely toothed: fls. rose, winter; hemispherical, with lanceolate segments recurved at the tips. R. H. 1888: 290. — Sand to be a hybrid of C. fastuosus and Stipolopan.setum, but it shows little influence of the latter, which has longer petals and peduncles, more coarsely toothed lvs., longer calyx-segments, and a yellow-tipped corolla.


CENTROLESA (Greek, spurred-standard). Leguminosae. Butterfly Pea. Twining herbs (at least those in cult.), with pinnate, 3-foliolate lvs. and showy white or reddish fls. in the axil. Fl. papilionaeformes, the standard spurred on the upper side, the wings and the style bearded at the apex. Species nearly 40 in tropical Amer. and 2 in U. S.

Virginianum, Benth. Roughish, climbing, 2-6 ft.: lfts. ovate to linear, shining, stipitate: fls. 1 in the axil and in long, very, or winter, orange, long and pointed, 4-5 in long. Md., in sandy lands. A.G. 13: 649. — Int. to cult. many years ago, but again introduced in 1892 (as C. grandiflorum), and much advertised. It is a hardy and desirable perennial vine, blooming the first season from seed. There is a white-flld. var.

L. H. B.

CENTURY PLANT. Consult Agave.

CEPHALANTHERA (Greek for head and flower). Orchidaceae, tribe Nodilia. About 10 species of small, temperate-region terrestrial orchids, allied to Epipactis, Pogonia, etc. Some of them are western N. American, and others are European. Nepals 3: petals small, ovate: lip linear: lvs. (sometimes wanting) linear or oblong: fls. mostly small (sometimes showy), in an open spike. The species are scarcely known in cult., but two Japanese species have been offered by importers. These are C. laeocata, Blume, yellow, and C. erica, Blume, white.

CEPHALANTHUS (Greek, head and flower; fls. in heads). Rubiaceae. Button Bush. Shrubs with opposite or whorled, entire, stipulate lvs.: fls. small, tubular, white or yellowish, 4-merous, with included stamens and long, crescent style, in globular heads: fr. dry, separating into 2 nutlets. Six species in Amer., Africa and Asia, of which only the one North American species is
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CEPHALANTHUS
Cephalanthus

cuit. Hardy ornamental shrub, with handsome glossy foliage and very attractive with its flower balls appearing late in summer. It thrives in any good garden soil, best in a sandy, somewhat moist one. Prop. by seeds or by cuttings of ripened wood in fall, and also by green wood cuttings taken from forced plants early in spring.

occidentalis, Linn. Shrub. 3-12 ft. Ivs. long-petioled, ovate or oval, acuminate, glossy above, glabrous or slightly pubescent below, 3-6 in. long; heads about 1 in. in diam., long-peduncled, 3 or more at the end of the branches. July-Sept. From New Brunswick south, west to Ontario and Calif. E. 1889, R. H. 1889, p. 280. - Var. angustifolia, André. Lvs. oblanceolate, usually in 3's. R. H. 1889, p. 281.

Alfred Rehder.

Cephalária (Greek for head, alluding to the capitae flower-clusters). Dipacée. Coarse annual or perennial herbs of Europe, Africa and Asia, much like Dipsacus, but the heads less spiny. The heads are terminal and globular, bearing many 1-parted yellowish, whitish or bluish florets.

Tatarica, Schrad. Perennial, 6 ft., rank, with striate stems, suited to the year border, where strong effects are desired, with showy cream-white flat heads in July and Aug.; Ivs. pinnate, the Ifs. broad-lanceolate and serrate. Grows readily, and may be increased by seed or dividing the clumps.

L. H. B.

Cephalotaxus (Greek, head; Taxus-like plant, with Ifs. in heads or clusters). Conifère, tribe Taxacée. Trees or shrubs, with evergreen, linear, pointed Ivs. with 2 broad, glaucous lines beneath, arranged in 2 rows: Ifs. diureus, staminate in 1-5-fl., short-stalked clusters, pistillate consisting of a small cone with several bracts, each bearing 2 naked ovules. Seed enclose, in a fleshy envelope, drupe-like, about 1 in. long, reddish or greenish brown. From allied genera it may be easily distinguished by the resin-can in the center of the pith, and by the glaucous lines beneath from Taxus, which has the Ivs. yellowish green beneath, and from Torreya by the glaucous lines being broader than the 3 green lines, while in Torreya the glaucous lines are narrower than the green ones. Six closely allied species from Himal, to Jap. Ornamental evergreen shrubs, in appearance very like a yew, but of more graceful habit. Not hardy north, or only in very sheltered positions. They thrive best in a somewhat moist but well-drained, sandy loam, and in partly shaded situations. Prop. by seeds, stratified and sown in spring; imported seeds usually do not germinate until the second year; increased also by cuttings in August, under glass, and by veneer-grafting in summer, on one of the species or

on Taxus baccata. For cions and cuttings, terminal shoots should be selected, which form regular plants with whorled branches like seedlings, while cuttings from lateral branches grow into irregular, low, spread- ing shrubs.

Fortunei, Hook. Lvs. tapering gradually into a sharp point, usually falcate, dark green and shining above: fr. greenish brown, obovate. N. China. Jap. B. M. 4399. F. S. 6; 555. R. H. 1878, p. 151. This is the most graceful species, with long and slender branches, attaining in its native country 50 ft. in height, in culture usually remaining a shrub.


Alfred Rehder.

Cerastium (Greek for horn, alluding to the shape of the pod). Caryophylléacée. Decumbent annuals or perennials, with weak, slender stems, small, opposite lvs. and small white Ifs.; differs from Arenaria in the shape and dichenesence of the capsule: sepals many, often 2-leaf; stamens 10 or less. Valuable in rockeries or for bedding and borders. Species about 100, of world-wide distribution.

A. Lvs. green, merely pubescent.

arrénse, Linn. (var. oblongifolium, Holl. & Britt.). Starr Grassw. F. 410. Perennial, low, much branched and matted; stems 8-12 in. long; Ivs. oblong or lanceolate, pale green, pubescent, obtuse, ¾-1¾ in. long, ¾ in. wide: ifs. very numerous, appearing in April and May; petals 5, deeply bifi.; capsules twice as long as the calyx. On magusine rocks, N. Y. to Va. and westwards. Bul. 74. Ind. Agr. Exp. Sta., from which F. 410 is adapted. - Recommended as a bedding plant, for its mat-like habit, covered with white bloom.

A. Lvs. silvery or grayish.

b. Capsule equally the calyx.

grandiflórum, Walst. & Kit. Creeping perennial: Ivs. linear, acute, the margins reflexed; inflorescence dichotomous: Ifs. stems 6-8 in. high: petals oval, 2-parted, transparent white, twice as long as calyx. E. Europe.

b. Capsule much longer than the calyx.


409. Cephalotaxis taxifolia (X ¾).

410. Cerastium tomentosum (X 2).
CERASTIUM

Boissieri, Grem. Low: lvs. silvery, ovate-lanceolate, acute, entire, sessile; peduncles 4-12 in. high: indorsement a dichotomous cyme: fls. large, white. Spain.

tomentosum, Linn. Low, creeping, branched: lvs. oblong, spatulate, grayish woolly, upper lvs. lanceolate; peduncles 6 in. high, erect, dichotomous: capsule cylindrical. Eu.—Much used for edgings.

CÉRASUS. Consult Prunus.

CERATIOLA (Greek, a little horn, referring to the 4-branched, serrate stigma). Empetraceae. A heath-like evergreen, much-branched shrub from the sand barrens of Ga. and S. C.; rarely cult. N., but not hardy. Only 1 species.

ericoides, Michx. Height 2-8 ft.: branches subverticillate, marked with scars of numerous fallen lvs., the younger and upper ones only retaining foliage: lvs. crowded, almost whorled, ½-2 in. long, linear, rigid, shining, pale, rounded above, grooved beneath: fls. inconspicuous, disc of peculiar structure: berries round, orange-yellow. B.M. 2738.

CERATOLOBUS (Greek for horned pod). Palmatocarpus. Spiny Javanese palms, with pinnate lvs., sometimes seen in fine collections, but not in the Amer. trade. The species are C. concolor, Blume; C. glaucocarpos, Blume; C. Micholitsiana, Hort. C. C. III. 23:251; C. Findleyanus, Hort. A.G. 15:169. Treated the same as Calamus.

A small genus of warmhouse palms, natives of Java and Sumatra. The members of this genus are slender-growing, spiny palms, with pinnate leaves, one of the best being C. Micholitsiana, which has rather short pinnas irregularly grouped along the rachis. A shaded house, with a night temperature of 65° to 70°, a moist atmosphere, and plenty of water at the root are the most essential points in their culture.

L. H. B. and W. H. TAPLIN.

CERATOZAMIA

(CERATONIA (Greek for horn, in reference to the large pod). Leguminosae. A tree of the Mediterranean basin, belonging to the Cascar tribe. The petals are wanting; stamens 5; pod long, filled with a pulpy substance. C. Silqua, Linn., the only species, is now widely distributed in warm countries, being grown both for shade and for the edible pods which are a height of 40-50 ft. It is evergreen. Lvs. pinnate, shining, the lfts. oval and obtuse. It thrives well in S. Calif. and S. Fla. The pulp about the seeds is sweet and edible, but the fruit is used chiefly for feeding swine. In Greece these pods are much prized for the fattening of swine. The dry pods are occasionally seen in the fruit stands in northern markets. Var. longissima differs only in having very long pods. The Ceratonia is known as Javanese oak, in Eng.; Carob, in Fr.; Caroubih, and St. John's Bread. The last name records the notion that the seeds and sweet pulp are respectively the locusts and wild honey which St. John found in the wilderness. The dry valves or pods have been supposed to be the husks which became the substance of the prodigal son. See G.F. 3:318, 323.

C. E. H. B.

CERATOPTERIS (Greek, horn form). Ceratopteridaceae. A genus of aquatic tropical ferns, forming the type of a distinct family. The plants root in mud, and the sterile lvs. either float on the surface or are carried above the surface of the water. The sporophylls are tripinnate, wish-pod-like ultimate segments, entirely unlike the sterile lvs. Only a single species is known. C. thalictroides, Brongn. Tropical waters of both hemispheres, rare in Florida.—Useful in ponds and aquaria. Must be taken indoors on approach of cold weather. Best grown when planted in loam and leaf-mold topped with spagnum, and tied in a pan or crib and set into a tub in medium temperature, with the crown on top of the water. To propagate, pull out several of the center leaves, and new crowns will form; these can be divided.

L. M. UNDERWOOD and H. A. SIEBRECHT.

CERATOZAMIA (Greek, horned stigma). Plumbaginaceae. Different from Plumbago in having no glands on the calyx, stamens adnate to the corolla tube, fls. in dense clusters rather than spicate, and other technical characters. There are 3 or 4 species in warm regions of the Old World. Herbs or subshrubs, with alternate, obovate lvs. and blue or rose-red fls.

plumbaginoides, Bunge (Plumbago Larpent, Lindl. Valerdia plumbaginoides, Bois.). Perennial herb, 6-12 in., the stem red and branched; lvs. entire, strongly ciliate on the edges: fls. slender-tubed, with a wide spreading, deep blue lium, the 5-lobes minutely toothed, collected in dense heads or umbels. China. B.M. 4487. S. 8: 397.—A hardy bedding plant, producing profuse clusters of its deep blue fls. late in fall. A very valuable. Needs covering in winter in the N.

L. H. B.

CERATOTHECA (Greek for horned capsule). Pedaliaceae. Tropical African herbs of 3 or 4 kinds, with wholly opposite lvs. which are ovate, 5-parted calyx, 2-lipped corolla, fls. solitary in the axils, and a 2-horned capsule. C. triloba, Meyer, is occasionally grown in S. Fla., and it may be adapted to glass-houses. It is a tall herb (5 ft.), with the habit of foxglove, probably biennial, hairy: lvs. stalked and crenate-dentate: fls. 3 in. long, blue, pubescent, deflexed, the lower lobe prolonged. Handsome. B.M. 6074.

CERATOZAMIA (Greek, horned Zamia; referring to the horned scales of the cones, which distinguish this genus from Zamia). Cycadaceae. Handsome Mexican foliage plants, with Cycas-like lvs., but less commonly cultivated in American palm-houses than Cycas. Best raised from young imported plants, but rarely prop. by seeds, or by offsets from the slow-growing trunk. But the center of the plant with a hot pot. In February a number of offsets will spring from the trunk and the crown; these may be used for propagation.

Mexicana, Broun. Trunk thick, short, covered with the remains of fallen leaves; slow growth, dark green in common, on prickly petiolar 3-6 in. long, which are shaggy when young; leaflets very numerous, 6-12 in.
CERATOZAMIA
ti Canadensis
C. Pod
Cuttings
in spring.
and keep cooler in winter.
H. A. Siebert and W. M.
CERCIDIPHYLLUM (Cercis and phylon, leaf; the lvs. resemble those of Cercis). TROCHOCORDACEAE. Tree, with deciduous, usually opposite, petioled and palmately
nerve; fls. dioecious, inconspicuous, apetalous, solitary, stamineate nearly sessile, bearing numerous stamens with slender filaments, pistillate pedicelled, consisting of 3-5 carpels, ending in long, purplish styles and developing into about 3/4 in. long, dehiscent pods, with many seeds. One species in Japan. Hardy, ornamental, large tree. Useful for forcing, especially C. Chinesis, which is the most beautiful of all. Prop. by seeds, sown in spring, best with gentle bottom heat; sometimes increased by layers, or by greenwood cuttings from forced plants, in early spring; C. Chinesis grows also from greenwood cuttings in summer under glass.

A. Lvs. abruptly and short acuminate, usually slightly pubescent near the base beneath.

Canaëensis, Linn. Fig. 411. Tree, to 40 ft.; lvs. roundish or broadly ovate, usually cordate, 3-5 in. long; fls. rosy pink, 3/4 in. long, 4-5 in clusters; pod 2-3/4 in. long. From New Jersey south, west to Missouri and Texas. S. S. 5: 1:33-34. A. F. 13: 1376. Ginz: 6: 290. P. E. 9: 595.—A very desirable ornamental tree for the northern states. There is also a variety with double fls.

Chinesis, Bunge (C. Chinesis, Sieb.). Fig. 412. Tree, to 50 ft., shrub in culture; lvs. deeply cordate, roundish, with a white, transparent edge at the margin, subcoriaceous, shining above, 3-5 in. long; fls. 5-8, purplish pink, 5/8 in. long; pod 3-5 in. long, narrow. China. Japan. P. S. 8: 849. Mm. 2: 139. Ginz. 6: 476.——The most beautiful species, with the fls. nearly as large as those of C. Siliquastrum and more abundant.

A. Lvs. rounded or emarginate at the apex, usually broader than long.


Siliquastrum, Linn. Tree, to 40 ft.; lvs. roundish, deeply cordate, glabrous, 3-5 in. wide; fls. 5-8, parphur rose, 5/4 in. long; pod 3-4 in. long, S. Europe, W. Asia. B. M. 1138. Gm. 42: 879, and 52, p. — There is a variety with white fls.

CERECARUS (Greek, tall and fruit; the fruit with a long, hairy tail). Rosacea. Small trees or shrubs, with alternate, persistent, rather small lvs.; fls. inconspicuous, apetalous, whitish or reddish, in the axils of fascicled lvs.: fr. an akene, surmounted by the persistent,
CERCOPHORUS

long and hairy style. Small genus of about 4 species, in the
Rocky Mts. from Montana south to Mexico; without
decorative value, but probably valuable for covering dry,
rocky, or arid soil. They thrive under very unfavorable
conditions. The very heavy and close-grained wood is manufactured into
small articles, and valued as fuel and for making char-
coals. They are cultivated in the dry, well-drained soil in sunny positions, and
prop. by seeds or by cuttings of half-ripened wood under glass.

C. legellius,
Nutt., is the hardiest, and stands frost to zero. It has many
suave-lobate, coarsely serrate lvs. D. M. Andrews, of Colorado, has described this shrub as
"Mountain Mahogany, 6 feet. A nearly evergreen rose-
aceous shrub of peculiar and attractive habit of growth.
Flowers white, early, followed by the long, plumose
akene, which are 3-5 in. long, strangely curled and
twisted, arranged above and on each side of the slender
branches, so that at a little distance they have an ap-
ppearance suggestive of ostrich plumes. Easily transplanted,
and thrives anywhere.

ALFRED REIDER.

CERCUS (from the Latin; some think it comes from the
word for candle, in allusion to the shape of the stem;
others that it comes from the word for plant). Caet-
cus. A genus of varying habit, from stout-columnar to
shrubby, branching or creeping, generally ribbed.
The fles. are borne singly on the side of the stem; they have a long tube which, with the
ovary below it, is beset with scales or bracts; petals
numerous and spreading. The sts. bear numerous tuber-
cles, woolly tufts, which bear spines; these spines
are usually of two kinds or groups,—the interior ones,
or "centrals," which stand at nearly right angles to the
term, and the outer ones, or "radials," which are vari-
ous in the number, though they should be nearly all
the same. C. giganteus is the largest species of the
genus of about 100 species, extending from the arid
regions of southwestern U. S. southward to Mex.
and Central Amer., into S. Amer. Formerly the genus
was made to include the numerous species of Echinocereus, but
these are now regarded as forming a distinct genus.

Those who miss well-known Cereus forms from the
following list should look under Echinocereus. Not all
of the specific names to be found in the trade cata-
logs can be accounted for at present, but the following
synopses contains the most important in the Amer.
trade; and the unidentified names will be found in the
supplementary list. See Caetcaes.

JOHN M. COULTER.

The Night-blooming Cereusae are the only species (except C. tageliformis) which are generally cul-
tivated. The sts. of the Night-blooming Cereus are either
cylindrical, or somewhat conical, and are generally
lanceolate. Some species grow to a great height. They
are excellent for growing against pillars or rafters in
the greenhouse. They grow most luxuriantly where they
receive abundant light and a good circulation of air.
They are not particular about soil, but do well in any
open, porous compost. Great care should be taken that
the drainage is perfect, as stagnation at the roots of
such fleshy succulent plants is sure to prove disastrous.
During the summer they should be syringed twice a
day; but during the winter they require no syr-
ing and very little water. Good plants can be grown
in pots, using a compost of one-half good fibrous loam
and one-half peat, broken brick and, of course, perl-
ites. The best species are C. grandiflorus, C. MacDonal-
der, C. nycticus, and C. triangulata. At the Harvard
Botanic Garden is a very large plant of C. triangulata,
which has often had as many as 63 to 70 flowers open
in one night. The flowers of all the species open but once.
They collapse when the sun strikes them.

ROBERT CARMAN.

The following Cereusae are here described: Alacri-
portana, 22; Argentacea, 8; Avenigerous, 34; Aspense, 34;
Azorens, 34; Baumann, 27; Beliteli, 24; Bollandia, 44;
Baxaniaensis, 33; Bressiae, 33; censia, 35; Can-
debalu, 24; candeia, 4, Cavendishi, 29; Chal-
ybatus, 26; Chilenensis, 7; Chiotilla, 10; Cochyrhus, 37;
Cocheal, 21; crenul鲧s, 32; colubrinus, 27; Donkleri,
49; Dumortieric, 16; Dyckii, 11; eburneus, 19; edulis,
19; Emory, 39; eriophorus, 39; erica, 41; euphorbi-
tinum, 12; extate rhizogenes, 42; tageliformis,
47; formosa, 42; germinata, 15; geometri-
zus, 29; giganteus, 1; grandiflorus, 50; grandi-
cus, 42; Gregli, 30; gummous, 40; hamatus, 50; Hankea-
us, 17; inermes and succulent, 45; lagcnformis,
33; lamprochlorus, 5; Landbeckii, 52; leptoliths, 47;
Macdonaldii, 61; macrogonus, 18; Mallisonis, 48;
margantis, 15; Martinianus, 35; Marini,
46; Maynardii, 51; Mexicanus, 38; monacanthus,
61; monolobus, 22; Napoleonis, 58; nycticus, 54;
Oleriuss, 12; Paccascia, 3; Pecten-borbonianus, 18;
Peranboumeaus, 42; Peruvianus, 22; Pitaya, 42;
Platysperus, 39; it is said to be "Mountain Mahogany,
19; pungitiiers, 29; Queretarensis, 9; Regelian,
57; repandus, 30; Rezzii, 30; rostratus, 63; Schrani-
kt, 37; Seidolii, 36; serpentinus, 26; Smithii, 48; Spach-
ianus, 6; speciosissimus, 37; speciosus, 37; spinulo-
sus, 32; splendens, 29; stellatus, 11; tephracanthus,
14; Thurberi, 2; Tomalinius, 11; tortuosus, 45; tri-
angularis, 60; uranos, 50; validus, 23; variabilis,
42, 45.

A. Sts. erect, 2 in. or more in diameter.
b. New growth green, not pruinose (i. e., not covered with a bloom or glaucum).
c. Ribs of stem 10 or more.
1. giganteus, Engelm. STEWART. Fig. 413. A stout
stem, 25-60 ft. high, simple or with a few erect branches
shorter than the main st.; ribs 12-13 below, 18-21 above,
often almost obliterated; spines straight, or slender and
spineless on older parts; spine-stalks straight, bulbous at base, white or straw-color,
becoming ashy or dark in the 6 centrals st.; the 11-17 outer ones setaceous: fles. yellowish or white; fr. oval or
pear-shaped, 2-3 in. long and 2-4 in. in diam. In rocky
valleys and on mountains of Sonora, Ariz., into Sonora
known of the true forms. The young plants are globu-
lar for several years. Forms the cordon forests of the
Sonoran region. Runs into crested or cristate forms.

2. Thurberti, Engelm. Several stems arising from the
same root, becoming 10-15 ft. high, fuscous-jointed: ribs
16-18, very slightly prominent: spines 7-16, slender
and rigid or almost setaceous, very unequal in length:
the fles. greenish-white: fr. globose, 1-3 in. in diam.,
olive-colored with crimson pulp. Southwestern Ariz.,
to Sonora and L. Calif.

3. Pascuana, Weber. A gigantic species, reaching a
height of 20-30 ft., and sometimes even 50 ft., and a
diam. of 12-16 in.; sparingly branching above; in new
growth dark green or olive-colored; ribs 8-11, of various
sizes, 20, or in young plants only 9-10: areole 3/4-4 in. in
apart, large, brown, becoming yellowish and finally gray:
radial spines 10-13, about 1 in. long, the under one or
lowest pair straight, subulate, the others slender,
centrals mostly 4, the under and upper ones the longest,
reaching 2 in. in length, straight or curved; the young
spines are clear brown, often with alternating rings of
light and dark tissue, 11-14 gray, brown at the base:
the fles. from the lateral areole, about 6 in. long, white.
Argentine Republic.—This is the giant Cereus of the
Argentine desert, as C. giganteus is of the Mojave
desert.

4. Missleiberi, Gillies. Stems upright, low, cylindri-
cal, bright green, 1-3 ft. high by 6-8 in. in diam.;
freely branching from the base: ribs 10, obtuse angled:
areole 3/4-4 in. apart, large, depressed, white, becoming
gray: radial spine 11-14, gray, brown at the base,
needles, or plumose, later stiff, straight, about 3/4 in.
long; central solitary or later, 3-4 additional ones ap-
pearing above, stronger, reaching a length of 1/4 in.,
sometimes somewhat curved; all the spines born-con-
coxed, with tips and bases brown, later becoming gray:
the fles. long, funnel form, resembling those of Echinopsis,
10 in. long by 6 in. in diam.: fr. spherical to ellipsoidal,
about 3 in. in diam., red, somewhat spiny, flesh white.
Argentine Republic.
5. *lampcoclavius*, Lem. Related to *C. candicans*; of a taller growth, cylindrical, 3-4½ ft. high by about 3 in. in diam., at first simple, but later branching at the base; in new growth bright green, later dirty green; ribs 10-11 or occasionally 15; conspicuously crenate, later hirsut; base broad but low; areoles circular, areole medium size, about ⅜ in. apart, yellowish white, becoming gray; above each areola two radiating grooves form a letter V: radial spines 11-14, spreading, straight, sharp-pointed, about ⅞ in. long, all curved, and rigid, while others are bristle-form; centrals mostly 4, somewhat longer, stronger and deeper colored, with brown bases, becoming dark gray, about ⅜ in. long; from the base’s growth, about ⅞ in. long by 6 in. in diam., white. Argentine Republic.

6. *Spachianus*, Lem. Stems upright, at first simple, later profusely branching at the base, branches ascending parallel with the main stem, 2-3 ft. high by 2-2½ in. in diam., columnar; areoles 10-15, obtuse, rounded areole about ⅜ in. apart, large, covered with curly yellow wool, becoming white; radial spines 8-10, 1⅜-2 in. long, spreading, stiff, sharp, amber-yellow to brown; central solitary, stronger and longer; all the spines later becoming gray; fls. about 8 in. long by about 6 in. in diam., white. Argentine Republic.

7. *Chilenis*, Colla (C. *Chilensis*, DC.). Stems strong, upright, simple (so far as known), about 2½ ft. high by about 1½ in. in diam., cylindrical and somewhat flattened; green, clear green: ribs 10-12, obtuse: areole about an inch apart, large; radial spines straight, sharp, rigid, at first 9, but later 4 others appear above these; centrals mostly 4, seldom but a single one, bulbose at the base; the four young spines are brown, strong, white, with dark tips, and finally gray: fls. from the upper lateral areole, about 6 in. long, white, resembling those of *Chilenis*. Chile.

*Ribs* of stem 7-9.

8. *Aimaoselenium*, Coult. Upright columnar, about 2 ft. high by about 2 in. in diam., several stems arising from a common root-crown; ribs 7-9, compressed and slightly crenate; areoles prominent, about 1½ in. in apart, hemispherical, deeply covered with short, reddish brown wool; radial spines 15-18, slender but rigid, rather unequal, spreading, straight or curved, 1⅜-2 in. long, ash gray; centrals commonly 4, much stouter and longer, the three upper ones erect or divergent, the lowest (usually the longest and somewhat flattened), porrect or deflexed, all more or less angular, sometimes teretish, 1½-2 in. long, when young yellowish, with dark brown base; finally becoming gray; fls. from the upper lateral areole, funnel-form, about 1½ in. long, red. Northern Mexico.

9. *Querotetansis*, Weber. Arborescent, with a trunk about 3 ft. high by about 14 in. in diam.; the much-branched crown of 12-16 ft. in height of a plant being about 20 ft.; branches dark green, in young growth frequently of a peculiar violet-brown; ribs 6-7, separated by sharp grooves, which later become much flattened, and the stem consequently more cylindrical; areoles depressed, dark brown; radial spines 6-9, the lower ones the longest, about 1¼ in. long; centrals 4 (often but 2), reaching 1½ in.; fls. numerous from the upper part of the branches, about 4-5 in. long; fr. yellow to red, about 2 in. long, covered with dark yellow to brown spines, about 1 in. long, and bulbose at the base. Mexico.

10. *Chilitilla*, Weber. Arborescent, stem reaching a diameter of 16 in., freely branching from the base upward. The stem has a diameter of 12-16 ft. in height of a plant being about 20 ft.; branches dark green, in young growth frequently of a peculiar violet-brown; ribs 6-7, separated by sharp grooves, which later become much flattened, and the stem consequently more cylindrical; areoles depressed, dark brown; radial spines 6-9, the lower ones the longest, about 1¼ in. long; centrals 4 (often but 2), reaching 1½ in.; fls. numerous from the upper part of the branches, about 4-5 in. long; fr. yellow to red, about 2 in. long, covered with dark yellow to brown spines, about 1 in. long, and bulbose at the base. Mexico.

11. *stellatus*, Pfeiff. (C. *Djekii*, Mart. C. *Tonellianus*, Lem.). Stems upright, columnar, 10-14 ft. high, light green; branches upright, 2-3 in. in diam.; ribs 7-10, rarely 15; areoles ⅞–1 in. apart, sunken between adjacent swellings of the rib: radial spines 8–10, about ⅞ in. long; centrals 3–5, the upper one upright or divergent, the under one porrect, about ⅜–⅝ in. long; all the spines bulblose at the base, rigid, white, and sometimes with dark tips, turning gray with age: fls. forming a cluster at the base are about 4 in. in diam., in young growth pale green, changing with age to gray-green: ribs 8-10, separated by sharp grooves, sharp-angled, becoming flattened in older growth: areole about ⅜ in. apart, small, white to gray; radial spines mostly 6, the under one the longest, reaching a breadth of over an inch, strong, yellowish brown to black, the upper ones shorter and bristle form; central solitary, in young plants twice as long as the radials; all the spines finally become gray: fls. from near the crown, 3½–4 in. long, beautiful flesh-red, remaining open for 24 hours. Brazil. R.H. 1885, p. 279.

12. *Euphorbioides*, Haw. (C. *Olltertiottii*, Otto). Columnar, simple, 10-16 ft. high by about 4½ in. in diam., in young growth pale green, changing with age to gray-green: ribs 8-10, separated by sharp grooves, sharp-angled, becoming flattened in older growth: areole about ⅜ in. apart, small, white to gray; radial spines mostly 6, the under one the longest, reaching a breadth of over an inch, strong, yellowish brown to black, the upper ones shorter and bristle form; central solitary, in young plants twice as long as the radials; all the spines finally become gray: fls. from near the crown, 3½–4 in. long, beautiful flesh-red, remaining open for 24 hours. Brazil. R.H. 1885, p. 279.

13. *Rozejii*, Haage. Upright columnar, about 3 in. in diam.; ribs 9, separated by sharp, somewhat serpentine grooves, obtuse; areoles nearly circular, short, slightly curved grooves form a letter V: areole ⅜–⅞ in. apart, comparatively large, slightly sunken, yellowish, later gray: radial spines 9–12, radiate, nearly ⅞ in. long, straight, strong, white, but somewhat thickened at the base, clear brown, with darker stripes; central solitary, reaching 1½ in. in length, straight, porrect, later somewhat deflexed, clear brown; later all the spines become gray. And of Peru or Ecuador.

14. *Tetracanthus*, Lab. Upright, arborescent or bushy, freely branching, young branches leaf-green, later gray-green: ribs 8–9, low, arched: areoles medium sized, slightly sunken, about ⅜ in. apart, white to gray; radials 5, later 7, radiate, about ⅛ in. long, straight, subulate, stout, white, with brown tips and bases, later ashy gray; centrals 1–3, under one largest and porrect, when young yellow and translucent, later fls. resemble those of *C. tortuosus*, Bolivia.

*Ribs* of stem 3–5.

15. *marginatus*, DC. (C. *gummilus*, Zucc.). Simple or branching at apex, 2½–3 in. in diam., with 3–6 obtuse ribs, which are woolly their whole length: spines short-cylindrical, 7–9, all nearly alike: fls. brownish purple, about 1½ in. long: fr. globular and spiny. Mexico.— Frequently used for hedges in S. Mexico. The stem is often covered with a woody crust.

16. *Dumontiierii*, Salm-Dyck. Tall, strong, 6-angled, columnar stems, much resembling *C. marginatus*, but with the confluent areoles armed with slender, needle-like, yellow spines: radials about 9–15, radiating, about ⅜–⅝ in. long; centrals 1–4, the under one longest, reaching 1½ in. in length; fls. numerous, funnel-form, about 2 in. long, opening to about 1 in. in diam., white. Mexico.

17. *Hankseusii*, Weber. Upright, robust, not branching (so far as known), young growth bright green, later dark green, about 2 in. in diameter: ribs 4–5, compressed, about 1½ in. high, conspicuously crenate, with an S-form line passing from each areole toward the center of the stem: areole ⅛–⅜ in. long, heart-shaped, brown, becoming gray below and yellow above: radial spines 3, needle-like, stout, sharp-pointed, about ⅛ in. long, amber-colored when young, turning to brown: centrals nearly straight, long, about ½–⅝ in. long, slightly stronger than the radials, horn-colored; later all the spines become gray: fls. 4–5 in. long, white. S. Amer.

**New growth blue, white or gray-pruinose (i.e., covered with a bloom).**

18. *macrogonus*, Otto. Arborescent, sparingly branching, reaching a height of 20 ft. (in cultivation, 6 ft. high
by 3-5 in. in diam.), branches columnar: ribs mostly 7, seldom 8-9, thick, slightly umbilicate, obtuse and with convex faces, about 1 in. high, bluish green, frequently having a depressed line near the areole: areoles about 3 in. apart, large, gray: radial spines 6-9, radiate or spreading, strong, subulate, 0.5 in. long, horn color, later black: central spines 1-8, somewhat stronger and longer than the radials, more or less conspicuously present: fls. from the lateral areoles, near the end of the branches, 2¼-3 in. long, tolerably fleshy, white: fr. depressed-globose, 2 in. in diam. by little more than 1 in. long. Brazil.

C. Plectus - aboriginum, Wats., is closely allied to the above. It occurs, but is not known to be in cult. G. F. 7: 335.

19. ebéneus, Salm-Dyck (C. prainus, Otto. C. Vitalis, Hort.). Stem simple and glaucous, with 7-10 ribs: spines subulate, rigid, ivory-white, with black tip (purplish when young), radial 8:3, central small, solitary (somewhat times 3-4): fls. purplish. W. Ind., Mex., Cent Amer., S. Amer.

20. geometrizans, Mart. (C. pygioniferus, Lem.). Simple, 4 in. in diam., with 5-9 obtuse ribs with broad intervals: spines 5-6, unequal, stout and blackish, the solitary central one (sometimes wanting) very long and stout: fls. pinkish white, about 1 in. and 2 in. broad. Mexico.

21. Cochala, Orcutt. Stout at base, and repeatedly forking above, becoming 4-10 ft. high: ribs 4-8, obtuse, with wide, shallow intervals: spines few and stout, the solitary central one stoutest: fls. purplish green, 1-1½ in. long: fr. the size and shape of an olive, not spiny, red (frequently grayish or yellowish brown). L. Calif.—The short and stout woody trunk is often 1½ ft. in. diam., the long branches 2-8 in. in diam.

cc. Ribs of stem strongly compressed laterally.

22. Peruvianus, Haw. (C. monodon, DC.). HEDGE CACTUS, Tall, 30-50 ft., branching freely toward the base, columnar, 4-6 in. in diam., new growth dark green and glaucous, becoming a dull gray green with age, and, in old stems, becoming corky: ribs 5-8, compressed: areole 3/4 in. apart, in new growth covered with conspicuous, curiously brown wool, becoming gray: radial spines 6-7, about 3½-3½ in. long; central solitary, reaching a length of 2½ in.; the number of spines increases with age to as many as 20, all are rigid, brown: fls. abundant, from the lower part of the stem, white, nocturnal, 6-7 in. by 5 in. in diam. Fls., W. Ind., Mex. and S. Amer. G. C. III, 24: 175 (var. montrosus).

Var. Alacriportanus, K. Sch. (C. Alacriportanus, Mart.). Of somewhat weaker growth, low, and less conspicuously pruinose in the new growth, which is consequently nearly green. S. Brazil.

23. Jamaica, Salm-Dyck (C. vitalis, Haw.). Stems upright, robust, rigid, 12-16 ft. high by as much as 6 in. in diam.; young growth azure-blue, turning dark green with age, glaucous: ribs 4-6, thin, compressed, erenate: radial 4-10, central, needle-like, clear yellow with brown points, or brown and finally black, about 3½-3½ in. long; centrals 2-4, somewhat stronger, porrect, ¾-3 in. long: fls. large, 10 in. long by 8 in. in diam., white nocturnal. Bras., Venezuela.

24. candebrium, Weber (C. Belfíli, Hort.). Tall, columnar, simple or branching only at the base, dark green with a faint trace of blue, 30 ft. high by 4 in. in diam.: ribs 9, blunt, strongly compressed, ¾ in. high, slightly erenate: areole 1-2 in. apart, ovate, large, white: radial spines mostly 9, the under ones longest and about an inch long, laterally compressed, the upper ones shorter, round, all bulbous and black at the base, ivory-white above; central solitary, very large, 3-4 in. long, dagger-like, laterally compressed and faintly angled, porrect, ivory-white to gray, base black and strongly bulbous: fls. from the lateral areoles, 3-4 in. long, white: fr. the size of a small orange, covered with small scales, in the axils of which are wool and bristles.

Mexico.

25. chalybaeus, Otto. Stems upright, branching above, arborescent, azure blue and pruinose, later dark green, 1½-4 in. in diam.: ribs 6, in young growth very much compressed, later depressed till the stem is nearly cylindrical: areole about ¾ in. apart, dark gray-brown; radial spines mostly 7, about ¾ in. long; centrals 3-4, similar but somewhat stronger and a little longer; all the spines are poluted, stiff, when young are black, later brown to gray with black tips, bulbous at the base: fls. very similar to those of C. centlecens. Argentine Republic.

A.A. Stems erect, less than 2 in. in diam.
B. Ribs of stem 10 or more.

26. serpentinus, DC. Stems columnar, tall, slender, flexuose, 5-10 ft. high by 1½ in. in diam., tapering at the point: ribs 10-12, low, obtuse: areole about ¾ in. apart: radial spines 10-12, slender, needle form, stiff, ¾ in. long: centrals 1-4, pink and white when young, later gray: the number of spines increases by new ones appearing later: fls. from the upper lateral areole, slender, green, spiny tube with funnel-shaped orollia, about 6 in. long by 3 in. in diam., white, nocturnal: fr. oval, red, covered with deciduous spines. Cent. Mex. B. M. 3566.

27. Baumannii, Lem. (C. colubrinus, Otto). Stems dark green, slender, flexuos, columnar, reaching a height of 6 ft. and of a diam. of 1½ in., the few branches ascend-
ing slender, parallel with the main stem; ribs 12-16, rounded; areoles close together, brown; spines fine, slender, very sharp, 13-20, fasciated white to yellowish, curved, brown, about ¼ in. long; sometimes a single one from the center reaches a length of ¾ in.: fls. numerous, tubular, zygomorphic, 2½-3 in. long by about ¼ in. in diameter, deep yellow, sometimes with orange-red petals and red tube.

28. isogonus, K.Sch. Stem upright, columnar, about 1¼ in. in diameter, in young growth light yellow to greenish-yellow, later becoming very greenish, white to light grayish, with a few, small, yellow, tuberculate, ridged, green spines; ribs 5-6, white to light grayish, prominent, about ½ in. long; central solitary, somewhat shorter and stiffer, about ½ in. long; two rows of these are somewhat slender and stiffer, about ½ in. long, one directed upward and the other downward, yellowish brown to dark honey-color; later gray, as in the radials. S. Amer.

29. spinedus, Salm-Dyck. Columnar, slender, short, rigid, more or less branching from the base, reaching a height of about 2 ft. and about 1¼ in. in diameter, light to yellowish green; ribs about 10-12, rounded; areoles about ¼ in. apart, very small, yellow, slightly darker than the radial, white to yellowish; the spines slender, bristle form, about ¼-½ in. long. — This may be a but a lower, stouter form of C. repandus. C. Carensii has been referred to this species, but with some question.

BB. Ribs 2-10.

30. repandus, Haw. (C. eriphusus, Pfeiff.). Stem simple, 20 ft. high, tapering at summit and jointed, with 8-10 obscure ribs: spines 9-12, needle-shaped, white with yellow bases; large white flower buds, the calyx-tube covered with long wool. W. Indies.

31. playgyopus, Otto. At first upright, later somewhat reclining, branching, at the base about 1 in. in diameter, tapering in the new growth: ribs 8, low, arched; areoles about ¼ in. apart, very small, yellow, becoming gray, with a small 3-angled bract; radial spines 12-15, spreading, bristle form, little more than ½ in. long; central solitary, slightly longer and stouter; all the spines at first yellow-brown, changing to white or gray with age.

32. cereulescens, Salm-Dyck. (C. Lindebekii, Phil.). Arborose or shrubby, 3-5 ft. high; stems 1½ in. in diameter; ribs usually 8, obtuse; areoles approximate, white buds soon becoming black; spines rigid; radia 9-12, ¼ in. in length, yellow; central solitary, very dark black or white; fls. from the side of the stem, slightly curved, 6-8 in. long by 6 in. in diameter, tube bronzed-green, corolla white or occasionally rose-pink; frs. ellipsoid, pointed at both ends, about 5 in. long and half that in diameter, bright red, with blue glandular covering. Argentine Republic. B.M. 3922.

33. Bridgesii, Salm-Dyck. Upright, tall, columnar, simple or later branching at the base, bright green when young, becoming olive to gray-green, 1½-2 in. in diameter; ribs 5-7, very broad and 1½-3 in. apart, yellowish to gray; spines 3-5, radiating, the under one, or seldom the upper one, the longest, 1½ in. long, stiff, sharp, straight, dark honey-yellow, with brown tips, becoming purple. Bébí. Var. lageniformis, K. Sch. (C. lageniformis, Forst.). Spines more numerous, somewhat longer.

34. azureus, Parm. (C. Scodelii, Lehmb.). Stem upright, tall, slender, columnar, branching from the base, in the young, fresh, bluish green, later dark green with gray, glaucous covering, about 3½ ft. high and about 1 in. in diameter; ribs 5-7, rounded, enlarged at the areoles; areoles about ¾-1 in. apart, elevated, large, abundantly woolly when young; spines 8-18, nearly alike, about ½-2½ in. long, stiff, slender, needle-form to bristle-like, black; later somewhat longer; fls. 8-10 in. long, obliquely attached to the stem, slightly curved, white. Braz.

35. cássius, Otto. Upright, columnar, branching at the base, somewhat tapering above; in new growth, beauti-

ful light blue, pruinose; later, light green to slightly bluish, about 1½ in. in diameter; ribs 5-6, separated by sharp grooves, about ¼ in. in diameter, smooth, becoming depressed in older growth; areoles about ½ in. apart, small, yellow at first, later becoming white and finally gray; radial spines 8-10, sometimes more, appearing later; radiate, flat, later becoming, in the base, the lower pair the longest, mostly about ½ in. long; centrals 4-7, like the radials but usually somewhat stronger, longer and darker; all the spines thin, needle-form, flexible, grayish; later, light brown-color; finally gray. S. Amer. 1 ft. 12 in.

36. Gréggi, Engelm. Slender and branching, 2-3 ft. high and ¾-1 in. in diameter, from an extraordinarily large, tuberous root (often 6-10 in. long and 4-6 in. in diameter): ribs 3-5, acute: spines subulate from bulbous base, very short and sharp, ½ in. or 2 in. being central; fls. white or yellowish, 6-8 in. long; fr. ovate, alternate at base and apex, bright scarlet, fleshy and edible, 1½-2 in. long. Southwestern Tex. to Ariz., and south into Chihuahua and Sonora. Generally in gravelly or hard, clayey soil.

37. speciosus, K. Sch. (C. constrictus, Salm-Dyck. C. Schribili, Zucc. C. speciosissimus, DC.). Slender, much branched from toward the base; stems about 2 ft. in height by 1 in. in diameter; ribs 3-5, serrated; areoles occupy the short upper side of the serratations, large, copiously white, woolly; spines fascièd, 5-8, more or less in age, spreading, slender, looking under one bristle form, about ½ in. long, yellow; fls. appearing from the older growth of the stems; large, 6 in. in diameter, remaining open several days, purple-red, with yellow irr details, bluish yellow, fr.: ov. with a few scattering scales, ½ in. in diameter, Mex. and Cent. Amer. B.M. 3822. 1 H. 32:548. Gn. 53, p. 153. — This species is commonly hybridized with other species of Cereus and of Phyllocactus, giving rise to numerous horticultural varieties.

38. Mexicanus, Lem. Said by Lemarie to be a garden hybrid between C. speciosus and some other species not mentioned.

AAA. Stems prostrate.

39. Emoryi, Engelm. Prostrate, cylindrical, 2-4 ft. long, with ascending or erect branches 6-10 in. high and 1-2 in. in diameter; ribs 15, tuberculate; spines slender and rigid, interlaced, yellow; radials 40-50, very slender; central usually solitary, stouter and much larger; fls. greenish yellow, 1½ in. wide; fr. globose, very spiny, 1½ in. in diameter; prickly by hills, S. Calif. into L. Calif. and adjacent islands; — grows in thick masses, covering patches 10-20 ft. square.

40. gummosus, Engelm. (C. guminosus, Hort.). Prostrate and argenteus, 1½ ft. long, 3-4 in. in diameter, dull purplish green; ribs (on young branch) 7-9, tuberous; spines stout and rigid, black, from a strong, bulbous base; radials about 12; centrals 3-6, stout and angled; fls. purple, 4-5 in. long; fr. subglobose, about 3 in. in diameter, spiny, bright scarlet with purple pulp ("color of ripe watermelon"), acid and pleasant. L. California.

41. eruca, Branchege. Prostrate and stout, single or slightly branched, 2½ ft. long, 3-7 in. in diameter, rooting from the under surface, generally in patches of 20-30: ribs 12-21; spines stout, ash-colored; centrals 5-8, stouter, the lowest flattened and strongly deflexed; fls. 4-5 in. long, reported to be yellow: fr. globular, 2 in. in diameter, somewhat spiny, dull red, with purple pulp. Sandy plains, coasts of L. Calif. and adjacent islands. — A plant of curious and uneconomical, often in large masses, and from a distance "looking like a lot of firewood thrown at random on the ground."

AAA. Stems weak, clambering over rocks or other plants for support; without aerial roots.

42. Pitajaya, DC. (C. Permannbucensis [Permannbucensis], Lem. C. formosus, Salm-Dyck. C. varidibusa, Pit.) Stems at first stout, later branching, in young growth light green, turning grayish green with age, pointed, ¾-1¼ in. in diameter; ribs 3-5, commonly 4: areoles about 1 in. apart, large, bearing a conspicuous amount of
early hair, about \( \frac{1}{4} \) in. long, in new growth: radial spines 3-7 and a solitary central one, uniform, about \( \frac{1}{4} \)-\( \frac{1}{2} \) in. long. amber color to brown and finally gray; fls. from the outer growth, large, about 8 in. long, slightly curved, white, nocturnal. Uruguay, Brazil, Columbia. B.M. 4084.

- *C. grandis*, Haw., according to Dr. Weber, is but a larger form of this species.

43. *princeps*, Pfeiff. (*C. Barandéasis*, Karw. *C. raríberis* Engelm). Erect, 3-10 ft. high, 2 in., in diam., and 3-4 angled: spines 4-6, stout and radial, unequal, the larger 1-1\(\frac{1}{2}\) in. long: fls. white, long-tubular, 7-8 in. long; fr. oval, spine, 2-3 in. long, scarlet, and with hiscous red pubescent, lower Rio Grande, on Guadalupe Is. - The young shoots are said to have 8 ribs and more numerous slender spines, and in cultivated forms the spines are often much longer than given above.

41. *Bonplandii*, Parn. Stems at first upright, later clambering over rocks and bushes, about 1-\(\frac{1}{2}\) in. in diam., branching and spreading; in new growth commonly of a bluish or purplish green, later gray-green; ribs 4-6, sharp, compressed, crenate, separated by broad, concave faces; later the ribs become much depressed, so that the stem is sometimes nearly cylinerical; the ribs commonly run spiral around the axis of the stem: areoles \( \frac{1}{2} \)-1\(\frac{1}{2}\) in. apart, at first considerably depressed, later shallower, white, becoming gray: radial spines 4-6 (later 1-4 more appear), straight, spreading, the largest about \( \frac{3}{4} \) in., stout, subulate, pointed, the outer one needle form and shorter; central solitary, straight, strong, 1 in. long, deflected or porrect; the stronger spines are white, with tips and bases brown, when young beautiful ruby-red, lower all are gray, with black tips and bulbous bases: fls. from the lateral areoles, about 10 in. long, white, nocturnal; fr. nearly spherical, about 2 in. in diam., mammate, dark carmine-red. Paragüay, Brazil, and Argentine Republic.

45. *tortuosus*, Forbes (*C. atrapárparus*, Haage). Stems slender, weak, at first upright, but later reflexed, reaching a length of 3-4 ft., and 1-\(\frac{1}{2}\) in. in diam.: ribs commonly 7, sometimes but 5, rounded, low, separated by regular serpentine grooves: areoles about 1 in. apart, large; radial spines 5-8, about \( \frac{3}{4} \)-1 in. long; centrals 1-4, about \( \frac{1}{4} \)-1\(\frac{1}{2}\) in. long; all the spines slender, rigid, red-brown when young, becoming ashy with age; fls. from the previous year’s growth, about 6 in. in length, trumpet-shaped, tube olive-green and spiny, in the axis of the reddish green scales; outer petals pale green, tinted with brown; inner petals clear white; fr. spherical, brilliant red without and white within, mammate, bearing a few spines on the summits of the lower mammas. Argentine Republic.

46. *Martíni*, Lab. (*C. monacéuthus*, Hort.). At first upright, later requiring a support; freely branching from the base, branches long, reaching nearly 5 ft., 3-4 in. in diam., slightly tapering, dark green: ribs 5-6, separated by serpentine grooves, contracted between the areoles; sometimes the ribs are not evident, when the stem is cylindrical: areoles about 1-\(\frac{1}{2}\) in. apart, white; radial spines 5-7, reddish, short, bristle-form, with bulbous bases or short conical, usually about \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. long; central solitary, mostly deflexed, \( \frac{3}{4} \)-1 in. long (in young growth, frequently not longer than the radial); subulate, robust, light brown or white, with bases and tips black; fls. from the older growth stouter, 8-9 in. high, clear white, nocturnal; fr. spherical (very similar to *C. tortuosus*), pointed, dark carnine-red, about 2 in. in diam., mammate, a few spines on the mammas, toward the base of the fr. Argentine Republic. R.H. 1860, pp. 668-9.

- This species is commonly sold under the name of *C. platygynus*.

414. *Cereus grandiflorus*, one of the night-blooming *Cereus* (X \( \frac{1}{4} \)).

47. *flageliformis*, Mill. RATTAIL CACTUS. Creeping or pendent, slender and very branching, cylindrical, \( \frac{1}{4} \)-1 in. in diam., branches 1 ft. long or more: ribs 10-12, tuberculate: spines short, rather rigid; radials 8-12, reddish brown; centrals 3 or 4, brown, with golden tip: fls. funnel-form, crimson, 2-3 in. long: fr. globose, \( \frac{1}{4} \) in. in diam., reddish and bristly, the pulp greenish yellow ("with the taste of a prune"). W. Ind., Mex., Cent. Amer., S. Amer.-This is commonly hybridized with other species. It is a very common window plant.

Var. Leptophis, K. Sch. (*C. leptophis*, DC.). Of more handsome appearance; new spines on the growing point carmine-red; ribs at the most 8: fls. somewhat smaller and lighter.

48. *Mallisoni*, Hort. (*C. Smithii*, Lindl.). This is a garden hybrid of *C. flageliformis* on *C. speciosus*. Habit of *C. flageliformis*, but stouter: fls. more like those of *C. speciosus*. B.M. 322.

49. *Donkelbergii*, Salm-Dyck. A bushy epiphyte, richly branching, clinging to the bark of trees by aerial roots, commonly in company with orchids; branches very long and thin, scarcely \( \frac{1}{4} \) in. in diameter, cylindrical or inconspicuously 6-angled, or rarely 7-8 angled: areoles very close together, small, white: spines 10-15, very short, snow-white; sometimes 2-3 short, stronger spines appear in the center of each cluster: fls. resembling those of *C. grandiflorus*. Brazil.

50. *grandiflorus*, Mill. FRAGRANT NIGHT-BLOOMING CACTUS. Fig. 414. Diffusely creeping, with very long and flexuous climbing 5-7-angled branches, \( \frac{1}{4} \)-1 in. in diam., with bunches of white bristles associated with the 5-12 short spines; fls. white and fragrant, 6-8 in. broad. W. Ind., Mex. B.M. 2381.-Long cultivated in gardens as the "Night-blooming Cereus," and made to vary widely. *C. uranus*, Hort., is but a form of this species.


52. *spinulosus*, DC. Stems slender, climbing, reaching a height of 8-10 ft., \( \frac{1}{4} \)-1 in. in diam., branches more slender: ribs commonly 5, sometimes 6, sharp, becoming obliterated with age: areoles small, about \( \frac{1}{4} \) in. apart: radial spines about 8, very short, bristle-form, brown, becoming gray; central solitary, somewhat longer: fls. 5-6 in. long by 3-4 in. in diam., white, flushed
CEREOUS

53. Martius, Zuec. Of bushy growth, branching, reaching a height of 3 ft. and more; branches slender, provided here and there with aerial roots, cylindrical, about 3½ in. diam.; ribs commonly 8, straight, separated by sharp grooves, very low; areoles ¾—2½ in. apart, small, white: radial spines 6-10, bristle-form, spreading, clear honey yellow, at base brownish, later whitish and becoming gray, about ¾ in. long; centrales 3-4, similar, only somewhat stouter and darker: fls. usually abundant, straight or slightly S-shaped, 4-5 in. long, scarlet-red; fr. spherical, reddish green, covered with bristles. Southern Mex. B.M. 3788.

Ribs of stem 3-5.

54. nycticolor, Link. NIGHT-BLOOMING CEREUS. Sub-erect, very long-jointed, ½-1 in. in diam.; joints variable, some cylindrical, others 4-6 angled: ribs acute at first, obtuse later: spines 1-4, and very small: fls. white and fragrant, about 7 in. long. Mex.—The commonest Night-blooming Cereus.

55. inermis, Otto. Sts. branching, climbing, branches 4-5 angled, sharp-winged, yellowish green, later darker, slightly crenate: areoles in the depressions, small, bearing a few bristles when young, but soon naked. Venezuela.

56. hamatus, Scheidw. (C. rostrate, Linn.). Stems slender, weak, climbing, bright green, less than 1 in. in diam., reaching a length of 10 ft.: ribs remotely serrate, the serrations repand, and bearing on their anterior edge the small areoles: spines 5-6, bristle-form, whitish to brown, very short and partly deciduous: fls. large, 10-16 in. long and nearly the same in diameter, white, nocturnal. Central Mexico.

CEREGÆIA

58. Napoleonis, Graham. Suberect and long-jointed, the joints 3 angled and with flat sides, 12 in. or more long, ¾-1 in. in diam.: spines 3 or 4, subulate, unequal, black: sometimes a few white bristles: fls. snowy white, 8 in. long and 6 in. broad: fr. bluish and spiny, 3 by 4 in. W. Ind. B.M. 3448.

extensus, Salm-Dyck. Climbing: stems richly branching, about 3 ft. long by about ¾ in. in diam., dark green, soon becoming covered with gray-yellow, corky flakes: 3 angled, angles blunt, later becoming depressed, so that the older areoles are cylindrical: areoles ½-2½ in. apart, white, becoming gray: spines 2-4, very short and strong, or very slightly curved, dark brown, becoming gray with age: fls. from the sides of the branches, 8-9 in. long, rose-red. Trinidad. B.M. 3446.

triangularis, Haw. Stems jointed, long and slender, climbing: ribs 3, compressed, thin, and about 1 in. or more high, crenate, with a coniform margin connecting the areoles: areoles about 1½ in. apart: radial spines 2-4, bristle-form, short, soon deciduous; centrales 1-3, conical from a bulbous base, dark colored: fls. large, about 1 ft. long by about the same diameter when fully open, white, nocturnal, tube covered with large, leaf-like scales: fr. large, covered with the persistent large scales. Mexico and West Indies. B.M. 3531 M. 6:5.—The fruit is edible and very refreshing, and is common in the Mexican markets.

Ribs inconspicuous or wholly absent.

MacDonaldii, Hook. Climbing, and of rapid growth, richly branching, branches very long, cylindrical or with here and there very short deciduous angles, dark green: areoles elevated on tubercles which are arranged spirally on the branches, small: spine solitary (or rarely 2), short, porrect, brown or black, inconspicuous: fls. lateral, about 14 in. long, white, nocturnal. Honduras. B.M. 4767.

The following horticultural names, in the Amer. trade, are not accounted for in the foregoing synopses:


Cylindraceus is Opuntia. C. Nickelsii and C. sentia are Pilosereus.

John M. CULVERT and C. H. THOMPSON.
CEROXYLON

CEROXYLON NIVEUM, Hort.—Dipothemaum.

CÉSTRUM (old Greek name). Syn., Habrobothámus, Solándeae. Greenhouse shrubs of many species, in tropical Amer. Some of them have a climbing habit. The tubular fls., are in axillary or terminal cymes, red, yellow, greenish, or very fragrant. Lvs., alternate and entire, usually rather narrow. Fruit a berry. Céstrums are among the most useful of bright-flowering, shrubby, greenhouse plants, and they may be grown either as pot plants, or planted out against the back wall or supports of a greenhouse, where, if given a light position, they will produce an abundance of flowers from January to April. The Mexican species will do well in a winter temperature of 45° to 50°, but the species from Central America require a more severe temperature. They are propagated by cuttings taken in February or early in March, and inserted in sand in a warm temperature, keeping them somewhat close until rooted, when they should be potted in a light soil, after which they may be grown in pots, shifting on as often as required, or planted out in the open garden towards the end of May in a sunny position, where, if kept pinched back to induce a bushy growth and attention is paid to watering, they will make fine plants by the first of September. They should then be lifted and potted in a light, rich soil and kept close and shaded for a few days, and then transferred to their winter quarters. After flowering, the plants should be given a rest for a month or six weeks, gradually reducing the supply of water to induce the leaves and wood to ripen, after which they should be cut well back, the old soil shaken off, and the roots trimmed back, and then either potted again or planted out for the summer. While in the greenhouse, Céstrums are very subject to the attacks of insects, especially the mealy bug (Coccus adonidum). To keep these in check they should be given an occasional spraying of kerosene emulsion. The Céstrums are much grown in warm countries, and they bloom continuously. Following are the only species known to be in the Amer. trade:

AA. Fls. red.

élegans, Schlecht. (Habrobothámus élegans, Brongn.). Fig. 416. Tall and slender, half-climbing, the branches pubescent: lvs., ovate, lanceolate, long-acute, of medium size, pubescent beneath; fls., red-purple, swollen near the top of the tube, in loose clusters, which nod at the ends of the branches, the lobes ciliate. Mex. F.S., 2:82.—One of the commonest and best of greenhouse shrubs, blooming almost continuously. There is a form with variegated lvs.

fasciculátum, Miers. Spring bloomer, with larger fls., than those of C. élegans, and more compact, nearly globular fl. clusters, the cluster subtended by small lvs., as if an involucre: lvs., ovate. Mex. B.M. 1418 (and probably the C. élegans, B.M. 5659.)

Newelli, Hort. (H. Newelli, Veitch). Fls. bright crimson, larger and more brilliant than those of C. élegans and C. fasciculátum. Gn. 34:669.—A free-growing plant, originating from seed by Mr. Newell, Downham Market, Eng. Evidently an offshoot of one of the preceding species.

416. Cestrum elegans (X ½).

aurantiacum, Lindl. Of half-climbing habit: lvs., oval to ovate, more or less undulate: fls., sessile, in a panicle, orange-yellow. Guatemala. R.H. 1858, p. 238.

AAA. Fls. white, greenish, or cream-yellow.

Pâqui, L’Her. Shrub, half-hardy: lvs., lanceolate, petioled, short, acuminate: fls., long, tubular, with a wide-spreading limb, in an open panicle, greenish-yellow, very fragrant at night. Chile. B. M. 1770.

diurán, Linn. Quick-growing evergreen shrub: lvs., oblong and short-acute, thick and glabrous, shining above: fls., white, very sweet-scented by day, in axillary long peduncled spikes: fr. white. W. Ind.

nocturnum, Linn. Shrub, 6-7 ft.: branches brownish, very slender or flexuous: glabrous or nearly so: lvs., thinner, ovate or elliptic, prominently acuminate: fls. creamy yellow, very fragrant by night. Jamaica.

E. J. CANNING and L. H. B.

CHÉNACTIS (Greek, gaping ray: the marginal corollas often ray-like). Composite. West American herbs or under-shrubs, with oblong and mostly sesset lvs., and yellow, white or flesh-colored fls., on solitary peduncles or in loose cymes. Florets of one kind, but the marginal ones with a more or less enlarged limb: involucre campanulate: receptacle flat and generally naked: pappus of scales (wanting in 1 species). Three species have been introduced as border plants, but they are little known to gardeners. Of easy culture. Prop. by seeds or division.

A. Pappus of entire or nearly entire persistent scales.

tenüifolia, Nutt. Small, tufted annual, white pubescent when young but becoming nearly or quite glabrous: lvs., once or twice pinnately parted, the lobes linear or filiform: heads ½ in. high, lemon-yellow. S. Calif.


AA. Pappus of inflatulate and deciduous scales, or even wanting.

artemisiifolia, Gray. Tufted annual, 1-2 ft., rusty-pubescent and somewhat sticky: lvs., 2 or 3, pinnately parted into short, obtuse, oblanceolate and densely hispid lvs., with a 5-lobed spreading limb.

hispidum, Benth. Small perennial, with opposite, oval or oblong-toothed lvs., and bluish-white, star-like fls., ½ in. across, in dense clusters. S. Afr. J.H. III, 33:636.—An old and deserving greenhouse or pot plant, but rarely seen at present. It blooms most continuously, the fls., sometimes hiding the foliage. Prop. by seeds or cuttings, either in fall or spring. Begins to bloom when 4-6 in. high. To be recommended for windows, and for summer vases.

CHÉNOSTOMA (gaping mouth, in allusion to the shape of the corolla), Scrophulariáceae. About 30 African herbs or sub-shrubs, with simple lvs., mostly opposite, and axillary or terminal racemose, showy fls., stamens 4, in 2's, attached to the throat of the corolla, more or less exerted: style filiform and club-shaped, and obtuse at the apex: corolla tubular, swollen in the throat, with a 5-lobed spreading limb.

CHÉNOÉLES. Cydonia.

CHÉNOSTOMA (gaping mouth, in allusion to the shape of the corolla), Scrophulariáceae. About 30 African herbs or sub-shrubs, with simple lvs., mostly opposite, and axillary or terminal racemose, showy fls., stamens 4, in 2's, attached to the throat of the corolla, more or less exerted: style filiform and club-shaped, and obtuse at the apex: corolla tubular, swollen in the throat, with a 5-lobed spreading limb.

CHÉMÉBATIA (Greek, dwarf, and bramble, alluding to its bramble-like lfs.). Rosaceae. Low shrub, fringed with glandular pubescence: lvs., alternate, stipulate, tripinnatifid, persistent: fls., in terminal corymbs, white, with 5 petals and numerous stamens: fr. a small akene. One species in Calif. Ornamental shrub of agreeable aromatic odor, with graceful foliage and showy white fls., in June and July: an old favorite, only in warmer temperate regions. It thrives best in sandy, well-drained soil and sunny position. Prop. by seeds sown in spring and by greenwood cuttings under glass.
CHAMÆBATIA

foliolaris, Benth. Two to 3 ft.; Ivs. nearly sessile, oval or ovate-oblong, closely triplinatly dissected, 1½-2½ in. long; fls. white, ⅔ in. wide, in 4-8-fld. corymbs. B.M. 3711.

CHAMÆBATIÁRIA. See Sorbaria.

CHAMÆCYPARIS (chamæi, dwarf, and kuparissos, Cypress; referring to its affinity). Conifer. Evergreen trees, with opposite, scale-like Ivs. in 4 rows, densely clothed the compressed branchlets: fls. monoeccous, small; pistillate inconspicuous, globose; staminate yellow or red, oblong, often conspicuous by their abundance: cones small, globose, with 6-8 bracts, each bearing 2 or rarely 5, winged seeds, ripening the first season. Closely allied to Cupressus, which differs by its larger cones maturing the second year, the bracts containing 4 or more seeds, and by its quadrangular branches and minutely denticulate Ivs. Five species in N. Amer. and Japan, all very valuable timber trees in their native countries. Highly ornamental evergreen trees of pyramidal habit, of which only C. spheroides is fully hardy north, while the Japanese species are hardly in sheltered positions north to New England, and C. Lawsoniana only from New York south. They grow best in somewhat moist but well-drained, sandy loam and in a partly shaded position, sheltered against dry winds. C. Lawsoniana and C. obtusa like more dry, the others more moist situations, and C. spheroides grows well even in swamps. Prop. by seeds, sown in spring; increased also by cuttings from mature wood in fall, inserted in a sandy soil and kept in a coolframe or greenhouse during the winter; if in early spring gentle bottom heat can be given, it will hasten the development of roots considerably. All the so-called Retinosporas and the dwarfer forms, and most of the varieties of C. Lawsoniana, are readily increased in this way, while the typical forms of C. Nutkaensis, obtusa and spheroides do not grow well from cuttings; therefore for most varieties veneer grafting on seedling stock during the winter in greenhouse is preferred, but dwarf forms always should be grown from cuttings, as they often lose their dwarf habit if grafted. The so-called Retinosporas of the gardens, with linear, spreading Ivs., are juvenile forms, which have retained the foliage of the seedling stage. There are similar forms in Thuja. For their distinguishing characters, see Retinospora. For the numerous garden forms, see Bisset, Handb. der Nadelholz., pp. 64-99.

a. Ivs. green on both sides or paler beneath.

spheroides. Spach (Cupressus thuyoides, Linn.). WHITE CEDAR. Tree, to 70 or 80 ft., with erect, spreading branches; branchlets irregularly arranged, spreading, not pendulous, very thin and slender, flattened: Ivs. closely imbricate, glaucous or light green, with a conspicuous gland on the back, fragrant; cones small, ½ in. in diam., bluish purple, with glaucous bloom. From Maine to Florida, west to Mississippi. S.S. 10: 329. — Var. ericoides, Bisset. & Hochst. (C. ericoides, Carr. Retinospora ericoides, Hort.). Compact shrub, of erect, dense habit: Ivs. linear-lanceolate, spreading, with two glaucous lines beneath, coloring in winter usually reddish brown. Var. Andelyensis, Carr. (Retinospora leptoclada, Hort.). Intermediate form between the former and the type; bluish green, and of erect growth, with loosely appressed, lanceolate Ivs.; often some branchlets with Ivs. of the type and some with Ivs. of the var. ericoides. R.H. 1869, p. 32, and 1880, p. 36. — Var. glauca, Endl. (var. kevinia, Hort.). Of compact habit, very glaucous, with silvery hue. Var. variegata, Hort. Branchlets partially colored golden yellow.

Nutkaensis, Spach (Cupressus Noothkatensis, Lamb. Thuyopsis borealis, Hort.). YELLOW CEDAR. Tree, to 120 ft., with ascending branches, pendulous at the extremities; branchlets distichously arranged, slightly flattened or nearly quadrangular, pendulous: Ivs. densely imbricate, usually dark green, acute, mostly without glands: cones subglobose, nearly ⅔ in. in diam., dark red-brown, with glaucous bloom. From Sitka to Oregon. S.S. 10: 530. R.H. 1869, p. 18. — Var. glauca, Hort. With very glaucous foliage. Var. pendula, Hort. Distinctly pendulous. There are some forms with variegated Ivs.
Chamaecyparis

Gn. 50, p. 68. *C. Nakaonis* is about as hardy as the Japanese species.

AA. *Lvs.* with glaucous or whitish marks beneath; branches with horizontally spreading ramifications.

**Lawsoniana**, Parl. (*Cupressus Lawsoniana*, Murr.). Tree, to 200 ft., with horizontally spreading and usually pendulous branches; branches frond-like arranged, flattened; *lvs.* closely appressed, obtuse or somewhat acute, usually bright green, with a gland on the back; staminate catkins bright red (yellow in all other species); cone globose, about ½ in. across, red-brown and often glaucous. *From Oregon to Calif.* S.S.10:531. Gn.2:237. — This is one of the most beautiful Conifers and very variable; about 60 garden forms being cultivated in European nurseries and collections. The following are some of the best:


**Chamaedaphne**

*Chamaedaphne* (chamaei, dwarf, and *daphne*, the laurel in ancient Latin, alluding to its dwarf habit and evergreen *lvs.*). Syn., *Cassandria*. *Ericaceae*. LEAF. Low shrub with evergreen, alternate small *lvs.*; *fls.* nodding in terminal, leafy racemes; corolla ureolate-oblong, yellowish, with 5 included stamens; fr. a capsule. One species in the colder regions of the northern hemisphere. Low, hardy, ornamental shrub, very suitable for the cold hardiness of its pretty white *fls.* It thrives best in a peaty and sandy, moist soil. Prop. by seeds sown in sandy peat, or slightly or not covered, and kept moist and shady; also by layers and suckers and by cuttings from mature wood in late summer under glass.


**Chamaedaphne calyculata** (Spreng.)
CHAMEDEOREA (Greek, dwarf and gift). Palmaeae, tribe Areceae. Spineless, erect, procumbent or rarely climbing palms, the trunks solitary or cespitose, slender or reed-like. Lvs. simple, biform at the apex or variously equally-pinnatisect; lobe broad or narrow, straight or oblique, acuminate, plicate-nerved, usually ciliate at the base; the basal half folded back or recurved; petiole usually cylindrical; sheath tubular, oblique at the throat; spadices among or below the lvs., simple or paniculately branched; spathes 3 or many, alternate, sheathing, elongated, split at the apex, membranous or coriaceae, usually persistent; pistillate ffs. very small; fr. small, of 1-3 globose or oblong-obtuse carpels, coriaceae or fleshy. Species about 60. Mex. to Panama. PREFER LEAF-MOLD, loam and sand in equal parts, with a little charcoal added, form the best soil. The species common in cultivation are quick-growing. They are well suited for planting out in greenhouse borders. The sexes are on different plants, therefore several should be planted in a group if the handsomely colored fruit is desired. All of the kinds require a warm temperature in winter. Increased from seeds. Of the many species, only the following appear in the Amer. trade:

A. Les. simple.

b. Plant becoming of climbing habit.

desmonoides, W. Wendel. Lvs. 2-3 ft. long, with dense fr. a foot long, and glan- cious petiole: plant tending to climb after it becomes a few feet high.

b. Plant not climbing.

c. Stem or trunk evident.

Saritri, Liebm. Stem 6-7 ft., ringed, clothed above with leaf-sheaths: lvs. 3-3½ ft. long; petiole terete, sulcate, dilated at the base; sheath, petiole and rachis white on the back; lfts. 12 in. long, 1½-2 in. wide, alternate, falcate, acuminate, narrowed at the base. Mex.


guacianí, H. Wendel. Stem 20 ft. long; lvs. long, pinnate; lfts. narrow, long and slender, dark green, glaucous.


Arebergiana, H. Wendel. (C. latifolia, Hort.). Stem slender, 5-6 ft. high; lvs. erect-spread; lfts. 10-15 pairs, alternate and drooping, very long-pointed, plicate and many ribbed. Guatemala. B.M. 6638.

cc. Stem or trunk not evident.

Pringlei, Wats. Acaulescent or nearly so; lvs. erect pinnate, 3 ft.; lfts. 12-15 on each side, linear-lanceolate, acuminate, 6-8 in. long, ½-¾ in. wide: rachis triangular; spadix simple, 8 in. long. San Louis Potosi, Mex.

JARED G. SMITH and G. W. OLIVER.

CHAMÉRÉPUS. Now referred to Cricus.

CHAMERANTHEMUM (dwarf and flower, from the Greek). Acanthaceae. Three or 4 Brazilian small herbs, allied to Eranthemum, but readily distinguished by the 4 (instead of 2) stamens. Lvs. large and membranaceous, entire, variously marked. Fls. showy, white or yellow, in bractless clusters. Grown chiefly for the beautiful foliage. C. igneum, Regel (Erdanthemum igneum, Lindl.), is in the Amer. trade. It is a low, spreading, warm-house plant (culture of Eranthemum and Justicia), with dark green lvs. and veins, richly banded with orange or yellow. Fls. small. F.S. 17:1522.

CHAMÉRÖPS (Greek for dwarf bush). Palmaeae, tribe Oréphyreæ. Low, fan-leaved palms, with cespitose canescent branches from the base and clothes with the bases of the leaf-sheaths. Lvs. terminal, rigid, semi obliquely or cuneate-filiform, deeply incisate, the lobes narrow, biform, plicate; no rachis; ligule very short; petiole slender, bi-convex, the margins smooth or rough; sheath split, reticulate, fibrous; spadices short, erect compressed; branches short, densely flowered; spathes 2-4, broad, thickly coriaceous, the lower ones split, the upper entire; bracts small, subulate, bractlets none; fls. small, yellow; fr. globose or ovoid, 3-sided toward the base, brown or yellow. Species 2. Mediterranean region. The common C. humilis is widely cult., and very variable. Many of the specific-made names of the genus are forms of this species. Of such cases are evidently the garden names C. arborescens, argentea, C. arenarius, elata, elegans, faurindia, gracilis, littoralis, nirea.

Fibrous loam two parts, leaf-mold and sand one part, with good drainage. Prop. by suckers and by seeds. These are among the hardest of all palms, and are well suited to greenhouses where a high temperature is not kept up.

humilis, Linn. (Phaéfix Hancea, Hort.). Fig. 421. Stem 1½-2 ft. high; lvs. ragged, fibrous; margins of the petioles armed with strong hooked spines; blade suborbicular, truncate or cuneate at the base, rigid, palmately multiliguliflora; segments acuminate, bidual. Mediterranean. B.M. 2152. R. H. 1892:84 (showing habit and a colored plate of the fruit). Reaches 20 ft. (1892:84)

CHARD (ch pronounced as in charge). A form of the plant (Beta vulgaris) which has produced the common beet. Often known to horticulturists as Beta Cicla.
See *Beet* and *Beta*. The beet plant has given rise to two general types of varieties: those varieties with thickened roots (the beets of America, the beet-root of European literature); and those with large and pulpy or thickened leaves (but whose roots are small and woody). The latter type is known under the general name of leaf-beets. These leaf-beets may be ranged into three sub-groups: (1) common or normal leaf-beets, or spinach beets, in which the leaf-blade is large and pulpy, and is used as spinach is; (2) Chard, in which the petiole and midrib are very broad and thick (Fig. 422); (3) ornamental beets, of which the foliage is variously colored.

**Chard** is of the easiest culture. Seed is sown in spring, as for common beets. The broad petioles, or Chards, may be gathered from midsummer until frost. These broad white stalks or ribs are used as a pot-herb; and, if desired, the leaf-blades may be cooked with them. The dish is usually more attractive, however, if only the Chards are cooked. This vegetable is also known as Sea-kale Beet and Swiss Chard.

**Charlock.** Consult *Brassica*; also *Raphanus*.

**Chaste Tree.** See *Vitis*.

**Cheat, or Chess.** *Bromus*.

**Checkerberry.** *Gaultheria*.

**Cheeses.** Vernacular for *Malva rotundifolia*.

**Cheilanthes** (Greek, *lip-flower*, alluding to the indusium). *Polypodium*. Semi-hardy or hothouse ferns of small size, often hairy or woody, with the sorc terminal on the veins and covered with a rounded indusium. Some 60 or 70 species are known, nearly a third of which are natives of the west and southwest, one species as far east as Connecticut. They are of easy culture, enjoying a position near the glass, and disliking strong, close heat and syringing or watering overhead.

**Cheilanthes lanosa.**

---

**Cheilanthes meifolia,** D. C. Eaton. Lvs. cespitose, with slender brown stems 3-7 in. long, the lamina 2-3 in. each way, 3-4-pinnatifid, with finely cut segments 1/10 of an in. wide. Mex.

**Cheilanthes pedata.** A. Br. Lvs. cespitose, on long (9-12 in.) stems, about 6 in. either way, the 3 divisions bipinnatifid; sori numerous, placed on both sides of the segments. Jamaica, Cuba.

**Cheilanthes viseida.** Davenport. Lvs. 2-3 in. long, on stems of the same length, tripinnatifid; segments toothed, everywhere glandular. Calif.

**Cheilanthes hirta.** Swz. Lvs. densely cespitose, with short, scaly stems which are brownish, like the rachides; pinnae numerous, rather distant but bipinnatifid, the segments with much incurved margins. The lvs. are usually 6-15 in. long. Cape of Good Hope.—Var. *Elissiana* is more commonly cult.

**Cheilanthes landa.** Wats. (*C. erecta, Swz.*). Fig. 423. Cespitose, with stems 2-4 in. long, slightly hairy, as are the segments; lvs. tripinnatifid, 4-10 in. long, 1-2 1/2 in. wide, the pinnae lanceolate-deltoid: indusia formed of the ends of roundish or oblong lobes. Conn. to Kan. and Ala.—Hardy.

**Cheilanthes Cooperiana.** D. C. Eaton. Lvs. 3-8 in. long, bipinnate, the stems covered with nearly white hairs, each tipped with a gland; pinnae roundish ovate, crenate and incised. Calif. to Mex.

**Cheilanthes gracillima,** D. C. Eaton.

**Lace Fern.** Lvs. cespitose, 1-4 in. long, besides the nearly equal dark brown stems, bipinnate; pinnae with about nine pinnaules, finally smooth above. Idaho to Calif.—Hardy.

**Cheilanthes Clevelandii.** D. C. Eaton. Lvs. 4-7 in. long, tripinnate, dark brown beneath, with closely imbricate, ciliate scales, which grow on both the segments and the rachides; segments nearly round, the terminal larger. Calif.

**Cheilanthes eel.** Upper surface of segments smooth.

**Cheilanthes tomentosa.** Link. Lvs. 8-15 in. long, on stems 4-6 in. long, everywhere covered with brownish white hairs, tripinnate; terminal segments twice as large as the lateral. Va. to Ariz.

**Cheilanthes fendleri.** Hook. Lvs. 3-6 in. long besides the chaffy stems, rising from tanged, creeping rootstocks, tripinnate; rachises with broadly-ovate white-edged scales, which overlap the subglobose segments. Tex. and Colo. to Calif.
CHEILANTHES (diserption in dispute, but probably derived from Greek for hand and flower). Crucifera. A dozen or more Old World herbs, with large purple or yellow flowers, and innumerable forms in various shades of yellow, brownish, and even purple. Not prized so much in Amer., as in Eu. It thrives in any good garden soil.

C. annua. Hort.= Matthiola, but early-blooming forms of C. Cheiri seem to pass under this name.—C. Monet, Hort., & Hook. = Parrya. L. H. B.

CHELIDONIUM (Greek for swallow; the flowers appear when the swallow comes). Papaveraceae. Cel-an-dine. One or two one-seed-growing herbs, with flowers nodding, and small yellow flowers, in small umbel-like clusters; petals 4; stamens 16-24; style very short, the stigma 2-lobed; pod slender, 2-valved, opening first at the bottom. C. majus, Linn., is a European plant, now run wild in waste places, and often seen in old gardens. It is biennial or perennial, with brittle, hairy stems and pinately-parted leaves, the lobes rounded and toothed (or, in var. laciniatum again dissected). The plant has yellow juice. Lvs. light-glaucescent underneath.

CHÉLONÉ (Greek for tortoise or turtle; the corolla fancied to resemble a reptile's head). Scrophulariaceae. Turtle Head. Several North American perennial herbs, some of which are now sold by dealers in native plants. Allied to Pentstemon. Corolla more or less 2-lipped or gaping, white or red: anthers 4, woolly, and a rudiment of a fifth stamen; seeds winged; lvs. opposite, heart-shaped: lvs. large and showy. Half-shaded places are preferable for these easily cultivated plants. Very dry ground should be avoided, from the fact that they are best in swampy places. In the ordinary border they should have a very liberal mulch of old manure in their growing season; 4 to 5 in. thick is none too much; the surface roots will feed in this compost, and the plants are not so liable to suffer from drought when thus protected.

A. Fls. in terminal and axillary close spikes.
B. Lvs. broad-ovate, long-petioled.

Lyonii, Pursh. Plant, about 2 ft. high; lvs. often coriaceous at base, thin, evenly serrate; fl.-bracts minutely ciliate; fls. rose-purple. Mts., N. Car. and S.

BB. Lvs. lanceolate or oblong, short-petioled.

obliqua, Linn. Two ft. or less; lvs. 2-5 in. long, broad-lanceolate or oblong, very veiny; sharp or dentate-serrate; fl.-bracts ciliate; fls. deep rose. Damp grounds, Ill. and Va., S.

glabra, Linn. (C. obliqua, var. dita, Hort.). One or more ft. high; lvs. narrower, acuminate, appressed-serrate, nearly sessile, not very veiny; fl.-bracts not ciliate; fls. white or rose-tinted. Wet grounds; common.

AA. Fls. in a loose thyrsus or panicle.

nemoroosa, Dough. Two ft. or less, high, of unpleasant odor; lvs. ovate and acute, sharp-dentate, sessile, or nearly so; fl.-bracts none; corolla 1 in. long, violet-purple. Calif. and N.

C. barbata of gardens is Pentstemon barbatus.

J. B. Keller and L. H. B.

CHENILLE PLANT. A proposed name for Acanthophya hispida, better known as A. Sanderi.

CHENOPÓDIUM (goose-foot, alluding to the shape of the lvs.). Chenopodiaceae. Widely dispersed weedy herbs, with very inconspicuous greenish lvs, in glomerules or spikes. Spinach, beet, and orch are allied plants. Fls. perfect; calyx 4-5-parted; petals wanting; stamens usually 5; styles 2 or 3. The calyx sometimes enlarges and becomes succulent and colored, enclosing the fr. and the glomerules may then look like berries, as in the common Strawberry Blite (C. capitatum, Wats., or Blitum capitatum, Linn.). This plant has been introduced to the trade as a pot-herb. It is an annual of easiest culture, with hatchate-ovate toothed lvs. and fleshy red glomerules. The common pigweeds are Chenopodions of several kinds, the commonest being C. album, Linn. This species and others are used as pot-herbs or greens in the country. The Good-King-Henry is C. Bonus-Henricus, Linn. It is a perennial, often cult. for its succulent spring shoots and lvs., which...
Plate V. Cherries

Showing several commercial varieties of sweet and sour kinds
are used as greens. In American gardens it is usually known as Mercury (the name is sometimes corrupted to Markery). Lvs. triangular-ovate, with very long, wide-spreading basal lobes; margins entire; plant needy. The plant is of the easiest culture; 1-2 ft. high. Other Chenopodions of economic interest are the Quinoa (C. Quinoa, Willd.), of S. Amer., of which the large seeds are used as food (it is an annual, with aspect of the common pigweed, C. album; seeds sold by European dealers. B.M. 3641); C. ambrosioides, Linn., Mexican Tea, affords a medicinal extract; C. authelium Linn., Wormseed, affords a vernacular. The Feather Geranium or Jerusalem Oak of florists is C. Botrys, Linn. It is annual, glabrous-pubescent and aromatic, 1-3 ft. high, with pinnatifid lvs. and long, feather-like, enduring spikes, for which it is used in vases and baskets. Pretty.

L. H. B.
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Cultivated tree Cherries have probably sprung from two European species, Prunus Avium, Linn., and Prunus Cerasus, Linn. The domesticated forms of Prunus Avium are characterized by a tall, erect growth (Fig. 436); reddish brown, glossy bark, which separates in rings; flowers generally in clusters on lateral spurs, appearing with the limb, gradually taper-pointed leaves; fruit red, yellow, or black, generally sweet, spherical, heart-shaped, or pointed; flesh soft or firm. Sour Cherries are low-headed and spreading (Fig. 427); flowers in clusters from lateral buds, appearing before the hard, stiff, rather abruptly pointed, light or grayish green leaves. The following is the best classification (Bailey, Bull. 98, Cornell Exp. Sta.):

Prunus Avium has four representatives in the United States:

I. The Mazzards, or inferior seedlings; fruit of various shapes and colors; common along roadsides. In the middle Atlantic states, the wild Mazzard trees often attain great age and size, particularly in the Delaware-Chesapeake peninsula (Fig. 129).

II. The Hearts, or heart-shaped, soft, sweet Cherries, light or dark represented by Black Tartarian and Governor Wood.

III. The Bigarreaux, or heart-shaped, firm-fleshed, sweet Cherries, like the Napoleon and Windsor.

IV. The Dukes; light-colored, somewhat acid flesh, such as May Duke and Reine Hortense. From Prunus Cerasus two classes have sprung:

I. The Amarelles, or light-colored sour Cherries, with colorless juice, represented by the early Richmond and Montmorency.

II. The Morellos, or dark-colored sour Cherries, with dark-colored juice, like the English Morello and Louis Philippe.

The following species also have horticultural value: Prunus Mahaleb, an Old World type, harder and smaller, on which other Cherries are largely worked; Prunus Pennsylvanica, the native wild red, pin, or bird Cherry, whose hardness may adapt it as a stock for the Plains states; Prunus Besseyi and Prunus pennsylvanica, the native sand or dwarf Cherries, the former represented by the Improved Dwarf Rocky Mountain Cherry. See Prunus.

The Cherry is not cultivated as a leading industry east of the Rocky mountains, except in western New York, where the sour varieties are grown for canning. The sweet Cherry is confined mostly to door-yard and fence-corner plantings. Sour kinds are found in orchard blocks in New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Kansas and Nebraska. Sweet Cherry culture, however, is adapted to the states between the
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39th and 44th degrees of latitude and the 68th and 80th degrees of longitude, and to contiguous areas having similar climatic conditions. Spontaneous forms of it attain great size on the Chesapeake peninsula (Fig. 428). The sour Cherry may be grown with profit between the 35th and 45th degrees of latitude and the 68th and 100th degrees of longitude.

The Mazzard is the best stock for both sweet and sour Cherries in the east. The Mahaleb is more widely used for the sour kinds, however, as it is easier to bud, and it is free from leaf blight in the nursery. The Mazzard forms a better root system, stronger union, a longer lived tree, and is sufficiently hard. For the Plains states the hardier Mahaleb stocks should be used.

The Cherry likes an elevated, naturally light, dry, loamy, retentive soil. The sour kinds need more moisture, and will thrive in heavier land. A soil not naturally dry may be corrected by under-draining, and on light, dry knolls, the moisture capacity may be increased by green manures and surface tillage.

The sweet Cherries should be set 28 feet to 30 feet apart each way; the sour kinds, from 16 feet to 18 feet. The trees are generally set at two years from the bud.

The sweet kinds are started with 3 to 5 main arms, with no central leader, about 3½ feet high, and the branches are pruned to side buds for a few years to induce a spreading habit rather than a spire form. The top of a sour Cherry is made like that of a peach tree.

Plow the Cherry orchard lightly in the early spring, and cultivate it every ten days, or after every rain, till the middle of June or the first of July. Seed at the last cultivation with a winter cover-crop. Stimulate the trees with leguminous cover-crops when needed, but the sweet Cherry is a gross feeder and a rapid grower, and undue stimulation must be avoided. Keep the orchard in sod and pasture it with sheep, along the southern and western limits of profitable sweet Cherry culture, and withhold nitrogenous manures.

Nitrogen, potash, and phosphoric acid are the three essential fertilizers. Nitrogen may be supplied in leguminous crops; potash as muriate, at 150 lbs. to 300 lbs.; and phosphoric acid in dissolved rock, at 300 lbs. to 500 lbs per acre.

Cherries should be picked by the stems into small baskets a few days before ripe. Sort out all stemless, small and imperfect fruits. Face the perfect Cherries in small, attractive boxes or baskets, and pack these in small cases or crates.

Cherries should be ripened for the fruit, the more strikingly it should be displayed. Guard against breaking the fruit spurs in picking the sweet Cherries. Fruit for canning is less laboriously packed, but may be as carefully picked.

The profits depend on the varieties and markets, but largely on the personality of the grower, and on his skill as a salesman. The range of profit for the sour Cherry is from $30 to $100 per acre, and from $30 to $300 or more for the sweet.

The varieties adapt themselves to a wide range of territory. An imperious need, however, is the development of varieties with striking features for local adaptation. In the prairie states and the extreme north, the hardier Amarellas and Morellos comprise the profitable kinds. Generally the dark-colored, more acid Morellos were most sought after; now the milder Amarellas are demanded by both canners and consumers. In the following lists, the varieties are named more for the purpose of illustrating the different types than for recommending specific varieties.

Amongst Amarellas, the Early Richmond and Montmorency are the leading types.

**Early Richmond** (Fig. 429).—Size medium; pit large; light red; poor quality; vigorous growth. Ripes June 20 in New York.

**Montmorency.**—Large, broad, flattened; pit medium; light red; flesh nearly colorless; juice moderately sour; vigorous growth; generally productive. Two weeks after Early Richmond. Most valuable Amarella for the east.

Among the Morellos, Ostheim, Louis Philippe and English Morello are important types.

**Ostheim** (Fig. 430).—Dark red; roundish; flesh dark, tender; juice mild, dark; productive; hardy; growth slender. A week after Early Richmond, sour flesh; perfectly hardy. Louis Philippe.—Size of Montmorency, and ripens with it; round; acid; skin and flesh dark. Rather shy bearer in the east, but valuable in the west.

**English Morello.**—Two weeks later than Montmorency; more open, drooping habit; fruit medium; roundish; red-black; very sour, slightly astringent; flesh and juice dark, purplish crimson.

Among the sweet Cherries, the firm-fleshed red or black Bigarreaus are the most profitable. The light Bigarreaus and Hearts are more susceptible to the fruit-rot, and sell less readily. Representative types of Heart and light Bigarreaus Cherries are the following:

**Black Tartarian.**—The most valuable Heart Cherry. Productive; vigorous, hardy, early; large; dark red or black; flesh dark purplish; very juicy, sweet.

**Napoleon** (Fig. 431).—One of the best light Bigarreaus. Fruit large; flesh hard, brittle, colorless; light lemon yellow, with reddish cheek; heavy bearer; rats if not picked before ripe; splits in wet weather. A week before Black Tartarian.

From the dark Bigarreaus the following are among the best types:

**Robert's Red Heart.**—Bright, dark red, with an under motting, as large as Napoleon; flesh pinkish; juice nearly colorless, subacid; heavy, regular bearer in Hudson river valley. Ripes with Napoleon.

**Mert.**—Large, heart-shaped oblong, flattened at both sides; uneven skin, dark red to black; firm, but heart-like; juicy; very sweet; stem long and tortuous; heavy bearer locally. Ripes with Napoleon.

**Windor.**—Large; roundish-oblong; firm; juicy; mottled dark red; flesh pinkish white; stem medium, set in slight, broad depression; heavy bearer, vigorous, upright. Ripes two weeks after Napoleon. Very profitable.

**Dekeman.**—Large, heart-shaped, obtuse, flattened on one side; black, with extremely firm, reddish flesh; subacid, reddish juice; stem medium, in a slight, broad depression; vigorous. Ripes three weeks or more after Windor. A variety of great value.

**Diseases and Insects.**—The brown rot (Monilia fructigena), which attacks the fruit at the ripening period, and particularly during sultry weather, can be largely avoided by picking the fruit a few days before ripe. It may also fatally attack the flowers, leaves and twigs. In localities where the Cherry blooms, but does not fruit, the trees should be sprayed with Bordeaux mixture before the buds unfold, again when the fruit is set, and two or three times thereafter, with a colorless fungicide.

**Black knot** (Pseudorhizus morbosus, Sacc.). See under Plum.

**Leaf blight** (Cylindrosporum Padi, Kusst). See under Plum.

**Powdery mildew** (Podospora oryzae, Vahl). See under Plum.
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De Bray) is often severe in the sour Cherry, but can be checked by thorough applications of a fungicide.

The aphid (Myzus persicae, Lin.) appears in the early part of the season on the young shoots, the leaves, the stems, and less frequently on the body of the fruit of the sweet Cherries. It excretes honey-dew abundantly. The leaves curl upward and inward. Spray with kerosene emulsion, 1 part to 6 of water; or with fish-oil soap, 1 pound of gallons of water, before the leaves curl.

The curculio (Conotrachelus nenuphar). See same on Plum.

Climatic Injuries. Sun-scall and bursting of the bark. The sweet Cherry is liable to a fatal injury from sun-scall in the south and prairie states. The trouble occurs in the spring, when the rays of the sun cause alternate freezing and thawing of the growing tissues on the south and west sides. In these localities, the bark of the tree frequently bursts open, and large quantities of gum exude. A rich garden loam, a summer drought followed by fall rain, excessive wood stimulation, violent changes of temperature in the winter, or other factors unfavorable to the maturing of the wood, aggravate the difficulty. The bubbling of the bark is probably caused by the freezing and thawing of the tissues under these unfavorable conditions. Both troubles are more injurious to trees with exposed trunks. A low-headed and spreading top, soils not too rich, and cultural methods which favor the early maturity of the wood, lessen the danger. The trunks may also be protected by a board, matting, or screen of some kind on the sunny side during the spring months.

G. Harold Powell.

A Cherry in California. In commercial importance, the Cherry is least of the fruits of the temperate zone grown in California on a commercial scale. This is not because the finest Cherries cannot be grown, but because the avenues for the disposition of the product are not as wide as for other leading fruits. Recently there are indications that these avenues will be widened, for last year (1905) about 300,000 carloads were profitably shipped in a fresh state to eastern markets, and a product of 150,000 cases of canned Cherries was disposed of to advantage; but until it is demonstrated that such distant demand is permanent, present plantations will not be largely extended. Cherries are costly in picking and packing, and to incur the chances of a local market, over which the grower has had no recourse when the canner and large consumer would only pay the cost of picking and boxing. A good shipping demand seems, therefore, the measure of the extension of California's Cherry interest, and the early ripening of the fruit, which permits its sale during the blooming season of eastern Cherry trees, is the leading surety of such demand. On several occasions early varieties have been shipped from the Vacaville district overland, on March 31, but the usual opening date is about two weeks later, and hence onward later varieties, and from later regions, may be shipped until July, if found profitable.

But, though there is plenty of good land upon which to multiply the present total of half a million trees, the Cherry regions of California are restricted. It is one of the most exacting of all trees, and is only profitable when its requirements are respected. About one-half of the present acreage lies in valleys opening upon the bay of San Francisco, where deep and moist, but well drained alluvial soil fosters strong and sound root growth, and modified atmospheric aridity favors leaf and fruiting. On similar deep and moist soils, however, the tree enters the hot interior valleys to certain limits, chiefly along the river bottoms. It abhors dry plains. In dry air it usually refuses to fruit, although if the soil be moist, it may make stiltware tree growth. In foot-hill valleys it sometimes does admirably, both in growth and fruiting, and in mountain valleys, above an elevation of 2,000 feet, on good soil, and in the greater rainfall, and even with the snow flurries, which are experienced every year at proper elevations, the tree becomes very thrifty and profitable to the limits of local markets. The tree seems to have no geographical limitations in California; wherever suitable soil and weather conditions occur, it accepts the situation—the Dukes and Morelos succeeding under conditions too trying for the Hearts and Bizarreus, but the latter comprise all the varieties that are of commercial account.

Cherry trees are grown by budding upon Mazzard and Mahaleb seedlings—the latter chiefly imported. It is customary to plant out in orchards at the end of the first year's growth from the bud, though 2-year-old Cherry trees can be more successfully handled than other 2-year-olds. The trees are headed at 11 feet from the ground, cut back to promote long branching for two years, and then allowed to make long branches, and not usually shortened-in, so long as thrifty and healthy. The tree in a good environment, however, is a very hardy tree, and will endure pruning to almost any degree. We have many trees which have made a very broad but not usually high growth, bearing 1,000 lbs. of fruit to the tree, and a few others which have even doubled that figure, while others have been dwarfed and trained en espalier. The commercial orchards are, however, uniformly of low trees, approximately of vase form in exterior outline, and with branches curving outward without shortening.

The Cherry is very readily grafted over by the usual top-grafting methods, and large orchards have been thus transformed into varieties more acceptable for canning or shipping. Comparatively few varieties are grown. Early Purple Guigne, Guigne Marbre, and Knight's Early Black are grown in early ripening localities. Black Tartarian and Lewelling are the main stay for black Cherries. The Napoleon Bizarre (locally known as Royal Ann) is the ideal for a white Cherry, and almost excludes all others, though the Rockport Bizarre has some standing. Of all the varieties grown, the Black Tartarian and Napoleon Bizarre, constitute 70 per cent of the crop, and probably 90 per cent of the amount marketed.

California-grown Cherries attain large size; the canner's requirement for fancy fruit is a diameter not less than 3/4 of an inch, and for No. 1, not less than 3/4 of an inch. Wholesale prices usually range from $40 to $60 per ton for black and $80 to $120 for white, but this
year (1899) canners have paid as high as $10 per ton for white Cherries. The higher rates can only be expected during years of short crops.

Edward J. Wickson.

Chervil. A term applied to two umbelliferous plants which produce edible parts, neither of which is well known in America. The name is sometimes applied, also, to the sweet ciciu.

Salad Chervil or Leaf Chervil is Scoparius ceratolimon, Linn., a native of S. Eu. It is annual. The neat and aromatic lvs. are used like parsley, which they much resemble. The lvs. are compound, with oval cut leaflets; and there are varieties with much cut and curled foliage. The cultivation of Salad Chervil presents no difficulties. Leaves are ready to use in 6 to 10 weeks from seed sowing, and any good garden soil is congenial. It thrives best in the cooler and moister part of the year.

Tuberous or Turnip-rooted Chervil is Cheorophyllum bulbosum, Linn., of S. Eu. It is biennial or plur-annual, like the radish and carrot. The roots are like small carrots in shape (4-5 in. long), but are gray or blackish, and the flesh is of different flavor. The roots are eaten as carrots are, either boiled or in stews. The one difficulty in the growing of Tuberous Chervil is the fact that the seeds germinate very tardily, or even not at all, if kept dry over winter. It is customary, therefore, to sow them in the fall, although they do not germinate until spring. If they are to be reserved for spring growing, they should be stratified (see Seedage) or kept in sand. In four or five months after germination, the roots are fit to use, although they improve in quality by being left in the ground.

L. H. B.

Chessnut, or Cheat. Brownus.

Cheastnut. Three species of tree or true Chestnuts are cultivated in this country for fruit,—the European Chestnut, the American Chestnut Americana, and the Japanese Chestnut crenata. (See Castanea). The horticultural characteristics which distinguish these three types are as follows:

European Chestnuts.—Tree large, with a spreading but compact head, stocky, smooth-barked twigs and large-glossy buds of a yellowish brown color; leaves oblong-lanceolate, abruptly pointed, with coarse sometimes incurved serrations, thick and leathery, generally pubescent beneath when young, but green on both sides when mature. Burs very large, with long, branching spines, and a thick, velvety lining. Nut larger than American Chestnut, sometimes very large, shell dark mahogany brown, pubescent at tip, thick, tough and leathery; kernel enclosed in a thin, tough and astringent skin: quality variable from insipid, astringent to moderately sweet. The leaves remain on the trees until late in autumn, but are more susceptible to the attacks of fungi than the American and Japanese species. At least one variegated and one cut-leaved variety are grown as ornamentals. This species is variously known as European, French, Spanish and Italian Chestnut (Castanea sativa).


open, forming a low, round-topped head of slightly pendulous branches. Leaves thinner than in Castanea sativa, oblong-lanceolate, acute, long pointed at the apex, coarsely serrate except toward the wedge-shaped base, green and glabrous on both surfaces, changing to bright, clear yellow late in autumn. The staminate flowers open in June or July, after leaves have attained full size, and exude a sweet, heavy odor, disagreeable to many persons, and sometimes causing symptoms of hay fever. The 2- or 3-flowered involucres of pistillate flowers are on short, stout peduncles at the bases of androgynous aments which bear toward their tips scattered clusters of staminate flowers. Burs smaller and spines sharper than in C. sativa. The nuts, usually 4 or 5, rarely 6 to 7, are usually broader than long, and much compressed by crowding, though sometimes nearly oblong and approaching cylindrical. They are of a bright brown color, covered at the apex with thick, pale tomentum, which sometimes extends nearly to the base of the nut. The nuts are sweet and agreeable in flavor, the best among Chestnuts, and are marketed in large quantities from the forests of the Appalachian region, eastern North America. Me. to Ga., westward to Michigan, Mississippi and Louisiana. Gradually receding from its southern areas from causes not yet understood. A few selected forms have been propagated by grafting.

Japanese Chestnut (C. crenata).—Fig. 433. A dwarfish, close-headed tree of slender growth, said to attain a height of 50 ft. in Japan, with small buds; leaves smaller than other Chestnuts, lanceolate-oblong, usually pointed, with a truncate or obtuse base, finely serrate, with shallow, sharp-pointed indentations, whitish tomentose beneath, pale green above, less subject to injury by fungi than other species. Burs small, with a thin, papery lining and short, widely branching spines. Nuts large, to very large, glossy, usually 3, sometimes 5 or 7 in a bur, usually inferior to the other Chestnuts in quality, though good when cooked, and in a few varieties excellent in the fresh state. Many cultural varieties are recognized. Introduced to the United States in 1876 by S. B. Parsings, Flushig, N. Y.

Aside from these three types, there are certain dwarf and small-fruited Castaneas known as Chinquipains. The two native Chinquipains may be contrasted as follows:
Common or Tree Chinquapin (Castanea pumila).—Fig. 434. A shrub 4 to 5 feet tall, rarely a tree, attaining a height of 50 feet, with slender branches marked with numerous minute lenticels, and crowned with a pale tomentum, which disappears during the first winter. Leaves oblong, acute and crenately serrate at the articling yellowish green, changing to dull, green, yellow before falling in autumn. Flowers strong-smelling, the calyx of staminate ones appearing with the unfolding leaves in May or June, the spicate, androecious aments later with the spadix and the flowers in spirally arranged, solitary, cylindrical nuts ¾ to 1 inch in length and ½ inch in diameter, with sweet seeds. This species occurs in dry lands from southern Pennsylvania to Florida and Texas, which is an earlier clone, perhaps the American Chestnut, are esteemed for food and marketed in considerable quantities. Apparent intermediates between this species and the American Chestnut, probably of hybrid origin, are reported from several localities in Virginia and Tennessee. This species attains truly arboreal proportions in southern Arkansas and eastern Texas. The shrub form is sparingly introduced to cultivation, and is being somewhat used in its native regions as a stock on which to graft improved Chestnuts. It promises to become useful for this purpose, but has the troublesome habit of throwing up numerous suckers or stolons. One named variety, the Fuller, has been published. Fig. 434 is adapted from the Nut Culture bulletin of the U. S. Dept. of Agric.

Bacbt Chinquapin (Castanea alnifolia).—A shrub, rarely more than 3 ft. in height, forming small thickets, by means of stolons, in sandy barrens, South Atlantic states westward to Louisiana and Arkansas. Distinct from C. pumila by larger, oval-lanceolate, mostly obtuse leaves, which are but slightly tomentose beneath, and by its larger nuts, which ripen earlier. The cultural range of Castanea in America is not well defined, but extends from Florida and Texas to Massachusetts and Wisconsin, and on the Pacific slope. The 3 species cultivated in America thrive best on dry, rocky or gravelly ridges or silicious uplands, failing on heavy clays and on limestone soils unless deep, dry and rich.

Propagation of species is by seeds. Certain types reproduce their striking characteristics in their seedlings, but varieties are perpetuated by grafting; occasionally by budding. Seeds for planting should be free from insect larva, and should not be allowed to dry out before planting. They may be planted in drills in fall or deep and well-drained loam, or, to avoid damage by rodents, may be stratified in damp sand until spring. Nuts held in cold storage at 15°F. from October to April have germinated well at Washington, D.C. Young trees destined for removal to orchard should be transplanted in nursery at one year old, to promote symmetrical development of root system. Grafting may be done on any of the species of Castanea, and on some of the oaks, notably the Chestnut Oak, Quercus Prina, though the durability of grafts on the oak is questionable. Where the Chestnut is indigenous, bearing orchards of improved varieties are quickly secured by cutting down and removing the timber and grafting the young sprouts which spring up in abundance about the Chestnut stumps (Fig. 435). Recently the Chinquapin has been similarly used with good success where Chestnut does not occur. Grafting may be by splice method on 1-year-old seedling roots; by splice or cleft at crown on 2- or 3-year trees in place; or by veneer, splice or cleft methods on 1- to 3-year-old sprouts or branches. Top-working of old trees is uncertain and only practiced in special cases. Clones should be dormant, and work may be done at any time after freezing ceases, but in trunk and branch grafting best results are obtained by most grafters if work is done after leaves begin to unfold. Two- or 3-year-old shoots are preferred. The fitting of cleft or splice and the waxing should be carefully done. If strips of waxed muslin are wrapped about the stubs the danger of loss by summer cracking of wax is lessened. In cleft-grafting young sprouts or seedlings, in the stub should be cut 2 or 3 inches above the departure of a branch, to prevent too deep splitting of cleft. Two or three weeks after growth begins the waxing should be inspected and repaired if cracked. If the first few years, is probably best in planted orchards, though heavy mulching may be found a satisfactory substitute. The Japanese and some of the American varieties of the European species require thinning of the buds on young trees to avoid over-bearing, with its consequent injury to the vitality of the tree. Leaf diseases are apparently subject to control by Bordeaux mixture, but for the weevils, which damage the nuts previous to maturity, no satisfactory remedy has yet been discovered.

The varieties of the three species, though possessing many points in common, differ sufficiently in important characteristics to justify separate grouping for cultural discussion. As Chestnut culture is new in this country, it seems best to append descriptions of all the varieties which are in the American trade. For fuller discussion of cultivated Chestnuts, see Nut Culture in the United States (Bull. Div. of Pomology, U. S. Dept. of Agric.), from which Fig. 434 is adapted; Nut Culturist, A. S. Fuller, 1890; European and Japanese Chestnuts in Eastern U. S., G. Harold Powell (Bull. Del. Exp. Station), 1898; Nut Culture for Profit, Jno. R. Parry, 1897.

AMERICAN GROUP.—Though the wild nuts exhibit wide variations in size, form, quality, productiveness, and season of ripening, but few have been distinguished by names and propagated. Solitary trees are frequently sterile, though producing both staminate and pistillate flowers, apparently requiring cross-fertilization to insure fruitfulness. This is especially true of planted trees of this species on the Pacific slope, where productive trees are reported to be rare. The susceptibility of the species to injury by leaf diseases, as pointed out by Powell, and the injury to nuts by larvae of weevils, are drawbacks to its extensive culture.

The following varieties are propagated to some extent:

Dutney.—Bowling Green, Ky. Large, and of fine quality. Original tree productive, though isolated.

Griffin.—Griffin, Ga. Large, very heavy nut, of good quality.

Hathaway.—Little Prairie Rode, Mich. A large, light colored, sweet nut, annually productive, frequently having 5 to 7 nuts to the bur.

Ketchum.—Mountainville, N. Y. Above medium in size, oblong, tomentose, sweet. Tree productive and vigorous in heavy soil at 50 years of age.

Murrell.—Coleman’s Falls, Va. A large, high flavored nut, bearing 5 nuts to the bur.

Otte.—Otte, Tenn. Large, oblong, very heavy downy at tip, very sweet, and rich.

Watson.—Ray, Pa. Medium to large, slightly downy, compressed, very good.

EUROPEAN GROUP.—It is a significant fact that, during the century that has elapsed since the introduction of this species, the imported named varieties of Europe have not found favor in eastern America. Seedling trees have been found productive and profitable at many points in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Maryland, however, and these form the basis of the culture of the species east of the continental divide. West of the Rocky Mountains, several of the choice French "Mar-

rons" are reported to succeed in California and Oregon. Among the more important varieties of the European group in America, are the following:

Marron.—Flushing, N. J. Bur medium to small; nuts of medium size, bright reddish brown, pubescent at the tip and over half of the nut. Tree a strong grower, with medium to small leathery leaves. Very productive.

Bartram.—Milltown, Pa. Bur medium to small; nut medium, thickly pubescent at tip, dark, reddish mahogany color; 4 in a bur, unusually free from insect attack; quality good. Tree vigorous, spreading, with large leaves; productive.

Chalon (syn.) Marron Chalon Early.—France. Sparsingly grown in California. Nut of medium size, early, productive, precocious.

Combaile (Marron Combaile)—France. A large and handsome, bright brown striped nut, with but little tomentum at tip; usually 2, sometimes but 1 in a bur. Somewhat grown in California, where it was introduced from France in 1858.

Plymouth Meeting, Pa. Large, with thin husk; nuts large, usually 5 in a bur; dark brown, ridged, heavily pubescent at tip; quality very good. Tree vigorous, spreading, very productive.

Lager.—Camden, Delaware. Bur medium; nut medium to large, brown, thickly pubescent, usually 3 in a bur; quality good. Tree vigorous, spreading, productive; a seedling of Ridgely.

Wilmington, Del. Bur medium to small; nut medium to large, usually 3 in a bur; dark distinctly striped, thickly tomentose at tip; sweet, good. Tree vigorous. One of the earliest to ripen of this group.

Lyon (Marron de Lyon)—France. A large, round nut of fair quality, grown in a small way in California, but less productive than Combaile, which it resembles. Very productive.

Marron.—This term is used by the French to designate the large cultivated Chestnuts, most of which have relatively few nuts, usually only 1 in a bur. Very productive.

Monroe.—Dover, Del. A seedling of Ridgely. Bur medium; nuts medium, of light color, heavily tomentose; tree vigorous, spreading, very productive.

Neuillard.—France. A large, handsome variety from central France, and there considered very productive and valuable. Has been tested in New Jersey, Pennsylvania and California, without marked success in any locality.

Nicholas.—Mansfield, Pa. (Fig. 11, Pl. 14.) Bur medium, conical; nut large, from 2 to 3 in a bur; bright brown, striped, thickly tomentose, of good quality. Tree compact and drooping; rather uncertain in bearing.

Oregon (syn. Great American).—Germantown, Philadelphia. Bur very large; nut large, usually 3 in a bur, broad, plump, thickly tomentose at the tip; quality good. Tree vigorous, with fine, heavy, brown, thickly tomentose at the tip. Very productive, hardy; said to be comparatively free from attacks of weevil.

Styer.—Concordville, Pa. Bur medium; nut medium pointed, dark brown, striped, tomentose at tip, to 5 in a bur. Tree very vigorous, up to, with large, dark green leaves free from disease.

JAPANESE GROUP.—Though most of the imported Japanese Chestnuts have been found of poor quality for eating in the fresh state, the product of many imported seedling trees, and of a number of American-grown seedlings of this type, is equal to the European nut in flavor. The Japanese varieties in general have the advantage, also, of greater precocity and productive ness, larger size and earlier maturity of nut, better flavor, from injury by leaf diseases and nut-eating insect larvae. As productiveness and earliness are the most important points in Chestnut culture at the present time, the two named varieties are the most important to commercial nut growers. The most important named varieties are as follows:

Alpha.—New Jersey. Bur medium; nuts medium to large, generally 3 in a bur, dark, of fair quality, ripening very early. Tree upright, very vigorous and productive.

Beta.—New Jersey. A small, very medium, light brown, smooth, slightly tomentose at tip; very vigorous; ripening just after Alpha.

Black (syn. Dr. Black).—New Jersey. First fruited in Maryland. Bur medium; nut large, bright brown, broad, rather thickly tomentose, 2 to 5 in a bur; of medium season and fair quality. Tree irregular, rather headed, coin-shaped.

Young.—New Jersey. First fruited in Maryland. Bur large; nut medium to large; 3 to 5 in a bur, consequently irregular in shape; dark brown, slightly
CHESTNUT

tomentose, very early and of good quality. Tree round, close-headed, vigorous and productive.

Chestnut.—California. A large, very sweet variety, but recently disseminated. Tree upright, somewhat spreading.

Fulton.—New Jersey. First fruitled in Delaware. Bar small; nut medium, dark brown, slightly tomentose, rather early and of good quality. Tree round-headed and fairly productive.

Giant.—Japan. A trade name, under which a number of varieties have been imported from Japan. See Parry.

Hale (syn. 'Eighteen Months').—California. A newly introduced variety, bearing a large, dark brown nut of excellent quality. Very precocious.

Kent (syn. 'Extra Early').—New Jersey. First fruitled in Delaware. Bar small; nut medium, large, dark, unusually 3 in a bur; very early, of good quality. Tree round-headed, precocious, productive.

Kerr.—New Jersey. First fruitled in Maryland. Bar small; nut medium to large, dark brown, broad, 3 in a bar, early, and of excellent quality. Tree vigorous, symmetrical, round-headed, very productive.

Killer.—New Jersey. First fruitled in Delaware. Bar very large; nut very large, broad, light brown, slightly ridged, of excellent quality, midseason. Tree upright, open, spreading, moderately vigorous, productive. The largest Chestnut yet brought to notice.

Manmnth.—A trade name for the imported Japanese nuts and trees, not restricted to any particular variety.

Martins (syn. Col. Martin).—New Jersey. First fruitled in Maryland. Bar large; nut to very large, broad, bright reddish brown, slightly tomentose, 3 in a bar; not productive; of good quality for cooking. Tree vigorous, open, spreading, productive.

Fairfield.—California. Bar very large; nut large, and of fine quality; early. Tree spreading, very productive. A newly disseminated variety of great promise.

Parry.—Japan. Bar very large; nut very large, 1 to 3 in a bar, broad, with apex somewhat times depressed; dark brown, ridged, of fair quality. Tree moderately vigorous, open, spreading, with large leaves. One of the largest and most beautiful of this group. Selected for propagation as the best of 1,000 imported grafted Japanese Chestnuts. Fig. 18, Pl. 32.

Frolic.—Japan. Bar small; nut medium, rather long, striped, 3 in a bar; early. Tree vigorous, compact, with small narrow leaves.

Reliance.—New Jersey. Bar medium; nut medium to large, rather long, light brown, ridged; midseason, and of fair quality. Tree dwarfish, spreading, drooping, very precocious and productive; inclined to overbear, and needs thinning. Seedling early.

Success.—New Jersey. Bar very large; nut very large, usually 3 in a bar; midseason; of rather poor quality until cooked. Seedling of Parry. Tree upright, productive.

Superb (syn. Parry's Superb).—New Jersey. Bar large; nut large, broad, brown, usually 3 in a bar, early, and of fair quality. Tree vigorous and very productive.

W. A. TAYLOR.

CHEVALLIERA, CHEVALLIERIA, CHEVALLIERIA, CHEVALLIERIA. The species in the American trade are .Che-Val-

CHICK-PEA. See Cicer.

CHICKWEED. See Cerastium and Stellaria.

CHICORY, or SUCURY (Cichorium Intybus, LINN.). Compositae. Fig. 436. A native of Europe, naturalized in America and familiar to many as a weed, is a pot-herb, a salad, and the leading adultante of coffee. It has come prominently before the public since 1897 as an American farm crop. Prior to that time, its consumption as an adulterant and substitute for coffee was largely prevented by the prejudice of the principal consumers, our foreign-born population, who insisted that Chicory was inferior to European root, and also by the low tariff, which allowed the root to enter duty free, or with a very small im-

CHICORY. See Ciceras and Stellaria.

CHICORY, or SUCURY (Cichorium Intybus, LINN.), Compositae. Fig. 436. A native of Europe, naturalized in America and familiar to many as a weed, is a pot-herb, a salad, and the leading adultante of coffee. It has come prominently before the public since 1897 as an American farm crop. Prior to that time, its consumption as an adulterant and substitute for coffee was largely prevented by the prejudice of the principal consumers, our foreign-born population, who insisted that Chicory was inferior to European root, and also by the low tariff, which allowed the root to enter duty free, or with a very small im-

436. Flowers of Chicory (X ½).
of small, blanched leaves. Witloof is a more solid head. The pink, red and curled varieties make a very pretty appearance, and if well grown and served fresh are delicious, there being only a slightly bitter flavor.

The method of growing is the same as for endive.

For Barbe and Witloof, well grown roots are dug in October, trimmed of unnecessary roots, and all but an inch left in the ground. For Barbe, the roots are laid horizontally in tiers in moist earth, the whole forming a sloping heap, the crowns of the roots protruding an inch or so. Since darkness is essential, a warm vegetable cellar is the usual place selected to grow this vegetable, which requires 3 or 4 weeks to produce its fine white leaves. These are cut when about 6 inches long, eaten as a salad, boiled like kale or put up like swill. If undisturbed, the roots will continue to produce for some time. The most rapid way to produce Witloof is to plunge the roots (shortened to 5 inches) in spent tan bark, or such material, and cover 2 feet or more of manure, the space under a greenhouse bench being used. In about 2 weeks, heads resembling cos lettuce may be dug up, boiled like Brussels sprouts, or served as salad. If the roots be left in place, protected from the light, but uncovered, a crop of leaves resembling Barbe may be gathered. Sowing and other cultural management is the same as for other garden roots, as beets and carrots. It is a pity that these vegetables are so little known in this country.

Chicory has run wild along roadsides and in dry fields in many parts of the country, and is considered to be a bad weed. However, the handsome sky-blue flowers (Fig. 436), which open only in sunshine, are very attractive.

M. G. KAINS.

CHILDRIA WERCKLEI. See Hidalgoa.

CHILANTHUS (a thousand flowers). Loganiaceae. Four or 5 South African trees or shrubs, very closely allied to Buddleia, from which it differs in having stamens exserted from the short tube: Ivs. opposite, entire or dentate: fls. very numerous, in dense, terminal cymes or panicles. Unknown to the Amer. trade. The plants known as Buddleia salicifolia, Jacq., and B. saligna, Willd., are Chilianthus arboreus, Benth. (which is probably identical with Columnea, Burch.).

CHILOPSIS (Greek, tip-like). Bignoniaceae. One shrub or low tree, C. saligna, Don (known also as C. ilicifolia, DC.), growing in dry districts from S. Texas to Calif., and in Mex. From its narrow-lanceolate or linear Ivs., it is known as Desert Willow; also called Flowering Willow and Mimbres. It is a continuous-blooming plant, valuable for our extreme southern districts. It grows from 10 to 20 ft., bearing slender branches, opposite or verticillate lower Ivs., and handsome Bignonia-like fls. in a short, terminal raceme. The corolla is 1-2 in. long, 5-lobed and crimped, the tube and throat linear, and two yellow stripes inside. Anthers 4; rudiment of a fifth stamen.

L. H. B.

CHIMAPHILA (Greek, winter and friend; green in winter). Erícáceae. Pipsissewa. Half-shrub or herbaceous, with creeping stem: Ivs. evergreen, serrate, in irregular whorls: fls. nodding, forming a terminal, few-fl.-umbel, on a long, naked peduncle; petals 5, spreading; stamens 10: fr. a dehiscent, 5-celled capsule. Four species in N. America, Europe, and N. Asia to Japan; from 10 to 20 ft., bearing slender branches, opposite or verticillate lower Ivs., and handsome Bignonia-like fls. in a short, terminal raceme. The corolla is 1-2 in. long, 5-lobed and crimped, the tube and throat linear, and two yellow stripes inside. Anthers 4; rudiment of a fifth stamen.

L. H. B.


MACULATA, Pursh. Fig. 437. Lower and less branched than the foregoing: Ivs. usually in 3's, ovate or oblong-lanceolate, sparsely and sharply serrate, variegated with white along the nerves, 1-2 in. long: fls. 2-5, white, ¾ in. wide. From Canada to Georgia and Mississippi. B.M. 837. Mem. Am. Acad. 7: 161.

ALFRED REHDER.

CHIONANTHUS is Calycanthus.

CHINESE LANTERN PLANT. See Physalis.

CHINESE SACRED LILY. Consult Narcissus.
white frs. and the white frs. Lvs. ovate to lanceolate, thick and shining, entire: drupes ½ in. in diam. Twinning: glabrous.

**CHIONARIA** (Greek, snow, offspring; referring to the snow-white berries). *Ericaceae*. Trailing evergreen, with small alternate lvs. and inconspicuous axillary frs.; corolla 4-lobed; stamens 8, included: berry white, hirsute. Two species in the colder regions of N. Amer. and Japan. Slender trailing evergreens, in appearance much like the cranberry, rarely cultivated. Thriving best in moist and peaty soil, in a shaded position, creeping amongst growing moss. Prop. by seeds, by division or by cuttings in August under glass. The American species, *C. hispida* (Fort. & Gray) *C. serpyllifolia* Salisb., has hirsute branches and ovate, ⅓-½ in. long elliptate lvs. and greenish white frs.

**CHIONANTHUS** (Greek for snow and flower; alluding to the abundance of snow-white frs.). *Oleaceae*. Fringe Tree. Shrubs or low trees, with deciduous, opposite and entire lvs.: frs. in loose panicles from lateral buds at the end of last year's branches, white; corolla divided nearly to the base in narrow petals; stamens 2, short: fr. a 1-seeded oval drupe. Two species in E. N. Amer. and China. Ornamental shrubs, with large, dark green foliage, and very showy white frs. in early summer. The American species is almost hardy north, but requiring a somewhat protected position; the Chinese may be more tender, but it thrives in W. New York. They thrive best in a somewhat moist and sandy loam, and in a sunny position. Prop. by seeds sown in fall, or stratified; increased also by layers and by grafting under glass or budding in the open air on ash seedlings (in Europe *Fringas Ornas* is preferred); sometimes by cuttings from forced plants in early spring.

**Virginica**, Lindl. Fig. 438. Large shrub or slender tree, to 30 ft.: lvs. oval or oblong, acuminate, pubescent beneath when young, mostly glabrous at length, 4-8 in. long; panicles 4-6 in. long, pendulous; petals 1 in. long; fr. dark blue, oval, 1 in. long, May, June. From Penn. to Fla. and Tex. L.B.C. 13: 1264. Gt. 16: 564. Mn. 2: 154. G.F. 7: 235.—Variable in shape and pubescence of the lvs., and several varieties have been distinguished, but none of them sufficiently distinct for horticultural uses. Handsome shrubs.


**CHIONODAXA** (Greek, snow and glory). *Liliaceae*. A small genus of hardy bulbous plants. Natives of Crete and Asia Minor (Mt. Taurus). Very closely allied to *Eriophorum*, but differs, among other characters, in having a short tube to the corolla. Fls. small and blue (ranging from white and red forms), with recurved spreading acute segments, dilated filaments, and small or capitulate stigma. These are among the best of early-flowering plants, blooming in February, March and April, according to the locality, with the early Snowdrops and Scillas. Since their introduction to cultivation by Mr. Maw in 1877, they have been widely cultivated under the popular name of "Glory of the Snow," in allusion to their early blooming habit. *C. Luculia* is the most widely cultivated species. This varies much in color, the type having fls., whose petals are more or less deeply tipped with blue, shading to white at their bases. *C. Luculia* also occurs with pure white fls., and in reddish and pink forms. *C. Sardensis* has smaller fls. of a deeper tone of blue and without the white markings of the petals. There are two varieties of this, one with white and the other with black stamens. Chionodoxas hybridize with Scilla, and the hybrids are sometimes known as Chionoseillas.

**Chionodoxa Luculia** (×½). 438. Chionodoxa Virginica. (×½). Chionodoxas thrive in any fertile soil, well drained and not too heavy, and in any exposure, the main requisite for growth being that they have light and an adequate supply of moisture while growing and till the foliage is ripened. The bulbs should be planted about 3 inches deep, and closely, say an inch or two apart. Lift and replant about third year. They need no winter covering. They flower well in pots in winter in a cool-house temperature. Must be forced only gently, and given abundance of air, light and moisture. They are increased by offsets and seeds, which they produce freely. Under favorable conditions, they increase rapidly by self-sown seeds. Preferably, seeds should be sown in a frame, and may be expected to germinate the following winter.

**Luculia**, Boiss. GLORY OF THE SNOW. Fig. 439. Bulb ovoid, brown-coated: lvs. long and narrow, two or three with each stem: scape 3-6 in. high, bearing a dozen or less bright blue, more or less hanging, white-centered fls. Asia Minor and Crete. B.M. 6435. Gt. 28: 179.—Runs into several forms, one of which has white fls. *C. gigantea*, Hort., is evidently a larger form of it, distinct in habit. *C. grandiflora*, Hort., is the same. *C. Tomblisi*, Hort., is a late-blooming form, bright blue and white.

**Sardensis**, Hort. Fls. smaller, much darker blue, with no white in the eye. Sardis. Gt. 28: 503.—Probably a form of the preceding.
CHIONODOXA

Crètique, Boiss. & Held. Slender: fls. smaller and fewer (1-2 on a scape) than C. Lucilia, white or very pale blue. Crete.—Of little horticultural value.


J. N. Gerard and L. H. B.

CHIONOSCILLA. Consult Chionodoxa.

CHINA ASTER. See Aster.

CHINA TREE. Consult Melia.

CHINKAPIN, CHINQUAPIN. See Chestnut and Castanea.

CHIRITA (Hindustani name). Gesneriaceae. Plants much like Gloxinias and Streptocarpus; none of them in the American trade. They are natives of eastern Asia. Fls. in shades of purple and blue, tubular, in clusters on the tops of short scapes.

CHIVES. See Cive.

CHLIDANTHUS (delicate flower, from the Greek). Amaryllidaceae. Two or three S. Amer. bulbs, flowering in advance of the lvs. Allied to Zephyranthes. Fls. yellow, in a small umbel, terminating a solid scape, long-tubed, with wide-spreading segments: lvs. long and strap-shaped. C. fragrans, Herb., is the species in cult. It bears fragrant fls. 3-4 in. long, in summer, on scapes 15-18 in. high. It is increased by offsets or by seeds. The bulbs should be kept dry and cool during winter and in spring started in a moderately warm house. After flowering, care must be taken to have the bulbs make their annual growth. They may either be grown in pots plunged in ashes, or planted out where they can be watered occasionally during dry weather. Like other similar plants, they will benefit by a mulching of spent hops or rotted manure.

G. W. Oliver and L. H. B.

CHLORANTHUS (green flower). Chloranthaceae. The type genus of a small family (23 species) of tropical herbs, shrubs or trees. Chloranthus has about 8 species. They are perennial herbs or evergreen shrubs, with jointed stems, opposite simple lvs., and small, inconspicuous fls., in slender, terminal spikes. Perianth represented by a single scale, in the axil of which is the 1-locular ovary, and 3 united stamens (the side stamens sometimes obsolete). C. brachystachys, Blume, from Ind. and China, is in the Amer. trade. It is a shrub used for pot-growing, reaching a height of 1-2 ft., bearing glossy foliage and small, yellow berries. There is a variegated-leafed form.

L. H. B.

CHLORIS (Greek for green). Gramineae. Finger Grass. Usually perennial grasses, with flat lvs. and attractive inflorescences: spikelets 1-fl., awned, sessile in two rows along one side of a continuous rachis, forming unilaterial spikes, these usually several together, and digitate at the apex of the culm. Species about 40, widely distributed through the warmer countries of the world. Several are cultivated for ornament.

élegans, H.K. (C. alba, Prestl). Fig. 440. An erect perennial 2-3 ft. high, with slightly inflated sheaths, spikes 1-fl., ovate, acuminate, usually appressed or spreading, and one not easily trampled out. The arrangement of the spikes gives it an odd and pleasing appearance making it useful as an ornamental species for gardens. The cult. form is an improvement on the type.

C. polydactyla, Swartz. A W. Indian species which has been found in southern Fls., is attractive, and has long and graceful spikes.—C. gracilis, Dur., a native of Cent. Amer. and Mex., is another species, occasionally cult. for ornament.—C. petraea, Swartz, found along the coast from Fls. to N. Car., is as attractive as many of the grasses grown in gardens as ornamentals.—C. glauca, Vasey, is a handsome species, well deserving the attention of the florist, and is found growing in brackish marshes and along the borders of cypress swamps.

P. R. Kennedy.

CHLOROCODON (Greek for green and bell, alluding to the flowers). Asclepiadaceae. One species from S. Afr., C. Whitehill, Hook. f. B.M. 598. G.C. III. 18: 243. It is now cult. in S. Fls. and S. Calif. It is a strong, woody twiner, with large opposite, obovate-cordate, thick lvs. and auxiliary clusters of odd fls. 3-4 in. in diam.; corolla rotate-bell-shaped, thick, green: the segments ovate and acute, purple at the base inside, and bearing long-notched lobes; anthers connivent over the capitate stigmas. The roots are used medicinally in Natal, under the name of Mundl. The plant is an interesting ‘greenhouse climber, but not handsome.

CHLORORAGALUM

A. Pedicels nearly as long as the fls.; segments spreading from near the base.

CHORISIA (Greek, separate or distinct.) Malvaceae. A very few spiny trees, of tropical America. Lvs. alternate, coriaceous, of 5-7 leaflets; fls. large, with linear or oblong petals, the peduncles axillary or racemose; ovary 5-loculed and many-ovuled. C. speciosa, St. Hil., of Brazil, the "Floss Silk Tree," is cult. in S. Calif., and is adapted to warm glasshouses. It is a medium-sized tree, allied to Eriodendron and Bombax. Lfts. lanceolate, acuminate, dentate; calyx irregular, shining outside, but silky inside; petals orange, yellowish and brown-striped at the base, pubescent on the back.

CHORIZEMA (fanciful Greek name). Sometimes spelled Chorozema. Leguminosae. Fifteen to 20 Australian shrubs, of a diffuse or half-climbing habit, with thick and shining simple evergreen lvs. and pea-like red or yellow fls.; ovary villous. Handsome plants for the cool greenhouse, less popular in this country than in the tropics. When not grown too soft, they will stand slight frost at times. Grown in the open in S. Calif. and S. Fla. They are grown in a rather petty soil, after the manner of Azaleas. Usually rested in the open in summer. They are excellent for training on pillars and rafters. Prop. easily by cuttings: also by seeds.

CHRISALIDOCARPUS (Greek for golden fruit). Palmae, tribe Areceae. Spineless, stoloniferous palms, with medium, fasciculate, ringed stems; lvs. pinnatisect; long-acuminate segments about 100, hild at the apex, the lateral nerves remote from the midrib. Species 2, one of them being a popular florist's plant. Madagascar.

CHRISALIDOCARPUS, H. Wendl. (Hyophorbe indica, Quint. H. Commersoniana, Mart. Areca littescens, Bory). Figs. 443, 444. Stems 30-120 ft. high, 4-6 in. in diam., cylindrical, smooth, thickened at the base; lvs. very long; segments almost opposite, lanceolate, 2 ft. long, 2½ in. wide, acute, with 3 prominent primary nerves, which are convex below and acute above. Bourbon. A.G. 13:141. A.F. 4:566.

CHRIST-AND-THE-APOSTLES. Faneful name of Citrum scabrum, which sometimes has 13 flowers.


CHOCOLATE. See Theobroma.


CHOKE CHERRY is Prunus demissa and P. Virginiana.

CHONDORONYCJA (cartilage and bone). Orchidaceae. Tribe Vanda. Three species of S. Amer. epiphytal orchids. Cult. as for Odontoglossum virupsum. They are practically unknown in the Amer. trade. They are short-stemmed herbs without pseudobulbs, and oblong, plicate, petioled lvs., the simple scape bearing a single large, oval, yellowish flower. C. Chahoei, Reichb. f., C. timbrida, Reichb. f., and C. rabea, Lindl., are the species. Keep cool and moist.

CHORYSALIS (from Greek, chori, to separate). Malvaceae. A very few spiny trees, of tropical America. Lvs. alternate, coriaceous, of 5-7 leaflets; fls. large, with linear or oblong petals, the peduncles axillary or racemose; ovary 5-loculed and many-ovuled. C. speciosa, St. Hil., of Brazil, the "Floss Silk Tree," is cult. in S. Calif., and is adapted to warm glasshouses. It is a medium-sized tree, allied to Eriodendron and Bombax. Lfts. lanceolate, acuminate, dentate; calyx irregular, shining outside, but silky inside; petals orange, yellowish and brown-striped at the base, pubescent on the back.

L. H. B.

L. H. B.

L. H. B.

L. H. B.

L. H. B.

L. H. B.
The insect powder known as "Pyrethrum," is produced from the dried flowers of *C. cinerariaefolium* and *C. coccineum*. The former species grows wild in Dalmatia, a long, narrow, mountainous tract of the Austrian empire. "Dalmatian Insect Powder" is one of the commonest insecticides, especially for household pests. *C. cinerariaefolium* is largely cultivated in France. *C. coccineum* is cultivated in the United States, and the product is known as Dalmatian Pyrethrum. The Spraying of Plants, and the product is known as Dalmatian Pyrethrum. The Insecticide Society, vol. 12, part 1. The great repositories of information regarding the history of the Chrysanthemum, from the garden point of view, are the scattered writings of C. Harman Payne, his Short History of the Chrysanthemum, London, 1885, and the older books of F. W. Turbridge and John Salt. For information about varieties, see the Catalogues of the National Chrysanthemum Society (England) and the Líste description, and supplements the works of O. Meinzer, of Ghent, Belgium. The best book written by an American is Chrysanthemum Culture for America, by James Morton, N. Y., 1891. There are a number of rather expensive art works, among which one of the most delightful is the Golden Flower: Chrysanthemum, edited by F. Schuyler Mathews, pub. by Prang, Boston, 1890.

**Types of the Common Chrysanthemum.**—The common Chrysanthemums of the florists are also called "large-flowering" and "autumn Chrysanthemums," though neither of these popular names is entirely accurate or distinctive. They are the blended product of *C. indicum* and *C. montanum* (or *C. Sinense*), two species of plants that grow wild in China and Japan. From 10 to 15 dominant types are recognized by the National Chrysanthemum Society of England.

The words "types," "races," and "sections," have always been used by horticulturists to express much the same thing, but types can always be clearly defined, while sections cannot, and the word race should be restricted to cultivated varieties that reproduce their character by seed, which is not the case with the large-flowering Chrysanthemums. The following explanation and scheme, it is hoped, will clearly set forth the main types, and explain some of the many terms that confuse the beginner. The horticultural sections are wholly arbitrary, being chiefly for the convenience of competitors at exhibitions, and therefore changing with the fashions. The present classification is based wholly on the form of the flower, as each type can be had in any color found in

**Chrysanthemum**
single forms, they are less popular than the double kinds, and the varieties are, therefore, less numerous and more subject to the caprices of fashion.

4. The Large Anemone Type.—Fig. 447. Fls. 4 in. or more across and fewer. Gn. 9, p. 33.

448-449. The anemone-flowered types of Chrysanthemums.

5. The Japanese Anemone Type.—Figs. 448, 449. Fls. 4 in. or more across, and irregular in outline. H. Rider Haggard is an excellent example. Gn. 47, p. 161; 31:609.

AA. Double-flowered: rays in many series; disk absent or nearly so.

BBB. Fls. large, few, irregular.

6. The Pompon Type.—Fig. 450. Fls. 1-2 in. across. The outdoor kinds are likely to be small, flat and button-like, while those cult. indoors are usually larger and nearly globular. Fig. 450 shows the former condition. It is from one of the old hardy kinds long cultivated in the gardens as "Chinese" or "small-flowered" Chrysanthemums, and generally supposed to be the product of C. indicum, as opposed to the "Japanese" or "large-flowered" kinds introduced in 1862, which marked a new era by being less formal and more fanciful than any of the preceding kinds. Pompons are little cult. under glass in Amer. The Pompon section of the N. C. S. Cat. 1896 refers to indoor types, and a separate section was made for the outdoor types under the name of "Earlies," with two subgroups, "Pompons" and "Japanese," referring to the old small-flowered, hardy race, and the new large-flowered Japanese kinds, which are grown to perfection only under glass, but are sometimes grown outdoors, though they are usually less hardy.

the whole genus. For examples of each type, see N. C. S. catalogues.

A. Single forms: rays in 1 series, or few series: disk low and flat.

1. The Small Single Type.—Fig. 445. Fls. about 2 in. across, star-like, i.e., with the rays arranged in one series around the yellow disk. "Single," however, is a relative term, and in Fig. 445 there are really several series of rays, but they do not destroy the "singleness" of effect. All Fls. are either single, semi-double, or double, but all the intermediate forms between the two extremes of singleness and doubleness tend to disappear, as people usually do not like them.

2. The Large Single Type.—Like Fig. 445, but the Fls. 4 in. or more across, and fewer. The difference between the large and small single types is admirably shown in Gn. 57:756. These types are practically never grown outdoors and are best suited for pot culture, each specimen bearing 20-30 Fls.

AA. Anemone-flowered: rays as above; disk high and rounded.

B. Fls. small, numerous, regular.

3. The Small Anemone Type.—Commonly called "Pompon Anemone." Fig. 446. Fls. 2 or 3 inches across, and usually more numerous than in the large anemone type. All the anemone forms are essentially single, but the raised disk, with its elongated, tubular Fls., usually yellow but often of other colors, gives them a distinct artistic effect, and they are, therefore, treated as intermediates in character between the single and double forms. Like the
7. The Hairy Type.—Also called "Ostrich Plume" and "Japanese Hairy." The famous prototype is the variety Mrs. Alphonse Hardy, pictured in Gn. 33, p. 307, which was sold for $1,500 in 1885, and started the American craze. White fls. with long hairs are very delicate and pretty, but the hairs are often minute, and on many of the colored fls. they are considered more curious and interesting than beautiful. So far, nearly all hairy Chrysanthemums are of the Japanese Incurved type.

cc. Blossoms not hairy.

d. Rays reflexed.

8. The Reflexed Type.—Also called "Recurved." Fig. 451. The reflexed forms can be easily broken up into three types, (a) the small and regular, (b) the large and regular, and (c) the large and irregular types. Lately the irregular kinds have been removed by the N. C. S. from a section called "Japanese Reflexed" into the "Japanese" section, which section, as explained under No. 11, means little more than "miscellaneous."

dd. Rays incurved.

e. Form absolutely regular.

9. The Incurved Type.—Fig. 452 shows the general idea, but such a flower would hardly win a prize at an English show, where anything short of absolute regularity is relegated to the "Japanese Incurved" section (No. 10). This type is by far the most clear-cut ideal of any of these types, and for many years this ideal of the florists has so completely dominated the English Chrysanthemum shows that the incurved section has come to be known there as the "exhibition" or "show type." In Amer. the Japanese types, which are less formal and fanciful, prevail, but in England this is the most important section of all. The N. C. S. Catt. for 1896 says: "The distinguishing characteristics of the incurved varieties are the globular form and regular outline of the blooms. The incurved bloom should be as nearly a globe as possible, as 'depth' is an important point in estimating its value; the florets should be broad, smooth, round at the tip, and of sufficient length to form a graceful curve. They ought to be regularly arranged, and the color clear and decisive. A hollow center or a prominent eye is a serious defect, as also are a roughness in the blooms or unevenness in outline, and a want of freshness in the outer florets." A perfect picture of this ideal of the florists may be seen in Gn. 9, p. 269, or A. F. 5:5. Such blooms are "dressed" with tweezers so that the rays all overlap one another in perfect order. Each flower is shown separately without foliage, while the prevailing American idea in exhibition is a mass effect, with a vase of 12 or more long-stemmed fls., usually of the same variety.

e. Form more or less irregular.

10. The Japanese Incurved Type.—Fig. 452 would be referred to this type by the English florists, together with all of the many other forms that are not globular and entirely regular. This section and the next are the most important in America. There are many variations of this type. It often happens that the outer 4 or 5 series of rays gradually become reflexed, but if most of the rays are incurved, the variety may be exhibited in this section.

ddd. Rays of various shapes; forms various.

11. The Japanese Types.—Plate VI. The word "Japanese" was originally used to designate the large-fld. fantastic kinds, introduced by Robert Fortune from Japan in 1862. It has never been restricted to varieties imported directly from Japan, but has always included seedlings raised in the western world. Before 1862, all florists' fls. in England were relatively formal and small. The informal, loose, fantastic, Japanese Chrysanthemums, introduced by Fortune in 1862, broke up the formal era, and the craze for large specimen blooms which resulted in flower-shows all over the world reached America in 1889. The "Japanese" section of the National Chrysanthemum Society now means little more than miscellaneous. The 10 types previously mentioned can be rather accurately defined, but the Japanese section is purposely left undefined to include everything else. All the tubular and quilled sorts are now included in it, though formerly kept distinct.

Relative Importance and Uses of the Types.—In general, the large-fl. forms are more popular than the small-fl. forms, especially at exhibits, where great size is often the greatest factor in prize-winning. Types 9, 10 and 11 are the most important in America, especially the Japanese section. The fls. of types 9 and 10 are darker and more intense in color, and hence better for long shipments than the looser and more fanciful types. Types 9, 10 and 11 are the ones to which most care is given, especially in disbudding and training. They are the ones most commonly grown by the florists for cut fls. and whenever a large fl. on a long stem is desired. The anemone-flowered forms are all usually considered as curiosities, especially the Japanese Anemones, which are often exhibited as freaks and oddities. The single and anemone-flowered forms are used chiefly for specimens in pots with many small fls., but all the other types are used for the same purpose. For outdoor culture, the hardy Pompoms, with their numerous small fls., are usually better than the large-flowered or Japanese kinds. In America, the Chrysanthemum ranks fourth in economic importance, although its season is practically only six weeks, while the seasons of the florists’ roses, carnations and violets is from six to nine months. If one were to put a guess in the form of figures, it might be said that possibly 60 per cent of all American Chrysanthemums are raised from cut fls., 30 per cent at exhibitions, while 10 per cent are hardy old-fashioned Pompoms cultivated outdoors.

W. M.

SECTION I.—CULTURE OF THE LARGE-FLOWERED CHRYSANTHEMUMS GROWN UNDER GLASS (C. Indicum × morifolium).

Introduction and General Principles.—The first step towards success is good, healthy cuttings, and as they become established plants they should receive generous culture throughout their entire growing season. This requires close attention to watering, air- ing, repotting, and a liberal supply of nutriment.

Chrysanthemums are propagated in four ways,—by cuttings, division, seeds, and grafting. By far the most important is the first, because it is the most rapid. It is the method of the florists. In localities where the plants can remain outdoors over winter without injury, they may be increased by division. This system is practiced more by amateurs than florists. The easiest method for the home gardener is to use cuttings. The florist, however, generally gives the best results. The soil should be pounded rather firm either before planting or after the plants have become established.

3. Soil.—There are many ideas as to what soil is best suited for the Chrysanthemum, but good blooms may be grown on clay or light, sandy loam, provided the cultivator is a close observer and considers the condition of the soil in which they are growing. Clay soil, being more retentive of moisture, will require less water and feeding than soil of a more porous nature. The Chrysanthemum is a gross feeder, and, therefore, the fertility of the soil is very important in the production of fine

452. Type of Japanese incurved Chrysanthemum.

should be moderately soft. If the stock plants are allowed to become excessively dry, the cuttings are likely to harden, and thus be very slow in producing roots. Single-eye cuttings may be used of new and scarce varieties when necessary. These are fastened to a toothpick with fine stringing wire, allowing half of the toothpick to extend below the end of the cutting, and when inserted in the cutting-bed the end of the cutting should rest upon the sand. It requires more time to produce good plants by this system than where fair-sized cuttings can be taken, but it is often of service where stock is limited. The propagating house should be well aired, and it is advisable to change the sand after the second or third batch of cuttings has been removed, to avoid what is termed cutting-bench fungus. The cuttings should never be allowed to wilt, and this is avoided by giving abundance of air, and when the temperature reaches over 70° from sun heat, by shading with some material, either cloth or paper.

2. Planting.—Cuttings should not be allowed to remain in the cutting-bench after the roots are ½ in. in length, or they will become hardened, which will check the growth. As soon as rooted, they should be potted into 2-in., or 2½-in. pots, using good, mellow soil with a slight admixture of decomposed manure. Most of the large fls. are produced under glass, and the bench system is generally employed, which consists of 1 or 2 in. of soil placed upon benches. In these benches the small plants are planted 8–12 in. apart each way, from the latter part of May to the middle of July. Those potted at the first date generally give the best results. The soil should be pounded rather firm either before planting or after the plants have become established.

1. Propagation by Cuttings.—Plants of the preceding year afford stock from which to propagate the following season. They produce quantities of stocks or suckers, which form excellent material for the cuttings. These are generally taken from 1–2½ in. in length, the lower fls. removed, also the tips of the broad leaf, then placed in propagating beds close together, where they are usually set until rooted. To insure a large percentage, the condition of the cuttings
blossoms. Each expert has a way of his own in preparing the soil, but as equally good results have been obtained under varied conditions, it is safe to conclude that the method of preparing the soil has little to do with the results, provided there is sufficient food within their reach. All concede that fresh cut sod, piled late the preceding fall or in early spring, with $\frac{1}{3}$ to $\frac{1}{2}$ its bulk of half-decomposed manure, forms an excellent compost. Many use 1 or 2 in. of manure as a mulch after the plants have become established. Others place an inch of half-decomposed manure in the bottom of the bench. This the roots find, as soon as they require it. Good blooms have been grown by planting on decomposed sod and relying on liquid applications of chemicals.

4. Feeding.—No definite rule can be given for this work, as so much depends on the amount of food incorporated in the soil. If the soil be very rich, the liquid applications should be only occasional and very dilute. There is more danger of overfeeding by the use of liquids than by using excessively rich soil. Each grower must depend on his own judgment as to the requirements, being guided by the appearance of the plants. When the leaves become dark colored and very brittle, it is safe to consider that the limit in feeding has been reached. Some varieties refuse to bud when overfed, making a mass of leaves instead. Others show very contorted petals, giving a rough, unfinished bloom. Still others, particularly the red varieties, are likely to be ruined by decomposition of the petals, called burning, especially if the atmosphere is allowed to become hot and stuffy. The same result will follow in dark weather, or when the nights become cool, if the moisture of the house is allowed to fall upon the blooms. Under such conditions, the ventilation should remain on every night, or heat be turned in according to the outside temperature.

5. Watering.—Let the foliage be the index to watering. If it appears yellow and sickly, use less water, and see that the drainage is perfect. There is but little dan-

ger of overwatering as long as the foliage is bright green. A little shading at planting time is not objectionable, but it should be removed as soon as the plants are established. It is often necessary to shade the pink and red flowers if the weather continues bright for some time, to prevent their fading.

6. Training.—When the plants are 8 in. high, they should be tied either to stakes or to jute twine. In the former system, use one horizontal wire over each row, tying the stake to this after the bottom has been inserted into the ground. Two wires will be necessary where twine is used, one above the plants and the other a few inches above the soil. From the first of August until the flowers are in color all lateral growths should be removed as soon as they appear, allowing only the shoots intended for flowers to remain. The above remarks refer to the training of benched Chrysanthemums as grown by florists for cut-flowers. Other kinds of training are described under Subsection III.

7. Disbudding.—No special date can be given for this work, as much depends on the season and the earliness or lateness of the variety to be treated. Buds usually begin to form on the early sorts about Aug. 15, or soon after, and some of the late varieties are not in condition before Oct. 10. The object of removing the weak and small buds and retaining the best is to concentrate the whole energy of the plant and thereby increase the size of the flower. There are two forms of buds, crowns and terminals. A crown bud is formed first, never comes with other flower-buds, and is provided with lateral growths which, if allowed to remain, will continue their growth and produce terminal buds later. Terminal buds come later, always in clusters, are never associated with lateral growths, and terminate the plant’s growth for that season. If the crown bud is to be saved, remove the lateral growths as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 454, and the operation is complete. If the terminal bud is desired, remove the crown and allow 1.2 or 3 (according to the vigor of the plant) of the growths to remain. In a few weeks these will show a cluster of buds, and, when well advanced, it will be noticed that the largest is at the apex of the growth (the one saved, if perfect, as it usually is), and one at each of the leaf axils (see Fig. 453). The rejected buds are easiest and safest removed with the thumb and forefinger. Should the bud appear to be one-sided or otherwise imperfect, remove it and retain the next best. In removing the buds, begin at the top and work down. By so doing there are buds in reserve, in case the best one should accidentally be broken, while if the reverse course were taken, and the best bud broken at the completion of the work, all the labor would be lost. A few hours’ disbudding will teach the operator how far the buds should be advanced to disbudd easily. Early and late in the day, when the
growths are brittle, are the best times for the work. Some growers speak of first, second and third buds. The first is a crown, and generally appears on early propagated plants from July 15 to August 15. If re-
moved, the lateral growths push forward, forming an-
other bud. In many cases where the crowns are removed early, the next bud is not a terminal, but a second crown, which is termed the second bud. Remove this, and the third bud will be the terminal. Plants propagated in May and June generally give the second and third bud, not forming the typical crown. Those struck in July and planted late give the terminal only. Most of the best blooms are from second crown and terminal. Pink, bronze and red flowers from first crowns are much lighter in color than those from later buds. They are large, but very often abnormal to such an extent as to be decidedly inferior. This is doubtless due to the large amount of food utilized in their construction, owing to the long time consumed in development. The hot weather of September and October must have a detri-
mental effect upon the color. Consult Figs. 454-457.

8. Enemies.—Green and black aphis are the most de-
structive insects. Through the summer months to-
bacco dust broadcasted over the plants is an effecti-
ve remedy. At the approach of cool weather it is best to resort to light fumigations of tobacco. Grasshoppers are sometimes very destructive. Handpicking is conceded to be the best method, although if there are quantities of small ones a weak solution of Paris green may be re-
sorted to.

Subsection II.—Culture of Chrysanthemums in pots.
The same principles are employed in pot culture as when planted upon the bench, with the exception that the plants are generally allowed to produce more blooms. The most popular type of pot plant for home growing, or for sale by florists and intended for home use, is a compact, bushy plant, 1½-2 ft. high, branched at the base, and bearing from 4-20 ft., averaging 3-4 in. across. They are here called "market plants." "Single-stem plants" are also popular. Great quantities of large ft. (say 20-100) are rarely grown on a potted plant, except for exhibitions. Such plants are commonly called "speci-
mens," and the three leading forms are the bush, the standard and the pyramid.

1. Market Plants.—Dwarf plants of symmetrical form, with foliage down to the pots, are the most salable, and, when thus grown, require constant attention as to watering and stopping, allowing each plant plenty of room to keep the lower leaves in a healthy condition. Cuttings taken June 1 and grown in pots, planted on old carnation benches or in spent hotbeds (light soil preferable), and lifted by August 15, will make very nice plants 1-½ ft. high. The reason for lifting early is to have them well established in their flowering pots before the buds are formed.

2. Single-stem Plants.—Same culture as market plants, except that they are restricted to one stem and flower. Those from 1-2 ft. in height are more effective and useful than tall ones. For this reason many prefer plunging the pots out of doors where they have the full benefit of the sun and air, making them more dwarf than when grown under glass.

3. Pot Plants for Cut-flowers.—Culture same as for specimen plants, except that the nipping should be dis-
continued July 1 to give sufficient length to the stems. If large flowers are desired, restrict the plants to 8 or 10 growths. Such plants can be accommodated in less space than specimens, where the chief object is symmetry.

4. Bush Plants.—For large bush plants, the cuttings should be struck early in February, and grown along in a cool, airy house, giving attention to potting as often as necessary. The final potting into 10- or 12-inch pots generally takes place in June. They are potted moderate-
lately firm, and watered sparingly until well rooted. As soon as the plants are 5 or 6 in. high the tips should be pinched out, to induce several growths to start. As the season advances and the plants make rapid growth, pinching must be attended to every day up to the latter part of July, to give as many breaks as possible and keep them in symmetrical form. By the middle of Au-
-gust (if not previously attended to), staking and getting the plants in shape will be a very important detail. If stakes are used, they must be continually tied-out, as the stems soon begin to harden, and this work can be best accomplished by looking them over daily. Light

stakes of any material may be used. Many other meth-
ods are in use, such as wire hoops and wire frame-work, to which the growths are securely tied.
CHRYSANTHEMUM

5. Standards differ from bush plants in having one stout, self-supporting stem, instead of many stems. They are of the same culture as bush plants, with the exception that they are not stopped, but allowed to make one continuous growth until 3, 4 or 5 ft. high, and are then treated the same as bush plants. They require more attention as to stopping and tying to secure symmetrical heads.

6. Pyramids are only another form of bush plants, and it is optional with the grower which form he prefers.

Subsection III.—Culture of Chrysanthemums for the Production of Varieties and Neatness of Foliage.

The object of seed-saving is the improvement of existing varieties. It is not conclusive, however, that all seedlings will be improvements; in fact, it is far from this, as the greater portion are inferior to their antecedents. Only those who give the most careful consideration to cross-fertilization are certain of marked successes. Hand-hybridized seeds possess value over those haphazardly fertilized by wind and insects only according to the degree of intelligence employed in the selection of parents. What the result will be when a white flower is fertilized with a yellow one, the operator cannot determine at the outset. It may be either white, yellow, intermediate, or partake of some antecedent, and this will be true of either. In such cases, the color can be obtained only by the union of colors, bearing in mind the laws of nature in uniting in two making the third. Red upon yellow, or vice-versa, may intensify the red or yellow—give or take one of the colors. The operator is more certain of improving along other lines, such as sturdiness or dwarfsness of growth, carliness or lateness of bloom, or doubleness of flowers. The selection of those most perfect in these particulars will give similar or improved results. Always keep a record of this work showing the parents of the seedling. The satisfaction of knowing how a meritorious variety was produced more than pays for the trouble, and may lead to further trials in certain lines. The operation begins when the flower is half open, cutting the petals off close to their base with a pair of scissors, until the style is exposed. Should the flower show signs of having set seed or stand dead, remove these with the points of the scissors and thus avoid self-fertilization. When the styles are fully grown and developed, the upper surface or stigma is in condition to receive the pollen. By pushing aside the petals, the ray florets of the flower destined for pollen, the disk florets which produce the pollen will become visible. The pollen may be collected on a camel’s-hair pencil or toothpick and applied to the stigma of the flower already prepared. If a toffee-flower be uniformly prepared, it may be used for more than one kind of pollen. By allowing the camel’s-hair pencil to stand in an open-mouthed vial of alcohol a few moments after using it, it may be again used, having been washed clean. Vaudeville by the removal of the pollen of the former operation affecting the present. Cuttings struck in June and July and grown to single bloom in 4-inch pots are most convenient for seeding. Such flowers, if not given too much feed, are more natural and furnish abundance of pollen, as well as being easier to trim than the massive blooms produced for the exhibition table. The pollinating should be done on bright, sunny days, and as early in the day as possible. As soon as the seed is pollinated, the petals should be placed by themselves to avoid fertilization by insects, and should there remain until the seeds are ripe. Keep the plants rather on the dry side, and give abundance of air. Some seeds, which ripen in 3 to 6 weeks, should be saved without delay, and carefully labeled. In sowing seeds, they should be covered very lightly and kept in a temperature of 60°. When the seedlings are large enough to handle, remove to small pots, or transplant in shallow boxes. Chrysanthemums flower the first season from seed.

Subsection IV.—Varieties.

Plate VI. Chrysanthemums, mainly Japanese types

The two ball-shaped flowers belong to the Chinese or Incurved type. Specimens of the Single and Anemone types are also seen.
Many of the midseason varieties are good for Thanksgiving and giving after if planted late.

E. L. SMITH.

Subsection V.—Culture of Chrysanthemums for Exhibition.

This branch of cultivation naturally requires more care than any other, and the cultural side counts for very little compared with the beauty and brilliancy of the exhibitor after the fists, are delivered at the exhibition hall. Prize-winning is more like business than floriculture, and is, therefore, largely a matter of experience. It is based upon many fundamental principles, but some suggestions are made under Exhibitions. Many towns have never seen any kind of a flower show but a Chrysanthemum show. The prizes are often larger and more valued than with any other flower. As soon as the schedule of prizes is published the competitor should pick out the classes he intends to try for. The importance of strong stock can hardly be overstated. Novelties or highly forked plants are more likely to give poor results than selected stock carefully grown by the competitor himself. Next to a general comprehension of Chrysanthemum culture, perhaps the two most important factors in success are the quality of stock and the choice of varieties. In the latter the exhibitors, novelties are classed by themselves. One of the commonest mistakes that beginners make is to depend too much upon novelties for general prizes. It is desirable to exchange visits with other growers, do take the horticultural periodicals, to master the art of shipping, and to study the analysis of successful varieties. To meet a desired date, crown buds can be used to hasten late varieties. Among the varieties that win the most medals are: White—Mrs. Henry Robinson, Mayflower, Nivens. The Queen. Mrs. Jerome Jones, Our Mutual Friend; Yellow—Major Bonafoss, Modesto, W. H. Lincoln, Golden Wading, Miss Georgianna Pitcher; Pink—Vivian-Morel, Mrs. Perrin, Maid Dean, Red—Geo. W. Childs.

S. M.

Section II.—Culture of Marguerites Indoors.

There are two types of Marguerites, the common one, or Paris Daisy, with coarser green foliage, and the glaucous Marguerites, with finer cut, glaucous foliage. The former, C. truxescens, is better for cut-flowers. The latter, C. anisulatum, is probably better for large specimens. Marguerites are standard plants with florists and in the conservatories of amateurs, being of easy culture and remarkably free from enemies. They are cultivated for two distinct purposes,—for cut-flowers and for specimen plants, young plants being used for the former purpose, and older ones for the latter. They are perfect cut-flowers, and the florists usually keep the plants in pots all summer outdoors, though this is not necessary for amateurs, and are produced during the following winter. It is sometimes advisable to pot the Marguerite in the fall after being planted out all summer in the garden, and that unrestricted root-room makes the plants too large for the best production of cut-flowers. The principles underlying the matter are as follows: In turning plants out of pots into the open ground in spring, a plant that has filled its pot well with roots tends to make a much more compact root-system in the garden than the plant that had but a few roots in its pot, and the former plant is easily lifted in the fall and with less damage to the roots. As a matter of fact, Marguerites do not belong to the class of plants that are difficult to lift in the fall, and it is only a matter of starting the cuttings early enough in spring to get them out moderately early before it is planted out into the open ground. Specimen plants are most attractive in the second winter following the spring in which cuttings were struck. After that they are likely to become too large and straggling. While in the garden the fists should not be allowed to form, if the main object is high-grade cut-flowers in quantity for the winter. Old plants that are under cut for further use in the conservatory may be turned out in summer and will furnish scattering bloom all summer, though the fists are likely to be rather small. If there were sufficient demand it could be easily managed to have fists in every month of the year. It is a great pity to cut Marguerites without any foliage. The rule is that all fists have been used for foliage, especially their own. With a little forethought, just as many fists can be secured, and they will look much prettier and last longer. There are very few conservatories without some Marguerites. An excellent plan is to have a number of plants in 6-inch pots from cuttings struck the previous spring. A plant looks bad at first when the fists, have been removed on sprays a foot long, but in a short time they are ready for cutting again. With a little management a succession of fists, can be maintained without making all the plants thin or unsightly. Such sprays will last a week or two in water, and the opening of the larger buds is an additional feature of beauty which is lost if fists, are cut with short stems and without foliage.

Robert Shore.

Section III.—Culture of Chrysanthemums out of Doors.

The oldest of the outdoor types are the Pompons (Fig. 450), which produce from 40-100 buttons an inch or two across, with short and regular rays. Such plants can be left outdoors all winter. A selection of these old-fashioned kinds is given on page 307, under head of 8 (8) Pompons. Since the large-flowering or Japanese types first come in, many intermediate varieties have been produced for grow them outdoors, but with poor results. The greenhouse varieties are not so hard. In the north they are likely to be killed by the winter. Their fists, usually lack in size, depth and symmetry, largely because there are more of them on a plant than a florist allows for his best blooms, but chiefly because they do not get as much care in general as is given to plants under glass, where space is precious. For the very best results, Chrysanthemums must be flowered under glass, and they need the greatest care and forethought practically all the year round. Half-way measures are unsatisfactory. Thus it happens that the Japanese varieties are usually unsatisfactory outdoors, and the Pompons are chosen by those who can give very little care to plants and would rather have many small fists, than a few large ones. This also partly explains why no two dealers recommend anything like the same list of Japanese varieties for outdoor culture. Nevertheless, it is possible to grow excellent fists, 4 and 5 or even 6 in. across outdoors, but it requires staking, disbudding, and some kind of temporary protection, as of a tent or glass, during frosty weather. Fig. 453 shows a cheap and simple structure of coldframe sashes resting on a temporary framework. In severe weather a canvas curtain can be dropped in front, and the window of a warm cellar in the rear opened wide. Fig. 438 is taken from Garden and Forest 1:523, where J. N. Gerard has left a detailed and delightful account of his success, which is sure to arouse the enthusiasm of expert amateurs. For general outdoor culture, however, where no special care is needed, these will do very well too.
is given to the plants, the Japanese kinds are usually less satisfactory than the Pompoms. These Pompoms are a much neglected class since the rise of the large-flowered kinds, but they will yield like anything else in our garden flora. Their vivid and sometimes too artificial colors harmonize with nothing else at Thanksgiving time, and they are so strong and commanding that they will hold a place by themselves. It is not uncommon for the beds, to be in good condition even after several light falls of snow, and they may be considered the most resistant to frost of any garden herbs. In fact, their peculiar merit is blooming after the landscape is temporarily restored by successive frosts. The flowers are not ruined until their petals are wet and then frozen stiff. They are essentially for mass effects of color, and great size is not to be expected. Masses of brown and reds, and yellow, by side, may be had in combinations. The whole tribe of crimson, amaranth, pink, and the like, should be kept by themselves, because their colors are variable and because they make a violent contrast with yellow, which few persons can render agreeable.

The preceding remarks have applied wholly to varieties of C. Indicum and C. morifolium. The culture of all the above species is not easy to carry too far, for any further remarks, except in the case of C. coccineum, better known as Pyrethrum roseum. In the cultivation of ornamental plants in general, and of hardy, herbaceous plants in particular, few cases are so striking as the great perennials of the Old World, and the feeble and uncertain hold that it has in America.

W. M.

SECTION IV. — CULTURE OF PYRETHRUM ROSEUM.

This beautiful late spring and early summer flower, so popular and extensively cultivated in gardens abroad, has not yet found much favor here. This fact must be attributed to the general neglect of hardy flowers that practically grow in gardens, as it is too easy to carry too far, and hardy enough to withstand our winters. As represented to-day in the hundreds of varieties extant, it should command attention. These varieties have everything to recommend them. First and foremost, they are easy to grow. Any good garden soil will suffice for them, but they are rich feeders, and therefore the ground should be deeply dug and liberally enriched with manure. A cool, moist root run is most conducive to their flowering, and as they are surface-rooting plants, and (by consequence liable to suffer soon from hot sun), they are materially assisted by a mulch of manure, or anything that tends to conserve moisture. Propagation is most easily done by division in the lifting state. The plants may be lifted, divided into small pieces and potted up separately or planted in a bed of prepared soil in a coldframe, and in a few weeks they will make nice pieces. They can also be rapidly raised in quantity from forced, which, sown in spring, will give plants that will flower the following year. Unless the seed, however, is from very fine varieties, seedlings may result in disappointment; and, in any case, they will not give that richness and variety of form and color as represented in the best named varieties of to-day, which are the result of many years of patient labor and painstaking selection on the part of those who have made Pyrethrums a specialty. Pyrethrums are now obtainable in single- and double-flowered kinds, embracing most varied shades of color, from purest white to the richest of crimsons, and even yellow, though for a long time non-existent in Pyrethrums, seems to be an assured possibility. This line is now possessed by several of the newer acquisitions. To select the best varieties and recommend them is not easy, when the list of one specialist alone contains 400 named and described varieties of single- and double-flowered kinds, and the best selection of to-day is certain to be superseded less than a decade hence. A few, however, of the very best are: Lord Roscberry, canary yellow; Ace of Clubs, pure white; Alfred Henderson, deep purple; Leonakr Way, clear rose; Pericles, bright yellow, with gaudy petals of pale pink; Ne Plus Ultra, white, and very large; Queen of Croesn; Solferato, cream; Princess Beatrice, bright pink; Siam and Captain Nares, red. These are all double. In singles, a
dozens of the best would be: Ascot, peach-pink; Apol- lony, bright pink; James Kelway, brilliant red; Oliver Twist, cream; Mary Anderson, flesh-pink; Princess Marie, pure white; Ruth, rose, tipped with white; Stanley, deep carmine-rose; Merry Hampton, dazzling crimson; Ianticle, rose; Ochrelonea, sulphur, and Devonshire Cream, cream color.

A. HERRINGTON.

Pyrethrum roseum in its numerous varieties possibly may never become as popular in America as in England, owing to the fact that it is not hardy enough to withstand exposure conditions in the climate of northern United States. With the proper soil conditions and such attention as may be necessary, it is possible to raise Pyrethrums to the best advantage and with splendid flowering results. The ideal soil for Pyrethrums is a rich, sandy loam that is sufficiently porous to prevent stagnant moisture accumulating about the crowns of the plants. This is the first and principal essential in the culture of Pyrethrums. While they have been grown to comparatively good advantage in soils of a clayey nature, yet unless extreme care is taken to prevent this and the consequent enmulation of moisture about the crowns, sad havoc is frequently made during severe winter months and especially during unusually abundant rains in the fall. While it is possible to grow Pyrethrums even under the adverse conditions of a retentive clayey soil, yet in such instances, coldframe culture is preferable to depending upon the plant to take care of itself under ordinary conditions. Aside from the danger of winter-killing, there is the danger of crown rot during extremely wet periods in hot weather. In many instances, valuable collections have been quite lost owing to this trouble and the lack of appreciation of the fact that this trouble could be easily remedied by cutting away the rotted foliage nearly to the ground, so as to admit light and air to the center of the crowns to induce fresh and healthy growth. In late autumn, however, so that there would not be a successful treatment, except in a modified degree. From a commercial point of view, Pyrethrums are among the most difficult of plants to handle through the danger of crown rot, which is the most frequent and cause of loss in shipping cattle and plants. They are among the most difficult to transplant, and can only successfully stand importation by the utmost care in packing and by shipment of the plants in late fall or very early spring; it is also essential that they should be strong, well-developed clumps in order to withstand the dangers of transportation. A stock of Pyrethrums once established in this country is easily shipped by means of our quick express transportation, if a little care be given to ventilation as well as to packing the plants as dry as possible. The confusion in the names of the varieties offered by American nurserymen is due to the inordinate desire on the part of the European dealers to preserve a long list of varieties, many of which are very similar in all outward characteristics. Some of the leading dealers publish a list of from 50 to 100 varieties, and others in still greater number. At the present time, all varieties of Pyrethrums are catalogued, which, while it illustrates the great interest taken in this particular plant in Europe, is evidence that many varieties must be very similar where the range of color extends from Apricot-yellow, pale yellow through shades of scarlet to purple, and with only a few varieties that are in any way a satisfactory yellow shade. The yellowflowered forms at best are hardly deeper than a rich buff or light lemon, and while these shades are distinctly yellow in their effect, there is always present a certain golden yellow yet offered in the trade.

J. WOODWARD MANNING.
Alphabetical list of species of Chrysanthemums described below (many of these names are more familiar as Pyrethrum): C. achilleafolium, 1; anethifolium, 9; atrosanguineum, 10; aureum, 4; Balsamita, 12; Burridgeanum, 5; carinatum, 5; cinerariaefolium, 11; coriifolium, 10; coronarium, 7; corymbosum, 2; Denuelli, 5; Eucalyptus, 3; Flats. borne in corymb, i.e., flat-topped, dense clusters.

c. Rays yellow.

1. achilleafolium, DC. (Achillea auroa, Lam.). Perennial, 2 ft. high: stem usually unbranched, except along the creeping and rooting base: stems and lvs. covered with fine, soft, grayish white hairs, oblong in outline, about 1 in. long, ½ in. wide, finely cut: rays 7-8, short, a little longer than the involucre. Siberia, Caucasus.—Rare in cult. Less popular than the Achilleas with larger flower clusters.

2. corymbosum, Linn. Robust perennial, 1-4 ft. high: stem usually branched, except along the creeping and rooting base: stems and lvs. covered with fine, soft, grayish white hairs, oblong in outline, about 1 in. long, ½ in. wide, finely cut: rays twice as long as the involucres: pappus a minute crown. Naturalized from Eu. and escaped from old gardens in Atlantic states.—The single form cult. in old physic gardens, and the full double white form commonly cult. for ornament. foliage has a strong, bitter odor. The foliage plants commonly advertised under this specific name belong to No. 4.

3. Parthenium, Bernh. Feverfew. Glabrous perennial, 1-3 ft. high: stem usually branched, especially toward the top: flower cluster sometimes very open and loose, especially in cultivation: lvs. ½ in. across, whitish: rays twice as long as the involucres: pappus a minute crown. Naturalized from Eu. and escaped from old gardens in Atlantic states.—The single form cult. in old physic gardens, and the full double white form commonly cult. for ornament. foliage has a strong, bitter odor. The foliage plants commonly advertised under this specific name belong to No. 4.

4. praetum, Vent. (P. parthenifolium, Willd.). Perennial, 6 in. high or more: pubescent, or becoming nearly smooth: rays thrice as long as the involucre. Asia Minor, Persia. Var. aureum, Hort. (P. aureum, Hort.), is the Golden Feather commonly used for carpet bedding. It has yellow foliage, which becomes green later in the season, especially if flowers are allowed to form.

b. Fls. borne singly on the branches or stems.

c. Disk dark purple.

5. carinatum, Schouw. (C. tricolor, And.). Fig. 460. Glabrous annual, 3 ft. high: stem much branched: lvs. rather fleshy; fls. about 2 in. across, with typically white rays and a yellow ring at the base. Summer. These two colors together with the dark purple disk gave rise to the name "tricolor." The typical form introduced into England from Morocco in 1798 was pictured in B.M. 508 (1799). By 1856 signs of doubling appeared (F.S. 11:1099). In 1858 shades of red in the rays appeared in a strain introduced by F. K. Burridge, of Colchester, Eng., and known as C. Burridgeanum, Hort. (see B.M. 5955, which shows the ring of red on the rays, adding a fourth color to this remarkably brilliant and varied flower, and P.S. 15:1213, which also shows C. rubriflorum, Hort., in which the rays are entirely red, except the original yellow circle at the base). C. annulatum, Hort., is another name for the kinds with circular bands of red, maroon, or purple (R.H. 1889:430). C. Denuelli, Hort., is the name of another seed-grover's strain. There are full double forms in yellow, margined red, and white, margined red, the fls. 3 in. across (see R.H. 1874:410). See also, Cn. 26, p. 410; 10, p. 213, and 21:313. R.H. 1874, p. 412. S.H. 2:171.—The commonest and grandest of all annual Chrysanthemums, easily distinguished by the keeled or ridged scales of involucre and the dark purple disk. "Carinatum" means "keeled."

c. Disk yellow.

6. Tschicathewi, Hort. TURFING DAISY. Densely tufted plant for carpeting dry, waste places. Height 2-9
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in: stems numerous, rooting at the base: foliage dark green, finely cut: fls. borne profusely for several weeks in midsummer: rays white. Siberia or Asia Minor? R.H. 1889 p. 380 and 1897, p. 470. Gn. 26, p. 443. —Prop. by division of roots or simply by cutting the rooted stems, but chiefly by seeds. This has never been fully described, and it is possible that the lvs. may not be cut to the midrib or near it.

aa. Height more than 1 ft.

b. Plants annual.

c. 7. coronarium. Linn. (Anthe- mis coronaria, Hort.). Height 3-4 ft.; lvs. bipinnately parted, somewhat clasping or cared at the base, glabrous, the segments closer together than in C. carina- tum: involucral scales broad, scarious: rays lemon-colored or nearly white. July-Sept. Mediterranean. Gn. 26:467. G.C. II. 19:541.—The full double forms with rays reflexed and imbricated, are more popular than the single forms. This and C. carina- tum are the common "summer Chrysanthemums." This is common in old gardens, and is also slightly used for bedding and for pot culture.

d. Greenhouse plants, shrubby at the base: stems branched at the top: rays white or lemon.

e. Foliage not glaucous.

f. 8. frutescens. Linn. MARGUERITE. PARIS DAISY. Fig. 461. Usually glabrous, 3 ft. high: lvs. fleshy, green: fls. numerous, always single: rays typically white, with a lemon-colored (never pure yellow or golden) form. Canaries. G.C. II. 13:561. Gn. 12, p. 253: 17, p. 5, and 26, p. 445. —Int. into Eng. 1699. This is the popular florists' Marguerite, which can be had in flower the year round, but is especially grown for winter bloom. Var. grandiflorum. Hort., is the large-flowered prevailing form. The lemon-colored form seems to have originated about 1880. Under this name an entirely distinct species has also been passing for about a century, yet it has never been advertised separately in the Amer. trade. See No. 9.

g. Foliage glaucous.

h. 9. anethifolium. Brouss. (C. fan- niculatum, Steud. P. fan- niciulatum. var. bipinnatifidum, DC.). GLAUCOUS MARGUERITE. Fig. 462. Rarer in cult. than No. 8 (which see), but distinguished by its glaucous hue and by the way in which the lvs. are cut. The segments of No. 9 are narrower, more deeply cut, and more distant. The lvs. are shorter petioled. Canaries. —The dried specimens in the Garden Herbarium of Cornell University

early in the century, since when the plant has almost never been mentioned in garden literature. This species is doubtless cult. in Amer. greenhouses as C. fru- tescens. A lemon-flowered form is shown in R.H. 1645:61 but erroneously called C. frutescens.

ii. Foliage not glaucous: lvs. sometimes double.

i. 10. coccineum. Wild. (Pyrethrum roseum, Bieb. 463. Chrysanthemum coccin- eum. The familiar Pyrethrum roseum of the gardens.

P. his- bium. Hort.). Fig. 463. Glabrous, 1-2 ft. high: stem usually unbranched, rarely branched at the top: lvs. thin, dark green, or in dried specimens dark brown: involucral scales with a brown margin: rays white or red in such shades as pink, carmine, rose, lilac, and crimson, and sometimes tipped yellow, but never wholly yellow. Caucasus, Persia. F.S. 9:917. Gn. 26, pp. 440, 443. Gn. 2:7 and 5:309. R.H. 1897, p. 524. Not B.M. 1898, which is C. coronopifolium. The first picture of a full double form is R.H. 1864:71. —This species is the most important and variable of all the hardy herba- ceous kinds. There have been perhaps 600 named horti- cultural varieties. There is an anemone-flowered form with a high disk. The species is also cult. in Calif. and France for insect powder. C. atrosanguineum, Hort., is said to be a good horticultural variety with dark crim- son fls.

j. Foliage glaucous: lvs. never double.


462. Leaves of common and glaucous Marguerites (Chry- santemum frutescens and anethifolium).

Showing the difference. Glaucous kind on the right.

Experiment Station from a plant long cultivated in Sage conservatories was identified by L. H. B. with the picture in Andrews' Botanical Register 272, published
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AA. Lvs. not cut to the midrib; the primary incisions shallow.

II. Ms. pappus 1

12. Balsamita, Wild. (Tanacetum Balsamita, Linn.). Tall and stout; lvs. sweet-scented, oval or oblong, ob-
tuse, margined with blunt or sharp teeth, lower ones petioled, upper ones almost sessile, the largest lvs. 5-11 in. long, 1½-2 in. wide. W. Asia.—Typically with short white rays, but when they are absent the plant is var. tanaeetoides, Bokss. COSTMARY. MINT GERANIUM. Fig. 461. Also erroneously known as lavender. This has escaped in a few places from old gardens.

BB. Fls. borne singly on the branches or stems.

C. Plants annual: foliage glaucescent; rays golden yellow.

13. segetum, Linn. CORN MARIGOLD. Annual, 1-1½ ft. high: lvs. sparse, clasping, very variable, incisions coarse or fine, deep or shallow, but usually only coarsely serrate, with few and distant teeth. June-Aug. Eu., N. Afr., W. Asia. Gn. 18, p. 195. R.H. 1895, pp. 448, 449. — Var. grandiflorum, Hort., is a larger-flowered form of this weed, which is common in the English grain fields. The var. Cloth of Gold, J.H. III. 12:445, is probably the best. This species is much less popular than P. carina-
tum and coronarium. It is also forced to a slight extent for winter bloom. "Segetum" means "of the corn fields."

14. multicaule, Desf. Glabrous and glaucescent annual, 6-12 in. high: stems numerous, simple or branched, stout, terete; lvs. fleshy, variable, usually linear-spatulate, 1-3 in. long and ½-3¼ in. broad, very coarsely toothed or lobed, sometimes shorter, with few narrow-linear, acute, entire segments about 1 line broad: rays much shorter and rounder than in No. 13. Algeria. B.M. 6930. —Rarer in cult. than No. 13. Said to be useless as a cut-flower.

CC. Plants perennial: foliage not glaucescent (except in wild forms of No. 39).

D. Rays always white: fls. never double; practically never cult. under glass.

15. lacustre, Broth. (C. latifolium, DC.). Fig. 465. This is endlessly confused with C. marianum in gardens, and the two species are very variable and difficult to distinguish. The fls. cannot be told apart. C. lacustre is a taller and much more vigorous plant, and sometimes it is branched at the top, bearing 3 fls., while C. marianum is always 1-flowered. Height 2-6 ft.; stem sparsely branched: lvs. partly clasping, ovate-lanceolate, with coarse, hard teeth: fls. not distinguishable from No. 16: rays about 1 in. long; pappus of the ray 2-3-celled. Portugal, along rivers, swamps and lakes. R.H. 1857, p. 456. —According to R. Irwin Lynch, in Gn. 26, p. 441, C. lacustre has coriaceous, oval lvs. about 3 times as long as broad, while in C. marianum the lvs. are 5 times as long as broad. H. Cannell, Swanley, Eng., says that C. lacustre is 2 ft. high and blooms 3 weeks before C. marianum. With Woolson, Passaic, N. J., it grows 4-5 ft. high. The rays in Fig. 465 are rather shorter than usual.

16. maximum, Ramond. Fig. 466. This species has narrower lvs. than No. 15, and are narrowed at the base. Height 1 ft.: stem more angled than the above, simple or branched at the very base, always 1-fl. and leafless for 3¼ in. below the fl.: lower lvs. petioled, wedge-shaped at the base, lanceolate, dentate from the middle to the apex; stem-lvs. sessile, wide- or narrow-lanceolate, typically serrate throughout their whole length, but variable, as in Fig. 466: pappus none: involucral scales narrower and longer, whitish-transparent at the margin, while those of C. lacustre are broader, more rounded at the apex, and with a light brown, serraceous margin. Pyrenees.—For other pictures of these two species, see J.H. III. 5:23, and Gn. 26, p. 437. Var. liliformis Hort., "with long, narrow, thread-like petals." Int. 1859. Var. Triumph has "fls. 4 in. across, with broad, overlapping petals."

17. uliginosum, Pers. (P. uliginosum, Waldst.). GIANT DAISY. Stout, erect bush, 4-5 ft. high, with light green foliage: stem nearly glabrous, striate, branching above, rather deeply serrate, roughish; fls. 2-3 in. across. Hungary. B.M. 2706. A.F. 4:323 and 8:413. Gn. 2:375 and 5:183. A.G. 19:403. R.H. 1895, p. 82. G. 46, p. 103. G. C. II. 10:493. Gn. 26, p. 442 and 38, p. 423. —Next to C. coccineum, this is the most popular of the hardly horticultural kinds. In A. P. 4:103 Wm. Falconer shows a 2-year-old plant 6 ft. high, 17 ft. in circumference at a point 4 ft. from the ground, and carrying thousands of flowers. It blooms the first year from seed or division, and has been forced for Easter somewhat as Hydrangea paniculata can be treated. Excellent for cut-fls. The blossoms should be cut soon after opening, as the disks darken with age. The plant needs a rich, moist soil, and deserves a greater popularity. "Uliginosum" means "inhabiting swampy places."
18. *Chrysanthemum*, Linn. Ox-eye Daisy. White-weed. Fig. 467. Glabrous weed, 1-2 ft. high; root-lvs. long-petioled, with a large, oval blade and coarse, rounded notches; stem-lvs. lanceolate, becoming narrower toward the top, serrate, with few to many distant and sharper teeth. June, July. Eng., N. Asia.—One of the commonest weeds in the eastern states, being the characteristic plant of New England's worn-out meadows. The daisies are never cultivated, but they are often gathered for decoration, and make excellent cut-flowers. See also, *Daisy*.

19. *Indicum*, Linn. (C. japocium, Thumb.). The wild plants native to China and Japan are dwarfer than *C. morifolium*, with lvs. thinner, more sharply cut, and green on both sides, not glaucous; involucral scales with wider and more scarious margins; no chief fls. fls. smaller, numerous, and with rays always yellow and short, not much longer than the involucre. For pictures of wild plants, see G. C. III. 8: 565 and G. M. 33: 729.—Neither this species nor the next grows wild in India, and the name given by Linnaeus was inappropriate. This species has varied greatly in cultivation, and its progeny has been hybridized with that of *C. morifolium*. Neither species in its pure form is in cultivation. Unfortunately, it is not possible to definitely trace the origin of any of the main horticultural types, races or sections. See historical sketch above. *C. Indicum* is often used in Germany in a wide sense, including *C. Sinense*.

20. *morifolium*, Ramatuelle (C. Sinense, Sabine). The wild plants in Japan and China are more robust than *C. Indicum*. 2-4 ft. high, more or less tomentose, with very variable lvs., which are usually ovate in outline, sinuate-cut and lobed, thick, firm, leathery, long-petioled, and glaucous beneath; fls. larger and fewer, with rays never (1) yellow; involucral scales with narrower scarious margins; chief present on the disk.—This species was founded upon a cultivated and double form, and there have been different opinions as to the original wild progenitor. The above definition is an enlargement of Hemsley's, in G. C. III. 6: 322. B. M. 327 (erroneously named *C. Indicum*). Fig. 468 is the original double purple-flowered, partly quilled variety, on which Ramatuelle, in 1762, founded the species *C. morifolium*.


W. N.

**Chrysobeton** (golden wand, from the Greek). *Lilitea*. Two New Zealand bulbs, bearing many small yellow fls. in a long raceme on the top of an elongated scape. Plant often vicious. Very closely allied to Anthericum, with which Baker unites it, whereas Bentham & Hooker refer it to Bulbinella. *C. Hookeri*, Colenso, is in cult. in this country. It is a hardy bulb, 2-3 ft. high, with sword-like foliage. B. M. 1660.—Cult. in the ordinary border, and treated like the Asphodel, they do well, but are vastly improved in rich, deep and rather moist soil. Strong clumps, 4-6 years old, are then at their best and are very excellent plants. After that they should be divided. Prop. by division or seed. Blooms in June and July. J. B. Keller and L. H. B.

**Chrysobalanus** (golden acorn, from the Greek, referring to the fruit). *Rosaceae*. Two species in the warm parts of Amer. and Afr. The *Cocoa Plum, C. Leaco*, Linn., grows on coasts and along streams in S. Fla., in south to S. Amer., and also in Afr. It is sometimes planted in the extreme south (and in the tropics) as an ornamental shrub and for its sweetish but insipid and dry plum-shaped fruits. The Cocoa Plum is a mere bush on the northern limits of its distribution, but in extreme S. Fla. it reaches a height of 25-30 ft. It has glossy, thick obovate (sometimes obcordate) lvs.; fls. small and white, in axillary, erect racemes or cymes; calyx 5-cleft, pubescent; petals 5; stamens about 20; fr. 1-seeded, often 1 in. in diam., varying from nearly white to almost black. It is best propagated by seeds, but may also be had from cuttings of half ripened wood.

L. H. B.

**Chrysocoma**. See *Linum*, for the only species in the American trade.

468. The famous "old purple" *Chrysanthemum*.

One of the epoch-making large-flowering forms of *C. morifolium*. From the original picture in The Botanical Magazine for Feb. 1, 1796, plate 327.

**Chrysodium**. See *Acrisohicum*.

**Chrysogonum** (Greek-made name, golden knee or joint). *Compositae*. *C. Virginianum*, Linn., is a perennial yellow-fld. plant of S. Penn. and south, which is sometimes cult. as a border plant. It blooms in spring or early summer on stems which become 1 ft. high, the
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heads being solitary and peduncled in the axils. Lvs. ovate and mostly obtuse, crenate. Prop. by creeping rootstocks and runners. Of little merit horticulturally.

CHRYSOPHYLLUM (Greek, golden leaf, in reference to the color of the under surface of the handsome leaves). Sapotacese. Many species of trees, with milky juice, widely distributed in the tropics. Fls. small, solitary at the nodes or in fascicles; calyx mostly 5-parted; corolla tubular-campanulate, usually 5-lobed or parted; stamens 5, standing on the corolla tube; fr. usually fleshy, sometimes edible. C. Cainito, Linn., is the Star Apple. Fig. 469. The fruit is the size of an apple, symmetrically globular and smooth. A cross-section shows the star-shaped core, whence the common name. It varies from white,-yellow, in color of skin and also of flesh. The pulp is delicious (used uncooked) if the fruit is allowed to remain on the tree until ripe. It has large, pumpkin-like seeds. The tree reaches a height of 25 to 30 ft. It is very impatient of frost. It is native to the W. Indies. I.H. 32:597. A. G. 11:405. C. oliviforme, Linn., is also in the Amer. trade, but as an ornamental plant. It is a smaller West Indian tree, native also in extreme S. Fla. Lvs. like those of the last; stigma 5-crenate (in C. Cainito 8-10-crenate); fr. ovoid-oblong and small, 1-seeded, blackish, insipid. These plants are allied to the Sapodillo.

The various species of Chrysophyllum have beautiful bright green leaves, with under surfaces of a silky texture, varying in color from a silvery white, through golden, to a russet brown, and are well worth a place in the conservatory as ornamental trees. By giving them sufficient room, they will bear fruit in the course of a few years, under glass, in which case, in C. Cainito, the Star Apple of the West Indies, is edible, and well liked even by people of a temperate clime. All species are strictly tropical, and cannot be grown where frosts occur unless properly protected. Propagation is ordinarily effected by seeds, which readily germinate if planted when fresh, and it is stated that all species may be grown from cuttings of well ripened shoots placed in strong, moist heat. The soil most suited for their growth is of a sandy character, and if not of a good quality should be well manured, using a considerable proportion of potash in the fertilizer for fruiting specimens. They seem to do well on a great variety of soils, however, that are sufficiently well drained, wet land not agreeing with them.

F. N. REASONER AND L. H. B.

CHRYSPHOGON (golden beard). Gramineae. Very like Andropogon, with which some authors unite it: differs in having spikelets in pairs (or sometimes in 3's), the lateral ones stalked and sterile or often reduced to mere pedicels, only the middle or terminal one fertile. C. natans, Benth. (Andropogon awenaceus, Michx.), is in the trade. It is native on dry soils in the eastern U. S., growing 2-5 ft. high; perennial; euh unbranched, terete; lvs. glaucous and narrow, with nodding, shining yellowish spikelets. Useful for the wild border.

L. H. B.

CHRYOPSIS (golden appearance, from the heads). Compositae. Allied to Solidago and Eriogon. N. American. Heads of medium size and many-fl., usually with numerous yellow rays; involucre bell-shaped or hemispherical, of imbricated bracts having a pappus of numerous hair-like bristles. C. villosa, Nutt., is the only species in the trade. It is widely distributed from III. W., N. and S.: 1-2 ft., grayish pubescent; lvs. oblong to oblanceolate, entire or few-toothed; heads usually at the ends of slender peduncles, aster-like in shape. Extremely variable, and has several named forms. M. 7:410. Var. Rutteri, Rothr., is larger and later. Of value as a border plant. Cult. the same as Aster. Perennials, but bloom the first year from seed, if sown early.

L. H. B.

CHRYSPHELLENIUM AMERICANUM. Schw. (name from golden and spleen, referring to some old medicinal tradition). Sazilihacere. A native plant creeping in mud, which is sold for bog-planting. Stems forking, bearing roundish or cordate small mostly opposite lvs., with very small, nearly sessile, greenish, inconspicuous fls. Scarcely known in cult.

CHYSHERUS CYNOSUROIDES. See Linaearia.

CHUFA. The edible subterranean tubers of Cyperus esculentus, Linn., much prized in the S. They are eaten raw or baked, or used for the making of coffee. The plant is sometimes cult. in the N., but it will not withstand the winter. The tubers are oblong, ½-4 in. long, cylindrical, hard. The plant is grass-like, and in the N. does not flower. Nuts are planted in the spring, and the new crop is ready for digging in the fall.

CHYSIS (Greek for melting, alluding to the pollen masses). Orchidaceae, tribe Vandaee. A genus of orchis found in Trop. Amer., pendulous from trees. Pseudobulbs usually spindle-shaped, attenuate toward the base, leafy upwards; lvs. broadly lanceolate, plicate, concrenly nerved, base sessile, ½ to 2½ in. long. There are many, in lateral racemes from the young growths; lateral sepals adnate to base of column; labellum 3-lobed, with 5 whitish calliotes near the base. The species bloom in spring and early summer. Hardy-soil orbs, requiring tropical treatment; not largely grown in American collections. Remove to a lower or intermediate temperature when resting. Grown in pots or baskets, in peat and moss.

aurea, Lindl. About 1 ft. high; lvs. about 5, 10–15 in. long; fls. 2 in. in diam.; petals and sepals oval-oblong, reddish yellow, pale yellow at the base: lateral lobes of labellum incurved, midlobe roundish, spotted with red and yellow. S. Amer. B. M. 3617. – There is a var. maraiiiia.

bractescens, Lindl. Sepals and petals cunate-oblong, concave; labellum white outside, yellow, streaked and stained with red inside; fls. 3 in. in diam. From Mex., found at an altitude of 1,500 ft. B. M. 5186. R. H. 1859, pp. 294, 295. I.H. JH. 19:298. – One of the most showy orchids.

lavis, Lindl. More robust than the preceding; lvs. shorter than the pseudobulbs; racemes 9-10-fl., from among sheathing scales of new growth; fls. 2½ in. in diam.; petals bright yellow, streaked with reddish; lateral ones acuminate, about 1 in. long; petals yellow. Falcate; labellum yellow with streaks and dots of orange. Mex., 1846.

Limminghei, Lindl. & Reichb. f. Stems short; racemes about 5-fl.; sepals and petals oblong-lanceolate, bluish-white tipped with rosé mauve; lateral lobes of labellum obtuse, yellow streaked with crimson, midlobe large, pink-like striped with rose-mauve. From Mex., near the sea-coast. B. M. 2956.

Cheloni, Hort. (C. bractescens x C. lavis). Pseudobulbs narrow; raceme 6 in. long and curved, with 5–6 yellow and purple-blotched fls.

Sedene, Hort. (C. Limminghei x C. bractescens). Fls. much like those of C. bractescens but smaller, white, petals with mauve streaks; lip more like C. Limminghei, yellow or whitish.

OAKES AMES.
CIBOTIUM (Greek, a little seed-vessel). Cytandceae. A small genus of tree-ferns from Mexico and Polynesia, with copped, bi-valved, coriaceous indusia, differing from Dicksonia in having the outer valve entirely distinct from the leaf. For culture, see Dicksonia.

C. Barometz is the plant that gave rise to the wonderful story of the Barometz or Scythian Lamb (Fig. 470), which, according to Bauhin, 1556, had wool, flesh and blood, and a root attached to the navel. The plant was said to resemble a lamb in every respect, but grew on a stalk about a yard high, and turning about and bending tally to the herbage, consumed the foliage within reach, and then pinched away with the failure of the food until it died. Wolves sought it and ate it as if it were a true lamb. In 1735 Breyn, of Danzig, declared that the Barometz was only the root of a large fern, covered with its natural yellow down and accompanied by stems, which had been placed in museums in an inverted position, the better to represent the appearance of the legs and horns of a quadruped. A.G. 12: 258.

A. Outer valve of the indusium larger, or the valves subequall.

B. Outer valve of the indusium smaller than the inner.

C. Schiedel, Hook. Caudex 16-15 ft. high: lvs. oblong-deltoid, tripartite, with pinnae 1-2 ft. long; segments falcate, sharp-pointed; sori sparse: veins forked, on the lowest pinnae. Mexico.

regale, Linden. Caudex 10-12 ft. high: lvs. oblong-deltoid, tripartite, with pinnae 18-24 in. long; pinnae sessile, with close, falcate, deeply incised segments; veins prominent in the lobes. Mex. L. M. Underwood.

CIBOULE. Consult Onion.

CICCA. Now combined with Phyllanthus.

CICER (old Latin name for the Vetch). Leguminosae. Pea-like plants, with 5-parted calyx, oblong turbid 2-seeded pod, mostly 1-fl., peduncles, odd-pinnate lvs. and toothed leafllets. Small genus, with a Mediterranean-Asian range. C. arvense. Linn., the Chick-Pea, is sometimes cult. in vegetable gardens for the edible ripe seeds. It is an annual and is cult. the same as bush beans. Withstands dry weather well. It grows 2 ft. high, making a bushy, hairy plant. Lvs. with small, roundish leaflets: fls. white or reddish, small, axillary. Seed roundish, but flattened on the sides, with a projection on one side. Little known in Amer., but much cult. in S. Eu. and Asia.

C. W. B.

CICHORIUM (Arabic name). Compósito. A very few Old World herbs, with ligulate corollas, double-rowed scales to the involucre, angled achenes, 5-fld. pappus, and blue fls. Two species are of interest to the horticulturist, C. intybus, Linn. (Fig. 430), the Chicory, and C. Endivia, Linn., the Endive. See those entries for fuller information.

CIENKÓWSKIA. See Kompferia.

CIMICIFUGA, Linn. (ciner, a bug; luger, to drive away). Ranunculaceae. Bugbane. Allied to Actaea. Tall, hardy, herbaceous perennials, but hardly-smelling, suited for the back of borders or for partially shaded places in the wild garden. About 10 species, natives of the north temperate zone. Lvs. large, decomposed: fls. white, in racemes; sepals 2-3, petals 2-fld.; follicles 1-8, small, clawed, 2-lobed or none: follicles 1-8, many-seeded, sessile or stalked; stigma broad or minute. Half shady or open places; any good garden soil. Prop. by seeds and division of roots in fall or early spring.

American. Michx. (Actea prolobodra, DC.). Slender, 2-4 ft. high: lvs. pale beneath; fls. in elongated raceme; petals 2-horned; pedicels nearly as long as the fl.: follicles 3 or 5, stalked; seeds in I row, chaffy; stamens and pistils usually in same fl. Aug.—Sept. Most woods of Alleghenies.

fólida, Linn. Lvs. bipinnate, terminal flt. 3-lobed: petals of the white fls. often tipped with anthers; no staminodia: follicles 3-5; seeds very chaffy. Summer. M. Michx. — Following varieties.


CINCHONA (from Countess Chinchon). Rubiaceae. This genus of plants contains, according to Index Kewensis, 67 species, some of which yield bark containing quinine. The species grow isolated in various districts of the Andes, at elevations ranging from 2,300 to 9,000 ft., and between 22° S. and 10° N. latitude. Some of the species are lofty trees, others are mere shrubs. The lvs. are opposite, with deciduous stipules. The fls. are fragrant, much frequented by humming birds, white and pink in color, growing in terminal panicles. The calyx is 5-fld., the corolla 5-lobed and petaloid. The corolla has a long tube with 5 short, spreading, valvate lobes, hairy at the margins. The stamens are 5, included in the corolla. The ovary is 2-celled, with very numerous ovules inserted on linear axile placenta. The capsule opens severally from the base upwards. The seeds are small, numerous, flat and surrounded with a wing.

Commercial Cinchona bark is known under the following names: "Crowns," "Leaves," or "Pale bark," yielded by Chinchona officinalis and its varieties Condaminia, Urutusinga, crispa; "Red bark," from C. succirubra; "Hybrid bark," from hybrids of C. officinalis and C. succirubra; "Royal," or "Yellow bark," from C. Calycaya

Certain alkaloids, namely, quinine, quinidine, cinchonine and cinchonidine, occur in these barks in varying quantities in different species. These alkaloids possess powerful antiperiodic, tonic and antiseptic properties.

In the barks there are also quinomy and other acids, and other substances possessing astringent properties which render them useful in certain cases, where the alkaloids have failed to give relief.

The bark was introduced into Europe in 1649, by the Countess of Chinchon, wife of the Viceroy of Peru; hence it is called Countess powder and Peruvian bark, and also Jesuits' bark, from the knowledge of it spread by that religious order. The word quinine is derived from the name by which it was known in Peru, quinaquina, or "bark of barks."

Dr. Ainslie, at the end of the eighteenth century, and Dr. Forbes Royle, in his work on Himalayan botany in 1839, advocated the introduction of the trees into India. At length, in 1859, Clements Markham was entrusted by the government of India with the task of collecting plants and seeds on the Andes, and establishing them in India. In his book "Peruvian Bark: a popular account of the introduction of Cinchona cultivation into British India" Markham recounts the difficulties in S. Amer. and his final success. The object of the government was to put it within the power of the poorest native to purchase a dose, and this aim has been accomplished. At any post-office in India a 5-grain dose may be bought for three pice (1½ farthings). The government not only uses bark from its own plantations, but buys bark from Cinchona planters at a good price, and is now extending its own cultivation with seed procured from Jamaica. In Ceylon the cultivation was altogether in private hands, and has been abandoned for tea. In Java, the Dutch have been most successful, as the variety Leadgeriana, which is very rich in quinine, is particularly well suited to the climate. In Jamaica, the government plantations have been realized by dried bark from 1880 to 1887. £17,000 (about $5,000), and then the price of bark fell considerably and no more has since been exported. C. officinalis has become thoroughly naturalized, and is reproducing itself, as if it were in its native home.

Culture. — The seedlings may be raised either in boxes or in beds. The boxes should not be more than 3 or 4 in. deep. Three-quarter-inch drainage holes should be made in the bottom, about 6 in. apart, and boxes or dust them inside with lime. Put pieces of broken flower-pots over the drainage holes, and cover the bottom with gravel to a depth of 1 in. The soil should be made up of one-third leaf-mold, one-third good soil and one-third fine river gravel. These should be thoroughly mixed and passed through a quarter-inch sieve. Fill the boxes to within one-quarter of an inch of the top, and slightly water. Now the seed should be sown in, and sprinkled over it some of the sifted soil, only just covering it. The boxes should be under shade, sheltered from rain, and watered every day with a very fine spray from a watering can. The seedlings will appear above the ground in 3 or 4 weeks. If the seeds are sown in beds, they require the protection of a roof sloping south, and supported by posts 4 ft. 6 in. high on the north, and 3 ft. 3 in. on the south side. The sides may also have to be covered in. The breadth of the bed should be 3 ft., and these should be made up of soil as for the boxes. The roof projects beyond the south posts sufficiently to keep off direct sunlight, and in the summer time, at any rate, a narrow north roof must be set at right angles. If the sheds are built under the shade of tall trees that keep off direct sunlight, the roof is only needed for shelter from rain, and can be constructed solely for that purpose. The shed may run as far as convenient east and west, and others may be added 2½-3 ft. on either side.

When the seedlings are 1½-2 in. high, they should be transplanted into nursery beds, made up in the same way as for seeds. In transplanting, use a wooden peg 4 or 5 in. long, ¾ in. thick at one end and tapering to a dull point. A seedling is picked up with the left hand from a bundle brought from the seed-beds, a hole is made with the peg in the right hand, and the seedling is received into this hole without bending or crushing the soil. The soil is then pressed closely over the rootlets with the peg. Two inches between each plant is enough room. At first the plants should be shaded, but when they are twice or thrice as high as when transplanted, the shading may be gradually removed to harden them for putting out in their permanent positions.

The soil and subsoil should be free and open to insure good drainage; newly cleared forest land on a hillside is the best for Cinchona trees. In Jamaica, Cinchona officinalis flourishes best at an elevation of about 5,500 ft., with a mean annual temperature of about 60°F., ranging from a minimum of 46°F. to a maximum of 75°F., and with a total annual rainfall of 120 to 150 inches.

The distance when planted out in their permanent positions is 3 ft. by 3, and as soon as they begin to interfere with each other's growth, they should be thinned out just sufficiently at first to prevent this. The bark of those cut down may be worth stripping if the price of bark is high.

In taking the bark from the trees, there are several methods that have been used. In S. Amer. the tree is uprooted, and the whole of the bark may be taken from both root and stem. A second plan is used if the spring from the root; the trunk is cut through above the ground, the bark stripped, and the stump left to cork up, one or two of the shoots being allowed to grow. The third method is to make the same tree yield in successive seasons; for this purpose longitudinal layers of the bark are removed from the trunk, and the exposed surface is sometimes covered with moss; the bark renews itself, and the "renewed bark" is rich or
richer in alkaloids than the original. In this way, by
taking successive strips of bark in different years,
the tree yields a continuous supply of bark.

Wm. Fawcett.

Cinchnas are sometimes seen in collections of eco-
nomics plants, but only one of them seems to be regu-
larly in the trade at this time. This is C. officinalis, var. Condfmina, which Franceschi says is "probably
the least delicate and most easily grown of all Cinchnas."

L. H. B.

CINERARIA (ash-colored, from the Latin, referring
to the gray foliage). Composita. Herbs or under-shrubs,
closely allied to Senecio, from which they are separated
easy: by the characters of the achenes. The genus is
variously understood by different authors. As limited
by Bentham & Hooker, it comprises about 25 South
African species, and the common garden Cineraria
becomes a Senecio. The Cineraria of the florists (Fig.
472) is now much modified by cultivation. There are
two views of its origin, one holding that it is a direct
development of C. cruenta, Mass., the other that it is a
hybrid, into which C. cruenta, C. Heritieri, C. populi-
formis and perhaps others, have been blended. These
are all natives of the Canary Islands. The writer is
inclined to believe that it is a direct evolution from C.
crunta. This species is figured in B. M. 406. For the
more important literature of the recent desarrollo
specting the origin of the garden Cineraria, see Nature.
3:634 and 657; 17:588, 635, 742; 18:59, 186.

Senecio for Cineraria acanthifolia, C. candidissina,
and C. maritima. To the garden or florist's Cineri-
ara (C. cruenta) belong the horticultural names C.
hybrida, C. grandiflora, C. kwenscis, C. waha, and the
like. There are full-double forms (see R. H. 1874, p. 47;

L. H. B.

The single hybrid Cinerarias are among the most use-
ful and beautiful of all greenhouse flowering plants.
The ease with which they can be raised, the little heat
required, together with their free-blooming qualities,
brilliant and various-colored flowers, which last for a
considerable time in blossom, make them popular with
most people possessing even only a small

greenhouse. Though they are herbaceous in
character and may be propagated by cuttings or
division of the roots, the single varieties
are best treated as annuals, raising
them from seed each year and
throwing away the plants after flow-
ering. Though anyone may save
one's own seed, the Cineraria, like
most hybrids, will deteriorate both
in size and quality of the flower
after one or two generations un-
less they are hybridized; therefore,
unless one cares to hybridize his own plants, it is
best to purchase fresh seed from some rel-
hable firm who obtain their stock from hy-
brids. For florists' use, or where a suc-
cession of these flowers is required, two
seedings of seed should be made; the first about the
middle of August, and the second a month later. The
seed should be sown in pans or shallow boxes one
inch square; these should be well drained, and the soil
should consist of one part fine loam, one part leaf-
mold, and one part clean, sharp sugar sand. The sur-
face should be made very fine and pressed down even.
The seed should then be sown evenly and rather thinly,
and covered with sand about the eighth part of an
inch. This will in a great measure prevent the seedlings
from what gardeners term "damping-off," which they are
very apt to do if the atmospheric conditions become
at all stagnant. The seed-pans or boxes should be care-
fully watered with a fine rose and then placed in some
cool, shaded place, such as a frame placed on sifted coal
ashes on the north side of a wall or building, where they
will germinate in about a week or ten days. As soon as
large enough to conveniently handle, the seedlings
should be potted into thumb-pots and grown on as
rapidly as possible, shifting on into larger size pots as
often as required, never allowing them to become the
least pot-bound, or suffer in any way during the season of
growth. The soil should consist of half leaf-mold
and half fine fibrous loam, with a good sprinkling of sil-
ver sand, until the final shift into their flowering pots,
when the soil should be three parts fibrous loam and one
part well-decayed cow manure or pulverized sheep
manure. About the first of October the plants should
all be removed to the greenhouse, where the atmosphere
should be kept cool and moist, but not stagnant. If a
rainy spell should set in, a little artificial heat should
be given to cause a circulation of the atmosphere, and
as the fall advances the temperature should be kept
about 45° at night, with a rise of ten degrees by day.
Liquid stimulants should not be given until the flower
buds begin to appear, when they are greatly benefited by
an occasional watering of clear, liquid cow- or sheep
manure water. Cinerarias are very subject to the
attacks of green-fly. To keep these in check, the house
in which they are grown should be fumigated with to-
bacco about once in ten days, or tobacco stems placed
among the plants if fumigating is objectionable.

Double-flowered varieties of Cineraria are not com-
monly grown, neither are they as beautiful as the single
varieties. They may be propagated by seed or by cut-
tings, the latter being the best method, as a large per-
centage of seedlings are sure to turn out single, which
will be inferior in size of flower as compared with the
best single varieties. Double-flowering varieties must
be propagated each year to obtain the best results. As
soon as the plants have finished blossoming, the flower
stalks should be cut away to induce the plants to make
fresh growth, which, as soon as large enough for cut-
tings, should be taken off and inserted in an ordinary
propagating bed, where they will soon root, after which
they should be potted and shifted on as often as re-
quired, growing them during the hottest months in as

472. The florists' Cinerarias—C. cruenta.
CINERARIA

cool and shaded a position as can be provided. Of the different species of Cineraria from s. Europe, C. maritima is perhaps the best. It is of dwarf habit, with tomentose, silvery, pinnatifid leaves, and is a most useful subject for cold flower beds. It is not hardy in this climate, consequently must be treated as an annual, sowing the seeds early in March in the greenhouse, afterwards treating them as ordinary summer bedding plants. Plants from south and central Europe do not prove hardy here, and if grown should be treated as tender annuals, planting them in the herbaceous borders for the summer. The species from the Cape of Good Hope requires very rich, loamy culture as for the common Cineraria, though, from an ornamental point of view, they would hardly pay for the room they would occupy.

EDWARD J. CANNING.

CINNAMOMUM (the ancient Greek name). Lauraceae. Fifty or more trees and shrubs of Asia, mostly tropical or semi-tropical, grow in the extreme west of our Mountain States. C. cassia, Bureia, of Burma and China, furnishes Cassia bark or "Cassia lignea" of commerce. It is harder than the C. Zeylanicum. It is a handsome tree, with stiff, long-oblong, acute, 3-ribbed shining leaves, and small white flowers, in tomentose terminal or axillary panicles. The bark is thick and coarser than that of C. Zeylanicum, and is used to adulterate Cinnamon. The unexpanded, clove-like flower-buds are often used as Cassia buds. C. Louiseirii, Nees. A medium-sized tree of Cochín China, is rarely sold as a glasshouse plant. It has an aromatic odor. Lvs. opposite or alternate, rigid, elliptic in shape. Petiole 3/5" to 6" in. long. The cinnamon tree has variegated lvs. C. pubesculatum, Presl, from Java and Sumatra, is also sold as a glasshouse plant. It is a glabrous tree, with thick, petioled, oblong-lanceolate, 3-nerved lvs., which are shining above. Petiole 3/5" to 6" in. long.

The genus embraces tropical and semi-tropical shrubs and trees, which are mostly of economic value, and in one or more cases are valuable shade trees for lawn and street planting. The lvs. are evergreen, usually of a rich, shining green color. C. Camphora have a silvery blue color on the under surfaces. C. Camphora, the Camphor tree, is hardly in the lower Gulf States, and is now being extensively planted, both for shade and ornamental purposes. C. zeylanicum is quite so hardy, but withstands a temperature of 20° F. without injury, and has been planted in Florida for manufacture of its various products,—oil, gum, balsam and cinnamon. C. camphora is the Cinnamon of commerce, prepared from the bark of C. Zeylanicum, a tropical species, likely to be extensively grown in Mexico and the West Indies. The various species are usually propagated by seeds. When grown as a tree in a shaded bed, the seedlings being transplanted when very small, are put into pots and kept thus growing until permanent planting out. The species, without exception, are very difficult to transplant from the open ground, and hence pot grown plants are most necessary. Cuttings of half ripened wood of some species may be rooted in the spring in moderate heat, following the usual method of preparation, and planting in coarse sand. The soil best suited to Cinnamonums in general, and C. Camphora in particular, is sandy loam, although a heavy loam, where well prepared, answers fairly well. The sandy soil of Florida, when moderately manured, suits all species so far tried admirably.

E. N. REASONER and L. H. B.

CINNAMON VINE. A name for species of Dioscorea.

CINQUEFOIL. A species of Potentilla.

CIRCEA (Circé, the enchantress). Onagraceae. A few species of low woods herbs in N. Amer. and Eu., two of which are in the trade for greenhouse cultivation. They are interesting little plants, but not showy. Of easy culture in shady, damp spots. Lvs. opposite and stalked: lvs. perfect, small, and white, in terminal and lateral racemes; calyx tube hairy: fr. a small, bristly bur.

L. T. RANSON. Linn. Erect and branching, 1-2 ft., the stem swollen at the nodes; lvs. ovate-acuminate, more or less rounded at the base; pedicels slender, reflexed in fruit: fr. 2-celled. Woods, E.

Pacificas, Asch. & Mag. From 6-12 in.; smaller than the above, lvs. less acuminate, fr. smaller, lvs. 1-celled and less bristly. Col., N. and W.

L. H. B.

CIRRHOPETALUM (tenurl petal, alluding to the narrow lateral sepals). Orchidaceae, tribe Epidendrea. Nearly 50 Old World tropical orchids, none of which are in the American trade. The tail-like lateral sepals give the plants an odd appearance. All flowers are fragrant. They are epiphytes, and are grown in baskets or on blocks in a greenhouse. Leading species are: C. Cumingii, Lindl. (B. M. 4996); C. Medusae, Lindl. (R. M. 4977); C. H. 29154; C. picturatum, Lindl. (R. M. 6092); C. pulchrum, N. E. Brown (L. H. 33; 608. A. F. 6; 699); C. Thouarsii, Lindl. (B. M. 4237). C. Sinense is evidently a trade name.

Being of rambling habit, with creeping rhizomes, Cirrhopetalums should be grown in baskets, sufficiently large to afford plenty of growing surface, and suspended from the roof, where they will get plenty of light and free access of air to the roots, which is equally essential. Liberal allowance must be made for drainage, which should consist of either broken potsherds or charcoal, the latter being preferable, as it is light, durable and contains nothing detrimental. Two-thirds ouno, or other coarse fiber, and one-third chopped sphagnum moss, well mixed together, afford a good compost; and after this has been carefully tucked in about the roots and interstices, the plant should be held firm with brass or copper wire until reestablished. The compost should be used rather sparingly to prevent over-watering. Many of the smaller-growing species do very well on orchid blocks, firmly attached, with a small quantity of compost beneath them. During the winter months, little or no shade is required. The temperature may range from 58° to 65° F. by night, with about 10° rise through the day, or even a little more, with sun heat, will do no injury. No artificial heat is necessary in summer, except in extreme cold or wet weather, but a shaded, moist location should be selected, such as is afforded in the cuttings or palm department. When the plants are dormant, light syringing overhead will keep the compost moist and the plants in healthy condition, but as the growing season advances, a liberal quantity of water and copious syringing in bright weather will be necessary. The stock is increased by division, the most judicious method being to cut nearly through the rhizome with a sharp knife, about three pseudobulbs behind the lead, just before growth action, allowing the part to remain until the dormant eyes start to grow, when it may be removed and planted as an established plant. An established plant which has been subjected to extra heat and moisture at this period will prove beneficial with the weak plants. All are of moderately easy culture.

ROBT. M. GREY.

CIRSIUM. Refer to Cactus.

CISSAMPELOS (Greek for Ivy and vine). Menispermaceae. Vines: lvs. in axillary racemes or clusters, the plant dioecious; sterile lvs. with 1 or 2 sepals and as many
CISSAMPELOS

L. inflorescence small, stamens inferior, fr. a subglobose drupe, with a flattened and tuberculate stone. Many species or distinct forms in tropical regions, but many of them are evidently forms of the widely distributed C. Parieta, Linn. This plant, as C. heterophylla, DC., and under other names is cult. in S. Fla. and the tropics. It is known as Velvet-leaf and Parieta Brava. It is an exceedingly variable vine, with downy, round-cordate or peltate lvs., the sterile fls. in stalked corymbes and the fertile in large-bracted racemes, and a hairy, nearly globular, red fruit. It occurs in all tropical countries.

L. H. B.

CISSUS (Greek name of ivy). Vitaeer. Very like Vitis, but differing in having the parts of the flower on 4's, the corolla not falling off as a cap, and the disk about the ovary ring-like or cup-like. Ampelopsis is distinguished by 5-merous fls. and the absence of a disk.

473. Cissus discolor. (× 1/4.)

However, certain 5-merous, disk-bearing species are referred in this book to Ampelopsis (C. Ampelopsis=C. cordata, C. stans=C. arborea). Cissus has a wide range and many species in warm countries. The latest monographer (Planchon, D.C. Monogr. Phaner. 5) recognizes 212 species. Foliage often fleshy, but in most of the cult. species usually thin and handsomely colored or variegated. The species of Cissus are handsome, tall-climbing, tendril-bearing vines, of easy cultivation.

A. Lvs. fleshy, 3-lobed or 3-foliolate.

áciida, Linn. Low climber, with slender and striate somewhat fleshy glabrous branches: lfts. or leaf-divisions rather small, broad-cuneate and sharply toothed near the apex: fls. small, in corymb-like or umbel-like clusters: fr. an ovoid and mucronate dark purple berry, with 1 or 2 large seeds, the pedicel being recurved at maturity. Key West and S.; also, in Ariz. and S. - Sometimes planted.

incisa, Desm. (C. Rochelina, Planchon). Climbing 20-30 ft., the stems very fleshy and the tendrils root-like: lvs. pale green, very fleshy; lfts. or divisions wedge-ovate, notched on both sides and top, the middle one sometimes again lobed: inflorescence umbel-like: fls. obvoid or high berry, with 1 or 2 seeds above the pedicel being strongly recurved. Fla., to Ark. and Tex. R.H. 1884. pp. 272-3. - Often planted in the extreme S. Sometimes called "Marine Ivy."

AA. Lvs. not fleshy, not lobed.

discolor, Blume. Fig. 173. Lvs. oblong-ovate, acuminate, coriaceae at base, bristly serrate, reddish beneath, velvety green with shiny black hairs. A little more hairy than C. discolor; both lvs. and stems glabrous, the latter red or more or less angled: fls. small and yellowish, in dense and very short, axillary clusters. Java. B. M. 4783. L. 13. F. S. 1886. - One of the best ground cover plants. Easily grown. Prop. by cuttings. Must have a season of rest, usually in spring or early summer. If wanted for winter growth, temperature must be about 75°. Known to some as the "Trailing Begonia."


Amazonica, Linn. Lvs. glabrous and glaucous, oval-acuminate and narrower, reddish beneath and silvery very flat below. Brazil. - Warhouse climber.

álbo-nitens, Hort. Lvs. oblong-acuminate, more or less cordate at base, silvery white and shining over the upper surface. Brazil. - Warhouse climber.

sicyoides, Linn. Branches terete or compressed, tuberous or smooth, striate: lvs. ovate or oblong, often cordate at base, margin more or less serrate or even cut, thickish, green: inflorescence corymbose-like, opposite the lvs., the fls. small, and varying from greenish to white and purplish: fr. an obovoid, 1-seeded berry. Very widely distributed in trop. Amer. - Exceedingly variable. One form (var. Floridana, Planch.), occurs in S. Fla., but is not in the trade. The C. argutaë of horticulturists is var. ovata, Planch., which has glabrous ovate or ovate-oblong red and somewhat glaucous lvs. Called "Season Vine" in tropics.


L. H. B.

CISTUS (ancien Greek name). Cistaceæ. Rock Rose. Shrubs, usually with villous and glandular tomentum, aromatic: lvs. opposite, mostly persistent, entire, the opposite petioles connate at the base: fls. large, in terminal and axillary cymes at the end of the branches, rarely solitary, white to purple; petals 5; stamens numerous; capsule many-seeded, splitting into 5 valves. About 30 species in the Mediterranean region. Ornamental, free-flowering shrubs, usually only a few foot high, and very showy purple or white lvs., similar to a small single rose, appearing in early summer. They are only hardy in warmer temperate regions, but many of them will stand 10° of frost without injury, and C. lividulus even more. They thrive best in a well drained, light soil, mostly preferring limestone soil, and in a sunny position; the opposite petals are well adapted for rockeries with southern aspect. The Cistuses do not bear heavy rain and should be grown in pots until planted out. Some species yield alumen, a resin, used in perfumery. Prop. by seeds sown in spring in pans or boxes and the young seedlings shaded; increased also by layers and cuttings of young vines or late summer softwood, Prop. by cuttings or layered in pots. Illustrated monograph: R. Sweet, Cistaceæ (S.C. of the following pages). In the Old World, the Cistuses...
are important garden plants, but they are little known in America.


**Crispus**, Linn. Compact shrub, to 2 ft., villous: lvs. sessile, 3-nerved, linear-lanceolate or oblong-elliptic, undulate, rugose above, villous beneath: fls. 3-4, nearly sessile, 1½-2 in. wide, deep rose-colored. **June-August. S.W. Europe. S.C. 25.**


**Parvillorus**, Lam. Much branched shrub, 1-2 ft.; tomentose: lvs. 3-nerved, elliptic-ovate, undulate rugose above, reticulate beneath, twisted, 1 in. long: fls. 3-5; petals pale rose, yellow at the base. S.C. 112. **Fl. June**; 5. **S.C. 117.**

**Laurifolius**, Linn. Shrubs, to 6 ft.: lvs. petioloed, ovate or ovate-lanceolate, glabrous above, white beneath or brownish tomentose beneath: lvs. 2-3½ in. wide; petals yellow blotched. **June-August. S.W. Europe. S.C. 47.**

**Laudaniferus**, Linn. Shrub, to 6 ft.; lvs. penninerved, glabrous above, whitish or brownish tomentose beneath: lvs. 2-3½ in. wide; petals yellow blotched. **June-August. S.W. Europe. S.C. 54.**

**Laudaniferus**, Lam. Shrub, to 6 ft.; lvs. penninerved, glabrous above, whitish or brownish tomentose beneath: lvs. 2-3½ in. wide; petals yellow blotched. **June-August. S.W. Europe. S.C. 54.**

**CITRUS** (Citrus Medica, var. citrina). See **Citrus.** Fig. 474. —A large, thick-rinded, lemon-like fr., somewhat cult, in Flor. and Calif. The rind is used in the making of preserves and confections.

The Citron is propagated by cuttings, layers, budding, and grafting. The usual method of propagating is by budding on a vigorous stock, in Florida preferably the rough lemon ("French lemon" or "orange-lomic"), but also on the sour orange. Grafting is so uncertain, owing to the prevailing high temperature, that it is seldom attempted. Cuttings of ripe wood root readily, both in the open ground and the propagating house. For open ground, select wood thoroughly ripe in December, and cut in lengths about 6 to 10 inches; clip off all but the top leaf, and insert in rows in well-drained soil, leaving the top bud exposed to the air. Watering must be done to keep up until the succeeding rainy season. A shade of lath or brush should be provided the rows of cuttings. By November of the following year, the young plants will be sufficiently well rooted to transplant. By making short cuttings, 2 or 3 inches long, of ripe wood, and inserting in the moist sand of the propagating house, less wood will be necessary and a higher percentage of rooted plants will result in a shorter period. These cuttings may be inserted at any time of year, but winter and early spring are preferable. The young rooted plants may be grown into large size in the nursery, until wanted for orchard setting. Layers are easily rooted by pegging down low branches of the Citron during the rainy season. They do not make such symmetrical trees as those grown from cuttings, or by budding.

The site for the Citron orchard should be on well-drained land, either naturally or, otherwise, as the best quality, similar to that selected for the lemon. In orchard planting, the trees should be set about 15x24 feet apart (although this is not arbitrary), as sufficient roots should be allowed for nutrition, healing and fruit, and plenty of sunlight and air. An abundance of sunshine and breezes are the greatest aids in keeping down insect pests and fungous troubles. The Citron is rather low-growing and inclined to make long lateral branches, which, if not cut back occasionally, touch the ground and form roots, rendering cultivation and fruit-gathering difficult. Cultivation is essentially the same as for the orange and lemon; shallow plowing in December at the time of applying fertilizer, followed by thorough harrowing every two or three weeks until the latter part of June. This keeps the top soil loose, conserving the moisture, and keeping down weeds and grass during the dry season. After the rains set in

**CITRUS.** A form of Watermelon.

**CITRUS.** A form of Watermelon.
during the summer all cultivation is stopped, and grass, beggar-weed, or field-peas allowed to cover the ground, preventing sunburning and providing a source of humus so necessary in keeping up proper fertility and texture of the sandy soil of Florida.

E. N. REASONER.

**CITRULLUS** (from Citrus). Cucurbitaceae. The genus which includes the Watermelon, Cucumina, the latest monographer (DC. Monogr. Phaner., 3), recognizes three species, all of the Old World, with the largest dispersion in Africa. Plant monocious, the two kinds of fls. solitary in the axils of the lvs.; fls. with a short, bell-like calyx tube and a deeply 5-cleft, yellow corolla. **C. vulgaris**, Schrad., is the Watermelon (which see), native to tropical and south Africa. **C. colocynthis**, Schrad., is the Cucumina, extract from the fruit of which furnishes a well-known purgative drug. It is native to the Mediterranean region and tropical Africa. The fruit is small and globular, gourd-like, smooth and partly colored, the flesh very bitter; lvs. deeply divided.

L. H. B.

**CITRUS** (ancient name for Citron). Rutáceae. Orange, Lemon, Citron, etc. Aromatic, glandular shrubs or small trees, mostly thorny; fls. alternate, with more or less winged petioles, compound, mainly unifoliolate (appearing as a simple leaf but really compound, as shown by the joint between the petiole and lamina, Fig. 473), in one species trifoliolate; fls. hermaphrodite; calyx capitate, 3-5-toothed; petals 4-8, linear-oblong, thick, glandular, imbricated in the bud; stamens numerous, 20-60, occasionally only 5; filaments more or less united; disk-cushion-shaped; ovary compound, composed of 5 to many united carpels, with a simple style and stigma, and central axial placenta; ovules 4-8 in each carpel, arranged in two rows: fr. a round, oblong or pear-shaped berry with leathery rind, containing numerous oil glands and juicy, aromatic pulp; seeds white, exalbuminous, with leathery coats, frequently containing 2 or more embryos. Native of tropical and subtropical Asia. Several species are extensively cultivated and have given rise to numerous cultivated forms. The so-called navel oranges have a second series of cells developing in the center of the fr., this being an incidental variation (Cf. Fig. 476). See Citron, Lemon, Lime, Orange, Pomelo. A. *PSEUDO-EGLE*—Lvs. trifoliolate, deciduous, with elliptical, dentate or ovate-lanceolate fts.: fls. white, 1-2 in the axil of each leaf, opening before the lvs. appear in spring; petals spatulate; ovary and disk hairy.

**trifoliata**, Linn. (C. triffola, Desf. *Egle sepiaria*, Desf. Figs. 477, 478, 479. A small tree armed with very strong, stiff thorns, 1-1½ ft. long; fr. golden yellow, about the size of a walnut, covered with short hairs; pulp rather dry, sour and bitter. Jap., and cult. widely in the United States. R. H. 1869, p. 15; 1877, p. 72; 1883:516; 1886, p. 253. Gn. 46:880 and p. 373. Mn. 3:101.—The fr. of the Trifoliata Orange is worthless as a whole, but is sometimes used for preserves. The plant is largely used for hedges, for which it is well adapted, forming a close, compact growth that nothing can penetrate. It is also used as a hardy stock on which to bud certain oranges and lemons, particularly the Satsuma and Kumquat. It is said to have the effect of somewhat dwarfing the more robust orange varieties budded on it, and of making them more hardy by rendering them dormant earlier in the fall, and retarding them from starting early in the spring. The Trifoliata Orange is hardy as far north as Philadelphia and New York. It is propagated by seeds, which are very numerous. Hybrids have been made between this and the common orange. The Trifoliata Orange is frequently listed in trade catalogues under the names *Limonia trifoliata* and *Fridhia aerundiosa*. These are tender, tropical shrubs, and should not be confused with the hardy *C. trifoliata*.

AA. *EUCITRUS*—Lvs. unifoliolate, evergreen; petals oblong; ovary and disk glabrous.

**Aurantiun**, Linn. (C. vulgaris, Risso). Orange. Figs. 476, 480. A small tree or shrub; young shoots light green, glabrous: lvs. elliptical or ovate, acute, obtuse, or acuminate; petiole narrowly or broadly winged: fls. hermaphrodite, pure white: fr. oblate-spherical or elliptical, not mammillate.

**Var. amara**, Linn. (C. bigaradun, Duham.). Sour, Bitter, or SEVILLE Orange. Lvs. deep green, ovate, pointed, very aromatic; petiole broadly wing-margined: fls. white, sweet-scented; fr. round, dark orange, frequently with tinge of red, very aromatic; rind somewhat rough; pulp sour and bitter. Southeastern Asia, and cult. in tropical and subtropical regions throughout the world. There are very few cultivated sorts of this variety or subspecies grown in the United States, and of the so-called Seville Orange—Here are the so-called Seville Orange, the so-called Seville Orange, and the so-called Seville Orange—Here are the *C. sour orange*); fr. deep orange or orange-red; pulp very sour. This is grown very extensively as a stock on which to bud varieties of the sweet orange, lemon, pomelo, etc. Very valuable as a stock because resistant to the serious disease mal-di-gamma or foot-rot. Bitter Sweet: Fr. of same external appearance as the Sour Orange but mildly acid and pleasant to the taste. Cultivated mainly for home use. The Sour Orange was evidently introduced into Florida very early by the Spaniards, and escaped from cultivation, becoming established as a wild species here and there throughout the peninsula of the state. In this wild state it was limited to moist lands near streams and lakes, in the so-called hammocks; and in some instances grew abundantly among the larger forest trees, over areas of 100 acres or more. The fr. of this var. *Amarum* is slightly bitter, and are the official *Folium aurantiun* or *Folium citri vulgaris*. An ethereal oil is manufactured from the fls., young sprouts and unripe fr. The pleasant-smelling, bitter Bigaradia oil is taken from the rind of the ripe fr. Large quantities of oil for perfume are manufactured from the fls. in southern France. The fr. is used for marmalade, and makes a very refreshing drink known in Florida as "orangeade."

**Var. Bergamia**, Wight, & Arn. *Bergamot Orange*. A bush or small tree: lvs. oblong; petiole wing-mar-
gined, of medium width: fls. small, white, sweet-smelling; fr. medium size, pear-shaped, smooth, light yellow, pulp subacid, greenish yellow. Cult. in Eu. since the seventeenth century. Only rarely cult. in the United States. B.M. 7194. — Bergamot oil is manufactured from the rind of this subspecies.

Var. Sinensis, Engler. (C. Aurantium, var. daleis, Linna. C. Tachítisus, Hort.). COMMON SWEET ORANGE, including the MALTA or PORTUGUESE ORANGE. Tree, 20-35 ft.; young branches pale green, angular, glabrous: frs. oblong-ovate, pointed; pediole narrowly winged: fls. large, white; fr. mainly round, occasionally elliptical or ovate, orange or yellowish; pulp when ripe sweet or slightly acid. India. Cultivated extensively in all tropical and subtropical regions of the world. — The Sweet Orange is valued mainly for its sweet, delicious fruit, which is eaten raw or made into marmalades, wine, etc. The rind is sweet and aromatic, and is used for culinary purposes. The extensive cultivation of the orange has led to the development of numerous varieties, some 70 varieties being cultivated in the United States. Some of these forms are propagated fairly true to seed, but the majority are not, and must be propagated by budding or grafting. Following is a list of some of the most highly prized of the cultural forms: Bahia (also known as Washington Navel and Riverside Navel); Fr. 4-5 ft., large, solid and heavy, seedless, with prominent navel mark at apex; pulp juicy and of fine texture. Introduced from Brazil. The most popular variety cultivated in California, where it bears heavily. In Florida it is a shy bearer. — Boone (Boone Early): Fr. round, medium size, fair quality; very early. Florida. — Centennial: Fr. round, medium size, early medium, quality excellent. Florida. — Du Roi: Fr. round, small or medium size, late medium; seeds ribbed; thorns few. An excellent fruit in Florida, but has not given satisfaction in Cal. Foreign. — Hart Late (Tardive, Excel-
budded on the hardy trifoliata orange stock.—Tangerine : Fr. very early, light orange, medium size. Foreign. 

Decumana, Linn. (C. Pomeleum, Hort.). POMEROY, POMELO, SHADDOCK, GRAPE-FRUIT, POMPELMOS, etc. Tree

Aurantium : Fr. late medium, size medium. Florida.—Josselyn: Fr. large, late medium, quality good; prolific. Florida. — Hart: Fr. late medium, large, of very good quality. Florida.—Marsh (Marsh's Seedless): Fr. with very few seeds, said to be of good quality and prolific, of recent origin. Florida. — Pernambuco: Prolific: Fr. late, large; thorns short. South America. — Royal: Fr. small, early medium, only slightly bitter; prolific. Florida.—Tresca: Pulp rose-colored, said to be of excellent quality. Bahama Islands.—Triumph: Fr. small, late medium, quality very good. Florida. — Walter: Fr. late medium, large, of recent origin. Florida. Pear-shaped varieties—Shadocks: Blood: Fr. large; pulp reddish or flesh-colored, of fair quality.—Mammoth: Fr. very large, but practically worthless. —Fruit: Fr. small, orange-colored, of fair quality. The so-called "Bell Grape-fruit" is probably identical with this.

Japonica, Thunb. KUMQUAT, KIN-KAN, KIN-KITS, etc. Fig. 481. A low bush, with smooth, angular branches: lvs. small, linear-lanceolate, slightly serrate, pointed or blunt, wedge-shaped at the base; pedicles narrowly wing-margined: fls. small, solitary or in clusters, in the axils of the lvs.; petals 5; stamens about 20, filaments united: fr. small, often only 1/2 of an in. in diam., ovate, oblong or spherical, orange-colored, 5-or 6-celled: pulp sour; rind sweet. Cochin China or China. Cultivated extensively in Japan, Florida and California. R.H. 1875, p. 299. The following are the two cultivated varieties commonly grown in the United States: Marumi (Round Kumquat): Fr. round, small, 1/2-1 1/2 in. in diam.; tree slightly thorny.—Namami (oval or oblong Kumquat): Fr. ovate or oblong, 3/4-1 in. in diam. and 1 1/2-2 in. long; tree thornless. — The fruit of the Kumquat, as it is most commonly called in America, is coming to be much prized for preserving, and is also used fresh to considerable extent, the sweet rind, as well as the pulp, being eaten. Both the round and the oval sorts have beautiful dense, dark green foliage, and form excellent orange trees of dwarf habit for pot culture. They are commonly budded or grafted on trifoliata or sweet orange stocks.

Medica, Linn. (named for the country Media). Fig. 474. Citron, in the broadest sense, including citron, lemon and lime. Bush or small tree: young shoots glabrous, mostly reddish or purplish, in some yellowish green: lvs. smooth, oblong, acut; fls. hermaphroditic or frequently unisexual, mostly reddish or tinged with red without: fr. spherical, ovate or oblong, often mamillate at apex. India. — A very variable species, much modified by cultivation and apparently mixed by hybridization, so that it is almost impossible to determine the relationship of the different forms.

Var. gemmata, Engler. Citron proper. Lvs. oblong, serrate or crenate; petiole short, wingless: fr. large, frequently 3-4 in. in diam. and 6-7 in. long, mostly ovate-oblong, mamillate; rind very thick, tender, aromatic, more or less rough and warted (rugose); pulp but slightly developed, dry (lacking in juice), acid or sub-acid,—The Citron is cultivated to some extent in Florida and California, but not so extensively as in Italy and the Mediterranean region. All varieties are very tender,
probably being the most easily injured by cold of any of the citrous fruits. It is prop. by seeds, cuttings, layering, etc. The cultivated varieties do not propagate true to seed, and must be budded or grafted. The fr. is prized for the thick, tender, aromatic rind, which is preserved or candied, and used extensively for culinary and confectionary purposes. Many forms and horticultural varieties are grown in Florida and California, but none have thus far proved of noteworthy commercial value. The Corsican, a variety recently introduced by the U.S. Department of Agriculture from Corsica, has given evidence of being a desirable commercial sort for cultivation in this country.

Var. *Limon*, Linn. *Lemon*. Small, spreading trees or shrubs; young branches smooth, yellowish green; lvs. ovate-oblong, crenate or serrate; petiole short, marginless or slightly winged: fr. medium sized, yellow, round, ovate or elliptical, mostly manillate; rind thin, aromatic; pulp abundant, very juicy and acid. India. Cultivated extensively in all tropical and subtropical regions of the world. The Lemon is one of our most important commercial fruits, and is grown extensively in California and Florida. Large quantities of the fruit are also imported, mainly from Italy. The Lemon is not so easily injured by cold as the citron, but is more tender than the orange or pomelo. The entire fruit, rind and pulp, is used extensively for culinary and confectionary purposes, for the manufacture of citric acid and for lemonade, etc. It is commonly proc. by seeds, but may also be readily grown from cuttings. The culti

481. Kumquat — *Citrus japonica* (X 1/2). vated varieties must be prop. by budding or grafting, or by cuttings, as they do not come true to seed. The following are the most important horticultural varieties: Beliar. — Fr. lemon-shaped, blunt. Foreign. — Eureka. — Fr. early, few-seeded; tree thornless. Foreign. — Genoa. — Fr. medium size, early, oval, nearly seedless; tree everbearing, thornless. Foreign. — Lisbon. — Fr. medium size, fine grained, strongly acid; few seeds; tree thorny. Foreign. — Villa France. — Fr. medium size, qual-

is a fruit of doubtful relationship. Its appearance sug-
suggests that if Cive were a hybrid between some Citron and Lemon. It is a strong, vigorous grower, and forms an excellent stock, in warm localities, for the various orange varieties. It is the best stock for the Bahia naval orange, unusually increasing its fruitfulness.

Var. *acidus*, Hook. (C. *Medica*, var. *Linéata* of trade catalogues, etc.). *Lime*. A bush or small tree, 10-20 ft. high; lvs. oval or elliptical, small, crenate or serrate; petiole wing-margined, but not as broadly so as in the sour orange and pomelo; frs. small, white or with a slight pinkish tinge without; petals normally 5, but often 4; fr. small, spherical, ovate or elliptical; rind thin, light lemon-yellow, bitter; pulp very sour and somewhat bitter, juicy. India. Extensively cultivated in the West Indies and Florida, where it has escaped from cultivation and grows abundantly wild, frequently forming dense thickets. B.M. 6715. The horticultural varieties commonly cultivated in the United States are: Mexican (West Indian); Fr. small, oblong. Escaped from cultivation in South Florida and the West Indies. Supposed to have been introduced from Mex. — Persian; Fr. larger than in the preceding; said to be of excellent quality. Introduced from Persia. — Rangpur (Mandarin Lime); Fr. resembling a mandarin orange in having easily removable rind and separable segments or carpels; said to be of excellent quality. Introduced from India. — Tahiti; Fr. large, early, nearly seedless, of fine quality; tree nearly thornless; prolific. Introduced from Tahiti. This is probably the most highly prized variety of Lime grown. Until recently, the Lime had been used mainly for the manufacture of lime juice, which had become a standard article of commerce, and citric acid. Recently, limeade has become very popular at the soda fountains throughout the country, and this use is so rapidly extending that in a few years it will doubtless make Lime-growing an important industry.

H. J. WEBBER.

CIVE (written also Chive). *Allium Schoenoprasum*, Linn., a perennial plant native to Europe and the northern borders of the U.S. and northward. See *Allium*. The leaves of Cive are used green as seasoning in soups, salads and stews; but, like other vegetables of this class, it is little known in America. Cive grows 6 to 8 inches high, making dense mats of narrow, hollow leaves, and
bloom freely in violet-colored heads, which scarcely overtop the foliage. The plant makes an excellent permanent edging, and is worth growing for this purpose alone. It is easily propagated by dividing the clumps; but like other tufted plants, it prospers by having the stools broken up and replanted every few years. It readily seeds. It thrives in any garden soil. The leaves may be cut freely, for they quickly grow again.

L. H. B.

**CLADANTHUS** (Greek, *klaados*, branch, and *anthos*, flower; alluding to this monotypic genus from Anthemis). *Compósito*. An annual, yellow-rayed herb, branched from the base in a forming manner. A flower terminates each branch, whereupon two new branches start directly beneath the flower. Each of these is temporarily stopped by a flower, and so on. A free-flowering, hardy annual, requiring no special care.


**CLADOTHAMNUS** (*klaados*, branch, and *thaumus*, bush, from the Greek). *Eriáceae*. Erect shrubs, with many virgate branches; lvs. deciduous, alternate, entire; lvs. pink, terminal, 1–3, nodding; c. polls divided to the base or nearly so into 5 obovate petals; stamens 10; capsule 5–6-celled. Two species in Pacific N. America, from Alaska to Washington. Hardy deciduous shrubs, with handsome, rather large, pink fls. in summer; rarely cultivated. They will probably grow best in a peaty and sandy soil, in a half-shady position; prop. by seeds or by cuttings of soft wood under glass, and by layers.


**CLADRASIS** (Greek, *brittle branch*). *Virgilia* of gardens. *Logánisso*. Deciduous trees: lvs. alternate, odd-pinnate, with few, rather large, entire, short-stalked leaflets; fls. in long, often panicked racemes, white, papilionaceous; calyx campanulate, 5-toothed; stamens 10, free or connate only at the base; pod linear, compressed, with 3–4 seeds. Two species in N. Amer. and E. Asia. Hardy ornamental trees of medium size, with showy fls. and handsome foliage, turning bright yellow in fall. They thrive in almost any soil. Prop. by seeds, sown in spring, or by root cuttings, dug up in fall and kept in sand or moss, moderately moist and cool, until spring.


**Amúránsis**, Koch (Macedia Amúránsis, Rupr.). Tree, to 95 ft.: leaves 7–11, elliptic–oblong–ovate, rounded at the base, glabrous, 2½ in. long; racemes erect, dense, often panicked at the base, 4–8 in. long; fls. whitish, about ½ in. long. July, Aug. Manchuria. B.M. 6531.— Var. Baúergeri, Maxim., from Japan, has the lvs. pubescent beneath.

**CLARKIA** (Captain Wm. Clark, companion of Lewis and Clark, explorer of the Rocky Mt. region). *Onagráceae*. Herbs of western N. Amer., with alternate, mostly entire lvs. and showy fls. in the upper axils or in terminal racemes. Fls. regular, the calyx tubular, the petals 4, narrow at the base and entire or lobed, wide-spread; stamens 8, the alternate ones shorter; stigma 4, large; pod oblong or linear, 4-sided. Clarkias are hardy annuals of easy cult. They thrive in a warm, light soil, either fully exposed to the sun or in partial shade. Useful for low masses or for edgings; also for vases and baskets. They have been much improved by domestication.

**CLARKIA elegans**, Dougl. (*C. nertifólia*, Hort.). Fig. 483. From 1–5 ft. high in cult., glabrous or nearly so, the stems reddish and glaucous, simple or sparingly branched; fls. broad-ovate to linear, remote-dentate: fls. purple or rose-colored, running into white vars.; double forms in cult.; claw of the petal about as long as its rhomboidal limb: capsule sessile. B.M. 3392. R.H. 1845:385. Mn. 1: 22. — One of the commonest annual fls.

**rhomboidea**, Dougl. Not so tall and more slender: lvs. glab, lance-oblong or ovate-oblung, entire; claw often toothed, shorter than the rhomboidal limb: capsule stalked. R.H. 1864:151! — Perhaps not in cult.

**pulchella**, Pursh. Fig. 484. One ft. to 1½ in. high, branched, often tufted and dwarf, the stems mostly puberulent: lvs. narrowly lance-oblong to linear, narrowed into a petiole, entire; fls. lilac, running into white vars.; capsule stalked. B.M. 1958. R.H. 185:285; 1856, p. 557. — Common in cult. There are semi-double forms.

L. H. B.
CLEMATIS (Greek name of a climbing plant). Rambouilletae. Climbing vines, or erect or ascending perennial herbs, more or less woody; lvs. opposite, slender petiolate, pinnately compound, lobed, or in some species entire; sepals usually 4 or 5, sometimes more; valvate in the bud, petaloid; petals none (or small in Atragene section); stamens many; pistils many; akenes in a head, 1-seeded; style persistent, long; plumose, silky or naked. Fig. 492. About 150 species of the wide geographical distribution, most abundant in temperate regions. About 20 species found native in North America.—Les Clematites, Alphonse Lavallée, Paris, 1884; referred to below by "Lav."—The Clematis as a Garden Flower, Thomas Moore and George Jackman, London, 1872; referred to below by "M. & J."—Clematisses, Dr. Jules le Bède, in Bull, de la Societé d'Hort. de la Sarthe; republished in The Garden (vol. 53), June—Oct. 1885.—O. Kuntze, Monogr. der Gattung Clematis in Verh. Bot. Ver. Brandenburg. 26 (1885).—A. Gray, Fl. N. Am. 1: 4-9, 1855.

A rich soil of a light, free character is the best for Clematisses, and a little mixture of lime will make it better. The soil must be well drained, and must be kept rich by at least annual applications of horse- or cow-manure. On dry, hot soils, compost, and heavy soils a thorough dressing of rich leaf-mold would best serve the purpose. Mulching with half-rotted manure on the approach of winter tends to increase the strength of the plants and the size of the flowers. In dry seasons, spraying is always helpful during the growing season.

Clematisses belonging to the Montana, Cerulea, Florida, and Lanuginosa types should be pruned in February or March, by cutting away all weak, straggling and overcrowded branches. The first three mentioned flower from the ripened wood; it is essential, therefore, that in order to secure blossoms, enough of the strong one-year-old wood should be retained. Viticella, eustachia, and Lanuginosa should be vigorously cut back, say in November; they blossom from the new shoots. Those of the Cerulea type should be pruned very little, soon after the flowers have disappeared, by simply trimming off useless branches and seed-bearing peduncles.

Clematisses of the vigorous climbing varieties are used in many places to cover walls, root fences, mounds, arbors, balconies, trellises, small buildings, and, in fact, many other places the ingenious gardener will think of. For pot culture in the greenhouse, and for conservatory walls, the less vigorous species are best suited. All the most varieties and hybrids of the Clematiss types, including Henry and the forms of Jackmani, are well adapted to this use, as well as for outdoor purposes. The dwarfer and more bushy species are used in greenhouses to some extent, but are found principally in borders or on large rockeries. Of the latter J. B. Keller says: "Their flowers are not so large as we see them in most of the climbers, yet they are indispensable in the flower garden, being prolific bloomers and free growers in ordinarily rich, deep garden soil. There is room for improvement in this class, however, and specialists who hitherto have done so much for the climbers, ought to direct their efforts now to the long-neglected bare Clematis which, having been made, will result in the large-flowering C. integripetala, var. Durabilis, but we expect more of them in the future." See special notes on culture and hybrid-forming qualities after the descriptions of some of the species and varieties.

The most common method of propagation is by grafting. Roots of C. Flammula or C. Viticella are used; the cions are taken from plants that have been under glass, and are used before the wood is entirely ripe. Cions taken from plants grown in the garden in summer are rarely successful. The grafts, in pots or trays, are grown in a moist coolhouse, over gentle heat. Another method of propagation, involving less labor but usually successful, is to take cuttings of nearly ripe wood, grown under glass, and treat them as the cions first above mentioned, without the roots. The latter method is practiced preferably in summer in...
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gentle hotbeds; shading, spraying, and later on airing, must be strictly attended to. Layering is practiced when plants are at hand. The knife is not used in the operation, but a twist of the stem will split the inner bark lengthwise. Every other joint is thus treated, pegged down, and covered with soil. It is best to leave the layering undisturbed until the following spring. Many of the species are often propagated by seed, and many new varieties have thus been formed. The number of hybrids is almost countless; in this account are carefully recorded all those in the American trade which are traceable to their origin.

The Clematis is subject to a very serious disease, due to the deperformations of a nematode worm in the roots. This trouble is most serious under glass and alongside buildings. The ground does not freeze deep. The parasite is probably distributed in the soil adhering to pot-grown plants. It is probable that hard freezing kills the parasite. There is no remedy, so far as known, for affected plants. Using only soil which has been frozen is to be recommended to the propagator. K. C. Davis.

The hybrid varieties of Clematis, commonly known as the large-flowering sorts, are, when successfully grown, among the most beautiful of hardy climbing plants. The commercial propagation and growing of most of the large-flowering varieties, however, is attended with so many difficulties and disappointments that it has never been very generally attempted by nurseriesmen or florists in this country. At the present time there are scarcely half a dozen houses on this continent who attempt the propagation of Clematis to any considerable extent, and it is only within the past fifteen years that Clematises have been commercially grown even by this limited number. Prior to that, practically all of the large-flowering Clematis planted in this country were imported from Europe, the major part being supplied by Holland, whose moist atmosphere and black soil produces large, vigorous plants whose climatic conditions are so entirely different from those usually found in this country that the plants often failed to adapt themselves to their new surroundings, and did not thrive to the extent that their good size and vigorous condition seemed to give promise.

The propagation of Clematis throughout Europe is usually effected by grafting pieces of well-ripened, year-old wood upon roots of almost any of the more vigorous growing species, Clematis Flammula being most commonly used. In this country, on the contrary, the method commonly pursued is by means of cuttings from young wood, struck in sand, with gentle bottom heat, usually during May. So far as concerns the comparative vigor and desirability of plants produced by these two methods, there is small choice between them. It has been our experience that propagation by cuttings is, in this country, the more rapid and economical way, and, further, it removes the possibility, sometimes realized in grafted plants, of sprouts being thrown up from the roots, and, if in the hands of an un-informed amateur, entirely "running out" the variety grafted in.

Clematises hybridize so readily that the number of varieties resultant from various crosses forms a long list. But while so many have been dignified with names and places in the catalogues of nurseriesmen, yet the varieties of large-flowering Clematis that have proved so valuable as to secure permanent places for themselves in popular demand almost can be counted upon one's fingers. There are many varieties possessing most beautiful shades and variations of coloring that fail to attain popularity, chiefly on account of deficiency in two essential characteristics,—vigorous habit of growth and abundance of bloom. Clematis Jackmani, purple, originated in 1852, by Mr. George Jackman, was one of the first hybrid Clematises introduced, and still stands as the most popular, and, of its color, the most valuable variety yet known. The new variety, Madame Edouard Andre, a deep, rich crimson, is distinct and novel, being at this time the only large-flowering sort of a truly crimson shade. It is of fully as vigorous habit as the Jackmani, and its flowers are similarly massed, though not produced in quite such profusion. Clematis Madame Baron Veillier is another new and distinct variety that promises to prove a valuable acquisition. It is of exceedingly vigorous habit, and the flowers are quite freely produced, though, being more dispersed over the plant, they do not make so much of a show as do varieties whose flowers are closely massed. The flowers are of very large size and of a light rose color, shaded with lilac. Of white varieties, Henry, Mrs. George Jackman and Lauglaudiosa Candida, all of them introduced long ago, still remain about the most desirable ones known. Ramona, deep sky-blue, is a variety which originated on our grounds some ten years ago. It is of extra large size, often 9 to 10 inches across, of very vigorous habit and free-flowering.

Of double-flowered varieties, Duchess of Edinburgh, white, is the best known in this country, and about the most desirable, though a new double white variety, called "Snowdrift," originated by the famous Luther Burbank, and now being propagated by us, promises to excel it in both floriferousness and vigor of growth. John Gould Veitch is a double sort with flowers of lavender-blue, but, with us at least, has seemed a shy bloomer and of weak habit. Mme. Groenbe (purplish violet), Star of India (purple), Velutina Purpurea (purple), and Viticella Venosa (reddish purple), are all desirable varieties.

Although they are in reality slightly less hardy than the Florida and Patens types, we would recommend for northern localities varieties of the Lauglaudiosa, Viticella and Jackmanii types, which produce their flowers from young growing wood. Plants of these types, even if frozen back to the ground, will still produce a good show of flowers, since, as stated, they bloom from the young growing wood. Indeed, they need to be pruned back considerably anyway to induce a free growth of young wood. With plants of the Patens and Florida types, which blossom from year-old wood, a severe freezing back of the plants would destroy the crop of flowers for the year.

Of the small-flowering varieties, Clematis paniculata (white), introduced from Japan, has proved a wonderfully valuable acquisition in this country, and has already become exceedingly popular. It is of remarkably vigorous habit, often making a growth of 20 to 25 feet in a season. It seems thus far to be entirely free from

465. Spray of Clematis paniculata.
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disease, is delightfully fragrant, and so floriferous that the blossoms form a dense sheet of bloom, remaining in full beauty for several weeks. The foliage is very thick and heavy, thus making it very desirable for covering porches and arbors.

Crispa (blue) and Cecinea (red) are varieties with very pretty, bell-shaped flowers. They are easily grown and do very well in almost all situations.

The perennial, non-climbing varieties of Clematis are most pleasing border plants, succeeding well in all ordinary soils and making a rich show of bloom at their flowering season. Indiana (blue) and Recta (white) are about the best known and most desirable varieties of this class.

To grow Clematis most successfully, they should be given a good depth of loamy soil, with a fair supply of well rotted manure spaded in and thoroughly distributed through the soil. In hot, dry weather, the plants should be regularly watered in order to obtain the greatest number of blossoms, possible, for the plants are very susceptible to injury by drought. A point of great importance, especially in caring for newly set plants, is to provide a firm support for them to climb upon. A solid wooden or metal trellis is preferable, for the reason that it prevents the plants from being whipped about by the winds, which often results either in breaking the stalks just above the ground or else in cracking the outer bark of the stalks and rendering it more liable to the attacks of insects and fungous diseases. Training the vines upon strings, or a pliable support of any kind, is not to be advised for this reason. Propagation of the hybrid varieties is effected both by cuttings and by grafts. All of the type varieties grow readily from seed.

**Jackson & Perkins Co.**

Index: Alpha, 32; aristata, 9; aromaticula, 29; azurea, 14, bledder, 20; brevicaudata, 6; caerulea, 14; Californica, 8; candida, 19; candidissima, 12; Catesbyana, 7; cirrhosa, 15; coerulea, 21; Columbiana, 31; crispa, 9; crassa, 22; Davidiana, 25; Douglasii, 26, Drummondii, 3; erecta, 1; eriostemon, 18; excelsior, 12; Flammula, 2; Flammulata, 9; Florida, 20; Fortunata, 29; Fremontii, 27; fulgens, 18; grandiflora, 14, 15; granvillea, 11; Hendersonii, 18; Henryi, 12; heracleoflora, 25; Hookeri, 25; indivia, 17; integrifolia, 25; Jackmani, 12; Kermitzus, 18; lamquinosa, 12; ligustiellfolia, 8; lilicina-floribunda, 18; marmorata, 18; Meyeriana, 10; modesta, 18; montana, 15; nivea, 12; occasionalis, 32; ochroleuca, 39; odorata, 15; orientalis, 11; paniculata, 5; potens, 14; Pieroti, 16; Piicheri, 24; purpurea-biflora, 18; recta, 1; reticulata, 21; rubella, 2; Sargentii, 24, S. virida, 32; Sieboldii, 20; Standishii, 14; Stanleyi, 13; stans, 25; tubulosa, 25; Tubmeridensis, 12; verticillaris, 31; Viorina, 21; Virginiae, 7; Vitabella, 4; Vitticella, 18.

A. True petals none; sepals petaloid. Clematis proper.

B. Styles of fruit very long and plumose (Fig. 492).

c. Fls. on the new growth, numerous, small, appearing in the last half of the season, often in panicles. Clematina section.

d. Herbaecous, nearly erect.

1. recta, Linn. (C. recta, Linn.). Herbaceous, somewhat tufted, 2-3 ft. long; lvs. pinnate; fls. stalked, ovate, acuminate, entire; fls. numerous, on a large, branching, terminal corymb; white, sweet-scented, 1 in. across, June-Aug. S. Eu. Gn. 52, p. 310; 53, p. 547; Var. pelusa, Lemondie. Fully doubled, button-like blossoms.

**Var. rubella**, Belz (C. rubella, Pers., not Hort.). Differs from the type in having the fls. red outside.

**E. Fls. usually perfect, nearly white.**


**Var. rubella**, Belz (C. rubella, Pers., not Hort.). Differs from the type in having the fls. red outside.

**3. Drummondi, Torr. & Gray.** Allied to C. Flammula; stem and lvs. ashy pubescent; lvs. finely pinnate; fls. white, much less abundant; styles becoming 2-3 in. long. Sept. Dry ground, Tex. to Ariz.


**EE. Fls. monocious or dioecious, white or whitish.**

**7. Virginiana, Linn.** Fig. 487. Climbing 12 to 15 ft.: lvs. ternate, lfts. glabrous, cut-toothed, bases often coriaceous; fls. white, in leafy panicles, often monocious or dioecious, about 1 in. across when expanded: plumose styles 1 in. or more in length. July-Sept. Nova Scotia to Ga., westward to Kans. G.W.F.A. 12. D. 103.


**8. ligusticifolia, Nutt.** Allied to C. Virginiana, but having 5-7 lfts., of firmer texture, rather more pubescent, variable in form and margin, but usually 3-lobed or coarsely toothed: fls. white, 5/ in. across, in terminal and axillary panicles; styles densely silky-pubescent, with long, straight hairs. Aug. Missouri to N. Mexico and Brit. Columbia. Int. 1851. **Var. Californica, Wats.**, has no marked difference: lvs. usually smaller and perhaps more tomentose.
9. *Clematis*, Benth. Climbing: lvs. coriaceous, 3-parted; segments nearly entire, ovate-acuminate, with bases cuneate; fls. in small, axillary panicles; sepals 4, spreading, dull or white; anthers shorter than the filaments. Late summer. —Suitable for greenhouse use, but not yet well introduced. *C. arilata*, of B. R. 3:283, is a fair representation of this plant.

10. *Meyeniana*, Walp. Climbing rapidly, more hardy than *C. crassifolia*; lvs. much the same, but with the segments obtuse or cordate at the base: fls. much as in that species, but with the anthers longer than the filaments. Late summer. China.

EEE. Fls. perfect, yellow, and more spreading than the preceding.


EE. Fls. on the new growth, appearing successively throughout the summer.

D. Climbing plants.

12. *lanuginosa*, Lindl. (including var. *pallida*, Hort.). Climbing only 5 or 6 ft.; lvs. simple or of 3 lfts., cordate-acuminate, woolly beneath: fls. erect, woolly in the bud, the largest of the wild species, being 6 in. across; sepals 5 or 6, broadly ovate, leathery, rather flat, overlapping, lavender or bluish gray; center of stamens pale reddish brown; styles plumose. Summer. Native near Ningpo.

488. *Clematis Henryi*. One-fourth size.

13. *Clematis*, Linn. Like the type, except that the simple lvs. and lfts. of the compound lvs. are much larger, and the fls. are larger, being 7–8 in. across. —Perhaps a hybrid of *C. corveula*.

Var. *palvina*, Lemoine (*C. palvina*, Hort.). Lvs. larger, more pointed, and darker in shade.

Other forms of *C. lanuginosa* are:

**Lady Caroline Nevill** (Lady Caroline Nevill, Hort.). Fls. many in a cluster; sepals, nearly white, with mauve-colored stripes down the center of each. Gn. 46 p. 33.—One of the finest light-colored varieties.

**Marie Lefebvre** (Marie Lefebvre, Hort.). Resembles the last, but has 8 sepals, more pointed, and darker in shade.

**Madame Van Houtte** (C. Madame Van Houtte, Hort.). Late-blooming; sepals pale-blue, becoming white.

**Madame Thibaut** (C. Madame Thibaut, Hort.). Very abundant. —Thought to be a hybrid with *C. viticella*.

**The President** (C. The President, Hort.). A rich violet-blue flower.

**Excelsior** (C. Excelsior, Hort.). Fls. double; sepals grayish purple, with a reddish bar down the center of each. F. S. 20:1905.

Of the more certain hybrids of this group, some of which are so closely allied to *C. lanuginosa* as to be considered varieties of it, the following are the best in the American trade:

E-E. Fls. white or whitish.

**Gloire de St. Julien**, Carre. (*C. corveula*, var. *plena*). Plant, much like *C. lanuginosa*, but with larger fls.; sepals 6–8, white or pale gray at first; stamens yellow.

**Heuritz**, Anderson-Henry (*C. flavo-vitacea*, var. Fortunée). Fig. 448. Robust plant; free bloomer; fls. creamy white, becoming fully expanded when grown in the open sun or under glass. Aug.–Nov. —It resembles more the mountainous hybrid with *C. viticella*.

**Otto Froebel**, Lemoine (*C. corveula*). Lvs. leathery, simple or 3-parted; fls. of fleshly texture, grayish white, sometimes becoming bluish; sepals 8, blunt, broad; anthers brownish.

**Impératrice Eugénie**, Carre (*C. var. pallida* *C. corveula*). Lvs. simple or 3-parted; lfts. broad and wolly; fls. 8–9 in. across, with 8 broad, white sepals.

**Jeanne d’Arc**, Dauresse. Same cross as last and much like it, but the sepals are grayish white, with 3 blue bars down the center of each.

EE. Fls. some shade of blue, lavender, purple, etc., except in some forms, of *C. Jackmani*.


**La France**, Hort. (*C. Jackmani*). Lvs. smooth; buds woolly; buds deep cobalt-blue, pointed, with wavy edges.

**Reine des Belles**, Boisselot (same cross as the last). Fls. large, blue, with broad, recurved sepals.


**Gem Baker**, (C. *Standishii*). Lvs. 3-parted or simple; fls. like *C. lanuginosa* in form; grayish blue.


Other hybrids or varieties of *C. Jackmani* are:


DD. Herbaceous, erect.

13. Stéanley Hook. (C. Stéanleyana, Hort.). Erect, robust, herb, 3 ft. high: tvs. lanceolate, rather more slender, and leaves smaller and narrower than C. lanuginosa: fls. spreading; sepals about 8, rather narrow, delicate lilac: stamens purple. Spring. Isle of Nippon, Japan. M. & J. 3: 1955. B. M. 195:126. Should be grown on a northern exposure to preserve the color of the flowers. It is almost as prolific as C. lanuginosa in producing garden varieties and hybrids, and it is the most likely of all to produce double-flowered forms.

Var. grandiflora, Hook. (C. acre, var. grandiflora, Hort.). Fls. larger than the type. B. M. 2983.


cccc. Fls. on the year-old ripened wood, appearing in late winter, spring, or early summer.

d. Sepals more than 4, usually 6-9.


Var. grandiflora, Hort. Fls. 3-4 in. across. B. M. 4061.


499. Clematis Jackmani, var. alba.
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8. Viticella, Linn. Climbing 8-12 ft.; lvs. sometimes entire, but usually divided into 3 nearly entire lfts.: fls. 1½-2 in. in diam., growing singly on peduncles; sepals 4, blue, purple or rosé-purple, obovate, pointed, reflexed; stamens yellow; fr. with rather short tails, devoid of plumules. June-Aug. S. Eu. to Persia. R.H. 1860, p. 183; 1876:110; 1879:256 (vars.). B.M. 365. Lav. 7. —This is the type of one of the leading groups of garden Clematises, and is one of the parents of the Jackmanii type of bybuids.

The following are garden varieties:


Lav. 111. Fls. large, expanded when mature.

19. Campanilla, Brodt. Climbing 10-15 ft.; fls. reflexed and bell-shaped as in the above type or more so; foliage purple or white. June-July. Native of Portugal. L.B.C. 10:987. Lav. 8. —This has been called C. Viticella because of its close resemblance in flower, fruit and leaf; but the lvs. are often twice ternate, and the plant is much more slender in habit.

20. Florida, Thum. A slender plant, climbing 9-12 ft.; lvs. variable, more or less ternate or biternate; lfts. small, ovate-lanceolate; fls. 2–4 in. across, flat when expanded; the 5–6 broad, ovate sepals creamy white, barred with purple beneath; stamens purplish. May-June. Jap. B.M. 834. R.H. 1856:41.


Belles of Woking (C. Belle of Woking, Hort.). A hybrid form: flowers very full and double; sepals purple.


F. Smaller, pitcher-shaped or tubular.

21. Viorea, Linn. Fig. 491. Climbing 8-10 ft.; lvs. not glaucous nor coriaceous; lfts. subcoriaceous-ovate to ovate-lanceolate, slightly reticulated: fls. solitary, on long peduncles, pitcher-shaped; sepals 4, 1 in. long, variable in color, often dull reticulated, thick and leathery, tips often recurved; styles plumose when mature. June-Aug. Penn. to Alabama and westward. Lav. 17.

Var. cocinea, A. Gray (C. cocinea, Engl. & Diels.). Lvs. glaucous, subcoriaceous; lfts. broader than the type, often obtuse or retuse; sepals carmine or scarlet. Texas. Lav. 19 (as C. texensis). B.M. 5934. Gn. 19:275. Gt. 32:86. R. H. 1878:10; 1888:348. —Much superior to the type, because of its beautiful flowers. Some of the garden forms of this variety, which have probably been produced by crossing it with harder Clematises, are found under the names: Countess of Onslow, deep scarlet, G.U. III. 16:9; Countess of York, white, tinted with pink; Duchess of Albany, clear pink, Gn. 52:1140.

22. crispa, Linn. A slender climber, reaching 3-4 ft.; lvs. very thin; Hts. 3-5 or more, variable in outline and sometimes undivided, often 3-lobed: fls. purple, varying to whitish, cylindrical or bell-shaped; 1-2 in. long; points of sepals recurved; styles of fl. hairy but not plumose. June–Sept. Virginia to Texas. B.R. 22:60. Lav. 14. —This and the allied species are fragrant.

23. reticulata, Walt. A slender climber, allied to the last: lvs. much reticulated and very coriaceous; lfts. oblong in the axis of the tendril; bell-shaped; sepals recurved, crisply at the margin; mature fr. with plumose tails. June, July. S. Car. to Ala. and Fla. B. M. 6574; 1892 (as C. crispa); 1816 (as C. cordata). Lav. 16.
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25. **Clematis** Hook. (C. **sativum**, Sieb. & Zucc.). Herba-
cus, non-climbing, 4-5 ft. long; ivy, pubescent: sepals
less dense than the above variety, in terminal pedicules
and in close clusters in the leaf axils, tubular in form;
the blue sepals revolute from near the middle. Sept.-
Oct. Jap. B.M. 6810.—Used chiefly because of the
striking foliage and its late-blooming qualities.

about 2 ft. high: stem and pedicels angled and ribbed;
ivy, twice pinnately or ternately compound 1fts.
linear or lanceolate; sepals tubular or bell-shaped, 1 in.
long; sepals recurved, deep purple within, paler
—Int. 1881.

27. **Freemontia**, Watson. Closely allied to **C. ochroleuca**,
but with fvs. 3-4 in. long, nearly sessile, either entire or
with a few coarse teeth; fvs. often drooping; 
sepal thick, purple, nearly glabrous, except the tomentose
edges; styles when young downy rather than feathery.

28. **integrifolia**, Linn. Herbaceous, erect, becoming
2 ft. high: ivy, rather broad, entire, ovate-lanceolate;
ivy, solitary, nodding; sepals 4, rather narrow, blue, cori-
**V. diversifolia**, Hort. Lvs. sometimes divided. Var.
**Durandi**, Hort. (C. **integrifolia** x *lanceolata*). Taller and
fvs. larger than in the type; sepals recurved. Gn.16:162.
Gn. 5:276.—Very beautiful.

**aromatica**, Hort.). Slender, herbaceous or somewhat
climbing, reaching 6 ft high if supported: lvs. of 3-7
oveate, nearly entire lfts.: fvs. solitary, terminal, very
fragrant, 1½-2 in. across; sep-
als 4, spreading, reflexed,
reddish violet; stamens white.
July-Sept. Nativity, perhaps,
S. France. It is thought by
some to be an old garden hy-
bred of the *Virgata* type, or
**C. integrifolia** x *C. recta*, or C.
**Flammula** x **integrifolia**. R.
H. 1877, p. 15.

30. **ochroleuca**, Ait. Herbace-
ous, 1-2 ft. high, silky-pubes-
cent, becoming glabrate; 
ivy, ovoid, entire; fvs. erect, 
spiral, terminal; sepals yel-
low outside, cream-colored
within; styles becoming some-
what shorter; plumeo-July—
L.B.C. 7:661.—Int. 1883.

31. **verticillaris**, DC. Fig. 492. Trailing or sometimes
climbing, 8-10 ft.; usually 4 trifoliolate lvs. from each
node; lfts. thin, ovate, acute, toothed or entire, some-
what cordate; fvs. solitary, blue or purple, nodding at
first, 2-4 in. broad when expanded; 4 thin sepals,
silky along the margins and veins; petals ½-¾ in. long.
May-June. Woodlands, Va. to Pa. to Minn. B.M. 887 (as **Atragene Americana**).—Int. 1881.

32. **alpina**, Mill. (**Atragene alpina**, Linn.). Stem-3-5
ft., with prominent, jointed stems swollen with age:
ivy, once or twice ternate, with ovate or ovate-
lanceolate lfts., serrate or incised: many petal-like stam-
ens, which are devoid of anthers; sepals 1, bright blue.
Spring. Northwestern N. Amer., Siberia to south and
central Eu. B.M. 530 (as **Atragene**).—Int. 1899.
A very hardy climber, preferring a northern exposure.

33. **abi*a**, Hort. (**Atragene Sibirica**, Linn.). Fis.
white or nearly so. B.M. 1951.

34. **occidentalis**, Gray. Petal-like stamens very few,
and often bearing rudimentary anthers. Rocky Mts.

The following are well worthy of cultivation, but are not
at present found in the American trade: **C. Additoni**, Britton.
More bushy and less spreading than **C. Viorna**. G.F. 9:325.—
**C. Galeata**, Thunb. G.F. 9:322. B.M. 1288 (as **Atragene**).
**C. pacifica**, DC. Allied to **C. Virginia**; lfts. smaller and narrower, coarsely
serrate-racemose, or solitary, with ovate lfts., reaching
high. Northwestern N. Amer. B.M. 530 (as **Atragene**).
A very hardy climber, preferring a northern exposure.

CLEMATIS, MOCK. *Agdestis clematidea*, which is
cult. in S. Calif. and S. Fla.

CLEOME (meaning unknown). *Capparidaceae*. A large
and mostly tropical genus of sub-shrubs or annual
herbs, simple or branched, glabrous or glandular, with
simple lvs. or 3-7 lfts., and white, yellow or purplish
fvs. borne singly or in racemes. The genus is well
stipulated from *Gynandropsis* by its short torus, which
often bears an appendage, and by the 4-6, rarely 10,
stamens. The garden *Cleomes* are chiefly interesting
for their long, purple, spiny stamens and showy rose-
colored petals. They succeed in sandy soils and sunny
situations, and can be used like castor-oil plants to fill
up large gaps in a border. *C. spinosa* is the best, and
has lately been planted considerably in public parks
amongst shrubbery. Prop. by seeds, which are produced
freely in long, slender pods borne on long stamens. For
*C. speciosa*, see *Gynandropsis*.

35. **spinosa**, Jacq. (C. **pungens**, Willd.). *Giant Spider
Flax*. Clammy, strongly scented, 1-4 ft. high:
lfts. 3, usually 5, sometimes 7, oblong-lanceolate, with a
pair of short, stipular spines under the petioles of
most of the lvs., and in the tropics some little prickles on the
petioles above. fvs. rose-purple, varying to white; petals 4, obo-
late, clawed, ¾ in. long; stamens 2-3 in. long, blue or
purple. N. C. to L. (nat. from Trop. Amer.) and
evaded from gardens. B.M. 1540.—A tender biennial
north, but annual in the tropics.

Flax*. Glabrous, 2-3 or even 6-7 ft. high: lfts. 3, lanceo-
late to obovate-oblong, entire, or rarely with a few min-
ute teeth; bracts much narrower than in *C. spinosa*;
petals rose, rarely white, 3-toothed; receptacle with a
fla. conspicuously appendaged. Along streams in salt
soils of prairies.—In cult. about 20 years as a bee plant.

37. **speciosissima**, Decp. Annual or half-shrubby, some-
times 5 ft. high: stems strongly hairy; lfts. 5-7, lanceo-
late, dentate, narrowly at the base, conspicuously hairy
on both sides: fvs. light purple or purplish rose. July
to fall. — Said to be the showiest of the genus; this
name is a very different plant is passing, the lfts. of
which have only minute hairs but rather numerous
spines.

W. M.

CLERODENDRON (Greek, chance and tree: of no sig-
nificance). Includes *Siphonanta* and *Volkmannia*.*Verbena*.
Many species in the tropics, and also in China and Jap. Some of them are greenhouse climbers;
others are hardy shrubs; others are almost herbaceous.
Calyx campanulate or rarely tubular, 5-toothed or 5-lobed; corolla tube usually slender and cylindrical, the limb 5-parted and spreading; stamens 4, affixed on the corolla-tube, long-extended and curved; style exserted, 2-cleft at the end; ovary 4-loculed: fr. a drupe enclosed in the calyx. Lvs. opposite or in 3’s, usually entire, never compound.

A. Climbing shrubs.

Thompsonae, Balfour (*C. Balfouri* Hort.). Fig. 493. Tall, twining, glabrous evergreen; lvs. opposite, oblong-ovate and acuminate, strongly several-nerved: fls. in axillary and terminal Forking panicles; calyx strongly angled, narrowed at the apex, white; corolla-limb red and spreading. W. Afr. B. M. 5313. R. H. 1867:310.—A warmhouse plant of great merit, and the most popular of the tender species. Blooms profusely on the young wood. Var. delictum, Hort. (*C. delictum* and *C. delictum*, Hort.). Panicles very large; calyx pure white or green-tinted; corolla large, rose magenta.

AA. Erect shrubs or sub-shrubs.

fragrans, Vent. (*C. coronaria*, Hort.). Pubescent, half shrubby, with angled branches, 3-5 ft.; lvs. broadly ovate, with truncate or cordate base, acuminate, coarsely toothed: fls. white or blush, in terminal, compact, hy- drangea-like corynbs, usually double. China, Japan. B. M. 1835.—Very desirable and fragrant plant for the greenhouse. Hardy in Fls. Lvs. ill-scented.

viscosum, Vent. Height 5-7 ft., pubescent, with square branches: lvs. opposite and stalked, cordate-ovate, toothed: fls. in a loose terminal panicle, white, with a light colored center, during, the tube projecting beyond the loose, hairy, large, 5-angled calyx. E. Ind. B. M. 1865.—Fls. sweet-scented. Greenhouse. *C. infortunatum*, Gértn., is said to be the same species (and the name is older), but it has scarlet fls.—perhaps a result of domestication. Even if the same species, it is better to keep the forms separate for horticultural purposes.

trichotomum, Thunb. (*C. serditum*, Carr. *Volkméria japonica*, Hort., not Thunb.). Fig. 494. Slender but erect, graceful, pubescent sub-shrub, 1-10 ft. high or even higher: lvs. mostly opposite, soft and flaccid, ovate-acuminate, narrowed at the base, very closely serrate or entire, hairy; fls. white, with a reddish brown calyx, on forking, slender, reddish peduncles, the corolla-tube sometimes twice as long as the calyx. Japan. B. M. 5651. *Gn*. 43:914; 51, p. 320. R. H. 1867, p. 351.—A very handsome, hardy shrub. In the N. it kills to the ground, but sprouts up if the crown is protected.

BB. Corolla-tube thin or more longer than the small calyx.

c. Fls. white.

tomentosum, R. Br. Shrubby and erect, pubescent, 3-5 ft. and more, often purplish: lvs. opposite and peti- led, ovate-oblong, entire or sparingly toothed, pubes- cent on both sides, but thickly so on the under side:

ff. in few-fl, opposite, forking cymes, the calyx not en- larged, the slim corolla-tube long-exserted (3-4 times length of calyx), and the clear white corolla-lobes reflexed-curled; anthers yellow. Austral. B. M. 1518.—Cult. in S. Calif.

macrolephon, Hook. f. Elegant erect shrub, finely pubescent: lvs. opposite, oblandeate-oblong, acum- inate, notched: fls. in a nearly sessile terminal cyme, pure white; calyx green, very small; corolla-tube very narrow, 4-5 in. long, hairy, the limb 1-sided. Zanzibar. B. M. 6605.—Warmhouse plant of merit.

Siphonanthus, R. Br. (*Siphonanthus Indicus*, Linn.). Turk’s Terran. Shrub, 2-6 ft. high: fls. long- tubed and white, in very large terminal racemes, but small and not showy: fr. a very showy, red and purple berry, which persists a long time, and for which the plant is chiefly grown. E. Ind.—Hardy in Fls.

c. Fls. red or distinctly lilac.


493. Clerodendron Thompsonae (X ½).

494. Clerodendron trichotomum (X 1/4)
Clerodendron


Lvs. panicled. — Cool greenhouse. Hardy in middle and southern states. Killed to the ground in the latitude of Philadelphia, but sprouts up and blooms. Blooms in August. Fls. not f.oid, but name given because of the odor of the bruised lvs. Sprent by the root.

Volkmannia odorata, offered in the Amer. trade, is a climbing Clerodendron. V. odorata of the botanists is a bushy Caryopteris (C. Wallachiana). V. odorata of Siebercht & Wadley is a small shrub, which grows from 2-4 ft. high, with soft, hairy stems, broad, oval, opposite lvs. with dentate and glaucous-bairy or almost woolly, compact clusters of white fls., fragrant, to pink on the outside of the petals, the clusters 1.5-3 in. across. Indigenous to several of the West Indian islands, particularly to Dominica, Martinique and Guadalupe. It is not now in the American trade.

L. H. B.

Cléthra (ancient Greek name of the Alder, trans- ferred to this genus on account of the resemblance of the lvs.): Erídeceæ, Wh. ALDER. Shrubs or small trees, usually simple, deciduous or persistent: fls. white, in terminal, often panicked racemes; petals 5, erect; stamens 10; capsule splitting into 3 valves, many-seeded. About 25 species in America, E. Asia, and Europe. Only few hardy, deciduous species are generally cultivated; valuable for their showy spikes of wide, fragrant fls., appearing late in summer. They grow best in a moist, peaty or sandy soil. Prop. by seeds, cuttings from sandy and pan in partial shade, and by greenwood cuttings under glass, growing best if taken from forced plants in early spring and placed in a slight bottom heat; also, increased by layers and by division of large plants. Hardy when forced under glass.

a. Lvs. deciduous: StACMEN EXERTED.


AA. Lvs. evergreen: ACACIA INCLUDED.

arborea, Alt. Shrubs or small tree, to 20 ft.: lvs. cuneate, narrow-elliptic, acuminate, serrate, almost glabrous, shining above, 3-4 in. long: racemes panicked: fls. fragrant. Aug.—Oct. Madeira. B. M. 1057. — It stands only a few degrees of frost.


Alfred Reidh.

Cleyera (after Andrew Cleyer, Dutch physician of the seventeenth century). Fomtriumíneæ. C. obovata is a tender shrub rarely cult. in northern greenhouses.

in the south it is cult. outdoors. It has glossy foliage, numerous creamy white flowers, and fragrant, showy red berries, which last all winter. The genus has about nine species, and is distinguished by its petals free or scarcely coalesced, its phloous anthers, numerous free anthers, and scarcely keeled flowers. Species 5, with 2 bractlets: petals 5: stigmas 2-3: berries 2-3-celled.

ochnacea, DC. (C. Japonica, Sieb. & Zucc.). Height about 6 ft.: lvs. oval-oblong, acute at both ends, veined above, entire. Himalayas. — C. Japonica was distin-

Clock Color, Hort., has dark green lvs., with greyish markings, and a margin of white and rose, the variation being more brilliant in younger lvs.

W. M.

Clánthus (Greek, glory-flower). Glory Pea. GLORY VINE. Parrot's Bill. Leptanthera. About five species of tender, half-trailing-shrubs, with large, showy flowers of unique appearance. See Fig. 495. Swainsonsa is an allied genus, but its general appearance is very different. Interesting plants, with pinnate lvs. of many lfts., and fls. in racemes. Fls. scarcely papillose. Pod stalked, many-seeded. Prop. by seeds and cuttings.

Clánthus Dampieri is anything but easy to grow in the latitude of Washington. Red spider is its greatest enemy but too much change in the fls., borne in July, and hot suns, proves equally fatal to it. In a sandy soil, when the seeds are sown early in spring, the plants, during ordinary summers, make a very fine display. The plants will not heart transplanting. Even when they are grown in pots, it is a risky piece of work to shift from small pots into larger ones. C. punicus is an old-fashioned greenhouse plant, grown sometimes to cover rafters or trellis work, but more frequently trained around sticks placed around the edge of the pot. The flowers, not very unlike those of the common Erythrina, are freely produced in hanging clusters. Cuttings rooted in early spring may be grown into good-sized plants during the summer. Water should be given sparing-

ingly during the dull months. Pruning, repotting and tying the shoots should be done just before the growth begins. A sharp lookout should be kept for the red mealy bug, a frequent syringings being the only remedy for this pest.

Dampieri, A. Cunn. GLORY FEA. Fig. 495. Height 2-4 ft.: plant glaucous and hoary, with long, whitish, silky hairs; stems slightly tinged with red; petioles longer than C. punicus: lfts. about 15, nearly opposite, sessile, usually acute. Ac amplifies: lfts. pubescent with the leaf-base. C. punicus: fls. 4-6 in a raceme, large, drooping, about 3 in. long, rieb crimson or scarlet, with a handsome velvety, purple-black area on the raised center. Austral. B. M. 3601. R.H. 1868:259. G. 18, p. 272. Gn. 20:294.

VAR. Germáncus, Hort., is also sold, and is proba-

bly var. marginatus, Hort., which has one petal white, margined scarlet. See Gn. 37:746 and p. 299 for an ac-

count of grafting this species on stocks of C. pu-

nica.

punicus, Banks & Soland. Parrot's bill. Height about 3 ft.: plant glaucous: lfts. 19-21, each with a very short petiole, alternate (at least towards the end of the leaf), blunt or slightly lobed: fls. 8 or more in a ra-

ceme, crimson, fading with age. New Zealand. B. M. 3584. — Cult. in eastern greenhouses, and a favorite Cali-

fornia outdoor shrub. Blooms all winter in Golden Gate Park, San Francisco. G. W. Oliver and W. M.

Cleidemia (old Greek name). Melastomáceæ. An unimportant group in a family famous for its foliage plants. C. vitális, Linden and Andre, once offered by
CLIDEMIA

John Saul, has large, oval, pointed lvs. with 5 strong nerves, and a narrow band of white down each side of the midrib. I. H. 22:219. R. H. 1876, p. 233.

CLIFF BRAKE. See Pellaea.

CLIMBERS are distinguished from twiners by having some means of attachment, as tendrils or other special devices, while twiners rise by twisting their stems round their support. In a wider sense the word is often used synonymously with "vines." By "trailers," nurserymen commonly mean low-growing vines, and by "climbers," taller-growing vines. See Vines.

CLIMBING FERN. See Lygodium. Climbing Farnity is Adiantum cirrhosum. Climbing Hempweed, Mikania scandens. Climbing Lilly, Gloriosa superba.

CLINOSTIGMA (Greek, inclined stigma). Palmaeae, tribe Arecceae. Spineless, with low or tall, prominently or obscurely ringed trunks; lvs. terminal, equally pinnatisect; segments somewhat falcate-lanceolate, broad at the base, plicate, acuminate, the apex bifid or obliquely truncate and dentate, the thick margins scarcely recurved at the base; rachis scaly, convex on the back, obtusely keeled above; spadix long; fertile branches long, thick, the floral areas distant: spathes 2-3; fr. globose or subglobose, small, red at maturity. Species 3. Australasia and Samoa.

This graceful and recent palm resembles Howea Forsteriana somewhat in habit of growth, but its arching lvs. spread wider, and its stems are dark purplish, and its pinnae tough and leathery. The palm is free and clean in growth.

Mooreanum, F. Muell. (Kunthia Mooreana, F. Muell.). Dwarf palm, 3-4 ft. high: lvs. 3-4 ft. long; segments about 1 ft. long, longitudinally plicate when young. New South Wales.

JARED G. SMITH and H. A. SIEBRECHT.

CLINTONIA (after DeWitt Clinton, the famous Governor of New York and promoter of the Erie canal). Lilidaceae. A small genus of low-growing, hardy, herbaceous plants with a few, tufted, dark green, broad, shining lvs., and usually umbels of fls. They grow in cool, moist woods, and fainciers can obtain them from some dealers in native plants. It is difficult to tell the species apart by the lvs. S. Watson, in Proc. Am. Acad. 14:271 (1879). For C. pinchella and other species of the aban doned genus Clintonia of Douglass, see Downingia

A. scape bearing an umbel of fls.

b. Fls. greenish yellow.

c. borealis. Raf. Height 1-2 ft.; fls. 3-6, nodding, green, margined yellow. Labrador to Winnipeg and south to N. D. 125. B.M. 1463 as Suctaeina borealis. This is one of the choicer plants of cool, moist woods, known to plant lovers chiefly by its handsome umbels of blue berries found in autumn, which are borne above the large, dark green, shining lvs. The commonest species.

b. Fls. white, with green spots.

d. umbellata, Torr. Fls. 10-25 or more, smaller than in C. borealis, erect or nearly so, white with a green or purplish spot at the tip of each segment. Allegheny Mts. from N. Y. to Ga. B.M. 1153. This species has the smallest fls. of the group, and is the only one that has but a single pair of ovules in each cell of the ovary.

b. Fls. deep rose.


AA. Scrape bearing 1 white flower.

uniflora, Kunth. The only plant in which the scape is shorter than the lvs.: fl. nearly erect. Rarely there are 2 fls. Calif. to Brit. Columb.

W. M.

CLITORIA (derivation recondite). Leguminosae. Butterfly pea. A wide-spread and variable genus allied to Centrosema, and characterized by the calyx tube being cylindrical and longer than the lobes; standard narrowed at the base, not appended on the back; style often bearded. The most important garden plant is C. Ternatea, a warmhouse annual twiner, reaching 15 ft., and requiring no special culture. It has very showy blue fls., and lately interest in it has revived.

A. Leaves 5.

Ternatése, Linn. (C. caribbae, Hort.). Annual warmhouse climber: fls. 5, oblong, obnuate, short-petioled: fls. 1 in. or more long, rich blue, with beautiful and variable markings, especially on the standard. B.M. 1542. Gn. 38:766. P. M. 7:147 and 13:79. — Name from Ternate, one of the Molucca Islands, and not from ternetia, meaning 3-leaved. Prop. by seeds. C. alba, Hort., is a white form. More or less double forms have been known for over a century.

AA. Leaves 3.

Mariana, Linn. Hardy, perennial, smooth, erect, or slightly twining, 1-3 ft. high; fls. 3; obovate or ovate-lanceolate: fls. light blue, 2 in. long, on short peduncles; pod straight, few-seeded. Summer. Dry banks, N. Y. to Fls. and west to Mo. Also India and Burma. — Rarely sold by dealers in native plants.

W. M.

CLIVIA (after a Duchess of Northumberland and member of the Clive family). Syn. Iamontophyllum. Amaryllidaceae. A genus of 3 species of tender, bulbous plants from South Africa, with handsome evergreen foliage and showy, bright red fls. in large umbels. C. miniatum is the best species, and perhaps a dozen varieties and hybrids of it have been offered at various times. The genus is distinguished by its fruit being a berry, its several ovules, and imperfect bulb. J. G. Baker, Amaryllidaceae, p. 61. Clivias make excellent house plants, but, like Amaryllis, they are too costly to be very popular. They have the advantage over Amaryllis of having attractive foliage all the year round, and are more certain to bloom well. They have thick, fleshy roots, like a Arachanopsis.

496. Clivia miniatu.
CLIVIA

this, with larger and deeper colored flowers. Established plants may be grown in the same pots for several years, if the plants are fed during the growing period with weak liquid manure. In potting, the soil given should be of a lasting nature, not easily soured, nor apt to become sodden. In arranging the drainage, place one large piece, concave side down, over the hole, and around this arrange several smaller pieces. Over these place one or two handfuls of pieces small enough to go through a No. 2 sieve. The best time to pot is after the flowers have been produced. The plants should then be kept for some time in a humid atmosphere to encourage growth, receiving an abundance of water after they are well rooted. After growth has been completed, they will winter safely in an ordinary greenhouse temperature (not under 40°), if kept rather dry at the root. For propagation, select old plants which have become crowded in their pots, so that the entire plant can be pulled to pieces. After trimming the roots, put the growths in small pots and keep in heat, to encourage root action. Clivias are well suited for planting permanently in the front part of greenhouse borders. The soil for this purpose should be rich and well drained about the roots. Withhold water as much as possible during the resting period, or the plants will produce leaves at the expense of the flowers.

497. Trifolium pratense. A. Fls. erect; perianth broadly funnel-shaped. Root-system. miniata, Regel (Ivanotrophium miniatum, Hook.), Fig. 496. Lvs. 16-20, in a tuft, sword-shaped, tapering to a point, 1.5 ft. long, 2½ in. broad; fls. 12-20, in an umbel; perianth erect, bright scarlet, with a yellow throat; tube broadly funnel-shaped, longer than C. nobilis; segments about 2 in. long, the inner ones broader than the outer; stamens shorter than the segments; style not exserted: berries ovoid, bright red, 1 in. long. Natal. B.M. 4783. R.H. 1859, p. 126, 127. F.S. 9:494: 23:2373. J. H. 26:343; 36:89; 37:102; 40:177. R.H. 1860: 250, and 1894, p. 572. - L. caryanthiiflorum, Van Houtte (P.S. 18:1877), is a hybrid between this species and the next.

AA. Fls. pendulous; perianth narrowly funnel-shaped. nobilis, Lindl. (Ivanotrophium Adoni, Hook.). Lvs. about 12, strap-shaped, very obtuse, with a roughish edge; fls. 40-60, in an umbel; perianth curved and drooping; tube narrowly funnel-shaped, shorter than in C. miniata; segments tipped with green, about 1 in. long; stamens as long as the segments: style exserted. Cape Colony. R.M. 2856. L.B.C. 20:1906. Int. to cult. 1828. L. caryanthiiflorum, Van Houtte (F.S. 18:1677), said to be a hybrid between this and the above, shows little if any influence of C. miniata. It has the narrow-lobed, pendulous fls. and the greenish tinge of C. nobilis. R.H. 1894, p. 573.

G. W. OLIVER and W. M.

CLOUDBERRY. See Rubus.

CLOVE PINK. The Carnation, Dianthus Caryophyllus.

CLOVER. Species of Trifolium (Leguminosae), particularly those which are useful in agriculture. The word is also applied to species of related genera, as Medicago. The Sweet Clover is Melilotus. Bush and Japan Clover are Lespedeza. Prairie Clover is a Petalostemen.

Of Trifolium there have been described about 300 species. These are widely dispersed in temperate climates. The fls. are papilionaceous but small, and are disposed in dense heads or spikes. Lvs. are digitately or palmately 3-foliolate. The common Red Clover is T. pratense, Linn., now thoroughly naturalized in N. America, but supposed not to be native here. It is European. It is valuable both for stock feed (as pastureage and hay), and also as a green manure. As a manure crop, it is particularly valuable because of its deep root-system and its power (in common with other leguminous plants) of fixing the nitrogen of the air by means of its subterranean parts. Fig. 497 illustrates the root-system. Fig. 498 shows the root of a 15-months’ old plant which grew in hard clay soil. It is 22 inches long, and some of the root was left in the ground. The Mammoth Red Clover (T. medium, Linn.), is probably an offshoot of T. pratense. It is usually a larger plant, with zigzag stem, entire and spotted fls. and longer-stalked head. White Clover, or Shamrock, is T. repens, Linn., intro. from Europe, and supposed to be native to N. America as well. Alask Clover, T. hybridum, Linn., is of European nativity. The Crimson or Scarlet Clover (Fig. 499), an annual from S. Eu., is now much grown as a catch- or cover-crop in orchards. See Clover-crops. It is also highly ornamental, and is worthy the attention of the florist.

L. H. B.
like odor, and it has become the type of the great order Caryophyllaceae, which, however, is far removed botanically from the Myrtaceae. The word "gilliflower" is a corruption of Caryophyllus, and, until Shakespeare's time

and after, was applied to the carnation, but now-a-days it usually refers to several cruciferous plants of the genus Cheiranthus and Matthiola.

**CLUB MOSS.** *See Lycopodium.*

**Cnicus** (Greek, knizein, to injure). *Compositae.* THISTLE. A genus of perhaps 200 species, containing many much-hated weeds, especially the common Thistle, *C. lanceolatus,* and the Canada Thistle, *C. arvenis,* Fig. 501. About a dozen species have been slightly cultivated in rockeries and wild gardens. The genus *Chamaepus, now referred to Cnicus,* contains 3 plants slightly used abroad in subtropical and carpet bedding: *C. Afer,* *C. Caesalpinia,* and *C. Duceach*, which are cult. for their rosettes of prickly lvs. The fls. appear the second year. *C. benedictus* is an old name of the Blessed Thistle, for which see *Carbena.*

**COBBETT, WILLIAM** (1762-1835). The once famous English author had two periods of enforced residence in America, and wrote "The American Gardener," which is one of the spicest books in the whole history of American horticulture. Plate II. He was of thorough Saxon ancestry, and while a gardener's lad and during eight years of military service, made strenuous efforts at self-education. In 1792 his personal liberty was endangered by the publication of "The Soldier's Friend" (an appeal for an increase of pay), and he came to Philadelphia in the autumn of that year. His first success was a pamphlet entitled "Observations on Dr. Priestly's Emigration," a bitter attack on the French Revolution. He took the loyalist side in American politics, and is regarded as the founder of the American party press. His attack on Benjamin Rush, the leading physician of Philadelphia, for his advocacy of unlimited bleeding for yellow-fever, resulted in a libel suit, and de-

501. Leaf of Canada Thistle (X 1/2).
period before orcharding over large areas gave rise to essentially American horticultural writings. Unfortunately for horticulturists of the present day, Cobbett’s thunder seems forever silenced. He has the fatal faults of being old and amusing. Yet, to the discriminating mind, Cobbett’s horticultural writings, especially “The American Gardener” (which is still not uncommon in second-hand book stores), are full of suggestiveness and refreshment.

W. M.

COBBETT (after Father Cobo, Spanish Jesuit of the seventeenth century, naturalist, and resident of America for many years). Polemoniaceae. A genus of 6 tropical American climbers, of which C. scandens, a tender perennial plant, is among the most popular most popular vines commonly treated as annuals. This is the only genus of climbers in the order. Prop. by seeds, which should be placed in moist earth, edge down. It is a rapid grower.

COBÉA (after Father Cobo, Spanish Jesuit of the seventeenth century, naturalist, and resident of America for many years). Polemoniaceae. A genus of 6 tropical American climbers, of which C. scandens, a tender perennial plant, is among the most popular most popular vines commonly treated as annuals. This is the only genus of climbers in the order. Prop. by seeds, which should be placed in moist earth, edge down. It is a rapid grower.

COBÉA (after Father Cobo, Spanish Jesuit of the seventeenth century, naturalist, and resident of America for many years). Polemoniaceae. A genus of 6 tropical American climbers, of which C. scandens, a tender perennial plant, is among the most popular most popular vines commonly treated as annuals. This is the only genus of climbers in the order. Prop. by seeds, which should be placed in moist earth, edge down. It is a rapid grower.

COBÉA (after Father Cobo, Spanish Jesuit of the seventeenth century, naturalist, and resident of America for many years). Polemoniaceae. A genus of 6 tropical American climbers, of which C. scandens, a tender perennial plant, is among the most popular most popular vines commonly treated as annuals. This is the only genus of climbers in the order. Prop. by seeds, which should be placed in moist earth, edge down. It is a rapid grower.

COCINEA (Latin, scarlet; referring to the ornamental gourds). Cucurbitaceae. Thirteen species of tender perennial vines, from the tropics of Asia and Africa, usually with tuberous roots. Lvs. angled or lobed, sometimes glandular: fls. white or yellowish, large: fr. a small, scarlet gourd, sometimes marbled, with an insipid pulp. A. Coigneaux in DC., Mon. Phan. 3: 528. C. cordifolia is treated as a tender annual, requiring an early start and no special culture.

COCCINEA (Latin, scarlet; referring to the ornamental gourds). Cucurbitaceae. Thirteen species of tender perennial vines, from the tropics of Asia and Africa, usually with tuberous roots. Lvs. angled or lobed, sometimes glandular: fls. white or yellowish, large: fr. a small, scarlet gourd, sometimes marbled, with an insipid pulp. A. Coigneaux in DC., Mon. Phan. 3: 528. C. cordifolia is treated as a tender annual, requiring an early start and no special culture.

COCCINEA (Latin, scarlet; referring to the ornamental gourds). Cucurbitaceae. Thirteen species of tender perennial vines, from the tropics of Asia and Africa, usually with tuberous roots. Lvs. angled or lobed, sometimes glandular: fls. white or yellowish, large: fr. a small, scarlet gourd, sometimes marbled, with an insipid pulp. A. Coigneaux in DC., Mon. Phan. 3: 528. C. cordifolia is treated as a tender annual, requiring an early start and no special culture.

COCCINEA (Latin, scarlet; referring to the ornamental gourds). Cucurbitaceae. Thirteen species of tender perennial vines, from the tropics of Asia and Africa, usually with tuberous roots. Lvs. angled or lobed, sometimes glandular: fls. white or yellowish, large: fr. a small, scarlet gourd, sometimes marbled, with an insipid pulp. A. Coigneaux in DC., Mon. Phan. 3: 528. C. cordifolia is treated as a tender annual, requiring an early start and no special culture.

COCOLOBA (Greek, lobed berry; referring to the ends of the pear-shaped fr.). Polygonaceae. This genus, which contains the 2 interesting fruits described below, consists of about 80 tropical trees and shrubs, sometimes tall climbers, with alternate, usually leathery, entire lvs., which are sometimes very large, sometimes very small: sheath or corca various: fls. in racemes, on short pedicels between small, ocella-like bracts. For C. platyclada, see Muchenaubekia.
COCOLOBA

worthy of a place among ornamental plants under glass. As it will withstand but slight frost, its cultivation outdoors in the United States is limited to warmer parts of Florida and California, but it may be bedded outdoors during the summer, in temperate latitudes, forming a fine addition to the list of plants more commonly employed. All species are easily propagated by seeds, which germinate freely when not too old. Some species may be quickly increased by cuttings of ripe wood, which root readily in sand under usual conditions, in a frame or propagating house. Layering may also be employed to increase a stock. The various species grow naturally in both clayey and sandy soils, reveling in moist, rich earth and a high temperature. C. uvifera frequents the seashore, and is found growing in sand and broken shells, apparently lacking altogether in plant-food. Rich, sandy soil of a light character seems to be the best for all species so far known. Plants are readily transplanted from open ground, but pot-grown plants are to be preferred. Cult. by E. N. Reasoner.

uvifera, Linn. SEA-GRAPE. SHORE-GRAPE. Fig. 505. Tree, reaching 20 ft. or more, with many flaccid branches; lvs. large, often 5 in. long by 7 in. wide, broadly heart-shaped, wavy margined, glossy, leathery, midrib red at the base; petioles short, with sheathing stipules at the base; racemes 6 in. long, erect, in fl. nodding in fr.: fls. 13 or 15 petals, with numerous petals; styles 5; stamens 8; styles 3: berries 9 or more in a raceme, small, about ⅛ in. long, pear-shaped, reddish purple, dotted green, sweetish acid: nut roundish, with a short, sharp point on top, and vertical wrinkles. Sandy seashores of Trop. Amer., especially S. Fla. and West Indies. B.M. 3138.—The wood is used in cabinet work, and, when boiled, gives a red color.

FLORIDA, Meissn. PIGEON PLUM. Tree, 25-30 ft.: lvs. 1½-3 in. long, 1-2 in. wide, ovate or elliptical, narrowed at both ends, obtuse, margin slightly recurved: berries small, ½ in. long, pear-shaped, edible, but not marketable. S. Fla.—This has lately been considered a synonym of C. laurifolia, but the two species are well distinguished in DC. Prod. 14: 165.

W. M.

COCOCLUS (diminutive of kokkos, berry; the fr. berry-like). (Cebatha.) Menispermae. Twinning or erect shrubs; lvs. alternate, petioled, entire or lobed, with entire margin, deciduous or persistent, palm-nerved; fls. inconspicuous, didymous, in axillary panicles or racemes, sometimes terminal; seeds, petals and stamens 6: carpels 3-6, distinct, developing into berry-like, 1-seeded drupes; seed reniform. About 25 species in America, Asia, Africa and Australia, chiefly in trop. and subtrop. regions. Only a few species are cultivated, thriving in almost any somewhat moist soil; the evergreen kinds are sometimes grown in pots, in a sandy compost of peat and loam. Prop. by seeds or by cuttings of half-ripened wood in summer, under glass, with bottom heat.

"Cocculus Indicus" is the trade name of the berries used by the Chinese for catching fish. The berries contain an acrid poison, which intoxicates or stuns the fish until they can be caught. The berries are imported from the East Indies to adulterate porter, and "Cocculus Indicus" is a trade name with druggists, not a botanical one, just as "Cassia lignea" is a trade name of a kind of Cinnamon bark, derived not from a Cassia, but from a species of Cinnamomum. The name "Cocculus Indicus" was given by Bauhin, but binomial nomenclature was not used later, with Linnæus, in 1753. The plant which produces the berries is Anamirta Cocculus.

CAROLINA, DC. A rapid-growing, twining shrub, attaining 12 ft., with pubescent branches: lvs. long-petioled, usually ovate, sometimes entire or 3-, rarely 5-lobed, pubescent, glabrous above at length, 1½-3 in. long: fr. red, ¼ in. in diam. Along streams, from Va. and Ill. to Fla. and Tex.—Decorative in fall, with its bright red fr. Not hardy N. of New York.


ALFRED REHDER.

COCHLEARIA (Latin, cochlear, a spoon; referring to the lvs.). Crucifera. This genus, which includes the Horse Radish and Scoury Grass, is composed of glabrous herbs, mostly perennial, of various habit, with alternate or in rosettes; fls. mostly white, racemose, bractless; pods various, but never winged. The word cochlear is a technical term used in describing cultivation, and refers to a one piece which is larger, being like a bowl or helmet, and including the rest, as in Aconitum.

Armoracia, Linn. (Nasturtium Armoracia, Fries). HORSE RADISH. Hardy perennial, 2 ft. high: roots large and fleshy, furnishing the familiar condiment: root-lvs. very large, more or less cordate or oblong: st. lax-ciliate, uppermost linear, entire; fls. white. May. Naturalized from Eu. and escaped.—It flowers frequently, and very rarely perfects any seeds. For culture, see Horse Radish.
Cochliostema.

Cochliostema. A genus of 2 species, which are among the most curious and gorgeous plants cultivated under glass. They are epiphytes, with the habit of Billbergia and are very graceful pinacles of large flowers of peculiar structure and beauty. They are staminal herbs from Equador, with large leaves, the sheathing at the base, and stamnodes 3, villous, 2 erect, linear, the third short, plumose, staminal column hooded, with incurved margins, enclosing 3 spirally twisted anthers; style slender, curved. For an interesting theory of the peculiar stamnodes, see G.C. 1868: 323, 324.

Cochliostemae are handsome stoving-flowering perennial plants, closely related to the Commelinaceae, and are of comparatively modern culture, thriving well under ordinary stoving temperature. The plant is a mixture of 2 parts loam and 1 part fibrous peat, with a little well-decayed cow or sheep manure added when potting mature plants. They like a copious supply of water at the roots during the summer months, and at no season must they be allowed to become dry. Propagation is effected by division of the plants in early spring, or by seeds, to obtain which the flowers must be artificially fertilized. The seeds should be sown as soon as ripe in shallow pots of light, peaty soil, and placed in a warm, close atmosphere until germinated. As soon as the seedlings are large enough, they should be potted singly into thumb-pots, and shifted on as often as required, when they will flower in about 12 months. The chief reason why Cochliostemae are grown in America so little is, that we have to keep a much more humid atmosphere in stoving-houses here than in Equador, and that is very much against all flowering plants, causing the season of flowering to be very short.

A. Lvs. red beneath; panicle hairy: Lvs. very fragrant. 

Cochliostema odoratissimum. Lemaire. Lvs. lighter green above than in C. Jacobianum, and deep purplish red beneath, narrow, ovate, or oblong, 1-2 inches long; petals more leaf-like, hairy, green, with a reddish tip. I.H. 6: 217. R.H. 1869, p. 176. Not advertised at present, but fully as interesting as the next.

AA. Lvs. green beneath; panicle not hairy: Lvs. less fragrant.

Jacobianum. C. Koch and Lindley. Height 1-3 ft.; Lvs. in a rosette, spreading or recurved, dilated and sheathing at the base, margined brown or purplish, 3-4 ft. long, 6 in. broad at the base, 4 in. broad at the middle; peduncles stout, white, tinged purple, 1 ft. long: bracts large, opposite and whorled, 3-4 in. long, acuminate, concolor: pedicels bright red; sepal: 2-2.5 cm. across; sepals purplish: petals violet-blue. Autumn. B.M. 5705. R.H. 1868: 71.

Edward J. Canning and W. M. 

Cochliostema odoratissimum is much like C. Jacobianum. Is a very interesting plant of rapid growth and early culture. It is raised from seed. It seems rarely when fertilized at the proper time. Only a few of the stronger or larger flowers should be allowed to be borne. Sometimes a simple shaking of the flower stalk will accomplish the necessary removal of the least seed, but it is safer to employ the regular method to insure thorough impregnation. The seeds ripen within 6 weeks' time, and they can be sown soon thereafter. In 5 or 6 months from seed the plants will bloom. The flowers, while not very showy, are fragrant and interesting. The plant itself is ornamental by reason of its curiously marked, striped and veined leaves. The plant thrives best in rich, light, loamy soil. First sow in boxes or seed pans in light, sandy soil; then transplant into pots in March. Young plants in a warm, moist place and repot before the pot is filled with roots, never allowing the plant to get "hard," as it is called, but keep it growing continuously, and when in 5-6 inch pots get somewhat pot-bound and give more air, and it will soon set flower buds. Then place a mulch of old cow or sheep-manure on the top of the pot, or use liquid manure once or twice a week, keeping the water drainage. The above treatment will secure numerous flowers over a long period. Fall and winter. H. A. Siebrecht.
in mind and plantations are laid out on sandy or shelly tracts of land bordering the sea, where it is almost impossible to raise anything else of value. This soil consists of coarse sand, broken shells and litter of the sea, and is apparently very poor in quality; yet the Cocos tree grows on it and bears abundantly. Propagation is by seeds only. These are selected from the most desired strains, as the nuts vary greatly in size, shape, and quantity and quality of the meat. They must be perfectly ripe before planting, which is usually done without removing the outer husk. A shallow trench is scooped out of the sand, the nuts are laid in thickly on their sides and then the sand is thrown back over them to a depth of from 3-10 in., according to the moisture of the soil. After some months, when they have germinated and the seed leaf is well developed, they are usually dug and planted out permanently about 20 ft. apart. The young palms are kept free from weeds and are covered with straw or other material, 3 or 4 years, until they reach a considerable size, after which they seldom get any cultivation. A mulching of seaweed and other vegetable matter proves of much benefit, but as the profit is so small in Cocos culture, thorough manuring is not attempted. Cocosanut Palms are of tropical growth, yet may be grown outside the tropics to a slight extent, as in southern Florida, where occasional light frosts occur. As a decorative subject under glass, Cocos nucifera is but little grown, owing to its large size, but when given an abundance of water, a rich, loamy soil, and a night temperature of 70°, it is not especially difficult to manage, and while the young plants do not give a proper idea of the mature Cocosanut Palm, their development is interesting to watch.

The most valuable Cocos to the florist is the Dwarf Cocosanut, C. Waddington, the seeds of which are sent from Brazil to the large American and European palm growers by the million each season. These seeds are about half an inch thick. They usually arrive in the spring, and should be sown at once in a warm greenhouse kept continually moist, and if they are in good condition and kept at a temperature of about 70°, they frequently begin to germinate in 6 to 8 weeks. A light and rather open soil is preferable for Cocos seeds, some growers using pure peat for this purpose with good results. When the seedlings are making their second leaf they may be potted off, and this is one of the critical periods in the culture of C. Waddington, the young roots being very stiff and brittle that much care is needed to get them into a 2- or 2½-inch pot, and when the main root is broken the seedling seldom recovers. Deep pots are, therefore, best for this purpose. The seedlings should be kept rather close during the day for the first few weeks after potting, and they may be reared quite liberally, and also syringed freely. A night temperature of 65-70° will answer very well for the young plants, and they should never be allowed to become very dry, or a yellow and unhealthy condition is liable to follow. Through the summer the plants may be repotted as they may need it, but it is not wise to disturb the roots after the middle of October, the root action of the plants being rather sluggish during the winter months. Soil should be well-drained, rather sandy in texture, and may be enriched with some dry cow-dung, or a moderate quantity of bone dust.

Cult. by H. H. Taplin.
The Cocosanut is the example most commonly cited of dispersal of seeds by water. Its buoyant, impervious husk is said to enable it to cross an ocean without losing its germinating power. Its structure is interesting and at first puzzling. Although it is a dry, indehiscent, 1-seeded fruit, it seems very unlike an ake, as for instance, in the Composite. Structurally, it is more like a drupe, for the fibrous husk is formed from the outer part of the pericarp, and the hard shell enclosing the Apex of the fruit. In other words the husk is exocarp and the shell endocarp. The milk of the Cocos nut is unsolidified endosperm. In the cereal grains it is the endosperm which affords most of the material used for human food. Only a part of the liquid matter of the Cocosnut solidifies, and the milk is left in the center.

The eyes of the Cocosanut (Fig. 506) mark the positions of the micropyles, and germination takes place only through the larger one. Palm-plants are 3-carped and each carpel in Cocos has 1 ovule. The marks of the 3 carpels are seen in Fig. 506, but only 1 ovule develops into a seed. Fig. 507 tells the story of the growth of a Cocosanut. In a, the young nut is enveloped by 3 petals and 3 sepals. At b, the pericarp has far outgrown the sepals and petals. The floral envelopes remain upon the tree when the nut is picked. Cocoanuts, like many other fruits, often grow to a considerable size without pollination, and then perish. In distinguishing tropical from subtropical regions, the Cocoanut is an excellent guide. It blossoms best where frost is never known. The oil extracted from the nuts is an important article of commerce. The fiber refuse is much used by florists and gardeners. Being open, spongy, very retentive of moisture, clean and easily handled, it is a favorite material in which to root bedding plants and to start very small seeds; but it is not used for permanent potting.

L. H. B. A. Filaments present on the rachis.
B. Rachis abruptly contracted above the insertion of the lowest lfts.
C. Flexuosa, Mart. Stem 9-12 ft. high, 2-3½ in. in diam., arcuate-ascending, naked just above the base, thence densely clothed with dead petiole bases; lvs. lax, 3-6 ft. long; petiole flat above, arculate, at first tomentose, later smooth; rachis abruptly narrowed above the insertion of the lowest leaf segment, thence linear-filiform at the apex, excurrent; segments 70-90 on each side, rigid in opposite groups, the middle 10-14 in. long, ¾ in. wide, the upper 4 in. long, 1-12½ in. wide. Braz.—Cult. in northern greenhouses. An avenue tree in S. Fla. and S. Calif. “Similar in habit to S. pinnata, but with more finely cut lvs., and in S. En. considered to stand more frost.”—Franceschi.
**Cocos**

**BB. Rachis not abruptly contracted.**

**c. Leaflets flaccid.**

**D. Form of Lfts. linear.**

**E. Arrangement of Lfts. equidistant.**

**Weddelliana.** H. Wendl. Fig. 506. Stem 4-7 ft. high, 1¼ in. in diameter, densely covered with persistent sheaths: lvs. equally pectinate-pinnatisect, 3-3½ ft. long; petiole 8-20 in.; sheath coriaceous-fibrous, glabrous or tomentose, with slender brown hairs, at length evanescent; blade 2-5 ft.; segments about 50 on each side, widely spreading, the middle 5 in. long, 2 lines wide, subequidistant, glaucous beneath; rachis filiform at the apex, brown-scaly. Trop. Braz. R. H. 1873, p. 434. L. H. 22:220, A. G. 16:937. — The most important of small ornamental palms for the north.

**EE. Arrangement of Lfts. in groups of 2-4.**

**plumosa.** Hook. Stem 30-36 ft. high, 10-12 in. thick, ringed at intervals of a foot, clothed near the apex with remnants of the dead petioles; lvs. erect-spreading, 12-15 ft. long, recurring; petiole ½-¾ as long as the blade; segments linear acuminate, sparse, solitary or mostly in groups of 2-4, ½ ft. long, deflexed near the apex. Cent. Braz. N. M. 5180. — The chief avenue palm of the genus. A quick grower, ultimately 50 ft. high in S. Fla. and Calif.

**cc. Leaflets rigid.**

**Romanzoffiana.** Cham. Stems 30-40 ft. high, somewhat fusiform above; lvs. about half as long as the cushion, the withered ones deflexed, pendent, the upper spreading, incurved, segments conduplicate at the base, ensiform. S. Braz., near the sea.

**dd. Form of Lfts. linear; apex obtuse; petiole glaucous.**


**507. Stages in the growth of a coconut.**

(Nat. size at this stage.)

**508. Cocos Weddelliana.**

(Nat. size.)

the middle ones 2½ ft. long, 2-5 in. wide, the upper 20 in. long, ¾ in. wide, all rigid, glaucous beneath. Brazil, Argentina.

**FF. Petiole not spinose-serrate: segments of leaf very numerous.**

**Datil, Drude & Griseb.** Stem 30 ft. high, 8-12 in. diam.: lvs. 12-15 ft. long; sheath about 16 in. long; petiole ½ ft. long, ½ in. wide, ¾ in. thick; segments linear-acuminate, glaucous, densely crowded in groups of 3 or 4. Lofs. 150-180 on each side; the lowest 2 ft. middle 2½ ft. and apical 1 ft., the uppermost filiform, all narrow, stiff and rigid, the dried lvs. glaucous green or whitish. Argentina; islands and river banks. The fruits are edible, resembling those of the date palm. Hardier in S. Calif. than C. plumosa, flexuosa, and Romanzoffiana.

**coronata, Mart.** Trunk at length 18-30 ft. high, 8 in. in diam., erect, deeply ridged: lvs. erect-spreading, 6-9 ft. long, short-petioled, arranged in a close, 5-ranked spiral, the long persistent bases of the petioles forming a spiral-twisted column below the crown; leaf-segments in groups of 2 or 3, folded together from the base (conduplicate), linear lanceolate, acute, coriaceous, densely crowded, about 100 on each side; midrib 4-sided below, 3-sided above. Brazil.

**EE. Lvs. shorter, 3-4½ ft. in mature specimens.**

**FF. Apex of lfts. obtuse.**

**campéstris, Mart.** Stem 8-10 ft. high, thickened, scaly; lvs. spreading-recurred, rigid, 3-4½ ft. long; rachis elevated, triangular above, convex below: segments narrowly lanceolate, 30-40 on each side, obtuse at the apex and shortly coriaceous-acuminate. Brazil.—Hardier than C. nuclera.

**insignis, Mart.** (Glazioua insignis, Hort.). Stem 3-6 ft. high, 1½ in. in diam.: lvs. 4½-6 ft. long; sheath densely
brown-lanate; petiole shorter than or equaling the sheath, a fourth or fifth as long as the rachis; segments equidistant, 50 on each side, narrowly lanceolate, obliquely acuminate and caudate, silvery glaucous beneath. Braz.

The following are obscure trade names of rare plants not sufficiently described: C. Alphonsei, C. Bonnetii, C. Gautieri, C. Maximiliana and C. Tumumagens.

Jared G. Smith and W. M.

CODIEUM (Malayan name). Euphorbidaceae. Crotons of florists. Four or 5 Malayan species of shrubs or trees. Plants monocious: racemes axillary, long and slender; pistillate fls. with small 5-lobed calyx and no petals, the ovary 3-lobed; stamens 15-30, surrounded by calyx and 5-6 small petals; lvs. alternate and petiolate, normally entire, thick, more or less Acuña-like. Differs from Croton in the absence of petals from the pistillate fls., and in technical characters of stamens.

The Codieums of gardens are of many widely different kinds, and many of these forms have Latin-made names. They are all derived, however, from one poly-morphous natural group, which J. Müller, the latest monographer (DC. Prodr. 15: pt. 2, 1119), considers to be one species (C. variegatum). This plant is widely distributed in the Malayan region, and is commonly planted in the Moluccas and other parts. The Crotons or Codieums of horticulturists fall into three groups, those with ovate, short-stalked lvs., those with narrower and spatulate lvs., and those with very narrow and often twisted lvs. These correspond with Müller's three natural divisions:

**variegatum**, Linn., var. pictum, Müller (C. pictum, Hook.). Fig. 509. Lvs. short-petioled, ovate or ovate-lanceolate, more or less curculate at the base, 1½-3½ times longer than wide, beautifully and variously marked with red, yellow and green. L.B.C. 9:570. B.M. 3561.

Var. Moluccanum, Müller. Fig. 510. Lvs. long- or short-petioled, widely or narrowly spatulate, acute at base, and short-acuminate.

CODIEUM

509. Codieum Baronne de Rothschild (var. pictum).

Var. geminum, Müller (Croton variegatus, Linn.). Figs. 511, 512. Lvs. broad- or narrow-lanceolate, equally narrowed at both ends, acutish or obtuse, never cordate at base.

The Codieums of gardens are prized chiefly for the varied and bright color. The leaves are oval, very narrow, in shades of red, yellow, orange and purple, and the markings often run into white. The plants have been modified almost endlessly by domestication. Some of the modification is the result of crossing. The Codieums are prized both as indoor foliage plants and as subjects for crossing in the open air; they develop most brilliant colors in our bright, hot summers. The plants will not stand frost. Specimens which are becoming too large for the greenhouse may be placed in the center of the bed for summer and thrown out in winter frost. With Crotons it is especially desirable to have the hall of roots well developed. The smallest sized plants, which naturally form the outer ring in the summer bed, may be plunged in their pots into the soil, and are easily removed in the fall to the greenhouse. Such plants, when taken up in the fall and brought indoors, should be cut back at the time of potting. They do not make the best subjects for winter decoration, although good results may be got from them by the exercise of care.

L. H. B.

Crotons (or Codieums, as they are popularly known in America) are beautiful plants, with many forms of handsome and odd foliage of the most brilliant coloring. The colors range from deep red to white, light red, deep yellow, orange, pink, red and crimson, in the most charming combinations. In some cases one color predominates, as in Carrierei (yellow), Casar Alexander (red), and Hawkerii (light yellow). These varieties of distinct coloring make beautiful specimen plants for jardinieres; and their beauty is enhanced when used in jardinieres of appropriate color. As exhibition plants they are very effective, and may be grown to specimens 5 or 6 feet high, or even larger. In smaller sizes, Codieums are much used as table plants, for which purpose well colored tops are rooted and grown on until they are from 12 to 15 inches high. The narrow-leaved varieties are most useful for this purpose. Codieums are also very attractive in vases and window boxes and for mantel and table decorations. They are also very valuable as bedding plants. Planted in clumps or masses, the effect of the combination of rich and graceful color is charming. They should be planted in only good, rich, not too heavy soil, and regularly syringed to keep down red spider. They color best when fully exposed to the sun, and should not be planted out until the 8th of June in the neighborhood of New York and Philadelphia. If something is needed to make the beds look attractive early in the season, it is a good plan to plant Codieums. Some of the tender varieties, such as Redid, Alibicans, and a few others, are inclined to burn in the extremely hot weather, but nearly all the sorts do well bedded out. Among the very best for this purpose are Queen Victoria, Dwarf of Queen Victoria, and Codieumum, Lady Zetland, Carrierei, Barry, Hawkerii, Fasciatum, Anicetumce.

The house culture of Codieums is very simple. It is necessary that a night temperature be maintained of 70° to 75°, and that the air be kept moist by frequent syringings. Cuttings of half-ripened wood may be easily rooted at any time from October until June, a bottom heat of 80° being just what they need. When very fine specimens are desired, root strong and shapely tops by making an incision in the stem and tying moss around the wounded part; it will be rooted ready to pot in about three weeks. By this method all the foliage may be retained, and a perfect plant be the result. The more light the plant gets, the better will be the color; but with some kinds of glass it is necessary to shade lightly to prevent burning of the leaves. They may be grown finely in a house shaded with green glass, which admits the light and does not require shading. It is well to syringe two or three times a week with tobacco water, to kill mealy bug and red spider. Little's Antijope, or any compound of coal-oil, is a good insecticide for Codieums. New varieties from seed (the result of crossing existing sorts) are continually being raised. Seed ripens freely under glass in North America, and there is no doubt that the list of choice eighty varieties now in cultivation will be largely extended in the near future.

The following horticultural varieties are in the American trade:

**Agaribeth Gem.**

**Albo-incatum.**
510. **Codium Disraeli (var. Moluccanum).**

*Augustissimum* (angustifolium). Lvs. 1-1½ ft. long, linear, drooping, yellow-margined and -ribbed.

*Aniettense.* Lvs. short and broad, green, blotched with yellow and crimson.

*Augro-maculatum.* Lvs. long and narrow, yellow-spotted.

*Aureum.* Lvs. beautified and symmetrically marked with rich yellow.

*Baron Adolph Seillière.* Strong and robust growth. Large, brilliant green lvs., with pale yellow nerves, which soon become ivory-white, the contrast of color producing a striking effect.

*Baronne de Rothschild* (Fig. 509). Lvs. broad, olive-green and yellow, changing to crimson.

*Barry.*

*Beauty.* Lvs. lanceolate, profusely and strikingly variegated with golden yellow on a rich green ground; as they attain age the green ground color gradually becomes a deep bronze, while the yellow variegation develops into a rich, rosy crimson.

*Berjano.* Lvs. short, broad-oblong, cream-yellow, with green blotches. I.H. 27:299.

*Brilliantissimum.*

*Baron.* Lvs. lanceolate, 16 in. or less, shining green, marbled with golden yellow.

*Carrière.*

*Challenger* (Imperator). Long lvs.: midrib at first creamy white, suffused with red, deepening to bright carmine. One of the best.

*Chelsea.* Lvs. narrow and drooping, more or less twisted, salmon-tinted and -blotched.

*Chrysephyllum.* Lvs. small, yellow-tinted.

*Compte de Germany.*

*Cooperi.* Lvs. yellow-veined and -blotched, changing to red.

*Cornutum.* Lvs. oblong and obtuse, lobed, rounded at the base, wavy-margined, dark, shining green and mottled with yellow, the midrib projecting at the tip.

*Crosnaldii.* Lvs. lanceolate, twisted and crisped, tapering to a sharp point, glossy green, variegated with light golden yellow.

*Crown Prince.* Lvs. lanceolate and acuminate, 18 in. or less long, shining green, with golden veins.

*Czar Alexander III.*

**CODLEUM**

*Dayspring.* Orange-yellow, edged green and tinged red.

*Delight.* Lvs. oblong acute, bright yellow, margined with green, the veins cream-color, the bright central variegation changing to clear ivory-white, with here and there a few dots of the same color scattered through the margin of the leaf.

*Disraeli* (Fig. 510). Lvs. rather narrow, variously lobed, dark green, with yellow veins, changing to crimson.

*Dodgei.* Lvs. lance-linear, 1 ft. or less long, sometimes twisted, green, with golden rib and margins.

*Earlscourt.*

*Elegans.* Lvs. linear-lanceolate, but short (about 6 in.), green above, with yellow or crimson rib and margins, dull green and mottled purple beneath.

*Elegansissimum.* Lvs. narrow, of considerable length; variegation of a rich, bright golden color, which contrasts strongly with the bright red tint of the petioles, producing a very pretty effect.

*Evansianum.* Lvs. 3-lobed, veined with yellow and mottled with yellow, bronze and orange.

*Excelsior.*

*Fasciatum.* Deep green, with yellow veins.

*Flambeau.*

*Flamingo.*

*Gloriesum* (Prince of Wales). Lvs. long, narrow and drooping, variously spotted with creamy yellow.

*Golden Ring.*

*Goldener.* Lvs. spatulate, 3-lobed, 12 in. or less long, olive-green, with golden veins.

*Grande.* Dark green, with yellow spots.

*Hambrunianum.* Lvs. oblong, 18 in. or less, olive-green, with golden and rose markings.

*Harcooldianum* (Trimphants Harwoodianum). Lvs. oblong, ribbed with gold and crimson.

*Haukeri.* Lvs. broad-lanceolate, ½ ft. long, light yellow, with green margins.

*Harpyianum.* Lvs. ovate-oblong and pointed, 10 in., mottled or overspread with golden yellow.

*Hilleiannum.* Lvs. broad-oblong or spatulate, 9 in. or less, wavy-margined, purplish green, marked with crimson.

*Hookerianum.* Lvs. lance-ovate, dark, shining green, with golden blotches.

*Illustri.* Lvs. with 3 narrow-oblong lobes, golden barred and variegated.

*Imperator.* See Challenger.

*Interruptum* (Fig. 511). Lvs. very narrow, with notched places, twisted, with crimson rib.

*Irr_regularizer.* Lvs. oblong and tapering at base, contracted below the middle, acute at apex, shining green, with yellow spots and ribs.

*Janesi.* Lvs. ovate, 10 in. or less, dark green, irregularly blotched with whitish and yellow.

*Johannis.* Lvs. linear-lanceolate, tapering at each end, channelled above, ribbed and margined yellow. A.F. 13:1070.

511. **Codium interruptum** (var. genuinum).

*Katai.* Lvs. lanceolate, bright green, with circular yellow spots.

*Lady Zetland.* Graceful habit.

*Lord Derby.*

*Maelorlanze.* Lvs. linear-lanceolate, drooping, 1 ft. long, green and yellow blotched, but becoming bright crimson.

*Magnificafolium.*
Majesticum. Lvs. narrow and long, mottled green and yellow, and shaded with crimson.


Mrs. H. F. Watson. Large-lvd.: green, but as they mature the green deepens and changes to a bright, bronzy crimson, striped, spotted and blotched with rich golden yellow and edged with salmon, the midribs and veins bright red.

Mrs. Seem. Lvs. broad-lanceolate and acuminate, golden yellow in the center and on the margins and petiole.

Multicolor. Lvs. like Irregularare, but blotched and veined with yellow, changing to orange and crimson.


Sceptizianum.

Soldier.

Spirale (Fig. 512). Lvs. long, narrow-oblong, twisted, striped and marked with yellow, changing to crimson.

Steator. Lvs. obovate, blunt at base, olive green, with redish rib and petiole and orange bands and margin.

Sunbeam. Dark, bronzy lvs., from 9 to 10 in. long and about 2 in. wide, in the young state freely blotched with yellow, gradually changing into rosier crimson, which in turn, as the leaf arrives at maturity, becomes of a rich blood-red.

Sunshine. Superbissimum.

Thompsonii. Tricolor. Lvs. oblong-spatalulate, very acute, gradually tapering from the upper third to the base: margin sinuose; upper surface dark, shining green, central part and midrib golden yellow, lower surface dull, reddish green.

Triumphus. Lvs. oblong, deep green and crimson, changing to greenshine bronze and rosier crimson.

Undulatum. Lvs. broad and long, undulated or crimped, with claret, crimson and purplish veins.

Victoria. Lvs. of deep orange-yellow, blotched with crimson, changing with age to deep olive green, with crimson veins and costa, and a blotching of red.


Vulatum. Lvs. broad, rolled at tip, golden veined.

Warrenii. Lvs. linear-lanceolate, 2-3 ft. long, twisted, drooping, overspread and mottled with orange and crimson, changing to crimson.

Wetunantii. Lvs. lance-linear, 12 in. or less long, very acute at tip, more or less undulate-margined, shining green and golden-blotched.

Williamii. Lvs. ovate-oblong, 1 1/2 ft. or less long and 4 in. or less broad, undulated, magenta, crimson and yellow.

Wilsonii. Lvs. linear-lanceolate, 1-2 ft., drooping, bright green, overspread with yellow.

Yamagii. Lvs. long, nearly 1 m. wide, dark green, irregularly blotched with yellow and rose-red.

Robert Craig.

CODLIN or CODLING. Used in England to mean a small, green, half-wild, inferior apple. It is used in distinction from grafted or dessert fr. It is about equivalent to our use of the word "crab."

CELIA (Greek, koilos, hollow: referring to the pollen masses). Orchidaceae, tribe Vanda. Six species of central and South American epiphytic orchids, divided into 2 strongly marked groups with widely different kinds of inflorescence. C. macrostachya is a type of the first section, with long racemes of numerous small, horizontal fls., which are much exceeded by the long spreading bracts, and the base of the column short. C. bella is typical of the second section, with the fls. few, larger, erect, in groups of about 3, longer than their bracts, and the base of the column elongated with its own length, which gives the fls. a tubular appearance. Célia are of minor importance. They grow best in pots of peat and sphagnum, with a little charcoal.

A. Fls. rosy red, numerous, small, in a long raceme.

macrostachya, Lindl. Pseudobulbs 2 1/2 in. long, almost round, with brown scales at the base: lvs. about 3, from the top of the pseudobulb, 1 ft. or more long, lanceolate, arching, broader than in C. bella, and not channelled: sepals red; petals white. Mexico. R.H. 1878: 210. B.M. 4712 shows a dense raceme 8 in. long, with more than 75 fls.

AA. Fls. white, tipped purple, few, large.

bélla, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs smaller and more contracted at the top: lvs. 6-10 in. long, narrower, channelled above, arching; fls. 2 in. long, erect, 3 or 4 in number, with the midlobe of the lip orange-colored. Guatemala. B.M. 6628.

CELOGYNE (hollow pistil). Orchidaceae, tribe Epidendrea. A genus of useful plants, all pseudobulbous, found in tropical Asia growing on trees and on rocks. Sepals and petals membranaceous, labelium large, cuculate with 2, 3 or more longitudinal ridges; column erect, winged, membranaceous, margined at and toward the apex; pollinia 4. The botanical details of Célogyne species are shown in Fig. 513. At the top is a general
view of the flower. Below, on the left, is the column, front and side view. In the center is the lip, with the column lying along its top. Below the lip, on the left, is the stigma. To the right, on the bottom row, are the pollinia, front and back view; and at the right center are separate pollen masses.

Colocyynes may be grown in pots, pans or baskets, but it is hardly advisable to undertake growing them on blocks, as they are a thirsty class of plants when growing, and, in fact, when at rest should not be allowed to become very dry. Colocyynes, as a rule, do not care to be disturbed; therefore, it is a good plan not to repot until the plants have outgrown the pots or baskets, or the old compost has become exhausted. They should be potted then in a compost consisting of equal parts fresh sphagnum moss and fibrous peat, to which may be added a little broken charcoal. The pots or baskets to be used should have a good supply of crocks, so that the water may pass away freely, otherwise the compost would soon become sour. A good time to repot or top-dress is just after the flowering season. When repotted, the plants should be kept in a rather moist, shady place until the new roots commence to take hold of the fresh compost. They may then be put in their growing quarters and given a good supply of water all through the growing season; but after the growth is completed they will require only enough water to keep the bulbs in a plump condition. Manure water applied once a week when growing will be found beneficial, but should be given in a weak form to begin with.

There are about 50 kinds of Colocyynes, a number of which are well worth a place in the most select collections. One of the most beautiful species is C. cristata, with its varieties hololoura, Chatsworthii, Leoniouiana and maxima. To insure a good crop of fls., the above should all have a good supply of light and air when growing, only a very light shading being necessary. They also may be grown overhead once or twice a day in bright weather to keep down red spider and other insect pests. In the winter they may be rested in any cool greenhouse in which the temperature does not fall below 50°. Colocyynes may be propagated by dividing the plants, always being careful to get one or more leading growths with each piece.

Cult. by Albert J. Newell.

A. Racemes pendulous or drooping.

Pandurata, Lindl. Fls. large; sepals and petals green; labellum fiddle-shaped, with black veins and stains on a yellowish green ground; central disk 3-ribbed; pseudobulbs oval oblong, 4 in. long; Ivs. rather oblong, 15 or more in. in length; racemes many-fl.; Borneo. B.M. 3578, F.S. 28:2139. J.H. III. 50:375. A.P. 6:933.

Dayana, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs pyriform, about 6 in. long; Ivs. oblong lanceolate; fls. numerous; sepals and petals pale yellow, margins reflexed; petals much narrower than sepals; labellum with 6 erect ridges fringed with brown; racemes 2 ft. or more long. Borneo. G.C. III. 15:695.

Massangeana, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs pyriform, about 3½–4 in. long, Ivs. elliptical, large, tapering toward the base; the long racemes many-fl.; sepals and petals equal, pale yellow, lateral lobes of labellum brownish within, lined or streaked with yellow; mid-lobe translucent, dull salmon-pink; column verrucose brown and yellow disk; raceme sometimes 2 ft. long. Assam. B.M. 6979.

BB. Fls. white or cream-colored.


Haccida, Lindl. Pseudobulbs ovate, angulate, 2–3 in. long Ivs. lanceolate, about 8 in. long; raceme 7–10 fl.; often more; fls. 1½ in. across; sepals and petals white; labellum with 3 ridges, bright yellow blotch on the disk. Nepal. B.M. 3318.

Gardneriana, Lindl. Pseudobulbs long and tapering, disk-shaped; Ivs. 2, 1½ ft., 18 in. or less long; raceme many-fl.; fls. large, long-petalled, pure white except the lemon-yellow lip, not opening wide. Ind. P.M. 6:73.

Asperata, Lindl. (C. Lowii, Paxt.), Large species (18–24 in. high); pseudobulbs large and oblong, each bearing a pair of broad, dull green Ivs.; raceme 1 ft. long, many-fl.; fls. 3 in. across, cream-colored, but the lip with an orange crest and radiating brown and yellow streaks. Borneo. P.M. 16:227.

Sanderiana, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs ovate and wrinkled or costate, 2 in. long, each bearing a pair of Ivs. 1½–2 ft. long; fls. above or below, 2½ in. across, snow-white; sepals narrow and pointed, keeled with reddish-brown; lip 3-lobed, the side lobes striped with brown and the middle lobe blotched with yellow. E. Ind. — Distinct and handsome. Sanderia, Kriinzlin (G.C. III. 13:361. J.H. III. 25:451), is probably the same. It is described as having the "disk of the lip deep orange in front, much paler behind, and with three parallel keels, covered with long dark hairs" (G.C. III. 13, p. 392).

AA. Racemes erect.

Barbata, Griffith. Pseudobulbs about 2 in. long, ovate; Ivs. broadly lanceolate, about 1 ft. long; fls. large, petal linear, white; sepals ovate-oblong, white; mid-lobe of labellum brownish with a side, curiously fringed with brown; crests 3. Khasia hills.

Ocelata, Lindl. Pseudobulbs pyriform or nearly so; Ivs. about 1 ft. long, narrowly lanceolate; racemes 6 in. long; fls. large, white, with two bright orange-yellow masses on each of the lateral lobes; labellum with two smaller spots at the base of the midlobe; also brown lateral streaks; column bordered with yellow. E. Ind. Found at an elevation of 7,900 feet. B.M. 3567.

Speciosa, Lindl. Pseudobulbs ovoid, distinctly angled, 2½ or 3 in. long, monopetalous; racemes short; fls. 1, 2 or 3, on short peduncles, which emerge from imbricate scales directly below the fls.; sepals oblong-obovate, translucent, dull salmon-pink; petals linear reflexed; lateral lobes of labellum erect and slightly incurved, reticulated, with dull copper-brown on a blush-salmon-ground, midlobe roundish, partly broad-marginated with white;
disk with two fringed ridges and amber-brown markings.

**Cceoga**

19.5.25. Wight. Pseudobulb ovate-pointed, in tufts, with lvs. 3 in. long: racemes 3-4-fl.; lfs. white; sepals and petals nearly equal, oblong and acute; lip 3-lobed, the middle lobe small and blunter than the central one. E. Ind. B.M. 5691.

Parshii, Hook. f. Like C. pandurata, but racemes not drooping, the pseudobulb 4-angled and narrow, bearing a pair of stout broad lvs., the lfs. about 6, and smaller. A small species. Burma. B.M. 5325.

**Péstermannii**, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs cylindrical or fusiform, bearing umbellate pseudobulbs from the side: lfs. large, snow-white; sepals and petals lanceolate, the former keeled outside; lip 3-lobed, the middle lobe rounded and minute-pointed, the side lobes rounded, the disk marked with yellow brown: lvs. 3–5 in. wide and 18 in. long, very short-stalked. E. Ind.

**Oakey Ames.**

**COFFEA**

(From the Arabian name for the drink, itself conjunctively derived from Coafs, a district in southern Abyssinia.) Rubiaceae. A genus of about 20 Old World species, mostly natives of tropical Africa. Shrubs or small trees, usually glabrous, with slender branches: lvs. simple, entire, usually pointed, glossy, rarely pubescent, mostly decumbent or hanging, rarely, in whorls of 3: lvs. creamly white, tuberose-like, delicately fragrant, subseasial, clustered in the axils of the lvs. The genus is technically distinguished by the fact that the flowers are small, with a column, petals absent, few glabrous: style branches 2, linear. The fr. is a berry containing 2 hard seeds, which afford the Coffee of commerce.

For Coffee production, two species, C. Arabica and C. Liberica, are now extensively cultivated throughout the tropics, and are occasionally to be found in conservatories; also in gardens in Florida and California.

The Coffee of commerce consists of the seeds of these two species of Coffea, C. Arabica and C. Liberica, the cultivation of which is one of the most important agricultural industries of the tropics, the annual production reaching 1,500,000,000 pounds, valued at $150,000,000. Of this amount, Brazil furnishes over 70 per cent. A new Coffee from the Congo is receiving much attention in Europe. — C. Maragopot. It is very vigorous growing.

**Climate and soil.**—Although C. Arabica will endure a low temperature, and has, with slight protection, survived the winter in Germany, successful commercial culture requires a rainfall of from 100–120 in. and an equable temperature, having an average minimum of not much below 60°. The Liberian species is at home under thoroughly tropical conditions, and endures exposure to the sun at low elevations, where for C. Arabica shade trees are commonly supplied. Coffee thrives in a great variety of soils, but those containing a large amount of humus are preferable and volcanic deposits are also excellent. The use of fertilizers is increasing, but the requirements of particular localities must be carefully considered.

**Cultivation.**—The seed germinates in from 4 to 6 weeks after ripening, and will endure only partial drying. Seedlings are raised in shaded seed-hvds or flower-pots, whence they are transplanted at the beginning of the rainy season, preferably when 2 years old, to their permanent places. The distance between trees is determined by the soil and climatic conditions, varying from 6 ft. for C. Arabica, under circumstances unfavorable to the growth of wood, to 15 ft. or more for C. Liberica, in fertile ground. For the reception of the seedlings, large holes are dug in order to insure loose soil and avoid injuring or bending the long tap-root. Subsequent culture consists in the frequent removal of all weeds, by means of hoes or other implements, which also stir the surface soil. Trees are headed or pruned to a height of from 3–6 ft. in order to keep the berries within easy reach, and after each harvest the old twigs are removed, also the epiphytes and parasites. Spraying with fungicides and insecticides is also practiced when necessary.

**Harvest.**—Production begins, under favorable circum-

stances, the second or third year from transplanting—

but a paying crop can scarcely be expected before the

fifth or sixth year. The berries ripen unevenly, requir-

ing two or more visits to each tree. The yield is esti-

mated in general at 1 pound of dry Coffee per tree, but

careful methods increase this to 3 or 4 pounds, while

in exceptional cases from 6 to 12 and even 20 pounds

have been reported. The life of the Coffee tree has been

stated at 20 or 30 years, but with good care production

may be maintained for 50 years or more. The berries

may be dried as picked and the seeds afterward ex-

tracted by machines called "pulleurs;" or, by means of a

"pulper," the outer fleshy material is removed before

drying. For the latter process, running water, elisters,

building, and implements are necessary. After being

"pulped," the Coffee is fermented in order to further dis-

integrate the saccharin matter of the external coat;

it is then dried in the sun or by artificial heat, after

which the tough inner integument, the so-called "parce-

tment," is removed by other machines and the "beans"

are polished, graded and sent to the market.

In all of the recently acquired tropical territories of

the United States, Coffee culture may become an im-

portant industry, the excellence of the Porto Rican pro-

duct being already well known. From the agricultural

standpoint, little has been attempted in the selection of

superior seed or the application of scientific methods

of propagation. Urafting has recently been accomplished

in Java.

**Books.**—Coffee, Its Culture and Commerce, edited

by C. O. Warnford Looch, 264 pages, 1888, contains a

considerable amount of the literature then existing, but

the article in German in Semié's Tropische Agri-

kultur contains more recent and original matter. A

French work, Culture du Cafété, by C. Raoul, Paris,

1897, is the latest important contribution to the subject.

O. F. Cook.

**Arabica.**

Linn. **COMMON OR ARABIAN COFFEE.** Fig. 514. Lvs. 3–6 in. long; leaf, thin, oblong, nearly three times as long as broad, more or less abruptly contracted near the apex to a point about 1¼ in. long; fls. in axillary clusters of 3–5; segments of corolla four times as long as wide; fr. 2-seeded, deep crimson berry, but the "ber-

ries" or beans of commerce are the seeds. The commer-

cial varieties of Coffee are based largely on the size,

shape, color and flavor of the seeds, and hence the fr. is

very variable, but the type is usually considered to be

spherical and half an inch in diameter. Indigenous in Aby-

ssinia, Mozambique and Angola; supposed to have been introduced in early Mohammedian times from Aby-

ssinia to Arabia, whence it became

known to Europeans in the sixteenth century. This

species furnished until recently the entire commercial

product. B.M. 1300, Gnp. 6:53. As it grows wild in

Afr. it is a small tree 10–15 ft. high, with the trunk 3–12

in. thick at the base, and with horizontal or even nod-

ding branches, which in old age become one-sided.

Often cult, unpruned, a bush in the north. Its scented

leaves are of interest, and in S. Calif. it is a good outdoor orna-

mental shrub, esteemed for its shining lvs., fragrant white fls.,

and red berries.

514. **Coffea Arabica.** (× 1/2)
COFFEA

BB. Segments of corolla wide: lvs. ovate.

Bengalensis, Roxb. Bengal Coffee. Lvs. ovate, barely twice as long as broad, acute, but not having a long, abrupt point: fls. in 2's or 3's; segments of corolla barely twice as long as wide. E. Ind., Malay. B.M. 4917. —This has much showier fls. than C. Arabica.

A small shrub with glabrous, dichotomous branches. A native of the mountains of northeastern India, whence it was brought to Calcutta and much cult. there for a time. It is now neglected, the berries being of inferior quality and the plants not productive enough.

AA. Corolla 6-, 7-, or 8-parted.

B. Fls. in dense clusters or gloases: lvs. short-pointed, 6-12 in. long.

Libérica, Hcnn. Liberian Coffee. Lvs. longer than in C. Arabica, and wider above the middle, with a proportionately shorter and less abruptly contracted point: fls. 15 or more in a dense cluster; corolla segments usually 7. Trop. Afr. Trans. Linn. Soc. H. 1:171 (1876). G.C. H. 6:105. R.H. 1890, p. 104. 105. —Seems to be more robust and productive than C. Arabica, with berries larger and of finer flavor. It is a more tropical plant than the common Coffee, and can be grown at much lower levels. "It is a small tree, similar in general to C. Arabica, but of more vigorous and upright habit, and larger in all its parts. Lvs. 6-12 in. long; corolla 6-8-parted: berries dull crimson, larger, more numerous, and more nearly spherical than those of most forms of C. Arabica. In its native forests in W. Afr. it attains a height of 30 ft. or more, and flourishes near sea level. Owing to its greater size, vigor and productiveness, it is now being extensively planted in coffee-growing regions, particularly in the E. Ind., where it has been found resistant to a rust fungus, Homileia vastatrix, which had destroyed the plantations of C. Arabica. In cultivation, both species are pruned low to facilitate the picking of the berries." — O. P. Cook.

BB. Fls. solitary or in 3's: lvs. long-pointed, 3½-5 in. long.

stenophylla, G. Don. Lvs. 4-6 in. long, 1-1½ in. broad, narrower than in C. Arabica, with a relatively longer and more tapering point; corolla segments usually 9. W. Afr. B.M. 7475. —This is said to yield berries of even finer flavor than the Liberian Coffee, and quite as freely, but the bush is longer in coming into bearing. This is a promising rival to the C. Arabica of commerce. Seeds have been distributed by British botanical gardens, but are not known to be for sale at present in America.

W. M.

COFFEE. See Coffea.

COFFEE BERRY. A name of Glycine hispida, which should be abandoned in favor of Soy Bean.

COFFEE PEA. A western name for the Chick Pea, Cicer arietinum, which is used as a substitute for coffee.

COHOSH. See Actea. The Blue Cohosh is a Caulephylum.

COIX (old Greek name). Gramineor. A genus somewhat closely related to Indian Corn, and similar to it in leaf structure. A hardy annual, 2-3 ft. high, with broad lvs. and a curious nodding inflorescence. The female fls. are included in a nearly globular, capsule-like covering, which is very hard. This capsule (or involucre) is at first green, then a jet black, becoming nearly white with age. Southern Asia.

Lacryma-Jobi, Linn. Job's Tears. Tear-grass, Corn-beads. Fig. 515. So called from the resemblance of the inflorescence to a tear-drop. In cult., as an ornamental or as a curiosity. In India it is cultivated for food by some of the hill tribes of that country. Var. aurea zebina, Hort., has yellow-striped lvs. P. B. Kennedy.

COLA (native name). Sterculiaceae. Cola. Also called Kola, Korra, Gorra. This genus of perhaps 14 species of tropical African trees is chiefly interesting for the Cola nuts, which are said to sustain the natives in great feats of endurance. The tree grows on the east coast of Africa, but is very abundant on the west coast, and is now cultivated in the West Indies. Within the tropics the trade in this nut is said to be immense. It has lately become famous in the U. S. through many preparations for medicinal purposes and summer drinks.

The seeds are about the size and appearance of a horse chestnut, and have a bitter taste. Although repeatedly introduced to Kew, England, the plant never flowered there until 1818. Consult Stewart's Monograph on Kola.

Colas are tropical African trees, requiring a rich, well-drained soil. Those introduced into West Indies and other parts of America, especially C. acuminata, thrive best on a sandy loam. The trees are grown from seeds, which are large and fleshy, keeping well for some weeks after ripening. As the tree is difficult to transplant, the seeds may be planted singly in small pots, and the young trees kept growing thus until wanted for permanent planting. Propagation may also be effected by cuttings of ripe wood, which should be placed in bottom heat, and treated in the usual way.

acuminata, Schott and Endl. About 40 ft. high in Africa, resembling an apple tree: lvs. alternate; petiole ¾-6 in. long; blade 4-6 in. long, leathery, with prominent ribs below; older lvs. entire, ovate, acute; younger lvs. often once or twice cut near the base about half way to the midrib; fls. yellow, 15 or more in a cluster, about 1 in. across, with a slender green tube and a showy yellow, 6- or 5-cut limb, which is a part of the calyx, as the petals are absent in the tribe Sterculiae.

B.M. 5699.

E. N. REASONER and W. M.

COLAX. Now referred to Lyceaste.
CôLCHICUM (from Colchis, a country in Asia Minor. Liliaceae. Meadow Saffron. Autum Crocus. A tribe of fall- (rarely spring-) blooming bulbous plants. Periánth crocus-like but much larger, long and tubular, varying from solid to being hollow, with 6 narrow, pointed, clawed petals varying in forms of creamy white, golden, reddish, purple to black. The flowered species: Ivs. long and broad, appearing in early spring and dying down in June: stamens six; styles three and very long; ovary a round, 3-celled pod with seeds in 3 rooms, with a strong, sweet smell. “Colchicum root” and seed are employed in gout and rheumatism. They are narcotic poisons. Colchicums are natives of Europe and the Mediterranean region. They are most charming of indoor plants of early culture. The flower comes in August and September, at a season when the herbarian beds begin to lose their freshness, and, although individual flowers are fugacious, others flower in succession, thus coloring the garden all the season. Opening, as they do, without foliage, some help is required from the greenery of other plants; for this purpose any low-growing, not too dense kind, can be used, such as the dwarf Artemisia, Sedums, Phlox subulata, etc. Colchicums are most effective in masses, which can be established by thick planting, or as the result of many years’ growth. They can be grown in rock-work, in beds, or in grass which is not too thick nor too open; they thrive best in partial shade and succeed best in an open, sunny border. They should be planted in August or early September, in deep, well-enriched soil, a light, sandy loam, with the tip of the bulb covered with the surface. Some protection should be given in winter. They remain in good condition for many years, and should not be disturbed unless they show signs of deterioration, fewer flowers and poor foliage. Then they should be lifted and transplanted, just after the leaves have died down in summer or early July. This is the usual method of propagation, but they can also be increased from seeds, sown just after ripening, June–July; the seedlings may not appear until the following spring. The seedlings bloom when 3 to 5 years old. The bulbs are obtainable from the Dutch growers at moderate prices, and they must be imported early; otherwise they are apt to bloom in the cases. C. autumnale, with rose purple flowers, is a well-known and the most commonly cultivated species. There are numerous varieties, of which the best are the white, the double white and the double purple. Belonging to this same group and not differing much except in size and coloring of the flower, are C. Byzantinum, C. montanum, and C. umbrosum. C. speciosum, a native of the Caucasus, is the finest in every way of the genus. The flowers are much larger and of better shape, and the color is of a much more beautiful hue; this growth is robust, and the plant is most easily handled. C. Parkinsonii (a form of C. variegatum) is distinct from the above varieties inasmuch as the flowers are tessellated, purple and white, giving a curious checkerboard appearance which is unique; the leaves are much smaller and are wavy. C. Agrippinum, C. Bivonae, C. Cilicieum and C. Sibthorpi, are other species having checkered flowers more or less similar to Parkinsonii. C. Bulbocodium = Bulbocodium vernum. Monograph by J. G. Baker in Journ. Linn. Soc., vol. 17 (1880).

B. M. Watson.

Alphabetical list of species described below: Agrippinum, 5; alpinum, 13; autumnale, 10; Bortoloni, 1; Bivonae, 6; Byzantinum, 3; Cilicieum, 9; luteum, 3; montanum, 2; Parkinsonii; Sibthorpi; speciosum, 2; Sibthorpi, 2; Troodi, 11; umbrosum, 12; variegatum. 4.

b. Blooming in spring: Ivs. appearing after the Ivs. a. Color rose or lilac: size of anthers small. b. Anthers oblong, purple.

1. montanum, Linn. (C. Bortoloni, Stev.). An important and variable species, with many synonyms and variations. Baker makes 7 forms. Corm oval to 1 1/2 in. thick, the tunics brown, membranaceous, the inner ones produced to a point 2 1/2 in. above the neck; Ivs. 2-3, rarely 4-6, linear or lanceolate, about 2 1/2 in. long in time of flowering, finally 6-9 in. long: Ivs. 1-4, in spring and autumn. Oct.–June. Mediterranean region, from Spain to Persia. B. M. 6445. – Appears in early spring with the snowdrops and crocuses.

Colchicum

cc. Anthers linear, yellow.


b. Color yellow: size of anthers large.

3. luteum, Baker. This is the only yellow-flowered form in the genus, all the others ranging from purple to white. Although it belongs to the Mediterranean group, with Ivs. and fls. produced at the same time and in spring, it is a native of western India at an elevation of 7,000–8,000 ft. Corm tunics dark brown, sometimes greenish; petals 3, outer ones black: Ivs. 3, outer ones larger, less tapering than in No. 1, at the time of flowering 3-4 in. long, finally 6-7 in. long. B. M. 6153.–Not advertised in American trade, but very desirable.

aa. Blooming in autumn: Ivs. appearing after the Ivs. b. Periánth tessellated or checkered c. Tessellation distinct.

4. variegatum, Linn. Ivs. 2-3, lanceolate, about 6 in. long, 12-15 lines wide, lying flat on the ground; margins wavy: Ivs. 2-3 from each spathe, 4 in. across, with a white tube. Islands of the Levant and Asia Minor. B. M. 1928.

5. Sibthorpi, Hook. f. (B. M. 6000), is the best of all the tessellated forms, the tessellation being more sharply defined and more delicate than the type. It is a smaller plant, and has shorter and more strongly undulated Ivs., which lie closer to the ground. Of this plant Parkinson said in his Paradisus Terrestris, 1629: “This most beautiful saffron flower riseth up with his flowers in the Autumn, as the others before specified do, although not of so large a size, yet far more pleasant and delightful in the thick, deep blew or purple-colored beautiful spots therein, which make it excel all others whatsoever. The leaves rise up in the Spring, being smaller than the former, for the most part 3 in number, and of a paler or fresher green colour, lying close upon the ground, broad at the bottom, a little pointed at the end, and twining and folding themselves in and out at the edges as if they were indented. I have not seen any seed it hath borne. The root is like unto the others of this kind, but small and long, and not so great; it floweth later for the most part than any of the other, even not until November, and is very hard to be preserved with us, in that for the most part the root waxeth lese and lese even year, out of its own strength; but he that will make it natural that it will scarce shew his flower; yet when it floweth anything earlier, that it may have any comfort of a warm Sun, it is the glory of all these kindes.”

dd. Ivs. ascending.

e. Margin of Ivs. wavy.

5. Agrippinum, Baker (C. tessellatum, Hort.). Corms a little thicker than in No. 4: Ivs. 3-4, 6-9 in. long, 12-15 lines wide, margin wavy: Ivs. 2-4 from each spathe. F. S. 11:1133. – This is a marked form of C. variegatum, of garden origin, which has similar Ivs., but a more robust habit and more nearly erect Ivs.

ee. Margin of Ivs. flat, not wavy.

6. Bivonae, Guss. Ivs. 6-9, nearly 1 ft. long, 9-15 lines wide, rather hooded at the apex, margin flat, not wavy: Ivs. 1-4 from each spathe. Sicily.

cc. Tessellation less distinct.

7. Sibthorpi, Baker. Easily distinguished from Nos. 4, 5 and 6 by the much broader segments of the periánth, and by the Ivs., which are nearly erect, obuse, and not at all wavy: Ivs. 5-6, dull green, finally 1 ft. or more long, 1½-2½ wide, narrowly gradually to the base: spathe striped with green, and tinged with lilac at the tip: Ivs. 1-5 from each spathe: perianth tube often 6 in. long. Msis. of Greece. B. M. 7181.—A large, cup-shaped flower, showing no open spaces between the broad, overlapping segments. Very handsome.
COLCHICUM

bb. Perianth not tessellated.

c. Size of fls. large, 3 in. or more across.
d. Lvs. broad, 3-4 in. wide.

E. No. of fls. 1-4.

8. speciosum, Steven. Corm 2 in. thick, the largest of the genus; stem 1 ft. high: lvs. 4-5, 12-15 in. long, 3-4 in. wide, narrowed from the middle to the base, shining green; fls. 1-4 from each spathe, violet, with a white eye, but varying almost to pure pink, often 6 in. across. Caucasus. B. M. 6078. F. S. 23: 252. F. M. 1876; 235. Gn. 11: 80. Generally considered the finest species of the genus.

EE. No. of fls. 12-20.

9. Byzantinum, Ker-Gawl. Closely allied to the above, but with wider lvs., smaller and paler fls., and broad, short anthers: stem 6 in. high: lvs. 5-6, oblong, dark green, striate, 9-12 in. long, 3-4 in. wide; fls. smaller than in No. 8, usually 3-4 in. across, lilac-purple, and often 12-20 from each spathe. Transylvania and Constantinople. B. M. 1122. C. Cilicicum, Hort., has rosy fls., somewhat tessellated. G. C. III. 23: 35.

dd. Lvs. narrow, 1-2 in. wide.

10. autumnale, Linn. Fig. 516. Stem 3-4 in. high: lvs. 3-4, rarely 5-6, 9-12 in. long, 1 1/2-2 in. wide: fls. 1-4, rarely 5-6, from each spathe, purple, with a white va-

516. Colchicum autumnale (X 3/4).

riety, about 4 in. across; perianth veined. Europe and the commonest in the American trade. It has beautiful double forms in purple and pure white. F. S. 19: 1896.

c. Size of fls. small, about 2 in. across.
d. No. of fls. from each spathe more than 1 or 2.

e. Perianth segments acute.

11. Troädi, Kotschy. Corm medium-sized: lvs. 3-4, 6-12 in. long, 9-12 in. wide, dark green above; fls. 4-5 or even 12, lilac-purple, about 2 in. across; perianth segments lanceolate-acute. Cyprus. B. M. 6091 shows a pure white variety.

EE. Perianth segments obtuse.

12. umbrosum, Steven. Corm small: lvs. 4-5, 6-9 in. long, 9-12 in. wide: fls. 1-5 from each spathe, lilac, about 2 in. across; perianth segments oblong-lanceolate, obtuse, with 8-12 veins. Caucasus.

dd. No. of fls. from each spathe 1 or 2.

13. alpinum, DC. Lvs. 2, rarely 3, nearly erect or spreading, 4-8 in. long, 3-5 lines wide, obtuse, chan-

neled, shining green, narrowed from the middle to the base: fls. 1 or 2 from each spathe, about 2 in. across, lilac; segments oblong-lanceolate, obtuse, 3-4 lines wide, with 10-15 veins. Mts. of France and Switzerland. W. M.

COLEUS (Greek for sheath, referring to the monadelphous stamens). Labiatae. Nearly 50 species in the Afr. and Asia, some of which are cult. for the very showy colored foliage. The cultivated kinds are herbs, but some of the wild species are shrubs. Lvs. opposite, dentate or serrate: stem 1-angled: fls. in a terminal spike-like raceme, small and usually bluish, the 5-toothed calyx deflexed in fr.; corolla bilabiata, the lower lobes longer and concave, and inclosing the essential organs.

Coleuses are of most easy culture. They root readily from short cuttings, cut either to a joint or in the middle of an internode (Fig. 517). No plant is more easy to root than this. They may be rooted at any time of the year when new wood is to be obtained. Formerly Coleuses were much used for bedding, but the introduction of better plants for this purpose has lessened their popularity. They require a long season; they are apt to burn in the hot summers of the interior country; they have a woody habit. However, they withstand shearing and are, therefore, useful for carpet-bedding. The leading variety for this purpose is still the old Golden Biedder, whose golden yellow foliage is used as filling for fancy designs. Coleus plants make excellent specimens for the window-garden and conservatory. Best results are obtained when new plants are started from cuttings each spring. The old plants become leggy, lose their lvs., and lack brightness of color. They are very subject to mealy-bug. They are also liable to root-gall (the work of a nematode worm), as shown in Fig. 518. When plants are thus affected, take cuttings and burn the old plants, and either bake or freeze the soil in which they grew.

The garden varieties of Coleus are legion. These are the issue of C. Blumei, Benth., of Java (B. M. 4734. I. H. 27: 377; 35: 46; 39: 164. F. S. 22: 2287-8). This is a soft p. perennial herb growing 2-3 ft. high, little branched: lvs. ovate, narrowed or broad at base and long-acuminate, sharply and nearly regularly toothed, variously colored with yellow, dull red and purplish. An extreme form of this is var. Verschaffeltii, Lem. (C. Verschaffeltii) in Fig. 519, which is more robust and branchy, the lvs. more brilliantly colored, acute but not acuminate, truncate or even cordate at base, and irregularly cut-dentate, with rounded teeth, giving the margin a crispy effect (I. H. 8: 293). In some forms, the lvs. are lacinate.

517. Coleus cutting.


C. thraenoides, Hook, is a recent novelty, but is not yet in the Amer. trade. Unlike the other well known species, its foliage is not brilliantly colored and its flowers are conspicuous. Tender
shrub, 2-3 ft. high; stems pubescent; lvs. cordate, coarsely cre-nate, lower ones 7 in. long; fls. blue, in racemes which contain as many as 18 forking cymes with about 10 fls. in each. B.M. 7672.

L. H. B.
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COLIC-ROOT. Aletris farinosa.

COLLARDS. A kind of kale. In the south, a form of the plant known as Georgia Collards is much grown for domestic use and the southern market. The plant grows to 2-3 ft. high and forms no head, but the central lvs. often form a kind of loose rosette. These tender lvs. are eaten as a pot-herb, as all other kales are. Fig. 295, page 199, shows a Georgia Collard, although the rosette is not well marked. The seeds may be started in a frame under glass, or in a seed-bed in the open. As far south as the orange-belt, they are usually started in February and March, in order that the plants may mature before the dry, hot weather. Farther north they are started in July or August, and the plants are ready for use before cold weather. Transplant to rows 3½-4 ft. apart, and 3 ft. apart in the row. Till as for cabbage.

Young cabbage plants are sometimes eaten as "greens" under the name of Collards; and cabbage seeds are sown for this specific purpose. In the north, where heading cabbages can be raised, Collards of whatever kind are not greatly prized.

L. H. B.

COLLINSIA (after Zaccheus Collins, American philan-thropist and promoter of science, Philadelphia, 1764-1831). Scrophulariaceae. About 18 species of hardy an-nuals from California and western North America, not far removed botanically from Pentstemon and Cheelone. They are free-flowering and of the easiest culture. They may be sown outdoors in the fall in well-drained soil, and will bloom earlier than if sown in spring. Their fls., borne in midsummer, range in color from white through lilac and rose to violet, with clear, bright blue also, at least on one lip of the fl. There is no yellow. All those described below have fls. in whorls. Lvs. opposite, rarely in whorls of 3, entire, or toothed, the lower lvs. rarely 3-cut.

a. Fl-stalks very short, giving the clusters a dense appearance.

b. Corolla strongly declined; throat as wide as long.

bicolor, Benth. Fig. 520. Height 1 ft., hairy, glabrous, or sticky: stems weak and bending; lvs. more or less toothed, and oblong or lanceolate, sessile, opposite or in 3's; fls. typically purple and white, with 5 or 6 well marked color varieties. Var. alba, Hort. (Fig. 521), has pure white fls., or the lower lip greenish or yellowish. Var. multicolor, Voss. (C. multicolor, Lindl. & Paxt.), has variegated lvs., the same fl. being white, lilac, rose or violet on either lip or both. Var. multicolor marmo-rata, Hort., has the lower lip white, suffused lilac, and upper lip light lilac, spotted and striped carmine. Calif. B.M. 3488. P.M. 3:195. This is the most widely distributed and variable species, and the one on which the genus was founded. California, mostly in moist ground.

COLLONIA (after Peter Collinson, the friend of Linnaeus and John Bartram, a most interesting man). Labiate. HORSE-BALM, HORSE-WURD, STONE-ROOT. A genus of 4 species confined to Atlantic N. Amer. Hardy perennial herbs with large, odorous, ovate, serrate, mostly long-stalked lvs., thick roots, and simple or panicked, naked, terminal racemes of yellow or white fls. The following is of the easiest culture and may be obtained from dealers in native plants:

Canadensis, Linn. Height 2-4 ft. Lvs. 4-9 in. long, broadly ovate to oblong; racemes panic-ied: calyx in fl. 1 line, in fr. 4 or 5 lines long; corolla lemon - yellow, lemon - scented, ½ in. long. Rich woods, Cana-dia to Wis., and south to Florida.

520. Collonisia bicolour.

COLLONIA. This genus is included by Gray in Gilia, which sec. Collonia is derived from colla, glue, from the large quantity of mucus in the outer covering of the seed. When these seeds are placed in water, the mucous matter dissolves and forms a cloud about them. This cloud, according to Lindley, "depends upon the presence of an infinite multitude of exceedingly delicate and minute spiral vessels lying coiled up, spine within spine, on the outside of the tests, and the instant water
is applied they dart forward at right angles with the tests, each carrying with it a sheath of nectaries, in which it for a long time remains enveloped in a membranous case.7

**COLOÁSIA** (old Greek substantive name). *Aróideae*. Perennial herbs with cordate-peltate lvs., which are often handsome, and colored in cultivation. Differs from Alocasia and Caladium in floral characters: spadix terminating in a club-shaped or subulate appendage disti-

Colocasia includes the plants known as *Caladium es-
culentum*, which are much grown for sub tropical bed-
ding. *C. odorata* (which is an Alocasia) has very large, thin leaves, which may be wintered over safely without lvs., or at most with 1 or 2, the stems, to save space, being placed close together in boxes. *C. esculenta* rests during the winter and is kept under a greenhouse bench or anywhere out of the reach of frost or damp. Rib, damp ground suits both kinds. Of easy culture. Consult *Caladium* for treatment.

Colocasias furnish the much-cultivated Taro of the Pacific tropics, this edible product being the large, starch roots. From it is made the Pot of Hawaii. In Japan and other countries the tubers of Colocasias are much cultivated, and are handled and eaten much as we use potatoes (see Georgeon, A. 19:281). The young lvs. of some kinds are boiled and eaten.

**antiquorum**, Schott. Lvs. peltate-ovate; basal lobes half as long as the apical one, connate 3/4 their length, separated by a broad, triangular, obtusus sinus. India. B.M. 7564.


Var. *Ilístris*, Engl. (*C. Ilístris*, Hort.). Petioles violet; blade more oblong-ovate, with black-green spots between the primary veins.

Var. *esculenta*, Schott (*Caládium esculéntum*, Vent. *Colódésia esculénta*, Schott). ELEPHANT’S EAR. Fig. 522. Spadix with an appendage half as long as the staminate inflorescence; lvs. bright green, often 3 ft. or more long; nearly as wide. Hawaii and Fiji.

affinis, Schott. Blade thin, membranaceous, rounded-
over or ovate; the apical lobe scarcely 1/4 or 1/3 longer than wide; basal lobes connate nearly their entire length, bright green above, glaucous beneath; blade only 4-6 in. long. Himalaya.


**Márcbali**, Engler (*Alaócosia Márabali*, Hort. *Aeábride Dull).* Hybrid, probably of *C. affinis* and *C. antiquorum*. Larger in all parts than *C. affinis*, the petioles pale green, very slightly emarginate, with large, confluent spots.

* C. *Batóvacénsis* — *Aloácosia Batovácénsis*? — *C. Cará-
casána*, Engler *Xanthosoma*. *C. Javnica*, Hort. — 1 — *C. Matatá*, Hort. *Xanthosoma*. *C. marigüita*, Hort. — Caládium bicolor — *C. odrá*, Brong. — *Aloácosia odo*, Koch. Tree-like stem with runcinate 3-4 ft. and 6 in. in diam.; lvs. green, cardate, stalked, bear-
ing pe-
duces in pairs in their axis, E. Asia. B.M. 2935.


**COLOHCYNTH.** See *Citriúlus*.

**COLOR.** The range of simple colors common among flowers is not a very extensive one. It comprises yellow, gold-yellow, orange, scarlet, red, crimson, magenta, purple, violet, and ultramarine blue. The variation of these hues is, however, manifold. Diluted with white, or mixed with one another, colors assume an infinite number of phases not easily described (Fig. 523). But the generic character of flower colors is certainly comprehended in the few names given above. Color-names are of little consequence so long as the color is identified. Unfortunately, scient-
ists and artists have not yet established a standard no-
menclature of color, so that the name of a particular hue is largely determined by popular opinion, and that, of course, is not always unanimous.

It is, therefore, necessary to accept both popular and scientific estimates of color if colors are to be considered in relation to flowers. The scientific definition of a color like scarlet, magenta, or violet amounts to its identifica-
tion with certain lines in the spectrum. Such definitions are properly given in the *Century Dictionary*. They are satisfactory so far as they go, but the relation of colors in the spectrum to flower petals or artists’ pigments is not so satisfactorily determined. Apparently the stan-
dard of the spectrum must be supplemented by another of a more tangible nature—that is, a standard of pigment color. But it is just as well to substitute a flower petal for a pigment, and if this is done, the result would be about this:

Yellow.—Evening primrose.

Gold-yellow.—Pure gold calendula or deep yellow calendula.

Orange.—Deep-bued eschscholtzia and orange nasa-
turnt.

Scarlet.—Mme. Crozy canna.

Red.—Portia carnation.

Crimson.—Deep-bued sweet-william and peony.

Magenta.—Deep purplish red cineraria.

Purple.—Deep-toned larkspur, aster, and cineraria.

Violet.—Deep-toned English violets.

Ultramarine blue.—New compact blue delphinium.

Pure green is best represented by the artists’ pigment called emerald-green; it is rarely present in foliage, ex-
te perhaps in spring.

If the simple colors, yellow, orange, red, purple, blue, and green, are arranged in a circle (Fig. 524), the colors opposite each other harmonize by reason of absolute contrast.

If these simple colors are subdivided into intermediate hues (Fig. 525), so that about

---

*Note*: The text contains a series of notes and references, which are not part of the main narrative. The content is structured in a logical manner, starting with the description of the plant, followed by its cultivation and use, and concludes with a detailed discussion on color and its representation in flowers.
three of the latter lie between the six original colors, the result will be a circle of twenty-four divisions, having the effect of a rainbow. This will perfectly illustrate the principle of color harmony and color discord. Besides

| OLD GOLD | SULPHUR | YELLOW |
| OCHRE | STRAW Y. | GOLD Y. |
| BURNT ORANGE | SALMON | ORANGE |
| TERRA COTTA | SHRIMP P. | SCARLET |
| CARDINAL | PINK | RED |
| MAROON | C. PINK | CRIMSON |
| PLUM | P.LILAC | MAGENTA |
| DARK B. PLUM | LILAC | PURPLE |
| LOGWOOD VIOLET | B. LILAC | VIOLET |
| INDI GO | V. BLUE | ULTRAMÉ |

323. Color phases in flowers.

524. Harmony by contrast.

the opposing colors which harmonize by contrast, there are neighboring colors which harmonize by analogy or harmony. For instance, any one or five colors lying side by side in the circle are bound together harmoniously by reason of their near relationship. Therefore, all these four or five colors may be combined—and nature does combine them—with aesthetic results. But skip over four of the colors and attempt a combination of the first and sixth, and the result will prove a discord, the bond of relationship is broken, and the eye is disturbed by the aggressiveness of two colors between which there is evidently no bond of sympathy. It would be safe to say, therefore, that the circle demonstrates the fact that its colors situated at right angles with each other are discordant, and those lying nearly parallel with each other are harmonious.

This is the theoretical side of color harmony. The practical side is scarcely different; it simply modifies the theory. Brilliant blue and orange, which are theoretically harmonious, are scarcely as agreeable in each other's company as the rule would imply. The trouble, however, lies with the brilliancy. The golden calendula and the deep blue-purple aster in association are rather violent and aggressive. Remove the one or the other and substitute a pale-tinted flower of either hue, and the result will be a harmonious one.

Flower families are very apt to sustain harmonies of analogy: hyacinths, sweet peas, and nasturtiums represent families with most extraordinarily near-related colors. There is a predominating force of crimson in the sweet pea, and a predominating force of orange in the nasturtium. It is rather a nice bit of color adjustment in either family to choose flowers which exhibit in harmony of color the careless grouping together of flowers picked at random.

But the theory that analogous colors harmonize is correct only if it is not carried to excess. Attempts to force deep-hued flowers into harmony often lead to contrary results. A range of color from crimson to ultramarine depends for its harmony upon the simplicity or the delicacy of the hues. Such colors, in full force, would do violence to each other. It is tempting the hardness of a diamond to pound it with a sledge hammer. It is taxing crimson too heavily to expect it to show its strength in the presence of strong violet! If the effort is to merge the personality of the crimson flower into the purple one, and effect a play of color between the two, the combination of strong hues thus is justifiable.

The theory that colors at right angles on the wheel are discordant is also subject to some modification. Relatively the right-angled colors must be crude and strong to objectionably affect the eye. Yellow and red in the rose is an agreeable color combination. Yellow and red dahlias crowded together are abominably harsh under a sensitive eye.

A country bouquet of asters, marigolds, fuchsias and dahlias is bad, because the country garden is not a part of it. A few feet of air and space and a stretch of green foliage make a world of difference.

It is wisest to try the effect of one color upon another before allowing two or three strong hues to wage war with each other. It will be quickly found that white is a peacemaker, and green is an invaluable mediator. With these colors at command, the chances of color discord are reduced to a minimum. Everything also depends upon simplicity in color combinations. It is questionable whether a combination of more than two colors can ever be aesthetically a success. The adjustment of many colors needs the hand of an expert.

F. SCHUYLER MATHEWS.

COLORADO, HORTICULTURE IN. The state of Colorado includes the territory lying between the parallels 37° and 41° north latitude, and between the meridians 102° and 109° west longitude. Its surface is diversified by mountains, high table lands, plains and valleys, with a range above the level of 3,000 feet on the eastern border to over 14,000 feet in many snow-clad peaks. It is traversed from north to south by the great Rocky mountain range, and thus divided into two well-marked though unequal divisions. The main "continental divide" is supplemented by several well-defined ranges, and by numerous mountain spurs, between which, and at altitudes ranging from 7,000 to 10,000 feet, lie the four large and several smaller parks or valleys.
which are in great part utilized as hay ranches and for stock ranges. The following figures regarding acreage are from the report of the state engineer for the year 1890. The total is given as approximately 60,560,000 acres. East of the continental divide lie 40,909,000 acres, and on the west 25,790,000 acres. Of the area east of the divide, one-third, or 10,200,000 acres, lies within the mountains and the remainder, 30,600,000 acres, consists of plain and valley lands. On the western slope the proportion of mountain and plain is reversed, there being 18,369,000 acres within the mountains and about 9,400,000 acres of plain and valley lands.

For the western slope the rainfall is given as 33 inches for the mountains and 10.7 for the plains and valleys, and for the eastern slope as 30 inches for the mountains and 15 inches for the plains. The tillable lands of the state are in the main on the west side, the mountains, and the average annual rainfall on these lands is near 13 inches for the whole state. This rainfall comes mainly in the months of April, May and June, the precipitation for the other months being usually very small. It follows, from the small rainfall, that crops can only be successfully grown by irrigation, and it is this idea that has dominated the agriculture and horticulture of the state ever since the beginning, nearly forty years ago.

Irrigation being a necessity, the lands useful for agricultural purposes would be those reasonably level tracts bordering the streams, and extending back only as far as the water can be carried. The first ditches were constructed cheaply, and for the irrigation of first bottom lands only. A little later the idea of utilizing the higher mesas gave rise to canal systems of great magnitude, that have made productive vast tracts of fertile land. The period of irrigation construction east of the continental divide has about ended, there being now as many ditches as the streams can supply, or possibly more. On the western slope, where the water supply is less, irrigation systems may yet be constructed.

The present most pressing problem on the eastern slope is the conservation of the available water. Attention is being given to the construction of reservoirs, and this, coupled with that economy in the use of water which experience is gradually teaching, will go far toward solving the problem, and it may yet be possible to considerably extend the area now irrigated. Owing to differences in latitude, altitude, and climatic conditions, the irrigable regions of the state are naturally separable into three divisions, and in considering the horticultural features, it is best to recognize these divisions because they differ in the range of horticultural productions.

The divisions are:

1. The Northern, which embraces the drainage basin of the South Platte and its tributaries, Clear creek, Boulder creek, St. Vrain, Little Thompson, and Cache la Poudre.

2. The Southern, embracing the valley of the Arkansas and its tributaries.

3. The Western, embracing all the cultivated valleys of the western slope lying along the Uncompaghre, Gunnison, and Grand rivers and their branches, and being mainly in the counties of Montrose, Delta and Mesa.

The Northern District. — From such statistical information as is at hand, it appears that the commencement of fruit planting in Colorado dates from 1863. In that year William Lee, who owned a ranch on the bot-

Vrain, and about the same time a few trees were planted on the ranches along the Thompson. These early attempts to start fruit culture in the northern district were practically failures, for very few of the trees lived. The long journey from the nursery to the farm, improper preparation of the ground, lack of care in the application of water, and in protecting from stock, and the sentiment commonly expressed by the majority of the inhabitants, that fruit could not be grown in Colorado, were obstacles hard to overcome. A few of the early settlers, however, having hope of ultimate success, made a second attempt in 1879, and from the plantings of that year have grown the many fine orchards that dot the northern valleys. In the most northern valley, that of the Cache la Poudre, planting did not commence until about 1873, and except with small fruits, very little was done in the 10 or 12 years following, or until the success of the pioneers in planting demonstrated that the harder fruits could be grown.

During the past 5 years the area in fruit has increased rapidly, until now the farm without its orchard is the exception. The apple is here, as in the other fruit districts, the principal fruit, covering the greatest number of acres and receiving more attention than all other fruits. All standard varieties are grown, and the product meets a ready sale. Plums are successfully grown, and prove profitable, but the range of varieties is restricted to those derived from Prunus Americana and a few of the hardier varieties of Prunus domestica. Cherries of the Morello type, and the demand for the fruit is encouraging growers to plant freely. Throughout the district much attention is given to the growing of small fruits and vegetables. All kinds of berries find a ready market in the cities and mountain towns, and the staple vegetables, such as onions, cabbages and celery, are shipped in large quantities to southern points.

The Southern District. — Here the counties most prominent in fruit culture are Fremont, Pueblo and Otero. The first planting was done in Fremont county, and the following concerning the circumstances I quote
The first fruit trees were planted about 1882, but general interest in orchard planting did not develop until some years later. During the past 5 years the area planted has rapidly increased, and the county now stands about fourth in orchard acreage. The growing of melons has within a few years brought this county into prominence. Started in a small way by farmers near the town of Rocky Ford, the business has spread into a great industry, and Rocky Ford melons and cantaloupes have found their way into all the large markets of the country.

The Western District.—The valleys constituting this were included in the Ute Reservation, which was first opened for white settlement in the fall of 1885. The first fruit trees were planted the next year by Hotchkiss and Wade, on their ranches lying along the North Fork of the Gunnison in Delta county. In the spring of 1883 W. S. Coburn began planting what is now one of the finest orchards in the state; others followed, and soon the fame of the "North Fork" as a fruit region went abroad and served as a stimulus to planting in other sections. It was not, however, until 1886 that planting became general. In that year orchard planting about Grand Junction, in Mesa county, began in earnest, and at the same time the farmers of Montrose turned their attention in the same direction. The development of the industry from 1886 down to the present time has been phenomenal. There appears to be no limit to the successful culture of all temperate region fruits. On the low bottom lands along the streams, the earlier blooming varieties have occasionally been subjected to injury from late frosts, but on the mesa this trouble is never experienced, and here the tender varieties of European grapes are successfully grown without winter protection. The "peach belt" of the state lies within this western district in the three counties—Montrose, Delta and Mesa. The experimental stages of culture have been passed, success is assured, and the business of growing this fruit is in a fair way to become a large one.

The number of acres planted with orchard and small fruits that received water from the ditches during the year 1894 is given in the report of the state engineer as follows: Northern district, 15,025 acres; Southern district, 8,262 acres; Western district, 22,162 acres. The State Horticultural Society, which was organized in September, 1880, has done much by its meetings and exhibits to advance the horticultural interests of the state, and its work has been supplemented by several active county societies.

From the present state of advancement, which has been reached within a comparatively short time, it seems certain that the fruit industry of the state has before it a promising future.

C. S. CRANDALL.

COLTSFOOT. See Tussilago Farfara. Sweet Coltsfoot is Petasites, formerly called Nardosma.

COLUMBINE. See Aquilegia.

COLQUHOUNIA (after Sir Robert Colquhoun). Labiatae. Tender plants with dense whorls of gaping fls. an inch long or more, colored scarlet and yellow. The genus has 5 species, all from the Himalayas and Burma. Erect or twining shrubs, woolly in all parts when young; lvs. large, crenate; whorls few-fl., axillary or crowded into a terminal spike.

coccinea, Wall. Tall climber, with very long branches: lvs. stalked, ovate, acuminate, 3–5 in. long, crenate, dark green above, roughish, typically with scarcely any wooliness except when young; corolla twice as long as the calyx. B. M. 4514. C. tomentosa, Houli., is probably identical. The dense wooliness is probably temporary. R.H. 1873:139 shows a handsome terminal spike in addition to axillary clusters, containing about 20 fls.—Not advertised, but probably as worthy as the next.

vestita, Wall. Very similar to C. coccinea, except that it is a low-growing, erect plant, and more densely and permanently woolly on the stem, calyx and under side of lvs. Cult. outdoors at Santa Barbara, Calif., but not promising.

W. M.
COLUMN. A solid central body formed of stamina and styles grown together, as in orchids.

COLUMNEA (after Columna or Colonna, Italian writer on plants, sixteenth century). Gesneraceae. Tropical American shrubs and climbers, with widely gaping, showy fls., often 2 in. long; lvs. opposite, nearly equal or widely unlike: fls. solitary or numerous, axillary, stalked or not, without bracts or with bracts in an involucre; corollas scarlet, carmine or yellowish. Half a dozen species, red or orange-fl., are cult., abroad, and may be known to a few fanciers at home, but none are advertised by the dealers.

COLUTEA (Koloutea, ancient Greek name). Leguminose. Bladder Senna. Deciduous shrubs, with alternate, odd-pinnate lvs.; fls. many, rather small; fls. papilionaceous, in axillary, few-fl., long-petuneced racemes, yellow to brownish red; pod inflated, bladder-like, many-seeded. About 8 species in the Mediterranean region to Himal. Ornamental free-flowering shrubs of rapid growth, with pale green or glaucous foliage and yellow or brownish red fls., during summer, followed by large, usually reddish-coloring and decorative pods. They grow in almost any soil, but prefer a tolerably dry and sunny position; not quite hardy. Prop. by seed when ripe or by cuttings of mature wood inserted in fall in sandy soil; rarer species and varieties are sometimes grown on C. arborescens in spring under glass.

a. Fls. yellow, pod closed at the apex.

arborescens. (Fig. 327). Shrub, to 15 ft.: fls. 9-13, elliptic, dull green, mucronulate, usually slightly pubescent beneath, ¾-1 in. long; fls. 3-8, about ¾ in. long; wings nearly as long as the keel, flat. June-Sept. S. Eu., N. Afr., N. B. M. 81.—Var. crispa, Hort. Dwarf, with clefted lvs.

aa. Fls. orange-yellow or brownish red; wings shorter than the keel.

média, Willd. Shrub, to 10 ft.: fls. 7-13, obovate, grayish green or glaucous, 1½-2 in. long, nearly glabrous; fls. 3-6, orange or reddish yellow; pod closed at the apex. June-Oct. A. Brit. & Eu., Med. & Trop. Africa; hybrid of garden origin between the former and the following, often cult. under the names of the following species:

orientalis, Mill. (C. crenula, Ait.). Shrub, to 6 ft.: fls. 7-11, obovate, glaucous, thickish, ¾–2 in. long, nearly glabrous; fls. 3-5, reddish yellow or brownish red; pod open at the apex. June-Sept. S. E. Eu., Orient.—Often cult. under the name of C. Halopecia or C. Isatra.


ALFRED REHDER.

CÔLVLÉE (after Sir Charles Colville, governor of Mauritius). Leguminosœ. The gorgeous fls. of this tropical tree are a worthy rival of the Royal Poinciana, which is closely allied, but easily distinguished. It has drooping racemes 1½ ft. long, densely crowded with perhaps 200 fls. of curious shape and of a splendid scarlet. The fls. open at the stem-end of the pendent dense raceme, and display masses of long, showy, yellow stamina. The unopened fls. are about the size and shape of a filbert, and these are gradually smaller towards the end of the raceme. The genus has only this one species, and is characterized by its large, oblique, colored calyx, having 4 segments, the standard being the smallest instead of the largest part; the wings very long, narrow, erect, obovate, the pod 2-valved. Supposed to be a native of E. Afr., but discovered in 1824 by Bojer on the west coast of Madagascar, where a single tree was cult. by the natives. It flowered there in April or May. Its culture is similar to that of Cestalpinia. Prop. in the south only by seeds.

racemóna, Boj. Tree, 40-50 ft. high, with the general aspect of Poinciana regia but with a thicker trunk and ampler foliage: branches very long and spreading: lvs. about 3 ft. long, alternate, remote, twice pinnate, with 20-30 pairs of pinnae which are opposite, 4 in. long, and have 20-25 pairs of lfts., each ¾ in. long: keel very small, almost covered by the wings; free stamens 10, 3 inserted below the standard, 2 under the wings, 1 under the keel, and 4 under the ovary. B. M. 3325-6. W. M.

COMAROSTAPHYLS is included with Aretostaphylos.

COMARUM (an old Greek name). Rosaceae. One species allied to Potentilla, and often referred to that genus—C. palustre, Linn., the Marsh Cinquefoil, is a decumbent herb growing in swales in the N. states (also in the Old World), with pinnate, 3-7-folliolate lvs. (lfts. dentate), and solitary or cymose purple fls. 1 in. across; petals shorter than the calyx lobes, acute; stamens numerous. An odd and interesting but not showy plant, sometimes planted in gardens. M. 3: 971.—The fr. somewhat resembles a strawberry, but is spongy instead of juicy. In some parts of Scotland, it is said, they are called Cowberries, and are rubbed on the inside of milk pails to thicken the milk.

COMBRETTUM (old Latin name). Combretaceae. Many tropical shrubs and trees in Asia, Africa and America, particularly in S. Africa. Many of them are cultivars, by means of the persistent leaf-stalks. Lvs. mostly opposite, entire: fls. in spikes, polygamous; calyx bell-shaped; petals usually 4; stamens usually 8: fr. winged and indehiscent, 1-seeded. The Combretums are warmhouse plants, little known in this country. Prop. by cuttings of firm wood. One climbing species is in the Amer. trade: C. coccineum, Lam. (C. purpureum, Vahl. Poicera coc-cinea, DC.), from Madagascar. Lvs. oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, evergreen: fls. small, brilliant red, with long-exserted stamens, the handsome loose spikes often in panicles: parts of the fl. in 5’s. B. M. 2102. L. B. C. 6: 563.—Handsome.

COMFREY. See Symphytum.

COMMELINA. (to the early Dutch botanist, J. and K. Commelin. A third brother published nothing. Linnaeus is said to have meant to designate the two authors by the fully developed petals, and the third by the small petal). Also written Commelina. Communelinae. About 100 widely dispersed perennial herbs, of which a very few...
few are cult. for their interesting flowers. Fls. irregular, the calyx often colored, with unequal sepals; petals 3, the 2 lateral ones rounded or reniform and long-clawed; stamina 6, 3 shorter; capsule 3-loculed. There are several native trade-escape-like species, some erect and others creeping. These are not in the trade. The cult. species are erect warmhouse plants. Some are tuberous-rooted. In the Amer. trade, only C. calcatus, Willd., is offered. Fig. 528. It grows 10-18 in. high, branching, with clasping, long, broad-lanceolate pointed lvs. and blue fls. (2-10 together) on elongating axillary peduncles. Var. alba, Hort., has white fls. Var. variegata, Hort., has fls. blue and white. Mex. Prop. by seed, cuttings and tubers. The native C. nudiflora, Linn. (as C. Sellowiana, Schlcht.), is in cult. It ranges all around the world. It is a creeping plant, rooting at the joints, with lanceolate lvs., and small irregular blue fls. in the axils. Commelina is monographed by C. B. Clarke in DC. Monogr. Phaner. 3.

Commelinas are mostly of easy culture, thriving well in any light, rich soil. The evergreen stove and greenhouse species are readily propagated in March or April by cuttings inserted in an ordinary propagating bed and kept close for a few days; while the tuberous-rooted half-hardy herbaceous species may be propagated either by division of the tubers or by seeds sown in a frame early in April and afterwards transplanting the seedlings in the herbaceous border. In the fall, they should be lifted and the tubers stored away in the same manner as Dahlia. Of the tuberous-rooted species, C. calcatus is perhaps the best, its bright blue flowers being very effective, especially when planted in masses.

Edward J. Canning and L. H. B.

**COMPARETTIA** (Andreas Comparetti, 1716-1811, Italian botanist). Orchidaceae, tribe Vandaee. A small genus of graceful epiphytes, found in equatorial America. Pseudobulbs monophyllous, racemes simple or branched: fls. small, lateral sepals united in a single piece, lengthened at the base into a conspicuous horn; lateral petals converging; labellum large, produced into a double spur, which is hidden in the horn made by the sepals; columna free, semi-terete, erect; pollinia 2. Grown on blocks or in baskets in a light intermediate or warmhouse.

coccinea, Lindl. Pseudobulbs small, bearing lanceolate, coriaceous lvs., purple beneath; racemes several-fl., fls. 2 in, across; petals and sepals yellowish, labellum large, broader than long, crimson. Braz.


macroplectron, Reichb. f. Fls. 10 or more, dorsal sepal whitish, often spotted with purple; midlobe of labellum cleft, suborbicular, magenta-purple, dotted at the angulated base; spurs conspicuous. New Grenada. B.M. 6679.

L. H. B.

**CONIFERS.** The cone-bearing trees (Coniferae) are usually the most important order of forest trees in the economy of civilized man. They have furnished the bulk of the material of which our civilization is built. The remarkable combination of strength and stiffness with the smallest weight compatible, and the abundance and regular occurrence of the cones in this important position. From the standpoint of the horticulturist, they also take a prominent place among the materials for landscape gardening effects, and, in the more practical use, as windbreaks. Their evergreen habit—for all except the larch and ginkgo branches are evergreen—and their conical form, especially in earlier periods of life, with a branch system persisting to the base for a long time, are the elements which make them desirable. To these graces may be added the peculiar form and striking coloring of their foliage, which, in

**COMPASS PLANT.** Celebrated by Longfellow. It tends to turn the edges of its root-lvs. north and south, Robin Weed is the prairie name for it. See *Silphium*.

**COMPOST.** Mixed and rotted vegetable matter, particularly manure and litter. The mixture of bulky fertilizing materials, known as Compost, while of little importance to the general farmer, plays an important part in the practice of greenhouse culture. Compost is made in a very short time, or are of delicate feeding habits. Their food, therefore, must be easily assimilable. It is good practice to plie all coarse manures, sods, weeds, or any rubbish available for the purpose, in big fls. heaps (Fig. 529) and worked in with the garden soil. If desired, chemical manures, especially superphosphate (dissolved bone or South Carolina rock) and potash (muriate or kainit), may be added to make the Compost the richer. By spading or forking the heaps over a few times at reasonable intervals, a homogeneous mass is easily obtained, which can be applied in greatest liberality without fear, or more sparingly, in accordance with the needs of the particular crop. Of equal, if not still greater importance, is the Compost heap which gives soil for greenhouse benches, flats, hotbeds and coldframes. This Compost is preferably made of sods shaved off a rich pasture or meadow and piled in alternate layers with stable manure, more of the latter being used for forcing succulent crops, and less in growing plants which should be short and stocky, like cabbage or tomato plants. Garden litter may be added to the heap as lime, as it contributes lime.

All Compost heaps, during dry weather, need frequent and thorough moistening with water, or, better, with liquid manure. Turn several times during the year, to ensure thorough rotting of the materials.

T. Greiner.

**COMPTONIA** (after Henry Compton, Bishop of London, patron of horticulture, d. 1713). Myricaceae. One species, by some authors united with Myrica, from which it differs in the pinnatifid, stipulate lvs. and 8 linear, persistent bracelets subtending the ovary. C. aspenfolia, Gaertn. (C. peregrina, Comler, Myrica aspenfolia, Linn.), the Sweet Fern, grows in dry, sterile soil in the eastern U. S., and is also in the trade. It is an attractive undershrub (1-3 ft.) with fern-like, scented foliage and brownish, axillary heads of imperfect fls. Lvs. linear, pinnatifid: roots long and cord-like. Useful for foliage masses on rocky or barren places.

L. H. B.

**CONE-FLOWER.** The genus *Rudbeckia*. The Purple Cone-flower, however, belongs to the allied genus *Echinacea*.

**CONANDRON** (cone-shaped author). Gesneraceae. C. ramontoides, Sieb. & Zucc., of Japanese mountains, is the only species. It is an interesting little tuberous-rooted herb, with oblance, rugose, serrate root-lvs. and scapes bearing 6-12 white or purple, nodding Dodecatheon-like fls. It is one of several groups of rare and widely scattered herbs, of which *Ramondia*, Haberlea, Walpenia, Didymocarpus, Shortia and Schizocodon are examples. Conandron is adapted to growing in shady rockeries. Scapes less than 1 ft. high. Little known in cult., but is in the trade. B.M. 6184.

**CONFERS.** The cone-bearing trees (Coniferae) are usually the most important order of forest trees in the economy of civilized man. They have furnished the bulk of the material of which our civilization is built. The remarkable combination of strength and stiffness with the smallest weight compatible, and the abundance and regular occurrence of the cones in this important position. From the standpoint of the horticulturist, they also take a prominent place among the materials for landscape gardening effects, and, in the more practical use, as windbreaks. Their evergreen habit—for all except the larch and ginkgo branches are evergreen—and their conical form, especially in earlier periods of life, with a branch system persisting to the base for a long time, are the elements which make them desirable. To these graces may be added the peculiar form and striking coloring of their foliage, which, in
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combination with deciduous trees or in clumps, by themselves or in single specimens, offer striking effects.

There are two types of natural or native beauty in the Conifers—the symmetrical and verdurous beauty of the young specimen (Figs. 530, 531; Fig. 1, p. 1), and the picturesque and rugged beauty of the old and time-worn tree (Figs. 532, 533). Aside from these, there are also odd, grotesque and formal cultivated varieties, as typified by the weeping spruce (Fig. 534), the columnar junipers (Fig. 555), and the various dwarf pines and spruces (Fig. 536).

The majority of the species belonging to this group, as well as their greatest numerical development, is found in the temperate zones, only a few belonging to subtropical or tropical countries, among which are the Araucarias, from South America; the Dammara, Decidu- lum, and Phyllocladus, from Australia, etc.

The order Coniferae comprises nearly 40 genera, and about 300 species. Our own native flora, with 15 genera and not less than 100 species and sub species, is among the richest, the bulk of these being found on the Pacific coast. The Atlantic side offers 28 species, representing the genus Pinus with 12 species out of 39; 1 Larix out of 3; 3 Piceas out of 7; 2 Tsugas out of 5; 2 Abies out of 12; 1 Taxodium; 1 Thuja out of 2; 1 Chamaecyparis out of 9; 3 Junipers out of 11; 1 Tamarix (Torreyana) out of 2; 1 arborescent Taxus out of 2: being without representatives of the genus Pseudotsuga, Sequoia, Libocedrus, and Cupressus. There are to be added a number of genera, such as Cryptomeria, Larix, Picea, and Tsuga, which have been enumerated in Bull. 17 of the Division of Forestry, U. S. Dept of Agriculture.

There are also a number of exotic Conifers which promise satisfactory results if used in suitable localities, climate and soil. The Norway Spruce (Picea excelsa) recommends itself by its elegant gothic form, often with spirals branches, its very rapid growth, and its wide adaptation to soils and climates, together with its ease of propagation and cheapness. It excels in form and rapidity of growth most of the American spruces. Like all Conifers, after the 25th to 40th year it must pass through a period of change in form, during which it loses, for a time, its shapeliness. The Scotch Pine (Pinus sylvestris) has nothing to recommend it which may not be found in native species, except, perhaps, adaptation to the dry climate of the west, and cheapness. The Austrian Pine, on the other hand, is an basin, will probably do as well or better. There is no particular commendation for the Europe Fir, but the Nordmann Fir, from the Caucasus, is a most decided acquisition, by its beauty and adaptation; so is the most graceful of all the spruces, Picea orientalis, while the Spanish Abies Pinsapo will always stand out by its peculiar beauty and foliage.

Of other ornamental forms with development without representatives in the U. S., and hence fill vacancies, may be mentioned, as capable of adaptation, and, more or less in use, from South America, the Araucarias; from Africa and Eastern Asia, Cedrus Deodara, Abies, Atlas, Abies alpina, Abies alba, Abies alba var. alpina, and Abies alba var. alpina var. sylvestris; from Korea, the promising, more densely foliaged White Pine (P. Koraiensis); from China, Cunninghamia, Biota, Glyptostrobus, Cephalotaxus, Podocarpus, Pseudolarix, and, above all, that interesting remnant of an older order, the Maidenhair tree, Ginkgo biloba, which will maintain itself anywhere along the Atlantic coast if propagated from seed of the proper localities. Japan has furnished a number of additions, especially Retinoseoras, Torreyas, Taxus, various Pines, Piceas and Tsugas, with the peculiar Sciadopitys verticillata, the Umbrella Pine, and, the most acceptable of all, the graceful Cryptomeria japonica.

As with all introductions from one country to another, it is the climatic region to another, caution is always advisable, so it may be laid down as a rule, that exotic species should be used with great discretion, and, until their adaptation is amply demonstrated, only in a subordinate manner. If it is in general true that perennial plants can only be transplanted with permanent success into similar climatic conditions, it must be especially true with the conifers, which do not lose their foliage, and hence must be able to bear summer as well as winter conditions. The Long-leaf Pine of the south, most striking of all our pines, may, therefore, not be transplanted far beyond its northern limit, and, if we desire to utilize any of the Pacific coast species in the east, we will have to secure them at least from the highest and driest altitudes and exposures or, if, in the case of some species, like the Douglas Fir and Engelmann Spruce, their field of distribution covers the dry slopes of the Rocky mountains as well as the moist slopes of the coast ranges, we may be successful if we choose our plant material from these drier slopes.

Of the many native species, we may discard a number that are not of any particular value, although the disarming and alluring beauty so much admired from the economic point of view than from the standpoint of the horticulturist and landscape gardener, for almost every one has a distinctive feature of either form or adaptation to soil or other interest. For each climatic region the choice must be different; hence it would be impossible to give, in the brief space of an article, intelligent advice as to best selections. In general, however, with climatic limitations, the following considerations may serve in the selection of native species. The pines, as a rule, are not to be placed on compact, clay soil, and, on account of their taproot, not on shallow soils, on
which they soon become spindly; they thrive best on loose, sandy soils, and can endure dry soils without detriment to its development. On wet soils pines are, as a rule, decidedly out of place, although the Red Pine (Pinus resinosa), of the north, and the Loudlolly (P. Taeda), and some other southern species are capable of supporting such conditions. For such situations here, however, the cedar tribe furnishes better material,—the Chamaecyparis, Thuyas and Taxodium. These trees of the bog and swamp are, however—it should not be overlooked—capable of thriving even better on drier soils. They are merely indifferent to moisture conditions at the foot.

The shallow-rooted spruces are trees of the higher mountain ranges, and are, therefore, more adapted to moist and cool situations, although some of them, the Norway Spruce, the Blue Spruce of Colorado and the northern White Spruce will,—the former, at least, during its juvenile period—endure more dry and arid situations. The firs, too, are rather more species of northern climates and high altitudes, the Red Fir, so-called (Pseudotsuga taxifolia), which is not a fir proper, being, perhaps, best capable of supporting drier and hotter situations. The most ornamental, and, in many respects, most serviceable of the firs, Abies Nordmanniana, from the Caucasus, develops its magnificent dense and dark green foliage in the warm and moist climate of Washington, while our most ornamental Abies concolor from Colorado will thrive even in our driest atmospheric conditions of the Middle States. The fine firs of the coast will probably not thrive anywhere in our drier and hotter eastern climates for any length of time, unless placed in cool and shady situations.

The Douglas Fir (Pseudotsuga Taxifolia) is, perhaps, most readily acclimated if seed is secured from the dry slopes of Colorado. The Lawson Cypress (Chamaecyparis Lawsoniana), with its graceful pendulous branches and foliage, and the pyramidal Libocedrus decurrens are adaptable to our climate, in addition to the evergreen exotics, the Abies and Juniperus, the spruces of which are, especially Washingtoniana, the Big Tree, has shown itself capable of thriving in the latitude of Rochester.

One important feature which enters into consideration when grouping Conifers, is the relative endurance of shade or tolerance which the species exhibit, thereby indicating their use in various positions. The yews and firs are the most tolerant of shade, together with the hemlocks; next may be placed the spruces, Arborvitae (Thuya), and Juniperus, while the pines are mostly intolerant of shade, excepting the White Pine, which is the most shade-enduring of the pines; the larch and the bald cypress are the most light-needling of all, and will perish soon if placed under the shade of any other trees. All species, to be sure, are capable of more shade-endurance when young and on deep, moist soil. Their relative shade-endurance under the same conditions remains, however, the same, and may be studied in the forest by observing the density of the individual crowns, the capacity of maintaining a thrifty foliage under the shade of different species, and especially of young plants to persist in such shade.

Propagation.—Most Conifers ripen their fruit in the fall, September to November, and are best gathered soon after or before ripening. The pines take two years to mature their cones. White Pines ripen fruit in the first two weeks of September, and the cones opening, shed the seeds at once, the empty cones remaining on the branches. The cones of the firs fall apart upon ripening, hence must be gathered before being quite ripe. Spruces and hemlocks shed seeds from time to time, opening and closing into next spring. Some pines, like Pino pungens and serotina, keep their cones closed for years, and artificial heat must be employed to make them open and give up their seed. In gathering seeds for the trade, such artificial heat is frequently applied with pines in specially constructed seed roasters; such seed should be carefully inspected, as it sometimes suffers from improper use of the heat.

The proportion of germinating seeds, and the vitality, i.e., the ability of retaining germinative power, varies greatly not only with the seasons in the same species, but from species to species. The lowest germination percentage and vitality is found in firs and larch, which show rarely more than 50 per cent of good seed, and soon lose their vitality, while spruce and pine, when entirely fresh, may show as much as 95 to 100 per cent germination, and retain vitality for 2 to 5 years, losing each year a proportion. Norway Spruce 5 years old still having 10 per cent germination.

In trade, a germination percentage for spruce of 75 to 80; pine, 70 to 75; fir, 30 to 50; larch, 20 to 40, should be acceptable.

Seeds are best kept in a dry, cool garret in tight bags or boxes, excluding the air as much as possible. All seeds require a short rest or after-ripening of two to four weeks before they are ready to germinate, and some, like the Taxus and Juniper, lie over, even in nature, for a year or more before they germinate. The latter should be prepared for sowing by macerating them, and removing the pulp in hot water, then mixing with sharp sand in bags, and by friction freeing the seed from the pulp. In the seed-bed somewhat more care is required than with most other species of trees. A thoroughly mellow, well pulverized seed-bed of light, loamy sand, possibly enriched with well decomposed manure (cow-dung better than horse-dung), is required, the pH varying, according to size, from a mere sprinkling for larch to one-quarter inch for the heavy-seeded pines. They may be sown as soon as the weather is settled, in northern latitudes the second or third week in May, best
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in rows not more than 6 inches apart, and preferably in dry weather, when the soil does not clog, which sometimes prevent seeds from germinating, and can be rolled over them. Mulch between the rows with pine needles or sphagnum moss, or other fine mulch, to reduce necessity of watering and weeding. Conifer seeds need very little water for germination. The seedlings, on

the other hand, for the first three months, until they have made their crown bud, need to be either kept well watered or else protected against the drying effects of sun and wind by shading, for which purpose lath screens are best. These latter must be lifted for airing after the sun is gone, especially in muggy weather, to avoid "damping-off." For wintering, a covering with conifer branches or very clean meadow hay is advisable (the latter is apt to bring in weeds).

For growing small quantities, the use of boxes, as described by Jackson Dawson, of the Arnold Arboretum, in Proceedings of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, is highly commendable. In well drained boxes, sow the seed soon after gathering, pile four or five deep in a pit or sheltered place, cover with boards, and when cold weather comes, cover up with leaves or hay. About the middle of April, move them into a place where they get the early morning sun. Keep the seedlings well watered and free from weeds, and shaded as described. Winter the seedlings in same manner as the seed-boxes, well covered up. They are ready for transplanting next spring, when they are making their first or second set of rough leaves.

Since pine and spruce seedlings take about 7 to 10 pounds of phosphoric acid, 10 to 20 pounds of potash and 15 to 20 pounds of lime, besides 20 pounds of nitrogen, per acre from the soil, for continuously used nurseries the addition of mineral materials in the shape of bone-meal and wood-ashes may become desirable.

A large number of seedlings may be grown in a small space; thus 30,000 Norway spruce may be grown on a square rod, requiring about 2 pounds of seed. The quantity of seed sown depends, in part, upon the length of time it is expected to leave seedlings in the seed-bed, besides size and quantity of seed; the quantities vary from $\frac{1}{4}$ to $\frac{1}{2}$ pound per 100 square feet if sown in drills, and

the yield of seedlings will vary from 200 to 15,000 seedlings, according to species and seasons.

Conifers, like any other trees, may be transplanted at any time of the year, provided the necessary care is taken in moving the plant. This care is least required, as with other trees, in the fall and early spring, when activities of root and foliage are, if not at rest, at least reduced. Which of these seasons is preferable depends on the locality, and the dependent character of the season. On the whole, spring planting will probably be preferable in most parts of the United States which do not suffer from dry spring winds. In localities of the southwest, which have commonly a dry spring followed by a rainy season in July, this latter time should be chosen. There is a belief that planting in August is specially favorable. We see no reason for this belief, unless favorable weather (a rainy season) follows.

Conifers may be transplanted later than deciduous trees, even after the buds have started, excepting the larch, which buds out very early; with this species, fall planting may be recommended. Cloudy weather, rather than rainy or very dry, should be chosen, especially when transplanting into nursery rows.

Young trees are naturally more readily and successfully transplanted than older ones, with which there is more difficulty in securing the whole root-system when taking them up. Since, however, the seedlings develop slowly for the first one or two or three years, they should be left in the seed-bed for that length of time, root-pruned, and then transplanted into nursery rows. Although those with a shallow root-system, like spruces and firs, may be moved even when 30–40 feet in height, it is best, even for ornamental purposes, not to take them more than 3–4 feet in height. In forestry, 1- to 4-year-old plants, according to species, from 2-12 or 13 inches in height, are preferred for reasons of economy.

533. Picturesque old hemlock spruces.

534. A weeping Norway spruce.

Much greater care than with deciduous trees is necessary, when transplanting without an earth-ball, in keeping the root fibers from drying out; a large amount
of loss in transplanting is explained from neglect in this respect. As soon as taken up, the roots should be immersed into a loam-puddle and kept protected by wet sphagnum moss or canvas until set into their new place.

The question of trimming when transplanting must be considered with more care than is necessary with broad-leaved trees, which possess much greater recuperative power. It should be confined to the smallest amount, smoothing bruised roots, and if for proper proportioning pruning at the top becomes absolutely necessary, shortening the leader rather than branches. Larch will stand more severe pruning than most other Conifers. From the artistic as well as physiological point of view, it is barbarism to remove the lower branches, which the tree needs to shade its trunk and standing room, and often, when deprived of the same, will replace first before starting again in its height growth. Attention should, however, be especially paid to preventing double leaders, which are detrimental to future form development; cut them out as early as possible, preferably in the bud. Laterals may be somewhat shortened in while standing in the nursery, to lengthen the time during which the lower branches are to persist. Breaking out buds is, as with all trees, the best method, provided the pruner has an eye for his business. Even in after-life, when pruning is done to keep the tree shapely, the minimum use of the pruning-knife should be the rule.

There are three marked periods in the development of Conifers—the juvenile period, when the entire tree is a crown, branched symmetrically to the base, the perfection of symmetry; then follows the adolescent stage, when the lower branches die out, a period of unshapeliness; followed by the virile stage, when the straight, cylindrical shaft bears the crown at one-third or one-half of the upper length of the hole. The trimming during the adolescent stage requires most consideration. It is, in most cases, best only to take off the lowest, dying or dead branches, as it becomes necessary.

In pruning, cut as closely as possible to the trunk, even cutting into the bark, also removing the swelled portion on which the branches are usually inserted, when the callusing will be more rapid and satisfactory in shape.

If at this stage or at any time the trees show trouble at the top by drying (becoming "stag-headed"), it is a sign that they suffer at the root from lack of moisture.


Trimming off a few tiers of lower branches, loosening the soil as far as the ambitus of the crown, and mulching will largely correct this. When used for hedges, the treatment is, of course, different. For such a purpose the shade-enduring species, spruces and hemlocks, are best, since they are capable of preserving a dense interior foliage, while the pines are bound to thin out.

There are a number of dangers and damage from insects to which Conifers are exposed. Drought and frost are most dangerous to seedlings in the seed-bed. These are obviated by proper location of the seed-bed (protection against sun and wind), by covering with a mulch of moss, straw, pine-straw or the like (which also prevents the heaving out by frost and the washing out by rain, to which the young seeds are liable). By shading and watering the danger of drought is overcome, although at the same time that of "damping-off" is invited. The cause of this disease, consisting in the reddening of the needles and their falling off, is as yet undiscovered, a fungus being held responsible by some. Birds may be kept away from the seeds by mixing them with red oxide of lead, by lath screens, and the usual methods.

Various fungi and insects, too many to mention, some polyphagous, more or less specific, are at work during the various stages of development. A host of leaf-miners, saw-flies and caterpillars destroy the foliage,
and weevils sap the young shoots. Bostrichs, or bark-beetles, mine under the bark, mostly of trees which are sickly from other causes; borers enter the wood of the boles. Tortrices bore into the base of leaders and cause them to break off. The best remedies against most of these are preventives, namely: providing the trees with such chances of vigorous growth, or satisfactory soil conditions, that they are able to ward off or overcome the enemies. Otherwise, watching and destroying the enemies in time, and the usual remedies to kill them, may be employed. Literature: Veltch, Manual of Conifers; Carrière, Traité des Conifères; Beissner, Handbuch der Nadelholzkunde.

R. E. FERNOW.

CONIUM maculatum, Linn. Umbelliferae. The Poison Hemlock, "by which," as Gray writes, "criminals and philosophers were put to death at Athens." It is a rank, much-branched European herb which has run wild in eastern N. America, and which is offered in the trade as a border plant. It is biennial, rank-smelling, and poisonous, and is scarcely worth cultivating, although the finely cut dark foliage is highly ornamental. It grows from 2-4 ft. high, and has large umbels of small white florets. An extract is sold in drug stores for a sedative. For this purpose the fruit is gathered while green.

CONNECTICUT, HORTICULTURE IN. Fig. 537. While one of the smallest states and covering but one degree of latitude (41 to 42), owing to the great diversity of soil and varying elevations from the sea level, along the whole southern border, to 900 and 1,200 feet in sections of Tolland county, and 1,200 and 1,500 in portions of Litchfield, Connecticut is adapted to as wide a range of horticultural productions as any state outside of the semi-tropical fruit belt. The "season" of many of the quick-naturing species and varieties of fruits, flowers and vegetables is often entirely over on the light soil in the Connecticut valley and along the Sound shore when like species and varieties are but just beginning to ripen on the cooler, moist soils of the hills of Tolland and Litchfield counties. Strawberries and green peas from East Hartford and Glastonbury supply the Hartford market, while on the Bolton hills, only 12 miles away, the blooming vines give promise of the crop that is to come after the valley season is entirely over; so that "home-grown" strawberries are usually to be had in the Hartford market for a period of six or seven weeks, The Sound shore, Housatonic valley and Litchfield hills supply New Haven. Bridgeport and other cities of the state through equally long seasons.

From the earliest settlement of the state, fruit-growing for the family home-supply has been a prominent feature of Connecticut agriculture, the apple being a main reliance. The old seedling trees scattered over all our farms to-day are plain evidence that our ancestors took their apple juice through the spigot of the cider barrel rather than fresh from the pulp of the ripe fruit of some finer variety. A hundred years ago every farm-house cellar wintered from 20 to 50 barrels of cider, while to-day it is hardly respectable to have any, and probably not one family in ten now has even one single barrel on tap as a beverage. Yet in quantity and variety the family fruit supply has wonderfully increased and a daily supply of fresh home-grown fruit is the rule rather than the exception in most farm homes, — small fruits in variety, apples, pears, peaches, plums (both European and Japanese), cherries and quinces, in all the best standard varieties. Full perfection in every section of the state where rational methods of culture are followed. The topography of the state is such, and soils are so varied within short distances, that it is difficult to restrict the state, except in the most general way. Aside from the alluvial, most of the light sandy and sandy loam lands are along the river valleys and the Sound shore; while in "the hill towns" and along the ridges the soils are heavier, with more or less mixtures of clay, and many of the hilltops are moist and springy. Rocks are very abundant nearly all over the state except in the valleys, while the natural timber and semi-abandoned farm and pasture lands, growing up to brush and timber, cover fully one-half of the acreage of the state. Acting at present as wind-breaks and climate equalizers, they will in the future furnish the "new lands" for extensive horticultural enterprises. Lying midway between New York and Boston, the greatest horticultural markets of America—Connecticut is better situated than any other state in the Union to realize quick cash returns from her horticulture. Every farm is within driving distance of a managing man of her own busy manufacturing towns and villages, whose people are appreciative of choice fruits and are able to pay for them.

District No. 1.—This comprises the Connecticut river valley and adjacent hills, along the New London branch and the main line of railroad from Hartford to New Haven, and all of the shore towns. This district contains most of the sandy plain lands of the state, and the loams and clay most free from rocks and stones. The hills back from the river, on the ridges north and south, and a few miles back from the Sound shore, there are many places where soil and topographic conditions are much the same as in districts Nos. 2 and 3; but, having much larger tracts of easily cultivated lands and being better located as to market conditions, this district is more highly developed horticulturally than either of the others. Here are the great market-gardens and small-fruits farms, peach orchards, vineyards and melon fields.

District No. 2.—This district comprises Tolland and Windham counties and all of Middlesex and New London counties except Cromwell and the shore towns. This is a particularly well suited to apple and peach culture, owing to the rolling condition of the country and natural fertility of many of the hills. Every few miles are little valleys and pockets suited to the growing of fruits and vegetables in variety. A few townships in the northeast grow apples quite extensively, while in the west and southwestern commercial peach orchards are found to considerable extent.

District No. 3.—This district comprises western Hartford, northwestern New Haven, northern Fairfield, and all of Litchfield counties, and is somewhat similar to district No. 2, except that the soil is generally richer, better for clay, and the hills are more abrupt and rocky. Some sections of Litchfield county are too cold and bleak for any but the hardy fruits.

Apples grow freely everywhere, and, while always of good quality, the brightest colors, firmest texture and highest quality of fruit is produced on the rocky hills, at an elevation of from 400 to 1,000 feet. Baldwin, Rhode Island Greening, Rhode Island Scarlet, Spy are the leading varieties, although all the varieties that thrive well in the northeastern U. S. grow to perfection here when properly cared for. Old commercial orchards have all been profitable, and just at this time large plantings are being made, the largest orchard in the state containing about 4,000 trees.

Peach culture on an extended scale is a recent development. Eighteen years ago the only commercial peaches in the state contained about 2,000 trees, and probably
5,000 trees would be a liberal estimate for the state; now upwards of 2,000,000 peach trees are in the state—many orchards of 5,000 and 6,000 trees, quite a number with 10,000 to 15,000 trees, and at least one with nearly 50,000. Among the main plantings are of Mountain Rose, Oldmixon, Crawford Early, Crawford Late and Stump. More recently, however, Waddell, Carman, Champion and El-bridge have been heavily planted. High culture, close pruning and a thinning of the fruit are generally practiced, and fruit of brightest color, largest size and high quality is thus secured. In the markets of this and neighboring states, "Connecticut peaches" usually sell as much per pound as those grown on any other section.

The only serious drawback is the winter killing of the fruit-buds in the valleys, this happening probably three years out of five, while on many hill-sides and hillocks at least two crops out of three are assured; but there are many favorable localities where annual crops are almost a certainty.

Japanese plums were early planted in this state, and so quickly proved their adaptability to soil and climate that they are now planted in a small way in every section of the state, fruiting almost as freely as the apple, for family supply, while in a commercial way they are being quite largely planted in district No. 1. Several cultivars, especially "Burbank," "Carman" and "Waddell," are grown. Of cultivars longest tested, Burbank, Abundance and Chabot are most satisfactory and profitable. Red June and Satsuma are rapidly growing in favor, the latter coming from the outside; yet, on the whole, the grape industry is but lightly thought of.

Strawberries, blackberries, currants and gooseberries grow and produce freely all over the state, and all local markets are abundantly supplied in season.

Grapes can be grown successfully all over the state, except on the highest and coldest hills; and on the sandy plains and warm, rocky hill-sides all the best standard varieties can be produced in perfection. There are a number of small vineyards in district No. 1, and handling required for distribution of the fruit coming from the outside; yet, on the whole, the grape industry is but lightly thought of.

Pears thrive and fruit well except on the lighter lands, and nearly every home garden has from one to half a dozen trees. There are a few small commercial orchards in district No. 1. Bartlett and Clapp being most largely grown at Hartford and the adjoining towns. On the west side of the river the Bose is producing highest perfection.

Cheerries have been steadily failing in the state for twenty-five years past. Not enough for home supply are grown. Newly planted trees soon die out, and there is no remission of the disease. The favorite variety is chief, there being 200 acres in the vicinity of Middletown and Meriden, and the few commercial orchards there are quite profitable.

Quinces are grown all over the state for home supply, but there is a large foreign trade, and there is a large number of small commercial orchards.

Strawberries are very largely grown, both for home and outside markets, mostly in medium matted rows, with an average yield of 80 to 90 bushels per acre. Some cultivators, who follow the hill system or grow in narrow, thinly matted rows, secure 150 or more bushels per acre. A number of the berry farmers have systems of irrigation which add greatly to the surety of the cultivating the size and appearance of the fruit. The rolling character of the country and vast number of small streams abundantly supplied with water make it possible, at moderate expense, to irrigate many large areas, and these are not far distant when the streams of Connecticut will be more valuable to her horticulturists than they ever were to her manufacturers in the old days of many small factories and water-wheels.

Almost on the coldest settlement, small local nurseries have abounded in the state, and are here to-day to the number of 53. An extensive general nursery at New Canaan, in Fairfield county, is much the largest of all; while a goodly number of nurseries at South Glastonbury, Hartford county, distributes plants by the million all over the world. At Cromwell, Middlesex county, is a floricultural establishment which, with one exception, has the largest area under glass of any such establishment in America, and surpasses all others in the annual production of superb roses.

The late Judge A. J. Coe, of Meriden, was one of the first men in America to take to the chestnut culture by the importation of the best foreign varieties and the selection of the best natives and their crosses. He commenced the grafting on native sprouts and seedlings, and stimulated quite a general chestnut grafting, and for a time chestnut nurseries were established on land too rough for cultivation, yet strong in its ability to grow the chestnut tree and nut to perfection.

Wethersfield, in Hartford county, Orange and Milford, in New Haven county, and Southport, in Fairfield county, are many farms devoted to seed-growing. Onion seed and sweet corn are the specialities, but a great variety of other seeds are also grown, especially at Wethersfield and Orange.

Market-gardening is carried on quite extensively by specialists near all large towns and cities, while, with so many good markets always close at hand, vegetables and fruits are sold in moderate quantities from nearly every farm. The largest general market-garden farm is at New Haven, where over 300 acres are under annual cultivation with vegetables and small fruits. At Southbury and Norwalk there are many farms, both large and small, devoted entirely to the production of onions. "Southport onions" are famous for fine appearance and quality, and nowhere in America is the art of producing a superior quality of onions carried on so uniformly in the district. Marketing is done in sailing vessels direct from the farms to the dock markets in New York, where the onions are sold directly to retail dealers, boat captains acting as salesmen without commission for the sake of carrying the freight.

Trolley car lines are widely extended through many farming sections of the state, and, running express cars at certain hours of the day with freight movements at night, they are proving quite a factor in the distribution of horticultural products. The Hale peach farms, at South Glastonbury, were the first in America to use this new electric power in the marketing of their products. Fruit is loaded at the farm side-track as gathered during the day, and transported to market at night, after passenger service has closed for the day. It is unloaded in the city from the main-line tracks directly in front of the stores in the early morning hours before the tracks are again required for passenger service, and the empty cars are returned to the farm side-track before a new day's work in the orchard has begun.

The Connecticut Pomological Society, organized some ten years ago, is an active and useful organization, and is able to do much for the valuable fruit interests of the state. It has a large, active membership, and, aside from its annual winter meeting, it holds each summer three or more "field meetings," on fruit farms in different sections of the state, and these are always well attended by horticulturists and the members meet and discuss the live topics of the hour, gathering inspiration which, carried to their homes, is pushing Connecticut into the very front rank of horticultural states.

J. H. Halsey.

**CONCÉPHALUS (Greek, cone head).** One of the liverworts (Marchantiae), with broad, flat, fork ing evergreen thallus, growing on moist banks, like a moss. _C. cônus, Dumort.,_ is offered by collectors as a plant for rockeries.

**CONCOLUMINUM (Greek, cone and bed).** Composita. Diffrers from Eupatorium in having a conical receptacle and the somewhat imbricated involucral scales nearly equal. Most authors now unite the species with Eupatorium (which see).


**Lasseauxii, Dur. (Ageratum Lasseauxii, Carr.).** Spreading pubescent perennial, with habits of _Agera_.
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CONVALLARIA (old Latin name, derived ultimately from convallare, a valley). *Lilium*. LILY-OF-THE-VALLEY. Fig. 538 One dainty herb in temperate Europe and Asia, and native also in the high mountains from Va. to S. Car. Lvs. radical, from an upright rootstock or pip (Fig. 539); fls. white (sometimes pink-tinted), small and tubular, nodding. In a short, radical raceme (Fig. 540), the stamens 6 and style 1 (Fig. 541). Much prized for its delicate, sweet-scented fls. The rhizome and roots are sold in drug stores. They are poisonous in large doses; in small doses used as a heart tonic. The plant is popularly supposed to be the one referred to in the Sermon on the Mount, but this is not to be

and the beauty of flowering plants in bloom may be considered much longer than it is reasonable to expect they would be under the more or less glaring unobstructed sunlight.

The interior arrangement of a Conservatory is a question to be decided largely by the owner and gardener in charge, and is largely a matter of taste, although convenience in operating must never be lost sight of. The former depends upon the individuality of those most interested, and the latter must, in all cases, be provided for, if the best success in plant-growing is to be achieved. The table or stage along which might be termed the front, or nearest to the outside of the Con-

Convolvulus (old Latin name, derived ultimately from convolvere, to coil). *Ipomoea*. CHERIE. COCOA. Many species of this genus are of great value for their beautiful flowers, often large and showy, often fragrant, and often of long duration. They are usually twining climbers, and are of especial value in making and breaking up the surface of the soil. They are propagated by seeds or by cuttings. They are used for screens, borders, and ground covers. They are also valuable for their roots, which are used for the manufacture of tobacco.
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Lily-of-the-Valley is hardy, and is easily grown in partially shaded places and moderately rich ground. Old beds are liable to run out. The roots and runners become crowded, and few good flower-stems are produced. It is best to replant the beds every few years with vigorous, fresh clumps.

which have been grown for the purpose in some out-of-the-way place. Five or 6 strong pips, with their side growths, planted close together, will form a good clump in two years if not allowed to spread too much. The mats of clean foliage make attractive carpets under trees and in other shady places. If the bed is made rich and top-dressed every fall, it may give good results for 4 or 5 years; and plants in such beds thrive in full sunshine. One form has prettily striped foliage, very ornamental in the early part of the season. Lilies-of-the-valley bloom early in spring. They run wild in many old yards, in cemeteries, and along shady roadsides. There are double-fl. forms; also one (var. prolificus) with racemes 2 ft. long.

J. B. KELLER and L. H. B.

Few cultivated plants give so much satisfaction at so little cost as the Lily-of-the-Valley. Its time of blooming is always a subject of note to the household. It succeeds best in partial shade, and may be planted in the wild garden with good effect. It is especially appropriate for planting in irregular patches along the borders of wooded drives. The Lily-of-the-Valley is one of the few flowers we seldom tire of. In and out of season, there is always a demand for its flowers. Hundreds of thousands of crowns are specially grown and matured in France, Germany and Holland for early forcing. They are detached from the clumps, grown separately for two years, sreward before shipment, and known as "pips." Berlin pips are considered best for early forcing. They usually come in bundles of 25, and to have them force evenly it is considered essential to freeze them for a week or two. This may be effected by leaving them in the packing case, moss and all, in some open shed, taking them out as required. They are often placed in ice-houses, and frequently kept in cold storage for summer use. In forcing, no new roots are made. An ordinary propagating bed, with bottom heat, answers the purpose, and sand or sphagnum moss is the plunging medium in most general use. The bundles of crowns are given time to thaw out, the pips separated, and the crowns set in as thickly as possible. The frame is covered to exclude light until growth commences. The crowns are often put at once into a strong bottom heat of 85° F. or thereabouts, but a better way is to start with 50° and gradually increase the temperature. Batches intended for Christmas and New Year's Day often fail because the plants are not given sufficient preparation for the final high temperature. It is seldom that any leaves appear, even if the flowers come. In such cases, it is customary to put in a few leaf-eyes from the clumps. Later and more carefully prepared batches usually come well and with abundance of leaves, without which the flowers lose half their charm. Bundles of 25 pips are often potted in 6- or 7-inch pots, for Easter sales. As the natural season approaches, less preparation is required. The pots are usually set under greenhouse benches, with a sprinkling of moss over them, away from heating pipes, until some growth is made, and after a strong light, but not bright sunlight. Clumps are potted and treated in the same way. As there is a large percentage of non-blooming buds in the clumps, they lose in effectiveness. There are rose-colored varieties, double varieties, and varieties with foliage striped with white.

T. D. HATFIELD.

Millions of the single crowns, commercially called "pips," are grown on the European continent and exported for forcing. One English firm alone forces during the year upwards of seven millions. We usually receive the pips during the early part of November. They should be unpacked at once, the best pips selected for the earliest forcing, and the smallest kept for the later forcing. The pips are tied in bundles of 25. If one forces a limited number, say 500 to 1,000 per week, then put the bundles in 8- or 10-inch deep boxes, in any quantity he may choose, place a little soil between the bundles, and give them a good soaking. Then place the boxes in a coldframe or some place where the rains can be kept off—this is important—cover the tops of pips with a few inches of hay or straw. Frost does not hurt the pips in the least, but it is not essential. Never try to force the newly imported pips before New Year's. The cold storage pips are much best for the December crop. In keeping them in cold storage they should be removed from the frames and put into cold storage before there is the slightest movement of growth in the spring. The boxes should be covered with slats, so that one box can be put on another, or charge for storage will be excess- sive. The temperature should be from 28° to 30° Fahr.

The principal thing in forcing Lily-of-the-Valley is to obtain a strong bottom heat with a cold atmosphere. So, to obtain this, the bed for forcing should have a slate bottom with 6 inches of sand on it and be over some hot water or steam pipes. The temperature of the sand should be 80° to 90° and the atmosphere 50°. As spring approaches less bottom heat is needed. A constant watering should be given the sand daily, but when the hells are showing color they should not be wet. Keep a covering of boards or cloth over the pipes for the first 10
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days; after that admit the light gradually, and when in full flower give them the full light, but never much sunlight, and avoid droughts. A dozen or 20 pipes can be forced the same way in a 5- or 6-inch pot. The flowers should be cut about 24 hours before using, and placed in jars of cold water. This prevents wilting when used.

WILLIAM SCOTT.

CONVOLVULUS (Latin, convolvus, to entwine). Convolvuloideae. Includes Calystegia. Bindweed. A genus of about 175 species, widely distributed in temperate and tropical regions. Annual or perennial herbs, sometimes suffrutescent, twining, trailing, erect or ascending, with filiform, creeping rootstocks; lvs. petiolate, entire, toothed or lobed, generally cordate or sagittate; fls. axillary, solitary or loosely cymose, mostly opening only in early morning; corolla campanulate, limb divided, the limb plaited, 5-angled, 5-lobed or entire. The botanical distinction between Convolvulus and Calystegia is not sufficiently well marked to warrant retaining the latter as a separate genus. When the fls. of C. occidentalis are borne singly, the calyx bracts are broad and Calystegia-like; when borne in clusters the bracts are greatly reduced.

S. W. FLETCHER.

The species thrive in a variety of soils without especial care. The greenhouse species do best in a soil with considerable fiber. The hardy perennials are usually prop. by dividing the roots, otherwise by cuttings or seeds, the tender species preferably by cuttings. C. tricolor is the most important of the hardy annuals. It may also be started in the greenhouse, and makes an excellent plant for the hanging basket. All are very vigorous growers, and may become troublesome weeds in some places if not kept within bounds. C. Japonicus and C. Sepium should be used with caution. This is the chief reason why the hardy perennials are not often found in well-kept gardens, except along wire fences or lattice screens, where the turf is laid up close so as to allow only a narrow border for the roots. The double-flowered form of C. Japonicus is seen to best advantage in half-wild places, or on rocky banks, where shrubs make but a stunted growth. Here it will grow luxuriantly, forming graceful festoons from branch to branch, and covering the ground with a pretty mantle of green.

Cult. by J. B. KELLER.

A. Calyx with 2 membranaceous bracts at the base: peduncles usually 1-flowered. (Calystegius.)

B. Stem prostrate, 4 in. to 2 ft. high; peduncle usually shorter than the lvs.

villosus, Gray (Calystegia villosa, Kellogg). Plant densely white-villosé throughout; stem prostrate, scarcely twining; lvs. slender-petioled, reniform-hastate to sagittate, the upper acuminate, 1 in. or less long, the basal lobes often coarsely toothed; bracts ovate or ovate, completely enclosing the calyx: fls. cream-yellow, 1 in. long. Calif. Perennial.

BB. Stem twining or trailing, 3-10 ft. high; peduncle exceeding the lvs.

Japonicus, Thunb. (Calystegia pubescens, Lindl.). CALYPTRONIA Rose. Fig. 542. Hardy perennial, herbaceous twiner: growth very vigorous, often 20 ft.; whole plant more or less densely and minutely pubescent; lvs. hastate, lanceolate, obtuse or broadly acute, with angular or rounded lobes at the base; variable, occasionally without lobes, rarely sharp lanceolate: fls. bright pink, 1-2 in. broad, produced freely during the summer months and remaining expanded for several days. Japan and E. Asia. The double form is much naturalized from southeastern N. Y. to D. C. and Mo. P. M. 13: 243. F. S. 2: 172. B. R. 32: 42.

The double form is completely sterile, with narrow, wavy petals, irregularly arranged, the outer somewhat lacerate. A valuable decorative plant for covering stumps and walls. In rich soil the roots spread rapidly, and will smother out all other plants unless confined in tubs. The Calystegia pubescens of Lindley has been wrongly referred to Ipomera hederacea, but the two plants are very different, the former being perennial and the latter annual. See Journ. Hort. Soc. 1:76 (1846). The plant is commonly confounded with C. Sepium occidentalis, Gray. Hardy perennial, herbaceous or with suffrutescent base: stem twining, several ft. high, glabrous or minutely pubescent: lvs. from angulate-cordate, with a deep and narrow sinus, to lanceolate - hastate, the posterior lobes often 1-2-toothed: peduncle 1-fl. or proliferously 2-3-fl.: bracts ovate or lanceolate, usually completely enclosing the calyx, variable: corolla white or pinkish. 1-2 in. long; stigmas linear. Dry hills, Calif. - Int. 1851, by Gillett. An admirable plant for rockeries.

Sepium, Lind. (Calystegia Sepium, Br. Br.). Rutland Beauty. Fig. 543. Perennial trailer, 3-10 ft. long, glabrous or minutely pubescent; lvs. round-orb to deltoid-hastate, the basal lobes: divergate, entire or angular, to lanceolate: fls. white, rose or pink, with white stripes. F. S. 8: 826. B. M. 732. A. G. 12: 638. G. M. 50: 1096. - A very variable species. Cosmopolitan in temperate regions. An insidious weed in moist soil.

AA. Calyx without bracts: peduncle 1-6-fl. (Econvolvulus.)

B. Stem prostrate, trailing, glabrous or minutely pubescent.

**CONVOLVULUS**

*Scammonia*, Linn. Hardy perennial trailer, deciduous: stem angular, glabrous; lvs. cordate-sagittate, grey-green, the lobes entire or dentate: sepals glabrous, ovate, obtuse; corolla white, creamy or light pink. Asia Minor. — The large tap-roots supply the resinous cathartic drug *scammony*.

**BB. Stem erect or ascending, silky.**

*Canarina*, Linn. Stem shrubby, half-hardy, 1-4 ft. high: lvs. persistent, lanceolate or spatulate, silky grey: inflorescence a loose panicle, 1-6 fld.; fls. white or tinged with pink, borne freely during the summer. S. Eu. — Valuable as a pot-plant for greenhouse or window decoration, or trained to a warm wall. Confused with *C. oleifolius*.

*oleifolius*, Desr. Tender perennial: lvs. linear-lanceolate, acute, slightly villose: fls. bright pink, borne freely in loose, umbellate panicles in the summer. Greece. B.M. 292 (as *C. linearis*). — Many plants now passing as *C. oleifolius* are *C. Canarina*. The latter may be distinguished by its broader, blunter, silvery-villose lvs. and lighter colored blossoms.

**tricolor**, Linn. (C. minor, Hort.). Fig. 544. Hardy annual; stem trailing, ascending 6-12 in., angular, densely covered with long brownish hairs: lvs. linear-oblong or subspathulate, obtuse or rounded at the apex, usually pubescent but sometimes glabrous, the margin ciliate towards the base: peduncle 3-fld., exceeding the lvs.: sepals ovate, lanceolate, villose, acute: limb of the corolla azure-blue, throat yellow, margined with white. S. Eu. B.M. 27 — One of the best annuals for the home border. Each plant covers a ground space of 2 ft., and blooms continuously throughout the summer. Flowers remain open all day during pleasant weather. There are many variously striped and spotted forms of this popular annual, none of which surpasses the type in beauty. A variety with pure white fls. is attractive. Other well marked horticultural forms are: Var. *vittatus*, prettily striped with blue and white. F.S. 3:298.

**CONVOLVULUS Sepium** (*x1/2*)


*atrosupérieur*, Hort. A tender perennial, but may be treated as an annual, since it flowers the first season from seed: stem trailing or twining, 4-5 ft. long: fls. golden. Valuable as a greenhouse climber and for hanging baskets. — Not sufficiently described for identification.


**COONTE** of S. Fl. is *Zania integrifolia*.

**COOPERIA** (after Joseph Cooper, English gardener). *maryllidaceae*. A genus of only two or three species of tender, bulbous plants from Texas, with the habit of Zephyranthes but night-blooming (which is anomalous in the order), and with erect anthers, while those of the latter are versatile. The fls. are fragrant, solitary, 2 in. or more across, waxy-white, tinged red outside, and more or less green within. The lvs. appear with the fls. in summer. They are long, narrow, flat and twisted. The bulbs should be taken up in autumn and stored during the winter in dry soil. Culture easy and like Zephyranthes. Lately a new and little-known plant has been offered by the trade, *C. Oberveeltleri*, with "bright green" fls.

A. Neck of bulb short: *perianth tube long*.

**Drummondii**, Herb. *Evening Star*. Bulb roundish, 1 in. thick, with a short neck: lvs. narrowly linear, erect, 1 ft. long: peduncle slender, fragrant, hollow 3-5 ft. long: spathe 1 1/4-2 in. long, 2-valved at the tip: *perianth tube* 3-5 in. long; limb 3/4-1 in. long, white, tinged with red outside; segments oblong, cuspitate. Var. *cholorosolen*, Baker, has a perianth tube stouter and tinged with green: limb longer and less wheel-shaped: lvs. a little broader. B.M. 3482.
COPROsMA (Greek name referring to the fetid odor of the plants). *Rudbecia*. Shrubs or small trees, often trailing, of New Zealand, Australia and Hawaii. Cult. for their pretty fr. or variegated lvs. Lvs., opposite, mostly small. Fls. small, solitary or fascicled, white or greenish, polygamous dioecious: corolla- limb 4-6-lobed, the lobes revolute; stamens 4-6: fr. an ovoid or globose drupe. Coprosma is a greenhouse plant in the pot, but they are rarely cult. In S. Calif. 2 species are cult. in the open. Prop. by hardened cuttings. The soil which is found among Kahniu roots, mixed with good loam and sand, if kept well-drained, suits cuttings. Cuttings should be rooted in moderate heat in spring, before growth commences. If placed under a handlight or propagating frame, care must be taken to prevent damping to which the cuttings are liable.

COPUS (Greek, to cut, from the cut leaves). *Ranunculaceae*. Eight species of hardy herbaceous perennials of the cooler parts of the northern hemisphere. Low, stemless plants, with slender rootstocks: lvs. radicle, compound or divided, lasting over winter: fr. white or yellow, sepa- pose: sepals 5-7, petal-like: petals 5-6, small, linear, hood-like; stamens numerous; carpels stalked, few, becoming an umbel of follicles. The bitter root yields the tonic medicine known as "gold thread," also a yellow dye. The plants should have peaty soil, with a little sand, and prefer shade in damp situations. They require some shelter in winter, as in cold pit. Prop. by root division and seed.

Corydalis. Salsify. No stem: rootstock yellow: lvs. compound, long-petioled; lfts., broadly obovate, cuneate, obtuse, the teeth marnocinate: fl.-stem slender; sepals white, with yellow base; petals small, club-shaped: follicles 3-7, spreading, equaled by their stalk; seeds black. May-July. Adriatic and westward. L.B.C. 2:173. - Neat and pretty, with shining lvs.

K. C. DAVIS

CORAL BERRY. Sym- phoricarpos vulgaris.

CORAL DROPS. Bes- sera elegans.

CORALLORHIZA (Greek for coral-root). Orchidaceae, tribe Epidendrea. Fls. small, somewhat 2-4

lipped, usually obscurely spurred at the base; sepals and petals nearly alike; lip small, slightly adherent to the base of the column; pollinia 4. Species few, in N. America, Eu. and Asia. The Coral-roots have little merit as garden plants, although very interesting to the student. They may be grown in rich, shady borders. Two species have been offered by dealers in native plants: *C. multiflora*, Nutt. (Fig. 543), is purplish, 15 ft. or less high, 10-30-ft., lip deeply 3-lobed; grows in dry woods in northern states; *C. Mertensiana*, Bong., scape many- fr., 8-15 in. high, the lip entire and broadly oblong-occurs in Brit. Col. and N. to Alaska.

L. H. B.

CORAL-ROOT. Corallorhiza.

CORAL-TREE. Erythrina.

CORYDANEUS Japonicus. See Kerria. The genus contains the two plants that furnish Jute, *C. sativasia* (which yields most) and *C. obovata*. They are annual plants, natives of Asia but cultivated throughout the tropics, growing 10 or 12 ft. high, with a straight stem as thick as the little finger and branched only at the top. The young shoots of both are used as pot herbs. *C. Vitori- tus* is much grown for this purpose in Egypt, and is known as Jews' Mallow. They belong to the Tiliaceae.

CORDIA (an early German botanist, Valerius Cordius). *Borraginaceae*. Warm-climate trees or shrubs, mostly American. Calyx tubular or campanulate, toothed or lobed: corolla tubular, lobed, the parts and the stamens 4 more: style 2-lobed: fr. a drupe which is 4-lobed and usually 4-seeded: lvs. entire or lobed. The Cordias are greenhouse plants with showy lvs., of easy cult. Grown in the open in the extreme S. Prop. by cuttings of firm wood and by seeds.

Sebestena, Linn. (C. speciosa, Willd.). *Geiger Tree*. Tall shrub or small tree, with hairy or berry-like, large-stalked lvs.: fr. 1-2 in. long, scarlet, stalked, in large, open, terminal clusters, the crenate corolla-lobes and stamens 5-12: drupe enclosed in the hazel-like husk formed by the persistent calyx. Keys of Fls. and S. B. M. 794.

Francisi, Tenore. Tall: lvs. dark green: fls. white, S. Amer.

Other Cordias, of which there are many, are likely to come into cult. in the southern country. *C. Griggsii*, Torr. var. *Pal- meri*, Wats. (G.F. 2:232), of Mexico, "in the shape and length of its fls. equals the C. Sebestena." - *C. Myra*, Linn., from trop. Asia and Austral., is one of the best woods for kindling fire by friction, and is useful in many other ways.

L. H. B.

CORDYLINE (club-like; referring to the fleshy shoots). *Liliceae*. *Dracena*. A genus of greenhouse plants closely related to Dracena, but the ovary contains several cells in each cell, and the solitary pedicels are provided with a 2-bracted involucre: stem tall, often woody, bearing large, crowded lvs., to the striking varie- gation of which the group owes its value: fls. paniced; stamens 6; pedicels articulated: perianth 6-parted; ovary 3-angled; fr. a berry. Cultivated for the orna- mental foliage. The horticultural forms and names have become very numerous. The various species are in the trade under Dracena, which see for a key to the species of both genera combined. In the following paragraphs, the initial D. indicates that the plant in question is known in the trade as a Dracena, and C that it is known as a Cordyline (see *Dracena*). For a monograph, see Baker, Journ. Linn. Soc. 14: 538 (1875).

K. M. WIEGAND.

Of Cordylines or Dracenas, propagation is generally effected by cutting the ripened stems or trunks, from which all lvs. have been removed, into pieces from 2-4 in. long. These are laid either in very light soil or in sand in the propagating bed, where they receive a bottom heat of about 80°, being barely covered with sand or moss (Fig. 540). The eyes soon show the striking varie- gation, and, as soon as they have attained a height of 3-4 in., are cut off with a small heel and again placed in the propagating bed until rooted, after which they are peeled off inward. If kept in light soil, kept close until they become established. They are then shifted on into larger pots as soon as well rooted. They delight in a mixture of 3 parts good, turfy loam and 1 part-
decayed cow-manure, with a liberal sprinkling of sharp sand. A warm, moist atmosphere suits them best while growing, but towards fall the finished plants must be gradually exposed to full sunshine and a dry atmosphere, which develops their high colors.

The kinds enumerated below are as mainly grown in large quantities for decorative purposes, and
46. Stem-cutting of Cordyline.

are sold principally during the winter months, especially during the holiday season, when plants with bright colored foliage are always in strong demand: **Cordyline amabilis**.—A strong-growing species with broad green foliage, which is prettily variegated with white and deep rose. One of the hardest varieties, either for decorations in winter, and, as there will, vases, etc., in the summer, **C. imperialis**.—Another strong-growing species, with deep olive-green foliage, which changes to deep rose with white edge. **D. fragrans**.—An African species with broad, massive, deep green foliage which makes noble decorative plants, being frequently grown into specimens from 6-8 ft. high. Its foliage is of heavy texture, making it a useful plant for the dry atmosphere of a living room. Two handsomely variegated forms of the above are **D. Lindeni** and **D. Massangeana**, both very desirable varieties. **C. terminalis**.—This is the most popular variety, and is grown in immense quantities. The foliage on well-nurtured plants is of an intense rich crimson marked with lighter shadings. **C. australis** (commonly called **C. indivisa**).—Used principally as an outdoor decorative plant in summer, but extensively used for furnishing vases, window-boxes, etc. It succeeds best when planted out in the open border during summer, potted in the fall and stored during winter in a cool greenhouse. It is propagated almost exclusively from seed, which germinates freely if sown during the early spring months in sandy soil, in a temperature of 60 to 65°, growing them on during the first season in small pots. These, if planted in the open border the second season, make fine plants for 6- or 7-inch pots. There are a number of varieties of **Indivia**, among them several handsomely variegated forms, which, however, are but little distributed yet.

Among the principal varieties and species besides the above, which are grown to some extent in a commercial way are: **Baptistii**, **Copperi**, **Porphyrophylla**, **Shepherdii**, **Stricta grandis**, **Youngi**, **Goldiana**, **Congesta**, **Brunii**, **Marginalta** and **Lord Wolseley**, the latter a most beautiful, graceful, high-colored variety, undoubtedly the most distinct and useful commercial sort yet introduced and which, as soon as it becomes more plentiful, is certain to be very popular.

**Cordyline australis** and its allied forms are easily raised from seed, which is readily obtainable in a fresh state. The seed should be sown rather thinly in a light, sandy soil, and, as there will be danger of the seedlings damping off, they may be allowed to grow in the receptacles in which they are sown until large enough to go into 5-in. pots. If sown early in spring, the plants will be large enough for 6-in. pots by the end of the following September.

**Dracaena Knerckii**, **C. cannifolia**, **D. Lindeni** and **D. Massangeana** are among the best decorative plants for the dwelling house. **D. Knerckii** and the two variegated forms of **D. fragrans** are rooted from cuttings taken from headed-back plants. In propagating **C. cannifolia**, when seed cannot be obtained, old plants should be mossed so as to produce roots before the top is taken off, as it is a shy-rooting species from cuttings. **D. Goldiana** should be topped and rooted in a good bottom heat, and the stems cut into pieces small enough to be put in pots when the shoot is of sufficient length, instead of cutting off the shoots and rooting afresh. **D. Godseffiana** and **D. massanii** evidently belong to the same section; every little branch of these will root in sharp sand. Long stems of **D. ensifolia** and **D. Forbaxii**, when cut in sections of from 4 to 6 in., with the leaves kept on, will root quickly and may be used as stock plants. **C. Brasiensi**s, an elegant species with broad green lvs., is best propagated by adopting the method practiced on the colored-lvd. kinds, of which **C. terminalis** is perhaps the best known. This method consists of cutting up the stems into small pieces and placing them in sand, with a brisk bottom heat. Small shoots are developed in a short time, which will frequently be found to have small roots at their bases, but they are of little use for the subsequent nutriment of the plantlet. The shoot, when large enough, should be separated from the piece of stem and inserted in the sand-bed, where it will develop thick feeding roots. Afterwards they are potted and kept in a warm, moist atmosphere. Cuttings may be put in at any time when bottom heat is at command. The soil used should be light and enriched with rotted cow-manure.

G. W. OLIVER.

A. **Foliage of sessile, thick, sword-shaped lvs.**

n. lvs. glaucous beneath, broad.

**Indivia**, Kunth. Arborescent. 10-20 ft. high: lvs. dark green, densely crowded, 2-4 ft. long, 4-5 in. broad at the middle, 1½-2 in. at the base, rigid, coriaceous; midrib stout, colored red and white, veins on each side of it 4-5; panicle nodding; pedicels .5-1 line long; bracteoles lanceolate, 3-4 lines long, membranous; perianth 3-4 lines long, white, tube very short, campanu-

47. Cordyline australis—C. indivisa of the trade.

late; segments equal, spreading: ovules 5-6 in each cell. New Zealand. Gn. 49, p. 86. Lowe, 52.—Coolhouse; valuable for vases. Rare in cult.

b. lvs. green on both sides, narrower.

**Stricta**, Endl. (D. congheta, Hort.). Slender, 6-12 ft. high: lvs. less crowded than in the next, acuminate, 1-2 ft.
CORDYLINE

CORDYLINE

long, 9-15 lines wide, base 3-6 lines wide, scarcely costate; veins scarcely oblique, margins obscurely dentate: panicle terminal and lateral, erect or cernuous; pedicels 1-3 line long; lower bracteoles lanceolate; perianth lige, 3-4 lines long, campanulate, interior segments longer than the outer; ovules 6-10 in each cell. Australia. B.M. 2575. G.C. III. 17:207 (D. congesta).- Coolhouse; vases, etc. Var. grandis, Hort. Large, highly colored. Var. disolor, Hort. Ligne var. grandis, but with foliage bronzy purple.


AA. foliage of petailed lvs.

b. Lvs. oblanceolate; petioles broad.

rubra, Hugel. Slender, 10-15 ft. high; lvs. contiguously, ascending, 12-15 in. long, 18-21 lines wide above the middle, thick, dull green both sides, distinctly costate; veins oblique; petiole broad, deeply grooved, 4-6 in. long; petiole lateral; pedicels very short, scarcely oblique; bracteoles small, detold, perianth lige, 4.5-5 lines long, inner segments longer than the outer; ovules 6-8. Country unknown. G.C. III. 22:285.- Coolhouse; vases, etc. D. Brulanti, Hort., is a garden form. B.H. 1897, pp. 514, 515. G.C. III. 22:285.

br. Lvs. lanceolate; petioles narrow, nearly terete.

Haageana, Koch (C. Macbrnnson, F. Mull.). Slender and small; lvs. contiguous, ascending, oblong-falcate, 4-8 in. long, 2-2.5 in. wide at the middle, acute, base rounded or detold, thick, dull green throughout, distinctly costate; veins slender, oblique; petiole 3-4 in. long; petiole lateral; bracteoles small, detold, perianth lige, 4.5-6 lines long, inner segments longer than the outer; ovules 6-8. Country unknown. G.C. III. 22:285.- Coolhouse; vases, etc. D. Brulanti, Hort., is a garden form. B.H. 1897, pp. 514, 515. G.C. III. 22:285.

terminalis, Kunth (C. cananefolia, F. Mull.). Low and slender, stems 3-6 lines thick, lvs. contiguous, ascending, green or rarely colored, 12-18 in. long, 2-3.5 in. wide, in the middle, acute, thickish, distinctly costate; veins frequently unequal, strongly oblique; petiole 4-6 in. long, deeply channelled; pedicels very short or none; bracteoles small, detold, membranous; perianth 5-6 lines long, white, lline or reddish, segments short; ovules 6-10; berry large, red. East Indies. A.G. 16:361. B.H. 21:1743.- The varieties in cultivation are almost innumerable. Those in the American trade are the following (all stave plants), usually considered as horticultural species: amabilis, Lvs. broad, shining deep green, in age becoming suffused with white. Anboyensis. Lvs. oblanceolate, recurved, deep-bronze-green edged with rose-carmine below; petioles tinged with purple. Aneriocorhis. Lvs. very broad, deep bronze-red, with some white. Baptistii. Fig. 548. Lvs. broad, rounded, deep green, with some pink and yellow stripes; stem also variegated. I.H. 26:334. Bautii. Lvs. broad, dark green, with some white. bella. Lvs. small, purplish marked with red. Brasiliensis, Schult. Lvs. broad, dark green, metallic crimson, veined with purple and white. Antarcti. Lvs. deep wine-red, gracefully recurved; common in cult. ferrea. Baker. Lvs. narrow and somewhat oblanceolate, 5-7, bright or dark crimson, strongly suffused with yellow. Lowe 2 (var. versicolor); 28. B.M. 2653. L.B.C. 13:1224. Frazeri. Lvs. somewhat erect, broad, oblong, abruptly acute, blackish purple with bloom, margin below with a deep rose lake stripe extending down the petiole. Gladiolae. Lvs. broad, brilliant crimson. Guilloyiae. Lvs. long and narrow, tapering both ways, recurved, striped with red, pink or white, white on lower part of leaf and margin of petiole blackish purple.

COREOPSIS (Greek, signifying bug-like, from the fruit). *Coreopsis*, Tickseed. Annual or perennial herbs, flowering in summer and autumn. Nearly all natives of eastern N. Amer. Lvs. either opposite or alternate: heads pedunculate and radiate; the broad involucre with bracts of two kinds, the outer narrower and greener, receptacle chartaceous; rays very showy, yellow, brown or dark. The genus differs from Bidens only in the broad, flat and winged achenes, with short or obsolete pappus. Many of the species are under the name Calliopsis. All the kinds are of easiest culture. The perennials are hardy border plants. The annuals are raised in any garden soil, and bloom freely with little care. They are all showy plants.

A. Disk yellow: rays rose-purple.

1. *roses*, Nutt. Perennial: diffusely branched from slender, creeping rootstocks 1-2 ft. high, smooth; lvs. opposite and small (1-3 in. long), all narrowly linear-entire or rarely toothed or lobed: heads small, 3/8 in. broad or less, short-peduncled; rays wedge-shaped, lobed at the apex: achenes oblong, wingless; pappus an obscure border. Southeastern U. S.

AA. Disk and involucre dark purple: rays yellow or parti-colored, wedge-shaped and lobed.

b. Outer involucral bracts very short, triangular.

2. *augustifolia*, Ait. Perennial: strict and tall, 1-3 ft. high, glabrous, sparingly branched at the summit; lvs. alternate, entire, thickish, basal few or wanting, lower calyx elliptical on long pedicels, upper narrowly spatulate, sessile or reduced to bracts: heads 1-1 1/2 in. broad; rays entirely yellow: achenes with lacerate wings and setiform awns. Southern U. S.

3. *cardaminefolia*, Torr. & Gray. Annual: low and diffusely much branched from the base, 6-18 in. high, glabrous; basal lvs. numerous-petiolate, pinnatifid, divisions narrowly elliptical, becoming linear in the upper lvs.: heads as in the next, but smaller, and often entirely dark: achenes winged, smooth; pappus none. Southern U. S.


BB. Outer involucral bracts narrowly linear, equaling the inner.


AAA. Disk yellow or brown; rays entirely yellow (except rarely No. 8).

b. Rays wedge-shaped, lobed at the apex; peduncles 6-16 in. long, naked.

c. Lvs. all entire or with a few basal lobes: large.

6. *pubescens*, Ell. (*C. auriculata*, Schult. and Hort.). Perennial: tall, 1-4 ft. high, branched above, pubescent or nearly glabrous, more leafy than the following species: lvs. thickish, basal wanting, ovate-oval to oblong-lanceolate, very acute, petiolate or nearly sessile,entire or with small,acute, lateral lobes; outer involucral bracts lanceolate, nearly as long as the inner; achenes similar to those of the next species. Southern U. S.

7. *lanceolata*, Linn. Fig. 550. Perennial: low, 1-2 ft. high, sparingly branched, glabrous or nearly so; lvs. few, opposite, mostly near the base, oblong-spatulate to linear, petiolate, mostly obtuse, entire (rarely with a few lateral lobes): heads 1-2 1/2 in. broad; peduncles very long, outer involucre equaling the inner: achenes orbicular, papillose, broadly winged; pappus minute or obsolete. Eastern U. S.—Used extensively for cut lfs.


Var. *villosa*, Michx. Lvs. spatulate-obovate to oblong, villous, as is also the stem, with jointed hairs.

cc. Lvs. mostly pinnatifid, small.

8. *coronata*, Hook. Annual: low and often weak, 12-18 in. high, much branched from the base, sparsely hirsute; lvs. opposite, basal numerous petiolate, pinnatifid, divisions ovate, lateral much smaller; calyces few, re-
COREOPSIS

duced, spatulate, often entire: heads 1.5-2 in. broad; rays often with a few dark spots above the orange base; outer involucral ⅔ shorter than the inner: akene orbicular, broadly winged; pappus very minute. Tex. B.M. 3460. S. H. 1:270.

CORIARIA

12. palmata, Nutt. (C. prueros, Fres.). Perennial: tall and stout, 1½-3 ft. high, sparingly branched at the summit: Ivs. opposite, thick, cuneate, 2.5 in. long, 3-veined to the middle; divisions broadly linear, midrib 3-nerved below; heads 1½-2 in. broad; akene oblong, narrowly winged; pappus minute or obsolete. Cent. U. S. R. H. 1845:265.

13. delphinifolia, Lam. Perennial: glabrous, branched above, 1-3 ft. high: Ivs. opposite, sessile, 2-3 in. long, the basal wanting; pinnatifid, divisions 3-7, broadly linear; disk dark brown: akene obovate, narrowly winged; pappus teeth short. Southeastern U. S.


cc. Leaf-divisions coarsely serrate or incised.

15. tricho sperma, Michx. Annual: tall, 2-5 ft. high, branched near the summit, glabrous: Ivs. 2-4 in. long, the lower wanting, pinnatifid, on very short petioles, divisions narrowly lanceolate, acute, serrate or incised; rays pale: akene 4-8 in. long, cuneate, ciliate and hairy; awns 2, very short. Eastern U. S.

Var. teniuloba, Gray. Leaf-segments linear.


17. aurea, Ait. Annual: glabrous, 1-3 ft. high: Ivs. pinnatifid, the upper sometimes simple; divisions from lanceolate to narrowly linear, sparingly incised; outer involucral bracts narrowly linear, inner black pubescent: akene glabrously cuneate, very small (1-2 lines long): pappus: Ivs. of two bunt, chaffy, very short teeth. Southeastern U. S. — Very variable.


K. M. Wiegand.

CORIANDRUM. See Coriander.

CORIARIA (corium, skin, leather; as frutes coriarias, a shrub used for tanning leather, was described by Pliny). Coriariaceae. Shrubs or perennial herbs: Ivs. deciduous, entire, 3-9-nerved, opposite and distichous: fls. polygamous-monomous in slender racemes, small: petals and sepals 5; stamens 10: fr. berry-like, consisting of 5 1-seeded nutlets enclosed by the enlarged and colored petals. About 8 species in Himal. and E. Asia, Mediterranean region, N. Zealand and S. Amer. Ornamental shrubs or herbs, with slender, arch-
ing branches imitating pinnate lvs., and with very showy yellow, red or black fr. The lvs. of some species are used for tanning leather; the frs. are poisonous. C. japónica has proved hardy with slight protection in Massachussets, and C. terminalis seems to be of the same hardness; the other species are more tender. They grow in almost any good garden soil, and prefer sunny position. Prop. readily by seeds and Greenwood cuttings in summer under glass; also by suckers and layers.

Japonica. Gray. Shrub. 2–3, sometimes to 10 ft.; branches quadrangular; lvs. nearly sessile, ovate or ovate-lanceolate, 3–5 cm. long; frs. in axillary racemes from the branches of last year; fr. becoming bright red in summer, changing to violet-black when ripe. Jap. B.M. 7599. G.F. 10:343.

terminalis, Hems. Herbaceous or suffruticose, 2–3 ft.; branches quadrangular; lvs. nearly sessile, broad-ovate or ovate-lanceolate, 3–9 cm. long, scabrous on the veins beneath, 1–3 in.; frs. in terminal racemes on shoots of the current year; fr. bright yellow. Sikkim, China.—A very ornamental plant, keeping its yellow fr. from July until late in fall; being herbaceous, it is easier to protect from frost than the former. Recently introduced into cult. as C. Nepalensis.


551. Kernels of Corn on the cob—Sweet Corn behind.
Pop Corn in front (X3/4).

CORK is the name applied to the outer impervious part of the bark in plants. In Eucalyptus Thunbergiana, the bark is divided into two layers, of which the inner one is shed, and the outer remains, and ultimately forms the cork. In other trees and shrubs, it forms wings on the branches. The cork of commerce comes from the bark of Quercus Ilex (better known as Q. Saber), plantations of which grow in southwestern Eu. The cork tree of the catalogues, Phellodendron Amurense, is a curious tree, cult. solely for ornament.

W. W. Rowlee.

CORN, MAIZE (SWEET and POP). A tender annual, cultivated in America from prehistoric times. The word Maize, Spanish Maíz, is derived from the name Mahiz, which Columbus adopted for this cereal from the Haytians. Maize has not yet been found truly wild. Its close relation to Teosinthe, Euchitena Mexicanz, Schrad., is indicated by the known fertile hybrids, or cross-breeds between Teosinthe and Maize. Teosinthe and the only other species which show close botanical relationship to Maize are indigenous to Mexico. Botanists now almost uniformly concede that Maize originated in America, and it is probable that it is indigenous to Mexico. See Zea.

The white settlers early learned from the American Indians the use of Maize as an article of food. Several Indian names for certain varieties which were adopted or adapted, have passed into the language of the American people, as, for example, samp, hominy, succotash. They cultivated Maize both as a staple field crop and in the garden under the name of Indian Corn, which name, or the simple name of Corn, remains to the present time its almost exclusive designation throughout the English-speaking portions of the continent. It now holds first rank among grains cultivated by the United States in the area devoted to its cultivation, and in the value of the annual crop. The kinds now commonly found in garden culture are sweet Corns and pop Corns. The other kinds, which are more strictly agricultural, are called field Corns, but in some localities sweet Corn and pop Corn are also found under field culture, the former either as a truck crop or for canneries, or to supply the comparatively limited demand in domestic markets. Sweet Corn is now largely grown for food, and pop Corn only will receive special attention in this article.

BOTANICAL CLASSIFICATION. —Zea almost uniformly has been called by botanists a monotypic genus, its one species being Maize. But Maize is an extremely variable species, including in its groups which have been given definite characters. As a working classification, that proposed by Sturtevant is the best which has yet appeared. He describes 7 "agricultural species." These are Zea tunicata, the pod Corns; Z. everta, the Pop Corns (Fig. 551); Z. indurata, the Flint Corns; Z. indentata, the Dent Corns; Z. angustifolia, the soft Corns; Z. saccharata, the sweet or sugar Corns (Figs. 552, 553); Z. amplysaccharata, the starchy Sweet Corns. Zea Mays, Link., belongs to the natural order of grasses or Graminaceae. Culms 1 or more, solid, grey, 1½–15 ft. tall, or more, terminated by a panicle of staminate fls. (the tassel); internodes grooved on one side; branches ear-bearing or obsolete: lvs. long, broad, channelled, tapering to the pen- dulous tips, with short, hyaline ligules and open, embracing sheaths; fls. numerous, awnless, usually proterandrous; staminate fls. in clusters of 2 to 4, often overlapping; one fl. usually pedicellated, the other sessile or all sessile; glumes herbaceous; palea membranous, gladiolous, anthers 3, linear. The ear contains the pistillate fls., on a hard, thickened, cylindrical spike or spadix (cob), which is enclosed in many spatha ceous bracts (husks); spikelets sessile, in longitudinal rows, paired in alvocci with hard, conical margin; 2 fls. on a spikelet, the lower abortive; glumes membranous; style single, Filiform, very long (silk); ovary usually sessile. Ear variable in length and size, often distichous; grain variable in shape, size and color. See Plate VII.

Sweet Corn (Z. saccharata, Sturt. Figs. 551, 552). —A well-defined species-group, characterized by horny, more or less wrinkled, wrinkled or shrunken kernel, having a semi-transparent or translucent appearance. Sturtevant in 1899 lists 61 distinct varieties. He gives the first variety of Sweet Corn recorded in American cultivation as being introduced into the region about Plymouth, Mass., from the Indians of the Susquehanna in 1779. Schenck, in 1854, knew two varieties, which are departed. The distribution of Sweet Corn into cultivation made little progress prior to the last half of the nineteenth century, green field Corn having largely occupied its place prior to that period. Sweet Corn is primarily a garden vegetable, although the large kinds are sometimes grown for silage or stover. As a garden vegetable, it is used when it has reached the "roasting ear" stage, the kernel then being described as "ready to milk." The well filled and plump bunch used for human food. When
Plate VII. Types of Indian Corn, at Maze

Showing Flint, Corn (Zea mays s. pendula) in the two uppermost ears, File, Corn (Zea mays s. parviflora), in the third, and Earred, Corn (Zea mays s. mays), one ear on the table, and one crossed in the basket on the right.
Sweet Corn is used as a fresh vegetable it is often cooked and served on the cob. In preparing it for canning or drying, it is always cut from the cob. Dried Sweet Corn, though not an article of commerce at the present time, is used by the rural population. It is gradually being abandoned for canned Corn, for other cereal preparations, or for other vegetables. It is practically unknown as human food outside North America.

Three tons per acre of good ears is considered a good yield. The ears are snapped from the stalks with the husks on and hauled in deep wagon boxes to the canneries. The stalks, when preserved either as ensilage or as stover, make excellent fodder. The overripe and inferior ears, being unmarketable, are left on the stalks and materially increase their value as a food for stock. The stover keeps best in loose shocks. It is liable to mold or mildew when closely packed in large stacks or bays.

As a field crop, Corn is grown most extensively on medium heavy loams. It luxuriates in rich, warm soils. The farmer agrees to a certain number of acres in the whole crop to the canner at a stipulated price. The price paid in western New York is about $10 per ton of good ears, after deducting the ascertained average percentage of husks and rejected ears. The type of product is considered the same for all the states where the Corn is grown. The per cent of yield, the ears are snapped from the stalks with the husks on and hauled in deep wagon boxes to the canneries. The stalks, when preserved either as ensilage or as stover, make excellent fodder. The overripe and inferior ears, being unmarketable, are left on the stalks and materially increase their value as a food for stock. The stover keeps best in loose shocks. It is liable to mold or mildew when closely packed in large stacks or bays.

Plotting.—In the northern part of the Corn belt in the Corn states, and in the east, the land to which the Ohio and Missouri rivers, deep fall plowing of Corn land is generally favored, but in experiments at the Illinois and Indiana experiment stations, the depth of plowing has had little influence on the crop. In sections of the eastern states, shallow plowing late in spring is favored, especially if the land be sod. In warmer, drier regions, as in parts of Nebraska and Kansas, listing has been much practiced on stubble ground. The listing plow, having a double mold-board, throws the soil into alternate furrows and ridges, the furrows being 8 or 9 inches deeper than the tops of the ridges. The Corn is planted in the bottom of the furrow, either by means of a hand drill, Corn-planter, or by a Corn-seeder. A portion of the Corn is planted in the lister plow, consisting of a subsoil plow, through the hollow leg of which the Corn is dropped.

Great care should be used to secure seed-corn having high vitality as a precaution against the rotting of the seed in the soil should the season be cold and wet after planting. Select ears for seed as soon as the Corn is well ripened. Dry them at once by artificial heat so that the moisture is 25% or less. This was formerly much in favor. The soil in the bottom of the furrow, either by means of a hand drill, Corn-planter, or by a Corn-seeder. A portion of the Corn is planted in the lister plow, consisting of a subsoil plow, through the hollow leg of which the Corn is dropped.

Great care should be used to secure seed-corn having high vitality as a precaution against the rotting of the seed in the soil should the season be cold and wet after planting. Select ears for seed as soon as the Corn is well ripened. Dry them at once by artificial heat so that the moisture is 25% or less. This was formerly much in favor. The soil in the bottom of the furrow, either by means of a hand drill, Corn-planter, or by a Corn-seeder. A portion of the Corn is planted in the lister plow, consisting of a subsoil plow, through the hollow leg of which the Corn is dropped.

Great care should be used to secure seed-corn having high vitality as a precaution against the rotting of the seed in the soil should the season be cold and wet after planting. Select ears for seed as soon as the Corn is well ripened. Dry them at once by artificial heat so that the moisture is 25% or less. This was formerly much in favor. The soil in the bottom of the furrow, either by means of a hand drill, Corn-planter, or by a Corn-seeder. A portion of the Corn is planted in the lister plow, consisting of a subsoil plow, through the hollow leg of which the Corn is dropped.

Great care should be used to secure seed-corn having high vitality as a precaution against the rotting of the seed in the soil should the season be cold and wet after planting. Select ears for seed as soon as the Corn is well ripened. Dry them at once by artificial heat so that the moisture is 25% or less. This was formerly much in favor. The soil in the bottom of the furrow, either by means of a hand drill, Corn-planter, or by a Corn-seeder. A portion of the Corn is planted in the lister plow, consisting of a subsoil plow, through the hollow leg of which the Corn is dropped.

Great care should be used to secure seed-corn having high vitality as a precaution against the rotting of the seed in the soil should the season be cold and wet after planting. Select ears for seed as soon as the Corn is well ripened. Dry them at once by artificial heat so that the moisture is 25% or less. This was formerly much in favor. The soil in the bottom of the furrow, either by means of a hand drill, Corn-planter, or by a Corn-seeder. A portion of the Corn is planted in the lister plow, consisting of a subsoil plow, through the hollow leg of which the Corn is dropped.
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ing ground varieties (Pig. should For the Corn VARIETIES. For the Corn VARIETIES. Sturvtan, in 1899, describes 35 varieties. The following kinds are popular:

Dwarf Golden.—Ear 1 to 3 inches long. An early-mat

ing sort, with or without kernels, Rice, White Rice.—Ear 4 to 8 inches long. This vigorous late variety is widely cultivated. This and other Rice Corns are characterized by deep, tabering, beaked kernels.

Pearl.—Ear 4 to 8 inches long. Summers somewhat earlier than Rice and later than Dwarf Golden. Kernels rounded and silvery white.

S. A. BEACH.

CORN, BROOM. See Sorgum.

CORN COCKLE. Lychnis Githago.

CORNEL, CORNELIAN CHERRY. See Cornus Mas.

CORN FLAG. Gladiolus.

CORNFLOWER. Centaurea Cyanus.

CORN, INDIAN. The common name for Zea Mays.

CORN, KAFFIR. See Sorgum vulgare, var. Durra.

CORN POPPY of Europe is the weed of the grain fields from which some of the garden poppies have been raised, Papaver Rhoeas.

CORN SALAD (Valerianella olitoria, Pall.). Valeri- anacea. Known also as Lamb's Lettuce, Fettius, and Vettis. It is a native of Europe. Sow the seed in early spring, at the time of the first sowing of lettuce, and make successional plantings as often as desired. For very early salads the seeds are planted in September, and the young plants are covered with a light mulch and wintered exactly as spinach is often managed. Sow in drills a foot or 18 inches apart and cover lightly. Work the ground thoroughly, and give an abundance of water. The leaves may be blanched, but are usually eaten green. It matures in 40-45 days during good spring weather. Only one variety is offered by most American seedsmen, but several sorts are known to European gardeners. It is sometimes used for a pot-herb, being served like spinach, but is chiefly valued as a salad. It is rather tender and is not so popular a green or lettuce on that account, but persons who prefer a very mild salad, or who would rather taste the salad dressing, will doubtless fancy Corn Salad. It is best served in mixture with other herbs, as lettuce, watercress or watercress salad. It is easy to grow. There are no special enemies.

F. A. WAUGH.

CORNUS (ancient Latin name of Cornus Mas). Cornâ-ee. Dogwood. Shrubs or trees, rarely herbs; 1vs. oppo site, rarely alternately, long petioled, deciduous; entire: 4-5 small, 4-merous, usually white, in terminal cymes (Fig. 553) or heads: fr. a drupe, with 2-seeded stone. Over 30 species in the temperate regions of the northern hemisphere and one in Peru. Hardy ornamental shrubs...
with handsome foliage, often assuming a brilliant fall coloring, and with attractive fls. and frs. Nearly all are very desirable for planting in shrubberies. They grow nearly as well in shady places under large trees as in sunny exposed situations, and thrive in almost any soil. One of the most beautiful in bloom is C. floridana.

553. 
Cornus winter shoots. 
Showing the opposite bed and terminal flower-clusters. 
Cornus Baileyi.

554. Cutting of Cornus.

with extremely showy fls. in spring. C. candidissima is one of the best for shrubberies, blooming profusely in June. The red-branched species, as C. alba, C. Amonum, C. Baileyi, C. sanguinea, are very attractive in winter. Prop. by seeds, which usually do not germinate until the second year. The species with willow-like soft wood, as C. alba and its allies, grow readily from cuttings of mature wood, while the others are sometimes increased by layers. Horticultural varieties are mostly budded in summer on seedlings of the type, or grafted in early spring in the propagating house. They are often grown in this country from nearly ripened cuttings (Fig. 554), handled in frames in summer.

Various species of Cornus have many interesting uses. Our native C. floridana, which in flower is the showiest member of the genus, furnishes a useful substitute for quinine. The bark of all parts contains the same substances found in Cinchona, but in different proportions. It is inferior in effectiveness and more difficult to obtain in large quantities. It is sometimes possible to ward off fevers by merely chewing the twigs. The powdered bark makes a good tooth-powder, and the fresh twigs can be used for the same purpose. The bark mixed with sulfate of iron makes a good black ink. The bark of the roots yields a scarlet dye. The wood, being hard, heavy, and close-grained, is good for tool handles. The Cornelian Cherry has pulpy fruits resembling cornelian in color and about the size and shape of olives, for which they can be substituted. The ripe fruits are soft and rather sweet. The name Dogwood comes from the fact that a decoction of the bark of C. sanguinea was used in England to wash mangy dogs. The small red berries of C. Vernicia (not in the trade) are eaten by the Esquimaux.

Index: alba, 3 and 4; alternifolia, 1; Amonum, 7; Baileyi, 5; brachypoda, 2 and suppl.; Cardiaca, 17; candidissima, 9; capitata, 16; cinnamata, 6; corulica, 7; fastigiata, 10; hemisphera, 7; floridana, 13; Japonica, 15; Kousa, 15; macrophylla, 2; Mas, 11; olivaria, 11; Nuttallii, 14; oblongata, 9; officinalis, 12; paniculata, 9; sanguinea, 9; sericea, 7; Siberica, 4; stolonifera, 3; stricta, 10; Zabelica, 1.

a. Shrubs or trees.

b. Fls. in cymes or panicles without involucre.

c. Foliage alternate: fls. in umbel-like cymes, cream-colored.

1. alternifolia, Linn. Fig. 555. Shrub or small tree, to 25 ft.; lvs. slender-petioled, elliptic or ovate, usually cuneate, acuminate, nearly glabrous above, pale or whitish beneath and appressed pubescent, 3-5 in. long; cymes 1½-2½ in. wide: fr. dark blue, globular, ½ in. across, on red peduncles. May, June. N. Brunswick to Georgia and Alabama, west to Minnesota. S.S. 5:216. Em. 463. — Of very distinct habit, the branches being arranged in irregular whorls, forming flat, horizontally spreading tiers as in the picture. A variety which shows this habit more distinctly than the common form is var. umbraculifera, Dieck. Var. argentea, Hort., is a form with white-marked foliage.

d. Fls. in umbel-like, flat cymes.

e. Lvs. whitish and with straight appressed hairs beneath: fr. white or light bluish.

2. macrophylla, Wall. (C. brachypoda, Auth., not C. A. Mey.). Tree, to 60 ft.; lvs. slender-petioled, broadly ovate or elliptic ovate, usually rounded at the base, abruptly acuminate, whitish and slightly hairy beneath, 3-5 in. long: cymes 3-4 in. wide: fr. bluish black. June. Himalayas to Japan. — With the habit of the former, but of more vigorous growth; not hardy north. Var. variegata, Hort. Lvs. edged white. Ong. 3:67.

cc. Foliage opposite.

d. Fls. in umbel-like, flat cymes.

e. Lvs. whitish and with straight appressed hairs beneath: fr. white or light bluish.

3. stolonifera, Neillx. (C. alba, Wangh.). RED-OXER Dogwood. Fig. 556. Shrub, to 8 ft., usually with dark blood-red branches and prostrate stem, stoloniferosus: lvs. obtuse at the base, ovate or oblong lanceolate, acuminate, 2-5 in. long: cymes dense, 1-2 in. wide: disk usually red: fr. white, with the stone broader than high. May, June. From Brit. N. Amer. to Illinois and California. B.B. 2:545. G.C. II. 8:679.—Var. flavirama, Spith. Branches yellow. There are also varieties with variegated lvs. Habit bush-like, as in the picture.

355. Cornus alternifolia.
4. *alba*, Linn. (*C. Tatarica*, Mill.). Shrub, to 10 ft., with usually erect stem and bright red blood branches, mostly with glaucous bloom when young; lvs. obtuse at the base, ovate or elliptic, somewhat bullate or rugose above, acute, 1½-3½ in. long: cymes dense, small; disk yellow: fr. light bluish, sometimes whitish; stone usually higher than broad, flat. Siberia, N. China.—Var. argenteo-marginata, Hort. Lvs. edged white. Var. Spathi, Hort. Lvs. broadly edged yellow. Var. Shibrica, Dodd. Branches bright coral red. There are also some other varieties with variegated lvs.

EE. Lvs. with wooly pubescence beneath, rarely nearly glabrous.

F. Fruit white.

5. Bailey, Coulter & Evans. Fig. 553. Erect shrub, with reddish branches; lvs. ovate to lanceolate, acute or acuminate, white beneath, with woolly and with appressed hairs, 2-5 in. long; fls. in small rather compact woolly cymes: stone of the fruit much broader than high, compressed and flat-topped. Pa. to Minn. and Wyoming. G.F. 3: 465.—A very handsome species of upright growth, with dark red branches, blooming nearly all summer, and of a distinct grayish hue, due to the slightly upward curled lvs. The full color of foliage and winter color of twigs are unequalled. Not as yet in the trade. Well adapted for sandy soil.

FF. Fr. black, blue or bluish or greenish white.

6. *citrinata*, L'Hér. Shrub, 2-10 ft.: the young branches green, blotched purple, older ones purplish: lvs. orbicular or broadly ovate, acute or short-acuminate, slightly pubescent above, pale and densely pubescent beneath, 2-4 in. long: cymes rather dense; fr. light blue or greenish white. May, June. Em. 364.

7. *Amomum*, Mill. (*C. sericea*, Linn. *C. carnica*, Lam.). Shrub, 3-10 ft., with purple branches: lvs. rounded or narrowed at the base, elliptic-ovate or ovate-lanceolate, dark green and nearly glabrous above, pale or whitish beneath, usually with brownish hairs on the veins, 2-4 in. long: cyme compact: fr. blue or bluish white. June, July. N. Brunswick to Florida, west to Texas and Dakota. Em. 169. R.H. 1888: 144 (as *C. stolonifera*).—Var. variegata, Hort. Lvs. variegated with yellowish white.

8. *sanguinea*, Linn. Shrub, to 12 ft., with purple or dark blood-red branches; lvs. broad-elliptic or ovate, rounded or narrowed at the base, usually pubescent on both sides, pale-green beneath, 1½-3½ in. long; fls. greenish white, in dense cymes: fr. black. May, June, Eur. Orient.—Var. variegata, Hort. Lvs. variegated with yellowish white. Var. viridissima, Dieck. With green branches and green fruit.


11. *Mas*, Linn. (*C. mäscula*, Hort.). CORNELIAN CHERRY. Fig. 557. Shrub or small tree, to 20 ft.; lvs. ovate or elliptic, acute, appressed-pubescent, and green on both sides, 1½-3½ in. long; fls. in sessile opposite umbels, before the lvs.; pedicels not exceeding the involucre: fr. oblong, scarlet, 1 in. long, edible. March, April. S. Eu. Orient. Mnr. 5: 192.—Handsome shrub of dense growth with glossy foliage, very attractive in early spring with its yellow fls., and again in fall with its shining scarlet frs. There are varieties with variegated lvs. and with yellow fr.

12. officinalis, Sieb. & Zucc. Shrub or small tree, to 15 ft.: lvs. elliptic, acuminate, pale green beneath and with large tufts of dark brown hairs in the axils of the veins: fls. like those of the former; pedicels longer than the involucre: fr. scarlet, oblong. Japan, China. S.Z. 50. —Very similar to the last.

13. *florïda*, Linn. FLOWERING DOGWOOD. Fig. 558. Shrub or small tree with spreading branches, 10-15 ft., rarely to 40 ft.: lvs. oval or ovate, acute, dark green and glabrous above, glaucous or whitish beneath, usually only pubescent on the veins, 3-6 in. long: involucre white

14. **Nutallia**, Aud. Tree, to 80 ft.; lvs. ovate or obovate, usually pubescent beneath, 4-5 in. long; involucre white or tinged with pink, 4-6 in. across; bracts 4-6, oblong or obovate, sometimes rounded, mostly pink, oblong, 6 in. long; fr. bright orange, crowned with the broad, persistent calyx. Brit. Columbia to S. Calif. S.S. 5:24-15. Gng. 6:274.—This species surpasses the former in beauty, but is more tender and has not yet been successfully cultivated outside of its native country, though introduced, and several times into different American and European gardens.

**DD. Frs. connate into a globular fleshy head. (Benthomia.)**


**AA. Low herbs: lvs. in dense heads, with a white (or pinkish) involucre.**

17. **Canadensis**, Linn. Herb, ½-¾ ft. high, with creeping rootstock; lvs. whorled, sessile, elliptic or obovate, glabrous or nearly so; head greenish, long-peduncled; involucre white, 1½-2 in. wide: fr. bright red, globose. May-July. N. Amer., south to Indiana, Colorado and Calif. B. M. 880.—Handsome plant for half-shady places. Red.


ALFRED REHDER.

**CORONA.** Same as crown.

**CORONILLA.** (Latín, a little crown; from the arrangement of the lvs.). *Leguminosae*, tribe *Hedysæreae*. Crown Vetch. Perennial shrubs or herbs, with odd-pinnate lvs., and purple or yellow lvs. in peduncled heads or umbels; pod jointed. Separated from Ornithopus by floral and fruit characters. Species 25-30, Mediterranean region. The shrubby *C. Emensis* and *C. glauca* are useful in southern California and the southern states. The species are occasionally grown in borders. *C. glauca* is sometimes grown under glass for spring bloom, after the manner of *Cytisus*. All are of easy culture.

**CORREA.** (after Jose Francisco Correa de Serra, Portuguese author, 1750-1823.). *Rolacea*. Seven species of tender Australian shrubs, rarely cultivated under glass for their pendulous, tubular lvs. an inch or two

---
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**C. floridana.**

(X ½.)

**A. Flowers yellow.**

**B. Herbs.**

**Emerus**, Linn. SCORPION Senna. Dense, symmetrical shrub, 4-6 ft. high; lvs. deep, glossy green; lfts. 5-7, obovate; stipules small; peduncles 3-8-fld.; frs. large, yellow, tipped with red. Blooms freely, May and June. Showy, half-hardy. S. Eu. B.M. 445. Gn. 5:38—Evergreen in S. states.

**Glauca.** Linn. Glabrous shrub 2-4 ft. high; stipules small, lanceolate; lfts. 5-7, obovate, very blunt, glaucous; lvs. 7-8 in each umbel, yellow, fragrant by day but not at night. S. Eu. B. M. 15.—One of the common garden shrubs of S. Calif., flowering all the year.

**AA. Flowers white and pink.**

**Viminales**, Salisb. Trailing shrub; stipules soon deciduous, ovate, membranaceous; lfts. 13-21, obovate, notched, glaucous; umbels 6-10-fld.; frs. pale red or white with a red stripe on the banner. Algeria. — Promising as a florists' plant for cut fls. Fls. all the year in S. Calif.

**Vária.** Linn. CROWN-VETCH. Fig. 559. Straggling or ascending, smooth herb, 1-2 ft. high; lvs. sessile; lfts. 11-25, oblong or obovate, blunt and mucronate, ½-¾ in. long; peduncles longer than lvs.; frs. in dense umbels, ½ in. long, pinkish white. June to Oct. Eu. B.M. 258. Gn. 5:337.—Trailing plant for hardy, herbaceous border.

JARED G. SMITH.
long, usually bright scarlet, but also white or yellow. Shrubs, usually with dense, minute, stellate hairs; lvs. opposite, stalked, entire, and with transparent dots. *C. speciosa* is probably the best and most variable species. It is a native of barren, sandy plains, and belongs to the large and much-neglected class of Australian shrubs.

559. *Coronilla varia.* (x ½.) (See p. 379.)

*Corydalis.*

**Corydalis** (Greek, lark, the spur of the flower resembling a lark’s spur). *Fumariaeae.* A large genus of hardy plants allied to the Dutchman’s Breeches, and with finely cut foliage of a similar character, but weedy and less delicate than the Dicentras. They are all of easy culture. They prefer full sunlight but will grow in half-shade. Prop. by division or seed.

A. Lvs. chiefly purple or rose, sometimes tipped yellow.

b. **Plant perennial:** root tuberosus: stem-les. few.

bulbosus. DC. (C. solida, Sw.). Erect, 6 in. high: lvs. 3–4, stalked, alternately cut, segments wedge-shaped or oblong: root solid: lvs. large, purplish. Spring.

nn. **Plant annual:** root fibrous: stem-les. many.

glauca. Pursh. Annual, 1–2 ft. high, very glaucous; lobes of the lvs. mostly spatulate: racemes short, panicled at the naked summit of the branches: lvs. rarely 1½ in. long, rose or purple with yellow tips; spur short and round: capsule slender, linear; seeds with minute, brownish hairs. Spring. Nova Scotia to Rocky Mts., and even Arctic coast, south to Texas. B. M. 179.-Not advertised for sale, but probably worth cult.

AA. Lvs. chiefly yellow.

b. **Plant perennial:** root tuberosus: stem-les. few.


nn. **Plant annual or biennial:** root fibrous: stem-les. numerous.

aurea. Willd. Annual, 6 in. high, commonly low and spreading: lvs. golden yellow, about ½ in. long, on rather slender pedicels in a short raceme; snur barely

*Cortaderia.* See *Gynerium.*

*Cortusus.* (named by the herbalist Matthiolus after his friend Corusus, professor of botany at Padua). *Primulaceae.* A genus of possibly 4 species of which *C. Matthioli, Linn.*, from the Swiss Alps, has long been a choice and delicate but not very popular plant, suited for shady parts of the rockery. It was long considered the only species of the genus. It is an herbaceous perennial, about 6 in. high, pubescent, rhizomatous, with a few long-stalked, cordate, 7–9-lobed, dentate lvs., and a slender scape bearing an umbel of about 7 small, rosy purple, drooping fls., which appear in summer. It has some resemblance to *Primula corymbosa.* The genus has possibly 4 species, and is distinguished from *Primula* and *Androsace* by its stamens attached to the base of the corolla, and its long-acuminate anthers. According to J. B. Keller, its culture is similar to that of the hardy *Primula,* but it needs winter protection in the northern states.
Corydalidaceæ. Deciduous shrubs, rarely trees; lvs. alternate, decussate, dentate; fls. in nodding racemes, appearing before the lvs., yellow; petals and stamens 5; fr. a 2-celled, dehiscing capsule, with 2 shining black seeds. Six species in E. Asia and Himal. Low ornamental shrubs, with slender branches and pale bluish green, distinct foliage; very attractive in early spring, when covered with yellow, fragrant fls. Not hardly north of New York. They grow best in peaty and sandy soil. Prop. by seeds sown in spring, best with slight bottom heat, and by cuttings of half-ripened wood in summer under glass; also by layers, rooting readily in moderately moist, peaty soil.


Spiætæ, Sieb. & Zucc. Shrub, to 4 ft.; lvs. oblong and rounded or cordate at the base, roundish ovate or obovate, subacute or obtuse, pubescent beneath, 1-2 in. long; racemes 7-10-fl., 1-2 in. long; fls. bright yellow. Jap. S.Z. 19. B.M. 5458. F.S. 20:2135. R.H. 1889, p. 230; 1878, p. 198. This species has larger and handsomer foliage and fls. of a deeper yellow, in longer racemes, but C. pacificlora flowers more profusely and is somewhat hardier.

C. Himantogyna, Griff. Shrub or small tree, to 20 ft.; lvs. cordate or reniform, 4-7 in. long: racemes 1-2½ in. long. Himal. B.M. 6779. Tender. ALFRED REYNOLDS.

Corylus (ancient Greek name). Cupulifera, tribe Betulaceæ. Hazel. Filbert. Conn. Shrubs, rarely trees; lvs. alternate, deciduous, stipulate, petiolate, serrate and more or less pubescent; fls. monoeous, appearing before the lvs., staminate, in long, pendulous catkins, formed the previous year, and remaining naked during the winter (Fig. 560), each bract bearing 4 2-vi. inferior staminate flowers including the staminodes and with the only red styles protruding (Fig. 560); fr. a nut, included or surrounded by a leafy involucre, usually in clusters at the end of short branches. Eleven species in N. America, Europe, and Asia are described. Numerous varieties are cult. in Eu. for their edible nuts. They are also valuable for planting shrubbery, and thrive in almost any soil. Prop. by seeds sown in fall, or stratified and sown in spring; the varieties usually by suckers, or by layers, put down in fall or spring; they will be rooted the following fall. Budding in summer is sometimes practiced for growing standard trees, and grafting in spring in the greenhouse for scarce varieties. They may also be increased by cuttings of mature wood taken off in fall, kept during the winter in sand or moss in a cellar and placed in spring in a warm and sandy soil. Illustrated monograph of the cultivated varieties by Franz Goeschke, Die Haselnuss (1887). See also, bulletin on Nut-culture by the U. S. Dept. of Agr.

560. Winter catkins of Filbert.

561. Pistillate flowers of Corylus rostrata.

A. Husk or involucre consisting of two distinct bracts (sometimes partly connate).

B. Involucre deeply divided into many linear, nearly entire, densely beset with glandular hairs. Tree. Columna, Linn. Tree, to 70 ft.; lvs. deeply cordate, roundish ovate to ovate-oblong, slightly lobed and doubly arculate-serrate, at length nearly glabrous above, pubescent beneath, 3-7 in. long; nut roundish ovate, 4½ in. long. From S. Eu. to Himal.—Ornamental tree, with regular pyramidal head, not quite Hardy north. Rarely cult. for the fr. under the name of Filbert of Constantinople or Constantinople nut.

B. Involucre sparsely glandular, with lanceolate or triangular-dentate lobes: not slightly compressed. Shrubs.

Americana, Walt. Fig. 562. Shrub, 3-8 ft.; lvs. slightly cordate or rounded at the base, broadly ovate or oval, irregularly serrate, sparingly pubescent above, finely tomentose beneath, 3-6 in. long: involucre compressed, exceeding the nut, the 2 bracts sometimes more or less connate, with rather short, irregular, toothed lobes: nut roundish ovate, about ½ in. high. From Canada to Fla. west to Ontario and Dak. B.B. 1:567.—Two forms of involucre are shown in Fig. 562. This figure is adapted from the bulletin of the Dept. of Agr. on Nut-culture.

Avellana, Linn. Figs. 560, 562. Shrub, to 15 ft.; lvs. slightly cordate, roundish oval or broadly ovate, doubly serrate and often slightly lobed, at length nearly glabrous above, pubescent on the veins beneath; involucre shorter than the nut, deeply and irregularly incised; nut roundish ovate, ½-¾ in. high. Eu., N. Afr., W. Asia.—Var. aurea, Hort. Lvs. yellow. Var. laciniata, Hort. (var. heterophylla, Loud.). Lvs. lacinately incised or lobed. Var. pendula, Hort. With pendulous branches. There are also many varieties cultivated for their fruit.
AA. Husk tubular, of conuate bracts.

BB. involucre campanulate, with large, dentate, spreading lobes.

Pontica, Koch. Shrub: lvs. cordate, roundish ovate or broad-oval, doubly serrate; involucre finely pubescent, with few glandular hairs at the base; nut large, broad-ovate. W. Asia. F.S. 21: 2223-4 as C. Colurnna. From this species the Cob Nuts seem to have originated; also the Spanish Nuts are probably mostly cross-breeds between this species and C. Avellana or C. maxima, or between the two latter species.

maxima, Mill. (C. tubulosa, Wblld.). Shrub, sometimes small tree, to 30 ft.; lvs. cordate, roundish-ovate, slightly lobed and doubly serrate, 2-6 in. long; involucre finely pubescent outside; nut oblong, large; kernel with thin red or white skin. S. Eu.—Var. purpurea, Hort. (C. Avellana purpurea, Hort.). Lvs. deep purplish red. Many varieties, with large nuts, known as Filberts or Lamberts' Filberts.

rostrata, Ait. Figs. 561, 562. Shrub, 2-6 ft.; lvs. rounded or slightly cordate at the base, oval or obovate, densely serrate and sometimes slightly lobed, nearly glabrous at length, except sparingly pubescent on the veins beneath, 1/2-4 in. long; involucre densely beset with bristly hairs, beak long and narrow; nut ovoid, 5/4 in. long. Eastern N. Amer., west to Minn. and Colo. G.F. 8:345. B.B. 1: 508.

California, Rosec. Fig. 562. Allied to C. rostrata. Shrub, to 20 ft.; lvs. more villous beneath; involucre with a short beak, which is often flaring and sometimes torn. C. heterophylla, Fisch. Allied to C. Avellana. Lvs. more lobed; involucre large, spreading, longer than the fr., with large, triangular, nearly entire teeth. N. China. Jap. (Offered by importers.)—C. Mandshurica, Maxim. Allied to C. rostrata. Lvs. large and broad; involucre thickly beset with brown bristles; tube slightly enlarged at the apex, and basally divided into narrow, entire segments. Amurland, Jap.—C. Neboldii, Demme. Allied to C. rostrata. Lvs. narrower. Involucre densely coated with loosely appressed, less bristly hairs; beak long and narrow toward the end. A.G. 12:367.

ALFRED REHDER.

CULTURE FOR THE NUTS—Hazel, Filbert, Cobnut.

The three native Hazels, C. Americana, C. Californica and C. rostrata, have been sparingly introduced to cultivation, but have not developed varieties worthy of naming or propagating. The foreign species, C. Avellana, Pontica and C. maxima, were introduced along the Atlantic seaboard at an early day, and are maintained in gardens throughout the New England and Middle Atlantic states. Efforts to make extensive culture profitable in the eastern United States have hitherto failed, probably from attacks of a fungous disease, Cryptospora anomala, common on C. Americana, but not so injurious to that species. It attacks and destroys the young branches, and later the older branches and trunk, without killing the root. Boedeaux

mixture has been suggested as a preventive, but recorded successful experiments are lacking. Experimental plantings on the Pacific slope indicate greater success with imported Hazels than in the east, but they have not developed commercial importance.

The requirements of the Hazel in America, as far as known, are: moderately rich, well-drained soil; absence of C. Americana from vicinity; freedom from mild periods in winter and late frosts in spring. It is specially subject to frost injury, as both staminate and pistillate catkins develop in fall and quickly swell and open under the influence of mild weather in winter. The staminate catkins commonly bloom first. If they are destroyed by frost, fertilization can be accomplished by suspending branches from trees from other localities, even of other species of Corylus.

Propagation by seeds is easily done by stratifying in fall and planting in nursery rows in early spring. Seedlings vary exceedingly, and varieties are perpetuated by budding, grafting, suckers or layers; commonly by the last two methods.

A considerable supply of well-rooted suckers can be obtained from fruiting trees by banking in summer with rich soil or stable manure to promote root formation. Tools for layering should be heavily manured to force long and slender shoots suitable for bending. These should be staked down in winter or spring and covered with earth. They may be removed to nursery rows or orchard at end of first season.

Planting should be at a distance of 10 to 20 feet in well prepared soil, in fall or spring. Ground may be cropped with low growing, cultivated plants while trees are young, but should be maintained in good tilled and fertility.

Pruning is of special importance with this nut. Trees are usually headed at height of 1 or 2 feet, though often permitted to take natural form, which is that of a many-stemmed bush, designated a "stool." Trees are classified according to height of clear trunk into "standard," "half standard," and "dwarf standard." A short trunk, with vase-form head of six or more branches, is preferred. Suckers should be kept down, unless desired for propagation. Both sexes of blossoms are borne on the same twig or spurs. March or April, after flowers of both sexes have bloomed, is considered best time for pruning. An unnecessary sacrifice of pollen can thus be avoided. Strong shoots should be headed back to proper size and shape, and old wood that has borne fruit should be removed annually.
The nuts should not be gathered until ripe, a condition indicated by therowning of the edges of the husk. If left until fully ripe, many of the nuts will rattle out and be lost. The highest prices are obtained for freshly gathered nuts. In the husks. To prevent husks from breaking, they should be well dried or slightly sulphured. Hazel nuts may be held for considerable periods in tight receptacles, as casks or jars, by sprinkling salt over them and storing them in a cool, dry place, or in a refrigerator compartment.

Few insects trouble the European Hazelnuts in America, the nut weevil of Europe, Batotinus nucum, not having yet even been naturalized. B. nucum sometimes does considerable injury to the native species. Nuts and Filberts are terms loosely used abroad, especially in England, to designate certain rather indeterminate varieties of C. Avellana and C. maxima. In general, such varieties as have husks shorter than their fruits are termed Nuts, while such as have husks as long or longer than their fruits are designated Filberts.

But few varieties are known in America, most of the Filberts being seedlings or fruits from imported stock. Varieties of C. Avellana and C. maxima are not clearly distinguishable, but in general those with husks longer than the nuts are assigned to C. maxima, and those with short husks to C. Avellana.

White Filbert. Regarded in England as one of the best varieties. Can be kept in husk longer than most others because of the consistent form of husk. Kernel covered with a white skin. Known as Avelliner Blanche, Whorham Park, etc. Succeeds in California.

Miss Young’s, Thinneshelled. Nut oblong, thin-shelled, of excellent quality; in a hirsute, laciniate husk, about the same length as nut. Used for making Filberts.

Crispa (Cape Nut, Frizzled Filbert). Nut thin-shelled, somewhat flattened, late; in husks curiously frizzled throughout and wide open at the mouth. Very productive.

Dwarf Large Square. Nut very large, semi-square, thick-shelled and well filled, of the highest quality; husk smooth, shorter than nut.

Du Chilly. A fine, large, compressed-cylindrical variety, with moderately thick shell, and of fine quality. Introduced from France by Felix Gillier of California. The largest Filbert grown in America so far as known.

Downdraun (Round Cobnut). Nut large, short, slightly compressed, of good quality when fresh, with a thick and hard shell; in a short husk, much frizzled and hairy. One of the best varieties; considered the true Barcelona nut of commerce. Also known as Downdraun, Dwarf Prolific, Great Cob, Pearson’s Prolific and Round Cob.

Jones. A short, roundish nut of medium size and good quality, somewhat grown for several years in central Delaware. Bush hardy and vigorous, producing suckers freely, and thus far free from disease.

Lambert’s Filbert, Lambert’s Nut, Filbert Cob; Kentish Cob, erroneously. Nut large, oblong, somewhat compressed; shell rather thin and kernel plump and of rich flavor; an excellent keeper. Husk quite smooth, longer than nut and but slightly cut in margin. Tree productive. Considered the best variety grown in England, and it has been known since 1812.

Purple-leaved. Nut large and of excellent quality; in husk longer than the fruit. Planted for ornament, and productive of good nuts under proper treatment. The leaves and husks are of a deep purple color which is gained until frost. The stamine catkins are tender and often injured by frosts in winter, but when supplied with pollen from some more hardy variety it yields large crops.

Red Aveline (Avelineer Rouge, Red Hazel). Nut large, oval, thin-shelled, with a smooth, red-skinned kernel, and of sweet, nutty flavor. This variety is prized in eastern California as a productive sort of good quality.

Spanish. Nut very large, oblong, thick-shelled, with a smooth husk longer than the fruit. Sometimes confounded with Grandis.

CORNYNOSTYLS (Greek, describing the club-shaped style). Violacea. Woody climbers, with alternate lvs. and racemes of long-stalked violet-like lvs. C. Hybanthus, Mart. & Zucc. (Calypogea Aubletii, Gling. Corynogyna Aubletii, Hort.), is native of trop. America. The lvs. are large, oval, serrate; lvs. white, in short axillary fascicles, which are contiguous along the stem, long-spurred, 2 or 3 times as long as a violet. F.S. 21:2213.

— A handsome, vigorous housewarme climber, and cult. in the open in S. California. Prop. by cuttings and seeds.

CORYPHA (Greek for summiit or top, — where the lvs. grow). Palmae, tribe Coryphet. Tall, spineless, monocarpic palms: trunk stout, ringed; lvs. terminal, large, orbicular, flabellately divided to the middle into numerous linear lanceolate segments; segments induplicate in the bud; rachis none; ligure small; petiole long, stout, concave above, spiny on the margins; sheaths split; spadix solitary, erect, panieulately much branched; spathes many, tubular, sheathing the peduncle and branches; fls. green; frs. as large as a cherry, with a fleshy pericarp. Species 6; tropical Asia and Malay Archipelago. These fan palms are cultivated the same as Chamomile and Lilyvista. They are warehouse plants, prop, by seeds. Large fans, umbrellas and tents are made of the Talipot palm by the natives of Ceylon.

Coryphas are but little grown commercially, the growth of young plants being slow. Good loam well enriched with stable manure, a night temperature of 65° and abundant moisture, are the chief requisites in their culture, with a moderately shaded house during the summer.

elata, Roxb. (C. Gouviana, Blume). Trunk straight, 60-70 ft. high, 2 ft. in diam., spirally ridged; lvs. lunate, 8-10 ft. in diam.; segments 80-100, separated nearly to the middle, ensiform, obtuse or bifid; petioles 6-12 ft., with black margins and curved spines. Bengal and Burma.

unbraculifera, Linn. Talipot Palm. Fig. 563. Trunk annulate, 60-80 ft.; lvs. sub-lunate, 6 ft. long by 13 ft. wide, palmately pinnaflid, conduplicate above the middle; segments obtusely bifid; petiole 7 ft., the spines

563. Corypha umbraclulifera.

along its margins often in pairs. Malabar coast and Ceylon. A.F.P. 12:715, Gng. 5:215. The picture (Fig. 563) is adapted from Martius’ Natural History of Palms.


JARED G. SMITH, and W. H. TAPLIN.

COSMANTHUS. All included in Phacelia.

COSMIDIUM is Thelesperma.
COSMOS (from the Greek word with a root idea of orderliness; hence an ornament or beautiful thing, which fits the present case, finally and usually the universal, because of its orderliness). **Cosmos**

A genus of at most 20 species of annual or perennial herbs, all tropical American, mostly Mexican, often tall, usually glabrous: lvs. opposite or in leafy bunches, petals of the receptacle in *C. bipinnatus* with a long and slender apex, in other species with a blunt and short apex. The genus is distinguished from Bidens chiefly by the seeds, which are beaked in Cosmos but not distinctly so in Bidens, and by the color of the rays, which in Cosmos is typically some form of crimson, while in Bidens the rays are yellow or white.

The "Black Cosmos" (*C. diversifolius*) is, perhaps, better known to the trade as a Bidens or Dahlias. It has the dwarf habit and dark red early lfs. of some Dahlias, but the akenes are very puzzling. They resemble those of Bidens in being 4-angled, and not distinctly beaked. They are unlike Bidens, and like Cosmos, in being not distinctly compressed on the back. They resemble both genera in having 2 rigid persistent awns, but, unlike these genera, the awns have no retrorse barbs or prickles. The akenes are linear, as in Cosmos and all our native tropical species of Bidens: but, although narrowed at the apex, they are not distinctly beaked, as in most species of the genus Cosmos. The plant is, perhaps, nearest to Bidens.

Among the garden annuals that have come into prominence in recent years, the Cosmos has a most brilliant future. Until 1895 there were in the two leading species only three strongly marked colors: white, pink and crimson. These and the less clearly defined intermediate shades have all come from *C. bipinnatus*; the yellow forms have come from *C. sulphureus*, which was introduced in 1896. Although Cosmos has been vastly improved within the last five years, it still leaves much to be desired and offers a most promising field to the plant-breders. The two species are still too late in coming into flower and too tall and weedy looking in their habit of growth, but the season is being gradually shortened, with dwarfer forms continually coming on, and it is necessary to be patient while this interesting evolution is taking place. The chief improvement so far has been made in California and in Georgia. In the east, for best results it is still necessary to sow seed indoors in April and transplant outdoors as soon as danger of frost is past. Some sown in the open ground often fails to produce flowers in some northern localities before frost. The slightest frost kills the typical species, but some of the new strains are said to resist a degree or two of frost. At first Cosmos flowers were only an inch or two across. The best varieties now average 3 inches, and sometimes reach 4 and 5 without thinning or disbudding. Pure white flowers of Cosmos are rarely if ever found wild, but some of the cultivated varieties are nearly pure. The group is totally lacking in bright reds. It would be interesting to try for shades of red by crossing with the dark blood-red *C. diversifolius* (known as the Black Cosmos, *Dahlia Zinapani* and *Bidens atrosanguinea*), which, but for its past, might become somewhat of a violent cross, as that is a low-growing, early-flowering, tuberous-rooted perennial. However, Cosmos is closely related to Dahlia, Coreopsis, and Bidens, the first two being of great garden importance and the latter, though widely, having possibilities. The rays of *Cosmos bipinnatus* are typically obcordate in outline, narrow at the base, broad at the apex and with three strongly marked teeth, which, as in Coreopsis, are a great part of the characteristic beauty of the flower. In the wild single Dahlia these teeth are so short that they serve only to mar the symmetry of outline, and in the high-bred, cultivated varieties of single Dahlias these teeth are practically if not wholly obliterated. This will perhaps never happen to the Cosmos, at least in America. On the contrary, the rays of the Cosmos sometimes have an extra number of teeth, often 6 or 7 altogether, and the effect is very attractive and individual. Moreover, these teeth are often somewhat wavy, giving the whole flowers a frilled appearance. The wild Cosmos is a stellate flower; that is, it has open spaces between its rays. These rays in cultivation have broadened and rounded in outline and have overlapped, so that the new forms do not show any vacant spaces between the rays but present a solid unbroken face. This same tendency has prevailed in the garden evolution of many other favorites, notably the "shouldered" Tulips, "rose-petaled Geraniums," and single Dahlias. The named varieties of Cosmos may always

*504. Cosmos bipinnatus.*

A cultivated form. The rays of wild flowers have only three teeth and they are much more pronounced.
be expected to have more symmetrical and perfectly formed flowers than the mixed and nameless varieties, much as the highest bred single Dahlias always have 8 rays all exactly alike, while it is a mark of Dahlias of some sort than 8 rays or an unusual symmetrical arrangement of them. A new feature, too, is the advent of a distinct ring of color formed by a dash of crimson at the base of each ray. The Wild Cosmos is a spot of yellow at the base of each ray, as is the wild Dahlia. In the case of the single Dahlia, the yellow color at the base of the ray never becomes definite and conspicuous enough to form an additional attractive feature, as it does in Chrysanthemum cultivar, but it often spoils the unity of effect; and it fails to harmonize with the chief color of the flower, especially when the latter is magenta, crimson, rose, or any allied shade. There are no full-blooded forms of Cosmos yet, and, as regards strongly marked types of doubling, the Cosmos may be decades behind the China Asters. In the single forms, flat, incurved or cupping, and reflexed flowers are to be looked for, and can be fixed if there is sufficient demand for maintenance of the three types.

It is a mistake to grow Cosmos in too rich soil, as one gets too vigorous growth and too few flowers, which are also lackluster; soil to be preferred is as being better and not too rich. It is well to pinch out the leading shoots of young plants in order to make them bushy and symmetrical, instead of tall and straggling.

W. M.

Cosmos bipinnatus has many varieties as to shapes, and its colors run through white, "washed" or faded pink, crimson, and purplish. The plants are small in fall only. A dwarf variety of this species, and starting out with Dawn (white shaded to pink at center) has developed colors until it now includes white, pink and crimson. Some are soft, and have been in July. The seed is only one-half the length of the typical C. bipinnatus. This selection was continued until double blooms were secured, but double blooms perfected no seed.

C. sulphureus is entirely distinct from the above, the foliage being broad and handsomely cut, whilst the flowers vary from sulfur-yellow of the typical species, to the rich orange-yellow of Klondyke, and a tall, late variety. C. sulphureus shows an inferior bloom 1 1/2 in. in diameter, rather meager foliage, and grows about 3 ft. high. The tall, late variety has fine, rich orange-fls. 2 1/2-3 1/2 in. in diameter, with very heavy, coarse and dense foliage, grows 7-12 ft. high, and blooms in Georgia after October 15. The Klondyke, a hybrid of my own from C. sulphureus, and the tall, late-blooming variety, has rich orange-yellow blooms, 2 1/2-3 1/2 in. in diameter, with foliage a happy medium between its two parents, grows 3 1/2-4 ft. high, begins to bloom in Georgia from field-grown seed April 15, and by May 15 is a plant 2 1/2 ft. tall, covered with blooms from base to top. Eighteen weeks after cessation was killed by frost, when plant is 3 ft. high and of the same spread. The culture of all varieties is simple, and only requires well-prepared soil, not too rich, early planting of seed, and the keeping of young plants free of weeds until they shade the ground. C. bipinnatus and the tall, late variety should be planted in rows 6 ft. apart and 4 ft. in a row.

The variety Dawn and its companions in white, pink and crimson, and Klondyke should be planted in 3-foot rows, 3 ft. apart. Neither of the above yellow varieties should be confounded with the worthless Bidens offered as C. sulphureus. The earlier Cosmos are planted after danger of frost the better, as it germinates unsatisfactorily when the weather is warm. When cabbage seed can be sown in the field with safety, Cosmos can also be sown.

Cult. by A. W. Smith.

\[ C. sulphureus, Cav. \] Pubescent, 4-7 ft. high, much branched: fls. often 1 ft. or more long, 2- or 3-pinnately cut, lobes lanceolate, acuminate, with rachis and midrib ciliate or hispid; pinnate alternate, entire or 2-3-toothed: pedicelles 7-10 in. long, long, outer involucral bracts 8, linear, acuminate, green, 2 lines long: inner ones 8, oblong, obtuse, scarios, 5 lines long: fls. 2-3 in. across, pale, pure or golden yellow: rays 8, broadly oblate, strongly 3-toothed at the apex, richly bordered. Anthers of the disk exerted, black, with orange tips: seeds linear 1 in. long, including the slender beak. Mex. G.F. 8: 485. - Int. 1896; parent of all yellow forms.

\[ C. diversifolius, Otto (Bidens atroscyngina, Ortg. B. diversifolii, S.Wats. Delavay, Roestl.) Black Cosmos. Tender annual, 12-16 in. high, with tubers more slender, and requiring more care in winter, than those of common Dahlias: fls. pinnately parted: lfts. 5-7, entire or slightly serrate, the terminal lfts. largest; pedicels each bearing 1 head 6 in. or more above foliage: rays dark velvety red, sometimes tinged dark purple. Mex. B.M. 3227. Gt. 1801: 347. F.C. 2: 47. J.H. III. 33: 403. Var. superba, Hort., is sold. - Prop. almost exclusively by seeds. W. M.

\[ C. COSTUS \] (old classical name). Seittainodae. Spiral Flag. About 30 perennial thick rooted herbs, in the tropics of America, Asia, and Africa, and grown for their flowing-limbed showy fls., which are in terminal, bracteate spikes. Corda tubular, equally eft, not showy: one staminodium, enlarged and bell-shaped, usually with a crisspy limb, and forming the showy part of the flower (called the lip), eft down the back; ovary 3-loculed: filaments petaloid. More or less fleshy plants, prized in warmhouses, and grown in the open in S. Fla.

This interesting genus of tropical herbs thrives in any rich, moist soil, but luxuriate in that of a gravelly or sandy character, when under partial shade. The plants are readily propagated by cutting the canes, or stalks, into short pieces of an inch or two in length, and planting in sifted peat, or fine moss and sand, covering but lightly. The roots may also be divided, but this is a slow means of propagation. Specimen plants require rather high temperature to bring out the rich colors of the leaves, which in some species are prettily marked with a purplish tint, and are usually arranged spirally on the ascending stem. This gives rise to the name, "Spiral Flag."

\[ A. Leaves green and plain. \] b. Flower white.

\[ C. speciosus, Smith. \] Four-5 ft., stout, erect: lvs. ovate or lance-ovate, nearly 1 ft. long, silvery beneath; bracts red: ft. 3-5 in. long, with a flowing, white contiguous whorl, and pink center, 3-4 in. across, not lasting. E. I.H. 34: 56. Gt. 47: 1004.


\[ A. Leaves party-colored. \] musica, Hort. Lvs. obliquely lanceolate, 4-5 in. long, dark green, marbled and variegated with silvery gray. W. America. - C. puberum is very likely the same.

E. N. REASONER and L. H. B.

\[ COTINUS \] (section of Rhus).

\[ COTONEASTER (cotonus, quince, and aster, similar; the lvs. of some species resemble those of the Quince). \] "Onns, subfamily Pomoee. Shrubs, rarely small trees; lvs. alternate, deciduous or persistent, short-petioled, entire or crenate, compound, pinnate, or palmate, terminal on short lateral branches, white or pinkish; petals 5; stamens about 20; fr. a black or red pomaceous drupe, with 2-5 stones. About 25 species, in the temperate regions of Europe and Asia, also in S. Africa, but none in Japan. Ornamental shrubs, many of them with decorative frs., remaining usually through the whole
winter, while only a few, like the hardy C. multiflorum and the tender C. frigida, are conspicuous with abundant white fls. Of the species with decorative red frs., C. tomentosa, C. nummularia and C. vulgaris are quite hardy, and C. Simonsi, C. acuminata, C. rotundifolia, C. microphylla and others are hardy at least as far north as New York, while C. frigida and its allies are the most tender. The half-evergreen or evergreen C. horizontalis and C. microphylla, with its allied species, are well adapted to rockeries on account of their low almost horizontal growth. Cotoneasters thrive in any good, well-drained garden soil, but dislike very moist and shady positions. Prop, by seeds, sown in fall or spring, but the evergreen species grow readily from cuttings of half-ripened wood in August. Cotoneasters are increased by layers, put down in fall, or by grafting on C. vulgaris, hawthorn, mountain ash or quince. Monogr. By H. Zabel, Mittell. Deutsch. Dendrol. Gesellsch., 1897:14-32; 1898:37-38.

A. Foliage deciduous or semi-persistent: fls. usually in cymes.

b. Fls. with erect petals, usually in few-fld. cymes. c. Lvs. whitish tomentose beneath, deciduous. 

vulgāris, Lindl. (C. integrifolia, Med.). Shrub, to 4 ft.: lvs. ovate or oval, acute or obtuse and mucronulate, glabrous or dark green and dark brown beneath, whitish and at length green above, cyme terminal, 2-3 in. long: cymes moderately 2-4-fld., peduncles 2-4 in. long: cymes 3-6-fld.: petals white or slightly pinkish: fr. globular, bright red. June, May. Europe, W. Asia, Siberia.

tomentosa, Lindl. Shrub, to 6 ft.: lvs. broadly oval, oblong, dull green above and pubescent when young, whitish tomentose beneath, 1 1/2-2 in. long: lvs. 3-12, white; calyx tomentose outside: fr. bright brick-red. June. Eu., W. Asia. —Sometimes cult. as C. speciosa, Hort. 

cc. Lvs. green beneath, with appressed hairs, semi-persistent or nearly so; calyx appressed-hairy outside.

acuminata. Lindl. Erect shrub, to 6 ft.: lvs. oblong or ovate-oblong, acute, appressed-hairy on both sides, dull above, 1 1/2 in. long; cymes 2-5-fld., nodding: fls. white or slightly pinkish: fr. deep red, oblong. June. Himalayas. L.B.C. 10:919 (as Mespius). R.H. 1889:348, Fig. 5 (as C. Nepalensis).


bb. Fls. with spreading petals, in erect, usually many-fld. cymes, white.


COTTON

cc. Lvs. acute, 2-5 in. long, semi-persistent.


buxifolia, Wall. Low shrub, similar to the former: lvs. elliptic-ovate or broad oval, acute, dull and sometimes pubescent above, tomentose beneath, 3/4-1 1/2 in. long: cymes 1-3-fld.: calyx pubescent: fr. bright red. Himalayas. R.H. 1889:348. Fig. 4.


COTTON belongs to the genus Gossypium (name used by Pfliny), of the Malvaceae. The species are now much confused, but it is generally agreed that the Sea Island Cotton is of the species G. Barbadosii, Linn. The up- 

556. A Cotton boll.
COTTON

The carpels or cells of the pod are 3-5. These carpels break open, and the cotton covering of the seeds makes a globular mass (the Cotton ball [Fig. 356]). Cotton is not a horticultural crop, and is therefore not considered in this work. The reader will find "The Cotton Plant" (published by the Dept. of Agr., Bull. 33), a useful monograph.

COTTONWOOD. Species of Populus.

COTYLEDON (a name used by Pliny). Crassulaceae. Includes Echeveria. Succulent herbs or shrubs, rarely annual; branches and leaves thick and fleshy; lvs. opposite or alternate, petiolate or sessile: calyx 5-parted, as long as or shorter than the corolla tube; petals 5, erect or spreading, connate to the middle, longer than the 10 stamens. Differ from Sedum in the connate petals. Species 60 or more. Calif. and Mex., Afr., As. and Eu. See I.H. 10:76 for an account of many of the species.

Large-growing Cotyledons, such as C. gibsillora, var. metiUca, should be increased by cuttings taken after the bedding season is over. The best method is to cut off the top of the plant, dress the bottom part, and place the cuttings in empty 4-inch pots, the bottom leaves resting on the rim of the pot until the cut heels over and a few small roots are formed. They may then be potted off into suitably sized pots, using sandy loam. No water will be needed for several days, and when given it must be applied sparingly. The old stems should be placed rather close together in shallow boxes and kept in a warm, dry place, where they will form small growths along the stems; these, when large enough, may be put into boxes of dry sand, and potted in thumb- or 3-inch pots when they have made a sufficient quantity of roots. When it is desired to increase the low-growing bedding kinds on a larger scale, the plants should be lifted before the ground gets too wet and cold. They may either be boxed in dry soil and kept in a cool, dry house, or placed thickly together in a frame, taking care that no dip is allowed on the plants, and giving no water. The most convenient time for propagation by leaves is during the months of November and December, when the fall work of rooting soft-wooded plants is over. Leaves rooted at this time will make plants large enough for planting out the following season. They will take from three to four weeks to sprout, when the kind the leaves must be taken from the plant as follows: Grasp each leaf between the thumb and forefinger, give a gentle twist first to one side then to the other until the leaf comes off, taking care that the dormant bud in the axil of the leaf accompanies it, otherwise the leaf will root but a plant will not form from it. Make a depression about two inches deep in the center and four inches wide across the sand bed. In this lay two rows of leaves with their bases touching each at the bottom of the depression; give no water until the small roots make their appearance, and only slightly afterwards. When the little plants are large enough they should be boxed, using sandy loam, and kept in a temperature of not less than 60°F at night.

For bedding purposes the following have been employed very successfully: C. atropurpurea, Californiae, clarifolia, coccinea, fascicularis, gibsillora var. metallica, Pachyphytum, Peacocki, rosea, secunda, secundulav. glauca, imbricate, Mexicana, eximia, globosa, g. boss var. eximia, Scheidewerti, mucronata, mirabilis, parviflora. Some of these are not offered in the American trade. Several of the kinds make ver, ornamental winter flowering plants; among them are C. gibsillora and its forms, C. fulgens and C. coccinea. For this purpose the large plants should be lifted from the beds and carefully potted, as they make a much finer growth in the open ground than when grown in pots.

Cult. by G. W. OLIVER.

a. Lvs. crowded in a rosette at the base of the stem.

b. Fls. white, tinged with green.

colulis, Brewer (Sedum edule, Nutt.), Stems cespitose, very short and thick: lvs. cylindrical or obtusely 3-sided, 3-4 in. long, erect, whitish or glaucous-green, not mealy: fls. white, resembling those of Sedum, ?/2 in. in diam., short-pedicelled, along the upper sides of the flexuous branches of the cymose panicle; scape 1 ft. high. San Diego, Calif.—Int. 1883.

b. Fls. pale yellow.

Californiae, Baker (C. laze, B. & H.). Lvs. in a rosette, concave, lunate, lancelolate, acute, glaucous, mealy, slightly yellowish, 8 in. long: fls. pale yellow, on weak lateral flowering stems 1-2 ft. long, with short, ovate, claspìing lvs. or bracts and bi- or trifid racemes. Calif.

b. Fls. pale flesh color.

pulverulenta, Baker (Echeveria pulverulenta, Nutt.). Lvs. in a rosette, silvery green, very mealy, spatulate, acute, the tips red-tipped, the cauline lvs. gradually diminishing into broadly cordate, clasping bracts; pani-
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that will add something to the fertility of the soil when turned under in spring; that will improve the physical condition of the soil; that will occupy the ground to the exclusion of weeds. In the south the considerations are practically identical, except that the contingency of root injury from frost is not weighed.

There are two classes of Cover-crops: the nitrogenous and the non-nitrogenous. Of the latter, rye, buckwheat, oats, millet, corn (maize), rape and turnips are principally used. The spendthrifts should be sown much later in the season than the clovers, cowpeas or most nitrogenous covers. They are valuable where the soil is hard and tough in texture, as advance agents of the legumes which may be used when an improved condition is secured. Buckwheat is particularly useful in ameliorating hard soils. It should not be sown early enough to allow seed to form before frost. These add comparatively little nitrogen to the soil. Among nitrogenous Cover-crops, crimson clover, red clover, cowpeas, soy beans, pole pea, and vetch are the most prominent. In the south, crimson clover and cowpea (of which there are many varieties) are much in vogue. Cowpeas are unsatisfactory, however, north of the peach belt, owing to their sensitiveness to light autumn frosts. In apple-growing sections where the soil is mellow, red clover does well. A mixture of crimson clover and oats is used in such sections in Michigan with success; 12 quarts of the former to 3 pecks of the latter per acre are sown about the middle of August. The Geneva Experiment Station recommends a mixture of 2 bushel of buckwheat to 1 bushel of field pea and 1 pound of crimson clover. The question of what Cover-crops to use is best determined by an examination of the character of the soil, and the condition of the orchard trees. If the trees are growing slowly and not on firm sandy or clay soils, it probably be advisable to use a nitrogenous Cover-crop. If, on the other hand, the trees are making a luxuriant growth, and the soil is of the heavy order, a member of the non-nitrogenous group should be tried.

Kinds of Cover-crops.

1. Non-nitrogenous.
   a. Rye, two bushels per acre.
   b. Buckwheat, ½ bushel per acre.
   c. Oats, 2½ bushels per acre.
   d. Corn, broadcast 1 bushel per acre.
   e. Rape or turnips, 3 pounds per acre.

2. Nitrogenous—
   a. Crimson clover, 16 pounds per acre.
   b. Red clover, 14 pounds per acre.
   c. Sand vetch, 15 pounds per acre.
   d. Sweetpeas, 2 bushels per acre.
   e. Cowpeas, 2 bushels per acre.
   f. Field peas, 2½ bushels per acre.

3. Mixtures of Cover-crops—
   a. Buckwheat, 1½ bushels per acre.
   b. Field peas, 1 bushel per acre.
   c. Crimson clover, 1½ bushels per acre.
   d. Oats, three peck per acre.
   e. Oats, 1 bushel per acre.
   f. Vetch, 1 bushel per acre.

JOHN CRAIG.

COWBERRY. Usually means Vaccinium  Vitis-idaea. In parts of Scotland, Comarram palustris.

COW-HERB. Sapunaria Vaccaria; not cult.

COWPEA. Fig. 567. The American name for Vigna Catjang, Walp. (1. Siminsis Eml.), one of the Leguminous allied to Dolichos and Phasoleus. From Phasoleus (the common bean), Vigna differs in not having a spiral keel, style hairy above, stigma oblique or in- troverse, and other minor technical characters. In other than American literature, the Cowpea is known as China Bean and Black-eyed bean. In S. It is commonly known as Black Pea. Botanically it is a bean rather than a pea. The Cowpea is a rambling, tender annual, native to China and Japan. In this country it is exten- sively grown in the southern states as a hay crop. It is also convertible as a green-manure crop (see Cover- crop). It is to the south what clover is to the north and Alfalfa is to the west. It is sown broadcast after the manner of field peas. From 3 to 5 pecks of seed are used per acre. See Cowpeas, Farmers' Bull, 89. Dept. of Agric., by Jared G. Smith. L. H. B.
COWSLIP. The true English Cowslip is *Primula officinalis*. The plant wrongly called Cowslip in America is the Marsh Marigold, *Caltha palustris*. The "American Cowslip" is a popular name for *Dodecatheon meadia*. The Virginia Cowslip is sometimes used for *Mertensia virginica*.

COXE, WILLIAM of Burlington, N. J., was a pioneer horticulturist. He was born in Philadelphia, May 3, 1762, and died on his farm on the Delaware river near Burlington, Feb. 25, 1831. He deserves special remembrance for his excellent book, *A View of the Cultivation of Fruit Trees, and the Management of Orchards and Cider, with accurate descriptions of the most estimable varieties of native and foreign apples, pears, peaches, plums and cherries cultivated in the Middle States of America—illustrated by cuts of two hundred kinds of fruits of the natural size.* This was printed at Burlington, and published at Philadelphia in 1817. Grapes and small fruits were not included in the scope of his book, but an article of his in the American Farmer for July, 1828, shows that he was acquainted with many varieties of grapes, and had done some grafting. His book was a standard until the time of the Downing's, and was freely used by other authors. The illustrations were excellent for their time, but show only the size and outline of a fruit, and whether it was dotted, splashed, or striped.

Coxe died, 1817, that he had been "for many years actively engaged in the rearing, planting and culturing of fruit trees on a scale more extensive than has been attempted by any other individual of this county." He also had a national reputation for his cider at an age when it was the most famous and characteristic beverage of the people, and when apple trees were cultivated more for cider than for a table fruit. William Coxe belonged to one of the most refined families of Philadelphia. His early education was somewhat meager by reason of the Revolutionary war, but he became a cultured gentleman. John Joy Smith gives this pleasant picture of him: "Well do we remember his extensive library in his fine mansion on the 'Bank' at Burlington, when as a little boy we were assigned the duty of bringing away, or taking home, some book or pamphlet from his ever open stores of information. ** His person was handsome, and his bearing that of the 'old-fashioned' gentleman, improved by mixing in the best society, but retaining the forms of the greatest politeness and savoir-faire, that modern usages are too rapidly casting off. An errand to Mr. Coxe's was a cherished privilege; never was the opportunity neglected by him to place in the hand of his visitor some fruit that he so well knew would be appreciated by a youthful appetite. The finest Seckel pears we have ever seen were not unfrequent deposits. He had an especial fondness for the Seekel pear, which is certainly among the half dozen most famous pears of American origin, and which was pronounced by Downing to be the finest low, bogy-land of all pears." Coxe was made an honorary member of the Horticultural Society of London for making known the merits of this pear through Dr. Hosack. The city of Burlington has exceptional interest to him, has particular, extended the front of the "Green Bank." It is pleasant to think of William Coxe in connection with the willow-fringed bank of the Delaware. Biographical details are unfortunately too meager. A few other details may be gleaned from the Horticulturist, 11: 394-397 (1856).

CRAB. CRAB-EYE VINE. See *Abrus*.

CRAB-APPLE in its widest sense means a small apple. The Crab-apples of history are fruits of *Pyrus baccata*. For more restricted uses of the word crab, see *Pyrus*.

CRAB-GRASS. One of several names for *Eleusine Indica*; also for certain Panicums, as *P. sanguinale*.

CRAMBE (old Greek substantive). *Cruceolus*. Perennial hardy herbs, with small white, fragrant fls. in panedled racemes: lvs. mostly thick and large, more or less cut or lyrate. Of easy culture. Little known in this country. *C. maritima, L.* (the Sea Kale, frequently seen). *C. cordifolia*, Stev., of the Caucasian region, is cult, as a border plant. It is an excellent foliage plant, withstanding the winters in the northern states. Lvs. very large and heavy, cordate and ovate, toothed, glabrous or nearly so: fls. small but very numerous, in great branchy panicles 5-7 ft. high and nearly as broad. Gn. 50, p. 349. Grg. 4: 291. —For the first two years from seed the plant makes only lvs., but the third year it may be expected to bloom, after which the plant usually becomes weak and dies.

L. H. B.

CRAB-APPLE. A name applied to trailing species of the genus Vaccinium (*Eriobotrya*). Of the true Cranberries there are two species in North America,—the small (*Vaccinium oxyccocum*), and the large (*V. macrocarpon*). These are native to swamps, where they trail their slender stems and little oval evergreen leaves over the phragmites. The berries ripen late in fall, and often persist on the vines until spring, when well protected with snow. Each berry is borne on a slender pedicle; and the curve of this pedicel, in the European species is said to have suggested the name Cranberry, which is now shortened to Cranberry. See *Vaccinium*.

The large Cranberry, *Vaccinium macrocarpon*, is now cultivated on hundreds of acres in the United States; and this Cranberry culture is one of the most special and interesting of all pomological pursuits. This Cranberry grows only in North America; and North America is the only country which has domestic or cultivated Cranberry. Because Cranberry growing is such an unusual type of horticulture, it is thought advisable to devote considerable space to it in this Cyclopædia. Cranberries may be grown on land both low and high; but it is the general practice to choose uplands; they are the only ones which give permanently good results. In the winter, the natural Cranberry bogs are usually flooded, and in summer they are free of standing water. The flowers are often carried by the late growth of the bogs and the fruit may be injured by the early frosts of fall. Bogs are often ruined by fire in times of drought. Insects and fungi often play havoc with the crop.

The ideal bog for Cranberry culture is the one in which the natural environments of the plant are most nearly imitated, and in which the grower can have the greatest control over the difficulties mentioned above. It would have the following qualifications: (1) capacity of being drained of all surface water, so that free water does not stand higher than one foot below the
surface in the growing season. (2) Soil which retains moisture through the summer, for Cranberries suffer greatly in drought. (3) Sufficient water supply to enable it to be flooded. (4) A fairly level or even surface, so that the flooding will be of approximately uniform depth over the entire area. (5) Not over liable to frosts. Bogs which contain moss or sphagnum and which have a peaty or mucky soil are usually chosen. If heath-like shrubs grow naturally in the bog, the indications are all the better. The presence of the Cassandra or Leatherleaf is regarded as a good augury. Black ash, red maple, swamp huckleberry, and white cedar swamps are often very satisfactory. Old mill-ponds often give good results.

Before the Cranberries are planted, the bog must be cleaned of trees, bushes, moss and roots. This may be done by "turfig," which is the digging out of the

flood in spring or fall, to kill insects or to protect from frosts. The objects of flooding are as follows: (1) to protect the plants from heaving in winter; (2) to avoid late spring and early fall frosts; (3) to drown insects; (4) to protect from drought; (5) to guard against fire. Unless serious contingencies arise, the bog is flooded only in winter. A flooded bog looks like a lake (Fig. 568). Good results are obtained now and then in "dry" or upland bogs, which cannot be flooded; but such bogs or meadows rarely give uniform results, and they are less advised than formerly.

There are three centers of Cranberry growing in North America,—Cape Cod peninsula, New Jersey, Wisconsin. Each has methods peculiar to itself. It was in the Cape Cod region that Cranberry culture began. The first attempts were made early in this century. William Kenrick, writing in 1832 in this "Orchardist," says that "Capt. Henry Hall, of Barnstable, has cultivated the Cranberry twenty years." "Mr. F. A. Hayden, of Lincoln, Mass., is stated to have gathered from his farm in 1830, 400 bushels of Cranberries, which brought him in Boston market $600." In the second and subsequent editions, Kenricks makes the figure $400. It is not said whether Mr. Hayden's berries were wild or cultivated. At the present day, with all the increase in production,

swamp growth, or by "drowning," which is deeply flooding the place for a year. The method of preparing the surface for receiving the plants varies in different regions. Open ditches are run through the place in sufficient number to carry off the surface water. They are usually made 2 to 4 feet deep. If some water stands in them during the summer, better results are expected. These ditches usually feed into one main or central ditch; and this main ditch is preferably the one which, when dammed at its lower end, floods the bog by backing up the water. Growers prefer, if possible, to divert a living brook through the bog, or to straighten and deepen one which may exist there; but in the absence of a brook, a reservoir may be constructed above the bog. Sufficient water supply should be had to cover the entire area from December until April or early May, to a depth of at least one foot. The lower places will have a deeper covering, but 4 or 5 feet in places usually does no harm in the winter. It also may be necessary to prices are higher than those received by Mr. Hayden.

In the third (1841) and subsequent editions, it is said that "an acre of Cranberries in full bearing will produce over 200 bushels; and the fruit generally sells, in the markets of Boston, for $1.50 per bushel, and much higher than in former years." It was as late as 1856, however, that Cranberry culture gained much prominence. It was in 1856 that the first treatise appeared: B. Eastwood's "Complete Manual for the Cultivation of the Cranberry." About 1845, Cranberry culture began to establish itself in New Jersey.

In the Cape Cod region, the bogs are "turfed." The surface covering is cut into small squares and hauled off. The object is to obtain a uniform surface in order that all plants may have equal opportunity. The bog is then "sanded." Rather coarse, clean sand is spread over the entire area to the depth of about 4 inches. In this covering, the vines are planted. The sand keeps down weeds and thereby lessens subsequent labor; it affords a moisture-holding mulch for the muck; it renders the plantation easier to be worked in wet weather, and it prevents the too vigorous growth of the vine. Every four of five years a fresh sanding, to the depth of an inch or less, is given. This keeps the vines short and close. Formerly, whole roots or "sods" of Cranberry were used

568. Cranberry-picking scene on a Cape Cod bog.

In the upper corner is a bog in full flood (in winter). In the lower is the flume or outlet dam.

565. Cranberry hand-picker.
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for planting, but now cuttings are employed. These cuttings are 6- or 8-inch pieces of vigorous runners, with the leaves on. They are thrust obliquely through the sand, only an inch or two of the top remaining un- covered. They are set about 14 inches apart each way. In three or four years a full crop is obtained. The bogs are kept clean by means of hand weeding. At Cape Cod, it is estimated that the sum of $200 to $500 per acre is required to fit and plant a bog. A good yield from a bog in full bearing is 50 barrels to the acre; but 200 barrels have been grown.

In New Jersey, the general tendency is to omit the sanding. The bogs are not cleared so carefully. The plants are often set directly in the earth bottom, after the heavy turf is removed. The bogs—meadows, as they are usually called—are not kept so scrupu-

lously clean. It is thought that a reasonable quanti-

ty of grass prevents seading of the berries. If the vines become too deep, they are mown or burned in order to secure a fresh growth from the roots.

The gathering of the crop is done preferably by hand-picking, particularly in plantations which are well cared for. In some cases the berries are raked off with a steel garden rake, but many of them are lost and bruised, and the vines may be injured. It is said by some that the tearing out of the old and large vines in the raking tends to renew the plants, and this is undoubtedly true; but there are better ways of keeping the vines young and short, as by sanding or mowing. In the East, raking is now rarely employed, unless the crop is very poor or prices very low; or unless hard frost is expected, in which case the berries may be raked, the bog flooded, and the berries caught at the flume. Sometimes the bog is flooded when hard frost is threatened and the water is allowed to remain all winter, and the berries are harvested in the spring; but such early flooding may injure the vines. The price paid for the picking of Cranberries is usually about 40 to 50 cts. a bushel. Three to four bushels is considered to be an average day’s picking. There are various devices to facilitate the picking. On Cape Cod a popular im-

plement is the Lumber picker (Fig. 509). The machine is thrust into the vines, and the operator closes the lid by bearing down with his thumb; drawing it backward pulls off the berries. Usually the pickers are "lined-off" (Fig. 508) by cords stretched across the bog, thus limiting each one to a particular area, which he is required to pick clean. The berries are cleaned by running them through a separator, by passing them over a screen by dusting off the litter by dowsing them in water, and by other means. Dowsing usually reduces the market value. They are then marketed in barrels or crates.

Of varieties there are three general types, determined by the form of the berry,—the bell-shaped (Fig. 579), the bugle-shaped (Fig. 571), and the cherry-shaped (Fig. 572). There are many named varieties in each of these classes, differing in size, color, firmness, keeping qualities, productiveness. These varieties have been selected from plants which have appeared naturally in the bogs. Some of them have been discovered in wild bogs. The demands of the market, as respects varieties, are constantly changing. In Massachusetts, the fol-

lowing varieties are now popular: Early Black, Howe, Matthews, McFarlin.

The Cranberry is now a staple article of food in North America. "Turkey and Cran-

berry sauce" may be said to be the national dish. The berries are used in great va-

riety of dishes. An effort has been made to open an European market, and an agent was sent abroad in 1883 for that purpose by the American Cranberry Trade Company. The export trade has now assumed some importance, and is growing. The approxi-

mate Cranberry crops for a series of years are shown below, in bushels:

570. Early Black Cranberry.
Natural size. Type of the Bell Cranberries.

571. Dennis Cranberry.
Natural size. Type of the Bugle Cranberries.

572. Makepeace Cranberry.
Natural size. Type of the Cherry Cranberries.

CRANBERRY CROPS, IN BUSHELS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1877</th>
<th>1878</th>
<th>1879</th>
<th>1880</th>
<th>1881</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New England</td>
<td>250,500</td>
<td>180,825</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>128,760</td>
<td>137,014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The West</td>
<td>113,430</td>
<td>143,186</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>492,630</td>
<td>461,025</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1882</th>
<th>1883</th>
<th>1884</th>
<th>1885</th>
<th>1886</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New England</td>
<td>393,664</td>
<td>333,964</td>
<td>330,383</td>
<td>280,879</td>
<td>274,709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>78,567</td>
<td>118,524</td>
<td>124,648</td>
<td>196,125</td>
<td>234,254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The West</td>
<td>56,099</td>
<td>135,457</td>
<td>134,723</td>
<td>264,442</td>
<td>31,368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>528,279</td>
<td>548,440</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Cranberry
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1887
New England.... 397,563
New Jersey.... 163,788
The West.... 140,672
Totals.... 612,233

1888
New England.... 356,000
New Jersey.... 225,000
The West.... 100,000
Totals.... 681,000

1889
New England.... 350,000
New Jersey.... 260,000
The West.... 75,000
Totals.... 685,000

1890
New England.... 375,000
New Jersey.... 250,000
The West.... 100,000
Totals.... 725,000

1891
New England.... 350,000
New Jersey.... 250,000
The West.... 100,000
Totals.... 700,000

Average prices for Cranberries of good quality now range from $1.50 to 8 per barrel. The following table (by Rider) gives a summary of "opening" and "closing" prices per bushel for 18 Cranberry seasons:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>OCTOBER</th>
<th>MAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1877</td>
<td>$2.00 / $2.50</td>
<td>$4.00 / $4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1878</td>
<td>2.50 / 2.75</td>
<td>2.25 / 2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1879</td>
<td>1.50 / 2.00</td>
<td>5.00 / 6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1880</td>
<td>1.75 / 2.00</td>
<td>5.00 / 6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1881</td>
<td>1.50 / 2.50</td>
<td>0.50 / 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1882</td>
<td>2.50 / 3.00</td>
<td>5.25 / 5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1883</td>
<td>2.75 / 3.00</td>
<td>5.50 / 5.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1884</td>
<td>3.50 / 4.00</td>
<td>7.50 / 8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1885</td>
<td>4.50 / 5.00</td>
<td>10.00 / 12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1886</td>
<td>1.50 / 2.50</td>
<td>3.75 / 4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1887</td>
<td>2.50 / 3.00</td>
<td>7.50 / 8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1888</td>
<td>3.50 / 4.00</td>
<td>7.50 / 8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1889</td>
<td>4.50 / 5.00</td>
<td>10.00 / 12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>5.00 / 6.00</td>
<td>15.00 / 16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td>6.00 / 7.00</td>
<td>20.00 / 22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1892</td>
<td>7.00 / 8.00</td>
<td>25.00 / 27.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1893</td>
<td>8.00 / 9.00</td>
<td>30.00 / 33.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1894</td>
<td>9.00 / 10.00</td>
<td>35.00 / 37.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Low-bush Cranberry, or Wolfberry (F. Vitis-idaea), is much used in Nova Scotia and other parts, and is gathered and shipped in large quantities to Boston; but it is not cultivated. This berry is also common in Europe, where it is much prized. The quantities of this fruit imported into the U. S. from various sources is considerable. For example, between July 24 and Dec. 31, 1897, the following imports were received (as compiled by Rider):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FROM</th>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nova Scotia</td>
<td>21,746 qts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden and Norway</td>
<td>19,950 qts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newfoundland</td>
<td>7,200 qts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1,550 qts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>614 qts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

61,375 qts. or 1,053 bu.

The Cranberry is subject to the attacks of various insects, for which the best remedy is flooding, although the fruit-worm is probably destroyed by spraying with arsenites. There are also fungous troubles. For information on all these difficulties, the bulletins of the New Jersey Experiment Station are the best literature.

The best literature on the Cranberry is comprised in the Proceedings of the American Cranberry Growers' Association, with headquarters at Trenton, N. J. This society holds an "annual meeting" in January, and an "annual convention" in August. Beginning with 1880, it has published regular reports of each of these gatherings. The standard books are White's "Cranberry Culture," largely from the New Jersey standpoint, and Webb's "Cape Cod Cranberries."

L. H. B.

NOTES BY A WISCONSIN GROWER.—Cranberries are raised mainly in the states of Massachusetts, New Jersey, Wisconsin, Michigan and Minnesota. The eastern marshes are mostly "made," while in Wisconsin there are thousands of acres of natural marsh as yet entirely uncultivated, as well as much that is cultivated.

The natural soil for the Cranberry is peat. Sand is also good, but, when used alone, must have a new coat of it spread over the ground every few years, as it becomes exhausted and the vines become woody and cease to bear. The ideal soil seems to be a foundation of peat, with from 2 to 4 inches of sand spread over it. It is very desirable that the surface should be level, so that it can all be kept equally moist. The leveling is usually done by "scraping" the moss away, and then carrying it away. This also removes the moss and other foul vegetation, and gives the vines a chance to take full possession of the ground. If scraping is considered too expensive, the moss is removed by flowing in water and drawing the water off in spring; but it takes two or three years for it to rot sufficiently to allow vines to do well. Flowing is sometimes resorted to where it can be done, or the sods turned upside down by some other means.

The best sites for Cranberry raising are those which afford a perfect water supply. There should be a reservoir of water on the upper side of the marsh (and if it is on the north or northwest so much the better), so that it will then be more sure protection from frost), which can be emptied on to the marsh at short notice; and there must also be good drainage, to carry it away from the marsh quickly when desired. A level piece of marsh which has vines already growing on it looks very tempting to the uninitiated, but, if it has not a good water supply, it is better to leave it in the natural state and take the crops which grow in favorable seasons, than to spend money improving it.

A good sand marsh may be made near any stream in a sandy region by selecting a spot where water can be drained from the stream, but the marsh should also be so near a reservoir to hold water in, as that which comes directly from a running stream is sometimes too cold for Cranberries.

If dams are built from the sods thrown from the ditches, it is desirable, at least for the reservoir dams, to cover them with sand. This should be put mostly on the top and upper side, and should slope from the top of the dam to the center of the ditch. This prevents muskrats from doing very much damage, and the dam is not so apt to be washed out by high water as when built in a perpendicular wall. The cheapest way to move sand to build dams or for spreading on the marsh is to haul it on sleighs in the winter. A platform is built on rockers, so that the load may be turned sideways, and the road and sleigh; and two loads in a place on a good peat dam will make a heavy reservoir dam. The pit from which sand is taken should be well protected with snow or sawdust to prevent it freezing badly. One of the best ways of making waste-gates is to place three joists lengthwise of the dam a little below the bottom of the ditch, and a platform built upon them, and the whole settled down as firmly as possible; then the dam is built right onto the platform for 3 or 4 feet; then the sideboards put in place, and cleats nailed up and down into which to slip the sluice boards. It is a good plan to have an outside ditch, which will carry surplus water around the marsh instead of across it, in wet seasons.

Planting.—There are several methods of planting vines. One way is to sort the vines and then cut them up, roots and all, in pieces about eight inches in length, laying them down three or four in a place, pushing the lower end into the ground by means of a stick shaped like a paddle; or it is sometimes done by a piece of iron fastened to the bottom of a shoe. This method leaves the plants in an upright position, and allows them to grow as rapidly as when pushed into the ground obliquely or laid on top of the ground, as their first growth is to make runners. Sometimes the vines are cut in a hay cutter, soon by hand like wheat, and then rolled. A good method of planting in the west is to take vines without cutting and drop two or three in a place and step on them; if put a foot apart, they will soon cover the ground, and will bear a good crop in three years. The greatest care must be taken, while setting the vines, that they do not dry out, for if they do they are worthless.

In subsequent culture is when water comes into use. The ditches should be about ten rods apart, each ditch having a dam built at each end as well as sometimes in the middle of the ditch; the drain ditches running down through the marsh need not be quite so close together. To promote the growth of vines, it is only desired to hold the ditches about half full, or less, the water always constantly kept on the vines at this time they will be
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drowned and do nothing. When frosty nights come, after vines have begun to grow, water should be drawn from the marsh and used to cover them, and let off the next morning. If the ends of the new shoots get frozen, it is a decided set-back, and especially so when the vines have reached the bearing age, as then it cuts off the crop and hurts the prospects for the coming year by taking their strength away. The vines do throw out side shoots, however, and sometimes the second season's crop does not seem to be much affected by it. When the plants are in blossom (which is all through July) the ground must not be disturbed or the blossoms will drop. This trouble was experienced in many places during the summers of '86 and '87, when it was so dry that nothing but a steam fed by springs could begin to furnish a supply of water. It was very nice, indeed, the most of it, to keep the water from 4 to 8 inches below the surface, but before the spring frosts are over it is better to keep it nearly to the surface, and if it is a season of drought, draw water down over the marsh about once a week. After the fruit has set, if obliged to flood as a protection against frost, be sure to draw the water off quickly the next morning, or the berries will be scalded.

The marsh should not be flooded for winter till quite late, some time in November, generally, as the fall frosts do not injure the vines, but help them harden, so that they will endure the winter's snow and ice without injury. Sometimes during the late winter, a rain or thaw will fill the water on the marsh and this may lift the ice, and that will take the vines with it, right out of the ground. This should be guarded against by opening waste-gates and drawing off the extra water. The flooding could be done while the vines are between the marsh and the spring frosts are over; in Wisconsin the time for drawing off the water is generally about the 20th of May, and it must be closely watched afterwards, as the vines are then very tender and will not bear as hard a frost as they will after they have been uncovered a few weeks.

Berries are gathered in two different ways; one is to pick them by hand, the other to rake them. The hand-picking is mostly done by women and children or Indians. Every thirty pickers should have an overseer, whose duty it is to see that the vines are picked clean and that no refuse is allowed to go into the box; also to give a check for every bushel box filled, and to carry the full boxes to the wagon, car or boat. The pickers in the west use shallow peck boxes to pick in, and when these are filled they empty them into the bushel box. The pickers are placed in a row, thirty of them occupying one row, and a rope should be let out each side of them to keep them going straight ahead, or else they are very apt to turn to the right or left for better picking.

The cheapest way of gathering berries is to rake them with what is called a "scoop rake" (Fig. 573). It needs stout men to use these to advantage, at least those who are not troubled with backache, as they must keep a stooping position almost con- stantly. Rakes should not be used in young vines where there are a great many runners, as they would pull them up by the roots too much, but as the vines get older and the fruit shoots stand up out of the way of the runners, raking does not seem to injure them. The rakes should have ropes stretched between them, each man being given a space from one to three rods wide, and every ten should have an overseer, who will also rake most of the time. Rakers are hired by the day, but hand pickers pick by the box. The rake is much used in the west.

If the berries can be taken to the warehouse in a boat along the ditches, it is the best way, as they bruise easily and should be carefully handled; but if that is not practicable, then they must be taken in wagons which are driven as close to the picking ground as possible; or a portable track may be laid onto the marsh and the car used. The bushel boxes which are to be filled are the sides and bottom made of lath, with small spaces between; and these boxes are used to eure the berries in, being piled up in tiers, so that the air can circulate between them. The berry-house should be filled with dead air spaces in the walls, and windows should be closed and building kept closed during the day. See Storage.

Crabberries are generally shipped in barrels, but some use bushel crates, though in whatever they are packed, the greatest care should be taken to put them up in good shape. If picked before they begin to ripen, and then packed so that when they reach their destination they are settled from one to three inches in the barrel, defects will not occur, and this kind of management has much to do with low prices. Before putting into barrels, the berries are put through a Cranberry mill, and then, if there are still a few bad berries, they are put on tables made for the purpose, and the rest of the bad ones picked out by hand.

The profits of the business depend so much upon the amount of expense which has been necessary to improve the marsh that it is impossible to give any exact figures. The smaller the marsh, the quicker it can be improved and made to begin to pay a profit. Anyone who undertakes to improve a large marsh ought not to expect much from it in short or even in four or five years, though, if carefully managed, it may be made to pay cost of improving after three or four years.

There is a small sand marsh in Wisconsin, made after an attempt to farm the land had utterly failed because the soil was so poor which has yielded a better income for several years than the best farm in the county. It is a profitable business when honest work and careful management are united in it, but not otherwise.

H. B. TUTLE.

CRANBERRY TREE. Same as High-bush Cranberry, Viburnum Opulus.

CRANESBILL. Loosely applied to the whole genus Geranium. In America it usually means G. maculatus.

CRASSULA (Latin, thickish; referring to the thick leaves and stems). Crassulaceae. This genus gives the name to the order Crassulaceae, which contains many cultivated succulent plants, and also others of widely different habits, — about 400 species altogether. The order is closely related to the Saxifragaceae, and differs in having the carpels of the ovary entirely free and equal in number to the petals, but the forms pass easily into the Saxifragaceae through the Pratagricha and back again through Triactinia. The genera are ill defined, and certain species of Sedum cross over the lines of Crassula, Cotyledon and Semperivium, while between Crassula and Tillaea no distinct distinction can be made. For these reasons it seems best to give a key to the genera of garden importance.

A. Stamen as many as the petals.

1. Crassula. Floral parts in 5's; calyx shorter than the corolla.

2. Rochea. Calyx many times shorter than the tube of the corolla.

AA. Stamen normally twice as many as the petals (sometimes equal in number, especially in Nos. 5, 9, 8).

b. Petals free, or connate only at the base.

3. Sedum. Floral parts usually 4-5; scales small.

4. Semperivium. Floral parts 6 to many (rarely 5); scales small.

5. Monanthes. Floral parts 6-12; scales petal-like.

bb. Petals often connate to the middle or beyond.


The floral parts of Crassula are normally 5, rarely 6-9,
but cultivation probably changes the number of parts not infrequently. Crassulas are herbs or shrubs, rarely annuals, usually thick and fleshy; lvs. opposite, rarely stalked, often grown together at the base, entire or with a cartilaginous margin; fls. small, white, rose, or rarely yellow, usually in cymes, rarely in heads. For C. coccinea and jasmine, see Rochea.

W. M.

Crassulas are greenhouse plants requiring a dry atmosphere during the resting period. While making growth, they may be treated like other greenhouse plants in the way of watering, placing them in the lightest and airiest part of the house. The pots must be drained so that any surplus moisture will easily pass through. The soil should consist of sand, loam, broken brick, and a very small quantity of leaf-soil in thoroughly rotted manure. Propagation is usually from cuttings. Some of the species, such as C. falcata, do not give much material for this purpose, and they should, therefore, be headed off and the tops put in dry sand in the spring, allowing water only when they show signs of shrivelling. The cut-over plants should be encouraged to make side shoots, which may be rooted after they are large enough.

Cult. by G. W. Oliver.

A. Floral parts normally in 3’s.

b. Lvs. petiolated.

cordata, Soland. Height 1-3 ft.; stem shrubby; lvs. flat, wide, stalked, cordate, entire, glabrous, spotted above; cymes paniculate-like; fls. reddish, sometimes pure white. Winter. Closely allied to C. spatulata. spatulata, Thumb. Glabrous herb; stem somewhat shrubby, decumbent, branches roundish, crenate, glabrous, shining above: corymb paniculate-like; fls. rosé; petals acute. L. B. C. 4: 539 as C. cordata. — Not advertised for sale, but likely to be cultivated as C. cordata.

b. Lvs. not petiolated.

c. Foliation glaucous.

falcata, Wendl. Height 3-8 ft.; lvs. grown together at the base, thick, glaucous, oblong, falcate; fls. small, numerous (50 or more) in a cespitose, rarely white, dense, terminal corymb: corolla tube ¼ of an in. long, as long as the limb or shorter. B. M. 20:35. — A free-flowing window plant of easy culture. There is a form with variegated leaves.

A. Floral parts in 3’s.

fissurata, Baker. Fig. 584. Perennial: lvs. oblong-spatulate, the upper ones rounder, decussate; fls. with their parts in 3’s, panicled, white, tinged red. W. M.

574. Crassula fissurata. (X ½.)

CRATÉGUS (ancient Greek name, derived from kratos, strength, on account of the hardiness of the wood). Rosaceae, suborder Plumer. Haw. Hawthorns. Shrubs or small trees, usually spiny: lvs. alternate, deciduous, stipulate, serrate, often lobed or pinnatifid; fls. white, in some varieties red, in corymbs, rarely solitary; petal- and calyx-lobes 5; stamens many, rarely less than 10; styles 1-5; fr. a drupe-like pome, with 1-5 seeded bony stones. About 70 species, in the temperate regions of the northern hemisphere, most abundant in N. America. Hardy ornamental shrubs and trees, mostly of dense and low growth, with handsome foliage, turning, in most species, to a brilliant coloring in the fall; many have very decorative fls., and also some flls. Some of the best, with showy flls., are C. Crus-galli, C. latifolia, C. cordata, C. pinnatifida major, C. mollis, but the flls. of the last drop very early, while in most of the others flls. remain a long time on the branches. Some varie- ofies of C. monogyna have decorative fls.; also C. mollis, C. Crus-galli and others are handsome in bloom. For the 8. states, C. oiristalis and the blue-fruitd C. braslighacanthus are among the most decorative. Well adapted for hedges are C. nigra, C. Oxyacantha, C. Crus-galli, C. cordata and many others. The Hawthorns grow in almost any soil and position; best in a rich, loamy, somewhat moist one, and also in strong clay. Prop. by seeds, sown in fall or stratified; before stratifying, most of the pulp may be removed by laying the flls. in shallow piles and allowing them to decay. Then they are mixed with sand or sifted soil and buried in the ground or kept in boxes in a cool cellar. Some species, as C. cordata, C. coccinea, C. Crus-galli, germinate the first year and are sown in spring, while others, especially C. Oxyacantha and its allies, do usually not germinate until the second year, and may be kept stratified until the following fall or the second spring. If sown early, the seed-beds must be heavily mulched during the first summer to prevent drying. The young plants should not be allowed to remain over one year in the seed-beds, as they form long tap-roots and are then difficult to transplant. Varieties and rarer kinds are easily budded or grafted on seedling stock of C. Oxyacantha, or other common strong-growing species.

Index: acerifolia, 13 and suppl.; pumiliflora, 14 and suppl.; Aromia, 18; Azarolus, 18; Carrieria, 7; coccinea, 3; cordata, 13; Crus-galli, 5; Bougainvillea, 12; flava, 2; Lavallei, 7; leucophloea, 9; lucida, 5; macrantha, 10; mollis, 4; monogyna, 16; nigra, 21; Oxyacantha, 19; O. orientalis, 19; O. Oxyacantha, 13, 15; parviflora, 1; pinnatifida, 17; populifolia, 13 and suppl.; pruniflora, 6; punc- tata, 8; pyriflora, 9; sanguinea, 11; subrutilus, 4; tanacetifolia, 20; tomentosa, 9; uniflora, 1.

A. Foliation of the flowering branches not at all or very slightly bent, nor given to the sinuose.

b. Fls. 1-3, rarely more.

1. uniflora, Moench (C. parviflora, Ait.). Dense, low shrub, with numerous slender spines, rarely spineless, 3-8 ft.; lvs. on short not glandular pedicels, cuneate, oblate or oblong-ovate, irregularly or doubly crenate-serrate, pubescent on both sides; length glabrous above, ½-1¼ in. long: calyx pubescent, with very short or- rate lobes: fr. pyriform or globose, yellow, ½ in. across, with 2-3 stones. May, June. N. Jersey to Arkansas and Florida. S. S. 4: 189.

2. flava, Ait. Shrub or small tree, to 25 ft., usually very spiny: lvs. on short glandular pedicels, cuneate, oblate, glandular-dentate, pubescent at length glabrous and shining above; fr. globular or pyriform, greenish, yellow or red, ½ in. across. Va. to Florida. S. S. 4: 189. B. R. 25:19:26, 1839.

BB. Fls. in 3-many-flowered corymb.

c. Lvs. on slender, often glandular pedicels, usually broadly ovate and truncate at the base, slightly lobed: calyx lobes dentate.

3. cocinea, Lind. SCARLET THORN. Shrub or tree, rarely to 25 ft., with short spines: lvs. broadly ovate, sharply doubly serrate, nearly glabrous beneath, sparsely appressed-pubescent above, 2-3 in. long: corymb usually slightly villous: fr. red, globose or oval, ½-3½ in. across. April, May. Newfoundland to Florida and Texas, west to Manitoba. S. S. 4: 419. Em. 405. B. M. 34: 22. — There are a number of allied forms which have been considered usually as mere varieties, but may be perhaps distinct species. None of them, however, surpasses the true C. coccinea in decorative value, and they are only of botanical interest.
4. **mollis**, Scheele (C. subvillosa, Schrad. C. coccinea, var. mollis, Torr. & Gr.). Fig. 515. Tree, to 30 ft., with short, stout thorns: lvs. broadly ovate, sharply and doubly serrate, densely pubescent beneath, 3-4 in. long; corymbs densely villous-pubescent; fls. with red disk: fr. about ½ in. across, usually pear-shaped. April, May, Quebec to Pa., west to Nebraska. S.S. 4:182. Em. 494 (as C. tomentosa). G.F. 5:221.—One of the most decorative species, with large, bright green foliage and showy fls. and frs., ripening in September, but dropping soon after maturity.

Var. tilifolia, Koehne. Lvs. more pubescent, petioles not glandular; stamens 20.

5. **Crataegus mollis** (× ½).  

cc. Lvs. on rather short and stout, not glandular, petioles, cuneate and usually entire at the base, and mostly opposite above the middle.

d. Fr. red or yellow, not shining.

e. Habit of fr. nodding or pendulous: rather hard.

f. Color of lvs. dark green and shining above, chartaceous: calyx lobes erect on the fr.


7. **Lavallei**, Hering. (C. Carreri, Vanv.). Small tree to 20 ft., with spreading branches, nearly unarmed, when older: lvs. elliptic or oblong-ovate, acute, pubescent; glabrous above at length, irregularly serrate, 3-4 in. long; corymbs rather few-flowered; pubescent; fls. large, with red disk: fr. bright orange or brick-red, ovoid or globose, ½ in. across. May, R.H. 1883:108. G.C. III. 21:118, 119.—Probably hybrid between C. Crus-galli and C. Mexicana; originated in France.

One of the best native thorns.

**FF.** Color of lvs. dull above, with impressed veins, pubescent.

8. **punctata**, Jacq. Fig. 516. Tree, to 25 ft.; branches horizontally spreading, with short, stout spines or unarmed: lvs. broadly obovate, obtuse or acute, narrowed at the base into a rather long-margined petiole, irregularly serrate: corymbs pubescent: fls. large; calyx lobes entire: fr. pyriform or subglobose, red, dotted, about ½ in. across. May. From Quebec to Ont. and Ga. S.S. 4:184. Var. aura, Alt. (var. xanthocarpa, Roem.). Fr. yellow: lvs. sometimes slightly lobed.

**EE.** Habit of fr. erect, becoming soft: corymbs many-flowered, large.


**DD.** Fr. shining, blood-red or scarlet, rarely yellow, globose, with soft and juicy flesh; stones with 2 furrows on the inner side (plain in all the foregoing except Nos. 6 and 9).

10. **macracantha**, Lodd. (C. coccinea, var. macracan
tha, Du.]). Fig. 577. Shrub or small tree, to 20 ft., of dense growth, with numerous long and slender spines; lvs. rather slender-petioled, broadly elliptic or ovate, doubly serrate, glabrous, shining and dark green above, almost glabrous beneath; corymb more or less vil-


cc. Fr. black, shining, globular.

21. *nigra*, Kit. Shrub or small tree; branches pubescent, with short spines: lvs. short-petioled, ovate or ovate-elliptic, deeply pinnately 5-9-nerved with serrate lobes, slightly pubescent above, densely pubescent beneath; corollas yellow, 2½-3½ in. long; fr. black, shining, globular.

-- CRATÉAVA (after Crateva, an obscure writer on medical plants, not, as sometimes stated, at the time of Hippocrates, but at the beginning of the 1st century B.C., since he named a plant after Mithridates). *Caparidoeae*. A genus of 14 species of tropical trees and shrubs; leaves 3: lvs. coriaceous, usually polygamous, with the odor of galathea; sepals and petals 4: stamens 8-23: torus elongated; berries ovate-globose, with a slender stripe. The bark of the gelic Garlic, *C. cyanandra*, blisters like Calendula, *C. religiosa*, from Malabar and the Society Islands, is a sacred tree, and is planted in native graveyards. The bitter, aromatic leaves and bark are used by them in stomach troubles. The above and some other species are cultivated in Europe as ornamental shrubs.

-- CREEPING CHARLIE. A children's name for the fragrant little blue-flowered weed, *Malva rotundifolia*, which bears the "cheeses" dear to boyhood's memory. The name is hardly dignified enough for most botanists. This name is sometimes applied to *Lysimachia nummularia*.

-- CRÉPES (the application of this name is obscure). *Compositae*. This variable genus contains a few hardy annual and perennial herbs, especially *C. Sibirica*, which resembles a sow-thistle in habit, and has corollas of reddish brown flowers, and is often seen as a weed in cities, or a small dandelion. It is one of the coarser border plants, and rare. Rather light, sandy soil, and full exposure to the sun are essentials to the welfare of this plant. It is contented in a rather dry position, either in the rockery, or in the border. It is prop, by division. A common plant on the moss of English chatting cotes is *C. viridescens*, a yellow-flowered, plant, resembling a dandelion.

-- Sibírica. *Linn. Perennial, 2½-3½ ft. high, and at least wide when in bloom; plant covered with short rough hairs: root, large, fleshy: lvs. rough, wrinkled, coarsely dentate, somewhat cordate, 12 in. long, including a petiole half as long; fr. bright yellow; involucre loose,
CRIPIS

hairy, July, En., Asia, Minor, Himalayas. Gn. 53, p. 493. — The tallest and largest-Bd. of the genus. Its white, plump masses of seeds are also attractive.

CREPIS C. aurea. Reichb. Height 1 ft. fsl. orange. June. En. The commonest perennial species of the genus abroad. Repays rich soil, some shade, and should be cut to the ground in fall.

CREPIS Crepis alpina, verna, virgineum, perianth.

CRESTÉNIA (after Crescenzi, thirteenth century Italian agricultural writer). Bignoniaeae. This genus is chiefly interesting for the Calabash tree, and has no near allies of horticultural importance. It consists of tropical trees, glabrous, lvs. alternate, solitary or clustered in nodes; fsl. large, tubular, with a fluted 5-cut limb, yellowish, with red or purple veins; calyx 2-parted or rarely 5-parted. The Calabash tree is a native of tropical America, is especially familiar in the West Indies, and can be grown outdoors in extreme S. Fla., S. Calif.

CRESILIS The outer skin of the fruit is removed, and the seeds and pulp from within, and the hard, woody shell is used for water-gourds and for all sorts of domestic vessels, according to size and shape. The growing fruit can be made to assume various forms by skillful tying. It is a tree, 20 ft. high, and readily distinguished from all other species of its peculiar habit of growth, as it bears large, horizontal, scarcely divided branches, which bear clusters of leaves at intervals.

Cujite. Linn. Lvs. 4-6 in. long, broadly lanceolate, tapering to the base; fsl. solitary, pendulous; calyx 2-parted, reflexed, and the tube dilated above, malodorous when decaying; stamens 4, sometimes 5. B.M. 3430.

CRESS The ordinary garden Cress (Lepidium sativum), sometimes called peppergrass, is still absent in the majority of American gardens, although its leaves have the pleasant pungency of the Water Cress, and may be used more freely as a condiment, to be served with salads, or for garnishing. The quick sprouting habit of the seed is proverbial. If Cress is wanted in its prime continuously, seed must be sown every few days. The young plants, which may be left thickly in drills, need protection from the flea beetle, as this is as fond of Cress pungency as any gourmand. For winter use, garden Cress may be grown in large flower pots, boxes, or on a bench, in any light and reasonably warm place. There are curled and broad-leaved types. Australian or Golden Cress is a broad, yellowish-leaved variety. Water Cress (Nasturtium officinale), a hearty perennial and important market crop, can be grown in most gardens, often very fragrant and with three types of coloring, pure white, banded red or purplish down in the center, or flushed with the same colors; perianth spreading or funnell shaped; tube straight or curved; seed pods. The greenhouse, or in almost any ditch pool, or shallow water course. Covered with water, it winters well. To introduce it in any suitable place, all that is necessary is to scatter seed or a few freshly-cut branches, and it will soon spread and flourish. Erfurt Sweet is a sweet strain. Similar to Water Cress in form of leaf and in taste is the Upland Cress (Bayborea vulgaris), a hearty biennial which can easily be grown from seed. T. GREINER.

CRIMSON FLAG Schizanthus cocinea

CRINKLE ROOT. One of the names of Dentaria diphylla.

CRINUM (Greek name for a lily). Amaryllidaceae.

CRINUM CRINUM (Greek name for a lily). Amaryllidaceae. A rather large and cosmopolitan genus of splendid flowering bulbs, mostly tender, closely allied to Amaryllis, and distinguished by the longer perianth tube. Lvs. mostly persistent, usually broad; fsl. few or many in an umbo, often very fragrant and with three types of coloring, pure white, banded red or purplish down in the center, or flushed with the same colors; perianth spreading or funnell shaped; tube straight or curved; seed pods.

CRINUM The species of Crinum require widely different culture, and their geographical distribution furnishes an important clue as to their rarity and the degree of warmth required. Of the above-mentioned species, C. moorei and C. moorei, the latter being less hardy than the former, but with finer flowers. These two species differ from all others in blooming all summer instead of during a short period, and in the greater lasting qualities of their flowers. An interesting hybrid between the two, C. Powelli, is harder than C. moorei, and the flower, though better than C. haworthianum, is not quite as showy as that of C. moorei. The hybrid has three well marked colors, white, rose and purplish. A single bulb of the white variety has given fifty flowering bulbs in four years. W. Watson says that C. moorei should be raised by amateurs. The outdoor kinds require a deep, well drained soil and plenty of moisture during the growing season. Speaking of C. moorei, W. Watson, London, says: "For placing in conspicuous positions on terraces or lawns, or in containers, it is inseparable from C. haworthianum, which combine with architecture or statuary for summer effect, they are of the greatest value. The Agapanthus is frequently grown for such purposes, but the Crinum is probably known in this class of plants, and last about a month are needed, but once obtained they are not easily lost." The bulbs of Crinums are mostly grown in Holland and in Florida. The only native species, C. Americana, the "Swamp Lily of Florida," makes a brilliant and striking spectacle when seen in dismall places far from civilization. It is no wonder that it is cherished in Florida gardens.

CRINUM The greenhouse Crinums some are evergreen, others deciduous; some greenhouse, other greenhouse flowers. Like Paneratums, they require too much space to be as popular here as in the Old World. Speaking especially of C. sempervirens and C. Asiaticum, Robert Cameron says (G. F. 10: 217): "Crinums thrive in a composition of loam, dry cow manure and a little charcoal. When they are grown in large pots they do not require annual repotting; in fact, our large plants have not been shifted for the past five years. A top-dressing of good, rich soil is all that is necessary, and when they are well established liquid manure is very beneficial." C. amabile may be taken as a type of the greenhouse and C. giganteum of the greenhouse, of the latter species, W. Watson says (G. F. 4: 221): "It is gigantic only in the size of its flowers. The erect scapes are produced several times a year at varying seasons. The flowers are usually and deliciously fragrant, and last about a week. This species requires plenty of moisture all the year round, and it is happiest when planted in a large pot of rich soil, or better still, in a bed under the shade of palms."

CRINUM Among the great family of large-flowering Amaryllids 1 fail not to recall any more beautiful or interesting than C. moorei and its hybrid C. Powelli. The culture of the former is of the simplest. It requires potting, and not to frost hard, but as to soil. It is well to grow it along in its fair-sized tub with its offsets, of which it is prolific, until it flowers as a good specimen for the greenhouse, in the garden when in flower. In late fall it should be removed to a coolhouse and kept fairly dry till new leaves appear in midwinter, when it may have its blooms, the speed being increased on removal outdoors in spring. C. Powelli has a shorter necked bulb and drooping channelled leaves sometimes 4 feet long, while C. moorei has spreading leaves 2 feet or more long. C. Powelli is especially valuable for its hardiness. In a sheltered place at Elizabeth, N. J., it is cut to the ground, but reappears in the spring, being protected only by a small mound of earth or ash, which serves to throw off moisture.

J. N. GERARD.

CRINUM Alphabetical list of species described below: C. Abys-
A. Perianth erect, with spreading, linear segments: stamens spreading, lozenge-shaped.

b. Color white: tube greenish.

1. Asiaticum, Linn. Bulb 4-5 in. thick; neck 6-9 in. long: lvs. 20-30 to a bulb, 3-4 ft. long; 3-4 in. broad: peduncle 1½-2 ft. long; 1 in. thick: pods, 20-30 in an umbel; spathe valves 2½ in. long; pedicels ¼-1 in. long: perianth white: tube erect, tinged with green, 3-4 in. long; segments 2½-3 in. long; filaments tinged red, 2 in. long: ovary 1 in a cell. Trop. Asia. B.M. 1875-7. Baker gives 5 botanical varieties, of which the most important in the American trade is probably var. Simenti, Baker (C. pedunculatum, Hort., not R.Br.), St. John's Land. Bulb 6 in. thick; 1 ft. long; lvs. 5 in. broad, with undulated edges, forming a massive crown 4-5 ft. high: peduncle 2½-3 ft. long: pods 20 or more: perianth white. China. The bulb usually divides into two of equal size, small offsets are rarely produced. Seedlings flower in 5 years. Var. declinatum, Baker, has a sloping instead of erect fl.; perianth segments tinged red at tip. Sillet. B.M. 2231. Var. procerum, Baker, is larger than the type, with lvs. 5 ft. long; 6 in. wide: perianth tube and limb 5 in. long, the latter tinged red outside. Ragoon. B.M. 2684. Var. anomalous, Baker, is freakish looking, its lvs. being expanded into a broad, membranous, striated and plaited wing. There is nothing like it in the genus. Var. angustifolium, Hort., is dwarf 2½ ft. high. China. B.M. 2908. C. Eboraci, Herbert (C. hybrida Zed. Hort.). Similar to the variety mentioned, but half the size. Garden hybrid between a sickle-shaped C. Asiaticum and C. longifolium. C. Eboraci, var. cappadocius, Reasoner (C. cappadocia, Reasoner). Habit much like C. Asiaticum, but lvs. tapering to a slender point, semi-erect, 4 ft. high: fls. about 20 segments 4 in. long. ½ in. broad, spreading, while sometimes changing to pink. Garden hybrid between C. Asiaticum, var. Simenti and C. longifolium. Increases both by offsets and splitting of the bulb into two pieces. C. Simenti-adscendens, Hort., hybrid of C. Asiaticum var. crossed with C. scabrum, and intermediate in aspect and fl.

BB. Color purplish red outside: tube purplish red.

3. amabile, Don. Bulb large; neck 1 ft. or more long: lvs. 25-30 an umbel: spathe valves 3-4 in. long; pedicels 1½-2½ in.; perianth greenish white, not tinged with red outside: filaments short, bright red: style shorter than the filaments: ovules 3 in a cell. Austral. R.R. 52. — The bulb grows above ground on a large rootstock.

BB. Bulb ovoid, 3-4 in. thick; with a short neck.


8. Kunthianum, Room. (C. erubescens, HBK., not Alton). Lvs. wavy: fls. 4-5 in an umbel; tube longer than in No. 6, 7-8 in. long; color pure white. New Granada. Var. Nicaraguae, Baker, is purple outside, the segments longer and lvs. longer and narrower.

AAA. Perianth funnel-shaped; tube permanently curved; segments oblong ascending; stamens and style contiguous and declined. (Codonocrum.)

d. Bulb long-necked.

cc. Bulb conical, large, with a long neck.

9. longifolium, Thumb. (C. amabile, Herb. Amaryllis longifolia, Linn. C. riparium, Herb.). Lvs. 2-3 ft. long; 2-3 in. wide: margins rough: fls. 6-12; pedicels 1-2 in. long: perianth tinged red on the back, and sometimes on the face, with a white variety. Cape Colony. Natal. B.M. 601. Var. album, Hort. Gn. 52. p. 123.—The hardest Crinum, enduring the winter of the middle states, if protected with litter during cold weather. Propagation by offsets or seed, which is produced abundantly. C. grandiflorum, Hort., is a new hybrid with C. Careyana, said to partake of the hardiness of C. longifolium.
cc. Filaments white or pinkish.

d. Margin of lvs. entire; peduncle 2-3 ft. long.


dd. Margin of lvs. ciliated; peduncle 12-18 in. long.

11. **Kirkii**, Baker. Bulb globose, 6-8 in. thick, sometimes 6 in. long: lvs. 3½-4 ft. long; 4-½ in. wide, margin rough, veins close; fls. 12-15; pedicels none or very short; color white, with a very distinct crimson band down the center. Zanzibar. B.M. 6312. Recognized at a glance by its short, very stout peduncle and very large acuminate lvs., with a distinctly ciliated edge.—A warhouse species.


c. Fls. numerous, usually more than 8 in an umbel.

12. **Zeylanicum**, Linn. (Amargyllis ornata, B. M. 1571). Bulb globose, 3-6 in. thick: lvs. 10-12, 2-3 ft. long; 3-4 in. wide, wavy, margin roughish; peduncle stout, purple; fls. 10-20; perianth bright red outside in the middle of the segment; segments oblong lanceolate, 3-4 in. long, 1 in. broad. Midsommer. Tropical Asia and Africa. A warhouse species. The most commonly cultivated species of the genus. Native throughout tropical Asia and Africa. Usually sold as C. Kirkii, which is an allied species from Zanzibar, probably not known outside of one or two botanical gardens.

dd. Fls. usually less than 8 in an umbel.

e. Tube short, usually less than 8 in an umbel.

e. Tube short: stems much shorter than the segments.

g. Pedicels rather short or none.

16. **Abyssinicum**, Hoehst. Bulb ovoid, 3 in. thick: lvs. about 3 ft. long, ½-2 in. wide, veins close, margin rough: fls. 4-6; pedicels very short or none. Mts. of Abyssinia.

gg. Pedicels 1½ in. long.

17. **lineare**, Linn. f. Lvs. linear, 1½-2 ft. long, ½ in. broad, glaucous, channelled: fls. 5-6; pedicels 1½ in. long; perianth tinged red outside; filaments red. Cape colony. —Rare.

dd. Bulbs large.

f. Pedicels 1-1½ in. long.

18. **Powellii**, Hort. Fig. 581. Bulb short-necked: lvs. about 20, spreading, ensiform, acuminate, 3-4 ft. long, 3-4 in. broad near the base, margin smooth: fls. about 8; perianth peach blossom color, with white and purplish variegations. —Garden hybrid of C. longifolium and C. Moorei. According to Baker, the bulb is globose, but J. N. Gerard says it is long, like a leek.

EE. Pedicels very short or none.

f. Margin of lvs. rough.

19. **scabrum**, Herb. Lvs. 2-3 ft. long, ½-2 in. wide, closely veined, margin scabrous: fls. 4-8; pedicels none or very short; perianth banded bright red. Apr., May. Tropical Africa from Guinea to Abyssinia. B.M. 2180. E.S. 21:2216. Common in Florida gardens, a very showy and easily cultivated species. C. Hérberti, Sweet (C. scabro-Capitata, Hort. C. Kunthianum, Hort. not Roem.). Fls. similar to C. scabrum, but color lighter, the plant taller and larger. Garden hybrid between C. scabrum and C. longifolium. This is a doubtful name. C. Herbertianum, Wall. = C. Zeylanicum, C. Hermitianum, Hort. Roem. & Schultes=C. strictum, C. Virginicum. Garden hybrid, resembles C. Hermitiana, but the plant is smaller and the flowers larger and brighter in color. See also No. 22.

20. **limbristalum**, Baker. Lvs. as in C. scabrum, but margins ciliated with small membranous scales: perianth banded red. Angola. Gm. 55, Feb. 11. Allied to C. scabrum. —A wholly different plant is passing in the trade under this name.
Ivs., and I'vepe. ... in Martin. ... distances towards intci. ... bulbs prevent Gladiolus spelled Zanzibarinse. ... seeds scape, more, ... plants of ... of purpose. ... many small flowers and corm), Southwestern ... the anse of the species are not satisfactory garden plants, the flowers mostly appearing before the leaves, and being easily injured. C. specious and C. sativa are probably the most satisfactory. The latter species has been cultivated from time immemorial, the stamens having a medicinal reputation, and being a source of color (safron). The cultivation of this species is a small industry in France, Spain and Italy.

The corms should be planted about 3 inches deep, in a well-worked and perfectly drained soil which is free from clay or the decaying humus of manure, etc. They should be carefully examined and all bruised and imper-
nating time. They usually form flowers the third season. The Crocus, as is well known, is amenable to modern, forcing. It is also useful for naturalizing in the lawn, although the grass will run out the plants in a few years, if the bulbs are not replaced by strong ones.

J. N. GERARD.

Crocoses are scarcely known in the Amer. trade under their species names. They have been much hybridized and varied. The common Crocoses of the trade have descended from C. vernus chiefly, and C. Sisiianus, C. Masius, C. steilviar, C. biflorus and C. satius are frequent. The Dutch bulb-growers cultivate many species, and these are offered for sale in their American lists; the species are therefore included in the following synopsis.

Index: Ancyrensis, 4; asterius, 26; aurerus, 2; Banaticus, 8; biflorus, 6; Boryi, 24; Rayantinus, 29; chrysanthus, 5, 15; crasius, 13; Hradiaenis, 18; Imperati, 14; tridens, 29; lacteus, 2; longiflorus, 20; medios, 25; Mesius, 2; nudiflorus, 23; Olivieri, 15; Orphivenius, 21; pulchellus, 28; reticulatus, 12; Salzmanni, 22; satiuvus, 17; serotinus, 21; Sieberi, 11; spectiosus, 27; stel- laris, 3; Susianus, 1; Sutorius, 9; Tom- masianius, 19; Tournorefi, 24; vernus, 9; versicolor, 7; vitellius, 16; zonatus, 19.

a. Blooming in spring.

b. Style-branches entire or merely toothed.

c. Fls. yellow, at least inside.

1 Sisiianus, Ker. CLOTH OF GOLD CROCUS. Corm ¾ in. in diam.: Ivs. 6-8 in a tuft, reaching to the fl., narrow-linear, with revolute edges and a central band of white; perianth segments 1½ in. or less long, orange-yellow, becoming reflexed, the outer ones brownish or striped on the outside; anthers orange, longer than the filaments; style-branches long and spreading. Crimeea. B.M. 632. Blooms very early.

2. Macrorheg, Ker (C. abreus, Sibth. & Sm.). DUTCH Crocus. Later, corm larger: Ivs. 6-8 in a tuft, overtopping the fl., narrow-linear, with reflexed edges and white central band; segments very obtuse, bright yellow, 1½ in. long, ½ to ¾ the length of the tube; anthers pale yellow, almost at the base, somewhat longer than the filaments; style-branches overtopped by the anthers. Transylvania to Asia Minor. B.M. 2986. Variable. A sulfur-yellow form is C. sulphivorus, Ker. B.M. 1384. There is a striped form. B.M. 398. A cream-white form is C. lacteus, Smith.

3. Steilaris, Haw. Supposed to be a hybrid of the above, and known only in cult. Blooms with No. 2. Lvs. only 4-6, narrow-linear, reflexed edges, white-banded; perianth segments 1½ in. long, bright orange, the outer ones striped and feathered with brown on the back; anthers pale orange, a little longer than the filaments; style-branches somewhat overtopping the anthers.

4. Anynium, Maw. Corm ¾ in. in diam.: Ivs. 3-4, as tall as the fl., very narrow; perianth-tube exserted; segments bright orange-yellow, 1 in. or less long, not striped, nor colored outside; anthers orange-yellow, much longer than the filaments; style-branches red-orange. Asia Minor. Blooms early.

5. Chrysanthus, Herb. (not B.R. 33:4. Fig. 1, which = C. Olivieri, var. Sutorius). Corm small: Ivs. as high as the fl., very narrow; perianth-tube 2-3 times as long as the segments, the latter 1½ in. or less long; plain orange-yellow or varying tinted or striped on the outside, or even nearly white; throat glabrous; anthers orange, twice as long as the roughened filaments; style-branches red-orange. Macedonia and Asia Minor.

c. Fls. lilac or white.

6. Biflorus, Mill. SCOTCH CROCUS. Corm ¾ in. or less in diam.: Ivs. 4-6, overtopping the fls., very narrow, with deeply cut, central band: perianth-tube exserted, the segments 1½ in. long, purple tinged, the outer ones 3-striped down the back, the throat bearded and yellowish; anthers orange, exceeding the filaments; style-branches orange-red. S. and southwestern Eu. B.M. 845. Runs into many forms, some of them almost white.

7. Versicolor, Ker. Corm ¾ in. or less in diam.; Ivs. 4-5, as high as the fls., otherwise like the last; perianth-tube exserted; segments 1½ in. long, pale or dark pur- ple, often striped and feathered with dark purple, throats glabrous, white or yellow; anthers yellow, twice as long as the filament; style-branches, orange-yellow, equalling or overtopping the anthers. S. France. B.M. 1146.

8. Banaticus, Henn. Corm globular, ¾ in. in diam.: Ivs. usually 2, thin and flatish, and becoming ¾ in. in broad, glaucous beneath; perianth-tube scarcely exserted; segments 1½ in. or less long, bright purple, and never striped, but often dark-blotched towards the tip; throat glabrous; anthers orange, a little longer than the white filaments; style-branches short, orange-yel- low, somewhat fringed at the tip. Hungary.

9. Verruus, All. Fig. 583. Corm 1 in. or less in diam.: Ivs. 2-4, as high as the fl., often ¾ in. in broad, glaucous beneath, but green above, with reflexed edges, and a central white band; perianth segments 1½ in. long, lilac, white or purple-striped; throat pubescent, never yellow; anthers lemon-yellow, exceeding the filaments; style-branches orange-yellow. S. Eu. B.M. 866. 2240. R.H. 1899, p. 331. Gyn. 54, p. 79. The commonest garden Crocus.

10. Tommasianius, Herb. Corm globular, ¾ in. in diam.: Ivs. appearing with the fls., narrow ¾ in. in broad; perianth-tube little exserted; segments 1½ in. or less long, pale red-blush, sometimes dark blotched at the tip; throat glabrous; anthers pale orange, a little longer than the white glandular filaments; style-branches short, orange-yellow. Dalmatia and Servia. Distinguished from C. vernus by its glabrous throat.

11. Sieberi, Gay. Corm globular, ¾ in. in diam.; Ivs. 4-6, as high as the fl., glaucous beneath, ¾ in. in broad; perianth-tube short-exserted; segments 1-1½ in. long, color of C. vernus; throat yellow and glabrous; anthers orange, twice as long as filaments; style-branches nearly entire, orange-red. Greece, Crete.

12. Reticulatus, Bieb. Corm ¾ in. in diam., covered with honey-combed fibers: Ivs. 3-5, as high as the fl., very narrow, with reflexed edge and a white band; perianth- tube much exserted; segments 1-1½ in. long, white to purple, the three outer ones striped; throat glabrous; anthers orange, twice the length of the orange filaments; style-branches scarlet, overtopping the anthers. S. Eu. — Varies to white.

13. Etruscius, Parli. Corm 1 in. or less in diam.: Ivs. about 3, very narrow, as tall as the fl.; perianth-tube short-exserted; segments 1½ in. long, lilac, or the outer
Ivs. Ivs. Ivs. Ivs. Ivs. Ivs. Ivs. Ivs. 

14. Imperati, Thunb. Cori nearly or quite 1 in. in diam.; lvs. 4-6, exceeding the fls., very narrow; perianth-tube little exserted; segments 1½ in. long, lilac or even white, the outer ones bush and 3-striped on the outside; anthers yellow, exceeding the filaments; style-branches filbriate. Italy. B.R. 23:1996. 79.

15. Olivieria, Gay. Cori nearly globose, ¾-¾ in. in diam.; lvs. 4-5, as tall as the fl., becoming ¾ in. broad; perianth-tube little exserted; segments bright orange yellow and never striped, 1½ in. or less long; throat glabrous; anthers orange, twice the length of the roughish filaments; style-branches orange, slender-forked. Var. Suteriana, Baker (C. chrysantha, Bot. Reg.) has narrower and more rolled lvs. Greece to Asia Minor.

16. vitellinus, Wahl. (C. Syrbea, Boiss & Guille). Cori ¾ in. or less in diam.; lvs. 4-6, as high as the fls., narrow-linear; perianth-tube short, exserted; segments 1 in. or less long; orange-yellow, the outer brown tinged outside; style-branches divided into many capillary parts. Asia Minor. B.M. 6146. — Rare in culture.

AA. Blooming in fall.

B. Style-branches entire.

17. sativus, Linn. Saffron Crocus. Cori 1 in. or more in diam.; lvs. 6-10, as tall as the fl., very narrow, ciliate-edged; perianth-tube little exserted; segments oblong and obdute, bright lilac or even white; throat pubescent; anthers yellow, longer than filaments; style-branches short and yellow. Cilicia. G.C. III. 25:62.

BB. Style-branches filbriate or forked at the top.

19. zonatus, Gay. Cori somewhat flattened or de- flared, ⅝-⅞ in. in diam.; lvs. appearing after the fls., narrow-linear; perianth-tube exserted 2-3 in.; segments 1-2 in. long, rose-lilac, purple veined and orange spotted within; throat yellow, pubescent; anthers white, 2-3 times longer than the filaments; style-branches short and yellow. China. C.S. III. 325.

BB. Style-branches capillary-divided.

23. nudiflorus, Smith. Cori very small, stoloniferous; lvs. 4-5, as high as the fls., very narrow; perianth-tube much exserted; segments 1½-2 in. long, lilac; throat pubescent, yellowish; anthers large and yellow, twice as long as the filaments; style-branches slender, orange. Morocco.

NN. Style-branches capillary-divided.

25. médius, Balbis. Cori globular, ½ in. or less in diam.; lvs. 2-3, appearing in spring, narrow, becoming a ft. or more high; perianth-tube much exserted; segments 1½-2 in. long, bright lilac; style-branches whitish; anthers pale orange, twice the length of the yellow filaments; style-branches scarlet, with many capillary divisions. S. France, Italy.

26. Asturius, Herb. Cori globular, ¾ in. or less in diam.; lvs. about 3, appearing in fall but not maturing till spring; perianth-tube long exserted; segments 1⅝ in. long, lilac; throat pubescent; anthers bright yellow, longer than the white filaments; style-branches orange, with many capillary divisions. Spain.

27. speciosus, Bieb. Cori not stoloniferous, 1 in. or less; lvs. usually 3, developing after the fls., thin, very narrow, becoming 1 ft. long; perianth-tube much exserted; segments 1½-2 in. lilac and feathered with darker color; anthers very large, bright orange, much exceeding the filaments. S. E. Eu. and Asia. B.M. 3861. B.R. 27:23.— Handsome and hardy, but rather slow to become naturalized.

28. pulchellus, Herb. Cori small, somewhat depressed; lvs. produced after flowering, maturing in spring; perianth-tube much exserted; segments 1½-2 in. long, bright lilac, more or less indistinctly striped; throat glabrous, bright yellow; anthers white, smaller than the pubescent yellow filaments; style-branches orange, with many capillary branches. Greece to Asia Minor. B.R. 30:3.

29. Byzantinus, Ker (C. iridiflorus, Herff.). Cori ⅝ in. in diam.; lvs. 2-4, developing after the fls.; perianth-tube much exserted; segments 2 in. or less, the outer ones dark lilac and acute, the inner ones shorter and pale lilac or white; anthers orange, longer than the filaments. S. E. Eu. B.M. 6411. B.R. 32:31.— An old garden plant, but rarely seen in this country.

CROSSES. See Stachys Sieboldii.

CROSS. The offspring of any two flowers that have been cross-fertilized. A cross-bred is a cross between varieties of the same species. Synonyms are half-bred, mongrel, variety-hybrid. Crossing is the operation of cross-pollinating. Cross-pollination is the transfer of the pollen of one flower to the pistil of another.

CROSSANDRA (Greek, fringed anthers). Acacondæceae. Greenhouse evergreen shrubs of minor importance, comprising 9 species from India, tropical Africa and Madagascar. The ear comprises several small, 5-7-segmented spikes or scarlet-orange fls. The perianth has 5 segments, the 2 upper ones being smaller. It is cultivated south outdoors to a slight extent, and also rarely in northern greenhouses.

undulafolia, Salisb. (C. undulatiflora, Nees). Height 1 ft., rarely 3 ft.; lvs. often 4⅝ in., especially below, but also opposite, ovate acuminate, stalked; fls. scarlet-orange, overlapping one another in dense spikes, 2½ in. long. Ind. B.M. 216. B.R. 151:156.

C. Rika, Hook. Unbranched shrub, ¾-½ in. high; stem green, glabrous; lvs. opposite, close together, large for the size of the plant, 6 in. long, obovate lancolate, dark green above, paler beneath, wavy, more or less than in the above; lower lvs. stalked, upper ones sessile: spike 4-sided, spiny; fls. yellow; tube much exserted, jointed. Trop. W Afr. B.M. 470.— C. guatamalensis, Nees. Height 2-6 ft.; lvs. 2-4 pairs, 5 in., long, elliptic, green above, with golden netted nerves, reddish beneath; spike solitary, terminal, slender, 5 in. high; fls. numerous, small, pale lilac, with 2 darker spots on the 2 smallest segments, and a white eye. Guinea. B.M. 6366.— A handsome foliage plant.

CROSSWORT. Properly Cremiuncella. Loosely, the crucifers.

CROTLARIA (Greek, rattle, estus; from the rattling of the seeds in the pod). BATTLE-BOX. A very large, tropical genus, of which the most interesting
species is *C. retusa*, a hardy, yellow-flowered annual, which has been compared to a dwarf sweet pea. For best results, the seeds should be started early indoors, after being soaked in warm water. The name is commonly misspelled Crotalaria. Greenhouse kinds are subject to red spider. *C. junccea* yields the *Sunn hemp* of India.

A. *Lvs. simple.*

retusa, Linn. Annual. 1½ ft. high: branches few, short: lvs. entire, very various in shape, but typically oblanceolate, or broad, clothed beneath with short, wavy hairs; fls. about 1 ⅛ in. in a raceme, yellow, or withered at the base, and white, or withered at the margin of the calyx. Deciduous, not hardy in the north. A. *Crotalaria retusa.*

C. *Lvs. foliolate.*

longirostrata, Hook. & Arn. Greenhouse plant, herbaceous or somewhat shrubby, much branched, 3–4 ft. high: branches slender, glabrous; petals ½ in. long; leaflets ½ in. long, oblong, with a minute, glabrous, rounded tip, hoary beneath, with very short, appressed, silky hairs; racemes erect: calyx with 2 upper lobes ovate, the 3 lower ones lanceolate: fls. as many as 25 in a raceme, yellow with reddish stripe along the back of the unopened flower; standard wider than long, reflexed, notched. W. Mex., Guatemala, B. 7306. F. R. 1898.

Capensis, Jacq. Stout, much branched shrub, 4–5 ft. high: branches terete, appressed silky; stipules when present petiole-like, or leaf-like, obsolete or wanting on many petals; leaflets broad, ovate, obtuse or mucronate, glabrous or minutely pubescent on one or both sides; racemes terminal or opposite the leaf, loose, many-flowered; calyx and pod pubescent, wings transversely wrinkled and pitted. S. Afr.—Cult. in Fla. by Reasoner Bros.

W. M.

CROTON (Greek name of another plant). *Euphorbiaceae.* Some 500 species of trees, shrubs, or herbs, widely distributed. They are sometimes dioecious, but commonly the fls. are monocious and mostly in terminal spikes or racemes. Calyx of sterile fls. 4–6 (usually 5) parted, the stamens 5 or more; petals usually present, but small. Calyx of fertile fls. 5–10 parted, petals none or mere rudiments, the ovary 3-lobed. Lvs. usually alternate. A few species are native to the U. S.; they are mostly annual herbs of no horticultural value. The Crotons of florists are *Codiaeum*, which see.

C. *Tigillum, Linn.* is the only species known to be in the Amer. trade. The seeds yield the Croton oil of commerce, one of the most powerful of purgatives. It is a species of *S. American* and *South-African* origin. Lvs. ovate, acuminate, serrate, stalked, variegated, blue from metallic green to bronze and orange. Offered in South Cal. as an ornamental and curious plant.

L. H. B.

CROWFOOT. See Ranunculaceae.

CROWN, or CORONA. Any outgrowth from the throat of the perianth, as the trumpet of a Naretis, or the fringed of a Passion Flower. Crown is also applied to the top of a bulb, corn, or upright rootstock: also that part of a plant at the surface of the ground.

CROWN BEARD. Verbesina.

CROWN IMPERIAL. *Fritillaria Imperialis.*

CROWN OF THORNS. *Euphorbia splendens.*

CROWN TUBER. A tuber of which the top is stem and the lower part root, as the radish.

CRUCIANELLA (Latin, a little cross; from the arrangement of the lvs.). *Rubiaceae.* Cross-wort. This genus contains a hardy rock plant of minor importance. Not more than 21 species, of herbs often woody at the base; branches usually long, slender, 4-cornered: upper lvs. opposite, without stipules: lower lvs. or all in whorls of 3 or more, linear or lanceolate, rarely ovate or obovate: fls. small; white, rosy or blue. Natives of the Mediterranean region and western Asia. The genus is closely related to Asperula, and is distinguished by the flowers having bracts, not an involucre, and the style branches distinctly unequal instead of nearly equal. The species below has lately been referred to Asperula. It is of easy culture, preferring light, moderate loam and partial shade. A delicate plant for the front of borders, and capital for the rockery. Prop. chiefly by division, and also by seeds.

stylosa, Trin. (Asperula ciliata, Rothel). Prostrate, 6–9 in. high: lvs. in whorls of 8 or 9, lanceolate, hispid; fls. small, crimson pink, in round terminal heads half an inch in diameter; floral parts in 5’s; style club-shaped, long exerted, very shortly twice cut at the top. June–Aug. Persia.

J. B. KELLER and W. M.

CRUEL PLANT. Same as *Mosquito Plant, Cynanchum acuminatilobium.*

CRYPTANTHUS (Greek, for hidden flower; the flowers concealed beneath the bracts). *Bromeliaceae.* Brazilian epiphytal Bromeliads, differing from *Echinocactus* and *Billbergia* (which see for culture) in the tabular calyx and the dense heads of fls. nearly sessile amongst the lvs. *Monter. by Mez (who recognizes 8 species) in DC. Monogr. Phaner. 9 (1898).*

A. *Lvs. not narrowed or petiolate above the sheath.*

acutus, Beer (Tillandsia acutis, Lindl. C. undulata Otto & Dietr.). Stemless or nearly so: lvs. elongated, scarcely undulate, silvery-purplish, dull beneath, green above: fls. white, nesting deep in the foliage. B. R. 14:1157.—A very variable plant, of which Mez recognizes the following types:

Var. genuinus, Mez. Stemless or very nearly so: lvs. subelliptic-lanceolate, strongly undulate, gray-purplish beneath, sheath above.

Var. discolor, Mez (C. discolor, Otto & Dietr.). Stemless or nearly so: lvs. elongated, scarcely undulate, silvery-purplish, dull beneath, green above: fls. white, nesting deep in the foliage. B. R. 14:1157.—A very variable plant, of which Mez recognizes the following types:

Var. decumbens, Mez (C. decumbens, Otto & Dietr.). Stem short: lvs. nearly sheath-like, or more or less sheath-like, bright green above, silvery-scurfy beneath.

zonatus, Beer. Lvs. oblong-lanceolate, the margin undulate and densely serrate-spinulose, marked with transverse bands of white: fls. white.

bivittatus, Regel (Billbergia bivittata, Hook. B. R. 14:1157.). Nearly sheath-like, bright green, somewhat long, long-pointed, somewhat undulate, spiny, dull brown beneath, green above and with two narrow buff or reddish bars extending the length of the leaf: fls. white. B. M. 3270.

AA. *Lvs. narrowed or petiolate above the sheath.*

Beuckener, Mor. Lvs. 10–20, oblong, pointed, canaliculate at base, very finely spinous, brownish green or rosy and spotted or striped with light green: fls. white.

L. H. B.

CRYPTOGAMS are flowerless plants, and they produce no seeds but spores. The whole vegetable kingdom has been split into two vast classes, the flowering plants or phanerogams and the flowerless ones or cryptogams. Cryptogram means "concealed nuptials," and phanerogam means "visible nuptials." These names were given when it was thought that the sexual parts of the flowerless plants were very minute or even wanting. The word is now falling into disfavor, but cryptogams are mostly of less horticultural interest than the flowering plants, although they include the Ferns, and some interesting smaller groups, as Selaginellas, Lycopsids or Club Mosques. They are plants with spores on their stems or leaves, as in the Alge and the Fungi. For the edible Fungi, see *Mushrooms.* For parasitic Fungi, see *Diseases* and *Fungus.* For a general sketch of the Ferns and their allies, see *Ferns.*
Plate VIII. The White Spine type of Cucumber

The most popular class in North America, both for the open and for forcing
CRYPTOGRAMMA (Greek, a concealed leaf, alluding to the sub-marginal sort). *Polypodiaceae.* A small genus of subalpine Ferns of both hemispheres. Lvs. of two sorts: lanceolate, pinnatifid and the sort covered by the infolded margin of the segments, forming pod-like bodies. Besides our native species, a second one, *C. crispa,* is found in Europe, and a third in the Himalayas. Name often incorrectly written Cryptogramma.

Cucumis

acrostichoides, R. Br. *Rock-Brake.* Height about 8 in.; lvs. 4-6 in. long, on tufted straw-colored stalks, tri-quadrilobomattil, with toothed or incised segments, the sporophylls with longer stalks, less divided and pod-like segments. Canada to Colorado, California and northward.

L. M. UNDERWOOD.

CRYPTOLEPIS (Greek, hidden scale). *Asclepiadaceae.* Glabrous shrubs, erect or twining, of tropical Asia and Africa. Lvs. opposite. Fls. in a Holden forked, few-did, eyme. Calyx deeply 5-parted, with 5 scales at base. Corolla with spreading limb, the tube short-cylindrical or campanulate, the lobes 5 and linear, spreading or deflexed and twisted; corona of 5 scales attached at, or near the middle of the tube. Stigmas terete and smooth, spreading. Only cult. in S. Calif. and S. Fla. C. Buchanani, Roem. & Schult. A twining shrub with yellow fls., resembling those of an Echites. C. buchtjanii, Regel. Dwarf and compact, grows with long lvs. tinted with red; tubular white fls., as in *Bowdria jasminiflora.* Both species are from India.

CRYPTOMERIA (Greek, kryptos, hidden, mergos, part; meaning doubtful). *Cupressaceae.* Large pyramidal tree, with a straight slender trunk, covered with reddish brown bark and with verticillate branches, ascending at the extremities; lvs. spirally arranged, linear-subulate, acute, slightly curved, deciduous at the base. Fls. in long, oblong, yellowish or brownish, oblong or short racemes at the end of the branches, pistillate globular, solitary, at the end of short branches; cone globular, with thick, wedge-shaped scales, furnished with a recurved point on the back and with pointed lobes at the apex, each scale with 3-5 narrow-winged, erect seeds. One species in China and Japan, extensively planted for avenues, and as timber trees in the latter country, where the light and easily worked but durable wood is much used. It is hardly as far north as New York, and thrives in sheltered positions even in New England. It seems, however, in cultivation, not to assume the beauty it possesses in its native country. With us, it looks best as a young plant, when it much resembles the *Araucaria excelsa.* It is therefore sometimes grown in pots. It thrives best in a rich, loamy and moist soil and sheltered position. Prop. by seeds or by cuttings of growing wood, especially var. elegans, which grows very readily. The horticultural varieties are also sometimes increased by grafting.

*Japonica.* Don. *Tree,* attaining 125 ft.; lvs. linear-subulate, compressed and slightly 1- or 3-angled, blutish green, 5½-1 in. long; cone brownish, 1½-2 in. long; lvs. on branches, 2-3 ft. across, S. Z. 123; R. H. 1857, p. 397. *Cupressaceae.* 1-121. F. E. 10. 310. G. F. 6. 446. Of the garden forms, the most desirable is var. elegans, Beissn. (C. elegans, Veitch). Low, dense tree, with horizontal branches and pendulous branches; lvs. linear, flattened, soft, spreading, longer than the type, bright green, changing to bronzy red in fall and winter. Very handsome when young, but short-living. Var. araucaroides, Carr. Of regular pyramidal habit, with short, thick falcate lvs., resembling *Araucaria excelsa.* Var. compacta, Hort. *Of very compact habit, with bluish green foliage.* Var. Lohbi, Carr. Of compact habit, with shorter and more appressed bright and dense lvs. Var. nana, Knight. Dwarf and pro- cumbent, densely branched form; adapted for rockeries. Var. spiralis, Veitch. Sturdy shrub, with strongly falcate lvs., twisted spirally around the branches. S. Z. 124, Fig. 4.

ALFRED REHDER.

CRYPTOPYRUM (Greek, hidden wheat). *Gramineae.* This genus includes a plant sometimes catalogued with ornamental grasses, but it is no more ornamental than a long-stalked form of quick-grass would be. C. Richard- soni, Schrad. (Agropyrum Richardsoni, Schrad.), is similar to *Agropyron caninum,* but has longer awns. It is leafy, and grows 1½ ft. high.

P. B. KENNEDY.

CRYPTOSTIGMA (Greek, krypto, conceal, and stege, cover; referring to the 5-scaled crown in the corolla tube, which is not exposed to view). *Asclepiadaceae.* A genus of only two species of tropical climbers, one from tropical Africa and one from Madagascar. The juice of *C. gran- ditlora,* when exposed to the sunshine, produces caout- choque. The plant is cultivated in India for this pur- pose. It is rarely cultivated in Old World greenhouses; for ornament. It is said to be of easy culture in a warm house and propagated by cuttings.
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answer. Or for the earliest crop, a situation with a more
pronouncedly sandy soil may serve best. In most parts
of America the field crop of Cucumbers may be grown
from seed planted in the open ground after danger of
frost is past. Put 6 to 12 seeds in the hill (having enough
to provide against the ravages of insects), the hills being
4 by 6 feet apart. The early crop may often be planted
in the same way, and protected for a time by a sash-
covered frame placed over each hill. Plants are some-
times started in greenhouses or hotbeds, to be set later in
the open ground; but this method is unsatisfactory unless
great pains be taken. The method outlined by Hender-
onson (Gardening for Profit), of starting plants on inverted
sods in hotbeds and greenhouses, has proved successful
with some gardeners, but is not capable of wide use.
Early cultivation should be sufficient and timely, and ac-
companied by very careful combative operations against
insects, for the first month is the most critical in the
life of the Cucumber plant. When the vines begin to
cover the ground, cultivation may be discontinued.

Cucumbers are often forced in warmhouses (Fig. 584)
in winter and spring. The large English forcing varie-
ties, as Telegraph and Sion House (Fig. 585), are preferred
by some growers, but the White Spine varieties are more
popular in America, especially for spring forcing after
lettuce or flowering plants. The plants are started in
3-inch pots, and transferred directly to the benches at
intervals of 2½ to 3 feet. They are then trained on wire
trellises near the roof. The English Cucumbers like a
night temperature of 65° to 68°, and a day temperature of
70° to 75°. The White Spine varieties are less fastid-
ious, and will take a somewhat lower temperature. In
forcing Cucumbers, it is very important that the young
plants should suffer no check from germination to fruit-
ance. (Consult Bailey, Foreing-Book, and Cornell Bull.
31, and Munson, Me. Exp. Sta. Rept. 1896.)

Cucumbers for pickling should be gathered when
stand pretty much in inverse ratio to their size. Vines
on which fruits are allowed to ripen ease bearing almost
immediately. The young fruits may be success-
fully preserved in brine, from which they are soaked out
with fresh water as wanted, and put into vinegar, which
they readily absorb.

There are a great many varieties of Cucumbers in cul-
tivation. This means that the group is variable, the va-
rieties comparatively unstable, and varietal distinctions
somewhat uncertain. Nevertheless, there are certain
dominant types which may be separated, and around
which most of the varieties may be conveniently classi-
fied. The principal types are the following:

Common Cucumber, Cucumis sativus.

I. English forcing ty's (var. Anglica): Fig. 585. Large-
leaved, strong growers, slow maturing plants, not suited
to outdoor culture: fr. large, long, smooth, usually
green, with few or early-decidual black spines. Tele-
graph, Sion House, Nova's Forcing, Tillary's Hybrid,
Kenyon, Lorne, Edinburgh, Blue Gown, etc.

II. Field varieties (Hill or Ridge Cucumbers).

a. Black Spine varieties.

1. Netted Russian type: Small, short-jointed vines,
bearing more or less in clusters, small, ellipso-
dal fr. covered with many small, black, decidi-
uous spines; fr. green, ripening to dark reddish
yellow, or a pretty chartaceous bloom. Early-
maturing and prolific. Netted Russian, Ever-
bearing, New Siberian, Parisian Prolific Pickle.

2. Early Cluster type: Small or medium vines; fr.
small, usually less than twice as long as thick,
indistinctly ribbed, green, ripening velut., with
scattered, large, black spines. Early Cluster,
Early Frame, Green Prolific.

3. Medium Green type: Intermediate in size of vine
and fr. between the last and next: fr. about twice
as long as thick, green, ripening yellow, with
scattering, large black spines. Nichols' Medium
Green, Chicago Pickle.

4. Long Green type: One of the best fixed types, rep-
resenting, perhaps, one of the more primitive
stages in the evolution of the group. Vines large,
long and free-growing; fr. large and long, green,
ripening yellow, with scattered, large, black
spines. Long Green, Japanese Climbing.

b. White Spine varieties.

5. White Spine type: A strong and important type:
plants medium large, vigorous; fr. medium large,
about three as long as thick, green, ripening
white, with scattering, large, white spines.
There are many selected strains of White Spine.
Cool and Crisp seems to belong here.

6. Giant Pera type: Mostly poorly fixed varieties,
bearing large fr. resembling rather bearing larger
tans; tardily and sparsely, which are white or
whitish, smooth or with scattering, decidious,
usually with black spines. Chicago Giant, Gigant,
Giant Pera, White Wonder, Long Green China.

Sikkim Cucumber, Cucumis sativus, var. Sikkimensis.
Plant small and stocky, much like the common Cucumber:
fr. large, reddish brown marked with yellow. (The Egy-
ptian Hair Cucumber, of Hange & Schmidt, as we have
grown it, is apparently an odd form of Cucumis sativus,
and may belong here. It has a medium-sized white fr.,
densely covered with soft, white hair. The plant resembles
the Sikkim Cucumber.) Not in general cult.

Snake or Serpent Cucumber, Cucumis Melo, var. flavus.
Vines resembling those of muskmelons; fr. very long,
twisted, ribbed-cylindrical, green, tardily yellowing, covered
with dense, woolly hairs.

586. Staminate flower of Cucumis Melo.
CUCUMBER

West India Gherkin, Cucumis Anguria: Figs. 599, 591. Vines small and slender, somewhat resembling a slender water-melon plant; fr. very abundant, small, ellipsoid, covered with warts and spines, green, tardily whitening. Good for pickles.

These varieties are mostly all good for one purpose or another. The small sorts are naturally preferred for pickling, the medium sorts for slicing, and the large, late varieties for ripe fruits. The White Spine varieties are great favorites for slicing, and only less so for pickling.

The unrelenting enemies of the Cucumber in the field are the Cucumber beetles (Diatribota, spp.) and the squash bug (Anasa tristis). No effectual preventive measures are known except to cover the young plants with small wire or hoop frames, over which fine netting is stretched. If the plants are kept quite free from attack till these protectors are outgrown, they will usually suffer little damage. Plants started in hotbeds or greenhouses (see above) may usually be kept free at first, and this is the chief advantage of such practices. The Cucumber beetles are kept away somewhat at times by strewing tobacco stems thickly under the plants; and kerosene emulsion will sometimes discommode the young squash bugs without killing the vines, but usually not. In the greenhouse, Cucumbers are liable to damage from mite, aphids, root-gall and mildew.


CUCUMIS (old Latin name). Cucurbitaceae. Sterile fls. in clusters, not long stalked, the fertile ones solitary.

588. Flowers of Cucumis sativus.

For the mite, syringe the plant and pick off the infested lvs.; for aphids, use tobacco fumigation and pick infested lvs.; for root-gall, use soil which has been thoroughly frozen; for mildew, improve the sanitary conditions, and then use sulfur. — Bailey, Forcing-Hook. F. A. Waugh.

FORCING OF CUCUMBERS. — The growing of Cucumbers under glass has become a large industry. Some years ago they were forced only in the spring, but to-day they are grown all the year round. The most difficult time is in the short days of winter. At such times there is always a good price for them and a brisk demand, and the prospect is as good for the future. The house may be even span and run either way, but many use two-thirds span, with the long way to the south. When they are continually grown year after year, it would be best to have double glass and double thick, but for early fall and late spring, one thickness of double glass is sufficient. The house may be any length desired. For heating, steam is the best, with pipes arranged so that they shall not be over 3½ ft. from either side of the house. Pipes 1½ in. in diameter are large enough. Larger pipes give too much heat in one place.

The soil should be good loam, new soil preferred, from sod land. The plants are started in a box or small bed, where the temperature can be run to about 90°. In four or five days they will be ready to transplant into a bed in which the temperature of the soil is 70 to 80°. Place them 3 or 4 inches apart. In about ten days they will be large enough to transplant into pots. Six-inch pots are preferred, two plants in each. In two weeks they will be large enough to set in the house where they are to grow. The plants are set 3½ feet apart in the row and rows 6 to 7 feet, according to the size of the house. The vines should bear in four weeks. The crop depends upon the season. The spring-grown plants will produce double the crop of the fall- or winter-grown. The pollinating may be done with bees. One hive in a house of 24 by 100 feet, or in that proportion, will be sufficient. In midwinter, hand-pollination may be necessary.

If grown properly, house Cucumbers are not often troubled with insects, but sometimes the green-fly comes upon them. In such cases, spray well with water, and smoke often. The mildew or spot sometimes appears, but never if the house has been taken care of properly. There is no real cure for these fungous diseases but to pull up the plants and begin again. Radishes or tomatoes can be grown with Cucumbers. If radishes are sown or transplanted in the house when the Cucumbers are set out, they will be off before the Cucumbers begin to bear; but all crops should be out of the house when the Cucumbers are bearing.

In this country, the White Spine type of Cucumber is mostly used for forcing, although the long English kinds are sometimes grown (particularly for home use).

W. W. Rawson.

CUCUMBER ROOT. Same as Indian Cucumber, Medeola Virginica.

CUCUMBER TREE. See Averrhoa and Magnolia.

589. Spray of Cucumis sativus.
cal species, mostly African and East Indian. The cult.
species are annual. Monogr. by Cogniaux, DC. Monogr.
Planer. 3. See, also, Naudin, Ann. Sci. Nat. (Bot.) IV.

508. Spray of Cucumis
Anguria.

a. Fr. smooth (not spiny nor tuberculate) at maturity.
Melo, Linn. (C. Momordica, Roxb. C. utilissimus, Roxb.). MELON. MUSKMELON.
Figs. 586, 587. Long-running, hairy, prickly; lvs. round-heart-shaped or reniform, sometimes rounded-lobed; fr. in many sizes and shapes, the inner part being edible. S. Asia.—When forced under glass, the lvs. are usually more lobed. See Melon.

Var. Cantaloupensis, Naud. CANTALOPE. ROCK MELONS.
Fruits mostly hard-rinded, more or less warty, scaly or rough, often deeply furrowed or grooved.—Name derived from Cantalaypi, near Rome, a former country seat of the Pope, whether this type of melons was brought from Armenia. In the U. S. the word Cantaloupe is often used as a generic name for Muskmelon, but it is properly a name of only one group of muskmelons—the hard and scaly-rinded [see Waugh, G. F. 8:183].

Var. reticulatus, Naud. NETTED OR NUTMEG MELONS.
Fruits softer rinded, more or less netted, or sometimes almost plain or smooth.—Comprises the common muskmelons, aside from Cantaloupe.

Var. saccharinus, Naud. PINEAPPLE MELONS.
Comprising varieties of oblong shape and very sweet flesh. Not sufficiently distinct from the last.

Var. inodorus, Naud. WINTER MELONS. Lvs. lighter colored, less hairy, narrower; frs. possessing little or none of the common muskmelon odor, and keeping long. The winter muskmelons are little known in this country, although they are worthy of popularity. Much cult. in parts of the Mediterranean region. See Bull. 96, Cornell Exp. Sta.

Var. flexuosus, Naud. (C. flexuosa, Linn.), SNAKE MELON. SNAKE CUCUMBER. Fr. many times longer than broad, greenish at maturity, variously furrowed and curvured. A. G. 14: 203.—Fr. often 2-5 ft. long, and 1-3 in. in diameter. Grown mostly as an oddity, but it is useful for the making of conserves. The hard-shelled Snake Gourd is a Lagenaria (see).
water-melon like: fls. small, the pistillate long-stalked: fr. 1-3 in. long, cucumber-like but more spiny. Supposed to be native to the Amer. tropics. B. M. 587. — Cult. both for the oddity of its frs. and for the making of pickles. The Gherkins of mixed pickles, however, are young Cucumbers.

C. <i>angulatus</i>, Hort.=Luffa. — <i>C. pericyma</i>, James=Cucurbita. L. H. B.

**CUCURBITA.** A plant of the genus Cucurbita. Sometimes shortened to Cucurb.

**CUCURBITA** (classical name). <i>Cucurbitae</i>, Gourd, Pumpkin, Squash. Vine-like herbs, tendril-bearing, inhabitants of warm countries. Fls. monocoeous, large, yellow, solitary in the axis, the staminate long staked, the pistillate short-staked: corolla 5-lobed: stamens 3, arising from the bottom of the fl., and united in a column: stigmas 3, but 2-lobed: ovary inferior, enclosing a hollow receptacle: tendrils 2-3forked. About 10 species. The morphology of the Pepo or Gourd-fruit may be illustrated by the Turban Squash. (Figs. 592, 593, 594.) In this fruit, there is a squash inside a squash. The inner part bears the corolla and the styles. It is the ovary. The corolla is attached about the edge of the peduncle very hard and deeply furrowed when mature, not enlarging next the fl.: the fr. very various in form, color, season, size.—Probably native to trop. Amer., but unknown wild. Cult. by the Indians when Amer. was discovered, in fields of maize. For studies in the nativity of the Pumpkins and Squashes, see De Candolle, Origin of Cultivated Plants; Gray and Trumbull, Amer. Journ. Sel. 25:372; Storvanev, Amer. Nat. 1890:727; Wittmaek, Ber. der Deutschen Bot. Gesells. 5:378 (1888).

**Var. condensae.** Bush Pumpkins. Scallop and Summer Crookneck Squashes. Plant compact, little or not at all running. Of horticultural origin.

**Var. ovifera.** (<i>C. ovifera</i>, Linn.). Gourd, Fig. 597. Plant slender, running; lvs. smaller than in <i>C. Pepo</i>, usually very prominently lobed; fr. small, hard and inedible. egg-shaped, globular, pear-shaped, oblate, often striped. R. H. 1894, p. 429. — Sold in many vars., by seedsmen, under the names of <i>C. Pepo</i> var. pyriformis, depressa, annulata, etc. See Gourd.

**moschata.** Duchesne. (<i>C. melo</i>formis, Curr.). Cushman. China, Canada Crookneck and Winter Crookneck Squashes. Figs. 598, 599, 600. Annual: long-running, less prickly and sometimes soft-hairy; lvs. more rounded than those of <i>C. Pepo</i>, but lobed, often grayish: fl. with a widening tube and large, erect lobes; calyx-lobes large, often leaf-like: peduncle becoming deeply ridged and much enlarged next the fr. Possibly of East Asian origin.

**593. Young Turban Squash, in which the withered corolla has become detached, but hangs on the remains of the styles and stigmas.**

![Section of Flower of Turban Squash](image_url)

**594. Section of Flower of Turban Squash.** Showing the ovary inside the hollowed receptacle.

**595. Plant of Cucurbita Pepo.**

**596. Stem of Cucurbita Pepo—Early Sugar Pumpkin.**

**AA. Lvs. not lobed (except sometimes on young shoots):** stalks of fruits not prominently ridged.

**maxima.** Duchesne. Squash. Figs. 601-604. Annual: long-running, the stems nearly cylindrical, little prickly and often hairy: lvs. orbicular or kidney-shaped, commonly not lobed, the basal sinus wide or narrow, the margin shallowly apiculate-sinuate: corolla-tube nearly...
the same diam. at top and bottom (Figs. 602, 603), the corolla-lobes large and soft, and wide-spreading or drooping; peduncle at maturity soft and spongy, not ridged

nor prominently enlarged next the fr.: fr. very various, but not light yellow nor warty nor crookneck-shaped, usually late-ripening, the flesh orange and not stringy. Probably American.

lactidissima, Kunth (C. perennis, Gray. Cucumis perennis, James). Fig. 665. Perennial: long-running, scarcely prickly: lvs. large, cordate-triangular, grayish pubescent, the margin shallowly apiculate-crenate; fl. nearly as large as in C. Pepo and similar in shape, the pistillate on a peduncle 2-3 in. long: fr. size and shape of an orange, smooth, green and yellow splashed, not edible. Sandy, arid wastes, Neb. and Colo. to Tex. and Mex. and westward to Calif. R. H. 1855: 61; 1857, p. 54. — In its native haunts, the root is tuberous, 4-7 in. in diam. and penetrating the earth 4-6 ft. Roots at the joints. The plant has a fetid odor. Sold by seedsmen as a gourd, but the fruit does not often ripen in the northern states. Useful on arbors and small trees, when coarse vines are wanted.

The terms Squash and Pumpkin are much confused. In Europe, the large varieties of Cucurbita maxima are known as Pumpkins, but in this country the fruits of this species are known usually as Squashes. In America, the words Pumpkin and Squash are used almost indiscriminately, some varieties in all species being known by those names. The field or common pic Pumpkins are C. Pepo; so are vegetable marrows; also the summer Squashes, as the Scallop, Pattypan and Crookneck varieties. The Hubbard, Marblehead, Sibley and Turban kinds are C. maxima. The Cushaws, Canada Crookneck, Japanese Crookneck, Dunkard, and Sweet Potato Pumpkins (or Squashes) are C. moschata. The fruit stem (as shown in Figs. 596, 599, 604) is a distinguishing characteristic of the ripe fruits. C. Pepo and C. maxima, and C. maxima and C. moschata do not intercross. C. Pepo and C. moschata have been crossed, but it is doubtful if they intermix when left to themselves. In Europe, the word Gourd (or its equivalent in various languages) is used generically for Cucurbits; but in this country it is restricted mostly to the small, hard-shelled forms of C. Pepo (var. ovifera) and to Lagenaria vulgaris.

L. H. B.

CUDRANIA (derivation unknown). Urticacae. Trees or shrubs, with deciduous, alternate, stipulate petioled lvs.: fls. disciform, in globular heads; collective fr. globular. About 3 species, in S. and E. Asia and trop. Austr., of which only one is sometimes cultivated. It requires protection in the north, and is usually prop. by greenwood cuttings in summer under glass.


ALFRED REIDER.

CULM. The stem of a grass.

CULVER'S ROOT. Veronica Virginica.

CUMIN, or CUMMIN, the seeds of Cuminum Cuminum; Black Cumin, Nigella sativa; Sweet Cumin, or Anise, Pimpinella Anisum.

CUNILLA (origin unknown). Labiate. This genus contains a low-growing, tufted, hardy, native perennial plant, rarely cultivated in borders for its profusion of small, white or purplish, 2-lipped flowers, which are borne in corymbed cymes or clusters. The genus contains not more than 16 species, 2 North American, 2 Mexican, and the rest Brazilian. They are somewhat woody, and usually have small lvs.: the whorls of flowers are sometimes loosely corymbose, sometimes axillary, few-fl., much shorter than the lvs., sometimes many-fl., in dense spikes or terminal heads; calyx 10-13-nerved, 5-toothed: perfect stamens 2.


Mn. 7: 201. See also Dittany.

CUNNINGHAMIA (after J. Cunningham, botanical collector, who discovered this Conifer 1702 in China). Conifera. Tree, with stout trunk and verticillate, spreading branches, pendulous at the extremities: lvs.
CUNNINGHAMIA

linear-lanceolate, rigid, densely spirally arranged and 2-rowed in direction; fls. monoeccious; stamine oblong, pistillate globose, in small clusters at the end of the branches: cones roundish-ovate, 1-2 in. long, with round-

009. Fruit of Cucurbita moschata—Tosu, a Japanese variety.

isb-ovate, serrate and pointed, coriaceous scales, each with 3 narrow-winged seeds at the base. One species, in China. A very decorative Conifer for warmer temperate regions, much resembling the Araucaria Brasiliensis. It prefers a half-shaded position and sandy and loamy, humid soil. Prop. by seeds or cutting of half-hardy wood in late summer under glass; short sprouts from the old wood of the trunk or larger branches are the best; cuttings from lateral branches grow into weak and one-sided plants.

Sinensis, R. Br. (C. lanceolata, Lamb.). Tree, attaining 80 ft. Ivs. linear-lanceolate, with broad, decurrent base, sharply pointed, finely serrulate, light green and shining above and with two broad, whitish bands beneath, 1½-2½ in. long; cones 1-2 in. high. China, cult. in Japan. B.M. 2743. S.Z. 194, 165. ALEPH REID.

CUPANIA (after Francis Cupani; Italian monk, author of Hortus Catholicus, died 1710). Sapindacée. A rather large and ill-defined genus of trees and shrubs, the most important of which is the Akee tree, naturalized in the West Indies from western Africa, which has rich, red edible fruits that are much improved by cooking. The flowers are so fragrant as to deserve distilling. The tree reaches a height of 30 ft., and is cultivated in Jamaica to a height of only 3,000 ft., but can endure a slight frost. It is also cult. in S. Fla. C. sapida is now referred to Blighia by reason of its long-exserted stamens and scale longer than the petals. C. anacaritoides, a rapid-growing tree with edible fruit, has been introduced into S. Calif. by Franceschi.

sapidâ, Volgt (Blighia sapida, Kon.), Aker Tree. Leaves 3 or 4 pairs, ovate-lanceolate, veined; fls. white, C. elegantissima, Hort., was once advertised by Pitcher & Manda as an ornamental warehouse plant "with handsome leaves and racemes of white flowers."

CUPREA (Greek, curved; referring to the prominent protuberance at the base of the calyx tube). Lithraceae.

An exceedingly interesting genus of tropical and subtropical American herbs and shrubby plants, with remarkable variations in the petals. In C. ignea, perhaps the most attractive of the group, the petals are entirely absent, and the showy part is the brilliantly colored calyx tube. At the other extreme is C. hyposfotila with 6 petals (the normal number in the genus), and all of equal size. Between these two extremes (shown in Figs. 606 and 608) are at least two well-marked intermediate types. One of these (exemplified in C. procumbens) has 2 large and 4 small petals; the other, (C. Llareci), has 2 conspicuous petals, and the other 4 are completely abortive. These two types are unique among garden plants. The series of intergradant forms is completed by C. ignea, in which there are only 2 petals, and these minute, and C. microptera, in which there are 12 barely visible petals, alternating with and shorter than the calyx teeth. The genus is badly in need of thorough botanical revision. The plants are often clamy: Ivs. opposite, rarely whorled or alternate, ovate, lanceolate, or linear, entire. The flowers are often borne in one-sided racemes, and some of the species have a very odd look from the bold angle made by the slender ascending pedicel and the descending calyx tube, with its queer projection at the base. The purple stamens add to the interest. Nearly all Cupheas are

cuprea, HBK. (C. minennis, Planch. & Lindenh). Stem shrubby; more or less branched: 1-2 ft. high; branches and calyx scabrous; Ivs. oblong-lanceolate, acute at both ends, but without a distinct petiole, rigid, scabrous: fls. borne singly in succession at a point above the axils, which distinguishes this species from all others here described; petals 6, minute, borne between the calyx teeth, and shorter than them; calyx 12-
toothed, scarlet at the base, yellow towards the top, greenish at the mouth; stamens and filaments red: ovary 2-celled, many-seeded. Mex. HBK. Nov. Gen.

3 in. long, gradually decreasing in size until they become bract-like, petiole short: stamens: numerous, pediciles longer than the petals, 2 or 3 times shorter than the calyx; calyx 6-toothed, purplish at the base, green at the tip, with 12 raised streaks, and a pubescence like that of the stem; petals 6, the 2 larger ones on the upper lip of the calyx purple; filaments included. Mex. B.R. 3:182. C. purpurea, Hort. F. S. 4:412. R.B. 22:85; said to be a hybrid between C. miniata and C. viscosa, is probably not distinct.

AAA. Petals 6, all of the same size.

hyssopifolia, HBK. Fig. 606. Stem shrubby; branches numerous, strigose; lvs. lanceolate, rather acute, obtuse at the base, glabrous above, strigose-pilose along the midrib and veins, as may be seen with a hand lens: lvs. with their slender pedicels scarcely longer than the lvs.; calyx glabrous; petals 6, somewhat unequal, dilute violet; stamens 11 included; filaments villous: ovary 5-6-seeded. Mex. = C. hyssopifolia, Hort., Pitcher & Manda, is presumably a typographical error. This is the least attractive of the species here described, and is no longer advertised, but it still lingers in a few conservatories. It is easily told from its showier relatives by its much smaller lvs. (less than ½ in. long) and much branched and very woody appearance.

AAAA. Petals normally 2, the other 4 abortive.

b. Size of petals very small.

C. cyanea, Moc. & Sesse. (C. strigisula, Hort., not HBK.). Stem herbaceous, erect: branchlets hispid: lvs. opposite, stalked, ovate, cordate, acuminate, villous on both sides; pedicelles alternate, racemose: calyx slightly hispid, scarlet at the base, yellow at the top; petals 2, clawed, spatulate; anthers and petals violet-blue. Mex. B.R. 32:14 (1846) as C. strigisula, Lindl. F. S. 1:15 & P.M. 11:241 as B. strigisula, but neither of these plates is the C. strigisula, HBK., which is a different species, with a shrubby stem: branches and calyx clanny-hispid: lvs. ovate-oblong, acute at both ends, clammy, glabrous above, strigose-sebaceous below: petals nearly equal: ovary about 8-ovuled.
CUPHEA

BB. Size of petals larger.

c. Calyx 6-toothed.

LIVEA, Lindl. RED, WHITE-AND-BLUE FLOWER. Fig. 607. Stems numerous, herbaceous, hispid; branches ascending: Ivs. almost sessile, especially near the top, ovate-lanceolate, striigose; racemes short, few-flld.; calyx green on the central side, purple on the back and at the oblique-6-toothed mouth; petals 2 large, scarlet, obvolute, the other 4 abortive; stamens II. Guatemala. B.R. 16:196. J.H. III, 31:385.—It is doubtful whether the plant described by Lindley is the same as the Mexican plant originally described by Lexara, which was said to have petals of “dilute scarlet.” Lindley’s plant had a green calyx, but the plant in the trade is colored. Used for baskets and bedding. Often misspelled Livea.

c. Calyx 12-toothed.

miniatu. Brongn. Stem shrubby, erect: branches few, hispid: Ivs. opposite, the upper ones not quite opposite, with a very short petiole, ovate, acute, entire, with white, silky hairs which are denser beneath: fls. solitary, subsecissile, axillary, the peduncle adnate to the branch in such a way as to appear between and below the pedicels: raceme few-flld., one sided. F.S. 2:78. P.M. 14:121, 1845:255. R. B. 22:55.—Var. compacta. Hort. S.H. 2:43. Gt. 46, p. 637. This is referred to C. Livea, Lax, by Index Kewensis. The above description is from the original one in P.S. 2:78. Van Houtte describes several hybrid varieties in F.S. 3, p. 487, which differ chiefly in size, color, and marking of petals. Calyx I in. long, hispid, green at the base, purple above, 12-toothed at the tip: petals 2, scarlet, wavy. The specific name miniatu means crimson-red, and refers to the petals.

AAAA. Petals none.

Ignco, DC. (C. platycarya, Hort., not Benth.). Fig. 608. Branches somewhat angled: Ivs. petiolate, ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, narrowed at the base, lightly scabrous; flower stalks 2-4 times longer than the leaf stalks; calyx glabrous, shortly 6-toothed, bright red except at the tip, which has a dark ring and a white mouth:

petals none; stamens II or 12, glabrous. Mex. F.S. 2:180 (1846). P.M. 13:267 (1846).—This is sold only as C. platycarya, although De Candolle corrected the error in 1849 (F.S. 5:500 C.). This is a remarkable instance of the persistence of erroneous trade names.

W. M.

CUPULE. The husk or cup of an acorn. The oak belongs to the Cupulifere.

CUPRESSUS (ancient Latin name from Greek, Kupreussos). Cypress. Trees, rarely shrubs, with aromatic evergreen branches, branchlets quadangular or nearly so; Ivs. opposite, small, scale-like, appressed, minutely denticulate-ciliate, on young seedling plants linear-sulcated and spreading; fls. monoeccus, minute, solitary on short branchlets; staminate ovate or oblong, yellow; pistillate subglobose; cones globular or nearly so, consisting of 3-7 pairs of ligneous, peltate scales, with a nuero or boss on the flattened apex, each bearing


many or numerous seeds, but the lower scales usually sterile and smaller; they ripen the second year. About 10 species in C. Amer., north to Calif. and Ariz., and from S. Eu. to E. Asia. By some botanists, the allied genus Chamaecyparis is included. Highly ornamental evergreen trees, greatly varying in habit, only hardy in Calif. and the Gulf states. The hardest seems to be C. Macabiana, which will stand many degrees of frost in a sheltered position; also C. macrocarpa, C. Arizona, C. sempervirens, fuscobris and torulosa are of greater hardness than the others. They stand pruning well, and some species are valuable for hedges, C. macrocarpa being especially extensively planted for this purpose in Calif. The Cupressus seems to be less particular in regard to soil and situation, but prefers a deep, sandy-loamy soil. For prop., see Chamaecyparis. The young plants should be removed several times in the nursery to secure a firm root-hall, otherwise they will not bear transplanting well. Monogr. by M. T. Masters in Journ. of Linn. Soc. 31:312-351 (1895).

Index: Arizona, 5; Beuthami, 6; Cornuylana, 7; fastigia, 1; fuscobris, 9; Goveniana, 4; Guadalupensis, 2; horizontalis, 1; Knightiana, 6; Lambertiana, 2; Lawsoniana, see Chamaecyparis; Lindley, 6; Lusitanica, 8; Macabiana, 3; macrocarpa, 2; majestica, 7; sempervirens, 1; torulosa, 7.

a. Branches and branchlets erect or spreading; branchlets short and usually rather stout.

b. Cones 1-1½ in. across, with 8-14 scales.


CUPRESSUS

CUPRUM

CUPRUM

CURCULIGO (Latin, curculio, weevil; referring to the beak of the ovary. Amaraeulaca, This genus contains an uncommon foliage plant with the habit of a young palm and a curious floral structure. The genus is closely related to Hypoxis, but differs in its succulent indischefruit, and because in many species the ovary has a long beak which looks like a perianth tube, but this beak is always solid, and bears its own uppermost flower, which is in the center of the perianth. The following species are grown south and north, being used by florists for vases, jardinieres, and general decorative work, and also used outdoors in summer. It is of easy culture, but requires perfect drainage, and is prop. by suckers or division. The Curculigos are exceedingly ornamental plants for large greenhouses, where a high temperature is maintained. To have them keep their heat, if possible, he planted out in a bed, where they will remain at a height of 5 feet. Their gracefully arching leaves are so constructed that they move continually from side to side with the slightest movement of the air. The variety variegata is one of the best variegated-leaved plants. While not so robust as the green form, it is more adapted to pot-culture. The soil should be two parts loam and another part rotted cow-manure. Drainage must be carefully arranged, as the plants need an abundance of water. The green-leaved kind stands the summers well in the neighborhood of Washington, if protected from the sun and afforded an abundant supply of water. Propagation is by division. The pieces, before potting, will make new roots rapidly if placed in the sand bed of a warm propagating house for a few days.

CURCUMA (Arabic name, Seilaminacca. A much neglected group of curious and showy house-
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curious subjects are almost unknown in American conservatories, but with the spread of private greenhouses in America they will surely be grown, at least in some of the finer fanciers' collections. The following cultural

points are taken from B. M. 4435, where it is said that these plants are of ornamental appearance, even when not in flower. In spring the tubers should be deprived of last year's mold and repotted in a fresh mixture of light loam, leaf-mold and turfy peat, the pots being well drained, and placed in a warm pit or frame in bottom heat. Water should be given sparingly until after the plant has made some growth. The young roots are soft and succulent, and are likely to rot if the soil remains wet for a long time. After flowering, the leaves soon show signs of decay, and water should be gradually withdrawn. During the resting period the soil should not be allowed to get dust-dry, or the tubers are likely to shrivel. The plants are propagated by dividing the tubers in spring. The flowers of Curcuma are large and gaping, hooded above, and with a 3-toothed lower lip. In the throat are seen 2 teeth, which are the tips of the anthers. Curcumas are essentially tropical plants, and the great difficulty is said to be to maintain sufficient heat while allowing them enough air.

cordata, Wall. Lvs. 1 ft. long, sheathing, ovate-cordate, acuminate, the same color on both sides, obliquely pinnervved: bracts in a cylindrical spike, the upper part forming a sterile portion called a coma, which is a rich violet, with a large blood-colored spot; fls. yellow, with a pink hood. Burma. B. M. 4435.—This is now referred to C. petiolaris. Roxb., but B. M. 5821 seems at least horticulturally distinct, with its rose-pink bracts.

C. albiflora, Thwaites, differs from the others here described in having its spikes sunk below the lvs., instead of standing high above the lvs., and all the bracts have fls., while the others have a sterile portion of the spike which is brightly colored. In this species the spike is short and green and the fls. are prominent and white. Ceylon. B. M. 5699.— C. Australasia. Hook. f., has longer bracts soft, rose-pink and the fls. pale yellow. Australia. B. M. 5629.— C. Rosea, Wallich, has a long and splendid spike, with bracts gradually changing from green to the vividest scarlet orange; fls. pale yellow. Burma. B. M. 467.— C. Zedebria, Roxb., has the upper bracts white, tinged with carmine, and handsomely-variegated lvs., which, with the green of the lower bracts and the yellow of the flowers, makes a striking picture of exotic splendor. Himalayas. B. M. 5340.

W. M.

CURLY LEAVES are often caused by aphids or plant lice. For remedies, see Spraying. The leaf-curl of the peach is a fungous disease. See Diseases.

CURRANT. Four species of Currant are known to American gardeners as fruit-bearing plants. Ribes rubrum (Fig. 610) includes all the red and white varieties. This species is found wild both in Europe and North America. Ribes nigrum (Fig. 611), the European black Currant, although well known in America, has never become generally popular, although it is much prized by the foreign population. Ribes Americanum (Fig. 612), more commonly known as Ribes floridum, is the wild black Currant of America. It is very similar in character to the European black Currant, and is now and then transferred to gardens. Ribes aurum (Fig. 613), often grown for ornament, has also been planted for fruit, having been sold from time to time under various varietal names, the most recent being the Cran-dall. See Ribes. To the commercial fruit-grower only the first of these species is of great importance. It is a native of cool climates, and its profitable culture is confined to northern latitudes. It does not thrive in the Gulf states and, except under irrigation or in specially favorable locations, makes but a partial success in the drier region of the Plains.

Both experience and the natural habitat of the plant indicate that a cool, moist soil is best adapted to its growth. Strong, moist loams, with a considerable admixture of clay, are preferable. Even a stiff clay, well drained and in good tilth, will give good results. In small supply for the home garden, it may be grown in almost any soil. A cool northern exposure or partial shade is always desirable, and the more unfavorable the soil, or the more nearly does the location approach the southern range of adaptation, the more important does this become. For this reason western growers often find the best results to come from planting in orchards, and
the home grower may attain the same end by utilizing the north side of buildings or fences. Elevation may aid in offsetting the unfavorable influence of lower latitude. It is an extremely hardy fruit so far as cold is concerned, but cannot endure continuous high temperature.

The Currant needs a rich soil and an abundance of plant-food. It will endure much neglect, but responds quickly to liberal treatment. Stable manure, applied in the fall, is excellent, and this may be supplemented with applications of potash, which will improve the quality of the fruit.

Propagation is best effected by means of long hard-wood cuttings (Fig. 614), taken either in fall or spring. In nursery practice they are commonly taken about September 1, as soon as the leaves fall. The leaves are sometimes stripped from the plants a week or so before taking the cuttings, if they have not already fallen. The cuttings may be planted at once, or tied in bundles and buried upside down, with 2 or 3 inches of soil over the butts. This is thought to favor the production of the callus and to aid the formation of roots. At the approach of cold weather, they may be taken up and planted in nursery rows and covered with a mulch of soil or other material during the winter, this mulch being raked away to expose the tips early in spring. Planting may be delayed until spring, the bundles being taken up and stored in sand or moss in the cellar, or being more deeply covered and allowed to remain where they are. The commoner practice is to plant the cuttings in nursery rows soon after they are taken. They are said to root more quickly if packed in damp moss a week or two before planting. Mulching of some sort is essential during the winter. Probably nothing surpasses the soil itself for this purpose, certainly not in the drier climate of the Plains. If the cuttings are kept until spring, the climate and the lighter the soil the longer should the cutting be. In planting, only 1 or 2 buds are left above the surface, and the soil should be pressed firmly about the base. Rich, moist soil should be selected. A former practice was to cut out all lower buds in order to insure a tree form of growth. This is seldom practiced now, and never for commercial planting. Single-eye cuttings under glass, Greenwood cuttings and layers may be employed, but have little to recommend them. Seeds may be used as a source of new varieties, and are best sown or stratified as soon as taken from the pulp.

For the final planting either 1- or 2-year-old plants may be used, set at distances varying to suit the convenience of the cultivator. Four by 6 feet is a convenient combination, allowing cross cultivation at intervals. The land should be in fine, mellow tilth as deep as plowed, and if the underlying layers are hard and impervious, it should be subsoiled. Setting is most conveniently done by marking the land in each direction, plowing furrows one way and planting at intersections. The soil should be closely firm'd about the roots, with a loose layer left at the surface to act as a mulch. Where fall planting succeeds it is desirable, since the Currant starts so early into growth in the spring. In many parts of the country fall planting is too uncertain, while spring planting, if done early enough, is always safe.

Subsequent tillage should be frequent but shallow, as the roots run near the surface and are easily injured by deep cultivation. Good results are obtained by mulching, which is sometimes more convenient in garden culture. Refuse material of any sort may be used; even coal ashes, especially on heavy soil, give good results. Mulching is seldom, if ever, desirable in commercial work.

Pruning is simple, but important. Fruit is borne on both old and young wood, but the best of it is near the base of 1-year-old shoots and on short 1-year-old spurs. The younger the wood the finer the fruit, but a fair supply of old wood must be left to insure productivity. From 4 to 8 main stems are desirable, and these should be frequently renewed. No wood over three years old should be allowed to remain. Superficial young shoots should be cut away, though the buds at their base may be left to develop fruit-bearing spurs. Shortening-in vigorous, straggling shoots may be called for, especially with young plants, but the most important thing is a judicious thinning out of the old wood, and

612. Native Black Currant—Ribes Americanum (X \(\frac{1}{2}\)).

The fruit is immature.

planting must be done very early, as growth begins at a low temperature. This makes spring planting undesirable in nursery practice. Cuttings vary in length from 6 to 10 inches, according to soil and climate; the drier

Currant

613. Buffalo Currant (X \(\frac{1}{2}\)).
replacing it with young (Fig. 615). The older plan of training to a tree form (Fig. 616) gave less productive plants, more subject to damage from the Currant borer, with no benefit for removal. Experiments in thinning the fruit by clipping off the outer end of the clusters have shown an increase in size and in yield.

The fruit should be picked when dry, taking especial care to prevent crushing the berries or tearing them from the stems. If properly picked it stands shipment well, but if carelessly picked it will quickly spoil. For shipping purposes it must be picked while still hard and firm, though for home use or near market it will be better if allowed to remain longer, especially for dessert use. If protected with netting, it will remain on the bushes until autumn. The fruit is commonly marketed in quart baskets, shipped in crates, like any other berries, though the 9-pound grape basket is now largely used. This is a convenient package, both for the shipper and the consumer.

Plantations may be kept in bearing for many years with good care, liberal feeding and continuous renewing of the wood, but practical growers generally find it advisable to replant after eight or ten years of fruiting. The cost of replanting is light, and is more than repaid by the advantage of young, vigorous plants in fresh soil. Yields vary greatly. Many growers doubtless do not average 50 bushels per acre, while others may secure as high as 250 bushels. With good care Currants should yield from 100 to 150 bushels per acre, though even this amount will be obtained only by good culture and careful attention to details. In garden culture 2 to 4 pounds per bush may be expected, though many neglected plants scarcely yield as many ounces. Under favorable conditions they are usually a profitable crop, though, like all other fruits, they are subject to fluctuations in price and market demands.

Red varieties are most profitable. Some of the white sorts are sweeter, but find little demand in market. Victoria is one of the most popular all-round varieties. Cherry and Versailles are probably more largely grown than any others. Fay is capricious, succeeding remarkably well in some locations, but proving unsatisfactory in others; its habit of growth is straggling and undesirable. Red Dutch, though small, is still highly prized on the Plains; Prince Albert, a very productive late variety, is popular with canners and for jelly. Among newer varieties the Wither is promising. White Grape and the newer White Imperial are popular white varieties. Black Currants are little grown in the United States but are popular in Canada. Black Naples (Fig. 611) is the most popular kind.

The best known insect enemy is the imported Currant worm (Pieronta Ribesii), which never fails to strip the leaves from neglected bushes throughout the eastern United States, though as yet unknown on the Plains. It begins feeding on the clusters of leaves close to the ground, and if taken in time may be poisoned with arsenites, though powdered hellebore, at the rate of a teaspoonful to a gallon of water, is the common remedy, and the one which should be used after the fruit sets and the insects have scattered over the bushes. The imported and native Currant borers also cause damage. They can only be controlled by cutting out and destroying infested canes early in spring, before the perfect insects emerge. The Currant fly (Epechra Canadensis) sometimes causes serious injury to the fruit, depositing its egg just beneath the skin, where the presence of the larva causes the fruit to turn red and fall prematurely. No practicable remedy has yet been suggested. Among fungous diseases, there are several which prey upon the leaves, causing them to fall prematurely, but they all yield to thorough treatment with fungicides. The Currant tubercle, a disease which has recently proved injurious in New York and New Jersey, threatens to be a serious enemy and a difficult one to fight. It is first shown by wilting of the leaves and premature coloring of the fruit. The clusters are small and straggling, and, together with the leaves, soon shrivel and fall, which is followed by the death of the canes. Digging and burning affected plants is the only remedy thus far suggested. This disease may be transmitted in apparently healthy cuttings, so that fields known to be affected should not be used as a source from which to propagate.

The treatment of black Currants does not differ materially from that of reds, except that the plants, being larger, require somewhat more room. The fruit, though possessing a most unpleasant color and flavor, becomes agree-
CUSTARD APPLE. Species of Anona.

CUT-FLOWER INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED STATES. Fifty years ago it would not have been possible to purchase Cut-flowers during the winter season in any of the large cities of this country. Today there is scarcely a village of 2,000 to 3,000 population that does not boast of its florist, whose revenues are largely augmented by the sale of Cut-flowers. Millions of dollars are invested in the cultivation and sale of Cut-flowers in the neighborhood of the large cities of the United States. The growth and evolution of the business has been very rapid in the past 25 years. From 1860 to 1875 the cutting of Cut-flowers was the most valued of all Cut-flowers, either for personal adornment or bouquets, as much as $1, $2 and even $3 having been obtained for a single flower at the holiday season. At the present time they are almost forgotten, and are only to be found in private collections and in the south, where the plants will live out during the winter season. The principal flowers forced at that time, in addition to the camellia, were daphne, bouvardia, abutilon, nasturtium, callas, sweet alyssum, poinsettia, carnations, and a few LaMarque, Bon Silene, and Safrano roses. The taste was for set designs. All flowers were picked with short stems, or none at all, only the open portions of cluster flowers being taken, and the buds left to open. These small pieces were bound with wire to wooden sticks for basket work or to broom corn straws for making into bouquets. The popular table design was called a pyramid. It consisted of a number of bouquets with one camellia in the center and a single row of smaller flowers around, backed up with lycopodium green. The smaller bouquets were then arranged in a wire frame, the sticks on which they were made serving to hold them in the desired position. The top of the pyramid was a bouquet with a calla lily in the center. These table pieces frequently cost from $3 to $7.50, and sometimes $100 was asked for a particularly fine design. The small bouquets were distributed to the guests at the close of the entertainment.

Only small quantities of roses were forced for winter cutting at this time, a few florists in Boston and New York being in their greenhouses with other flowers. Competition and a demand for better buds, together with the good prices obtained for the best, caused growers to give the "queen of flowers" more attention, and the result was that the rose steadily grew in favor and people began to wonder what they saw in the camellia to admire. A demand for larger roses than the small Teas resulted in a trial of some of the Hybrid Remonts. General Jacqueminot was found to be quite well and soon became a great favorite, bringing from $1 to $2 a bud for the first cutting. The beautiful yellow Marchal Nicot was also forced. The flowers sold well, but it was scarcely prolific enough to be profitable. The advent of the Tea Perle des Jardins, an Everbloomer, very prolific and of easy culture, soon drove it from the market. The next rose sensation, and the most important addition that has been made to American forcing roses even to the present day, was the introduction of the Catherine Mermet. This beautiful variety, which sprang into great popularity at once with the flower-buying public, was found very profitable by the growers who, by careful cultivation and the incentive of the high prices realized for choice flowers, soon elevated the standard of cut roses to a higher level, and attracted new capital to what had now become a thriving and lucrative business. While so famous in itself, Catherine Mermet will, however, probably be longer remembered as the parent of those truly grand Teas now so universally grown, the Bride and Bridesmaid, the standard pink and white roses of to-day. Many varieties for which special claims were made have been introduced from time to time, but, for the most part, they have proved vexatious and expensive experiments. Next to the Catherine Mermet in importance is the American Beauty (Mrs. Ferdinand Janin), the finest of all the forcing roses. The introduction of this variety by the Fields Brothers, of Washington, produced a great stir in rose circles. Fine as it appeared at first, however, its after development surprised even the most sanguine, and to-day it stands unrivaled as the most profitable and at the same time the most popular with the wealthy classes of flower-buyers.

While the development of the rose was taking place, the carnation, ever popular, was receiving the attention of the breeder, and new varieties showing great improvement in form, color and productiveness were introduced annually. It was soon found that roses and carnations did not give best results when grown together in the same house. They required different treatment. Roses thrive better in a warmer atmosphere than carnations. Different forms of greenhouse structures were also found necessary. The original means of heating was by brick furnaces and flues. Hot water and steam generated in iron boilers and distributed through pipes, although more expensive to install, were found much more efficient, and withal the most economical plan.

In the early growth of the business the grower was also the retailer. The rapidly increasing demand, however, ushered in the middle man or retail florist, who relieved the grower of his stock as soon as it was ready made to American forcing roses even to the present day, was the introduction of the Catherine Mermet. This beautiful variety, which sprang into great popularity at once with the flower-buying public, was found very profitable by the growers who, by careful cultivation and the incentive of the high prices realized for choice flowers,
CUT-FLOWERS

Since the introduction of the Lilium Harrietti, or Bermudas-grown L., the modern grower of cut flowers, and others have grown, for ten years, hundreds of thousands of these bulbs are forced for the present season. A very small portion of them, probably several hundreds of thousands, are in the hands of the florists on the occasion of the Easter festival, but the sum total must be enormous.

The old-time florist was satisfied with one crop from his greenhouses—that of bedding plants for spring planting. During the early part of the season, the blooming of a certain flower, and a colony of such growers would soon spring up. Note the violet growers of the Hudson, in New York; the rosarians of Madison, N.J., and the carnation belt of Chester county, Pa. As the business has developed and grown all over the United States, it has been found that it is not so much in the locality as in the methods of culture that success is attained. With a satisfactory condition of the industry, the handling of the large quantities of flowers thrown on the market became a difficult problem. The Thirty-fourth St. cut-flower market, in New York, originated from the practice of the florists and dealers placing orders every morning at the ferry. A convenient restaurant opened its doors during inclement weather, where for years a large business was carried on. An association of growers and flower dealers formed, to meet the adjoining compulsory building, a market, which has since been very successful and a great convenience to both branches of the trade.

The wholesale handling of flowers on commission was commenced in the city in 1878, by J.K. Allen. This plan soon became popular, numerous houses were established, and the stock coming to the New York market, particularly that of the large growers, is mainly distributed through these channels. The demand for the flowers supplied and the better market of the large cities caused a considerable shipping demand, which provided a much-needed outlet for the immense quantities of stock that at times were greatly in excess of the local needs. With the present complete shipping facilities, together with the improved methods of packing, Cut flowers are now shipped long distances, arriving at their destination in a satisfactory condition after journeys of from 36 to 48 hours’ duration. The final distribution of the flowers through the avenues of the retail florist engages a considerable number of men in all the large cities of the country. Many of these men are favorably compared with the men of stores of other lines, while the delivery service, with its fancy wagons and liveried attendants, is especially notable.

Great attention is paid to the decorative features of these high-class establishments. The show windows contain at all times samples of the finest plants or flowers in season, or examples of their artistic arrangement. The evolution of the business during the past twenty years has been gradual, but has moved steadily onward. Wire and sticks have almost entirely, or as much as possible, been displaced by the improved and natural stems of the flowers themselves. The arranged basket of flowers, once so popular as a gift, has now given way to the box of long-stemmed roses or cluster arrangement of the same, to which are added orchids, violets, or other choice flowers, as preferred. The scientific sending of flowers to young maidens, which has become fashionable the past few years, has become an important feature of the trade, and atones in a measure for the discontinuance of the ball bouquet, once so popular but now almost obsolete.

The year has seen a decided equal factors in taxing the florists to the utmost to supply the demand for their goods, but of late years the 1st day of January has lost this floral feature, and is no longer considered a market, which the Easter, hollyday trade has grown, however, from scarcely any business in the early days, to be the most important event of the year; in fact, with many growers it is the greatest harvest as almost all their winter season is given to preparing plants and flowers for the Easter demand.

The principal and most popular Cut-flowers grown in this country are distinguishably American. The Bride and Bridesmaid roses are American in origin, and the American Carnation, Carnations, and the Pompon showing, are of an entirely different type from the European varieties, and are all American seedlings. The evolution that is taking place in this flower is wonderful, as the standard is being so constantly raised that varieties that were considered superior ten years ago are now scarcely known. The American Carnation Society, composed largely of commercial culture specialists, has done much to advance the quality and general excellence of this superb flower. Chrysanthemums that produce best results here are nearly all of American origin, from plants imported from Japan. New varieties are introduced each year, some of which show improvement and spur hybridizers on to renewed efforts.

The demand for palms and decorative foliage plants has kept pace with that of flowers, if, indeed, it has not taken the lead. The increase in the greenhouse space given up to their cultivation has been vast within the past ten years, and it may be said that the demand exceeds the supply, although the stock is augmented largely each year by importations from Europe. Whole houses are given up to the production of Ficus elastica, which plant is a great favorite with the masses. Great quantities of ferns for table decorations are now used, the little fernery being considered as indispensable as the china to the setting.

The public taste at the present day is mostly for loose arrangements of long-stemmed flowers. Stitch, formal designs are tabooed. The popular funeral emblem is forms of the wreath, which is made with a great variety of flowers, often all of one kind. Loose long-stemmed flowers tied with ribbons, and palm leaves (sago palms) crossed and tied with ribbons and flowers, are also favorites. House decorations are largely composed of long-stemmed roses, carnations, etc., of one kind. Dishes of ferns in one dish and long-stemmed flowers in tall vases, all being done, as in other instances, to show, as far as possible, the natural grace of the flower. Bridal bouquets are also arranged loosely, some with shower effect, by means of flowers tied to narrow ribbons; others tied with

CUT-FLOWERS
broad ribbons, to be carried in the hand or over the arm. The flowers mostly used are roses and lilies-of-the-valley. Tastes differ but little in the various cities, there being a similarity in all the first-class works. There is no essentially eastern or western flower. With the possible exception of some varieties of carnations, the assortment of cut-flowers will be found the same the country over. In the census of 1890 Cut-flowers were estimated to make more than one-half of the florist’s business. One good book especially devoted to the business has been produced,—the late M. A. Hunt’s "How to Grow Cut-flowers.”

ROBERT KITT.

CUTICLE. The outer surface of herbaceous parts of plants. It consists of the outer walls of the epidermal cells. These walls are now thickened and cutinized. Minute waxy rods upon the cuticularized surface of many fruits, such as the grape and plum, give to them their peculiar bloom. The Cuticle is nearly impervious to water. The preservation of fruits depends in large measure upon the retention of moisture by the Cuticle. Caeti and other desert plants have their epidermis remarkably cuticularized.

W. W. ROWLEE.

CUTTAGE. The operation and practice of growing plants from severed parts. A cutting is the gardener’s name for a piece of the stem, root, rootstock or leaf, which, if cut off and planted under suitable conditions, will form new roots and buds, reproducing the parent plant. This term is usually given to parts of the stem; a part or the whole of the leaf, when so used, is called a leaf-cutting; a piece of root or rootstock is called a root-cutting. The scales of some bulbous plants, e.g., the lily, can also be used as cuttings. A cion used in grafting might be called a cutting which unites and grows on the roots of another plant. See Graftage. Plants obtained by division or layering are provided with roots before they are detached from the parent plants, and, therefore, are not properly cuttings.

Multiplication by cuttings is a form of bud-propagation in contradistinction to sexual reproduction, i. e., propagation by seeds. It is a cheap and convenient way to obtain healthy plants. All plants cannot be profitably increased by these means. Why they differ we do not know; the gardener learns by experience what species yield a good percentage of healthy plants, and acts accordingly.

The following table will show the different ways in which cuttings are made:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cuttings</th>
<th>Soft</th>
<th>Hardened</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>e. g. Verbenas</td>
<td>e. g. Teu roses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Long. in open air</td>
<td>e. g. Grape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Short, under glass</td>
<td>e. g. Japanese cedar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaf...</td>
<td>e. g. Amelone japonica</td>
<td>e. g. Blackberry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaf...</td>
<td>Long. in open air</td>
<td>e. g. Echeveria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaf...</td>
<td>Divided</td>
<td>e. g. Begonia Rex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaf...</td>
<td>Bulb-scales</td>
<td>e. g. Lilies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) Cuttings of Growing Wood.—Fig. 618. These are made either of the soft growing tips, as in coleus, salvia, verbena, etc., or, of the same wood in more mature condition, but by no means ripe, as in tender roses, Azalea Indica, etc. The cuttings of plants like Euphorbia pulcherrima, erica, epaepsis, etc., are used in the soft growing state, if a well built propagating house is obtainable; but in an ordinary house, a part of which is used for other purposes, the older and better ripened wood will be more successful. It is generally true that cuttings of hardened wood will always root, although they require more time and may not make the best plants, but it is not true that cuttings of the soft wood will always root. In many cases, as in the rose, they succumb before they callus, much less produce roots. In plants of rapid growth and good vitality, the proper condition of the soft growing wood for cuttings can be determined by its readiness to snap, not bend, when bent back; the hardened wood is in the right state as long as it continues to grow.

The treatment of cuttings in both classes is practically the same. They should be planted in sand under glass. Large establishments have one or more houses set apart for this and similar purposes. In smaller places a propagating bed or bench can be made at the warmest end of the warmest house. It should be placed over the pipes where they leave the boiler, and, in order to secure bottom heat when needed, the space between the bench and the floor should be boarded up, having a trap door to open on cold nights (Fig. 619). Cutting frames inside a greenhouse are also shown in Fig. 620. Side partitions should also be provided to box in all the heat from the pipes under that part of the bench. Good dimensions for such a bed are, width 3 feet, length 6 feet or any multiple of 6, thus making it simple to use a hotbed when confined air is wanted. The depth of the frame should be from 6 to 10 inches in front and from 12 to 15 inches behind. The bottom of the bed may be either wood, slate or metal and should be well drained; place a layer of potsherds first, then moss, and from 2 to 3 inches of sand on top. The sand should be clean, sharp and well compacted; before planting it should be watered if at all dry. It is sometimes advisable to have the bed filled with moss (sphagnum), into which pots or boxes containing cuttings are plunged; the moss should be moist, neither too wet nor dry, and well packed.

In many cases, when large quantities of one sort of cuttings are to be planted, the ordinary greenhouse 618. Cutting of soft growing wood. (Coleus.)

619. Section of propagating bed.

shows four pipes beneath, the door on the side, and the frame covered with sand is sufficient (Fig. 621). Other forms of propagating beds are shown in Figs. 622, 623, 624. See also, Bailey’s Nursery Book. 3d ed., pp. 44-53.

The wood for cuttings should be fresh, and precau-
tions should be taken to prevent wilting during making and planting; if the weather is hot, sprinkle the floor and bench of the work room: if they are delicate, and exposed for an hour or more, lay them between folds of moistened paper. The average length of these cuttings is from 1 to 3 inches, but they can be made longer or shorter; much depends upon the nature of the plant. The best growers prefer short cuttings; the advantage of a long piece to begin with is more than offset by greater danger of wilting and consequent retrogression. It is not necessary to cut to a bud, i.e., at the node, in the more easily handled plants except in some herbaceous tuberous-rooted plants, like dahlia (see Fig. 625), and Salvia patens, in which a crown must be formed to insure future growth. Make the cut where it will give the proper length. A part of the leaves should be removed, always enough to secure a clean stem for planting, and as many more as are needed to prevent disastrous wilting; this factor varies greatly. In a hardwood cutting of lemon verbena all leaves are taken off, in zonale geraniums from the open ground few if any are left, in coleus and veronica about one half are removed, while in Olca fragrans, Daphne odorata, heath, etc., only enough for planting. Use a sharp knife; but scissors are handy for trimming and sometimes for making cuttings of those small woody plants which root easily.

The cuttings of plants with milky juice should be washed before planting. Sometimes the lower ends are allowed to dry for several hours, the tops being protected against wilting. Large and succulent cuttings, e.g., of pineapple, cactus, etc., should be dried before planting by letting them lie on the surface of the propagating bed for several days, or they may be planted in dry sand at first. Under these conditions a calamus forms which tends to prevent decay; but the wood must not shrivel.

Peter Henderson has introduced a method which is likely to increase the percentage of rooted plants, and which is desirable in slow-growing varieties, like the tricolor geraniums. He advises that the cutting should be partly severed and allowed to hang to the parent plant for a few days; this results in a partial calamus, or even roots, before the cutting is entirely removed.

In planting cuttings, use a dibble or open V-shaped trench. Never thrust the cutting directly into the soil. Plant deep enough to hold the cutting upright and not deeper, making due allowance for the sand settling; the distance apart should be just enough to prevent them from pressing against each other. It must be remembered that they stay in the bed only until rooted. As soon as growth begins, they are potted off. When the cuttings are inserted, the sand should be firmly pressed about them, and they should be watered with a syringe or with a fine rose; the forebode application of water compacts the sand, thus excluding air, and prevents undue wilting.

Give shade immediately, using lath shutters outside, or paper or cloth within, and then to this very carefully for the first few days. Lift the shades early in the afternoon, and put them on late in the morning, but keep them off during the middle of the day, thus gradually acclimatizing them to full light.

Cuttings should never suffer from dryness. The sand should always be kept moist to the verge of wetness. Ventilation should be given on bright days, but all exposure to draft avoided. A good temperature for propagating is from 60° to 63° F., increasing these figures for tropical plants and reducing them for more hardy kinds. It is debatable whether bottom heat and confined air are advisable for cuttings of growing wood. The older gardeners employed both, but now neither is commonly used, except for tropical plants, like croton, or when a constant succession of crops of cuttings is required. There is no doubt that with this aid cuttings will root more quickly, but more skill and care are required, neglect bringing on fungous disease, which results in unhealthy plants or total loss. If bottom heat is used, the average temperature of the bed should be 10° or so above that of the air, but less will suffice. Indeed, in beds made as described above, in good weather the sand is enough warmer than the greenhouse atmosphere to answer every purpose. If a heated air bath is used, ventilation and shading must be carefully looked after, and precautions taken against the accumulation of condensed moisture within the bell-glass or frame.

Sand is the medium commonly employed for the rooting of cuttings, selecting the coarser kinds for plants like geraniums and finer for heaths. Brick dust and powdered charcoal are sometimes recommended, and "Jadeo fiber" is now very popular. Sphagnum is useful in rooting Ficus elastica, the base of the cutting being wrapped in a ball of moss and plunged in a bed of moss. English ivy, oleander and other plants can be struck in water, but this method is cumbersome. Peter Henderson's saucer method is valuable in hot weather: the cuttings are planted in sand, kept saturated and fully exposed to the sun. Large cuttings can be planted singly in 2- or 3-inch pots, the pots then being plunged in the cutting bed. In such cases some well rotted leafmold, less than one-half, can be added to the sand.
Although it is tender plants, in the main, which are propagated by cuttings of growing wood, the above methods can be practiced advantageously with some hardy plants. The wood, which is invariably more successful if hardened, is obtained either from plants forced for this purpose, e. g., spirea, Deutzia gracilis, etc., or it is gathered in June and July out of doors, e. g., lilac, hydrangea, etc. Cuttings of growing wood should be potted in 2- or 3-inch pots in a rather sandy soil, when the roots are from ¼-½ inches long. It is sometimes good economy to box them, i. e., plant them a few inches apart in flats, when not immediately required.

(2) Long Cuttings of Ripened Wood in Open Air.—This method is used to propagate many hardy trees and shrubs, e. g., willows, currants, grapes, forsythia, etc. Wood of the current year’s growth is gathered in autumn or early winter, before severe frost, and either stored in a cool cellar, covering with moss or fresh earth to prevent drying, or immediately made into cuttings. These (see Fig. 626) should be made 6 inches or more long and should contain at least 2 buds. It is necessary to cut to a bud at the base, but the upper cut should be just above one. They should be tied in bundles with tarred rope, taking care to have them lie "heads and tails" to facilitate planting, and with the butts on the same level, to promote callusing. They should then be buried in sandy soil, with the butts down and protected against frost. In early spring they should be firmly planted in V-shaped trenches in well-prepared soil: set an inch or so apart, with the rows 1 or ½ feet apart. The upper bud should be just at the surface; to prevent suckers the lower buds may be removed. In autumn they should be dug, graded and heeled-in for winter. Some varieties will require a second or third year’s growth in the nursery; others are ready for permanent planting, as willows and poplars, which often grow 6 feet the first year. This is one of the very cheapest ways of propagating, and will pay where only 25 per cent root. This method is generally used with deciduous-leaved plants, but some conifers, e. g., Siberian arborvitae, will strike. Remove enough twigs to get a clean stem for planting, and allow 2 or 3 inches of top above ground.

The excreescences, knots or knurls, which are found on the trunks and the main limbs of olive trees, are sometimes used as cuttings for propagation.

(3) Short cuttings of ripened wood (Fig. 627) are used under glass with tender or half-hardy species, with new introductions, in cases where the grower is short of stock, and when the plant is delicate and small. The wood should be gathered before severe frost and the cuttings made and planted directly in October and November. Make them from 2-4 inches long (sometimes a single eye only is used), and plant with a dibble, in pure sand in pots, pans or flats (boxes about 16 inches square and 3 inches deep). If a layer of potting soil is placed under the sand, the young plants have something to feed upon and do not need to be potted so soon after rooting; if this is done, drainage should be given. It is important to keep them cool until a callus is formed or roots produced. If the buds start into growth before this, the cuttings become exhausted and are likely to die. After rooting,—the time required varies from one to six months—they can either be potted or the

626. Long cuttings of ripened wood.

627. Short cuttings of ripened wood.
from 1-2 inches long, the larger roots being selected, although the small ones will grow. They are planted in pans or flats, in soil composed of equal parts sand and well rotted leaf-mold. Ordinarily they are set horizontally. If planted vertically, the lower roots and which was nearest the crown should be uppermost; but if made from the rootstock, that end should be uppermost which grew farthest from the crown. In either case they should be covered, as seeds are covered, and the whole made firm. Root-cuttings of hardy plants should be kept cool at first and brought into heat only when ready to grow. They may be kept in a pit or cool cellar. Tender plants require the same or a little higher temperature than that in which they thrive.

In sweet potato, the tuber is cut lengthwise and laid, with the cut side down, on moist sand or moss, the edges being slightly covered. Buds develop on these edges and are removed when of proper size and treated as cuttings and kept in the wood, or allowed to remain until rooted. In dracaena (see Fig. 546, page 370)—and this applies to stem- as well as root-cuttings—the buds are not taken off until rooted; the original cutting remains in the sand and sometimes produces a second or even a third crop. The tuberous rootstock of Arum maculatum, and plants of like nature, can be cut into pieces, remembering that the bud-producing portion of arum is the top. Each part will grow successfully. Exercise care in watering and maintain a good temperature.

Root cuttings for planting in the open ground are made from 4 to 6 inches long, and are planted firmly in V-shaped trenches or furrows in spring, being covered 2 inches or more deep. Roots as large as one's little finger are chosen, and good results are obtained with plants of vigorous growth. In plants like lily-of-the-valley, common lily, calyosanthus, Scotch and moss roses, etc., unless short of stock, it is better to encourage the natural growth of the suckers and propagate by division, but these can be multiplied as above described. Varieties, curiously enough, is not always reproduced by means of root cuttings.

(5) Leaf-cuttings.—Many leaves are capable of producing roots. Some have the further power of developing buds after rooting, and of these last a few furnish an economical means of bud-propagation, particularly where the stem growth is insufficient. In coteladen (echeveria) the whole leaf is gathered on from the flower-stalk being often the best. Choose those which are fully matured, and, if large and succulent, expose them for a few days on the surface of dry sand, but do not let them shrivel. The treatment, otherwise, is as given above for cuttings of growing wood. In gloxinia and other Gesneriaceae, the whole leaf (Fig. 629), half a leaf, or even a petal portion, is used. When enough clear petiole is obtainable, no further preparation is needed. When a part only of the leaf is planted, some of the blade must be left out. As a rule, no bud is developed the first season; a tuber is formed, which will grow in due time.

Regenia Rex is increased by leaves in various ways. The whole leaf may be planted as a cutting, keeping the petiole entire or cutting it off where it unites with the blade; or the whole leaf can be pinned or weighted to the surface of moist sand (Fig. 203, page 142), and, if the principal veins are severed at intervals of an inch, a plantlet will appear at every cut. The best way is to divide the leaf into somewhat triangular pieces (see Fig. 204, page 142), each part having a strong vein near the center. Plant in sand, in good temperature, and treat precisely as if they were cuttings of growing wood. Roots and buds will soon grow, and a good plant will result within a reasonable time. Pot off when roots are ½ in. long.

The thickened scales of bulbs, like lilies, can be used for propagation. Remove the scales intact and plant upright, like seeds, in soil made of equal parts of sand and rotted leaf-mold (Fig. 630); September and October are the usual months for this work; and if they are kept in a cool greenhouse, the young bulbils will appear in the course of the winter, but top growth will come later, in summer. This is a show, laborious process, and is seldom practiced except in propagating new varieties. The granular scales of achimenes and plants of like nature can be used for propagating, sowing them in a sandy soil as seeds are sown; but this method is not a good one in ordinary cases. The scales of Zamia horrida have been made to produce new plants, and also fuchsias, and a few scales of amaryllis. See Transactions of Horticultural Society [London], 6, p. 501.

True variegation, which comes from lack of chlorophyll power, is not reproduced by leaf-cuttings. The characteristic coloring in the foliage of Begonia Rex is never lacking in plants obtained by these means.

For further details on Cuttage, consult Lindley's Theory and Practice of Horticulture, 2d ed.; Burbidge, The Propagation and Improvement of Cultivated Plants; Peter Henderson's Practical Floriculture; Bailey's Nursery Book, 3d ed.

B. M. WATSON.

CYANOPHYLLUM. Consul Mecania.

CYATHEA (Greek, a cup, alluding to the indusium. Cyathidea). A large genus of tree ferns found in both hemispheres, with a globose indusium which ultimately ruptures at the apex and becomes cup-shaped. All the species in cultivation have compound lvs. Many other species from Columbia and the West Indies besides those described below are well worthy of cultivation.

L. M. Underwood.

This genus includes some of the most beautiful of all tree ferns. The species offer a great variety in size of trunks. Those of temperate regions are mostly stout and not spiny; the tropical species are more slender and in many cases densely armed with stout spines. All species are evergreen, their features are simple but ex- 
acting. They require an abundance of water at the roots and the trunks should be kept constantly moist. By these means only can a vigorous growth and fine heads of fronds be secured. The foliage lasts longer if it has been inured to the sun during summer. Like all other tree ferns, Cyathenas need little pot-room. None of the species produces adventitious growths along the trunk or at the base and none is prolific of seed. The plants are, therefore, usually prop. by spores, which are produced abundantly and germinate freely, making attractive young plants in two seasons.—Abridged from Schneider's Book of Choice Ferns.

AA. Rachides unarmed; lvs. white beneath.

dentalis, Swz. Rachides with pale rusty wool when young; lvs. firm, bi-tripinnate, almost pure white beneath. N. Zealand. C. Smithii, Hort., is regarded by some as a horticultural variety.

aA. Rachides unarmed; lvs. green beneath.

Bartelii, Hook. Stalks with tubercles near the base bearing large, glossy rusty scales; lvs. bipinnate, with broad pinnules. S. Africa.

meridensis, Karst. Figs. 631, 632. Lvs. tripinнат- 

fold, with oblong lanceolate pinnae and rather narrow lanceolate pinnules; segments scaly on the ribs beneath. U. S. Columbia.
Cycas (classical Greek name). *Cycadaceae*. Twenty or fewer species of widely distributed tropical or warm-temperate pinnate like plants. Plants dioecious. The fls. appear in a mass in the bosom of the great crown of lvs. Stamine fls. are anthers borne beneath a scale; the pistillate fls. are naked orltses borne in the angles of rusty-fuzzy, pinnatifid lvs. They have striking analogies with the gymnosperms and ferns. Cycads are popular conservatory plants, for they are of easy culture, and the crowns of lvs. withstand much neglect, or even abuse. Cycads and leaves are imported in vast quantities directly from Japan. Stamine plants are rare in cultivation. For a horticulcultural synopsis of the genus, see L.H. III, under tab. 466. A running sketch, by W. Watson, is in G.F. 4:113.

Cycads in the various species are among the most popular decorative plants for both house and garden. Their culture is comparatively simple, as they succeed in varying temperature and any well drained soil. *C. revoluta* is probably the most hardy species, withstanding the trying climate of the upper coast of the Gulf of Mexico, where it occasionally loses its entire crown of leaves during severe freezes, but seldom killed outright. It usually stands well at Savannah. Plants are propagated by seeds, which keep well for a month or more after ripening. They should be sown in shallow boxes or the greenhouse bench, lightly covered with fine sand and, after germination, potted off in small pots of moderately rich, light soil. The growing plants do their best in partial shade, where they should have proper air in watering and seeding. The old plants frequently send up suckers around the base of the trunk, which may be cut off and rooted, if taken in a dormant state. The leaves, if any have formed, should be removed at the time of its removal, or otherwise they would dry up the sucker before it was established. The large stems, or trunks, are safely shipped from their native home to most distant countries, after cutting off leaves and roots and packing in carpenters' boxes. Upon arrival at their destination, the stems are planted in as small pots as possible and kept close and moist until new leaves form, when a cooler and drier air will answer for them. Their use as decorative specimens for the home is increasing, although many failures result from lack of moisture and sunshine. The soil which suits them best is a sandy or gravelly loam, and should never be allowed to get quite dry, but be kept in a moderately moist condition all seasons. When dormant, they may be placed in the most shaded positions occasionally, but ought to have sunshine daily, when possible, for at least an hour. During their periodical growth, they should have a great deal of sunshine to insure a stocky and vigorous growth; otherwise the leaves will be drawn to an unnatural length, with few pinnae, ruining their symmetrical form.

Cult. by E. N. Reasen.

revoluta, Thunb. Sago Palm. Figs. 632, 634. Becoming 6-10 ft. tall, and then branching; lvs. long and recurved at the end (2-7 ft.), the many pinnae curved downward, narrow.
CYCLAMEN

suit Fr. Hildebrandt, Die Gattung Cyclamen, Jena, 1888.

L. H. B.

All Cyclamens are very beautiful, and would be much more popular were they hardy in our eastern climate. On the Pacific slope many of them probably would be perfectly at home as outdoor plants, producing a great number of flowers above the bare soil in the depth of winter before the leaves are developed. It is, however, with the Persian Cyclamen, which is tender, that florists have had the greatest success. There is no common winter-flowering subject of as much value for duration in bloom, variety of coloring, or wealth of color.

It is preferable at all times to begin the culture of Persian Cyclamen with seeds, sown in the early winter months. Growth without any check for the following year. They should bloom freely about fifteen months from planting. Old tubers, such as are offered in fall with other florists' bulbs, rarely give any satisfaction as compared with a packet of seeds. It is not the nature of the plant to have all its roots dried off, as if it were a Hyacinth or Tulip. Our summers are rather too warm to suit Cyclamen perfectly, and it will be found that the most growth is made in the early autumn. It is best to give them a little shade in the hot months, such as a frame outdoors near the shade of overhanging trees at midday. This is better than growing them through glass, as more light is available, together with plenty of fresh air on hot days. It will be found that Cyclamen seeds require a long time in which to germinate,—often two months. This is due to the fact that the seed produces a bulb or corn before leaf growth is visible. As soon as two leaves are well developed, place the plants around the edge of 4- or 5-inch pots until every one is large enough for a 3-inch pot. The roots are produced sparingly in the initial stages, and too much pot room would be fatal at the start. By the middle of summer another shift may be given, and in September all will be ready for the pots in which they are to flower,—5- or 6-inch pots, according to the vigor of the plants. It will always be found, however, that there will be a certain percentage that will not grow, no matter how much persuasion is used. These may be thrown away to save time and labor early in the season. The Giganteum

633. Cycas revoluta.

Specimen grown in partial shade.

strains produce the largest blooms, but at the expense of quantity. For the average cultivator it is better to try a good strain that is not gigantic. There is a recent departure in the form of crested flowers. Cyclamens come true to color from seeds, and one can now buy named varieties that will reproduce themselves almost to a certainty.

Of recent years cultivators have had much trouble with a tiny insect or mite that attacks the plants and renders them useless for bloom. Its work is done mostly after the plants are taken into the greenhouse and when about to mature into blooming specimens. If the first flowers come deformed, or abnormally streaked with colors that are darker in shade, it is a sure indication that the pest is present. No other treatment can be recommended but to destroy the infected plants and keep the stock clean, for the pest has not yet been studied carefully.

Cult. by E. O. Orpet.

Cyclamens should be removed to the greenhouse about the end of September, or before any danger of frost. In the house they should always have the lightest bench. It is impossible to grow them in a warm, shady house. About 50° at night is the ideal temperature when in flower. The soil best suited to them is a fresh, tufty loam, with a fourth or fifth of well rotted horse-manure, to which add some clean sand if the soil is heavy. At all times, the pots should be well drained. Greedily is sure to attack the plants at all stages of their growth. In the frames the plants can be plunged in tobacco stems, and in the greenhouse they must be fumigated or, what is better still, vaporized with some of the nicotine extracts.

William Scott.

A. Fall-blooming species.

Africanum, Baiss. & Reut. The largest of Cyclamens; tubers often as large as a turnip (4-10 in. across); lvs. ovate-cordate, coarsely toothed, pale green marbled above; calyx pubescent, the lobes broadly ovate-acuminate; corolla nearly white, faintly rose- or purple-tinted, the segments 1 in. long and deep purple at the base. Algeria. B.M. 5758, F.N. 8:841—Little known in this country, but sold by the American agencies of the Dutch bulb houses. The same remark will apply to most other species, except C. latifolium.

Perhaps a form of the next.

Neapolitannum, Ten. Tuber very large, black, thick-rinded; lvs. variable, from hastate to round-reniform, more or less wavy-plaited on the edges, green or somewhat parti-colored; calyx small; corolla pink or rarely white, the segments short and twisted and the edges raised and white-edged at the base. S. Eu. B.R. 24:49. Gr. 51, p. 37. R.H. 1855:21, as C. hederifolium.

Europumnum, Linn. (C. Cisitii, Lindl.). Lvs. ovate-orbicular, entire or nearly so, with a deep and narrow basal sinus, more or less white-marbled above, purpure-tinted beneath; fls. on scapes 4-5 in. high, bright red and very fragrant, the corolla-segments oblong-spatulate (½ in. or less long); calyx glabrous. Central and S. Eu. B.R. 12:1013.—Lvs. appearing with the fls. Variable.

Cyclamen
AA. *Spring-blooming species.*

*Cyclamen* L., Sibth. & Sm. (C. Persicum, Mill.), Fig. 635. The common greenhouse or Persian Cyclamen, in many forms: lvs., appearing with the fls., ovate, eperidndentate, usually marbled or variegated with white: fls., on scape 6-8 in., high, scented, white, purple-blotted at the mouth, but varying into rose-colored, purple and spotted forms, ovoid-spulate in shape, not cared or lobed at the base.

Greece to Syria.—C. giganteum, Hort., is the common large-flowered, improved form of this species. There are also double-flowered forms (R. H. 1388, p. 230); also frimbriate or triangular, dark green above, a little paler below; slightly 3-lobed; lobes triangular or ovate-oblong, the middle one acute, the side lobes much shorter, obtuse, acute or almost wanting; margin of lvs. with minute, remote teeth; male fls. more crowded in the inflorescence, which are usually shorter than the petiole: fr. ovate-reniform, obtuse, with a few short spines in the back; seeds small, black, narrowly winged. New Granada.

*Cyclanthus* (flowers in a circle). *Cyclanthaceae.* A small tropical American genus, giving name to a small order which is allied to the palms. The species are not in the Amer. trade. Culture of Carludovia (which see).

*Cyclobothra* (name referring to the necks). *Liliacae.* A small group of west American plants, now referred to Calochortus (which see). The fls. are open-campanulate, with naked or only sparsely hairy nectar glands, the sepals more or less pitted. (C. Hara, Lindl. (now known as Calochortus flavus, Schult.), is in the trade as *Yellow shell-flower.* Stem rather tall, branching, with small, yellow black-dotted fls.; lvs. narrow-linear. Mex.

*Cyclocloma* (Greek for circle and border, from the encircling wing of the calyx). *Chenopodiaceae.* One weedy herb (*C. platypylhum, Moq.*) of sandy soils from Minn., west and south, which was once introduced in this country, as the Cyclone Plant, since in the plant is a tumble-weed or rolls before the wind when it is matured and becomes detached from the soil. The plant is annual, 1-2 ft. high, pubescent or nearly glabrous, with narrow, but flat and imbricate leaves, less in its, in an open panicle. The fls. are very small, perfect or sometimes lacking the stamens; calyx 5-lobed, the lobes strongly keeled and becoming winged and inclosing the seed. Plant not fleshy nor jointed.

*Cynocrates* (swan's neck, from the Greek, referring to the curved column). *Orchidaceae.* *Tribe Vandaee.* *Swan Orchid.* An interesting genus of deciduous orchids found in tropical America. Pseudobulbs long, fusiform: lvs. lanceolate, plicate, pubescent but smooth, the tips shorter, in the plant smooth. The fls. are irregular, the other kind scentless. Stamine flowers usually smaller than pistillate flowers; ovary of pistillate flowers thickened. Stamine flowers more numerous than pistillate flowers. About a dozen species. Cult., like *Catcasetum,* either in pots or baskets. Prop. by dividing the pseudobulbs just as growth begins. Very few forms are in cultivation in America, due to the want of brilliancy in the flowers. Some of the species produce varying flowers on different racemes on the same plant.

*Aureum,* Lindl. & Paxt. Fls. numerous, large and yellow, drooping; sepals and petals laciniate, purplish-potted, the petals curved; lip small and much divided, the column purple-potted. Cent. Amer.


*PendaactyIium,* Lindl. Fls. greenish white or barred or blotched with brown; labellum partly white, spotted with crimson; column purple below the anther. Rio de Janeiro. B. R. 192.

*Ventricoseum,* Botan. Raceme (often 2) about 5-flowered; fls. greenish yellow, fragrant; lip white, with a black callous spot on the claw. Guatemala. OAKES AMES.

*Cydonia* (the fruits known to the Romans as *malum* Cydonia, apples from Cyclon, now Canea, in Crete). *Rosaceae,* sub-family *Pomaceae.* QUINCE. Shrubs or small
trees, sometimes spiny; lvs. petioled, deciduous or semi- perennial, alternate, stipulate, serrate or entire; lvs. white or red, rather large, solitary or in few-fl. clusters; petals 5; stamens numerous; fr. aromatic, a large 5-celled pome, each cell containing many seeds. Four species in Asia from Turkestan to Japan. Ornamental shrubs, nearly hardy north except C. Sinensis, which can only be grown south. C. Japonica and Maule, with handsome glossy foliage and abundant lvs. in early spring, varying in all shades from pure white to deep scarlet, are highly decorative, and especially adapted for borders of shrubberies and for low ornamental hedges. The fr. of all species can be made into conserve, but usually only C. vulgaris, a species of less decorative value, is grown for this purpose. The Quinces thrive in almost any soil, but require sunny position to bloom abundantly. Prop. by seeds usually stratified and sown in spring; C. Japonica and C. Maule are readily increased by root-cuttings made in fall or early spring, and rarer kinds or less vigorous-growing varieties are grafted in the greenhouse in early spring, on stock of the Japanese or common Quince; they grow also from cuttings of half-rpimed or nearly mature wood, under glass and from layers. C. vulgaris (the Quince) is mostly increased by cuttings of 1-4 year-old wood, taken in fall and stored until spring in sand or peat in a cellar or frame; also by layers or budding, or by grafting on vigorous growing varieties. See Quince.

A. Fls. solitary, on short leafy branches, with reflexed serrate calyx lobes; stipules small. (Cydonia proper.)

vulgaris, Pers. (Pyrus Cydonia, Linn.). QUINCE. Fig. 636. Shrub or small tree, with slender, spineless branches; lvs. oval or oblong, rounded or slightly coriace at the base, acute, entire, villous-pubescent beneath, 2-4 in. long; fls. white or light pink, 2-4 in. across: fr. large, yellow, villous, pyriform or globular. May. Cent. and E. Asia.—Var. Lusitanica, Mill., is of more vigorous growth, with larger lvs. and fr. pear-shaped and ribbed. Var. maliformia has apple-shaped, and var. pyriformis pear-shaped fr. Var. marmortata, Hort., has white and yellow variegated lvs. See also Quince.


636. Twig of Common Quince—Cydonia vulgaris (X ½). Showing where the fruit was borne at A and B.

AA. Fls. in leafless clusters, nearly sessile, before or with the lvs.; calyx lobes erect, entire; stipules small, deciduous. (Chromenêtes.)

Japonica, Pers. (Pyrus Japonica, Thunbg. Chromenêtes Japonica, Lindl.). JAPANESE QUINCE. JAPONICA. Fig. 637. Shrub, 2-6 ft., with spreading, spiny branches; lvs. ovate or oblong, acute, sharply serrate, glabrous, glossy above, 1½-3 in. long; fls. in 2-6-fl. clusters, scarlet-red in the type, 1½-2 in. across; fr. globular or ovoid, 1½-2 in. high, yellowish green. March, April. China. B. R. 11:260. L. R. C. 16:1594. G. N. 50:106.—Many garden forms in all shades from white to deep scarlet, and also with double fls. Some of the best are the following: Var. alba, Lodde, fls. white, blushed. L. R. C. 6:541. Var. atrosanguinea plena, deep scarlet, double.


ALFRED REHDER.

CYMBIDIUM (boot, from the Greek, referring to the shape of the lip). Orchidacea, tribe Vandaee. Plants epiphytal, rarely terrestrial, stems pseudobulbous or not so; leaves coriaceous, long, rarely short, persistent; sepal and petals sub-equal, labellum usually tri-lobed, adnate to the base of the column; column erect; pollinia 2. Species, tropical, sub-tropical, found on mountains at high elevations in Asia. Most species are found in Africa and Australia. For horticultural purposes this genus is of comparatively little value. OAKES AMES.

No difficulty will be experienced in growing the several species of Cymbidium under one method of treatment. A shaded position in the Mexican house or cool end of the Cattleya department, where the temperature ranges between 50° and 55° Fahr. at night and about 65° or with sun heat 70° through the day will be found suitable. During the warm summer months they must be kept shaded in a cool, moist atmosphere with a free circulation of air. As they are robust growing plants, pot culture will suit them best, but those with pendulous inflorescence, such as C. Findlayanum, C. pendulum, etc., may be grown in baskets if desired. Repotting and top-dressing should be attended to in spring at the commence-
ment of the growing season, and should be executed with judgment, so that it will last three or four years, as the roots dislike being disturbed. The potting soil should consist of one-half chopped sod, the balance of equal parts leaf-mold, peat and live chopped sphagnum moss, well mixed together; about one-third of the pot room should be devoted to drainage—potsherds or charcoal, covering the same with a little rough material to keep it open. When the large, fleshy roots are carefully distributed the material should be worked in firmly about them, leaving the base of the plant on a level with the rim of the pot when finished. Water sparingly until the new growths appear, when a more liberal supply will be necessary, but never enough to keep the soil constantly wet, or the new roots are liable to decay and the foliage to become spotted. Stock is increased by removing the old pseudobulbs, putting them up in small pots and giving them a little more heat and moisture until they start new growth action, when they may be removed to their proper department.

ROBERT M. GREY.

A. Inflorescence erect.

638. Cymbidium giganteum. (× ½)


AA. Inflorescence arching, not pendent.

b. Sepals and petals veined with red, brown or purple.

Lowianum, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs oblong: Lvs. 2-3 ft. long, linear-acute, recurved: racemes many-fld.; sepals and petals oblong-lanceolate (lateral ones sub-elliptic), greenish yellow marked with brown; lateral lobes of labellum yellowish; midlobe reflexed, margined with yellow, the front blotched with brown-crimson; fls. about 20 in number, several inches across. Burma. Gn. 48, p. 263. Gng. 5:73.—Var. Mandaiannum, Hort. (C. Mandaiannum, Hort.), has yellow fls. A beautiful hybrid of C. eburneum and C. Lowianum is shown in Gn. 48:1034.

giganteum, Wall. Fig. 638. Fls. dull purple (brownish, or yellowish green striped with purple); sepals and petals oblong, the petals narrow and shorter; midlobe of labellum reflexed, yellow, spotted with red; lateral lobes yelllowish green. Nepal. B.M. 4844. P.M. 12:214.

longitimum, Don. Lvs. linear-acuminate; peduncle stout, sub-erect; then drooping: fls. about 12; sepals sub-elliptic, oblong, the upper one broadest and incurved; both sepals and petals green striped with brownish pur-

ple; disk and midlobe of labellum white, spotted with purple; lateral lobes with purple lines. Ind.

desolatum, Swartz. Lvs. ensiform, acute; peduncle many-fld.; fls. greenish yellow, veined with purple; sepals and petals linear-oblong, acute; labellum spotted. Ind., dep. B.M. 1751.

Büttonii, Hook. f. Plant about 2 ft. high; fls. 10, in drooping racemes; sepals yellow, striated with brown; petals brown; labellum greenish, dotted with brown. Java. B.M. 5676.

b. Sepals and petals not veined with purple or brown.

tigrinum, Parish. Lvs. oblong-lanceolate; peduncles slender, 3-6-fl.; sepals and petals linear-oblong, acute, green spotted at base; petals often paler and with more spots than the labellum; labellum with yellow, red-brown striped lateral lobes; midlobe white, transversely streaked with purple. Burma. B.M. 5457.

Rookerianum, Reichb. f. Lvs. about 2 ft. long, acute; peduncle arching above, erect at base; fls. from 6-12, large; sepals and petals oblong, greenish; labellum yellow, spotted with purple. Sikkim. B.M. 5574.

b. Sepals and petals white.

Mastersii, Griff. (Cyperorchis Mastersii, Benth.). Lvs. linear, acuminate; peduncle stout, longer than the raceme; sepals and petals sub-elliptic, oblong-lanceolate, greenish white, flushed with rose at the apexes; labellum minutely pubescent; lamellae orange-yellow. Sikkim. B.R. 31:590. Var. album, Hort., has white fls. C. album var. alboflora of Amer. trade, is equivalent to C. Mastersii, var. album.

AAA. Inflorescence pendent.

dendulatum, Swartz. The leathery lvs. distichous, 2-3 ft. long, broadly linear; fls. yellowish; side lobes and midlobe of labellum rose-color; the disk more or less white, with yellow crests; sepals and petals narrowly oblong, with a purple median line. E. Ind.

Finlaysonianum, Lindl. (C. pendulum, Lindl.). Lvs. ensiform; raceme many-fl.; sepals and petals linear-oblong, obtuse, dull yellow sometimes, with a reddish median line; lateral lobes of labellum crimson; midlobe white, tipped with crimson. Malaysia.—Var. strospurpureum, Hort. Lvs. narrower, racemes longer, with larger fls.; sepals and petals purplish, front lobe of labellum white, spotted with purple. Borneo.

C. atroflorum, Swz., with pale purple fls., and C. viridescens, Lindl. (C. viridens, Reichb. f.), with greenish sepals and petals and yellow, red-blotched lip, are offered by importers of Japanese plants.—C. Lindleyi is a name which has appeared in the Amer. trade, but which is not identified.—For C. Sandersonii see Ansellia.

OAKES AMES.

CYNÁCHUM (Greek, dog poison). Aesclepiadaceae. About 20 species in S. Eu., Africa, Asia and Australia. Herbaceous or sometimes half woody at the base, twining. Lvs. opposite, entire. Plant very like Vincetoxicum, but the fls. differ in having a scale or ligule on the inside of each of the 5 parts of the crown.

acuminatifolium, Hemsl. (Vincetoxies, acuminatum, Deane, J. D. Hook., Hort.). MOSQUITO PLANT. CRUEL PLANT. Perennial; erect or nearly so, or the tips showing a somewhat twining habit: the stems grayish and more or less angular; lvs. opposite, broadly ovate and acuminate, short-petioled, strongly pinnate-veined, entire, usually conspicuously gray-pubescent beneath; fl. clusters lateral (1-2 between the lvs.), shorter than the lvs.; fls. white, small, in umbel-like cymes; fr. a milk-weed-like follicle. Japan.—In the flowers, mosquitoes and other insects are caught, much as they are in other asclepiadaceous plants. The name Vincetoxies Tuberaria montana is sometimes sold as this plant, and it has been figured as such.

L. H. B.

CYNÁRA (invocule, spikes likened to a dog’s tooth). Compositae. A half-dozen S. European species, of which the Artichoke and Cardoon (which see) are cultivated.

CYNODON. See Capriola.
CYNOGLOSSUM

CYNOGLOSSUM (Greek, hound's tongue, from the shape and soft surface of the lvs. of the commonest species). Boraginaceae. A large and widely dispersed group of little horticultural interest, being mostly tall, coarse, weedy herbs. C. officinale, Linn., Fl. 639, has a bur that becomes attached to clothing and to the fleece of sheep. It is a biennial weed, naturalized from the Old World, growing about 2 ft. high in pastures and waste places of the Atlantic states, and has soft pubescent lanceolate lvs., and dull red-purple (sometimes white) fls. in paniced racemes. C. grænade, Dougl. Once cult. from California as a hardy border perennial; grows about 2 ft. high, with lower lvs. ovate-oblong, or somewhat heart-shaped at the base, acute or acuminate, 1-8 in. long, on margined petioles of about the same length: upper lvs. smaller, ovate to lanceolate, abruptly contracted into shorter winged petioles; fls. violet or blue. For C. Appendiniun, Linn., see Sowthuths.

CYNÓRCHIS (Greek for dog orchid). Orchidaceae, tribe Ophryidæ. A dozen Habenaria-like African orchids, not in the Am. trade. Culture of Bletia. Not to be confused with Cynorchis.

CYNOSURUS (Greek, dog's tail). Gramineæ. Annual or perennial, cespitose grasses, with flat leaves. Spikelets of two forms in small fascicles, these forming a dense somewhat unilaterial, and spinose panicle; terminal spikelets of the fascicles 2-4 fl дл, hermaphrodite; lower spikelets sterile, consisting of many empty glumes; flowering-glumes mucronate or awn-pointed; stamens 3. Species 4 or 5, in the northern temperate regions of the Old World.

crisátus, Linn. Crested Dog's-Tail. A slightly tufted perennial grass, 1-2 ft. high, with narrow lvs. and a rather slender, erect, spike-like panicle. Int. from Europe. Well adapted for shaded lawns and woodlands. Also recommended for mixed pastures, especially in hilly regions. The mature stems are used in the manufacture of Leghorn hats.


CYNTHIA. All referred to Knigia.

CYPÉLLA (application obscure). Iridacée. Eight species of South American bulbs, inferior to Iris for general culture because not hardy, and also less showy. The genus differs from Iris and Moraea in its stigmas, which are neither petal-like nor filiform, but erect, and in the anthers, which are broad, erect, not sloped, bearing the pollen on their edges, also in the plaited leaves. C. Herbertii is the only species offered by the American trade, and the catalogues say it comes from Peru, but, according to Baker (Irideæ, p. 62), the only species from the western coast of South America is C. Peruviana. The bulbs should be set out in spring, lifted in fall and stored over winter. Prop. by offsets or by seed, which should be sown as soon as ripe. The blue-flowered species are presumably equally worthy of culture, though C. plumbea, Lindl., from S. Brazil and Argentina, is shown in B.M. 3710, with dull, lead-colored fls. In F.S. 4: 395 and 14: 1460 the colors are lighter, the latter being a variety with handsome purple streaks. For the still showier C. caryophyllaceus, Sæb., see Marica.

A. Style appendages spur-like.

Hérberti, Herb. Lvs. about 1 ft. long, linear, acuminate, twice-plain, joining the angles of the plaited winged scape 2-3 ft. high, erect, flexuose, glaucous, branched, many-flowered; fls. 3 in. across, chiefly yellow, odorless, soon withering; outer segments bearing a rather long cusp or tail. South Brazil. Uruguay, Argentina. B. K. 11: 949 and B. M. 2590 show utterly distinct colors, but Baker says there is a lilac variety.

AA. Style appendages petal-like, flat.

Peruvian, Baker. Lvs. 6-9 in. long, linear, narrowed gradually from the middle both ways, glabrous, plaited: fls. 2-3 in a solitary stalked cluster, soon withering, chiefly yellow; segments with a distinct long claw and a proportionately shorter and broader blade and a shorter cusp, at the base spotted brown. Peru. B. M. 6213.

W. M.

CYPERÉRCHIS (Cypereus and Orchis, from the sedgelike appearance). Orchidaceæ, tribe Tandæ. Very closely allied to Cymbidium, which see. There are only three species, of which C. Mastérissi, Benth. (Cymbidium Mastérissi, Griff., of this work, and C. elegans, Blume (Cymbidium elegans, Lindl., B. M. 7007) are cult. The latter does not appear in the Amer. trade.

CYPERÉRUS (ancient Greek name). Cypereæ. A large genus of the Sedge family, inhabiting both tropical and temperate regions. The species in cultivation are all perennials from rootstocks or tubers: leaves grass-like; stem simple and mostly naked above: flowers perfect, without perianth, borne in small, compressed spikes, which are variously aggregated in compound umbels, the latter surrounded by foliaceous bracts; styles and stamens 3. A few are cultivated in jardinières, great gardens and aquaria. Several others are pests in cultivated fields.

A. Basal leaf-sheaths without blades.

alternifolius, Linn. Umbrella Plant. Umbrella Palm. Palm. Fig. 640. Strick. 1½-2½ ft. high: stem nearly terete, ribbed, smooth and slender; involucral lvs. very numerous, spreading or slightly drooping, linear, 8 in. long, ½-2½ in. broad, dark green, acute, rough-margined; umbel rays only 1-2 in. long, nearly simple; spikes few, in a cluster, ovate, very flat, 2 lines long, pale brown; scale acute; rachis winged and pitted. Madagascar. — Much used for aquaria and jardinières. Var. variegatus, Hort. Stem and lvs. striate, sometimes entirely white. Var. gracilis, Hort. Involucral lvs. much narrower and not so spreading.

640. Cyperus alternifolius, or Umbrella Plant.
**Cyperus**, Linn. (Papyrus antiquorum, Wild.). Egyptian and tropical American genus of about 40 species, mostly perennial herbs, with dense, submerged or floating rosettes of linear-lanceolate leaves, sometimes persisting when the plant dies. The flowers are hermaphrodite, with 3-angled, acuminate, greenish scales, white or red, and 3 ovules. The fruit is a nutlet, brown, glabrous, and very small, scattered in the axils of the scales. The plant is used for making baskets and mats, and is occasionally used as a food plant.

**CYPRESSES**

1. **CYPRESS**

   - **Papyrus, Linn.** (Papyrus antiquorum, Wild.). Egyptian and tropical American genus of about 40 species, mostly perennial herbs, with dense, submerged or floating rosettes of linear-lanceolate leaves, sometimes persisting when the plant dies. The flowers are hermaphrodite, with 3-angled, acuminate, greenish scales, white or red, and 3 ovules. The fruit is a nutlet, brown, glabrous, and very small, scattered in the axils of the scales. The plant is used for making baskets and mats, and is occasionally used as a food plant.

   **Note:** The second and third year from seed, under glass (where it must be grown in the northern states). For further notes, see Bailey's *Foregoing-Book*. L. H. B.

2. **CYPHOPHÆNIX** (Hemp and Phormis, a palm). *Palmæ*, tribe *Arecae*. A genus of only 2 species of palms of minor importance. Spineless palms with a stout, ringed caudex. Leaves terminal, pinnate, the segments-coriaceous, elongated, sword-shaped, narrowed toward the apex, the margins thickened, plicate, recurved at the base; the prominent nerves and midrib sparingly seally beneath; rachis stout, rather broad, slightly convex on the back, acutely above; spadix glabrous, the branches long, stout; bracts short; bractlets scaly; fr. dark brown, medium, long-ovoid or ellipsoid, lentiform. *C. orientalis*, Cypripedium, tribe *Arecae*. Two Australian warhouse palms, scarcely known in this country. C. viellardii, Benth. & Hook., with pinnatisect lvs., and long-ensiform coriaceous segments, is sometimes known as *Kentia robusta* and *K. violacea*. Culture of Areca and Pachysperma.

3. **CYPRESS VINE.** See *Ipsomus*. 641. Cyphonandra betacea (X 3/5).
CYPRIPEDIUM

(Lady's Slipper. Moccasin Flower. Orchidaceae, tribe Cypripidieae. The genus Cypripedium is widely distributed, being found in both South and North America, Asia, Europe, Japan, and the Malay Archipelago. At present no species are reported from Australia or Africa. Scapes usually 1 fl.; floral segments chiefly; upper sepal usually larger than the petals; ovary 1-loculed; fertile stamens 2; intermediate stamen sterile and petaloidous; column short, erect; apex trilobal; lateral lobes anther-bearing; pollen viscid or nearly, not compound; stigma diltord, on front of column beneath the stamens: capsule slender, pubescent; placenta parietal: the lower sepal commonly coalescent: labellum cup-form, inflated: Ivs. usually ligulate, either tessellated or uniform green. The structure of the column (or essential organs) of a Cypripedium is shown in Fig. 642. The two anthers are at a a. The third stamen is represented by the body, b. The stigma is at c. The floral envelopes are torn away beneath. The majority of Cypripedums grow well, and increase in value from year to year. They do not require a period of rest like species of Cattleya. The hardy species, such as C. aculete and C. pubescens, are well worthy of a place in gardens. C. speculifera, for color and form, ranks among the finest species. It is a valuable orchid for forcing in the greenhouse. As yet no hybrids have resulted from the intercrossing of our native Cypripedums. Interbreeding of tropical with hardy species has proved fruitless. There is a tendency to resolve Cypripedium into several genera. For the purposes of this work the old classification will be observed.

The genus is closely akin to Selenieum, which see for C. candidum, C. palmatum, C. Rozetii, C. Lindleyanum, C. Surgetianum, C. Schimii, C. Schomburgkianum, C. villosum, and the like. See, also, Hoellletia. Selenieum differs from Cypripedium in having a 3-loculed and 3-ribbed ovary. Figs. 643 and 644 contrast some of the structural points in the two genera. The genus Cypripedium is naturally not a large one. Bentham and Hooker think that the species are less than 40. The species have been much hybridized and modified by cultivation, however, so that the garden forms are legion. Most of the names represent horticultural varieties; and these names may be expected to increase. One section of the genus has been separated recently as a genus, Paphiopedium. Monogr. of Cypripedium and related genera by F. Desbois, Ghent, 1898.

Nearly all Cypripedums are of easy culture and may be readily grown in one department, by devoting the cooler portion to C. barbatum, C. inzigne, C. Javanicum, C. venustum and the Selenieum group. The coriaceous-leaved evergreen species are all in more or less a week will be found of great assistance to keep the plants in health. The hygrometer should never register below 60, nor often above 80, as moisture in excess of 80 is liable to damp-off the young growths. Ventilation reg-

643. Cypripedium Charlesworthii.

Shows section of ovary, of labellum or lip on the right: stigma on the left: column on the right below.

642. Structure of column of Cypripedium (X 1/4). C. Dormanianum.
CYPRIEIDUM

The Concolor section requires a warm, moist location with free access to the air. The species should be grown in rather small pots, with at least half the space devoted to drainage of broken charcoal or other free material. The potting compost should consist of equal parts of moist, coarsely chopped soil, peat-fiber and living sphagnum. Lime-stone is often recommended as essential in the culture of this section, but, the conditions being equal, I have never noticed any beneficial results from it (Orchid Review 1: 43; Veitch's Manual 2: 19-20).

The deciduous tropical species, of which C. Irpaeannum, C. Thibeticum and Sehnipedium palmitoilium afford good

44. Sehnipedium Schlizii.

The picture shows on the left a section of the labelum; on the right, a section of the ovary.

examples, require similar treatment to the evergreen kinds. They have a long dormant period during which they should be rested in a temperature of 50° F., with sufficient water to keep the compost moist until growth starts, when they must be returned to their proper department and enjoy a liberal supply of water until after the flowering season, when they must be ripened off and the water supply gradually withheld.

The hardy species do better planted out in the open ground or in rockeries, where they should be so situated as to obtain good drainage and shade. The soil must be free and porous and consist of three parts chopped turf and equal parts of peat and sphagnum. They require a liberal amount of water and frequent syringing over the foliage while growing, but the supply should be gradually reduced after the flowering period until only enough water is given to keep the soil moist. During the winter the plants should be protected with leaves or pine boughs. C. spectabile and C. pubescens grow well under pot culture. A 7-inch pot will hold eight or a dozen crowns, which should be planted 2 inches below the surface. Two inches of drainage is sufficient. The pots should be filled with soil (firmly pressed in) to ¾ inch below the rim. After a thorough watering they should be stored in a coldframe and protected with leaves and boughs. About the middle of February they may be removed to a coolhouse, where they should remain for a week, and then be placed in the cool end of the Cyropedium house, where they should be watered sparingly until growth action starts. These plants make strong growths under this treatment, and the flowers are a decided improvement over those produced normally outside.

All Cyropediums are propagated by division.

ROBERT M. GREY.

Index to species described in the main list: Abbotia num, 5; acuta, 49; albicans, 25; Amseliana, 25; Appletonia, 16; Argus, 6; aristea, 43; Arnoldiana, 25; atropurpureum, 5; aurea, 25; auricula, 5; barbatum, 1; bellatulum, 20; bullatum, 1; Boxall, 28; Brevisianum, 25; Brownii, 25; Bullenianum, 13; Calceolus, 48; candidum, 46; Californicum, 52; callosum, 4; caudatum is a Sclopedium; Chamberlainianum, 38; Chantiini, 25; Charlesworthii, 24; ciliolatum, 7; coloratum, 3; concolor, 17; correugatum, 22; Coulsonianum, 25; Cowperianum, 25; Crossianum, 1; Curtisii, 9; Cuttingianum, 25; Dayanum, 12; Dominianum, 25; Domirianum, 25; Dryui, 27; elegans, 41; Elzianum, 35; Errenii, 45; Exilis, 25; Fairianum, 21; Forsterrannii, 25; fusetum, 25; giganteum, 1, 5; Gilmoreianum, 25; glanduliferum, 35; Godefroye, 19; graeae, 1, 25; grandiflorum, 1; grande, 5; griffithianum, 25; Haynaldianum, 31; Hendersonianum, 1; Himalaeicum, 44; hersittinum, 22; Hookera, 15; Horn-manianum, 25; Hyeanum, 5; illustris, 25; insignis, 25; Irpaeannum, 54; Javanicum, 13; Japonicum, 42; Kimbalianum, 25, 35; leivignat, 34; Laurenciaennum, 5; Lindselli, 5; lowii, 25; Lovet, 30; Lutwycheanum, 25; Macfarlanei, 25; macranthum, 51; maulei, 1, 11, 25; manicatum, 5, mausii, 1; Mandievillanum, 25; marmoratum, 5; Mastersianum, 14; Maulei, 25; maximum, 25; montanum, 25; Mooreanum, 25; mosaiicum, 1; Moulmeinense, 25; nannum, 1; Neo-Guineense, 35; nigritum, 2; nigrom, 1, 5; Nilssonii, 25; nitens, 25; nivum, 18; noble, 1; O'Brienianum, 1; Parisii, 32; parviflorum, 49; Petri, 34; piiratimum, 1, 5; Pitcherianum, 5, 6; pleoieculun, 5; plumosum, 1; prastans, 35; pubescens, 47; pulcherriunum, 1; purpurascens, 35; purpuratum, 3; purpuracens, 1; Pynaerti, 25; rothschlielianum, 5; rottenii, 39; Sehnipedum, 4, 5, 25; Sanderianum, 36; spectabile, 50; Spicerianum, 23; Stonei, 33; Studleyanum, 25; superblinis, 8, 25; superbum, 1, 5; Sylhetense, 25; Thibetianum, 45; tsonum, 10; Veitchianum, 8; venustum, 11; Victoriae Maris, 39; villosum, 28; vires, 13; virescens, 5; volubilis, 1, 11; Warnerianum, 1. Many other names are accounted for in the supplementary lists.

a. Leaves tesselated (or checkered in squares).

b. Petals more or less luidgate, smaller than the upper sepal.

c. Upper sepal veined with green and purple; spots on petals veined on the peripheral margin.

1. barbatum. Lindl. Lvs. oblong, about 6 in. long, pale beneath, upper surface dull green with darker green markings; sepace long, reddish brown; ovary slender, subtended by a small bract; upper sepal orbicular, evenly reflexed, white, with a green transverse base; veins green part way, becoming purple deep down, green at the base, finely dotted, gradually passing into brown-pink at the apexes, upper margin provided with several blackish warts; labelium brown-purple, infolded posteriorly yellowish or purplish, uniformly so, with a small, white, oval ovary. Averses narrow, greenish, veined with green; staminode pubescent, broadly crescent-shaped. June and July. Malay Peninsula. B.M. 4234. Of this useful species there are many excellent varieties which are larger or more brightly colored. The variation in foliage is very remarkable. In general appearance this species resembles C. Laurenciaennum. Many vars. in cult.


2. nigritum. Kiechb. f. Probably identical with C. purpuratum, var. obscureum. Bicolor septals resemble that of C. purpuratum, in other respects very similar to C. barbatum.

3. purpuratum. Lindl. Lvs. elliptic-oblong to narrowly ovate, 4-5 inches long, glaucous, pale green tesselated with darker dull green markings (about 5 in long), purplish; ovary subtended by a
small bract; upper sepal white, 4-angled, appearing as if inserted at one of its angles, about 15-nerved, outer nerves carmine-purple, others metallic green; margins strongly reflexed; lower sepal greenish with white margin, veined with green; petals subpatulate, greenish and purplish at base, deeply denticulate, the lower petals appearing cup-shaped; staminode veined with deep metallic green; labelllum brown-purple, infolded portion with raised dots; staminode crescent shape. Autumn. China. B. M. 4901. R. H. 1856, p. 152: 121, 1857: 833.

4. callusium, Reichb. f. Lvs. ovate-oblung, obscurely tessellated, pale beneath; sepal reddish brown; upper sepal about 3 in. across, unevenly reflexed, slightly con- cave at base, and translucent; bluish green color visible from reverse; a few long, purplish, whitish hairs, or small dots; sepals pale, fallen at base; petals with rose mauve; veins carmine-purple toward the apex; petals oblique, recurving, green at base, pale rose mauve at and toward the extremities, upper margin with several blackish warts; ciliate; labelllum dull reddish brown, infolded lobes greenish, with red-brown, shiny warts; staminode crescent-shaped. February and March; also at other seasons. Siam. R. H. 1888: 232. Var. Sanderi, Hort. An albino form of the species, with paler green tinges. The lvs. are white and delicate green. J. H. III: 24: 423.

5. Lawrenceanaum, Reichb. f. Lvs. oval-oblung, nearly 1 ft. long, tessellated with yellowish and dark green: sepaes tall, reddish brown, sometimes 2-3 ft.; lvs. large; upper sepal orbicular, white, with broad carmine-purple veins; petals below greenish on the base; lower petals small; ovary long, subtended by a small bract; petals purplish at and toward the apices, otherwise greenish, provided with black warts along the margins; labelllum dark brownish, staminode broadly crescent-shaped. April-July. Borneo. B. M. 64: 2. I. H. 30: 478. F. S. 28: 2372. G. C. III: 21: 291.


cc. Upper sepal veined with green, but slightly if at all veined with crimson; petals more or less spotted or dotted.

6. Argus, Reichb. f. (C. barbatum, var. Argus, Hort. C. Pichkeriianum, Hort.). Lvs. oblong-lanceolate, about 6 in. long, pale green mottled with deeper green; sepal and petal yellowish; ovary subulate; warts; a small portion of the upper sepal broadly ovate, acuminate, dotted at base, veined with green, the longer veins sometimes purplish; petals oblong, undulate, deflexed, pale green tinged with purple at the apices, irregularly spotted with blackish warts; labelllum dull brown-purple, greenish beneath, infolded lobes purplish, spotted with deep purplish; staminode crescent-shaped. March, April. Luzon. Philippines. B. M. 6175. F. S. 2: 379.

7. ciliolare, Reichb. f. Lvs. oblong, pale green, tessellated with dark green: sepaes tall, reddish brown; ovary subtended by a small bract; upper sepal broadly ovate, acuminate, ciliate on the margins, bluish white at base, otherwise white, veined with green; petals ligulate, deflexed, recurved, with long marginal hairs, greenish at base, becoming pale mauve at and toward the extremities, thickly dotted with blackish warts; labelllum dull brown-purple; infolded lobes yellowish, with reddish brown warts; staminode crescent-shaped. April-July, and even later. Philippines. L. H. 31: 550. G. C. III: 21: 348.


9. Curtisia, Reichb. f. Lvs. broadly oval oblong or narrowly oblong, pale green tessellated with darker green, pale beneath; sepaes about 1 ft. high, reddish brown: ovary subtended by a small bract; upper sepal disproportionately large, broadly ovate, greenish with a white margin, tinged with brown-purple at the base, green veined with brown and green: petals ligulate, deflexed, dull brown-purple or brownish green at the base, veined with green, pale along the median vein, and thickly dotted with colored dots; staminode crescent-shaped, dull reddish brown, infolded lobes paler, dotted; stamino- node reniform. May-July. Sumatra. A. F. 6: 557. G. Ing. 1: 41. — C. ciliolare and C. superbiens are very closely related.

10. tensusum, Reichb. f. Lvs. ovate-oblong, pale green conspicuously maculate with dark green, pale beneath or spotted toward the base: sepaes 12 in. or more long, brownish green: ovary pale green, subtended by a small bract; upper sepal ovaloblong, broad, white at base, abruptly acuminate, whitish, often with bluish rose suffusion; veins green; petals broad, devoid of marginal hairs, oblong ovate or subpatulate, green, median nerve paler green with a row of larger blackish dots; veins brownish, giving a tinge of brown to adjacent tissue; labelllum large, compressed dorsiventrally, brownish; infolded lobes pale yellowish green, with raised pale dots; staminode crescent-shaped, brownish; anther horns strongly oblique. Autumn. Mountains of Sumatra.

11. venatum, Wall. Lvs. oblong, dull purple beneath, upper surface pale green, marbled with dark green: sepaes about 8 in. tall; ovary subtended by a bract which sheaths it for half its length; dorsal sepal ovate; petals greenish, dull purple toward the extremities, provided with several blackish warts; labelllum pale green, conspicuously veined with emerald-green, infolded lobes paler; staminode crescent-shaped. Brownish; anther horns strongly oblique. Autmn. Mountains of Sumatra.

12. Daykum, Reichb. f. (C. Petri, Reichb. f.). Lvs. oblong, pale green, remotely cross-veined with dark green, pale beneath; sepaes reddish brown; upper sepal ovate, acuminate, whitish, veined with green, upper margin recurved; petals brownish green, tinged with pink toward the apices, upper margins obscurely spotted, ciliate with dull crimson hairs; labelllum roughish, dustlooking, infolding portion greenish, with dull crimson- veined staminode. Borneo. May, June. F. S. 15: 1327.

13. Javanicum, Reinw. Lvs. oblong, pale green, maculate with dark green: sepaes greenish, 1- or 2-flowered; ovary subtended by a small bract; upper sepal ovate acuminate, greenish white veined with green, lower margin reflexed; petals oblong, greenish, with fine blackish dots, becoming purplish or pale rose color at the apices, ciliate on the margins; labelllum darker green than the petals, infolded lobes pale green, but variously dotted; staminode reniform-subround. Java.—Var. viridens, Hort., is smaller, the green color more pronounced.

cc. Upper sepal not distinctly veined with green, but more or less with purple.

14. Mastersianum, Reichb. f. Lvs. oblong, remotely tessellated: sepal tall, brown-purple, ovary subtended by a short bract; upper sepal ovate acuminate, greenish white veined with green, lower margin reflexed; petals oblong, greenish, with fine blackish dots, becoming purplish or pale rose color at the apices, ciliate with dull crimson hairs; labelllum roughish, dustlooking, infolding portion greenish, with dull crimsonveined staminode. Borneo. January—March. R. M. 2129.

cc. Upper sepal distinctly veined with green: spots on the petals, if any, few.

15. Hookera, Reichb. f. Lvs. variegated dull green and greenish white, pale beneath, ovate oblong; sepaes tall, slender; upper sepal round, acuminate, green, with
a cream-colored margin; petals subspatulate, purplish at the apices, with a green stripe toward the base; labellum greenish brown, inrolled portion greenish, with a few raised warts; staminode oval. Borneo. B.M. 5302.


Var. volanteunum, Hort. Fig. 645. Fls. larger than in the type; petals oblong spatulate, green, except at extremities, where they are pale mauve, median portion richly dotted with crimson-brown; labellum greenish brown. June and July, and earlier. Borneo.

16. Appletoniunum, Rolfe (C. Appletoniunum, var. Appletoniunum, Hort.). Lvs. less tessellated than in the preceding; staminodium very small, greenish. This form is sometimes considered as a sub-variety of C. Bullelaniunum. Borneo.

17. coneolor. Batem. Lvs. oval-oblong, mottled, dull purple; in spring short; upper sepal yellow, dotted with purple, similar to the petals; labellum yellow, compressed.

18. niveum, Reichb. f. Lvs. oval-oblong to oblong, short, mottled: fls. white; petals and upper sepal nearly equal, finely dotted at base with purple dots, variable in number and distribution. Burma. B.M. 5922.


21. Fairíeium, Lindl. Upper sepal sub-rotund, whitish, veined with dark carmine-purpure; petals oblong, deflexed, recurved at the apices, whitish, veined with green and purple; labellum brownish green, reticulated; staminodium obicular, with a pronounced beak or tooth from the lower margin, white, with green veins. Habitat unknown, 1857. — The only living records of this species in America are found in several splendid hybrids, such as C. x Niobe, C. x exiliorum, C. x Arthurianum, C. x Amser and C. x H. Ballantine. There are several plants in English collections. There are no living plants in America. The species is not vigorous enough to be worth the growing.

22. hirsutíeium, Lindl. Lvs. ligulate, uniform green; scape greenish; ovary and bracts clothed with shaggy hairs; upper sepal narrow at base, broader toward the summit, nearly ovate, brownish, with a green margin, finely dotted at base; petals green at base, finely dotted, becoming purplish; margin sinuate, undulate; labellum greenish, finely dotted, downy and ciliate: staminode bluntly quadrate or spade-shaped, with 2 white eyes. March, April and May. Java. B.M. 4990. R.H. 1837, pp. 182-3. — Int. at same time as C. Fairíeium (1857).


cc. Staminodium provided with a protuberance or horn.

24. Chârlesworthii, Rolfe. Lvs. ligulate, Obsessely tessellated, heavily spotted beneath throughout or only at the base; scape short, spotted like the lvs.; ovary spotted, subducted by a small, spotted bract; upper sepal orbicular, white, mottled and suffused with pale carmine, purple rose, imbricated at base or clear; petals short, rarely wavy margined, yellowish or brownish, veined with brown; labellum similar in color to the petals (variable), spreading at the aperture, small in comparison with the upper sepal; staminodium shiny, pure white, with an orange-yellow tipped process. Autumn. E. Indies. B.M. 7416. R. B. 20: 241. Gn. 17: 1069 and p. 425. A.F. 13: 430. — A very variable and beautiful species, which should give rise to interesting hybrids.


Var. Chântuii, Hort. Habit as in type; dorsal sepal larger with larger spots, broad toward the summit, mainly green, heavily spotted with brown, except on the upper portion, where it is white, with several pale mauve spots; labellum color like the spots, deep polished brown. R. H. 1876: 130.

Var. Ernéñi, Hort., is a yellow form with faint spots on the upper sepal, which lack the characteristic brown and are called "false spots."

Var. Ñándere. Hort. Fig. 616. Foliage pale to the base; scape very pale green; upper sepal white above, otherwise primrose yellow, with minute reddish brown dots, which vary in number from season to season, and

464. 645. Cypríapedúm

insigníe, var. Ñándere. (X ½).
in different fs. on the same plant; petals colored like upper sepal; labellum waxy yellow, spreading at aperture; staminode yellow, with an orange-yellow projection. Gong. 7:196. — The most beautiful Cypripedium.

*C. insigne* runs into many forms. Following are some of them: *Albo-marginatum*. Fls. yellowish; upper sepal bordered all round with white; spots light colored, found only on the greenish yellow disk.— *Albus*. Color of fs. soft greenish yellow; upper sepal half white.— *Americanum*. Fls. rather large; upper sepal brownish, with a white margin, not spotted, suffused with rich brown.— *Arnoldianum*. Fis. larger than in var. Maulei; upper sepal with a broad, white margin, spots confined to the greenish yellow disk. G.F. 7: 425. A.F. 6:115. — *Aureum*. Upper sepal pale yellow; petals and labellum brownish.— *Brevicepsianum*. Upper sepal oblong, upper third white, otherwise yellowish green, with regular lines of brown dots; petals reddish brown.— *Brownii*. Fis. green; upper sepal heavily blotched or spotted; petals spotted.— *Coronatum*. Labellum corolline, otherwise typical.— *Cultorum* (fig. 1). A very large flower, with a broad upper sepal. Closely allied to var. Schroederianum (1).— *Cuperanum*. Upper sepal spotted at base, similar to that of var. albo-marginatum; petals rather longer than usual; labellum large.— *Cuttingianum*. Fls. large, greenish; upper sepal broad, with violet-purple spots on the white.— *Dominianum*.— *Dominianum*.— *Eucranianum*. Fis. light yellow, with several light brown spots at base of upper sepal.— *Forssterianum*. Upper sepal with a broad white border; petals distinctly veined with brown.— *Fuscatum*. R.H.2:20.— *Gracile*. Upper sepal narrow.— *Gilmoraceum*. Fis. rather large; upper sepal spotted with brown.— *Guttatum*. R.H. 1851: 201.— *Houseianum*. Sepals long and narrow.— *Illaticum*. Yellowish variety; sepal and petals spotted.— *Kimbballianum*. Upper sepal flat, reflected at the summit, yellowish green; spots running in lines into the white border; petals strongly veined.— *Longipetala*. Long, narrow sepals; upper sepal brownish below greenish above, not spotted.— *Lutegoehianum*. Upper sepal somewhat narrower than usual, basal margins wavy; upper margin white, passing to pale yellow; spots hardly visible; same color as the sepal. Belongs to the Ernesti group of varieties.— *Maculatum*. An obscure variety;— *Manevedilium*. Form same as *Albo-marginatum*. Petals thickly covered with spots in regular lines.— *Mariei*. White portion of the upper sepal predominating, extending to the base on either side of the green disk; uppermost spots violet-purple, otherwise the spots are larger brownish and few.— *Maximus*. Upper sepal large, deep green.— *Macfarlance*. Allied to var. Sundivae. Sepal and petals narrower, deeper yellow.— *Mooreanum*. Fis. pale yellow; petals pale greenish yellow; upper sepal margined with white; broadly ovate; basal margins finely dotted; spots largest at the center; petals brown-veined; staminode with a mucro.— *Nudum*.— *Saphirens*.— *Sulzetherianum*. Large dark spot, somewhat confluent, in lines along the middle of the upper sepal.

26. *Exul*, Rolfe. Lvs. narrower and more rigid than in the preceding species; upper sepal greenish yellow at the base, spotted with brown, upper part white; petals and labellum similar to those of *C. Druryi*. Siam. B.M. 7510.— Considered by some to be a form of *C. insigne*.

27. *Druryi*, Beddome. Lvs. ligulate, uniform green; sepal about 1 ft. high; ovary subtended by a small bract; upper sepal arching at the summit, yellowish with a dark median band; petals ligulate, yellow, with a dark median band; labellum yellowish. May, June. India. I.H. 24:265. A.F. 6:553.

28. *villosum*, Lindl. Lvs. linear-ligulate, uniform green spotted with brown-purple at the base; sepals especially long-hairy; ovary subtended by a bract nearly as long as itself; upper sepal narrow at the base, broader above, brownish at the base, otherwise greenish yellow, finely margined with white; petals spatulate, broad at apexes, wavy-margined, oblique, with a conspicuous brown midvein, otherwise brownish yellow; labellum brownish yellow; staminode large, oblong, yellowish. Jan., Feb. India. I.H. 4:126. A.F. 6:555.

Var. *Boxalli*, Hort. (C. *Bösseli*, Reichb. f.). Upper sepal spotted with blackish spots, which are more or less confluent along the median line. Burma. I.H. 26:345.

29. *Sallieri*, Godf. Petals somewhat resembling those of the above; upper sepal large, broad at and toward the summit, yellowish green, spotted with brown, and provided with a broad white border round the upper half. Supposed natural hybrid between *C. villosum* and *C. insigne*. 435
30. Löwei, Lindl. Lvs. ligulate, uniform green; sepals often more than 3 ft. long, arching, bearing several fls.: upper sepal yellowish veined with brownish purple at the base, broadly oval, basal margins reflexed; petals fully 3 in. long, deflexed, twisted, spatulate, yellowish, with numerous brown-purple spots and at toward the base, the spoon-shaped extremities dull crimson-purple; labellum brown, infolded lobes paler; staminodium obcordate, with a born-like projection at base. April, May. Borneo. F.S. 4:375. A.F. II:1349. R.H. 1857, p. 402; 1883, p. 352; 1885, p. 473.

31. Raynaldianum, Reichb. f. Lvs. ligulate, leathery, uniform green; sepals about 20 in. long, villose, greenish brown, 1-5-fld.: upper sepal oval, lower margins reflexed, cream-white above, purplish at the margins, the base yellowish, spotted with reddish brown; petals linear, broad at the extremities, and of a dull purple color, yellowish from the base about half way, with several large, reddish brown spots; labellum green tinged with dull purple; staminodium similar to that of preceding, but narrower. Jan.–May. Philippine Islis. B.M. 6296.

32. Pariishi, Reichb. f. Lvs. coriaceous, thick, ligulate; sepals longer than the lvs.; sepals about equal, broadly ovate, yellowish white, veined with reddish brown; petals with marginal warts, twisted, yellowish green; labellum calceiform, yellowish, staminodium nearly quadrangular, lateral margins inflexed. Aug. New Guinea. I.H. 24:38. R.H. 1886, p. 321.—C. praestans, var. Kimberlannum, Hort., is another form. This is not to be confounded with C. Kimberlannum (see No. 37).

33. Sandarius, Reichb. f. C. glanduliferum, Blume. C. Neo-Guinæa, Hort.). Lvs. coriaceous, deep green; peduncle longer than the lvs.; sepals about equal, broadly ovate, yellowish white, veined with reddish brown; petals with marginal warts, twisted, yellowish green; labellum calceiform, yellowish, staminodium nearly quadrangular, lateral margins inflexed. Aug. New Guinea. I.H. 24:38. R.H. 1886, p. 321.—C. praestans, var. Kimberlannum, Hort., is another form. This is not to be confounded with C. Kimberlannum (see No. 37).

34. Sanderianum, Reichb. f. C. glanduliferum, Blume. C. Neo-Guinæa, Hort.). Lvs. coriaceous, deep green; peduncle longer than the lvs.; sepals about equal, broadly ovate, yellowish white, veined with reddish brown; petals with marginal warts, twisted, yellowish green; labellum calceiform, yellowish, staminodium nearly quadrangular, lateral margins inflexed. Aug. New Guinea. I.H. 24:38. R.H. 1886, p. 321.—C. praestans, var. Kimberlannum, Hort., is another form. This is not to be confounded with C. Kimberlannum (see No. 37).

35. prustans, Reichb. f. (C. glanduliferum, Blume. C. Neo-Guinæa, Hort.). Lvs. coriaceous, deep green; peduncle longer than the lvs.; sepals about equal, broadly ovate, yellowish white, veined with reddish brown; petals with marginal warts, twisted, yellowish green; labellum calceiform, yellowish, staminodium nearly quadrangular, lateral margins inflexed. Aug. New Guinea. I.H. 24:38. R.H. 1886, p. 321.—C. praestans, var. Kimberlannum, Hort., is another form. This is not to be confounded with C. Kimberlannum (see No. 37).

36. Sanderianum, Reichb. f. C. glanduliferum, Blume. C. Neo-Guinæa, Hort.). Lvs. coriaceous, deep green; peduncle longer than the lvs.; sepals about equal, broadly ovate, yellowish white, veined with reddish brown; petals with marginal warts, twisted, yellowish green; labellum calceiform, yellowish, staminodium nearly quadrangular, lateral margins inflexed. Aug. New Guinea. I.H. 24:38. R.H. 1886, p. 321.—C. praestans, var. Kimberlannum, Hort., is another form. This is not to be confounded with C. Kimberlannum (see No. 37).

37. Rothschildianum, Reichb. f. Fig. 647. Lvs. thick: sepal reddish brown, bearing several fls.: upper sepal narrowly ovate, yellowish, striped with brown; petals linear, about 18 in. long, yellowish at the base, marked with reddish brown, the middle part barred with reddish brown and yellow, purplish brown at and toward the blunt apices; labellum brownish, Feb.–May. Habitat known but not revealed; perhaps north Borneo. G.C. III. 19:329. Grt. 43:250.

38. Chamberlainianum, O'Brien. Lvs. dark green, ligulate; scape arching, bearing several fls. that open in succession: ovary not conspicuously ribbed; upper sepal pale green, brownish at base, with about 12 veins which, brown at first, terminate green; margin warty, ciliate, dorsal surface hairy; petals narrow, spreading, reflexed, twisted, green, with lines of numerous red-brown spots, tinged rose-pink near the column; labellum pale rose mauve, ciliate, spotted with dark mauve; infolded lobes pale green; staminodium oval. Sumatra. B.M. 7578, as a Paphiopedilum. R.H. 1892, pp. 104–5. G.F. 5:413.

39. Victoria-Marie, Rolfe. Similar to the above: labellum dull purple; petals and upper sepal not lined with brown spots. Perhaps only a variety of C. Chamberlainianum. Sumatra. B.M. 7573, as a Paphiopedilum.

BB. Foliole of two lvs. above the ground.

41. elegans, Reichenb. f. Plant about 4 in. high; lvs. opposite, borne on an elongated annual stem; upper sepal narrowly ovate, veined with reddish brown; petals lanceolate, similar in color to the sepal; labellum brownish, rounded, said to be petaloid. July. Sikkim.—Probably not in cultivation in this country.

42. Japonicum, Thunb. Lvs. nearly opposite, roundish, undulate, plicate: bract longer than the ovary. fl. terminating the scape: sepal and petals lanceolate, subacute, greenish, dotted with red; labellum white-pink; staminodium cordate, channelled. April, May. Japan.

BB. Foliole of several or many lvs. on the stem.

C. Lower sepal divided.

43. arietinum, R. Brown. Plant about 6 in. high, slender; lvs. lanceolate; fls. small, solitary, upper sepal ovate-lanceolate, brownish green; petals linear; labellum tapering at the apex, white veined with reddish purple, clothed with white, woolly hairs near the apex; staminodium nearly round. Maine to N. Y., Mich., and Minn., and northward. B.M. 1569. L.B.C. 13:1240. F.S. 20:2905.—Fls. curiously irregular in shape, resembling a ram's head.

44. Himalanicum, Rolfe. Plant 8-12 in. high; lvs. 3, elliptico-oblong: upper sepal ovate, brownish, with deeper colored veins; petals narrow, oblong, paler than the upper sepal; labellum purple-brown, many-nerved; staminode heart-shaped. July. Bhotan. —Probably not cultivated in this country.

45. Thibeticum, King. Lvs. 3, close together on the stem; labellum larger than in the preceding, and not depressed, brown-purple; petals pale brown; staminode oval-cordate, angled at the base. July. Sikkim. —Probably not in cultivation.

C.C. Lower sepal little or not at all divided.

46. candidum, Muhl. Lvs. oblong-lanceolate: fls. terminal, solitary; sepal broader than the petals, ovate-lanceolate; petals spreading like the sepal, greenish; labellum white, white-striped inside with purple; staminodium lanceolate. May and June. N. Y., Penn., Minn., Mo. and Ky.

47. pubescens, Willd. Fig. 649. Lvs. oval, acute: petals usually twist: much narrower than the ovate-lanceolate sepal; labellum pale yellow; staminodium triangular. Same range as No. 49. May and June. B.M. 911, as C. paradoxum. A.G. 13:515. Mo. 7:5.


51. macranthum, Swartz. Lvs. oblong, acute: fls. purple, not spotted; upper sepal oblong, acute; lower sepal smaller; petals ovate-lanceolate; labellum contracted at the aperture. Moist, shady places, northern Asia, Siberia. R.H. 1877:390.

52. Calafornicum, Gray. Plants either slender or stout, varying in height, sometimes exceeding 2 ft.: petals ovate-alternate: floral bracts very large, becoming narrowly ovate: fls. small, from 6-12 open at the same time, an inch or more apart on the stem; labellum white; sepal oval, yellowish green; petals narrowly oblong, colored like the sepal. Calif. B.M. 7186. G.W.P. 1:281.

53. montanum, Doug. One to 2 ft., leafy, pubescent; lvs. ovate to broad-lanceolate, 4-6 in. long; fls. 1-3, short-pedicelled, the wavy-twisted petals brownish, the
CYPRIPEDIUM

A.F. 8:557. — Arthurianum = pulchellum = insignis Chan- 
tinii X Fairiesanum. — Ashburnonii (C. obserum) = bar- 
fordense = Philippinense X Argus. — Buchananum = Drury X Cypriepedium. — Calotham = barbatum X Crossii X Lowii. — Calo-
gar = venustum x Dayanum. — Callo-Rhodochilium = callo- 
sum x Rhodochilium. — Colchicum = See Lawrencianum. — Con-
eum = villosum x purpuratum. — Conspicuum = Harrisianum X 
Villosum. — Constancy = Curtisii X Stolii. — Costionum = alnum 
X Harrisianum. — Cyclamen = argilii X Curtisii. — Decanx = 
Superbum. — Crethus = Cypriepedium X Argus. — Crossianum = 
Insigne X Venustum. — Cybele = Lawrencianum X Druryi. — 
Dantuiteri. See Harrisianum. — Dolda = var. Davissianum = 
villosum. var. Boxalli X Argus. var. Moensii. — Diteratum = vil-
losum. var. Boxalli X hirsutissimum. — Dindle = venustum X !
Donationum = insignis var. Wittii X Harrisianum. — Donostina-
hum = hirsutissimum x callosum. — Doris = venustum X Stonel.
— Drury Hooker = Drury X Hookeri. — Electra = ananathum, 
var. electra. — Enchanted = Lawrencianum X Hookeri. — Ephi-
altes = insignis var. Chautini x aurorum. — Evrel = Law-
renceanum X Xanophilus. — Cupangus = barbatum X Evrellus. 
— Euryclus = ciliare X hirsutissimum. — Excelsor = Rob-
sechidium X Harrisianum. — Fairyqueen = Curtisi X Druryi. 
— Fissum = Philippinense X ciliare X barbatum. — Fitchanum = 
Hookeri X barbatum. — Frau Ida = Boudry x Stolii. — Grande = 
Youngianum. — Galates = Harrisianum X insignis Maudel. — 
Gil = var. Cypriepedium = purpureum X Harrisianum. — Gibas = 
Harrisianum. X Harrisianum. — Goldianum = Lawrencianum X 
Curtisi. — Gynium = Druryi X ciliare. — Harrisianum = barbatum 
X villosum. — Harrisianum. var. Dantuiteri = bar-

651. Cypriepedium Lathamianum (X 3/4).

Hybrid. (See supplementary list.)

batum x villosum. — H. Ballantine = purpuratum X Fairi-

Sanum. — Hapheus = callosum X Hookeri. — Lawrencian-
Hornianum = Cypriepedium x superbum. — Hurrellianum

652. Cypriepedium Niobe (X 1/3). Hybrid.

(See supplementary list.)

Asbhoranum = Cypriepedium. — Josephianum = Druryi X 
— Kinnaballionum = Rhodochilium X Dayanum. — Krameri-
num = alnum X villosum. — Krithia = insignis X tonsum. 
— Laforeddii = barbatum X insignis var. Chautini. — Latham-
ium (Fig. 631) = Cypriepedium x villosum. — Lathamianum, 
var. Calypgo = Cypriepedium X villosum. var. Boxalli. — Lecanum = 
insignis X Cypriepedium. — Leucanum = var. giganteum x 
Cypriepedium. A.F. 9:763. — Leucanum = var. Macroleucanum 
A.G. 12:65. — Leucanum, var. superbum = a good form raised 
by Veitch. — Luteoregnianum = Cypriepedium X leuco-
— Lawdium = Lowii X villosum. — Lawricum = Lawrencianum X 
villosum. var. superbum. — Luteecena = Cypriepedium X Javanicum. 
— Lynchnianum = var. Cypriepedium X Collarum. — Macropro-
— Lowii = Superbum = Mammophyllum X Hookeri X barbatum. 
— Marshallianum = venustum. var. parvimum X concolor. — 
Mesoregnianum. See Lecanum. — Mensanum = superbum X 
Rhodochilium. — Maynardii = parvatum X Cypriepedium. 
— Mesoregnianum = villosum X venustum. — Mesoregnianum, 
var. parvurnum = villosum. var. Boxalli X vilmum. — Mozonna 
= superbum X Stonel. I.H. 34:5. — Mrs. Catham X superbum X 
Villosum. — Mrs. G. D. Oliver = superbum X villosum. — Mutis 
= hirsutissimum X Lawrencianum. — Nobe = Cypriepedium X 
Fairiesanum. — Nits = villosum X insignis. var. Maudei. — 
Nits, var. Sallierii = insignis X Villosum. — Nites, var. Sallierii, 
sub var. Hygnum = insignis X Villosum. — Nites, var. Schleier-
nerianum = villosum. var. Boxalli X insignis. — Nites, var. Mans de 
Cortes = Boxalli X insignis Chautini. — Nova = Lawrencianum X 
Stoie. — Otis = superbum X Rhodochilium. — Oceanum = 
unanthus. — Onanathum = Harrisianum X insignis. — Oktiou 
= tonsum X nivem. — Orecta = onanthus var. Orectes. — Or-
phanum = barbatum X Druryi. — Ophicalcarum = Harrisianum, 
var. superbum X Cypriepedium. — Paguranum = superbum X Hookeri. 
— Poliana = Cypriepedium X Dayanum. — Pateronii = Lowii X 
— Pelates = Lawdianum X insignis. — Pelops = Noble X Javanico-
superbiens. — Pelticulatum = insignis. var. Maudei X Dayanum. 
— Pietatsum = Cypriepedium X superbum. — Pletcherianum = Har-
risianum, var. superbum X Cypriepedium. — Pleistostochorum = bar-
batum X javanum. var. virens. — Pleioneum = var. villosum X 
Phalacrum = villosum X venustum. — Pogonanum = villosum X 
Maudei X purpuratum. — Rozalium = villosum X venustum 
(see Mesoregnianum). — Ruohana = onanthus var. super-
rum X villosum. var. Boxalli. — Saracennanum = Harrisianum X 
Cypriepedium. — Selligeranum = barbatum X Philippense. — Sel-
MYRIOPHYLLUM

Oakes

lvs. var. magna = barbatum X Philippinense. A. F. 11:1349.

CYRILLA


raceimiflora Linn. LEATHERWOOD. Shrub, occasionally to 30 ft. lvs. cuneate, oblong or oblanceolate, usually obtuse, reticulate-veined, 2-3 in. long, bright green, turning orange and scarlet in fall, but in tropical climates evergreen: racemes 4-6 in. long, erect, at length nodding. B. M. 2546. S. S. 2:11. The variety from W. India has been described as C. Antillana, Michx., and that of Brazil as C. racemiflora, Vandelli.

ALFRED REIDER.

CYRTANTHUS (Greek, curved flowers: from their pendulous habit). Ameryllidaceae. Twenty species of tender bulbs from South Africa, known only in a few American greenhouses. Their culture is presumably like that of many other bulbs from the same region. They are suitable for pot culture, or for planting out in summer. The following analytical key gives an idea of the group, and its three subgenera.

a. Fls. many in an umbel, pendulous.

b. Lvs. strap-shaped. (Cyranthus proper.)

oblatus, Alt. Bulb ovoid, 3-4 in. thick: lvs. 10-12, strap-shaped, distichous, produced after the lfs., 1 1/2-2 ft. long; scape 1 1/2-2 ft. long, stout, mottled; fls. 10-12 in an umbel, entirely drooping, odorless, bright red, with more or less yellow, and greenish tips 2-3 in. long; pedicels 1/2-1 in. long; style not exerted. Cape Colony. B. M. 1153.

BB. Lvs. linear. (Monella.)

Mackennii, Hook. f. Bulb 1 1/2 in. thick: lvs. 2-6, appearing with the lfs., linear, 1 ft. long; scape slender, slightly glaucous; fls. 4-10 in an umbel, pure white, 2 in. long; style exerted. Natal. G. C. I. 29:641. Gn. 50, p. 68.

AA. Fls. single, or few in an umbel, erect or slightly curved downward. (Gastronomo.)

sanguineus, Hook. Bulb 2 in. thick: lvs. 3-4, appearing with the lfs., lanceolate, petiolate, 1 ft. long; scape slender, 6-9 in. long; fls. 1-3, bright red, 3/4-1 in. long, wider funnel-shaped than in the two preceding species, with a throat 1 in. across. Cafraria, Natal. B. M. 5218.

C. Pattonsii, Baker, belongs to Cyranthus proper, but its lvs. appear with the fls., and it has 6 or even 12 pale red fls. about 1 in. long, and a much shorter style than in C. oblonga. Cape Colony. B. M. 7488. Gn. 50:1076.

653. Cyrtonium fasciatum. (Leaf X 1/4.)

a. Margins of pinnae entire or slightly undulate.

fasciatum, J. Sm. Fig. 653. Pinnae ovate, fasciate; the lower part of the leaf or obliquely truncate at the base, 4-6 in. long, 1-2 in. wide. Japan and India. - The large thick, glossy foliage makes it an excellent fern for decorations.

Fortunei, J. Sm. Pinnae lanceolate, oblique, 2-4 in. long, 1/4-1 in. wide. Japan.

b. Margins of pinnae toothed or sometimes lobed.

caryotidium, J. Sm. Pinnae larger, 5-7 in. long, 1 1/2-2 1/2 wide, often auricled on both sides at the base, sharply toothed. India.

L. M. UNDERWOOD.
CYTOPOERÁ. Consult Cytopedium Woodfordii.

CYTOPERDUM (Greek for curved foot, from the shape of the lip). Orchidaceae, tribe Vandaee. Epiphytes; stems fusiform, bearing plicate leaves; sepalas and petals equal, free; column semiterete; pollinia 2, caudicle short, gland ovate; sepalas radical, bearing numerous flowers, pure yellow, spotted with crimson. Probably two dozen species, widely distributed in the tropics. They are large-growing plants, with large and showy flowers. They need a rich, fibrous soil with manure. Grow in a warm or tropical house.

Andersonii, R. Br. Stems 5 ft. high; lvs. long, lanceolate, sheathing at the base; sepalas often 3 ft. high, branching, bearing many yellow flowers; sepalas and petals broad, bright yellow, the labelmis brighter, front lobe slightly concave. Specimens with over 100 lvs. have been recorded. Tropical Amer. B.M. 1806

punctatum, Lindl. Habit as above; sepalas from 2-3 ft. high, branching about midway, dotted with dull purple, the branches subtended by membranaceous sheathing bracts, which are lanceolate, undulating, and dotted with crimson; sepalas oblong-lanceolate, undulate, greenish yellow blotched with crimson; petals similar, spotted at the base; labelmis ½ in. long, fleshy, bright yellow, lateral lobes crimson, midlobe spotted and marbled with crimson and column green. Extensively distributed through S. Amer. B.M. 3567. F.S. 22: 2525. — Var. Saintligerianum, Hort. (C. Saintligerianum, Reichl, f.). Has brighter markings on the bracts and flowers.

Woodfordii, Sims (Cytopéra Woodfordii, Lindl.). Stems fusiform; lvs. lanceolate; sepalas radical, bearing a many-flowered raceme; lvs. greenish, with a purple labelmis; sepalas linear-lanceolate; petals oblong. Trinidad. B.M. 1814. Oakes Ames.

CYTOSTÉRMA (Greek, curved seed). Arodaceae. This genus includes a handsome warm-climate tuberous foliage plant, with large, bastate red-veined leaves, resembling Alocasia, but easily distinguished by its spine-stems. It was introduced into cult. in 1889 from the Solomon Islands as Alacasia Johnstotii, but two years later it flowered, and it became evident that the plant was a Cytoptérida. This plant was once advertised by Pitcher & Manda as Cytemeria, apparently a typographicalerror, as there is no such genus. Cytopérida has 8 species, remarkably scattered in the tropics.

They are herbs with tubers or long rhizomes; leaf and flower-stalks often spiny or wartv; lvs. lanceolate or sagittate; petals long, sheathing at the base. Culture presumably same as Alocasia.

Johnstonii, N. E. Br. (Alacasia Johnstonii, Hort.). Tuberosous; petiole 2-2½ ft. long, olive green, spotted red, covered with fleshy, spine-like leaf-warts; lvs. sagit- 
tate, depressed in the middle, 1½-2 ft. long, olive-green, with prominent and beautiful red veins above. I.H. 27:395.

G. Rex, Lindl. & N. E. Br., is a second species of this genus, figured in I.H. 30:150, but not known to be in the Amer. trade. It has narrow-sagitate lvs. on slender, very prickly petioles; spathe rather large, reflexed, greenish white. Borneo.

CYTOSTÉCHYNYS (Greek for arched spike). Pata-maceae, tribe Arliceae. Three Malayam, spineless, pin- nate-leafed palms, sometimes seen in choice collections. They thrive on the terraces given to Arécaceae and Chris-
alooceae. Spadix large, branching and pendent; fls. monotone, the two kinds in one spadix—each pistillate accompanied by two staminates with 6 stamens. Two species are offered in this country:

Renda, Blume. Height 25-30 ft.; leaflet linear or ensiform, obtuse, unequally 2-toothed, delicate gray beneath, the petioles dark, brownish red.

Lékka, Becc. Petiolas green; lvs. broad, boldly arched, the leaflets unequally 2-toothed.

CYSTOSTÉCHANUS (Greek for blader Acanthus, because the flowers are inflated). Acanthaceae. Five erect, evergreen herbs of Burma and Cochim China, with showy, sessile fls, in the axils of bracts, the entire inflorescence more or less crowded into a terminal panicle or thryse. Corolla-limb spreading, unequally 5-lobed, the lobes short-rotund; stamens 2: style biliform, the stigma 2-toothed; lvs. entire. One species, C. indicus, is Old World, but is not known to be in the Amer. trade. This is C. tségida, Nicholson, B.M. 6043 as Meninia tségida, Fass. It comes from Cochim China; 2 ft. or less high, with prominently jointed stems and apparently 6-foliate lanceolate lvs.; fls. white, yellow in the throat and pink-reticulated on the lobes. Cult. as other warm-climate Acanthaceae. (See Aphelandra for example.) Prop. by cuttings of young wood.

CYTOSTÉPERIS (Greek, bladder-fern). Polypondiáceae. A small genus of hardly native ferns, with delicate foliage, and round sorus, covered by a delicate induc- sium which is attached under one side and opens at the other, becoming hood-like in appearance and finally disappearing. The 3 species all grow in the north temperate zone. Of easy culture in shady, rich borders.

C. bulbifera, Bernh. Lvs. 8-24 in. long, widest at the base, triplinatated, bearing on the under surface of the racis a series of bulb-like bodies; seeds with a cal- lose appendage and flowers. Thrives best on lime-bearing rocks. Canada to north Carolina.

C. fragilis, Bernh. Fig. 654. Lvs. clustered, 4-8 in. long besides the slender stalks, triplinatated, widest above the midrib. Widely distributed over the world at all altitudes.

L. M. Underwood.

CYTISUS (Greek name for a kind of clover). Legu-

mínnos. Mostly low, short shrubs, rarely small trees; lvs. trifoliate, sometimes unifoliate, rather small, alternate, deciduous or persistent, sometimes few and some- times many and branches almost leafless; fls. papilionaceous, axillary or in terminal heads or racemes, yel-

low, white or purple; stamens 10, connate; style curved: pod flat, dehis-

cent, with few or many seeds; seeds with a cal- lose appendage at the base. About 45 species in S. and M. Europe, Can-

ary Isl., N. China and W. Asia. Ornamental ever-bearing shrubs, blooming most in early spring and summer. Not hardly northern; C. hirundin, C. capilatus, C. scoparius, C. nigri-

cans, C. leucanthus, while the evergreen species C. Cnaenivienis, C. condit-
cans, C. filipes are hardly only south. Most of the species are well adapted for borders of shrubbery, and thrive in almost any well drained soil and in sunny position; they naturalize themselves often very quickly in dry, gravelly soil, where few other plants will grow. The species specially does so. The Cytusus were once thought to be cultivated carefully and when young, as they do not bear transplanting well as older plants. Some dwarf species like C. Arbouini, Kerantherium, glabrum and leucanthus are very handsome for rockeries. The ever- green C. Canenivienis and racemus are much grown in the north as greenhouse shrubs, blooming profusely in early spring; also the white-flowering C. albás and fílices make handsome pot-plants, and may be had in bloom in February with gentle forcing. For pot-plants, a light sandy loam with peat added forms a suitable compost. After flowering the plants should be cut back and repotted as soon as they start into new growth.
After retting they are kept close and often springed until they are established; then they ought to have plenty of air and only slight shade. When the new growth has been finished they may be put in the open air until frost is threatening. During the winter they should be kept in a cool greenhouse with plenty of light and carefully and moderately watered. From January they may be transferred gradually in a warmer house for forcing.

Cuttings started in early spring, transplanted several times and then gradually hardened off, can be grown into flowering specimens for the following spring. Prop. by seeds sown in spring and by Greenwood cuttings under glass; they are also sometimes increased by layers or by grafting. As stock C. migrans is much used, or Laburnum vulgar for small standard trees; for plants grown in the greenhouse or south, C. Canariensis is a good stock.

ALFRED REIDERS.

Of Cytisus, the young growths root readily in December and January in the ordinary way. They should be shifted on as they grow. Good sized plants can be produced if shifting and pinching is not neglected. By the following winter, the winter-propagated plants should also be in 5-in. pots, in which size they are most useful. Keep very cool during winter and withhold any forcing. They flower in March, or, if kept at a night temperature of 45°, as late as April. Syringing at all times to prevent red spider. To produce good sized plants in one year, it is best to keep them plunged on a bench under the glass the entire summer, with little shade. Older plants can be plunged out of doors during July, August and September.

WILLIAM SCOTT.

Index: alb. 2.; Andraeana, 1; atropurpureus, 5; Canariensis, 10; candeans, 8; capitatus, 7; carneus, 5; elongatus, 14, and suppl. list; Everestianus, 11; tala- tus, 6; lilipes, 3; hirsutus, 6; incarnatus, 2; Linkii, 2; leflunolius, 15; Maderensis, 2; nigricans, 15; Palen- mosus, 3; pendulus, 5; proliferus, 4; purpureus, 5; racemosus, 11, 12; ramosissimus, 10; Schipkaensis (which is offered in the trade as this page goes to press) will be found in the supplement; Cytisus racemosus; scoparius, 1; stenopetaldus, 12. See Laburnum and Adenocarpus.

A. Fls. lateral along the branches.

B. Style very long, spirally incurved at the apex: fls. large, yellow or partly crimson.

1. scoparius, Link. (Samothramos scoparius, Wimm. Spartium scoparum, Linnm.) Scotch Broom. Shrub, to 10 ft., with erect, slender branches; lvs. short-petioled, 1-3-foliate; fls. obvate or oblanceolate, sparingly appressed-pubescent, 1/4-1/2 in. long; fls. usually solitary, 3/4 in. long; calyx and pedicels nearly glabrous; pod brownish black, glabrous, villous only at the margin. May, June, M. and S. Europe.—Var. Andraeana, Dipp. (Eriole Andraeana. Puissant). Fls. yellow with dark crimson wings. R.H. 1886: 375. Gt. 40: 1342. R.B. 19: 129. J.H. III. 32; 462. There are also varieties with double and with yellowish white fls. and a form with pendulous branches. All the vats. are more tender than the type.—The Scotch Broom, C. scoparius, has become established in this country, as a naturalized plant, in waste places from Nova Scotia to Virginia; and it is also reported from Vancouver Island. It is also recommended by landscape gardeners for covering raw and broken places. Its yellow fls. and nearly bare stems make a unique combination in the American landscape.

Even when it kills to the ground in winter, it throws up its stems again in the spring.

BB. Style not or not much longer than the keel, slightly curved.

C. Color of fls. white or purple.

D. Calyx short campanulate, not longer than wide: foliage scarce.

2. albii, Link. (C. Linkii, Janka. Genista alba, Lam.) Shrub, to 3 ft., with slender, erect, grooved branches; lvs. short-petioled, 1-3-foliate; fls. obovate-oblong to linear-oblong, 1/4-1/2 in. long, sparingly appressed-pubescent; fls. axillary, 1-3, white, 1/4-1/2 in. long; pod appressed-pubescent, usually 2-seeded. May, June. South, Africa.—Var. incarnatus, Dipp. Fls. white, slightly blushed. L.B.C. 11:1052 as a Spartina.

3. lilipes, Webbs (Spartoegiottis liliipes, Webb.) Shrub, with slender, angular, thread-like branches; lvs. slender-petioled, 3-foliate, nearly glabrous; fls. linear-lanceolate; fls. axillary, 1-3, fragrant, pure white; wings much longer than the keel. Feb.—May. Tene- rifa.—As C. Palenmosus, Hort., in the Amer. trade.

DB. Calyx tubular, longer than wide: lvs. always 3-folio- late: branches terete.

4. prolirus, Linn. Shrub, to 12 ft., with long and slender pubescent branches; fls. oblongate, silky pubescent beneath, green and sparingly pubescent above, 1/4-in. long; fls. white, 3-8 on rather long tomentose pedicles; calyx tomentose; standard pubescent outside; pod densely tomentose-villous, 1-2\ 1/2 in. long. May, June. Canary Isl. B.R. 2:121. L.B.C. 8:761. Recommeded as a fodder plant for California.


CC. Color of fls. yellow.

6. hirsutus, Linn. Shrub, to 3 ft., with erect or procumbent, villous, terete branches; fls. obovate or obovate-oblong, villous pubescent beneath, 1/2-1/2 in. long; fls. 2-3, short-petioled; calyx villous pubescent; pod 1 in. long, villous. May, June. M. and S. Europe. B.M. 6819 (as C. talen- tus) B. R. 14:1191 (as C. multiformis).

AA. Fls. in terminal heads, with bracts at the base.


AAA. Fls. in terminal racemes.

B. Foliage persistent: branches grooved or striped

c. Lvs. distinctly petioled.

d. Racemes rather short and dense.

8. candeas, Linn. Shrub, to 10 ft.; branches villous pubescent when young; lvs. short-petioled, usually gla-
brows above, pubescent beneath; lfts. obvate or obvo-
ate-oblong, mucronulate, 1/2-3/4 in. long; racemes 3-9-
fl., short, leafy at the base: fls. fragrant, bright yellow:
poa rufous-villous, slightly torulose. May, June. Medi-
terranean region, Canary Isl.

9. *Maderensis, Voss.* (Genista *Maderensis*, Webb.) Large shrub or small tree, to 20 ft., closely allied to *C.
candicans* and chiefly distinguished by the rufous woolly
omentum covering the young branches, petioles and
pedicels, and by the longer petioles. Lvs. crowded; lfts.
obvate, acute or mucronulate, often almost glabrous
above, scaly beneath, 3/4-1 1/2 in. long, about as long as
petioles; racemes 6-12-fl., short; fls. bright yellow,
slightly fragrant; pod 5-7-seeded. May, June. Madeira.

10. *Canariensis*, Linn. *Genista* of florists. Fig. 655.
Much-branched shrub, to 6 ft., with villous-pubescent
branches: petioles at least half as long as the lfts.; lfts.
cuneate, obvate or oblong-obvate, pubescent on both
sides, 1/4-1 1/2 in. long; racemes usually many-fl., secund:
fls. fragrant, bright yellow. May—July. (Canary Isl. A.
F. 6:362.—Var. *ramossissimum*, Rehder (C. *ramossi-
sum*, Poir. C. *Attlelegus*, Hort.). Lfts. very small:
racemes short, but numerous. L.B.C. 13:1201. B.R.
3:217.

11. *racemosus*, Nichols., not Marn. Fig. 656. Shrub, to
6 ft.: branches pubescent: lvs. larger long-petioled; lfts.
oblung-obvate, mucronulate, 1 1/2-3 1/4 in. long, silky pub-
escent on both sides: racemes elongated, many-fl.,
secon and rather loose, 3-5 in. long. Probably of gar-
don origin and hybrid between *C. Canariensis* and C.
*stenocephalus*. A.F. 6:802; 13:1136.—Better florists’
plant than the last. Var. *Everestianus*, Hort. Fls. of a
deeper shade of yellow, very free-flowering. R.H.
187:380.

12. *stenocephalus*, Voss (C. *racemosus*, Marn.). Shrub,
to 6 ft., with silky pubescent branches: lvs. slender
petioled; lfts. cuneate, oblong or narrow-oblong, obtuse,
silky pubescent on both sides, 1/2-1 1/2 in. long; racemes
many-fl., loose: lvs. large, bright yellow. May, June.
(Canary Isl. B.R. 26:23 (as Genista *braqueltila*).—Some-
times cultivated as *C. splendidus*, but less desirable as a
greenhouse plant than the two former.

cc. Lvs. nearly sessile.

13. *linifolius*, Lam. Shrub, to 3 ft., with erect, ap-
pressed-pubescent branches: lvs. linear or linear-
lanceolate, acute, revolute at the margin, nearly
glabrous and shining above, silky pubescent beneath.
1/2-
1 in. long; racemes short and compact: fls. bright yel-
Isl. B.M. 442.

**BB.** Foliage deciduous: branches quite terete.

14. *nigricans*, Linn. Shrub, 2-4 ft., with erect, ap-
pressed-pubescent branches: lvs. long-petioled; lfts.
obvate or oblong-obvate, glabrous above, appressed-
pubescent beneath, 1/4-1 in. long; racemes very long and
slender, 3-9 in. long. June, July. Germany, N. Italy,
Borkh. Blooming again in fall at the top of the elon-
gated flowering racemes. R.H. 1891, p. 149 (as *Var.
carlieri*).

C. *Adami*, Poir.=Laburnum *Adami*.—C. *albus*, Haen.—C.
*lentunculus*, *C. albus*, Mill.=Laburnum alpinum.—*C.
Arduini*, Fourn. Prostrate shrub, to 1 ft. high: lvs. trifoliate,
silky: fls. 1 1/2, axillary, yellow, calyx campanulate. Apr.,
May, June. *C. austriacus*, Linn. Allied to *C. capi-
tatus*. Lfts. narrow, elbanoseolate, silky pubescent on both
sides: fls. yellow: calyx densely villous. Southeastern Eu.,
Canaeus.—*C. biflorus*, L'Herit.=C. Ratisbonensis.—*C.
*Canariensis*, Wildl. Allied to *C. scoparius*, but prostrate,
with silky lvs. and large bright yellow fls.; pod villous.
May, Spain.—*C. Cent-
brionis*, Hort.=C. scaparius, var. pelandus.—*C. con-
egatus*, Voss (Teine congesta, Webb). Allied to *C.
L.B.C. 8:78.—*C. elongata-purpurea*, Hort.=*C. veraceo-
laris.*—*C. elongatus*, Walst. & Kit.=*C. Ratisbonensis*, var.
elongatus.—*C. elongatus*, Hort.=C. hirsutus.—*C. fragran-
Tenerife.—*C. glabraecons*, Sartor. Prostrate, sparingly appre-
ssed-pubescent: lvs. 3-folate: fls. lateral, yellow: pod
glabrous. N. Italy.—*C. Kewensis*, Bean (C. *albus* X *Arduini*). Prostrate: lvs. 3-folate, pubescent: fls. creamly white. Origi-
nated at Kew.—*C. Laburnum*, Linn.=Laburnum valgare.
R.H. 187:380.—*C. laburnaceus*, Walst. & Kit. var. elon-
gatory glabrous above, acute: fls. white or yellowish white.
pure white. Balkan.—*C. laburnina*, Link.=*C. fragrans*.
* C. procez*, Hort. (C. *albus* X *purpureus*). Shrub, to 3 ft.,
with erect branches: lvs. 3-folate: fls. yellowish white. Of garden
origin and hybrid between *C. polyptrichus*, Sieb.=C. hirsutus.—*C. purpureus*, Wildl. Shrub, to 3 ft., appressed-pubescent: branches striped:

lvs. 1 1/2-folate: fls. yellowish white. To 3 ft.: branches slender, appre-
ssed-pubescent: lfs. glabrous above, silky beneath: fls. 1-2,
yellow: calyx with appressed, yellowish, silky hairs. April-
fls. larger, 3-5; calyx with somewhat spreading hairs. B.R.
4:308 (as *C. biflorus*).—*C. Ruthenicus*, Hort., not Fisch.=C.
hirsutus.—*C. sessilifolius*, Linn. Allied to *C. nigricans*. Quite
glabrous: lvs. nearly sessile, with roundish-obovate lfts.; ra-
cemes short, 4-11-fl. May, June. S. Eu. B.M. 255.—*C. tril-
florus*, L'Herit. Similar to *C. hirsutus*. Fls. long-pedicilled, yellow;
Tender.—*C. verrucosus*, Dipp. (C. hirsutus X *purpureus*). Low
shrub with sparingly villous lvs.; fls. yellowish white and red.
Spring. Sometimes cultivated as *C. incarnatus*.—*C. Wildeni*, Vis.=

Petteria ramentacea.

* Alfred Rehder.
DABÈCIA (after its Irish name St. Dabeoc's Heath). More commonly spelled Daboecia. Syn., Borelta, Erídecea. Low evergreen shrub with alternate entire lvs. and drooping pedicelled fts. in long terminal racemes; corolla ovoid, contracted at the mouth and shortly 4-lobed, with recurved lobes; stamens 8, included: capsule 4-celled, dehiscient. One species in western Europe. Very pretty heath-like shrub, with purple or white fts., in elegantly loose racemes, well adapted for rockeries or borders of evergreen shrubbery. Requires protection north during the winter, and thrives best in a peaty, sandy soil. Prop. by seeds treated like those of Erica, and by cuttings of half-ripened wood under glass.

polifólia, Don (D. Cantúbrica, Koch. Menziesia polifólia, Juss.).) IRISH HEATH. To 2 ft.; branchlets glandular pubescent; lvs. elliptic, the uppermost narrower, revolute at the margin, whitish tomensose beneath, shining and dark green above, ½-⅔ in. long; racemes many-fl., corolla ⅜-⅝ in. long, purple in the type. June–Oct. Ireland, W. France, N. Spain. Gt. 52:1142. Gt. 14:1450. B. C. 20:1967. S. W. 2: 276. There are many varieties, as alba, with white fts.; bicolor, with white and purple striped fts.; rosea, with pink fts.; grandiflora, with larger purple fts. ALFRED REIDEN.

DACTYLLUS (Greek, finger, from the size of the spikes). Graminaceae. Cow’s-Foot. A perennial tufted grass with flat-keeled or folded leaf-blades, and narrow panicles which expand when in flower: spikelets several-flowered, much flattened, sessile, and densely crowded in thick one-sided clusters. A single species in Eu., Asia and N. Africa, also naturalized in Australia and N. America.

glomerata, Linn. ORCHARD GRASS. Fig. 657. A somewhat coarse grass forming dense tufts. Culms 2-3 ft. high, very leafy: lvs. flat, spreading; spikelets compressed, 3-5 fl.; glumes lanceolate, very acute or short awn-pointed, ciliate on the keel above. One of the best known and most useful pasture grasses, and useful for lawns under trees.

Var. variegata, Hort., is a dwarf form of neat, compact habit, with beautifully variegated silver and green foliage.—Well adapted for forming edgings. It grows 1½-2 ft. high, and is prop. by divisions.

P. B. KENNEDY.

DACTYLOCTÉNIUM (Greek, daktylos, finger, and kteinos, comb). FINGER-COMB GRASS. This genus closely resembles Elousine, from which it differs chiefly in having the terminal spikes shorter and each tipped with a sharp prolongation of the axis. Annual, with culms tufted or creeping, and rooting at the joints, ½–2 ft. high. Spikelets usually 3-5 in number, digitate, about 2 in. long; spikelets several-fl., crowded in two rows along one side of a continuous axis. Species 2, one in Australia, and the other appearing as a weed in all the warmer countries of the world.

Egyptiacum, Wild. (Elousina Egyptiaca, Cyphariosus Egyptiaca, Linn.). CROW-Foot. Spikelets very closely packed, spreading at right angles to the rachis, 2 fl., with rudiments of two other fls.—An ornamental grass introduced into N. Amer. from Asia or Africa. Mojave Indians of S. California use the grain for food, in Africa a decoction is prepared from the seeds for inflammation of the kidneys.

P. B. KENNEDY.

DEDEALACANTHUS (Greek words, meaning an Acanth of curious structure). Acanthaceae. This genus contains some tender shrubs of difficult culture under glass, but great favorites in the tropics, particularly in India. D. nervosus is a popular winter and spring-blooming shrub in S. Fla. It has blue flowers, an inch across, 5-lobed, and shaded purple at the mouth of the tube. The names are much confused, with that of Eranthemum. The kinds mentioned below are, however, very distinct, from the garden standpoint, from any given in this work under Eranthemum by the color of their fts. and the great size and relative showiness of their bracts. For culture, see Justicia.

A. Fls. dark blue.

nervosus. T. Anders. (Eranthemum pulchellum, Andrews and some dealers, while that of others is E. bicolor, and of Roxburgh is D. purpurascens. E. nervosus, R. Br.). Fig. 638. Lvs. ovate or elliptical, acuminate at both ends, somewhat crenate or entire; spikes axillary, opposite, overlapping: bracts elliptical, acute; limb of the corolla as wide as the tube is long. Indi. B.M. 1358 as Justicia nervosa. Gt. 51:1118. G.C. II.

657. Dactylis glomerata—Orchard Grass (× ¼).

21:415.—A very pretty shrub for the warmhouse, its fts. being of a color that is not very common in winter-blooming plants. It is an easy subject to manage, requiring a light, rich soil, full sunlight and plenty of water. Cuttings of young growth root readily in a warm-house.

AA. Fls. purple.

purpurascens. T. Anders. (E. purpurascens, Wight. E. pulchellum, Roxb., not Hort.). Lvs. broadly ovate,

(443)
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petioles pinnae embicantus, white stems

DAAHLIA (named after Professor Andreas Dahl, a Swedish pupil of Linnaeus, and author of Observationes Botanicae, a work of minor importance). Compositae. Dahlias are amongst the commonest and most important garden plants. The spelling of the word Dahlia shows that the a should be given the broad sound, but in England it is everywhere given the long sound, and in America it is often given the short sound. The long sound of a makes the word indistinguishable from the leguminous genus Dalea, named after Dale. In Germany Dahlias are still commonly called Georginen, because in 1803 Wilh. de Gouw gave the name Georgina to these plants under the mistaken impression that some very different plants had been previously described as Dahlia. Practically all of the named varieties of Dahlias have come from one immensely variable species, usually known as D. variabilis. For garden purposes, however, a second form of great importance, D. Nuavezi, the parent of the cactus forms, must be kept distinct, as will be explained later. There are 5 other species cultivated to a slight extent. The genus has many names of species, but most of them are synonymous and ill-understood names. There are perhaps 8 or 9 fairly distinct species altogether, Mexican almost exclusively, with a very few in Central and South America. It is curious that these showy plants should be closely related to a common weed, the beggar's tick, of the genus Bidens; but other species of Dahlia have leaves whose forms pass gradually into those of Bidens. Other close allies are Cosmos and Coreopsis. Cosmos flowers are some shade of purple, rarely white in wild nature, and only one species has yellow flos.; Coreopsis has yellow flos. only; Bidens yellow or white; and none of these genera have produced double-flowered forms of the first importance. Dahlia has all these colors and more, being far richer in bright reds, and lacking only sky blue and its closely related hues, which are seen to perfection in the China Asters. Few cultivated plants have such a wide range of colors as the Dahlia; even the Chrysanthemum is distinctly inferior in range, as it lacks the brilliant and vivid scarlet, vermilion, and other shades of red.

Although Dahlias are popular plants, especially in old gardens, they are destined to still greater popularity from the new "Cactus" and "Decorative" types. There exists a prejudice against Dahlias in many localities where these new types have never been seen. This prejudice is part of a reaction against formal and artificial flowers in general. The old-time Dahlias were as round and hard and stiff as a ball. The new-time Dahlias are flatter, and tend towards loose, free, fluffy chrysanthemum-like forms. The possibilities of the old form have been practically exhausted; those of the new form seem to be almost as boundless as those of the Chrysanthemum—which is the most fertile in new forms of all the garden composites.

DAAHLIA

of the important and very variable florists' flowers the Dahlia was one of the latest to come into cultivation. The first break of considerable importance in the wild type occurred about 1814. Up to that time there were perhaps a dozen well-marked colors in good single-flowered varieties. Dahlias had been cul-
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555. D. edalacanthus nervous (X 1/2).


calicarpus, Mart. (Calamus calicarpus, Griff.). Stem erect or climbing, 1 m. diam.; lvs. 6-8 ft. long, upper small with long flagella; lfts. very many, 12-13 in. long, ½-¾ in. wide.; petiole 1 ft., base not gibbous or puck-cred. Malacca.

lewisianus, Mart. (Calamus lewisianus, Griff.). Stem climbing, 1 in. diam.; petiole 1 ft, base much swollen, armed below with scattered, short, deflexed spines, and above with straight and hooked spines 1½ in. long; lfts. 13-15 in. long, ¾-1 in. wide.; sheath armed with solitary or seriate flat back spines. Penang.

palembanicus, Blume. Stem erect.; lvs. pinnate, broadly ovate, bright cinnamon-brown when young, and lfts. many, long, narrow.; petioles erect, with stout spines on the back, which are deflexed and not thick-ened at the base. Sumatra.

pericacanthus, Miq. Height 15 ft. Resembles D. Palenbaniicus, but the young lvs. are nearly straw-colored, and the spines are placed in irregular rings. Sumatra.

A most graceful species.

melanochates, Blume. Stem erect.; lvs. pinnate, the pinnae long and narrow, dark green and drooping, the petioles sharp-spined at the sheathing base. Malaya.

— Very decorative. A small form is Var. nichecarpus.

intermedius, Mart. Lvs. long-petioled, 4-6 ft. long.; lfts. opposite or scattered, 18-20 in. long, 1½-1¾ in. wide., linear-lanceolate, acuminate, marcescent and 3-5 costae bristly above and below; rachis semi-cylindrical, spar-ingly armed.; petiole 1 ft. long, with flattened spines.; stems at length 15-20 ft. long, ¾ in. in diam. Malaya.

plumbae, Hort. Graceful plume-like lvs., with pinna-4 ft. or less long.; petioles with rigid black spines with white bases. India. JARED G. SMITH.

DAFFODIL. See Narcissus.

DAFFODIL. See Narcissus.

658. D. edalacanthus nervous (X 1/2).

DAAHLIA

History of the Dahlia.—Of the important and very variable florists' flowers the Dahlia was one of the latest to come into cultivation. The first break of considerable importance in the wild type occurred about 1814. Up to that time there were perhaps a dozen well-marked colors in good single-flowered varieties. Dahlias had been cul-
tivated in Europe since 1789, and it is a curious fact that they showed signs of doubling the very first year of their European residence; but it was not until 25 years later that a marked gain in doubling was made. The Dahlias seemed to be undeveloped until 1814, when the era of doubling began. Before another 25 years had passed the Dahlia had sprung into the front ranks of garden plants. A few varieties were already known to the Royal Horticultural Society. In 1841 one English dealer had over 1,200 varieties. Today it is not uncommon for the leading tradesmen to keep 500-1,000 distinct varieties. In the absence of good records it is conjectured that over 3,000 different names of varieties have been published in the catalogues. Most of the varieties are the Show and Fancy types, which are as spherical and regular as possible, and differ only in color. At first the distinction between the two types seems to have been the same as that between "self-colored" and "variegated" flowers in general, the former presenting to the view only one color, while the latter presents two or more colors. Lately, for purposes of exhibition in prize competitions, the following arbitrary distinction has been adopted: A Show Dahlia is often of one color; but if the edges of the rays are darker than the ground color the variety can be exhibited in the Show section. A Fancy Dahlia always has two or more colors, and if the rays are striped or if the edges are lighter than the ground color the variety must be exhibited in the Fancy section. The two types reached full perfection certainly by 1840, and after that date the improvements made were mostly in matters of secondary importance. The immense distance the Dahlia had travelled can be seen in Fig. 353. These types held full sway until about 1879, when the first Cactus Dahlia appeared in England with a promise of new and freer forms. Most of the longest-lived varieties belong to the Show and Fancy type. This form is the one which is perhaps farthest removed from nature, and it is probably so highly esteemed largely because the most work has been spent on it.

A reaction against formalism in all departments of life and thought set in about the time of our own Civil War. It was from the States, as the Japanese Chrysan-thenums did much to emancipate the floral world. With Dahlias the reaction came much later and has proceeded more slowly, because the new forms did not come to us ready made, but had to be slowly evolved against long-standing prejudice. The first Cactus Dahlia was so called because of its resemblance in form, but chiefly in color, to the brilliant crimson-flowered Cernea speciosa, a well-known garden plant. The name is now highly inappropriate because the color range of the pure Cactus type has been extended to include all of the important well-defined colors of which the Dahlia seems capable. The original Cactus Dahlia was named Dahlia Juarezii, after President Juarez, the "Washington of Mexico." It was pictured for the first time in the Gardeners' Chronicle for 1879, and this interesting picture is here reproduced in a reduced size in Fig. 668. The type is still cultivated under the same name, and in all essentials seems to be unchanged.

The origin of the Cactus type, as of all the other types of Dahlias, is wrapped in uncertainty, and our efforts to get full and definite information upon some of the most interesting points may perhaps always be baffled. A Dutch dealer got a root from Mexico that produced one plant, which is the parent of all that is known of this type. It is not known whether that plant which may have produced the original root came from a wild or a cultivated flower. Neither is it known whether any wild single-flowered Dahlia of the Juarezii type has been found. Juarezii is at best only a variety of D. variabilis, it has been said that seedlings of the former have produced in cultivation forms approximating the Show type of D. variabilis. The reverse process is also said to have taken place in double, cut-flowered forms. In the garden D. Juarezii is exceedingly distinct from the florists' forms of D. variabilis. It is usually a slenderer, taller and more handsome plant, with more delicately cut and more delicate foliage, the leaves being narrower than in the coarse and almost ugly foliage of the old forms. It has another peculiarity of growth, which is still one of the most serious defects in the pure Cactus type. The plants tend to hide some of their flowers beneath their foliage. This comes about in a curious way. At a node between 2 young leaves there commonly appear, at about the same time, 3 new growths. The middle one develops into a flower with a naked stalk only 2 or 3 inches long, while the side shoots quickly overlap it and repeat the same 3-fold story indefinitely. The other most serious objection to the pure Cactus type is that it does not stand shipment well, and does not last as long as a cut-flower as the Show Dahlias.

The Decorative or Cactus Hybrid types are numerous, and their popularity comparatively recent. They have been largely seedlings from Show Dahlias. Their rays are rarely, if ever, recurved at the margins. All the other types of Dahlias are well defined, and a single picture of each one will represent its type with sufficient exactness. No one picture, however, can give any conception of the great variety of forms included in this horticultural section. The name Cactus Hybrids means practically "miscellaneous," and is analogous to the "Japanese" section of Chrysanthenums, which is purposely left by the National Chrysanthemum Society as vague and undefined as possible. It is on this section and the pure Cactus type that the greatest hopes for the future of the Dahlia are based.

The Pompon type is a small brother of the Show and Fancy types. It has the same colors and the same form, but the flowers are smaller and more abundant. As a rule the smaller the flowers the prettier and more individual they are. The larger they are, the more they suffer by comparison with the Show type. Perhaps their greatest point is their productiveness. When produced the main idea, not great size and quality, the Pompons are the favorite type of Dahlia for cut-flowers. The single flowers may be just as freely produced, but they are not so lasting as cut-flowers.

The Single type has had many ups and downs. In the reaction against formalism it came to the front

669. A single Dahlia with rounder rays than the wild prototype.
about 1881, and for several years thereafter several hundred forms were kept distinct, and they were made the chief feature of the European shows. It is exceedingly interesting to get seeds of wild Dahlias from Mexico. They give flowers like the star-shaped one in Fig. 663. When the Dahlia first came into cultivation its rays were relatively long, slender, acuminate, notched at the end, and with such wide spaces between the tips of the rays as to give the flower the stellate appearance seen in Fig. 663. In the course of the evolution of the single type, the gardeners retained the most regular and symmetrical forms. Single Dahlias, with always and only 8 rays were preserved. The rays of Dahlias became broader and rounder, as in Fig. 660, until finally in pedigree varieties they closed up the vacant spaces, and the flower presents to the eye one unbroken picture—one concentrated impression of a single color. The same mental ideals have produced the rose-petaled Geraniums and the shouldered Tulips. In a high bred single Dahlia there are no minute teeth or notches at the tips of the rays.

In the wild Dahlia, no matter what the color of the ray may be, the base of the ray is usually yellow; sometimes this yellow is very objectionable. Two different policies have been pursued in the matter—suppression and encouragement. Most of the single Dahlias of high pedigree have rays of uniform coloration with no secondary color at the base, but a few have a distinct ring of color at the base, often called an "eye or crown," which is sometimes yellow and rarely red or some other color. Usually the rays of a single Dahlia are spread out horizontally, sometimes they bend back, and rarely they bend inwards and form a cup-shaped flower. These three forms can doubtless be separated and fixed during those periods when the interest in the Single type warrants it.

Single Dahlias are likely to lose some of their rays after a day or two in a vase. In cutting them it is well to select the younger flowers. A vigorous shake often makes the older ones drop their rays. It is an easy matter to keep the seeds from forming and save the strength of the plant for the production of flowers.

There are three modern types of minor importance,—the Single Cactus, Pompon Cactus and Tom Thumb. The Single Cactus type differs from the common single type, in having rays with recurved margins, which give a free and spirited appearance to the flower. Instead of spreading out horizontally, the rays often curve inward, forming a cup-shaped flower. This type originated with E. J. Lowe, Chesh. Eng., was developed by Duke & Co. about 1891, and was first disseminated in 1894. The Single Cactus Dahlias are very novel, interesting and pretty. There should be a Pompon Cactus form to connect the Single Cactus with the Pompon. The Pompon is intermediate between the Single and Show types. The writer has seen only two varieties of this type, "Pompon Cactus" and "Little Cactus." They have small flowers, from the red-cored variety, this type is a miniature race of round-rayed single Dahlias, which grow from 12-18 inches high, and are used for bedding. The type originated in England with T. W. Girdlestone, and was developed and introduced by Cheal & Sons. The "green" Dahlia can hardly be called an important type, but it is an interesting abnormal form, in which the rays are partially or wholly suppressed, and the chief feature of interest is a confused mass of green stuff, not resembling petals at all, but evidently a multiplication of the outer involucral scales, which, in the Dahlia, are green, leafy bracts. This form is essentially unstable and seldom propagates extensively. This freak was pictured as long ago as 1846, and several different varieties have probably degenerated into this condition. See P.S. 19: 1904.

Another interesting variation, which hardly ranks in present importance with the 5 types contrasted below, is the laciniated form, which makes a very pretty and novel though rather formal effect. Examples are Germania Nova, Mrs. A. W. Taft and its yellow variety among large double forms, and the Aster among the Pompons. In these cases, the notches at the tips of the rays, instead of being minute and inconspicuous, are deepened so much that they give the laciniated effect. At present this form occupies a very narrow range of colors. It is not probable that it will be an important factor in producing chrysanthemum-like forms. Another form which baffles description, but is nevertheless very distinct, is that of Grand Duke Alexis. It is nearer the Show type than any other, but is perhaps best classed with the Cactus Hybrid section, simply because it seems advisable to keep the Show type the most sharply defined of all. It is to be hoped that the form of Grand Duke Alexis can be repeated in all the leading colors. Grand Duke Alexis is a very flat flower, and the rays are remarkably folded, leaving a round hole at the top of each. About midway between Grand Duke Alexis and the Show type is a form which is an interesting type, the "quilled" Dahlia, a name which is necessary, perhaps, though unfortunate. In A. D. Livoni (which is one of the most popular of all Dahlias, and the nearest approach to a pure pink untainted by any suggestion of purple derivation) the rays are rather tightly folded for about two-thirds of their length, leaving a round hole at the tip as in Grand Duke Alexis, but giving a peculiar whorled effect, which plainly shows the spiral arrangement of the successive tiers of rays. Among Pompons, Blumenfalter is an example of this roseette-like or quilled form, and many cultivars are produced in this way. Prolonged flower-stems apparently suggests a long tube with a flared opening, whereas in the form described above the margins of the ray are merely rolled tightly together, but not grown together into a thin, seamless tube. Perhaps the most interesting variation that has not yet appeared in the Dahlia, is the wonderful elongation of the disk florets into long, thin, variously colored tubes which have produced such charming effects in the China Aster and have culminated in the marvelous groups of giant Dahlias, such as Iora, Northern Lights and Lillian B. Bird. The Dahlias may not be denied such possibilities, for in G.C. III. 20:339 (1896) a new Dahlia was described in which the quills are really tubes, varying in length. May we hope for some striking development of this form within our generation?

The main types of Dahlias may perhaps be distinguished more clearly by the following scheme:

661. A Dahlia of the Single Cactus type (X 3/).
Plate IX. A modern Dahlia
One of the decorative or Cactus Hybrid section
**Dahlia**

A. Plants not very dwarf.

B. Fls. single.

C. Rays flat, not recurved at the margins.

1. The Single Type. Fig. 660.

CC. Rays with recurved margins.

2. The Single Cactus Type. Fig. 661.

BB. Fls. double.

C. Size of fls. small, 1-2 in. across.

D. Rays cupped.

3. The Pompon Type. Fig. 662. Also called "Bouquet" and "Liliputian."

DD. Rays flat.

4. The Pompon Cactus Type.

CC. Size of fls. large, 2-5 in. across, averaging 4 in.

D. Rays cupped.

5. The Show Type. Fig. 663.

EE. Colors 2 or more, striped, or with edges lighter than the ground color.

6. The Fancy Type.

DD. Rays not cupped, but long and flat, or with recurved margins.

7. The Cactus Type. Figs. 665, 666.

DDD. Rays various in form.

8. The Cactus Hybrid Types. Also called "Decorative" Dahlias.

AA. Plants very dwarf.

9. The Tom Thumb Types.

**Societies and Shows.**—The Dahlia is one of about a dozen genera of plants whose horticultural value has been attested by permanently successful special societies. There are national Dahlia societies in England and America. Dahlia shows are usually held the second or third week of September. With the growing interest in nature-study, attempts are being made to make a permanent institution of local fall flower shows, which shall come at a sufficient interval before the Chrysanthemum shows, and in which the children may exhibit their own products. The Dahlia and China Aster are especially suited for such shows.

**Garden Evolution of Dahlias.**—In the evolution of Dahlias in general, some of the great changes are as follows: (1) The growing season has been greatly shortened and the flowering season lengthened. In these and in all other particulars Dahlias were wonderfully variable even in the first decade of their European culture, but in general they bloomed for only a few days before frost. Nowadays, the Dahlia season is in full force a month and a half or two months before frost with a good show of blooms in favored localities for Independence Day; and June 15th is a record of extreme earliness for Wm. Agnew, after six weeks' growth from tubers planted out of doors. (2) The colors of the flowers have been greatly improved, as even the most sentimental objector to the idea of "improvement" in flowers would have to acknowledge if confronted with wild and cultivated plants. The number of colors has been greatly increased and the vividness of the colors intensified. Most people can distinguish and enjoy from 12 to 30 colors, and these colors have occurred in each type and been carefully saved, purified and strengthened. Dull and intermediate shades tend to drop out. (3) Immense numbers of variegated forms are produced. Broadly speaking, variegation is perhaps later to appear than pure colors, and is conserved by a formality-loving class. It is said that the Fancy Dahlia originated later than the Show Dahlia, and was for many years inferior in size and outline. It is also said by botanical collectors in Mexico that wild Dahlias are mostly self-colored, rarely variegated. Among the bewildering variety of variegated Dahlias the leading types of variegation are perhaps only 5: (a) the "tipped" or "shaded" Dahlias, a very common form, in which the upper part of the ray is evenly painted with another color, the former term being used for the smaller, and the latter for the greater amount of secondary color; (b) the "edged" Dahlias, in which the secondary color is confined to the sides of the rays, does not affect the tip, and is usually a broad strip; (c) the "margined" Dahlias, with a very narrow strip of color which outlines the whole margin of the rays, and often gives a very delicate and dainty effect; (d) the "striped and banded" Dahlias, with broad bands down the middle, and often merging into the "edged" forms; (e) the "mottled" Dahlias, which are variously dotted and splashed. (4) Returning now to the broad features in the evolution of the Dahlia, a fourth is the production of varieties with long flowering stems suitable for cut-flowers. Many of the old sorts have thick, short stems with superabundant foliage, which requires thinning. (5) The process of doubling has been carried to an extraordinary degree. The "yellow center" has been the one thing about a forming variety that the florist has hated most and has most relentlessly suppressed. It is often a sign of poor stock. The temptation to over-propagate novelties is almost irresistible, and the appearance of a disk is usually taken as a symptom of over-propagation or deficient culture. A yellow center is considered objectionable by most people when it occurs with rays of magenta or allied shades, as the colors conflict. There is no question that it blunts the absolute regularity and unity of a perfect show flower, but it is a question, especially with white and yellow-rayed forms, if the yellow disk does not often add a pleasant variation. Aside from matters of taste, it is probable that no other florists' flower has had more full, precise and minute rules laid down for its perfect form than the Show Dahlia. The process of doubling seems to be associated with a cool climate. Dahlias soon degenerate to a relatively single condition in our southern states, and now stock of desired varieties has to be secured from the north. (6) The habit has been vastly im-

---

662. The Pompon type (X 3/4).

This is really a Fancy variety, but the only distinction is one of size, and compared with Fig. 663 this is a Pompon.
The latest bibliography is that by C. Harman Payne in G. C. III: 21: 329 (1897). There have been about 25 books devoted to the Dahlia, many of them pamphlets and cheap cultural manuals. These books were mostly published from 1828 to 1857, with none at all for nearly 40 years after that date until 1896, when Lawrence K. Peacock’s book, The Dahlia, which is the best American book, made its appearance. The first American treatise was by E. Sayers, published at Boston, 1839, and now forgotten. Many interesting facts came out in 1889, the centennial year of the Dahlia. A report of the National Dahlia Conference is reprinted from the Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society for 1890, but Shirley Hibberd’s statements therein regarding the botany of the Dahlia agree very poorly with Fawcett’s revision of the genus in G. C. II: 12: 437, 524, 557 (1879), which is the latest botanical monograph.

A. Height tall, tree-like.

b. Fls. nodding, bell-shaped.

imperialis, Roezl. Height 6–18 ft.; stem usually unbranched, knotty, 4–6-angled; lvs. 2–3-pinnately parted; leaflets ovate, narrowed at the base, acuminate, toothed, with a few short scattered soft hairs; fls. nodding, 4–7 in. across, white, more or less tinged with blood red, especially at the base; rays sterile or pinnulate, lancedolate, sharp-pointed, not 3-toothed at the apex. Gt. 1863: 497. G. C. 1870: 439; II. 12: 437. B. M. 5813. G. 12: 95; 33, p. 327. R. H. 1872: 170. A. G. 15: 343. Mn. 8: 61.—As few conservatories can make room for so large a plant, it is common to graft this species on dwarf varieties of D. rosea. The inflated and pointed fl. buds (3–4 in. long) are very characteristic. It is not known whether the original plant collected by Roezl was found in wild or cultivated surroundings. This species and the next are mostly cultivated under glass; the others are grown outdoors in summer, and the roots stored in winter.

bb. Fls. erect, not bell-shaped, but opening out flat.

excelsa, Benth. (D. arborea, Regel). Height 20 ft. or more; stem usually unbranched, glaucous, marked with horizontal rings made by the stem-clasping base of the petals as the lower lvs. fall away; lvs. bipinnate, as much as 2½ ft. long, 2 ft. wide; leaflets as many as 25, ovate, those of the upper lvs. often contracted at the base, acuminate, toothed, pale green beneath, with a few short scattered hairs or none: fls. 4½ in. across, dilute purple, crimson-pink. Maund, Botanist 2: 88 (1838). G. C. II. 19: 89.—This was described from a cultivated plant with 8 rays in a single row, but with considerably elongated disk fls. It was almost an anemone-flowered type, and

663. A Show Dahlia and its wild progenitor \( \times \frac{3}{2} \).

the leading shoots, but some varieties seem to be too firmly set in the old tree-like habit to submit to pinching. In the early days the average height of plants may have been 5 ft. Nowadays 3 ft. is perhaps the average, but the tendency to retain only dwarf forms still continues, and the Dahlia must ultimately be freed from stakes. The main thing is to secure the good flower first and improve the habit later, if possible. It is to be hoped that the coarser kinds of foliage will give way to more graceful and attractive forms. The "fern-leaved" type is a much cut and delicate kind. Ami Barillet has handsome dark purple, finely cut foliage. All the above features represent general tendencies which, however, work out very differently in each important case.

The Dahlia has had one difficulty as peculiar to itself as the calyx hursting of the Carnation, that is, to the different values of crown and terminal buds of Chrysanthemums. They are often troubled with a "green eye." This is a hard round button in the center of a blossom formed by the inner involucral bracts, which, at that stage, are longer than the unopened rays which they protect. Often, still, this "green eye" is followed by a yellow center. This "green eye" is still considered to destroy the unity of a flower, and in exhibitions is often surreptitiously removed. The yellow disk can be cut out with a knife and the innermost rays carefully replaced. A fundamental difficulty associated with this matter is the slowness with which some Dahlias open. The outer rays open first, and in Fig. 663, where the successive stages are shown: the outer ones are the most expanded; then comes a series of cupped rays; then some that are tightly folded with two creases, and finally the hard green eye. A poor Show Dahlia opens slowly, and show an eye while the outer rays are tumbling out, withering, or being burned by the sun. A good Show Dahlia opens its tiers in rapid succession, and shows no green eye.

Literature.—As in many other cases, the magazine literature of the Dahlia is the most bulky, and, in some respects, more important than the books on the subject.
Dahlia

all the florets were sterile. *D. arborea* has never been sufficiently described, but plants have been cultivated for many years under this name. The true forms of Dahlias are not sufficiently known.

AA. Height medium, averaging 3 ft., commonly from 2-5 ft., rarely exceeding these extremes.

B. Lvs. once pinnate; stem not branching from the ba. c: habit erect.

c. Stems not glaucescent: rays fertile.

D. Rays of the single fla. not recurved at the margins; of the double fls. never flat, but cupped.

rosea, Cav. (D. variabilis, Desf.). Fig. 665. The original of practically all the old-fashioned Dahlias, particularly the Single, Pompon, Show and Fancy types. It is therefore the parent of the vast majority of the horticultural varieties. Lvs. typically once pinnate, sometimes bipinnate; leaves ovate, toothed, broader and coarser than in the other species. B.R. 1: 55; B.M. 1885. This is a wonderfully variable species. Some plants are densely hairy, others scarcely at all. The lvs. are sometimes bipinnate in parts of plants or throughout an entire plant. In double forms the rays usually have abortive pistils. Many garden forms have glaucescent stems. Some authors have doubted whether this species is distinct from *D. cocinea*, but the two types are very distinct, particularly in the garden, although there are intermediate forms in nature.

DD. Rays of the single fla. with recurved margins; of the double fls. never cupped, but long, flat and pointed, and some at least with recurved margins.


cc. Stems glaucescent: rays not fertile.

cocinea, Cav. Fig. 667; see B. M. 762 (1804). Always more slender than *D. rosea*, with narrower lfts., and in the wild, at least, dwarfer than the *D. rosea*. The color range is much smaller, and does not include white, or any shade of purple or crimson. The colors vary from scarlet, through orange to yellow. There are no double forms, and it has been frequently said that this species will not hybridize with *D. rosea*. The named varieties pictured in J.H. 31: 515 and 533 (1881), which are emphatically declared to be varieties of *D. cocinea*, are probably garden forms of *D. rosea*. The only characters that certainly distinguish *D. cocinea* from *D. rosea* are the glaucous stems and infertile rays of the former, but these characters break down in garden forms. B. M. 762. Gn. 19: 270. G. C. H. 12: 525.

bb. Lvs. twice pinnate: stems branched from the base: habit spreading.

Mérekii, Lehm. (D. glabratu, Lindl.). Fig. 668; confer B. M. 3878 (1841). Height 2-3 ft.: roots much more slender than those of *D. rosea*: stem and lvs. wholly devoid of hairs: lvs. bipinnate: floral bracts linear: fls. typically lilac: rays pistillate: outer involucral bracts linear. B.R. 26: 29 (1840). Gn. 19: 270 (1881). This is a very distinct garden plant, and is worth growing merely as a foliage plant. Seeds of species gathered from wild plants in Mexico by Pringle have been grown at the Cornell Experiment Station lately. The fine-cut character of the foliage makes it vastly more attractive than the coarse foliage of most of the varieties of *D. rosea*. Several of these may propagate plants having beautiful dark red or purple foliage. The plants are much dwarfer and wider spreading than most florists’ Dahlias, and show no stem while growing. The branched flowering stems are remarkably long, slender and wiry, often rising 2-3 ft. above the foliage. The rays are very short and often roundish, with a short sharp point instead of 3 minute teeth. There are no red, yellow or white forms in nature. The roots of this and *D. cocinea*, being slenderer than those of *D. rosea*, must be preserved with greater care during winter.

D. Zinapani. See Cosmos diversifolius. W.M.

PROPAGATION.—There are four methods by which Dahlias are propagated: by cuttings (an important commercial method); by division of roots (the amateur’s method); by grafting to perpetuate rare kinds; and by seeds, to produce new varieties.

Division of Roots.—This is the easiest and most satisfactory to amateurs. As the eyes are not on the tubers, but on the crown to which the tubers are attached, care must be taken that each division has at least one eye, otherwise the roots will never grow. It is, therefore, best to start the eyes by placing the roots in a warm, moist place a short time before dividing. The roots of Dahlias are sometimes placed in a hotbed, and shoots grown to considerable size, then set out as plants; but this method has many drawbacks, and is not advised.

Cuttings.—This method is used mainly by commercial growers, and though the amateur may propagate plants successfully, the attention a few cuttings would require would be so great that it would be cheaper to buy plants. The roots are planted closely in benches in the greenhouse early in January, and cuttings are made from the

665. The original Cactus Dahlia (X\(\frac{1}{2}\)). Photographed and reduced from the Gardener’s Chronicle, where it was first pictured.
young shoots as fast as they form the third or fourth set of leaves. These cuttings are carefully trimmed and placed in pure sand in the propagating bench, using a dibble, and putting the cuttings in rows about 3 in. apart and ½-1 in. between the cuttings.

The propagating bench is made by running a flue, hot water or steam pipes beneath an ordinary bench, and boarding up the side to confine the heat. Although there may be a difference of opinion among propagators, yet the temperature and heat of 66°, with the temperature of the house from 5–10° less, will give the best practical results. With this temperature, the cuttings will root in about two weeks, and will be far stronger than if rooted in air or a greenhouse. As soon as cuttings are rooted, they are potted off into small pots and grown in a cool greenhouse until danger of frost is over, when they are planted out in the open ground. Cuttings made too far below a joint, or too late in summer, will produce flowering plants but no tubers.

Grafting.—This is a very interesting, though not profitable, mode of propagation. The top of the tuber is cut slanting upward, and the cutting slanting downward, placed together and tied with raffia or any soft, handy material. They are then planted in a pot deep enough to cover the lower part of the graft with earth, and they will soon adhere if placed under a hand glass or in a frame. Grafting is practiced only for the preservation of rare and weak growing sorts.

Seeds.—The chief use of seeds is the production of new varieties. Seeds are also used by those who chiefly desire a mass of color, and are not particularly desirous of finely formed blooms. If planted early enough indoors and transplanted to the open as soon as safe, fine masses of color can be secured before frost, and the roots of the more desirable kinds can be saved, and will give even better results the next season.

Pozition.—Dahlias are easily destroyed by high winds unless they are given a protected position, and they need plenty of air and sunlight for best results. In shaded, close, airless quarters the growth is sappy and the flowers are poorly colored.

Soil.—The soil is not so important, except in its ability to hold moisture during severe droughts. Any rich soil that will grow corn will also grow Dahlias to perfection, if all other conditions are favorable. They will grow equally well in clear sand, clay or gravel, if the proper kinds and quantities of plant-food are added and well and thoroughly worked in. It is, however, unreasonable to expect Dahlias or any garden plants to succeed in a hard clay, devoid of humus, easily baked and never tilled.

Feeding.—It is always best to broadcast the manure and sow or spade it into the soil thorough spading is absolutely necessary if the manure is not well decomposed. On heavy clay or gravelly soils, loose, coarse manure may be used, but on light or sandy soils, manure should always be fine and well-rotted. Commercial fertilizers are also largely used, and are most valuable when used in connection with manure. Any good fertilizer, rich in ammonia and phosphoric acid, with a liberal amount of potash, will answer at the time of planting, as a top-dressing later, nothing equals pure bone meal and nitrate of soda, 1 parts bone to 1 part soda.

Kinds of Stock.—Dahlias are offered in five forms: large clumps, ordinary field roots, pot roots, green plants and seeds. The clumps give the best satisfaction the first year, but are entirely too large and unwieldy for anything but a local trade and exchange among amateurs. The ordinary field roots are the most valuable, as they can be easily and safely handled, and always give satisfactory results. Pot roots are largely used in the mailing trade, and, while they will not always give as good results the first year, are valuable for shipping long distances, where larger roots could not be profitably used owing to heavy transportation charges. Green plants are mainly used to make up any deficiency in the field crops, owing to unfavorable seasons, or an unusual demand for certain varieties.

Planting.—There is a diversity of opinion as to the proper time to plant Dahlias, but the writer has always found it best to plant early, and would advise planting large, strong roots about two weeks before danger of frost is over. This would be, in the vicinity of Philadelphia, about April 15; and as it takes from two to three weeks for the plants to get up through the ground, there will be no danger, while the plants will bloom that much earlier. It is best, however, not to plant small roots or green plants until danger of frost is over—in the vicinity of Philadelphia, about May 1 to 10, according to the season. A good rule to follow everywhere would be to plant small roots and green plants as soon as danger of frost is over, and large roots about three weeks earlier.

Tillage.—The first requisite of successful garden cultivation is to thoroughly stir the soil to considerable depth and enrich it, if it is not already rich, by broadcasting and plowing or spading in a good coat of well-rotted manure. Too much stress cannot be placed upon the thorough preparation of the soil, as it not only allows

the roots to go down deep after the moisture more readily during dry weather, but affords good drainage during excessive wetness. Having prepared the soil as above, mark out rows 4 ft. apart and 6 to 8 in. deep, and plant the roots from 18 in. to 3 ft. apart in the row, according as solid rows or specimen plants are desired. As the early stage of development, the Dahlia grows very rapidly, and should be kept thoroughly tilled. But while deep tillage is beneficial during its early stages of development, it is almost fatal to the preservation of flowers if practiced after the plants come into bloom. Therefore, when the plants commence to bloom, cease deep tillage and stir the soil to the depth of 1 to 3 in. only, but stir it often, and never allow the surface to become hard and baked. This will not only prevent excessive evaporation of moisture and keep the under soil cool and moist, but will also prevent the destruction of immense quantities of feeding roots.

As long as the roots supply more nourishment than is needed to support the plant, both the plant and the flowers increase in size and beauty; but as the supply gradually becomes exhausted, the plants cease growing and the flowers become much smaller. This condition is what is generally called "bloomed out," but what is really "starved out," and can easily be prevented if the proper attention is given to the plants. As soon as the flowers commence to grow smaller, broadcast around each plant a small handful of pure bone meal and nitrate of soda, in proportion four parts bone to one part soda, and carefully work it into the soil.

**WATERING.**—This is a debatable subject, and, although a judicious application of water during a severe dry spell is very beneficial, yet in nippy cases out of every ten where water is applied a thorough stirring of the surface soil would give better results. Many people believe Dahlias should be watered every evening, and as soon as they are up commence watering them daily unless it rains. This practice is very injurious, as it causes a rapid but soft growth, and as the soil is seldom stirred, the roots become so enfolds for want of air that they are unable to supply the needs of the plant; as a consequence, but few buds are formed, and they generally blast before developing into flowers. In other cases, as the enthusiasm wears off, watering is stopped, probably right at the beginning of a severe drought, and the weak, pampered plants are fortunate to survive, much less to bloom.

If large, strong roots are planted and the soil is kept thoroughly tilled, there will be little need of artificial watering until after the plants come out in full bloom. However, if it should become hot and dry after the Dahlias come into bloom, it would be very beneficial to give them thorough watering once each week or ten days during the continuance of the drought. But care should be taken to stir the soil to the depth of 1-2 in. the next day, carefully pulverizing it later, in order to seal the natural capillary tubes by which the moisture is evaporated.

The best rule to follow is not to allow the plants to suffer for want of moisture, nor to water them except where they need it, but to water them thoroughly when necessary, and not to allow excessive evaporation for want of frequent stirring of the soil.

**TRAINING.**—In planting the roots or tubers, place them on their sides with the eye as near as the bottom as possible, and cover only 2-3 in. deep. As soon as the shoots appear, remove all but the strongest one, and pinch out the center of that one as soon as two or three pairs of leaves have formed, thus forcing it to branch below the level of the ground. As the plants develop, the soil is filled in gradually by subsequent hoeings. By this method the entire strength of the root and the soil is concentrated on the one shoot, causing it to grow vigourously, and preventing other shoots from developing to branch below the surface of the soil, and thus brace it against all storms, but also removes all of those imperfect, short-stemmed flowers that appear on some varieties. In all varieties, as soon as the growths of the branches splitting down, as the soil around them will hold them securely in place. However, where they branch above ground and are inclined to split down, drive a short, stout stake near the stem and tie the branches to it. These short stakes are not to hold the plants up, but to prevent the branches splitting down where the above directions have not been followed closely.

The writer was the first to use and advocate this method of training, and by its practice has grown many thousands of Dahlias from roots on stems from 18 in. to 2 ft. long, selling them to florists by the thousands for four times the ruling price of carnations, and higher than that asked for roses.

---

667. *Dahila coccinea.*

See the Botanical Magazine, 1804, plate 762.

**STORING THE ROOTS.**—As soon as the plants are killed by frost, lift the roots, and, after removing all the soil from them possible, allow them to dry in the air for a few hours, when they should be stored in the cellar or some other cool place secure from frost. If the cellar is very dry or is not frost proof, put the roots in a barrel or box and cover completely with dry sand or some other suitable and convenient material, such as sawdust or tanbark, to prevent freezing or loss of vitality by drying or shriveling.

**VARIETIES.**—For cut-flowers, the Decorative or Cactus hybrid kinds are the most valuable, and the following are among the very best: *Nymphaca,* Clifford W. Brunton, Henry Patrick, Grand Duke Alexis, Wm. Agnew, Perle de la Tete d’Or, Evadne, Orange King, Sundew, Mrs. E. C. Monroe. The Cactus Dahlias are beautiful and artistic, but will not last long after being cut. The best are: Alger, Austin Cannell, Strolein Kronne, Henry P. Michell, Wm. Bennett, John W. Roach, Geo. Marlow, Loreley, Beatrice and Mrs. Peart.

Of the Show Dahlias, among the best are: Miss May Lomas, A. D. Livani, Storm King, Emily, Ruby Queen, Arabella, Constancy, Queen of Yellows, Willie Garrett, Lady Maid Herbert.

*Fancy:* Frank Smith, Miss Browning, Penelope, American Flag, Lottie Eckford, Uncertainty. Of the *Pompon* or Bouquet Dahlias, the best are Snowcald, Fairy Queen, Daybreak, Elegant, Little Prince, Le Petit Jean, Carol, Little Beauty, Yellow Bird and Red Piper. The *Single* varieties are especially adapted for cutting, but should be cut as soon as opened, otherwise the petals will fall.

For bedding, the plants must be dwarf, of branching habit, and profuse bloomers. A few desirable kinds are: Marg. Brunit, Magnificent, Triomphe de Solférino, Colibre, Snowcald, Sunbeams, Mrs. Dodd and Bloom-enfalter.

**For Massing and Banking.**—*Cactus:* Aiger, Strolein Kronne, Mrs. A. Beck, Cyclops, Baron Schrader.

*Decorative:* Wm. Agnew, C. W. Brunton, Perle de
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la Tete d'Or, Evadne, Mrs. E. C. Monroe, Indescent, Wilhelm Miller, Pink Beauty, Grand Duke Alexis, Nymphaea, Oriental, Orange Scarlet.

Show: Storm King, A. D. Livoni, Model of Perfection, Willie Garrett, Honest John, Ernest Krebig, Psyche, Bird of Passage, Oakfield, Arabela, La France, Decoraive: Grand Duke Alexis, Queen of Yellows.

Pompon: Klein Domitea, Snowclad, Carol, Fairy Queen, Catherine, Sunshine, Little Beatrice, Eleagnita, Elia, Miss Lou Kramer, Le Petit Jean, Besse, Tom and Teddy.

Singles are valuable for this purpose, especially St. George, Ami Barrillet, Ada, John Downie, Evelyn, Issac Pitman, Paulet Lady, Corinne, Brilliant and Nancy.

For Borders and Hedges.—No special list of varieties can be recommended for this purpose, as it is largely a matter of taste.

Dahlias are used for many other purposes, and are grown in many other forms with pleasing effect. Some train the tall varieties on trellises in espalier form; many train them to tall supports, while others spread them out on the ground and peg them fast, to give the appearance of a bed of large-flowering pignmies. The latter form is quite unique and satisfactory, as plants of some of the varieties grow unusually well and bloom profusely. The Fancy Dahlia Uncertainty and Cactus Dahlia Delicata are typical varieties that seem to do better in this form than any other.

Enemies.—Dahlias are generally remarkably free from enemies, but in some localities the tarnished plant bug (Lygus pratensis) makes success impossible, as there is no practical remedy. This bug is chiefly responsible for the blasted buds and one-sided bloom. It pierces the young buds, shoots, and sucks the sap. The shoots curl over, blacken, check the growth of the plant, and new side shoots are stimulated which often meet the same fate. Consult Bulletin 47, Mo. Exp. Sta.

LAWRENCE K. PEACOCK.

Varieties recommended by Lothrop and Higgins: For General Purposes.—Show: Dawn, Robin Adair, Maid of Athens, Madam Zules, Madge Wildfire, Miss Miller, A. D. Livoni, Mary D. Halbeck, Snow, Bird of Passage, Champion Rollo, Dr. J. P. Kirtland.

Cactus: Revolution, Rev. C. W. Bolton, Young America, Mrs. J. Downie, Rev. J. B. McCaum, John Forbes, Mrs. Browning, Keystone, Frank Smith, Persalia, Mrs. Agnew, Juno, Bowery Girl, Josephine, Lyndhurst, Perle de la Tete d'Or.

Cactus: Matchless, Bertha Mawley, Mrs. Bennett, Harmony, Edelelecker.


Fancy: S. Mortimer, Dorothy, Sunset, Young America, Champion Rollo, General Grant, Mrs. J. Downie, Lottie Eckford, Salamander, Prince Henry, Matthew Campbell, Duchess of Albany, Rev. J. B. McCaum, John Forbes, Frank Smith, Keystone.

Cactus: Matchless, Ernest Glasse, Mrs. Bennett, John Welch, Harmony, Glorious, Mary Hillier, Beatrice, Prince of Orange, Mrs. A. Peart, Starfish, Green's Gem, John Roach.


Pompon: Alewine, Purity, Eurylie, Sunbeam, Rosalie, Guiding Star, Phoebe, Island, the Minnie, Lillian, Golden Gem.

DAHOON HOLLY. flex Dahoow

DAIS (Greek, pine torch; application not obvious). Thymelaeæae. This genus contains a tree that yields a strong fiber, and is also rarely cult, for ornament, especially in Fla. and S. Calif., and possibly in one or two northern conservatories. It has virus resembling the Smoke Tree, Elbus Cotonus, and bears long-stalked umbrella-like heads of starry pink fia, with floral parts in 5's. The genus has half a dozen species, all from Leucanthemum (X ½).

668. Dahlia Merckii. See the Botanical Magazine, 1841, plate 3878.

669. Bellis perennis.
DAISY (L. e., day’s eye, in allusion to the sun-like form of the flower). A name which properly belongs to the Bellis perennis of Europe, a low early-flowering composite, which, in its double forms (Fig. 669), is widely known as a garden plant (see Bellis). The American congener is B. integrifolia, Michx., an annual or biennial, very like the Old World species, ranging southward from Kentucky; it is not domesticated. In N. America, the word Daisy is applied to many field composites, particularly those of comparatively low growth and large flower-heads. Unqualified, the word is commonly understood to mean Chrysanthemum Leucanthemum (Fig. 670), a well established Old World plant which has become an abundant field weed in the eastern part of the country. This plant is also commonly known as the Ox-Eye Daisy, although in parts of New England it is known as White Daisy; and the term Ox-Eye is applied to Rudbeckia hirta (Fig. 671), which has a yellow-rayed head. Kin to the Chrysanthemum Leucanthemum are the Paris Daisies, or Marguerites, of the conservatories (see Chrysanthemum). The wild Aster (Fig. 672) are called Daisies, especially Michaelmas Daisies, in many parts of the country, particularly west of New York. Spring-flowering Erigerons also are called Daisies. The Swan River Daisy is Brachycome iberidifolia (Figs. 253, 256). The African Daisy is a species of Lomas. L. H. B.

DAMASK VIOLET. Hesperis matronalis.
DAME'S ROCKET and DAME'S VIOLET. Hesperis matronalis.

DAMMARA. See Agathis.

DAMNACANTHUS (Greek, powerful spines). Rubiaceae. This monotypic genus contains a tender, evergreen, Japanese shrub, chiefly valued for its coral-red berries, which remain on the bush until the ffs. of the next season are produced. Branches numerous, spiny; lvs. small, opposite, leathery, nearly sessile, broadly ovate, acuminate: fls. small, axillary, in 1's or 2's, white, fragrant; calyx tube ovobovoid, limb 4-5-cut; corolla funnel-shaped. Prop. by cuttings. This plant may be obtained from dealers in Japanese plants.

Indicus, Gartn. (D. major, Sieb. & Zucc.). Described above. Himalayas and Jap.—Var. submittis is not so spiny.

DAMPING-OFF. A gardener's phrase for a disastrous rotting of plants, especially of seedlings and cuttings, and generally at the surface of the ground. It is usually associated with excessive moisture in the soil and air, with high and close temperatures, and sometimes poor light. Such conditions weaken the plants and allow them to fall a prey to the minute parasitic fungi which live upon the decaying vegetable matter in the soil, and can remain alive for months, even if the soil is thoroughly dry or frozen. As soon as the disease is noticed, the healthy plants should be removed to fresh soil, as the disease spreads rapidly. A whole bench of cuttings may be ruined in a night. The skillful propagator takes every possible precaution. His benches have perfect drainage, he uses fresh sharp sand, and sometimes sterilizes it with steam heat for several hours. Damping-off is one of the most trying experiences of the beginner, and nothing can prevent it.

DANDELION (i.e., dent de lion, French for lion's tooth: referring to the teeth on the lvs.). The vernacular of Taraxacum officinale, Weber, a stemless perennial or biennial plant of the Compositae. It is native to Europe and Asia, but is naturalized in all temperate countries. On the Rocky Mts. and in the high north are forms which are apparently indigenous. A floret from the head of a Dandelion is shown in Fig. 674. The ovary is at c; pappus (answering to calyx) at d; rays of corolla at e; ring of anthers at b; styles at d. The constricted part at e elongates in fruit, raising the pappus on a long stalk, as shown in Fig. 675, and thus is the balloon of the Dandelion formed. A Dandelion plant, with its scattering fruits, is shown in Fig. 676. There is another species of Dandelion in this country, but evidently not common. It is the Red-seeded Dandelion (T. erythrospermum, Andr.), with red seeds, not reflexed involucral scales, and shorter head.

The Dandelion is much prized for "greens." For this purpose it is cultivated in parts of Europe; also about Boston and in a few other localities in this country. There are several improved large-leaved varieties, mostly of French origin. Some of these named forms have beautiful curled lvs. Seeds are sown in the spring, and the crop is gathered the same fall or the following spring,—usually in the spring in this country. Commonly the seeds are sown where the plants are to stand, although the plantlets may be transplanted. The plants should stand about 1 foot apart each way, and a good crop will cover the land completely in 2 or 3 years. Sandy or light loamy soil is preferred. The crop is harvested and marketed like spinach. The lvs. or heads are often blanched by tying them up, covering with sand or a flower pot. The plants are sometimes grown more closely in beds, and frames are put over them to force them. Roots are sometimes removed from the field to the hotbed or house for forcing. When treated like chicory (which see), the roots will produce a win-
ter salad very like *barba de capricornium*. Roots dug in fall and dried are sold for medicinal purposes in drug stores under the name of Taraxacum.

LEON H. B.

**DANGLEBERRY or BLUE TANGLEBERRY.** _Gaylussacia frondosa_.

**Daphne** (Greek name of _Laurus nobilis_), _Thymelaeaceae_. Ornamental evergreen or deciduous shrubs, with handsome foliage and sweet-scented, white, purple, lilac or rarely greenish fls., which, in warmer climates, often appear during the winter. Lvs., alternate, rarely opposite, entire, short-petioled; fls. in clusters, short racemes or umbels, petalous, mostly fragrant; perianth tubular or campanulate, 4-lobed, corolla-like, usually clothed with silky hairs outside; stamens 8, included; stigma capitate, sessile or nearly so: fr. a fleshy or leathery 1-seeded drupe. About 10 species in Eu. and Asia. Only _D. mezereum_, with very early lilac, fragrant fls. and decorative scarlet fr., and some low evergreen species, like _D. Cneorum_ and _D. Blagayana_, are hardy north, while most of the evergreen species can be recommended only for warmer climates. _D. Pontica_ and _D. Lauroleia_, with large evergreen lvs., are hardy as far north as New York. Daphnes thrive best in a well drained, light soil and in a partly shaded position, but some, as _D. Cneorum_ and _D. Blagayana_, which are exceedingly pretty plants for rockeries, do better in sunny situations. In the north, _D. odora_ and its varieties are often grown in pots for their sweet-scented and handsome fls. appearing during the winter. A sandy compost of peat and loam in equal proportions will suit them; they require a good drainage and careful watering during the winter, and pots not larger than just necessary should be given; they may also be planted out in a cool greenhouse and trained as a wall plant. _D. Genkwa_, with abundant lilac fls. before the lvs., is sometimes forced. Prop. by seeds, sown after maturity or stratified, but germinating very slowly; also by layers put down in spring and taken off the following year. The evergreen species may be increased by cuttings of mature wood in fall under glass, and kept in a cool greenhouse during the winter. If gentle bottom heat can be given in early spring, it will be of advantage to the development of the roots; softwood cuttings taken from forced plants may also be used. _D. odora_ is often veneer-grafted on seedling stock of _D. Lauroleia_ in winter, or on roots of _D. mezereum_. _D. Cneorum_ and probably its allies are readily increased in spring by removing the earth around the plant, pegging down the branches and filling in with loose compost about the tops of the branches. Next spring, if the compost is carefully removed, a large number of little buds, each supplied with a white root, are found along the branches; they are easily detached and planted in pans or boxes.

In California, according to Franceschi, the species most commonly grown is _D. odorata_, the plants being mostly imported from Japan. Many plants are also sent from Japan for eastern greenhouse culture. A decoction of the bark of _D. mezereum_ is sold in drug stores under the name of Mezereum. It is stimulant and diuretic. It is also known as Olive Spurge.

ALFRED RERDER.

Although hardy Daphnes are generally recommended to be planted in partial shade, they invariably succeed in open, sunny places, and even in dry spots when the start is made with strong, well-rooted plants. They grow very freely in a light, open, well drained soil, enriched with thoroughly decayed manure. An annual top-dressing of the same material is of great benefit to the plants, young or old.

For propagation by cuttings, half-ripened wood is best. Layers should not be separated until early in the following spring, and it is advisable to shade the young plants in their new quarters for a few weeks until the roots have taken hold in the ground and growth has started. Cuttings should not be subjected to a very strong bottom heat before a good callus has formed, as they are slow to emit roots, and free growth can not be expected until the young plants attain the age of 2 years. The commonest of the hardy kinds is _D. Cneorum_ and _D. Blagayana_, which is still very rare in America, is a charming species, worthy of greater popularity. Grafs of this species are likely to die without apparent cause. _D. Neapolitana_ needs a sheltered position.

J. B. KELLER.

Alphabetical list of species described below: _D. autumnalis_, 1; _Blagayana_, 5; _buxifolia_, 7; _Cneorum_, 4; _collina_, 6; _Daphniodes_, 8; _Delphini_, 8; _Fliomania_, 7; _Fortunae_, 3; _Genkwa_, 3; _Houtteana_, 3; _hybrida_, 5; _Indica_, 9; _Japonica_, 9; _Jenkwa_, 3; _Laureola_, 10; _Mazeli_, 9; _Mezereum_, 1, 2; _odorata_, 9; _odorata_, 9; _oleoides_, 7; _Pontica_, 10; _sericea_, 6; _Van Houltet_, 2. 

**Daphne**
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pitcher plants. There is only one species in this genus. The plant was first collected near Mt. Shasta by the Wilkes Exploring Expedition. Indians attacked the party, and as the explorers retreated to their camp W. D. Hinckley found something, which turned out to be fragments of this exciting plant. The Darlingtonia grows at an altitude of 5,000 feet on the Sierra Nevada of California, in sphagnum bogs along with sunwells and rushes. The pitchers grow in clusters, and are a foot or two high. The pitcher is slender, erect, spirally twisted and rounded at the top, something like a fiddle head. From this hangs a curious reddish structure with two long flaps. Underneath the rounded top is seen the entrance to the trap, which means death to all sorts of insects, big and little. How the plant attracts them is not obvious, but the fate of the insects is clear. The flaps drop down a long, narrow funnel, guided by needle-like downward-pointing hairs. Arrived at the bottom, the insects find these needles numerous and converging. As they attempt to escape they are confronted by an impassable array of lances. The manner of their death can be easily imagined. They sink into the bottom in a putrid, sticky mass, and the products of decomposition are presumably absorbed by the plant.

Darlingtonias have been grown outdoors in the east for a number in a few special localities. Edward Gillett, at Southwick, Mass., grows them in a favored spot without artificial protection. F. H. Horsford can preserve them at Charlotte, Vt., with the aid of a winter mulch.

**Californica**. Torr. Fig. 678. Rootstock horizontal; lvs. forming pitchers as described above, which are curiously veined, and have a wing on the ventral surface and a crest on top, green, finally becoming a pear yellow; scape erect, ½-1½ ft. high, clothed with obtuse erect, concave, half-clasping bracts; fls. solitary, nodding, 3 in. across; sepal, pale green; petals shorter than the sepals, about 1 in. long, converging, greenish yellow, with broad reddish brown veins, contracted above the middle; stigmas 5; ovary cylindrical below, dilated into a broad 5-lobed top with a deep depression in the center, 5-celled; seeds obovoid-club-shaped. B.M. 5920, I.II. 18:75, F.S. 14:1440, G.C. III. 7:84, 85; 17:304; 21:339. Int. to cult. about 1861.

W. M.

As greenhouse plants, Darlingtonias require the same treatment as their allies, Sarracenas, Dionas and Drseas. A well grown collection of these plants is not only very interesting and curious, but also very beautiful. To succeed, they must occupy a shaded position and never be allowed to become dry. Give a cool, moist, even temperature. If possible a glass case should be provided for them, with provision made for ventilation; a constant moist atmosphere can be more easily maintained, and at the same time the greenhouse in which they are grown may be freely ventilated without injury to these plants. The material in which they grow best is two-thirds fern roots with the dust shaken out, and one-third chopped sphagnum moss and silver sand, with a few nodules of charcoal added. About the first week in July is perhaps the best time for potting, though one must be guided by the condition of the plants, choosing a time when they are the least active. When well established they will only require potting once in two years. The pots should be placed in pot sangers as a safeguard against their escaping becoming dry, and all the space between the pots should be filled with sphagnum moss up to the rims of the pots. A temperature of 40° to 45° during winter, with a gradual rise as the days lengthen in spring, will suit them admirably. During the summer they should be kept well shaded, or they may be removed to a well shaded frame outside, in some secluded position free from hot, drying winds. Propagation of these plants is easily secured by dividing the roots grown in the live sphagnum moss in pans, the moss being made very even and the pans placed either under a bell jar or glass case in a cool, moist atmosphere. [For detailed English experience, see G.C. III. 24:338.]

Edward J. Canning.

**Darlingtonia Courtii** was named after William Court, for many years hybridizer and traveler for James Veitch & Son. Some say it is a hybrid between a Nepenthes and Darlingtonia Californica. Its lvs. or pitchers are shorter and stouter than those of D. Californica, and more rounded at the mouth. The stalks of the pitchers grow in clusters, and are a foot or two high.

**DASYLIRION** (Greek, tufted lily). Liliaceae. Highly ornamental plants, well adapted for rockeries, for isolated specimens on lawns, decoration of conservatories, staircases, etc., and eminently suitable for terraces and vases, in the formal style of gardening. Trunk short or missing altogether: lvs. in large number, inserted in a symmetrical way, so as to form a dome or globe-shaped, regular head, more or less serrated, and in some species ending in a brush-like tuft of dried fibers. The tall panicles of numberless whitish green, minute flowers are also a striking feature. Dasyliions generally branch after blooming. They are of the easiest possible culture, and will stand some degrees of frost, particularly if kept dry. Easily propagated from seeds and from cuttings of the branches when produced, as they do not sucker as a rule. Six or perhaps more species altogether. Natives of the arid region comprising southwestern Texas, New Mexico, Arizona and northern Mexico. The following are grown in southern gardens and in conservatories up north, but not as much as they deserve.

Henry A. Siebrecht.

**DARTEL.** Lolium perenne.

**DASYLIRION** (Greek, tufted lily). Liliaceae. Highly ornamental plants, well adapted for rockeries, for isolated specimens on lawns, decoration of conservatories, staircases, etc., and eminently suitable for terraces and vases, in the formal style of gardening. Trunk short or missing altogether: lvs. in large number, inserted in a symmetrical way, so as to form a dome or globe-shaped, regular head, more or less serrated, and in some species ending in a brush-like tuft of dried fibers. The tall panicles of numberless whitish green, minute flowers are also a striking feature. Dasyliions generally branch after blooming. They are of the easiest possible culture, and will stand some degrees of frost, particularly if kept dry. Easily propagated from seeds and from cuttings of the branches when produced, as they do not sucker as a rule. Six or perhaps more species altogether. Natives of the arid region comprising southwestern Texas, New Mexico, Arizona and northern Mexico. The following are grown in southern gardens and in conservatories up north, but not as much as they deserve.

F. Franceschi.

These plants are inferior to *Yucca filamentosa* in hardiness and in showiness and regularity of flowering, but they have an individuality of their own which should commend them to amateurs who like things that everybody doesn't have. They are especially esteemed in California, where the great flower-stalks, 8 or 10 ft. high,
DASYLIRION

give a strong impression of the desert, which contrasts forcibly with civilized surroundings. The individual flowers are not highly colored, but the spikes are several feet long. Three plants sold as Dasylirions belong to Nolina, a closely related genus, which is chiefly distinguished by fruit characters. In Dasylirion the ovary has 3 ovules, and the fruit is dry and indehiscent, or splits through the partitions and between the cells. In Nolina the ovary has 2 ovules, and the fruit is dry, often 3-winged, and bursts in an irregular fashion. The latest monograph is in Latin by J. G. Baker in Journ. Linn. Soc. Vol. 18 (1881).

a. Stems 4-angled, square in section.

b. Tips of lvs. not splitting into fibers.

glauophyllum, Hook. (D. glaucescens, Curr.). Recognized by the above character and by the very glaucous, bluish green lvs., of which the inner ones are strict and rigid, and the outer ones more arching, drooping, or long, 2-3 ft. long, 8-9 lines wide above the base. Mex. B.M. 5011. R. H. 1872, p. 435. G.C.II. 13: 205!

b. Tips of lvs. splitting into fibers.

c. Trunk long, 2-5 ft.

d. Teeth on the leaf-margins yellowish.

Texanurn, Scheele. Lvs. light green, 3-4 ft. long, 5-6 lines wide above the base; margin serrate, armed with hooked teeth 1 line long and 3-4 lines apart; flower-stalk 8-10 ft. high. Tex.

d. Teeth on the leaf-margins brown.

Wheeleri, S. Wats. Lvs. very similar to those of D. Texanum, 7-9 lines wide. The lvs. are shorter than in D. glaucescens, and they usually have a spiral twist, which gives the plant a remarkable appearance. Ariz. and N. Mex.

c. Trunk short.

d. Racemes short, densely flt.

E. Length of lvs. 3-4 ft.

granimisfolium, Zucc. Trunk very short; rosette of lvs. 4-5 ft. across; lvs. 3-7 lines wide above the base, tipped with 6-8 spreading fibers. Mex. Int. into cult. about 1835. — This name and D. serratifolium were given almost simultaneously to similar species, and therefore are greatly confounded in botanical literature and perhaps also in gardens.

E. Length of lvs. 2-3 ft.


d. Racemes long, loosely flt.

serratifolium, Zucc. Lvs. exactly as in D. acrotrichum, 7-8 lines wide above the base. Mex.—Can be distinguished only in flower.

W. M.

DATE. A palm, Phanix dactylifera, Linn., native to N. Africa and Arabia, and extensively planted in countries under Arabian control. It is also grown to some extent in southern Asia and southern Europe and in other tropical and sub-tropical countries. The pulp fruits constitute one of the most important articles of food of the Arabs; and the leaves and other parts of the plant afford materials for dwellings and many domestic uses. The fibers of the palm are utilized in some way. The Date palm reaches a height of 100 ft., making a straight, shaggy trunk, and it continues to bear for one or two centuries. It is diceous. See Phanix.

The Dates were first grown here by the early planters of Southern States and adjacent Mexico for many years. In Florida, California, and restricted areas of a few other states, it has been grown for decorative purposes for more than a century. At the missions founded by the Spanish at St. Augustine, and other places in Florida, and that long line of missions extending from far into Mexico, northward and westward through southern, southwestern, Arizona, and California, it is probable that the Date was planted wherever the climatic conditions were favorable. Within the borders of the United States the earlier plantings of little fruit, with the summer temperature, although in many instances the trees grew luxuriantly and to large size. In the more arid portions of Lower California and Sonora, where there is sufficient water for irrigation, the early plantings have been continued down to the present time, and Dates of fair quality have been grown for many years. Moreover, each year the area devoted to Dates is increasing. Not only have sufficient Dates been grown in Sonora to supply the local markets and to supply to some extent the neighboring mining camps, but during the past year a surplus has been shipped from the state.

The part of the United States suitable for growing the Date palm, for the frequent heavy frosts are confined to rather narrow limits; viz., the irrigable portion of southern Arizona below an altitude of 2,500 feet and the somewhat similar area of southern California east of the coast ranges of mountains, where the summer temperature is not lowered by proximity to the sea. As a tree, however, it will make excellent growth over a much larger area, including the semi-arid regions of central and southern California. Over the larger area it is occasionally blotted and the earlier varieties mature fruit, but the summer heat will rarely be sufficient to bring it to a high degree of perfection. In recent years Dates have matured in favorable localities in California, in both the San Joaquin and Sacramento valleys, but it is only east of the mountains in the irrigable regions of the Mojave desert that there is sufficient summer heat to mature an annual crop. In the strictly desert regions of southern Arizona and southern California the planting of seedling Dates is rapidly increasing, and the time is not far distant when in this region not a little attention will be given to the cultivation of this fruit. Among all the varieties mentioned those on a ranch owned by Hall Hanlon, situated on the California side of the Colorado river a few miles below Yuma. In 1875 Mr. Hanlon received a small lot of Dates from Le Paz, Lower California, which were grown at that place, and planted at the ranch. From these seeds 12 pistillate and several staminate trees were raised, the trees beginning to bloom at the age of 5 years. All the pistillate trees have fruited abundantly each year since 7 years of age, and now vary in height from 20 to 50 ft., each tree producing yearly from 6 to 14 bunches of fruit, the bunches varying in weight from 20 to 38 pounds.

In recent years many seedling palms have come into bearing in southern Arizona, particularly in Salt river Valley. On the Bartlett, Adams & Co.'s, ranch at Glen- dale, several seedling Dates were in bearing in the fall of 1898, and a few trees, 8 years from the first bore an estimated crop of more than 400 pounds. On a ranch owned by E. L. Arthur, in the vicinity of Tempe, a dozen or more palms were in bearing the same year, and several of which bore a crop of Dates the fourth year after planting. In addition to those cited above, many seedling palms bore during the fall of 1898 at Phoenix, Tempe, Glendale, Mesa, Arizola, Florence, Yuma, Tucson, and other points in southern Arizona, and a number of localities in southern California. An impetus was given to Date culture in this country by the importation by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, in the spring of 1891 and 1892, of 74 rooted suckers, 68 of which were at the time of transplanting to the ground. Some of these were distributed to various
points in New Mexico, Arizona and California. Those planted on the Experiment Station farm at Phoenix have made a much better growth and bloomed more freely than the plants sent elsewhere, some of the specimens at this Station, in the fall of 1898, measuring more than 20 feet to the topmost leaf and producing 100 to 200 pounds of fruit to the tree. A sufficient number of the imported palms have been examined since the date of the imported dates at the Experiment Station farm at Phoenix, showed considerable variation in the size, flavor, shape, color, and general desirability of the different specimens. Only about 50 per cent of the trees examined bore edible Dates, the remainder being astringent even when fully ripe, and little more than a skin over a pit. Of the remainder 50 per cent only about one-fifth were especially desirable and worthy of perpetuating by growing suckers. It must be remembered in this connection that Dates, like most other fruits, do not come true to seed, hence it is not reasonable to expect a very large percentage of desirable Dates as a result of growing seedlings. Some of the best seedling Dates grown in Arizona in 1898 were light in color and varied in weight from two- to three-quarters to two-fourths ounce to the specimen, with from 10 to 11 parts in weight of flesh (mesocarp) to one part of pit. The largest of the imported dates; viz., the variety labelled "Seewah," produced Dates averaging nearly one-third ounce to the specimen. Although this is the largest Date yet produced in Arizona, and probably in the United States, the pit is extremely large, being but 8 parts of the fruit. Furthermore, the flesh is covered with a thick skin (epicarp), and there is a firm papery covering (endocarp) over the pit. An excessive development of either epicarp or endocarp is undesirable. Choice varieties of Dates should have thin skins and small seeds surrounded by a thin, papery covering. The flesh should be thick, of medium firmness, sweet, and of agreeable flavor. The Date industry in the United States is in its infancy. Approved varieties have not as yet been introduced and the quantity of fruit produced has not reached sufficient magnitude to give it a commercial rating.

The Date palm grows upon nearly all kinds of soil. If it be sufficiently irrigated and has the requisite amount of heat, the soil seems to be a secondary consideration. In general it may be said, however, that lean, sandy soils of the desert, with a small percentage of clay and large areas of hardpan, are best, in the same way, heavy soils, suitable for growing ordinary crops. The question of water is of great importance in the culture of Dates, as it is necessary that the roots of the Date palm be in moist earth throughout the year. In general, the amount of water required for successful culture is considerable. If sufficient water cannot be supplied by natural methods, we must resort to irrigation. Water should be supplied at frequent intervals throughout the year. However, the roots should not be watered too late in the spring before blooming, and in the fall prior to the ripening of the fruit. The amount of water for each palm depends so much upon soil and local conditions that an estimate would be worthless. Care should be taken not to irrigate to excess at the time of blooming and immediately after, as it will militate against the successful setting of the fruit. The Date seems not only to enjoy a high atmospheric temperature, but a high temperature of the water supplied in irrigation as well. In irrigating small crops by flooding, it is necessary in midsummer to irrigate late in the afternoon or at night in order to prevent scalding. Care should be taken, during the warmer portion of the year, that the Date palm is not subjected to hot water about the roots, rising above the soil plate. A considerable length of time, and later left until the soil becomes exceedingly dry and baked by the sun. Such extremes may sometimes seriously injure or destroy the tree.

Dates are propagated either by seeds or suckers. As with the apple and most other fruits, Dates do not come true to seed, hence the only sure way to obtain good Dates is to secure a sucker from a tree of established excellence. Propagation from seed is of little value when we desire to obtain Dates of the same quality as those from which the seeds were obtained, or when we wish a correct proportion of male to female trees. Again, seedling palms are usually very much later in maturing their fruit, and generally the fruit from such trees have large seeds and little flesh. It is always preferable to propagate Dates from suckers unless one desires to originate new varieties, not on account of the knowledge of the sex (it being hardly necessary to state that the sex of a sucker is the same as that of the plant from which it is taken), but on account of the ability to make a selection in the variety and quality of the fruit.

All species belonging to the genus Phoenix are difficult to transplant with uniform success. Frequently as high as 50 per cent of transplanted Dates die even when watered daily and given the best of care. In planting suckers, one eighth of the best of attention, a large percentage die; while without care not one in a hundred survives to grow. It is due not so much to the lack of experience in removing the suckers as to the lack of proper care after removal, that so large a percentage fail to grow. Suckers may be removed at any time during the spring or early summer, or even in the winter, if proper care be given them after removal. If they are to be planted in the open ground it is advisable to remove them during the spring or early summer, April probably being the best month. In winter, when the plants are at a standstill, the suckers may be removed with comparatively little loss, if the bulbs be not less than 4 inches in diameter and have a few roots. If they are to be used for suckers, when suckers are removed at this season, to set them in rather small pots, or that the earth which should be given a daily soaking, may have a chance to get warm quickly. The pots should be kept in a greenhouse, or, better yet, imbedded in a box of manure, covered with the customary frame and glass. In all cases the leaves should be cut back to 6 to 12 inches in length. If proper attention can be given it is best to plant the suckers where
Datura are of easy culture. Some are treated as tender annuals. In the north the woody species can be grown outdoors in summer, and stored in cellars during the winter; in the south and in S. California they are almost everblooming. Daturas are sometimes kept in cool conservatories the year round, in which cases they should be planted in the box in rare flower well in pots, their roots being large and spreading and requiring a constant supply of moisture. This method produces great quantities of bloom in spring. After flowering, the plants should be cut in to the main limbs, or a very struggles and unsightly growth will result.

**A. Flowers red.**

**sanguinea,** Ruiz & Pav. Tree-like shrub, 4-12 ft. high; branches fragrant, leafy at the apex: lvs. clustered, 5-7 from the same point, ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, almost 7 in. long, 2½-2¾ in. wide, pubescent on both sides, shining green above, paler beneath, the lower lvs. vary or angled, upper one entire; petals 2½ in. long, channelled, pubescent; peduncles terminal: lvs. pendulous, brilliant orange red, about 8 in. long; calyx ovate, 5-angled, variegated, inflated. Peru. B.R. 29:1739. F.S. 18:1883. — Franceschi says it is more erect-growing than *D. cernipera* and *D. stramentosa*, with smaller, less open and not fragrant lvs. All other the species are said to be easily raised from cuttings, but these is very slow to take root.

**DATE PLUM.** Another name of Persimmon.

**DATURA** (Arabic name). Includes *Brugmansia. Solandrea.* This genus contains the widespread James-town Weed and several plants cultivated for their huge trumpet-like flowers, which have an odor that is very pleasant to some. The genus has perhaps 25 species, widely dispersed in warm and temperate regions. Herbs, shrubs and trees: lvs. large, large or wavy-touched; fls. large, solitary, erect or pendulous, mostly white, with more or less violet, rarely red or yellow, fragrant, borne in clusters, the calyx of the fruit being the same color as the flower. A member of this genus is commonly called *D. cornucopia* (Fig. 681), which is especially interesting when its flowers develop 2 or 3 well-defined trumpets, one within another. Sometimes, most of the flowers are double or treble. At least two species are being made to secure more plants from there, and from other famous Date-growing countries.

**D.** A triple form of Datura fastuosa, commonly known as *D. cornucopia.*

**AA. Flowers yellow.**

**choloranthum,** Hook. Shrub, glabrous throughout: lvs. broadly ovate, almost triangular: margin wavy, with short, rather sharp, very distinct teeth: peduncles axillary; short, robust; lvs. pendulous, yellow; calyx tubular, with 5 nearly uniform, short, triangular teeth. Habitat unknown. B.M. 5128. Gen. 46: 988 and 49, p. 379. — Datura "Golden Queen" is presumably a horticultural variety of this species. While this species is horticulturally distinct by reason of its yellow lvs., it is a very doubtful
DATURA

species botanically, being founded on a very double garden form of unknown origin. In Vilomir's Blumen-
gärtnerei it is referred to D. humile, Desf., but D. hu-
mitis, according to Index Kewensis, is to be referred to
D. fastuosa.

DAVALLIA

meteloïdes, DC. (D. Wrightii, Hort.). Perennial (cult.
as an annual north); branches slender; fles. ovate-oblong,
almost entire, acuminate, white or greyish, very fragrant
at night, spur-like, 5-toothed, the lobes terminated by
a long awl-shaped spreading or recurved point; stamens
included. Mex. B.M. 4332. D. meteloïdes is a perennial,
spreading over the ground in large clumps; fles. greyish
dull green color: fles. standing erect, white, delicately tinged with light violet-purple, not quite as fragrant as D. suaveolens. This can be grown also as an annual, easily blooming the first
year from seed. The common statements that this plant is
an annual are incorrect. — F. Franceschii.

cc. Blossoms pendulous: calyx with a long spur.
cornigera, Hook. (D. and B. Knightii, Hort.). Height
3-4 ft., branches downy; fles. chiefly at the ends of
branches, ovate, petiolar, acuminate, margin entire,
waxy or angled: fles. pendulous, white or creamy white,
fragrant at night, striped, 5-toothed, the lobes termin-
ated by a long awl-shaped spreading or recurved
point; stamens included. Mex. B.M. 4332. D. cornigera
seems to be only a trade name for the double form. Gm.
45: p. 549. — Cornigera means horned or spurred, referring
to the character of the calyx, which easily separates
this species. "This and D. suaveolens are known as 'Flori-
pendulo' to the Spanish-Americans, perhaps no other
plant being more popular with them."— F. Franceschii.

DAUCUS (ancient Greek name). Umbelliferae. Per-
haps 25 annual and biennial herbs of very wide distribu-
tion. One or 2 species are native to N. Amer., and the
wild Carrot is an abundant old-field weed in the north-
easter states. See Carrot.

DAVALLIA (a personal name). Poagnoideae. A
large genus of mostly tropical ferns, usually with firm,
subtly divided foliage and coriaceous semi-
cylindrical indusia, which are attached at both the base
and sides. Some of the smaller species are largely used
for hanging baskets. For D. cuneata and D. platyphylla,
see Linn. and H.For. (below). D. platyphylla, see Microlepia;
D. stricta, see Stenoloma; D. tenufolia, see Stenoloma; D. Tymannum, see
Hamata.

L. M. Underwood.

The diverse habits of growth of the many different
species of Davallias, and their good lasting qualities,
peculiarly fit them under ordinary care for decorative
purposes, where delicate and graceful plants are desired.
Among the many species, the following are most often
seen and best adapted for commercial purposes: D. bul-
tata, D. parvula, very dwarf; D. platyphylla, young
fronds of a dark bronze green, and D. Tymannum, are
well adapted for hanging baskets. D. dissecata and var.
aves, D. cuneata, D. cuneata var. placentosa; D. eichianus;
D. fruticans and D. fruticans var. pleiochrous; D. fruticans
var. majus, D. fuculacea; D. solida; D. pallida (syn.
Mooreana) and D. pyridata are adapted for large speci-
men plants. D. tenufolia and vars. stricta and Veitchi-
ana are desirable for fern dishes, because of their
dwarfish habit of growth and the ease with which
they may be raised from spores.

Old plants of Davallia may be cut into a number of
smaller ones with a sharp knife. Planted firmly into
shallow pans and placed in a temperature of 60-65° F.,
they soon develop into symmetrical plants. The rhizomes
should be firmly fastened to soil by strong copper-wire
staples, where they will root in a short time. To

gain a large number of small plants, the rhizomes should
be detached, cleaned from all soil and roots, laid on sand
and thinly covered with moss. Placed in a shaded posi-
tion in a temperature of 65-70° and kept moderately moist, a number of small plants will develop from the dormant eyes, which may be separately potted as soon as of sufficient size. Spores of Davallia should be sown on a fine compost of soil, leaf-mold or peat and sand in equal parts, and placed in a shaded position in a temperature of 60-65° F. All the operations of propagation of Davallias will be most successful if carried on during the spring months. All Davallias delight in a rich and open compost, an abundance of light and air, and moisture at their roots, a temperature of 60-65° F. and a thorough syringing every bright day.

N. X. BRUCKNER.

A. Lvs. once pinnate, with few linear segments.

pentaphylla, Blume. Lvs. scattered from a stout filbrillose rootstock, with 1 terminal, and 4-6 lateral pinne, 4-6 in. long, ±in. broad; sori in marginal rows. Java and Polynesia.

AA. Lvs. tri-quadri-pinnatifid, deltoid.

B. Length of lvs. usually less than 1 ft.

bullata, Wall. Fig. 683. Lvs. scattered from a creeping rootstock, which is clothed with light brown filbrillose scales, often whitish when young; 8-10 in. long, 4-6 in. wide, quadri-pinnatifid, with deeply incised segments; texture firm. India to Java and Japan. F.E. 11:548.

683. Davallia bullata.

Mariesii, Moore. Rootstock stout, with brownish scales, which are lanceolate from a broad dilated base: lvs. deltoid, 4-6 in. each way, with the pinna cut away at the lower side at base; segments short-linear, 1-nerved; sori intramarginal. Japan. G.C. III.13:271.

BB. Length of lvs. 1-2 ft.

c. Foliage commonly tri-pinnatifid.

élegans, Swz. Rootstock clothed with woolly fibers: lvs. 9-15 in. wide, with the main rachis slightly winged toward the apex; indusia several to a segment, with the sharp teeth projecting beyond the cups. Ceylon to Australia and Polynesia.

solida, Swz. (D. ornata, Wall.). Rootstock clothed with compressed scales of fibers; lvs. 1-2 ft. long, 6-12 in. wide, the center of the apex broad and undivided; segments broad and slightly cut; indusia marginal. Malaya.

cc. Foliage commonly quadri-pinnatifid.

pyxidata, Cav. Rootstock clothed with pale brown linear scales; lvs. tri-quadri-pinnatifid, 6-10 in. broad, with oblong segments; sori with a broad space outside, which is extended into a horn-like projection. Australia.

Fijifolia, Hook. Lvs. 6-12 in. broad, with the lower pinna deltoid and the segments cut into narrow, linear divisions ½-1in. long; sori on the dilated bases of the segments, with no horn. Fiji Islands. A.F. 6:360; 9:233. G.C. III.23:323. One of the finest species, with numerous varieties.

dissécta, J. Sm. Rootstock stout, with dense, rusty scales; lvs. 10-12 in. broad, on straw-colored stalks; segments oblong, cuneate at base, with simple or bifid lobes; sori minute, often with two projecting horns. Java.

BBB. Length of lvs. 2-3 ft.

divariéata, Blume (D. polyduntha, Hook.). Rootstock with linear rusty scales; lvs. tri-quadri-pinnatifid, 2 ft. broad, with deltoid segments cut into linear oblong lobes; sori at some distance from the edge. India to Java and Hong Kong.


L. M. UNDERWOOD.

DAY FLOWER. See Commelina.

DAY LILY. Funkia and Hemerocallis.

DEAD NETTLE. Lamium.

DEANE, REV. SAMUEL, poet and agricultural writer, was born at Dedham, Mass., July 30, 1733, and died at Falmouth (now Portland), Maine, Nov. 12, 1814, where he had been pastor since Oct. 17, 1764. While vice-presi- dent of Bowdoin College, he published, in 1780, his "New England Farmer, or Geographical Dictionary," the first American encyclopedic work on agriculture. This had a much wider circulation, probably, than Jared Eliot's "Essays upon Field Husbandry," 1745. Its influence may be traced to the middle of the present century. Deane's work was freely quoted by F. G. Fessenden until his death, in 1837. The second edition, 1797, was entitled The Geographical Dictionary. A third edition was published in 1822.

Deane and Eliot were the chief writers in that early stage of American horticulture when it was hardly important enough to be considered distinct from general agriculture. For biographical details, see Drake's Dictionary of American Biography.

DEARBORN, HENRY ALEXANDER SCAMMELL, soldier, statesman and author (1783-1851), was also an ardent horticulturist. He was a moving spirit in the organization of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, and was elected its first president on the 17th of March, 1829. He was partly instrumental in the establishment of an "experimental garden and cemetery at Mount Auburn," the parent of rural cemeteries. The plan of the cemetery was largely his (cf. Bigelow). He "devoted himself to this work most assiduously," writes the chronicler of the society, "spending the greater part of the autumn [1831] at Mount Auburn, in laboring with hands as well as mind, without money and without price." The Abbe Berisse's Monographie of the Camellia was translated by him, and published in Boston in 1838. He also translated from the French, in 1830, an account of the since famous Morris multicolor. He left 80 writings on horticulture. For notes on his horticultural

L. H. B.

DECODON (Greek, ten-toothed). Lythrum decus. A hardy perennial herb rarely cultivated by dealers in native plants. It has opposite or whorled lvs., the upper with axillary, short-stalked clusters of fls. Abroad Decodon is usually considered a subgenus of Nesa. It is distinguished from Lythrum by having 5 (rarely 4) petals instead of 6, and 8-10 stamens, while Lythrum has mostly 6 or 12.

Verticillatus, Ell. (Nesia verticillata, HBK.). Swamp Loose-Strife. Smooth or downy; stems recurved, 2-8 ft. long; 4-6-sided; lvs. lanceolate, nearly sessile; petals 5, cuneate-lanceolate, rose-purple, ½ in. long; stamens 10, half of them shorter. Swampy grounds, N. E. to Fla., west to Minn. and La. - Int. by H. P. Kelsey.

DECUMARIA (Latin, decus, tenth, referring to the number of the parts of the B.). Nazizzinria deus. Shrubs climbing by aerial rootlets; lvs. deciduous, opposite, petiolated; fls. in terminal peduncled corymbs, small, white, perfect; sepals and petals 7-10; stamens 20-30; fr. a 5-10-celled ribbed capsule opening between the ribs, with numerous minute seeds. Two species in E. N. Amer. and China of which only the American species is in cultivation. Ornamental climbing shrub, with handsome glossy foliage and fragrant white fls., forming a corymb of feathery appearance, well adapted for covering walls, rocks, trellis work. The soil varies from a clay loam, but not hardy north. Thrives in almost any humid soil. Prop. by greenwood cuttings in summer under glass, rarely by seeds.

Barbara. Linn. (D. armentosa, Bose). Climbing to 30 ft. but usually less high; lvs. ovate, obtuse or acute, remotely denticulate or entire, glabrous and shining above, 2-4 in. long; corymbs 2-3 in. broad, semiglbose. May, June. Va. to Fla., west to La. B. B. 2: 183. Mn. 1: 41.

DEERBERRY. Vaccinium stamineum.

DEERGRASS. Rhexia.

DELARÉE (after a French naturalist). Aralidiæceæ. A genus of two species of tall, tender shrubs from New Caledonia, distinguished from Aralia by the fruits. Known as Aralia.

Spectabilis, Linden & And. (Aralia conica, Nicholson). Stem ashy grey, with brown, white spots; lvs. odd-pinnate, Hts. in 8-10 pairs, each lft. 3-toothed or twice cut, sometimes so deeply cut as to make 3 entirely free segments. New Caledonia. Under the name of Aralia spectabilis, two different plants have been sold. The English dealer Bull's plant was Aralia filicifolia. The Belgian dealer Linden's plant was Delaréea spectabilis. (See H. L. 25, p. 72. G. C. H. 5: 603.) The two plants can be distinguished at a glance. The primary division of the leaf in A. filicifolia is long and narrow, three as long as in D. spectabilis, and tapering to a long point, while in D. spectabilis the primary division of the leaf is short and has 3 well-marked segments. In A. filicifolia the secondary divisions are deeply and irregularly cut; in D. spectabilis they are nearly entire. The two plants are also immediately distinguished by the spots on the stem.

DELAWARE, HORTICULTURE IN. The state of Delaware (Fig. 684) is situated close to the largest fruit-consuming cities of the New World. An emphatic commercial advantage in the development of a diversified horticulture arises from the modifying climatic influence of the Delaware and Chesapeake bays; from a varied and fertile soils; and from the ripening of its fruits and vegetables between the products of the North and South. There is probably no area in the United States which, in its natural commercial advantages, in its climate, environment, and in the diversity of its soils, is so pre-eminently fitted for the development of an extensive and diversified horticulture as the peninsula to which Delaware belongs.

New Castle, the northern county, is hilly and rolling, and varies from a dense clay to a clay loam. Horticulturally, it is well adapted to plum, pear, apple and bushfruit culture, and, in restricted areas, to the cherry, peach and trucking industries. But the production of hay, grain, and dairy products is the leading feature in New Castle's rural activities. Kent, the central county, is gently undulating, and is best adapted to the growing of strawberries and strawberries, grapes, and vegetable products. Sussex, the southern county, is probably the least level of the three, the sandy soil predominates, although the underlying clay frequently approaches the surface and forms local areas of clay loam. The peach, strawberry, and bush fruits are most prominently developed in Sussex, the horticultural areas lying in the western half of the county.

Delaware horticulture was born in 1832, with the peach industry, when the first extensive orchard was set near Delaware City. In a single year the value of its peach crop was $16,000. Then an era of the most rapid horticultural expansion was inaugurated. By 1840, half a million baskets of peaches were shipped from the county. But in 1842 the peach-yellows broke out near Delaware City, and by 1857 more than one-half of the crop of three million baskets was grown in southern New Castle county. The orchards of New Castle had largely disappeared in 1870, and in 1890 it contained less than 5,000 acres. Kent county, however, in 1890 had 23,000 acres, and Sussex county 20,000 acres. In 1899, extensive orchards were being planted again in New Castle county and northern Kent county.
The center of the peach belt in 1890 was along the southern border of Kent county, where the trees were concentrated largely in the vicinity of Smyrna. By 1900 the yellow peach had extended into northern Sussex, where it has remained stationary for several years. In 1896 the Delaware division of the Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore railroad carried over two million baskets of Delaware peaches, which represented over 90 per cent of the total crop estimated that there were between four and five million bearing trees in the state.

The yellow peach has been responsible, primarily, for the development of the peach-growing industry. No one can claim that the disease known as yellow has been made to suppress the disease. Yellow has not been effective in checking the progress of the disease. The ultimate remedy for the yellows in Delaware lies in a more diversified horticulture.

The principal varieties of peaches are: Hale Early, Foster, Crawford Early, Oldnimox, Moore Favorite, Mountain Rose, Reeves Favorite, Elberta, Brandywine, Crawford Late, Stump, and Smoak.

Of the peach in commercial importance are the small fruit interests, which are most extensively developed in the southern half of Kent and the western half of Sussex. There are between 7,000 and 8,000 acres of vineyards, in the vicinity of Smyrna, Westside, and New Castle counties, and in 1896 the Delaware Division of the P. W. & B. R. R. carried 9,500,000 quarts, or about 90 per cent of the total product of the state. In 1898, this road carried over 21,000,000 quarts of berries, and a still larger quantity in 1899.

Since 1896, the Lucretia dewberry has been set out in large quantities in both Kent and Sussex counties, while the blackberry acreage has fallen off in consequence. There are varieties of strawberries and Barbach, Tennessee Prolific, Gandy, Greenwidge, Michel and Haverland. The Souhegan, Palmer and Mills comprise the prominent black raspberries; the Miller, Cutbertson and Bradley line the red varieties; and Early Harvest and Wilson the blackberries.

In Kent county the pear industry is a prominent horticultural feature. The Kieffer is the leading variety, while its adaptability to various soils, its early and precocious bearing tendencies, and the cheapness of its production give it unusual commercial value throughout the state. In the fall of 1897 more than 90,000 Kieffer trees were sold in central and southern Kent county, and young orchards are not infrequently seen in operation. The same is true of the New Castle counties. Sussex county will develop the Kieffer to a large extent in the near future. In 1899, there were about 100,000 Kieffer trees under 3 years of age and 3 years old in the state.

Previous to the advent of the Kieffer, the Bartlett, Duchess, Lawrence and Anjou were the leading kinds, the orchards existing in the two upper counties.

The introduction of the Japanese plum has opened the way to plum culture. Scattering orchards of Burbank and Abundance have been set in Sussex and New Castle counties, but an extensive development is under way in Kent. In the vicinity of Clayton and Smyrna there were 6,000 trees in bearing in 1897, since when 10,000 trees have been set. There were 52,000 trees in the state in 1899. The Japanese plums, as a class, are well known to the state. They are the hardiest of modern introductions, widespread in distribution, and the most promising, and promising for the future. They are a good subject for market culture, but their concentration in neighborhoods, their weak points may be expected to show more prominently. Burbank, Abundance and Ogan have been the leading varieties, and Red June, Chabot and Hale are growing in popularity.

The native plums of the Hortulana and Chickasaw groups, which ripen before the northern Domestica varieties, are well adapted to the Delaware climate. They are found high and low, from the beach to the mountains, and throughout the whole state. They are easily grown, and generally command remunerative prices. Milton, Whitaker, Newman, Smiley and Wild Goose comprise the bearing orchards, but other varieties are growing in importance. They are hardy, easily grown, and generally command remunerative prices.

In the vicinity of Smyrna and Clayton there are from 150 to 200 acres of grapes, where the history of viticulture began about 1855. Grape culture has been a profitable industry in this neighborhood, the net income frequently exceeding $300 per acre. Recently, however, the profits have been somewhat less on account of the lower prices and the grape diseases. Many of the vineyards are models of intelligent tilling, pruning, spraying, and training. The principal varieties are Niagara, Moore's Early, Concord, Brighton, Agawam and Wyoming Red.

Delaware is widely known, not only through her extensive orchards and small fruit plantations, but also through the products of her canning factories. In 1895 the tomato output amounted to 250,000 cases, peaches to 50,000 cases; peas to nearly a like quantity; corn to over 50,000 cases; and a large amount of berries, pears and other fruits, not separately classified. Since 1890, the amount of the various canned goods has not fluctuated widely, except with canned peas, which in 1898 had reached 141,000 cases, and with tomatoes, which have steadily increased.

Although Delaware is preeminently a horticultural state, its capabilities in horticulture are largely undeveloped. Its physical environment makes it a natural fruit garden. There are several industries that could be profitably introduced or extended to larger aereages. Apple culture; plum culture, of the Japanese and early native types; sour cherry culture, especially for canning; nut culture, on cheap land; growing of vegetables, and glass-house gardening—all offer opportunities for a greater horticultural diversity. The various fruit interest are gradually extending over wider areas, and it may be expected that Delaware will not only maintain its present horticultural prestige, but will become an increasingly potent factor in American horticulture in the future.

G. Harold Powell.

DELPHINIUM (Greek, a dolphin, from the resemblance of the flower). <i>Ranunculaceae</i>. LARKSPUR. A genus of beautiful hardy plants, with large, irregular flowers. About 60 species, native of the north temperate zone. Annual or perennial, erect, branching herbs: lvs. palmately lobed or divided: fls. in a showy raceme or panicle; sepal 5, petal-like, the posterior one prolonged into a spur; petals 2 or 4, small, the two posterior ones spurred, the lateral ones small, if present; the few car-

684. Double Larkspur—<i>D. grandiflorum</i>.
they are treated like seedlings." (3) By seeds, started in the greenhouse or hothised in March or even earlier. The young seedlings should be given plenty of room by transplanting as early as they grow, and may be set in the open garden by June. If started thus early they flower the first autumn, but the seed may be planted in late spring or summer, care being taken to water well during dry weather. When grown to the next summer, and with the best results, the peripherals should be transplanted every 2 or 3 years. Two good crops of blossoms may be secured in one season by cutting away the flower-stems of the first crop as soon as the flower-fades; of course no seeds will be produced in this way. The Delphiniums are much grown in the open garden and border, and are of great value for cut-flower purposes. Four or greater numbers of similar popularity other the others: the annual, D. Ajacis, and the peripherals, D. grandiflorum, D. hybridum and D. formosum. The last three have been especially prolific in named varieties.

Roecket and Candelabra are names used to designate the forms of inoffensiveness in the two annual species. The "Rocket" or spike-like form is more commonly found in the Ajacis type, and the "Candelabra," with a number of short spike-like heads of different heights, is found more often in Consolida. — A. Gray. An attempt to distinguish between the Amer. Delphiniums, Bot. Gaz. 12:349-354. 1887. E. Huth: Monographie der Gattung Delphinium, in Engl. Bot. Jahrb. 20:222-269. 1895.

Alphabetical list of species described below: Ajacis, 1; alpinum, 16; altissimum, 14; azureum, 18; bicolor, 7; Breckit, 17; Brunonianum, 8; cardinale, 4; Carolinae, 18; Cashmerianum, 10; chelionanthum, 22; Chinese, 17; Columbianum, 22; Consolida, 2; decorum, 9; elatum, 16; exaltatum, 15; formosum, 25; grandiflorum, 17; hybridum, 27; Macleanianum, 26; Menziesii, 12; mesoleucum, 19; nudesia, 3; Nuttallii, 22; occidentale, 23; paniflorum, 13; Preecevianum, 5; Praewalskii, 5; pyramidalis, 16; scopolarium, 23; simplex, 21; Simense, 17; sulphureum, 6; tricorne, 11; trilobiflorum, 29; vireventus, 18; Zalii, 6.

A. Annuals: petals only 2, united: follicle 1. 1. Ajacis. Linn. Fig. 687. An erect annual, about 18 in. high, with a few spreading branches: 1vs. of stem sessile, deeply cut into fine, linear segments; root-lvs. similar, but short-petioled: fls. showy, blue or violet, varying to white, more numerous than in D. Consolida, in a spicate raceme; petals 2, united; calyx-scar about equaling the rest of the flower: follicle only 1, pubescent; seeds with wrinkled, broken ridges. May-Aug. Eu. 1858, p. 348. H. & R. 2:238.


AA. Perennials: petals 4; follicles 3-5.

b. Sepals red.

3. nuciflora, Torr. & Gray. Stem 1-1½ ft. high, glabrous, branched, few lvs.: lvs. rather succulent, 1-3 in. across, lobed to the middle or farther 3-7 times, the secondary lobes rounded and often mucronate; petioles 3-5 in. long, dilated at the base: fls. panicked; sepals bright orange-red, obtuse, scarcely spreading, shorter than the stout spur; petals yellow, nearly as long as sepals: follicles 3, spreading and recurved, soon becoming glabrous; seeds thin-winged. April-July. Along mountain streams, northern Calif. B.M. 5819. F.S. 19:1949. R.H. 1895, p. 259. A good perennial in the summer garden.


bb. Sepals clear yellow or tipped with blue.

5. Przewalskii, Huth. (D. Przewalskiianum, Hort.). Nearly glabrous, often branched at base, erect, varying much in height: lvs. 3-5 times deeply parted, parts divided into narrow, obtuse lobes: fls. clear yellow, or sometimes tipped with blue; spur equaling the sepals: follicles 3, densely hairy. July, August.


BB. Sepals blue or varying to white.

c. Height 1½ ft. or less.

5. Petioles diluting at the base.

7. bicolor, Nutt. Erect, rather stout, ½-1 ft. high, from fascicled roots: lvs. yellowish with purple margins, center black; spur very short; sepals 1 in. long, membranous and often 2-inch long until the fr. is mature: follicles 3 or 4, villose. June, July. China. B.M. 5461. R.B. 1863:34.

8. Brunonianum, Royle. Musk Larkspur. Stems erect, ½-1½ ft. high; plant somewhat pubescent: upper lvs. 3-parted, lower ones reniform, 5-parted; segments deeply cut, musk-scented: fls. large, light blue with purple margins, center black; spur very short; sepals 1 in. long, membranous and often as long as fls. become nearly equal, ½ in. long or more, blue; upper petals pale yellow or white, blue-veined; lower petals blue: follicles glabrous or becoming so. May-Aug. Dry woods, Colo., west and north to Alaska.

9. decorum, Fischer & Meyer. Stem slender and weak, ½-1½ ft. high, smooth or nearly so: lvs. few, bright green; upper ones small, 3-5-parted; into narrow lobes; lower and radial ones somewhat reniform in outline and deeply 3-5-parted, lobes often differing widely: fls. in a loose raceme, or somewhat panicked; sepals blue, ½ in. long, equaling the spur; upper petals at least tinged with yellow: follicles 3, thickish, glabrous. Spring. Calif. Int. 1881. B.R. 26:64.

d. Petioles hardly diluting at the base.

e. Upper petals never yellow.

10. Cashmerianum, Royle. Plant pubescent, not very leafy: stem simple, erect; petals nearly or 5-parted, the parts cut into long, linear lobes: raceme elongated, many-fl.: fls. bright red, as they grow, and may be set as long as sepals: follicles 3, spreading and recurved, soon becoming glabrous; seeds thin-winged. April-July. Along mountain streams, northern Calif. B.M. 5819. F.S. 19:1949. R.H. 1895, p. 259. A good perennial in the summer garden.

Var. Wältkeni, Hook. Stem very short, leafy, many-fl.: upper lvs. less lobed or almost entire, small, long-petioled: fls. very large, light blue with yellow petals. Suited to rockwork. B.M. 6830.

e. Upper petals yellow or striped with yellow.

11. tricorne, Michx. Stem succulent, about 1 ft. high: lvs. 3-5-parted, with 3-5-eleft linear lobes; petals
smooth, hardly dilating at the base: fls. large, blue, rarely whitish; upper petals sometimes yellow, with blue veins, lower ones white-bearded; sepals nearly equaling the spur; follicles 3-4, very long, becoming glabrous, sometimes diverging; D. delphinoides, Northern states. L.B.C. 4: 306.—Very beautiful and much used. Best for rockwork. The foliage dies down in midsummer and the plant appears as if dead.

12. Menziesii, DC. Plant sparingly pubescent: stem simple, slender, 1½—1½ ft. high, few-leaved; ivs. small, 3-5-parted, the divisions mainly cleft into linear or lanceolate lobes; petals hardly dilating at the base: fls. in simple, conical racemes; sepals blue, somewhat pubescent, equaling or longer than yrs in length; upper petals yellowish: follicles 3, pubescent, or sometimes glabrous; seeds black, winged on the outer angles. April—June. On hills, Calif. and northward to Alaska. Brit. Fl. 1122.

13. paniculatum, Nutt. Roots oblong or fusiform, fasciculate-tuberos; stems slender, nearly glabrous, ½—1 ft. high: yrs. small, parted into narrow, linear lobes; petals not dilating at base: fls. and fr. similar to those of D. Menziesii; on short, leafy pedicels. May, June. Colo. to Wash. and Calif. Int. 1892.

c. Height usually more than 1½ ft.

D. Seeds wrinkled or smooth, not winged nor scaly.

e. Follicles always 3.


15. exaltatum, Aiton. Stem stout, 2—4 ft. high, smoothish: yrs. flat, nearly glabrous, deeply cleft into 3—7 wedge-shaped lobes, which are often trifid; petals usually not dilated at the base: fls. blue, with yellow on the upper petals, medium in size, on long, crowded, erect, pyramidal racemes; sepals nearly equaling the spur in length: follicles 3, pubescent or smooth; seeds coarsely irregularly wrinkled. June-Aug. Borders of woods, Ala. to Minn.

16. elatum, Linn. (D. alpinum, Walldst. & Kit. D. pyramida, Royle). Bee LARKSPUR. Glabrous, 2—4 ft. high: yrs. somewhat pubescent, 5-7-parted; parts rather narrow, cut-lobed; upper yrs. 3-5-parted; petals not dilated at the base: raceme much like D. exaltatum or more spike-like: fls. blue, with dark violet petals; sepals ovate, glabrous, nearly equaling the spur; petals 3; seeds transversely wrinkled, not scaly. June-Aug. B. R. 23: 1963. Gt. 756 b. & c. (vars.) F.S. 12: 1287. (var. fl. pl.) R. H. 1859, p. 329; 1893, p. 558 —A polymorphous and complex species of Europe. It is probable that nearly all the plants sold here under this name should be called D. exaltatum, which is a closely allied species.


Var. Chinense, Fischer. Stem very slender, not much branched: yrs. and lbs. like the type, but yrs. more numerous. China. L.B.C. 1: 71.—A favorite garden form. The double blue form has been known as D. Bréchelii, Hort.

ee. Follicles varying from 3 to 5.

18. Carolinianum, Walt. (D. asperum, Michx. D. viridescens, Nutt.). Plant somewhat pubescent: stem 1½—2½ ft. high, not much branched: yrs. 3-5-parted, the divisions usually untoothed, linear: fls. large, blue or purple, equaling the spur; petals often many-flowered: fls. azure blue, but varying to whitish or white; sepals often with a brownish spot: follicles 3-5, oblong, erect; seeds transversely wrinkled. July. N. C. to Ill., and west and south. P. M. 16: 258. Var. album, Hort. (var. albiflorum, Hort.). Stems 2—3 ft. high: yrs. larger than the type and with broader divisions; yrs. creamy white.—The double form of this is not much used.


19. mesoleucum, Link. Stem 3 ft. high, pubescent above: yrs. 3-5-parted, the segments wedge-shaped and deeply serrated; petals somewhat dilated at the base; fls. blue, with petals low or white: petals not seen. June. Nativity not known.

dd. Seed winged.

e. Upper petals never yellow.

20. trolillotum, Gray. Stem 2—5 ft. high, leafy, often reeling: yrs. thin, large, often remain at base, 3—5-parted; lobes wedge-shaped, inceased: racemes in larger plants 1—2 ft. long and very loose; fls. blue, with upper petals white; spur and sepals each ½ in. long: follicles glabrous; seeds with thin wing or crown at the end. Apr. Moist grounds, Columbia river. Int. 1881.

ee. Upper petals often yellow.


22. Nattallii, Gray (D. Columbia-num, Greene). Stem shorter, simple, nearly glabrous, leafy, 1½—2½ ft.: yrs. thin, 3-5-parted, parts divided into many linear-oblong lobes; racemes long, many-flowered: sepals deep blue, ovate, sparingly pubescent, shorter than the spur; petals blue or upper petals yellow, lower ones white-bearded: follicles 3, pubescent, rather erect; seeds thin, dark, with yellow wings. Summer, Low, open woods, Columbia river. Int. 1892.

23. scopulorum, Gray. Stem 2—5 ft., glabrous, at least below: yrs. 5—7-parted, the upper ones the more narrowly cleft: petals dilating at the base: racemes simple, densely many-flowered: fls. blue or purple, rarely white, upper petals often yellow; spur ¼ in. long, equaling the sepals: follicles 3, pubescent; seeds large—winged. Aug., Sept. Moist ground, west of Rockies.—A polymorphous species.

24. *cheliumanthum*, Fischer. Stem erect, simple or branched, 2-3 ft.; lvs. glabrous or slightly pubescent, 5-parted, the lobes pointed, sub-elliptid, and somewhat toothed; fls. dark blue, the upper petals sometimes pale yellow; ovate, entire; spur rather long, straight or somewhat curved; follicles 3, either glabrous or pubescent; seeds 3-ernored, 3-winged, not scaly. June, July. Siberia. B.R. 6: 473. Gt. 15: 255. P.M. 16: 258 (as *D. magnificum*).

25. *formosum*, Boiss. & Hult. Fig. 688. Stem strong, 2-3 ft, hairy below, rather glabrous above: lower lvs. 5-7-parted, long-petioled; upper ones 3-5-parted, short-petioled or sessile, all alternate; racemes many-fl.; fls. pubescent; column long, violet, bifid at the tip: follicles 3, pubescent; seeds scaly. June, July. Asia Minor perhaps, but its origin is disputed. F.S. 12: 1156. Vick’s Mag. 2365. R.H. 1839, p. 528.—The most permanent form for naturalizing.

26. *macranthum*, Regel. Erect, 3 ft. high, pubescent or glabrous, branched above; lvs. pubescent on both sides, base often truncate or reniform, 3-5-parted, the parts serrate; petioles dilated at the base: peduncles yellow-hairy, with the bracts often inserted above the base: fls. pubescent, sessile, 1/2 as long as the spurs; petals dark violet: follicles often glabrous, 3/4 in. long; seeds small, distinctly scaly. July. Siberia. Gt. 314.

27. *hybridum*, Steh. Stem 3-4 ft, pubescent and a root somewhat bulbous: lvs. 5-many-petalled; lobes linear; petioles dilated and sheathing at the base; racemes dense: fls. blue, lower limbs white-banded; spur straight, longer than the sepal: follicles 3, hairy; seeds ovate, with transverse scales. June-Aug. Mountains of Asia. R.H. 1839, p. 258; same cut in S. H. 2: 282.—There are many double and semi-double vars. of this type.


D. *ceruleanum*, Freyn. A fine Asiatic species, with single and double forms. P.M. 16: 258.—D. Wheeleri is listed in the trade, but is of unknown origin.

K. C. Davis.

DEZAVERIA (Desaziera). Gramineae. Annuals or perennials, with narrow, involute leaf-blades: spikelets peculiarly dissected on two sides of a 3-slewed racis, many-fl., sessile, or some of the lower spikelets pedicellate. Four species known. Mediterraneaean and S. African.

sica, Dum. (Brisypoyn Sica, Link.). Spike Grass. Fig. 688. A smooth, erect annual, 8 in. to 1 ft. high: lvs. few: panicle spike-like, 2-3 in. long; spikelets ovate to linear, 2-20-fl. Mediterranean.—Frequently used for edging.

P. B. Kennett.

DEMERARA ALMOND. Consult Terminalia.

DENDROBIUM (tree and life: they are epiphytes). Orchidceae, tribe Epidendreae. A genus containing many species of great horticultural merit. Flowers racemose, fasciculate or solitary; perianth usually spreading; labelium articulate or connate with the base of the column sabellate: sepals green; base produced sparsely: pollinia 4: stems cane-like, in some species deciduous, so that during the resting season the plants appear like a group of dried sticks. The species (more than 600) are distributed throughout the eastern hemisphere, Australia, Japan, China, India and the Philippines Islands furnishing a large number. They are particularly abundant in parts of India. No species are known in Africa. The term pseudobulbs has been used throughout this article for a variety of unbranched, but the term is not variable in the genus, ranging from very large (several feet long) to very small and thin. The flowers are of many sizes, forms and colors. Some of the species resemble Epidendrums, Cathleyas, and other genera.

Oakes Ames.

The growing of most of the commercial Dendrobiums can generally be understood and accomplished following three steps: (1) The season of rain, that produces the abundance of growth. (2) The season of colder temperature, to ripen the wood. (3) The dry season, producing the dormancy.

In the selection of varieties, there are very few that will not respond to the treatment suggested by this scheme. *D. chrysotoxum*, timbriatrum, chrysothorax, Euryanthes, Eriocaulus, are probably, the most promising species. The propagation of these species is by division two or three times a year, using any type of the growing season, and more air at the resting period. The propagation of the Dendrobiums in the garden is easy, and only a small amount of care is required. With all Dendrobiums, care should be taken not to over-pot. Grow in small pots or baskets, so as to confine the roots. *D. Dearei* may be grown continuously, without rest.

The common conservatory Dendrobiums, as *D. Phalanopsis*, D. Ainsworthii, etc., are propagated by laying the stems flat on baskets, attaching them firmly with wires of wire. Pruning of these varieties was once practiced extensively, but when there is plenty of growth the stem and flowers can be cut at the same time; this adds more beauty to the flower. *D. noble* and *D. Wardianum* are easy to grow, only care should be taken not to be too severe on all classes of material, after the growth is made, until midwinter. They bloom best when the late autumn sun partially ripens the stems. See Orchids.

Index: aggregatum, 14; Ainsworthii, 43; albiflorum, 10; albo-sanguineum, 48; arenacrum, 38; anomum, 68; Apiculatum, 44; auric-flavum, 10; auriculatum, 59; Ballecnum, 43; Barberianum, 60; barbatum, 19; Bensonia, 67; biceamatum, 12; bigibbum, 22; Boxallii, 61; Brymerianum, 16; Calceolae, 30; Calceolus, 30; cardipes, 41; cariniferum, 42; chrysanthum, 54; Chiono- notis, 27; chrysanthoxum, 17; clavatum, 24; Cooksoniannum, 43; crassinode, 60; crepatidum, 66; creteaceum, 74; crenum, 33; crumenatum, 66; cumulatum, 2, crystallinum, 65; Dalhousianum, 31; Deavum, 18; Dearei, 37; Dendro- florum, 8; Deverianum, 57; dixanthum, 29; Draconis, 37; erythroxanthum, 13; Faleronii, 62; Farmerii, 10; Fidesleynianum, 46; fimbriflorum, 23; forsskalianum, 35; Freimullii, 69; fusatum, 25; Fydelinum, 19; Gibbsea, 28; giganteum, 62, 68, 71; grahamianum, 64; Griffithianum, 9; heterocarpum, 49; hololeucum, 23; Hookerianum, 27; infundibulum, 36; Jamesianum, 36; Japonicum, 40; Jen- kinsii, 15; lastoglossum, 52; leucocophorum, 14; Linawi- nanum, 44; Luitiflorum, 69; Lodigesi, 36; longicornum, 34; Lowii, 39; Luteolum, 50; Macfarlanei, 20; macrophylhum, 18, 68; McCarthyae, 70; moniliforme, 40; moschatum, 39; nobile, 43; nobilissim, 43; ochreatum, 55; oculatum, 25; Palmarum, 5; Parisii, 45; Pseudobulb, 48; Pseudobulba, 9; Pseudobulbiferum, 37; Pseudobulbo, 8; Pseudobulbo, 37; Pierardi, 73; primulinaum, 72; pulchellum, 56; rho- dopterum, 49; Ruckeri, 51; scalarilinum, 38; Schre- dieranum, 23; Schrederi, 8; seeundum, 1; suavisinum, 17; Superbiens, 21; superbiens, 21; superbiens, 68; thyr- si-florum, 7; tortile; transparens, 71; Veitchianum, 15; Wardianum, 59.
A. Inflorescence racemose (fls. usually solitary in Jenkinsii).

b. Racemes densely flowered.

c. Petals pinkish or purplish.

1. secundum, Wall. Pseudobulbs terete, nearly 2 ft. long; lvs. ovate-oblong: fls. all on one side of peduncle, crowded; petals smaller than sepals, rose-purple; labelum paler, with an apical blotch of orange. Sumatra.

2. cumulatum, Lindl. Pseudobulbs tufted, slender, erect, about 18 in. long; lvs. oblong: fls. 1 in. across, purplish, suffused with white; inflorescence globose. Burma.

cc. Petals white.

3. Daei, Reichb. f. Fig. 690. Pseudobulbs tall: lvs. about 2 in. long, ovate-oblong; fls. about 2 in. across, white; sepals lanceolate; petals nearly orbicular; labelum oblong, with a pale, yellowish green blotch in the throat. Philippine Isls. Gn. 51, p. 257. G.C. H. 31:169.

4. leucophophorum, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs stout, erect: racemes many-flowered; fls. white, lateral lobes of labelum greenish; midlobe narrowly oblong. Malay archipelago.


6. crumenatum, Swartz. Pseudobulbs erect: lvs. ovate-oblong; raceme terminal, many-flowered; sepals and petals ovate; labelum white. Malay archipelago.


690. Dendrobium Daei.

ccc. Petals yellow.


DENDROBIUM

cc. Petals yellow.

Var. Schröderi, Hort. (var. album, Hort.), has whitish sepals and petals. A.O. 29:5.


12. bicamaratum, Lindl. (D. breviflorum of catalogues). Pseudobulbs fusiform or clavate, about 18 in. long; lvs. elliptic, oblong: fls. yellow, marked with red, clustered on a short rachis, forming a capitate raceme. Sikkim.


cc. Petals loosely flowered.

c. Pseudobulbs one-leaved.

14. aggregatum, Roxb. Lvs. oblong, coriaceous, at the summits of ovate pseudobulbs: fls. yellow, numerous, in lateral drooping racemes; sepals ovate; petals broadly ovate; labelum broad, brownish red, with orange throat; disk pubescent. B. M. 3643. - Var. majus, Hort. is a larger-flowered form.


cc. Pseudobulbs leafy at summit.

d. Flowers yellow.

E. Labelle pectinately fringed.


EE. Labelle not pectinately fringed.


DD. Flowers greenish.

18. macrophyllum, Rich. (D. Veitchianum, Lindl.). Pseudobulbs clavate, compressed: lvs. oblong: racemes many-flowered; fls. large; sepals greenish, hairy behind; petals white; lateral lobes of labelle greenish, shaded with purple; midlobe greenish, with purple-dotted lines. I. H. 35:57. - Sold as D. Veitchianum, not D. macrophyllum of gardens (see D. superburn). Java. Daykum, Hort., is said to be a better form than the type.

ccc. Pseudobulbs more or less leafy to base.

d. Flowers white.


20. Macfarlanei, Reichb. f. Fls. several inches across, white; labelle marked with purple, 3-lobed; sepals lanceolate; petals narrowly ovate-lanceolate, acuminate. New Guinea.
21. superficiem, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs cylindric: lvs. linear-oblong; racemes remotely fd.: lvs. rich magenta-purple; sepalas and petals undulate-margined; labellum sub-cordate, lateral lobes incurved; disk with raised white lamelle. North Queensland.

22. bigibbum, Lindl. Pseudobulbs elongated, erect, 1 ft. or more high; lvs. oblong-lanceolate; racemes sub-erect: lvs. magenta-purple; sepalas oblong-lanceolate; petals spreading, red-violet; labellum 3-lobed, lateral lobes incurved, deeper colored than the petals, with a white crest. Torres Straits. B.M. 4898. I.H. 30: 476.


D.D.D. Flowers yellow.

E. Labellum not slipper-like.

24. clavatum, Lindl. Pseudobulbs cylindric, 29 or more in. long; lvs. ovate-lanceolate; racemes few-fid.: lvs. orange-yellow; labellum brighter yellow, with a maroon blotch, denticulate on the margin. Nepal. B.M. 6999.


26. fuscátum, Lindl. Pseudobulbs cylindric or nearly so: lvs. ovate-lanceolate; racemes with a zigzag racis, drooping: lvs. yellow, with 2 maroon spots on the label. Sikkim, Himalayas.


28. Gibsonii, Pact. Lvs. lanceolate: racemes from the upper nodes of the stems: lvs. 5 or more, yellow, with maroon spots on the label. Khasia Hills.

29. dixántum, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs elevate, about 2 ft. long; lvs. linear-lanceolate: lvs. yellow, in racemes from the upper part of the stems. India.

E.E. Labellum slipper-like.

30. moschátum, Wall. Pseudobulbs several ft. high, leafy from the base: lvs. oblong linear, striate: stem—radical, longer than the pseudobulbs; racemes pendulous: lvs. 2-4 in. across; sepalas and petals about equal, oblong, orange-yellow; labellum inflated, colored like the petals, with ciliate markings at the base. Burma. B.M. 3873. Var. Calceolaria, Hort. (D. Calceolus, Hort.). Fls. smaller, orange-yellow.


A.A. Inflorescence not racemose.

1. Pseudobulbs black-hairy.

2. Leaves deciduous.

32. cariniferum, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs subcilindric, 6-9 in. long; lvs. slightly oblong, 2½-3 in. across, solitary or in 2's or 3's, near apex of stem; sepalas lanceolate, acute, strongly keeled at base, pale fawn-yellow, fading to ivory white; petals ovate, white; labellum 3-lobed, spurred at base, side lobes triangular, reddish

orange, midlobe spreading, undulate, tufted, with long woolly hairs along the veins on the upper surface, reddish orange at base, usually white at apex. Burma. B.M. 6215 (var. Wattii).

33. crucentum, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs erect, terete, 1 ft. long, swollen at base; lvs. elliptic-oblong, deciduous: lvs. solitary or in pairs, 1½-2 in. across; sepals triangular-ovate, keeled at back, pale green, longitudinally veined with darker green; petals linear-acute, colored like the sepalas; labellum 3-lobed, lateral lobes oblong, erect, crimson-scarlet, midlobe obovate, apiculate, pale green, with red border, and a large warty crest, below which are 5 raised red lines, the outermost being most developed. Malay Isl. G.C. III. 18: 91.

34. longicórnus, Lindl. Pseudobulbs slender, 8-12 in. high: lvs. linear-lanceolate, 2½-3 in. long: lvs. solitary or in 2's or 3's, not fully expanding; sepalas and petals sub-equal, elliptic-oblong, transparent white; labellum funnel-shaped, anterior portion frimbriate, white, with a broad raised orange-red central band, with divergent lateral streaks of same color; spur slender. Burma.

C.C. Lvs. not deciduous.


36. infundibulum, Lindl. Fls. white; sepalas spreading, elliptic-oblong; petals broad; labellum large, with an orange-yellow throat blotch; labellum 3-lobe, the basa lobes infold- ing the column. Burma. B.M. 5446. I.H. 21: 172. Var. Jamesianum, Hort. Pseudobulbs stout and more rigid: labellum of flower differently formed, especially the side lobes, which are roughened on their inner surface; disk cinnamon red.

37. Dracónis, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs stout, erect, 12-18 in. long: lvs. lanceolate, 3-4 in. long: lvs. in fascicles from the uppermost joints of the stem, 1½ in. in diam., ivory white, striped with orange-red at base of labellum; sepalas lanceolate, acute; petals oblong-lanceolate, reflexed at tips; labellum 3-lobed, lateral lobes small, rotund, midlobe oval, oblong, crisped and minutely toothed on the margin, with 3 longitudinal raised lines. India. B.M. 5459.

38. scabriíngue, Lindl. Pseudobulbs stout, erect, slightly attenuated below, 9-12 in. high: lvs. oblong: lvs. 1½ in. in diam., in fascicles from the uppermost joints of the stems; sepalas and petals similar, sub-equal, ovate-lanceolate, ivory yellow; labellum 3-lobed; lateral lobes oblong, erect, yellow-green; midlobe oval-oblong, reflexed, yellow, with 5-7 orange-yellow sunken lines on disk; spur small, conical. Burma.


B.B. Pseudobulbs not black-hairy, upright.

C. Leaves persistent.

D. Petals and sepals white.

40. Japónicum, Lindl. (D. monolithíforme, Swartz.). Pseudobulbs tufted, 6-12 in. long, attenuated below: lvs. linear-lanceolate, acute: lvs. fragrant, 1½ in. across, solitary or in pairs, white, dotted or speckled with mauve at the base of the labellum. S. Jap.

D.D. Petals and sepals yellow.

41. capilíps, Reichb. f. Dwarf, tufted plants, with fusiform pseudobulbs; lvs. lanceolate: lvs. in pairs or solitary, golden yellow, with a deeper blotch on the labellum. India.

DENDROBIUM


Var. nobilius, Hort., has larger fls., which are more intense in color, the sepals and petals pale only at the base. I.H. 42:36.

Var. Cooksonianum, Hort., is a peloric form, the petals having acquired at the base the rich coloring so characteristic of the labellum. Gn. 55, p. 445.

Var. Balleanum, Hort. Sepals and petals white; labellum yellowish, with pale crimson blotches on either side of the throat. Sikkim.

691. Dendrobium nobile.


44. Lineanum, Reichb. f. Stems long, clavate: lvs. narrow, several inches long: sepals oblong: petals ovate, white at base, otherwise rose-mauve; distal end of labellum pale mauve, anterior portion white, with 2 mauve spots. China, Jap. B. M. 4153.


47. tortile, Lindl. Stems clavate, irregular when old. lvs. oblong-lanceolate, about 3 in. long: fls. 3 in. across; sepals and petals pink-lilac; labellum pale yellow, with a deep crimson blotch in the throat. Burma. B.M. 4477. = V. roseum, Hort. Fls. delicate rose color. The next is very similar.

cc. Lvs. deciduous.

48. alb-sanguineum, Lindl. Stems about 1 ft. high, stout: lvs. linear-lanceolate: fls. 2 or 3 together, 2-3 in. across, white; petals streaked with red at the base; labellum with 2 blotches in the middle. Burma. A.F. II:1350. B. M. 5130.

49. rhodopedrygium, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs cylindrical, erect, about 1 ft. long: lvs. linear-lanceolate: fls. about 2 in. across; sepals oblong-lanceolate; petals ovate, both pale purple mottled; labellum crimson-purple, striated, bordered with white. Burma.—Supposed natural hybrid between D. Parishii and D. Pierardii.

bb. Pseudobulbs drooping.

c. Lvs. persistent: fls. yellow.


51. Rückeri, Lindl. Pseudobulbs slender, about 1½ ft. long, attenuated below: lvs. linear-lanceolate: fls. either solitary or in pairs; lateral sepals triangular; sepals and petals yellowish; labellum with white lateral lobes streaked with rose, yellow. Philippine Isls.

52. lasioöllum, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs about 1½ ft. long, attenuate above and below: lvs. lanceolate: fls. 1½ in. across, in 2’s or 3’s, white; labellum red. Burma.

53. aqueum, Lindl. Pseudobulbs decumbent: lvs. ovate-oblong: fls. solitary or in pairs, yellowish white, with a yellow disk on the labellum; upper sepals elliptic-oblong, acute; lateral sepals falcate; petals ovate. Nilgiri Hills, India.

cc. Leaves deciduous.

d. Flowers yellow.


55. ochræatum, Lindl. Pseudobulbs with swollen joints: lvs. narrowly-ovate: fls. in pairs; sepals and petals about equal, golden yellow; labellum orbicular-ovate, yellow, with maroon-purple blotch. India. B. M. 4450.

dd. Fls. white or pinkish.

e. Labelium glandular, eiliate.

56. Loddigesii, Kolfe (D. pseudehlentom, Lodd.). Habit dense, dwarf; stems very short, about 3-4 in. long; lvs. oblong-lanceolate: fls. on slender pedicels, solitary; sepals and petals pale pink or rose-lilac; labellum with an orange-yellow disk bordered with rose-lilac. India. Not D. pseudelthom, Roxb. for which species it often passes in gardens. B. M. 5037.

57. Devonianum, Paxt. Stems pendulous, about 3 ft. long: lvs. linear-lanceolate : sepals and petals white,

EE. Lob: bllium in glandular, ciliate.

58. amianum, Lindl. Pseudobulbs slender; Ivs. linear-lanceolate, mostly solitary, otherwise in 2’s or 3’s; sepals and petals white, tipped with violet-purple; labellum violet-purple bordered with white and blotched with yellow. Nepal. B.M. 6189. G.C. H. 16:625.

59. Wardianum, Warmer. Stems 2, 3 or more ft. high, pendent; petals linear-lanceolate, acute; fls. 2 together, 3-4 in. across; sepals and petals tipped with rose-mauve (amethyst-purple); labellum with an apical blotch of same color, otherwise yellow shading into white at the margin, and blotched with maroon in the throat. There is a variety in which the apical blotches are wanting. Burma. B.M. 5068. I.H. 24:277. F.R. 1:231. Gn. 47. p. 84. R.B. 23:25. J.H. III. 30:454: 32:237.

60. massaïnöe, Reichb. f. Stems pendulous or nearly so, 1-2 ft. long, swollen conspicuously above the contiguous internodes: Ivs. linear-lanceolate; fls. 2 or 3 together, about 2 in. across; sepals and petals white, tipped with rose-mauve; labellum similarly tipped with rose-mauve, otherwise yellow with a white border. Burma. B.M. 5766. — Var. Barberianum, Hort., is a stronger-growing form of the species, with brighter colored fls., the coriniza at the tips of the petals covering more surface.

61. Boxulii, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs pendulous, about 30 in. long; sepals-rose, longer; petals pink-lilac; labellum yellow, bordered with white, tipped with pale maroon. Burma.

62. Falcenii, Hook. Stems slender, knotted, branching above: Ivs. linear, pinnat., about 3 in. across; sepals and petals white, tinged with rose and tipped with amethyst-purple; labellum spreading in front, maroon-purple, with 2 deep orange blotches, tipped with amethyst-purple, bordered with white. India. B.M. 4944. I.H. 23:243. — Var. giganteum, Hort., is a stronger-growing form of the species, with larger fls.

63. Aphrodite, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs 6-12 in. tall; Ivs. linear-lanceolate; fls. 2 in. across, often in pairs; petals white; labellum white, slightly colored; labellum yellow, bordered with white, tipped with pale maroon. Burma.

FF. Pseudobulbs not conspicuously nodose.

a. Lip yellow at base.

64. gratiosissimum, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs slender at base, thickened above, swollen at the nodes; Ivs. lanceolate; fls. in 2’s or 3’s, from the leafless stem, about 2 in. across; sepals and petals white, tipped with crimson-purple; labellum white, blotched with crimson-purple at the apex and marked with yellow on the disk. Burma.

65. crystallinum, Reichb. f. Stems about 1 ft. long, slender, striated, nearly pendulous; Ivs. narrow; fls. in pairs or solitary; sepals and petals white, with amethyst-purple apexes; labellum yellow, with an amethyst blotch on front, margin whitish. Burma. B.M. 6019.

66. crepidatum, Lindl. Stems 1 ft. long, slender, striated; Ivs. linear-lanceolate; fls. 2 or 3 in a group, about 1 in. across, white, tinted with lilac; labellum yellow, with a white border. Assam. B.M. 1995. — Var. roseum, Hort., occurs in catalogues.

67. Bézjus, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs cylindric; Ivs. linear; fls. 2-3 in. across, in 2’s or 3’s, white, disk of labellum orange-yellow, with 2 maroon spots at base. British India. B.M. 5067. I.H. 35:47. — Var. majus, Hort., is a larger-flowered form.

aa. Lip not yellow at base.


69. liviflorum, Lindl. Stems about 2 ft. long, greyish-green; fls. in pairs or solitary; petals only slightly different in each group, amethyst-purple; sepals oblong-lanceolate; petals ovate-oblong; labellum funnel- or trumpet-shaped, deep maroon, anterior portion white. Burma. B.M. 6059. — Var. Pfefferianum, Hort. Labellum with a pale yellow zone, sepals and petals deeper colored than in the type. Very similar in habit to Dendrobium nobile, but more slender.

70. MacEarthie. Thwaites. Fls. bell-shaped, rosy maroon and white; petals and sepals only slightly spreading; labellum pale maroon, striped and blotched with purple, a maroon spot on the disk: races pendulous. India. B.M. 4836.

71. transparens, Wall. Pseudobulbs slender; Ivs. linear-lanceolate; fls. 1½ in. across, in 2’s and 3’s; sepals white, tinted with pale maroon; petals similarly colored: labellum white with maroon spots, tinted with maroon at the apex. India. B.M. 4665.

EEE. Labellum veined, wholly or in part, pale yellow or rose-mauve.

72. primulatum, Lindl. Stems drooping, slender, about 1 ft. long, greyish-green; fls. in pairs or solitary; sepals pink-lilac; labellum yellow with deep crimson margin. Nepal. B.M. 5063 (as D. nobile, var.). — Var. gigan- tatum, Hort. Pseudobulbs longer and more slender: fls. much larger.

73. Pierardi, Roxb. Stems long, slender, pendulous: Ivs. ovate-lanceolate; sepals and petals pink-lilac; labellum yellow, marked with deep crimson at base. Burma. B.M. 2584. Gn. 55. p. 405. — Var. latilobum, Hort., is very similar to this.


DENDROCÁLAMUS. Consult Bamboo.

DENDROCHILUM. Compare Platyglossis.

DENDROMÉCON (Greek dendron, tree; mecon, poppy). The only genus of Papaveráceae known to have woody stems. California. Probably only one species. D. rigidum, Benth. Dry, rocky hills of the Coast Range, mainly in the south; 3-10 ft. high: stems up to 1 in. thick; bark whitish: branches stiff, erect: Ivs. linear-lanceolate, not cut, coriaceous, reticulately veined, very acute and mucronate: fls. bright yellow, 1-3 in. in diis., on pedicels 1-4 in. long; capsules linear, nerved, 1½ in. long; seeds black, almost globular. Hardy in some parts of England. Propagated from seeds, that take very long to germinate. B.M. 5134. F.S. 11:111. Gn. 50:87. I.H. III. 29:92.— D. harfordii, Kell., and D. Flexl, Greem. From Santa Cruz and Santa Rosa Islands, are now considered as forms of above, varying mainly in the habit, more drooping and graceful, and in the much larger, ovate, more graceful leaves. These differ- ent forms occur also in the mountains near Santa Barbara. Considerable variation in size of flowers appears to depend mostly upon the conditions where plants are growing. Outdoor shrubs. F. FRANCESCH.

DENDROSPANAX (Greek, tree Panax). Araliáceae. A genus of about 20 trees and shrubs from tropical America and Asia, also China and Japan. D. japonicus, Seem., may be obtained from dealers in Japanese plants. The leaves have been compared to Fatsia japonica, but are smaller and mostly 3-lobed. The floral parts are in 5’s. Berry globose.
DENDROPHYLAX (Greek, growing on a tree). Orchidaceae, tribe Vindaeae. Epiphytes: sepals and petals spreading, labellum 3-lobed, lateral lobes small, angular, middle one with spreading lobes; spur long, bilobed; column short; pollinia 2. Near Phalaenopsis. The following are introduced into American horticulture:


funalis, Hort. (Oreocea funalis, Lindl. Angioecus funalis, Lindl.) Leafless, roots numerous, fleshy: peduncles 2-fl.; fls. white; sepals and petals oblanceolate; labellum 3-lobed, with a long horn. Mts. of Jamaica.

OAKES AMES.

DENNSTADIA (a personal name). Polygodiales.
A genus of hardy or greenhouse ferns of wide distribution, often referred to Dioskonia but belonging to a different family from the arctic or southern hemisphere tree ferns of the latter genus. Indusium inferior cup-shaped. For culture, see Dioskonia

punctilobula, Moore (Dicksonia piliolatis-cuta, Willd.). Figs. 692, 693. Lvs. light green, from a slender, creeping rootstock, 1-2 ft. long, 5-5 in. wide, usually tri-pinnatifid, under surface minutely glandular, giving the dried lvs. a somewhat pleasant fragrance; sori minute, on small, recurved teeth. Canada to Tennessee.

DEODAR. Cedrus Deodara.

DEPÀRIA (Greek, depás, a beaker or chalice; referring to the form of the involucre). A small genus of Hawaiian and South American ferns related to Dennstedia, rarely seen in cultivation in America. The sori are marginal and usually on stalked projections from the margin of the leaf.

L. M. UNDERWOOD.

DERRIS (Greek, a leather covering). Leguminose.
A genus of tropical, tall, woody climbers, one of which is cult. in S. Calif. About 35 species, mostly Asian. Lvs. alternate; lfts. opposite, the old one discolor; stipules minute: fls. Violet, purple or white, never yellow.

scandens, Benth. Climbing: lfts. 9-13, 1-1½ in. long, oblong, obtuse, mucilaginous or retuse, glabrous or minutely pubescent beneath: racemes 4-6 in. long, unbranched: fls. purple: pod long, lanceolate acute at both ends, narrowly winged at the base; ovules 6-8. S. Asia and Indian Archipelago.—It has been offered in this country, but has not been successfully cultivated. The above description is made from specimens contributed by Dr. Franceschi, Santa Barbara, Calif.

DESCHAMPSIA (after Descamps, a French botanist). Perennial grasses with small, shining spikelets, like Trisetum and Aira. The plants are usually stouter and the spikelets longer in Aira, from which it differs in the prolongation of the rachilla. Lvs. flat or convolute: spikelets 2- (rarely 3-) fl., in terminal, usually spreading panicles: awn slender, twisted below. Species about 20, inhabiting cold and temperate regions, a few occurring in the high mountains of the tropics. About 8 species are found in N. America.

caspitosa, Beauv. (Aira caspitosa, Linn.). Tufted Hair-Grass. Hassock-Grass. A native perennial having a tendency to form tufts or tussocks. Panicle pyramidal or oblong, 2 in. long; rays slender, bearing spikelets above the middle: awn variable in length.—Abundant in the Rocky Mt. region, where the tufts help to bind the spongy soil and prevent landslides. In England it is sometimes used by the farmers to make door mats. Also used for ornament.

DENDROPHYLAX

Dendrophyllax (Greek, growing on a tree). Orchidaceae, tribe Vindaeae. Epiphytes: sepals and petals spreading, labellum 3-lobed, lateral lobes small, angular, middle one with spreading lobes; spur long, bilobed; column short; pollinia 2. Near Phalaenopsis. The following are introduced into American horticulture:


funalis, Hort. (Oreocea funalis, Lindl. Angioecus funalis, Lindl.) Leafless, roots numerous, fleshy: peduncles 2-fl.; fls. white; sepals and petals oblanceolate; labellum 3-lobed, with a long horn. Mts. of Jamaica.

OAKES AMES.

DENNSTADIA (a personal name). Polygodiales.
A genus of hardy or greenhouse ferns of wide distribution, often referred to Dioskonia but belonging to a different family from the arctic or southern hemisphere tree ferns of the latter genus. Indusium inferior cup-shaped. For culture, see Dioskonia

punctilobula, Moore (Dicksonia piliolatis-cuta, Willd.). Figs. 692, 693. Lvs. light green, from a slender, creeping rootstock, 1-2 ft. long, 5-5 in. wide, usually tri-pinnatifid, under surface minutely glandular, giving the dried lvs. a somewhat pleasant fragrance; sori minute, on small, recurved teeth. Canada to Tennessee.

DEODAR. Cedrus Deodara.

DEPÀRIA (Greek, depás, a beaker or chalice; referring to the form of the involucre). A small genus of Hawaiian and South American ferns related to Dennstedia, rarely seen in cultivation in America. The sori are marginal and usually on stalked projections from the margin of the leaf.

L. M. UNDERWOOD.

DERRIS (Greek, a leather covering). Leguminose.
A genus of tropical, tall, woody climbers, one of which is cult. in S. Calif. About 35 species, mostly Asian. Lvs. alternate; lfts. opposite, the old one discolor; stipules minute: fls. Violet, purple or white, never yellow.

scandens, Benth. Climbing: lfts. 9-13, 1-1½ in. long, oblong, obtuse, mucilaginous or retuse, glabrous or minutely pubescent beneath: racemes 4-6 in. long, unbranched: fls. purple: pod long, lanceolate acute at both ends, narrowly winged at the base; ovules 6-8. S. Asia and Indian Archipelago.—It has been offered in this country, but has not been successfully cultivated. The above description is made from specimens contributed by Dr. Franceschi, Santa Barbara, Calif.

DESCHAMPSIA (after Descamps, a French botanist). Perennial grasses with small, shining spikelets, like Trisetum and Aira. The plants are usually stouter and the spikelets longer in Aira, from which it differs in the prolongation of the rachilla. Lvs. flat or convolute: spikelets 2- (rarely 3-) fl., in terminal, usually spreading panicles: awn slender, twisted below. Species about 20, inhabiting cold and temperate regions, a few occurring in the high mountains of the tropics. About 8 species are found in N. America.

caspitosa, Beauv. (Aira caspitosa, Linn.). Tufted Hair-Grass. Hassock-Grass. A native perennial having a tendency to form tufts or tussocks. Panicle pyramidal or oblong, 2 in. long; rays slender, bearing spikelets above the middle; awn variable in length.—Abundant in the Rocky Mt. region, where the tufts help to bind the spongy soil and prevent landslides. In England it is sometimes used by the farmers to make door mats. Also used for ornament.
DEUTZIA (named by Thunberg in honor of his friend and patron, Johann van der Deutz). _Nasifragacea._ Very ornamental shrubs with showy white or bluish flowers appearing in spring or early summer, suitable for hardy borders or opposite, petioled, serrate, usually with rough stellate pubescence: _fls._ in racemes or corymb, white, sometimes purplish, eglandular; calyx-teeth 5; petals 5; stamens 10, rarely more, shorter than the petals; filaments usually winged and toothed at the apex: capsule 3-5-celled, with numerous minute seeds. About 15 species in E. Asia and Himalayas and 3 in Mexico. _D. papyuina and D. Lemoinii_ are the hardest, while _D. scabra, Sieboldian and gracilis_ are also hardy north in somewhat sheltered positions or with slight protection, while most of the others are more tender and cannot be grown safely north of New York. The Deutzias thrive in almost any well drained soil, and are well adapted for borders of shrubberies. Potted plants forced with a temperature not exceeding 50° develop into beautiful specimens for the decoration of greenhouses and conservatories, especially _D. Lemoinii, D. gracilis_ and _D. miscellanea._ The same plants cannot be forced again. Prop. readily by hardwood and hardwood cuttings, also by seeds sown in pans or boxes in spring.

a. _Fls._ in racemes or panicles: petals valvate in the bud.

b. Longer filaments narrowed toward the apex, without teeth.


d. _Scabra._ Thunb. Shrubs, to 6 ft.: _Ivs._ all petiolated, oval or ovate-lanceolate, rounded at the base, crenate-dentate, with rough pubescence on both sides, dull green, 1-3 in. long; panicles erect, 2-4 in. long; _fls._ white or bluish, with erect petals; calyx lobes deciduous. June, July, Japan. _Chins. S.Z. 6._ B.M. 3838. B.R. 20:1718. S.B.F.G. II. 4:393. A.G. 18:356. Var. _angustifolia._ Voss. Branches reddish brown: _Ivs._ ovate-lanceolate, rougher. _Var. crenata._ Voss. (_D. crenata, Sieb. & Zucc._). Branches brown: _Ivs._ ovate or oblong-ovate, less rough. This var. is less common in cultivation than the former. _Var. marmorata._ _Hort. _Voss. spotted with yellowish white. _Var. plena._ Maxim. With double or semidouble flowers.

694. Loments or pods of Desmodium Canadense.

_Bezug-weed is Desmodium tortuosum, DC., of the W. Indies. It is coming into prominence in the south as a forage plant (see Farmers' Bull. 102, U. S. Dept. of Agric.)._
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discolor. Hemsl. Shrub, to 7 ft.: IVs. oblong-lanceolate, dentate, denticulate, dark green above, much paler beneath, coated with stellate hairs, sparingly above, densely beneath; corymbs loose, 10-20 fl.; IVs. white, with spreading petals, valvate in the bud; filaments with large teeth.


**Lem6inei, Hort. (D. gracilis x parvilldra).** Fig. 696. Spreading shrub, to 3 ft.: IVs. elliptic-lanceolate, finely serrate with appressed teeth, with sparse stellate hairs above, nearly glabrous beneath, 1½-3 in. long: IVs. in large corymbs or broad panicles, pure white; petals broadly ovate, spreading, partially valvate and partially imbricate in the bud; filaments with large teeth.


-A very desirable shrub, more vigorous and with showier fls. than D. gracilis. Excellent for forcing.

**parvilldra, Bunge.** Shrub, 16-3 ft., with erect branches: IVs. ovate or oblong-ovate, finely serrate, with stellate hairs on both sides, often grayish green beneath, 2-3in. long; IVs. in many-fl. corymbs; petals roundish obovate, spreading, imbricate in the bud; longer filaments without teeth. June. N. China, Mongolia. G.F. 1:355. Gt. 11:370; 45, p. 65 and 46, p. 282. R.H. 1892, p. 223. G.C. III. 14:153.


lvs. ovate or lanceolate, long acuminate; fls. larger; all filaments toothed.


D. flavescens, Hort. (D. gracilis x rosea, Lem6inei). Hybrid between D. discolor, purpurascens and D. gracilis, with campanulate blush fls. in panicles. Of the same parentage as red var., campanula and var. mexistes, with white, and var. grandiflora with large blushed fls. These vars. are described by Lem6inei as forms of D. gracilis, except var. grandiflora, which he has under D. discolor. — D. staminea, B. Br. Shrub, to 3 ft.; IVs. ovate or ovate-lanceolate, with whitish stellate pubescence beneath; corymbs many-fl.; IVs. white, fragrant; filaments with large teeth. Himalayas. B. R. 33:13. Var. Brunoniana, Hook f. & Thoms. IVs. less densely pubescent; fls. larger. B. R. 26:8. (a.d. corymbosa). — D. Setchueniata, Franch. Shrub. IVs. ovate-lanceolate, bright green above, whitish beneath, with appressed stellate hairs; corymbs few-fl.; filaments toothed, half as long as petals. China. — D. Watsonii and Welles, Hort. =D. scabra var. mexistes.

**DEWBERY.**

The Dewberry is one of the most recent acquisitions among garden fruits. As a cultivated fruit, it is American, and the varieties are forms of native species. It is distinguished from the blackberry chiefly by its low, trailing habit, its method of propagating by tips instead of suckers, and its few-flowered cymose clusters. Four distinct species are found in cultivation.

(1) The northern Dewberry (Rubus villosus, Ait., until...
(var. roribaccus, Bailey), which is a stronger plant, with wedge-ovate, jagged leaflets, long flower stalks, large flowers and leaf-like sepals. Figs. 697, 698. (2)

The Bartel type (R. inviusus, Bailey), with stout, stiff stems, straight, reflexed prickles, large leaflets with simple teeth, and having the unopened buds surrounded by a tip formed by the sepals which clasp around it. (3) The southern Dewberry (R. tririalis, Michx.). This has round, shrubby, trailing stems, bearing strongly recurved or reflexed prickles, glandular-tipped hairs and bristles. The leaves are evergreen, leathery and smooth, with numerous stout, recurved or reflexed prickles on the veins and petioles as well as on the flower-stems. It is represented in cultivation by the Manatee and a few others. (4) The western Dewberry (R. vitifolius, Cham. & Schlecht.). This has round, woody stems, usually weak and trailing but sometimes upright, the fruiting branches numerous, armed with slender prickles, often rendering the smaller parts densely setose. It includes the Skagit Chief and others. Still another species, better known as the cut-leaved blackberry, has been long in cultivation, chiefly for ornament. Its stems are armed with strong, recurved prickles and its leaves are much parted and divided.

The culture of the Dewberry is much the same as that of the blackberry, except in the matter of training, though it is thought to thrive better on light and sandy soils than the blackberry. No summer pruning of the canes is needed, although the old canes may be removed as soon as done fruiting. Various methods of training are employed, the object of all being to keep the bearing canes off the ground, so that they will not interfere with cultivation and the fruit will be kept clean. For this purpose the single stake and the wire trellis methods are best known. Tying the canes to stakes (Fig. 699) is perhaps the best method. The fruiting canes are tied to the stake or trellis in spring, being shortened to from 3 to 5 feet in length. The young canes are allowed to grow upon the ground at will, or at most are turned in the direction of the row if they interfere with cultivation. They remain in this position during winter, where they can be very conveniently protected, and take their place upon the trellis or stakes the following summer.

The Dewberries have proved successful and profitable with some and a failure with others. Different varieties should be planted together to insure proper fecundation of the blossoms. Their chief value lies in their season of ripening, which is in advance of the blackberries. Lucretia and Bartel are the most important varieties.

For history and botany, see Bailey, Evolution of Our Native Fruits; for culture, see Card's Bush Fruits, and Cornell Bulletin 34 and 117. Consult Blackberry, Loganberry and Rubus.

FRED W. CARD.
DIANTHUS

Greek for Jove's flower. Caryophyllaceous. Pink. About 200 species of Old World small herbs, many of them prized for their rich and showy flowers. Nearly all of them are perennials; they form tufts and have grass-like lvs., and jointed stems with terminal fls. and opposite lvs. From kindred genera Dianthus is distinguished by the sepal-like bracts at the base of a cylindrical calyx (cf. Figs. 366, 367); petals without a crown; styles 2. They are temperate-region plants. The flowers are usually pink or red, but in garden forms white and purple are frequent colors. Most of the cult. species are hardy in the north and are easy of culture. The perennial species are excellent border plants. The chief care required in their cultivation is to see that the grass does not run them out. Best results in flowering are obtained usually from 2-year-old seedling plants. Two weedy species, D. pro- lifer, Linn., and D. Armeria, Linn., are naturalized in the eastern states. Monogr. by F. N. Williams, Journ. Linn. Soc. 29 (1891-3).

L. H. B.

Dianthus is essentially a European genus, there being but one species found native on this continent; D. alpinus, found in high northern regions and in Europe), though others are escapes from gardens, such as D. deltoides and D. barbatus. Among the genera of the genus are various pretty little alpine tufted sorts as D. neglectus, D. gladialis and D. alpinus, all of which are of dwarf, close habit, not exceeding 3 in. in height and having very large single flowers of brightest colors. These are suited only for rock gardening, as on level ground they often become smothered with weeds or swamped with soil after a heavy rain storm, and to these two causes are attributable the failures to cultivate them. Dianthus like a warm soil, and one that will not become too wet at any time, especially in winter, where the perennial kinds are grown, as they are often killed not so much from cold as from too much ice round them. Snow is the best possible protection, but ice is the reverse.

All Dianthuses are readily propagared from seeds sown in rich soil, but the double kinds are reproduced from cuttings alone to be sure to have them true, and in the fall month cuttings are easily rooted if taken with a "heel" or a part of the old stem adhering to the base of the shoot; so that to make cuttings it is best to strip them off rather than to make them with a knife. It will be found also that, if cuttings made from plants growing in the open ground do not root readily but seem to dry up in the cutting bench, if the plants to be increased are carefully lifted and potted, placed in a temperature of say 50° until young growth shows signs of starting, every cutting taken off at this stage will root easily. The transition from outdoors to the propagating house should not be too abrupt. Another method of propagation is by layering, and with the garden Pinus, or forms of B. plumarius, it is the easiest and surest. After hot weather is past stir the soil round the parent plant, take the branches that have a portion of bare stem, make an incision half way through and along the stem for an inch, and peg this down in the soil without breaking the shoot off (Fig. 370). Roots will be formed and good strong plants be the result before winter. The layering method is specially suitable to such species as D. plumarius, D. Caryophyllus and double forms of others, such as Sweet William. E. O. Orpt.

Index: alpinus, 11; atrorubens, 2; barbatus, 5; capi- tatus, 3; Carthusianorum, 2; Caryophyllus, 8; Chinensis, 13; Cincinnatus, 13; cinnabarinus, 1; cruentus, 4; deltoides, 10; dentatus, 13; diadematus, 13; glacialis, 12; Hedewigii, 13; hybridus, 13; imperialis, 13; laeiniatus, 13; latifolius, 14; maerosepalus, 13; plumarius, 6; pin- natus, 8; semperflorens, 13; Sinesis, 13; superbus, 7; sylvestris, 9; Viscordalis, sub 14.

a. Flowers in dense cymes or in heads, the cluster often subtended by involucre-like lvs.

b. Petals not bearing hairs or barbs: bracts dry.

1. cinnabarinus, Sprun. A ft. high, wooly at base, perennial, blooming in Aug. and Sept.; lvs. linear, sharp-pointed and rigid; petals fiery red above, paler beneath, glabrous; stamens included. Greece.—Handsome little species; useful for hardy border or rockery.

b. Petals with hairs or barbs on the lower part of the blade.

2. Carthusianorum, Linn. (D. atrorubens, Willd.). Hardy perennial or biennial, glabrous, scarcely glaucous, 12-18 in. high, the stem angled; lvs. short, linear and pointed, without prominent nerves when fresh; lvs. in a dense, 6-20-fld. head, in shades of red, the petals sharply but not deeply toothed, the cluster subtended

700. Sweet William – Dianthus barbatus (X 3/4).
by very narrow or even awl-like lvs. Denmark to Portugal and Egypt. B.M. 1775, 2039.—Very variable. Little known in Amer. gardens.

3. capiatus, Balb. Much like the last; plant glaucous, conspicuously pubescent; taller; petals purple-spotted. Siberia, Servia

4. cruentus, Griseb. Cespitose, glaucous, glabrous; stem 1-2 ft., terete, forking; lvs. linear or lance-linear, sharp acuminate; fls. deep blood-red, small, numerous in a contracted cyme; petals red-hairy towards the base. July, Greece.

5. barbatus, Linn. Sweet William. Fig. 700. Perennial, but readily grown from seed, and flowering well the second year, glabrous, the stems 4-angled, 10-18 in. high; lvs. broad and flat or conduplicate, 5-nerved; fls. several to many in a round-topped, dense cyme, in many colors, the petals not hairy. Russia to China and S. to the Pyrenees. B.M. 297.—The Sweet William is one of the oldest garden flowers. It is sure to be found in the old-fashioned gardens. The cult. forms run into many colors. Sometimes found along roadsides as an escape. There are double-flowered forms. R.H. 1894, p. 277.

AA. Flowers solitary, or in 2's or 3's.

B. Calyx-bracts short and broad, appressed.

C. Petals filiform.

6. plumarius, Linn. Common Grass of Garden Pink. Scotch Pink. Pheasant's Eye Pink. Low, tuft, 1 ft., blooming in spring and early summer, very fragrant: lvs. narrow and short, blue-glaucescent; fls. medium size, pink, purplish and white, the blade of the petal fringed one-fourth or one-fifth its depth; calyx cylindrical, with short, broad-topped mucronate bracts. Austria, Siberia.—A universal favorite. Hardy. Much used in old-fashioned gardens as edging for beds. There are double-flowered forms.

7. superbus, Linn. Fig. 701. Taller, the stems forking, less tufted, later-flowered, broader-leaved; calyx longer; petals lilac, dissected below the middle. Norway to Japan and Spain. Variable. B.M. 297.—A handsome species, growing 16-24 in., fragrant. Perennial.

CC. Petals only dentate (except in some garden forms).

8. Caryophyllus, Linn. Carnation. Clove Pink. Pico-
tee. Grenadine. Figs. 366-8, 370-5. Plate IV. Cespitose, glabrous, 1-3 ft., the stems hard or almost woody below, the nodes or joints conspicuous: lvs. long-linear, very glaucous; fls. on long stems, particularly in American cult.; calyx-bracts very broad, abruptly pointed: Vars. solitary, large, very variable in size, form and color, but originally pale lilac, fragrant. B.M. 39 (Bizarre Carnation); 1622 (var. imbricatus); 2744 (Picolettes).—Generally supposed to be native to the Mediterranean region, but Williams gives its geographical limits as "north and west Normandy and "south and east Punjab" (northwestern Hindoopest). Long cultivated. In Europe it is largely grown as an out-door Pink, but in this country it is chiefly known as the greenhouse Carnation. The American forcing type is distinguished by very long stems and a continuous blooming habit. Garden varieties of D. Caryophyllus are numberless, and they often pass under Latinized names (D. punctatus, Hort., is one of these names). For studies in the history and evolution of the Carnation, see Bailey, Survival of the Unfitter, Essay 28. See Carnation.

9. sylvestris, Wulf (D. virgineus, Hort.). Slender, 1 ft. high, the stem angular compressed and bearing 1-3 odorless fls.: lvs. tufted, linear and sharp-pointed, scabrous on the margins: fls. rather small, red, the petals obovate and shallow-toothed. Eu. B.M. 1710.—Pretty perennial border plant.

BB. Calyx-bracts half the length of the calyx, mostly narrow-pointed: lvs. short and spreading, the radical ones obtuse or nearly so.

10. deltooides, Linn. Maiden Pink. Tufted, 6-10 in., blooming in spring and early summer, creeping: stems ascending, forking, with solitary fls. on the branchlets: stem lvs. an inch long, sharp-pointed: fls. small (½-¾ in. across), the petals toothed, deep red with a crimson eye, the petals bearing an inverted V-shaped pocket at their base (whence the name deltooides). Scotland to Norway and Japan.—One of the prettiest border Pinks, making neat mats of foliage and bearing profusely of the little bright fls. There is a white-flowered variety.
11. *Dianthus*, Linn. Very dwarf, the 1-fl. stems rarely reaching more than 3–4 in. high, more or less prostrate; foliage dark shining green. fl. 1 in. or more across, deep rose or purplish and crimson spotted, a darker ring around the eye. Russia to Greece and Swiss Alps. B.M. 1205. Gn. 26:455; 47, p. 292; 45, p. 33. — One of the choicest of alpine and rockwork plants.

BBB. Calyx-bracts leafy and spreading.


13. *Chinensis*, Linn. (D. Sinensis, Hort.). Fig. 702. Perennial, cespitose, glaucous, more or less creeping at base; stem forkling, angled and more or less grooved, pubescent; lvs. broad and nearly flat or slightly trough-shaped, 3–5-nerved; fls. large, solitary or more or less clustered, pink or lilac; the petals (at least in the wild) barred or hairy towards the base; calyx-bracts 4, in some cult. vars. short.—China and Japan; but recent authorities consider a European Pink to be but a form of it, and thereby extend its range west to Portugal. The Amoc Pink (*D. dentosus*, Fisch.) is a form known as var. *macrosepalus*, Franch.: it is a hardly border plant, 1 ft. high, with bright red fls. and a spot at base of each petal. *D. semperfloreus*, Hort., is a hardly perennial form, 12–18 in., with silvery foliage and deep pink, red-eyed, fragrant fls. *D. Chinensis* has given rise to a beautiful and variable race of garden Pinks, var. *Hedewigi*, Regel (*D. Hedewigi*, Hort.). These are extensively grown from seeds, and are practically annuals, although plants may survive the winter and give a feeble bloom in the spring in mild climates. The flowers are scarcely odorous. They are single and double, of many vivid colors; and many of the garden forms have bizarre markings. In some forms, var. *lacinias*, Regel (*D. lacinias*, Hort.), the petals are slashed and cut. *D. imperialis*, Hort., is a name applied to a strain with strong habit and rather tall growth, mostly double. *C. diadematux*, Hort., is another garden strain. *D. Cincinatus*, Linn., is a red form with shredded petals. H.H. 11:388. *D. hybridus*, Hort., is

13:1380–1. Gn. 49:1051. The garden Pinks are of easy culture. Seeds may be sown in the open where the plants are to stand, but better results are obtained, at least in the north, if plants are started in the house.

704. *Dicentra fornsa* (x ¾).

Plants bloom after the first fall frosts. They grow 10–16 in. high, and should be planted 6–8 in. apart. They are very valuable for borders and flower gardens.

14. *latifolius*, Hort. Perennial, 6–12 in. high, of doubtful origin, but in habit intermediate between *D. Chinensis* and *D. barbatus*. Fls. large, double, in close clusters or even heads: lvs. oblanceolate. — A good border plant.

*D. viscosiulio* is a name which once was advertised by Manning, but is not now in the trade. The seed was obtained from an English firm. It is probably a garden form of some old species.

L. H. B.

**DICENTRA** (Greek, dis, kentro, two-spurred, but originally misspelled *Dicytra*, and then supposed to be *Dicytra*). *Funariaceae*. A genus of charming hardy perennial plants with much cut foliage, and rose, white or yellow fls., of interesting structure. The Squirrel Corn and Dutchman’s Breeches are two of our daintiest native springtime flowers, and the Bleeding Heart is one of the choicest memories of old-fashioned gardens: it is also the most widely cultivated of all the plants of this delightful order. Though long known to herbarians, plants of Bleeding Heart were not introduced to western cultivation from Japan until the late forties. Robert Fortune saw it on the island of Chusan, where he also got *Dicentra rosea* and the speck-making “Chusan Daisy,” the parent of pompom Chrysanthemums. The first live plants seen in England flowered in May, 1847. It rapidly spread into every garden in the land, and is now rich in home associations. It is an altogether lovely plant. There are about 15 species of Dicentra, mostly N. American. Sepals 2, scale-like; petals united into a 2-spurred or heart-shaped nectariferous corolla; stamens diadelphous.

Dicentras are easily cultivated in borders and wild gardens. Two kinds can be readily secured from the woods in the E. Try to reproduce the natural conditions, especially the degree of shade. They like a rich, light soil. Prop. by dividing crowns or roots. It is a singular fact that the forcing of Bleeding Hearts, though practically unknown in America, is said to be commoner in England than outdoor culture. According to Nicholson, the fore-

703. *Dicentra spectabilis* — Bleeding Heart (x ¾). another set. This name (*D. hybridus*) is also applied to a *dentosus*-like form, which some regard as a hybrid of *dentosus* and some other species. For portraits of garden Pinks, see B.M. 5536; F.S. 11:1150; 12:3288–9;
DICENTRA

ing must be very gentle and the plants kept as near the glass as possible. It is best to have fresh plants each year, and return the forced ones to the border.

a. Fls. rose-purple.

b. Racemes simple.

spectabilis, Hem. (Dielityra spectabilis, G. Don.)

BLEEDING HEART. Fig. 766. Height 1–2 ft.; lvs. and fts. broadest of the group: fls. largest, deep, rosy red; corolla heart-shaped; inner petals white, protruding. Late spring. Jap. F.S. 3:258.

DICHRISANDRA

705. Leaf of Dicentra

Caandensis—Squirrel Corn (X%).


bb. Racemes compound.

c. Inner petals protruded.

eximia, Torr. Fls. deep rose, heart-shaped, tapering to a neck, which is longer and narrower than in D. formosa, the tips of the outer petals much longer. Rocks of western N. Y. and Mts. of Va. Var. multipinnata, Hort., has lvs. still more finely cut. "The handsomest foliaged hardy plant in our entire collection."—J. W. Manning.

c. Inner petals scarcely protruded.

formosa, Walp. Fig. 704. Fls. pale rose, with a short, thick neck, the tips of the outer petals shorter than in D. eximia. According to Gray, Syn. Flora, the lvs. are cordate, but B.M. shows 2 pronounced spurs, with tips pointing toward each other. Mn. 8:17. B.M. 1335 (as Fumaria formosa), Calif. north.

AA. Flowers yellow.

chrysantha, Walp. Pale and glaucous; inflorescence thyrsoid-paniculate; fls. numerous, as many as 50 in a thyrsus, erect, golden yellow; corolla deciduous; outer petals hardly larger than the inner, the tips soon recurving to below the middle. Dry hills, Calif. F.S. 8:820 (as Cuphorchis chrysantha).—Rare in cult.

AAA. Flowers chiefly white.

b. Corolla merely heart-shaped, the spurs being short and rounded.

Caandensis, Walp. (Dielityra Caandensis, G. Don.)

Squirrel Corn, from the scattered tubers resembling grains of maize. Fig. 705. Lvs. finely cut: raceme simple, few-flowered; fls. white, tipped with rose; crest of the inner petals conspicuous, projecting. Nova Scotia to Mich., south to Penn. and Ky., but chiefly northward in the vegetable mold of rich woods. B.M. 3051.

bb. Corolla not heart-shaped, the spurs longer and divergent.

Cucullaria, Bern. (Dielityra Cucullaria, G. Don.)


W. M.

DICHRISANDRA (Greek words referring to the division of the stamens into two series). Commelinaeae. About 28 species of tropical perennial herbs, with handsome foliage, often beautifully variegated, and rich blue fls. borne in thyrs-like panicles. Sepals distinct, ovate or oblong, green or colored, about equal; petals distinct, wider than the sepals; stamens 6. C. B. Clarke in DC. Mon. Phan. 3:372 (1881). The following are in the trade but not sufficiently described: D. amana, D. variagata, D. Zanoni.

W. M.

Dichorisandra thyrsiflora is a satisfactory plant of unusual and interesting appearance, which requires little attention when once well established, and may be relied upon to flower regularly after year. It needs careful repotting every year at first until a good-sized pot (say 8 in.) is well filled with roots. It then throws up a strong shoot each year about 6 ft. high, unbranched, and with perhaps 8 or 9 lvs. near the top. The handsome thyrs of dark blue fls. gives a color that is rare in the greenhouse. This plant may be the only representative of its interesting order in a private collection. It is willing to be crowded into the background, where its bare stem is hidden, and where the light may be poorest. The stem dies down in the winter time, when water should be gradually withdrawn. Water should be given liberally during the growing season. Of the foliage plants of this genus, D. mosoalu is commonest. It is dwarf, and does not flower so regularly.

Cult. by Robert Shore.

AA. Foliation not variegated.

thysiflora, Sch. Distinguished by its large lvs., which are lanceolate, narrowed into a distinct petiole, glabrous, 6–10 in. long, 2 in. wide, green on both sides; stem about 3 ft. high, scarcely branched, robust, glabrous: racemes subpanicled, pubescent; sepals glabrous, blue or somewhat herbaceous. Braz. B.R. 8:682. L.B.C. 12:1196. P.M. 3:127.

706. Dicentra Cucullaria—Dutchman’s Breeches (X%)

AA. Foliation variegated.

mosoalu, Lindl. (D. mosaica, Koch & Lindl.) Distinguished by its large, broadly elliptical lvs., which are roundish at the base, sessile, glabrous, about 6 in. long.
DICHRISANDRA

3-4 in. wide, with a short, sharp, rather abrupt point; stem unbranched, robust, spotted: raceme short, densely thrice 2-valved; flowers white or greenish. G. 16:1711. — Its chief beauty is the foliage, due to numerous short, transverse, whitish, linear, which do not pass by the longitudinal veins of the leaf. The union of the veins is the rich purplish color. Var. gigantea, Hort., is cult. abroad.

Var. undata (D. undata, C. Koch & Linden). Foliage without any mossy appearance, the variation being entirely longitudinal. Each parallel vein lies in the middle of a long, whitish band extending the full length of the leaf. F. S. 17:1763. — Clarke refers D. undata to D. moschata, but horticulturally they are very distinct.

Siebertii, Hort. A little known plant with white midrib and margins.

D. acueta, Cogn. Stemless: lvs. in a rosette, almost sessile, narrowly oblanceolate, from the base, sparsely pilose on both sides: panicles terminal, sessile, much shorter than the lvs. Braz. I. H. 16:19. Handsomely variegated with countless short, longitudinal lines. — D. augustfoliata, Lind. & Rob. Stem purple, spotted green: lvs. oblanceolate, sessile, glabrous, roundish at the base, acute about 6 in. long, 2 in. wide at the middle, purple below, marked above with short, transverse, white lines. Equador. I. H. 39:158. — D. Leucophalina Hook., differs from all here described in having radial indentations, its fls. being fringed with a white ciliate, acuminate, green on both sides: fls. blue, with a white eye-stripe. D. cragjata Hook., is stoutly recognized by its acute petals, which are purple. Lvs. green on both sides. Braz. B. M. 2721. — D. picta, Lodd., has narrower lvs. the white spot at the base is told from all others described here by the irregular blotches of purple on the upper side of the lvs. The purple is the same color as that on the under surface. Braz. I. M. 4780. I. H. C. 17:1607. — D. Soudensis Hook., differs from all others here described in the extreme density of its head-like inflorescence. Lvs. green on both sides, lanceolate: sepals white, tinged blue. Braz. B. M. 6165.

DICHROA (Greek, dis, two, and chrom, color). Includes Adanuna, Saxifragaceae. This genus contains a rare greenhouse shrub in habit resembling a Hydrangea, with violet-blue fls. in a pyramidal panicle a foot across, and handsome blue berries, instead of the capsule fruit of Hydrangea. Lvs. persistent, alternate, stalked, whorled at middle, tapering both ways, serrate: panicles terminal, many-flowered: fls. blue, blue-lilac or violet; petals 5 or 6, valvate; styles 3-5, club-shaped. The genus has only 2 species, the commoner and more variable one, D. lebrunii, which is glabrous, being found in the Himalayas, Malaya, and China, while D. pubescens is native to Malaya only.

Ibrifuga, Lour. (Adanuna versicolor, Hort.). Later writers also include Adanuna eyanea, Wall., which Lindley distinguished by its smaller lvs. and fls., 5 petals, and 10 stamens, while A. versicolor has sometimes 6 petals, and 20 stamens. Plants are still cultivated abroad under the name of A. eyanea, but it cannot be stated here how distinct they are for horticultural purposes. — A. versicolor, P. M. 16:322. A. eyanae, B. M. 3946.

W. M.

DICHTISONIA (named for James Dickson, an English botanist, 1738-1822). Cythiaceae. Tree ferns with a distinctly 2-valved inferior indusium, the outer valve formed by the apex of the leaf segment. A small genus, mostly in Chile and southern Brazil. For D. pittoscutala, punicitubula and Smithii, see Dennstaedtia.

Dicksonias are amongst the most important tree ferns, both for their beauty and because of their relative hardiness. In the milder countries they are grown very successfully, and if occasionally weighted with snow, and D. antarctica has to endure frosts. They can be grown in coolhouses, and should be tried southward outdoors in sheltered places. The trees are more florid than those of most tree ferns, and have more retentive of moisture, so they need less care. A good trunk produces 30-40 fronds a year, and retains them until the next set is matured, unless the trees suffer for moisture in winter. Although the rest of winter, the fronds seem shriveled up if the fronds are allowed to get too dry. Dicksonias should have their trunks thoroughly watered twice a day during the growing season. These waterings should be gradually decreased until winter, when the trunks should be kept merely moist all the time. Only in the hottest summer days is slight shade needed. It is a pity to grow tree ferns in pots, but if this must be done several principles should be observed. The lapse of a single day's watering will often cause serious damage. As a rule, the pots should be of the smallest size consistent with the size of the trunk. Three or four inches of soil all round the trunks is enough. The above points are taken from Schneider's Book of Choice Ferns, as tree ferns are little grown in America.


aquarrosa, Swz. Stems of the short leaf-stem frondlose, light colored: lvs. 3-4 ft. long, the pinnae 9-15 in. long; segments lanceolate, the sterile toothed, the ribs scabrous. New Zealand and Chatham Island.

L. M. Underwood and W. M.

DICLYTRA. This ancient typographical error for Dielctranya seems to be immortal. See Dicentra.

DICNAMNUS (old Greek name, supposed to indicate foliage like the asp: hence Fraxinella, diminutive of the Latin Fraxinus, an ash). Rutaceae. Gaul Plant. Burning Bush. Fraxinella. Dittany. This genus includes an old garden favorite which has a strong smell of lemon, and will sometimes give a flash of light on sultry summer evenings when a lighted match is held near the flowers. It is also one of the most permanent and beautiful features of the rarely herbaceous border. Instances are known in which it has outlived father, son and grandson in the same spot. The genus has only 2 species, and is distinguished from allied genera (none of which have garden value) by the 5 unequal petals, 10 declined stamens, and short stipe, on which the ovary is raised.

The Gaul Plant makes a sturdy, bold, upright growth, and a clump 3 feet high and as much in thickness makes a brave sight when in flower. A strong, rather heavy soil, moderately rich, is best for these plants. They are not fastidious as to situation, succeeding as well in partial shade as when fully exposed to the sun, and drought will not effect them when once fairly established. Old, strong clumps are good subjects as isolated specimens on a lawn, and a large patch, planted in the border, is not only effective while in full flower, but the dark, persistent foliage is ornamental throughout the season. It is not advisable to disturb the plants very often, as they improve with age, producing taller flower-stems and more of them as they grow older. They are excellent for cutting, especially the white variety. Prop. with difficulty by division, but easily by seeds, which are sown in the open ground in fall as soon as ripe, and covered an inch or so. They are useful for borders, and, when two years old, the seedlings may be removed to their permanent positions, where they will flower the following year.
**DICTAMNUS**

albus, Linn. (D. Fraxinella, Pers.). Fig. 707. A vigorous, symmetrical, hardy herb, with glossy, leathery foliage and very young plants. The flowers are small, sized, fragrant frst. Lvs. alternate, odd-pinnate; lfts. ovate, serrate, dotted with oil glands: frs. white, Eu., N. Asin. Gm. 33:701. A.F. 5:328. Gm. 5:821. Var. rubra, Hort., has rosy purple lfts., the veins of a deeper colored. Var. giganteus, Hort. (D. giganteus, Hort.), was recently introduced. J. B. KELLER and W. M.

**DICTYOPHYLLUM** (Greek, nelted lines). Polypodiaceae. A genus of a few Japanese and Pacific Island ferns, which have curved, rachis, and reticulated veins. The species are sometimes referred to Gymnogramma. Strong-growing indoor fern, useful for specimen plants.

**Japónica, Fée.** Lvs. simply pinnate or bipinnate at the base, 2-2½ ft. high, the lame 6-12 in. long and an inch wide; sori extending from the midrib to the edge. Japan and Formosa. Also known as Gymnogramma japónica. An interesting fern of rather strong growth, and very distinct in appearance. Grows best in a moderate temperature—for example, 55°-60°—and requires an open and well-drained soil of peaty character.

L. M. UNDERWOOD and W. H. TAPLIN.

**DICTYOSPERMA** (Greek, needled seed). Palmae. Tribe Arceae. This genus of Areca-like palms contains a few species of considerable commercial importance, the young plants being used chiefly for house and table decoration. The young spines are splintered with a ringed trunk; lvs. equally pinnate; segments linear-lanceolate, acuminate or bifid, the apical ones confluent; margins thickened, recurved at the base; midrib and nerves prominent, sparsely clothed with persistent scales beneath, or naked; rachis and petiole slender, scaly, 3-sided, furrowed, sheath elongated, entire: spadix on a short glabrous or tomentose peduncle, the branches erect or spreading and flexuose, the lower ones with membranaceous bracts at the base: spathes 2, complete, dor- torieally compressed, papery, the lower one 2-crested; flower-bearing areas much depressed: bracts and bracte- sealy pistillate lfs. rather large, white or yellowish; fr. scaly, small, olive-shaped or subglobose. Species 2 or 3. Indian Archipelago.

JARED G. SMITH.

Dicyosperma is a genus of medium-sized palms of slender habit, and having pinnate leaves. At least two species of Dictyosperma (rubra and alba) have been included among commercial palms for some years past, though not generally in such quantities as the popular Kentias, Arecaus and Latanias. D. areca is also occasionally seen in commercial collections.

The cultivation of these palms does not present any great difficulties, but care should be taken to choose Chrysalidocarpus lutescens answering well. These conditions may be briefly summarized as follows: A soil consisting of well rotted sod, to which has been added about one-fifth, in bulk, of good stable manure, firm potting, and an abundance of water both at the root and overhead, a night temperature during the winter of 60 to 65° F., and moderate shade on the glass from March 1 to November 1. This treatment applies especially to young stock; and may be modified somewhat with old and well established specimens, the latter enduring a slightly lower temperature without injury, providing they are not overwatered. Dicyospermas are rather susceptible to some insects, not to the spider and various scale insects, and, if allowed to become very dry, are liable to lose their lower leaves, the most satisfactory species being D. rubra. Propagation by seeds is very difficult; at 6 to 8 weeks, when grown in a warm greenhouse.

W. H. TAPLIN.

*alba, Wendl. & Drude (Aréce alba, Bory. Psychophy- sperma alba, Scheff.). Distinguished by the whitish petals and the whitish green veins of the lvs. Caudex 40-50 ft. high, 8-9 in. in diam., dilated at the base: lvs. 2½-2 ft. long; peduncle 6-18 in. long, immersed over the face; segments 2½-3 ft. long, 2½-3 in. wide, 7-nerved; veins and margins green or reddish; branches of the spadix 6½-16 in. long, erect or slightly reflexed, zigzag when young.

**DISCUS.** See Trachymene.

**DIDYMOCHELÉNA** (Greek, twin cloak; alluding to the indulgeus). Polypodiaceae. A small genus of greenhouse ferns of rather coarse foliage. Indusium elliptical, emarginate at the base, attached along a central vein, free all round the margin.

*linulata, Desv. (D. trunculata, Hort.).* Lvs. clustered from a pinnate, 8-10 ft. long; pinnae almost quadrangular ¾-1 in. broad, entire or slightly sinu- nate, each bearing 2-6 sori. Cuba to Brazil; the same or an allied species in Madagascar and Malaya.—D. tu- rris is a very attractive fern while in a small state, but its articulated pinnae are a drawback as a commercial species, rendering it of little value for house decoration.

L. M. UNDERWOOD and W. H. TAPLIN.

The following points are condensed from Schneider's admirable work, The Book of Choice Ferns: D. linulata is one of the most distinct ferns in cultivation. It looks like a tree maidenhair, but the stems, instead of being black and slender, are thick and flabby and the leaves are flabby than any Adiantum. In cult, the trunk is only a few inches high, but the fronds are 4-6 ft. long and densely covered with long, brown, chaffy scales. The metallic color of its young fronds is a fine feature. This is a greenhouse fern, and may be used for subtropical bedding. It has a bad trick of dropping its pinnae if allowed to get too dry at the root, but soon rallies under liberal treatment.

**DIDYMOSPERMA** (Greek, double-seeded). Palmae. Tribe Arceae. Larger palms related to those recorded under Chrysalidocarpus. Leaves terminal, unequally pinnate, silvery-sealy below; segments opposite, alternate, solitary, or the lower ones in groups, cuneate at the base; obovate-oblong or oblanceolate, sinuate-lobe and erose, the termi- nal one cuneate; margins recurved at the base; mid- nerve distinct, nerves flabellate; sheath short, fibrous: spadices with a short, thick peduncle and thick branches: spathes numerous, sheathing the spadix; fr. rather large: fr. oval or oblong. Species 6. India and Malay Archipelago.

*porphyrocarpón, Wendl. & Drude (Wallichia por- phyrocarpó, Mart.). Stems reedy, ¾-4 ft.: lvs. 5-8 ft. long; leafts 9-15 in. long, distant, narrowly oblong, narrow base, blunt, or acuminate at the base, cuneate-oblong, truncate, dentate, glaucous beneath. Java.

Didymospersa is a genus of East Indian palms of moderate growth, containing possibly 8 species, most of which are stemless or else forming but a short trunk, and pinnate leaves rising from a mass of coarse brown- fish fibers that surround the base of the plant. The leaf- lets are of irregular shape, bearing some resemblance to those of Caryota, and the plants frequently throw up strong fern-like fronds. The fronds of this genus are not very common in cultivation. The species that is most frequently seen is the plant known to the trade as *D. Caryoides,* an attractive greenhouse palm that has also appeared under the synonym Harina Caryoides,
and has lately been referred to Wallchia, which see. While young, at least, the Didymospermas enjoy a warm house and moist atmosphere with shading from full sunshine, though we are told that one species, D. oblongifolia (or Wallchia), is frequently found in Sikkim at an elevation of 3,000 feet above the sea. Prop. usually by seeds; occasionally by suckers, which are kept rather close for a time after their removal from the parent plant.

JARED G. SMITH AND W. H. TAPLIN.

**DIEFFENBACHIA** (Dieffenbach, a German botanist). Aroideae. Low, shrubby perennials: stems rather thick, inclined or creeping at the base, then erect, with a leafy top; petioles half cylindrical, sheathed to above the middle, long, cylindrical at the apex; blade oblong, with a thick midrib at the base; veins very numerous, the first and second parallel, ascending, curving upwards at their ends; peduncle shorter than the lvs. Differs from Aglaonema in floral characters. Central and South America. Perhaps a dozen species. Engler (in DC. Monogr. Pflanze, vol. 2) recognizes 6 species, with many varieties. Dieffenbachias are popular hothouse plants, being grown for their handsome and striking foliage.

For Dieffenbachias, similar rooting material to that mentioned for Anthuriums, combined with a high and moist atmosphere, will produce a very healthy and luxuriant growth of foliage, especially after the plants have made their first few leaves in ordinary light potting soil. Unless it be the very large-leaved kinds, like *triumphans*, *nobilis* and *Baumannii*, three or four plants may be placed together in large pots, keeping the balls near the surface in potting. *Jemanni, Shuttleworthiana, Leopoldii* and *eburnea* are all well suited for massing together in large pots. When above a certain height, varying in different species, the plants come to have fewer leaves, and those that remain are small; they should then be topped, retaining a considerable piece of the stem, and placed in the sand bed, where they will throw out thick roots in a week or two. The remaining part of the stems should then be cut up into pieces 2 or 3 inches long, dried for a day or so, and then put into boxes of sand, where, if kept warm and only slightly moist, every piece will send out a shoot, and from the base of this shoot roots will be produced. These can be potted up as soon as roots have formed.

**DIEFFENBACHIA**

---


709. Dieffenbachia Seguine, var. nobilis.


**Seguine**, Schott. Lvs. green, with white, more or less confluent stripes and spots, oblong or ovate-oblong, rounded or slightly cordate or subacute at the base, narrowed toward the apex, short cuspidate; primary veins 9-15, the lower spreading, the upper remote and ascending. Lowe 14 (as var. maculata). W. Indies. Called "Dumb Plant" because those who chew it sometimes lose the power of speech for several days.


**Var. irrorata**, Engl. (D. irrorata, Schott. D. Baumannii, Hort.). Lvs. large and bright green, blotched and sprinkled with white. Brazil.

The above are the recognized type species. The following are in the Amer. trade. Probably some or all of them belong to the foregoing species:

**Choloni**, Bull. Lvs. deep, satiny green, the middle gray-feathered, and the blade also blotched yellow-green. Colombia.

**Corsi**, Hort. See D. Parlatorei.

**eburnea**, Hort. Compact: lvs. light green, freely spotted with white, the stems reddish and white-ribbed. Brazil.

**illasiris**, Hort. See D. late-maculata.

**imperator**, Hort. Lvs. 16-18 in. in length, 5-6 in. wide, olive-green, fantastically blotched, marbled and spotted with pale yellow and white. Colombia.

**insignis**, Hort. Lvs. dark green, with irregular, angular blotches of pale yellowish green, 6 or more in. wide. Colombia.

Jenniini, Veitch. Lvs. rich, bright, glossy green, relieved by a milk-white band at every lateral nerve, and by a few white spots interspersed between the bands. Guiana.


L. splendens, Bull. Stem faintly mottled with dark and light green; lvs. have a thick ivory white midrib, and the ground color is of a deep, rich, velvety bottle green, with a rose-suffused, iridescent surface, freely marked with whitish striate blotches. Colombia.

Triumpha, Bull. Lvs. dark green, ovate-lanceolate and acuminate, a ft. long, irregularly marked with angular yellowish blotches. Colombia.

Jared G. Smith and G. W. Oliver.

DIEJTA. See Diecra.

Dieulla (after Dieville, a French surgeon, who took D. Londcria to Europe early in the eighteenth century). Weigela. Shrub of spreading habit, with more or less arching branches, and, especially the Asiatic species, with very showy lvs. from pure white to dark crimson, appearing late in spring. Lvs. opposite, pelted, serrate; lfs. in 1 to several-fl., axillary cymes, often panicked at the end of the branches, yellowish white, or pink or crimson, epigynous; calyx 5-parted; corolla tubular or campanulate, 5-lobed, sometimes slightly 2-lipped; stamens 5; fr. a slender, 2-seeded capsule, with numerous minute seeds. About 100 species in E. Asia and N. America. They thrive in any common humid garden soil, the Amer. species preferring moist and partly shaded positions. The Asiatic species require protection northward during the winter, or sheltered positions. Prop. readily by greenwood cuttings or hardwood cuttings; the Amer. species usually by suckers and by seeds sown in spring.

Index of species (some of the names in italics were described under Weigela): aambulis, 3; arborea, 4; arboreccns, 6; Canadensis, 1; Carexensis, 4; floribunda, 6; florida, 31; grandiflora, 4; Groenewegeni, 7; horstins, 5; hybidi, 7; Japonica, 5; Londcria, 1; Midendorfiana, 8; multiflora, 6; rosea, 3; sessiliflora, 2; Stemzneri, 7; triloba, 1; Van Houft, 7.

a. Fls. yellow, slightly 2-lipped, small, 1/4-1/2 in. long.

Dieullla proper.


2. sessiliflora, Buckl. Shrub, to 5 ft.: branchlets quadrangular; lvs. nearly sessile, ovate-lanceolate, serrate, nearly glabrous, of firmer texture, 3-6 in. long; cymes 3-5-fl., often crowded into dense, terminal panicles; limb shorter than the tube. June, July. Carol. and Tenn. G.C. III. 22: 14. —Hardy in Canada.

aa. Fls. showy, white, pink or crimson, rarely yellowish.

b. Authors not connected with each other. (Weigela.)

c. Calyx lobes lanceolate, connate at the base, often to the middle: stigma 2-lobed; seeds wingless.

d. Fls. showy, white, pink or crimson, rarely yellowish.


cc. Calyx lobes linear, divided to the base; seeds wingless; stigma ciliate.

d. Plant nearly glabrous.

4. grandiflora, Sieb. & Zucc. (D. Coraenensis, DC. D. amdbulis, Carr.). Shrub, 5-10 ft.: lvs. rather large, obovate or elliptic, abruptly acuminate, crenately serrate, sparingly hairy on the veins beneath and on the petioles: fls. in 1-3-fl., peduncled cymes; corolla broadly funnel form, abruptly narrowed below the middle, changing from white or pale pink to crimson. May, June. Jap. S.Z. 31. F.S. 8: 555. —Vigorously growing shrub, with large lvs. and fls., but less free-flowering, and the type not common in cultivation. Var. arborea, Hort. (W. arborea grandiflora, Hort.). Fls. yellowish white, changing to pale rose; of vigorous growth.

dd. Plant more or less pubescent; corolla finely pubescent outside.

5. Japonica, DC. Shrub, to 6 ft.: lvs. oblong-ovate or elliptic, acuminate-serrate, sparingly pubescent above, tomentose beneath; fls. usually in 3-fl., subpeduncled cymes, often crowded at the end of short branchlets; corolla broadly funnel form, narrowed below the middle, whitish at first, changing to crimson; style


7. hybrida, Hort. (Fig. 710), may be used as a collective name for the different hybrids between D. floribunda, Floribunda, Japonica and grandiflora, which are now more commonly cultivated than the typical species. Some of the most distinct are the following: A. Carrière, rose-carmine, changing to red, with yellow spot in throat; Congo, of vigorous growth, with abundant large, purplish crimson fls.; Conque, very large, deep pink fls.—the largest fls. of all varieties; Desbois, fls. deep rose, abundant; E. André, lvs. very dark, brownish purple; Eva Rathké, fls. deep carmine-red, erect, very free-flowering, R.B. 19:126; Groenewegen, fls. red outside, whitish within, somewhat striped with yellowish red; Gustave Mallet, fls. light pink, bordered white; Mad. Contoureir, yellowish white, changing to pink; Mad. Lemoine, white, with delicate blush; Mad. Tellier, large white fls., with delicate blush; Othello, fls. carmine, brownish outside; P. Duchartre, fls. deep amaranth, very dark, free; Pécheur fls., lvs. violet-red, abundant; Van Houyet, fls. carmine, F.S. 14:147; Stellenzer, lvs. dark red, abundant.

BB. Anthera connected with each other. (Calypro- stygium.)


DIETES. See Morea.

DIGITALIS (Latin, digita, a finger; referring to the shape of the flowers). Scrophulariáceæ. FOXGLOVE. A fine genus, numbering several species and some hybrids of hardy or half-hardy herbaceous plants, famous for their long racemes of inflated flowers, which suggest spires or towers of bells. They are old-fashioned and dignified, clean of growth and wholesome company in the choicest garden. The strong, vertical lines of their flower-stalks, rising from rich and luxuriant masses of caulin leaves, give always an appearance of strength to the rambling outlines of the usual herbaceous border. The genus is a very distinct one, its nearest ally being Isatis, which contains a few greenhouse plants rarely cultivated. About 15 species, natives of Europe and middle and western Asia. The flowers are compandate or ventricose, 4-5-lobed; calyx 5-parted; seed pod ovoid, 2-valved; seeds numerous. For a week or two the Foxglove usually dominate the whole border. The commonest species in cultivation is D. purpurea, which is one of the commonest English wild-flowers. The name "Foxglove" is so inappropriate that much ingenious speeculation has been aroused, but its origin is lost in antiquity. The word "fox" is often said to be a corruption of "folk," meaning the "little folk" or fairies. Unfortunately, etymologists discredit this pretty suggestion. In the drug stores, several preparations of D. purpurea are sold. They are diuretic, sedative, narcotic. For medicinal purposes, the leaves of the second year's growth are used. Foxgloves are of the easiest culture. The common species and hybrids can be grown as biennials from seed. The perennial species are propagated by seeds or by division. J. B. Keller says: "A light, well enriched soil, not too dry, suits them admirably. They succeed in partial shade or in open places."

a. Middle lobe of the lower lip longer than the others.

b. Fls. rusty red.

gerifugina, Linn. (D. aerea, Lindl.). Biennial, 4-6 ft. high: stems densely leafy; lvs. glabrous or ciliate: racemes long, dense; fls. rusty yellow, reticulate-marked, downy outside; lower lip of corolla ovate, entire, bearded. July. S. Eu. B.M. 1828.

BB. Fls. gray or creamy yellow.

lanata, Ehrh. Perennial, 2-3 ft. high: lvs. oblong, ciliate; fls. rather small, 1/4 in. long, grayish or creamy white, densely pubescent, small. May, June. South of the Alps, in a dense, many-flowered, race, with bracts shorter than the fls. July, Aug. Danube river and Greece. B.M. 1159 (poor figure).—A fine species.

7. Digitalis purpurea, var. gloxiniaeflora.
**Digitalis**


**Ambigua**, Murr. ( *D. grandiflora*, Lam., *D. ochro-\-lence*, Jacq.). Perennial, 2-3 ft. high; lvs. ovate-lanceolate, toothed, sessile, downy below; lvs. large, 2 in. long, yellowish, marked with brown, lower bracts about as long as the fls. Eu., W. Asia. B.K. 1: 64.

**Bb.** FIs. white to purple, seldom yellowish.

**Purpurea**, Linn. ( *D. tomentosa*, Link. & Hoffmgs.). **Common Foxglove**. The species most commonly cultivated. Mostly biennial, but sometimes perennial. Height 2-3 ft. Lvs. rugose, somewhat downy: fls. large, 2 in. long, ranging from purple to white and more or less spotted, rather obscurely lobed. On. 34: 676. Var. glomisniflora, Hort. ( *D. glomisniflora*, Carr., *D. glomisniflora*, Hort.). Figs. 711, 712. Of more robust habit, longer racemes, larger fls., which open wider, nearly always strongly spotted, though a sub-variety, *glomisniflora* alba, is offered. *D. alba* and *purpurea* of the seed trade are presumably white and spotted varieties. *D. alba*, Schrank = *D. purpurea*.


**Dilliria.** See *Acaulis*.

**Dill** ( *Anthemum grande*: Linn.), an annual or biennial plant of the Umbelliferae. Native of S. Eu., the seeds of which are used as a seasoning, as seeds of Caraway and Coriander are. It is of the easiest culture from seeds. It should have a warm position. The plant grows 2-3 ft. high; the lvs. are cut into thread-like divisions: the stem is very smooth: the fls. are small and yellowish, the little petals falling early. It is a hardy plant. The foliage is sometimes used in flavoring, and medicinal preparations are made from the plant. The seeds are very flat and bitter-flavored.

**Dillenia** (named by Linneus for J. J. Dillenius, botanist and professor at Oxford). *Dilleniaceae*. A genus of handsome East Indian trees, thought by some to be as showy as a magnolia. One species is cult. in S. Fla. and S. Calif., but it takes too much room and flowers too rarely for northern conservatories. It has gorgeous white, fully in, across. Tall tropical trees from Asia, India, Archipelago and Australia. Lvs. large, with pronounced pinnate, parallel venation: fls. white or yellow, lateral, solitary or clustered. *D. indica* is said to be the showiest of the whole order, being attractive in foliage, flower and fruit. *Dillenias* may be grown in light, sandy loam. Prop. readily by seeds, but with difficulty from cuttings.

**India**, Linn. ( *D. speciosa*, Thunb.). Trunk stout, not high: branches numerous, spreading, then ascending: lvs. confined to the ends of branches, on short, broad, channelled sheathing petioles, the blade 6-12 in. long, oblong or oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, narrowed at the base, strongly serrate: sepals 5, thick, fleshy, enlarging the fr. petals obovate, white; stamens very numerous, forming a large yellow globe crowned by the white, slender, spreading rays of the

**Stigma**: fr. edible, acid, the size of an apple, many celled and many ovuled. Trop. Asia. B.M. 5016 (B.M., 449 = *Hibbertia volubilis*).

**Dimorphanthus.** Included in *Aralia*.

**Dimorphotheca** (Greek, two-formed receptacles; the disk flares of two kinds). *Composite*. A charming genus of plants from the Cape of Good Hope which is almost totally neglected here, largely because the climatic conditions of that wonderful region are not generally understood. This genus contains about 20 species, some of which rival the Paris Daisy and others vie with Cinerarias. Annual or perennial herbs, or even somewhat shrubby: lvs alternate or radical, entire, toothed, or incised, often narrow: heads long-peduncled rays yellow, orange, purple or white: disk fls. same colors except white. The genus is closely allied to *Caldula*, but has straight instead of incurved seeds. The fls. are usually said to close up, like those of Giazzis, unless they have sunlight. Their backs have as great a variety of coloring as their faces. The fls. are often 3 in. across, and their long, slender rays (20 or more) give a distinct and charming effect. A dozen kinds are grown abroad, representing a wide range of colors and foliage. They are wintered in coolhouses and flowered in spring, or else transplanted to the open, where they flower freely during summer. The shrubby kind, *D. Ecklonis*, has been grown at Kew as a summer bedding plant, flowering from July to frost, and was a surprising success as a coolhouse plant, making a much branched plant 3 ft. high, and flowering freely all spring. Monograph by Harvey and Sonder, *Flora Capensis* 3:417 (1864-65). Sometimes called *Cape Marigold*.

**Annuus**, Less. (*Caldula pluvialis*, Linn.). This is the only white-flb. annual kind and the only species sold in America at present. Erect or diffuse, simple or branched, rough or jointed with pointed and gland-tipped hairs (seen with a small lens): lvs. narrowly oblong or obovate-oblong, tapering to the base, with a few distant
teeth, pilose, the uppermost smaller and narrower; peduncles terminal, nodding in fr.; fls. white above, purple or discolored beneath. Var. nigraeosa, Voss (Calil. lutea Engler, Hort.), is a double form—the heads full of rays—with heads white on upper side and yellow or violet beneath.

Seven species have been pictured under various names in the Botanical Magazine—all perennials, and without importation.

D. aurantiaca, DC. Lvs. slender, entire; fls. yellow. B.M. 405.—D. Barberi, Haw. Perennial; fls. purple above, paler beneath; disk all purple, with corollas of 2 forms. B.M. 3537.—D. nevadensis, DC. Lvs. cut like a Chrysanthemum; fls. yellow, reverse reddish. B.M. 2223.—D. cuneata, Lvs. strongly cut; fls. scarlet-orange. B.M. 3493.—D. Ecklonis, DC. DC. Lvs. deeply divided, and branches, and probably the most promising of all. Fls. white, violet-blue, and strongly veined on the back; the disk azure-blue. B.M. 7535.—D. rhodomelae, var. graminifolia, Harv. & Son. Fls. white, with a purple ring at the base, and orange-brown on the back, the disk purple. B.M. 5392.—D. Fraga, DC. Lvs. narrower than in D. Ecklonis, linear; fls. white, veined purple, the rays narrower at the base, reverse orange purplish, the disk purplish. B.M. 1661.

DIOCLEA (after Dioeces Carytius, said to be second only to Hippocrates among the ancients for his knowledge of plants). Laguminosa. About 16 species of tender shrub-like twiners, mostly tropical American, with delicate trilobate leaves and blue, violet, scarlet, or white fls. sometimes nearly an inch long, and borne in clusters which have been roughly compared to Wistaria. Calyx bell-shaped, 4-cut, 2 lobes shorter and narrower, standard wider than long; ovary nearly sessile; pod wide; the upper suture thickened or 2-winged. The following species is cult. in S. Calif., where it has a moderate growth, shining foliage, and clusters of 10 or more large fls. of a splendid scarlet.

gylocoides, DC., from Rio de la Plata basin, is probably a species grown in European gardens and in California. Fls. 1 in. long, bright scarlet, in racemes, somewhat like Wistaria: will stand some cold. Propagated by seeds, cuttings, or suckers, freely produced on the plants. (Syn. Camptosora rubicundum, Hook. & Arn.) F. Franceschi and W. M.

DION. See Dion.

DIONÉ (an unusual name for Venus). Drasoreaeae. Venus’ Fly-trap. This insectivorous plant is one of the wonderful creations of the vegetable kingdom. See Dion. It closes its trap with remarkable quickness. The plant grows wild only in the sandy savannas of North Carolina. It is a perennial herb, the lvs. all radical and in a rosette, the terminal portion being regarded as pediole, and the trap as the blade: fls. good sized, white, in a bracted corymb, borne on a leafless scape. It is allied to the sundews, other famous insectivorous plants which are also cultivated, but has about 15 stamens, a columnar style, and seeds at the base of the pod. Many famous naturalists have studied and written about this plant, and it has a large special literature. At times it is sold widely throughout the north, often at high prices, but the plants are soon worked to death. It is difficult to keep it more than a year in the north, but it ought to be furnished in large quantities at low rates, so that all the school children may see it. It is mostly grown in conservatories and botanical institutions.

"It is seldom that this wonderful little plant is seen in a good state of cultivation any length of time after removal from its native haunts. Its cultivation in a greenhouse is usually attended with more or less difficulty, owing to unsuitable conditions, such as too much dry air, shade or unfriendly soil. It delights in full sunshine, with a very humid atmosphere. When the plants can be secured and transplanted into a suitable soil of the kind in which they grow attached to the bulble-like root-stalks, they are quite easily dealt with, and may be kept in a healthy growing state for years. I find a round hanging earthenware receptacle most useful to grow them in; the bottom is carefully drained, first with large pieces of broken pots, then smaller pieces, and the upper layer is quite fine. Some chopped fibrous peat is placed above this, when the plants are put in, with live sphagnum moss used to fill the spaces between the clumps. Arranged in this way, it is hardly possible to give them too much water, and they revel in abundant supply. If kept in the sun the leaves take on a reddish tinge, but when grown in the shade they are always green. Flowers will develop above the middle of June, but they should be nipped off as they make their appearance, for they are apt to weaken the plant."

The Dionéa has been grown successfully in a dwelling house by a very different method. The plants were in a wide, shallow dish, without any drainage, and simply placed, not too firmly, in loose live sphagnum moss, with a glass covering. Water was given every other day by filling the space above the plants with water, until the dish was filled, and this it was poured in this way the potting material never became sour. From the insectivorous condition in which these plants remained for years, I am inclined to think this was a close imitation of the conditions under which they thrive in a wild state. Some years ago, owing to Professor Asa Gray’s endeavor to have the Government purchase a strip of land on which this plant grows, there existed a widespread idea that it was gradually becoming extinct. There seems to be little likelihood of this calamity, however, as Dionéa is found abundantly in some places all the way from Wilmington to Fayetteville, in North Carolina. Its permanency is all the more asserted seeing that the plants thrive on soil which is of little use for agricultural purposes."—Q. W. Oliver, in Garden and Forest, 10:237 (1897).

muscipula, Ellis. Fig. 713. Described above. B.M. 755. P. 8. 3:298. M. 1:69. The genus has only one species.

DION (Greek, two and egg; each scale covers two ovules and the seeds are in pairs). Cyraecaeae. Hardy some foliage plants suitable for warm or temperate palm houses. This once powerful order is now nearly extinct, and the few remaining species are of the greatest scientific interest and also decorative value. D. etulé has a flat, rigid frond which is more easily kept free from scale insects than Cyparissus revoluta, the commonest species of the order in cultivation. A specimen at Kew had a trunk 3-4 ft. high and 8-10 in. thick, the crown spreading 2-10 ft., and containing 50 fronds, each 4-5 ft. long and 6-9 in. wide. Both sexes make cones frequently, the male cone being 9-12 in. long and the female 7-12 in. The seeds, which are about the size of Spanish chestnuts, are eaten by the Mexicans. Many Cyparis yield arrowroot. This genus is said to be the closest to the fossil forms of any living representative of the order. The genus has the cones and twin seeds of Zamia and Encephalartus, with the flat, woolly scales of Cypax, but without the marginal seeds and loose indorseness of the latter. Prop. by seeds. Culture same as Cyparis.

DIOON

lanuginosum, Hort., is a very woody kind. Gt. 48, pp. 154, 155.—A variable species. D. tomentosum, once sold by Fletcher and Manda, was probably woollier than the type. D. sphinctus, Dyer, differs mainly in having the segments margined with small sharp points. Mex. A.F. 7:461.

W. M.

DIOSCOREA (Diæscorides, the Greek naturalist). Diæscoridææ. The type genus of a small family (of about 9 genera) allied to Liliaceæ. It contains upwards of 150 widely dispersed and confused species; most of them native to tropical regions. Stems herbaceous and twining or long-precumbent, usually from a large tuberous root, and sometimes bearing tubers in the axils. Lvs. broad, ribbed and netted-veined, petiolate, alternate or opposite, sometimes compound. Diæscorides. Fls. small; calyx 6-parted, anthers 6; styles 3, ovary 3-lobed and calyx adherent to it. Fr. a 3-winged capsule. Seeds winged. The great subterranean tubers of some species are eaten in the manner of potatoes. For an inquiry into the prehistoric cultivation of Dioscorea in America, see Gray & Trumbull, Amer. Journ. Sci. 23:259.

A. Stems strongly winged.

alata, Linn. Fig. 714. Stem 4-winged or angular; lvs. opposite, cordate-oblong or cordate-ovate, with a deep, basal sinus, glabrous, devoid of pellucid dots, 7-nerved (sometimes 9-nerved), with the outer pair united; staminate spikes compound, special ones whorled, short, flexuose: pistillate spikes simple: fls. distant, anthers subglobose, about as long as the filament: capsule leathery, elliptical. India and the S. Sea Islands.—Widely cult. in the tropics under many vernacular names. Tubers reach a length of 6-8 ft., and sometimes weigh 100 lbs.; edible. The roots continue to grow for years. Variable.

714. Dioscorea alata.

Showing foliage (X 1/4) and a small tuber.

AA. Stems terete (cylindrical).

b. Lvs. plain green.

divaricata, Blanco, (D. Baldus, Decne.). YAM. CHINESE YAM. CHINESE POTATO. CINNAMON VINE. Very tall climbing (10-30 ft.), the lvs., 7-9 ribbed, cordate-ovate and shining, short-petioled, bearing small clusters of cinnamon-scented white fls. in the axils: root tubers deep in the ground, 2-3 ft. long, usually larger at the lower end. Philippines. F.S. 10:971. R.H. 1854, p. 247, 431-2.—This is often grown in the tropics for its edible tubers, which, however, are difficult to dig. In this country the word Yam is commonly applied to a tribe of sweet potatoes (see Sweet Potato). The Yam is hardy. The root will remain in the ground over winter in New York, and sends up handsome tall, twining shoots in the spring. The plant bears little tubers in the leaf-axils, and these are usually planted to produce the Cinnamon Vine; but it is not until the second year that plants grown from small, large or full grown Yams. A form with short and potato-like tubers is D. Decaisneææ, Carr. (R.H. 1865:110).


bulbifera, Linn. AIR POTATO. Fig. 715. Tall-climbing; lvs. alternate, cordate-ovate and cuspidate, 7-9-ribbed, the stalks longer than the blade: fls. in long, lax, drooping, axillary racemes. Tropical Asia: G.C. II. 18:49.—Somewhat cult. s. as an oddity and for the very large angular axillary tubers (which vary greatly in size and shape.) These tubers sometimes weigh several pounds. They are palatable and potato-like in flavor. The root tubers are usually small or even none.

villosa, Linn. Stems slender, from knotted rootstocks; lvs. cordate-ovate, cuspidate-attenuate, 9-11-ribbed, somewhat pubescent or downy beneath, alternate, opposite or whorled: fls. greenish, the staminate in drooping panicles, the pistillate in drooping, simple racemes: capsules very strongly winged.—Common in thickets from N. Eng. to Fla. Perennial. Twining 8-10 or even 15 ft. Offered in the trade as a hardly border and arbor plant. BB. Lvs. variously marked and colored, at least beneath.

dicolor, Hort. Lvs. large, cordate-ovate, cuspidate, with several shades of green, white-banded along the midrib and purplish beneath: fls. greenish and inconspicuous: root tuberous. S. Amer. Lowes 51.—Useful for the conservatory. Suggestive of Cissus discolor.

multicolor, Lind. & André. Probably only a form of the last; lvs. variously marked and biotched and veined with silvery white, red, green and salmon. S. Amer. I.H. 18:53.—Very decorative glasshouse plant.

Other species are cult. in the Gulf region. One, with 2-winged stem and 3-lobed lvs. (the "Yampee"), is perhaps D. triloba, Linn. One with prickly cylindrical stems and opposite oblong-ovate lvs., may be D. nemastoma, Linn.

D. novia, Linn., was formed upon a number of tropical cultivated species, and the name should be dropped.—For Japanese cultivated species, see Georgeson, A.A. 15:39, with illustrations.

L. H. B.

DIOSMA (Greek, divine color). Rutaceæ. Small, tender, leaf-like shrubs from southwestern Africa. Of the 228 species described, barely a dozen now remain in this genus, the rest being mostly referred to allied genera, especially Adenandra, Agathosma and Barosma. Lvs. alternate or opposite, linear, entire, unchinned, serrulate or sometimes ciliate, glandular dotted; fls. white or reddish, terminal, subsolitary or corymbose, pedicellate; calyx 5-parted; hypogynous disk, 5-nerved, 5-plaited; petals 5, style short; stigma capitate. Latest monograph in Flora Capensis, vol. I (1859-60). W. M.

Diosma ericoides is more or less well known in America, and is put to various uses in floral decorations, in spray, or branches cut to the required length, and stuck in formal designs as a setting for other flow-
Diosma flowers 1872, fls. fls., in the leafed; one or two pinkish by The ample equal foliage, small, effect Stevia The cs'coirffs in parts, to Biosmn plants of so the is of the grower, but the grown composed of hard. This belongs in The name "Ardoiiinia". This is also "Diospyros". to "Ardoiiinia capitata") is a fine example of the latter class, and is a much better one than D. ericotides for exhibition and show purposes; flowers pinkish lilac, in euryombs of many flowers. The propagation of Diosma by cuttings is similar to that of heaths, but much easier with the same amount of care. The best material for cuttings is young wood, when not too soft or too hard.

KENNETH FINLAYSON.

The Diosma capitata referred to above was described by Linnaeus, but is now referred to Ardoiiinia capitata, Brongn., which belongs in a different order (Brumuscet) and even in a different subclass of the Dicotyledons. It is a heath-like shrub 2-3 ft. high, with erect branches, and somewhat wholed, mostly clustered branches: fls. spiral, arranged, stalkless, overlapping, linear, 3-angled, roughish, with 2 grooves beneath: fls. crimson (according to Flora Capensis), crowded into oblong, spike-like, terminal heads. Generic characters are calyx adhering to the ovary, 5-leaflet, segments large, overlapping; petals with a long, 2-keeled claw, and a spreading, roundish limb; stamens incised; cells of inferior, 3-seeded, cells 2-ovulid: style 3-angled, with 3 small, papilla-like stigmas. This plant is not advertised for sale in America.

Diospyros Linn. Much-branched: branches and twigs quite glabrous: lvs. alternate, crowded, recurved-spreading, oblong, obtuse, keeled, pointless, glabrous: fls. terminal, 2-3 together, with very short pedicels; calyx lobes ovate, obtuse; petals elliptic-oblong, obtuse. B.M. 2332 under this name is in reality D. vulgaris, var. longifolia.

D. fragrans, Sims. = Adenandra fragrans.—D. vulgaris, Schlecht., has narrower lvs. than D. ericotides, and they are acute. Branchlets minute pubescent, lvs. scattered, rarely opposite, linear, convex-carinate, subulate-aecminate. There are 5 well-marked botanical varieties.

W. M.

Diospyros (Dios, Jove's, pyrus, grain; alluding to its edible fruit). Ebenaceae. Persimmon. Ebony. Trees or shrubs, with alternate, rarely opposite, entire lvs., deciduous or persistent, without stipules: fls. dicelous or polygamous in few or many-fl., axillary cymes, the pistillate often solitary, yellowish or whitish, calyx and corolla 3-7, usually 4-lobed; stamens usually 8-16, included: fr. a large, juicy berry, 1-10-seeded, bearing usually the enlarged calyx at the base; seed flat, rather large. About 180 species in the tropics, few in cooler climates. The few cultivated species are ornamental trees, with handsome, inustrons foliage, rarely attacked by insects and with decorative and edible fr. The only species which is tolerably hardy north is D. Virginiana, while D. Kaki, much cultivated in Japan for its large, edible fruits, is hardy only in the southern states. Most species have valuable hard and close-grained wood, and that of some tropical species is known as cobby. They thrive in almost any soil, but require, in cooler climates, sheltered and sunny positions. Prop. by seeds and by cuttings of half-rigged wood or layers; the tropical species by cuttings of mature wood in spring, with bottom heat; the fruit-bearing varieties are usually grafted or budded on seedling stock of D. Virginiana. See Persimmon.

Virginianna Linn. Common Persimmon. Fig. 716. Tree, to 50 ft., rarely to 100 ft. with round-topped head and spreading, often pendulous branches: lvs. ovate or elliptic, aecminate, shining above, glabrous at length or pubescent beneath, 3-6 in. long: fls. short-stalked, greenish yellow, stamine in 3's, ½ in. long, with 16 stamens; pistillate solitary, larger, with 4-10-lobed styles, connate at the base: fr. globose or obovate, plum-like, with the enlarged calyx at the base, 1-½ in. in diam., pale orange, often with red check, edible, varying in size, color and flavor. June. Conn. to Fla., west to Kans. and Tex. S.S. 6:272, 253. G.F. 8:256. Fig. 4:237.


Kaki. Linn. f. Kaki. Fig. 717. Tree, to 40 ft., with round head: lvs. ovate-elliptic, oblong-ovate or obovate, acuminate, subcoriaceous, glabrous and shining above, sparingly hairy or glabrous beneath, 3-7 in. long: lfs. yellowish white, stamine in 10-24 stamens, pistilate to 2 in. long; styles divided to the base, pubescent: fr. large, 1½-3 in. across, very variable in shape and size, mostly resembling a tomato. June. Jap. China. R.H. 1870, pp. 412, 413; 1872, pp. 234, 235 (as D. Roz-
burghii).—Var. costata, Mast. Fr. large, depressed, globular, orange-red, with 4 furrows. R.H. 1870:110. G.C. H: 4:777; III: 2:171; 13:51. On, 49, p. 171. Var. Mazeli, Mouillef. Fr. orange-yellow, with 8 furrows. R.H. 1874:70. Other varieties are figured in R.H. 1872, p. 254; 1873:470; 1877:348; 1888:69, and A.O. 12:531-8, 439-62. A very desirable and beautiful fruit-bearing tree for the southern states, where a number of different varieties introduced from Japan, are cultivated, but the hardier varieties from the north of Japan, and China, which are likely to be hardy north to New England, seem hitherto not to have been introduced. Fig. 715 is from Georgeon's articles in A.G. 1891.

aa. Lvs. small, obtuse or emarginate; corolla and calyx 5-lobed.

Texana, Scheele (D. Mecenate, Scheele MS.). Small tree, intricately branched, rarely to 40 ft.; lvs. cuneate, obtuse or ovate, pubescent below, 1-2 in. long; fls. with the lvs., pubescent, on branches of the previous year, staminate with 16 stamens, pistillate with 4 pubescent styles, connate at the base; fr. black, 3/4-1 in. in diam. Spring. Tex. N. Mex. S.S. 8:6:254.

D Ethiana, Koehne. Tree, to 50 ft.; lvs. elliptic-oblong, bluntly acuminate, glabrous; fls. white, staminate, in short racemes. E. Ind., Ceylon. For cult. in bothooses or tropical climates. This species is said to yield the best cacao.

Alfred Rehder.

Dipadenia

Diplenia (Greek, double gland, referring to the two glands of the ovary, which distinguish this genus from Echites). Arceata. A charming genus of coolhouse twiners, mostly from Brazil, with large, showy more or less funnel-shaped fls., having a remarkable range of color, rarely white or dark red, but especially rich in rosy shades and with thorns often brilliantly colored with yellow. The buds, too, are charming. The genus is fully as interesting as Allamanda, which belongs to another tribe of the same order. Other allied genera of great garden interest are Echites, Oncadenis, Mandevilla and Urecites. Some species are naturally erect bushes, at least when young, and many can be trained to the bush form. The group is a most tempting one to the hybridizer. An all-yellow-flowered kind is desirable. Many names appear in European catalogues, but they are badly mixed, as the genus greatly needs a complete botanical revision. Very many pictures are found in the European horticultural periodicals. Several prizes for American seedlings have been taken at Boston, by Geo. McWilliam, Whitinsville, Mass., who has given a full account of his cultural methods in Gardening, 5:36 (1896).

W. M.

Although Dipladenias are natives of the tropics, they grow at high altitudes, and it is a mistake to keep them in close, steaming hothouses, as many gardeners do in the Old World. The writer has kept them in a house whose temperature was never above 50° F., and frequently went down to 40° on winter nights. Cuttings should be rooted in winter, and the young plants planted outdoors during the summer, being careful not to bury the crowns deep in the soil. They can endure 5 degrees of frost without losing their foliage, but even after 7 degrees of frost and complete loss of foliage, the plants have been lifted, brought into the greenhouse, and flowered with good success. A word of advice: root about 50-60 open fls., at one time. Tufts of fern root are excellent for potting soil, with some sharp sand added. A fine specimen may be grown in a pan 2 ft. across and 9 in. deep. Plants never need shading. In late fall, as the nights get cooler, the water supply may be reduced until the middle of November, when water is


Diospyros

Diospyros (Greek, Dios, Jupiter; pyros, fiery; root of the Diospyros, the persimmon, so called from its glowing color.)

AA. Outer perianth-segments longer than the inner and united.

Filamentosa, Medic. (D. viride, Moench). Lvs. 5-6, fleshy-herbaceous, narrowly linear, glabrous, 1 ft. long, 1/4-3 lines wide near the base: scape 1-2 ft. high; raceme loose, 6-15-fld.: bracts linear-acuminate, 4-6 lines long; perianth green, 12-15 lines long, outer segments 4-6 lines longer than the inner: capsule sessile. S. Afr. W. M.

Diphylla (Greek, double leaf). Berberidaceae. Umbrella leaf. An interesting hardy perennial herb with thick, creeping, jointed, knotty rootstocks, sending up each either a huge peltate, cut lobed, woolly tuft, or a small, leafy, radical leaf on a stout stalk, or a flowering stem bearing two similar (but smaller and more 2-cleft) alternate lvs., which are peltate near one margin, and a terminal cyme of white fls.; sepals 6, faggatons; petals and stamens 6: ovaries 5 or 6: berries globose, few-seeded. This is one of many genera having only 2 species, one of which is found in N. E. North America, the other in Japan. There is a wonderful similarity with the floras of these 2 regions, and few areas have produced so many plants esteemed in cultivation.


Dipladenia (Greek, double gland, referring to the two glands of the ovary, which distinguish this genus from Echites). Arocenta. A charming genus of coolhouse twiners, mostly from Brazil, with large, showy more or less funnel-shaped fls., having a remarkable range of color, rarely white or dark red, but especially rich in rosy shades and with thorns often brilliantly colored with yellow. The buds, too, are charming. The genus is fully as interesting as Allamanda, which belongs to another tribe of the same order. Other allied genera of great garden interest are Echites, Oncadenis, Mandevilla and Urecites. Some species are naturally erect bushes, at least when young, and many can be trained to the bush form. The group is a most tempting one to the hybridizer. An all-yellow-flowered kind is desirable. Many names appear in European catalogues, but they are badly mixed, as the genus greatly needs a complete botanical revision. Very many pictures are found in the European horticultural periodicals. Several prizes for American seedlings have been taken at Boston, by Geo. McWilliam, Whitinsville, Mass., who has given a full account of his cultural methods in Gardening, 5:36 (1896).

W. M.

Although Dipladenias are natives of the tropics, they grow at high altitudes, and it is a mistake to keep them in close, steaming hothouses, as many gardeners do in the Old World. The writer has kept them in a house whose temperature was never above 50° F., and frequently went down to 40° on winter nights. Cuttings should be rooted in winter, and the young plants planted outdoors during the summer, being careful not to bury the crowns deep in the soil. They can endure 5 degrees of frost without losing their foliage, but even after 7 degrees of frost and complete loss of foliage, the plants have been lifted, brought into the greenhouse, and flowered with good success. A word of advice: root about 50-60 open fls., at one time. Tufts of fern root are excellent for potting soil, with some sharp sand added. A fine specimen may be grown in a pan 2 ft. across and 9 in. deep. Plants never need shading. In late fall, as the nights get cooler, the water supply may be reduced until the middle of November, when water is
used sparingly until it is desired to start the plants into fresh growth. For points concerning training and pruning, consult Gn. 5:18.

DIPLADENIA

Few tropical plants excel the Dipladenias as greenhouse twining plants, their handsome sprays of flowers being produced in profusion from May to November, when well grown. The usual method of propagation is by 1- or 2-jointed cuttings of the well ripened growths inserted in sand with brisk bottom heat, when they will usually root very readily. Seeds are not often produced in this genus, though occasionally well grown plants will produce seeds, which should be sown as soon as ripe, in pans of light, peaty soil, with a good proportion of sifted sand; when the plants place in a warm, moist atmosphere. If given good attention the seedlings will flower the first year. Dipladenias thrive best when potted in fern or kalmia root fibre only. The potting should be attended to in early spring, just before active growth, when they will require an abundance of water at the roots; they are also greatly benefited by an occasional watering of clear liquid cow or sheep-manure water. Frequent spraying of the foliage will also be necessary to keep down the attacks of insects. Dipladenias do best when grown in full sunlight, the roof of an unshaded greenhouse being well suited to them. The pots should be cut back, and allowed to rest by gradually withholding the water, keeping them during the winter almost dry in a temperate climate. EDOWARD J. CANNING.

The following kinds sold in America are presumably horticultural varieties which have been insufficiently described:


A. Fls. dark purple.

atropurpurea, DC. Glabrous, lvs. ovate, acute; racemes axillary, 2-4-fl.: peduncles a little longer than the lvs.; pedicels twisted, bracted; calyx lobes lanceolate-acuminate, a little shorter than the pedicel, and a third as long as the cylindrical part of the corolla; corolla tube funnel-shaped above the middle; lobes triangular, wavy, spreading, shorter than the dilated part of the tube. Brazil. B.R. 29:27. Gn. 44:337. I.H. 42:23. Gn. 43, p. 514. - Lvs. about 2 in. long, acute at the very base: petiole ½ in. long; corolla dark purple inside and out; tube 2½ in. long. None of the pictures cited above show the fleshy, spreading, scale-like stipules nearly as long as the petals which De Candolle says are characteristic of the subgenus Michleri. F.S. 3:33 is said to be D. atroviridis of the subgenus Dipladenia, in which the stipules are absent or else small and erect. The plate shows a strongly ribbed corolla-tube and lvs. cordate at the base.

AA. Fls. white: throat yellow inside.

Boliviensis, Hook. Glabrous: stems slender: lvs. petioled, 2-3 ½ in. long, oblong, acuminate, acute at base, bright green and glossy above, pale beneath; stipules membranaceous axillary: 3-4-fl.: pedicels much shorter than the lvs., about as long as petals and pedicels; bracts minute at the base of the twisted pedicels: calyx lobes ovate, acuminate, 3 lines long; corolla almost salver-shaped, tube and throat slender and cylindrical, the former ½ in. long, the latter twice as long and half as broad again; limb 1½ in. across; lobes broadly ovate, more acuminate than in D. atro-purpurea. Bolivia. B.M. 5783. Gn. 14:922. Gng. 7:342.

AAA. Fls. rose: throat deep rose or purple within, whitish outside.

spendens, DC. Fig. 718. Stem glabrous: lvs. sub- sessile, elliptic-acuminate, coriaceous at the base, wavy, pubescent, especially beneath, veins elevated, numerous; racemes axillary, longer than the lvs., 4-6-fl.: calyx lobes red-tipped, awl-shaped, as long as the cylindrical part of the corolla tube, which is half the length of the funnel-shaped portion: lobes of the limb round, subacute, almost as long as the tube. Brazil. Lvs. 4-8 in. long, 1½-3 in. wide, pedicels ½-1 in. long; corolla tube 1½ in. long, white outside, lobes rose, throat deeper, almost purple. Brazil. B.M. 3976. F.S. 1:34 shows a yellow throated form. Var. profusa, Rod. (D. profusa, Hort.) has larger and brighter rose fls., lined with yellow inside, the outside of the tube rose except at the base, which is yellow. I.H. 30:491. - Int. by B. S. WILLIAMS, D. amabilis, Hort. is said to be a hybrid of D. crucifera and D. spendens. I.H. 27:396, shows a 12-fl. race with exceptionally bright red fls.

AA. Fls. salmon-colored: throat yellow inside and out.

urophylla, Hook. Named for the long, narrow apex of the leaf. Glabrous, erect bush, not a vine: branches numerous, swollen at the joints: lvs. ovate-oblong, obtuse at the base, suddenly narrowed at the apex into a narrow point ½ in. long; peduncles long, drooping, flexuose: racemes axillary, 4-6-fl.: calyx segments awl-shaped: corolla dull yellow outside, deeper and brighter yellow within; tube cylindrical in lower third, then swelling into an almost bell-shaped throat; lobes of the limb salmon inclined to purple, acute. Brazil. B.M. 4141. F. M. 18:86. F.S. 6:425.

Drassanidis, DC. Of uncertain origin, the stem much branched, with many nodes: lvs. lanceolate, acute or almost acuminate, acute at the base, shining and leathery on both sides; racemes axillary, about 6-fl.: calyx lobes lanceolate, acuminate, a little shorter than the cylindrical part of the corolla tube, 3 or 3 times shorter than the pedicel; corolla tube bell-shaped above the middle; lobes oblanceolate-ovate. The above is the original description by De Candolle, who adds that the lvs. are 3-5½ in. long, 3½-4 in. wide, petioles 2-3 lines long; stipules interpetiolar, with 4 short ciliate teeth. The plant pictured in B.R. 30:64 was renamed D. Lindleyi by Lemaire chiefly for its plisse stem and stellate-lobed stipules. Later authorities refer B.R. 30:64
to D. Martiana. F.S. 22;230 may be the same plant as R.R. 30;41, but with variable lvs. and stipules. The plant was prized for its delicate colors, being white at first, then shot with soft rose like a flame tuft, and finally a deep rose. Only one flower in case, and each lasted 8 or 9 days, throat orange inside. D. crassinoda is said to be a parent, with D. splendidus, of D. amabilis. (Gn. 44, p. 141.) D. Har- rizia, Hook.--D. oblongifolia, DC. Glabrous or pubescent; lvs. oblong or round, obtuse or nearly acute, rounded or suborbicate at the base, many nerved; stipules armed, pedicel short; capsules terminal. 4-5-frd.; fls. rosy, throat yellow inside, purple at the mouth; corolla tube cylindrical to the middle, then funnel-shaped; limbs 6, 2 in. across, rose, orbicular-ovate, obtuse. Brazil. F.S. 3:326. Var. gilosa, Muell. Arg. B.M. 7136.—D. Saunderi, Hems. has flesh-colored fls. with throat yellow inside, and outside at the base has smaller lvs. than D. illirica, and no circle or purple at the mouth of the fl. Gn. 5:1111.

W. M.

DIPLARRHENA (Greek, two authors; the third being imperfect). Irisdece. Only 2 species of tender plants from Australia and Tasmania. They belong to the same subtribe with our native Blue-eyed Grass, Neomarica. Rhizomes short; stems terminal, erect, simple or some- what branched: lvs. in a tuft, narrow, rigid, acuminate, equitant: spathe terminal, rigid, acuminate: fls. white; perianth without any tube over the ovary; segments unequal, inner ones shorter, connivent; upper staminode imperfect. This plant is advertised in the American edition of a Dutch bulb dealer's catalogue.

Moraea, Labill. Stems 1½-2 ft. long, with a single terminal cluster, and several sheathing bracts; lvs. 6-8 in a tuft. 1-1½ ft. long, 3½-5 in. wide: spathes cylindrical, 2-3 ft., 2 in. long.

DIPLAZIUM (Greek, doubled). Polyodium. A genus of rather large, coarse ferns allied to Asplenium, but with the fronds much more or less compressed, extending to the sides of some of the veins, which are unconnected. Eighty or more species are found, mostly in the warmer portions of the world. For culture, see Ferns.

A. Lvs. simple: low plants.

 lanceolatum, Thunb. Lvs. 6-9 in. long, 3½-1 in. wide, narrowed upward and downward, the margin mostly entire; sori reaching nearer to the edge than the midrib. India, China, Japan.

AAA. Lvs. pinnate, with the pinnule deeply lobed; rookfoot not rising to form a trunk.

arboreum, Willd. Lvs. 12-18 in. long, 6-8 in. wide, with a distinct auricle or lobe at the base. The habit is not arboreous, as originally supposed, and as the name would indicate; quite near the next, but less deeply cut. West Indies and Venezuela.

Shepherdii, Spreng. (Asplenium Shepherdii, Spreng.). Lvs. 12-18 in. long, 6-9 in. broad, deeply lobed, the lobes at the base sometimes reaching down to the rachis, somewhat toothed and often ½ in. broad; sori long-linear. Cuba and Mexico to Brazil.

AAA. Lvs. bipinnate: trunk somewhat arborescent.

latifolium, Moore (Asplenium latifolium, Don.). Caudex erect, somewhat arborescent: lvs. 3-4 ft. long, 12-18 in. wide, with about 12 pinnules on either side. India, China and the Philippines.

L. M. UNDERWOOD.

DIPLOTHEMION (Greek, double sheathed). Pat- maced, tribe Coriaceae. Spineless palms, low or stemless, or often with ringed, stout, solitary or few-stemmed trunks. Lvs. terminal, pinnatisect; segments crowded, lanceolate or ensiform, acuminate, glaucous or silvery beneath, margins recurved at the base, midnerv and prominent; rachis flat-faced, strongly laterally compressed; petiole concave above: sheath fibrous, open: spathes erect, long or short-peduncled, strict, thickish: spathes 2, the lower coriaceous, the upper cymiform, beaked, very rarely 3-frd.; fls. short, coriaceous; fls. rather large, cream colored or yellow; fr. ovate or obovate, small. Species 5, Brazil.

Diplothemium is a small genus of very handsome palms. In size the members of this genus seem to vary as much as those included in the Cocos group. D. martit- mum, which is found along the coast of Brazil, is but 10 feet in height when fully developed. This genus is without spines, the leaves being pinnate, very dark green on the upper side and usually covered with white tomentum on the under side, the pinnae being clustered along the midrib in most instances. In a very young plant of this genus the ultimate character is not at all apparent from the fact that the seedling plants have undivided or simple leaves, this characteristic frequently obtaining in the case of D. caudescens until the plant is strong enough to produce leaves 4 or 5 feet long. A warm greenhouse, rich soil and a plentiful supply of water are among the chief requisites for the successful culture of Diploth- emiums. D. caudescens is the best known of the genus, and where space may be had for its free development it is one of the handsomest palms in cultivation.

dauclscens, Mart. (Ceroglyron nivum, Hort.). Wax Palm. Stem 12-20 ft. high, 10-12 in. thick, remotely ringed, often swollen at the middle; lvs. 9-12 ft., short petioled; segments 70-90 on each side, ensiform, densely waxy white below, the middle ones 24-28 in. long, 1½ in. wide, the upper and lower ones shorter and narrower, all obtuse at the apex. Brazil. R.H. 1876, p. 225.

JARED G. SMITH AND W. H. TAPLIN.

DIPSACUS (to thirst, from the Greek: the bases of the connate lvs. in some species hold water). Dipsacus. Teasel. Perhaps 15 species of tall, stout biennial or perennial herbs of the Old World. The fls. are small and in dense heads, like those of compositous plants, but the anthers are not united (or syngenesous) as they are in the Compositae. One species, D. sylvestris, Mill., is an introduced weed along roadsides in the northeastern states and Ohio valley. It is biennial, the stem arising the second year and reaching a height of 5 or 6 ft. It is said to be a good bee plant. The Fuller's Teasel, D. Fullonum, Linn. (Fig. 710), is probably de- rived from the former, and differs from it chiefly in the very strong and hooked floral scales. These scales give the head its value for the teasing or raising the nap on woolen cloth, for which no machinery is so efficient. This plant is grown commercially in a limited area in central New York.

L. H. B.
DIRCA (Greek, from dirke, a fountain; referring to the plant as growing in moist places). *Thymelaeaceae*. Two species of North American shrubs, with tough, fibrous bark, alternate, thin, short, entire, petiolate, deciduous leaves, apetalous perfect inflorescences, in pedunculated fascicles of the previous season’s growth, the branches developing subsequently from the same nodes: calyx corolla-like, yellowish, campanulate, undulate-obscurely 4-toothed, bearing twice as many exerted stamens as its lobes (usually 8); ovary nearly sessile, free, 1-loculed, with a single hanging ovule; style exserted, filiform: fr. berry-like, oval-oblong. Hardy deciduous branching shrubs, often with the habit of miniature trees. Bark of interlaced, strong fibers, and branches so tough and flexible that they may be bent into hoops and thongs without breaking. So used by the Indians and early settlers. The Leatherwood is not one of the showiest of hardy shrubs, but its small, yellowish flowers are abundant enough to make it attractive, and it deserves cultivation especially for the earliness of its bloom in spring. It is of slow growth, and, when planted singly, makes a compact miniature tree; planted in masses or under shade it assumes a straggling habit. It thrives in any moist loam. Prop. by seeds, which are abundant and germinate readily; also by layers.

720. Leatherwood—Dirca palustris (× ½).

*palustris*, Linn. LEATHERWOOD, MOOSEWOOD. Fig. 720. A shrub, 2-6 ft. high, with numerous branches having scars which make them appear as if jointed, at the beginning of each annual growth, and with yellow-brown glabrous twigs: lvs. oval or obovate, with obtuse apex, 2-3 in. long, green and smooth above, whitish and downy below, becoming smooth, the base of the petiole covering buds of the next season: lvs. yellowish, abundant enough to be attractive, nearly sessile, ½ in. long, falling as the lvs. expand: fr. hidden by the abundant foliage, egg- or top-shaped, ½ in. long, reddish or pale green. Woods and thickets, mostly in wet soil N. and S. B. R. 4: 292.—Common.

*D. occidentalis*, A. Gray. A similar species found on the Pacific coast, differs mainly in the deeper yellowish, lower in shade of the stamens, sessile flowers, and white involucre. Not in the trade, but worthy of cult.

A. PHELPS WYMAN.

**DISA** (origin of name unknown). *Orchidaceae*, tribe Ophrydeae. One hundred or more terrestrial orchids, mostly S. African, of which several are known to fanciers, but only one of which is in the Amer. trade. Sepals free, spreading, upper one galeate, produced in a horn or spadix inconspicuous; in pedicelled, small, adnate to the base of the column. The species described below is undoubtedly one of the most beautiful of known orchids, but as yet difficult to manage under artificial conditions.

grandiflora, Linn. FLOWER OF THE GODS. Rootstock tuberous: stems 1 ft. or more high, unbranched: lvs. dark green: fls. several; upper sepal hood-like or galeate, 3 in. long, rose-color, with branching crimson veins; lateral sepals slightly shorter, brilliant carmine-red; petals and labellum orange, inconspicuous. S. Afr. B.M. 1073. G.C. II. 18: 521; III. 9: 365. OAKES AMES.

William Watson, in Garden and Forest 9: 284, says of *Disa*: “They all require cool-greenhouse treatment, plenty of water, an open, peaty soil and shade from direct sunshine. As soon as the plants have flowered, they are shaken out of the soil, the suckers taken off, and potted singly in small pots and watered liberally. In November they are again potted into 3-inch pots, in which they remain until they flower. They make a display of flowers from about two months after potting. . . .”

*D. Koeweense*: “This is a beautiful hybrid, which is as easily grown as any orchid I know of, and multiplies itself by means of offsets with all the proclivity of *Couch Grass*. Many orchid growers might as well let the *Kew plants* are about 4-inches, and each bears a spike 18 inches high with from 10 to 20 flowers, each 2 inches across.” For portrait of *D. Koeweense*, see G. C. III. 18: 273.

**DISANTHUS** (Greek, dis, twice, and anthos, flower; the fls. being in 2-fld. heads). *Hamamelidaceae*. Shrub, with alternate, deciduous, entire, long-petioled lvs.: fls. similar to those of Hamamelis, but borne in pairs on erect axillary peduncles to head; petals and corolla-tube united to base: fr. small, 2-celled, with several seeds in each cell. The only species, *D. oeridithoides*, Maxim., is a shrub, with slender branches, 8-10 ft. high; lvs. roundish-oval, palmately divided, 3-4 in. long: fls. dark purple, 1 1/4 in. long: fr. brown, 6: 215. Hardy ornamental shrub of elegant habit, with distinct, handsome foliage, turning to a beautiful carlet or red and orange in fall. Prop. by seeds, germinating very slowly, and by layers; probably also by grafting on Hamamelis.

ALFRED REHDER.

**DISEASES** of plants are of many classes. The word disease as applied to plants is commonly associated with those manifestations which are the result of seriously disturbed nutrition, rather than with mere attacks of devouring insects. We might classify diseases, for horticultural purposes, as those due to parasitic fungi (or fungous diseases), those due to bacteria or germs, those due to nematodes or evil worms, and those which are associated with disturbed or imperfect nutrition. To these four classes we shall now give our attention:

**Fungous Diseases** are those that are due to the invasion of tissue by fungi (see *Fungi*). All crop plants are more or less subject to the attack of these insidious foes, and the havoc they bring is rarely fully appreciated. The chief lines of treatment with plants subject to injury from fungi are, first, to reduce the number of spores to a minimum, and, secondly, to surround the plants with conditions unfavorable for their development, and yet not to interfere with the health of the plant itself. Fungi as a rule are fond of moisture and, therefore, dry weather is an ally of the cultivator, while a season with high humidity and a large rainfall is associated with an abundance of plant diseases. So long, therefore, as the weather is without man’s control there will be an uncertain quantity in the problem of plant healthfulness.

The growing season for crop plants is practically the same as that for fungi, and during the winter inactivity prevails for both host and parasite. In other words, there are several months of the year in which the fungi are either inactive in the host plant or lying dormant outside of it, ready to begin their destructive work. When the plant is a perennial, the fungus may live over winter in its tissue, as is well illustrated in the black-knot, *Ptyrodictium morbus*, of the plum and cherry. The swellings in the twigs increase from year to year, the suckers take off, and potted in spring. In the light of the above facts, there are many reasons for destroying the knots upon a plum or
cherry tree. The limbs affected are practically worthless, and by destroying them the disease is kept from spreading further in the branch and the forming spores are destroyed before they have an opportunity of getting a foothold elsewhere.

If the horticulturist understands the methods of growth and propagation of a destructive fungus, he is better able to take the step that may lead to the eradication of the pest. Let another example be taken, namely, the apple-leaf rust, which in some parts of the country is a serious menace to the orchardist. It is recognized as yellow blotches upon the foliage, followed by groups of deep cups in the under half of the leaf tissue, where orange-colored spores are produced in great abundance. The life cycle of this fungus, *Gymnosporangium macropus*, involves two hosts; that is, it lives in one stage upon the common red cedar and in the next it infects the apple tree. Upon the cedar the fungus forms galls of a chocolate color half an inch or more in diameter, which during the spring rains become swollen and exude a gelatinous exterior. In this jelly the spores are produced that find their way to the apple tree and there form, after vegetating for a few days, the destructive rust. It is seen that in a case like this the most important thing is to destroy the cedar-galls, for in them the fungus passes the winter; and this can be done by picking and burning. To those who do not set a high value upon their cedar trees, the end may be accomplished by removing the cedar trees that stand at all near the infested orchard.

But there are many destructive fungi that pass their whole life upon the same plant, and the method mentioned for the apple rust would not obtain. In many such cases the use of fungicides has proved effective. The apple-seab (Fig. 721), due to a fungus (*Pusilia- dium dendriticum*), is a good case in point. It infests both the leaf and the fruit, causing irregular blotches upon both, and frequently destroying the crop. Many experiments have demonstrated that this seab-producing fungus can be kept down by the use of the Bordeaux mixture and various other similar substances. The fungus thrives below the skin of the fruit and the epidermis of the leaf, producing spores in abundance upon the surface. The fungicide, when left in a thin film upon the susceptible surface, prevents the germination of the spores and the entrance of the fungus. It likewise may kill the spores in the places where they are formed and before they have been transplanted to another part of the plant. The fungicide cannot act as a cure in the sense of replacing the diseased, by healthy tissue, but may, by destroying the spores, prevent the spread that the healthy parts may predominate. In the case of foliage, the spraying is chiefly preventive, and should be particularly directed to the younger leaves, the older ones, with the fungus already established in them, in time falling away. With the ordinary fruits there is no such succession, and the aim is to have each apple or pear coated with the fungicide.

As a rule a fungus that attacks the fruit also infests the leaves, and may likewise thrive in the stems. From this it is gathered that the spray should be very thoroughly applied to all parts of the plant, in order that the foliage may be kept in vigor and make the required food substances for the growth of the fruit, and the latter saved from decay due to direct attack of the fungous germs. But this is not enough. From what has been remarked concerning the hibernation of fungi, it goes without long argument that much can be done by thorough sanitation in the orchard and fruit garden when the crop is off and the plants are at rest. In short, the foliage of a blighted orchard or vineyard is too important to be overlooked in considering the subject of fungous diseases. The pear leaves, for example, may be infested with the leaf-spot, *Exotosporium maculatum*, and spraying may have kept them from falling prematurely and a good crop saved thereby, but the old leaves, as they drop in autumn, are more or less infested with the disease, and, as far as possible, should be destroyed before the winds have scattered them. In the same way the black-rot of the grape (Lactadia Bidewilli) may be carried over in the foliage and the mummy berries that are left upon the vines. Here, again, the spray pumps can be largely supplemented by picking, pruning and burning. In the winter care of vineyards we can take a lesson from the grape growers of Europe, where much care is taken to clean up after every crop. They do not stop with the gathering of the refuse, but spray the leafless vines in winter, and the trellises as well, with Bordeaux or plain solution of cupric sulfate. The subject of remedies for fungous diseases would be slighted were not emphatic words used in this connection. It is folly to delay the
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use of remedial measures until after the fungi are in evidence. With many quick-acting diseases it is then too late, and in fact with some the spray pump, when the trees are in full leaf and fruit, is of secondary importance. The fruit-rot or gray mold (Monilia fructigena) of the cherry, plum and peach is of this type. To eradicate this pest, it is not enough to wait until the disease is in the trees, for then, if the weather is warm and moist, the crop is destroyed. Here, again, the work of prevention should begin the winter before; by destroying all mummy fruit (Fig. 722) and blighted branches the disease is attacked at its weakest point.

Another point in this connection that must be kept in mind is the general health of the plant. Every tree or shrub should be well nourished and come to its appointed task in good health. This means the best form of fertilizers that are intended, or by the use of the pruning knife or other means. Fungi do not love the sunshine half as well as the shade, and an open-topped tree needs less spraying than one with the branches crowded. This will also obviate in some measure another point of weakness, namely, overloading. A peach tree attempting to carry a double complement of fruit will breed more decayed fruit and foliage than many that are not overloaded. Thinning, in other words, is often as essential to healthfulness as spraying, and a congenial soil and situation are more important than either. Naturally, the question of remedies for fungal diseases comes in only after all the conditions for the best growth of the plants have been met.

The number of fungi injurious to the horticulturist is large, and space permits of the mention of but a few under the several crops. Apples: Aside from the rust and scab used above for general illustration, there are the ripe-rot (Gliosporium fructigenum); powdery mildew (Podosphaera Gyaracantha), and the fire-blight (Bacillus angiliformis). The first of the three grows also upon the grape, and the fire-blight attacks the pear and the quince, upon the former being a serious enemy. In this fire-blight we have a bacterial disease in plants, that resides during the winter in the twigs, and is conveyed to flowers by insects which gather on the ooze of cracked, blighted stems in spring. All such diseased branches should have been previously removed. Quinces: The black-rot (Sphaeropsis malorum) and rust (Gasterella aurantias) are often destructive. Plums, in addition to the black-knot, have leaf-blight (Cylindrosporum Padi), while the cherry has the "shot-hole" fungus (Septoria cerasis). Peaches are sometimes much afflicted with the leaf-cur (Erucaeus deformans, Fig. 725), and the scar or "gray back" (Cladosporium carpophilum). The most obscure disease of the peach is the "yellows," a name given to a contagious disorder that manifests itself in a premature ripening of the fruit, which takes on an unnatural spotting of red or purple, with the flesh streaked and the taste insipid.

The affected trees produce tufts of small branches upon the older branches, with slender leaves, known as "Pennyroyal sprouts" or "willow shoots." Trees with these "bushes" are fit subjects for the burn heap.

Of the small fruits, the grape leads in the number of fungi, the black-rot and ripe-rot previously mentioned being among the chief, while the anthracnose (Sphaerotheca mors-uae) and downy mildew (Sphaerotheca palicola) are quite destructive. Blackberries and raspberries suffer from similar diseases, the leading ones being the rust (Puccinia Perckiana), requiring the destruction of root and branch, of the infested plants, and the anthracnose (Gliosporium venetum), amenable to spraying. Currants and gooseberries are similarly akin, and have nearly the same fungi, as leaf-spot (Septoria Ribis, Fig. 724) and anthracnose (Gliosporium Ribis), in addition to which the gooseberry is badly troubled with a mildew (Sphaerotheca mors-uae), that may be kept off by sulphate of potassium, one ounce to two gallons of water, as a spray. Strawberries have the leaf-blight (Sphaerella Fragaria, Fig. 725) as the leading fungous trouble, and this sometimes requires heroic treatment, even to the burning over of the bed in autumn to destroy the infected leaves and the germs they contain.

Annual Plants. In the previous discussion, perennial crop plants only have been considered. With the annuals the treatment is in large part the same, except that there are no live plants in winter to be considered, no stems and branches to be cleansed, and there is the very important difference that it is possible to grow the annuals upon new ground each season. While it is impossible to move the vineyard or fruit garden, it should be the rule not to grow an annual upon the same piece of soil continuously. In one sense the grower can move away from his troubles by practicing a judicious rotation of crops. However, the truck grower and the gardener in a small way should not trust entirely to this itinerancy, but instead should place the spraying machine upon the same footing as the plow or planter as a necessary implement; and as insects compete with fungi for the possession of his crops he should spray for both, and usually this can be done at the same time. The

725. Strawberry leaf rolled up from the attack of the leaf-blight. Natural size.

724. Currant foliage attacked by the leaf-spot fungus (X ½).
spraying of crops like potatoes, beans, egg-plants and celery, can be done with great rapidity with the cart machines.

With the annual crops the idea of cleaning up and burning the rubbish should be enforced as thoroughly as with the small crops. The bottom of the spray tank, where the spray is held in the tank, is kept clean by occasionally spraying the bottom of the tank with a solution of the spray pump, and with the rotation suggested, growers of vegetables and vegetable fruits should hope to be exempt from serious fungous attacks, except when they are caused by the so-called 'tropical' forms of the disease, which are spread by the migratory beetles and bugs, both in and out of the house; the leaf-spots of vegetables, both in and out of the house, may also cause trouble. The leaf-spots of vegetables, both in and out of the house, may also cause trouble.

Some of the leading fungous enemies among the vegetable fruits are the anthracnose (Colletotrichum Lagenarium) and bacterial blight (Erwinia infestans) of the plum, both of which attack the plants when badly injured, and mildew (Erysiphe Pisi) and mildew (Erysiphe Mortii) of the pea; leaf-spots (Septoria Lycopersici), black-rot (Macrosorum Tomato) and bacterial blights (Bacillus Solanacearum) of the tomato; leaf-spots (Phylosticta Hortorum) and stem-rot (Neotricia Ipomoeae) of the egg-plant; and anthracnose (Colletotrichum Lagenarium) of melons and cucumbers.

Among vegetables strictly so-called, there is the leaf-blight (Cercospora Apis) and bacterial blight of celery; mildew (Peronospora effusa) of spinach; smut (Urocystis Cepulae) of onions; rust (Puccinia Asparagus) of asparagus; clubbed head (Claviceps purpurea) of cabbage; and mildew (Bremia Latkeae) of lettuce.

The root crops have their subterranean fungous enemies, and for these a soil treatment is necessary. For the bean field, and especially above the bean and other allied plants, lime is a preventive when added to the soil, 35 bushels per acre; while the sowing of (Oospora scabies) of the round potato is checked by soaking the seed in a weak solution of corrosive sublimate, or by drenching the soil with a solution containing 1 in 2000 parts of the pure reagent. The treatment is effective for onion smut and the fungous diseases of the sweet potato. Use a new field each year whenever possible. In short, feed and ease; for the crops will well, so that the plant will be perfectly at home in the place assigned them, and then use fungicides as an enlightened judgment dictates, not forgetting to destroy the autumn rubbish, the winter will find places of the insidious germs of disease. See Fungicide.

BACTERIAL DISEASES.—There is much damage done to higher plants by infecting bacteria. Some of the most prominent of the bacterial diseases is the fire-blight of the pear, apple and quince, due to the Bacillus amylovora, the germ of which multiply in the nectar of the blooms with great rapidity, and are carried from one flower to another by insects and birds. In this way an orchard may become infected. The blossom of the disease extends downward into the branches or runs in from lateral fruit-spurs and girdles the limbs. The blight also enters through the tips of the growing branches, as in the nursery when plants are too young to bear flowers. This is "twig-blight," as distinguished from "flower-blight," while a third form is a "body-blight," where the germs attack the main stem of the tree through the buds that may be found there. Warm, moist weather, with frequent showers, favor the spread of the disease, and with opposite conditions the germs may die out, even when in the cambium and protected by the bark. The germs, when they live over winter in the branch, may reach the surface as ooze from the blighted parts in spring and be carried by insects to the buds. As yet there is nothing better for a remedy than the removal of the blighted twigs, cutting well below where the dead adjoins the living bark. Trees highly fertilized with nitrogenous manures are especially subject to blight and, therefore, a nitrogen-stimulation is to be avoided; and upon very rich soil an orchard may do better in sod.

The above is a fair type of the bacterial diseases of lignonous plants. Among the many upon herbs, there is one that is very destructive to the sweet potato, though not so general as to be serious. solanaceaerum, which is recognized by a sudden wilting of the foliage, followed by a yellow or brown color. Here, again, the germs are transmitted by insects as Colorado and flea beetles. One of the chief preventive measures, therefore, is to protect the tomatoes by insecticides, and when any plant is diseased it should be destroyed. Other plants allied to the tomato, as potato, egg-plant, petunias and the common weeds, as James-town weed, night-shade and ground cherry, are affected with the same disease; and, therefore, clean culture is demanded, and also a wide rotation of crops upon soil liable to bear infected plants.

A similar bacterial disease is met with in sweet corn, due to Pseudomonas Stewartii; while other species attack sorghum and a long list of field and garden crops, particularly the roots like beet, carrot, turnip and similar plants, as the bean, onion and celery. Sprays do not seem to materially check these diseases, and the chief means of combating them are through soil sanitation and a judicious rotation.

NEMATODES.—There are many troubles experienced by plants that are due to animals. None of these are more abundant and destructive than the nematodes, namely, microscopic worms, that infect various parts of plants, but the roots in particular, when they cause enlargements known as root-galls. As the conditions of continued warmth and moisture favor these sed worms, they are more frequently found in destructive numbers in the plant house. Roses are particularly subject to nematodes, which upon their roots cause a multitude of small swellings. The same is true of violets, with which they have been very serious at times. Cucumber, tomato, cyclamen, coleus (see Fig. 518, p. 351), and other plants are likewise attacked.

It is thought that lime added to the soil has been beneficial, but the most effective method of exterminating these pests is by heating the soil by steam up to at least 180°-212°F. for one hour or more before being used in the pots or boxes. The nematodes are killed by freezing, and probably on this account the number of these worms in field crops is kept within bounds at the north, while they are a menace to field crops at the south. In greenhouse work, take care that no soil is used which has not been thoroughly frozen since it bore a crop of indoor stuff.

IMPERFECT NUTRITION. —There are doubtless many ills of plants due directly to lack of proper physical conditions. Some are overfed, others are starved, some are drowned, and many perish from protracted thirst. Aside from all this, plants will sicken even when the ordinary conditions seem satisfactory. For some reason not easily assigned, a change will come over the plant, the leaves are often very destructive to the sweet potato, the flowers die and without any cause that falls under the previous heads. Some physiological defect is charged with the cause, and various terms have been used to conceal the manifest ignorance. The "yellows" of the peach seems

726. Disease of Cucumber leaf (X 3/4).

The dying margin indicates that the trouble is due to some interference with the food supply.
to be one of this class, and is as interesting to the vegetable pathologist as it is destructive to the orchardist.

The latest view of this particular form of disorder is that of the unorganized ferment, which by causing certain chemical changes in the substances of the cells brings about the peculiar and well marked malady of the "yel-
lows." If we start with the premise that there is a cer-
tain small amount of chemical ferment in all plants, it
is only necessary to have this increased to get the re-
sults in question; and how to prevent this augmentation
is the practical point at issue. This ferment in active
form might be communicated from one plant to an-
to by budding or grafting, and, instead of introducing liv-
ergms, it is a transmission of a germless ferment
like diastase, that is found in seeds, and does its ap-
pointed work as a solvent, in the period of germination.

There are other disorders that are called "(Edema)," or
a dropsical form of disease. The tomato is subject to
this, and pelargoniums likewise. Tumors are formed, or
the leaves bear translucent dots along the veins. This
trouble is most apt to appear with greenhouse plants in
erly spring, and may be favored by lack of sun-
shine, especially if the warm soil is wet and root action
is excessive. The remedy lies in furnishing, so far as
possible, the conditions opposite to those above named.

In general, it may be said that diseases which are
due to germs or to malnutrition show the disorder
more or less generally spread over the plant, rather than
confined to local areas. For example, if the foliage
shows a general wilting, it is evident that the trouble
lies farther back than the leaves themselves. If one
leaf begins to die all around the edge (as in Fig. 726), it
is indication that the trouble is a cutting off of food
supply in the entire leaf; the trouble may be near the
base of the leaf, or farther back. After a time, the leaf
becomes dry and brittle, and the winds break it. In Fig.
727 it is evident that the trouble is in the whole leaf.

BYRON D. HALSTED.

DISCLOTH GOURD. See Luffa.

DISPORUM (Greek, double pored). Liliaceous. Per-
ennial herbs with the appearance of our much-loved
eastern Bellwort or Uvularia, but distinguished by an
American species of Prosartes is said by S. Watson
to differ from the Asian ones in having their ovaries hung
from the top of the cell instead of ascending from the
base, but in one American species, D. trachycarpum, they
are fixed on the sides, as they are also in one Himalayan
species. The habit of all is said to be alike. Latest
monograph of both genera by Baker in Journ. Linn. Soc.
14: 586, 588 (1875); of the American species of Prosartes

These plants have been little tried in the eastern
states, and are probably not hardy without some winter
covering. 

(1. Ivs. rarely cordate at base; stigma 3 delt.

b. Perianth very broad and unequally rounded at
the base.

Menziesii, Nicholson (P. Menziesii, Don.). More
or less woolly-pubescent; stem 2-3 ft. long, forking,
arching above; lvs. ovate to ovate-lanceolate, narrow-
ly acuminate or the lowest acute, sessile, 2-3 in. long, often
resin-dotted; fls. 1-3, greenish, from the topmost axils,
nodding, 7-9 lines long; pedicels puberulous; perianth
segments nearly erect, acute, 6-11 lines long; stamens
a third shorter; anthers included, 1½-2 times shorter
than the filaments; berry 3-6 seeded; cells 1-2-seeded;
fr. oblong-obovate, narrowed to a short beak. Calif.
to B. C.

3. Perianth narrow and more wedge-shaped at the base.

launuginaum, Nicholson. Woolly-pubescent; lvs. ob-
long-lanceolate, narrowly acuminate; perianth-segments
greenish, linear-lanceolate, acuminate, spreading, 6 or 7
lines long, stamens a third shorter; style and narrow
ovary glabrous; capsule oblong-obovate, obtuse or with
or a very short, stent beak, glabrous; cells 1-3-seeded.
W. N. Y. to Ga. and Tenn. B. M. 1490. Int. by H. P.
Kelsey.

trachycarpum, Hook. & Jack. (P. trachycarpum, Wats.).
More or less pubescent, stem 1-1½ ft. high; forking
with foliage on the upper half; lvs. ovate to oblong-lan-
ceolate, acute or rarely acuminate, 2-4 in. long; pedicels
pilose; perianth-segments whitish, slightly spreading,
more narrowly oblong-lanceolate than in D. Menziesii, acute,
4-6 lines long, about as long as the stamens; berry
many-seeded; cells 2-6-seeded; fr. broadly obovate, ob-
tuse, rather deeply lobed, papillose. Saskatchewan to
N. Idaho, Utah and Colo.

A. Ivs. mostly cordate-clasping.

Oreganum (P. Oreganum, S. Wats.). More or less
woolly-pubescent; lvs. ovate to oblong-lanceolate, long-
acoinate: perianth segments spreading, acute, nar-
rrowed below, very distinctly net-veined, 5-7 lines long,
as long as or shorter than the stamens; fr. ovate,
augeth, somewhat pubescent; cells 1-2-seeded. Oreg-
and Idaho to B. C.

The following kinds are cult. abroad: D. Hookeri, Nicholson
(P. lanuginosum, var. Hookeri, Baker). Before D. Oreganum in
the key. More or less rough-pubescent with short, usually
spreading hairs; lvs. ovate or sometimes oblong; perianth
rather broad at the base; fr. obovate, obtuse; cells usually 2-
seeded. Calif. Baker regards this as a more robust form of
D. lanuginosum, less pubescent, with lvs. wider, more deeply cordate at the base, and clasping the branches. —D. Lechenaultianum, D. Don, differs from the others here described by having white fls. India, Ceylon. B.M. 6955. —D. pulium, Salisb. Readily told from American forms by its brown or purplish green fls. India, Java, China. B.M. 916.

W. M.

DISTICHILIS (Greek, two-ranked). Gramineae. Salt-grass. Marsh Spike-grass. D. spicata, Greene, is an upright, wiry grass, 10-20 in. high, with strong, extensively creeping rootstocks. A Salt-grass found on the coast of both continents, and thrives even in ground heavily crushed with alkali and other salts. Prospectors and miners consider its presence a sure sign of water near the surface. Good grass for binding loose sands or soils subject to wash. Not cult. B. P. Kennedy.

DISTYLIUM (Greek, two styles). Hamamelidaceae. An oriental genus of two species of evergreen trees, one of which has variegated foliage, and is used for hedges in China and Japan. The genus is very unlike our Witch Hazel, as it has no petals, a superior ovary and 2-8 stamens. Lvs. alternate, thick, leathery, ovate or oblong-lanceolate, entire; fls. small, polygamous. Seeds and young plants of D. racemosum, Sieb. & Zucc., may be obtained through dealers in Japanese plants.

DITTANY is an old English word which in England often means Dictamnus albus, a plant of the rue family. The name is supposed to be derived from Mt. Dicte, in Crete, where the ancient Dittany grew. The Cretan Dittany is supposed to be Origamium Dictamnus, a plant of the mint family, and of the same genus with the wild marjoram. The plant commonly called Dittany in the eastern U.S. is Dictamnus albus, Linn. (Origamnoides, Britton), another mint. It has been used as a substitute for tea, and is a gentle aromatic stimulant. All these plants yield an oil used as a mild tonic.

DOCK. A name applied to various species of Rumex (of the Polygonaceae). The commonest species—growing in fields and yards—are the Curled or Narrow-leaved Dock (R. crispus, Linn.), and the Bitter or Broad-leaved Belleville are amongst the best kinds. The former (Fig. 728) is the better of the two, perhaps, and it has the advantage of being a week or 10 days earlier. The crisp leaves (bladed 1 ft. long) appear early in April, when there is nothing green to be had in the open, and they can be cut continuously for a month or more. This Dock is the Herb Patience (Rumex Patiens, Linn.). It has also been an inhabitant of gardens, and it has not run wild in some parts of this country. It is a native of Europe. The Belleville (Fig. 729) is also a European plant, and is really a Sorrel (Rumex Acetosella, Linn.). It has also become spontaneous in some of the eastern portions of the country. It has thinner, lighter green and longer-stalked leaves than the Spinage Dock, with spear-like lobes at the base. The leaves are very sour, and will probably not prove to be so generally agreeable as those of the Spinage Dock; but one can run a succession. In some countries this Sorrel yields oxalic acid sufficient for commercial purposes. The round-leaved or true French Sorrel (Rumex scutatus, Linn.) would probably be preferable to most persons. All these Docks are hardy perennials, and are very acceptable plants to those who are fond of early "greens." Some, at least, of the cultivated Docks can be procured of American seedsmen. L. H. B.

DOCKMACKIE. Viburnum acerifolium.

DODDER. See Cuscuta.

DODECATHEON (Greek, twelve gods). Primulaceae. Shooting Star. American Cowslip. Hardy herbaceous plants, with flowers that appear before the first sight. Shooting Star is a capital name. The flowers have been compared to a diminutive cyclamen, for they are pendulous and seem to be full of motion (see Fig. 730). The stamens in D. Meadia and all eastern species come to a sharp point and seem none of them going ahead, while the petals spread behind like the tail of a comet. The fls. represent every shade from pure white, through lilac and rose, to purple, and they all have a showy crimson or violet corolla. Dodecatheon is a most puzzling genus to systematic botanists. It is found from Maine to Texas and from the Atlantic to the Pacific; and along the Pacific slope from the islands of Lower California to those of Behring straits. In this vast region, it varies immensely. It is also found in Asia, especially north-eastward. This wonderful distribution and variability is all the more remarkable if, as Gray believes, there is not all one species, because monotypic genera are considered, as a rule, to be comparatively inflexible or invariable. Dodecatheon belongs to the same order with Primula and Cyclamen, but in a different tribe from the latter, while its reflected corollas do not distinguish it from the 10 other genera of its own tribe. For the honor of American horticulture, it is a pity that the improvement of these charming American plants should have been left to English and French horticulturists. An important era in their amelioration was probably begun with the introduction of the D. Jeffreyi from the Rocky Mts., first pictured about 1866, which was stronger-growing than the common or Atlantic type, with longer and erect lvs. (not crowded in a flat rosette), and with larger fls. and more of them. The improvement of the Shooting Stars is very recent. Twenty-six horticultural varieties are given in 1897 in R.H., p. 350. The best kinds are robust in habit, with 12-16 large fls., the main colors being white, lilac, rose, violet, and deep purplish red, with many deli- crepe leaves (bladed 1 ft. long) appear early in April, when there is nothing green to be had in the open, and they can be cut continuously for a month or more. This Dock is the Herb Patience (Rumex Patiens, Linn.). It has also been an inhabitant of gardens, and it has not run wild in some parts of this country. It is a native of Europe. The Belleville (Fig. 729) is also a European plant, and is really a Sorrel (Rumex Acetosella, Linn.). It has also become spontaneous in some of the eastern portions of the country. It has thinner, lighter green and longer-stalked leaves than the Spinage Dock, with spear-like lobes at the base. The leaves are very sour, and will probably not prove to be so generally agreeable as those of the Spinage Dock; but one can run a succession. In some countries this Sorrel yields oxalic acid sufficient for commercial purposes. The round-leaved or true French Sorrel (Rumex scutatus, Linn.) would probably be preferable to most persons. All these Docks are hardy perennials, and are very acceptable plants to those who are fond of early "greens." Some, at least, of the cultivated Docks can be procured of American seedsmen. L. H. B.
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After flowering and do not appear again until the next spring. Shooting Stars are said to be easily forced. The best varieties at present are obtained from Europe.

The genus Dodecatheon is much confused: that is, it is differently understood by different authors. In the Synopsis of Flora, 1878, Gray accepted but one species, D. Meadi, and referred all the known forms to

DODECATHEON

BBB. Capsule obtuse, thin, more or less cylindrical, surpassing the calyx, dehiscent by a circum-

Henderson, Gray. About a foot high: lvs. small, obo- vate; fls, like those of D. ellipticum, Idaho to Calif.

and north.

AA. Authors seemingly sessile, the very short filaments inserted below the orifice of the corolla.


B.M. 3871.

Var. dentatum, Gray (D. dentatum, Hook. D. Meadi, var. latilobum, Gray). Larger: lvs. with blade long, oval or ovate to oblong, repand or sparingly dentate, abruptly contracted into long winged petioles. Utah, west and north.

Following are mostly Old World horticultural forms: D. Lemoini, Hort. Said to be a hybrid between D. integrifolium and D. Jeffreya, and intermediate in character. D. Lemoini, var. robustum, is like D. integrifolium, but more robust and erect, with larger fls., which are purplish rose, (see, for white. — D. maximus, Hort. Fls. rose. — D. Meadi, var. elegans, Hort. Lvs. wider and shorter: fls. more numerous, dark colored. — D. Meadi, var. grandiflorum, Hort. Much larger than the type in all its parts; lvs. paler: fls. a little earlier. There is a white-fl. variety of it. D. Meadi, var. plumatum, Hort. Fls. 4-10, crimson, with a yellow ring near the base: segments and stamens usually only 4: capsule circumscissile very near the apex. Mountains, apparently throughout east- ern Washington and Oregon. Quite distinct from D. Jeffreya, though it is the nearest ally of that species; but it belongs to another tract of country. Fully described by E. L. Greene in Environ., 3: 40 (1880). Introduced to cultivation in the east by F. H. Horsford in 1896.

Another view of the genus Dodecatheon. — The species fall into two well-marked groups: lowland species, which flower in winter and rest during the long, dry summer; and subalpine species, which rest in winter and flower in the subalpine spring of July and August. Species of the lowland group propagate by bulbils formed on the crown of the root. In the following notes, only some of the leading species of different regions are taken up. They are not all in common.

A. Lvs., roots and scapes from a short, vertical crown.

B. Lvs. long, sharp, convergent; capsules valvately opening from the top.

Meadi, Linn. Lvs. oblongate or spathulate-oblong, 6-9 in. long, toothed more or less irregularly, of a light green; fls. from deep lilac-purple to pinkish. Range from Maine to perhaps Texas, and west. The Allegheny mountain plant is entire-leaf, and is the D. integrifolium of Michx.

crenatum, Raf. Stout one, flax, and more or less fleshy texture than the last; foliage deep green, crenate rather than dentate: fls. more numerous in the umbel, equally va- riable in color. Inhabit in either low prairies or moist woodland borders of the upper Mississippi prairie region.

cordatum, Raf. Very light green, thin foliage, each leaf made up of broad, subcordate, crenate blades and distinct though broad petiole twice the length of the blade: fls. very few in the umbel, pale pink or white, but with very dark purple ring at base. Cult. at Phila- delphia early in the nineteenth century, and named and described by Rafinesque, the habitat not then known, but it is now known to inhabit the limestone region of southern Illinois and adjacent Missouri, along with a few other equally rare and local plants. A most distinct species by its foliage.

BB. Lvs. oblong, forming a column (not convergent).

c. Capsules opening valvately; alpine species, or at least subalpine, blooming in summer, resting in winter.

pauciflorum, Greene. Fig. 730. Variable in size, 6-18 in. high, but slender: hairs oblanceolate, entire, suberect.
DODECATHON

3-5 in. long; fls. often few in the umbel, sometimes many, half the size of those of D. Medea, usually deep purple; filaments very short, wholly disconnected; lvs. narrowly obovate or almost linear; corolla of a rich, dark purple. Peculiar to the high Sierra Nevada and Cascades.

alpium, Greene. Smaller than the last, but with fls. twining on slender stems, very white; lvs. filaments very short, wholly disconnected; lvs. narrowly obovate or almost linear; corolla of a rich, dark purple. Peculiar to the high Sierra Nevada and Cascades.

Jeffreyi, Moore. Lvs. obovate, erect, entire, mucronate, 5-10 in. long; sect. of fls. 4 merous; pedicels and calyx hairy and glandular; segments of the large corolla dark purple; stamens disconnected, dark purple; capsule not exceeding the calyx. High Sierra Nevada and Cascades.

cc. Capsules circumscissile at top, this part falling off as a lid. California lowland, winter-blooming species, with broad, depressed lvs. except in D. Clevelandii.

Hendersonii, Gray. Lvs. obovate, very obtuse, entire, depressed, thick and glossy; scapes 8-12 in. high; segments of corolla rose-purple, the base dark maroon en-circled by a band of yellow; calyx oblong, twice the length of the calyx. Calif. to Bt. Columbia.

cruciatum, Greene. Foliate as in the last; scapes taller, more slender, few-fl.; parts of fl. 1 in.; corolla of a darker purple; anthers more elongated; capsule longer. Coast Range of Calif.

patulum, Greene. Lvs. as in the foregoing, nearly, but stout scapes only 3-7 in. high; umbel very many-fl.: corolla large, with pale cream-colored segments, sometimes purplish tinged: tube of a dark, velvety mauve-purple; anthers very short and broad, of a deep blue-purple; capsule subglobose, hardly surpassing the calyx. Plains of the interior of middle Calif.

These three species have, among other peculiarities, that of propagating by their roots. Each root, after flowering time, thickens and shortens, detaches itself from the ground and forms a bud at the end, thus becoming a new plant.

Clavelandi, Greene. Lvs. more elongated, not depressed; scapes tall and stout; umbel very many-fl.; corolla usually rose-purple, with yellow base and some dark velvety spots next the stamens, these very short and broad, purple. Dry hills of southern Calif.—Most beautiful species; winter-blooming like the foregoing, but not propagating by root-metamorphosis.

AA. Lvs. and scapes from a horizontal rootstock, this rooting from beneath. For northwestern species.

dentatum, Hooker. Pale green, white-fl. species, with broad, subcordate lvs. as in D. cordatum of the southeastern states, but anthers blunt; lvs. coarsely dentate, but the horizontal rootstock must, as well as the blunt stamens, prevent its being confused with D. cordatum. Washington and Bt. Columbia.—Apparently rare.

frigidum, Cham. & Schlecht., is a similarly rhizomatic species, but with purple fls., from the shores of Behring sea. Is not in cult., nor likely to be.

viviparum, Greene, is a very large and handsome, purple-fl. species; subalpine on Mt. Rainier. In the axils of the lvs., along the thick rootstock, bulblets are produced, by which it propagates. Its capsule opens by a lid, as in many far-western species. E. L. Greene.

DODONAEA (from the Greek name of a famous oracle of Jupiter, Dodona). About 30 species of trees and shrubs, widely scattered, but especially abundant in Australia. Lvs. alternate, without stipules, simple or abruptly pinnate, inconspicuous, solitary, or in racemes, corymb or panicles. Resembling Onco., Onco., Fl., and introduced D. emodi (Rav.) D. dioscorides. About 24 species of shrubs or small trees of minor importance from Africa or Madagascar; lvs. often cordate, palmately nerved; fls. rosy or white, numerous, in loose axillary or terminal cymes or crowded into dense heads, ochraceous, or persistente; petals 5; stamens 15-20, 5 sterile, the rest short: ovary 3-5-celled.

Natalensis, Sonn. Distinguished by its corolate, acute lvs. and the narrowlyawl-shaped leaflets of the involucre. Lvs. long, petiolated, somewhat angular; fls. white or yellow, with minute stellate pubescence, 5-7-ribbed: umbels 4-8-fl. Natal.—Cult. in S. Fla. and under glass. "Very rapid growing, foliage poplar-like; fls. pure white, large, sweet-scented; a very good winter blooming plant."—Franceschi.

DODBEYA

DOGWOOD. Cornus, especially Cornus mas.

DOLICHOS (old Greek name). Lensimius. Dif fers from Phaseolus in technical characters: keel of the corolla reaching the base of the calyx; fls. almost distinctly coiled; style bearded under the stigma, which is terminal; stipules of beans of perhaps 40-50 species, of which a few are in cult. in this country. D. japonicus, a most ornamental vine, will be found under Pueraria. For the Velvet or Banana Bean, D. multiflorus, see Macuna. For D. angustulatus, see Vigna.

Lablab, Linn. (D. cruciatulus, Thunb. D. perforatus, Lindl.). Hyacinth bean. Tall-twining (often reaching 10-20 ft.); leaflets broad-ovate, rounded below and cuspidate-pointed at the apex, often crinkly; fls. purple, rather large, 2-4 at nodes, in a long, erect raceme; pods small (2-3 in. long) and flat, usually smooth, crisply tipped with the persistent style; seeds black, small, Tropic. B. M. 896. B. K. 10:839. A. G. 14:84.—Cult. in this country as an ornamental climbing bean, but in the tropics the seeds are eaten. Annual. It is easily grown in any good garden soil. Like common beans, it will not endure frost. It is very variable. A form with white fls. and seeds is D. albiflorus Hort. A form of very large growth, also white-fl., is D. giganteus, Hort. (Fig. 731). A perennial form (perhaps a distinct species) is D. ligulatus, Linn., the Australian Pea. B. M. 380.

sesquipedalis, Linn. Asparagus bean. French yard-long. Todd. Figs. 194. Long-ramping or twining annual plant, with deltoid-ovate or deltoid-oblong blunt-pointed leaflets; fls. rather large, 1-3 in the axis, the peduncles elongating and bearing the pods at their summits; pods compressed or nearly terete, slender and very long (often 2 ft.) and sometimes curiously twisted; seeds small, oblong, more or less truncate or squared at the ends, usually reddish or dim-colored. S. Amer.—Cult. as a vegetable garden esculent the pods and dry beans being eaten. As easily grown as other beans.

L. H. B.

DOMBEYA (after Joseph Dombey, 1742-1793), French botanist and companion of Ruiz and Pavon in Peru and Chile. Stereolindea. About 24 species of shrubs or small trees of minor importance from Africa or Madagascar; lvs. often cordate, palmately nerved; fls. rosy or white, numerous, in loose axillary or terminal cymes or crowded into dense heads, ochraceous or persistente; petals 5; stamens 15-20, 5 sterile, the rest short: ovary 3-5-celled.

Natalensis, Sonn. Distinguished by its corolate, acute lvs. and the narrowlyawl-shaped leaflets of the involucre. Lvs. long, petiolated, somewhat angular; fls. white or yellow, with minute stellate pubescence, 5-7-ribbed: umbels 4-8-fl. Natal.—Cult. in S. Fla. and under glass. "Very rapid growing, foliage poplar-like; fls. pure white, large, sweet-scented; a very good winter blooming plant."—Franceschi.

Dottage VIOLET. See Epilobium.
**Dorstenia** (an early German botanist, Theodor Dorsten). *Urlichius* (or *Moricus*). Between 40 and 50 tropical herbs, remarkable for the dilated receptacle.
in which the unisexual fls. are borne. The plants are not in the Amer. trade, but they are often grown in botanical establishments to illustrate morphology. The fig is a hollow receptacle; the Dorstenia bears a flattened or cup-like receptacle, and is an intermediate stage between the fig and other plants. One of the common species is D. Linn. (Figs.) which is native to trop. Amer. Both staminate and pistillate fls. are without perianth; stamens 1 or 2; ovary 1-loculed; stigma 2-lobed. Dorstenias are easily grown in warm, shady glass-houses.

L. H. B.

DORÝANTHES (Greek, spear-flower; the flowering stem 8-25 ft. high, crowned by a spike of fls. 3 ft. high). A genus of 4 species of small plants from Australia, with 100 or more lvs. 6 ft. long when full grown. Franceschi, Santa Barbara, Calif., writes, "They are impressive plants for large conservatories, or for open ground in the South, where they will stand slight frosts." They belong to the same family with the Century Plants, and are the only ones in the tribe outside of America. The roots are fibrous and clustered. The ovules and seeds, though inserted in two series, are placed above one another as to form one row in each cell. The lvs. have a curious brown tubular tip, which is especially long in D. Pelmini. Franceschi says, "D. Gallogeti and D. Larkini, recently described from Queensland, are yet to be introduced to this country." A plant of D. Pelmini remained at Kew 16 years before flowering. Plants of Doryanthes are prop. by suckers, which are produced only after flowering. The propagating plants must be grown for several years until they have attained a large size. They are said to do best in a compost of loam and leaf-mold in equal parts.

A. lvs. not ribbed.

excella, Correa. Lvs. sword-shaped, smooth, entire, with a straight margin, lower ones recurved, others erect; sepa clothed with lanceolate lvs., which sheath the stem at their base; fls. in a globular head, deep crimson or maroon inside and out. B. M. 1665. R.H. 1865, pp. 466, 471; 1891, p. 548. G.C. II. 11:339.

AA. lvs. slightly ribbed.

Palmer, W. Hill. Even more gigantic than D. excella, lvs. longer and broader, and a longer brown point; fls. in a thyrsoid panicle, bright scarlet outside, whitish within. B. M. 6665. F. S. 29:2097. R.H. 1891:548. G.C. II. 17:409. "This has been flowering and fruiting several times in southern California."— Franceschi.

W. M.

DÖROYTERIS (Greek, lance-fenn. Polypondylæa). A genus of small sagittate or pedate greenhouse ferns, with continuous marginal sori and copiously anastomosing veins. Sometimes joined to Pteris, which see for culture. Not to be confused with Doryopteris.

palmata, J. Sm. Lvs. 4-9 in. each way, with 5 or more triangular lobes or the fertile still more divided; ribs black. West Indies to Brazil.

tobissis, J. Sm. Larger; lvs. sometimes 1 ft. long, pedately bipinnatifid; ribs chestnut. South Brazil.

D. decipiens, with lvs. resembling Asplenium leaf, 3½ in. each way, is sometimes cultivated, as is D. decurrens, with more divided lvs. Both are natives of the Hawaiian Islands.

L. M. Underwood.

DOSSINIA (E. P. Dossin, Belgian botanist, 1777-1852). Orchidaceae. A genus of 2 species of terrestrial plants allied to Anceochilus, but lacking the bearded fringe on the lower part of the labelium. The species described below may possibly be cult. by a few amateurs who are skilled in the cultivation of dwarf greenhouse foliage plants.

D. maranta, C. Morr. (Anceochilus Lowe, Hort.), Lvs. golden-veined or marbled, 4½ in. long, elliptic: sepa pubescent, 16 in. high; spike 6 in. long, with many white, pubescent fls. Java. F. S. 4:376. There is a stronger-growing var., with foliage better colored.

DOUGLASIA (after David Douglas, the tireless Scotch botanist, who explored California, Oregon and British Columbia in 1823 and 1829, introduced many splendid plants to cultivation, and perished in the Hawaiian Islands, at the age of 34, by falling into a pitfall made for wild animals). Primulaceae. Five species of tiny primrose-like plants, one of which has yellow fls. and dwells in middle or cup-like receptacles, and is an intermediate stage between the fig and other plants. One of the common species is D. Linn. (Figs.) which is native to trop. Amer. Both staminate and pistillate fls. are without perianth; stamens 1 or 2; ovary 1-loculed; stigma 2-lobed. Dorstenias are easily grown in warm, shady glass-houses.

L. H. B.
DRABA (Greek, acid, from the taste of the lvs.), Cruciferae. Whitlow grass. One of the most important groups of spring-flowering plants for the alpine garden. It is a large and widely scattered genus of tufted, hardy herbs, with stellate hairs; lvs. often in a rosette, mostly uncut: scapes or stems leafy or not: 7-8 cm. short or long: fls., without bracts, small, white, yellow, rosy or purple.

Drabas are very pretty, dwarf, compact alpine plants, with small but numerous fls.; admirably adapted for the rockery or front part of a sunny border. They require a sunny position and an open soil. It is important that they be well matured by the autumn sun. The plant forms a solid rosette and only rarely has a neat appearance at all times. In spring, Drabas are thickly covered with their little fls., and when planted in masses are decidedly effective. Prop. chiefly by division; also by seed, which may be sown in the fall if desired.

Of the described species, only the first, second, fourth and sixth are advertised in Amer. at present. The rest are worth introduction, and can be procured abroad under their names or synonyms.

A. Flowers yellow.
B. Lvs. rigid, keeled, ciliate.
C. Scape not hairy.
D. Style as long as the pod is wide.

sizoides, Linn. About 2-3 in. high; lvs. lanceolate-linear; stems nearly as long as the petals. March. Eu. B.M. 170.

D. Style half as long as the pod is wide.


cc. Scape hairy (villoso or pubescent).

D. Pod lanceolate, bristly.

cupidatá, Bieb. Lvs. linear: style a little shorter than the pod. Asia Minor.

Dd. Pod oral, pubescent.

Olympica, Sibth. (D. brunifolia, Stev.). About 4 in. high; lvs. linear; a trifle keeled; petals twice as long as the calyx and stamens: style very short. June. Greece, Orient.

Bb. Lvs. not rigid or keeled.

C. Scape not hairy.


cc. Scape more or less hairy.

D. Hairs long, soft and slender, i.e., pilose.

alpíná, Linn. Lvs. lanceolate, flat; pods oblong: style very short. April. Arctic regions.

Dd. Hairs short, soft and downy, i.e., pubescent.

aurea, Wahl. Doubtfully perennial or biennial: lvs. obovate-lanceolate, entire or remote: pods long-lanceolate. Arctic regions. B.M. 2394.

AA. Flowers white.

B. Plants biennial or annual.

cinérea, Adams. Lvs. oblong-linear; pods oblong, pubescent, shorter than the pedicel. Early spring. Siberia.

- Closely related to D. contusa, but has a looser, weaker, less leafy stem, the stem-lvs. 5-6, scattered, entire.
b. *Plants perennial.*
c. *Leaves rigid.*

**Mawii.** Hook. Forming low, densely tufted, bright green patches: stem much branched, densely clothed with spreading, rosetulate lvs.; lvs. linear-oblong, obtuse, bristly, with a prominent midrib below; sepal very short, woolly, very short-peduncled; petals thrice as large as the sepalis, obcordate, white; pods elliptoid, compressed. Spain. B.M. 6186.

cc. *Lvs. not rigid.*

**Fadunéenis** Wulf (D. nivialis, DC. *D. Lapponica.* Willd.). Lvs. oblong-linear to lanceolate, dilate; pods elliptic-oblong to oval-lanceolate, not hairy. Arctic regions. —According to De Candolle, these three names were distinct species.

aaa. *Fls. rose or purple.*

**Pyrenaeic.** Linn. Height 2-3 in.; lvs. inversely wedge-shaped, 3-lobed at apex; fls. white at first, changing to rosy pink. May. Pyrenees. B.M. 723.— Said to be easily prop. by cuttings.

violacea, DC. Lvs. obovate-oblong, obtuse, equally woolly on both sides: sepalis leatly; petals obvate, dark purple. Andes of Equador at elevations of 13,000-15,000 ft. B.M. 5050.

**Dracena** (female dragon; the dried juice supposed to resemble dragon's blood). *Liliaceae.* A genus of tropical plants of which but few are in cultivation. They are all woody, often arborescent, with sword-shaped or broad lvs., mostly crowded at the summit of the stem: fls. clustered in panicles or heads, greenish white or yellowish; perianth tube-form or conopallate; lobes spreading; stamina 6: fr. a 3-celled berry. Differs from Cordyline in having larger fls., and solitary instead of many ovules in each cell of the ovary. All ornamental stave plants, frequently with variegated lvs. See Baker, Journ. Linn. Soc., vol. 14, for a monograph of the genus, *Dracaena Draco,* of the Canaries, is the Dragon Tree. It reaches a height of 30-60 ft., branching when of great age. The Dragon Tree of Teneriffe, famous for centuries, is 70 ft. high, and one of the oldest of known trees.

Some American trade names not referable to species are: *alba-marignata, argenteo-striata, DeSchewia, Elisabetha, Frederica, Hendersoni, imperator, Salwomea, Alexandrius, recurva, spectabilis.* See Cordylina for other names not found in this article; also for culture. *D. Novo-Caledonica* is probably *Cordylina Novo-Caledonica,* Linn, with bronze lvs.

The following is a key to the cultivated species of both Dracena and Cordylina, based upon the lvs.:

a. Lvs. long and sword-shaped, sessile.


   b. Both faces similar, narrower.

   c. Of mature plants quite narrow (6-15 lines broad). *C. stricta.*

   cc. Of mature plants broader (1-2 in.).

   d. Margins green.

      Glaucescent green, costate, 1½-2 ft. by 15-21 lines. *D. Draco.*

      Green, costate, undulate below, 2-3½ ft. by 1½-2 in. *D. umbraculifera.*

      Green, costa obscure, 3-4 ft. by 13-18 lines. *C. australis.*


   aa. Lvs. oblanceolate, broadly petiolated or sessile.

      b. 3-4 in. by 1½-2 in., opposite or whorled. *D. Godseffiana.*

      b. 12-15 in. by 18-21 lines, alternate. *C. rubra.*

      b. 1½-3 ft. by 2½-4 in., alternate. *D. fragrans.*

   aaa. Lvs. ovate, lanceolate, or elliptical, petals narrow.

   Lvs. 4-8 in. by 2-2½ in., oblong-falcate, green. *C. Haageana.*

   Lvs. 7-8 in. by 4-5 in., oblong, white-spotted. *D. Godseffiana.*

   Lvs. 7-10 in. by ½-1½ in., lanceolate, white-margined. *D. Sanderiana.*

   Lvs. 10-18 in. by 1-3½ in., elliptic. *C. terminalis.*

The following Dracenas are in the American trade:

 Boehravii, 1; *Draco,* 1; *fragrans,* 4; *Godseffiana,* 7; *Godseffiana,* 5; *Hookeriæ,* 3; *Knerkii,* 4; *latifolia,* 3; *Lindeni,* 4; *Massangaeana,* 4; *Rothiana,* 4; *Sanderiana,* 6; *umbraculifera,* 2.

1. *Draco.* Linn. *Dracena Tree.* Arboresecent (60 ft. high), branched; lvs. very numerous, crowded, sword-shaped, erect or the outer recurved (1½-2 ft. x 15-21 in.), scarcely narrowed below, long-attenuate at the apex, glaucous-green; pedicels 3-6 lines long: bracts minute, lanceolate; perianth 4 lines long; greenish; filaments flat: berries orange. Canary lvs. B.M. 4371. R.H. 1869, p. 416; 1880, p. 196. G.C. II. 1479.— Fine for conservatory. *D. Boehravii,* Tenore, is a garden form, with elongated lvs. all recurved.

2. *umbraculifera.* Jacq. Arboresecent (3-10 ft. high), simple: lvs. very numerous, crowded, sword-shaped (2-3½ ft. x 1½-2 in.), outer recurved, all green and shining, attenuate at the apex, scarcely narrowed toward the conspicuously undulate base, costa distinct on both faces: pedicels 4-6 in. long; bracts minute, deltoid; perianth large, 2 in. long, white, tinged with red; filaments filiform. Mauritius. I.B.C. 3:289.

3. *Hookeriæ.* Koch. Trunk 3-6 ft. high, sometimes branched: lvs. numerous, densely clustered, sword-shaped (2-2½ ft. x ½-2 in.), outer reflexed, all long attenuate at the apex, scarcely narrowed below, margin white-pellucid, lower face concealingly costate beneath: bracts ½-3 in. long, white; pedicels 3-4 in. long; perianth greenish, 12-15 in. long; filaments filiform: berries orange. Cape Good Hope. *D. latifolia.*

Regel, is a horticultural variety, with lvs. 3-¾ in. wide. G.C. 30305 (var. latifolia). B.M. 4273 as Cordylina Rumphii.

4. *fragrans.* Ker-Gawl. (Lilotea fragrans, Linn. *Sanseveria fragrans,* Jacq.). Arboresecent (20 ft. high or more), sometimes branched: lvs. (1½-3 ft. x 2½-4 in.), sessile, oblanceolate, lax and spreading or recurved, falcate, green and shining, acute, indistinctly costate: bracts minute, scarious, deltoide: pedicels 1-½ in. long:

---

5. Goldieana, Hort. Trunk simple, slender: lvs. distant, spirally arranged in 1-3 in. wide whorls, 7-8 in. long; leaves 3-5 in. long, slightly pointed, base broadly rounded or cordate, glossy green, conspicuously white-spotted and banded, young lvs. often tinged with red; petioles erect (2-3 in. long), dark green, not recurved; flowers April-June. W. Prop. A.F. 1848, p. 6636. R.H. 1877, p. 15. L.H. 25:306; 42, p. 257. G.C. II. 17:49.—A fine foliage plant.

6. Sanderiana, Hort. (D. thalidoides, var. variegata, Hort. t.). Slender: lvs. distant, alternate, spreading or recurved (7-10 in. x 1-1 1/2 in.), narrowly lanceolate, acuminate at both ends, on deeply grooved stalks (1-3 in. long), bright green, broadly margined with white. Congo. A.F. 8: 1281; 11: 235. H. C. III. 13:445.—Int. by Sander & Co. in 1893.


This for decorative purposes.


K. M. WINGARD.

Dracena should be divided into two sections or types for practical purposes:

(1) The Tropical type: This includes the colored foliage sorts and the garden hybrids, all of which can be propagated from both root and stem-cuttings or joints. All of them require a store or warmhouse temperature, and must be grown quick, and never allowed to get pot-bound until they are as large as required; then they can be allowed to get pot-bound, and with liquid or other stimulant and plenty of light they will color well.

(2) The Cordyline or Subtropical or Australian type: This embraces the kinds known to gardeners as australis, indica, imbuia, sangirina, ovata-strigosa, Deserella, imbricata, fernifera, Kingii. Nearly all of these are propagated from seeds, and require a cooler temperature.

Following are some popular current Dracenas: Sanderiana makes not only a perfect center plant for table jardiniers with small ferns and selaginellas, but it also makes a fine large decorative plant by putting from 3-5 in. wide whorls, 7-8 in. long, and letting them get fairly well pot-bound until each plant throws up shoots from the base; then reset, and one will have a fine, large specimen in a short time. Godseffiana is a valuable plant for a hanging basket, easily propagated from top shoots. Other popular kinds are: Norwoodiana, albo-marginata, terminalis alba, Gladstonei (one of the most brilliantly colored of the broad-leaved type), Guillotiae, Aner- leysiana, Scottii, hybrida, metallica, forrea, De-Smetiana, Victoria Regino, Sanderiana, Godseffiana, gracilis.

DRACOCÉPHALUM (Greek, dragon's head, from the wide-open mouths of the flowers). Lobata. This genus contains a few hardy herbaceous perennial plants of the mint family, of easy culture and of minor importance. The whorls of lvs. are distant or crowded into spikes or heads, the colors blue or some shade of purple. The genus has altogether about 30 species, from Europe, especially the Mediterranean region; also Asia outside the tropics. All the species described below are erect, but some others are diffuse; uppermost lvs. like the lower ones or reduced to bracts. Very closely allied to Nepeta. Sandy loam, moderately rich, and a rather moist, partially shaded situation will suit these plants best. In a sunny, dry border they are never very showy; the frs. are of short duration, and are seldom at their best except in very moist seasons. Prop. by division or seeds.

734. Dracunculus vulgaris (X 1/4).

A. Lvs. entire, not cut in any way.

Rayschianum. Linn. Stems slightly pubescent: lvs. linear-lanceolate, glabrous; bracts ovate-lanceolate, entire; whorls in somewhat interrupted spikes: frs. 1 in. long, purplish blue or purple; authors villous. Siberia. Var. Japonicum, Hort., has white frs. shaded with blue, and is a distinct improvement. G.C. II. 12:167.—According to Villmorn, this species has been sold as D. Albaneae (see D. grandiflorum).

AA. Lvs. deeply 3-cleft.

Australicum, Linn., has the habit of the above, and belongs to the same subgenus Rayschiana, but the lvs. are divided and more distinctly revolute at the margin. About 1 1/2 ft. high: frs. blue, 1 in. long and more. July, Aug. Eu. Camus in. 25:451.

AAA. Lvs. cut only at the margin, mostly crenate.

B. Whorls crowded together into spikes or heads.

b. Color of frs. blue: lvs. not wrinkled.

grandiflorum, Linn. (D. Albaneae, Laxm., but plants in trade under this name are said to be D. Rayschianum). About 1 ft. high. Root-lvs. long-stalked, oblong, notches at base: stem-lvs. few, short-stalked, ovate, not notched at base; the uppermost still more rounded; whorls in spikes 2-3 in. long; the lowest whorl usually at some distance: frs. 2 in. long, June, July. Siberia. B.M. 1009. P.M. 13:51.

cc. Color of lvs. purple: lvs. wrinkled.

speciosum, Benth. Allied to D. grandiflorum, but stem pubescent instead of pilose above, root-lvs. more
broadly heart-shaped, and all lvs. palegreen beneath instead of nearly glabrous: fls. purplish to deep purple.


b. Whorls distant, in long racemes.

c. Flowers erect.

Moldavicum, Linn. Lvs. lanceolate, inciso-crenate, the floral ones narrower and saw-toothed at the base. Eu., N. Asia.

Sprechill, Regel. Lvs. ovate-lanceolate, variously incised and toothed; fls. rosy purple or lilac, about 1 in. long, in axillary clusters. Turkestan. Gt. 1018.

cc. Fls. somewhat nodding.


D. virgatunum, Linn. See Physostegia = D. Canariense = Cemeronia triphylla.

J. B. KELLER and W. M.

**DRACONCULUS** (Latin, a little dragon). *Arvid.* This genus contains the plant pictured in Fig. 734. It has uncanny, dragon-fingered lvs. and a terrifying odor when in flower. Its tubers are sold by bulb dealers under the name of *Arum Draconaeus.* The latest monograph of this order (Engler, in DC., Mon. Phan., vol. 2, 1879) puts this plant into the genus Draconculus because the ovules are attached to the base of the ovary, while in Arum they are attached to the side. The lvs. of the true Arums are always arrow-shaped, while in Draconclus they are sometimes cut into finger-like lobes. For culture, see *Arum.*

There are only 2 species. The common one is an entertaining, not to say exciting, plant. When it flowered in the forcing-houses at Cornell University, innocent visitors thought there must be a dead rat under the floor. It is well worth growing for the experience, though its stench is not quite as bad as that of a Heliconis, sold as *Arum eruditis.* which makes any house unbearable in which it flowers. Nearly all Arums are ill-smelling.

vulgaris, Schott. Fig. 734. Sheath of lvs. livid, spotted; stalks green; blades with 10 fingers projecting from a bow-shaped base: tube of spathe streaked with purple except at the bottom: spathe purple all over and much darker than the wavy border. Mediterranean regions.

W. M.

**DRAGON PLANTS.** The Dragon Arum, Dragon Root or Green Dragon, is the native *Arum Draconeus.* The Dragon Plant of Europe is *Draconeus vulgaris.* The Dragon's Head is not an Aroid, but a Draconecephalum, a genus of mints. False Dragon's Head is Physostegia. The Dragon's Blood of commerce is a dark red, astringent, resinous secretion of the fruits of a palm, *Dronmores Draco.* Other kinds of Dragon's Blood are produced by *Dronmone Draco* and *Ecaristophyllum Montanum.* "Sticks," "reeds," "tears" and "lumps" of Dragon's Blood are known to commerce. The resin is used in coloring varnishes, dyeing horn in imitation of tortoise shell, and in the composition of tooth-powders and various tinctures.

**DRAINAGE.** Underground or sub-drains serve to relieve the land of free water, which is harmful to most plants if left to stagnate in the surface soil or subsoil. They serve not only to dry the land in early spring, but indirectly to warm it, for if the water is removed the sun's heat warms the soil instead of cooling it by evaporating the surplus water. Tenacious lands devoted to gardening and small fruits are made more productive, warmer and earlier by sub-drainage. Drains promote nitrification, assist in liberating mineral plant-food and cheapen tillage. They serve not only to remove deleterious stagnant water, but they promote aeration as well, and this hastens beneficial chemical changes in the soil. Drainage promotes the vigor, healthfulness and fruitfulness of plants. Tenacious soils are made more friable by drains, thereby giving easier access to plant roots, while the percolation through the surface of rainwater, which carries some plant-food, is hastened. Rainwater in the spring is warmer than the soil; in midsummer it is cooler than the soil; therefore, percolation of rainwater warms the soil in the spring and cools it in the fall. Drains serve not only to relieve land of free water, but they impart to it power to hold additional available moisture, which materially benefits plants during droughts. Drainage is of two kinds, surface and sub-drainage. On land on which large outlays of money are to be expended, as in horticultural plantations, it is of the utmost importance that the soil be freed to considerable depths from stagnant water. Trees, many shrubs, and even some garden crops send their roots deeper into the subsoil than most of the cereals, hence they require a greater depth of drained feeding ground. In horticulture the planting may sometimes precede the breaking by 10 years, while with many farm crops the harvest follows the planting in a few months. If the grain raiser loses one crop, an annual, by planting on wet land, the loss is not great, but if the orchardist loses an underdrained land, before the mistake is discovered, the losses are serious. Some lands require little more than to be relieved from surplus surface water in early spring. This may be accomplished by forming ridges and open furrows as far asunder as the rows of trees are to be placed. But it is only rarely that surface drainage fully prevents serious damage from surplus moisture. Surface drainage may be considered a cheap way of temporarily alleviating undesirable conditions. It does not eradicate them. Fig. 735 illustrates how sub-drainage lowers the water table (or the area of standing water), and thereby ameliorates the soil. Sub-drainage consists in placing conduits of tile or other material in the ground at depths varying from 2'-4 feet, and at such distances apart as will serve to relieve the subsoil of electrical stagnant water. When suitablestones are at hand they are sometimes used instead of tile for forming drainage conduits. If such use is made of them, the drains should be somewhat deeper than tile drains, since the stones which form the drain occupy

![Diagram showing the effect of lowering the water-table by means of under-draining.](image)

On the undrained soil, the roots do not penetrate deep: and when droughts come, the plants suffer.

**DRAINAGE**
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736. Old-fashioned drain tile.
nearly a foot of the depth of the ditch and are more likely to become obstructed, especially if placed near the surface, than are tile drains. The throats or openings of stone drains are irregular in size, while those of tile drains are smooth and uniform in size, and are, therefore, more desirable. Years ago, various flat-bottomed tiles (Fig. 736) were used, but the only style in general use at present is the cylindrical unglazed tile shown in Fig. 737.

In some sections drains are placed 200 to 300 feet apart, and serve their purpose well. In others they should not be placed farther apart than from 20 to 30 feet. Whenever the subsoil is composed of tenacious, fine clay, through which the water moves upwards or downwards with difficulty, the narrower intervals are necessary. In some instances the surplus water in the subsoil is under pressure by reason of water which finds its way into it from higher levels, and if this is not removed, the water has a constant tendency to rise to the surface. In many such cases drains placed at wide intervals may serve to relieve the pressure and drain the land. Since sub-drains are designed to be permanent, are expensive to construct and difficult to repair, the principles of drainage should be well understood, and the work should be undertaken only after a most careful inspection of the land and after the fundamental principles of the subject have been mastered.

Mains and sub-mains should be avoided so far as possible, since they greatly increase cost, tend to become obstructed, and are often unnecessary. The three long mains in Fig. 738 are not drains, strictly speaking, since the land may be as fully drained without them, as shown in Fig. 739; therefore, they only serve to conduct the water of the drains proper. Tiles of 3 to 4 and 5 inches diameter should be used when the drains are infrequent and the flow of water considerable. Smaller ones, 2 to 3 inches in diameter, will suffice when the intervals between the drains are narrow. Drains should have as uniform a fall as possible, and no abrupt lateral curves or sharp angles should occur as are seen in many places in Fig. 738. If the drain has a rapid fall in its upper reaches, as is often the case, and but slight fall in the lower, a silt basin should be constructed at the point at which the rapid changes into the slight fall, if obstructing silt is present. All drains which may be necessary should be placed before the planting occurs. Orchard lands may be drained in the spring, fallowed in the summer, and planted in the fall or the following spring. Drains placed at frequent intervals because of the tenacity of the soil should be comparatively shallow, for if placed deep or at wide intervals, the water will be too long reaching them. If drains are placed at wide intervals they should be at least 3½ feet deep to be most efficient. If the parallel system is adopted (Fig. 739), there may be more outlets to construct and maintain than is desirable; if so, the system might be modified by constructing a sub-main, one side of which will serve also as a drain, and but one outlet will be required (Fig. 740). Drains through which water runs for the greater part of the year are likely to become obstructed by roots, if water-loving trees, such as the willow, soft maple and elm, are allowed to grow near them. If floating silt is present the joints of the tiles should be protected for two-thirds of their upper circumferences by a narrow strip of tarred building paper, or collars should be used. Stone drains should receive a liberal covering of straw before they are filled.

I. P. Roberts.

DREER, HENRY A. Seedsman, and founder of one of the oldest American horticultural establishments; was born in Philadelphia, Aug. 24, 1818, and died there Dec. 22, 1875, at the age of fifty-five. His parents were Frederick Dreer, of Hanover, and Fredericke Augusta Nothnichus, of Grossakenheim, Germany. They were married in America. The Nothnichus family emigrated to the United States in the last decade of the eighteenth century, and were closely connected with the Lutheran Church. Henry A. Dreer's education was largely in German, and obtained in Philadelphia. He was fond of gathering seeds and plants in the country, and would bring them home to cultivate. He was trained in his father's business, that of a cabinet-maker. In 1838, at the solicitation of a friend, he began as a Florist in a small way, near Front and Chester Sts. About 1870 he removed to Seventh and Chestnut. In 1869 he enjoyed a 5 months' trip to Europe, where he met business correspondents of 30 years' standing. He was married June 22, 1847, to Mary Leavenworth, of Reading, Pa.,
and had six children. Of the two sons, one died in infancy, and the other, William F. Dreer, conducts, at 714 Chestnut street, the business which is incorporated in the name of his father. Henry A. Dreer died of a nervous affection, June 13, 1879. He was of modest temperament and frail constitution, and confined himself to business rather closely. He was liberal in public matters, but always kept out of political life. He compiled several small works in connection with the business, and wrote frequently for the Weekly Saturday Evening Post, of Philadelphia, and for Godey’s Ladies’ Magazine.

**DROSERA** (Greek, dew; referring to the dew-like drops on the glandular leaves). *Droseráceæ. SUNDEW PLANT. A very interesting group of insectivorous plants, found in the colder parts of the world, the American islands, and most common in Australia outside the tropics. Perennial bog herbs with basal lvs. clothed with glandular hairs, which secrete a fluid that holds insects fast. Foliage and inflorescence differ widely. The 3 species described below may be obtained through dealers in native plants. For culture, see *Davertonia*.

**filifórum**, Rafn. Lvs. 6-15 in. long, glandular-pubescent throughout, at the very base woolly with brown hairs; racemes 1-sided, 10-30-fl.; lvs. 4-12 lines broad. July-Sep. Wet sand near the coast. Mass. to Fla.

**longióliá**, Linn. Lvs. long-petiolated; blade 8-15 lines long, 1 1/2-2 lines wide, the petiole glabrous. Summer. Bogs, northern and arctic regions.

**rotundióliá**, Linn. Fig. 741. Lvs. with a blade that is wider than long; petals white.

**DROSERA rotundóliá**, Linn. Fig. 741. Lvs. with a blade 3-4 lines long, glandular above, petiole 1/2-3 in. long, pubescent but not glandular; racemes 4-15-fl.; lvs. about 2 lines broad, opening in sunshine. July, Aug. Bogs, Labrador to Alaska, south to Fla. and Ala., and in the Sierra Nevada to Calif.

Other Droseras are to be expected in fine collections, and some of them are more showy than those mentioned above. Some of the best are as follows: *D. bi-nata*, Labill., of Austral.

**DROSERA rotundóliá** (X3).
DRYNARIA (Greek, oak-like). Polypodiaceae. A genus of 10 or more East Indian ferns, with round naked sorus, allied to Polypodium, but with a fine net-work of veins, with free included veins, and with either a separate oak-like leaf or with the lower portion of the spathe, bearing a midrib like an oak leaf. D. quercifolia, with two sorts of lvs., the spore-bearing 2-3 ft. long, is the commonest species. D. rigidula, Sw. (D. diversifolia, R. Br.), a similar but larger species from the same region, also appeared at one time in the American trade, but the species are seldom seen in cultivation in this country. D. musciformis is occasionally seen in fine collections, where it is grown for its striking, simple pinnatifid which reminds one of the Bird's Nest Fern (Thamnopteris). It is really a Polypodium, which see for description.

L. M. UNDERWOOD.

DRYOPTERIS (Greek, oak-fern). Polypodiaceae. Wood Fern. A widely distributed genus of handsome ferns with dissected foliage and bearing round sori covered with heart-shaped or reniform indusia, which are fixed at the center or along the sinuses. The veins are either wholly free or the lowest united. A considerable number of one common wood ferns belong to this genus. The species have been variously known under the names Lastrea, Aspidium, and Nephrodium. Other species sometimes referred to under this genus may be found under Polystichum, for D. acrostichoides, see Polystichum, for D. decurrens, see Nephrolepis. In North America, known mostly as Aspidiums. For culture, see Ferns. Not the same as Doryopteris.

A. Veins entirely free.
B. Pinna lobed less than one-third to midrib.

hirtipes, Kuntze (Nephrodium hirtipes, Hook.). Lvs. 2-3 ft. long, 8-16 in. broad, on stalks clothed with dense black scales; pinnae with broad, blunt lobes, the lower ones not reduced in size; sori mediolinal on the lobes. India.

Bb. Pinnae cleft nearly to midrib, or lvs. bipinnate or tripinnatifid.

c. Texture thin, membranous; veins simple or once forked.

d. Lower pinna gradually reduced to mere lobes.

Noyeboracénsis, Gray (Aspidium Noyeboracénsis, Sw.). Lvs. somewhat clustered from creeping rootstocks, pale green, 1-2 ft. long, tapering both ways from the middle. Canada to N. C. and Ark.

Fischeri, Mott (Lastrea opaca, Mott). Lvs. 6-8 in. long, 2-3 in. wide, bipinnatifid, cut into close, entire lobes, the lowest much reduced; surfaces smooth. Braz.

dd. Lower pinna scarcely smaller than those above.

e. Veins forked.

Thelypteris, Gray (Aspidium Thelypteris, Sw.). Marsh Fern. Lvs. scattered on wide creeping black rootstocks, 1-2 ft. long; margins of the spore-bearing pinnae often strongly convolute; sori 10-12 to each segment. Canada to Fla. and Tex.

ee. Veins simple.

simulata, Dav. Lvs. scattered from a creeping rootstock, 8-20 in. long, 2-7 in. wide, with 12-20 pairs of lanceolate pinnae; sori rather large, somewhat distant, 4-10 to each segment. Native in N. Y. and N. Eng., where it is often confused with D. Thelypteris. G.F. 9:185.

patens, Kuntze. Lvs. clustered at the end of a thick rootstock, 2-3 ft. long, 4-10 in. wide, soft-hairy beneath; pinna cut three-fourths to the midrib, the basal segments usually longer. Fla. to Tex. and Trop. Amer. A.G. 20:25.

cc. Texture firm or subcoriaceous; veins 2-4 times forked.

d. Lvs. bipinnatifid or nearly bipinnate; indusia large, mostly flat.

crisíata, Gray (Aspidium cristatum, Sw.). Lvs. 1-2 ft long, with short, triangular pinnae 2-3 in. long, which are much wider at base. Var. Clintoniana is larger, with pinnae 4-6 in. long, and with the sori rather near the midvein. Canada to Ark.; also in N. Eu. Hybrids are described with D. marginalis. G.F. 9:445.

Goldieana, Gray (Aspidium Goldieanum, Sw.). Lvs. growing in largecrowns, 2-4 ft. long, 12-18 in. wide, the pinnae broadest at the middle; indusia very large. Canada to Ky.—One of our largest and most stately native species.

dd. Lvs. mostly bipinnate; indusia convex, rather firm.

Flixí-más, Schott (Aspidium Flix-más, Sw.). Male Fern. Lvs. growing in crowns, 1-3 ft. long, sori near the midvein. Used as a vermitage, as is also the next species. N. Eu., Canada and Colo.

D. marginalis, Gray (Aspidium marginale, Sw.). Fig. 743. Lvs. 6 in. to 2 ft. long, growing in crowns, mostly in rocky places; sori close to the margin. Canada and southward.—One of our commonest ferns.

ddd. Lvs. mostly tripinnatifid; segments spinulose-toothed; indusia shrivelled at maturity.

e. Leaf-stalks naked, polished.

viridídecens, Kuntze. Lvs. 18-24 in. long, on stalks two-thirds as long; lower pinnae largest; sori near the midribs. Japan.

ee. Leaf-stalks scaly.

spinulósa, Kuntze (Aspidium spinulosum, Sw.). Lvs. ovate-lanceolate, with a few pinnate decurrent scales at the base; indusia smooth, without marginal glands. Var. intermediárum, Underw., has more persistent scales, with a brown center, and the margins of the indusia with stalked glands. One of our commonest wood ferns in the northern states.—Var. dilatata, Underw., has similar scales to the last and tripinnate lvs. In woods, from Canada to Ore.; also in Europe.

Boottii, Underw. (Aspidium Böottii, Tuckm.). Lvs. elongate-lanceolate, with broadly oblong pinnales; indusia minutely glandular. Canada, N. Y. and N. Eng.

BBB. Lvs. ample, 4-pinnatifid.

effusa, Kuntze. Lvs. 3-4 ft. long, 2 ft. or more wide, with polished stems and short, creeping rootstocks; sori abundant, scattered, often without indusia. Cuba to Brazil.

dissécta, Kuntze (Lastráea membránulóla, Hort.). Lvs. 1-5 ft. long, 1-3 ft. wide, membranous, decompound; segments broad and blunt; surfaces nearly naked; sori near the margin, abundant. India and Madagascar to Australia.

aa. Veins not entirely free, the lower veinsets of adjoining segments united.

Otária, Kuntze (Lastráea aristá, Hort.). Lvs. 1 ft. long, with a long terminal pinna an inch or more wide, with lanceolate lobes, and 6-12 similar lateral pinnae; texture thin; surfaces naked; veins united half way from the midrib to the edge. Ceylon to the Philippines.—Good for table ferneries, but slow of growth.
DRYOPTERIS

midlitk, Kunze. Lvs. 1–2 ft. long, 8–12 in. wide, bipinnate, that is, cut into blunt lobes; lower pinnules distant from the others and somewhat shorter; surfaces finely villose. Trop. regions of both hemispheres. Probably several species are confused under this name.


DUCHESEA. See Fragaria.

DUCHESEA. See Cucumis.

DUFOUR, JOHN JAMES. A Swiss vigneron, who was at the head of a colony to grow the wine grape in Kentucky, and the author of "Vine Dresser's Guide," published in Cincinnati in 1826. The Kentucky experiment failed, and the colony then settled in southern Indiana, on the banks of the Ohio river; and this settlement is now the city of Vevay. Here Dufour died in 1827. This Indian experiment brought out the merits of the Alexander grape, a native, and thereby did much to establish an American agriculture. For detailed histories of the Dufours and their associates, and the results of their work, see Bailey, Evolution of our Native Fruits.

DUGUÉTIA (probably made from a personal name). Annonaceae. A dozen South American trees differing from Anona in technical characters, particularly in the imbricated petals, which are wide (in Anona the petals are valvate). D. longifolia, Baill. (Anona longifolia, Aubl.), is a small tree: lvs. oblong-acuminate, mucronate and smooth: fls. axillary and stalked, the zygomorphic petals much smaller; the inner petals dull, narrow, yellow, the outer petals smaller; the ovary-globose, dotted and reticulate, nearly smooth, flesh-colored, tiulana and Peru. Recently introduced into southern Florida as a fruit-plant, but very little known.

DULICHIUM (old Latin name). Cyperaceae. One perennial species (D. Spathacea, Pers.), in eastern N. Amer. Grass-like, with terete leafy culms > 3 ft tall; grows in ponds and swales. Has been offered by collectors as a bog plant.

DURANTA (after Castor Durante, physican and botanist, died 1590). Verbenaceae. About 10 species of tropical American shrubs, of which 2 kinds are cultivated outdoors in Florida and California, and in a few northern gardens. The best known kind has long racemes of blue, 5-lobed fls., followed by yellow berries which remain all winter. It is said to be used for ornamental hedges in warm regions. Shrubbs, graceful or woody, often armed with axillary spines: lvs. opposite or in whorls, entire or toothed: racemes long and terminal or short and axillary: fls. small, short-petioled in the axis of a small bract; corolla limb of 5 spreading oblique or equal lobes; stamens 4, diaphanous.

DUSK'S WEB. Roseta Lactuca.

DYPSIS (obscure name). Palmae, tribe Aréceae. Perhaps half a dozen species of Madagascar palms that have been poorly described and are little known. They are all small, unarmed palms, with rosette-like stems. Lvs. terminal, entire, bifid at the apex or pinnatisect; segments split at the apex or irregularly toothed, the apical ones confluent; sheath short: spadix long, loosely fl.; fruit small, obovate or ovoid, straight or curved, oblique at the base. No species of Dypsis are common in cultivation, as they possess but little beauty. They are among the easiest and quickest to germinate. All of them require a store temperature. D. madagascariensis, Nicholson, is also known as Areca Madagascariensis, Mart. D. piinatifrons, Mart. (A. gracilis, Thou.), is one of several plants that have been known as Arecia gracilis. It is a pretty palm, now grown in large quantities by some dealers.
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